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PREFACE.

±he object of the Handbook for Switzerland is to supply
the traveller with all needful information, to point out the
most interesting places and the best way of reaching them,
to render him comparatively independent of the services of
guides and others, and thus to enable him thoroughly to enjoy
his tour in this magnificent country.

With improved facilities for travel, the number of vis-

itors to Switzerland has greatly increased of late years, and
mountaineering ambition has been proportionally stimulated.

Summits once deemed well-nigh inaccessible are now scaled
annually by travellers from all parts of the world. The
achievements of the modern Alpine clubs have dimmed the

memory of De Saussnre, Auldjo, and the other pioneers of

these icy regions, and even ladies now frequently vie with
the stronger sex in their deeds of daring.

The Handbook is based on the Editor's personal ac-

quaintance with the places described, most of which he
has carefully and repeatedly explored. This edition, which
corresponds with the twenty-eighth German edition, has been
thoroughly revised, and furnished with the latest informa-
tion obtainable. Its contents are divided into Seven Sec-
tions fl. North Switzerland; II. Lake of Lucerne and Envi-
rons, and St. Gotthard; III. Bernese Oberland; IV. South-
western Switzerland, Lake of Geneva, Lower Rhone Valley;
V. Chamonix, the Valais, and the adjacent Italian Alps; VI.

South-Eastern Switzerland, Grisons; VII. Lakes of North
Italy), each ofwhich may be separately removed from the book
by the mountaineer or pedestrian who desires to minimize
the bulk of his luggage. To each section is prefixed a list of

the routes it contains, so that each forms an approximately
complete volume apart from the general table of contents or
the general index.

The Editor will highly appreciate any corrections or

suggestions with which travellers may favour him. The in-

formation already received from numerous correspondents,
which he gratefully acknowledges, has in many instances

proved most serviceable.

The Maps and Plans, on which special care has been
bestowed, are based Q%^^fMe^uLtT9s of Switzerland and
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on Dufour's Map fpp. xxv, xxvi), and revised with the aid of
other recent authorities and from the Editor's own experiences.

Seven of them appear for the first time in this issue.

Time Tables. The best Swiss publications are the ^Kurs-
backer' (time-tables) oi Bw'kli oi Zvnich 60 c.) and Stlimpjli

of Bern (60 c), sold at most of the railway-stations.

Heights are given in the text in English feet, on the

maps in metres (1 Engl. ft. = 0.3048 metre; 1 metre = 3.281

Engl, ft., or about 3 ft. 31/3 in.). Comp. p. xxxiv. — Distances
on highroads and railways are given in English miles; while
those on bridle-paths and mountain-routes are expressed by
the time which they usually take. The number of miles at

the beginning of a paragraph denotes the distance from the

starting-point, while the distances from place to place are

generally stated within brackets; but on railway-routes the

mileage is always reckoned from the starting-point.

Hotels. Besides the first-class hotels, the Handbook
mentions a number of the more modest inns also. The usual

charges are stated in accordance with the Editor's own
experience, or from the bills furnished to him by travel-

lers. Hotel-charges, like carriage-fares and fees to guides,

generally have an upward tendency, but an approximate
statement of these items will enable the traveller to form
an estimate of his probable expenditure. The value of the

asterisks, which are used as marks of commendation, is

relative only, signifying that the houses are good of their

class. The Editor has distributed these asterisks as fully

and impartially as his knowledge warrants, but there are

doubtless many equally deserving houses among those not
starred or even mentioned.

To hotel-keepers, tradesmen, and others the Editor
begs to intimate that a character for fair dealing towards
travellers forms the sole passport to his commendation, and
that advertisements of every kind are strictly excluded
from his Handbooks. Hotel-keepers are also warned against

persons representing themselves as agents for Baedeker's
Handbooks.
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I. Plan of Tour.
Season of the Year. Distribution of Time.

The traveller will save both time and money by planning liis tour

carefully before leaving home. The Handbook will help him to

select the most interesting routes and the pleasantest resting-

places, and point out how each day may be disposed of to the best

advantage, provided the weather be favourable.

Season. The great majority of tourists visit Switzerland between
the middle of July and the end of September; but to those who
wish to see the scenery, the vegetation, and particularly the Alpine

flowers in perfection, June is recommended as the most charming

month in the year. For expeditions among the higher Alps the

month of August is the best season; but above a height of 6500 ft.

snow-storms may occur at any time except in thoroughly settled

weather. In ordinary seasons the snow disappears from the Rigi and

the more frequented routes through the Bernese Oberland at the

beginning of June. On the other hand snow sometimes lies through-

out the whole season on the Furka, the Grimsel, the Gemmi, etc.

The most loftily situated hotels are generally closed till the end
of June.

Distribution of Time. One Month, as the annexed plan shows,

suffices for a glimpse at the most interesting parts of Switzerland.

Bale, where the scenery is least interesting, is a good starting-

point, but the traveller may find it more convenient to begin with

Geneva or Neuchatel.
Days

By railway irom Bdie to Neuhausen; visit the Falls of the Rhine; by
railway via Eglisau to Zurich (RR. 1, 8, 9, 12) 1

Zurich and the Uetliherg (R. 13) 1

From Zurich by railwav via Zug and Arih-Goldau to the Rigi-Kulm
(RR. 25, 30, 2.3) . .' 1

From the Rigi by railway to Vitznau (or on foot to Waggis)\, by
steamboat to Lucerne^ and one day at Lucerne (RR. 28, 27, 26) 1

By steamer on the Lake of Lucerne to Brunnen; visit the Eiitli,

Axensiein, etc. (R. 27) 1

By steamer from Brunnen to Fliielen (or by steamer to the Tells-

Platte and thence on foot by the Axenstrasse to Fliielen); by the

St. Gotthard Railwav to Gdschenen; by omnibus or on foot to

Andermalt (RR. 27, 32, 33) 1

By carriage or on foot over the Furka to the Rhone Glacier (R. 35);
walk over the Grimsel to the Grimsel Hospice (R. 52) 1-2

Drive or walk down the Hasli-Thal (Handegg Fall) to Meiringen
(RR. 52, 50) 1

Walk from Meiringen (Falls of the Reichenbach) through the Ber-

nese Oberland, bv the Scheidegg, to Orindelwald, with ascent of

the Faulhorn (RR. 51, 49) 1-2

By railway from Grindelwald over the Kleine Scheidegg (Eiger Glacier,

Latiherhorn) to Lauterhrunnen (Staubbach : R. 49) and Miirren (R. 47) 1

Walk via the Olere Steinberg to Trachtellauenen and back to Lauter-
brunnen ; by railway to Interhtken (R. 47) 1
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Day8
Excursions from Interlaken {St. Beatenberg^ Schynige Platte., Brienzer

Rothhorn, etc.; RR. iQ, ib, W] 2
By railway or steamer to Spiez ; drive or walk to Kandersteg (R. 63) 1

(Excursions from Kandersteg to the Oeschinensee., Gastern-Thal, etc.) . (1)

Walk from Kandersteg over the Gemmi to Bad Leuk (with visit to

the Torrenthorn) 5 walk or drive to Leuk station (R. 53) ; by rail-

way to Visp (R. 79) and Zermatt (R. 83) 1-2

Excursions from Zermatt (Corner Greet, Schtcarzsee, etc. ; R. 83) . . 2
Railway to Visp (R. 88) and Martigny (R. 79) . 1

To Ghamonix by the Col de Balme, the Tete-Noire, or Salvan (RR.
73, 74) 1

Chamonix (R. 72) 1-2

By omnibus to Geneva (R. 71) 1

Geneva and Environs (R. 65) 1

By steamboat on the Lake of Geneva (R. 66) to Montreux (Chilian,

Glion, etc.) 1-2

By railway to Lausanne; several houra at Lausanne; by railway in

the afternoon to Freiburg (RR. 66, 62) 1

By railway to Bern (R. 62) ; at Bern (R. 42) 1

By railway to Bdle (R. 4); at Bale (R. 1) 1

A fortnight additional may be pleasantly spent in Eastern
Switzerland (Appenzell, Bad Pfafers, Via Mala, Upper Engadine),

whence the Italian Lakes are easily visited.

Days
From Eorschach or Ziirich to Pfafers and Coire (RR. 14, 18, 20, 88) 1

Railway to Thusis (R. 93); visit the Via Mala as far as the third bridge,
and return to Thusis (R. 96) 1

Diligence through the Schyn Pass and over the JuUer to Silvaplana
(R. 98) and St. Moritz (R. 100) 1

Drive to the Maloja and back (R. 100); in the evening to Pon-
tresina (R. 101) 1

Pontresina {Morteratsch and Ro$eg Glaciers; ascent of the Piz Lan-
guard, etc. ; R. 101) 2-3

Diligence over the Bernina to Tirano and Sondrio (R. 103); railway
to Colico (R. 103); steamer to Bellagio (R. 112) I'/a

Bellagio (Villa Serbelloni, Villa Carlotta, etc.); then via Menaggio
and Porlezza to Lugano (RR. 112, HI) 1

Environs of Lugano (Me. San Salvatore or Mte. Generoso; R. 107) . I-IV2
Steamboat to Ponte Tresa, railway to Luino (R. HI); steamer to the
Borromean Islands and to Pallanza or Siresa (R. 109) 1

Steamboat to Laveno, and back by the St. Gotthard Railway to

Lucerne 1

Or by railway and diligence over the Simplon to Brieg (R. 79) . . 1

So comprehensive a tour as the above is of course rarely under-

taken; but it will enable the traveller to plan an excursion of suit-

able length, such as one of the following :
—

I. Eight Days from Bale.
(Rigi, Bernese Oberland, Rhone Glacier, St. Gotthard Route.)

1st. From Bdle (or Constance or Romanshorn) to Ziirich. Uetliberg.

2nd. To Zug, Arth, the Rigi, and Lucerne.
3rd. By the Briinig Railway to Meiringen (Gorge of the Aare; Pilatus

or Brienzer Rothhorn 1/2-I day extra) and Brienz; by steamboat to the
Giessbach and Interlaken.
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4tb. R^ailway to Lauterhrunnen^ Miirren, and over the Wenc/ern-Alp to

Grinddwald (better partly on foot, taking another day).

5th. Over the Great Scheidegg to Im Hof.
6th. Through the HasU-Thal (Handegg Fall) to the Gvimsel Hospice.
7th. By the Grimsel, the Rhone Glaciei\ and the Furka to Andermali

or Goschenen.
8th. To Fluelen, Lucerne, and Bale.

II, Twelve or Fourteen Days from Bale.

(Rigi, Bernete Oberland, Zermatt. Gemmi.)

lst-6th. As in Tonr I.

7th. Over the Grimsel to the Rhone Glacier. Drive to Fiesch; walk
or ride to the Hdtel Jungfrau.

8th. Ascend the Eggishorn; walk via the Riederalp to Brig.
9th. By railway to Visp and Zermatt.
10th. Ascend the Riffelberg and Gorner Gi'at, etc.

11th. Railway to Visp and Louiche; walk or drive to Bad Leuk.
12th. Over the Gemmi to Kandersteg ; drive to Spiez; train to Bern.

III. Eighteen Days from Bale.
(Rigi, Bernese Oberland, Zermatt, Chamonix, Lake of Geneva.)

Ist-lOth. As in Tour II.

11th. By train to Visp and Martigny.
12th. Over the Tete-Noire or the Col de Balme to Chamonix.
13th, 14th. Excursions from Chamonix.
15th. By Salvan to Vernayaz; by train to Montreux.
16th, 17th. To Glion (Naye), Vevey, Lausanne, and Geneva.
18th. To Freiburg, Bern, and Bale (or from Bern to Neuchdtel).

IV. Eighteen to Twenty Days from Bale.
(Rigi, Bernese Oberland, Southern Valais, Chamonix.)

lst-9th. As in Tour II.

10th. Ascend the Gorner Grat and return to St. Niklaus.

11th. Cross the Augstboi'd Pass (ascent of Schwarzhoi'n) to Meiden.
12th. Cross the Meiden Pass (ascent of Bella Tola) to St. Luc, Hotel

Weisshorn, or Vissoye.

13th. To Zinal and back.
14th. Cross the Col de Torrent to Evolena.
15th, 16th. At Evolena (Arolla and Ferphcle), and return to Sion.

17th, 18th. Cross the Gemmi to Kandersteg and Thun (or by railway
to Lausanne. Freiburg, and Bern).

(Or: 16th. From Evolena to Sion and Martigny. 17th-20th. To Cha-

monix, Geneva, etc., as in Tour III.)

V. Seven Days from Bale.

(Bernese Oberland, Rigi, St. Gotthard Railway, Italian Lakes.)

1st. From Bale to Bern and Interlaken.
2nd. To Lauterbrunnen, Miirren, and over the Wengern-Alp to Grin-

delwald.
3rd. Over the Great Scheidegg to Meiringen.
4th. Over the Briinig to Alpnachstad (ascent of Pilatut) and Lucerne.

5th. By the St. Gotthard Railway to Laveno; steamboat to Strei^a

( Rorromean Islands).
6th. By Luino and Lugano to Bellagio,

7th. Steamer to Gomo; St. Gotthard Railway to Lucerne, etc.

VI. Eight or Ten Days from Bale.
(Rigi, Lake of Lucerne, Si. Gotthard, Italian Lakes, Spliigen.)

Ist. From Bale to Lucerne., and by railway to the Rigi-Kulm.
'ind. Descend to Vitznau; steamer to Brmmen (Axenstein, Riitli, etc.).
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(One or two additional days: visit the Maderanev-Thal from Amsttg,
and return by the Stafftin. By train or carriage to Gotchnmn.)

3rd. By the St. Gotthard Line to Locarno.
4th. To the Bovromean Islands, Luino, and Lugano.
5th. By Como., or by Porlezza, to Bellagio.
6th. Walks at Bellagio; steamer to Colico ; drive to Chiavenna.
7th. Cross the Splugen to Coire.

8th. To Zurich and Neuchdtel (or to the /'aiZa of the Rhine and 2?d;e).

VII. Twelve to Fourteen Days feom Bale.
(Same as Tour VI, with the addition of the Upper Engadine.)

lst-5th. As in Tour VI.
6th. To Chiavenna and through the Val Bregaglia to Casaccia.
7th. Cross the Maloja to St. Moritz and Pontresina.
8th, 9th. At Pontresina {Schafbevg, Piz Languard, etc.).

10th. Cross the Albula to Tiefenkasten and through the Schyn Pass
to Thusis.

11th. Thusis (Via Mala) and thence to Coire.

12th. To Ragatz (Pfafers) and Zunch.

VIII. Sixteen to Eighteen Dats fbom Bale.
(Same as Tour VII, with the addition of the Valtellina and Lower Engadine.)

lst-8th. As in Tour VII.
9th. Cross the Bernina to Tirano.
10th. Through the Valtellina to Borviio.

11th. Cross the Wormser Joch (Piz Umbrail) to St. Maria in the
Munster-Thal (or cross the Stelvio to Trafoi and Spondinig).

12th. Over the.O/en Pass to Zernetz (or drive by Nauders and Martins-
bruck to Schuls).

13th. Cross the FlUela Pass to Davos.
14th. Landwasser Road to Tiefenkastell and Thusis.

15th, 16th. As 11th and 12th of Tour VII.

All the above tonrs are adapted for moderate walkers, and
may of course be varied at pleasure.

Lastly, to travellers who are disinclined for a prolonged tour,

the following notes may be acceptable :
—

Famous Points of View.
1. In the Jura (with the Alps in the distance, the lower Swiss

hills in the foreground, and, from the westernmost points, the lakes
of Bienne, Keuchatel, and Geneva) : Botel Schweizerhof (p. 28), by the Falls
of the Rhine ; the * Weissenstein (p. 16), near Soleure ; the Frohburg (p. 14),
near Olten ; the Chaumont (p. 219) and the Tete de Rang (p. 220), in Canton
Neuchatel; the ''Signal de Chexbres (p. 228), the -Signal de Bougy (p. 247),
the Dole (p. 248), and the Dent de Vaulion (p. 231), in the Canton de Vaud.

2. Nearer the Alps, or among the Lower Alps:

(a). On the N. side of the Alps: the Kaitn (p. 60), Hoke Kaslen
(p. 63), and Sentis (p. 62), in Canton Appenzell ; the ^Uetliberg (p. 41) and
Bachtel (p. 43), near Zurich ; the Speer (p. 49), near Weesen ; the Alvier (p. 52),

near Sargans : the "Rigi (p. 100), 'Pilatus (p. 108), 'Stanserhorn (p. 134),

Myten (p. 116), Niederbauen (p. 95), and Fronalpstock (p. 98), near the Lake
of Lucerne; the Xapf (p. 148), in the Emmen-Thal; the 'Schdnzli (p. 159)

and the Gurten (p. 159). near Bern; the MoUson (p. 268) and Jaman (p. 267),
in Canton Freiburg ; the SaUve (p. 243), the Voirons (p. 244), and the Mule
(p. 279), in Savoy, near Geneva; the *Rochers de iVai/e(p. 255), near Glion

;

the Chamossaire (p. 259), near Villars.

. (b). On the S. side of the Alps : "Monte Generoso (p. 452), 'Monte San Sal-

vatore (p. 451), and Monte Br& (p. 451), near the Lake of Lugano; Monte
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MoUarone (p. 464) and Monte Nudo (p. 459), on Lago Maggiore; the Monte
Sidi Primo (p. 473), near the Lake of Como; the Becca di Xona (p. 304), near
Aosta; the Crammont (p. 302), near Pre St. Didier.

3. Among the High Alps : Nieten (p. 162], Amishiihel (p. 167), Eeim-
icehjiuh (p. 171), -Schynige Platte (p. 173), "'Miirren (p. 177), Schilthorn (p. 177),
Ohei-e Steinberg (p. 176), Wengern-Alp (p. 182), "Lavherhom (p. 184), Miinn-
lichen (p. 184j, "Faulhorn (p. 183), -Brienzer Rothhorn (p. 192), "Kleine Siedel-

horn (p. 198), and -Gemrni (p. 204), in the Bernese Oberland; the ^Pizzo
Centrale (p. 127). on the St. Gotthard ; the Furkahorn (p. 133), ''Eggishorn

(p. 327), Sparrhorn (p. 320), Torrenthorn (p. 205), Pierre d Voir (p. 263),
'Gorner Grat fp. 846), Schwarzhorn (p. 342), ~£eUa Tola (p. 341), and Pic
d'Arzinol (p. 334), in the Valais ; the Col de Balme (p. 296), "'FUg'ere (p. 286),
and "Brivent (p. 287), near Chamonix ; Piz Umbrail (p. 441), on the Stelvio
route: Muottas Muraigl (p. 422), Schafberg (p. 421), *Piz Languard (p. 422),
Piz Ot (p. 417), Schwarzhorn (p. 374), Stdtzerhorn (p. 380), Pi2 Mundaun
fp. 386), and /'jz Muraun (p. 389), in the Grisons.

Principal Alpine Passes.

Pre-eminent in point of scenery is the St. Goithard CRR. 32,83), rendered
easily accessible by the railway across it ; but it need hardly be said that
its attractions are not seen to advantage from the windows of a train.

Next to it ranks the Spliigen (R. 96), particularly on the N. side, where
it coincides with the Bernardino Route (R. 97). The finest approach to

the Engadine is by the Schyn Road (R. 98) and the Albula Pass CR. 99);
and the beautiful Maloja Pass (RR. 100, 104) leads thence to the Lake
of Como. From the Engadine the interesting Bernina Pass (R. 103) crosses
to the somewhat monotonous Valtellina, the journey through which has,
however, been much facilitated by the railway from Sondrio to Colico
(p. 409). In Western Switzerland the Simplon (R. 79) is justly a fav-

ourite pass, though inferior to several of the above , while the famous
Great St. Bernard (R. 77), apart from its hospice, is undoubtedly the least

interesting of the series.

Headquarters for Mountaineering.

The most important are Grindelwald (p. 185), Zermatt (p. 344), ChO'
monix (p. 283), Courmayeur (p. 300), Macugnaga (p. 356), and Pontresina

(p. 417), at all of which experienced guides abound.

Health Eesorts.

Switzerland can boast of few mineral springs, but 'Luftkurorte'
('air -cure places') and summer pensions abound in every part of the
country. A few of the most important only need be mentioned here.

MiNEEAL Baths. Tarasp, in the Lower Engadine (p. 431) 5 St. Moritz^
in the Upper Engadine (p. 414) ; Ragatz (p. 68) ; Stachelherg (p. 74)

;

Weissenburg fp. 213): Lenk (p. 210); Leuk or Loeche fp. 204); the saline
baths of Bex and Aigle (pp. 259, 258) ; St. Gervais fp. 280).

WiNTEK Resobts for invalids: Davos fp. 376): Monireux (p. 254).

Summer Resorts, see p. xviii.

Alpine Glow (Alpengliihen) is the name given to the rich glow seen
on the snowy peaks and rocky summits of the Alps a few minutes after

the setting sun has disappeared from view, while the valleys are already

in twilight.
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II. Travelling Expenses. Money.
Expenses. The cost of a tour in Switzerland depends of course

upon tlie habits and tastes of the traveller. The pedestrian's daily

expenditure, exclusive of guides, may be estimated at 12-15 fr., or

even less, if he selects the more modest inns. The traveller, on the

other hand, who prefers driving and riding to walking, who always

goes to the best hotels, and never makes an ascent without a guide,

must be prepared to spend at least twice the above sum ; while the

mountaineer's expenses will often amount to several pounds for a

single glacier-expedition (comp. p. 289).

Money. The Swiss monetary system was assimilated to that of

France in 1851. In gold there are coins of 20 fr., in silver of 5, 2, 1,

and 1/2 fr-> ii^ plated copper 20, 10, and 5 centimes (or 'Rappen'),

and in copper 2 and 1 c. pieces. The only silver coins with legal

currency are the Swiss pieces of 2, 1, and ^12^^- issued since 1873,

the French pieces of the same value issued since 1864-66, the Bel-

gian coins of the same denomination with the portrait of Leopold II.,

and the Greek ones with the portrait of George I. All others should

be refused, as they cannot be exchanged without serious loss. A
few banks issue legal tender notes of 50, 100, 500, and 1000 fr.

One franc = 100 c. = (in German money) 80 pfennigs = 9^/^d.

Twenty-franc-pieces are the most convenient money, and English

sovereigns (25 fr.) and banknotes are received almost everywhere At

the full value; but the circular notes, issued by many of the Eng-
lish and American banks, are safer for carrying large sums. Ger-
man gold and banknotes also realize their full value (20 marks =
24 fr. 60-70 c). — For (Sauot/ (Chamonix) gold pieces or French
banknotes are requisite. — In Italy the paper currency is much
depreciated, and, as this is not always taken into account at hotels

and railway-stations, it is advisable to provide oneself at a money-
changer's with a supply of notes.

in. Hotels and Pensions.

Hotels. Switzerland is famous for its hotels. The large modern
establishments at Geneva, Vevey, Ziirich, Lucerne, Interlaken, etc.,

are models of organisation ; the smaller hotels are often equally well

conducted, and indeed a really bad inn is rarely met with in French
or German Switzerland.

The ordinary charges at the first-class hotels are: bedroom,
light, and attendance 31/2-5 fr. ; breakfast (tea or coffee , bread,

butter, and honey) I7.2 fr. in the public room, 2 fr. in the trav-

eller's apartment; luncheon ('de'jeuner', 'Gabelfriihstiick'), 3-3V2fr-;
table-d'hote dinner ('diner') 4-5 fr. ; supper generally h la carte.

Absence from table-d'hote is apt to be looked at askance. At
the large hotels the best accommodation is generally reserved for

Bai:dekek, Switzerland. 18tli Edition. b
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families and parties, while the solitary traveller is consigned to the

inferior rooms at equally high charges.

At the second-class inns the average charges are : bedroom

17.2-2 fr., breakfast 1-1 V4 f^., table-d'hote 2-3 fr., service discre-

tionary, and no charge for 'bougies'. In many of the more remote

mountain-inns, however, the prices are higher owing to the diffi-

culty and cost of the transport of supplies. The sensible traveller

will easily make allowance for this ; and he will generally find the

entertainment remarkably good under the circumstances. Previous

enquiry as to charges is quite customary.

Opinions regarding hotels often differ ; but travellers will rarely

have much cause to complain if they endeavour to comply with the

customs of the country, restrict their luggage to a moderate quantity

(p. xxx), and learn enough of the language to make themselves

intelligible.

If a prolonged stay is made at a hotel, the bill should be asked for

every three or four days, in order that errors, whether accidental or de-

signed, may more easily be detected. When an early departure is contem-
plated, the bill should be obtained over-night. It is not an uncommon
practice to withhold the bill till the last moment, when the hurry and
confusion of starting render overcharges less liable to discovery.

In the height of the season the hotels at the favourite resorts of trav-

ellers are often crowded. To prevent disappointment rooms should be tele-

graphed for (p. xxix).
Blost travellers err in giving too large Gratuities. When attendance

is charged in the bill, nothing more need be given except to the boots

and porter. In any case the amount of the fees should never exceed
5-10 per cent of the bill. In some of the best hotels the servants are

forbidden to accept gratuities. When practicable, the bill should be
settled at the cashier's office, not through a waiter.

Many of the large hotels of Switzerland contain depots of the SocUU
des Biblioth&ques des Grands Edtels (S. B. G. H.), a company formed for

the sale of books (English, French, German) and maps in places not

possessing a regular bookseller.

Pensions. Boarding-houses or 'pensions' abound at Lucerne,

Geneva, Interlaken, and in many other parts of Switzerland ; and

most of the hotels also make pension arrangements with guests who

stay for 4-5 days and upwards. The charge for board and lodging

varies from 41/2 to 10 fr. or more, and at some of the most famous

health-resorts and watering-places sometimes amounts to 20 fr.

per day. As the word 'pension' is sometimes used to signify board

only, the traveller should ascertain whether rooms are included in

the charge or not. It is always advantageous, when possible, to

make arrangements for 'pension' in advance by writing to the land-

lord on a 'reply post-card'.

Among the Swiss Summer Kesorts may be mentioned: —
In Northern Switzerland: The Weissenstein (4220'; p. 16), near So-

leure; Macolin (2960'; p. 12); Langenbruck CiSbb'; p. 13) and Frenkendorf
(1120'; p. 13), near Liestal; the Frohburg {2112; p. 14), nearOlten; Friedau

(2180'; p. 15); the Chuumont (3845'; p. 219j, near Neuchatel; .^wn'c/i (1346';

p. 35) and the Uetliberg (2864'; p. 41); Wddensweil{i'd^'; p. 47) and other

places on the Lake of Zurich (1342'); Schonfels and Felsenegg (30S5'; p. 86),

near Zng ; Iinmensee and Walchmjl on the Lake of Zug (1368': p. 110);
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Weesen (1410'; p. 49), Walenstadt (p. 51), and Quarten. on the Walensee;
Obstalden (2237'; p. 52), Stachelberg (2178'; p. 74j, Vorauen (2(i4U'j, and
Richisau (3590'), in tlie Klonthal (p. 80); Walzenhausen (2207'; p. 64j : Heidtn
(2645'; p. 59). Gais (3075'; p. 6ij, and Wensbad (2680'; p. 61), in Appenzell

:

Wurtenstein (2463'; p. 71) and Vdttis (3120'; p. 72), near Eagutz.
On the Lake of Lucerne (1435'): Lucerne (p. 87) ; Meggen (p. Ill) ; Her-

iensiewj (p. 94) ; Weggis {^.^^)\ Beckenried {p.'bb)'-, Viienau (p. 94); Gersau
(p. 96); Brunnen (p. 97); Axenstein (2460') and Axenfels (2065'; p. 97); Seelis-

berg (2628'; p. 96); Burgenstock (2855'; p. 107); Stoos (4232'; p. 98j ; Rigi-

Kldsterlii^Q2'; p. 103), Ealibad (4700'), First (4750'), Siaffel (5262'), and 5cAejc/-

e^y (5405').

In Canton Luceene : Sonnenberg (2350'; p. 88); Schwarzenherg (2760';

p. 146). In the Emmen-Thal : Riittihubelbad (2414'; p. 149). In Unterwal-
den : Engelberg (3315'; p. 135) ; Wolfenschiessen (170u': p. l3o) : Nieder-Ricken-
bach (3830' ; p. 135) ; Fliieli-Ranft (4250' : p. 141) ; Melchsee-Fruti (6115'; p. 140)

;

Lungern (2475'
; p. 141); Briinig (3295': p. 141). In Uri : Amsteg (1760'; p. 118)

;

the Maderaner-Thal (4790'; p. 129); UntencMchen (33i5'; p. 78); Elm
(3215': p. 81): Andermatt (4738': p. 126); Hospenthal (4800'; p. 126); Ober-
alpsee (tj654'; p. 391) ; G6schenen-Alp{ol!i!d'; p. 124) ; St. Gotthard (6867"; p. 127).

In the Bernese Oberland: Bern (1765'; p. 152); Thun (1844'; p. 160):
Oberho/en (p. 164), Gunien (p. 16i), Sigy-istcyl (2620': p. 164), Spiez (p. 164),
and Faulenseebad (p. 165) on the Lake of Than (1837') ; Aeschi C2SiS' ; p. 165)

;

Cfvrnigelbad (3783'; p. 159); Interlaken (^iSQ3'; p. 167); St. Beateyiberg (,3115';

p. 166); Wildersicyl (p. 16S): Abendberg (3737'; p. 171); Bonigen (p. 168):
Iseltwald (p. 194); the Giessbach (1857;^; p. 193); Axalp (4985'; p. 193), on
the Lake of Brienz: Lauterhrunneii (2640': p. 174); Milrren (5350'; p. 177);
Wengen (4327'; p. 1^1); Grindelwald (3468'; p. 185); Rosenlauibad (4363';

p. 195); Meiringen (1968'; p. 190); Hasleberg (3443'; p. 191); Engstlen-Alp
(6033'; p. 143j ; Adelboden (4450*; p. 2C6) ; Kandertteg (3840*} p. 202) ; Lenk
(3527'; p. 210); Zweisimmen (3215'; p. 214).

On the Lake of Geneva, in the Rhone Valley, etc.: Geneva (1243';

p. 232); Mornex-Monnetier (2336'; p. 243); St. Cerg'wes (3432'; p. 246); Ouchy
(p. 247); Lausanne (p. 24S) ; Vevey (p. 251); Clurens (p. 252): Montreux
(p. 254): L.s Avants (p. 255): Glion (2270'; p. 255); Aigle (13t5'; p. 258);
J5ea:(1427'; p. 259j ; Ft^^ars (4166'; p. 255): the Ormonts (3815': p. 264); Les
Plans (3610': p. 260): La Comballaz (4475'; p. 26S); Gryon (3632'; p. 268);
Chateau d'Oex (3498'; p. 267); Channey (2955': p. 213): Ste. Croix (3635';

p. 225); Ballaigues (2855': p. 231); Champiry (3450'; p. 273); Finhaut liOQO'',

p. 293); Salvan (3035'; p: 294); E6t. de la Pierre a Voir (5250': p. 263);
Lac de Champex (4&20'; p. 307): Mayens de Sion (4267': p. 332); Montana
(5085'; p. 317): Torrentalp (8035': p. 205): Belalp (7153';' p. 320j ; Riederalp
(6315'; p. 320; Eygishom (7195'; p. 32d); Berisal (5')05'; p. 321); Zermatt
(5315': p. 344j, Riffelalp (7305'; p. 345), and Riffelberg (8430'; p. 345); Suas-
Grund{bi2b') and Saas-Fee (5300'; p. 353) ; St. Luc (5495'; p. 341); Vissoye
(3980') and Grimentz (5150': p. 338): Hdlel Weisshorn (7550'; p. 338); Zinal
(5505'; p. 339); Evolena (4520'; p. 333); Arolla (.QblO'i p. 334); Chamonix
(3445'; p. 283).

In the Geisons: Samaden (5670'; p. 416); Pontresina (5915'; p. 417);
St. Moritz (6090'; p. 414); Silvaplana (5958'; p. 411); Sils- Maria (5895';

p. 410); ifa^oya (5960'; p. 408); Zuoz (5548'; p. 428); Schuls (3970'; p. 431);
Davos (5115'; p. 375); Arosa (6035'; p. 369); Klosters (3966'; p. 372): Seewis
(2985'; p. 371); Valzeina (3670': p. 371); Waldhans-Films (3615'; p. 384) i Thusit
(2448'; p. 3S3); Disentis (3773'; p. 389j ; Wiesen (4720'; p. 378); Churicalden
(3976'; p. 380); Parpan (4956'; p. 380).

On the South Side of the Alps: Airolo (3755'; p. 120), Hotel Piora
(6000*; p. 122), Faido (2485'; p. 122), and Bignasco (1424'; p. 456), in Ticino;
Macugnaga (5115'; p. 357); Alagna (3955'; p. 358); (?re550ftey (5370'; p. 359);
Courmayeur (4360'; p. 300); Lugano (932'; p. 448); Bellagio (p. 472j, Caden-
abbia. Menaggio.^ etc., on the Lake of Como (700'); Locarno (p. 454), Pallanza
(p. 461), Baveno (p. 462), and Stresa (p. 463), on the Lago Maggiore (646');
Monte Generoso (3960'; i.. 453) and Lanzo d'Intelvi (3117'; p. 469), near the
Lake of Lugano.
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IV. Passports. Custom House.

Passports. In Switzerland passports must be shown in order to

obtain delivery of registered letters, and are sometimes of service in

proving the traveller's identity. For walking tours in the French
and Italian frontier districts a passport is indispensable. A passport

is also necessary (even for minors) to obtain the 'permis de s^jour'

without which no foreigner is allowed to reside in a canton. The
principal passport-agents in London are : Lee and Carter, 440 West
Strand; E. Stanford, 26 Cockspur St., Charing Cross; W. J. Adams,
59 Fleet Street (charge 25.; agent's fee is. 6cZ.).

Custom House. Luggage undergoes a slight examination at the

Swiss frontier. The duty on cigars is I1/2 fr. per kilogramme

(21/5 lbs.), but 50 or so are usually passed free. At the French,

Italian , and Austrian frontiers the examination is sometimes strict,

and tobacco and cigars pay a heavy duty, but at the German frontier

the visite is usually lenient. As a rule the traveller should restrict

his belongings as far as possible to wearing apparel and articles for

personal use.

V. Walking and Cycling Tours.

In a mountainous country like Switzerland it is to pedestrians

alone that many of the finest points are accessible, and even where
driving or riding is practicable, walking is often more enjoyable.

Disposition of Time. The first golden rule for the walker is to

start early. If strength permits, and a suitable halting-place is to

be met with, a walk of one or two hours may be accomplished be-

fore breakfast. At noon a moderate luncheon is preferable to a table-

d'hote dinner. Rest should be taken during the hottest hours (12-3),

and the journey then continued till 5 or 6 p.m. (comp. p. xviiij,

when a substantial meal (evening table-d'hote at the principal hotels)

may be partaken of.

Equipment. A superabundance of luggage infallibly increases

the delays, annoyances , and expenses of travel. To be provided

with enough and no more, may be considered the second golden

rule for the traveller. A light 'gibeciere' or game-bag, which is

far less irksome to carry than a knapsack, suffices to contain all that

is necessary for a week's excursion. A change of flannel shirts and
worsted stockings , a few pocket-handkerchiefs , a pair of slippers,

and the 'objets de toilette' may, with a little practice, be carried

with hardly a perceptible increase of fatigue. A pocket-knife with a

corkscrew, a leathern drinking-cup, a spirit-flask, stout gloves, and a

piece of green crape or coloured spectacles to protect the eyes from

the glare of the snow, should not be forgotten. Useful, though less

indispensable, are an opera-glass or small telescope, sewing materials,
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a supply of strong cord, sticking plaster, a small compass, a pocket-

lantern, a thermometer, and an aneroid barometer. Special attention

should be paid to the boots, which, must be strong, well-tried, and

thoroughly comfortable, as the slightest tendency to rub or blister

may seriously mar the enjoyment of the walk. For glacier-tours

and mountain-ascents the soles must be supplied with nails, which,

however, may be added on reaching the mountainous district. The
traveller's reserve of clotMng should be contained in a portmanteau

of moderate size, which he can easily wield himself when necessary,

and which may be forwarded from town to town by post.

The mountaineer should have a well-tried Aipensfocfe of seasoned

asb, 5-6' long, shod with a steel point, and strong enough, when
placed horizontally, with the ends supported, to bear the whole

weight of the body. For the more difficult ascents an Ice-Axe and

Rope are also necessary ; the former may usually be borrowed at the

hotel and the latter is generally furnished by the guide. The best

ropes, light and strong, are made of silk or Manilla hemp. In cross-

ing a glacier the precaution of using the rope should never be ne-

glected. It should be securely tied round the waist of each member
of the party, leaving a length of about 10' between each pair. Ice-

axes are made in various forms, and are usually furnished with a

spike at the end of the handle, so that they can in some measure be
used like an Alpenstock. — Requisites for Alpine travelling may
be obtained in London from Adams ^ Sons, 69 Fleet Street.

General Hints. The traveller's ambition often exceeds his

powers of endurance, and if his strength be once overtaxed he will

sometimes be incapacitated altogether for several days. At the

outset, therefore, the walker's performances should be moderate

;

and even when he is in good training , they should rarely exceed
10 hrs. a day. When a mountain has to be breasted, the pedes-
trian should avoid 'spurts', and pursue the 'even tenor of his way'

at a steady and moderate pace (^chi va piano va sano ; chi va sano
va lontano'). As another golden maxim for his guidance, the travel-

ler shouldremember that— 'When fatigue begins, enjoyment ceases'

.

To prevent the feet from blistering during a protracted walking
tour, they may be rubbed morning and evening with brandy and
tallow. A warm foot-bath with bran will be found soothing after a

long day's march. Soaping the inside of the stocking is another well-

known safeguard against abrasion of the skin.

Mountaineering among the higher Alps should not be attempted
before the middle or end of July, nor at any period after a long

continuance of rain or snow. Glaciers should be traversed as early

in the morning as possible, before the sun softens the crust of ice

formed during the night over the crevasses. Experienced guides
are indispensable for such excursions.

The traveller is cautioned against sleeping in chalets, unless ab-
solutely necessary. Whatever poetry there may be theoretically in
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'a fragrant bed of hay', the cold night-air piercing abundant aper-

tures, the ringing of the cow-bells, the grunting of the pigs, and
the undiscarded garments, hardly conduce to refreshing slumber.

As a rule, therefore, the night previous to a mountain-expedition

should be spent either at an inn or at one of the club-huts which

the Swiss, German, and Italian Alpine Clubs have recently erected

for the convenience of travellers.

Mountaineers should provide themselves with fresh meat, bread,

and wine or spirits for long expeditions. The chalets usually afford

nothing but Alpine fare (milk , cheese, and stale bread). Glacier-

water should not be drunk except in small quantities, mixed with

wine or cognac. Cold milk is also safer when qualified with spirits.

One of the best beverages for quenching the thirst is cold tea.

Over all the movements of the pedestrian the weather holds

despotic sway. The barometer and weather-wise natives should be

consulted when an opportunity offers. The blowing down of the

wind from the mountains into the valleys in the evening, the melt-

ing away of the clouds, the fall of fresh snow on the mountains,

and the ascent of the cattle to the higher parts of their pasture are

all signs of fine weather. On the other hand it is a bad sign if the

distant mountains are dark blue in colour and very distinct in out-

line, if the wind blows up the mountains , and if the dust rises in

eddies on the roads. West winds also usually bring rain.

Health. Tincture of arnica is a good remedy for bruises^ and more-
over has a bracing and invigorating effect if rubbed on the limbs after

much fatigue; but it should never be applied to broken skin, as it is apt

to produce erysipelas. Saturnine ointment or oxide of zinc ointment ia

beneficial in cases of inflammation of the skin, an inconvenience frequently
caused by exposure to the glare of the sun on the snow. Cold cream,
and, for the lips especially, vaseline or glycerine, are also recommended.

For diarrhoea 15 drops of a mixture of equal parts of tincture of

opium and aromatic tincture may be safely taken every two hours until

relief is afforded. The homoeopathic tincture of camphor (5 drops on
a lump of sugar every half-hour or so) is also a good remedy. The
homoeopathic camphor-globules are convenient, but are more apt to lose

their strength.

Cycling Tours. The cyclist goes to Switzerland for the scenery

and for nothing else, and the distinctive part of Swiss scenery

lies in its mountains; hence cycling in Switzerland means riding

on mountain-roads. Switzerland Is, therefore, a country to ride

through on one's way to somewhere else, rather than one in which

to settle down and make short excursions from fixed centres. That

can be done on the plain, or on the shores of the Lake of Geneva,

or by the Lake of Lucerne, but the ambitious rider aspires to the

mountains.
The machine taken should be adapted to mountain work. It

should be well-tried and trusted rather than new. It should be

fitted with strong brakes, rim brakes for preference, one on each

wheel. The tyres should be new and of good material, and before

the journey is undertaken the machine should be thoroughly over-
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hauled by a competent repairer, so that the cyclist may have rea-

sonable assurance that there is no bidden flaw in any part. The
gear should be low (under 60 inches). There are few satisfactory

repairers to be met with outside the larger towns, and the rider

should consequently take with him the articles most likely to be
required for a summary repair, and should, in addition, be suf-

ficiently skilful to remedy the more common accidents to machines.

If he is not. he would do well to ride in the company of some one

who is.

No one who is not fairly strong and in good condition should

attempt the Swiss passes. Long stretches of country have to be

covered at a time, and there is usually a vast amount of walking

and pushing one's machine to be gone through. Some of this may
occasionally be avoided by hiring boys to do the pushing, but even

then the amount of walking is apt to be fatiguing to any but a hardy

pedestrian. At one time it was a simple matter for the tired cyclist

to hoist his machine on to a passing diligence and himself take a

seat in the vehicle, but postal diligences are no longer allowed to

carry unpacked cycles. German and French cyclists sometimes hire

a horse to walk up a steep road, and tie their machines one after

the other to a long rope, the end of which is fastened to the animal's

traces. They are thus enabled to sit their machines on the way
up, but must of course be ready to put foot to earth every time the

horse stops. English cyclists usually prefer to plod on foot; hence
the necessity for good conditioji.

All-wool underclothing is essential on account of the frequent

and sudden changes of temperature. Boots are preferable to low
shoes, as the dust consists of hard particles which work their way
through socks and penetrate between the toes, where they are apt

to cause inflammation and render riding extremely painful. The
same hard granitic dust is very trying to pneumatic tyres.

The question of drinks is an important one. Water from moun-
tain rivulets should not be taken, as, though limpid and fresh, it

springs from glaciers and if the rider is perspiring freely the result

may be colic. Beer is not good to ride on as it induces lassitude.

Milk is perhaps the safest drink, or wine diluted with water.

The journey should be carefully planned beforehand, especial

study being given to the matter of gradients. There is a right way
and a wrong way of riding most mountain-passes. For instance the

Tete-Noire should be taken from Chamonix to Martigny, and the

Simplon from Brig to Domodossola. The cyclist should begin at

the steeper side, where the walk up is comparatively short, and
ride down the gentler slope; he thus secures short walks and long
'coasts'. Going in the opposite direction, he would have long,

tiring walks up, and would be obliged to walk down the other side

as well, as it would be too steep for riding. Then, again, river

valleys should as far as possible be taken in the direction of the
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stream. Good cycling maps, preferably those showing gradients,

are therefore necessary to plan an intelligent tour.

The mountain-roads are as a rule open from June to September
inclusively, though that of course depends on the melting of the

snow and the time that must ensue to bring the roads into good
dry condition. Information must be sought locally as to the state

of the roads at any particular time, but it is usually safest, early

and late in the season, to cross the Alps by the St. Gotthard route,

as, in case the road is found to be impracticable, we can take the

train. The best time for the passes is July and early August: in

mid-August road-mending begins. Swiss roads vary in condition

more than those of any other country, largely owing to the action of

frost and snow; hence the diametrically opposite reports with

regard to the condition of certain roads. On the whole it may be

said that they have been well constructed and are indifferently

maintained. There is no uniform law with regard to cycling

throughout Switzerland. The matter is left in the hands of the

cantonal authorities, and the result is sometimes bewildering to the

cyclist who passes through several cantons. Certain rules are,

however, generally adopted, such as that every machine must have

a lamp and a bell. In the Canton of Geneva a continuously ringing

bell, like a sheep bell, is prescribed. In the Canton of Valais a

cyclist is compelled to dismount on meeting a restive horse, and, if

called upon to do so by the horseman, to hide his machine. The
old practice of tying a young tree behind one's machine to check

the velocity of the cycle in its downward course has been forbidden

in most mountain cantons, and with good reason, for it raised a

cloud of dust that was a nuisance to other travellers, and the

swishing, leaping tree often frightened horses. A rider should trust

his brake and keep it on when descending. The machine should

always be kept under perfect control, so that one may at any time

be able to jump from it without discomfort. The roads are narrow

and often border on precipices, while drivers of diligences usually

take the inside, leaving the edge of the precipice to the cyclist.

The cost of living will, of course, vary with the requirements

of different riders, but the cyclist of frugal habits may travel on

12 frcs. or 10 s. per day. It is apt to prove expensive to sit down
at a table in front of a large mountain hotel and call for a casual

drink.

The customs duty on cycles is 70 francs per 100 kilogrammes.

The amount must be deposited on entering the country, when the

machine is marked with a leaden seal and a laissez-passer is hand-

ed to its owner, who is thereby authorised to keep his machine a

certain time in the country. "When he leaves Switzerland his

deposit will be returned on his presenting his machine for identi-

tication (with the lead in position) and the laissez-passer. If he
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loses the paper or the lead, or exceeds his time, the money is

forfeited. Many cyclists leave the country by train and lose their

deposits because the train does not stop sufficiently long on the

Swiss side of the frontier to allow of the money being recovered.

For the above and many other reasons the wheelman would do

well to join the Cyclists' Touring Club before undertaking the

journey. The address of this club is 47, Victoria Street, London,

S.W., and its subscription is 5s. yearly. The (!lub issues a ticket

which admits its members' machines into Switzerland without de-

posit or other formality whatever. It also publishes a Road Book
(Vol. Ill) which carefully describes the cycling qualities of every

important road in the country. It has concluded agreements with

a host of hotel-keepers whereby reduced terms and discounts are

secured for its members. It supplies the best maps for the cyclist

and helps intending riders with useful information and advice.

The English Railway Companies carry cycles to Switzerland at

ordinary luggage rates (56 lbs. being allowed free) plus a special

fee of 5 s. for each machine. On Swiss railways cycles are treated

as luggage. There is no free allowance, and the rate for carriage

is 6 centimes per 100 kilogrammes per kilometre. Swiss railway

porters have the reputation of treating cycles less tenderly than

those of other Continental countries. As a general rule, a machine
that is sent on unaccompanied should be packed in a crate. When
it is accompanied by the owner, all that is required is to swathe the

frame and bright parts in cloth to protect them from corrosion by
the sea-air. Packed cycles pay more for carriage and for duty, as

botli are calculated on the weight.

VI. Maps.

1. Maps on a LjVbge Scale :
—

*Topographischer Atlas der Schweiz, on the scale of the original

drawings (flat districts 1 : 25,000, mountains 1 : 50,000), published
by the Federal Staff Office under the superintendence of Col. Sieg-

fried and known as the 'Siegfried Atlas'. The conformation of the

ground is indicated by contour-lines at intervals of 10 and 30 metres.

Price,' 1 fr. per sheet ; four sheets in one, lithographed, 2fr., mounted
3 fr. 30 c. Some of the more important districts are published in a

special edition, in which the system of contour-lines is combined
with graduated colouring (price 5 fr., mounted 6 fr. 30 c).

The four-sheet lithographs include Zurich and environs, Bern and
environs, Thnn and environs, *Thnn with the Stockhorn and Niesen dis-

trict, Stockhorn chain and Jaun-Thun, *Bernese Oberland I and II, Thun-
Interlaken, Erienz -Gnttannen, Jungfrau and Upper Valais, Gemmi and
Bliimlisalp, Evolena-Zernaatt-Mte-Rosa, *Upper Engadine, *Albula district,
and the *St. Gotthard.

Older than the above is the Topographische Karte der Sehweiz,

also from surveys made by order of the Federal authorities (under
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the superintendence of Oeneral Dufour)-^ scale 1 : 100,000; 25 sheets,

each 1 to 2fr. (not mounted).
For Chamonix, Imfelds new Map of 'La Chaine du Montblanc'

(1 : 50,000), Reillys Map of Mont Blanc, and Mieulet'a Massif du
Montblanc (1 : 40,000).

2, Maps on a Smaller Scale :
—

Generalkarte der Schweiz (1:250,000), reduced from Dufour's
Map ; four sheets at 2 fr., mounted 3 fr. 30 c.

Leuzingers Neue Karte der Schweiz (1 : 400,000) ; mounted 6 fr.

Leuzingers Reise-Reliefkarte der Schweiz (1:630,000); mount-
ed 5 fr.

Mullhaupt's Karte (1 : 300,000); two sheets at 4 fr.

Disianzenkarte der Schweiz in Marschstunden (1 : 500,000),
3 fr. 50 c.

Kummerlys Disianzenkarte des Berner Oberlandes in Marsch-
stunden (1 : 300,000); 3 fr., mounted 4 fr. 50 c.

The Alpine Club Map of Switzerland
,
published by R. C. Ni-

chols (1 : 250,000); four sheets^ 42s.

Vn. Guides.

On well-trodden routes like those of the Rigi, Pilatus, Wen-
gern-Alp, Faulhorn, Scheidegg, Grimsel, Gemmi, etc., the services

of a guide are unnecessary in good weather; the maps and directions

of the Handbook will be found entirely sufficient. The traveller

may engage the first urchin he meets to carry his bag or knapsack
for a trifling gratuity. Guides are, however, indispensable for expedi-

tions among the higher mountains, especially on those which involve

the passage of glaciers. The novice alone undervalues their services

and forgets that snow-storms or mist may at any moment change

security to danger. As a class, the Swiss guides will be found to be
intelligent and respectable men, well versed in their duties, and
acquainted with the people and resources of the country.

The great stations for guides are Interlaken, Lauterbrunnen,

Grindelwald, Meiringen, Martigny, Chamonix, Courmayeur, Zer-

matt , and Pontresina , while for the principal passes guides are

always to be found at the neighbouring villages. The charges for

guides and porters are fixed by the Guides' Tariff issued by the

Central Committee of the Swiss Alpine Club. This consists of three

sections: 1. Valaisian and Vaudois Alps; 2. Bernese Oberland;

3. Alps of Central and E. Switzerland. The following extracts from

this tariff should be noted.

The guide is bound to show the tourist his book both at the"

beginning and end of an expedition. Even when he has served as

porter only, he must ask the traveller for a testimonial. The guide

must also ascertain that the tourist is properly equipped for the
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proposed expedition. If tte tourist persists in attempting an ex-

pedition against the guide's wish and advice, or if he ill-treats the

guide, the latter is entitled to refuse to serve him. In this case the

guide is bound to inform the Sectional President without delay.

In ordinary inns and in occupied cluh-huts the guide provides

his own board; in the mountaineering district proper the employer

has to furnish him with food. In an engagement lasting for several

days the terms are fixed by mutual consent. In this case guides

usually receive 8-12 fr. a day and porters 6-8 fr., according to the

season and the nature of the expedition, and even more when dif-

ficult ascents are included. The guide is bound to carry 7 kilo-

grammes (15 lbs.) of luggage in addition to the necessary rope; the

porter carries 15 kilogrammes (33 lbs.). For each kilogramme ad-

ditional the charge is 20 c. per 'hour of march'; but the guide may
decline to carry more than 10 kil. (22 lbs.) in all, and the porter

more than 20 kil. (44 lbs.). In tours of special difficulty the guide

is entitled to refuse to carry any baggage, but he must give his

employer due notice of this beforehand.

When carriages are used the employer pays the whole fare. If

an expedition for which a guide has been engaged is given up for

any reason other than bad weather, the guide or porter is entitled

to half the fee. If the guide or porter is dismissed at a distance

from home, he is entitled to 6 fr. a day for the return-journey; but

he is bound to return by the shortest practicable route.

Vlll. Carriages and Horses.

Carriages. The ordinary charge for a carriage with one horse

is 15-20 fr., with two horses 25-30 fr. per day; the driver ex-

pects 10 per cent of the fare as a gratuity. In the height of sum-
mer the charges are slightly increased. In most cases there is now
an official tariff, which also fixes the amount to be paid as the return-

fare to the place where the driver was engaged. When this is not

fixed, the driver is entitled to claim the full rate for his return-

journey by the shortest route, a day being reckoned as 12 hrs.' driving.

On the most frequented routes carriages may generally be ordered

at the hotels, but it is usually more advantageous to deal personally

with the driver. The carriage and horses should be inspected before

the conclusion of the bargain. When the bargain is made for a future

day the driver usually deposits a sum with his employer as earnest-

money (arrhes, caparra), afterwards to be added to the account. The
hirer selects the hotels at which the nights are to be passed. Private

posting, or the system of changing horses, is forbidden by law.

Return-vehicles may sometimes be obtained for 10 to 15 fr. per day,

but the use of them is in some places prohibited.

Horses. A horse or mule costs 10-12 fr. per day, and the atten-

dant expects a gratuity of 1-2 fr. in addition; but in some places.
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as at Chamonix, as mnch is charged for the attendant as for the

animal. If he cannot return home with his horse on the same day,

the following day must he paid for. Walking, however, is prefer-

able. A prolonged ascent on horseback is fatiguing, and the de-

scent of a steep hill is disagreeable. Even ladies may easily ascend

some of the finest points of view on foot, but if unequal to the

task they may either ride or engage 'chaises-a-porteurs'. In the

Bernese Oberland, however, the numerous mountain-railways make
horses and chaises-k-porteurs alike superfluous.

IX. Diligences. Post Office. Telegraph.

Diligences. The Swiss coaching system is well organised. The
diligences are generally well fitted up, the drivers and guards are

respectable, and the fares moderate. These vehicles consist of the

coupe, or first-class compartment in front , with 2-3 seats, the in-

terieur, or second-class compartment at the back, with 4-6 seats,

which affords little or no view, and the banquette (used in summer
only) for 2 passengers on the outside. In some cases there is only

one outside-seat, which is reserved for the conducteur, or guard,

but will be ceded by him on payment of the difference between the

ordinary and the coupe fare. At the most important places, but not

at all the intermediate stations, the traveller has a right to insist

on transportation; and 'Beiwagen', or supplementary carriages, are

supplied when the diligence is full. When there are many pass-

engers it is advisable to keep an eye on one's luggage (see below),

especially at a change of carriage.

On important routes the coupe is generally engaged several days before-

hand. This may be done by letter or telegraph, giving the traveller's name,
and the day and hour of departure. The fare must also be forwarded.

The coupi or lanquette fare is on ordinary routes 20 c. per kilometre
(about 32 c. per Engl. 31.), on Alpine passes 30 c. per kilom. (about 48 c.

per Engl. M.); fare in the inUrieur or cabriolet 15 or 2o c. per kilometre

(24 or 40 c. per Engl. M.). Children of 2-7 years of age pay half-fare. Each
passenger is allowed 33 lbs. of luggage on ordinary routes, but 22 lbs. only

on the high Alpine routes. Overweight is charged for at the ordinary

postal tariff. Small articles may be taken into the carriage, but heavy
luggage should be booked one hour before starting. The average speed

of these sedate mail-coaches of Switzerland is about 6 M. per hour on level

ground, and 4 M. per hour on mountain-routes.

Extra-Post. This is the term applied to the Swiss system of

posting, managed by government, private posting being prohibited.

The charge for each horse is i/o fr. per kilometre (80 c. per M.);

for a carriage with 2-5 seats 20 c. per kilom. (32 c. per M.), for

one with 6 seats 25 c. per kilom. (40 c. per M.), for one with 7 or

more seats 30 c. per kilom. (48 c. per M.). Besides these charges,

a booking-fee of 2-4 fr. must be paid according to the size of the'

carriage. If the same vehicle is required for a journey of several

stages, double carriage-money is exacted. The postilions are strictly

forbidden to demand gratuities. Extra-post may be ordered at the

1
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principal post-offices on tlie mountain-routes at one hour's notice.

The fare must be paid in advance.

Letters of 250 grammes (about 8Y2 oz.], prepaid, to any part of

Switzerland 10c. ; if within a radius of 10 kilometres, 5c.j letters

of 15 grammes (about 1/2 oz.) to all countries in the postal union

25 c., and 25 c. for each 15 gr. more. Registration-fee for Switzer-

land 10 c, for other countries 25 c. — Post-cards for Switzerland

5 c., for other countries 10 c. — Printed matter under 50 gr. for

Switzerland 2 c, for other countries 5 c. — On Sun. the post-offices

are usually open 10-12 and 6-8 p.m. only.

Post Office Orders within Switzerland must not exceed 1000 fr.

for the larger, and 500 fr. for the smaller towns. The charge for an

order not exceeding 20 fr. is 15 c, for 100 fr, 20 c, for each ad-

ditional 100 fr. 10 c. more. Money- orders for foreign countries

25 c. for every 25 fr. Money-orders , up to 200 fr., may also be

transmitted by telegraph, at the ordinary money-order rate plus the

cost of the telegram and a small extra fee.

Parcel Post. The rate of postage for an inland parcel from any

post-office in Switzerland to any other is 15 c. for a weight not ex-

ceeding 500 grammes (li/io 1^0; 25 c. from 500 to 2500 gr.; 40 c.

from 2500 gr. to 5 kilogrammes (11 lb.); 70 c. from 5 to 10 kgr.;

1 fr. from 10 to 15 kgr.; 1 fr. 50 c. from 15 to 20 kgr. The tarifl'

for parcels exceeding 20 kgr. varies according to the distance from

30 c. to 1 fr. 20 c. for every 5 kgr. Luggage can often be sent by post

much more cheaply than by other means.

The Telegraph System of Switzerland is very complete, the

aggregate length of the wires being at present greater than in any

other country in proportion to the population. There are now
upwards of 2000 offices; those in the large towns are open from

6 or 7 a.m. till 11 or 10 p.m. according to the season. The tariff

for a telegram within Switzerland is 30 c, together with 21/2 c. for

each word; to Germany 50 c. and 10 c. for each word; to Eng-
land 29 c. for each word; to France 10 c. for each word; to Italy

10 c. per word for telegrams to the frontier, or 17 c. for greater dis-

tances ; to Austria 10 c. (Tyrol or Yorarlberg 7 c.) per word ; to the

United States from 1 fr. 50 c. per word. The rates for other foreign

telegrams may be ascertained at the offices. For telegrams handed
in at railway-stations an additional charge of 50 c. is made. Tele-

grams may be handed in at any post-office, from which, if not itself

a telegraph- office, they are transmitted without delay to the nearest.

In such cases the fee for the telegram is paid by affixing stamps of

the requisite value. If in an envelope, the word 'telegram' should

be added to the address. Telegrams from foreign countries should

be addressed 'telegraph restante' (instead of 'poste restante'), as in

this case they may be called for at any time and not merely during
tho official post-office hours.
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The Carriages ou most of the Swiss lines are constructed on

the American plan, holding 32-72 passengers, and furnished at each

end with steps of easy access. Through each carriage, and indeed
through the whole train, runs a passage, on each side of which the

seats are disposed. Tickets are examined and collected in the

carriages. — In French Switzerland passengers' tickets are checked
as they leave the waiting-room before starting, and given up at the

^Sortie' on their arrival.

Luggage must be booked and paid for after the traveller has

obtained his own ticket, but small portmanteaus and travelling-bags

may generally be taken into the carriage without objection. Indeed

the forbearance of the Swiss railway officials in this respect is

shamefully abused by inconsiderate travellers. Travellers with

through-tickets from the German to the Swiss railways, or vice versa,

should see that their luggage is safe on reaching the frontier (Bale,

Geneva, Neuchatel, Friedrichshafen, Lindau, Rorschach, Romans-
horn, etc.). Where a frontier has to be crossed, ordinary luggage

should never be sent by goods-train. Luggage booked through to

Bern, Lucerne, or Ziirich is examined at the railway-stations of

these places only.
The enormous weight of the large trunks and boxes used by some

travellers causes not only great labour but not infrequently serious and
even lifelong injury to the railway and hotel porters who have to handle
them. Heavy articles should be placed in the smaller packages, and only
the lightest articles in the larger trunks.

Circular Tickets and return-tickets (available for 3 days ; over

6 M. for 10 days) are issued at reduced rates on most of the Swiss

lines, and also by the German and French railways to Switzerland.

Information regarding them will be found in the time-tables; but they

are apt to hamper the traveller's movements and to deprive him of the

independence essential to enjoyment.

G-eneral Tickets. A recent innovation in the Swiss railway ser-

vice is the so-called General Season Tickets (^Generalabonnements'J,

which entitle the holder to travel at will over almost all the Swiss

railway and steamer lines during a given time. A fortnightly ticket

of this kind costs 60, 42, or 80 fr. (1st, 2nd, and 3rd class), a

monthly ticket 100, 70, 60 fr.
;
quarterly 240, 170, 120 fr. ; half-

yearly 380, 270, 190 fr.
;

yearly 600, 420, 300 fr. These tickets

must be ordered at the booking-offices of the chief stations at least

2hrs. (at other stations 24hrs.) in advance; and the applicant must
at the same time furnish an unmounted photograph of himself (carfe

de visite size).

A deposit of 5fr., made when the ticket is taken, is returned if the

ticket be presented at any ticket-office on (at latest) the forenoon of the

day after its expiry.
These tickets are not available on the Eigi railway, the Bernese Ober-

land railways, the Visp-Zermatt railway, the Ehsetian railway, and the

steamers uii the lakes of Constance Lucprnp, and TTeneva.
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XI. History. Statistics.

The limits of this work preclude more than a brief historical sketch of
the interesting country the traveller is now visiting, whose inhabitants have
ever been noted for their spirit of freedom and independence.

Switzerland is believed to have been first peopled by the Rhaeti, who
were driven from the plains to the mountains by the ffelvetii , a Celtic

tribe. The latter were conquered by the Romans, B. C. 58, and the Rhseti
were subdued in B. C. 15. The Romans made good military roads over
the Great St. Bernard (p. 310j to Bale, and over the Julier (p. 404j,
Septimer (p. 404), and Spliigen (p. 398) to Bregenz (p. 446), and thence to

Bale. The chief settlements were Aventicum (Avenches, p. 229) in the Can-
ton of Vaud, Vindonissa (p. 21) at the confluence of the Aare, Reuss, and
Limmat, Augusta Rauracorum (Augst, p. 19) near Bale, and Curia Rhae-
torum (Coire, p. 360) in the Grisons. E. Switzerland as far as Pfyn (ad
fines) in Thurgau, and P/in (p. 318) in the Upper Valais, belonged to the
province of Rhsetia, while W. Switzerland formed part of Gaul. The name
Helvetii had become extinct even before the time of ConstantLne. Under
the Roman sway Helvetia enjoyed a flourishing trade, which covered the
land vsdth cities and villages. A trace of that period exists in the Romanic
dialect, which is still spoken in some parts of Switzerland.

About A.D. 400 a great irruption of barbarians swept through the
peaceful valleys of the Alps, and Huns, Burgundians, Alemanni, and
Ostrogoths in succession settled in different parts of the country. The
Alemanni occupied the whole of xs". Switzerland, where German is now
spoken; the Burgundians the W. part, where French is spoken; and the
Ostrogoths S. Switzerland, where Italian and Romansch are now spoken.
These races were gradually subdued by the Franks, who, however, did not
take possession of the country themselves, but governed it by their officers.

During this period Christianity was introduced, the monasteries of Disentis

(p. 363), St. Gallen (p. 49), and Einsiedeln (p. 103) were founded, and dukes
and counts were appointed as vicegerents of the Franconian kings.

After the dissolution of the great Franconian empire, the E. half of
Switzerland, the boundary of which extended from Eglisau over the Albis
to Lucerne and the Grimsel, was united with the duchy of Alemannia or
Swabia, and the "W. part with the kingdom of Burgundy (912). After the
downfall of the latter (1032) the German Emperors took possession of the
country, and governed it by their vicegerents the dukes of Zahringen
(p. 154), who were perpetually at enmity with the Burgundian nobles and
therefore favoured the inhabitants of the towns, and were themselves the
founders of several new towns, such as Freiburg, Bern, and Burgdorf.

As the power of the emperors declined, and the nobles, spiritual and
temporal, became more ambitious of independence, and more eager to fill

their coffers at the expense of their neighbours, the Swiss towns and the
few country-people who had succeeded in preserving their freedom from
serfdom were compelled to consult their safety by entering into treaties
with the feudal lords of the soil. Thus the inhabitants of Zurich placed
themselves under the protection of the then unimportant Counts of Haps-
lurg, with whom the 'Three Cantons' of Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden
were also allied. In 1231 and 1240 letters of independence were granted
by Emperor Frederick 11. to Uri and Schwyz, and after Count Rudolph of
Hapsburg had become emperor he confirmed the privileges of the former
in 1274, while Schwyz and Unterwalden still continued subject to the
Hapsburg supremacy.

After the emperor's death in 1291 the Forest Cantons formed their
first league for mutual safety and the protection of their liberty aigainst
the growing power of the House of Hapsburg. Rudolph's son Albert in
particular endeavoured to rear the limited rights he enjoyed in these dis-
tricts into absolute sovereignty, and to incorporate them with his empire.

The ancient cantons therefore embraced the cause of the rival monarch
Adolph of Nassau, who confirmed their privileges. Victory, however,
favoured Albert, who again deprived the cantons of their privileges, but
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does not appear to have treated them with much severity. To this period
belongs the romantic but unfounded tradition of William Tell, f

After the assassination of Albert by John of Swabia in 1308, Emperor
Henry VII.^ who was also an opponent of the Hapsburgers, conferred a
charter of independence on the Forest Cantons. The House of Hapsburg
regarded this as an infringement of their rights, and sent a powerful
army against these cantons, which after the death of Henry had declared
their adherence to Lewis the Bavarian, the opponent of Frederick the
Handsom6. This army was destroyed at Morgarten (p. 86) in 1315. Sub-
sequent attempts to subject the country to the supremacy of the House of
Hapsburg were frustrated by the victories of the Swiss at Sempacft (p. 19)
in 1386, at Nd/els (p. 72) in 1388, and at the Stoss (p. 61) in 1405.

In the Burgundian parts of the country too the nobility were jealous
of the increasing importance of the towns, and therefore attempted to con-
quer Bern, but were defeated by the citizens at Laupen (p. 225) in 1339.

In 1354 a confederacy was formed by eight independent districts and
towns, which soon became powerful enough to assume the offensive, and
at length actually wrested the hereditary domain of Hapsburg from the
dukes of Austria, who tried in vain to recover it.

Even Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, the mightiest prince of his
time, was defeated by the Swiss at the three battles of Grandson (1476,

p. 224), Moral (1476, p. 230), and Nancy, while at an earlier period a large
body of irregular French and other troops, which had been made over to
Austria by the King of France, sustained a severe check from the con-
federates at St. Jacob on the Birs (1444, p. 8).

In the Swabian war (1499) the bravery and unity of the Swiss achieved
another triumph in the victory of Dornach (p. 10). At that period their
independence of the emperor was formally recognised, but they continued
nominally attached to the empire down to 1648.

The last-named victory formed a fitting termination to a successful
career of two centuries, the most glorious in the history of Switzerland.
At the beginning of the 16th century a period of decline set in. The
enormous booty captured in the Burgundian war had begotten a taste for

wealth and luxury, the demoralising practice of serving as mercenary
troops in foreign lands began to prevail, and a foundation was laid for

the reproachful proverb, 'Pas d'argent, pas de Suisses !

^

The cause of the Reformation under the auspices of Zwingli was
zealously embraced by a large proportion of the population of Switzerland
about the beginning of the 16th century; but the bitter jealousies thus
sown between the Roman Catholic and the Reformed Cantons were
attended with most disastrous consequences, and in the civil wars which
ensued bloody battles were fought at Kappel (p. 87) in 1531, at Villmergen

in 1656, and during the Toggenburg war (p. 67) in 1712.

Traces of unflinching bravery and of a noble spirit of self-sacrifice in

the cause of conscience are observable in individual instances even at the

close of the 18th century, as exemplified by the aft'airs of Rothenthurm

(p. 114) and Stans (p. 134), but the national vigour was gone. The resist-

ance of individuals to the invasion of the French republicans proved fruit-

less, and the Helvetian Republic was founded on the ruins of the ancient

liberties of the nation. In 1803 Napoleon restored the cantonal system,

and in accordance with resolutions passed by the Congress of Vienna in

f The legend of the national hero of Svritzerland, as well as the story

of the expulsion of the Austrian bailifi's in 1308, is destitute of historical

foundation. No trace of such a person is to be found in the work of John

of Winterthur (Vitoduranus , 1349) or that of Conrad Justinger of Bern

(1420), the earliest Swiss historians. Mention is made of him for the first

time in the Sarner Chronik of 1470, and the myth was subsequently em-
bellished by ^gidius Tschudi of Glarus (d. 1542), and still more by Jo-

hann von Miiller (d. 1809), while Schiller's famous play has finally secured

to the hero a worldwide celebrity. Similar traditions are met with among
various northern nations, such as the Danes and Icelanders.
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1815 the constitution was remodelled. The changes introduced in conse-
quence of the revolution of Jiily, 1830, were unhappily the forerunners of
the civil war of the Sonderbund, or Separate League, "in November, 1847;
but this was of short duration, and on 12th September, 1848, a new
federal constitution was inaugurated. Since that period the public tran-
quillity has been undisturbed, and the prosperity and harmony which now
prevail throughout the country are not unworthy of the glorious traditions
01 the past.

Two useful books for the visitor to Switzerland are 'The Rise of the
Swiss Republic' and 'Romance and Teutonic Switzerland', both by W. D.
McCrackan.

Area and Population

according to the census oi 1st Dec, 1888.

Cantons. Sq.
Leagues

Con f ession.

Rom.Cath. Prot. Jews Sects
Totals.

1. Zurich . .

2. Bern . . .

3. Lucerne . .

4. Uri . . .

5. Schwyz . .

6. Unterwalden
7. Glarus . .

8. Zvrj . . .

9. Freiburg
10. Soleure . .

11. Bdle-ville .

Bale-camp.

.

12. Schaffhavsen
13. Appenzell .

(Riiodesext.)
(Rhodes int.)

14. -St. Gallen .

15. Orisons . .

16. Aargau . .

17. Thurgau
18. Ticino . .

19. Vavd . .

20. Valais . .

21. Neuchdtel .

22. Geneva . .

Total . . .

Census of 1880

Increase

74,8
294
54
47
40
33,5

29,8
10.2

'1,1

34.5

U
18,5

12:9

10.7

7,3

87.7

304,,

60.4

42,9

121.6

138.7

226,5
34.7

12,2

1769.:

40,408;
68,246

I

127,533
i

16,892 I

49,289
!

27,096 ;

7,790
i

21,696 !

100,425
'

63,539
22,402
12,961
4,813

4.502
12:906

135,796
43,320
85,962
30.337-

125,622
22,428

100,925
12,689
52,692

294,336
1

468,120]
7.939

1

378;

1,007
457

25,935
1,394 i

18,869
i

21,898 I

" 50,326 i

48,847

'

32,887

49,555
697

93,705
52,842

106,414
74,782

1,0791
227,475

1

865 I

95,040
51,532

1,416





I. NOETHERN SWITZERLAND.

1. Bale 2
From Bale through the Birsig-Thal to Fliihen. Lands-
kron ; Mariastein ; Blauen, 9.

2. From Bale to Bienne and Bern through the Val Moutier 10
From Delemont to Porrentruy, iO. — Ascent of the
Weisseustein from Moutier. From Bevilard over the
Montoz to Reuchenette, 11. — The Taubenloch-Schlucht.
Macolin. Evilard, 12.

3. From Bale to Bienne via Olten and Soleure .... 13
From Liestal to Waldenburg. Langenbruck. The Schaf-
matt, 13. — Eptingen. Frohburg. Neu-Wartburg. Lostorf,

14. — Friedau, 15. — From Soleure to the Weissen-
stein, 16. — From Soleure to Burgdorf; to Lyss, IT.

4. From Bale to Bern via Aarburg IT
From Herzogenbuchsee to Soleure, 17. — From Burg-
dorf to Langnau •, to Thuu, 18.

5. From Bale to Lucerne via Olten 18
From Zofingen to Suhr, 19.

6. From Bale to Ziirich 19
From Stein to Coblenz. Konigsfelden, 20. — Vindonissa.
From Bragg to Wohlen. Gebeusdorfer Horn, 21. — Ex-
cursions from Badeu: Burghoru, Baldegg, Herteustein,
etc., 22. — From Wettingen to Oerlikon, 22.

7. From Olten to Waldshut via Aarau and Turgi ... 23
From Aarau to Muri and Rothkreuz. Bremgarten, 23. —
From Aarau to Badeu. The Hapsburg, 24.

8. From Bale to Schaffhausen and Constance 24
From Singen to Etzvveilen, 26. — The Island of Reichen-
au. Steamboat from SchaflFhausen to Constance, 27.

9. The Falls of the Rhine 28
10. From Friedrichshafen to Constance. Lake of Constance 30

The Mainau, 33.

11. From Rorschach to Constance and Winterthur (Ziirich) 33
Frum Etzweilen to Schaft'hausen, 34.

12. From Schaffhausen to Zurich 34
a. Yia Eglisau 34. — h. Via Winterthur 35.

13. Zurich and the Uetliberg. 35
14. From Zurich to Coire. Lakes of Zurich andWalenstadt 45

a. N.E. Railway from Zurich to Meilen and Rappers-

wil (Right Bank) 45
The Pfannenstiel, 46.

b. N.E. Railvs'ay from Zurich to Ziegelbriicke (Left

Bank) 46
The Waggithal, 47.

c. Railway from Ziirich via UsterandWeesen to Sargans 48
The Bachtel. 43. — Rieden. Biberlikopf ; Amden; Speer,
49. — From Miihlehurn over the Kerenzenberg to Mollis.

Obstalden. 3Iurtschenstoek, 50. — Murgthal; the Roth-
thor; the Widerstein-Furkel and Murgsee-Furkel. Lakes
of Sewen. From Walenstadt over the Kaserruck to Wild-
haus in the Toggenburg, 51. — The Alvier. From Mels
through the Wei8.«taTineu-Thal and Calfeisen- Thai to
Vattis. The Gonzen, 52.

Baedekeb, Switzerland. 18th Edition. [
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15. From Ziiricli to Romanshoni and Friedrichshafen . . 52
From Winterthur to Waldshut. From Winterthur to

Riiti (Tossthal Railway). From Frauenfeld to Wyl,
53. — From Sulgen to Gossau, 5i.

16. From Zurich to St. Gallen, Rorschach, and Lindau . 54
The Horuli. From Winkeln to Appenzell, 54. — Excur-
sions from St. Gallen: Freudenberg; Rosenberg j Falken-
burg, etc., 56. — Excursions from Rorschach : the Mar-
tinstobel; the Mottelischloss; "Weinburg; Horn, 57. —

j

Excursions from Lindau, 58.

!

17. The Canton of Appenzell 58
Chapel of St. Anthony; the Kaien, 59. — Vogelisegg;
Gabris, 60. — Stoss, (31. — The Wildkirchli and Eben-
alp. The Sentis, 62. — From the Weissbad to Wild-
haus. Altmann. From the Weissbad over the Hohe
Kasten to the Valley of the Rhine, 63. — Teufen^ Fro-
lichsegg, 6i.

18. From Rorschach to Coire 64
Thai; Walzenhausen ; Meldegg, 64. — Regulation of the
Rhine. Berneck, 65. — Alvier; Gonzen. St. Luziensteig;
Falknis, 66.

19. From Wyl through the Toggenhurg to Buchs in the

Rhine Valley 67
Ascent of the Speer from Ebnat or K'esslau , 67. —
From Nesslau over the Krazern Pass to Urnasch, 68.

20. Ragatz and Pfafers 68
Excursions from Ragatz: Guschenkopf; Pizalun: Va-
sanenkopf; Monteluna; Piz Sol; Vattis; Kunkels Pass;
Trinser Furka; Sardona Club Hut, 71, 72.

21. From Ziirich to Glarus and Linthal 72
The Rautispitz; Obersee; the Scheye, 73. — Schild;
Fronalpstock; Schwandi; Oberblegi-See ; Saasberg and
Karpfstock, 74. — Excursions from Linthal. Clariden-
Hiitte, 75. — Uelialp, Baumgarten-Alp, Muttsee-Hiitte,
"Upper Sandalp, Todi, etc., 76. — From Linthal over
the Kisten Pass to Ilanz, 77.

22. From Linthal to Altdorf. KlausenRoad. Schachen-Thal 77
Excur.?iousfromUnter-Schachen: StauberFall. Sch'achen-
thaler Wiudgelle, 78.

23. From Schwyz to Glarus over the Pragel 78
From Muottathal to Altdorf over the Kinzig Pass, and to

Stachelberg bv the Bisi-Thal, 79. — The Glarnisch, 80.

24. From Glarus to Elm. Sernf-Thal 81
From Elm over the Segues Pass to Flims; over the
Panixer Pass or the Sether Furka to Ilanz, 81. — Over
the Foo Pass to Weisstannen. Over the Sardona Pass,
or the Muttenthaler Grat to Vattis. Over the Richetli
Pass to Linthal, 82.

1. Bdle.
Railway Stations. The Baden Station (PI. F, 1; "Restaurant), at

Klein-Basel, is on the right bank of the Rhine. — The Alsace and the
Swiss lines both start from the Central Station (Pi. D, E, 6; *JReitaurant,
B. 1 fr.), in Bale , on the S. side of the town. These two stations are
connected by a Junction Line (10 min. ; fares 1 fr., 70 c, 50 c.), and also
by Electric Tramways (p. 3; every 6 min.).

Hotels. *Trois Rois (PI. a ; D, 2, 3), on the Rhine, R., L., & A. 41/2-8, B.







Tramways. BALE. /. Route 1. 3

IV2, lunch 3V2, D. 5, pens, from 12, omn. 1 fr. — At the Central Station,

to the right: *H6tel Suisse (PI. 05 E, 6), R., L., & A. 4-6, B. H/-, lunch
31/2, I>. 4-5, peus. from 10, omn. 1 fr. ; *H6tel National (PI. d; E, Q),

R., L., & A. bV2-5i D- ifr. •, 'Hotel Victoria (PI. e; E, 6t, R., L., & A.
31/2-51/2, lunch 3, D. 4'/2 fr.; *H6tel St. Gotthakd, R., L., & A. 2V-:-4,
B. 11/4, D. 31/2, pens. 8-12 fr. ; Hotel-Restaueaxt Strassburg, Ceutralbahu-
Str. 17. To the left of the station: 'Hotel Eulee (Pl.b ; D, 6), R., L., & A.
4-6, lunch 3V', D- 5, omnibus 1 fr., first-class; Hotel Hofee (PI. f; D, 6),

R., L., & A. from 21/2, B. IV4. D. 21/2 fr. ; 'Beenekhof (PI. g; D, 6) R., L., &
A. 21/2-4, D. 3 fr.; Hotel du Juea, R., L., & A. from 21/2, B. 1, D. 3 fr.;

Hot. Geheig, R.21/2. B.lfr., the last three with restaurants. — In the town:
Hotel de l'Eceope (PJ. n ; D, 5), 3 min. from the Central Station, well
spoken of; 'Meteopole (PI. h; D, 4). R., L., & A. 21/2-4, B. I1/4, I>. 3, pens.
8-10 fr. ; Hot. Ce.vteal zum Wilden Mann (PI. i; D, 4). R., L, & A. 2-3, D. 3,

pens. 8-10 fr.; *Cigogne (PI. k; D, 3), R., L., & A. 2V2-4. D. 3-3i/2, pens.
8-12 fr.; Codbonne (PI. 1; D, 3), on the Rhine, R., L., & A. 2., B. 1, D. 2,

pens. 5-6 fr. — At Klein-Basel: *H6tel Kbafft (PI. p; E, 3), R., L., & A.
21/2-4, B.11/4, D. 3 fr., on the Rhine; Hotel de Bale (PI. r; F, 2), R., L.,

& A. 2-4. B. 11/4, D. 21/2 fr.;
^ Hotel Schriedee (PI. s; F, 1), opposite the

Baden Station, R., L., & A. 21/2-31/2, B. I1/4, D. 3 fr. — -Pension Inter-

natimale, iliihlen-Strasse 3, on the Rhine (6-lU fr.).

Cafes. Casino, Barfiisser-Platz, corner of the Steinenberg; Trois Rois^

adjoining the hotel of that name (p. 2); Cigogne. at the hotel of that

name (see above); Spitz^ in Klein -Basel, by the old bridge, with a terrace
overlooking the Rhine; these all restaurants also. — Confectioners (who
sell 'Basler Leckerli'): Koch, near the old bridge; Kissling-Kuentzy, Freie-
Str. 19; Schiesser, Markt-Platz; Speiser, Freie-Str. 61.

Restaurants (all with Markgrafler wine on draught). *'Casino (see

above); ^Kunstfialle, see p. 8; 'Zum Safran , in the guild-house of that
name; ''Veltliner-HaUe, Fveie-Str. 25; CardinalSalle, Freie-Str. 36 (Munich
beer; handsome room); Biihlers Biei'haUe^ close to the Casino (in summer,
BUhler's Bier-Garten, in the Steruengasslein); "Cigogne^ see above. — In
Klein-Basel: Burgvogtei^ Rebgasse 14, with garden; GoeheVs Wine Rooms,
Bahnhof-Str. 13, opp. the Baden Station; Warteck Brewery, near the Baden
station, corner of the Clara-Strasse. — -Soramer- Casino (.PI. F, 6), near the
St. Jacob Monument (p. 8), with a pleasant garden, music on Mon., Wed.,
and Frid. at 7.30, on Sun. at 6 p.m. (50 c): Schiitzenhaus (PI. B,4), built in
1651 and restored in 1S81-83, with old and new stained glass, good wine.

Electric Tramways. 1. From the Baden Station via the Markt-Platz
to the Central Station from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. every 6 min.

-, time 16 min.,
fare 20 c. (no luggage carried). — 2. From the Baden Station via the Weft-

stein-Platz to the Central Station in 11 min., every 6 min. from 7.14 a.m. to

8.26 p.m. ; fare 10 c. — 3. From the Missions-Strasse via the Barfiisser-Platz to

Birsfelden every 22 minutes. — 4. From the Clara-Platz to Klein-Eiiningen.
Cabs. For 1/4 hr., 1-2 persons, 80 c.; second 1/4 hr. 60, each additional

1/4 hr. 50 c. ; 3-4 pers. 1 fr. 20 c., the second V* hr. 90, each additional 1/4 hr.
70 c. From either station into the town, 1-2 pers. 1 fr. 20 c. , 3-4 pers.
1 fr. 80 c. ; from one station to the other 1-2 pers. I1/2, 3-4 pers. 21/2 fr., each
box 20 c. extra. At night (10 p.m. to 6 a.m.) 1-4 pers. 3 fr. for the first

V2 hr. and 1 fr. for each additional 1/4 hr. , and 10 c. per 1/4 hr. for lights.
Post and Telegraph Offices (PI. D,4), Freie-Str. 12 (see p. 7).

Baths in the Rhine (PI. E, 3, 4), entered from the Pfalz (p. 5), 80 c.

Warm Baths : Leonhard-Str. 12, Clara-Str. 29, near the Baden Station, etc.

The Verkehrsbureau (General Enqu'ry Office), Stadthausgasse 13, near
the Markt-Platz, gives information of all kinds.

Theatre (P. E, 4, 5); opera and drama from Sept. to Easter. Summer
Theatre in the Hotel de Bale at Klein-Basel (see above).

Picture Gallery in the Kunsthalle (p. 8; open 9.30 to 12.15 and 1.45 to
5; adm 50 c., Sun. afternoons 20 c.).

English Church Service in a chapel at the Hotel des Trois Rois (10.30
and 3). — United States Consul, Mr. George Gifford.

B^ie, or Basel (830'), the capital of the half-canton Bale-Ville

1*
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or Basel-Stadt (pop. 99,365), is first mentioned in the year 374
as BasUea, having probably been founded by the Roman armies,

when they fell back on the Rhine, near the old Colonia Augusta Eau-
racorum, established in B. C. 27 by L. Munatius Plancus (now Basel-

Augst, 5^2 M. to the E.
;
p. 19). In the middle ages Bale -was a

free town of the Empire, and it has been a member of the Swiss

Confederation since 1501. The university was founded in 1460 by
Pope Pius II. (^Eneas Sylvius). The city lies on both banks of the

Rhine, which here receives the waters of the Birs and the Birsig

on the S. and of the Wiese on the N. On the left bank of the Rhine
lies Gross-Basel, on two hills separated by the valley of the Birsig,

through which run the Freie-Strasse andGerber-Strasse, the ancient

arteries of traffic. On the right bank lies Klein-Basel, with numerous
manufactories.

Three Bridges cross the river, all affording admirable views.

The wooden Alte Rhein-Brilcke (P1.D,E, 3), 165yds. long, 16 yds.

wide, and partly supported by stone piers, was originally built in

1225. In the middle of it rise a chapel of the 16th cent, and a

column with a barometer and weather-cock. Above the old bridge

the river is crossed by the iron Wettstein-Briicke (PI. F, 4), com-
pleted in 1879, with three spans of 200 ft. each. At each end of the

bridge are two basilisks, the heraldic symbol of Bale. Below the

old bridge is the five-arched Johanniter-Briicke (PI. D, 1), com-
pleted in 1882.

The *Mun8ter (PI. E, 4), a picturesque edifice of red sandstone,

with a brilliantly coloured new roof and two slender towers, is

conspicuous in every view of the city. Down to the Reformation

(1529) it was the cathedral of the old see of Bale. Its foundation

is ascribed to Emp. Henry 11. (1010-19), but the oldest existing

parts belong to a building of 1185, which was damaged in 1356 by

an earthquake and a fire. It was then rebuilt in the Gothic style and
reconsecrated in 1365. Of the Romanesque structure the N. portal,

or St. Gallus Gateway (built about 1200), still exists, and is adorned

with statues of the Evangelists and John the Baptist ; over the church-

door is a relief representing the wise and foolish virgins; at the

sides in six niches are the works of charity, and at the top Christ

on the judgment-seat and the angels at the Last Day. The exterior

of the Choir, with its round-arched arcades, is also Romanesque.
The W. Front, with the towers, the chief portal, and two side-

entrances, is entirely Gothic. The tasteful N. Tower is 210', the S.

Tower, completed in 1500, is 206' high. The sculptures on the

facade represent the Virgin and Child, and under them the Emp.
Henry, with a model of the church, and the Empress Kunigunde

;

on the two side-entrances are two knights, on the left St. George

and the dragon, and on the right St. Martin. The building under-

went a thorough restoration in 1852-56 and 1880-90.
The Interior is open to the public on Wed., 2-4 p.m.; at other times

admission 25 c. for eacu person. The sacristan lives in the llunster-Platz;
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"No. 13, bat in snminer he is generally in the church (knock). The
church, 213' long and 107' wide, originally consisted of nave and aisles,

but is now provided with double aisles owing to the inclusion of the

chapels. The general effect is very imposing, especially when seen from,

the galleries. The stained-glass windows are modern. "The beautiful rood-

loft of 1381 supports the large and excellent organ. The pulpit dates from
1486. In the left outer aisle are monuments of the 13-I5th cent, and (farther on)
two reliefs with themartyrdomof St. Vincent and of St. Lawrence. The font is

of 1465 ; on the pillar opposite is the tombstone of the learned Erasmus of

Rotterdam (d. 1536), with a long Latin inscription. The right outer aisle

contains a relief of six Apostles (11th cent.). In the transept are late-

Gothic choir -stalls, with satirical representations (15th cent.). In the

retro-choir are monuments of the Empress Anna (d. 1281), consort of Ru-
dolph ofHapsburg and mother of Albert I., and of her youngest son Charles.

— In 1431 the great Council began to sit in the Miinster. It consisted of up-
wards of 5(X) clerics, including many great dignitaries, whose ostensible

task was a 'reformation of the Church in head and members' ; but after

having debated for years without result and been excommunicated by
Pope Eugene IV., it was dissolved in 1448.

On the S. side of the choir are extensive *Cloisters, at the en-

trance to -which from the Rittergasse stands a statue of John (Eco-

lampadius (d. 1531), the Reformer. The vaulting of the cloisters is

partly Romanesque, partly late-Gothic (1470-90). They were

restored in 1869-73, and used until 1850 as family burial-places.

They extend to the Pfalz, a terrace behind the Miinster, 65' above

the Rhine
,
planted with chestnuts, overlooking the green river and

the hills of the Black Forest. Near it [Baumleingasse 18) is the

house of Froben the printer, in which Erasmus died in 1536.

In the Augustinergasse, which descends N.W. from the Miinster-

Platz to the bridge, is the Museum (PL E, 3), constructed in 1843-

49. On the groundfloor are two rooms containing an Ethnographical

and Prehistoric Collection (lacustrine remains). On the staircase

are three frescoes by Boclclin (1866-71), representing Giea, Flora,

and Apollo. The first floor contains the Aula of the University, with

portraits of 107 scholars of Bale, and the Natural History Collections.

In the ante-room are marble busts of ten recent professors of the

university. — The second floor is occupied by the *Picture Gallery

(director, Dr. Daniel Burckhardt), chiefly interesting for its paint-

ings and drawings by Hans Holbein the Younger (b. at Augsburg

1497, d. in London 1543), who lived at Bale in 1515-26 and 1528-

32. Adm. free on Sun. 10.15-12.30, and in summer on Wed. 2-4;

at other times fee 50 c. ; closed from 12.30 to 1.30. Catalogue 50 c.

The staircase from the first to the second floor is adorned with cartoons

by Cornelms, Schnorr, and Steinle, and by a painting by Benner (No. 178)

of a Street in Capri. — Ante-Roosi. Seven fragments of Holbein's oblit-

erated frescoes in the Council Chamber and old and modern copies from
them; painted organ-shutters from the Miinster, by Holbein. — Room
TO THE LEFT. MoDERN Swiss SIasters. To the left: Arnold Bocklin (b.

at Bale in 1827), 10. Lady with a green veil, 15. Life a dream, *11. Pieta,

15b. Head of Medusa. 15a. Portrait of himself, 14. Naiads, -12. Battle of

Centaurs; 27. Ed. Girardet, Fortune-teller; *21. Ziind. Forest-landscape
with the Prodigal Son; *43. Steffan, Forest-landscape; Bocklin, 13. Sacred
grove, 9. Diana hunting, Calypso; Sandreuter, The Fountain of Youth ; 20.

Z««d, Harvest ; 37. Barzaghi-Cadaneo, Tasso and Leonora; Diethelm Meyer

^

44. Girl of the Hasli-Thal, 45. Girl of the Valais; 26. Ed. Girardet^WovLnied.
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Turcos; 49. Btaebli^ River-scene; fA. Riidisiihli, Marshy ground; 75. E. de
Furi/, Among the Lagoons ; A. van Muyden, 29. Roman street-scene, 30. Italian
woman with child; *1. Alexander' Calame, Evening-landscape; Roller^ 32, 33.

Cows at water, '81. Horses on a road through a dale; 25. E. Giravdet^ Barber's
shop; 74. Arthur Calame^ Nile landscape by moonlight; 57. Castan, Harvest;
18. Anker, Children's breakfast; Vautier, 16. E.ustic debtor compelled by a
rich neighbour and his agent to sell his property, 17. The involuntary con-
fession; *23. Zand, Xoon ; 24. Ed. Girardet, Snow-balling; Stiickelberg, 7.

The painter's children, 6. Marionettes, 5. Pilgrimage among the Sabine Mts.

;

50. S. Durand. Wayfarers; *2, 8. Al. Calame, Forest-landscapes; 19. Anker,
Quack; 86. Gleyre, Kymph. Near the exit: "Hoffmann, Marble statue of
a girl. We now return to the ante-room and enter the —

Room of the Drawings. These include, on the walls and in cabi-

nets, admirable examples of Hans Holbein the Elder (15-27a). Alhrecht Dilrer

(30-32), and ''-Hans Holbein the Younger (61-188, 142). Among the last may
be mentioned: 111. Family of Sir Thomas More, 113. Combat of foot-

soldiers, 114. Samuel and Saul (these two sketches for the lost pictures
in the Council Chamber), 123-128. Women's costumes of Bale, 91-100. The
Passion. Between the first and second window are the original drawings
(1515) of Holbein's Praise of Folly (Laus stultitioe) and drawings by other
German masters of the 16th century. — We next enter the —

Large Saloox. Here we turn to the left, pass Imhof's statue of Re-
becca, cross the old-German room, pass between the so-called Steinhauser
Apollo and the replica of the Farnese Hercules (two ancient heads) , and
reach the North Ante-Room, with a continuation of the pictures by Swiss
masters. No. 64. Veillon, Lagoons of Venice; 76. FroUcher, Spring land-

scape; 48. Grob, Pestalozzi; 63. Bosshardt, Hans von Hallwyl at the battle
of Morat; 89. Barzaghi-Cattaneo, Fiesco ; Buchser, G2. Capuchins and world-
lings, 61. Rapids of Sault Ste. Marie, Canada ; 82. Sandreuter, Heroic land-
scape; 69. Bocion, The harbour of Ouchy; 65. Humbert, Cattle watering.
We return to the First Section of the Large Saloon. To the right: H.
Holbein the You?iger , 6a. and 6b. Schoolmaster's signboard of 1516; *7.

Erasmus; 10. The burgomaster Jacob 31ever and his wife (1516); *11. Last
Supper; 12. Adam and Eve; 13. Ecce Homo; *14. The Passion, in eight

separate scenes, formerly in theRathhaus; *15. The dead body of Christ,

of startling realism (1521); *16. Boniface Amerbach (1519); 17. Erasmus;
*18. Lais Corinthiaca, the portrait of a lady of the noble family of Oflfen-

burg (1526 >; 19. The same lady with Cupid; *20. Wife and children of the
painter (1528); 21. A London merchant. Ambrose Holbein, 'Portrait of the
Bale painter Hans Herbster (lent by Lord Northbrook at London), 23, 24.

Portraits of boys; M. Griinewald, 32. Crucifixion, 33. Resurrection; Hans
Baldung Grien, 34. Crucifixion, 85. Nativitv, "Z'!>, *37. Pictures with figures

of Death; 41-43. N. Manuel Beutsch; 58, 59. fob. Stimmer, Full-length por-
traits of Jac. Schwytzer and his wife (1564). — Second Section. In the
centre, marble statue of Jason, by Schloth. Nos. 65-72, Paintings bv Conrad
Witz, of Bale (ca. 1440); Dutch Ma&ter of the 15th cent., 73. Pius Joachim,
74. Coronation of the Virgin ; 90. Strigel, St. Anna ; 102. Lucas Cranach
the Elder, Luther and Catharine von Bora; 107. Schoreel, The Anabaptist
David Joris; 108-lil. In the style of H. met de Bles, Altar-piece. — At
the entrance to the next section, to the right, 166 a. Bronzino, Portrait of
a man; to the left, 73a. Early French School^ Jacques de Savoie, Count
of Romont. — Third Section. On the vs^all , ancient Greek head of a
youth. To the left, 140. Fr. Mieris the Elder.. Fishmonger; 146. S. Ruysdael.
Landscape; 131. Teniers the Younger, Dutch interior; 139. C. Dusart. Peasants

;

187. C. du Jardin, Before the inn; above, 12i. Peter Thys, Pieta; 192. Teniers

the Younger, Boors; 138. Berchem. Cattle crossing a stream ; *118. Rubens,
Bearing of the Cross (sketch); 136.' Wouverman, Horses and ass; 145. Decker,

Landscape; 138. Teniers the Yotmger, Tavern-music; 183a. ifatt. Merian,
Portrait of G. J. Miiller (1687); *156. Dutch Mas^ter, Forest-scene; 125. Dirk
van Sandvoort, Strolling singers; 145. /. van Rombouts, Forest-scene; 165.

Old copy of Raphael's Joanna of Aragon. — Fourth Section. Marble
statuette of a runner, by Kissling, and a bust of S. Birman. To the left,
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213. Ph. de Champaigne, Portrait; 218. ifoucheron, Landscape; to the right,
237. Teniers the Younger., Smoker ; 208. JV. Potissin, Bacchus. — Fifth Section.
Marble statue of Psyche, by Schloih. To the left, Leopold Robert, 288.
Wounded bandit and his wife. 289. Bandits' wives in flight, 289 a. Palm
Sunday; 305. Landerer, Federal representatives entering Bale in 1501 to
administer the federal oath; 302. Lud. Burckhardf., Canine family; 292-297.
Landscapes by /. Fret/, of Bale; 300. Fr. Diday, Lake of Brienz"; 306. Les-
sing. Forest-scene; 280, 281. J. Schraudolph, Angels; 265-268. J. A. Koch,
Landscapes ; 307. Feuevbach, Idyl. — The South Axte-Room contains German
drawings of the first half of the 19th century. In the centre, a *Relief of
the Jungfrau on the scale of 1:10,000, by S. Simon.

The Eathhaus (PI. D, 3), or Town Hall, in the Marktplatz,

was erected in the Burgundian late-Gothic style in 1508-21 and
restored in 1824-28. By the flight of steps in the court is a Statue

of Munatius Plancus (p. 4), erected here in 1580. The handsome
Council Hall is adorned with fine panelling and stained glass. —
The late- Gothic Fischmarkt-Brunnen (PI. D, 3) dates from 1467. —
The Post Office (PI. D, 4), in the Freien-Strasse, was formerly the
Exchange. Opposite, in the Gerhergasse, in the court of the Smiths^

Guild House., is a statue of Isaac Iselin. a philanthropist of last century.

The large Barfilsser-Kirche (PI. D, E, 4), of the heginning of

the 14th cent., with a very lofty choir, now contains the *HistoricaI
Museum , ranking with that at Ziirich (p. 41) as one of the two
chief collections of the kind in Switzerland (Sun. 10.30-12.30 and
2-4, and Wed. 2-4, free; other days 8-6 in summer, 10-4 in
winter, fee 50 c. ; director, Prof. Albert Burckhardt-Finsler).

ifAVE. Architectural fragments and sculptures from the churches and
secular edifices of Bale. St. Martin, from the Minster. To the left, the
so-called Holbein Fountain (p. 9). Above St. Martin, the *Ldllenkonig\ a
curious piece of mechanism, formerly on the exterior of the tower (remov-
ed in 1839) of the Rhine bridge ; when the clock struck, the head stuck
out its tongue and rolled its eyes. — The adjoining Waffemammlung or
Collection of Weapons contains the chief curiosities of the arsenal of Bale:
interesting cannon (in the middle a finely ornamented twelve-pounder of
1514), Bale uniforms, trophies of war (in the case to the right, hauberk
supposed to have belonged to Charles the Bold), handsome weapons, tent,

guild-banners, etc. Next come some State Sleight and fine specimens of
Smith''s and Locksmith'^s Work. — To the right and left of the nave and
in the aisles is a series of rooms intended to exhibit the development of
the furnishing and adorning of dwelling-houses from the 15rh cent, on-
wards. To the right of the entrance: *1. Room from the Spiesshof (1601),
with panelling and a large bed; 2. Room from the Spiesshof (1580). with
fine cabinets and doors and the old Bale council-table ; 3. Room from the

Strassburger Hof (16C0), with a large bed, cabinet, and chests ; *4. Dining
Room of Councillor Iselin (1607), with beautiful panelling ; 5. Room from
Schwyz (1650), with heavy coffered ceiling; 6. State Room from the Haus
zum Cardinal (1540). — We now cross to the other side of the nave.
7. Old ^^ KitChen . with large chimney-piece: 8. Schonau Room from the
Chateau of Oeschgen (17th cent.); 9. Gothic Room (15th cent.), with a
large bedstead of 1510 and other Gothic furniture; 10. Rococo Room (1760);
11. Xeustiick Room (1787), with a collection of models of gates of Bale and
of neighbouring castles. Room 12 (at the entrance to the church) contains
the Collection of Coins, including coins, medals, and dies of Bale and other
Swiss towns, and also a few ancient coins and vases.

The Choir contains several state sledges and ecclesiastical antiquities.
To the left. Fragments of the famous "Death Dance of Bale, a fresco
which once adorned the wall of the Dominican burial-ground (taken down
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in 1805), painted early in the 15th century; bells of the 15th cent.; fine
choir-fltalls of 1598 •, Carved Altars of the 15-16th centuries. On the hifth-
altar, Altar of SI. Maria Calanca, in the Grisons (1512); to the right,
Votive Tablet of the Duchess Isabella of Burgundy (1433), in enamelled bronze

;

above the last, kneeling figure of the knight Hiigelin von Schonegg (1378) ;

farther on , winged altar-piece from the church of Baden in the Aargau
(15th cent.). — To the left is the entrance to the Treasury, which contains
reliquaries, monstrances, crosses, and chalices of the 13-18th cent.-, cups
and goblets belonging to the University (16-17th cent.); handsome plate
of the guilds and trade-companies of Bale: three Swiss da'/gers with silver-

gilt shea'hs of the 16th cent.; arms of Hans Holbein, painted by himself;
dagger, cap, hour-glass, and case of Erasmus of Rotterdam. To the left

of the entrance, cast of the golden antependium presented to the Cathedral
of Bale by Emp, Henry II. (beginning of the 11th cent.), which, along with
other objects of value, was assigned to Bale-Campagne at the division of the
canton in 1833 and forthwith sold (now in the Mus^e de Cluny at Paris).

We now return to the nave and ascend the staircase to the right to
the Galleries of the aisles, in which the smaller objects of the collec-
tion are exhibited. Musical Antiquities. — Bale Looms und specimens of
Ribbon Weaving at Bale in the 17-18th centuries. — Embroidery, fans;
Bale and other Swiss Costumes of the 17-18th centuries. — On the old
organ-screen (above the entrance). Roman., Alemannian , and Burgundian
Antiquities^ found at Augst (p. 19) and elsewhere. Beautiful ''/S^aiwed Glass. —
Farther on, Small Works of Art. Wood-carvings (in a case to the right,

Adam and Eve, box-wood figures of 150t)), ivory carvings, enamels, book-
bindings, goldsmiths' models, small bronzes. — Domestic Utensils: por-
celain, fayence, glass, pottery, tin-ware, works in leather, book-bindings,
toys, clocks and watches, armorial windows. — Government and Judicial
Antiquities : weights and measures of the 14-18th cent. ; staves for the
officers of justice, judicial swords, executioner's dress. — We now descend
to the nave and enter, from the end of the right aisle, the —

CoDRT, which contains stone monuments of the Roman, medieeval. and
Renaissance periods, gates in hammered iron, and other objects.

Near the Historical Museum, in the Steinenberg, is the Kunst-
halle [PI. E, 5), huilt hy Stehlin in 1870-72. The staircase is

adorned with a fresco hy Stiickelherg (the Awakening of Art), and on
the garden-facade are a sgraffito frieze and stone masks hy Bocklin.

The restaurant contains mural paintings hy Briinner (exhibition of

pictures, see p. 3). — In the Elisabethen-Strasse is the handsome
St. Elisabethenkirche (PI. E, 5), built in the Gothic style in

1857-65, with stained-glass windows from Munich and an open-work
tower, 232' high.

The S.E. Suburbs are occupied by the richer classes. From the

St. Albans-Thor (PI. G, 5), in this quarter, the promenades of the

St. Alban-Anlage and of the ^schengraben extend on the site of the

old ramparts to the railway-station. In the ^schen-Platz (PI. E,

F, 5) is a fountain (jet 80' high), which, however, plays on 26th

August only. The old St. Albans Convent (PL F, 4) has fine Ro-
manesque cloisters. The Monument of St. Jacob (PI. F, 6), by F.

Schloth, completed in 1872, commemorates the heroism and death

of 1300 Confederates who opposed the Armagnac invaders under the

Dauphin (afterwards Louis XI.) in 1444. Beyond, to the right, is

the Sommpr- Casino (p. 3), — In the promenades, near the station

(PL E, 6), is the Strassburg Monument.^ a marble group erected in

1895 by Baron Gruyer of Strassburg in memory of the assistance
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rendered by Switzerland to the aged and the women and children of

Strasshurg during and after the siege of 1870, by Bartholdi of Paris.

In the W. Ql-akter, in the Spalen Suburb (PI. C, 3, 4), is the

Holbein Fountain, with a relief of dancing peasants (after Holbein)

and the figure of a bagpiper, restored in 1887. The Spalen-Thor

(PI. C, 3), erected about 1400, is the handsomest of the remaining

gates of Bale. Near it are three modern buildings belonging to the

University : the Vesalianum (PL C, 3), or institute for anatomy and

physiology (anatomical colle tion open on Sun., 10 30-12); the

Library, ere ted in the baroque style by La Roche in 1894-96 (week-

days 10-12.30 and 2.30-5), which contains 200,000 vols., in-

cluding many incunabula, and 5000 MSS., mainly from the time

of the Council of Bale and the Reformation ; and the BernouUianum

(PI. C, 2, 3), for physics, chemistry, and astronomy. In the vesti-

bule of the last are busts of the famous mathematicians of Bale,

Jakob and Johann BernouUi (d. 1705 and 1748). — In the Hebel-

Strasse is the house (tablet) where the Alemannian poet Hebel

(1760-1826) was born. A tasteful monument, with his bust by

Max Leue, was erected to him in 1899 in front of the Church of

St. Peter (PI. D, 3). — The Mission House (PI. B, 3) contains an

ethnographical collection, mainly from the E. Indies, China, and

W. Africa (catalogue 1 fr.).

In Klein-Basel is the handsome Cliurch of St. Matthew (Pl.E, 1),

built in the Gothic style by Henry of Breslau in 1896, with a good

interior. The tower is 240' high.

The Zoological Grarden (PI. B, C, 65 Restaurant) contains good

examples of Swiss and other animals (adm. 50 c. ; concerts on Sun.

afternoons).— About V2^1- to the N. of the Baden Station (PI. F, 1),

on the Wiese, is the Erien-Park, much frequented on Sun. (rfmts.).

From Bale to Fluhex, 8 M., narrow-gauge railway ('Birsigthalbahn")

in 40-i"Mnin. (fares 1 fr. 30, 95 c.). The train, starting from the Steinenthor-

Strasse (PL D, 5), passes the Zoological Garden (see above) and traverses

the fertile valley of the Bivsig. Stations : iV* M. Binningen (Hirsch), a large

village with 4700 inhab. and the church of St. Margaret., commanding a good
view; 1^/4 M. Bottminger-Miihle ; 2V2 M. Bottmingen, with the Botiminger
Schlotschen (inn and pretty park); 3 M. Oberwil (krone), with an extensive
parquetry-factor> ; 4V4 M. Therwil (Rossli), a substantial village in the
Leimen-Thal; 5V2M. Etdngen (Badhaus), with a chalybeate spring. The line

then skirts the hills to the W. via Witterswil and Bditicil to (8 31.) Fluhen
(1250'; Inn and Baths), a small village with a chalybeate spring, prettily situ-

ated in a defile at the foot of the Blauen, clo.-^e to the frontier of Alsace,

Interesting excursion hence via Tannwald to the (IV2 M.) well-preserved ruin
of *Landskron (1790 ft.), thetower of which commands a wide view (key at the

last house in Tannwald). — A road leads to the S. from Fluhen to (I1/2 M.)
Mariastein (1685' ; Kreuz; Post; Enget)., formerly a Benedictine abbey, with a

frequented pilgrimage-church, picturesquely situated on a steep crag. A
spacious rock-cavern beneath the church contains the chapel of Maria im
Stein. From Mariastein the Landskron may he reached via Tannwald in 25
minutes. — The road goes on beyond Mariastein to Metzerlen and (2V4 M.)
Burg (1740'; *inn), a charmingly-situated village with a mineral spring and
a chateau commanding fine views. — The Blauen (26E0'), which may be
ascended from Ettingen (see above) or Mariastein in lV2hr., commands a
wide prospect, extending on the S.E. to the Bernese Alps.
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2. From Bale to Bienne and Bern through the

Val Moutier.
T7 M. Railway (Jura-Simplon Line) to Bienne (56 M.) in 3-4 hrs. (fares

9 fr. 40, 6 fr. 60, 4 fr. 70 c.) ; from Bienne to Bern (21 M.) in 3/4-IV4 hr. (fares

3fr. 55, 2fr. 50, 1 fr. 80 c.). [Railway from Bienne to Neuchatel (20 M.) in
3/4- 11/4 br. ; to Geneva (102 M.) in 372-61/4 hrs.; from Bale to Geneva,
express in 62/4-73/4 hrs.]

Bale (870'), see p. 2. Leaving the Central Station, the train

soon diverges from the Central Line (p. 13} to the right, passes the

cemetery, and near (3 M.) Monchenstein, the scene of a terrible

railway accident in 1891, crosses the Birs. On the hills to the left

are several rnined castles. — 5 M. Dornach'Arlesheim (Munzinger's

Restanrant). On a wooded hill, 3/4 M. to the E., nea.x Arlesheim

(1130'; Lowe; Ochs), rises Schloss Birseck, once a chateau of the

bishops of Bale, with a pleasant park, interesting grottoes, and a

hermitage. (Apply to the gardener at the foot of the hill.)

The train follows the right bank of the Birs. On the left is the

village of Dornach, with its picturesque ruined castle. The *Gewpen-

fluh (2510'), 3 M. to the E., commands an extensive panorama
(view -tower at the top). — 7 M. Aesch (1056'; Ochs; Herzog-
Vogel Restaurant), a village on the left bank. The valley contracts.

The train passes through a tunnel under the modernised chateau

of Angenstein, and enters the canton of Bern. On a hill to the right

is the picturesque ruin of Pfeffingen (1850'). On the right, near

(974 M.) Grellingen (Bir), are several factories. The train passes

through a deep cutting and crosses the Birs tvnce. 14M. Zwingen ; the

chateau, on the right, was formerly the seat of the episcopal governors.

141/2 M. Laufen(1155'; Hot. Jura; Sonne) lies at the confluence

ofiheLiltzel and Birs. The train traverses a narrow, wooded valley.

Beyond (16 M.) Bdrschwyl (Croix Federate) two tunnels and two

bridges across the Birs. 18^2 M. Liesberg. At (22^2 M.) Saugern,

Fr. Soyhieres (Hot. de la Gare), the language changes from German
to French. On the right is the ruin of that name. At the rocky

egress of the valley, before its expansion into a broad plain, lies

Bellerive, on the left, now a factory. On a hill to the right is the

ruin of Vorburg.

241/2 M. Delemont (1430'; *Rail. Restaurant, D. i^f-zfr.-,

*Faucon; Liond'Or; Soleil, fidieiLac/taf, these two near the station,

fair) is an old town (4300 inhab.) on the Some, with a chateau of

the former Bishops of Bale.
Feom DELfiMONT TO PoEKENTRDT, 18 M., railway in 3/4.11/4 hr. (fares

3 fr. 5, 2 fr. 15, 1 fr. 50 c). The line traverses the grassy valley of the
Some. Stations : Courtetelle, Courfaivre, Bassecourt, and (71/2 M.) Glovelier.

We next thread a tunnel, 3200 yds. in length, and two others, cross
the large viaduct of Combe-Mavan, and reach (11 M.) Ste. Ursanne (Boeuf

;

Demi-Lune), a picturesque old town in the romantic valley of the Doubs
(p. 220j, with a ruined chateau on a lofty rock. Another tunnel pierces
the Mont Terrible. Stat. Courgenay. Then (18 M.) Porrentruy, Ger. Prun-
trut (1390'; "Hdt. National, near the station; '^Cheval Blanc), a consider-

able old town (6800 inhab.) with a chateau, once the residence of the
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Bishops of Bale. At RM^re, 7 M. to the W. of Porrentruy, near the French
frontier, a large stalactite grotto has been discovered and made accessible.
— The line leads hence to />e?ie. the French frontier-station, 5e;/or^, and Paci«
(night- express from Bale to Paris in 8 hrs.; fares 59 fr. 5. 40 fr. 10 c).

Beyond (261/2 M.) Courrendlin (Cerf) the train enters the *Val
Montier, Ger. Munster-Thal^ a wild, romantic ravine of the Birs,

flanked with huge limestone rocks. In the Roman period it was
traversed by the road from Aventicum (p. 229) to Augusta Raura-
corum (p. 4). The line is carried through these ^Gorges de Moutier
by means of a series of tunnels, galleries, and cuttings. ( A walk
from Courrendlin to Moutier is recommended.)— Above (281/2 M.)
Choindez, and opposite the Glass Works of Roche, which lie on the

right bank of the stream, we traverse a short tunnel and reach (30 M.)
Roche (1650' ; *Cheval Blanc, moderate). The train threads nine

short tunnels, crosses the Birs by a lofty bridge, and then, at the

mouth of the defile, the Raus.

32 M. Moutier, Ger. Miinsier (1730'; Hotel de la Gare, moderate).

The thriving village (1750'; Cerf; Couronne; C/ieuaZ, well spoken
of), with 2346 inhab. and a new Protestant church, is prettily situ-

ated in a green dale, on the left bank of the Birs.
Ascent of the Weissensteix feom Moctiee (81/2 hrs.; comp. p. 16).

About 10 min. to the N.E. of Moutier, or 6 min. from the station, at the
Restaurant Sperisen, a road (diligence to Cremine daily in V2 ^ir.) ascends
to the right to (2 M.) Grandval {2010") and (3/4 M.) Crimine (2065'; Croix).
It next ascends the gorge of the Raus to (2 M.) St. Joseph am Gdnsbri/nnen
(2460'; inn), at the N. base of the Weissenstein, the hotel on which (p. 16)
may easily be reached hence by a narrow road in 1^/4-2 hrs. The footpath
to the left is shorter (I1/2 hr.). Carriage from Moutier to the Weissenstein
25 fr., there and back 30 fr. ; from Gansbrunnen 15 fr.

The line traverses another very picturesque gorge, the Roches
de Court, running high above the Birs, and beyond three tunnels

reaches (351/2 M.) Court (2200'; Ours; Couronne').
From Court, or better from Bivilard (see below), a steep path crosses

the Montoz (4370') to (3 hrs.) Eeuchenette (see p. 12; guide advisable).
View similar to that from the Weissenstein.

We traverse pleasant grassy dales
,

pass Sorvilier, Malleray-
Bevilard, and Reconvilier, and reach —

43 M. Tavannes (2500'; Hotel de la Gare, well spoken of;

Brasserie, good restaurant with rooms), a large village near the

source of the Birs (branch-line in 35 min, to Tramelari). The train

ascends slightly, and passes (tunnel, 1500 yds.) under the Pierre

Pertuis, a natural opening in the rock, fortified in Roman times

(inscription), through which the highroad runs. It then descends
the slope to the right, describes a sharp curve between Sombevnl
and Corgemont, and crosses the Suze or Schilss.

471/2 M. Sonceboz (2150'; *Rail. Restaurant; Couronne; Cerf,

well spoken of), the junction for La Chaux-de-Fonds (see p. 220).
The train again crosses the Suze, and passes through the S.W.

spur of the Montoz (see above). The stream is crossed several times in

its beautiful wooded valley. 5OV2 M. La Heutte (2015'); 53 M.
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Reuchenette (1940'; Hotel de laTruite). The line now turns S., and
enters the narrow passage which the Suze has forced through the

last heights of the Jura. Five tunnels between this point andBienne.
On the right beyond the first tunnel is a fall of the Suze, and on the

hill is the ruined chateau oi Rondchdtel (1950'). Two more tunnels.

Pleasant view of the green valley of Orvin to the right, with the in-
dustrial village of Frinvillier (see below) at its mouth. Beyond
another long tunnel the train crosses the deep and wild ravine of

the Suze (Taubenloch, see below) by a lofty bridge, and quits the

ravine. We now obtain a striking view of the rich plains of Bienne,
with the whole of the Alpine chain from the mountains of Unter-
walden to Mont Blanc in the distance. We then descend vine-clad
slopes and thread a short tunnel.

56 M. Bienne. — Hotels. *CorRoyxE, R. from 2, D. 3, S. 21/2 fr.

;

Hotel de Biexn-e et Teemixus, near the station, E., L., & A. 2V2-4, B.
11/4, B. 31/2, S. 21/2 fr.; VrcTOEiA, Hot. de Paeis, both at the station-, *H6t.
Suisse, R. from 21/2, B. IV2, D. 3-3V2 fr. ; Croix; Hot. de la Gare, near the
station, well spoken of. — Restaurants. "Rail. Restaurant ; Augustinerbrdv;
Central-Halle (Munich beer); Burgvogtei (Pilsner beer).

Bienne, Ger. Biel (1405'), an ancient and thriving town (23,000
inhab.) near the lake of the same name, has important watch-facto-

ries and is the seat of the W. Swiss Technical Institute (with a

watch-makers' school). The Museum Schwab is an interesting collec-

tion of antiquities from the lake-villages, Celtic and Roman weap-
ons, implements, coins, etc. (adm. 50 c). The beautiful avenues
enclosing the town stretch to the (I/2 ^0 Lake of Bienne (p. 216;
lake-baths).

Tramway from the station into the town, to K^idau, and to the N. to

(QQ Tain.) Bouj'ean, Gev. Bozingen (Cevt'^ Cheval). An attractive walk leads
hence through the picturesque *Taubenloch-Schlucht, watered by the copi-
ous Suze, to the (1/2 hr.) hamlet of Frinvillier (Rest&uTa.nts des Gorges and
de la Truite, good trout), and thence past the ruin of Rondchdtel to (*/4 hr.)

the station of Reuchenette (see above).
A Wire-Rope Railwax (station 10 min. to the N.W. of the railway

station at Bienne. where an omnibus is waiting) ascends in 1/4 hr. (1 fr.,

return I'^fr.) to the health-resort of Macolin, Ger. Magglingen (2960'; ~Cur-
haus, R., L., & A. 21/2-6, D. 4, S. 21/2, pens, from 9 fr. : "Hdtel-Pens. Bellevue,

pens. 6-10 fr.; Hdtel-Pem. Magglingen, unpretending, pens. 3V2-4 fr.), splen-
didly situated on the slopes of the Jura, IV4 hr. above Bienne. Large wooded
grounds, and fine view of the Alps from the Sentis to Mont Blanc. English
Church Service in August.

Another wire -rope railway (opened in 1898) from Bienne (station in
the Quellgasse) ascends in 8 min. (50 c, return-fare 65 c.) to the village
of Evilard, Ger. Leubringen (2312'; *Drei Tannen; Restaur. Beaulieu, with
rooms), prettily situated 25 min. from Macolin. Pleasant excursion (2 hrs.)

hence through magnificent pine-woods or via Orvin (p. 11) to Frinvillier,

and by the Tauhenloch-Schlucht to Boujean (tramway to Bienne). — The
ascent of the Chasseral (5280') takes about 4 hrs. from Macolin. From
the hotel a good path crosses the hill to the S.W. past the (iV2 hr.) Cur-
haus Twannberg (p. 216) to Lamboing, Diesse, and (1 hr.) Jfods, at the N.E.
foot of the mountain, which may be ascended hence in 2 hrs. (see p. 216).

From Bienne to Soleure, p.' 17; to JS'euchdtel and Geneva^ RR. 58, 61.

The Railway from Bienne to Bern crosses the Aare Canal

near (681/2 M.) Brugg (H(3t. duPont) and the Aare before reaching
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(61 M.) Busswyl (*Hotel at the station}. — 63 M. Lyss (Hirsch;

Restaurant zur Post^ Ritter, at the station) is the junction of the

lines to Payerne on the S. [p. 230) and to Soleure on the N. (p. 17).—
6472^- Suberg; 68 M. Schiipfen; 71 M. Munchen-Buchsee {B.6t.

Each ; Krone ; Bar). On the right the Bernese Alps from the Jung-
frau to the Balmhorn become visible, but soon disappear. — 72^2 M.
Zollikofen, a station on the Central Line (Bale-Olten-Bern). Thence
to (77 M.) Bern, see p. 18.

3. From Bale to Bienne via Olten and Soleure.

63 M. Railway in 3-4 lirs. (fares 9 fr. 40, 6 fr. 60, 4 fr. 70 c).

Bale, see p. 2. The train crosses the Birs. 3 M. Muttenz; 5 M.
Pratteln (p. 19). On the Rhine, 1 M. to the N.W., are the well

equipped salt-baths of Schweizerhall (pens. 4-6 fr.).

The line leaves the valley of the Rhine, enters the Jura Mts.,

and follows the left bank of the Ergolz. Near (8 M.) Nieder-

Schonthal, on a hill to the right, lies Frenkendorf (iiW ; "Wilder

Mann; Lowe), a pretty summer-resort.

91/2 M. Liestal (1033'; pop. 4950; *Faifce, with salt-baths and

garden, pens. 41/2-5V2fr'j Schliissel; Engel; Sonne; Hot. de la Qare\
prettily situated on the Ergolz, is the seat of government of the half-

canton of Basel- Land or Bale-Campagne. In the town-hall are a

collection of coins and the cup of Charles the Bold, found in his tent

after the battle of Nancy (1477).
Bienenberg (1415' ; Curhaua, with salt-baths), l'/2 M. to the N.W. of

Liestal, is a pleasant sammer-resort, and about IV2 M. beyond it is Bad
Schauenhurg (,159U' ; pens. 4V-2-7V2 fr.), below the ruin of the same name
(lOTS*-, *View). Road to Xieder-Schontbal, see above.

To Waldenbukg, SV2 M , narrow-gauge railway in 1 hr., through the
pretty Frenkenthal. 2\2M. Bad B ubendorf (i2ib'), with mineral and salt baths.
(The village with its ruined castle lies 1 M. to the right.) 4 M. Lampenberg

;

51/2 M. Eolstein, in a narrow part of the valley, with manufactories of

silk ribbon. Passing Niederdorf and Oherdorf, we reach (8I/2 M.) Walden-
burg (1718'; Lowe; Schliissel), a little town with a ruined castle and a
pretty church. A good road leads hence (diligence 4 times daily in 50 min.)
to(3M.) Langenbruck (.2355' j 'Curhaus, pens. 5V2-8 fr. ; Ochsen, pens. 5 fr.

;

Pens. Bider, etc.), situated beyond the pass of the Obere Eauenstein (2460' ),

a quiet and pleasant hill-sanatorium. — A highroad leads from Langen-
bruck to the S.E. to Friedau and {b HI.) Egerkingen (p. 14); another to the
S.W. via Holderbank and the picturesque ruin of Falkenstein to Bals-
thal (Rossli, Kreuz), and through the CEnsinger Klus, a defile formerly
fortified, with the rebuilt chateau of Blauenstein, to (IO1/2 M.) (Ensingen

(p. 15). On the hill to the left is the restored chateau of Bechburg.

11 M. Lausen. Near (131/2 M.) Sissach (1230'; Ldwe), a thriv-

ing village, we pass (r.) the small chateau and park of Ebenrain.

Fine view from the Sissacher Fiuh (2300'), 1 hr. to the N.
Feom Sissach over the ScHAFiiATT TO Aaeau (4V2 hrs.). Electric

railway via Bockten in V* hr. to (21/2 M.) Gelterkinden (1370'; *Rossli), a
manufacturing village; thence road through a picturesque valley past the
Hanggiessen waterfall to (I1/2 M.) Tecknau (1440'); IV2 M. Wenslingen
(I860'); 11/2 M. Oltingen (1940'; Ochs). with a mineral spring. The path
ascending the (V2lir.) -Schafmatt (2515') diverges close to the 'Ochs", and
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is easily found, being provided with finger-posts. The summit commands
an extensive panorama of the Jura and the Alps, v?hich we enjoy until we
reach a point overlooking the deep valley of Rohr. Turning to the left

here, we reach the upper part of a meadow, at the foot of which (1/2 hr.
from the summit) lies a chalet and whey-cure establishment. From this
point we enjoy a view of the environs of the Lake of Lucerne, the Rigi,
Pilatus, etc. From the chalet to Aarau (p. 23j in IV4 hr., past the Lauren-
zenbad (p. 23), situated in a side-valley to the left, and Erlishach.

To the S. of Sissach lies (7 M.; diligence twice daily in IV4 hr.
via Zumgen^ Tenniken, and Diegten) Eptingen or Ruch-Eptingen (1873';

*Cui'haus, with saline and mineral baths, pens. 4-5 fr.), situated in a
narrow valley at the base of the Hauenstein (footpath to Ldufelfingen, see
below, Ihr.; to Langeribruck, see p. 13, 11/4 hr.).

The train turns to the S. into the narrow Homburger-Thal, and
beyond (16 M.) Sommerau passes through two tunnels. — 191/2 M.
Ldufelfingen (2010'; Sonne), at the foot of the Hauenstein.

From Stat. Laufelfingen a road (one-horse carr. 5 fr.) ascends in ^/t hr.

via Reisen and Erlimoos (each of which has a Curhaus) to the *Frohburgf
(2770'; -Hotel & Pension, R. 2V2, B. 11/4, pens. 5-7 fr.), situated on the
summit of the Hauenstein and commanding a beautiful view of the Alps,
from the Sentis to 3Iont Blanc; in the foreground, the Wartburg (see below)
and the Wigger-Thal with the railway to Lucerne ; on the right rises Pila-

tus, on the left the Rigi. About 10 min. from the inn are some scanty
ruins of a castle. Descent by Trimbach in 1 hr. to Olten.

Beyond the Hauenstein Tunnel (2970 yds. ; 5 min.) we observe

on a hill to the right the Neu- Wartburg (see below), to the right

of which, farther on, the Bernese Alps gradually become visible from

the Wetterhorn to the Doldenhorn, with the Jungfrau In the middle

(comp. Panorama, p. 153), The train descends by a long curve to

the Aare, crosses it, and ascends on the right bank to —
25 M. Olten. — -Hotel Suisse, E. 2-3, B. 1, D. 4 fr. ; St. Gott-

HAED, unpretending, both at the station; Halbsiond, well spoken of. —
''Rail. Restaurant.

Carriages generally changed here. Detention of 1/4-V2 br. As we leave
the waiting-rooms, the trains for Bale and Zurich are to the left, those for

Lucerne and Bern to the right. Pocket-picking not uncommon here.

Olten (1295'; 6000 inhab.), prettily situated on the Aare, is the

junction of the lines to Aarau and Brugg (R. 7), to Aarburg and
Lucerne (R. 5) , to Bern (R. 4), and to Soleure and Neuchatel (see

below). The Parish Church contains an Ascension by Disteli, and

the Capuchin Church a Madonna by Deschwanden. Extensive rail-

way-workshops and large shoe-manufactories.
To the S.E. of Olten, on an isolated hill on the right bank of the Aare,

rises the Neu-Wartburg or Sdlischloss (2235'; Restaurant), a small chateau
with a fine view of the Alps from the Sentis to the Jungfrau. Good
paths from Olten and from Aarburg to the top in ^/^ hr.

About 41/2 M. to the N.E. of Olten (diligence twice daily in summer
in 11/4 hr.) are the sulphur-baths of Lostorf C Curhaus, R. 1-2V2, pens.
5 fr.), prettily situated at the foot of the Jura. On a cliff above (1/4 br.)

rises the small chateau of Wartenfels (2060'), with a fine view.

The train crosses the Aare and traverses the plain watered by

the Diinnern, at the base of the Jura. To the left the view of the

Alps from the Glarnisch to the Altels is gradually unfolded. 26 M.
Olten- Hammer; 21^2 M. Wangen; 29 M. Hagendorf. — 31 M.
Egerkingen (Kreuz),
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Diligence twice daily in 40 min. to Friedau (2180" ; "Cwhatis, pens.
6-7 fr.), situated on the slope of the Jura, and well fitted up. Beautiful
view of the Alps from Sentis to Mont Blanc. Shady grounds and extensive
wood-walks. — The road leads on to Langenbruck, 3 M. farther (see

p. 13; diligence in summer daily).

32 M. Oberbuchsiten i 36 M. (Ensingen (diligence twice daily

in 13/4 hr. to Langenbruck
,

p. 13); 37 M. Niederbipp (to tlie right

is Oberbippj with a handsome modern chateau). At (41 M.) Wangen
we cross the Aare. 43 M. Deitingen. Beyond (45 M.) Luterbach we
obtain a view of Soleure ; to the right is the long ridge of the

Weissenstein (p. 16). The train crosses the Emme, not far from its

confluence with the Aare. — 47 M. Neu-Solothum.

Soleure. — Soleure has two Railway Stations : Neu-Solothurn^ on

the right bank of the Aare, for the lines to Olten , Herzogenbuchsee,
Burgdorf, Lyss, ^nd Bienne: and Alt-Solothurn^ on the left bank, to the

W. of the town, for the line to Bienne.
Hotels. At the Neu-Solothurn station : *H6tel Tekmixus. In the town

:

*Kkone, R., L., & A. 2V2-0, B. 11/2, D. 31/2, S. 21/2 fr. : *Stobch; =^=Adler,

E. IV2-2V2, B. 1, D. 21/2 fr. •, Hiesch; Thubm; Schwak, well spoken of.

Soleure, OT Solothurn (1425'; 9500 inhab.), the capital of Canton

Soleure, on the Aare, the Roman Salodurum, claims to be the oldest

town on this side of the Alps next to Treves, ('/n Celtis nihil est

Salodoro antiquius, unis exceptis Treviris, quarum ego dicta soror,

is the inscription on the clock-tower.) It was incorporated with the

Confederation in 1481.

The Cathedral of St. Oues, a cathedral of the Bishopric of Bale

(p. 4), was built in 1762-73 on the site of an edifice of 1050, in the

form of a cross, covered with a dome and two half-domes. A flight

of 36 steps leads to the facade. One of the adjoining fountains

has a statue of Moses striking the rock, the other a figure of Gideon
wringing the dew from the fleece. The ten large altar-pieces (close

of 18th cent.) are unimportant. The treasury, in the sacristy,

contains good artistic work in metal and textile fabrics (14-18th cent.).

The *Aksbnal, not far from the cathedral, contains (on the

second floor) a collection of ancient armour and weapons. Among
the curiosities are the shield of Philippe le Bon and a mitrailleuse

of the 15th century. A large plastic group represents the reconcilia-

tion of the Confederates effected at the Diet of Stans in 1481 by
Brother Klaus (p. 139).

The oldest building in Soleure is the Clock Towek, recently

restored, which is said to have been erected in the 4th cent. B.C., but

really an early Burgundian building of the 0th or 6th cent. A.D. The
figures and mechanism of the clock resemble those at Bern (p. 154).

The Natural History Cabinet, in the suburb on the right bank of

the Aare, contains valuable collections of zoology and palaeontology.

In the Cantonal School are a number of Roman and Mediaeval An-
tiquities and the Cantonal Library. The Town Library contains

about 40,000 vols, and 200 incunabula, besides coins and medals.

The Municipal Picture Gallery possesses a *Virgin and Child, with
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SS. Ours and Martiu of Tours, one of tlie chief works of Holbein

the Younger (1522), much restored. — A tablet on No. 5 Gurzeln-
gasse marks the house in which Thaddeus Kosciuszko died (1817).

The 'Weissenstein (4220'; comp. Map, p. 10), 3 hours' walk or drive to

the N. ofSoleure, is deservedly a very favourite point of view. It is reached
either by the carriage-road via Ldngendorf and Oberdorf (diligence at

7.50 a.m., returning at 0.30 p.m., fare 3 fr. 5 two-horse carr. in 2V2 hrs.,

up 20, down 10, there and back 25 fr. and fee), or (preferable) by the foot-
path (guide or porter 4-5 fr.) ascending the Verena-Thal. Taking the latter

(numerous guide-posts), we pass the cathedral of St. Ours, and through the
handsome Bale gate, and then bear to the left towards the Villa Cartier with
its two towers, where we turn to the right. Farther on we enter the
avenue to the left, at the end of which we turn to the right towards the
church of St. Nicholas. Before reaching the church our route passes the
Restaurant Wengistein and turns to the left into the *St. Verena-Thal
(1 M. from Soleure) , a narrow, cool, and shady ravine, V2 M. in length.

The path to the left, at the beginning of the gorge, leads to the Wengistein
(see below). At the exit of the valley are quarries of Portland limestone,
where interesting fossils are found. The blocks of granite on the neigh-
bouring slopes are believed by geologists to have been deposited by ancient
Alpine glaciers. At the N. end of the ravine is the Hermitage of St. Verena
(1620'). On the right are the hermit's dwelling and a chapel ; on the left is a
rock-hewn chapel, reached by a broad flight of steps, and containing a repre-
sentation of the Holy Sepulchre with lifesize figures. We may now ascend
by the chapel to the crosses, pass near the large quarries (with 'Gletscher-
schliftV, or rocks worn by the action of the glaciers), and traverse the wood
to the Wengistein, the view from which is similar to that from the Weissen-
stein, though on a smaller scale. A huge granite boulder here bears a Latin
inscription recording two memorable events in the history of Soleure.

From the restaurant beyond the hermitage we take to the right, in

the direction of the Weissenstein ; at (10 min.) the village of Widlishach
we turn to the left and cross the hill to (12 min.) the hamlet of Fallern
(1827'), at the foot of the Weissenstein. Above it we enter the wood to

the left by a finger-post, ascend gradually, and then in steep zigzags to

the (40 min.) first bench, above which there are several others. The path
soon quits the wood and ascends an abrupt rocky gully, partly by steps. Far-
ther up, the ascent is through wood and more gradual. In 40 min. we re-

gain the road (to the left) above the Nesselboden Alp (j447'), and, following
it, reach in 40 min. the 'Curhaus on the Vovdere Weissenstein (4220'; It.,

L., & A. 3-4, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, 8.21/2, pens. 7-10 fr.; telephone to Soleure), a
sanatorium surrounded by woods and pastures, and much resorted to in
summer (Engl. Church Service). The footpath, diverging to the right at the
end of the wide curve, 8 min. from the Xesselboden Alp, and then ascend-
ing abruptly to the left at the post on the top, is a short-cut.

The *ViEW is less picturesque, but more extensive than that from
the Rigi; and no spot commands a better view of the whole Alpine
chain from Tyrol to Mont Blanc. To the E. are the Sentis, the Glarnisch,
with the Rigi in the foreground, the Todi between the Rigi and Pilatus, the

lofty saddle of Titlis, and the Sustenhorn ; beyond Soleure, the Wetterhorn
and Schreckhorn, the Finsteraarhorn, Eiger, Mcinch, Jungfrau, Bliimlisalp,

and Doldenhorn ; then the Balmhorn, Altels, Wildstrubel, Wildhorn, Dia-
blerets, and to the S. Mont Blanc. To the S.W. glitter the lakes of Bienne,
Morat, and INeuchatel; the Aare winds to the S. through the fertile plains,

and the Emme flows into it at the foot of the mountain.
Pleasant walks to the S.W. through the wood to the {iQ m\n.') Kdnzeli

(4093'l, and to the W. tf) the Dilitschkopf {!^2,b^^:, ascent via the arete in 55 min.,
descent by the stepped path in 40 min.). — The Rbthi (4590'j, V2 hr. to the

E. of the hotel, cummauds an extensive view to the N. and E. of the

Black Forest and Vosges, which are hidden from the Weissenstein, and
of the picturesque mountains and valleys of the Jura. — Towards the

W. the view is concealed by the *Hasenmatt (4745'), i^ji hr. from the

hotel , whence an uninterrvipted panorama may be enjoyed. The path to
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it (white marks) leads across the pastures to the W. to (25 min.) the
Hintere Weissenstein (4027'; inn). A pleasanter route leads hy the shady-

footpath, which enters the woods to the right above the pastures, but
this must be quitted as soon as it begins to ascend more steeply. Shortly
before reaching the Hintere Weissenstein we descend a little to the left

and cross the ridge to (20 min.) the end of the meadows •, then descend
for 1/4 hr. in the Kesselwald, and ascend across pastures to (20 min.) the
chalet of AlthiisU (4375'; simple rfmts.), on the saddle, with a good spring.

An easy path leads hence to the summit in 20 min. (the path diverging
to the left. 10 min. before the chalet, is shorter but steeper). — We
may descend from the Hasenmatt or the chalet on the S. side, pass Lom-
miswyl , and regain Soleure, or the nearer station of Selzach (see below).
Those returning from the Curhaus to Soleure follow the road from Fal-
lern (p. 16) to (V2 M.) a sign-post with four arms, whence a path between
pine-woods and large quarries brings tbem in V2 hr. to the X.W. gate
of Soleure. Or, at the Nesselboden Alp (p. 16) we may take the red-marked
path to the right, which reaches the road at the Webernhiisli, above Ober-
dorf. (From the Webernhiisli another red-marked pa'h leads to the Hintere
Weissenste'n, IV2 hr.) Carriages may also be directed to return by a
route afibrding an opportunity of visiting the St, Verena gorge.

From Soleure to Herzogenbuchsee, see below.

Fkom Soleuee to Bdegdoef (13 M.) by the Emmenthal railway in
40-50 minutes. The principal station is (7 M.) Utzensiorf, the largest village
in the lower Emmen-Thal. Burgdorf, see below.

Fkom Soledee to Ltss (15 M.) by railway, skirting the right bank of
the Aare, in 1-1 V2 hour. The chief intermediate station is (10 M.) Biiren
(Krone), a small town with an old chateau. Lyss, see p. 13.

The Bienne line crosses the Aare. 48 M. Alt-Solotkum (p. 15) ;

51 M. Selzach^ where passion-plays are performed; 54 M. Grenchen

or Granges (Curhaus Bachtelen, pens, from 6 fr.), with large watch
factories; 57 M. Pieterlen. — 63 M. Bienne, see p. 12.

4. From Bale to Bern via Aarburg.
66 M. Railway in 2V2-4V2 lirs. (fares 11 fr. 50, 8 fr. 5, 5 fr. 75 c).

To (25 M.) Olten, see pp. 13, 14. The line skirts the right

bank of the Aare : to the left, the chateau of Neu- Wartburg (p. 14).

27 M. Aarburg (1285'; *Krone; Falke), a thriving little town
(2079 inhab.), picturesquely situated on the Aare (junction for Lu-
cerne, p. 18). The old castle on a hill, built in 1660, is now a factory.

As we proceed we have glimpses of the Alps, right and left.

30 M. Rothrist ; 33 M. Murgenthal, where we cross the Murg; 35 M.
Roggwyl; 37'/2 M. Langenthal (^Bir: Lowe), a prosperous village

with a busy timber- trade (narrow-gauge line via Huttwil and
Willisau to Wolhusen, see p. 146); 391/2 M. Biltzberg.

42 M. Herzogenbuchsee (1540'; 2316 inhab.; *Sonne; Hot. de

la Gare) is a considerable place, with a loftily situated church.
To SoLEUBE (91/2 M.) railway in 40 min.: 2^/2 M. Inkwyl; 51/2 M. Su-

bigen; 7 M. Derendingen ; then across the Emme to Neu-Solothurn (p. 15).

Near (45^2 M.) Riedwyl we enter a grassy valley with wooded
slopes. Beyond (48 M.) Wynigen a tunnel (560 yds.). The train

crosses the Emme to —
521/2 M. Burgdorf, Fr. Berthoud (1760'-, pop. 7500; *^6f. Guggis-

berg, Hot. de la Gare, both at the station; Maison de Ville; Ours'],

Babdbkeb, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 2
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a busy town, picturesquely situated. The houses are flanked vrith

arcades, as at Bern. The public buildings, the hospital, schools, or-

phanage, and technical institute are highly creditable. A monument
was recently erected here to the pastor Albert Bitzius [d. 1854), a

popular author well known as 'Jeremias Gotthelf . In the chateau of

Burgdorf, in 1798, Pestalozzi established his famous school, which he

removed to Yverdon in 1804. Beautiful views from the church and

chateau; finer from the Lueg (2885'), 2 hrs. to the E.
From Bubgdokf to Langnac, 14 M., railway in ^/^-i hr. The line

ascends the fertile Emmen-Thal. 21/2 M. Oberhurg; i'^/z M. Easle-RUegsau.
From Riiegsau, IV2 M. to the N.E. of the railway, the Rachisberg (2768';

line view of the Alps and the Jura) may be ascended in 1/2 lir. — 6 M.
Liitzelfliih-Goldbach. Liitzelfliih (Ochs) was the home of the pastor Albert
Bitzius (see above). Near it. to the K.W., is the Bvitiernbad (16400, with
chalybeate springs. — 7V2 M. Ramsey-Sumiswald (the latter lying 3 M. to

the 1^.); 9M. Zollbruck; 14 M. Langnau (p. 148).

From Buegdorf to Thcn, 26 M., railway in I72 hr. (fares 2 fr. 90,

2 fr. 5 c.; Emmen-Thal Railway to Hasle-Riiegsan, and thence electric

railway). — To (41/2 M.) Hafle-Ruegsau ^ see above. The electric line runs
through the peaceful Bigen-Thal^ with its woods and meadows, passing
Schafhavsen and Bigenthal. 10 M. Walkringen (2295'-, Bar), a pleasant

village at the head of the valley. Beyond the large village of (12 M.)

Biglen (2475'; Bar) we thread two short tunnels. — From (14 M.) Gross-

Eochstetten (2510'; Lowe; Stern), an interesting type of an Emmen-Thal
A-illage, a good footpath ascends to (1 hr.) the top of the -Wacht (3000'),

affording an extensive view of the Alps. — At (16 M) Konolfingen we
intersect the railway from Lucerne to Berne (p. I48). Farther on we de-

scend the Kiesenbach-Thal to (17 M.) Stalden and (1972 M.) Biesbach (2015';

Bar; Lowe) the latter a pretty village with an old castle, at the E. base
of the Falkenfluh (p. 160). The next stations are Bremikofen and the scat-

tered village of (23 M.) Heimburg^ with its potteries. 24^2 M. Steffi$burg

(p. 161) lies to the left of the line. — 26 M. Thun, see p. 160.

From Burgdorf to Soliure, see p. 17.

541/2 M. Lyssach. Beyond (56 M.) Hindelhank a monument, to

the left of the railway, commemorates the battle between the Bern-

ese and the French in the Grauholz^ 15th March, 1798. — 59 M.
Schdnhiihl. Beyond (61 V2M.I Zollikofen (junction for Bienne, p. 13)

the train crosses the iron Worhlaufen Bridge (below, to the right,

the handsome Tiefenau Bridge over the Aare) and then ascends

through a cutting to the Wyler Feld^ where, to the left, we obtain a

magnificent view of the Bernese Alps. To the right is the suburb

Lorraine, beyond which we cross the Aare by a bridge 200 yds.

long and 142' high. To the right is the imposing new Kornhaus

Bridge (p. 155). — 66 M. Bern, see p. 152.

15. From Bale to Lucerne via Olten.^ i''"'

59 M. Railwat in 2-4 hrs. (fares 10 fr. 25, 7 fr. 15. 5 fr. 20 c"). ' ^^•
To Olten and (27 M.) Aarhurg , the junction for Bern (R. 4),

see p. 17. The Lucerne line traverses the broad grassy Wigger-Thal.

301/2 M. Zofingen(1430'; pop. 4496 ; Rossli; Ochs), a busy little

town. The library in the Town Hall contains coins, autographs of

Swiss reformers, and the album of a society of artists, founded in
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1806, which formerly met at Zoflngen. On the branches of the fine

old lime-trees near the Schiitzenhaus are two 'ball-rooms'. In the

Bleichegut^ near the town, are the remains of a Roman bath.

From Zofingen to Suhr, railway in 36 minutes. Stations: Safenwyl^
Kolliken, Entfelden^ well-to-do villages, and (IOV2 M.) Suhr^ the junction
for Aarau and Baden (p. 24).

331/2^1- Reiden, an old lodge of the Knights of Malta, now a par-

sonage. 35 1/2 M. Dagmersellen ; 37^/2 M- Nebikon. To the right appear

the Bernese Alps ; in the centre the Jungfrau ; the Monch and Eiger

to the left of it, and the Altels to the right. Beyond (40 M.) Wau-
ivyl the little Mauensee, with its island and castle, lies on the right.

44 M. Sursee (1690'; pop. 2135; Sonne; Hirsch), an old town,

over whose gates the double eagle of Hapsburg is still enthroned.

The Town Hall recalls the Burgundian style. — About 3^2 M- *o

the N.E. (omnibus, 3 fr.) are the chalybeate baths of Knutwil

(pens. 41/2-51/2^0-
Near (4672 M.) Nottwyl we approach the LakeofSempach (1663'),

5 M. long, 11/2 M. broad, and abounding in fish. On a hill to the

right rises ScMoss Wartensee.— 49^/2 M. Sempach. The small town

(pop. 1097; Kreuz; Adler, moderate) lies IV2M. to the N., on the

S.E. bank. Near Sempach Duke Leopold of Austria was signally

defeated on 9th July, 1386, by the Swiss Confederates, owing, as

the story goes, to the noble self-sacrifice of Arnold von Winkelried.

The duke and 263 of his knights were slain. A column surmounted
by a lion was erected near the church in 1886 on the 500th anniver-

sary of the victory.

A Chapel (2064'), IV2 M. to the N.E. of Sempach, marks the spot where
Leopold fell. His uncle, another Duke Leopold, had been defeated by the

Swiss 71 years before at Morgarten (p. 86). The anniversary is still kept.

The train intersects plantations of firs. On the right appear the

bold cliffs and peaks of Pilatus ; on the left the long crest of the

Rigi; between these tower the snowy Alps (see p. 90). 53 M. Rothen-

hurg ; 56I/2M. Emmenftrwcfce (Hotel Emmenbrucke ; Restaurant See-

thal), junction of the 'Seethal' line to Lenzburg (p. 149). The line

crosses the Emme, above its confluence with the Reuss, and follows

the latter, being joined on the left by the Zurich and Lucerne line

(p. 87), and on the right by the Bern and Lucerne line (p. 147).

Lastly it passes through a tunnel under the Gutsch (p. 92) and
another under the hill of Schonheim, and, describing a wide curve,

enters the station of— .

59 M. Lucerne, see p. 87.

6. From Bale to Zurich.

56 M. Railwat in 2-4 hrs. (fares 9 fr. 40, 6 fr. 60, 4 fr. 75 c).

To (5 M.) Pratteln, see p. 13. Near (71/2 M.) Augst, pictur-

esquely situated, we cross the Ergolz and approach the Rhine. On
the left is Kaiser-Augst, with salt-works and an old church; opposite,

on the left bank of the Ergolz, is the hamlet of Basel-Augst (p. 4).

2*
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10^2 M. Kheinfelden. — *Geand Hotel des Salines, 5 min. above

the town, with d^pendances, E., L., & A. 2'/2-6, B. I1/2, D. 4, S. 2V<, pens.

8-12, omn. 1 fr. ; "Hotel Dietsuht, with terrace on the Rhine, R., L.^ & A.

2-31/2, B. 11/4, D- 3, S. 21/4, pens. 6-8, omn. 3/4 fr. ; *H6tel zcm Schutzen,

R. & A. IV2-3, B. 1, D. 21/2, S. 13/4, pens, 6-71/2, omn. 1/2 fr ; *Deeikonig,
pens. 5 fr. ; Engel, pens. 4-6 fr.; Schiff, R., L., & A. 1V2-2, B. 1, D. 21/2,

pens. 4-6 fr., all with salt-baths; "Bellevue, well situated on the right bank
of the Rhine, R. IV2-2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 5-6 fr. — Beer at the Salmen. —
English Chuech Service in summer.

Rheinfelden (885'; pop. 30j0), an old town, once strongly for-

tified, with walls and towers partly preserved, was one of the out-

posts of the Holy Roman Empire. After repeated sieges it was razed

by the French in 1744. Since 1801 it has belonged to Switzerland.

The river here dashes over the rocks , forming the Hollenhaken

rapids. Near the town are extensive salt-works on the Rhine.

We quit the Rhine, which here bends to the N., pass (13 M.)

Mohiin and (17 M.) Mwmp/' (*H6t.-Pens. Sonne, with saline baths;

Anker), and then return to the river for a short time.— I8V2 M. Stein

(990'; Lowe), connected by a covered bridge with Sackingen (p. 25).

From Stein to Coblenz, 16 M., railway in 4S min. The line skirts the

left bank of the Rhine; stations: Sisseln, Lavfenburg (p. 25), Sulz, Etzgtn,

Schtoaderloch, Leibsiatt, Felsenau; then across the Aare to Coblenz (p. 24).

We quit the Rhine, and at (20^2 M.) Eiken enter the fertile

Sisseln-Thal. 23 M. Frick (1120'; Adler; Engel), a large village.

The train ascends in a long curve to (26 M.) Hornussen (1275').

28V2 M. Effingen (1425'), the highest point on the line. Then a

tunnel (2697 yds. ; 4 min.) under the Botzberg (1945'), the Roman
Mons Vocetius. 31 M. Bbtzevegg is the station for Schinznach (p. 24).

The train descends, affording a magnificent view of the valley of

the Aare to the right, and, in clear weather, of the St. Gall, Glarus,

and Schwyz Alps, and crosses the Aare by a bridge 259 yds. long

and 104' high.

36 M. Brugg (1095'; pop. 1572; ^Rothes Haus; Rossli; Hot.

Central^ near the rail, station; Hot. Bahnhof; Restaurant St. Gott-

hard, near the rail, station, good beer), an antiquated little town,

the junction of lines to Aarau and to Wohlen-Bremgarten (R. 7),

is best surveyed from the bridge over the Aare, here hemmed in

by rocks. In the main street, to the left, is the house in which

Pestalozzi died. The 'Schwarze Thurm\ by the bridge, dates from

the later Roman Empire; the upper part was rebuilt in the 15th

century. Adjacent is the Toivn Hall, with good modern frescoes. A
school adjoining the parish-church is adorned with interesting fres-

coes of 1640 (refreshed in 1885).
The ancient Abbey of Konigsfelden (3/4 M. to the S.E. of Brugg), for-

merly a convent of Minorites, was founded in 1310 by the Empress Eliza-

beth and her daughter, Queen Agnes of Hungary, on the spot where
Albert of Austria, husband of the former, had been murdered two years

before (1308) by John of Swabia and his accomplices. It was secularized in

1528; the building was converted into a ho.spital, and in 1872 into a lunatic

asylum (now Installed in a large new building). Of the old buildings there

now remain the S. part only, the church, and the dwelling of Queen Agnes.
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From the rail, station of Brugg a road leads to (Vs M.) the entrance to
the park of Konigsfelden, most of which ia surroimded by an iron fence
6 ft. high. In 1 min. more we reach the large building of the lunatic
asylum, where we ring and receive from the manager a ticket of admis-
sion to the Convent Church (10 c). The latter, which lies 2U0 yd,;, to the
S. (fiDger-post) and is thown by the custodian (ring), was thoroughly re-
stored in i-^?0-98. Along the in'ide walls are 35 tombstones with the ar-

morial bearings of Bernese bailiSs whi died at Konigsfelden. On the E.
wall are modern and artistiially insignificant portraits o( the chief knights
who fell at Sempach (135(3), some of them reproductions of frescoes still

extant in the room of Queen Agnes (see p. 2U). In the middle is Duke
Leopold of Au«tria. The vault in the middle of the church, in which he,
the Empress Elisabeth, Queen Agne^, aod other royalties were interred,
is now empty (no admission). The choir, adorned with stained glass of
the 14-15th cent., was used for service down to the middle of the present
century.

On the tongue of land formed by the Reuss and the Aare once stood
the considerable Helvetian town of Vindonissa, which in the early cent-
uries of the Christian «ra was the headquarters of a Roman legion v; ith its

Rhsetian cohorts, as is proved by inscriptions. The foundation walls of
the amphitheatre, which could contain 10,0(X) persons, were laid bare by
excavation in 1897. The external diameters measured 344 ft. and 525 ft.;

those of the arena were 221 ft. and 177 ft. The well of the Abbey of
Konigsfelden is still fed by a subterranean Roman conduit, which has
been frequently repaired in modern days. The name of Vindonissa, which
was destroy;d in the 5th cent., still survives in that of the village of Win-
disch, 1 M. to the E. of Brugg.

The Hapsburg (p. 24) is also often visited from Brugg. The road
leads, partly through wood, to (3 M.) the village of Habsburg (carr. from
Brugg 6, with two horses 10 fr.), whence a footpath ascends to (5 min.)
the castle.

From Brugg to Wohlen, 11 M., railway in 40 minutes. — A little to
the W. of (3 M.) Birrfeld ia the village of Birr, with the grave of Pesta-
lozzi; and about Vz M. to the S.E, of Birr is the manor of Neiihof, where
he long lived and worked. — SV-i M. Othmarsingen (junction for Wettingen
and Aarau, p. 24); 71/2 M. Hendschikon (p. 23); 81/2 M. Dottikon-Dintikon
(p. 23j; 11 M. Wohlen-Villmergen. (To i2o<Mre«^, see p. 24.)

"We cross the Reuss near its union with the Aare, and reach the

Limmat beyond (38 M.) Turgi^ the junction of the lines to Aarau
and Waldshut (p. 24).

A good path leails hence to the S., for the most part through wood,
to the (3/4 hr.) Gebensdorfer Horn (1710'), which commands a fine view of
the Jura, the Black Forest, and the confluence of the Aare, Reuss, and
Limmat.

42 M. Baden (1256'; pop. 5000; '^Hotel de la Gare, R., L., & A.
172-2, B. 1, D. 2V2, pens. 6 fr.; '^Eotel de la Balance, R. 11/2-2,

B. 1, D. 2, pens. 61/2 fr.) was much visited even in Roman times for

its mineral springs (Aquae Helvetiae). In the middle ages it was a

fortress, and down to the 15th cent, often the residence of the Counts
of Hapsburg. The extensive ruins of the fortress Stein zu Baden
(1505'), destroyed in 1415 and again in 1712, rise above the town

0/4 hr. from the station); pretty view from the top and from the

adjacent Cafe Belvedere.

The hot mineral springs (98°-126° Fahr.) lie in the narrow valley
of the Limmat (1190'), 5 min. to the N. of the station, 1/2 M. from the
town. The 'Small Baths (Adler; Hirseh; Rebstock; Schwan; Stern),
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In Ennetbaden, on the right bank of the Limmat, are chiefly fre-

quented by the peasantry ; the ^ Great Boths^ (*Grand Hotel, pens.

9-12 fr., \vith Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer ; *Schiff, pens. 7V2-10 fr.;

*Verenahof, *Limmathof, 7-9 fr. ; *Blume, 61/2-8V2 fj*. ; '^Schweizer-

hof, 6-8 fr.; Ochs , 6-8 fr.; ^Bdr, pens. 7-8 fr.; Restaurant zur

Sense) lie on the left bank. The Bad-Strasse leads from the station

to the Curhaus with its pleasant grounds (*Restaurant ; music several

times daily) and to the Grand Hotel (see above). Good view from
the lower Limmat bridge (1175'); opposite, on the right bank, is

the Cafe Brunner, with a garden. From both bridges paths lead to

(ca. 1 M.) the Restaurant Schartenfels (1538'), situated on the W.
spur of the Lagernberg and affording a fine view of Baden, the val-

ley of the Limmat, and the Alps from the Sentis to the Scheerhorn.
ExcuEsiONS. The Lagernberg or Ldgern, a projecting spur of the Jura

chain, forms a ridge about 7 M. long from E. to W. From the Scharten-
fels Restaurant (see above) a rough and rocky path (steady head necessary)
ascends to (iV4 hr.) the Giigelhorn (2627'; view spoiled by the trees), whence
an easier path leads to (V2 hr.) the *Burghorn (2830'), the highest point
of the Lagern, affording a grand view of the High Alps from the Sentis to

the Wildstrubel, of the Jura and Black Forest, and of the lower hills. [The
usual and easiest way to (2V2 hrs.) the Burghorn follows the road to the
N.E, of Baden via the Hohthal ; near (31/2 M.) the village of Ehrendingen
we diverge to the right and ascend through wood (steep at places).] —
An almost identical view is enjoyed from the W. arete of the Lagern,
reached from the Schartenfels Restaurant by a safe rock-path in 1/2 hr. —
The *Baldegg (1875'; IV4 hr.) is a deservedly popular point. At the cross-

roads (finger-post), V* ^- beyond the Cafe Belvedere (p. 21), we may take
the narrow road to the left (blue marks), which ascends through wood to

(50 min.) the Baldegg, a small plateau with a cottage and view-tower, alTord-

ing a fine survey from the Sentis to the Bernese Alps. Or at the above-
mentioned cross-roads we may take the broader road to the right, which
leads via Munzlihausen to the (1 hr.) Baldegg. — Hertenstein (1580'), i M.
to the N. of Baden , has a popular restaurant and affords a good view
(finer still from the Geissberg, 1/4 hr. farther tm). — Another good point is

the Martinsberg (1640'), 35 min. to the W. — From the Ereuzliherg (1683'),

3/4 hr. to the S., we may proceed to (Vi hr.) the Zeicher Eiche (1715'; view),

and descend to (10 min.) the Teufelskeller, a cave in which snow is often

found at midsummer.
From Baden to Aarmc, seep. 24; station on the S.W. side of the up-

per town, 1 M. from the baths.

We pass under the Stein zu Baden (p. 21), and cross the Lim-
mat to (43 M.) Wettingen. The village lies on the left, at the foot

of the vine -clad Lagernberg (see above); on the right, enclosed

by the Limmat, are the extensive buildings and gardens of the

Cistercian Abbey of Wettingen, now a seminary for teachers. The
church (adm. 50 c.) contains a sarcophagus in which the remains of

the Emp. Albert (see p. 20) lay for 15 months before their removal

to Spires. Stained-glass windows of the 16th and 17th cent.; carved

stalls of the 17th.
Feom Wettingen to Oeelikon, 131/2 M., railway in IV* lir. — 2'/'2 M.

Wiirenlos; 41/2 M. Otelfingea-Daenikon (branch-line by Buchs and Nieder-

glatt to Bulach, p. 35); 6 M. Buchs-Daellikon; 8V2 M. Regensdorf-Watt , a

little to the E. of which is the small Katzensee ('Inn) ; IOV2 M. Affol-

tern; I2V2 M. Seebach; 13V2 M. Oerlikon (p. 52).

The train again crosses the deep bed of the Limmat and follows
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its left bank to Zurich. 46M. Killwangen.— i^M. Dietikon(1285';

Liiwe). It was here that Massena effected his famous passage of

the Limmat, 24th Sept., 1799, after -which he repulsed the Russians

and took Ziirich. — 51 M. Schlieren; 531/2 M. Altstetten (p. 87).

To the right stretches the long ridge of the Uetli with its inn [p. 44).

We now cross the Sihl and enter the station of —
56 M. Zurich, see p. 35.

7. From Olten to Waldshut via Aarau and Turgi.

32V2 M. Railway in 2 hrs. (fares 5 fr. 60 c, 4 fr., 3 fr. 85 c).

Olten, see p. 14. The train runs near the Aare as far as Brugg.

To the left rise the picturesque Jura Mts.

4 M. Daenikon; b^/2 M. Schonenwerd ; on the opposite bank of

the Aare is Schloss Gosgen , with a ruined tower. A tunnel now
carries us under the loftily situated town of —

8V2M. Aarau (1200'; pop. 7500; *H6t. Gerher, at the station,

R. 2-3, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 6-9 fr.; *Rdssli; Ochs ; Lowe; *Sauvage,

R., L., & A. 2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 5-7 fr.; U.S. Consul, Mr. H.
M. Morgari), a manufacturing place, the capital of Canton Aargau,

on the Aare (crossed by a suspension-bridge), and at the foot of

the Jura, on which a few vineyards appear. The Gross-Raths-

gebdude contains fine stained glass (from the Abbey of Muri, 16th

cent.) and the Cantonal Library (60,000 vols.). The Geographical

and Commercial Society of Central Switzerland has an interesting
*Ethnographical Industrial Museum. Adjacent is the handsome new
Cantonal School. A house in the Rathhaus-Platz (No. 882) con-

tains interesting antiquities from Vindonissa (p. 21). A bronze

statue , designed by Lanz , was erected in 1895 to the historian

Heinrich Zschokke (d. 1848), who once lived here ; his house, the

^Blumenhalde\ is passed on the way from the suspension-bridge to

the (1/4 hr.) *Alpenzeiger on the Hungerberg (Curhaus Alpenzeiger,

fine view, pens. 41/2 fr.).

Above the town, to the N., rises the Wasserjluh (2850*), and to the
N.E. the Giselafluh (2540'), over which a path, with a view of the lakes of
Hallwyl and Baldegg, leads to the Baths of Schinznach. — Pleasant road
from Aarau by Eriisbach (p. 14) to the (41/2 M.) '^'Laurenzeniad (pens, from
5 fr.

;
good trout), prettily situated in the Jura. — About 6 M. to the W.

of Aarau are the sulphur-baths of Lostorf (p. 14), the road to which
passes Eriisbach and Stiisslingen. — From Aarau to Sissach over the
Schafmatt, see p. 13.

Fbom Aahau to Rothkreuz, 291/2 M., railwav in 11/2-2 hrs. — 4 M.
Ruppersweil (p. 24); 6 ^.'Lemlurg (p. 150); 8 M. Ee'ndschikon , 10 M. Doiti-

kon-Dintikon. - I21/2 M. Wohlen-Villmergen, two considerable villages (junc-
tion for Brugg and Bale, p. 21). Branch -line hence to the E. to (0 M.)
Bremgarten (Drei Konige ; Adler), a small town on the Reuss, with a
chateau. — Then (16 M.) Boswyl-Bunzen and the (18 M.) charmingly situated
Muri (1590'; *'Ldwe, with salt and mineral baths, pens. 5-6 fr. ; Adler),
with a former Benedictine Abbey burned down in 1889, but to be rebuilt.

Near the town is the picturesque wooded Miihltohel, with several waterfalls.

On a hill, 11/2 hr. to the S.E., is 'Schloss Horhen (2625'; pens, from 5 fr.),

with extensive wood-walks and a beautiful view. — 2O1/2 M. Benzen-
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schwyl; 221/2 M. Miihlau, on the Reuss; 25 M. Sins; 27 M. Oberruti. We then
cross the Reass to (2'JV2 M.) Rothkreuz (p. 87j.

From Aakad to Baden, 17Vv; M.. railway in I'/s hr. — 3 M. Suhr
(branch-line to Zofingen^ p. 18); 5V2 M. Hunzenschwyl (on the right rises

the Staufberg, see below). 7V2 M. Lenzburg (p. 150; 'Seethalbahn' to

Lucerne , see R. 41), where the Aa is crossed. IOV2 M. Oihmarsingen,
junction for Brugg and Wohlen (p. 21). Kear (11 M.) Mdgeniryl^ on a
spur of the Kestenbei-g, to the left, rises Schloss Braunegg. The train
crosses the Reuss. iS'/z M. MelUngen (Krone), a quaint little town, the
church of which contains fine old stained glass (14th cent.); 15V2 3I. Dattwyl;
171/2 M. Baden (the station lies to the S.W. of the upper town, see p. 21).

On the left, beyond the Aare, at the foot of the Giselafluh, lies

Biberstein, with an old castle. 13 M. Ruppersweil ; to the right, the

Staufberg and the chateau of Lenzburg (p. 150). — 15 M. Wildegg

(Aarhofj, with a castle of that name, at the foot of the Wiilpelsberg,

has mineral springs containing iodine and bromine, the water of

which is exported. On a hill beyond the Aare rises Schloss Wilden-
stein, the property of Col. Rivett, with interesting ethnological

collections (adm. free). To Lenzburg^ see p. 150. — 171/2 M. Stat.

Schinznach lies 1/2 M. from Bad Schinznach (1203'), on the right

bank of the Aare , with sulphur-baths , frequented by French visi-

tors (R. in the ^Neubad 2-5, B. 1
1/2, D- K S. 3, pens. 9-12, bath 2,

music 1/2 fr. per day; in the AUbad^ frequented by Swiss visitors,

R. 2, B. 1, D. 21/2, S. 2, board 5, bath 1 fr.). The waters (90'^ Fahr.)

are considered efficacious for gout, rheumatism, and diseases of the

skin, raucous membrane, and respiratory organs. Engl. Ch. Service

in summer.
The baths lie at the foot of the Wiilpelsberg (1686'), on the top of

which (1/2 hr.) are the ruins of the Hapsburg or Habsbtirg , the cradle

of the imperial family of Austria, erected by Count Radbod von Alten-
burg about 1020. The tower, with walls 8' thick, is the only part now
standing; the room said to have been occupied by Rudolph of Hapsburg
is still shown. The adjoining house is occupied by a farmer. The view
embraces the entire dominions of the ancient Counts of Hapsburg , the
valleys of the Aare, Reuss, and Limmat, and the High Alps from the
Glarnisch to the Urirothstock and from the Wetterhdrner to the Wildhorn.
— The village of Schinznach lies about 2'/2 M. to the S.W., on the left

bank of the Aare. The nearest station is Botzenegg (p. 20).

191/2 M. Brugg, and thence to (22 M.) Turgi, see pp. 20, 21.

The Waldshut train crosses the Limmat near its influx into the Aare,

passes Stat. Siggenthal, and traverses the broad valley of the Aare,

which it approaches near (28 M.) Dbttingen-Klingnau. It then

describes a wide curve, passes through a tunnel, and crosses the

Rhine near (307-2 ^0 Coblenz, above the mouth of the Aare.

321/2 M. Waldshut, see p. 25.

8. From Bale to Schaffhausen and Constance.

89 M. Baden Railway in 31/4-5 hrs. (to Schaffhausen 9 fr. 50, 6fr. 30,

4fr. 5c.; to Constance 14 fr. 50, 9 fr. 65. 6fr. 20c.). Neuhausen (p. 25) is the
station for the Falls of the Rhine (R. 9). Views to the right. — Steameb
from Schaffhausen to Constance in 4 hrs. (descending in 31/4 hrs.), pleasant
if time and weather permit (see p. 27; fares 4 fr., 1 fr. 95 c).
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Bale (Baden station), p. 2. "We traverse the plain between the

spurs of the Black Forest and the Rhine. 3M. Grenzach^b^l. Wyhlen

(Hotel Bilmaier); 71/9 M. Herthen. At( lOM.l Bei Rheinfeldeni^Belle-

vue), opposite Rheinfelden (p. 20 I. the line approaches the Rhine,

which here dashes over rocks. The left bank is steep and wooded.
— 12 M. Beuggen; to the right, a large reformatory and a seminary,

formerly a Teutonic lodge. 15 M. Niederschworstadt. To the left of

(17 M.) Brennet opens the Wehra-Thal (see Baedeker s Rhine).

20 M. Sackingen (957'; Bad-Hotel zum Lowen; Schiitze), a con-

siderable town, has a large abbey-church with two towers. The castle

on the Rhine, which figures in Scheffel's poem 'Der Trompeter von

Sackingen', is now the property of Hr. Bally. Pretty grounds.

24 M. Murg (Zum Murgthal), where we cross the Murg. Op-
posite (25^2 ^1-) Laufenburg (Post) is the Swiss town of Laufen-
burg (980'; *H6t. Soolbad, pens. 5-6 fr. 5 AdLer), very pictur-

esquely placed on the left bank, with lofty church, ruined castle,

and old watch-towers (rail, stat., see p. 20). The Rhine here forms

formidable rapids called the ^Laufen.

A long tunnel: then, beyond (29 M.) Albert-Hauenstein, a lofty

viaduct. At intervals we approach the river. Near (30 M.) Albbruck

(Zum Albthal) the Alb is crossed. 32 M. Dogern.

35 M. Waldshnt (1122'; '^Railway Hotel; "Hotel Blume; Reb-
stock, in the town) lies high above the river. — Railway to Turgi

(for Ziirich), see p. 24; to Winterthur, see p. 53.

Beyond Waldshut a tunnel ; to the right, glimpses of the Alps. Be-
fore (38 M.) Thiengen (Krone) we cross the Schlilcht, and at (401/2 M.)
Oberlauchringen the Wutach. To the right, on a wooded height, is

the ruin of Kiissenberg. 441/2 M. Griessen; 471/0 M. Erzingen. —
491/2 M. Wilchingen-Hallau ; Hallau (Hirsch; Adler) is famous for

its wine. — 51 1/0 M. Neunkirch; 55 M. Beringen ; 571/2 M. Neu-
hausen, the station for the Falls of the Rhine (p. 28).

59 M. Schaflfhausen. — Hot. Mullee, E., L., & A. 21/2-31/2, B. I'/i,

D. 31/2, pens. 7-12 fr. \ Hot. Bahnhof cnd Eudex, well spoken of; Eiese,
E., L. , d: A. 2-21/2. B. 11/4, lunch 2, D. 21/2. pens. 7 fr.

-,
Hot. Euff,

similar charges; -Hotel National, E. 2-2i/o fr. ; *Schwax. 2 min. from
the station. E., L., &. A. 2-21/2, B. 1, D. 2-2i/2, pen?. 8 fr. ; Post, 3 min.
from the station; Krone, E., L., & A. 1V2-3, B. 1, D. I1/2-2, pens. 5-7 fr.

;

Tanne. plain, E., L, & A. 11/4-2, pens. 41/2 fr. ; Schiff, on the Ehine,
unpretending. — "Bail. Restaurant. — Baths in the Ehine, at the upper
end of the town, well fitted up. 6-1 and 0-8, for ladies 2-5.

Schaffhausen (1295'; pop. 14,300), a free imperial town down to

1501 and now capital of the Swiss canton of Schaffhausen, retains

some of the features of a Swabian town of the empire. It is most
picturesque when seen from the village of Feuerthalen, on the left

bank of the Rhine, or from Villa Charlottenfels (1385'), on the right

bank. Hr. Moser (d. 1874), the late owner of the villa, originated

the great Waterworks in the Rhine (outside the Miihlenthor), for

the supply of the factories of the town.

The Cathedeal, once an abbey-church, an early-Romanesque
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basilica, was erected in 1052-1101 and is now a Protestant parish

church. Interior lately restored. The Gothic cloisters are tolerably

preserved. The inscription on the old bell, cast in 1486 : Vivos voco,

mortuos plango
,

fulgura frango ^ suggested Schiller's beautiful

'Lied von der Glocke'. This bell has, however, been removed to

the Museum (see below) and a new one has taken its place (1898).— The late-Gothic Church of St. John has an excellent organ. —
In the Miinstergasse is the Haus zum Ritter

^ a picturesque gabled

building, decorated with paintings on the facade by Tobias Stimmer.
— To the W., in the direction of the Herrenacker , stands (1.) the

Old Barracks, a handsome Renaissance structure of 1617, now used
for industrial exhibitions.

The castle of Munot (properly Vnnot ; 1564-82; recently re-

stored), above the town, consists of a round tower, 155' in diameter,

with walls 16' thick and bomb-proof vaulting. A winding inclined

plane ascends to the platform , which affords a fine view and is

much frequented in the evening (concerts, etc.).

The Imthurneum, in the Herrenacker, erected and presented to

the town by Hr. Imthurn (d. 1881), a native of Schaffhausen and
a London banker, contains a theatre, a picture-gallery, a music-

school, and concert-rooms. Opposite is the Museum , with anti-

quities (including those found in the Kesslerloch near Thayingen,

the old Schiller-Glocke, etc.), natural history specimens , and the

town-library. — The Rathhaus has a large porch and a fine panelled

room of 1625 , with a carved door and a mechanical clock. In the

neighbouring government -buildings is preserved a fine ancient

onyx, representing a goddess of peace (adm. 11-12 gratis; at

other times 1 fr.).

In the pretty Fdsenstaub Promenade is a bust of the Swiss his-

torian Johannes von Miiller (b. at Schaffhausen, 1752; d. at Cassel,

1809). The lofty terrace affords a fine view of the Rhine and the Alps.

From Schaffhausen to the Falls of the Rhine (2 M.) , see p. 28.

Omnibus and carriages, see p. 29. — Pretty walk through the Miihlen-Thal
to the Seckelamtshduschen , with a view of the Alps, and back to Schafif-

hausen by the Hochfluh (another fine point of view) and the suburb of Steig

(11/2 hr. in all). Other fine views may be obf ained from the Beringer Randen
(belvedere), 11/4 hr. to theW., and from the Hohe Randen (2955'), 3V2 hra,

to the N.W., reached via Hemmenthal or Merishausen. — From Schaff-

hausen to Zurich., see pp. 34, 35; to Etzweilen, see p. 34.

61 1/2 M. Herhlingen; 64 M. Thayingen; 67 M. Gottmadingen.
— 71 M. Singen (Krone; Adler; Ekkehard^ all very fair; Rail.

Restaurant), junction for the Black Forest Railway. About 3 M.
to the N.W. rises the *Hohentwiel (2265'), with grand ruins and a

noble view (see Baedeker's Southern Germany).
Fhom Singen to Etzweilen, railway in 1/2 hr. (1 fr. 30, 90, 65 c).

21/2 M. Rielasingen; 5 M. Ramsen. We cross the Rhine beyond (Tya M.)
Hemishofen (p. 27). 9 M. Etzweilen (p. 34).

751/2 M. Rickelshausen. — 771/2 M". Radolfzell (Schiff; Krone;
Sonne), an old town on the Vntersee, with a Gothic church of 1436.
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Near it, on the lake, is the Villa Seehalde, with a monument to the

poet Victor von Scheffel (d. 1886). — 78 M. Markelfingen; 82 M.
Allensbach. — 84 M. Hegne. — 86 M. Reichenau, station for the

island in the Untersee, to the right, connected with the shore by
an embankment.

The island of Reichenau (3 M. long, 1 M, wide), now belonging to

Baden, was formerly the seat of a celebrated Benedictine Abbey, founded
in 724 and secularized in 1799. The Schaffhausen and Constance steamers
touch at the island twice daily (see p. 28). The road from the shore leads
past the ruined tower of the castle of Schopeln^ which was destroyed as
early as 1384, to (81/2 M.) Mittelzell (boat from stat. Allensbach to Mittel-

zell in 1/4 hr.). The former collegiate church of St. George, near the houses
of Oberzell, is a Eomanesque basilica of the 11th and 12th cent., with
interesting frescoes of the lOtb century. — In the centre of the island lies its

chief village, Mittelzell (Mohren 5 Bar), with 1000 inhabitants. The parish
church, or Miinster, is the former abbey-church, which was consecrated in

S06, and contains the remains of Charles the Fat, great-grandson of Charle-
magne, who was dethroned in 887. The present edifice is a basilica of

the 11th and 12th cent., borne by columns, with two transepts and a late-

Gothic choir of 1448-51 ; the treasury, in the sacristy, contains several fine

reliquaries. — The church of Unterzell ^ on the N.W. side of the island,
is another basilica of the 9-12th centuries.

The train passes the large barracks of Petershausen and crosses

the Rhine to (89 M.) Constance (p. 31), by an iron bridge embel-
lished with statues.

Steamboat from Schaffhausen to Constance. Charts of the journey
are sold for 30 c. on board the steamboats. The stations are indicated
below with daggers. Pier above the bridge, near iSchloss Munot (p. 26), op-
posite Feuerthalen. — Right : Paradies, formerly a nunnery.

t Left : Bilsingen, with an old church.
R. Katharinenthal, formerly a nunnery, now a hospital for incurables;

opposite (left) Villa Rheinhuvg.

i R. Diessenhofen (1325'; Adler; Lowe; Eirsch), the Roman Ouno-
durum. The Rhine is crossed here by a covered wooden bridge , below
which the steamer lowers its funnel.

R. Rheinklingen ; left, Bibern. We now pass under the handsome
bridge of the '^^ordostbahn' (see p. 26). L. Hemishofen^ with the pavilion
of Wolkenstein above (see below). R. Wagenhausen.

f L. Stein am Rhein CJSonne, R. 2, B. 1 , D. 21/4, pens. 7fr.; 'Hdt.
Rheinfels; Robe), a picturesque old town, connected with the village of
Burg (Wasserfels) by a new wooden bridge, and a station on the Winter-
thur railway (p. 34). The suppressed monastery of St. George has been
restored and fitted up as a Museum (interesting rooms, cloisters, etc. ; adm.
1 fr., including description IV2 fr.). The Rathhaus contains stained glass, old
weapons, etc. — Pleasant walks in the adjacent woods. The old chateau
of ''Hohenklingen (1946'), on a hill to the N. of the town (I1/2 M. by road),
was restored in 1897 and is now a frequented summer-hotel (pens. 41/2-

51/2 fr.). It affords an admirable view of the Untersee, the picturesque valley
of the Rhine, and the Alps from Vorarlberg to the Jungfrau. — Another
good point of view is the Wolkenstein (1920'), a rocky hill with a pavilion,

IV4 hr. to the N.W. of Stein. We follow the road to (1 M.) a finger-post
at the W. base of the Hohenklingen hill and then ascend through fine

woods by a path denoted by white and yellow marks.
Above Stein is the island of St. Othmar, with the chapel of that name.

The Rhine widens, the steamer enters the Untersee. — R. Eschenz (p. 84).
A road ascends hence to (1/2 hr.) the chateau of Freuden/els (1720'), whence
it goes on to (20 min.) the hamlet of Klingenzell^ with a pilgrimage-church
and a fine view of the Untersee, the Rhine, and part of the E. Alps (better
still from a height 10 min. to the S.E.).
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•{• L. Oberstaad, an old mansion with a square tower, now occupied
by a factory ; beyond it is the suppressed monastery of Oehningen.

t R. Mammern (p. 34); in the wood, the ruin of Neuburg ; on the
bank, the house of Glurisegg.

t L. Wangen (*Hotel & Restaurant zum Frieden). A road leads to

(11/4 31.) the chateau ot Marbach fnow a sanatorium; fine view and garden),
on a hill about 160' above the Untersee.

t K. auckborn (p. 34). Below it, the former nunnery of Feldbach.

t R. Berlingen fp. 34). The lake expands, and we now see the island
of Reichenau (p. 27). On the hill to the right is the chateau of Eugens-
bergi erected by Eugene Beauharnais, viceroy of Italy, and now the property
of Countess Reichenbach-Lessonitz.

+ R. Mannenbarh (p. 34), charmingly situated, above which is the
handsome pinnacled chateau of Salenstein. An easy road ascends to (1/4 hr.)

Arenaberg (1502'), situated on a wooded hill, once the residence of (-^ueen

Hortense (d. 183?) and her son Napoleon III. (d. 1873), now the property
of the ex-Empress Eugenie. It contains pictures, sculptures, and other
reminiscences of the Napoleonic dynasty (adm. 1 fr., 2 pers. li/2, 3 pars.
2 fr., each addit. pers. 50 c.). The park affurds a beautiful view.

t L. Reichenau^ on the island of Reichenau (p. 27).

t R. Ermatingen (p. 33). prettily situated on a promontory; on
the hill above it. Schloss Wolfsberg (1690'; "Hotel-Pension, pens. 5-7 fr.).

We now enter the narrow arm^ of the Rhine connecting the Unter-
see with the Lake of Constance.

t R. Gottlieben (Krone), with a chateau, restored by Napoleon III., in
which Huss, and afterwards Pope John XXII. were confined. Bar n Scherer's
chateau of Castel, on the hill at the back of the village, was built by Tafel
of Stuttgart and is sumptuously fitted up (Alhambra room, frescoes by
Haberlin, etc.). Beautiful retrospect of the IJntersee, with the peaks of the
Hohgau in the distance.

The banks now become flat, and at places marshy. We thread our
way through reedy shallows (1. Petershausen , with large barracks), and
at length pass under the handsome railway-bridge of Constance (p. 31).

Passengers are landed at the pier with a lighthouse at its E. end.

9. The Falls of the Rhine.
Hotels. On the hill on the right bank, near the Baden stat. Neuhausen

(p. 25 1 : ^ScHWEiZEKHoF, 3 min. from the railway-station, R., L., & A. from 5,

B. IV2, lunch 31/2, t». 5, pens, from 10 fr., omn. 75 c, with grounds ex-

tending down to the river and the finest view of the Falls and the Alps
;

*Bellevde, at the rail, station, R., L., & A. from 3V2, B. li/i- lunch 3, D. 4,

pens, from 8 fr. — At Neuhausen: Hotel -Pexsiox Cassandra; Hot.
Obeeeerg, 3 min. from the Baden station; Hotel Rheinfall. R., L., <fe A.
2-3, B. ii/4- D. 3. pens. 5-7, omn. 1/2 fr. ; Hot.Bahnhof, 3 min. from the Swiss
Stat. Neuhausen. — On the left bank: Hot. Schloss Lacfen, 3/^ ji. from
Dachsen station (p. 36), R., L., & A. 2J/2-4. B. IV4, lunch 21/2, D. 31/2, pens.
6-7, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Witzig, at stat. Dachsen (p. 35). Illumination of the
Falls with electric and Bengal lights every evening in summer, for which
»/4-l fr. is charged in the hotel-bill. — English Church in the 'Schweizerhof
grounds.

The stations for the Falls on the right bank are Neuhausen (p. 25) on the
Baden Railway and the station of the same name on the Swiss Railway (p. 34);
that on the left bank is Dachsen (p. 35), on the Winterthur and Ziirich line.

The best way to see the Falls is to start from Neuhausen and follow the
route described below (cross the bridge to Schloss Laufen, descend to the

Fischetz, cross to the Schlbsschen Worth, and return along the right bank,
11/2 hr. in all). This round is often taken in the reverse direction, but
as the Fischetz, the most striking point of all, is then visited first, the
other points lose much of their impressiveness. — From Dachsen we walk
or drive to (3/4 M.) Schloss Laufen (omn. in 8 min.), make the round above
indicated, and return across the Rheinfall-Briicke. — From Schaffhausen
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(p. 23) an omnibus, starting at the rail, station, plies to Neuhausen (Falls

of the Rhine) in summer 11 times daily in 20 min. (40 c. ; the last two
trips, at 8.45 and 10 p.m., 50 c.). A pleasanter way is to drive in an open
carriage to Nenhansen (1 fr. 40 c, with return 2 fp. 40 c ; two pers. 2 or 3,

three pers. 2V4 or 4 fr., four pers. 3 fr. 20, 5 fr. 60 c.) or to Schloss Laufen
(1-2 pers. 4fr., each addit. pers. 2 fr.). The charge for the drive from
Schalfhausen to Schlo-schen Worth and the Schweizerhof and back to

Schaf! hausen is 3 fr. (two pers. 4, three pers. 6 fr.). Waiting is charged
1 fr. per hour. — All the points of view should be visited by those who
desire an adequate impression of the Falls.

The **ralls of the Rhine are in point of volume the grandest in

Central Europe. The Rhine takes three leaps over an irregular

rocky ledge, which next to the left bank is about 60' high, and on

the right bank about 48'. Above the Falls the river is 125 yds. broad.

If the rapids and the cataracts a few hundred paces farther up are

included, the total height of the Falls is nearly 100'. (Level of the

Rhine below the falls 1180'.) In June and July the river is swollen

with melting snow. Before 8 a.m. and after 3 p.m. rainbows are

formed by the sun in the clouds of silvery spray. The spectacle is

also very impressive by moonlight.
Of the four limestone -rocks which rise above the Falls, that nearest

the left bank has been worn by the action of the water to one-third of

its original thickness, but has lately been buttressed with masonry. When
viewed from a boat below, the rocks seem to tremble. The central and
highest rock, surmounted by a small pavilion, may be reached by boat,

and ascended by a path protected by a railing. The Falls are seen here
to the best advantage. The passage, which only takes a few minutes, is

free from danger (1-2 pers. 3 fr. and fee \ each additional person 1 fr.). —
It is curious that no mention of these Falls occurs in history before 960.

It has therefore been supposed that they did not exist until about a
thousand years ago, and that, while the bed of the river below the falls

has been hollowed by erosion, the deepening process above the falls has
been retarded by the hardness of the rocky barrier above mentioned.

Neuhausen Station of the Baden Railway (1443'), see p. 26. We
take the road to the left, and after a few paces descend by a path to

the right to the (5 min.) village. From the Swiss Station Neuhausen

(1312'; p. 34) we follow the footpath to the l?ft (the carriage-road

ascends straight on), which leads past the Hotel Bahnhof to (10

min.) the village. The two paths unite at the Griitli Restaurant. We
now descend across the Eglisau and Zurich railway (p.34)and fol-

low the road for about 100 yds. The path to the left here leads to the

Rheinfall-Briicke ; in the middle and to the right are the direct routes

to the Falls as described p. 30. Those who wish to make the round
indicated at p. 28 take the shady path to the left, passing the Gun
and Waggon Factory, to the (8 min.) *Rheinfall-Brucke (210 yds.),

which carries the 'Nordostbahn' over the Rhine a little above the

Falls (p. 35). The nine arches vary in span (42-66'), as it was diffi-

cult to find foundations for the piers. The footway over the bridge

affords an interesting view of the rocky bed of the river, the rapids,

and the falls below.

On the left bank a path ascends to the left in 5 min. to the

Schloss Laufen (1360'), picturesquely situated on a wooded rock
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immediately above tlie Falls (adm. 1 fr.; no other fees). The balcony

and a jutting pavilion with stained- glass windows command a good

survey of the falls and the environs. Camera obscura, 50 c.

Paths descend through the grounds to the chief points of view

:

an iron Pavilion , the wooden Kanzeli
, and the *Fischetz , an iron

platform projecting over the foaming abyss. The scene is stupen-

dous. The huge emerald-green volume of water thunders down at our

very feet and bedews us with its spray. [Waterproofs j 20 c.)

Boats are ready to ferry us across [50 c, return-fare 80 c.) to

Schlosschen Worth (^Inn^ R. I3/4 fr.; camera obscura 50 c), on an

island opposite the Falls, which is connected with the right bank by

a bridge. This point commands the finest general *Vibw of the Falls.

(Boat to the central rock, see p. 29.) We may now follow the path

on the right bank, ascending the river (benches ; splendid views)

and passing an Aluminium Factory (left), to the road (p. 29). Or

we may follow the river beyond the factory and ascend by the

flight of steps to the left (protected by a hand-rail), which affords

fine views of the tossing waters and leads to (10 min.) the village.

A pleasant walk may also be taken from the Schlosschen Worth down
the right bank of the Rhine. The grounds of the Fischerholzli, to the W.
of the Schweizerhof garden, afford picturesque glimpses. — Numerous
fossils are found among the rocks of the Falls and among the loose depo-

sits at the Schlosschen Worth.

10. From Friedrichshafen to Constance. Lake of

Constance.

Steamboat six times daily in summer (twice direct, in IV4 hr.; four

times via Meersburg in IV2-IV4 ^^-^ Between the chief places on the lake,

Friedrichshafen , Lindau , Bregem , Rorschach , Romanshorn , Constance,

Meersburg , Ueberlingen , and Ludwigshafen , the steamers (about 26 in

number) ply at least once daily, and on the chief routes (Triedrichshafen-

Constance IV2 hr. , Friedrichshafen - Romanshorn 1 hr. , Friedrichshafen-

Rorschach IV* hr., Lindau-Romanshorn I'A hr., Rorschach-Lindau 1 hr.,

Constance - Lindau 3 hrs.) 2-6 times daily. Good restaurants on board
(D. 21/2-3 fr.). The lake being neutral, luggage is liable to custom-house
examination on arriving in Germany or Austria from Switzerland, and
nominally in the reverse case also. Passengers from one German port to

another may avoid these formalities by obtaining before embarkation a

custom-house ticket for their luggage (gratis).

The Lake of Constance (1305'; Ger. Bodensee, Lat. Lacus Brigantinvs)^

an immense reservoir of the Rhine, 207 sq. M. in area, is, from Bregenz
to the influx of the Stockach, 40 M. long, about 71/2 M. wide, and between
Friedrichshafen and Uttweil 825' deep. In beauty of scenery the Bodensee
cannot vie with the other Swiss lakes; but its broad expanse of water, it^

picturesque banks and green hills, the chain of the Appenzell Alps in the

distance, the snow-clad Sentis in particular, and several snow-peaks of the

Vorarlberg Alps, visible in clear weather, present a very pleasing scene.

In rough weather sea-sickness is not uncommon. The best fish are '•Felchen'

and trout, and the best wine grown on the banks is the 'Meershurger\

Friedrichshafen (Deutsches Haus; Drei Konige, well spoken

of; Sonne; Midler's Restaurant), the S. terminus of the Wiirtem-

berg Railway (to Stuttgart 41/4-6 hrs.), is a busy place in summer.

Its lake-baths attract many visitors, especially from Swabia, and it
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boasts of a Curhalle^ with pleasant grounds on the lake. The Har-
hour with its Lighthouse is 1 M. from the railway-station.

Travellers going on by steamer keep their seats until the train reaches
the terminus near the quay (restaurant, with terrace). Those arriving by
steamer may take tickets on landing, and enter the train at once.

The Constance steamer steers to the W. On the N. hank are

the village of Immenstaad, the chateaux of Herrsherg and Kirch-

berg; then the village of Hagnau. On the N.W. arm of the lake, the

Ueberlinger See, we see the picturesque little town of Meershurg

;

then the island of Mainau (p. 33j, and in the distance Veberlingen.

The steamer passes the promontory which separates the Ueberlinger

See from the bay of Constance, and reaches (IV2 l^r.) —
Constance (comp. Plan, p. 29). — *Insel -Hotel (PI. a; C, 3), for-

merly a Dominican monasterv (p. 32). on the lake, vp^ith a garden and fine

view, R., L., & A. from 3. B. IV4, D. 3, S. 31/2, pens. 8-12 J(; *H6tel Halm
(PI. c; C, 5), opposite the railwav-station. R. 2-3, B. 1. D. 3, pens. 7-8 J(;
*Hecht (PL d; C, 4), R., L., & A. 3, B. 1, D. 3 J(,- *H6tel Schoxebeck
(PI. e; C, 5), opposite the railway-station, R., L., & A. 2-2V2, B. 1, D. 21/2,

vens.fromQJf; Badischer Hof (PI. f ; A, 5); Krone (PI. g; C, 4). E. 2, B.
l,I).SJf; Barbarossa, Falke, Schnetzer (in the market-place), Schlussel,
Riedsiatten, Bodan, second-class, moderate-, Katholisches Vereinshaus
St. .Johaxn, near the Cathedral, with restaurant. — Restaurants. 'Schone-
beck Restaurant (see above), Victoria, opposite the station; ffohenzoUer,
near the Stadtgarten; Stephans-Keller (in the old-German stvle); Cafi
Maximilian, Bahnhof-Str. — Post Office (PI. 7; C, 4). near the station. —
Baths in the lake (PI. D, 4, 5), well fitted up (bath 40 pf.; ferry 10 pf.).— Englith Church Service in summer. — The former Constanzer Hof
(PI. D, 1), on the lake, is now an Institute for Nervout Patients.

Constance (1335'; pop. 18,694), a free town of the Empire
down to 1548, after the Reformation subject to Austria, and since

the Peace of Pressburg in 1806 a town of Baden, lies at the N.W.
end of the Lake of Constance, at the efflux of the Rhine. The epis-

copal see , founded in 781 , and held by 87 bishops in succession,

was made an archbishopric and removed to Freiburg in 1827.
The *Cathedkal (PI. 4; B,3), founded in 1052, originally a cru-

ciform Romanesque edifice, was rebuilt in its present form in

1435 and 1680. The Gothic tower (^250' high), designed by Hiibsch,

was erected in 1850-57; the open spire, with a platform on each
side, commands an excellent survey of the town and lake (moun-
tain-indicator at the top; adm. 20 pf.).

Interior. On the doors of the chief portal are *Reliefs in 20 sections,
from the life of Christ, carved in oak by Simon Haider and Nicholas Lerch
in 1470. * Choir-stalls, with satirical sculptures , of the same date. The
organ-loft was enriched in the Renaissance style in 1680. In the nave, which
is borne by 16 monolith columns (28' high, 3' thick), sixteen paces from the
entrance, is a large stone slab, with a white spot which always remains dry
when the rest is damp. On this spot Huss is said to have stood on 6th July,
1415, when the Council sentenced him to be burned at the stake. The is^.

chapel adjoining the choir contains a *Death of the Virgin, in stone, date
1460. In the left aisle is the monument of /. JI. von Wessenberg (p. 32).

t The Treasury (verger ^/z-lJf) contains missals of 1426, with miniatures.
On the E. side of the church is a Crypt, containing the Chapel of the Se-
vulchre, a representation of the Holy Sepulchre in stone, 20' high (13th
cent.). Adjoining the church on the K. stand two sides of the once hand-
some Cloisters, erected about 1480 in the Gothic style.
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The Wessbnbbrg Haus (PI. 15; B,3), once the residence of Hr.

von Wessenherg (d. 1860), who for many years was the chancellor

of the bishopric, contains a collection of pictures, engravings, and
books, bequeathed by him to the town, and a number of paintings

and sketches left by Marie Ellenrieder (d. 1863), a lady-artist.

The late-Gothic church of St. Stephen (PI. 6; B,4), of the 14th

cent., with its slender tower , but disfigured externally, contains

interesting reliefs byH.Morink (in the choir). — The Wessenberg-
Strasse leads hence to the Ober-Mnrkt, at the corner of which is the

modern ^Zum Hohen Hafen (PI. 2; B, 4), where, according to the

house inscription, Frederick. Burgrave of Nuremberg, was invested

with the March of Brandenburg by Emp. Sigismund on 18th April,

1417. Adjacent is an old house (now the Hotel Barbarossd), styled

by the inscription Curia Pacis^ in which Emp. Frederick I. concluded

peace with the Lombard towns in 1183.

The Stadt-Kanzlei or town-hall (PL 12 ; B, 4, 5), erected in

1593 in the Renaissance style, and embellished in 1864 on the

facade with frescoes by F. Wagner, relating to the history of Constance,

contains the Municipal Archives in the lower rooms (2800 charters,

chiefly from the Reformation period). Handsome inner court. In

the lobby of the second floor are five frescoes by Haberlin (1898),
also relating to the town's history.

The RosGABTEN (PL 8; B, 5), the old guild -house of the

butchers, contains the *Rosgarten Museum of lacustrine remains,

antiquities of Constance, and natural history specimens (open free

on Wed., 2-5, and Sun., 10.30-12; at other times 50 pf.). — In

the market-place stands a Kicior?/, by Baur (PI. 10), erected in memory
of the war of 1870-71. At the other end is a fountain erected in

1897, with statues of Emps. Frederick Barbarossa, Henry III., Maxi-
milian I., and William I.

The Kaufhaus (PL 1 ; C, 4), on the lake, erected in 1 388, contains

the large hall, 52 yds. long, 35 yds. wide, and borne by ten mas-
sive oaken pillars, where the conclave of cardinals met at the time

of the Great Council (1414-18) and elected Pope Martin V. Coloima.

The hall has been restored and was adorned in 1875-85 with fres-

coes by Pecht and Schworer from the history of the town (adm.

20 pf.). Upstairs is a collection of Indian and Chinese curiosities,

the property of the castellan (40 pf.).

The Dominican Monastery (PL a; C, 3), in which Huss was
confined, on an island, has been partly converted into a hotel

('Insel-Hotel', p. 31). The well-preserved Romanesque cloisters

(with frescoes by Haberlin , illustrating the history of the mon-
astery) are worthy of a visit ; the former church is now the din-

ing-room of the hotel.

Pleasant promenade in the Stadt-Garten on the lake, with a

marble bust ofEmp. William I., a musicpavilion (band every even-

ing in summer), and a charming view (mountain-indicator).
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The house in wliicli Huss was arrested, in the Husen-Strasse

near the Schnetzthor (PI. A, 5), is indicated "by a tablet with a por-

trait of the Reformer in relief, put up in 1878. Adjoining it is an
old relief, of 1415, with derisive verses. Behind it, in the 'Obere

Laube', a bronze tablet with an inscription designates the spot where
Jerome of Prague was imprisoned In 1415-16. In the Briihl. 1/2 M.
to the W. of the town, a large boulder with inscriptions ('Husen-

stein') marks the spot where the Reformers suffered martyrdom.
Fine view of the lake and the Vorarlberg and Appenzell Alps from

the *Allmannsdorfer Aussichis-Thurm [i hr. to the N.), 5 min. above the
village of Allmannsdarf (Adler), on the road to the Mainau. — Pleasant
walks to the Loretto-Kapelle 0/2 hr.); the Jacob (Hotel-Pension Wald-
haus, perg. 5-6 Ji \ Vs^ir.); Tabor (view-tower; 1 hr.); and the Kleine Rigi,

above Miinsterlingen (inn; 1 hr.).

In the N. W. arm of the Lake of Constance (Ueherlinger See, p. 31),

41/2 M. from Constance, lies the pretty island of ^Mainau, formerly the seat

of a commandery of the Teutonic Order, as is indicated by a cross on the
S. side of the chateau, which was built in 1746. The island, I1/2 M. in
circumference, is connected with the mainland by an iron bridge 150 paces
long. Since 1853 it has been the property of the Grand Duke of Baden, and
is laid out in pleasure-grounds, where cypresses and other semi-trrpical
plants flourish in the open air. Near the chateau is a small inn. Steamboat
from Constance in 35 min. ; small boat (a pleasant trip of 1 hr.) 5 ^f and
gratuity; one-horse carr. 5-6, two-horse 8 Jif. Walkers take a shorter route,
partly "through pleasant woods (IV* hr.).

11. From Rorschach to Constance and Winterthur
(Zurich)

.

Comp. Maps, pp. 30^ 28.

60 M. Railway (Nordotthahn) in 41/4-57* hrs. (fares 9 fr. 75, 6 fr. 85,
4 fr. 80 c).

Rorschach, see p. 56. The line skirts the Lake of Constance,

of which it affords pretty glimpses. Stations: Hern (p. 57), Arbon
(*Bar; Engel; Kreuz ; Pens. Seebad), a small town on the site of

the Roman Arbor Felix. — 7^ o M. Egnach.

91/2 M. Eomanshom, see p. 54. — 12 M. Vttweil ( *Bad- und
Cur-Anstalt, pens, from 4 fr., suitable for a stay); 13 M. Kessweil

(Bar; Pens. Seethal), well-to-do villages. To the right, on the

lake, the Moosburg is visible. — 95 M. GutUngen (Lamm), with a

chateau; 16 M. Altnau (Krone); I8V2 ^1- ^unsterlingen (Pens.

Schelling), with a lunatic asylum. — 21 M. Kreuzlingen ^Lowe;
Cafe-Restaurant Helvetia ; Bellevue, an Institute for nervous pa-
tients), a pleasant little town with the old Augustine abbey of that

name, now an agricultural school and seminary for teachers. The
church contains a 'Mount of Olives', with about 2000 small figures,

carved in wood in the 18th cent, by a Tyrolese sculptor.

22 M. Constance (a terminus station), see p. 31. — 23 M. Emmis-
hofen-Egelshofen; 25 M. Tcigerweilen; on the Rhine, to the right,

Gottlieben^^.lS). — Near (28 M.) Ermatingen (*Hot. -Pens. Adler),

the ^station for the chateau of Wolfsberg (p. 28), we approach the

Baedeker, Switzerland. iSth Edition. 3
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green Vntersee. On the height to the left is the chateau of Hard
(now a sanatorium for dipsomaniacs). — Near (281/2 M.) Mannen-
bach (*Pens. Schiff, 4-5 fr.) is the chateau of Arenaftergr (p. 28).

To the right, in the lake, the island of Reichenau (p. 27); on the

left, Schloss Eugensbery (p. 28). At (
30i;2 M.) Berlingen (Krone)

the Untersee attains its greatest width (5 M.), after which it di-

vides into two branches.

32 M. Steckborn (Krone; Sonne), a small town with a castel-

lated 'Kaufhaus', lately restored. Below it, on the right, the iron

foundry of Feldbach^ once a nunnery, and, farther on, the mansion
of Glarisegg. On the opposite (N.) bank are Wangen and the

chateau of Marhach (p. 28).

36 M. Mammern (Ochs, at the station), with a chateau, used as

a hydropathic establishment, and alarge park on the lake. At(37M.)
Eschenz the Untersee again narrows into the Rhine (p. 27). We
follow the left bank to the station for (39 M.) Stein (p. 27 ; right

bank), commanded by the castle of Hohenklingen ; and then turn

to the left to (41 M.) Etzweilen ( Hotel and Restaurant zur Eisen-

bahn^j, the junction for Singen (p. 26).
From Etzweilen to Schafehausen, IOV2 M., railway in 34 minutes. —

21/2 M. SchlaUingen; 41/2 M. Biessenhofen (p. 27); 7^2 M. Schlatt; 8V2 M.
Langwiesen. Beyond (10 M.) Feuerthalen the railway crosses the Rhine
by an imposing iron bridge (fine view, to the left, of Schaffhausen). —
1072 M. Schaffhausen (p. 25).

On the left, as we proceed to the S., is the vine-clad and wooded
Stammheimer Berg {il iQ'). 431/2^. Stammheim; 48I/2M. Ossingen.

We now cross the Thur by a bold iron bridge, 148' high, borne by
seven iron buttresses. 53 M. Thalheim-Altikon ; 541/2 M. Dynhard;
bQM. Seuzach; 581/2M. Oher-Winterthur, a small town with an old

Romanesque church (tower modern), the Roman Vitodurum.

60 M. Winterthur.^ and thence to (76 M.) Zurich, see pp. 53, 52.

12. From Schaffhausen to Zurich.

a. VIS. Eglisau.

30 M, NoRDosTBAHN in 3/4 hr. ; fares 5 fr., 3 fr. 50, 2 fr. 50 c. (To Eglisan,
121/2 M., in 28-45 min. ; 2 fr. 10, 1 fr. 50, 1 fr. 5 c.)

Schaffhausen , see p. 25. The line skirts the lofty Fasenstaub
Promenade (p. 26), and passes below the Villa Charlottenfels (p. 25).

2 M. Schiceizer Bahnhof Neuhausen (Swiss Station Neuhausen ; Re-
staurant zum Bahnhof), the station for the Falls of the Rhine (p. 28).

Our line then diverges to the right from that to Winterthur (p. 35),
threads a tunnel below the village of Neuhausen, and traverses the

grounds of the Schweizerhof (p. 28), affording a fine *View of the

Falls. Beyond the Fischeiholzli tunnel (p. 30) the train quits the

river and traverses a hilly and partially wooded region. Beyond
Altenburg-Rheinau (Salm; Lowe), Jestetten (Lowe), a.n([ Lottstetten

(Engel) we descend to (10 M.) Rafz (Kreuz), pass the little town of
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Eglisau(1109'; Hirsch; Krone) on the right bank, hy a great viaduct

(500 yds. long; central span 98 yds. ; height 194'), and cross the

Rhine to (13 M.] stat. Eglisau (Rail. Restaurant ; to Waldshut, p. 63).

14 M. Glattfelden ; then through the Hardwald to (17 M.) Bulach

(1778'; pop. 1876 ; Kcpf; Kreuz), a little town, once fortified (to

Winterthur, p. 53). — 20 M. Niederglatt (junction for Wettingen,

p. 22). — 21 M. Oherglatt.

Branch-line to (7 M., in 1/2 lir-) Niederweningen., via (3 M.) Dielsdorf

(1410'; Sonne; Post), IV2 M. below the prettily situated old town of Regens-
berg (2025'; -Krone), on the E. spur of the Lagernberg (^. 22). Fine view
from the tower of the old castle (now an institution for boys of weak intel-

lect); still more extensive from the Eochtvacht (2fc=30'), 1 hr. farther on.

The line skirts the Glatt. 22V2 M. Rumlang; 25 M. Glattbrugg

;

26 M. Oerlikon; thence to (30 M.) Zurich, see p. 52.

h. Via. Wintertliur.

35 M. NoEDOSTBAHN in 11/2-21/3 hrs. (fares 5 fr. 95, 4 fr. 20 c., 3 fr.).

Views on the right.

From Schafihausen to (2 M.) Swiss Neuhausen, see p. 34. The
line diverges to the left from that via Eglisau (see p. 34), passes

through a long cutting, and crosses the Rheinfall-Briicke (see p. 29),

affording a glimpse of the falls to the right. It then enters a tunnel,

71 yds. long, nndLev Schloss Lawfen (p. 29). On emerging, and looking

back to the right, we obtain another beautiful glance at the falls.

3 M. Dachsen (1295'; *mtel Witzig, R. & A. 21/2, B. 11/4^0
lies 3/4 M. to the S. of Schloss Laufen (comp. p. 28). As the train

proceeds, it affords pleasing views at intervals of the bluish-green

Rhine in its deep and narrow channel, enclosed by wooded banks.

51/2 M. MarthaLen. Before reaching (IOV2 M.) Andelfingen

(1298'; Lowe') we cross the Thur by an iron bridge 113' high. —
13 M. Henggart, V2M. to the N.W. of which is the chateau of Golden-

berg (pension). 14 M. Hettlingen. The vine-clad slopes of Neften-

bach, to the right, produce the best wines in N. Switzerland, the

finest of which is Gallenspitz. Near Winterthur opens the broad

valley of the Toss.

19 M. Winterthur, and thence to (35 M.) Zurich, see pp. 53, 52.

13. Zurich and the Uetliberg.

Railway Stations. Central Station (PI. H, I, 3, 4; 'Restaurant), at the

K. end of the town, 3/4 M. from the lake (hotel-omn. 3/4-I fr., each box 20 c.

;

cab for 1-2 pers. 80 c.). The hotel- servants are not allowed upon the

platform, and luggage is carried into the waiting-rooms only. — £nge
Station (PI. D, 2), on the lett bank of the lake (p. 46). — Uetliberg Station

(PI. F, 1), also for the Sihlthalbahn (p. 4-.'0. — Stadelhofen (PI. E, 5) and
Leiten (for Untei'strass and Wipkingen) are stations for the railway on the

right bank to Meilen and Rapperswil (p. 45). — Steamboats (see pp. 37, 45)

start from the Stadthaus-Platz (PI. E, 4).

Hotels. "^HoTEL Baur au Lac (PI. a; E, 3), with a pretty garden and
delightful view, R., L., & A. 4-10, B. 0/2, lunch 5, D. 6, pens, from 10,

omn. 1 fr. ; *H6t. Bellevue (PI. b ; E, 4), on the lake, with fine view,

3*
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R., L., & A. from 41/2, B. IV2, luncli 81/2, D, 4-5, pens. 10-16 fr. ; Geand Hot.
National (PI. d; H , 3). R., L., & A. 3-7, D. 4 fr.; *Hot. Victoria (PI. c;
H, 3), R. , L., & A. 4-8, B. IV2, D- 4-5, pens, from 10 fr., both opposite the
station

i
*St. Gotthakd (PI. k; H, 3), R., L.. & A. 2V2-3V2, B. IV4, D. 3 fr.,

near the station; Hot. de l'Epee (PI. e; G, 4), by the Rathhaus bridge,

R. & L. 21/2-31/2, D. 3 fr. •, Hotel Bauk en Ville (PI. f; F, 3j, R., L.,

& A. 3V2-5, D. 4, pens, from 10 fr.-, Hotel Habis (PI. g; H, 3), near the
station, R., L., & A. 21/2-4, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, pens. 8-12 fr.; Hotel de Zuexch
(PL h; E, 5), R., L., & A. 3V2-6, D. 4 fr.; -Wanker's Hotel Garni (PI. 1;
H, 3), Bahnhof-Str., R. 2-3 fr. ; Hotel Bahnhof (PI. m; H, 3), R. 2-3, B. 1,

D. 2V2 fr.i Union ,
Stadthof (PI. n; H, 3, 4). R., L., & A. 2-5, B. 11/4, D.

3 fr. ; Hot. Garni de la Poste, these five near the station ; Hot. Central
(PI. 0; H, 4), on the right bank of the Limmat, near the station, L. 2'/2-4,

D. 3 fr. ; Hot. de l'Eueope , Stampfenhach- Str. 8; Beenerhof, R. 2-4,

B. 11/4- B. 3 fr.; Schweizeehof (PI. p; G, 4), R., L., & A. 2 1/2-31/;!, B. IV4,
D. 3, S. 21/2, pens. 71/2-91/2 fr. ; Limmathof (PI. q; H, 4). R., L., <k A. 2-21/2,

B. 1, D. incl. wme 23/4 fr. ; Hotel du Juea, R., L., & A. 11/2-2, B. 1, D. 11/2-2,

pens, from 5 fr. ; Etoile dOe, the last four on the Limmat- Quai;
Pfauen (PL t; F, 6), Rami- Str., R., L., & A. 2, B. 1/2-I, D. 11/4-2 fr. ; Hot.
Gdichard (Metzgerbrdu)^ Beatengasse, R. 2-31/2, D. 1 fr. , well spoken of;

CiGOGNE, Rennweg; Schwaezer Adlee, Kiederdorf-Str. 9, moderate;
Rothes Hads (PL r; F, 4) and Seehof (PL s ; F, 4, 5), on the Sonnen-
Quai, moderate; Hot. -Pens. Santis, Seefeld-Str. ; *Augustin£Bhof {Evan-
gelisches Vereinshaus) , Peter-Str. 8, R. 11/2-3 fr. , B. 85 c. , D. I1/2, pens.
31/2-5 fr. ; Weisses Kreuz, Krone, Hiesch, Lamm, Lowe, Steen, un-
pretending; Hot. Phoenix, in Fhmfern ; Hot. Feeihof, at the Enge station

(p. 46). Visitors are received at all these hotels en pension , the charges
being reduced in spring and autumn. — Pensions. Pension Keptun,
Seefeld-Str. 15, pens. 6-12 fr. ; Tiefenau, Steinwies-Str. 8, pens. 5-6 fr.

;

Bead-Site, Dufour-Str. 40, near the Alpen-Quai, pens, from 5 fr. ; Villa
ScHANZENBKEG ( Fj'ccu Eepp), Schonberg-Str. 1 & 3 (51/2-8 fr.); 'Hohenlinden,
Clausius-Str. 36 (5-7 fr.); Foetdna , Miihlebach-Str. 59, near the theatre
(5-7 fr.); Pens. Inteenationale , Ziirichberg, GUoria-Str. 70 (5-7 fr.); Meez,
Tannen-Str. 15, Oberstrass; Plattenhof, Ziirich-.'Str. 15 (5-7 fr.) ; Villa
Belmont, Rami-Str. 67 (oi/.j-9 fr.); Schmelzbeeg, behind the observatory
(41/2-5 fr.); Foestee, at Fluuiern, on the hill, 11/2 M. to the E. of Zurich
(electric tramway) ; Sonnenbeeg , Ziirichberg (5 fr.). — *Doldee Geand
Hotel, see p. 43.

Restaurants. Restaurant zvr Borse (Grill Room), at the Hotel Baur an
Lac, Thalgasse; *Kronen>niUe , RiimiSfr., D. at 12.30 p.m. 2 fr.; ''Tonhalle

(see p. 39); Cafi-Restaurant du Nord, o[ip. site the rail, station; Continental,

DufourStr. , near the Theatre; St. Gotthard, see above (Pilsener beer);

Wanner, see above; Orsini (3Iunich beerj, Zimfthaus zur Waa'j^ both in

the Frau-Miinster-Platz ; Dufour, Schiitzengasse 17, near the rail, station;

Cafi Central, Centralhof (Spatenbrau); "Saffran, opposite the Rathhaus;
Zimmerleuten, D. incl. wine 2 fr. , well .spoken of; Limmathurg . Limmat-
Quai; Karl der Grcsse, at the Gross Miinster. — Beer. Kropf, in Gaasen
(PL F, 3, 4), Munich beer; Mazzini, Parade-Platz; Blaue Fahne, Miinster-

gasse; Strohhof, Augustinergasse, D. with wine 2 fr., also Pilsener beer;
Kindli, Pt'alz^ia^se 1; Stadtkeller, Zahringer-'tr. 42; Metzgerhrdu. Beaten-
gasse; Franziskaner , corner of Stiissi- Hofstatt and Niederdorf-Str.

;

Meyerei, Spiegelgasse; Drahtschmidli, \7ixh garden on the Limmat, opposite
the Platzsfjiiz (p. 41). — Wine. Vai Tellina wine at the Veltliner Keller,

Sehliisselga-sse 8, near St, Peters; Walliser Weinhalle, near the Schweizer-
hof; Wanner (see above); Gorgot. Miin.stergasse 15 (Spanish wines).

Cafes. SteindVs Wiener Cafi, Bahnhof-Str. ; MHropole, Stadthaus-Quai.
— Confectioners. Spriingli, Parade-Platz (good ices); Rusterholz, Dntere
Kirchgasse, on the Sonnen-Quai ; ^c/m^ier, Bahnhof-Platz; i^oMJTy, Sonnen-
Quai.

Baths in the lake at the Stadthaus-Platz (PL E, 4), at the suburb of

Enge (PL C, 3), at the Uto-Quai (PL C, 5), and, for ladies, at the Mythen-
Quai (PL B, 2), the Uto-Quai, and in the Limmat below the Bauschanze
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(PI. E, F, 4). Neumunsier Baths (PI. F, 5), at the S. end of tLe town. —
Warm Baths fvapour, etc."), at ih^ Baurlac-Baths^ Borsen-Str. \ at "Treichler^s;

;it the Werdmiihle in the Bahnhof-Str. •, and at Stacker''s, Miihlehach-Str.

(also pensionj.

Post and Telegraph Office (PI. F, A), Kapplergasse, between the Frau-
Miinster-Str. and the Stadthaus-Quai (p. 39).

Cabs. Drive within the town, or not exceeding Vi hr., 1-2 pers. 80c.,

3 pers. 1 fr., 4 pers. 1 fr. 20 c. ; for 1/2 hr., 1 fr. 50. 1 fr. 70, 1 fr. 90 c;
3/4 hr., 2 fr., 2 fr. 30, 2 fr. 60 c. ; 1 hr., 2 fr. 50, 2 fr. 90, 3 fr. 30 c. ; each

addit. y* hr. 50, 60, 70 c. Each trunk 25 c. , small articles free. From
10 p.m. to 6 a.m. double fares.

Tramway from the Station through the Bahnhof-Str. to the suburb of

Enge; across the Bahnhof-Briicke and by the Limmat-Quai, Tonhalle-Str.,

and Seefeld-Str. to Riesbach and Tiefenbrunnen (p. 45); and from the

Parade -Platz northwards to the cemetery of Sih'feld. — Electric Tram-
way (grey cars) from the Qnai-Briicke to the Kreuzplatz and Burgwies
and from the Q-ai-Eriicke to the Pfauen, Romerhof, and Kreuzplatz (from
Romerhof cable-tramway to the Waldhatis Bolder, see below). — Centrale
Ziirichberghahn (electric tramway, yellow cars), every 6 min. from the

Quai-Brncke to the Pfauen, Platte, and the church ofFluntern and to the

end of the rTiiversitat3->tr. (PI. H-K, 5. 6). — Industrie-Q,uartier Strassen-

bahn (eleclric) from the Main Rail. Stall' n through the Limmat-Srr. and
the Industrial Quarter to the H;:rd-Str. (Wipkjnger- Briicke), 10-15 c. —
Ziirich and Seebach Electric Tramway (81/2 M.) from the Hot. Central

(I.e inhard-Platz) via Untersira=s and the Milchbuck to Oerliknn (p. 52)

and Seebach, 10-80 c. — Cable Tramway (Ziirichberg-Brahtseilbahn) from
the Limmat-Quai to the Polytechnic (PI. H, 4, 5), every 5-6 min. from 7 a.m.
to 9 p.m. (in summer from 6 a.m. to 9.30 or 10 p.m.; fare, in either direc-

tion, 10 c. ; journey 2V2 min.).

Steam Launches ('Dampfschwalben') ply on the lake-front of the city

hourly (fares 10-60 c; circular trips V2-I fr.). Stations on the right bank:
Stadthaus-Platz (PI. C, 4j; Theatre (PI. D. 5); Mainau-Strasse; Zurichhorn;
Zollikon; and Kiisriacht. Stations on the left bank: Enge (at the Schloss

and Belvoir); Wollishofen; Mdnchhof; Bendlikon; Riischlikon; Ludretikon;

and Thaltoeil (p. 47).

Rowing Boats for 1-2 pers. 50 c. per hour ; for 3 or more pers. 20 c.

each per hour ; each rower 1 fr. per hour.

Theatre, Ito-Quai (PI. D, 4); performances from Sept. loth to May 1st.

— Panorama (Battle of Sedan), on the Uto-Quai (PL C, 4; open daily, from
7 a.m. till dusk; adm. 1 fr.). — Labyrinth (''Maze''), in the Cafe Metropole

(p. 36). open lO-ld; 1 fr.

Popular Resorts. 'Tonhalle (PI. E, 3 ; p. 39), Alpen-Quai, with restau-

rant, concerts daily at 8 p.m., in the large hall or (in fine weather) in the

garden (70 c); ^Belvoir, a beautiful park at the S. extremity of the Alpen-
Quai (PI. D, 3; p. 39), with restaurant; adm. 20 c. concerts 50 c, free on
Sun. and Wed. (tramway Bahnhrf-Stockgtrasse). "Waldhaus Bolder^ on the

.Ziirichberg, above Hottingen, with restaurant, fine view, and shady prome-
nades (electric tramway to Romerhof, see above: cable-tramway thence,

every 6 min., in 5 min., fare 40. down 30, return-ticket 60c.). Ziirichhorn Park
(PI. A, 6), with restaurant and Nageli's Mu.seum of Stufled Alpine Animals
(50 c), station of the steam-launches fsee above). Pfauen Summer Theatre

(PI. F, 6), operettas, etc.; Platten-Garten (PI. G, 6j, adjoining the Poly-
technic. The Waid on the Eaferberg^ 3 M. to the K.W. of the town (pleasant

route via Drahtschmidli, see p. 36); /aAro&s&ur^ (Munich beer), above Ober-
atraas. The "Uetliberg is the finest point in the environs (by railway in

1/2 hr. ; see p. 43).

Money Changers. Schweizer Credit-Anstalt, Bahnhof-Str. 2; Eugler & Co.,

Post-Str. 2 — Information as to excursions, objects of interest, etc., at the
Enquiry Office, Exchange Buildings (PI. E, 3; 9-12 and 2-5).

Permanent Exhibition of the Zurich Art Society in the 'Kiinstlerhaus'',

corner of Borsen-Str. and Thalsasse, next door to' the Hot. Baur au Lac
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(Swiss and foreign works of art), daily, 10-7, 1 fr. — Anglo-American
Pharmacy, Dr. C. Diinnenberg, Tonhalle-Platz.

English Church Service in the Church of St. Andrew, Hohe Promenaden-
Gaspe (tram way-stal ion I'fauen, PI. E, 6), on Sun. at S a.m., lO.cO a.m.,
and 8 p.m. ; chaplain, Rev. C. H. Knoielys.

British Consul, Henry Angst, Esq., llBleicherweg; office-hours QVa-UVz-
United States Consul, Adam LieberknecM, Esq., Stadthaus-Quai 3 (9-12 and
2-4 p.m.).

Zurich (1345'}, the capital of the canton, lies at theN. end of

the lake, on the green, rapid Limmat, which divides it into the
' Grosse Stadt' on the right, and the ^Kleine Stadt' on the left bank.
On the W. side flows the SM, uniSaportant except in spring, which
falls into the Limmat below the town. Since the incorporation of the

eleven 'Ausgemeinden' and other suburbs (1893), Zurich, with its

168,000 inhab., is the leading town of Switzerland. It is one of the

busiest manufacturing towns in the country. Silk is the staple pro-

duct, and the cotton-mills, machine-works, and iron-foundjies are

also important.
Lacustrine remains prove that the site of Zurich was occupied in

prehistoric times. In B.C. 58 Zurich (Turicum), with the other towns of
the Helvetii, fell under the sway of the Romans. It owed its prosperity
in the middle ages to the favour of the Carlovingians. In 1292 it joined Uri
and Schwyz, and in 1351 it became a member of the Swiss Confederation.
From an early date Ziirich was the intellectual leader of Switzerland.
As the home of Zwingli (1519-31) it was the focus of the Reformation, and
its schools have for centuries sent forth men of distinction — Bodmer,
Hottinger, Orelli, Gessner, Lavater, Hess, Pestalozzi, Heidegger, Horner,
Hirzel, Henry Meyer, the friend of Goethe, and many others.

The SiTDATioN OF Zdkich is very beautiful. Both banks of the clear,

pale-green lake are enlivened with villages, orchards, and vineyards, scat-

tered over a highly cultivated country. In the background rise the snow-
capped Alps ; to the left is the crest of the Gldrnisch, then the perpendicular
sides of the Griesetstock (9200'), near it on the right the Pfannenstock, and farther
on, the Drusberg, the ice-clad Bi/ertensiock. and the Todi (the highest of the
group, the last two rising above the Linththal); in front of these the Cla-

riden, with their westernmost point the Kammlistock (10,610') ; between this

and the double-peaked Scheerhorn lies the Gries Glacier; then on the N.
side of the Schdchen-Thal the long Rossstock Chain with its fantastic peaks;
the broad Windgelle ; between this and the Scheerhorn appears the dark
summit of the lower Myten near Schwyz ; above the depression between
the wooded Kaiserstock and the Rossberg towers the pyramidal Bristenstock,

near Amsteg on the St. Gotthard route ; then, if we occupy a commanding
position, the Blackensiock and Uri-Rothstock , and part of the snow-moun-
tains of the Engelberger-Thal, appearing above the Albis, to the right, the
northernmost point of which is the Uetliberg, with the hotel on its summit.

In the Bahnhof - Platz (PI. H, 4) a fountain with a bronze

Statue of Alfred Escher (d. 1882), the statesman and founder of the

St. Gotthard Railway, by Kissling, was erected in 1889. The Bahx-
hof-Strasse (PI. H-E, 3), nearly 3/4 M. long, leads to the S. to the

lake. It passes on the right, in the Linth-Escher-Platz (PI. H, 3), the

Linth-Escher School, and, farther on, the Credit-Anstalt (PL F, 3);
on the left the Centralhof, a block of houses with tempting shops,

and the Kappeler Hof; and on the right the Zurich Cantonal Bank,

the Federal Bank (Eidgenbssische Bank), and the Exchange (PI. E, 3).

— Side-streets lead to the left to the shady Lindenhof (Yl. G, 3, 4),
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123' above the Limmat, which was fortified at an early period and
afterwards became an imperial palace : to the late-Gothic Augustine

Church (PL G, 3), now used by the Old Catholics, with paintings

by Deschwanden; and to St. Peter's Church (PI. F, 4), with its

massive tower and large electric clock (dials 29' in diameter^, where
Lavater (d. 1801) was pastor for 23 years (grave on the N. side).

The SxADTHArs-PLATz is adjoined by a Terrace on the lake

^Pl. E, 4), commanding a beautiful view; to the right is the

steamboat-quay, to the left are lake-baths (p. 36). — The broad

*See-Q,uai (Alpen- Quai and Mythen- Qiiai), with its pleasant

promenades (Arboretum) and fine views of the lake and the Alps,

skirts the lake to the right, extending to the Belvoir Park, to the

S. of the suburb of Enge (p. 37 ). Near its E. end is the *Toii-

halle (PI. D, E, 3), an effective building erected in 1893-95 by
Fellner §' Helmer of Vienna, with cafe'-restaurant, open-air terraces,

and large concert-rooms (see p. 37).

To the E. of the Stadthaus-Platz the handsome Qnai-Briicke

(PI. E, 4; 180 yds. long), constructed in 1882-83, crosses the

Limmat near its issue from the lake. Below the bridge, on the left

bank of the Limmat, is the Bauschanze, a small pentagonal island,

shaded with trees, and connected by a bridge with the Stadthaus-

Quai, where a large and handsome new Post Office has been
erected (entr. in the Kapplergasse). — On the right bank of the

lake also promenades (Uto-Quai and Seefeld- Quai)^ with charming
views, lead past the handsome Theatre (PL D, 5) and the Panorama
(PL C, 5) to the park of Ziirichhorn (p. 37).

The next bridge below the Quai-Briicke is the four- arched

Miinster-Brucke [PL F, 4). Adjacent are the Frau-Mi'msterkirche

of the 12-13th cent., with its high red-roofed tower, on the left

bank, and the former Wasserkirche (1479-84), on the right bank.

The latter now contains the Town Library (PI. F, 4) , with its

130,000 vols, and over 4500 MSS. (week-days 9-12 and 4-6 ; fee 50c.,

for a party 1 fr.; entr. in the open vestibule adjoining the bridge).
Its treasures include a letter of Zwingli (p. 40j to his wife; Zwingli's

Greek Bible with Hebrew annotations in his own handwriting ; autograph
letter of Henry IV. of France and a cast of his features; three autograph
Latin letters of Lady Jane Grey to Antistes Bullinger; letter oi Frederick
the Great, dated 1784, to Prof. Miiller-, the Codex Vaticauus ; a Greek
Psaltery; portraits of burgomasters and scholars of Ziirich; eight panes of
stained glass of 1506; and a large relief of part of Switzerland by Miiller.

The steps opposite the E. end of the Miinster-Briicke lead to the

Romanesque Grossmiinster (PL F, 4), erected in the ll-13th cent-

uries. The upper stories of the towers are Gothic, and in 1799 they

were crowned with helmet-shaped tops with gilded flowers. On the

W. tower is enthroned Charlemagne with gilded crown and sword,

in recognition of his donations to the church. The choir contains

three large modern stained-glass windows representing Christ, St.

Peter, and St. Paul. The church and the Cloisters, of the beginning
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of the 13th cent., are open (^aily in summer from 11 to 12 (adm.
20 C.J tower 30 c. ; sacristan, Kirchgasse 13).

On the quay to the S. of the choir of the Wasserkirche is a

bronze statue, by Natter, of Zwingli, pastor of the Grossmiinster

from 1519 till his death in 1531. — To the N. of the Miinster-

Briicke, on the Rathhaus-Quai, is the Ruden, restored in the Ger-
man Renaissance style, containing the Swiss educational exhibition

and the Pestalozzi cabinet. At the Rathhaus-Briicke (PI. G, 4) we
see on one side the Rathhaus (PI. F, G, 4), a massive building of

1699 (in the vestibule a marble bust of Gottfried Keller, by Kiss-

ling), on the other the Fleischhalle, or meat-market. Opposite are

the Museum (reading-room) and the Schneggen Club.

From the Quai-Briicke we ascend the Rami-Strasse (PL
E-H, 5, 6) to the E., then to the right to the Hohe Promenade
(PI. E, 5, 6), a loftily situated avenue of limes. Beautiful view
(best by morning-light) from the platform with the Monument of
Ndgeli (d. 1836), the vocal composer. Adjacent is the Old

Cemetery, with the English Church (p. 38). — From the Hohe Pro-

menade a road passing the N. side of the cemetery rejoins the

Rami-Strasse, where (to the left) is the monument of Ignaz Heim
(d. 1880), the composer. The street ascends to the Cantonal School

(PI. G, 6) ; it then bends to the N. To the left are the Physical and
Physiological Institute of the University and the new Ophthalmic

Institute (PI. H, 5); to the right the Cantonal Hospital (PI. H, 6);

beyond it the Physical Institute of the Polytechnic, the School of
Forestry and Agriculture, and the Chemical Laboratory (PI. I, 5).

At No. 15 Schonberggasse, behind the Physical Institute, Jacob

Bodmer lived from 1739 till his death in 1783. — Lower down, on

the slope, is the Kiinstlergut (PI. G, 5), containing the Picture

Gallery of the Zurich Artists' Union (open in summer on Sat. 2-4,

Sun. 10-12, free; at other times, 50 c; catalogue 50 c).
Large Room. To the right, 26. Delachaux, Choir-boys ; 213. Siemiradzki,

Venetian gondola 5 227. Stiickelberg, Charcoal-burners in the Jura; 2. Anker,
Pestalozzi; 20. Buchser, Italian herdsmen; 29. F. Diday. Scene in the Valais;
60. E. Girardet, The sick child; 138. Koller, Alp in the Engelberg Valley;
270. Zund, Chapel on the battlefield of Sempach; 238. Ulrich, Storm;
16. Bosshardt^ Arrest of Canon Hammerlin ; 21. A. C'alame, Lake of
Lucerne; 1. A. Acheribach, Storm; 12. Bodmer^ Stags; 22. Carolus Duran,
Female figure; 174. Ott, Walensee; 140. Roller, Midday repose-, 218. Steffan,

Mountain-torrent; 23. Castan, Winter-scene; 2i7. Siauffer , Portrait of a

lady; *245. Yauii&r, The gallant professor; *142. Roller, Cattle at a lake;
66. Qroh , The artist on his travels; 198. Sandreuier, Charmey; 219. Steffan,

Mountain-lake; 218. Stiickelberg, Pilgrims; 271. Ziind, Oak-wood; 31. Diday,
On the Handeck ; Bocklin, 14. Arbour, *13. Spring ; 246. Veillon, Evening on
the Lake of Lucerne; 245. Tohler, Wedding in the Amper-Thal; 192. Ritz,

Engineers among the mountains. — The smaller rooms contain portraits,

water-colours, etc.

The handsome *Polytechnic (PL H, 5^, to the left, designed by

G. Semper (d. 1879) and erected in 1861-64, is the seat of the

University of Zilrich (670 students, 113 professors and lecturers) and
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of the federal Polytechnic School (800 students, 107 professors and
lecturers). The sgraffito decorations of the N. facade were e:secuted

from Semper's designs.
Mais Entean'ce on the W. side. In the vestibule and on the staircase

are busts of Kopp and Bollei/, the chemists. On the groundfloor is the
Archaeological Collection (casts, Greek vases. 'Terracottas from Tanagra.
etc.; open free. Sun. 10-12. Tues. and Frid. 2-4; at other times 50 c).

On the First Floor, busts of O. Semper (see above) and C. Culmann
(d. 1861), the engineer, and the Minei'alogical, Geological, and Palaeontolo-
gical Collections (Thurs. 8-12 and 2-6, free; at other times 50 c.). On the
Second Floor, the Zoological Collection (open as above) and the Aula., richly
decorated, with mythological ceiling-paintings by Bin of Paris and a
marble bust of Orelli fd. 1849), the philologist, by Meili. Splendid view
from the balcony. — The custodian shows the Aula and conducts visitors

to the Terrace on the top of the building (best survey of the town and
environs).

The Collection of Engineering is shown only to professional engineers.
The Mechanical and Technical Collection is open daily, 8-12 and 2-6 (adm. 50c.).

We may now return to the station hy the Cable Tramway (PI.

H, 5, 4; p. 37), which ends opposite the Bahnhof-Bruclce ; or we may
descend from the Kiinstlergut hy the Sempersteig to the Limmat-
Quai, passing the handsome GirW School, the Ethnographical Mu-
seum in the Seilergraben (adm. 50 c). and the Predigerkirche.

The Platz Promenade (PL I, K, 3, 4), an avenue of fine trees to

the N. of the railway-station, between the Sihl and Limmat, affords

pleasant walks (band on Sun. morning). In this promenade are the

Swiss National Museum (see below), and the simple monuments of

the idyllic poet Salomon Ges^ner (d. 178S), the minnesinger Joh.

Hadlaub, and the composer W. Baumgartner (d. 1867). It termi-

nates in the 'Platzspitz', a point of land formed by the junction of

the Sihl with the Limmat.

The *Swiss National Museum, an extensive building in the

mediaeval style by G. Gull, was opened in 1898 and contains histor-

ical and art-industrial objects from prehistoric days down to the

19th century. Though of very recent origin, it is the most impor-
tant collection of the kind in Switzerland. A series of rooms fitted

up with mediaeval and Renaissance furniture is especially note-
worthy, but there are also many large special collections, while var-

ious old architectural details, either originals or reproductions,

have been most successfully made use of. The collection of stained

glass, distributed throughout the various rooms, is the best in the

world. — The museum is open free daily (except Mon.), from June
loth to Sept. 15th 10-5 (other months 10-4) ; adm. 10-12 a.m. 1 fr.

(children 50 c), 12-4 or 5 p.m. and Sun. free. Director, H. Angst.

Guide by Dr. H. Lehmann, 1 fr.

We enter by the portal in the great tower, to the left. In the corridor
are three old terrestrial globes. Room I. Prehistoric Antiquities. Remains
from caves and lake- dwellings. Graves of the bronze and iron periods.
In the centre, bust of Dr. Ferd. Keller (d. 1881), di-coverer of the lake
dwellings. — Room II. Roman Remains found in Switzerland (vases, orna-
ments, utensils, stone momiments). Model of a Roman villa at Pfaffikon.
— R. III. Roman weapons. Alemannian, Burgundian, and Lombard re-
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mains. Objects of the Merovingian and Carolingian periods. — Mediaeval
and Modern Section. R. IV. Painted ceiling, with scenes from the New
Testament (original in the church of Zillis: l^th cent.). Fragments of
altars. Three carved Gothic balconies from the ^'alais (loth cent.). Stove
tiles (14-16th cent.). — R. V. Reconstruction of a brick arcade from St.

Urban (Lncerne; 13-14th cent.). Gothic door from the Supersax house at

Sion (early 16th cent.). — R. VL Brick windows ; nd doorways from St.

Urban and Beromiin-ter. Architectural fragments from Zofingen, Alt-
Bviron, etc. (13-14th cent.). — R. VII. Reconstruction of a room from the
Ha^lS zum Loch in Zurich (ca. 1306). Heraldic antiquities. The small
glass-case contains the Zurich armorial roll (ca. 1318), the shoes of the
Abbess Hildegarde (d. 859), ivory carvings, and leathern ca-kets. In the
large glass-case are a bridal coifer, Romanesque candelabra, and a knight's
shield from Seedorf (13th cent.). — Vil. Gothic Chapel., with architectural
fragments and tombstones. Carved altars. Funeral hatchments. — IX,
Cloister Court. Gothic tombs. — X. Treasury (crypt, lighted with electri-

city). Silver vessel^, Guild goblets, etc. Chain of Burgomaster Wald-
mann (15th cent.). Goblet of Antistes Bullinger, presented by Queen Eliza-

beth of England in 1560. Mug of Cologne ware that belonged to Zwingli.
Medals and tokens. — XI, XII, XIII. Old sleighs, litters, chariots, and
fire-engines. Large carved cask (1745). Instruments of tortu.-c. — XIV.
Council Chamber of the town of MelUngen (1467). "Stained glass of the
15th century. — XV. Cloi-ters. Ai'cades of the old Dominican convent
in Zurich (13th cent.). *Stained glass of the end of the 15th and beginning
of the 16th century. — XVI, XVII, XVUI. ThreeGothic *Rooms from
the old Ahbey of FraumUnster , at Zurich (1489 loO;). In R. XVII is a
carved altar with the monogram A. H. (1521). Panel with the Legend of
St. John by Hans Fries. In R. XVIII are two views of Ziirich at the be-
ginning of the 16th century. — XIX Corridor. Furniture and paintings
by Hans Leu and others. — XX, Loggia (with view of the park). Repro-
duction of an early -Renaissance ceiling from the Casa de' Negromanti at

Locarno. — XXI. Vestibule of the Laboratory, with late-Gothic coffered

ceiling from Arbon. Late-Gothic and Renaissance furniture. Gothic wood
carvings. Fine stained glass. — XXU. Laboratory of the old Benedictine
convent of Muri,

FiBST Flook, XXIII, Arbon Room, with late-Gothic ceiling (medallions)
from the Chateau of Arbon (1515). Collection of textiles. Tapestry re-

presenting woman's wiles (1522). Antependium from Lachen (1480). *Table
with designs by Bans Holbein (1514; formerly in the Town Library),

Coffers, etc. — R. XXFV. Late-Gothic alcoves from the Lower Valais
(15th cent.), with Gothic furniture from French Switzerland. — XXV. Room
from the Dominican nunnery of Oetenbach at Zurich (1521). Early-Re-
naissance altar from Cazis. — *XX^'1. Renaissance room from the Casa
Pestalozzi in Chiavenna (1585), — XXVII. Room from the Rosenburg in
>StoM«, with a stove in coloured tiles (1566). — XXVII. Bedroom ('Winter
Room') from the chateau of Wiggen at Rorschach (1582). — *XXIX. State

room from the Seidenhof at Ziirich, with stove by L. Pfau of Winterthur
(1620). — XXX, XXXI. Corridor. Stained glass from the Convent of Rath-
hausen, Lucerne. Renaissance furniture and architectural details (16 17th
cent.). *Large piece of Gobelins tapestry, representing the Treaty of Alliance
between Louis XVI. and the deputies of the Swiss Federa'ion (1663).

Vessels of bronze, copper, and tin (16-lSth cent.). — XXXII. Court. Carved
ceiling from Xeunkirch (1555). Tiled pavement from Stans (1566).

Second Flooe. — XXXIII. Gallery. Furniture of the 16-17th centuries.
— XXXIV. Room from the Winkelried House at Stans (1600). — XXXV.
Corridor. Antiquities from the Grisons (17-18th cent.). — XXXVI. Small
room from the convent at Miinster (Grisons; 1630). — RR. XXXVII,
XXXVIII, Furniture. — XXXIX. Room from the Palazzo Pellanda at

Biasca (1587). — RR. XL, XLI. Old furniture, coflers, and musical instru-

ments. — We now descend again to the —
First Floob, — XLII. Gallery of the chapel. Doors from the old

Music Boom of Ziirich (18th cent.). — *XLIII, Baroque room from the
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Lochmann House at Ziirich (end of the 17th cent.), with mythological ceiling
paintings and portraits of French kings, statesmen, and generals. Model
of the fortifications of Zurich (17th cent.). — XLIV. Upper Chapel. Ec-
clesiastical antiquities of the 17-18'h centuries. Hammered iron choir
railing from Killwangen. — *XLV. Rococo Room (18th cent.). Collection of
Zurich porcelain from the old factory of Schoren, near Bendlikon. —
XLVI, XLVII. Corridor. Glass, porcelain, and fayence of the 16-19th cent-

uries. Monument to the poet Salomon Gessner, by Alexander Trippel
(1791). — XLVIII. Ceramic Collection. Calinetl: Stove- tiles, majolica
plaques and vessels from Winterthur (i6-17th cent.). Cab. 2&3: Majolica
plates, fayence from Beromiiuster, Lenzburg, Zurich, and elsewhere. —
XLIX. Collection of Costumes (1. Peasantry, 2. Towns). — *L. Armoury.
Fine hall with an extensive and well -arranged collection of weapons,
chiefly from the Ziirich Arsenal, forming a brilliant illustration of the
martial prowess of the Swiss in the 16th century. Sword, ducal hat, and
banner presented to the Swiss Federation by Pope Julius II, in 1512.
Zwingli's arms (p. 87). — LI. Military uniforms. — LII. Corridor. Stained
glass, etchings on glass, and designs for stained-glass windows.

The court opening on the Platz Promenade contains some old pieces
of ordnance of heavy calibre. — To the right of the main tower is the
Industrial School., containing the Industrial Museum (chiefly modern objects^
open 9-11 and 2-6).

On the right bank of the Limmat, in the "Weinberg-Strasse,

rises the new Roman Catholic Liebfrauenkirche (PI. I, 4, 5), a

handsome basilica in the Romanesque style , with an isolated

tower (adm. 50 c. ; from the gallery a good survey of the town).

In Aussersihl (PI. G, H, I, 1, 2), a quarter on the left bank of

the Sihl mainly occupied by artizans (electric tramway, see p. 37),
is the Military Depot of Canton Zurich, including barracks and an
arsenal.

The Botanic Garden (PL F, 2), stocked with Alpine and other

plants, contains bronze busts of A. P. de Candolle (d. 1841) and
C. Gessner (d. 1565), and marble busts of H. Zollinger, a Swiss
botanist (d. in Java, 1859), and Oswald Heer (d. 1883), the naturalist.

The Katz., an old bastion, forms a lofty platform planted with trees.

To the E. of the Botanic Garden a bridge crosses the Schanzen-
graben (the old moat) to Selnau, with the stations of the Uetliberg

and Sihlthal Railways (PI. F, 1 ; see below).

On the Zilrichherg, to the S. E. of Ziirich (electric and cable

tramway, seep. 37), are the Waldhavs Dolder (p. 37) and (lOmin.
farther up) the large new *Dolder Grand Hotel & Curhaus (2050';

R., L., & A. from 3, pens. 71/2 fr.); ^i^^ a P^rk and charming views
of the lake and the Alps.

Attractive walks may be taken through the woods to the (1/2 hr.)
forester's house of Adlisberg (2100'; inn in summer), the (3/4 hr.) Looren-
kopf (2305'; view), and other points.

The Uetliberg.
Railway to the top in V2 hr. (fare, 1st class 3 fr. 50 c., 2nd cl. 2 fr.,

return-ticket, 5 and 3 fr.; on Sun. and holidays by excursion - trains 1 fr.,

return-fare IV2 fr. •, season-tickets at reduced fares). This line, 5'A M. long,
with a maximum gradient of 7: 100. is constructed in the ordinary way,
but, as on the Rigi Railway, the locomotives are placed behind the 'trains.
The station is in the suburb of Selnau (see above; PI. F, 1), on the Sihl,

V4 hr. from the Central Station and 12 min. from that of Enge.
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The train (best views to the right) skirts the Sihl for a short

way and crosses it to (5 min.) stat. Zilrich-Binz (1390'), where the

ascent begins. At first we traverse an open slope, with a pleasant

view of Ziirich and the valley of the Limmat; then ascend through

wood to (17 min.) stat. Waldegg (2040'; inn). The train describes

a long curve on the slope of the hill and reaches the terminus (2677').

About 5 min. above the station is the large *H6t.-Pens. Uetliberg (R.,

L., & A. 3-5, B. 11/2, D. 4, pens. 7-9 fr.
; Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.),

and 3 min. higher, at the top, are the Restaurant TJto-Kulm and
a view-tower 100' high (167 steps; adm. 20 c.). Pleasant shady walks
near the hotel. On the S. side, 1/4 hr. from the top, are the *H6tel

Vto-Staffel (D. 2-2V'2, pens. 4-5 fr.) and the -^-Hotel-Pension Anna-
hurg (pens. 5-8 fr.). with a restaurant.

The *TJetliberg (2865'), the northernmost point of the Albis

range , is the finest point near Ziirich. The view, though less

grand than those from heights nearer the Alps, surpasses them in

beauty. It embraces the Lake of Ziirich and the valley of the Lim-
mat; the Alps from the Sentis to the Jungfrau and the Stockhoru

on the Lake of Thun, with the Rigi and Pilatus in the foreground

;

to the "W. the Jura; to the N. the Feldberg and Belchen in the Black

Forest, and the volcanic peaks of the Hohgau. Good panorama by
Keller. — On the Uto-Kulm is a marble obelisk with a bust of the

Zurich statesman Jakob Dubs (d. 1879).
Walk to the Uetliberg (2 lirs.). The road leads from the Parade-

Platz (PI. F, 3) via the Bleicher-Weg, the Beder-Strasse. and the Uto-
Strasae. After 1 M. we cross the Sihl, turn to the left via the Giesshiibel-

Strasse, and reach (3/4 31.) the Albisgiitli (tavern-, cab to this point 2-3 fr.).

We now turn to the right and ascend by a well-trodden path, winding
somewhat steeply up the valley, to the (1 hr.) Hotel Uto-Staffel (see above),
on the brow of the hill, where a view of the Rigi, Pilatus, and the Bernese
Alps is disclosed. To the summit 20 min. more.

Feom the L'etliberg to the Albis-Hochwacht, a beautiful walk of

3 hrs., ascending and descending on the Albis range, and chiefly through
wood. A few minutes' walk beyond the Hotel Uto-Stafifel (see above), at

the fork, we follow the road to the right, which alternates with a foot-

path, keeping nearer the E. margin of the hill and affording beautiful

views. Beyond 5c/i<erw (inn) we reach (IV4 hr.) the i^e/^ene^fir (restaurant;

view). To" the left is the ravine of the Sihl, beyond it the blue lake with
its thousand glittering dwellings, to the right the pretty Tiirler See, and
farther off" a fertile hilly tract, with the Alps rising in the distance. —
1 hr. Nieder -Albis (2600'-, Hirsch ; Windegg Restaurant); 20 min. Alhis-

Eochwacht (28S7'), with a pavilion and a splendid view of the Lake of Zug,
the Rigi. Pilatus, etc. At (1/4 hr.) a fork we may ascend to the right

to the (3/4 hr.) Alhishorn (SOlC), or descend to the left, through woods, to

(V2 hr.) the forester's house of Untev-Sihlwald {gooA c^M&rievs), on the Sihl,

whence we may reach Zurich by the Sihlthal Line in 3/4 hr.

Sihlthal Railway from Ziirich to Sihlbrugg, ISVz M. in 52 min., via

Adliswil, Langnau-Gattikon^ and Sihlwald. I'sear the station of Qontmbach

(V2 hr. by rail) is the Langenberg, a park II/2 M. in length, belonging to

the town of Zurich and stocked with deer, chamois, etc. (restaurant).

Slhlbrugg^ and thence to Zug^ see p. 85.
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14. From Zurich to Coire. Lakes of Ziirich and
Walenstadt.

Comp. Maps^ pp. 58, 72.

Railways. — N.E. Railway (Novdostbahn ; line on the right bank) from
Zurich via Meilen to Rapperswil. 221/2 M. in IV2 hr. ffares^3 fr. 25, 2 fr.

30, 1 fr. 65 c). — N.E. Railway (line on the left bank) via Richtersweil
to Ziegelbriicke (p. 49, junction for "Weaken and Sargans) , 36 M., in
11/2-2 hrs. (6 fr. 5. 4 fr. 25. 3 fr. 5 c); to Glarus, 43 M., in 13/4-2V2 hrs.

(7fr. 20, 5fr. 5, 3 fr. 60 c.). Comp. R. 21. - United Swiss Railways (Ver-
einigte ScJitoeizeybahneii) via Wallisellen, Rapperswil, Weesen, and Sargans
to Coire, 79 M., in 3V4-5 hrs. (fares 12 fr. 45, 8 fr. 75, 6 fr. 25 c). This
line does not approach the Lake of Zurich till it reaches Rapperswil.

Steamboat from Ziirich via Horgen and Wadensweil to Stafa twice
daily in summer in I1/2 hr., to Rapperswil in summer once daily in 2 hrs.
— In fine weather, on Sun. 10-12 a.m., circular trips of the saloon-steamer
Helvetia, extending to Manned orf and Wadensweil (fares 2 or 1 fr.). —
Journeys across the Lake of Ziirich, see pp. 46, 47.

The Lake of Zurich [1340'], 25 M. long, 21/2 M. broad at its widest

part, and 470' deep, is fed by tbe Linth and djained by the Limmat.
Its scenery, though without pretension to grandeur, is scarcely sur-

passed in charm by that of any other Swiss lake. The banks rise in

gentle slopes ; at their base are meadows and arable land ; above

these is a belt of vineyards and orchards; and on the E. side the

hills, about 2500' high, are wooded. Sprinkled for a long way with

houses, villages, and manufactories, the banks may not unaptly be
termed suburbs of Zurich. In the background rises the long chain of

the snow-clad Alps (see p. 381.

a. N.E. Railway fkom Zurich to Meilen and Rappeeswil
(Right Bank). Central Railway Station, p. 35. The train curves to

the N.E. (to the left the viaduct of the line to Winterthur, p. 52}
and crosses the Limmat. 2 M. Zurich-Letten, with the pumping
works for the Ziirich water-supply (interesting to engineers; adm.
free). The train ascends the right bank of the Limmat for a short

time, beyond the Drahtschmidli passes under the Ziirichberg by a

tunnel (2288 yds.), and reaches (3'/2 M.) Ziirich -Stadelhofen, in

the square of that name (PI. E, 5), near the Uto-Quai. The line then
passes under the suburb of Neumiinster by another tunnel (1463
yds.), and emerges at (5 M.) Ziirich- Tiefenbrunnen, with its villas

and gardens (tram to Ziirich, p. 37). About 3/^ M. to the W. is

the Ziirichhorn Park (p. 37). — 6 M. Zollikon; the village, with
its slender spire, lies above, to the left. — 71/2 M. Kusnacht (^Sonne^
on the lake, with garden; Seegarten Restaurant), a large village

(2750 inhab.), with a seminary for teachers. — 9 M. Erlenbach (Pen-
sion Seehof), beautifully situated. The train passes through cuttings

and a short tunnel, then runs high above the lake (views).— 10Y2^^-
Herrliberg-Feldmeilen (Hot. Raben), opposite Horgen (p. 47). —
121/2 M. Meilen (^Loi/je, on the lake; Sonne; Rail. Restaurant;
Bellevue), a large village (2860 inhab.) with an old church, at the

base of the Pfannenstiel. At Obermeilen (Hirsch), 3/^ M. to the E.,

lake-dwellings were first discovered in 1854.
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The Pfannenstiel (Okenshohe, 2418'), to which a good path ascends from
Meilen in 1 hr., afiFords a charming view of the lakes of Zurich and Greifen
and of the Alps from Sentis to Pilatus (panorama by Keller). At the top a
monument to L. Oken (d. 1851), the naturalist, and a refreshment-pavilion.

Steamboat from Meilen to Horgen (p. 47) direct or via Feldmeilen
12 times daily in 12 minutes.

141/2 M. Vetikon (Krone), with a manufactory of sulplmric acid.

— 15 M. A/annedor/" (*Wilfienmann, Lowe), a large village (2600 in-

hab.), with tlie Zeller Institute ('faitli cure' ). The high-lying church-

yard affords an extensive view. — 17 M. Stafa (pop. 3845; Sonne;
Rossli), the largest village on the N. bank. To the W., at Uetikoa-

am-See, is the Patriots' Monument^ by A. Bosch, erected in 1898.

The lake now attains its greatest width (272 M.). To the E., in

the background, rises the Speer (p. 49) ; to the left of it the Sentis,

beyond which tower the Toggenburg Mts. ; to the right, above the

lake, the wooded Hohe Rhonen (4040'). Steamers to Wadensweil
and Richtersweil, p. 47. — 18 M. Verikon. — 20 M. Ftldhach-

Hombrechtikon (Rossli; Feldbach Brewery, with restaurant).

To the right, in the lake (reached by small boat from Rapperswil in

V2 hr.), are the small islands of Liitzelau and Ufnau^ in front of the wooded
Etzel. Ufnau., the property of the abbey of Einsiedeln, contains a farm-house,
and a church and chapel consecrated in 1141. Ulrich von Hutten, the Re-
former, one of the boldest and most independent men of his time, sought
refuge here when pursued by his enemies in 1523, and died a fortnight
after his arrival, at the age of 36. His remains repose in the little church-
yard, but the exact spot is unknown.

221/2 M. Rapperswil {*H6tel du Lac, R. 2-3, B. 11/4. D. ^1/2,

pens.5V2-6V2fr.; *C^ync,R. 2-3, B.IV4, D. 21/2, pens. 5-7 fr.; Beiie-

vue, all three on the lake; *Post, at the rail, station, with garden

;

Freihof, in the town), a picturesquely situated town (2800 inhab.),

lies at the foot of the Lindenhof, a hill planted with limes (fine view).

The old Schloss contains a black marble column with the Polish

eagle, in memory of the beginning of the hundred years' struggle

of the Poles for independence, and the Polish National Museum,
founded by Count R. Plater, including pictures, sculptures, anti-

quities, coins, and a library (adm. 1 fr. ; splendid view from the

tower). The Parish Church, re-erected since a fire in 1881, contains

valuable sacred vessels. At the foot of the Lindenhof on the lake

are shady promenades, to which also steps descend from the Schloss

and from the terrac^e in front. In 1878 the old wooden bridge con-

necting Rapperswil with (1 M.) Harden (Adler; Rossli) and Pfdffi-

kon (p. 47) was replaced by the Seedamm, a viaduct 1024 yds. long,

with an iron swing-bridge 46' long (railway from Rapperswil via

Pfafflkon to Sam stagern- Einsiedeln, see p. 47).

From Rapperswil to Weesen and Coire, see p. 48.

b. N.E. Railway from Zurich to Ziegelbbijckb (Left Bank).

The train describes a wide curve round the town, crossing the

Sihl twice, passes under the Uetliberg line, and at (3 M.) Enge

(p. 35) approaches the lake, which it skirts all the way to Lachen,
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affording beautiful views to the left.— 31/2 M. WoUishofen (Hirsch;

Pens. Frohalp). Pretty view from the 'Riviera', a wooden belvedere

74 hr. above the lake. — 0V2M. Bendlikon-Kilchberg . Above (7 M.)
Riischlikon is the Nidelbad [1 M. by road; pens, from 10 fr.), with

a chalybeate spring and pleasant walks. — 8 M. Thalweil ( 1436';
*Hotel-Pennon Catharinenhof, with terrace, K., L., & A. 2. B. 1,

D. 21/2 fr.; *Adler, near the church, moderate; Krone, on the lake),

a large village, charmingly situated, the junction of the Zug line

(p. 85). — 91/4 M. Oberrieden. — IOV2 ^^- Horgen {Meyerhof, at

the station ; Lowe; Schiitzenhaus^ a cafe on the lake), a thriving place

with 5520 inhab., pleasantly situated amidst vineyards and orchards.

In the church are two large frescoes by Barzaghi.
Steamboat to Meilen (p. 45) 12 times daily in 12 min. , to Eerrliberg

5 times in 1/4 lir. — About IV2 M. above Horgen is the Curhaut Bocken
(pens. 6-7 fr.). Fine view from the * Zimrnerberg (2535'; 1 Lr.)-, see p. 85.

Near (13 M.) Au the grassy peninsula of that name projects far

into the lake (*H6tel-Pension Au, 5 fr.}. — 151/9 M. Wadensweil
(1345'; ""Engel, facing the quay, R., L., & A. 2-272, B. 1, D. 272,
pens. 572-^ fr. ; Hot. du Lac; Bellevue Restaurant, well spoken of)

is the largest village on the lake (7000 inhab.).
Railway to Einsiedela. see R. 31; diligence twice daily in I'A hr. via

ScMnenbevg to Hiitten (p. 112). — Steamer from Wadensweil to Stafa (p. 46),
direct or via Mdnnedorf., 8 times d.iily in 12-24 minutes.

1772 M. Richtersweil (pop. 4000; *Drei Konige or Post,

R. 2-272, B. 1, D. with wine 272, pens 5-7 fr. ; *Engel, R. 2, D. with
wine 2721 pens. 5 fr.), another thriving village, prettily situated.

Steamboat from Richtersweil to Stafa (p. 46) t) times daily in 1/4 hr.

The lake attains its greatest width here. To the left are the is-

lands of TJfnau and Lutzelau (p. 46). — 21 M. Pfdffikon (*H6t.

Hofe).
Railway across the lake to Rappevswil, see above; railway via Wollerau

to Samstagern (Einsiedeln, etc.), see p. 112. Pleasant walk via tbe air-cure
resort of (V2 br.) Lwjeten (2130* ; *H6tel-Perision. 4-5 fr.) to (V2 h-t .) Feusisberg

(p. 112) and (3/4 br.) Schindellegi (p. Ii2). Ascent of tbe Etzel, see p. 112.

The line now reaches the Upper Lake. On the slope to the right,

above Altendorf, are the chapel of St. Johann (1656') and the

Johannisbiirg Pension Sf Restaurant (pens. 4-5 fr.), with a fine view.

25M. Lacheii(1350'; *J5ar,- *Ochs; Hotel Bahnhof, well spoken
of), a considerable village with a pretty rococo church, on a bay
near the mouth of the Wdggithaler Aa. About 2 M. to the N.E. is

the small Bad Nuolen, pleasantly situated at the base of the Untere

Buchberg, with mineral and lake baths. — The train leaves the lake

and near (2772 M.) Siebnen-Wanqen crosses the Aa.
Waggithal. "The road from (3/4 M.) Siebnen f*Rabe) follows first tbe

left and tben tbe rigbt bank of tbe deep bed of tbe Aa to (4 M.) Vorder-
Wdggithal (2400' ; *Rossli, plain) ,

pleasantly situated in a green basin.
It tben leads tbrousli tbe defile of Stockerli., between tbe Grosse Auberg
(5570') on tbe rigbt and tbe Gugelhevg (3780') on tbe left, to (4 M.) Einter-
Wdggithal, or Innerthal (3800'; *Schdfii., unpretending). Pleasant excursions
to the Au (20 min.); E. to the Fldschenloch- Quelle (1/4 hr.); to the Aaberli-
Alp (3545'), '/z hr.; Eoh^dschen-Alp (4725'), IVa hr. — Tbe Grosse Auberg
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(5570'), ascended by the Bdrlaui-Alp in 3 hrs., and the Fluliberg or Diethelm
(6873'), by the Fldschli-Alp in 4 hrs., are fine points (no difficulty

; guide
desirable). — From Innerthal to the Klonihal, pleasant (to Richisau 31/2 hrs.

;

guide advisablej. Skirting the Aabach^ the path ascends, past the Aabern-Alp
(3565'), to the (21/2 hrs.) Schweinalp Pass (SloO'j, and then descends by the
Briisch-Alp and the Schwein-Alp to (1 hr.j Richisau (p. 80).

We traverse a marsliy plain to (31 M.J Reichenburg. On the
right, the Glarus Mts.; on the left, the Untere and Obere Buchberg

(p. 49); above them, the Speer (p.49"J.
— 841/2 M. Bilten (Hirsch).

One of the houses contains the 'Herrenstube' , a handsome room
in the Renaissance stjle (1616-18). :The ^HirzU (5385'), which
rises to the S., may be ascended in 37-2 ^^rs- (g^iide 5-6 fr.). — We
cross the Linth Canal (p. 49) to the Coire line at (36 M.) Ziegel-

briicke (p. 49). To (43 M.) Glarus, see p. 72.

c. Railway fkom Zurich via Usteb, and Weesen to Saegans.
From Ziirich to (5^2 -^^0 Wallisellen, see p. 52. The line traverses

a flat district, near the right bank of the Glatt, which flows out of

the neighbouring Gre«/ensee (1440'). Stations : Du&endor/", Schwer-
zenbach, and Ndnikon. — 14 M. Uster (1530'

;
pop. 7042; Uster-

hof; Stern ; Kreuz), a manufacturing place. On the right are the

church with its pointed spire, and the loftily situated old castle

with its massive tower, the seat of the district-court (restaurant;

fine view). Beyond (16 M.) Aathal the Alps of Glarus and Schwyz
form the S. background. From (18 M.) Wetzikon (Schwelzerhof)

branch-lines lead to the N.W. to Pfdffikon and Effretikon (p. 53),
and to the S.E. (10 min.) to Hinweil (Hirsch; Kreuz), at the N.W.
base of the Bachtel (see below). Near (21 M.) Bubikon (Lowe;
Schwelzerhof) the line attains its highest level (1800').— 221/2 M.
Riiti (Pfau), with engine-works and silk-factories, junction of the

Tossthal Line (p. 53).
The *Bachtel (3670' ; "Inn; view-tower, 92'), 2 hrs. to the X.E. of Riiti,

commands a fine view to the N.W. over the Uster district, sprinkled with
factories, and the lakes of Greifen and Pfaffikon; to the S. the Lake of
Zurich from Wadensweil to the influx of the Linth Canal, the Linth Valley
as far as the bridge of Mollis, and the Alps from the Sentis to the Bernese
Oberland. See Keller's Panorama^ at the inn. It is best ascended from Gihswyl

(p. 53; SV2 M. to theN. of Riiti) in 1 hr., from Wald (p. 53; 41/2 M.) in 11/2 hr.,

or from Hinweil (see above; small carriage to the top 7 fr.), in IV2 hr.

Beyond a tunnel the train descends , chiefly through wood.

Near Jona (Schliissel), a manufacturing village almost adjoining

Rapperswil, we descry the Alps of Schwyz to the S., and farther on,

the Miirtschenstock, Schaniser Berg, Speer, and Sentis on the left.

27 M. Kapperswil, see p. 46. The station is a terminus, where
the train reverses its direction. Views to the right as far as Weesen.
We cross the Jona, pass the nunnery and girls' school of Wurmspach
on the right, and return to the lake near Bollingen. Large quarries.

33 M. Schmerikon C^Gaslhof%um Bad; •^Rosdi; Seehof; AdlerJ,

at the upper end of the lake, near the mouth of the Linth. We now
enter a broad valley traversed by that river (see p. 49). To the
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right, on the N.E. spur of the Vntere Buchberg (p. 47), stands the

ancient Schloss Grynau, with a frowning square tower.

35 M. Utznach (Linthof), a manufacturing village (1378' ; *Ochs

;

Falke), lies on a hill to the left, overlooked hy its church. (Dil-

igence to Wattwyl 4 times daily in 2^/4 hrs., p. 67.) To the left, on

the hill, the monastery oiSion (2317'). 361/2M. Kaltbrunn-Benken.

The wooded range on the right is the Obere Buchberg (2020').

A carriage-road leads from the station of Kaltbrunn-Benken or Utznach
to (3M.) Rieden (2d&J'\ 'Innd- Curhaus zumRossli. moderate), a health-resort,

commanding charming views. Excursions may be made thence to the (2 hrs.)

Regelstein (4324'; view); Speer (see below), in 3V2 hrs.; via Alp Breitenau
to (2 hrs.) Ebnat-Kappel (p- 67), etc.

Beyond (39^2 M.) Schanis (1450'; *Eirsch; Lowe'}, another in-

dustrial place, the ancient frontier of Rhaetia, we approach the Lintli

Canal, constructed in 1807-22 to connect the Lake of Ziirich with

the Walensee, and draining, in conjunction with the Escher Canal,

a once dismal and swampy region. The canal runs parallel with the

railway at the foot of the Schdniser Berg (5470') ; to the right, a

striking view of the Valley of Glarus with its snow-mountains.

On the opposite bank of the Linth Canal is the Linth-Colonie,

originally a colony of poor people, now an agricultural institution.

421/2 M. Ziegelbrucke (inn) is the junction of the Glarus line, which
soon again diverges to the right (p. 72). The "Weesen line rounds

the Biberlikopf (see below), the extreme spur of the Schaniser

Berg. To the right tower the beautiful Rautispitz and the Glarnisch.

4572^* Weesen. — Hotels. *H6tel Speeh. at the station, VsM.
from the lake, with fine view, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. IV4, lunch 21/2, D. 3,

pens, from 5 fr. ; -Schwert, R., L., & A. 2V2, B. IV4, lunch 2, D. 3, pens,
from 5 fr. ; *H6t. Mariahalden, in an elevated situation, with terrace

;

RossLi, R., L., & A. IV2-2. B. 1, D.2V4, pens, from 41/2 fr.; Hiesch. — Rail.
Restaurant. — English Church Service in summer.

Weesen (1410'), a favourite summer-resort, lies in a sheltered

site at the W. end of the Walensee. A shady promenade skirts the

lake, affording charming views. The Klosterberg yields good wine.
ExctTRSioNs. Shady paths ascend to the (25 min.) Kapfenberg, which

affords a charming survey. — Pleasant walk (from the station 3/4 hr., or
from Stat. Ziegelbrucke 2U min.) to the top of the Biberlikopf (1895'); fine

view of the Walensee and of the Linththal up to Ketstal and down to the
Buchberg. — A very attractive excursion may be made by boat across the
lake to (3/4 hr.) the hamlet of Beilis, prettily situated beside the ruin of
Strahlegg, at the foot of the Leistkamm. Fine view of Muhlehorn, the
Miirtschenstock, etc. From Betlis we may walk to the ruined Seren-Miihle and
the Falls of the Serenbach (p. 50). or we may ascend to (i hr.) Amden.

A road (diligence from the rail, station twice daily in I1/2 hr. ; one-
horse carr. 10 fr.), with fine views of the lake, but rather steep and
destitute of shade, ascends from Weesen to (U/2 hr.) Amden (3U80'; *i?trscA),

loftily situated on sunny pastures. Beautiful view of the lake from the

(1/2 hr.) Gyregarii. — From Amden to the Leistkamm (6905'), 4 hrs. , with
guide (8 fr. ; Thoma of Amden), easy and interesting. — From Amden to

Starkenbach or Stein in the Toggenburg (p. 63) over the Amdener Berg
(5055'), 5 hrs. (no guide required), a route affording beautiful views, but
fatiguing on account of the stone pavement.

The *Speer (6415'), an admirable point of view, 4-4V2 hrs. (guide, 7 fr.,

unnecessary). At the church of Weesen we turn to the left, and ascend

Baedrkrr, Switzerland. I8th Edition. 4
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for the first V2 tr. over rough pavement of conglomerate (pleasant retro-
spects of the lake). Then a steep ascent through woods and meadows;
2V2-3 hra. Untere Butz-Alp (3563'); 1 hr. Ober-Kasern Alp (5725'; 'Inn
zum Hohen Speer), Thence to the left to the top, a steep ascent of 3/4 lir.

more. Beautiful view over E. and N.E. Switzerland. From Ebnat or Nesslau
(p. 68j the Speer is ascended in 5 hrs.

The *Walensee, or Lake of Walenstadt (1385'), 91/4 M. long,

11/4 M. wide, 495' deep, is hardly inferior to the Lake of Lucerne
in grandeur. The N. bank consists of precipices, 2000' to 3000'

high, ahove which rise the barren peaks of the Curfirst€n{Leistkamm
6905', Selun 7245', Frumsel 7440', Brisi 7480', Zustoll 7345',

Scheibenstoll 7342', and Hinterruck 7575'). The hamlet of Quinten
alone has found a site on the N. bank. On the S. bank also the rocks,

pierced by nine tunnels, are very precipitous at places. At the mouths
of the small torrents which descend from the Murtschenstock (8012')

lie several villages. The 'Electra', a small electric launch, plies on
the lake, if ten passengers are secured (80 c. per hour for eachpers.).

Beyond Weesen we cross the Linth Canal (to the right the

Glarus line, see R. 21), and, farther on, the Escher Canal (p. 72)
near its influx into the Walensee, and pass through two tunnels

with apertures in the side next the lake. Beyond them we see the

Bayerbach waterfall on the opposite bank, and the village of Amden
on the hill above ; then the falls of the Serenbach, which sometimes

dry up in summer. Three more tunnels, between which we obtain

pleasant glimpses of the lake and the waterfalls opposite. — 50 M.
Muhlehom (^Zur Muhle^ Tellsplatte, both unpretending).

A fine new road (recommenf^ed to pedestrians) leads from Miihlehom
via (V2 31.) Muhlethal, (3/4 M.) Tiefenwinkel (brewery), and (1 M.) Murg to

(11/2 M.) Unter-Terzen and (3 M.) Walenstadt (p. 51).

From Muhlehobn to Mollis ovee the Kerenzenberg (3 hrs.), an inter-

esting walk. The road (diligence to Obstalden thrice daily in 1 hr. , fare

60 c; one-horse carriage 5, two-horse 8 fr.) ascends in wide curves
(short-cuts for walkers) to Voglingen and (3 M.) Obstalden (2237'; -Eirsch,

with a shady garden, pens. 5i/2-6V2fr. ; 'Stern^ pens. 5-6 fr.), a charm-
ingly situated summer- resort, affording a fine view of the Walensee.
A pleasant excursion may be made hence , or from Filzbach (see below),

to the (iV2 hr.) pretty Thalalp-See (6309'). Thence via the Spannegg and
the Flatten-Alp to Glarus, see p. 74; from the Spannegg to the

Murtschen-Alp and over the Murgsee - Furkel to the Murgseen., see p. 45.

The Miirtschenstock (8012') may be ascended from Obstalden via the

Meeren-Alp (4920) in 5 hrs. (toilsome and for thorough adepts only

;

guide, Jac. Heussi. 20 fr.). — Beyond Obstalden the road skirts the Sallem-
tohel. 11/4 M. Filzbach (2335'; Hot. Miirtschenstock; Rossli, plain), a village

also frequented as a summer-resort. From the Britttrhohe (2920'), reached

in 1/2 hr. by ascending to the left (finger-post), we enjoy an admirable view
of the Walensee and the mountains of Toggenburp; and Glarus ; a niore ex-

tensive view is obtained from the Neuenkamm (6253'), reached via Habev-
gschwend in 31/2 hrs. (guide desirable). - The road ascends for a short

distance, and then descends steadily. In 20 min. we reach a point (right),

affording a good view of the head of the Walensee, the valley of the Linth

Canal, bounded on the left by the Hirzli (5385'), and the Wiggis chain. Ifeat

(3 M.) Beglingen we get a glimpse of the Glarnisch and the Todi, and then

descend in windings (avoided by short-cuts) to (1 M.) Mollis (p. 72).

Two more tunnels. To the left lies Quinten (see above) , con-

nected with Murg by a telephone-wire across the lake.
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51 M. Murg [Schiffli, Rossli, both well spoken of, pens, from
4 fr. ; Kreuz, Hirsch^ all plain), charmingly situated at the mouth
of the Murgthal, with a spinning-mill.

Walk along the road to Muhlehoi'n and Wahfistadt, see p. lO. Pleasant
footpaths lead to (8/4 hr.) Quarterly (IV2 hr.) Obstalden, and other points.
Fine views of the Walensee and Curlirsten.

A visit to the Uurgthal, a valley 12 M. long, is recommended (gnide
unnecessary). A good road ascends to the right from the spinning-mill
to (20 min.) the mill-reservoir. Here we have a choice of paths, one, on
the other side of the tirst bridge (*Waterfall) , ascending between the
Rossli and ihe factory-wall. At (.lV2hr.) the second bridge the two paths
unite. After a steep ascent of 3/4 hr. on the left bank the path returns
to the Murg and crosses it by a third bridge at the (V2 hr.) beginning of

the Merlen-Alp (3640'). [To the right ascend? the route to the ifurtschen-
Alp (see beluw 5 1/2 hr. farther up are the foils of the Sponbach, in a wild
ravine).] The track then ascends on the right bank, through meadows and
wood and past the Bachlcmi and Mornen-Alps, to the (21/2 hrs.) three
Murgseen (5490', 5955', and 5980). From the highest lake the *Roththor
t.8250') may be ascended in 2 hrs. (guide desirable, 4fr.; the fisherman or a
herdsman); striking view (W. the Glarnisch , S.W. the Todi, S.E. the
Calanda, E. the Scesaplana, N. the Sentis and Curfirsten, N.W. the hill-

country of Ziirich). — From the highest lake a rough path crosses the
Widerstein-Furkel {Murg Pass, 66050 to the Muhlebach-Thal and (2V2 hrs.)
Engi in the Sernfthal (p. bl); another (guide 17 fr.) leads over the
Murgsee-Furkel (6570') to the Murtschen-Alp (6060'), and then past the
Murtschenstock and Fronalpstock to the Heuboden-Alp (p. (4) and (5 hrs.)
Glarus. Or, from the Miirtschen-Alp we may proceed via the Spannegg
(p. 74) to the Thalalp-See and to (41/2 hrs.) Obstalden or Filzbach (p. 50).

Beyond Murg, another tunnel ; above, to the right, the village of

^warfen (1760'; *Curhau3 Quarten, pens, from 4 fr.}, charmingly
situated, with anew church. — 531/2 M. Unter-Terzen (Blumenau;
Freieck).

A fine new road leads heuce via Quarten to the (33,4 M.) second bridge
in the Murgthal (see above). — A pleasant excursion may be made from.
Unter-Terzen (with guide), via Ober-Terzen, to the (3 hrs.) three Seewen
Lakes (5320'). We return by the Molveer-Alp (6u65') and the saddle be-
tween the JIanzkopf and the Breitmantel, which aflords a fine view of
the Murtschenstock and other peaks. *^n reaching (I3/4 hr.) the Munz-Alp
(5835') we descend either through the Kobelicald to (11/4 hr.) Quarten, or
(steep) to the (1 hr.) Bachlaui-Alp in the Murgthal (see above).

On the steep rocks opposite are several waterfalls ; to the right,

the village oiMols (Thalhof, pens, from 4 fr.). Then a tunnel and
a bridge across the Seez Canal.

56 M. Walenstadt (1407'; "»Hotel-Pension Churfirsten, at the

station, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1, D. 2, pens. 5-6 fr.; ^Hirsch, Krone^
Harmonie, Sonne) lies 1/2 M. from theE. end of the lake, on which
is the ^Hot.-Pens. Seehof.

Excursion (with guide , Franz Dort) from Walenstadt by a steep
path through wood to the (2 hrs.) Alp Losis; then, nearly level, to the Alp
Buls and (3/4 hr.) the Tschingeln-Alp (4985' ; milk) ; follow the slopes of the
Curfirsten, with a series of beautiful views, to the (IV* hr.) Alp Schwaldis
(4825') and return by Alp Schrinen (4110') to (IV2 hr.) Walenstadt ; or proceed
from Alp Schwaldis to the Sdls-Alp (4655'), descend by the Std/eli to the
(1 hr.) Laubegg-Alp (4510') and thence by a steep path, but free from
danger, to (IV2 hr.) Qmnten (see above), whence the lake is crossed by boat
to Murg. — To AuDEs via, the Leistkamm (6905'), 8-9 hrs. with guide (15 fr.),

very attractive (comp. p. 49). — To Wildhacs in the Toggenburg (p. 68)

4*
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a rough path, with splendid views, crosses the Kdserruck (7435'; 6 hrs.

;

gnide 15 fr.).

We now ascend the broad valley of the Seez. On a rock to the

right, the ruins of Graplang (Romanic Crap Long), or Langenstein

;

to the left, on a rocky height above Berschis, the pilgrimage-church

of St. Georgen (1940'). — 58 M. Flums (1455'; Zum Seezthal).

To the S.W. opens the Schilbach-Thal. In the background rise the

WeissmeUen (8135') and the strangely formed Spitzmeilen (8218').—
Near (64 M.) Mels (1607'; Melserhof, at the station; Frohsinn) the

Seez descends from the Weisstannen-Thal, a valley to the S.W.
The 'Alvier (7753'), an admirable point of view, may be ascended

hence in 5 hrs. (guide, 10 fr., unnecessary for adepts). The path ascends
steeply from the station to the right to the (3 hrs.) Alp Pal/ries (4850';
Curhaus, plain), traverses steep and rocky slopes, and (2 hrs.) reaches the
summit through a narrow cleft by steps cut in the rock (clnb-hut). The
magnificent view embraces the Rhine Valley, the Rhsetikon, and the
Vorarlberg, Appenzell, and Glarus Mts. (good panorama by Simon). Good
paths ascend from Flums, Sevelen, Buchs, and Triibbach (comp. p. 66).

Feom Mels TO Vattis, through the Weisstannen-Thal and Cal/eisen-Thal
(10-11 hrs.). The winding road ascends through the beautiful Weisstannen-
Thal to (8 M.) Weisstannen (3265'; "Alpenhof, plain; Gamsli; FroMnn,
well spoken of). Thence (with C. Tschirgi as guide; 15 fr.) , by Unter-
Lavtina (4325') and Valtusch (5940') , in 4 hrs. to the Heidel Pass (7865'),

between the Seezherg and the Heidelspitz (7980'), where we have a fine view
of the huge Sardona Glacier, the Trinserhorn, and Ringelspitz. Descent
into the Calfeis en- Thai, to the Tamina bridge near St. Martin (4430') 2 hrs.,

and to Vattis (p. 72) 1^/4 hr. more. — From Weisstannen to Elm by the Foo
Pass, see p. 82 ; to Matt by the Rieseten Fast, see p. 81.

At (65 M.) Sargans (1590'; Rail. Restaurant ; Rehstock; Krone.,

Lowe, both plain) we reach the Rhine Valley and the Rorschach
and Coire line (R. 18; to Coire 14 M.). The little town, 3/^ M.
to the N.W., lies picturesquely at the foot of the Gonzen, and is

commanded by an old castle (still habitable) of the former Counts
of Toggenburg.

The *Gonzen (6015'), easily ascended from Sargans in 3V2 hrs. via the
N.E. side (guide 8 fr.), commands an exceedingly picturesque view of the
Weisstannen-Thal, the Seez-Thal, the Walensee, and the Rhine Valley
from Landquart to the Lake of Constance.

Railway via Ragatz to (79 M.) Coire, see p. 66.

15. From Zurich to Romanshorn and Friedrichshafen

(Lindau)

.

Comp. Maps, pp. M, 28, 30.

Railway to Romanshorn (51 M.) in 2-4 hrs. (8fr. 65, 6fr. 5, 4 fr. 35 c).
Steamboat thence to Friedrichshafen in 1 hr. (1 ^ 20 or 80 pf.) ; to Lin-
dau in 11/2 hr. (2 Jf 25 or 1 ^/ 50 pf.).

The train crosses the Sihl, ascends in a wide curve, crosses

the Limmat, and passes under the Kdferberg by a tunnel 1020 yds.

long. — 3 M. Oerlikon (1443'; Sonne; Railway Hotel), junction of

the line Eglisau-Schaffhausen (p. 35). Electric line to Zurich, see

p. 37. To Wettingen, see p. 22.

The line crosses the Glatt. At (51/2 M.I Wallisellen (Linde) the
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Rapperswil line diverges to the right (see p. 48). Fine view of

the Glarus Alps. 71/2 M. Dietlikon; IOY2M. Effretikon (branch-

line to Wetzikon, p. 48); 13 M, Kemptthal. Near Winterthur the

Toss is crossed. On a hill to the left, the ruins of Hoch-Wulflingen.
16 M. Winterthur (1447'; pop. 20,845; Hot. Terminus^ at the

station; *Goldner Lowe, R., L., & A. 21/2-3, B. 1V4) ^' 3, pens.

7-8 fr. ; *Kron€, R. & A. from 2, D. 21/2 fr. ; '^Adler, R., L., «fe A.
11/2-2, B. 1, D. 11/2-3, pens. 5-8 fr.; Railway, Rheinfels, and
Walhalla Restaurants; Heinrich Langsdorf, U. S. Con. Agent), on

the Eulach, is an industrial and wealthy town and an important

railway-junction. Handsome Stadthaus designed by Semper. The
School (with statues of Zwingli, Gessner, Pestalozzi, and Sulzer)

contains the town-library and a few Roman antiquities found near

Ober-Winterthur (p. 34). In the Kunsthalle some good paintings.

The Panorama of the Rigi near the Polytechnicum is worth seeing.
Fkom Winteethdr to Waldshdt, 32 M., railway in 2 hrs. The

]ine traverses the Tossthal. Stat. Toss , Wiilflingen, F^ungen-Neftenhach,
Emhracli-Rovhas. The train leaves the Toss and passes through a
tunnel (1980 yds.). IOV2 M. Biilach (p. 35); I2V2 M. Glattfelden; ISVz M.
Eglisau (to Schaffhausen, see p. 34). — We now follow the left bank of

the Rhine and cross the Glatt. Stat. Zweidlen; 19 M. Weiach-Kaiserstuhl,
an old town with a massive tower; on the right hanli, Schloss Roteln, and
farther on, the ruins of Weiss- Wasserstelz. Stat. Riimikon , Reckingen,
Zurzach, and (SO'/z M.) Coblenz, where the Rhine is crossed to (82 M.)
Waldshut (p. 25). Via Laufenhurg to Stein-Sackingen, see p. 20.

From WiNTERTHUE to Ruti, 291/2 M., in 2-3 hrs., by the Tossihal-Bahn.
Stations : Griize and Seen. Near (5 M.) Sennhof (25 min. to the S.W. of which
is the old chateau of Kyburg, 2070', commanding a fine view) we enter the
pretty Toss <7i«L Stations: Kollbrunn, Rikon, Zell.iiO:!,!.) Turbenihal (Bar), Wyla
(with a picturesquely situated church), Sala7id, and (16 M.) Bauma (Tanne),
all thriving industrial places. About 2V4 M. to the E. of Zell, on the slope
of the Schauenberg , is the frequented Oirenbad (2428'), with an alkaline
spring (see p. 54). Then Steg , Fischenthal , Gibswyl-Ried. From the last,

situated on the watershed, the Bachiel (p. 48) may be ascended in 1 hr.

Then through the picturesque valley of the Jona to (25 M.) Wald (2037';

"Krone; Rossli), an industrial place (64(X) inhab.) at the S.E. foot of the
Bachtel (p. 48). Passing the waterfall of Hohe Lauf , we join the Zurich
and Rapperswil line at (29V2 M.)i2M7i (p. 48).

From Winterthur to Schaffhausen , see R. 12; to St. Gallen and Ror-
schach, see R. 16; to Constance^ see R. 11.

The Romanshorn line traverses the green and fertile Thurgau.

20 M. Wiesendangen ; 24 M. Islikon.

26 M. Frauenfeld (1335'; pop. 6087; *Falke ; *H6tel Bahn-
hof, at both R. IV2-2, B. 1, D. 21/2 fr.; Krone), on the Murg, with

large cotton-factories, is the capital of the Thurgau. The handsome
Schloss^ on an ivy-clad rock, is said to have been built by a Count of

Kyburg in the 11th century.
From Frauenfeld to Wtl, 11 M,, steam-tramway in I-IV* ^^- (fares

1 fr. 80, 1 fr. 30 c). Stations : Murkart, Mazingeii, Jakobsthal, Wdngi, Rosen-
thal, Miinchweilen, and Wyl (p. 54).

29 M. Felben. Near (321/2 M. ) Miillheim the train crosses the

Thur. 35 M. Marstetten; 3'7V2 M. Weinfelden (1415'; Krone;

Traube; Hot. BahnhofJ. To the left, ScMoss Weinfelden (1850';
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view), on the vine -clad Otfenfecrgr. 3972 M. BiXrglen. — 41 M.
Sulgen (^1684'; Helvetia; Schweizerhof).

From Sulgen to Gossao, li'/z M., railway in 67inin. (1 fr. 65, 1 fr. 15 c.)-

We traverse the pretty valley of the Thur. Stations: Kradolf^ Sitterthal.

6 M. Bischofzell (1653'; Linde; Thurbad, pens. 41/2-5 fr.), -a small town at

the confluence of the Thur and Sitter. Then Hauptweil, Amegg^ Oossau
(see below)

Stations: Erkn (Hot. Balinhof), Amrisweil (*Krone), and (51 M.)
Romanshorn (1322' ; *H6telBodan, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1 fr. ; *Falke

;

Hecht; Jdger ; *Rail. Bestaurant) , on a promontory on the Lake

of Constance. Thence to Friedrichshafen or Lindau^ see p. 30.

16. From Zurich to St. Gallen, Rorschach, and
Lindau.

Comp. Maps, pp. 44, 58, 30.

Railway to St. Gallen (52V2M.) in 2-3 hrs. (8 fr. 80, 6 fr. 20, 4 fr. 40 c);
to Rorschach (62 M.) in 22/3-4V-i hrs. (10 fr. 35, 7 fr. 45, 5 fr. 30 c). — Steam-
boat from Rorschach to Lindau in IV4 hr. (IJt 65 or 1 Jf 10 pf.).

From Ziirich to (16 M.) Winterthur, see p. 53. The Curfirsten

gradually appear to the S. , and the Appenzell Mts. to the S.E. —
2OV2 M. Rdterschen; 24 M. Elgg (2012'; Ochs ; Lowe). To the S.

(4 M.) is the Schauenberg (2930'; fine view), on the S.W. slope of

which lies the Girenbad (see p. 53). — 26V2 ^^' Aadorf (Linde

;

Lowe); 29V2M. Eschlikon; 31 M. Sirnach.

To THE HoENLi, 3 hrs., interesting. A road ascends the valley of the

Murg via Dustnang and Fischingen (2067'; *Sonne, Stern), with its old

ahbey, to the (6V2 M.) cross at Allenwinden (3125'), whence a good path
leads to the (3/4 hr.) top of the *H6rnli (3725'; Restaurant), a famous point
of view. The descent may be made to Bauma (p. 53).

341/2 M. Wyl (1930'; *Hotel Bahnhof ; Hot. Schbnthal, well

spoten of), a pleasant old town (4000 inhab.). Branch-line to Ebnat,

see p. 67; steam-tramway to Frauenfeld, see p. 53.

The train crosses the Thur by an iron bridge , near the old

castle of Schwarzenbach. 39^2 M. Vtzwyl, the station for Nieder-

Vtzwyl on the left, and Ober- Vtzwyl on the right. (Near the

former, IY4M. from the station, is the hydropathic oi Buchenthal.')

— 43 M. Flawyl (2020'; *Rdssli; Post), a large manufacturing

village. The G'Zaff is crossed. 46 M. Gossau (Hot. Bahnhof ; branch-

line to Sulgen, see above). — 48V2M. Winkeln fKreuz ; Lowe).
Fkom Winkeln to Appenzell, 16 M., in IV2 hr., by the narrow-gauge

Appenzell Railway. The line passes the Heinrichsbad (-Curhaus, with chaly-

beate spring); 3 M. Herisau (2550'; 12. 937 inhab. ; *Ldwe, R. 21/2, B. 1, D. 21/2,

pens. from4V2fr.; <S;orc/i), a thriving 'village' with extensive muslin-factories

and a clock-tower attributed to the 7th century. — 5 M. Wylen; 51/2 M. Wald-
statt (2700'; *Hir8ch; Pens. Sentisblick), with a chalybeate spring and whey-
cure. Then through the Urndsch Valley, by Zilrchersmiihle, to (9V4 M.) Urn&sch
(2735'; "Krone; Bahnhof). About 1/2 M- above Urnasch is the primitive spa
of Rosenhugel (2892'). — Beyond Urnasch the train passes the (IIV2 M.)

Jacobsbad (to the E.), with its mineral spring (good quarters), and goes on
to (13 M.) Gonten (2970'; Lotoe; Krone; Bar) and {ii:^l.)Gonterbad (2925'),

a well -managed establishment, with a chalybeate spring (pens. 5-6 fr.).

It then crosses the deep valley of the Kaubac'h to (16 M.) Appenzell (p. 61).
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— Ascent of the Seniis from Urnasch, see p. 63. Over the Krdzern Pass
Neu-St-Johann^ see p. 68.

We cross the deep valley of the Sitter by an iron bridge, 207 yds.

long, 174' high. A little lower down is the Krazernbriicke, with

its two stone arches, built in 1810. — 50 M. Bruggen.

521/2 ^1- St. Gallen. — Hotels. *Hecht, Theater-Platz, R., L., & A.

2V2-4, D., incl. wine, 3'/2 fr. ; *Linde, Leonhard-Str., with cafe-restaurant;
'HiESCH, in the market-place, R. & A. 2-2V2, D- 3 fr. ; *Walhalla, op-
posite the station, E. li 2-31/2, B. IV4, I>- 3 fr.-, Schiff, R. IV2-2, B. 2, D.
21/2 fr. ; OcHS. moderate. — Cafes. Linde; Pavilion; Truchli; Edrnli;
Rail. Restaurant. — Baths at the Lochlibad, Tohler''s (St. Magnihalden),
and Seiferfs (Rurschacher-Str.) ; in summer, open-air baths at Dreilinden
(p. 56). — Cabs: 1/4 tr., 1-2 persons 80 c, 3-4 pers. 1 fr. 20, 1/2 lir. 1 fr. 20
and 1 fr. 80, 3/^ hr.-"! fr. 60 and 2 fr. 40 c. 1 hr. 2 fr. and 3 fr., luggage 20 c.

;

double fares at night. — U.S. Consul-General, James T. Bvhois^ Esq.

St. Gallen [2208'], one of the highest of the larger towns of

Europe, capital of the canton, and an episcopal see, is one of the

chief industrial towns in Switzerland. Embroidered cotton goods

are its staple product. Pop. 30.520.

From the station we go to the left through the Post-Strasse or

the Bahnhof-Strasse to the Market-Place, the centre of the crowd-

ed Old Town. The busy Marktgasse then leads S. to the Prot. Church

of St. Lawrence, rebuilt in the Gothic style in 1849-54, with a

lofty tower. Adjacent is the N. entrance to the Klostbbhof ('Stifts-

einfang'), containing the Bbxedictine Abbey, founded in the 7th

cent, by St. Gallus, an Irish monk, rebuilt in the 18th cent., and
suppressed in 1805, one of the most famous seats of learning in Eu-
rope from the 8th to the 10th century. The buildings now accom-
modate the Cantonal offices , the bishop's residence, and the cel-

ebrated Abbey.Library. The last [open on Mon.jWed., and Sat. 9-12
and 2-4, for strangers at other times also) containsSO, 000 vols. (1558
incunabula) and many valuable MSS. (a psalter of Notker Labeo
of the 10th cent, and a Nibelungenlied of the 13th cent.); of those

mentioned in a catalogue of the year 823 about 400 still exist. —
The Abbey Church, rebuilt in 1755-65 in the rococo style, contains

finely carved choir-stalls and a beautiful iron choir-screen.

Behind the abbey flows the 5tei7?ac/i.— To the E., beyond the moat
skirting this part of the old town, is the large Cantonal School House,
containing the Town Library {^Bibliotheca Vadiana' ; open Tues.,

Thurs., and Sat., 2-4; valuable MSS., chiefly of the Reformation
period) and the collections of the Geographical ^' Commercial Society

(open Sun. 10-12 & 1-3; Wed. and Sat. 1-3). — Near it, in the Mu-
seums-Str., by the Grosse Briihl, is the Museum. On the groundfloor

are the Natural History Collections (open Sun. 10-12 and 1-3,

Wed. and Frid. 1-3); on the first floor the Picture Gallery of the

Kunstverein (open Sun. 10-12 & 1-3, Wed. 1-4; works by Koller,

Diday, Makart, A. Feuerbach, Ritz, Schirmer, and others), and the

collections of the Historical Society (open Sun., 10-12, and Wed.
1-4). Behind the museum is the Public Park, prettily laid out, —
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In the Linden-Platz, outside the Rossli-Thor, is the *Broder Foun-
tain^ by A. Bosch, erected in 1893 to celebrate the completion of

the aqueduct from the Lake of Constance.

The Industrial Museum^ with a school of design, is in the Vadian-

Strasse (open Sun. 10-12; on other days, except Mon., 9-12 and
2-5). — From the S. end of the town a cable-tramway (3 min.

;

fare 15, down 10 c.) ascends through the gorge of the Steinach to

the suburb of Miihlegg (2440' 5 restaurant). On the other side of

the Steinach, 1/2 M- to t^^ E., are the open-air baths of Dreilinden

(2540'), much frequented in summer.
ExcuKSioNS. The *Freudenberg (2910'; Inn, mediocre), IV2 M. to the

E. of the town and 3/4 M. from Miihlegg (see above ; carriage for 1-2 pera.

7 fr., 3-4 pers. 12 fr.), commands a charming view of the Lake of Constance
as far as Lindau; in the foreground lie St. Gallen and the surrounding
country, dotted with houses, to the S. the Sentis chain, the Glarnisch,
Todi, etc. — The * Vogelisegg (41/2 31- ; carr. 6 or 10 fr.

; p. CO) and the
*Frolichsegg (4M.5 p. 64) also afford fine views. — The nunnery of Notkersegg
(2580') and the Kurzegg Inn (2735'), both on the road to Vogelisegg, command
fine views of the Bodensee. — To the Rosenberg (2470'; carriage 2 fr., 3 fr.),

with the Kurzenburg, a deaf-and-dumb institution, and numerous villas;

the route runs via Rotmonten, on the saddle, to the (1 hr.) inn of SS. Peter

and Paul (2580'), with a large deer-park. — Through the Gemeindsboden
or via Miihlegg (see above) to the Falkenburg ('2560'), which commands
the best view of the town. We then cross the wooded Bernegg to the

Vogelherd, with a charming view and a monument to the poet Scheffel,

to the (3/4 hr.) Im Nesi Inn^ and to the (10 min.) Solitude (2690'; views).

Then back by the Teufen road (2 M.). — Kronbiihl (2035'; inn; carriage

3 fr., 5 fr.), 3 M. to the N. on the Arbon road, with a view of the Lake
of Constance. — *Untere Waid (Dr. Bock) and Obere Waid (pens. 71/2-15 fr.),

two health-resorts, 3 M. to the N.E., with splendid view of the Lake of

Constance (carriage in V2 hr., 4 fr., 6 fr.). — Bruggen and the '-Sitter-

Iriicke (p. 55), by rail in 8 minutes. — Martinstohel and Motielischloss, see

p. 57. — Tramway to Gais, see p. 64.

From St. Gallen the line descends through a long cutting to

(531/2 M.) St.Fiden (2126'; Hot. National), and enters the wild

valley of the Steinach. Embankments and cuttings are traversed in

rapid succession. Nearly the whole Lake of Constance is frequently

visible, with Friedrichshafen on its N. bank. — Turning to the

right, the line crosses the Goldach by a bridge of five arches near

(56V2 M.) Morschwil (1778'; *Pens. Villa Forstegg, well situated,

pens. 6-9 fr. ; *Pens. Gallusberg, near the station).

62 M. Korschach. — Lake Railway Station (•Restaurant, see below),

at the pier, the chief passengers' station; Town Station, ^U M. to the E.,

where the lines from St. Gallen and Romanshorn join that from Coire.

Hotels. Ankek, R., L., <fe A. 3-5, B. IV4, D- 31/2, pens. 9-12 fr. ; Hiksch,

E. 2, B. 1 fr. ; Schweizebhof ; Badhof ; Hotel Bodan; Hot. Stieelin;

ScHiFF, R. 11/2, B. 1. D. IV2, pens. 5-6 fr. ; Hotel Bahnhof, Post, R. 2, D.

2V2fr-, these two near the Lake Station ; Schafle, with garden, moderate;
RossLE, E. I-IV4, pens. 31/2 fr. ; Zdk Ilge; Geunee Baum, R., L.. & A. 1V2-2,
B. 1, D. 2-21/2, pens. 5-7 fr., well spoken of; OcHS, with brewery. — "Rail.

Restaurant, with a balcony and view of the lake. Beer at Spierig^s, behind
the station, and at the Falke (with rooms to let). — Baths at Natter's, on

the lake; Lake Baths 1/4 M. to the W.

Rorschach (1310'
;
pop. 5867), a busy town on the Lake of Con-

stance, chiefly important for its corn-trade, is also a summer-resort.
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ExcDEsioNS. Above Rorschach rises the old abbey of Mariaberg, with
handsome cloisters, now a school. The view from the Rorschacher Berg,
the green orchard-like hill behind the town, embraces the whole lake,

with the Vorarlberg Mts. and the Rhsetikon chain. Its summit, the *Ross-
biihel (2925'-, /«n, good wine), maybe reached in U/t hr. from Rorschach
(boy to show the way desirable). The whole hillside is intersected by roads,
which afford a great many pleasant walks. Good inns at (1/2 hr.) the Sulz-

herg and (V2 hr.) the HoTienrain. — The St. Anna Schloss (1535'), since
1449 the property of the Abbots of St. Gallen, has been partly restored
(restaurant); fine view from the upper rooms. The road, which is steep
towards the end, takes about 3/-» ^'^- from the station. The view from the
Jdgerhaus., 1,2 hr. farther up, is still more extensive (inn, good wine).

To the Martinstobel and Mottelischloss and back, 3 hours. By the St.

Gallen railway to St. Fiden, see p. 56. Below the station we take the road
to Neudorf (brewery on the left), descend the highroad, and diverge to the
right by the Heiden road into the Martinstobel, the gorge of the Goldach
(ISGO"), spanned by an iron bridge ICK/ high. Here, at the beginning of the
10th cent., the monk Xotker composed his 'Media vita in morte sumus\
upon seeing a man accidentally killed. Beyond the bridge we ascend the
road to the left, passing the debris of a landslip which took place in 1845,

to Untereggen (2080' 5 Schafle), and thence descend the Goldach road as
far as a road leading through a grassy dale past a large pond to the right

to the Mottelischloss. This was formerly the seat of the Barons of Sulz-
berg, of whom it was purchased by the wealthy Motteli family of St. Gallen,
and after various vicissitudes it has now fallen into disrepair. . 'View from
the platform on the top (gratuity), one of the finest near the lake. Pleasant
walk back to Rorschach through the Witholz (1/2 hr.). — To Tiibach, amid
fruit-trees, and the Castle of Sieinach, 1 hr. — By the 'Obere Weg', with fine

views, to (1 hr.) "Wylen (^Inn), near the Duke of Parma's chateau of
Wartegg, with its beautiful park. — By Siaad (p. 64) to (IV4 hr.) Schloss
"Weinburg , summer-seat of the Prince of Hohenzollern (visitors admitted
to the fine park); splendid view from the Steinerne Tisch, above the chateau
(return via Thai and Eheineck^ p. 64). — To Wahenhau^en and the Meldegg,
see p. 64.

At Horn (on the lake, I1/2 M. to the N.W.; railway, see p. 38) there are
a large *Hotel d- Bath House (pension 6 fr.), and the Eirsch Inn. Kear Horn,
to the left, is the chateau of the Landgrave of Hessen-Philippsthal.

Railway to Coire . see p. 64; to Heiden^ see p. 59; to Constance, see
p. 38.

To Lindau by steamer (1 hr. ; fares 1 J^ 75, 1 J/ 10 pf. ; D.

21/2 «^)> comp. p. 30. To the S.E. is Bregenz, at the foot of the

Pfander; in the "background, the Rhaetikon chain; to the S., the

Appenzell Mts. and the Sentis.

Lindau. — *Baykischer Hof, R. , L., & A. 2V2-5, B. IV4, D- 3,

pens. 7-10 Jl ; *H6tel Reutemann, Lindader Hof, Kbone, R. IV2-2V2,
D. 21/2 Jf; Helvetia, R. P/t-i^/i Jt; all on the lake; Sonne, in the Reichs-
platz; Gartchen auf der Mauer, a pension on the mainland. — Restau-
rants: Seegarten, near the Bayrischer Hof (also rooms); iSchiitzengavten, a
restaurant on the old bastion, near the Roman tower, with view ; adjacent
to it, Rupflin (wine); Rail. Restaurant. — Lake Baths on the N.W. side of
the town, in the inner arm of the lake.

Lindau (pop. 5400), the terminus of the Bavarian S.W. Rail-

way (express to Munich 5 hrs.), once an imperial town and for-

tress (1275-1803) , and in the middle ages a busy commercial
place, lies on an island in the Lake of Constance, connected with
the mainland by a railway-embankment and by a wooden bridge,

356 yds. long. Lindau is said to have been the site of an ancient

Roman fort, to which the venerable tower near the bridge perhaps
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belonged. On the qnay is a monument to King Max II. (d. 1864),
in bronze, designed by Halbig. At the end of the S. pier, on a

granite pedestal 33' high, is placed an imposing lion in marble, 20'

in height, also by Halbig ; opposite, on the N. pier, is a Lighthouse,

The harbour is adjoined to the S. by the Alte Schanz^ which com-
mands a view of the Alps from the Scesaplana to the Sentis (moun-
tain-indicator). In the Reichsplatz are the Town Hall^ erected in

1422-36 and restored in 1885-87, with painted facades and a

collection of antiquities (open 11-12, Sun. 2-5), and the hand-
some Reichsbrunnen, -with a bronze figure of 'Lindauia' and other

allegorical figures, erected in 1884. At the Land-Thor^ at the end
of the wooden bridge, is an old Roman Tower. A viaduct at the N.
end of the station leads to the W. across the railway to the walk
round the island and to the men's baths. To the E. we may follow

the Bahnhof-Str. to the Maximilian- Str., which contains the best

shops.
Excursions. Pleasant walk on the N. bank of the lake towards the left

(cross the railway-embankment and turn to the left), passing the villas of
Aaher, Lotzbeck (pretty park), Giebelbach, Lingg ('Frescoes by Kane), and
others, to the (2V 4 M.) Schachenbad (Pens. Freihof) and the (3/4 M.) Linden-
hof (or Villa Gruber), with its beautiful grounds and hot-houses (adm. on
Frid. gratis; at other times 1 J(, tickets at the Schachenbad; closed on
Sun.). About 1/2 M. farther on is the chateau of Alicind. — Beautiful view
from the (1/2 hr.) vine-clad *Hoierberg (1496'), which is reached by a path
skirting the railway and passing the village of Eoiren, or to the left via
Emitweiler (~Schmids Restaurant) and Schachen (Zum Schlossle). The road
from the Landthor leads via Aeschach (Schlatter). Two inns and a belvedere
on the top. — To Bregenz, see p. 446.

17. The Canton of Appenzell.
The Canton of Appenzell cannot vie in grandeur with many other parts

of Switzerland, but it includes within a small space most of the charac-
teristics of the country. It boasts of one of Switzerland's largest lakes , of
an almost southern vegetation, of great industrial prosperity, of the richest

pastures, and even of lofty snow-mountains. The finest points are Eeiden,
St. Anthony''s Chapel., Wildkirchliy Ebenalp^ the Eohe Easten, and the Sentis.

This canton, which is entirely surrounded by that of St. Gallen, was
divided after the religious wars of 1597 into two half-cantons , Ausser-
Rhoden and Inner-Khoden, and to this day party-feeling on religious ques-
tions is very strong. Innee-Rhoden , which consists of pasture-land and
is 63 sq. M. in area, is almost exclusively Roman Catholic, and down to

1848 permitted no Protestants to settle within its limits ; even Roman Catho-
lics who were not natives of the canton were strictly excluded. This restric-

tion was nominally rescinded by an article of the Federal constitution in

1848, but little change has practically taken place. Population 12.903, of
whom about 700 only are Protestants. The inhabitants generally occupy
scattered cottages and huts •, they are, according to Merian (1650), 'a rough,
hardy, homely, and pious folk' •, their costume is picturesque and primitive,
and cattle-breeding and cheese-making are their chief pursuits. — Ausser-
Rhoden (90 sq. M., 54,200 inhab., 3500 Rom. Cath.) belongs to the Reformed
Church; one-fourth of its population is engaged in the cotton and silk manufac-
ture, chiefly for firms at St. Gallen. Almost every house has its loom, the
products of which often exhibit extraordinary taste and skill, and were
objects of admiration at the London and Paris Industrial Exhibitions. —
Comp. 'Appenzell: Pure Democracy and Pastoral Life in Inner-Rhoden'',
by Irving B. Richman (1895).
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Railway from Winkein to Appenzell i^i'2-2 hrs. ; from St. Gallen to Gais

l'/* br. : from Rorschach to Eeiden 55 minutes. — Diligence from Rheineck
to Heiden twice daily in IV4 tr. ; from ^« to Eeiden via Berneck. once daily

in 3 hrs. ; from Eeiden via Trogen and Speicher to Teufen twice daily in

23/4 hrs.; from Altstdtten to Gai*- daily in 2 hrs.; from Gais to Appenzell
five times daily in 35min.

-,
from St. Gallen \i& Speicher to Trogen thrice

daily in I3/4 hr. — Carriage from St. Gallen to Trogen 6 fr. (3-4 pers. 10 fr.),

to Appenzell 9 or 16, Weissbad 10 or l6V2fr.; half-fare more for the return.

The Rail-way fbom Rorschach to Heiden, 41/3 M. , is on the

rack-aud-pinion system (maximum gradient 1:11). The train starts

from the harbour station (p. 56), stops at the outer station, where

the toothed rail begins, and then ascends through orchards, afford-

ing charming glimpses of the lake. On the left, below, is the chateau

of Wartegg, on the right, above, Wartensee. Near (21/2 M.) stat.

Wienacht-Tobel (2025') are large quarries of fossiliferous sandstone.

"VVe then skirt the deep Wienachter Tobel^ obtaining to the left a

beautiful view of the rich valley, with the mountains of the Bre-

genzer Wald beyond, and the mouth of the Rhine below. Beyond

(3 M.) stat. Schwendi (2217') we cross the gorge by a lofty viaduct

and ascend over pastures and through wood.

4^/3 M. Heiden. — *Fkeihof & Schweizekhof. U.. L., & A. 2V2-6,
B. 11/2, D. 4, S. 2Vv, pens. 7-12 fr. ; *Kkoxe, R., L., & A. 1V2-3, B. IV4,

D. 3, pens. C-8 fr.
-,
*H6t. Mosee & Pens. Soxnekhugel, at the upper end

of the village, with baths and garden, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. ii 4, D- 3, S. 13/4,

pens. 6-7 fr. ; Pens. Dieteich, with restaurant; Linde; Hotel-Pension
Pakadies; Lowe; ^^Zuk Feohen Acssicht. R., L., & A. 2-272, B. 1, D. 2,

pens, 6-7 fr. ; Schafli ; Pens. Blcmenthal. Lodgings easily obtained. Baths
in the Quellenhof. — Vititors' Tax 3U c. per day; whey-cure tickets 1 fr.

per day, 5 fr. per week. — English Church Service in summer.

Heiden (2640'; pop. 3453), a thriving village with substantial

houses, lies amidst sunny meadows, and is a favourite air-cure resort.

At the upper end is a tasteful Curhalle. The gallery of the church-

tower and the grounds of the Freihof (see above) afford fine views.
Walks. To the *Bellevue (2865'; ''Pension tfc Restaurant Waldruh)., a

hill 25 min. to the S.E.. on the right bank of the Gstaldenbach, with inn
and a beautiful view of Heiden and the Lake of Constance, and in 20 min.
more to the Seniisblick ; W. to the Easenbiihl . Benzenriiti., and 'Sieinli.,

with a pavilion and charming view; S. to the Bischo/sbei'g (see below). To
the W.. below the Grub road (see below), the Kvahenicald (pleasant

grounds): N.W. (3., hr.) the Rossluhel ahove Grub (2925'; see p. 57).

A road affording picturesque views leads from Heiden to the X.E.
via Wolfhalden (2350 ; Friedberg; Adler; Pens. Blatter) to (4V2M.) Rheineck

Cp. 64; diHeence twice daily in 34 hr.) ; another attractive road to the W.
via G^rud (2643'; Ochs; Lowe-. Hir,-ch), a health resort. Egg ersried, a.n6. the
Mariinsiobel (p. 57) to (8 31.) S'. Gallen (p. 55).

The -Chapel of St. Anthony {^-St. AntiinibiW ; 3640'), IV4 br. to the
S. of Heiden. afibrds a famous view of the Rhine Valley (preferable to

that from the Kaien), Bregenz, Lindau, part of the Lake of Constance, and the
A'orarlberg and Appenzell Bits. One route to the chapel is by Oberegg
(29(X)'; Bar, pens. 3V2-Afr.); another, shorter, leads by the orphan-houses
and the Bischo/sberg (3095'; both routes denoted by blue marks). From
the chapel to Altstdtten (p. 65) IV2 hr. ; to Landmark and the top of the

Gairis (p. 6^) 2 hrs.

The Kaien., IVi br. to the S.TV. of Heiden, is also frequently ascended
(guide, not indispensable, IV2 fr.). "We follow the Trogen road for 1/4 M.
and then diverge to the right beyond a small bridge (finger-pOst 'Steinli,
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Kaien') and ascend by a good, red-marked path to the (I-IV4 l^r-) *Kaien.
The view from the summit (highest point 3690', signal 3612') embraces a
great part of the Lake of Constance and Canton Thurgau, the embouchures
of the Rhine and the Bregenzer Ach, the Vorarlberg and Liechtenstein Mts.,
with the white chain of the Rhsetikon and the Scesaplana above them to the
S.E. To the S. it affords a characteristic glimpse of the Appenzell district : the
Kamor and Hohe Kasten, the five peaks of the Furgglen-First and Kanzel, the
double-peaked Altmann, the snow-fields of the Sentis, and the Todi farther
distant; in the foreground woods, meadows, and the thriving villages of
Wald, Trogen, and Speicher; to the left above Trogen rises the Gabris
(see below) ; to the right, near Speicher, the Vogelisegg (see below) ; to the
left, above Speicher, in the distance, the Pilatus and the Rigi. — The Kaien
is IV2 hr. from Speicher, and 2V2 hrs. from St. Gallen. Trogen seems almost
within a stone's-throw, though really 3 M. distant. The path descends to
the right by the Gupf (3545'; inn) and Rehetobel(BiW^ ; *Hirsch), a village
beyond which the road to Trogen is visible in the wooded ravine far below.
Near the bridge, in the valley below, is a rustic tavern 'Am Goldach".

The Gabkis (see below) may be ascended from Heiden direct (avoiding
Trogen) : to St. Anthony's Chapel (p. 59) IV* br. ; then by a new road
along the arete, with a charming survey of the Rhine Valley and the Sentis,
to the Landmark (3265'; inn, comp. p. 65), on the road from Altstatten
to Trogen, and the summit of the Gabris, a beautiful walk of 2 hrs. About
8 min. below the summit the St. Anthony route is joined by that from
Trogen (finger-post 'Gais, Trogen, Speicher').

The road to Trogen (Q^/2 M.) ascends the E. slope of the Kaien
(see above) to the (21/4 M.) Langenegg (3185'; inn) ; then np and
down hill, past Rehetobel (see above; lying beyond the ravine of the

Goldach on the right), and (21/4 M.) Wald (3150'; Schafi; Krone;
Harmonie, pens. 3-4 fr.), to (2 M.) —

Trogen (2975'; pop. 2578; *Krone; Schdfli; Hirsch; Ebssli;

Lowe)
, a prosperous Tillage, pleasantly situated and visited as

summer-resort.
Road over the Landmark to (7 31.) Altstatten., see p. 65. — Feom St.

Gallen to Tkogen (6 M.) , diligence thrice daily in 1^/4 hr. ; one-horse
carr. 6-8, two-horse 10-12 fr. The road leads past the nunnery of Notkers-
egg and the inn of Kurzegg (p. 56), to the (4 M.) ^Vogelisegg (3155';
*Hotel-Pension) , which affords a fine view of the Lake of Constance, the
populous and rich pasture-lands of Speicher and Trogen, and the Vorarl-
berg and Appenzell Mts. A point in front of the hotel commands a
specially fine prospect of the Sentis. Descent to (Vi M.) Speicher (3070";

'Lowe ; Krone ; Schiitzen-Garten), and across ihcBachtohel to (IV4M.) Trogen.
— From Trogen to (4V4 M.) Teufen., diligence twice daily in 1 hr. Steam-
tramway from St. Gallen to Gais via Teufen, see p. 63.

From the church at Trogen a road leads via (81/2 M.) Buhler

(p. 64) to (I3/4 M.) Qais, but the path over the *Gabris (4100')

is shorter and far more attractive.

The traveller coming from the Kaien follows the Trogen and Buhler
road to the (1/2 hr.) top of the hill (3487' ; view of the Sentis) ; a finger-

post here indicates the path to the left to Gais over the Gabris. Those
who come from Vogelisegg should not go on to Trogen, but quit the high-
road beyond the Bachtobel (see above) by a flight of steps to the right. A
small valley lies immediately on the right, and the path ascends gradually
across meadows. After ^t hr. (from Speicher) this path reaches the road
from Trogen to Buhler a few hundred paces from the finger-post. At the
latter we take the path to the left, at the next finger-post to the right;
beyond the tavern we pass through three gates, and proceed straight on
(not to the right), ascending for a few min. by a bad path ; then again by
a good path, which slowly ascends to the (40 min.) 'Inn (4100'), whence a
delightful prospect is enjoyed (IV2 hr. from Speicher). Hence to Gais a
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descent of V2 bour. Walkers in the reverse direction find finger-posts at

doubtful points. Numerous bencbes.

Gais (3075'
;
pop. 2495 ; '^Krone, R., L., & A. 2-3, pens. 7 fr.

;

'*Ochs, Adler, Hirsch^ Gdbris, Hecht^ plain; Hackerhrdu, at the sta-

tion), a trim-looking village, in the midst of green meadows, is the

oldest of the Appenzell whey-resorts, having been in vogue since 1749.

Fine view of the Sentis from the Curgarten^ adjoining the 'Krone'.
Steam-tramway to St. Gallen, see pp. 63, 64. — The Road fkom Gais to

Altstatten (6 31., diligence daily in l'/4 br., from Altstatten to Gais in

13/4 br.) is level for tbe first IV2 M., and tben descends uninterruptedly
from tbe point where it diverges from tbe old road and winds round tbe
mountain. Tbe old road, preferable for pedestrians, leads to tbe left via
tbe (1/4 br.) -Stoss (3130' ; Pension Stoss), a cbapel on tbe pass, witb a
celebrated view of the Rhine Valley, the Vorarlberg, and the Grisons.

Here, on 17th June, 1405, 400 Appenzellers under Rudolf von Werdenberg
signally defeated 3000 troops of the Archduke Frederick and the Abbot of
St. Gallen. The shorter old road crosses tbe new immediately below the
Stoss, and descends direct, partly through wood, to Altstatten (p. 65).

A road traversing meadows leads from Gais to (31/2 M.) Appen-
zell, while a shorter footpath to the Weisshad (I1/2 l»r.) diverges to

the left halfway to Appenzell and crosses the Ouggerloch (3084').

Appenzell (2560'; pop. 4369 ; *Hecht, *Ldwe,*Eirsch, all moder-
ate ; Hoferhad ; Schiff ,• beer at the Krone), the capital of Canton Inner-

Rhoden, on the Sitter, a large village, chiefly of old wooden houses,

contains two monasteries, and was formerly a country-seat of the

Abbots of St. Gallen, Appenzell being a corruption of ^Abbatis Cello'

.

The Hospital, the Church, erected in 1826, and the Landes-Archiv,

containing interesting charters, are worthy of note. Shady prome-
nades on the Sitter.— Railway to Urndsch and Winketn, see p. 54.

A road leads from Appenzell (also a path from the station; omni-
bus to and from the station, five times daily, 70 c. ; carr. 4, with

pair 6 fr.) to the S.E., crossing the Sitter and passing the Hotel Stein-

egg, to (2 M.) Weissbad (2685'), a summer and health resort (* Cur-

haus, R. & A. 2-4, B. II/4, D. 3, S. 2 fr., cheaper for some stay;

Weissbadbriicke and Gemse inns ; also river-baths), pleasantly situated

at the base of the Appenzell Mts., and a good ceiitre for excursions.
Guides: Huher, Jac. and Joh. Roster, Joh. Bapt. Rusch; to tbe Wild-

kircbli 5, Ebenalp 5, Sentis 10, over the Sentis to Wildhaus 20, Altmann
15, Hobe Kasten 6, over the latter into tbe Rhine Valley 10 fr. — Hoese
to Wildkirchli, Ebenalp, Seealp, or Rubsitz 12 fr.

A favourite walkfrom the Weissbad is to the "WiiiDKiBCiLLi, l^^hr.

to the S. (guide, 5 fr., unnecessary). Following the road to Briilisau

(p. 63) for 100 paces, we ascend to the right ; 8min. a house, whence
the bridle-track diverges to the left ; the good footpath leads straight

on through a gate, crossing the bridle-path at (1/4 hr.) a double gate;

we then cross the meadow, in the direction of the Ebenalp, to

(40 min.) the depression between it and the wooded Bommen-Alp
(to the left). We ascend in windings through wood to the right,

and in 10 min. reach a way-post showing the direct path to the Eben-
alp (to the right; see p. 62). The route to the Wildkirchli turns to
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the left and (10 min.) approacTies the foot of the precipices which

descend from the Ebenalp to the Seealp-Thal (see below). Near the

(1/4 hr.) Zum Esc/ier Inn (4790'; R. li^-^fr.; *View) we ascend to the

right by a narrow but safe path, skirting perpendicular rocks, to

the (2 min.) *Wildkirclili (4845'), once a hermitage, with a chapel

of St. Michael, situated in a grotto (33' wide ; tavern). On the

patron-saint's day (beginning of July) and on St. Michael's Day
(29th Sept.) divine service is conducted here, and the grotto and the

Ebenalp attract many visitors. View of the deep Seealp-Thal, and,

to the left, of the Lake of Constance.

A cavern, 150 paces long , closed by a door (opened by the land-

lord, who provides a light, 1/2 f^O' leads from the grotto to the *Eben-

alp; the (25 min.) summit (5390'; Jnn^ 6 beds) commands a superb

view of the Sentis, Altmann, Lake of Constance, etc. — We may
descend direct to the (25 min.) saddle to the N. of the Bommen-Alp

(p. 61 ;
guide useful to the point where the path begins).

Pleasant walk from Weissbad via Schwendi and (50 min.) Wasserauen
(see below), crossing the Schwendibacli (4 min.), passing the Escherstein, and
ascending a pretty wooded ravine to the (2/4 hr.) Seealp-See (3735' ; Inn)^

picturesquely situated in a basin between the Gloggeren and Alten-Alp

(p. 63). From the Escher (see above) a steep path descends to the Seealp-

See in 1 hr. From the Seealp-See to the Megglis-Alp (see below) 1 hr., path
recently improved (wire-rope at giddy points). The path joins that from the

Weissbad, 20 min. from the Megglis-Alp. — To the Leuer Fall (3185'), IV2 lir.,

also interesting; the path ascends the Weissbach-T/ial (way-post beyond
the Weissbad), the last part through beautiful wood.

The snow-clad *Sentis (8215'), the highest mountain in the

canton, is often ascended from the Weissbad (6 hrs.
;
guide 10 fr.

,

not indispensable for experts ;^ one-horse carr. to Wasserauen 4fr.).

A road diverges to the right from the road to Briilisau beyond the

(3 min.) bridge over the Schwendibacli^ and ascends on the right

bank of the brook to (1/4 hr.) Schwendi (2790'; Inn Zur Felsenburg,

on the left bank), and the (35 min.) Wasserauen Inn^ where the

road ends. The ascent now begins (Katzensteig), on the right side

of a ravine with its rushing brook; 40 min. th^ Hutten-Alp (3940';

milk). The good though narrow path now skirts the Schrennen, the

shelving pastures of the Gloggeren (below which are perpendicular

rocks), affording beautiful glimpses of the Seealp-See far below,

the Sentis and Altmann, and the Wildkirchli to the right. Then
(3/4 hr.) a refuge-hut, and (3/4 hr.) the Megglis-Alp (4985'; inn),

in a picturesque basin. The path now ascends rather steeply on

the slope of the Kuhmaad
,

partly hewn in steps (the telegraph-

poles, beginning 10 min. from the Megglis-Alp, may be followed).

At the (I3/4 hr.) Wagenlucke (6785') the inn on the Sentis becomes
visible. Passing some snow on the left, the path ascends, becomes

steeper, and mounts in rocky steps (wire-rope^ to (1 V4 tr-) the Inn

(8087'; bed 3-5 fr., mattress in the garret 11/2 fr. ; food dear; often

crowded, early arrival advisable). On the summit of the Sentis, to

which a path protected by a railing mounts in 5 min. more, is a
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meteorological station (adm. 30 c.). Tlie **Vie"U' (see Helm's excel-

lent Panorama) extends overN.E. and E. S-witzerland, the Lake of

Constance, Swabia and Bavaria, the Tyrolese Mts., the Orisons,

and the Alps of Glarus and Bern. — The N. peak, separated from
the S. by the 'Blaue Schnee' (not to be ascended without a guide

;

see below), is named the Girespitz (8040').

From the Sentis we may descend, at first over snow, and then by a
path, which is very steep at first, over the Schaftioden (5660') and the
Flis-Alp (4930') to (3V2-4 hrs. ; in the reverse direction 6 brs.) Wildhaus or
Unterwasser in the Toggenburg (p. 68; guide desirable). — The usiial

Route from the Weissbad to Wildhaus (TV-j-S hrs.) leads by Briilisau

and through the BriiUobel to the Sd/7ibtis- See (3965), passes the Fdhlen- See
(4750'; chalets), and ascends to the Zwingli Pass (663U'), between the Alt-

mann (see below) on the right, and the Kvaialpfirst (69; 0') on the left. We
descend by the Krai-Alp (5933'), and the Tesel-Alp (4575') to Wildhaus. This
route, however, is rough, and the Sentis route (not much longer) is preferable.

Mountaineers may combine a visit to the Wildkirchli (p. 62) with the
ascent of the Sentis (7-8 hrs.; guide necessary, 15 fr.) by leaving the valley
of the Seealp-See to the left. The path leads high above the Seealp-
See and at the base of the Zdnsler and Schdfler^ via the AUen-Alp and
the Oehrli, to the Muschelenberg (numerous fossils) ; hence either to the
left across the valley to the Wagenlucke (6785') by the path which ascends
from the Megglis-Alp (p. 62), or (1 hr. shorter) across the Blaue
Schnee (caution on account of the crevasses)

,
past the base of the Gire-

epitz, and over the Flatten direct to the summit. — A path, constructed by
the S. A. C, ascends to the summit on the W. side also (6 hrs., with guide).
It starts from the Gemeinen-Wesen Alp (4210'; reached from Urnasch or
Nesslau in 2 hrs., see p. 68), ascends over stony slopes, and mounts a steep
rocky slope in zigzags to the first mountain-terrace. The ascent is then more
gradual, over rock and pasture, to the Fliesbordkamm and the (272 hrs.)

Club Hut on the Thieruies (6835'). We next traverse rocks and debris on
the Graukopf (7255'), and ascend in zigzags to the arete between the
Girespitz and the Sentis. Lastly we mount the Flatten by a flight of steps
140 yds. long, protected by a wire-railing, and reach the (IV2 hr.) summit.

The Altmann (8000'; 7 hrs., with guide; toilsome), is ascended from
the Weissbad via the Fdhlen-Alp and Zwingli Fass (see above); descent through
the Lochlibetter to the Megglis-Alp (p. 62).

Fhom Weissbad to the Rhine Vaxlet. The direct route by the
HoHE Kasten (5V2 hrs.) leads to the S.E. through (1/2 hr.) BruUsau (3030';

Krone, rustic); passing the church, we follow the path, beyond the second
house to the right, which ascends in the direction of the teleeraph-wire
to (1 hr.) the Inn 'Ruhsitz- (44S:5'), at the S.W. base of the Eamor (5215').

From the inn a steep but good path ascends to (IV4 br.) the summit of
the *Hohe Kasten (5900'; */«n), which slopes precipitously on the E. towards
the Rhine Valley. Splendid view of the Sentis group, ^ith its three spurs
on the If.E., which is nowhere seen to such advantage; in the other
direction we see the Rhine Valley, stretching as far as the Lake of Con-
stance, and the Alps of the Vorarlberg and Orisons. W^e may now descend
by a steep and stony path to (3 hrs.) stat. Sennwald-Saletz (p. 63). It

diverges from the Weissbad path to the left, just below the saddle between
the Kamor and Hohe Kasten, skirts the W. and S. slopes of the latter,

and descends in zigzags (no possibility of mistake; several finger-posts
lower down). Traversing wood for the last hour, we at length reach
the village of Sennwald and the station.

Railway from Appenzell to Winkeln, via Vrndsch and Herisau,

see p. 54. — It is preferable to drive by Gais and Teufen to St. Gall en

(to Gais, 31/2 M., diligence five times daily in 1 hr. ; thence to St.

Gallen, 872 M., steam-tramway in l*/* tr.). To (81/2 M.) Gais, see
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p. 61. Thence the Steam Tkam^vay (rack-and-pinion at places;

pretty route) descends by Zweibiucken, where the road to Appenzell
diverges to the left (p. 61 ), aloiig the Rothbach to (1^/4 M.) the

prettily situated village of JBw/i/er(^'2735'; *Ilossli, etc.), and beyond
the Rose and Linde inns (pens. 4-5 fr.) ascends to (4^2 M.) Teufen
(2750'; pop. 4629 ; *Hecht)^ an industrial village, picturesquely situ-

ated, with a fine view of the Sentis chain. [About 1/2 ^r- farther

up is the Bad Sonder (3020'), a frequented hydropathic] It then

skirts the W. slope of the Teuferegg, through meadows and wood,
passing the stations of Sternen, Niederteufen, Lustmiihle, and Riet-

hdusle, and descends in sharp curves to (872 M.) St. Gallen (p. 55).
The Footpath from Tecfen to St. Gallen (IV2 hr.) leaves the high-

road near the Hecht' inn. and ascends to 0/a hr.) the Scftd/le''s Sgg (iiSb'-^

inn); it then descends to (3/4 hr.) St. Georgen. I1/2 M. from St. Gallen. —
To the W. of the Schafle"s Egg is (lOmin.) the *Fr61ichsegg (3290' ; ^/ran),

with an admirable view: Teufen in the foreground, the Appenzell Mis.,
beginning with the Fahnern, to the left, the Kamor. the Hohe Kasten
about the middle of the chain, the green Ebenalp below the snow ; more
to the right, the Altmann and the Sentis with its snow-fields ; in the
distance, the Glarnisch and Speer; to the W., the railway and road to
Wyl; to the N., part of the Lake of Constance. To St. Gallen, 1 hr.

18. From Rorschach to Coire.
Cornp. Maps, pp. SO., 58, 370.

57 M. Railway in 2V4-4 hrs. (9 fr. 75, 6 fr. 85, 4fr. 90 c. ; see Introd. X,
as to circular-tickets, etc.).

Rorschach., see p. 56. The train skirts the lake at first. To the right,

the chateau of Wartegg (p. 57). 21/2 ^- Staad (Anker; Schiff; good
swimming and other baths), a picturesque place with quarries of

"white sandstone. Heiden (p. 59) is seen on the hill to the right.

Farther on is the Weinburg (p. 57), at the foot of the vine-clad

Buchberg. The line traverses a fertile delta, formed by the de-

posits of the Rhine. — 51/2 M. Eheineck (1320'; *Post; Ochs;

Rdssli), a small town at the foot of vineyards.
Omnibus in 12 min. from the station to (IV* M.) Thai (1344'; Ochs),

an industrial place with 3319 inhab., picturesquely situated at the foot of
the Buchberg (to the Steinerne Tisch, 25 min.. see p. 57).

From Rheineck to Walzenhausen (8 M.) cable-railway in 14 min.
(60 c, descent 40 c). The station is at the N. end of the town, above
the Rhine bridge, to the right. The line runs through a tunnel 330 yds.
long, and then ascends rapidly (17-26 : iUO) on the open hillside, crossing
the Ruderhach several times by means of lofty iron bridges. Lastly an-
other tunnel, at the upper end "of which is the station of Walzenhausen
(2225' ; 'Hdt.-Pens. Rheinburg, by the church, with view-terrace, pens.
e-Si/zfr. ; H6t.-Pens. Koch; Hot. Bahnhof), a large village and health-resort,
pleasantly situated and commanding beautiful views. The Rosenberg (2560';

'/4 hr.) and the Gebhardshohe (white way-marks ; 3/4 hr.) may be visited
if time permits. — A good road runs fmm the church along the hill-

side, affording charming views of the Rhine valley and traversing woods,
to the (1 M.) Convent of Grimmemtein (21^5'; 'Lowe). About '/2 M. farther
on, near the Inn 'Zur Maldegg', the road to (8 M.) Au fp. 65) di-

verges to the left. About 1/3 31. farther on, where the road makes its

last ascent and bends to the right before descending to Bemeck (p. 65),

a footpath, skirting the ridge to the leff, leads to (10 min.) the *Meldegg
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(2115'; Wn in summer), a rocky promontory at the angle of the Rhine valley,

commanding a splendid view of the valley, the Vorarlberg and Appenzell
Alps, and the Lake of Constance. We may descend to O/z hr.) Au or

(3/4 hr.) St. Margrethen (see helow).
Diligence frum Rheineck to Wolfhalden and Eeiden, see p. 59.

Wahenhausen (p. 64) is seen on the Mil to the right. At

(3M.) St. Margretlieii[1330'; Lmde; Oehs; Sonne) the line toBre-

genz (p. 4463 (ii^erges to the left. To the Meldegg, Ihr., see p. 64.

Engineers will be interested in the works begun by the Swiss and
Austrian governments in 1893 for the Regulation of the Rhine, designed
to cut oir the windings of the river, control its vagaries, and conduct it

straight into the Lake of Constance. The two chief cuttings in progress

are the Fussach Cutting, about 3 M. long, beginning at the village o( Brugg,
on the Bruggerhorn, IV4 M. to the E. of St. Margrethen , which is to

receive the waters of the Dornhirner Acfi, and to enter the lake at Fussach;

and the Diepoldsau Cutting, about 4 M. long, destined to cut off the large

peninsula of Diepoldsau^ between Kriesseren and Widnau, 4 M. to the N. of

St. Margrethen. This great undertaking is expected to occupy fourteen years,

and the cost to the Swiss government alone is estimated at 8,636,500 fr.

The Rhine Valley^ formerly called the Upper Rheingau, was,

like Ticino and Thurgau, governed down to 1798 by bailiffs. Part

of its floor is marshy and exposed, to inundation. Maize abounds.

The train skirts hills covered with vineyards and orchards, and from

Heldsbery to Monstein runs between the river and abrupt rocks.

91/2 M. Au (1338' ; *Schiff, good wine; Rossli ; Rail. Restaurant),

prettily situated at the foot of the Meldegg (p. 64). To the left, the

snow-clad Scesaplana; farther off, the Drei Schwestern (p. 66); to

the right, the Hohe Kasten with its inn (p. 63).
Road to (4 M.) Walzenhausen, see p. 64. To the "Meldegg (3/4-1 hr.),

see above. — To the W., in a fertile, vine-clad basin, lies (2 M.) Berneck
(1380'; Krone; Drei Eidgenossen ; Pens. Pgelberg), a pleasant village (2232 in-

hab.), with good baths. Electric tramway to Altstdtteii, see below.

12 m. Herbrugg ; 14 M. Rehstein-Marhaeh.

I6V2 M. Altstatten [1540'; pop. 8430; *Drei Konige, moderate;

Splilgen, at the station; Frei/jo/"), a quaint little town. Through a

gorge on the right peeps the Sentis, adjoining the Fahnern. To the

right is the Convent of the Good Shepherd, with an orphanage and

a large new domed church.
Roads lead hence via the Landmark (3265'; inn) to (9 M.) Trogen, and

via the Stoss (3135') to (9 M.) Gais (p. 61) ; and a pleasant path in 3 hrs.

by the Chapel of St. Anthony to Eeiden (p. 59). One-horse carriage to

Gais 10, two-horse 15, to Appenzell 12 and 18, to Weissbad 15 and :^6 fr.

Electric Railway from Altstattea to Berneck, 12-13 times daily in

I-IV2 br. Station?: Altstatten Rail. Station, Altstatten Town Leuchnngen,
Marbach, hebste-n, Balgach- Herbrugg, and Berne'.k (see above).

191/2 M. Oberriet (1387'; Sonne). On a wooded hill to the right

is the square tower of the castle of Blatten.

221/2 M. Riithi (Zum Bahnhof). — 27 M. Saletz-Sennwald (Re-

staurant by the station).

Ascent of the Hohe Kasten (5900'; 41/2 hrs,; without guide), see p. 63.

— To THE Weissbad (6 hrs.), a pleasant walk, by Sax and the Saxer
Lucke (5430'), passing the Fdhlen and Sdmbtis lakes (comp. p. 63).

29 M. Haag-Gams (Zum Bahnhof). Above (31 M.) Buchs (_Rail,

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 5
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Restaurant; Zum Arlberg, Zum Bahnhof, both at the stati(hi) rises

the well-preserved chateau of Werdenberg.

Railway to Feldkirch, see p. 446; custom-house examination at Buchs
for travellers to or from Austria. — On a heigbt, on the opposite bank
of the Rhine, lies Vaduz (1525'i Engel; ''Lowe), with the white chateau
of Liechtenstein on a lofty rock, the capital of the principality of Liech-
tenstein, at the toot of the Drei Schweslern fC965'j, which may be ascended
from the Alp Gaflei (492(7; new -Hotel), 3 hrs. above Vaduz, by an ex-

cellent and highly interesting rock-palh in 2 hrs., with guide.

Beyond (^34:7.2 M.) Sevelen {*Trauhe, plain) rises the ruined

chateau of Wartau (^2185'). On a hill to the left, beyond the Rhine,

near Balzers, is the ruin of Guttenberg, where the ascent of the

Luziensteig begins (see below). Beyond (39 M.) Trubbach (1585';

Lowe) the road and the railway are hewn through the rocks of the

Schoilberg. By the roadside, a large quarry of black marble.
The *Alvier (7753'), ascended from Buchs, Sevelen, or Trubbach in

5-5V2 hrs., see p. 52. From Trubbach by Atzmoot, Malans^ and past the ruin
of Wartau^ to {^|^ hr.) Oberschan and (4'/2 hrs.) the top ; descent 3 hrs.

—

The Gonzen (6015), from Triibbach in 41/2 hrs., with guide, is easy and in-

teresting (comp. p. 52).

42 M. Sargans (1590'; Railway Restaurant; Rehstock; Krone,

Loiue,plainJ, junction of the Weesen (GlarusJ and Ziirich line (p.52).

Carriages sometimes changed. The scenery becomes grander. To
the N.W., the long serrated chain of the Curfirsten (p. 50j ; to the E.,

the Fldscherberg and the grey pyramid of the Falknis (see below).

To the right, near Vilters, is the Lower Sar Fall, fine after rain.

45 M. Eagatz, p. G8. To the right, the ruin of Freudenberg

(p. 70); then, to the left, the pension and ruin of Wartenstein

(p. 71). Below the influx of the Tamina we cross the Rhine by a

wooden bridge, 167 yds. in length.

46 M. MaiBnfeld(1725'; pop. 1227; *Ochs; Hot.-Pens. Bahnhof,

at the station, R. 1
1,2-2 V2) pe^s- 4:72-5V2 fr. ; Hirsch; Rossli, near

the church, good wine) is an old and thriving little town. The tower

(fine view) is said to have been erected in the 4th cent, by the Roman
Emperor Constantius.

At Boval (2185'), IV4 M. to the N.E., is the Pension Annahof, com-
manding a good view.

The St. Luziensteig (2230' ; inn, good wine), a fortified defile between
the Fldscherberg (373U') and the Falknis, through which the road to Vaduz
and Feldkirch leads, is 2 M. from Maienfeld and is frequently visited from
Ragatz. Fine view from the highest block-house (now destroyed), on the
top of theFlascherberg, IV4 hr. farther to theW., and also on the return. —
The '-Falknis (>>420'). ascended from the St. Luziensteig through the Gleck-

tdbel and by the Sarina-Alp or Fldscher-Alp (6 hrs.
;
guide 15 fr.), is fatiguing

but interesting; better from Maienfeld (guides, Fortunat and Job. Peter En-
derlin, Jacob Just) by the path made by Fort. Enderlin, via Bargiin and
the Fldscher Fiirkli.

On the vine-clad slopes to the left lie the villages of Jenins

(above it, the ruins of Wyneck and Aspermoni) and Malans (p. 371).

The train crosses the Landquart, near its influx into the Rhine.

4972 M. Landquart (1730'; Rail. Restaurant; Hot. Landquart, at

the station, R., L., & A. 272-5, D- 372fr.), junction of the Rhjetian
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Railway to Davos (p. 371). To the E., just beyond the station, the

Sulzfluh (p. 372) peeps through the Klus.

52 M. Zizers (^1854% Krone; Zum Bahnhof), a small and ancient

town. To the left are MoUnara, a summer-seat of the Bishop of

Coire, and the village of Trlmmis. To the right, the peaks of the

Calanda (8536'); at its base are the ruins of Liechtenstein^ Grotten-

stein, and Haldenstein. At the foot of the last lies the village of

that name, with a dilapidated chateau belonging to Count Sails (in-

teresting wooden ceiling; old tile-stoves).

57 M. Voire, see p. 366.
Besides the direct railway a narrow-gauge line, constructed in 1896 by

the Rh.t-tian Railway Co. to" connect the lines from Davos to Landquart

(p. 371) and from Coire to Thusis (p. 381), runs from Landquart to Coire

(83/4 M., in 25-32 min.). Stations: Igis, Zizers, Untervaz, Trimmis, Haldenstein,

and Coire.

19. From Wyl through the Toggenburg to Buchs

in the Rhine Valley.
Comp. Map, p. 58.

Railway to Ehnat, 15V2 M., in 1 hr. (2nd cl. 1 fr. 95, 3rd cl. 1 fr. 40 c.).

— From Ehnal to Buchx. 24 M., diligence thrice daily in 51/4 hrs. (5 fr. 70 c).

Carr. with one horse from Wildhaus to Oams 8, to Buchs 9, to Ebnat 14 fr.

Wyl, on the Winterthur and St. Gallen line, p. 54. The train

traverses the Toggenburg, the busy and populous valley of the Thur.
The ancient cotmty of Toggenburg was purchased in 1469 by the Ab-

bots of St. Gallen. The people having afterwards embraced Protestantism,

they were persecuted by the abbots. This gave rise early in the 18th cent,

to the Toggenburg War, in which the Roman Catholic cantons espoused
the cause of St. Gallen, while the Protestants took the part of the Toggen-
burgers. In 1712 the Catholics were defeated at Villmergen in the Aargau^;

and a general peace secured to the Toggenburgers full enjoyment of their

ancient liberties.

41/2 M. Batzenheid ; opposite is Jonswyl, with a new church. Op-
posite (6 M.^Lutisburg we cross the Guggerloch by a viaduct 170 yds.

long, and 190' high. 8 M. Butschivyl; 91/2 M. Dietfurt.

101/2 M. Lichtensteig (pop. 1529; *Krone), a pleasant little

town on a rocky height, with a modern Gothic church. On a hill

to the E. (11/4 hr.) is the ruin of Neu-Toggenhurg (3565'), a fine

point of A-iew.

121/2 M. Wattwyl (2027'
;
pop. 5260; Ross; Toggenburg), a

charming village, with a new church. On a hill to the right is the

nunnery of St. Maria der Engeln, and above it the ruin of Yberg.

151/2 M. Ebnat-Kappel is the last station. The village of Ebnat
(2106'; *Krone; *Adler ; Rosenhuhl, a restaurant with view) is a

thriving place; 1 M. to the N.W. is Kappel (Traube; Stern).

The -Speer (6415') is ascended through the Steinthal in 5 hrs. (rather

trying near the top; guide advisable, comp. p. 49); or from Neu-St-Johann
Or Nesslau (p. 68j, by the Alp im Laad and the Herren-Alp in 5 hrs.

(guide 7 fr.).

The Road ascends on the right bank of the Thur via Krummenau
(2385'), where the 'Sprung', a natural rock-bridge, crosses the

5*
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stream, to NeuSt-Johann (Schafle), with an old abbey, and (41/2M.)

Nesslau (2470'; *Traube; Stern; Krone), with a pretty church.

To Uenasch over the Kkazekn Pass (41/2 hrs.), interesting. A road

from Keu-St-Joliann ascends the Lauter-Thal , by Ennelbiihl and the Riet-

had (2300'-, R. l'/2, B. 1, D. 2, pens. 5-6 fr.), to the (IV2 hr.) Alp Bernhalden

(2^402'). Then a path through the Krdzernwald to the Kr&zern Pass (3936'),

and across the pastures of Krdzern to the f2 hrs.) Rossfall-Alp (inn),

whence a road leads to (1 hr.) Urndsch (p. 54j. — Ascent of the Sentis

(p. 62) from Nesslau, 6 hrs. : from (II/2 hr.) Bernhalden (see above) in 3/4 hr.

to the Alp Gemeinen-Wesen (ASiCK); thence to the Thierwies Club Eut and
(4 hrs.) the top (p. 63).

The scenery becomes more interesting. The road leads past a fine

fall of the Weisse Thur to (274^.) Stein (2755'; Krone) and (2^/4 M.)

Starkenbach (Drei Eidgenossen), a straggling village. To the right

is the ruin of Starkenstein. (Over the Amdener Berg to Weesen, see

p. 50; guide to the pass advisable.) Passing (1 1/2 M.)Ai<-5i-Joftann

(2930'; Rossli) and (3/4 M.) Unterwasser (Stern; Traube), prettily

situated at the sources of the Thur, we ascend to (3^/4 M.) —
Wndhans (3600'; *Hirsch, pens. 5fr.; Sonne; Tell). A little

before the village, on the right, is the wooden house, blackened with

age, in which Zwlngli (p. 73) was born in 1484. Beyond the vil-

lage we obtain a survey of the seven Curflrsten (p. 50); still better

from the (3/4 hr.) Sommerigkopf (4317').
Ascent of the Sentis from Wildhaus or Alt-St-Johann (via the Flis-

Alp and the Scha/boden in 6 hrs., with guide ; toilsome), see p. 63.— To Weiss-

bad by the Kraialp, the Fdhlensee, and Sdmbtis-See (7 hrs.), see p. 63. — To
Walenstadt over the Kdserruclc, 6 hrs., see p. 5'2.

The road descends past the ruin of Wildenburg through the

vfOodeA Simmi-Tobel, finally describing a long bend (short-cut for

walkers to the right), to (6 M.) Oams (1575'; Kreuz), in the

Rhine Valley, and then leads straight to (11/2^1-) Saag (p. 65), while

a road to the right leads via Orabs and Werdenberg to (31/2 M.) —
Bucks (p. 65).

20. Ragatz and Pfafers.
Comp. ilap^ p. 370.

Hotels (most of them open during the season only). *QuELLENHor (PI. a),

R., L., (fe A. from 5, B. IV2, lunch 4, D. 5, pens. 10-18 fr.; *Hof Ragatz
(PI. b), R., L., & A. from 4, B. IV2, D. 5, pens. 9-16 fr.; =H6tel Tamina
(PI. c) and -ScHWEizEKHoF (PI. d), R., L., & A. from 3, B. IV2, D- ^,

S. 3, pens, from 8 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Lattmann (PI. i) , R., L. , & A. 2-3,

B. 1, D. 21/2, pens, from 6 fr. (open in winter also); •KEO>fE (PI. e), with
de'pendance (Mlla Louisa), R., L., & A. 2V2-4, B. 11/4, D. 3, S. 2V2, pens.

7-12 fr. (open in winter also); *H6t. Scholl (PI. f), R. 2-4. pens. 6-9 fr.;

*H6t.-Pens. Feiedthal (PI. h), R., L., & A. 1-2, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 5-6 fr.

;

-Freikck (Pl.g); -Hot. National (PI. 1), R., L., & A. 2-3, D. 3, pens.
6-8 fr.; OcHSE, very fair. — Near the station: *Rosengaeten, R. (fe A. 272,
B. IV4, r>. 3, pens, from 7 fr. (open in winter also). — Pensions. *Post,
pens 6 fr. ; *Villa Floea, with garden, on the road to the Freudenberg

;

*Home Villa ; 'Waetenstein (p. 71).

Restaurants. Cursaal, see p. 70 (Munich and Pilsener beer); Munich
beer also at the Schweizerhof, National, and ScholVs (see above); Nussbaum,
Churer-Str. ; Lowe and Kreuz, with gardens. Felsenkeller, ^/t M. from
the town, on the way to the Freudenberg (see p. 70).
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Post Office (PI, 6), near tlie Dorfbad. — Telegraph Office (PI. 7),
opposite the Krone.

Omnibus from the station to the village of Ragatz 75 c., trunk 25c. —
Carriage, with one horse, from Ragatz to Bad Pfafers and back, with halt of

2 hrs., for 1-2 pers. 7, 3-4 pers. 10 fr., and fee; to Wartenstein and Dorf
Pfafers 8 or 14, Vattis 18 or 25, Maienfeld 6 or 10. St. Luziensteig 10 or 15 fr.

Baths. Properties of the water, see p. 70. The Miihlbad (PI. 4), Keu-
had (PI. 2), and Helenenhad (PL 3) are near the Curhaus ; the Dorfbad
(PI. 5), with Trinkhalle, in the Eisenbahn-Strasse, between the Schweizer-
hof and the Tamina Hotel. Charge 2-2V2 fr. per hr. ; warm towels 20 c.

extra. — Swimming Bath, on the right bank of the Tamina (84° Fahr.

;

2fr.'in the morning, 1 fr. in the afternoon: swimming-drawers 20 c, full

suit 50 c.); open for ladies 8-10, 11-1, and 4-6.

1 A, i A\ 1

Cot

In the Cur-Garten isHhe'ZaMcfer Instifufe (Dr. F. Bally), for 'Swedish
gymnastics', the electrotherapic treatment, and massage. Adjacent is a
new Hydropathic.

Visitors' Tax 3 fr. per week for each person. Music in the morning,
afternoon, and evening, alternately in the Cur-Garten (or Cursaal), the
Badhalle at the Dorfbad, or in the Hof Ragatz.

English Church Service in summer.

Bagatz (1710'; pop. 1932), prettily situated on the boisterous

Tamina., which falls into the Rhine lower down (see p. 66), is a

famous watering-place and one of the most frequented resorts in

Switzerland (50,000 visitors annually). The chief rallying-points
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are the Cursaal, with the Cur- Garten, and the Baths (see p. 69
),

which receive the mineral water from Pf afers by a conduit, 21/2 M.
long. Music, see p. 69. The open colonnade on the E. side of the

Cursaal affords a fine survey of the Rhine VaDey.
In the Cemetery is the monument of the philosopher Schelling

(d. atRagatz in 1854), with his bust. — By the last houses [1 M.)
on the Sargans road a path ascends to the left through vineyards to

(*/2 M.) the ruined castle of Freudenberg (915'), with a fine view of

the Rhine Valley. "We return by a road on the hillside, between
houses and gardens.

*Bad Pfafers or Pfdvers (1 hr.) is one of the most curious spots

in Switzerland. It lies in the narrow gorge of the Tamlna, a glacier-

torrent , on the brink of which the good but narrow road (walking

recommended) gradually ascends through wood , flanked by sombre
limestone cliffs, 500 to 800' high. Near the (IV2 M.) Schwatten-

fall Restaurant a footpath leads to the left across the Tamina to

Valurgut and the road from Ragatz to (1/2 tr.) Wartenstein (see

p. 71). Farther on (V2M.), just before the road passes through a

rocky gateway, is another path (shady and picturesque, but steep),

leading to (3/4 hr.) the village of Pfafers (p. 71). Both these paths

are muddy in wet weather.

The Pfafers Baihing Establishment (2240') , in a shady spot at

the mouth of the ravine in which the springs rise, enjoys the most
bracing air and is admirably adapted for patients in search of rest

and quiet (pens. 7-81/2, second-class 5-6 fr.). The charge for

private baths is 1 fr. , for public baths 50 c. Temperature of the

water 97° Fahr. Electrical and massage treatment (Dr. Kiindig).

Band thrice a week in the afternoon and evening. The season lasts

from June 1st to Sept. 15th.

The clear and copious hot springs (99-102°), free from taste

and smell, are slightly impregnated with carbonate of lime, chloride

of sodium, and magnesia, resembling those of Gastein and Wild-

bad They rise about ^4 ^- above the bath-house in the narrow

and.gloom.y *Taniina Gorge (30-50' wide). Tickets for the gorge and

the springs (1 fr. ; umbrellas advisable, on hire for 20 c.) are sold

in the chief corridor of the bath-house, to the right. The pathway
to the springs, resting on the rock or on masonry, 30-40' above

the torrent, passes under the 'Beschluss' (p. 71). In 6 min. we
reach a small terrace, on the E. side of which the attendant opens

a door. Laying aside hat and overcoat, we enter a narrow shaft,

filled with vapour, and after 40 paces expanding to a cavern, where
the spring rises in a cavity, 10' deep, protected by a parapet

(about 750 gallons per minute). — From the Ragatz station to the

springs and back, 3 hrs. on foot, or 2 hrs. by carriage (p. 69).
Feom the Baths to the Village of Pfafers (1'/4 hr.). The path

ascends in windings on the left bank of the Tamina; after 1/4 hr., by a
finger-post, where the path to the right leads to Valens (p. 71;

10 min. from the Bad is the 'Calanda-Schau'), we descend to the left and
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(5 min.) cross the Tamina by a natural bridge, called the Beschluss\ 230'

above the springs. We nnw ascend a steep path on the right bank, cut
in steps, and slippery in wet weather, to a (20 min.) meadow; then either
ascend (finger-post) to (10 min.) an auberge on the mad leading to the
right to Vattis (p. 72) and to the left to the village of Pfafers; or (prefer-
able) ascend by the footpath to the left, through meadows and wood, to

the (1/4 hr.) road, I1/4 M. from the village of Pfafers.

A Cable Team-way ascends from behind the Hotel Hof Ragatz

in 10 min. fgradient 27 : 100; Qnd cl. l.fr., 3rd c1. 60 c. ; return-

ticket 1 fr. 30, 80 c.) to the *H6tel-Peiisioii Wartenstein (2463';

K., L., & A. 21/2-4V2' B. 11/4, D. 3, board 5 fr.), a health-resort

with a garden, affording a splendid view of the Rhine Valley as far

as the Curftrsten to the N.W. (p. 50). Below are the ruin of

Wartenstein and the Chapel of St. George. — The Village of

Pfafers (2696'; Adler; Lowe; Tauie, well spoken of) lies ^/dM.
farther up, on the top of the hill (road from Ragatz, 21/2 M.). The
once powerful Benedictine Abbey of Pfafers was converted into a

lunatic asylum (St. Pirminsberg) in 1838. The Tabor (2765'), a

hill 1/4 hr. to the N. of the abbey, also affords a fine view.

Excursions from Ragatz. (Guides: Ernst Ho/stefter, of Ragatz; Joh.
and Gii^t. Rupp, of Valens; Dav. Kohler, father and .=on, and Jos. Sprecher,
ofVatiis.) The nearer excur.-ions are all provided with sign-posts.— The
Guschenkopf (2463'), a wooded hill to the W. of Ragatz, may be reached
in 40 min., either by a path on the S. side, or by one on the W. side
(diverging to the left from the road to Freudenberg. before the 'Felsen-
keller"). Fine view of Ragatz, the Rhine Valley, the Appenzell and Pra-
tigau Mts., the Graue Horner, and the Calanda. — To Maienfeld (IV2M.;
by the new Rhine bridge), see p. 66 ; St. Luziensteig (direct path by the
railway-bridge 3 M., road via Maienfeld 4V2 M.), see p. 66. — The Prdtigau
(Seetcis, Valzeina^ etc.). see R. 80.

*Pizalun (4860'; 3 hrs.; guide, advisable for novices, 6 fr.), a splendid
point of view. From (25 min.) Dorf Pfafers partly through wood via Molinaris
and Furggels to the pastures of (1 hr.) St. Margretenherg (4130'), thence to

the Sennhau^ St. Margreten V2 hr., then to the left, and lastly by steps in
the rock to the (V2 hr.) top.

To Valens (3018'; Zum Frohsimi) from Bad Pfafers, 1/2 hr. (to the right
at the finger-post mentioned at p. 70). On leaving the wood, the point of view
called the Calanda-Schau affords a striking view of the Tamina Valley, with
the Calanda in the background to the left, and the Monteluna and the
Graue Horner to the right. Below the church a path crosses the deep
Miihletobel to (V2 hr.) Vason (3045'), amid sunny pastures, and the i}'\ hr.)

road to Vattis (see p. 72). — Ascent of the *Vasanenkopf (6675'), from Va-
lens, easy(4hrs.

;
guide 8 fr.). Across pastures to the Lasa-Alp (6145'; club-hut)

3 hrs.; thence to the right to the top V2hr. (wide view ; still finer from the
Schlossl/kopf, 7295', 1 hr. from the Lasa-Alp, guide 9 fr.). Rich flora. —
*Monteluna (7955'), 4 hrs. from Valens by Vason and the ^?p Fiwrfeis (5410'),

also easy and interesting (guide 12 fr.). — The ascent of *Piz Sol or Pizol

(9345'), the highest of the Graue Horner, is grand and interesting, but trying
(7hrs.

;
guide 17 fr.). From (3 hrs.) the Lasa Alp (see above) we ascend

to the (2 hrs.) Wildsee (7y9u'), beyond which we clamber over rocks and
snow to (2 hrs.) the summit. The magnificent view includes the Appen-
zell, Vorarlherg, and W. Tvrole e Alps, the Rhsetikon, the Grisons Alps
with the Sivretta and Bernina groups, the Glarus, Uri, Unterwalden, and
E. Bernese Alps, and the valley of the Rhine. We may descend via the
Zanay Alp to (3 hrs.) Valens (see above), or via the Alp Lavtina to (81/2 hrs.)

Weisstannen (p. 52) and (2 hrs.) Melt.
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From Ragatz to Reichenau oveb the Kdnkels Pass (7-8 hrs.). To
(10 M.) Vattis a road (diligence from Ragatz daily in 3 hrs., 3 fr. 15 c.

;

two-horse carr, there and back 25 fr.) ; thence to Reichenau a mule-track
(guide, unneces ary, 10 fr.). The road leads from the village of Pfaferg
on the right side of the deep Tamina Valley, of which picturesque glimpses
are obtained. After 1/2 hr. the path to the Baths of Pfafers diverges to

the right (p. 71) ; farther on the road passes the hamlets of Ragol (opposite
Valens) and Vadura (opposite Vason^ at the foot of the Monteluna, see

p. 71), and skirts the precipitous slopes of the Calanda. The valley
expands near (10 M.) Vattis (3120'; ''Curhaus Vdilis; *H6t.-Pens. Calanda;
* Tamina^ plain, pens. 3-4 fr. ; Zur Lerche), a large village and summer-
resort near the mouth of the Calfeisen - Thai (p. 52). from which the
Tamina issues. (Via the Sardona Pass or the MutienthaUr Grat to Elm,
see p. 81 ; via the Heidel Pass to Weisstannen^ see p. 52.) The road ends
here. The bridle-path (which is practicable for vehicles to the top of the
pass) quits the Tamina , crosses the Gorbs three times , and ascends,
generally on the E. side of the valley. The chalets of the upper valley
are collectively called Kunkels. On reaching the (2 hrs.) Eunkels or Foppa
Pass (4433'), we leave the conduit to the right and enter the defile of La
Foppa. (About 5 min. to the right of the path a superb view of the
Rhine Valley may be obtained.) Then a steep and stony descent to Tamins
and (IV2 hr.) Reichenau (p. 381). — The Ringelspitz or Piz Bargias (10,665')

may be ascended from Vattis via Kunkels. the Hinteralp, and the Tamins
Glacier in about 8 hrs. (difficult, for experts only; guide 30, with descent
to Flims or Elm 40 fr.).

From Vattis to Flims ovee the Trinsee Fdeka, 9-10 hrs. (guide
25 fr), trying but remunerative. We ascend to the W. through the Cal-
feisen-Thal to St. Martin and (4 hrs.) the grandly situated Sardona Alp
(5735'), whence a steep path leads upwards to the S.W. to the (2 hrs.)

Trinser Purka (8165'), to the N.E. of the Trinser Horn (P935'). We then
descend to the Trinser Alp and round the E. side of the Flimserstein. via
the Alps of Bargis and Fidaz, to (3 hrs.) Flims (p. 3=4). — At the head of
the valley, 11/2 hr. from the Sardona Alp, is the Sardona Club Hut (7350';

inn in summer), whence experts may climb the Saurens'ock {Piz Sardona,
10,020'; 21/2-3 hrs.; guide 23 fr.), the Grosse Scheibe (9586'; 21/2 hrs. ; guide
20 fr.), Piz Segues (10,1(5'; 3 hrs.; guide 25 fr.), Trinser Horn or Piz Dolf
(9935' ; 31/2 hrs. ; guide 22 fr.), and other peaks. Via the Sardona Pass and
Segnes Pass to Flm, see pp. 81, 82.

21. From Zurich to Glarus and Linthal.

53 M. Railwat (Nordosihahn) to Glarus (43 M.) in I2/3-2V2 hrs. (7 fr. 20,
5 fr. 5, 3 fr. 60 c.) ; from Glarus to Linthal (10 M.) in 40-50 min. (1 fr.

60, 1 fr. 15, 80 c). (From Weeoen to Glarus, 71/2 M., in 25 min. ; 1 fr. 25,

90, 65 c.) Carriages are usually changed at Glarus.

To (^36 M.) Ziegelbriicke, see pp. 46-48. We cross the Linth

Canal (p. 49) ; on the right, the Wiggis and Glarnisch (p. 73). 37 M.
Nieder- and Ober-Urnen; 39 M. Ndfels - Mollis

,
junction for

(11/4 M.) W€esen(j>. 49).

Nafels (1434'; 2450inhab.; *Sehwert; Scliutzenhof; National;

LandoWs liesiaurant, near the station) and Ober-Urnen are the only

Roman Catholic villages in Canton Glarus. The church is the finest

in the canton. The well-preserved Freuler Palace , now a poor-house,

contains some interesting Renaissance rooms; and on the ground-

floor is a Collection of Antiquities made by the local historical so-

ciety (adm. 50 c). On 9th April, 1388, the natives here shook off

the Austrian yoke. In the Rautifelder, where eleven attacks took
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place, stand eleven memorial stones (monument in the Sandlen).

The peasants of the district make a pilgrimage to the spot on the

first Thurs. in April. — On the right bank of the Escher Canal lies

Mollis [1470'; Bar, Lowe, moderate; *Pens. Haltli), an industrial

village. (Over the Kerenzenberg to Milhlehorn, see p. 50.)
ExcuKSioNS (guide, M. Bauser), The Rautispitz (7493'), the summit

of the Wiggis Chain, is ascended from Nafels in 5-5V2 hrs. (interesting;
no difficulty; guide 10 fr.). On the right bank of the Rautibach, with its

numerous falls, we ascend in zigzags, crossing the Trankibach, to (1 hr.)

Brand (2510'). Hence a road leads through wood and past the Ilaslen-See
(2460') to the (^4 hr.) small Curham Oberseethal {^iib'

•,
pens. 31/2 fr.) and to

the (20 min.) charming Obersee (8225'). We skirt this lake to the left,

and ascend through wood to the Grappli-Alp (4730') and (2 hrs.) Rauti-Alp
(5401)'; shelter-hut), and in I'/z hr. more to the top, which slopes gradu-
ally on the W. side (beautiful view). — A rocky arete 1 hr. long, tra-
versed by a dizzy path, connects the Rautispitz with the Scheye (7420'),

the second peak of the Wiggis. The Scheye is also ascended from Vorauen
(p. 80) by the Langenegg-Alp (4V2 hrs.), or from the Klonthaler See (p. 80)
by the Herberig and the Deyen-Alp (4 hrs.), or from Netstal by the Auern-
Alp (5 hrs.; guide 10 fr.). — The attractive route from the Obersee to

(41/2 hrs.) Vorauen (p. 80) via the Lachen-Alp (5120') and the Langenegg-Alp
(525T) affords a picturesque view of the Glarnisch and other peaks.

41 M. Netstal (1485'; pop. 2326; St. Fridolin,- Bar; Schwert\
a large village, lies at the E, base of the Wiggis (see above).

The Lontsch (p. 80) falls into the Linth here (road to the Klonthal,

see p. 80).

43 M. Glarus. — *Glarner Hof, at the station, R., L., <fe A. 2V2-5,
B. IV2, D. 3 fr. ; *Drei Eidgenossen. R., L., & A. 2, B. 1 fr. ; Lowe ; Sonne

;

ScHWEizERHOF; HoTEL Bahnhof. — Beer at the Sonne and the Hotel Bahn-
hof. — Srimmer Restaurant on the Bergli (1883'), 20 min. to the W. of the
town, an admirable point of view (adm. 20 c. fur those who do not order
refreshments).

Glarus (1490'
;
pop. 6045), Fr. Glaris, the capital of the canton,

with busy industries, lies at the N.E. base of the precipitous and
imposing Vorder-Gldrnisch (7648'), at the W. base of the Schild

(7500'), and at the S.E. base of the Wiggis (see above), the barren,

grey summits of vehich form a striking contrast to the fresh green on

their slopes. The Kdrpfstock (9180') forms the background to the S.

;

to the right, the Hausstock (10,340'), to the left, the Gandstock

(7600'). In 1861, during a violent 'Fohn' (S. wind), the greater part

of the town was burned down. The new Romanesque Church is used
by the Roman Catholics and the Protestants in common. In 1506-

16 the reformer Zwingli was pastor at the old church, burnt in 1861.

Its site is now occupied by the Law Courts, which contain the Can-
tonal Archives and the Public Library. In the new Post Office

Building are collections of antiquities and natural curiosities (fine

fossils). The Town Hall contains an excellent relief-model of the

canton of Glarus by F. Becker and a relief of the Elm Landslip

by Prof. A. Heim (adm. free). In the art-cabinet is a small Gallery

of Pictures, chiefly by Swiss artists (adm. 50 c). The Public

Gardens contain memorials to the statesmen J. Heer (d. 1879) and
J. J. Blumer (d. 1876), natives of Glarus. — On the opposite
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bank of the Linth lies the industrial village of Ennenda (Adler

;

Schiitzenhof).
Excursions (guides, see p. 75). Pretty walk (road) via Schweizerhaus to

(31/2 M.) Schwandt (see below). — The Schild (,75CtO'; 51/2 hrs.
;
guide 8 fr.).

The path I'rom Glarus leads through wood and pastures, and over the
Ennetberge, to the (3 hrs.) Heuboden-Alp (4770'); then to the right, without
difficulty, to the top {2^1-z hrs.) Admirable view of the Miirtschenstock,

Tbdi, and Glarnisch. — The Fronalpstock (6980'; 5 hrs.-, guide 7 fr. ; sim-
ilar view) is easily ascended by the Ennetberge and the Fronalp. — To
THE MURGTHAL froin the Heuboden-Alp, by the Miir'.schen-Alp {Oberstafel.

6063"), see p. 51 (to the Merlen-Alp direct, 2 hrs.; over the Murgsee-Furkel
to the Murgseen, 2V2 hrs.; guide 10 fr.). — To Obstalden (8 hrs.; guide,

8fr., unnecessary for experts), a fine route: we cross the Fronalp {Mittleve

5193', Obere 6039'), pass between the Fronalpstock and Fahristock to the

(5 hrs.) Spannegg (510S'), skirt the little Spannegg-See (4757'; with the
Miirtschenstock on our right, p. 50). and descend the Plntten-Alp to the
Thalalp-See (3G10') and (3 hrs.) Obstaldm (p. £0). — The Vorder-Glarnisch
(7648'; 51/2-6 hrs.; guide 10 fr.), from Glarus via Sackberg and through
the Gleifer liavine, laborious, for experts only; steep descent by Mittel-

guppen to (2V2 hrs.) Schwdndi (see below).
The Zlbnthal (p. 80) as far as Richisau deserves a visit. Good road

to the Klonthaler See 4V2 M., thence to Vorauen 4V2 M., to Richisau 6 M.
(one-horse carr, there and back 18. two-horse carr. 26-32 fr.).

From Glarus over the Pragel to Schwyz, see R. 23.

The railv?ay to Linthal crosses the Linth six times. 44 M.
Ennenda (see ahove). Near (451/2 M.) Mitlodi (1665'; Hirsch), and
beyond it, we obtain a superb view of the Todi and its neighbours.

On the right bank lies Ennetlinth. The fertile valley with its factories

contrasts picturesquely with the mountains.

47 M. Schwanden (1690'; Rail. Restaurant; ^Schwanderhof;

Adler'), with 2360 inhab. and large factories, lies at the mouth of the

Sernf-Thal {^. 80).
Pretty walk (ruad via Thon IV2 M., direct path 25 min.) to Schwandi

(2360'; Krone), with a splendid view of the Todi and Selbsanft. — From
Schwandi to the Oberblegi-See (see below) by the Guppen-Alp (5480') and
Guppen-Seeli, 4 hrs.

We cross the Linth below the influx of the Sernf. 48 M. Nid-

furn-Haslen; to the E., 2 M. higher up, is the plain Curhaus

Tannenberg (view). Farther on is Leuggelbach (Hoflibad, with

restaurant and garden), with a fine waterfall on the right. — 50 M.
Luchsingen-Hdtzingen (1873').

From Luchsingen or Nidfurn a pleasant excursion to the (2^/2 hrs.)

Oberblegi-See (4680'), at the foot of the Bachistock (p. 80); descent by the
Bds'odcM-Alp and Braunwald to (3 hrs.) Stachelberg. Fine view of the Todi
group, etc.

We cross the Linth to (51 M.') Betschwanden-Diesbach (1958'J;
on the left, the picturesque fall of the Diesbach.

The Saasberg (7227'), a spur of the Freiberg Range, is ascended from
Betschwanden, Riiti. or Linthil in 41/2 hrs. (g'lide 8 fr.); striking view
of the Todi, etc. — Karpfstock {Hochkdrpf, 9180'; 7-8 hrs. ;

guide 15 fr.),

laborious, for experts only, from Betschwanden or Riiti, via Bodmen-Alp
and Kiihthal.

Beyond stat. Rati we cross the Linth for the last time. 53 M.
Linthal, the terminus, on the left bank. To the N. (1/4 M.) are the

favourite *Bath8 of Stachelberg (2178'; *Olarner's Hotel, R., L.,
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& A. 2-5, B. IV2, 1^- 4, S. ^V-^, pens. 71/2-12 fr., visitors' tax

1 fr. per week; dependance at the 'Seggen', on the right bank),

beautifully situated. The powerful sulphureous alkaline water

trickles from a cleft in the Braunwaldberg^ 1/2 lir- distant. *View of

the head of the valley : in the centre the Selbsanft [9935'); to the

right the Kammerstock (7100'), and adjoining it part of the Todi

(11,887') to the left; between the latter and the Bifertenstock

(11,240') lies the Biferten Glacier. Pleasant walks on the wooded
hillside. — English Church Service at the hotel in summer.

Above the station, on the left bank of the Linth, is Ennetlinth

with large spinning-mills. On the right bank lies (^/^ M.) Linthal

(2238'; pop. 2240; '^Rabe; *Bdr ox Post; Drei Eidyenossen, well

spoken of; Klausen, at the station), a large village.

Excursions (guides: Leonh. Indermauer of Glarus, MelcMor Jenny of
Schwandi, Abr. Stiissi at the GJarnisch - Hiitte, Fritz Zwei/el , Eeinrich
Schietser, Rob. Hdmig, Thorn. Wichser, Fritz Vogeli., and Tob as Indergand
of Linthal ; Peter Elmer and HilarUis Rhyner of Elm). The ""LoAver Fatsch-
bach Fall is reached from the station via Ennetlinth in V2 hr. (From the fall

a foot-path ascend^ to the right to the Klausen roan.) The beautiful "Central
Fall (Bergli-Stliber) is best seen from the 5th bend of the Klausen road
(p. 77), about 21/2 M. from Linthal; a path descends to the foot of the fall.

— To the 'Pantenbriicke, ^V'eli-Alp, and Sandalp., see p. 76; also to (IV2 hr.)

Braunwald (4920'; Niederschlacht andRubschen inns), a mountain-hamlet
with a magnificent view of the Todi, best frona beside the school, IV4 M.
farther on; to the Oberblegi-See (see above), etc. — Kammerstock (jTAw?-?/!;

7100' j, by the Kammer-Alp 41/2 hrs., repaying, and not difficult (suide
8 fr.). — Ortstock or Silberstock (8908'), by the Alp Brdch, the Barentritt,

and the Furkeli. 6-7 hrs., laborious: splendid view (guide 15 fr.). — Grieset
or Faulen (8935'), by the Brauniraldberge, 6 hrs., attractive, and not dif-

ficult (guide 15 fr.). The Bose Faulen (9200'), the N. and higher peak of
the Grieset, is difficult (6-8 hrs.

;
guide 30 fr.). These peaks afford an

interesting survey of the stony wilderness around. Other fine points are
the Pfannenstock (8440'; 7 hrs.; guide 17 fr.) and the Kirchberg (Hoher
Thurm; 8T61'; 8 hrs.; guide 20 fr.). From the Faulen via the Dreckloch-
Alp (5560') to the Qlarnisch-Hiitte (p. 80), 41/2 hrs. — Gemsfayrenstock
(9758'). not difficult, 7-8 hrs. (guide 20 fr.). We cro=s the Linth at the
Auengilter (see below) and ascend through wood, cro-sing the Sci.reienbach

and passing the AUenoren-Alp., to the (5 hrs ) ClaridenClub Hut, on the .dtoi-

oreras^ocA (^Lb'); then over ihe Clariden Glacier to (2'/2-3 hrs ) ihe summit.
The descent may be made by the Beckenen t-> (2 hrs.) the Upper Sandalp
(p. 76). — The ClridPnHut is also the starting-point of the ascents of the
Geissbiitzistock (8925'; 2V2 hrs.; tiuide 15 fr.), th- Vordere and Hintere Spitz-

alpelistock (92i5' and 9~52'; 41/2-6 hrs.; 17 and 20 fr.), the Claridenstock

(10,730'; 7 hrs.; 30 fr.), and the Catscharauls (10,045'; HV2 hrs.; 80 fr.). —
Over the Clariden Pass to the Maderaner-Thal, see p. 130 (from the Clariden
Hut to the Hot'l Alpenklub 9 hrs.; guide from Linthal 30 fr.).

From Linthal to Elm by the Richetli Pass (672 hrs.; guide 10 fr.),

see p. 82; through the Bisi-Thal to the Muota-Thal, see p. 79.

A road, at first ascending (view of the *Fdtschbach Fall, see

above) and then level, leads from Linthal (one-horse carr. 8 fr. for

V? day, two-horse 12 fr. ; whole day 12 or 20 fr.) by the Auenguter
(Pens. Freihof; Inn 'Im Auen') to the (3'/2 M.) Thierfehd (2680';

'*H6tel Todi, R. & B. 3^/4, D. 3, pens, b^/o fr.), a green pasture sur-

rounded by lofty mountains. On the latter part of the route we
have a view of the *Schreienbach Waterfall (230' high), which the
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morning-sun tints with rainbow hnes. Fine view of the gorge of

the Linth from the *Kdnzeli, 74 ^^- from the inn,

A few paces from the inn a bridge crosses the Linth, beyond
which the narrow new road ascends for ^/2 hour. A slab on a rock

on the left is to the memory of Dr. Wislicenus, who perished on the

GriJnhorn in 1866. The road then descends a little towards the

ravine, turns a corner, and reaches (I/4 hr.) the Panten-Brucke
(3212'), 160' above the Linth, amidst imposing scenery. On the

right bank a path ascends the grassy slope to the (20 min.) *'Ueli-

Alp (3612' ; superb view of the Todi).
We return by tlie same path to the Hotel Todi; or we retrace our

steps about 30 yds. and ascend to the E. by an ill-defined forest-path to

the (IV4 hr.) Lower Baumgarten-Alp (5250'), high above the Thierfehd,
with a magnificent view. We descend a narrow and dizzy path (guide
desirable, but not to be had at the Alp, which is deserted in summer),
skirting the precipice of the Tritt, turning to the left, 5 min. beyond the
Baumgarten-Alp, to Ohbort (3425'; Curhaus. rustic, pens. 3^/2 fr.), and thence
to the right via the Auengiiter to (1 hr.) Linthal. For persons subject to

giddiness this excursion is preferable in the opposite direction: Linthal,
Auengiiter, Obbort, Baumgarten-Aip, Ueli-AIp, Pantenbrvicke. — A steep
path leads to the E. from the Baumgarten-Alp (guide advisable; to the
Muttsee Hut 10 fr.) along abrupt grassy slopes to (IV4 hr.) the rocks of the
T/)or (6755'); then it bends to the right to i^/^-b^r.) the Niischen-Alp 027(y),
thence skirting the Muttenwdndli to (IV4 hr.) the Muttsee Club Hut (S170')

on the Muttsee (8100'), the loftiest lake in the Alps (generally still ice-bound
in July and Aug.). The hut is the starting-point for the NiitchenKtock

(9500'; 21/2 hrs.; guide 15 fr.), Riichi (9355'; 21/2 hrs.; 16 fr.), Scheidstockli

(9220'; 3 hrs.; 20 fr.), Rnchi (10,190*; 31/2 hrs.; 20 fr.), Eausstock (10,340';

from the Ruchi across the icy arete in 1 hr. ; 25 fr.), and Jfutte7istock

(10,140'; 41/2 hrs.; 25 fr.). The Bifer tenstock (ii,nO'), scaled via the Kisten
Pass and the Limmern Glacier in 8 hrs. (guide 40 fr.), and the Selbsanft
(Hintere 9.135', Mittlere 962.5', Vordere 9020'), ascended via the Gries Glacier

in 2 hrs. (guide 35-40 fr.), are two very difficult peaks. — Over the Kisten
Pass to Jhmz, see p. 77.

. __^

The 'Upper Sandalp (6358'), 31/2 hrs. above the Pantenbriicke, Ts fre-

quently visited on account of its grand situation (guide, not indispensable,
8 fr.). The path ascends beyond the Pantenbriicke to the right and
crosses the Limmern-Bacft, which descends from a gorge. Some points here
are rather unpleasant for unsteady heads. Farther on we cross the Sand-
bach and ascend the left bank to the (1 hr.) Vordere Sandalp (41C0'; rfmts.),

where we return to the right bank. By the (20 min.) Hintere Sandalp
(4330") the path crosses the Biferten-Bach^ and then ascends the steep and
fatiguing slope of the Ochsenhlanken, 1600' in height, where the Sandbach
forms a fine cascade. Lastly we recross to the left bank, where the brook
pierces a rocky gorge, and soon reach the (2 hra.) chalets of the Upper
Sandalp (Alpine fare and hay-beds in July and August). Finest view
1/2 hr. beyond the chalets.

The Linth Valley ends with a magnificent group of snow-mountaius.
The giant of this group is the -Tbdi or Piz Rusein (11,887'; from Linthal
11-12 hrs.; difficult, for experts only; guide 35 fr., two required for a
single traveller), with its brilliant snowy crest, ascended for the first time.*

in 1837. The route from the Hintere Sandalp leads through the Biferten-

Thal via the Mdrenhlanken to the (4'/2 hrs. from Thierfehd) Fridolin Hut
of the S. A. C. (7070') on the Biferten-Alpeli. We thence ascend by a fair

path over stones and the moraine of the Hinter Rothi Firn to the (I hr.)

old Grunhorn Hut (8015') and aloner the left side of the Biferten Glacier,

crossing the Schneerunse, a gully exposed to ice-avalanches in the after-

noon, and the Gelbwdndli, to the upper snows of the glacier, and to the

(41/2-5 hrs.) summit. Magnificent view. We may descend by the Porta da
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Spescha (3360'), between the IHz Mellen (11,085') and Stockgron (11,215'), to
the Val Rusein and (6 hrs.) Disentis (p. 389; guide 45 fr.)i or by the Gliems-
p/orte (10,925'), between the Stockgron and the Piz Urlaun, to the Gliems
Glacier; then over the Puntaiglas Pass to the Puntaiglus Glacier and down
the Val Puntaiglas to Truns (comp. p. 388j.

Passes. From the Upper Sandalp a fatiguing route crosses the Sand-
firn and the Sandalp Pass (Sandgrat; 9210') to Disentis in 7-8 hrs. (p. 389;
guide 30 fr.); another, laborious but interesting, crosses (8 hrs.) the
HuFi Pass (9645') to the Maderaner-Thal (p. 130; guide 30 fr.).

Fkom Linthal ovek the Kisten Pass to Ilanz, 13 hrs. (guide lo

Brigels 27 fr.), fatiguing. Ascent by the (3 hrs.) Baumgarten-Alp to the
(3 hrs.) Muiltee Club Hut fp. 76). Thence via the AJutten-Alp^ the Latten-

frn^ and the Kistenband^ high above the Limmern-Thal and opposite the
Selbsanft and Bifevtenstock iwith the Gries and Limmevn glaciers!, to the
(H/z hr.) Kisten Pass (8290'), lying to the N. of the Kistenstockli (9020').

Descent by the Alp Eubi in the ValFvisal to (3 hrs.) Brigels (p. 387) and thence
either to the left to <2Vj hrs.) Ilanz (p. 385), or to the right via Schlans
to (2 hrs.) Truns (p. 388).

22. From Linthal to Altdorf. Klausen Eoad.
Schachen-Thal.

Comp. Maps, pp. 74, 92.

10 hrs. : to Spitelriiti 3i/4, Klausen 2, Unterschachen 2, AUdorf 21/2 hrs.
Road to the end of the Urner Boden (31/2 hrs. from Linthal; diligence daily
in summer iu 2'/^ hrs.); bridle-path to L nterschachen (road in progress);
road thence to (7 M.) Altdorf (diligence daily in IV2 hr. ; 3 fr. 5 c. ; one-
horse carr. 10, from Altdorf to Unterschachen 15 fr.). Porter to Unterschachen
10, to Altdorf 15 fr. ; horse to Unterschachen 28, to Altdorf 35 fr.

The new Klausen Road ascends in a long curve to the W. of

Ennetlinth and skirts the rocks, passing through tunnels and gal-

leries (charming glimpses of the valley). Beyond the second gallery

is a path descending to the Lower Fatschbach Fall (p. 75). The road

then ascends in long windings (short-cuts for walkers) over the

grassy slopes of the Fruttberge, vrhere several pretty views are en-
joyed, to (3/4 hr.) the Rdmis Inn (rustic), and passes near (1/4 hr.)

the beautiful ^Middle Fatschbach Fall ('Bergli-Stiiber'
, p. 75).

Beyond this we skirt the precipices at the foot of the Stockli (6070'),

where we obtain a fine retrospect of the Freiberg chain and the

Selhsanft. Thence the road ascends gently along the slopes of the

Frittern, partly through wood, to the (1 1/4 hr.) boundary between
Glarus and Uri, where the Scheidbdchli (4290') descends from the

right.

The Urner Boden, a grassy and at places marshy valley, 4 M.
long, 1/2 M. broad, with a few groups of chalets, now begins. It is

bounded on the N. by the jagged Jdgernstdcke and Mdrenberge,

culminating in the Ortstock (8908'), and on the S. by the glaciers

and snow-fields of the Clariden (10,730'). About ^/o^^- from the

frontier of Glarus we pass the inn Zur Sonne ; then (25 min.) the

chalets of Spitelriiti (Restaurant Wilhelm Tell ; new inn, opened in

1899), with a chapel on a hill (4560').
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The shady road traverses the pasture for ^/i^'f- more, and beyond
the Tragerhalm (5275') ascends in hold curves through the wild

rocky cauldron of the Klus to the (1 hr.) Klausen-Alp and the (1/2 hr.)

Klausen Pass (6437'). Beyond the pass the shorter footpath to the

Schachen-Thal, via the Balmwand and Aesch (see below), diverges

to the left. The new road gradually descends via the beautifully

situated Bodmer Alp (to the left, the Grosse Scheerhorn, p. 130)

and then sweeps round to the right to the (V2 tir.) chalets of the

Upper Balm (5890' ). Farther on, it runs high up on the N. side

of the wooded Schachen-Thal. Fine views of the Clariden Glacier,

Stauber Fall, Gries Glacier, Scheerhorner, Kammlistock , Clariden-

stock, and (farther on) the Brunni-Thal, with the Grosse Ruchen
and the Grosse Windgelle. After threading the Seellthal Tunnel, we
wind down to —

41/2 M. TJnterschachen (3345'; *Hotel Klausen, R., L., & A.

lV2-^V2i ^' iV4> 1^-3, pens. 6 fr. ; Alpenrose, unpretending), a

summer-resort, finely situated near the mouth of the Brunni-Thal,
at the head of which rises the Grosse Ruchen (10,295') with its

glaciers. To the N. rises the Schdchenthaler Windgdlle (see below).

To the S. (3/4 M.) is a small bath-house, with a mineral spring.
Walkers from the Klausen Pass to Unterschacheu save about V2 lir.

by taking the pa'h above indicated, which leads to (5 min.) the chalets
of the Lower Balm (oGijO'; inn) and ihen descends the steep slopes of the
Balmwand to ihe ('/2 hr.) hamlet Im Aesch (iOoO'; 'Hot. Stciubi, plain).

Fine view of the "Stauber Waterfall. We then descend ihe lef'i bank of the
impetuous Schachenhach, and finally cross this stream to (Ihr.) Unterschdchen.

Three toil-ome and difficult rnutes (guides, Viucenz P.issig and Ferd.
Gisler of Unterschachen; comp. pp. 130, 131) lead from Unterschachen to
the Maderaner-Thal via the Ruchkehlen Pats (9055') the Scheerhorn-Griggeli
Pass CdlSO'), and the Kammlilucke (9355'). — Ihe Schachenthaler Windgelle
(y095'; 6-7 hrs. fr.im Unterschachen) is fatiguing and not suitable fir any
but steady-headed experts (guide 30, porier 20 fr.). — Via the (3hri.)
Puosalper Kulm (I125'j to Schwarzenhach and (4 hrs.) Muotathal, see p. 79.

A good road descends the valley, by Spiringen, Weiterschwanden,
and Trudelingen, to (5 M.) Brugg, crosses the Schachenbach and
the Fdtschbach, and leads to (1 M.) Biirglen (p. 117) and (1 M.)
Altdorfi^see p. 117).

23. From Schwyz to Glarus over the Pragel.

Comp. Maps, pp. 92, 72.

11 hrs. Diligence from Schwyz to (61/4 M.) Muotathal twice daily in

IV2 hr. (1 fr. 55 c); carr. 9, with pair 14 fr. From Muotathal over the
Pragel to (4 hrs.) Richisau, a bridle-path, unattractive (guide advisable,
18 fr.; Melchior Biirgler, Jos. Gwerder, or Xav. Eediger of Muotathal). No
inn between Muotathal and Richisau. It is preferable to visit the Klonthal
from Glarus (see p. 74).

Schwyz, see p. 116. The road ascends to the S. through or-

chards and meadows (view of the Lake of Lucerne to the right), and
in a wooded ravine at the foot of the Gic6ci (3010') reaches the .Vwofa,

in its deep roi^ky bed. Opposite, to the right, is Ober-Schonenbuch,
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upon which the French were driven back by Suvoroff in 1799.
Farther up the Muota ravine, but not visible from the road, is the

Suvoroff Bridge, which was contested by the Russians and the French
for two days. (At a sharp bend in the road, 21/2 ^« from Schwyz,
a road descends to the right to this bridge in 3 min. ; we may then
return to Schwyz through wood and pastures on the left bank by
Ober-Schonenbuch, a pleasant walk of 2 hrs. in all.) Beyond (A^/oM.)

Ried (1855'; Adler'), on the left, is the pretty fall of the Gstiibtbach,

at first descending perpendicularly, and then gliding over the rock.

At (3/4 M.) Follmis (1900') we cross the Muota and pass the Mettel-

bach Fall in the Kesseltobel. Then (1 M.) —
6V4 xM. Muotathal (1995'; pop. 2015; *Kreuz; Hirsch , mod-

erate; Krone), the chief village of the valley, with the Nunnery of
St. Joseph, founded in 1280, and Suvoroff's headquarters in 1799.
Fine rock-scenery and waterfalls near.

Over the Kinzig Pass to Altdoef, 8 hrs., somewhat fatiguing (guide
not indispensable). After following the Pragel route for 1/4 hr., we diverge
to the right, cross the Muota and ascend the Buri-Thal

,
passing the cha-

lets of Lipplisbiihl and Wdngi, to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Kinzig Pass {Kinziglculm
or Kimerkulm; 6790'), lying to the S.E. of the Favlen (8150'). Limited view.
Then a rapid descent to the Schdchen-Thal (p. 78), Weiterschwanden, and
Bilrglen (p. 117). The Kinzig Pass is famous for the masterly retreat of Suvo-
roff, who, when cut off from the Lake of Lucerne by the French in Sept.,

1799, marched with his army through the Schachen-Thal to the Muota-
Thai, thence over the Pragel to Glarus, and lastly over the Panixer Pass
to Coire.

Thkodgh the Bisi-Thal to Stachelberg, 10 hrs., rough hut attractive;
guide necessary. Good path (at first a road) through the narrow Bisi-Thal,
watered by the Muota, to (2V2 hrs.) Schwarzenhach (dibZ' -^ *Inn), with a fine
fall of the Muota; steep ascent thence to the left to the (3 hrs.) Alp Melchberg
(6293'); then across the dreary Karren-Alp, between the Kirchherg and Faulen
(p. 75), and down the Braunwald-Alp to (41/2 hrs.) Stachelberg. Another and
more interesting route is the following (9V2-i0hrs., with guidn). From Schwar-
zenbach through wood and meadows (path generally well discernible) to the

(IV4 'hT.)"Waldibach Fall, the finest waterfall of Central Switzerland; ascend
thence to the left to the (2 hrs.) Glatt-Alp, with the pretty blue Glatten-See
(6090*), surrounded by lofty cliffi, and to the (3 hrs.) top of the Orisiock or
Silherstock (SdOS'

-,
p. 75); descend via the Bvdch-Alp to (3-372 hrs.) Siachel-

herg. — Or from the Waldibach Fall we may ascend to the right over the
Waldi-Alp and Ruos-Alp to the (3 hrs.) Ruosalper Kulm (7125'), and descend
to the new Klausen road and to (2 hrs.) Unterschdchen (p. 78).

To SisiKON THROUGH THE Pi-iemenstalden-Thal and across the Katzen-
zagel (4888'), a footpath, 7 hrs. (unattractive ; comp. p. 99).

From Muotathal the path leads to the (1/2 tr.) foot of the Stalden,

and ascends toilsomely over slabs of rocks to (1 hr.) a group of houses
(fine retrospect) ; 1/4 1^^. farther on it crosses the Starzlenbach by the

Klosterberg Bridge, to the left, and ascends rapidly to the right to

two houses; 40 min., by a gate, we descend to the right, and cross

the brook ; 10 min., a cross ; 5 min., a cattle-shed in a picturesque

vaUey; ^j^hi., the Sennebrunnen, with excellent water; 5 min.,
refuge-hut; 5 min., a cross. Then, almost level, to the (25 min.)
chalets on the marshy top of the Pragel (5060' ; no view).

Descent, at first steep and stony, to the {^j^ hr.) chalets of the

Schwellaui{i?>Ql')
;
then through wood

; 74^^- ^^^ Neuhiittli (4193')

;
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here we descend to the right, where the pretty Klonthal and its

lake become visible; 1/2^^''. Richisau [3590'; *Curhaus, pens. 5-7 fr.),

a rich green pasture with line groups of trees, to the N. of which
tower the Wannenstock (6495' J and Ochsenkopf (7155'), and to

the S. the furrowed slopes of the Silhern (7570').

The Schwu77tmhdhe, an old moraine, V^^I- to the E. of the Curhaus, affords
a beautiful view of the Klonthaler See, Schild, Glarnisch, and (to the S.) the
Faulen. Attractive excursions may be made to the W. to the &/2 hrs.) Cross
on the Saasbe I g (6225'; pass to the Sihlthal and Einsiedeln) and to (5 min.)
the Sihl-Seeli (5985'); to the S. to (3 hrs.) the top of the Silbern (7570'),

with fossils and interesting furrowed slopes; to the Glarnisch (see below;
to the club-hut 4 hrs., thence to the top 3 hrs.); to the top of ihe. Faulen
(Grieset, 8935') via the Dreckloch-Alp in 6 hrs. (with guide), descending to
(4hrs.) Stachelberg{-p.lb)-^ totheN.,via (i hr.) the Schweinalp Pass to (31/2 hrs.)
Hinterwdggithal (comp. p. 48); to the top of the Ochsenkopf (libb' : S'/z hrs.

;

with guide); to the top of the Scheye (7420'; 5 hrs. ; see p. 73) via Ldngenegg.

From Richisau a road descends , across a fine open pasture, in

full view of the imposing Glarnisch, to (1 hr.) Vorauen (2640';

^Hotel-Pension Klonthal^ pens, ^^j^-^^h f^- 5 Vorauen Inn, at the

lower end of the village, plain), beautifully situated.

The *Glarnisch , the huge rocks of which bound the Klonthal en the
S. side, one of the finest mountains in Switzerland, culminates in the
Vorder- Glarnisch (7648'), the Vrenelisgdrtli (9535'), the Ruchen- Glarnisch
(9557'), and the Bdchistock (9583'). The ascent of the Ruchen-Glarnisch is

laborious, but not difficult for experts (71/2 hrs.
;
guide 20 fr. ; see p. 75).

"We cross the Richisauer and Rossmatter Klon , to the W. of Vorauen, to

the huts on (40 min.) the Klonstalden (3450'; direct path hither from
Richisau in 25 min.), then enter the narrow Rossmatter- Thai (red marks),
pass the chalets of ^'asern (3968') and Werben (4562'), and reach the (3 hrs.)

Club Hut in the Steinthdli (6610'; inn in summer). We next ascend steep
and stony slopes, cross the Gldrnischfirn, regain the rock, and reach the top
in 3 hrs. from the hut. Superb view (panorama by Heim). — The Vorder-
Gldrnisch^ from Glarus, 5V2-6 hrs., comp. p. 74.

The *K16nthal is a picturesque , thinly-peopled dale , with
meadows of freshest green. To the S. rise the precipices of the

Glarnisch (see above). The pale-green Klonthaler See (2640'),

11/2 M. from Vorauen, 2 M. long and ^3 M. broad, enhances the

beauty of the valley, reflecting in calm weather the minutest fur-

rows on the side of the Glarnisch. A rock on the S. bank, near a

waterfall, bears an inscription to the poet Salomon Gessner (d. 1788),
who often spent the summer in a chalet here. The road skirts the

N. bank; rowing-boat down the lake in 50 min., IY2 fr. At the

(3'/2 M.) Seeriiti, at the lower end of the lake, is a small Inn.

Below the lake the valley narrows to a gorge, through which dashes

the Lontsch, the discharge of the lake, forming a series of small cas-

cades, in grand rocky setting, down to its confluence with the Linth,

below Netstal. To the left rise the huge cliff's of the Wiggis Chain

(p. 73). Pretty view of the ravine (165' deep) from the new stone

bridge, reached by a footpath diverging to the right about 2V4 M.
from the Seeriiti. The road divides at the (2/4 M.) Staldengarten Inn.

The left branch leads to (2M.) Netstal (p. 73 ), the right crosses the

Lontsch to (1 M.) Riedern and (I74 M.) Glarus (p. 73). In de-
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scending we enjoy a fine view of the Fronalpstock, the Schild, and

the Freiberge (between the Linth and Sernf valleys).

24. From Glarus to Elm through the Semf-Thal.
Comp. Map, p. 72.

121/2 M. Railwat from Glarus to (3 M.) Schwanden, 17 min, ; Diligence
(2 fr. 5o c.) from Schwanden to {91/2 M.) Elm twice daily in 23/4 hrs. (descent,

13/4 hr.).

At Schwanden (p. 74), 3 M, to the S. of Glarus, the deep Semf-
Thal, or Klein-Thai, diverges to the left from the Linth-Thal. The
highroad gradually ascends the N. slope. Beyond (IV2 ^^O ^a^*? ^

pretty waterfall on the left. 3M. Engi (2540'; pop. 1170; *Sonne),

with cotton -mills, at the mouth of the narrow Muhlehach-Thal.

[Over the Widerstein-Furkel to the Murgthal, see p. 51.) The slate-

quarries (Plattenberge) on the left bank of the Sernf are noted for

their fossils. From [2 M.) Matt (2710') an attractive path to the

N.E. leads in 6 hrs. through the Krauchthal and over the Rieseten

Pass (6644') to Weisstannen (p. 52
;
guide 15 fr.).

3 M. Elm (3215'; *Curhaus Elm, prettily situated, R. from 2,

board 5 fr. ; Hot. Elmer, well spoken of; Gschwand, with mineral

baths ; Sonne), the highest village in the valley, in a fine basin en-

circled by snow -mountains, is frequented as a summer-resort. It

was partly destroyed on 11th Sept., 1881, by a landslip from the

Tschingelberg (S.E.), by which 114 persons lost their lives (memor-
ial tablet at the church).

Ascents (for experts only; guides, Peter Elmer and Hilarius Bhyner).
Kdrpfstock \^\m'^, by ih.& Erhsalp in 6 hrs. fguide 15 fr.), and Foraft (9925'),

by the Tschingeln-Alp and Bundnerberg Glacier in S hrs. (guide 10 fr.), both
laborious, but interesting (couip. pp. 74, 82). — Eausstock (10,340'), by
the Richetli Pass and the Leiterberg, or by the Panixer Pass (p. 82) in 9 hrs.

(guide 20 fr.), laborious. — Piz Segnes (10.175'). from the Segnes Pass (see
below) in 2 hrs.. or from the Segnesliicke (p. 82) by the S. arete in 1 hr.

(8 hrs. from Elm; guide 10 fr.), not difficult for experts. — The Hauren-
stock or Piz Surdona (10,020'; 7i,2 hrs. ; guide 20 fr.) and the Scheihe (9585';

7 hrs.; 20 fr.) are both trying and better attacked from the Sardona Club
Hut (p. 72).

Passes. To Flims ovee the Segnes Pass (pron. 'Senyes'), 8 hrs., fatigu-
ing, but interesting (guide 17 fr.). We cross the Sernf, amidst the remains
of the landslip, and the Raminbach , and ascend the wild gorge of the
Tschingelnbach. %Yhich forms picturesque falls, to the Tschingeln-Alp; then
mount steep grassy and stony slopes to the (5 hrs.) Segnes Pass (8615'),

lying to the S.W. of the Piz Segnes (10,175'). To the right ri.^e the jagged
Tschingelhorner or Mannen (9350'), pierced by the Martinsloch (8(>i8'), a hole
through which the sun shines on the church of Elm twice a year. We
descend the short but steep Segnes Glacier (easy except in the absence of
snow, when rope and ice-axe are useful) to the (I'A hr.) Segnes Club Hut
on Segnes Sut (BBSS'), then by a steep path, afterwards better, to the Flimser
Alpen, and past a fine waterfall (to the left, the huge Flimser Stein, p. 884)
to (2 hrs.) Flims (p. 384).

To Ilanz over the Panixer Pass, 9 hrs. (guide to Panix 15 fr.),

fatiguing; historically famous for SuvorofiFs retreat of 5th-10th Oct., 1799
(comp. p. 79). A road ascends on the left bank of the Sernf from Elm by

Bakdekbb, Switzerland. IS'h Edition. 6
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Hinter - Steinibach to the (40 min.) Erbser- Briicke; 25 min. farther ap,

at Wallenbrugg, we cross the Sernf and ascend by a steep, rugged path
to the chalets of the Jdtzalp (Im Loch, 4822'; Ober-Staffel , 5587'). We
next cross the Walenhoden and traverse the snow-couloir of the Gurgel.^

at the base of the Rinkenkopf f8620'). Farther on we traverse a tract of

debris (with a small tarn on the left) and reach the (3V2 hrs.) Panixer
Pass (Cuolm dn Pignieu; 7897'), with a small refnge-hut. To the left rises

the Rothstock (8615'); to the right are the Rttch-Wichlenberg (9186') and the
Eausstock (ascent from the pass in 3V2-4hrs., see above), with the Meer
Glacier. Descent over the Meer-Alp and the wild Ranasca-Alp to (2V2 hrs.)

Panix (4334'; Panixer Pass Inn), and via Rui$ to (2 hrs.) Ilanz (p. 884). —
Another route, fatigmng and uninteresting, crosses the Sether Furka (8565'),

It diverges from the Panix route to the left, by the tarn above mentioned,
and ascends steeply to the pass, between the Rothhorn and the Vordb (ascent

of the latter from the pass in 2 hrs., see p. 81). Descent by the Ruscheiner
Alp and the Sethe7' Tobel to (9 hrs.) Ham (p. 385).

To Weisstannen bt the Fog Pass, 7 hrs., rough (guide 10 fr.). Up
the right bank of the Raminbach, chiefly through wood, to the Ramin-Alp^
and thence via Matt (6180') to the t3V2-4 hrs.) Foo Pass (7290'), which affords

a fine though limited view. Then down by the Foo-Alp and Unter-Siez-Alp
(4377') to the Seezihal and (3 hrs.) Weisstannen (p 52).

To Vattis over the Sardona Pass, 11-12 hrs., difficult, but attractive

(guide 30 fr.). From the (5 hrs.) Segues Pass (p. 81) we cross the glacier

to the E., climb the steep rocky S. arete of the Piz Segnes to the Seg-

nes-Lucke (9351'), just to the S. of the Piz Segnes, descend by a very steep
snow slope to the Segnes Glacier, and cross it to the Sardona Pass (9317'J,

to the S. of the Saurenstock (see below). We then descend accross the
Sardona Glacier to the (3-3V2 hrs) Sardona Club EiA (iSoO'; p. 7!^) and the
(1 hr.) Sardona-Alp (p. 72), beyond which we traverse the Cal/eisen-Thal

to St. Martin (4433') and (3 hrs.) Vattis (p. 71). — A better route ascends from
the Segnes Pass to the (2 hrs.) tip of the Piz Segnes (1<',175'; see p. 81)

and then descends across the Sauren Glacier to the Sardi^na Pass. The
Saurenstock {Piz Sardona; 10,02ii') is also easily combined with this route
(from the pass 3/^ hr. ; descent direct to the club-hut). — Over the
Muttenthaler Grat, 11 hrs. to Vattis, le.«s difficult, but rough and
fatiguing (guide 17 fr.). From the (872 hrs.) Foo Pass (see above) we first

descend to the Obere Foo-Alp, then ascend to the right through the
Mutten-Thal to the basin of the Haibiitzli, with a small tarn (7693'), and
thence to the (3 hrs.) Muttenthaler Grat (8104'). Rough descent via the

Platten-Alp and the Malanser Alp to (2 hrs.) St. Martin in the Cal/eisen-

Thal and (2 hrs.) Vattis (p. 71).

To Linthal (p. 74), by the Richetli Pass (7425'), 7 hrs., with guide
(10 fr.), not difficult ; '^View of the Hausstock, Vorab, and Glarnisch. De-
scent by the Durnach-Thal.



II. LAKE OF LUCEME AND ENVIRONS.
THE ST. aOTTHARD.

25. From Zurich to Zug and Lucerne 84
i. Via Thalweil 84

Stalactite Caverns in the Holle. Zimmerberg, 85. —
Excursions from Zug:..Felsenegg and Schonfels. Schon-
brunn. Menzingen. Ageri-Thal, So.

ii. Via Affoltern 87
Hausen, 87.

26. Lucerne 87
From Lucerne to Kriens and Herrgottawald, 92.

27. Lake of Lucerne 93
Weissenfluh , 9i.— From B eckenried to Seelisberg. Xieder-
bauen. Oberbauen. Buocbser Horn, 95. — Rigi-Hochflub.
Vitznauer Stock. Hotel Sonnenberg-Seelisberg. Schwendi-
fluh, 96. — Giitscb. Morschach. Axentels. Axenstein,97.

—

Stoos. Fronalpstock, 93.— Riemenstalden-Thal. Ropbaien.
Rossstock. Liedernen, 99. — IsenthaL Schonegg Pass.

Rotbgratli. Uri-Rotbstock. Gitscben, 99, 100.

28. The Riffi 100
From Vitznau to Rigi-Kulm lOL — From Arth-Goldau to

Rigi-Kulm, 102.— From theKaltbadtoRigi-Scbeideck, 106.

29. From Lucerne to Alpnachstad. Pilatus 107
Btirgenstock, 107. — From Stansstad to Sarnen, 108.

30. From Zug and Lucerne to Arth-Goldau 110

i. From Zug to Arth-Goldau. Lake of Zxig .... 110
ii. From Lucerne to Kiissnacht and Arth-Goldau . . 110

31. From Zurich via Wadensweil to Arth-Goldau. From
Biberhriicke to Einsiedeln Ill

Feusisberg. Hiitten. Gottschalkenberg. From Pfaffikon
to Einsiedeln; the Etzel. 112. — From Einsiedeln to

Scbwyz over tbe Hacken or tbe Iberger Egg, 113. — The
Schlagstrasse. Rossberg, 114.

32. From Lucerne to Bellinzona. St. Gotthard Railway . 114
Goldau Landslip, 115 — The )Ivten, 116. — Biirglen;
Rossstock; Belmi^tnck, 117. — Erstfelder-Thal Bristen-

stock. Hohe Faulen, 118. — The St. Gotthard Road from
Amsteg to Goschenen, 119. — Pizzo Rotondo ; Passo dei
Sassi; Val Piora-, Taneda, etc., 121, 122.

33. From Goschenen to Airolo over the St. Gotthard . . 124
The Goschenen Vallev. Passes to Realp. the Trift Glacier,
and the Steinalp. The Fleckistock, 124. — The Radus
or Six-Madun. Gurschenstock and Gam?stock, 126 —
Lucendro Lake. The Sorescia ; Pizzo Centrale; Prosa;
Fibbia: Piz Lucendro, 127. — The Pizzo Rotondo.
From the St. Gotthard over the Orsino Pass to Realp,
and over the Lecki Pass to the Furka, 123.

34. The Maderaner-Thal 128
Hiifi Glacier. Seelegg, 129. — Diissistock; Oberalpstock

,

etc. Clariden Pass; HufiPass; Kammlilticke ; Ruch-
kehlen Pass ; Scheerhorn-Griggeli Pass ; Brunni Pass,

130, 131.

35. From Goschenen to the Rhone Glacier. The Furka . 131
From Realp over the Cavanna Pass to the Val Bedretto.
Tiefen Glacier; Tiefen-Sattel ; Winterliicke, 132. —
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Furkahorn; Blauberg; 3Iuttenhorn; Galenstock. From
the Furka over the Nageli's Gratli to the Grimsel Hos-
pice, 133.

36. From Lucerne to Engelberg and over the Surenen Pass

to Altdorf 133
Stanser Horn, 134. — Nieder-Rickenbach, 135. — Excur-
sions from Engelberg : Schwand ; Bergli; Fliihmatt; Tatsch-
bachFall andHerrenriiti: Lower Surenen Alp; Arnitobel;
Schwendli-Alp: Gerschni-Alp^Triibsee-Alp; Fiirren-Alp;
Wand-Alp; Rigidalstock; Widderfeld; Hutstock; Hang-
horn; EngelbergerEothstocki Uri-Iiothstock ; Spannort;
Sclilossberg; Titlis, 136-138. — From Engelberg to Erst-
feld over the Schlossberg-Liicke or the Spannorter-Joch

;

to Wasen over the Grassen Pass; to the Steinalp over
the Wenden-Joch, 138.

37. From Lucerne over the Briinig to Meiringen and
Brienz (Interlaken) 139

The Melchthal ; Kerns; over the Storegg or the Juchli to

Engelberg; Hutstock ; Niinalphorn. Excursions from
Melchsee-Frntt, 139, 140. — The Schwendi-Kaltbad, 140.
— Flueli-Eanft. Kleine Melchthal. Giswiler Stock,
141. — Excursions from the Briinig. Wylerhorn, 142.

38. From Meiringen to Engelberg. Engstlen-Alp. Joch

Pass 142
Excursions from Engstlen-Alp. Schafberg. Satteli.

Melchsee-Frutt. Gwartler. Hohmatt. Eofhsandnollen.
Hohenstollen. Graustock. Hutstock. Tellistock. Titlis,

143, 144. — From the Engstlen-Alp over the Satteli to

the Gadmen-Thal, 144.

39. From Meiringen to Wasen. Susten Pass 144
Triftthal. Excursions from the Trift Hut (Dammastock,
etc.); over the Trift-Limmi to the Rhone Glacier; Furt-
wang-Sattel and Stein-Limmi, 144, 145. — From the
Stein Inn over the Susten-Limmi or the Thierberg-
Limmi to the Goschenen-Alp. Sustenhorn, 145.

40. From Lucerne to Bern. Entlebuch. Emmen-Thal . 146
Schwarzenberg. Farnbiihl-Bad. 146. — From Wolhusen
to Langenthal. Schimberg Bad. From Schiipfheim to

Fliihli and Sorenberg. From Fliihli via the Seewenegg
to Sarnen, 147. — Schangnau. Kemmeriboden-Bad.
The Napf, 148. — Riittihubelbad, 149.

41. From Lucerne to Wildegg (Aarau). The Seethal

Railway 149
Excursions from Hochdorf: Hohenrain; Horben; Ober-
reinach, etc., 149. — From Hitzkirch to Wohlen by
Fahrwangen. From Beinwyl to Reinach and Menzikon;
Homberg. From Boniswyl to Fahrwangen ; Bresten-
berg, 150.

25. From Zurich to Zug and Lucerne.
Comp. Maps., pp. 44, &2.

i. Vi& Thalweil.

351/2 M. NOEDOSTBAHN, in 11/4-2 hrs. (6 fr. 5, 4 fr. 25. 3 fr. 5 c.) ; to Zug,
I81/2 M. in 48-55 min. (3 fr. 15, 2 fr. 20, 1 fr. COc). This is the direct
route from Zurich to Lake Lucerne and the St. Gotthard (to Arth-Goldau
in li/i-lV* lir- ;

"7 fr., 4 fr. 90, 3 fr. 50 c).
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To (8M.) T/iaZu?ei7 [1437'), see p. 47. The line diverges to the

right from the railway on the left bank of the Lake of Zurich, and
skirts the hillside, crossing three arched viaducts, and affording

beautiful views of the lake. 91/2 M. Oberrieden- Dorf; IOY2 ^I-

Horgen-Oberdorf (1026'; Hot. Bahnhof, well spoken of), lying 246'

above the station of Horgen on the bank of the lake (p. 47). Just
beyond it the train passes through a tunnel 1^ 4 M. long, then sweeps
round to the left, and enters the valley of the Sihl, which it crosses by
an oblique iron bridge of 71 yds. span. — 121/9 M. Sililbrugg(1696'),

close to the right bank of the Sihl, is the highest point on the line

and the junction of the Sihlthal railway (p. 44). At the end of the
station the train enters the Albis Tunnel, 2 M. long, beyond which
it traverses a hilly tract. On the left rises the wooded rocky hill of

the Baarburg (2180'). Before us lies Baar, beyond which are the

Lake of Zug, Rigi, and Pilatus. We cross the Lorze (p. 87).

17 M. Baar (1463'; pop. 4065; Lindenhof, moderate; Krone;
Schwert ; Rdssli), a large village, with cotton and other factories.

In the wild valley of the Lorze, 2'/2 M. to the E. of Baar, are the in-

teresting 'Stalactite Grottoes in der HoUe (one-horse can-, there and back.
4-5 fr.). The four caverns, at one time full of water, were made access-
ible in 1887 and are open from Easter Monday to Oct. 15th. They contain
magnificent stalactite formations of various shapes, besides stalagmites.
Admission, 70 c., on Sun. 50 c.^ guide and key at the (V4 M.) Restaurant
Hdll (1670'

i
trout). From the caverns routes lead to (2 M.) Schonbriinn

(p. 86) and via the Tobel-Brucke and Thalacker to (3 M.) Zug.
Walkers will find their account in the charming route from Horgen

(p. 47) to Baar via the Hoegee Egg (I1/2 hr.). The road wiuds up to (2 M.)
Wydenbach^ about 1,4 M. to the right of which rises the *Zimmerberg (2535'),

which c )mmands a beautiful view of the Lake of Zurich (E.), the deep
and sombre valley of the Sihl (W.), the Lake of Zug, and the Alps (S.)

(Myteu, Rigi, and Pilatus especially prominent). About V2 M. beyond
"Wydenbach the road reaches its highest point, iht Hirzel-Hbhe {2iib':, inn;
view), whence it descends to the Sihl Bridge (1745'; 'Krone), about 3 M.
from Baar.

Farther on we traverse the fertile plain of Baar to —
I8V2M. Zug. — Hotels: *Hirsch, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. IV4, D. 3,

pens. 6-10 fr. •, *Ochs, R. I1/2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 5-7 fr. ; *L6we, on the
lake, R., L., & A. 2V2-3V2, B. ii/i, lunch 2V2-3, D. 3, pens. 51/2-71/2 fr.,

good beer in the restaurant ; *H6tel Bahnhof, with garden-restaurant,
R., L., & A. 21/2-31/2, B. li/i, lunch 3, D. 31/2. pens. 6-8 fr. ; *Hot.-Pens.
ScHWEiZERHOF, 'Hot.-Pexs. Zugerhof, both at the station ; Hotel Rigi,
near the station, R. from I1/2, B. 1, D. 21/2-8 fr. ; Falken •, Bellevtje :, Widder ;

'Pens. Gdggithal, on the road to Felsenegg, 4-41/2 fr. 5 Restaurant Aklix,
near the Zeitthurm.

Zug (1386'; pop. 5600), the capital of the smallest Swiss canton,

lies on the lake of that name. The lower town, part of which was
submerged by the lake on 5th July, 1887, has fine Quays, with
beautiful views of the lake, the Rigi, Pilatus, and Bernese Alps.

The Oberstadt and Altstadt still retain a quaint and mediaeval ap-

pearance, with their walls, towers, and substantial mansions. In the

Old Rathhaus are a handsome Gothic room and an interesting Anti-

quarian Museum (stained glass, wood-carvings, gold and silver

ornaments, tapestry, etc.; adm. 50c.). The Gothic Church of St.
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Oswald (15th cent.) contains a Last Judgment by P. Deschwanden,
and the Church of the Capuchins an Entombment by Calvaert. In

the Arsenal are ancient captured weapons and flags, and a scarf

stained with the blood of its bearer Peter Collin, who fell at Arbedo
in 1422. Well-equipped Fish Breeding Establishment. On the (3/4 M.)
Rosenberg (1633'; restaurant) is the inteTesting Swiss Bee Museum.

On the W. slope of the Zuger Berg, IV2 hr. from Zug (good road \ om-
nibns from the station at 10 and 6 , fare 3 fr. ; one-horse carriage 8, two-
horse U-16 fr. ; carriages ordered at the hotels cheaper), are the Cur-Anstalt
Felsenegg (3085'; R. 1 -4, board 6 fr. ; baths -, English Church Service in summer),
with a fine view towards the W., and (5 min. to the X.) the *CurhausSch6n-
fels (3065'; R. 2-5, B. I1/2, pens. 7-11 fr.), with hydropathic establishment and
pleasant grounds, also commanding a beautiful view. The (V* hr.) ~Hoch-
voachi (3250'), V* M. to the N.E.. commands a complete survey of the Alpine
chain ; below us, to the E., lies the Lake of Ageri (see below). — Pretty walks
also to the (20 min.) Hungigiltseh (2400'; vievsr interrupted by trees) and the

0/2 hr.) Eorhachgiitsch (3070'), which affords a charming view of the lakes
of Zug and Lucerne and the Rigi. — The ascent of the (2V2 brs.) Wildspitz

(Rossberg, p. 114) is attractive, over mountain-pastures with rich flora.

On the Menzingen hills above the Lorze, i^/2 M. to the E. of Zug
(diligence twice daily, 1 fr. 35, coupe 1 fr. 60c. ; one-horse carriage 8, two-
horse 16 fr.) and 1/2 M. from the diligence - station of Edlibach , is Dr.
Hegglin's well-managed *Sch6nbrunn Hydropathic (2215'; board 6, E. IV2-
5 fr.), with sunny terrace and forest-walks, much frequented by French
visitors. The view from the chapel (2230') extends as far as the Jura. —
About 6 M. to the E. of Zug (diligence twice daily in 13/4 hr.) is the
prettily situated village ofMenzingen (2635'; ''Lowe; 5'tr«cA), with a large
convent-school for girls; and 1 M. farther on, beyond the Edlihach., is the
*Pen«. (ScAjfandegr gr (2770'; pens. 4V2-5 fr.), with pine-cone and other baths.
The summit of the Schtcandegg-Giittch commands a view of the Lake of
Ziirich and of the Sentis range.

Ageri-Thal. A road (diligence to Ober-Ageri twice daily in 2hrs.) ascends
through a fruitful district via Thalacker (route at the bend to the left to

Schonbrunn, the Holle caverns, and Menzingen, see above) and Inkenberg to

(3 M.) Allenwinden (2320'). Thence it descends into the valley of the winding
Lorze (on a hill on the other side of the stream is the nunnery of Gubel,
2990') to (l'/2M.) Neu-Ageri , and past Miihlebach, with its large cotton-fac-
tories, to (IV2 M.) TJnter-Ageri (*.(4Ver)7»o/; Briicke; Post), a handsome in-

dustrial village with a new Gothic church, on the Ageri-See (see below). The
road skirts the lake, flanked by pretty villas, toi(lV2 M.) the pleasant moun-
tain village of Ober-Ageri ('Lowe, pens. i^/^fT.yffirsch; Ochs). In a pictur-
esque situation on the lake, between Unter-iigeri and (Jber-Ageri, is Dr.
Hiirlimann's private Hospital for children; and on the hill, farther back, is

a Sanatorium for scrofulous children, erected by the Zurich Benevolent
Society. — Excursions from Unter-Ageri through the Hiiri-Thal and via the
Rossberg-Alps to the (2^/2 hrs.) summit of the Wildspitz {Rossberg . see

p. 114); from Ober-Ageri to the (IV2 hr.) Oottschalkenh erg (p. 112), etc.

On the idyllic Ageri-See (2380'; 3'/2 M. in length) a steanaboat plies 4
times daily from Unter-Ageri in 3/4 hr., past the stations oi\Ober-Ageri, Ldndli,
and Eierhals, to Morgarten, at the E. end; omnibus thence to rail. stat.

Sattel-Ageri (p. 114; 50 c). Stat. Eierhals (pension) commands a pictur-
esque *View of the Uri-Rothstock, Kronten, etc. Between Eierhals and
Morgarten are the houses of ffaselmatt, where on 16th Nov., 1315, the Con-
federates in the Battle of Morgarten won their first victory over their Haps-
burg oppressors commanded by Duke Leopold of Austria. A memorial
chapel, containing a picture of the battle, was erected at St. Jakob, 1 M.
from the S.E. end of the lake and 3/4 m. from Sattel, where an anni-
versary service is held on the day of the battle.

Gotthard Railway from Zug to Arth-Goldau, see p. 110.
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The train to Lucerne backs out of the station and skirts the flat

N. hank of the Lake of Zug (p. 110), crosses the Lorze near its in-

flux into the lake, and recrosses it at its efflux near (217-2 M.) Cham
(*Rabe; Schliissel; Hirsch), a village with a slender zinc-covered

spire and a large factory of condensed milk. Pretty view of the lake

to the left; on the hill above Zug are the Curhauser ; in the middle

rises the Rigi; and to the right are the Stauser Horn, the Engelberg

Alps, and Pilatus. Beyond (25 M.) Rothkreuz (1410'; Rail. Restau-

rant), junction of the linestoImmensee(p. 115; 5M.,in 16min.)and
to Muri and Aarau (p. 24), we enter the valley of the Reuss. 271/2 M.
Gisikon. Through an opening to the left we survey the Rigi, from
the Kulm to the Rothstock. 3072 M. Ebikon. To the right rises the

wooded Hundsrucken. The train skirts the Rothsee, 1^2 M. long,

and crosses the Reuss. The line now unites with the Swiss Central

(p. 19) and the Lucerne and Bern lines (p. 146), and lastly passes

through the tunnels under the Otitsch (p. 92) and the Schonheim hill.

3572 ^' Lucerne, see below.

ii. Vi& Affoltern.

4IV2 M. NoRDOSTBAHN, to Zug In 1-11/3 hr. (4fr. 5, 2 fr. 85, 2 fr. 5c.)i
to Lucerne in 13/4-2V4 hrs. (7 fr., 4 fr. 90, 3 fr. 50c.).

Zurich, see p. 35. — 272 M. Altstetten (p. 23). To the left, the

long Uetliberg (p. 44), which the line skirts in a wide curve. 572 M.
Urdorf; 8 M. Birmensdorf. We ascend the pleasant Reppisch-Thal

and pass through the Ettenherg to (12 M.) Bonstetten-Wettschwyl

(1805'). To the right the Bernese Alps and Pilatus, and to the left,

farther on, the Uri-Rothstock and the Titlis become visible, 14 M.
Hedingen (1712'); 1572 M. Affoltern {Lowe, pens. 472-6 fr.), with
two 'Kneipp Cure' institutes, the Arche (pens. 372-6 fr.) and the

Lilienberg(j^ens. 572-9 fr.). To the left, the AeugsterBerg (2723');

at its base, Aeugst and the Baths of Wengi. — 18 M. Mettmenstetten

(1550').
Diligence thrice daily in 55 min. to Hausen (1980'; Krone; Lowe), at

theW. base oftlie^^ts (p. 44); near it is the excellent Albisbrunn Hydro-
pathic (Dr. Paravicini), with a pretty garden. Xear Kappel, li/z M. to the
S., Zwingli was slain on 11th Oct., 1531, in a battle against the Roman
Catholic cantons (comp, p. 43). The spot is marked by a rock with German
and Latin inscriptions.

20 M. Knonau (Adler). Near Zug we cross the Lorze, which
descends from the Ageri-See (p. 86).

2472 M. Zug, and thence to (4172 M.) Lucerne, see pp. 85-87.

26. Lncerne.
Railway Station (a handsome new building), on the left bank of the

lake (PI. D. E, 4; ^Restaurant), with the main custom-house. Two exits:
to the steamboats on the right; to the town on the left. — The Steamboats
to Fliielen start from the railway-station (two of them also from the
Schweizerhof Quay); the Alpnach boats start from both station and quay,
the Kiissnacht buats from the latter only. — In the busy season travellers
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arriving by steamer or railway with luggage cannot be sure of getting on
by the corresponding train or boat unless they and their luggage are booked
through to some station beyond Lucerne. If luggage is booked to Lucerne
only, it is often impossible to reclaim it and get it rebooked in time.

Hotels. *ScHWEizEKHOF (Pl.a; D, E, 2), a spacious hotel with two 'de-

pendances', and *Luzekner Hof (I'l. b; E, 2j. both on the Schweizerhof
Quay, R., L., &. A. from 51/2, B. IV2, lunch 872, D. 5 fr. •, 'Grand Hotel
!I^ATioNAL (PI. c; E, F, 2), on the Quai National, with the 'dependance'
Nationrxlhof in the Halden-Str., R. from 5, L. 1, A. 1, B. H/z- lunch 4, D,

ir.; "^HoTEL Beaukivage (PI. d; F, 2), at the E. end of the Halden-Str.,
R., L.. & A. 3-6, B. IV2, dej. 3, D. 41/2, pens. 9-12 fr. ; *H6tel de l'Europe,
Halden-Str., R., L., k A. 3-6, B. IV2, lunch 3 D. 4-5, nens. 9-12 fr. ; *Eden
House, Halden-Str., R., L., & A. 4-G, dej. 2V2, D. 4-5, pens, from 8 fr. 5

'Hotel d'Angleteeee (PI. e), R., L., & A. from 51/2, pens. 8-14 fr. •, *Swan
Hotel (PI. fj, R., L., & A. 4-7, D. 41/2 fr. ; "Hotel Rigi (PI. g), R., L,,

<fc A. 3-5, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 8-12 fr. ; Hotel Cextkal (PI. z;

E, 2), Halden-Str., R., L., & A. 2'/2-5, D. 2>/-j-3'/2, pens, from 6 fr. ; *Wage
(Balances; PL k, C 3), near the third bridge over the Reuss, R., L., &A.
3-5, B. IV2, D- 31/2, pens, in summer 9-12V2, in winter 71/2-10 fr. ; *Union
Hotel, Lowen-Str. (PI. x; E, 1), R., L., & A. 2V2-4, D. 3, pens. 7-9 fr.: these
all on the right bank. On the left bank: *H6tel du Lac (PL h; D, 4),

with bath-house, R., L., <fe A. from 31/2, B. IV2, D. 4-5, S. 3, pens, from
Sfr. •, *H6tel St. Gotthakd (PL i), with restaurant, opposite the station,

R., L., & A. 3-6, B. IV2, D. 4 fr. ; -Hot. 3Ionopol (PL y \ D, 4), R., L., & A.
21/2-31/2 fr.; "Hotel Victoria (PL w, C, 4), R., L., & A. 3i/2-7, B. 11/2, D. 4,
pens, from 81/2 fr. — Less expensive: *Sauvage (PL t; C, 4), R. & A. 2V2-3,
D. 3 fr. ; *RossLi (PL n; C, 3), R. & A. from 21/2, B. I1/2, D. 3 fr. ; Hot. des
Alpes (PL p.; D, 2), R., L., & A. 3-4 fr. : *Engel (PL 1; B, 3), R.,L.,&A.
21/2-3, D. 3fr. ; ^'Adler (PL m; C, 3), R. 21/2-4, B. 11/4, D. 3 fr. ; '-^Hot. du
NoRD (PL 1; D, 4) R., L., & A. 2-4, B. 1 fr., near the station; *H6tel de la
Poste (PL o ; C, 4), R. from 2, D. 3 fr. ; *Goldner Lowe, Kapellgasse 22,
R.. L.. & A. 2-2'/2, B. 1, D. 21/2. pens. 6 fr. ; Stoechen (Cigogm), Kornmarkt
(PL C, 3), R., L., & A. IV2-2, B. 1, D. 2. S. I1/2 fr., good wine; 'Bar (Ours),
R., L., & A. 2-3, D. 21/2-3 fr. ; *H6tel Rutli, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1, D. 2 fr.

;

'Rebstock (PL v: E, 2). beside the Hofkirche, R. 2'/2-4, B. 11/4, I>. 81/2, pens.
71/0-9 fr.: MoHR (PL u; D, 3); Hirsch (PL q; C, 3); 'Krone (PL r; C, 3),

R., L., & A. 2-3, pens. 6-8 fr.; *Weisses Kreuz (PL s; D, 3); Raben, Brand-
gasse 3, R., L., & A. I1/2-21/2, pens. 51/2-61/2 fr. ; Hot. Bad, Burger-Str.

;

EisHORN, Herlenstein-Str., R. 2-3, D. 21/2, S. 2 fr. ; Brunig, Am Grendel,
well spoken of; Pfistern, Metzgern, 'Schlussel, *Schiff, Sonne, all

on the Reuss.

Pensions. -'Tivoli (71/2-14 fr.); Kavfmann; Villa G'segnet-Matt r'Belvedere
(7-12 fr.), all on the Kiissnacht road, close to the lake. Bienz^ above the
Cursaal (5-7 fr.); Falter, above the Beaurivage (5-7 fr.); -'Neu-Schweizer-
AoM* (6-10 fr.), Gvger. 'Felsberg (Pietzker), Hohenlinden (from 5 fr.), all four
loftily situated (PL E, F, 1); "AU-Schweizerhaus (Pens. Anglaise); Pens. Villa

Maria., well situated near the Hofkirche; >^chloss Bramberg, to the K. of
the town, with a line view; ' H6t.-Pens. Gutsch (R 3-5, D. 31/2, pens. 8-lOfr.),

and Hot.-Pens. Wallis, on the Giitsch (p. 92), with charming view ; Suter
(Gibraltn- ; PL A, 4), suitable for ladies (pens. 5-6 fr.). Still higher, to the
S.W. of Lucerne (272 M., or from the Giitsch 35 min.; brake from Lucerne
thrice daily; one-horse carr. 8-12, two-horse 15 fr.; comp. p. 92), 'Hotel d:

Curhaus Sonnenberg (2350'), with pleasant grounds and a line view (6-12 fr.

per day ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer). — Pens. Stutz, Pens. Kastanienbaum,
see p. 107. — Furnished Ruoms at J. Mullev''s., Alpen-Str. 6.

Restaurants. 'Railway Restaurant ; -Stadthof (PL E, 2; music in the
evening); Cursaal., seep. 89; Union Hotel., "Hot. St. Gotthard., HCt. du Nord.,

see above; Restaurant Flora., at the station; Cafi du Theatre., Cafl Alpen-
clubj on the Reuss; Ca/^ duLac; Cigogne, see above (unpretending; good
wine on draught); "Hungaria (Hungarian wines); Seefehl, Ilaldeu-Str. 22,
with garden on the lake. —Beer. Stadtfiof, St. Gotthard, Union, see above;
Lowengarten., near the Lion Monument, with garden and a large concert-
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hall; Rosengarten, Grendel-Strasse; Muth^ Zurich -S^r. 3; Kreuz (p. 88);
Seidenhof, on the left bank of the Reuss, etc. — Confectioners. Euguenin,
near the Stadthof ; Gnandt^ next dour to the Hotel Rigi.

Cursaal, on the Quai National (PI. F, 2), with reading, concert, and
ball rooms, restaurant, theatre, and garden. Concert daily at 4 p.m. Adm.
to the garden free.

Panorama of the French army entering Switzerland in Feb., 1871, by
E. Castrea, in the Lowen-Platz (p. 90; adm. 1 fr.). — Mej/er''s Dioi'wna and
Alj}ineum, near the Lion Monument (p. 91; adm. 1 fr.).

Baths in the lake by the Quai National ; swimming 20, separate bath
40 c. (towels extra). Lake-baths also near the Tivoli (p. 88). Warm baths
at the Hotel du Lac and at the Feldersche Bade-Anstalt^ Spreuer-Briicke.

Post and Telegraph Office (PI. D, 4), near the railway-station.

Electric Tramways (every 71/2 miu. ; fare, 10 c. per kilometre). 1. From
the Bahnhof-Platz by the Schweizerhof Quay and Halden-Str. to the Hot.
de TEunipe. 2. From the Schweizerhof Quay by the Alpen-Str. and Ziirich-

Str. to Maihof. 3. From the Railway Station by the Pilatus-Str. and Ober-
grund to Kriens (p. 92; every 15 min.). 4. From the Kaihvay Station by
the Bahnhof-Str., Pfistergasse, and Basel-Str. to Emmenbriicke (p. 19).

Cabs. For 1/4 hr., 1^-2 pers. 80 c, 3-4 pers. 1 fr. 20 c. ; for 1/2 hr. 1 fr.

50 or 2 fr. 20 c. ; for 1 hr., 2 fr. 50 or 3 fr. 60 c. ; each box 50 c. To Seeburg
I'/s or 2fr. ; Dreilinden-Stiege 2^/2 or 4, Dreilinden-Plateau 31/2 or 5. Meggen
31/2 or 5, Sonnenberg 8 or 12 fr. — Double fares at night (10-6).

Rowing Boats and Naphtha Launches at the Quai National (Rud.Herzog),
Schweizerhof Quay, and Schwauen-Platz. Fare without boatman 50 c per
hr., with canopy 1 fr., gondolas 1 or I1/2 fr.; boatman 1 fr. per hr. Launch
from 5 fr. per hour and 45 fr. per day. — Steamers, see pp. 93, 107, 110.

Gold and Silver "Work, antique furniture, tapestrv, etc., at /. Bossard'^s, in
the Hirschen-Platz (PI. C, 3). — Money Changers: Falck d: Co., Kapell-Platz

;

Thomas Cool tt Son^ Schwaneuplatz : Baiifi in Lv.zeni, Stadthof.

English Church (.S'^ Mark's) in the Halden-Str., opposite the Cursaal
(PI. F. 2); service in summer (Sun. 7.45, 11, and 5). Presbyterian Service
in the Boys' School, Musegg-Str., at 11 and 4. American Service at Christ
Church (Old Catholic), Musegg-Str. (PI. D, 2), at 7.45, 11, and 5.

British Vice-Consul, L. Falck^ banker, Schwanen-Platz.
Physicians: Dr. Otto Stocker-Freiss, Kapell-Platz 9: Dr. Rob. Steiger, Her-

tenstein-Str. 56. — Dentists: Dr. A. Elliott (American), Schweizerhof;
Dr. Alfred Steiger ^ Hertenstein-Str. 56. — Anglo-American Pharmacy
(C. Kopp), Schwanen-Platz, opposite the Hot. du Rigi.

Enquiry Office, Schwanen-Platz 7, opposite the Hotel du Rigi.

Lucerne (1437'; pop. 27,500), capital of the canton of that

name, lies picturesquely on the Lake of Lucerne or Vierwaldstdtter

See., at the efflux of the Reuss, and is enclosed by well-preserved

walls with nine watch-towers, erected in 1385, while its amphithe-
atrical situation, facing the Rigi and Pilatus and the snow-clad Alps

of Uri and Engelberg, is very striking.

The clear, emerald-green Reuss issues from the lake with the

swiftness of a torrent. Its banks are connected by seven Bridges.

The highest, the iron Seebrucke (PI. D, 8), built in 1869-70, 500'

long, 50' wide, crosses from the town to the railway-station and the

post-office, and affords charming views. The two interesting medi-
ceval bridges, the Kapellbrucke (PI. D, 3) and the Spreuerhrilcke or

Milhlenbrilcke (PI. B, C, 3), are both carried obliquely across the

river. Each has a roof, which, in the case of the former, is painted

with 154 scenes from the lives of St. Leodegar and St. Mauritius,
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the patron-saints of Lucerne, and from Swiss history; and in the

case of the latter, with a Dance of Death. The paintings all date

from the 18th century. Adjoining the Kapellbriicke, in the river,

rises the old Wasserthurm (PI. D , 3), containing the Municipal Ar-
chives. According to tradition, this building was once a lighthouse

(lucerna), and gave its name to the town. St. Peter's Chapel, on
the N. bank, has four modern altar-pieces by Deschwanden (p. 134).— Between the Kapellbriicke and Spreuerbriicke are the new iron

Eeuss-Steg (for walkers) and the keussbriicke (PI. C, 3) ; below the

Spreuerbriicke the St. Karli-Brilcke (PL B, 2, 3) and the bridge of

the St. Gotthard Railway (p. 115). — The Reuss and the lake are

enlivened with swans and flocks of half-tame waterfowl (Fulica

atra; black, with white heads).

The *Schweizerhof Quay and the *Quai National (PI. D, E, F, 2),

with their avenue of chestnuts, extend in front of the large hotels

and the Cursaal (p. 89) along the N. bank of the lake and afford a

delightful view. See the stone indicators or 'toposcopes', about the

middle of the quays.
View. To the left, the Rigi Group ; to the left is the Kulm with the

hotels
i
on the saddle between the Kulm and the Rothstock is the Staffel

Inn; more to the right, the Schild, the Dossen, and the isolated Yitznauer
Stock. To the left of the Rigi, above the hills by the lake, rises the
Rossherg ; to the right of the Vitznauer Stock, in the distance, are the sin-

gularly indented peaks of the Liedernen Chairi., the Clariden, the Todi, and
the Kammlisiock ; then the Nieder-Bauen or Seelisberger Kulm and the Ober-
Bauen; nearer are the dark Biirgenstock, with its hotel, and the Buochser
Horn; to the left and right of the latter tower the Engelfjerg Alps, the last

to the right being the Titlis ; farther to the right, the Stanser Horn , the
mountains of Kerns and Sachseln, and to the extreme right Pilatus.

On a height near the quays is the *Hofkirclie, or Stiftskirthe

{St. Leodegar; PL E, F, 2), said to have been founded in the 7th

cent., and restored after a fire in 1633. The two slender towers were
erected about 1506. It contains a carved pulpit and stalls of the

16th cent., two altars with gilded reliefs in carved wood, that on
the N. side representing the death of the Virgin (15th cent.), a fine

crucifix by the Engelberg wood-carver Custer, and old stained-glass

windows. The rich treasury, containing valuable works of the 12th

cent., deserves inspection (apply to the sacristan). Organ-concert
daily 6.30-7.30 p.m. (1 fr.). In the arcades enclosing the old

Churchyard are several frescoes by Deschwanden.
The Alpen-Strasse and Zurich-Strasse, passing Meyer s Dio-

rama of the Rigi and Pilatus (PL D, E, 2; adm. 1 fr.), the Panorama
(p. 89), and Stauffers Museum of stuffed Alpine animals (PLE, 1

;

adm. 1 fr.), lead in 5 min. to the famous *Lion ofLucerne (PL E, 1),

executed in 1821 to the memory of 26 officers and about 760 soldiers

of the Swiss guard, who fell in defending the Tuileries on 10th
Aug., 1792. The dying lion (28' in length), reclining in a grotto,

transfixed by a broken lance, and sheltering the Bourbon lily with

its paw, is hewn out of the natural sandstone rock after a model
(exhibited in the adjoining building) by the Danish sculptor Jhor-
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valdsen. Inscription: Helvetiorum fidei ac virtuti. Die X Aug.. II

et III Sept. 1792. Haec sunt nomina eorum, qui ne sacramenti (idem

fallerent^ fortissime pugnantes ceciderunt. Duces XXVI. Solerti ami-

corum cura cladi superfuerunt Duces XVI. The rock is overhung

with trees and creepers. A spring at the top flows down and forms

a dark pool at the base, surrounded by trees and shrubs. — The

Chapel (inscription : Invictis Pax) contains the escutcheons of the

officers (adm. free); and the Alpineum, opposite the Lion, contains

five large Alpine views by Ernst Hodel (adm. 1 fr.).

To the N. of the monument is the entrance to the ^Glacier Garden
(adm. 1 fr. ; explanatory guide by Prof. Heim 20 c), a relic of the ice-

period, with 32 'pot-lioles\ 'glacier-mills', or 'giant's cauldrons', of differ-

ent sizes (the largest being 26' wide and 30' deep), well-preserved 'Gletscher-

schliffe', or rocks worn by the action of the ice, etc., discovered in 1872,

and connected by means of steps and bridges. The house contains a re-

construction of a lacustrine village, with some genuine relics; a relief of

a glacier, with erratic blocks, by Prof. Heim (1:18,000); a 'Relief of the

St. Gotthard Railwav (1 : 25.000), by Imfeld and Becker-, and a relief of the

Muota valley (1 : 2500), with a representation of the battle between the

French and the Russians in 1799. A kiosque contains Pfyffer's Relief of

Central Switzerland, on a scale of 5V3 inches to the mile, 25' long, and
14' wide. There is also an interesting reproduction of the Reuss Glacier

(seen from a club-hut) by X. Imfeld, with a greenish-blue ice-grotto in

which a glacier-mill is seen in action. Adjacent is a view-tower. In the

evening the whole garden is lighted by electricity.

Quaint and picturesque houses of the 16-17th cent, still survive

in the crooked streets of the older parts of the town. The ancient

Eathhaus (PI. C, D, 3), in the corn-market, dates from 1519-1605.

A fresco on the tower represents the death of the Lucerne burgo-

master Gundoldingen at the Battle of Sempach.
On the groundfloor are a permanent Exhibition of Art and the fitifor-

ical & Industrial Museum.^ with the Aniiqttarhim of the Five Cantons (open

in summer, 9-6 o'cl.; adm. 1 fr.). Room 1 contains the armoury from the

Arsenal, embracing weapons, flags, and trophies of the battles of the 14th cent,

and of the Burgundian and Milanese wars ; in the glass-case on the right are

the coat-of-mail of Duke Leopold of Austria, and several banners captured

by the townsmen at the battle of Sempach. A chased sword-bandle (• Tellen-

schwert', i.e. 'Tell's sword'') of the 16th cent., and the uniforms of different

Swiss guards (in the middle of the large glass-case) should also be noticed.

At the windows is exhibited a *^Collection of Stained Glast of the 14-18th

cent., including a series of armorial bearings of the 17th century. — Room II

contains the collections of the Historical Society, comprising relics of the

prehistoric, Celtic-Roman, Germanic, and medifcval periods; in glass-cases

in the centre are Roman objects (bronze statue of Mercury; tripod) and
the blue and white banner presented to Lucerne by Pope Julius II. — On
the first floor is the Council Chamber., with beautiful 16th cent, carving

on the ceiling and walls. In the ante-chamber are a number of portraits

of magistrates, most of which are by Reinhart.

The late-Gothic Fountain in the Weinmarkt (PI. C, 3) is by

Conrad Lux (1481).

On the left bank of the Reuss are the Jesuit Church (PL C, 4),

built in 1667 in the rococo style, and the former Jesuit College,

now the Government Building, with a picturesque court, the state

archives, and a collection of coins. In the same neighbourhood are

the new Cantonal School, with extensive botanical and geological
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collections on the third floor (open free on Sun., 1-3, and on Tues.,

1-4; at other times 50 c); the Museum (PI. C, 4), with the can-

tonal library of 80,000 vols, (including many rare books; adm.
10-12), and the CivicLibrary, on the Reuss, containing a valuable

collection of works on Swiss history and copies of Holbein's frescoes

on the Barter house, pulled down in 1824.

The *Gutscli (1720'J, a height on the left bank of the Reuss,

at the W. end of the town, affords a splendid view of the town, the

lake, the Rigi, and the Alps of Uri, Unterwalden, and Engelberg;
best from the view-tower (lift 30 c). It is reached from the quays
or the railway-station on foot in 10-12 min. (electric tramway, see

p. 89; cab for 1-2 pars. 1 fr., 3-4 pers. 2 fr.) and then by Cable

Tramway (196 yds. long; gradient 53: 100; train every 10 min.,

in 3 min.; fare 35, return-ticket 60 c). At the top (1920') is the
*Hotel-Pension Giitsch, with restaurant and wooded grounds.

Pretty walk by wood and meadows from the Giitscli to the (35 min.)
'•^Hotel Sonnenberg (p. 88), which may also be reached from Lucerne direct

in 50 min., by ascending from the Hirschgraben (.PL B, 4) via the Klnster-
Str. and Sonnenberg-Sti ., and past the interesting new Alpine Deer Park.
About 10 min. beyond the hotel is the "Kreuzhohe atif der Langen Fiiren (2560'),

a charming point. From the hotel a road descends to (V2 hr.) Kriens
(see below).

Another beautiful point near the town is the *Drei Linden
(1810'), to which a good road leads in 20 min. from the Hofkirche.

We ascend the Adligenswyler-Strasse, to the right, behind the

church, and after 3 min. take the broad new Dreilinden-Strasse to

the left, which leads to the top in about 74 tr. Halfway, to the

left, diverges a somewhat more direct route. At the top is a cluster

of tasteful villas. The 'Drei Linden' stand in private grounds
(no admission). In front is a terrace, with benches, commanding
the finest view of the environs of Lucerne and the Alps, with the

Titlis and Stanserhorn in the middle and the Finsteraarhorn and
Schreckhorn in the distance to the right. We may return to the

N.W., by the Capuchin Convent on the Wesemlin^ to the (20 min.)
Lion Monument (p. 90).

Fkom Lucerne to Keiens, 2V2M., electric tramway (p. 89) in 12 min.,
skirting the Krietibach.— Kriens (1695' ; "^Pilattis ; Linde), a large manufactur-
ing village, lies in a fertile valley at the ;X. foot of PUatus. To the S. a road
ascends to (1 M.) the chateau of Schauensee (I8S0') and the (IV4 M.) -Ediel-

Pensian Eimmelreich (2264'; pens. 4-5 fr.), a health-resort amid woods, with
fine view. To the N. is the Sonnenberg (2560'; to the hotel, 1 hr. ; see above).
The road ascends the valley from Kriens to the Renggbach, whence a path
leads through wood to {ihr.) Herrgottfwald {2S0(y , ~H6t.-Pens. Haas, pens.
5-7 fr.), a health-resort in a fine situation, and to (i hr.) Eigentfial (3375';

*Pens. Burri, 5-5V2 fr.), another health-resort. (Thence to Schwarzemberg^
3/4 hr. ; see p. 146.) — From Eigenthal a path ascends by the Riimligbach
past the huts oi Buchsteg anA Rothstock; then steeply to the left to (1V2-2
hrs.) the Briindlen-Alp (4985'), with the little PilatusLake (generally dry in
summer), where, according to a curious tradition, Pontius Pilate drowned
himself from remorse. From this point the Widderfeld (6825') may be as-

cended in 1^/4 hr.; and a rough and indistinct path leads round the slopes
of the Widderfeld and Gemsmattli and over the Kastelen-Alp to the (I'/a hr.(

H6tel Klimsenhorn (p. 109). Guide in both cases.
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27. Lake of Lucerne.
Comp. also Map^ p. 100.

Steamboat in summer 8 times daily between Lucerne and Fliielen in

23/4 hrs . express in2i/4hrs. (to Hertenstein 35 min., Weggis 45 min., Vitznau
1, Buochs 11/4, Beckenried IV2, Gersau I3/4, Treib 2, Brunnen 2 hrs. 5 min.,
Biitli 2 hrs. 12 min., Sisikon 2 hrs. 20 min., Isleten 2 hrs. 20 min., Bauen
2 hrs. 25 min., Tells-Platte 21/2, Fliielen 23/4 hrs. ; the steamers do not all

touch at Hertenstein, Buochs, Treib, Riitli, Sisikon, and Tells-Platte,

while Bauen and Isleten are called at twice a day only). Fare to Fliielen

3 fr. 80 or 2 fr. 70 c. ; return-tickets available for two days, 5 fr. 30,
3 fr. 55 c. Those who make some stay should purchase 100 family- tickets
for I2V2 fr. -, immediately on embarking a certain number of these corre-

sponding to the distance to be travelled are given up. Trunk 40-80 c,
including embarkation and landing. Sunday excursion-trips from Lucerne
to Fliielen and back, first class lV2fr. Most of the steamers start from the
railway-station of Lucerne, but a few start from the quay and then call

at the railway-station (comp. p. 87). Good restaurants on board. Tickets are
procured at the purser's office on board. Time-tables and maps of the
lake to be had at the steamboat-offices gratis.

The **Lake of Lucerne (1435'; Vierwaldstdtter See, or 'Lake of

the Four Forest Cantons', viz. Vri, Schwyz, Unterwalden , and
Lucerne^ is unsurpassed in Switzerland in magnificence of scenery.

Its beautiful banks are also intimately associated with the traditions

so graphically depicted by Schiller in his William Tell. The lake is

nearly cruciform in shape. Length from Lucerne to Fliielen 23 M.

;

width V2-2 M.; greatest depth 700'.

The wind on the lake is apt to change very suddenly. The boatmen
declare that it blows from a different quarter beyond each promontory.
The most violent is the Fohn (S. wind), which sometimes makes the Bay
of Uri dangerous for small boats, and even for steamers. In fine weather
the Bise (N. wind) usually prevails the whole day.

Soon after leaving Lucerne the steamer affords a strikingly pic-

turesque view of the town, with its towers and battlements. To
the left rises the Rigi, to the right Pilatus, and facing us the

Biirgenstock, the Buochser Horn, and Stanser Horn. High above

the lake runs the St. Gotthard Railway (p. 115). To the left of PHa-
tus, above the hills of Unterwalden, the Wetterhorner (Rosenhorn,

Mittelhorn, Wetterhorn), Schreckhorn, Monch, Eiger, and Jungfrau
gradually become visible. The small promontory to the left, with a

pinnacled villa, is the Meggenhorn. In front of it lies Altstad, an
islet with fragments of an old custom-house.

Beyond the Meggenhorn the bay of Kiissnacht opens to the left,

and that of Stansstad to the right, and we have now reached the

centre C-Kreuztrichter' ) of the cross formed by the lake. In the dis-

tance to the left lies Kiissnacht (p. Ill); in the foreground, Neu-
Habsburg (1^. 111). To the right rises the wooded Bur^cnsfocfc (p. 107").

From this part of the lake Pilatus (p. 108) is very striking. Its weird
peaks, seldom free from clouds, form a marked contrast to the Rigi

opposite, the lower slopes of which are covered with gardens, fruit-

trees, and houses, and the upper with woods and pastures.

Beyond the promontory of Tanzenberg, in a small bay to the left,
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is *Hotel SchlossHertenstein(j^QTiS.^-i1, before and after the season

6-8 fr. ; reached on foot from the pier in 10 min., or by boat in

5min.). Before us, in the distance, peeps the double-peaked Scheer-

horn (p. 130). Stat. Hertenstein (Pens. Hertenstein, de'pendance of

the above) ; then—
Weggis. — 'Hot.-Pens. d0 Lac, R. 2V2-3' '2, B. 3, S. 2, pens. 6-8 fr.;

*LiON d'Oe, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 51/2-71/2 fr.; *Hot.-Pens.
ScHONAD. from 5 fr. ; 'Pens. Villa Buhlegg, 41/2-6 fr. ; *H6t.-Pen3. de la
PosTE, at the pier, D. 21/2. pens. 5 fr. Farther to the W., on a lofty site:

*CnRHAt;s & Pens. Villa Kohler, a handsome new building, pens, from
7fr. ; *H6t. Pens. Pakadies, 6-8 fr. ; *Pens. Villa Belvedkee, with pleas-

ant grounds and lake-baths, pens. 6-7 fr. : Pens. Zimmermann-Sohuech,
with garden, pens. 5-7 fr. ; 'Hcjt.-Pens. Rossli, R. 172-2, D. 21/2, pens.
41/2-7 fr. ; =Hot.-Pens. Rigi, 41/2-6 fr. ; *Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, with extensive
grounds, baths, etc., R., L., & A. 3-7, B. I1/4, D. 41/2, pens. 7-11, omnibus
1 fr. ; Pens. Baumen, 4-5 fr.; Pens. Heeeenmatt. On the lake are several
furni>;hed villas to let. Tavern with 'Rigi wine' in the village. — Engl.
Ch. Service in the season.

Weygis^ a thriving village in a very sheltered situation, is fre-

quented as a health-resort. — Bridle-path to the Rigi, see p. 103.

To the N. of the pier rises the Rigihlick. a hill overlooking the lake
(leave of proprietor necessary). — From Weggis to Oreppen (p. Ill), a
nearly level road, ^/t hi. Pleasant path across the hill, between the Rigi
and the Rigiblick, preferable (1 hr.). It starts from the back of the school-

house, a little to the E. of the church (ascend in 1/4 hr. to a farm ; for 4 min.
level; by a second farm ascend again; by the third farm descend to the
left). — Beautiful walk to the E., by the road skirting the lake, to ^Sdt.-

Pens. Liitzelau (pens. 5-6 fr.J and (3 M.) Vitznau.

Near Vitznau we observe on the hillside to the left the railway

bridge across the Schnurtobel (p. 102); high above it, the Hotel Rigi-

First^p. 106), and farther to the right, the Hotel Unterstetten (p. 106).

Vitznau. — *Hot. fi Restacrant Rigibahn & Pension Kohlek, near

the steamboat and the Rigi-railwav stations, with a terrace on the lake,

E.. L., <fe A. 21 '2-41 2, B. 11 4, D. 3,' S. 21/2, pens. 61/2-8'// fr. ; *H6t.-Pens.

Rigi, R. 272 3, D. 3, pens. 6-7 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. dc Parc, '/3M. to the W.,
with baths and extensive grounds, pens. 7-10 fr. ; *Hot.-Pens. Alpenrose,
pens. 41/2-6 fr. ; "Pension Zimmermann zcm Kket:z. pens. 5-5'/2 fr. ; Pens.-

Restaurast Bellevce. Furnished Rooms at Zimm^mi'nn'^s at Unterwylen,
1 M. trom the village, with fine view. Beer at the hotels and at the

Restaurants Rutli and zur Alpenrose. Flora Alpina Restaurant^ on the

Gersau road, 1 M. from Vitznau (also a few rooms).

Vitznau., prettily situated at the W. base of the Vitznauer Stock

(see below^, is the terminus of the Rigi Raihray (ip. 101). High
above the village rises the precipitous i?o</ien/Zii/i. with the Waldis-

balm, a stalactite grotto 200 yds. long (difficult of access).

A beautiful road It^ads from Vitznau via the Obere N"se (p. 95; fine

view of the lake) to (81/2 M.) Gersau and past the Kindlismord Chapel (p. 96)

to (41/2 M.) Brunnen.
On the S.W. slope of the Vitznauer Stock (bridle-path in iVA hr. from

Vitznau, shady in early morning) is the finely situated *H6tel-Pens.
Weissenfluh or WisHfluh (SlOC; pens, from .0I/2 fr.), a health resort, with
beautiful view (finest from the BUimlismatt, 5 min. to the S.). Pretty walks
to Aeusser-Urmi (352^5'; V4 hr.) ; Ober-Ormi (3740'; Pen -ion, 31/2 fr.; V2hr.);

to the top of the Vitznauer Slork (4775'; I74 hr., the last 1/2 hr. steep);

*Do««en (5540' ;2hrs.), etc. Descent from WeissenQuh to Gersau 50 min.

(ascent I1/2 hr.
;
path rough in places).
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Beyond Vitznau are two long promontories, called the Nasen
(noses), apparently terminating the lake, the Ohere Nase(\.\ a spur

of the Rigi, the rntere (r.), of the Biirgenstock (p. 107J. To the left

of the E. Nase the Glarnisch (p. 72) rises above the Pragel. Beyond
this strait the lake is called the Buochser See, from Buochs (*Krone^

R., L., & A. 1-2, B. 1, D. 2-3, pens. 41/2-5 fr.; Hirsch; Restaurant

Kreuzgdrten) ,
a village to the right, above which rise the Buochser

Horn (_see below) aiid the E. slopes of the Biirgenstock. The vil-

lage was bnriied by the French in 1798, on which occasion the painter

AViirsch (p. 134) lost his life (monument in the eharnel-house).

Baochs is a pleasant residence in spring and autumn (shady walks).
Diligence to Stans (p. 134) thrice daily in 3/^ hr. (or walk direct by

Ennerberg and Wy]). Between Buochs and Beckenried (pleasant walk of
3/4 br.) 1 uge dams control the torrents descending from the Buochser Horn
and the Schwalmi?.

Next, on the S. bank, —
Beckenried, or Beggenried (*Sonne, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. I1/4,

D. 3, S. 2, board 5 fr.
;
""Mond, R. &'b. 3, D. 3, pens! 6-8 fr.

;

*mdwaldner Hof, R., L., & A. 2-3'/2, D. 3, pens. 5-71/2 fr. ; Pens.

Buhler ; Rossli), where the delegates from the Four Forest Cantons

used to assemble. In front of the church is a fine old walnut-tree.

In the vicinity is the picturesque Ristten Waterfall.
One-horse carriage to Stans 6, two-horse 12 fr. ; to Stansstad 8 or 15,

Alpnach 11 or 18. Seelisberg 13 or 25. Schonegg 6 or 12 fr., and fee.

From Beckenried to Seelisbeeg (21/2 hrs.). The road leads by the
(3/4 hr.) charmingly situated ''Hotel d- Ciirhaus Schonegg (2250'; water and
whey-cure; R. IV2-8, D. 4, S. 21/2, pens. 81/2 15 fr. •, S. B. G. H.) to (V4 br.)

the village of Emmeten (2550': ^ Fast ; 'Engel.^ pens, from 5 fr.) ; then through
a dale between the Stutzberg and Mederbauen, past the little Seelisherger
Seeli, to (lV2hr.) Edtel Sonnenberg- Seelisberg (p. 96).

The ='Niederbauen or Seelisherger Kulm (6322'; 3 hrs.
;
guide, 6-7 fr.,

unneces-ary), a very fine point, is best ascended from Emmeten. The path
(fine views) begins beyond the bridge over the Kohlthalbach (i/s M. to the
E. of the churciij and ascends to the right. Beyond a group of three houses
it ascend? in windings through pine-wood, and in IV2 br. reaches the
Kdhlen (4576'), on the ridge descending to tbe W. fr^m Niederbauen. We
then proceed to the E. over pastures to the (V2 hr.) Niederbauen-Alp (5220';

rfmts.). whence we ascend grassy slopes to (1 hr.) the broad summit. —
Another route (3/4 hr. longer; less recommended) diverges to the S. from the
road, near the Hot. Engel. and ascends the narrow Kohlthal. At (3/^ hr.)

a group of huts it crosses a bridge to the left and ascends a steep and
stony path to (2 hrs.) the N ederbauen-Alp (see above). — The routes
from Beroldingen (p. 96) and the Seelisberger /SeeW(p.86; each 3V2-4 hrs.)
are rough and not recommended. — The summit commands an imposing
and highly picturesque view of the Lake of Lucerne, from L^^cerne to
Fliielen, of the Uri-Rothstock, Bristenstock, Todi, Scheerhorn, and Wind-
gellen, and of the Reuss valley as far as Am-teg. Less of distant view
than from the Rigi. — The Oberbauen (6960'), another fine point, is ascend-
ed from the Niederbauen-Alp (S' e above) in 2 hrs. (guide 8 fr.). A steep
descent may be made by the Bauherg-Alp to (2V2 hr<.) Isenthal (p. 100).

The Buochser Horn (5940') may be ascended in 81/2 brs. from Becken-
ried or Buochs (guide desirable; fine view). Descent to (iV4 hr.) Nieder-
Rickenhach (p. 135) and via Buren to (2 hrs.) Slant (p. 134).

On the opposite bank, on a fertile strip of land between the

Vii%nauer Stock and the Hochfluh, lies the pretty village of —
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Gersau. — Hotels. •Hot.-Pess. Mdllek, R., L., <fe A. 3-5, D. SVz, pens.

7-10 fr. (depot of the S.B.G.H.); 'Hot.-Peks. Beau-S£jocb, R., L.. <fe

A. 2, B. 1, D. 2, pens. 4V-j-oV2 fr.; Seeuof, on the lake, 1/4 M. to the

E.; *HoF Gersau. R., L., & A. IV2-2, B. 1, D. 2, pens. 5 6 fr. ; Hot.-Pens.
Fll'hegg; "Hot. Rigi, pens, from 5 fr. ; Pension Flatten, on the new
Scheidegg road, 1 M. above Gersau, pens. 4V'2 fr. Furnished Rooms at

Mailer's zur Sage and at Wood's. — English Church Service.

Gersau, in a sheltered site, amidst orchards, with broad-eaved

cottages scattered over the hillside, is a resort of invalids. In the

ravine behind it are three silk-factories, and on the mountain above

is the Rigi-Scheidegg HrAel (p. 106).
The ascent of the -Rigi-Hochfluh (5564'j, 3-3V2 hrs. from Gersau, via

the Zihlistock-Alp, is attractive. Last part of the route now improved
(seep. lOOj. From the Hochfluh to the Scheidegg. IVz-S hrs. — The "Vitz-

nauer Stock (4775') may he ascended in 2V2 hrs. from Gersau or Vitznau
hy Ober-Crmi; the last 1/2 l^r- toilsome (comp. p. 94). — From Gersau to

(X'/.M.) Brtmnen (p. 97) apleasant walk by the road on the lake (Axenstrasse).
— From Gersau to Lowerz (p. 116), 31/4 hrs. A new road ascends to

(IV2 hr.» Gschwend (3320'), whence a footpath leads to (1/2 hr.) the Gatterli

Pass (3910'). between tbe Hochfluh and the Rigi-Scheidegg. Descent to

Lowerz, IV4 hr.

On the bank beyond Gersau is the Kindlismord Chapel. To the E.

rise the two Myten, at the base of which lies Schwyz (p. 116); nearer

is the church of Ingenbohl; to the right, the broad Fronalpstock.

The steamer now crosses to Treib {Inn, rustic), in Canton Uri, at

the foot of the Sonnenberg, the landing-place (telephone) for the

village of Seelisberg [2637'; Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, 6-8 fr.; Pens.

L'owen) on the hill above, to which a road leads in I1/2 ^^' through

the orchards of FoUigen (omnibus four times daily in 1 hr., up 2,

down IV2 fr. ; one-horse carr. 5, two-horse 10, to the Hot. Sonnen-

berg-Seelisberg 6 or 12 fr., and fee of 2 fr.). The direct path ascends

to the left behind the inn (1 hr. ; stony but shady in part). By the

Chapel of Maria Sonnenberg (2770'), 12 min. from the church of

Seelisberg, is the Pension Grutli (5-7 fr.) ; 100 paces farther is

the little Hotel Mytenstein : and just beyond it is the large *H6tel

Sonnenberg-Seelisberg (three houses, 360 beds ; R., L., & A. from

31/21 board 7 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer), a favourite health-

resort. The terrace in front commands a beautiful *View of the

lake of Uri lying far below, with its girdle of mountains from the

Myten to the Uri-Rothstock.
Attractive walk to (25 min.) the •Schwendifluh ov Schxeandenfluh (2723'),

by a path diverging to the left from the Beroldingen road (way-post),

16 min. to tbe S. of the Hot. Sonnenberg-Seelisberg. Striking view from
the perpendicular rocks, the Teu/elsmiinsier of Schiller ('TelF, Act IV, Sc. 1).

— Beautiful view from the Kanzeli (3303'; 1/2 lir- to tbe ^\W.; ascend to

the right at tbe S. end of the hotel, through wood), over the lake and the

plain as far as the Weissenstein. — To the S.W. of tbe hotel lies (1 31.) the

picturesque little Seelisberger Seeli ('little lake\ 2470'; with bath-house,

50 c.) on the precipitous N.E. side of the Niederbauen (p. 95).

Walk from Seelisberg to Bauen. "We follow the road beyond the hotel

(finger-post; path to the Schwendifluh to the left) to (V4 hr.) the chateau of

Beroldingen (beautiful view), and descend a steep path, by Wissig, to (V2 br.)

Bauen (Tell, plain). Boat from Bauen to Tellsplatte 2, Riitli 3. Fliielen 4fr.

(dearer at the 'Tell'). — Path from Seelisberg to the c'/a hr.) RUili, see p. 9S.
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Opposite Treib, on the E. bank, lies the small town of —
Brunnen. — Hotels. *Waldstatteb Hof, on the lake, with baths, R.,

L., & A. 3-6, lunch 3, D. 4, S. 21,2, pens. 8-12, in spring and autumn 7-10 fr.

(concerts in the large entrance-hall); 'Hot.-Pexs. AuFDEKiiACR av Parc,

V4 M. from the lake, R., L., & A. 2-4V2, B. 11/4, D. Si/z, S. 21/2, pens, from 7fr.:

*H6t.-Pens. Adlek, R., L.,&A. from 2, B. 11/4, D. 31/2. S. 21/2, pens. 8fr.

;

*H6t.-Pens. Hiksch, at the quay, R. 2-3, pens. 6-7 fr., both by the pier; *Eden
Hotel & Pension, prettily situated on the W. margin of the Giitsch, with
view-terraces (lift on the Aseustrasse, between the Adler and the Bellevue),
R., L., & A. 3-6, B. 11/2, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, pens, from 7 fr.; 'Hot. -Pens.
Bellevde (R., L., & A. from 2, D. 3, pens. 5-7 fr.) and Pens. Mtthenstein
(same prices), both on the Axenstrasse, close to the lake; *H6t.-Pens.
Schweizerhof, with restaurant, R., L., & A. from 2, B. IV4, D. 3. pens, from
5fr.-, RossLi, R., L., & A. from IV2, B. 1. D.3, pens. 5-6 fr.; *Hot. Eutli;
Bkunnerhof, all near the quay; 'Hot. -Pens. Rigi, on the Gersau road, R.,
L., & A. 2, D. 3, pens. 5 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Victoria, on the lake; *Bella-
visTA, pleasantly situated farther to the W., 1 M. from Brunnen, pens.
5-7, in spring 41/2-5 fr. ; 'Hot.-Pens. Gutsch, with fine view, unpretend-
ing, R., L., (fe A. 2, D. 21/2. pens. 5-7 fr. ; -Pens, du Lac, V4M. to the W.
of the village, with lake-baths, pens, from 5fr.; Hot.-Pens. Deossel, near
the pier, R. IV2-2V2 fr.; Hot. -Pens. St. Gotthard. near the rail, station,
R. 21/2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 5-7 fr.; Hot. Bahnhof, Tell (well spoken of),

Freihof, Sonne, and others, plain (pens. 5-6 fr.). Furnished rooms at Villa

Scfioeck, above the Giitsch, etc. — Munich beer at the Hdt. Bellevue and
H6t. Drossel (with garden); Helvetia, Bahnhof-Str. — Confectioner, /. JVigg-

Aufdermaur, Bahnhof-Str.
Rowing Boat to Treib and back, with one boatman 1. with two 2 fr.;

Riitli 21/2 or 4, Tellsplatte 3 or 6, Riitli and Tellsplatte 5 or 8 fr.

Baths (warm and lake baths) at the Waldstatter Hof (lake-bath and
towel, 50 c). — Wood-carvings, photographs, books, newspapers, etc., at
Leuthold^s, by the steamboat-pier.

Book Depots of the BibliotMque det Grands Hotels (p. xviii) at the
Waldstatter Hof and the Hotels Adler, Axenfels, Axenstein, Fronalp,
Stoos, Sonnenberg-Seelisberg, etc.

English Church Service at the Waldstatter Hof.

Brunnen, the port of Canton Schwyz, a station on the St. Gott-

hard Railway (p. 116), and one of the most beautiful places on the

lake, is partly situated in a flat valley near the mouth of the
Muota. In the background rise the two Myten. The old Susthaus,
or goods -magazine, is adorned with quaint frescoes. New Pro-
testant Church on the Schwyz road, opposite the railway- station.

The Gtitsch (nOCV; hotels, see above), a hill behind Brunnen, overlooks
the two arms of the lake and the pretty valley of Schwyz. Shady walks in
the environs. The new Olympus Road ( Olymp- Strasse'') , beginning at the Lee-
wasser near the middle of the village, winds up through the wood, passing
the Eden Hotel, to the top of this hill. It is to be prolonged to Axenfels"

From Brunnen to Moeschach, a good road (shade in the morning)
ascends in 1 hr. from the Axenstrasse (electric tramway projected). The
shady footpath which diverges at the (1/2 M.) guide-post to the left cuts
oflF a long curve. 40 min. *H6tel Axenfels (2100'; R. from 2V2, L. & A.
IV2, B. IV2 , lunch 3, D. 5, pens. 8-14, in spring and autumn 7-10 fr.

;

Engl. Ch. Service), with a glazed promenade, gardens, park, and a fine
view. About 4 min. farther on is the charmingly situated hamlet of
Morschach (2120' ; -Hdt.-Pens. Frohnalp d: Curhaus iforschach, E. 2-3, B. IV4,
D. 31/2, S. 2, pens. 6-8 fr. ; "Peres. Bettschardt, 5 fr. ; Pens. Degenbalm, on
a height 230' above the village, pens. 5-8 fr.). The road forks at the Pens.
Bettschardt. the right branch leading to the Stoos (p. 98) and via Oher-
Schonehbuch (p. 78) to (4V2 M.) Schwyz, while the left branch ascends past
the *H6t.-Pens. Rutlihlick (pens. 5-7 fr.) to (12 min.) the *Grand Hotel Axen-
stein (2360"; R. 2-7, L. & A. 1, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 5, board 7 fr.), splendidly

Baedeker, Switzerland. iSth Edition, 7
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situated on the Brdndli, with a magnificent **Survey of both arms of
the lake. Large covered promenade and beautiful shady grounda close to

the hotel, containing numerous erratic blocks and interesting traces of

glacier-action. Strangers are admitted to the park, but if residing at the
Hotel Axenfels or at Morschach only by special permission. Besides the
road, there is a path from the Giitsch to the hotel, for the most part in

shade (3/* hr.). Adjacent is an English Church (All Saints). Omnibuses
run between the Axenstein Hotel and Brunnen (40 min., 3 ft.; one-horse
carr. 5, two-horse 10 fr).

The Stoos (4242'), the N. spur of the Fronalp {'HoL-Pem. Stoos, R., L., & A.
31/2-6, B. IV2, D. 4, pens. 8-12, in June and Sept. 7-10 fr.), another good
point of view (best from the Stooshorn., 5 rain, to the N.), with varied
walks, is reached by a road (in shade in the morning for most of the
way) from Morschach in I3/4 hr. (carr. and pair from Brunnen in 2^/i

hrs., 20 fr., there and back 26-30 fr., with one horse 15 fr. ; saddle-horse

10, porter 5 fr.). — The 'Fronalpstock (6295'; small Inn. ten bedsj, li,2 hr.

to the S.W. of the Stoos, reached by a rough path (tmger-post ; milk at

a chalet halfway), affords a magnificent view, hardly inferior to that from
the Rigi, of the Alps and of the entire Lake of Lucerne. — A footpath
leads from the Stoos to (IV2 hr.) Ried (p. 79) in the Muoia-Thal, at first

traversing meadows, but beyond the Stoosbach descending in steep zigzags
through wood to the bridge over the Muota.

Other excursions from Brunnen: by the St. Gotthard Railway to

(12 min.) Schwyz - Seewen, and then by boat (in 25 min. from Seewen)
to the island of Schwanau in the Lake of Lowerz (p. 116) j to the Muota-
Thal as far PS the (l^/* hr.) SuvorolT Bridge (p. 79), via Ingenbohl,
Unter- and Ober- Schonenbucli , or via Morschach (p. 97), and back on
the right bank via Ibach or Schwyz in 2^/4 hrs. ; by steamboat to Tells-

platte, ascend to the Axenstrasse, walk to Fliielen (shady in the morning),
and return by steamer or railway; to the Kindlismord Chapel (p. 96) and
Gersau (41/2 M. ; p. 93); to the Kiitli (see below; boats, see p. 97), and
thence, or via Treib, to Seelisberg (p. 96); ascent of the Rigi (p. 101; 1 day);
by the St. Gotthard Railway to Goschenen-Andeimatt and back (R.32; 1 day).

At Brunnen begins the S. arm of the lake, called the L'rntr See

or *Lake of Uri. The mountains rise very abruptly, and the lake

narrows. Lofty peaks, often snow-clad, peep through the gorges at

intervals, in particular the huge Uri-Rothstock with its glacier. By
the sharp angle which juts into the lake from the W. bank rises the

Mytenstein^ a rock 80' high, bearing an inscription in memory of

Schiller, the 'Bard of Tell'. A little farther on, below Seelisberg

(p. 96), and 8 min. above the lake, is the grassy clearing in the

wood called the Riitli, or Griitli (1646'), with three springs trickling

from an artificial wall, and shaded with trees. This spot, with the

custodian's house in the old Swiss style (refreshments) and pretty

grounds, belongs to the Confederation. At a fine point of view,

5 min. to the W., is a block of granite with medallions of the author

(J. G.Krauer, 1792-1845) and the composer(Jos. Greith, 1798-1869)
of the -Rutlilied'.

On this spot, on the night of 7th Isov., 1307, thirty-three men, from
Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden, assembled and swore to drive out their
oppressors. Tradition relates that the three fountains sprang up on the spot
where the three confederates, Werner Stauffacher of Steinen in Schwyz,
Erny (Arnold) an der Balden of Melchthal in Unterwalden , and Waller
Fiirst of Attinghausen in Uri, stood when the oath was taken. — A shaded
path ascends in l'/4 hr. from the Riitli to the Hotel Bonnenherg (p. 96).
Boat from Brunnen to the Riitli, see p. 97; pleasant iilso to row (3-4 fr.)

from Treib.
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On the E. bank of the lake runs the *Axenstrasse, leading from
Brunnen to (9 M.) Fliielen, of strikingly bold construction, being

mainly hewn in the rock. It was made by Cantons Uri and Schwyz
in 1863-65, Below, alongside, or above the road, runs the St. Gott-

hard Railway (p. 117), skirting the lake in many tunnels and cut-

tings. The steamer touches at Sisikon (*H6t.-Pens. Urirothstock,

4-5 fr.), at the entrance to the narrow Riemenstalden-Thal (p. 79).
From the hamlet of (l^/z hr.) Riemenstalden (3410'-, inn) the Rophaien

(GSSO*; 21/2 hrs.; fine view of the Lake of Lucerne, best by morning-light)
is easilv ascended. Descent by a path, distinct bevond the Btwgisgrat,
to (21/4 hrs.) TelFs Chapel or to (3 hrs.) Fliielen. — The -Rossstock (8080';

3V2-4 hrs.), with splendid view, is another easy ascent (comp. p. 108).
— TbeLiedernen or Kaiserstock (8255'; 4-4'/2 hrs., with guide) is for experts
only. — Over ih.Q Katzenzagel to ihe, Muota-Thal, see p. 79.

Stat. Tell's Platte {Restaurant^ with baths, at the landing-place),

8 min. above which, on the Axenstrasse, is the ^Hot.-Pens. Tells-

platte (1680'j D. 3, pens. 6-8 fr.), with grounds and view. A little to

the S. of the landing-place (path in 1 min.) is the ^Platte', a ledge

of rock at the base of the Axenberg, shaded by trees and washed by
the lake, on which stands Tell's Chapel, rebuilt in 1880, and
adorned with four frescoes by Stiickelberg of Bale. It is said to have

been originally erected by Canton L'ri in 1388 on the spot where
the Swiss liberator sprang out of Gessler's boat. On Friday after

Ascension Day, when mass is celebrated, and a sermon preached,

the natives flock to the Platte in their gaily decorated boats. Near
the chapel the lake is 700' deep.

The finest part of the Axenstrasse is between the Tellsplatte

Hotel and Fliielen (21/2 M.; shady in the forenoon), where it pierces

the curiously contorted limestone strata of the Axenfiuh, 360' above
the lake, by means of a tunnel. Beyond the chapel, Fliielen (1/4 hr.

by steamer) becomes visible. Scenery very striking. Opposite the

chapel, on the W. bank, lies the hamlet of Bauen (Tell Inn,

plain), and, farther on, the dynamite-factory of Isleten, at the mouth
of the Isenthal (see below).

Fliielen. — Hotels. *Ceoix Blanche, R., L., & A. 2-2V2, B. li/i, D.

3, pens. 6-7 fr.; *Tell & Post, E. 2, B. 1, D. 3 fr. ; '-Adlee, R., L., & A.
2-3. B. 11,4, lunch 2'/2 fr.; *St. Gotthard. R., L., & A. 11/2-2, B. 1. D.
11/2-2, pens. 41/2-5 fr. ; Hirsch, R. 11/2-2, B. 1, D. I1/2-21/2, pens. ^-6 fr.,

all on the lake; Flijelerhof; Ochs; Stern. — Rail. Restaurant (beer-
garden). — Baths in the lake, 1/2 31. to the N. of Fliielen. — Omnibus to

AUdorf (-p. 117) 50 c.

Fliielen is the port of Uri and a station on the St. Gotthard

Railway (p. 117). Beyond the church is the small chateau of Rudenz,
once owned by the Attinghausen family. The Reuss, which falls

into the lake between Fliielen and Seedorf, has been 'canalised' here

(72 lir.'s walk, or 1/4 lir. by boat to its influx).

The Isenthal (see 'Map, p. 136) may be reached from Fliielen or
Altdorf on foot in 3 hrs. via Seedorf (see above), by a path skirting the
lake and ascending to the KreuzTiohe (2160'), with a picturesque view,
where the path turns to the left into the valley; or by the steamer from
Fliielen, which touches at Isleten twice daily. These two routes unite at

7*
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the Kreuzhohe. The pleasantest and shortest route is by row-boat or
sail-boat (IV2 fr.) from the baths of Fluelen to the path from Altdorf
along the W. bank 0/2 hr.). From Bauen (p. 99j a pleasant path, afiford-

ing splendid views of the lake, ascends round the slope of the Furkelen
direct to Isenthal in IV2 hr. — About 1 hr. from Isleten we reach the
prettily situated village of Isenthal (2550' ; Gasser's Inn, three beds, rustic

but clean; guides, Albin Infanger, Mich, and Joh. Gasser, Andreas, Josef,

and Jost Aschwanden). at the S, base of the precipitous Oberbauen (6960'),

which may be ascended via the Bauberg-Alp in 3V2-4 hrs. (recommended
to adepts; guide necessary; comp. p. 95). The valley divides here into

the Grossihal to the right and the Kleinthal to the left. Through the
Gkossthal, in which lies the Alpine hamlet of (3/4 hr.) St. Jakob (3235*),

vf& may either proceed to the W., passing over the Schonegg Pass (6315'),

between the Ilohe Brisen (7940') and the Kaiserstuhl (7877'), or over the
Bannalp Pass (7054'), between the Kaiserstuhl and Ruchstock (9235'), to Ober-

Rickenbach and (5V2 hrs.) Wolfenschiessen (p. 135). A more interesting but
also more difficult route (guide 18 fr.) leads to the S.W., over the Roth-
gratli (8420'), between the Engelberger-Rothstock and the ffasenstock, to

(10 hrs.) Engelberg. The Engelberger-Rothstock (9250') may be ascended
without difficulty from the Rothgratli in 1 hr. (comp. p. 137). Over the
JocJili and the Biihlalp to (472-5 hrs.) Nieder-Rickenbach, see p. 135.

Through the Kleinthal leads the shortest route to the summit of the
Uri-Eothstock (6-6V2 hrs.; not easy; guide 15, or with descent to Engel-
berg 30 fr.). A fatiguing path leads to the Neien-Alp and (2 hrs.) Musen-Alp
(4885'; night-quarters in the chalet); then a toilsome ascent across two tor-

rents and along precipices of slate-rock to the upper snow-fields of the Klein-
thal Glacier, to the E. of the Kesselstock (8455') ; next an ascent in sweeping
curves over the n^ve to the(4V2 hrs.) arete separating it from the Bliimlisalp
Glacier (striking view of the Bernese Alps) : lastly by an obvious path
over slopes of rubble to the (1/4 hr.) summit of the *Uri-E,othstock (9620').— An easier, but longer, route through the Grossihal (see above, guide
20 fr.), passing St. Jakob (see above) and the Schlossfelsen , ascends by a
steep and rough path to the (3 hrs.) Hangbaum-Alp (5660'), grandly situ-

ated (fine cascades) , where the night is spent (tourist-hut, with bunks,
sheets, and rugs) ; thence (starting early in the morning) over pastures
and loose stones , and along the N. edge of the Bliimlisalpfirn to the
ridge between the Grossthal and Kleinthal ; and lastly up the arete towards
the W. to the summit (3i/2-4 hrs. from Hangbaum), which is usually free from
snow in summer. The mountain-group which culminates in the Uri-Roth-
stock and the Brunnistock (9683') is, like the Titlis, almost perpendicular
on the E. and S.E. sides (towards the Gitschen-Thal and Surenen), and is

composed of gigantic and fantastically contorted limestone rocks. The *View
from the summit is exceedingly grand: to the S. the chain of the Alps, from
the Sentis, Rhatikon, and Bernina on the E. to the Diablerets on the W.

;

at our feet. 8000' below, the Lake of Lucerne and the Schachen-Thal ; to the
N.E., ^^. and N.W. the 3Iyten, Rossberg, Rigi, Pilatus, and the Entlebuch
Mts., the lower hills of N. Switzerland, and the plains of S. Germany. —
Easy descent by the Bliimlisalp Glacier, the Schlosssfock-Liicke, and the Roth-
stock-Lucketo the (dhrs.) Plankenalp Club Hut, and to(ShTS.)Engelberg(^. 135).

The Gitschen (8233'), the E. summit of the Uri-Rothstock group, may
be ascended from Isenthal by adepts in 4-4V2 hrs. (guide 12 fr.). The view
is grand and picturesque. We may follow the arete on the X. side of the
summit to the (IV2 hr.) Kleinthaljirn and the (IV2 hr.) Uri-Rothstock (see

above).

28. The Rigi.
The Mountain Railways which ascend from Vitznau and Arth are now

used by most visitors of this famous point of view. The trip may easily
be made from Lucerne or Zurich in one day (circular tickets good for

3 days). The lines are on the rack-and-pinion system. Between the rails

run two others connected by cross-bars, on which works a cog-wheel
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under the engine. The latter is always placed below the passenger-car.
Maximam gradient of the Vitznan line 1:4, of the Arth line 1 : 5. The
average speed is 4-6 M. per hour.

The Footpaths to the top of the Rigi are now little used, but the
Descent to Weggis (2-2V2 hrs. ; see p. 103) is recommended.

Hotels. On the Kulm (p. 104), *Schkeiber's Rigi-Kulm Hotels (three
houses, the two higher and older being now dependances of the lower;
Restaurant on the groundQoor of the last. Beer and ^yine Room in the
middle one), R., L., & A. 4-7, lunch 4, D. 5, pens. 12-14 fr. — On the Rigi-
Staffel (p. 10!2), where all the routes converge, i'2hr. below the Kulm: 'Hot.-
Pens. Rigi-Staffel, R., L., & A. 3-3V2, D. 4, S. 3, pens. 7V2-9 fr. •, Hotel
Felchlin and Hotel Rigibahn, both immediately above the station,
R. from 2, B. IV* fr. — The 'Ccrhads Rigi-Kaltbad (p. 102), 1/2 hr. below
the StafTel, to the W., is a large, first-class establishment (R., L., & A. from 4,
D. 5, pens, from 9 fr., cheaper in June and September; hot and cold baths;
Engl. Church Service; chaises-a-porteur at the station). '''Bellevoe, below
Stat. Kaltbad, D. 3V2, pens. 6-9 fr. — ''Hotel Rigi-Fiest, on the Scheidegg
railwav (p. 106), 1/4 hr. from the Kaltbad, pleasant for some stav, R. 2-7.

L. 3/4, A. 1/2, D. 41/2, S. 31/2, pens, from July to Sept. 81/2-14 fr., earlier or
later in the season 8-IIV2 fr. (depot of the S.B.G.H.). — 'Sonne and
'Schwert, by the Klbsterli (p. 103), R., L. , & A. IV2-2, D. 2V2-3, pens.
51/2-61/2 fr. ; Krone. — Pens. Riedboden, between the Klosterli and the
Staffel, 4 fr. — Hot.-Pens. Rigi-Felsenthor (p. 103), 10 min. from stat.

Romiti-Felsenthor (p. 102), pens. 5V2-71, 2 fr. : 'Ccranstalt & Pension Grubis-
BALM, 10 min.from stat. Freibergen{f^&& below), pens, from 51/2 fr. — *H6t.-
Pens. Rigi-Unterstetten, near stat. Unterstetten (p. 106), plain, pens.
5-6 fr. — *Cdrhads Rigi-Scheidegg (p. 106), R., L., & A. 31/2-7, B. I1/4,

D. 4, S. 21/2, pens, in July and August 8-12, in June and Sept. 7-10 fr.

(Engl. Ch. Service).

The **Rigi (5905', or 4470' above the Lake of Lucerne), a moun-
tain group about 25 M. in circuit, lying between the lakes of Lucerne,

Zug, and Lowerz, consists chiefly of conglomerate (p. 115), while

the N. and W. sides belong to the meiocene formation. The N. side

is abrupt, but the S. side consists of broad terraces and gentle slopes,

covered with pastures which support some 4000 head of cattle, and
planted below with fig, chestnut, and almond trees. Owing to its

isolation, the Rigi commands a panorama 300 M. in circumference,

unsurpassed for beauty in Switzerland. The mountain was known
to a few travellers in the 18th cent., but it was not till after the

peace of 1815 that it became a resort of tourists. In 1816 a modest
inn was erected on the Kulm by subscription, and in 1848 this was
superseded by the oldest of the houses on the summit. Since then

many inns have sprung up on other parts of the hill, and the Rigi

is now one of the most popular of Swiss resorts.

Fkom Vitzxau to the Rigi-Kulm, 41/2 M., Mountain Railway
in 1 hr. 16 min., fare 7 fr. (to Kaltbad 41/2, Stafifel 6 fr.) ; descent also
in 1 hr. 16 min., fare 3V2 fr. ; 10 lbs. of luggage free. First-class return-
tickets from Lucerne to the Rigi via Vitznau 13i

'2 fr. ; Sunday tickets 7 fr.

Return-tickets give no alternative return-route. Subscription-tickets 30
per cent cheaper.

Vitznau (1443'), see p. 94. The station is at the quay. The
train (views to the left) ascends gradually through the village (1 : 15),

and afterwards more rapidly (1 : 4), skirting the cliffs of the Rothen-

fluh. A *View of the lake is soon disclosed, grander as we ascend.

Opposite first appears the dark Biirgenstock, then the Stanser Horn,
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Pilatus, and Lucerne. Farther up, the Alps of Uri, Engelberg, and

Bern peer above the lower hills. The train (20 min. after starting)

goes through a tunnel 73 yds. long, crosses the Schnurtobel, or ravine

of the Grubisbachj 75' deep, hy a bridge borne by five iron pillars,

and soon reaches the station of Gruhisbalm^ near the Curanstalt of

that name (p. 101). Beyond the watering and passing station of

Freibergen (3365') the line is double. Stat. Romiti - Felsenthor

(3955'; comp. p. 101) and (50 min. from Yitznau) —
23/4 M. Rigi-Kaltbad (4730') ; to the left is the large Curhaus

(p. 101), with its covered promenade, on a sheltered plateau.
A path leads through a gap in the rock, to the left of the hotel, to

(5 min.) St. Michael's Chapel, the walls of which are covered with numerous
votive tablets. One of those on the left records that two pious sisters

sought refuge here from the persecutions of a governor of the district in

the time of King Albert, and built the chapel. The spring (42° Fahr.)
which bubbles from the rock adjoining the chapel was formerly called
the 'Schwesternborn'.

A level path among the conglomerate blocks near the chapel, after-

wards traversing park-like grounds, leads to the (1/4 hr.) '^Kanzeli (4820'), a
pavilion on a projecting rock, which commands a superb view of the
snow-mountains, and of the plain towards the K. with its numerous lakes,
similar to that from the Staffel, but with a more picturesque foreground.
— A path leads hence to the StaflFel in the same time as from the Kalt-
bad (50 min.), ascending to the right as far as the point where the S. part
of the Lake of Lucerne becomes visible, and following the crest of the
mountain until it joins the path from the Kaltbad, at the (i,'2hr.) Staffelhohe.

Railway from the Kaltbad to the Scheidegg, see p. 106.

In 5 min. more the train reaches stat. Staffelhohe (5090'), where
the view towards the W. and N. is suddenly disclosed. It than

ascends to the left, round the Rigi-Rothstock, in 8 min. to (4 M.)
Rigi-StafFel (5270'), the junction of the Arth line (p. 103).

The *Rigi-E,othstock (5460'), 1/4 lir. to the S.W, (direct path from the
Kaltbad 35 min.), affords a very picturesque survey of the central part of
the Lake of Lucerne, which is not visible from the Kulm. A clear view
is often enjoyed from this point while the Kulm is in fog. The sunset
is said to be finer from the Rothstock than from the Kulm, but the sunrise
should be witnessed from the latter.

The railway (here parallel with the Arth line) now ascends steeply

to the Kulm (in 7 min. ; a walk of Y2 li^.), skirting the precipices on
the N. side of the hill. 41/2 M. Station Rigi-Kulm(^b7A0'\ see p. 104.

From Arth-Goldau to the Rigi-Kxjlm, 51/2 M., Mountain Rail-
way in 11/4 hr. , fares 10 fr. 80, T fr. 20 c. (to the Klosterli 4 fr. 80, Staflfel

fr. 40 c); lOlbs. of luggage free. Subscription -tickets 30 per cent
cheaper. — Steam-tramway from Arth to Arth-Goldau in '/4 hr. (fare 30 c,
return-fare 50 c), see p. 110; the terminus at Arth-Goldau adjoins the Gott-
hard station.

Arth-Goldau (1725'; *i?a«7. Bes^aurani), a station on the St.Gott-

hard line, and the junction of the lines Zug-Goldau (p. 110) andWa-
densweil-Einsiedeln-Goldau (p. 114), see p. 115. The station of the

Rigi railway is about 100 yds. to the W. of the main St. Gotthard sta-

tion ;
travellers ascend from the road by a flight of steps to the

ticket-office and waiting-rooms. The Kigi line (seats should be
secured on the right) crosses the Gotthard railway, traverses part of
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the scene of the Goldau landslip (p. 115), and curves to the W.; it

then ascends more rapidly, at the foot of the Scheidegg, to (IV4M.)
Stat. Krdbel (2513'). Farther on, ascending 1' in 5', we skirt the

precipitous Krdbelwand, and obtain a fine view of the valley and

lake of Lowerz, with the island of Schwanau, the Myten near Schwyz,

the Rossberg, with the scene of the great landslip, and the Lake of

Zug. Beyond the Roihenfluh Tunnel we are carried through a fine

wooded valley, and across the Rothenfluhbach, to the passing-station

Fruttli (3730'). Still ascending rapidly, the train traverses the

Pfedernicald , crosses the Dossenbach and (beyond the Pfedemwald
Tunnel) the Schildbach, and reaches (8Y2 M.; 52 min. from Arth-

Goldau) —
Stat. Eigi-Klosterli (4320'; hotels, p. 101), in a basin enclosed

by the Rigi-Kulm, Rothstock, and First. Tbe 'Klosterli' is a small

Capuchin monastery, with the chapel of Maria zum Schnee, built

in 1712 , and much visited by pilgrims , especially on 5th Aug.

and 6th Sept. ; on Sundays there is mass with a sermon for the

herdsmen. This spot has no view, but is sheltered, and the air is

often clear while the Kulm, Staffel, and Scheidegg are shrouded in

mist. Walk from the Klosterli to the Rigi-First 20 min., Unter-

stetten 1/2 ^^-i *o ^^^ Staffel, the Rothstock, or the Schild ^/^, to the

Dossen or Kulm IY4 hr., to the Scheidegg 1^2 ^^•

At (5 M.) Stat. Rigi-Staffel (p. 102) a striking *View is sud-

denly disclosed to the W. and N. To the (p^/o M.) Rigi-Kulm, see

p. 102.
Foot and Bridle Paths to the Rigi (comp. p. 101). From Weggis (p. 94) a

bridle-path (3\/4 hrs.) , which cannot be missed (finger-post 5 min. from
the landing-place), winds at first through productive orchards. It crosses

the track of a mud-stream which descended from the mountain in 1795,
taking a fortnight to reach the lake. 50 min. Senliherg Restaurant (2643');

25 min. Heiligkreuz-Capelle (3150'); V2 lir. -Hotel- Pension Felsenthor (p. 101),
near the Hochstein or Kdsbissen, an arch formed of huge masses of con-
glomerate. (Stat. Romiii, higher up, p. 102.) The path runs parallel to

the railway part of the way. V* ^^- Kaltbad, p. 102. This route com-
mands beautiful views and is recommended for the descent (comp. p. 101).

Frost KCssNACHT (p. Ill), 3V4 l^rs.. bridle-path. From the Tell Foun-
tain, in the middle of the village, a lane to the E. leads to a finger-post
indicating the good path to the (IV2 hr.) Vordere Seeboden-Alp (3372';

*H6t.-Pens. Seebodenalp, 5-7 fr.), a splendid point of view. Then (5 min.)
our path unites with those from Immensee and TelFs Chapel. Lastly a
steep zigzag ascent, partly through wood, to the (IV4 hr.) Rigi-Staffel (p. 102).

From Goldau (p. 115), 3V2 hrs., an excellent bridle-path. Opposite
the Rcissli, below the chapel, we diverge to the right from the Arth and
Schwyz road, and ascend to the left of the Aa through meadows, pine-
wood, and rockv debris, bv steps at places. To the left, the precipitous
Rothfluh (5233')." 1 hr. TJntere Dachli (3083'; Inn); good view of the
valley of Goldau, Lake Lowerz, and the Myten of Schwyz. By the ad-
jacent cross begin the thirteen stations or oratories which lead to the
chapel of Our Lady of the Snow. At (20 min.) the Ohere Dachli, with
its fresh spring, the wood is quitted; on the opposite side of the valley
runs the railway. The second half of the route is easier. 10 min. Malchxis-
Kapelle, the 8th station; V2 hr. Klosterli (see above); thence to the Rigi-
Staffel (p. 102) 40 min., to the First 20 min. (p. 106).
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The Rigi-Kulm (5905'), the highest and northernmost point of

the Rigi, descends abruptly on the N. to the Lake of Zug, while on
the S.W. side it joins that part of the mountain which encloses the
basin of the Klosterli and extends to the Scheidegg. At the top
rises a wooden belvedere. The hotels (p. 101) stand about 130 paces

below the summit, sheltered from the W. and N. winds.

The Kulm almost always presents a busy scene, especially in

the morning and evening. The sunset is the chief attraction. A
performer on the Alpine horn blows the 'retreat' of the orb of day,

after which the belvedere is soon deserted.

Half-an-hour before sunrise the Alpine horn sounds the re-

veille. All is again noise and bustle ; the crowded hotels are for

the nonce without a tenant; and the summit is thronged with an
eager multitude, enveloped in all manner of wraps. Unfortunately

a perfectly cloudless sunrise is rare.

A faint streak in the E., gradually paling the brightness of the

stars, heralds the birth of day. This insensibly changes to a band
of gold on the horizon ; each lofty peak becomes tinged with a roseate

blush ; the shadows between the Rigi and the horizon melt away

;

forests, lakes, hills, towns, and villages are revealed; all is grey

and cold, until the sun bursts from behind the mountains in all

his majesty, flooding the superb landscape with light and warmth.
**View. The first object which absorbs our attention is the stu-

pendous range of the snow-clad Alps, 120 M. in length (comp. the

Panorama). The chain begins in the far E. with the Sentis in Can-
ton Appenzell , over or near which the first rays of the rising sun
appear in summer. Nearer us rises the huge snowy crest of the

Gldrnisch; then, the Todi, in front of which are the Clariden, and
to the right the double peak of the Scheerhorn; next, the broad

Windgelle, immediately opposite, and the pyramid of the Bristen-

stock, on the St. Gotthard route; then the Brunnistoch and the

Vri-Rothstock, side by side, so near that we can distinguish the

ice of their glaciers; next, the broad Schlossberg and the serrated

Spannorter, and more to the right the Titlis, the highest of the

Unterwalden Mts., easily recognised by its vast mantle of snow.

The eye next travels to the Bernese Alps, crowning the landscape

with their majestic peaks clad with perpetual snow. To the ex-

treme left is the Finsteraarhorn, loftiest of all (14,025'); next to

it the Lauteraarhorn and the Schreckhorn, the Wetterhbrner (Rosen-

horn, Mittelhorn , and Wetterhorn), the broad Monch, the Eiger

with its dark precipices on the N. side, and the Jungfrau with the

Silberhorn. To the "W. tower the jagged peaks of Pilatus, the ex-

treme outpost of the Alps in this direction. — Towards the Nobth
we survey the entire Lake of Zug, with the roads to Arth, and the

villages of Zug, Cham, Risch, and Walchwyl. To the left of Lake
Zug, at the foot of the Rigi, stands Tell's Chapel, midway between
Immensee and Kiissnacht, a little to the left of a white house;
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then, separated from Lake Zug by a narrow strip of land, the Kiiss-

nacht Bay of the Lake of Lucerne; more to the W., Lucerne with

its battlements and towers, at the head of its bay. Beyond Lucerne

is seen almost the whole canton of that name, and farther to the

N. Canton Aargau, with the Emme streaking the landscape like a

silver thread ; the Reuss is also visible at places. More distant are

the Lake of Sempach^ the W. side of which is skirted by the rail-

way to Bale, and the lakes of Baldegg and Hallwyl. — To the

Wbst and Nokth-West the horizon is bounded by the Jura Mts.,

above which peep several crests of the Vosges. To the N., but to

the left of the Lake of Zug, in the distance, rises the Hapsburg;

farther off is the Black Forest, with its highest peaks, the Feldberg

(right) and the Belchen (left). Beyond Lake Zug is seen the crest

of the Albis with the Veiliberg , which nearly conceals the Lake
of Zurich; the long cantonal hospital and the cathedral of Zurich

are , however, visible , with the large new Hotel Dolder above

them. On the horizon rise the basaltic cones of Hohenhowen
and Hohenstoffeln (close together) and the Hohentwiel in Swabia.
— To the East, behind the N. slope of the Rossberg, we get

a glimpse of the Lake of Ageri. Beyond Arth , opposite the

Kulm, is the Rossberg, the S. slope of which was the scene of

the terrible Goldau landslip (p. 115). Between the Rossberg and
the E. spurs of the Rigi lies the Lake of Lowerz, with its two
islets ; beyond it , the town of Schwyz , at the foot of the two
bald Myten , overtopped by the imposing Gldrnisch. To the

right, the Muota-Thal. — To the South -East and South the

different heights of the Rigi form the foreground : the Hochfluh
(below it the RothenfluK), Scheidegg, Dossen, and the Schild, at the

foot of which lies the Klosterli. To the left of the Schild part of

the Lake of Lucerne is seen near Beckenried, and to the right the

Bay ofBuochs, with the Buochser Horn above it ; more to the right

the Stanser Horn with Stans at its base; nearer, the less lofty

Biirgenstock and the Rigi - Rothstock. Beyond these, to the left,

is the Lake of Sarnen, amid forest; to the right, the Bay of Alp-
nach, separated from the Lake of Lucerne by the Lopperberg , a

spur of Pilatus. — Good panorama by Keller, upon which ours
is based.

For a quarter of an hour before and after sunrise the view is

clearest; at a later hour the mists form into clouds, which often

completely shroud the Kulm. To quote the chamois -hunter in

Schiller's Tell

:

'Through the parting clouds only
The earth can be seen,

Far down 'neath the vapour
The meadows of green.'

But even the mists possess a certain charm, surging in the depths
of the valleys, and struggling against the rays of the sun. The
lights and shades, ever varying, are also a source of constant in-
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terest. In' the morning the Bernese Alps are seen to the best ad-
vantage, and in the evening those to the E. of the Bristenstock.

One whole day at least should be devoted to the Rigi. A visit may
also be paid fon foot or by rail) to the Staffel (p. 102) and the Roth-
stock (p. 102), the Kaltbad [p. 102) and the Kanzeli (p. 102), the
Klosterli (p. 103), or the Scheidegg fsee below).

As the temperature often varies 40-50° within 24 hours, wraps should
not be forgotten. During the Fohn, or S. wind, the Alps seem to draw
nearer, their outlines become more definite, their tints warmer; and
during a W. wind the Jura Mts. present a similar appearance. These
phenomena portend rain.

From the Kaltbad to the Rigi-Scheidegg. — 4V4 M. Railway
(ordinary line) in 25 min. ; fare 2 fr. 50, there and back 3 fr. 60 c.

Eigi-Kalthad (4730'), see p. 102. The railway skirts the S.

slope of the Rothstock, being hewn in the rock the greater part

of the way, and ascends gradually to stat. Eigi- First (4795';

^Hotel, see p. 101), which commands a superb view of the Lake of

Lucerne, the Uri and Unterwalden Mts., and the Bernese Alps.

The train describes a wide curve round the N. slopes of the Schilt

(o08S' ; 20 min. from the Hotel Rigi-First), affording a pleasant

view, towards the E., of the Myten, the Glarnisch, and the Alps

of Appenzell. Beyond stat. Unterstetten {hotel, see p. 101) we tra-

verse the saddle of the hill and cross a bridge, with a view to the

N. and S. We pass through the Weissenegg Tunnel, cross the

Dossentobel by a viaduct, and follow the ridge connecting the Dossen
with the Scheidegg (view towards the S.) to Vnter-Dossen.

Stat. Rigi-Scheidegg, 190' below the *Hotel ^^ Curhaus{bAQ2'

;

p. 101). The view here is less extensive than from the Kulm, but

it embraces the chief mountains, and some points not visible from

the Kulm (view-tower 70'; panorama at the hotel). The plateau

of the Scheidegg, 1 M. long, affords a pleasant walk, which may be

prolonged by the 'Seeweg' on the N. slope of the Dossen as far as

Unterstetten. The Dossen (see below), a splendid point of view,

is 3/^ hr. distant.

The -Hochfluh (5564') may be ascended in 1V2-2 hrs. from the Scheidegg,

by a new path which follows the ridge, passing the Gdtierli (pass from
Gersau to Lowerz; p. 96) and Scharieggli (4625'). In the coiiloir, on the
X.W. side of the summit, an almost perpendicular iron ladder, 80* high,

must be ascended (wire-railing; steady head indispensable). This inter-

esting ascent affords a most picturesque view of the Lake of Uri, the Alps
of Tri and Schwyz, and the Glarner Alps. The older route (2V2-3 hrs.),

crossing the saddle towards the Zihlistock-ffiitte, and ascending among the

rocks on the S. side, has also been improved, and is preferable to the

route on the X. side (see p. 96).

Paths to the Scheidegg. From Gersac (p. 96) a new road (81/4 M. long)

ascends at a gradient of 9 to 13 per cent to the (21/4 hrs.) Alp ObennaU,
whence a footpath leads to (li,'4 hr.) Rigi-Scheidegg.

From the Klosterli (p. 103) a bridle-path (I'/z hr.), beginning at tlie

Schwert Inn, ascends to the (I/2 hr.) Hotel Rigi- Unterstetten (see above),

situated on the saddle between the Schild and Dossen (5540*), 40 min. below
the summit, which commands the whole of the Lake of Lucerne and Canton
Unterwalden. Descent via Unterdossen to Scheidegg in 40 minutes.
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29. From Lucerne to Alpnachstad. Pilatus.
Comp. Map, p. 93.

Bkunig Railway from Lucerne to (8'/2 M.) Alpnachstad in 27-32 min.,

(1 fr. 40 c, 1 fr., 70 c. ; return-tickets 2 fr. 25, 1 fr. 60, 1 fr. 15 c), see p. 128.

— Steamboat 9 times daily in 3/4 -i'/^ hr. (6 times via Kelirsiten, thrice

via Hergiswyl, twice direct via Stansstad), connecting at Alpnachstad with

the Briinig and Pilatus Railways. Passengers with through -tickets may
use as far as Alpnachstad either the Briinig Railway or the steamboat. —
The ascent or descent by the Pilatus Railway (p. 103) takes 1 hr. 25 min.

;

fares, up 10, down 6fr. ; return-fare for the first and the last train 12 fr. •,

combined tickets for railway and hotel, including R., D., & B. 25 fr.,

recommended ; Sunday tickets, valid in May and Oct. for the first, in June-

Sept, for the first and second trains (return by any train) 9 fr. (from Lu-

cerne 10 fr.).

The Brunig Railway to Alpnachstad, via Hergiswyl, see p. 139.

— The Steamboat steers towards the 'Kreuztrichter' (p. 93),

skirting the W. bank and passing the country-seat of Tribschen, the

Pension Stutz (p. 83), the St. Niklaus-Capelle, and the station of

Kastanienbaum (*Pension & Restaurant, with pretty grounds, pens.

5-7 fr.), and enters the bay of Stansstad. To the left rises the bold

Burgenstock, at the N.E. angle of which lies the station of Kehr-

siten-Burgenslock (restaurant).

A Wire-Rope Railway ascends the *Biirgenstock (2855') from Kehr-
siten in 1/4 hr. (fares, up IV2, 1 fr.; down 1 fr., 50 c), a distance of 1025 yds.;

average gradient 45 : 100. The motive power is electricity, which is also

utilised for pumping water and for lighting. At the top of the railway
(1420' above the level of the lake) is the Railway Restaurant (Munich beer),

with terrace, beside which are the ''Park Hotel and 'Restaurant Helvetia

(moderate prices;); 3 min. farther to the S. ih.Q \s,rgQ''Hotel Bilrgenstock {U.

272-7, B. 11/2, D. 5, board 7 fr. ; resident physician; Engl. Ch. Service;

S. B. G. H.), a favourite health-resort, with extensive and shady grounds
(music-tax 2V2 fr. per week). The hotel and several points near it com-
mand beautiful views of tlic lakes of Lucerne, Zug, Sempach, and Baldegg,

the Rigi, etc. A good path leads to the S.E. via the Trogen Dairy to the

(V2 hr.) Honegg (2906'; -Restaurant in summer); another ascends through
wood to the N.E. to the (3/4 hr.) 'Hammetschwand (3713'), the summit
of the Biirgenstock , which descends abruptly to the Lake of Lucerne :

striking view of the greater part of the lake, of the lakes of Sarnen,
Sempach, Baldegg. Hallwyl, and Zug, of the Rigi, Pilatus, Myten, Weissen-
stein, and of the Alps of Glarus and Unterwalden, and part of the Bernese
Alps (panorama 50 c). An easy descent leads via Obbiirgen (FKielers Inn,

plain) to (1^4 hr.) Stansstad (see below), where we may take the steamer
fi»r Lucerne.

To the right the promontory of Spissenegg juts into the lake

and forms a bay extending N. to Winkel. The steamer calls at Kehr-

siten-Dorf a.ni then steers S.W. to Hergiswyl (*H6t.-Pens. Rossli;

*P€ns. Pilatus, pens. 5-6 fr. ; *H6t.-Pen3. Friedheim, 4-6 fr. ; '^Pens.

Riitli, 31/2-4 fr.; Pens. Schweizerheim, moderate), at the foot of

Pilatus (see p. 109); thence ag^ain to the E. to Stansstad (1445';

Hotel Winkelried^ R. 2-4, B. IV4, D- 31/2? pens, from 5fr.; Freien-

hof, pens. 4-6 fr., well spoken of ; RossH; Schlussel'), the 'harbour of

Stans'. The square pinnacled Schnitz-Thurm was erected by the

Swiss in 1308 to vindicate their newly-won independence.
Electric Tramway from Stansstad to Stans, and cable-line thence to the

top of the 'Stanser Horn, see p. 134. — From Stans to Bngelberg, see R. 3G.
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"Walk feom Stansstad to Saenen, 3 hrs. The path skirts the lake for
a short way, enters the Rofzloch, and at Allweg (^Inn), 2 M. from Stans-
stad, where there is a chapel in memory of Winkelried (pp. 19,134), joins
the Stans and Sarnen Road (no diligence). This road leads past the W.
base of the Stanser Horn (p. 134), and by Rohren to (2 BI.) St. Jakob., a village
with an old church, then across the Mehlbach, and through the Kernwald
to (3 M.) Kerns and (IV2 M.) Sarnen (p. 140).

The Lopper, the E. spur of Pilatus, extends far into the lake.

At its base runs the Lucerne and Alpnach road, while the Briinig

railway (p. 139) pierces the hill hy a tunnel. The brook oppo-
site, which falls into the lake at Stansstad, has further narrowed the

channel between the Lake of Lucerne and the Lake of Alpnach with
its deposits, and the strait is now crossed by an embankment and
a swing-bridge (Acheregg-Briicke)., which is opened for the passage

of steamers. Within the bay of Alpnach rises the Rotzberg (2214'),

crowned by a ruined castle (ascent from the Rotzloch 3/^ hr. ; view).

The hill is separated from the Plattiberg by the Eotzlocli, a

narrow ravine. Portland cement factory (dust unpleasant). On the

lake is Hotel-Pension Rotzloch, with a sulphur-spring and grounds

(pens. 4-5 fr.).

At the S.W. angle of the Lake of Alpnach lies Alpnachstad
(1443'; *H6t. Pilatus,^., L.,&A.2-3, B.II/4, D. 31/2, pens. 6-8 fr.,

with veranda and garden ; Rossli, moderate), a station of the Briinig

Railway and the starting-point of the Pilatus Railway.

*Pilatu8 (6995'), the lofty mountain to the S.W. of Lucerne,
rises boldly in a rugged and imposing mass, almost isolated from the

surrounding heights. The W. and N. portions belong to the canton

of Lucerne, the E. and S. to Unterwalden. The lower slopes are

clothed with beautiful pastures and forests, while the upper part

consists of wild and serrated cliffs, from which its ancient name
Fractus Mons (broken mountain) is derived. The names 'Fracmont',

'Frakmund', have in later times been occasionally applied to it, but

the name Pilatus (perhaps from the mediaeval 'Mons Pileatus', the

hatted mountain) came into general use about the close of last cent-

tury. The summit is generally free from clouds and fog in the even-

ing and early morning, but is apt to be shrouded at midday. It is,

therefore, advisable to spend the night on the top (prices, etc., see

pp. 107, 109). The flora is very rich (nearly 500 species).
The names of the different peaks from W. to E. are the Mittaggiipfi

or Gnepfstein (6290'), the Rothendossen (5833'), the Widderfeld (6817', the
wildest), the Tomlishorn (6995', the highest), the GemsmaitU (6732'); to

the S. the Matthovn (6693'); to the N. the KUmsenhorn (6265', which, seen
from Lucerne, is the farthest W.); in the centre the Oberhaupt (6920'),

then the Esel (Q%2'. the most frequently ascended), and lastly the Steigli-

Egg (6485').

The Pilatus Railway (fares, etc., see p. 107; best views to the right),

constructed in 1886-88 by Col. Locher of Zurich, is nearly 3 M. long, with
an average gradient of 42 : 100, and a maximum gradient of 48 : 100. The
line rests throughout on a substructure of massive granite blocks and
slabs, to which an upper framework of iron and steel is securely fastened
with huge screws. The toothed rail has vertical teeth on both sides, into

which two pairs of toothed wheels attached to the train work horizontally.
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The engine and the passenger-carriage (32 seats) form a single car with
two axles.

The railway begins near Hotel Pilatus (1443' ; see p. 108), and
at once ascends, traversing orchards and afterwards wood. 21 min.

Wolfort (2985'), a watering-station, beyond which the train crosses

the gorge of the Wolfort ; fine view of the Lake of Alpnach to the

right. Yie enter the Wolfort Tunnel (48 yds.) and are carried

along the stony slope of the Risleten, the most difficult portion of

the line to construct (gradient 48: 100). Then through the Lower

(56 yds.) and Upper Spycher Tunnel (106 yds. ; 3773' above the sea-

level) to the (43 min.) Aemsigen-Alp (4430'), a passing-station with

pumping-works which force water to the Pilatus-Kulm, 2360' above.

The train now ascends through wood on the brink of a gorge, crosses

the Mattalp (to the right the Steigli-Egg; in front the Esel; to

the left the precipitous Matthorn), turns to the N., and mounts the

steep rocky slope of the Esel through four tunnels (48, 60, 50, and
12 yds.). The terminus Pilatuskulm (6790') adjoins the old Hotel

Bellevue, now a dependance of the *E6tel Pilatuskulm (R., L., & A.

5-8, B. 2, lunch 4, D. 5 fr. ; with hotel-tickets, p. 107, nearly one
third less ; restaurant in the sunk floor). The terrace commands a

splendid mountain-view. — An easy path leads from the station to

(6 min.) the top of the *Esel, or Etzel (6962'), the chief point, with
a spacious plateau, enclosed by a parapet. The view surpasses that

from the Rigi in grandeur and variety, the Bernese Alps in parti-

cular looming nearer and more massive (comp. the panorama). —
A similar but less picturesque view is that from the *Tomlisliorn

(6995'), the highest peak of Pilatus, to which a good path (varying

views), skirting the rocky slopes of the Oberhaupt and Tomlishorn
and crossing the arete (railings; no danger), leads from Hotel
Pilatuskulm in I/2 hr. (panorama by Imfeld). — Another new path,

cut in the rocks, leads to the top of the Matthorn (6693' ; from Hotel
Pilatuskulm 2 hrs., there and back).

Walkers will land the ascent of Pilatus easiest from Eergiswyl (p. 107),
at its ^.W. base. There is a bridle-path as far as (3'/2hrs.) Hotel Klimsen-
horn, whence a footpath ascends to (40 min.) the Pilatuskulm. In front of
the church we take the broader path to the left, and after 3 min, turn to
the right, traversing orchards and meadows, and afterwards wood. At
(1 hr.) the Carhaus Brunni (3230'

^ pens, from 5 fr.) a terrace aflfords a fine
view. After Vzhr. the path leads through a gate to the Gschicend-Alp; 20 min.
farther up, near a chalet (inn, with beds), we pass through another gate,
and ascend in steep zigzags to the left, at first through beautiful pine-
wood, and then across slopes of grass and debris, to (fi/* hr.) Hotel Klimsen-
horn (R., L., & A. 3-4, B. IV2, D. 31/2 fr.), on the saddle (5940') connect-
ing the Oberhaupt with the (V* hr.) *KIimsenhorn (6265'), which aftords
an extensive and picturesque prospect to the E., X., and W., from the
Uri Mts. to the Lake of Xeuchatel. The view to the S. is hidden by the
loftier peaks of Pilatus.

From the Hotel Klimsenhorn a good zigzag path (iron railing higher up)
ascends the steep slope of the Oberhaupt, to the (40 min.) Kriesiloch, a hole
in the rock resembling a chimney, 20* high, through which 52 steps ascend
to the arete between the Oberhaupt and the Esel. *View of the Bernese
Alps suddenly disclosed. Then in 4 min. to the Hotel Pilatuskulm.

The Pilatuskulm is also reached by footpaths from Alpnachstad (4V2-5 hrs.-,
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by the Aemtigen-Alp and Mattalp) and from Alpnach (p. 140; 4'/2-5 hrs.;
by the Alps of Liitholdsmalt, Schwdndi. and Hinter - Frakmiind). — From
A'riemip. 92j a path leads to (S'/M hrs.) Hotel Klimsenhorn, passing
the chateau of Schauensee , through the Hochwald, and marshy pastures,
by the Muhlenmas-Alp and Frakmiind-Alp (guide). Via the Bviindlen-Alp
(last part very rough), see p. 92.

30. From Zug and Lucerne to Arth-Goldau.
Comp. Maps, pp. 92, 100.

i. From Zug to Arth-Goldau. Lake of Zng.
IOV2 M. St. Gotthard Railway in 23-28 min. (i fr. 70, 1 fr. 20, 85 c). —

Steamboat from Zug to Arth during the season thrice daily in 1 hr.
22 minutes.

a. Railway. — Zug (1385'), seep. 85. The line intersects the

suhurb of Zug by a long viaduct, passes under the town by a tunnel

(638 yds.), and after about 3 M. approaches the Lake of Zug (see

below), which it then skirts, in a series of cuttings, embankments,
and viaducts over the ravines descending from the Zuger Berg.

Charming view, to the right, of the lake, with the chateau of Buonas
and Immensee on its E. bank. Two tunnels; then (6 M.) stat.

Walchwil (see below). After five more tunnels the line quits the

lake and ascends along the base of the Rossberg to (lO^/^ M.) stat.

Arth-Goldau (p. 115).

b. Steamboat.— The Lake of Zug (1368'), 88/4 M. long, 21/2 M.
wide, and 650' deep, is very picturesque. Its richly wooded banks
rise gently to a moderate height, while to the S., above its azure

waters, towers the Rlgi, visible from base to summit. Soon after the

steamer has left the pier, Pilatus appears to the S.W., and then the

Bernese Alps and the Stanser Horn to the left. On a promontory on
the W. bank is the handsome chateau of Buonas ; on the E. bank lie

the village of Oherwil ; to the N., the church-tower of Cham (p. 87).

On the W. bank, farther on, the wooded promontory of Kiemen pro-

jects far into the lake. The steamer touches at Lothenbach on the

E. bank, and then crosses to Immensee {^Hot. Rigi, pens, from 5 fr.),

charmingly situated at the foot of the Rlgi. (Rail, stat., see p. 115.)
The steamer then steers diagonally across the lake to Walchwil
(*Curhaus4- Pens. Xeidhardt, pens. 5-6 fr. ; ^Stern), on the E. bank.

The mildness of the climate is indicated by chestnut-trees and vines.

To the left lies St. Adrian, at the foot of the Rossberg (p. 114). —
Arth (1395'; 3400 inhab. ; *Adler, with garden on the lake; *H6t.

Rigi) lies at the S. end of the lake, between the Rigi and the Ross-

berg, but not exposed to the landslips of the latter, the strata of

which dip in another direction.

Steam Tramway from Arth to Arth-Goldau in '^ji'hv. (30c., return-
picket 50 c.); comp. p. 102.

11. From Lucerne to Kussnacht and Arth-Goldau.

GoTTHAED Railway in 30-50 min. (2 fr. 95, 2 fr. 5, i fr. 45 c), see p. 115.
— Steamboat from Lucerne to (8 M.) Kiissnacht in 45-55 min. (1 fr. 80,

90 c). Railwat from Kiissnacht to (5 M.) Arth-Goldau in 19 minutes. From
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Kuflsnacht through the 'Hohle Gasse' to Iinmensee by the road I3/4 BI.

(one-horse carr. 3 fr.).

Departure from Lucerne, see p. 93. The steamer touches at

Pens. Seeburg, rounds the Meggenhorn (p, 93), and enters the Bay
of Kussnacht. High above the W. hank runs the St. Gotthard Rail-

way (p. 115). To the left, near stat. Vorder-Meggen (Zur Balm Inn

;

Hot. -Pens. Angelfluh), rises the picturesque chateau of Neu-Haps-
burg, behind which peeps the ancient tower of the castle of that name,
once a frequent resort of the Emp. Rudolph when Count of Haps-
burg, and destroyed by the Lucerners in 1352. The incident which
induced Rudolph to present his horse to the priest is said to have

occurred here (see Schiller's ballad, 'The Count of Hapsburg').

Stations Kinter-Meggen (* Curhaus ^'Pens. Gottlieb en, i^leasantly

situated 1/4 M- f^^om ^^^ \^^<.e, pens. 6-71/2 fr.) and MiJrIischachen

(*Eintracht; Linde), a prettily situated village. The steamer now
crosses to Greppen, on the E. bank, skirts the wooded slopes of the

Rigi, and soon reaches —
8M. Kussnacht (1443'; pop. 2940; *Hotel- Curhaus Mon-Sejour,

with hydropathic, garden, and lake-baths, R. 1^/2-2, dej. 2, D. 1^/2,

pens. 5-6 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. du Lac^ pens, from 5 fr. ;
*SchwaTzer

Adler; Pens. Dr. Aufdermaur ; Rossli; Tell), a village prettily sit-

uated at the N. end of this bay of the lake, with a fine distant view.

— Ascent of the Rigi, see p. 103.
A good road from Kiissnacht ascends via Haltikon to the thriving and

finely situated village of (1 hr.) Udligenswyl (2050': Engel), ^vhence the
'St. Michaelskreuz (2615')i locally known as the 'Kleine Rigi', may be
easily reached in 1/2 hr. Unpretending *Inn and chapel on the top, which
commands a beautiful view of the lakes of Zug and Lucerne, the Alps, and
the hilly landscapes of N. Switzerland. A more extensive view is enjoyed
from the Ochsenwaldhohe (26S5'), 5 min. from the inn. The St. Michaels-
kreuz may also be ascended by good roads from Gisikon (in 1 hr.), from
Kotkreuz (IV2 hr.), and from Lucerne, via Adligensicyl (ITTO'^ Pens. Sackhof)
and Udligenswyl (in 3 hrs.).

The road ascends the 'Hohle Gasse' ('hollow lane' ; see Schiller's

'Tell'), now half filled up, shaded at one point by lofty beeches. At
the upper end of it, 11/4 M. from Kussnacht, to the left, is Tail's

Chapel (1585'}, rebuilt in 1834, marking the spot where the tyrant

Gessler is said to have been shot by Tell. Over the door is a painting

of the event, with an inscription. By the (1/2 M.) inn *Zur Eicfie the

road divides. A few paces to the right is stat. Immensee(j^. 116). The
road to the left descends to {^/^ M.) the village of Immensee (p. 110).

31. From Ziirich via Wadensweil to Arth-Goldau.

From Biberbriicke to Einsiedeln.
Comp. Maps, pp. 44. B2.

36 M. Railway in 31/2 hrs. (3 fr. 70, 6 fr. 15, 4 fr. 35 c); to Einsiedeln,
26 M., in 2-21/2 hrs. (5 fr. 60, 3 fr. 95, 2 fr. 80 c). — Railway from Rappers-
wil via Pfiiffikon to Einsiedeln, 1 hr. 6 min. (see p. 47).

From Zurich to (I5V2 M.) Wadtnsweil (1348'), see p. 47. The
line ascends the fertile slopes on the S. bank of the Lake of Ziirich,
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commanding beautiful views of the lake, with the Cnrflrsten and
Sentis in the background. I71/2 M. Burghalden (1740'); 191/2 M.
Samstagem (2080'; restaurant), junction of the line (to the left)

to Rapperswil-Pfaffikon via WoUerau (p. 47). — Beyond (21 M.)
SchindeUegi (2480'; *Freihof; Hirsch) we cross the brawling Sihl.

Diligence twice daily in '/z hr. to (3 31.) Feusisberg (2233'; *Curhaut
Feusisgarten; Hot. Reichmuth ; at both pens. 4'/2-5fr.), a health-resort, pleas-
antly situated, with fine viev/ of the Lake of Zurich and the Alps of Appen-
zell. — About 2V2 M. to the W, of SchindeUegi (diligence twice daily in
'/2hr.) is the whey-cure report of Hiitten (2428'; Krone; Kreuz). charmingly
situated on the idyllic Huttensee^ at the foot of the wooded Eohe Rhonen
(4055'). — The Dreildnderstein (3907), the E. point of the Hohe Rhonen,
marking the boundaries of Cantons Zurich, Zug, and Schwyz, may be
reached from SchindeUegi in 1 hr., and the walk may be continued along
the crest of the hUl to the Oottschalkenherg (see below).

The line rounds the E. slopes of the Hohe Rhonen and ap-
proaches the Alp, which falls into the Sihl here. To the S. appear
the Myten (p. 116).— Beyond (23 M.) Biberbrucke (2730'; Post),

where the Biher falls into the Alp, the Glarus Mts., bounded on the
left by the pyramidal Kopfenstock (6240'), form the background.

Pleasant excursion from Biberbrucke (by road IV2 hr.; omnibus twice
daily, 3 fr. : damp footpath, to the right, about halfway, 3/4 hr.) to the top
of the *Gottschalkenberg (3780'; -Curhatis, pens. 6-10 fr.), the W. prolonga-
tion of the Eohe Rhonen (see above), commanding a fine view of the Alps
(finest from the Belvedere, 10 min. to the S.). The descent may be made
to (21/2 M.J Ober-Ageri (p. SB), to (IV2 hr.) Richiersweil (p. 47), or hy Men-
zingen to (6 3I.J Zug (p. 85).

Fegm Bibekbruckb to Einsibdeln, 3 M., branch-railway in

13 min., through the narrow Alpthal.
Feom Pfaffikox (p. 47) by the Etzel to Einsiedeln, 31/2 hrs. A

narrow road commanding fine views of the lake ascends in windings,
past the Pens. Lugeten, to the (3 M.) pass of the Etzel (3145'; "Inn), with
the Chapel of St. Meinrad. The Hohe-Etzel (3610'; steep ascent of 1/2 hr.
from the inn) is wooded, and commands no view, but the *Sch6nboden
(3513'), 3/4 hr. to the E., affords a splendid view of the lake, the Limmat-
•Thal as far as Baden, the Alps of Appenzell and Glarus, the Sihlthal and
Alpthal, with Einsiedeln, the Myten of Schwyz, the Rossberg, and the
Rigi ; to the W. rises the Hohe Rhonen (see above). Travellers bound for
Einsiedeln may descend from the Schonboden towards the S.W. direct to
Egg, visible below, cross the Sihl, and join the road from the Etzel. —
From the Etzel Inn the road descends to the (3/4 31.) Teu/elsbrucke (2755')

over the Sihl. Thence 33 4 31. to Einsiedeln.

Einsiedeln (2900'; pop. 9000; *Pfau, R.& A.from2i/2,B. 1.20,

D. with wine 3, pens. O^o-lOfr.; *Sonne; Drei Konige; St. Catha-

rina; St. Georg ; Schwan ; Restaurant Ochslin, with rooms), or Notre-

Dame-des-Ermites (Monasterium Eremitarum), in a green valley,

watered by the Alpbach, vies with Rome and Loreto in Italy, St.

Jago de Compostella in Spain, and Mariazell in Styria as one of the

most famous pilgrim-resorts in the world.
Its foundation is attributed to Count Meinrad of Sulgen, who built a

chapel here in honour of a wonder-working image of the Virgin presented
to him by the Abbess Hildegard of Zurich. After Meinrad's death in 861,

a monastery of Benedictine Hermits ('Einsiedler') sprang up here. In 1274
it was created an independent principality by Emp. Rudolph of Hapsburg,
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and owing to the ever increasing throng of pilgrims it soon vied withSf.
Gallen as one of the richest monasteries in Switzerland.

In the large open space between the houses (a great many of

which are inns for the pilgrims) and the lofty buildings of the mon-
astery rises a black marble Fountain with fourteen jets, surmounted
by an image of the Virgin , from which the pilgrims are wont to

drink. The pilgrims, chiefly from Switzerland, Bavaria, Swabia,
Baden, and Alsace, number about 150,000 annually. The chief

festival takes place on 14th September.
Tnder the Arcades, which form a semicircular approach to the church

on the right and left, as well as in the Platz itself, there are numerous
stalls for the sale of prayer-books, images of saints, rosaries, medals,
crucifixes, and other 'devotional' objects. So great is the demand for en-
gravings, religious works, and other souvenirs of the place, that at Ben-
zigei' d- Co.'s establishment no fewer than 900 workmen are employed in
printing and stereotyping, engraving on wood and zinc, chromo-lithograph-
ing, book-binding, etc.

The extensive Abbey Buildings, in the Italian style, which were
re-erected for the sixth or seventh time in 1704-19, are 148 yds.

long , 41 yds. of which are occupied by the Church and its two
slender towers. On the right and left of the entrance are Statues of

the Emperors Otho I. and Henry II., two benefactors of the Abbey.
The Intekior of the church is gaudily decorated with gilding, marble,

and pictures of little value. In the nave stands the Chapel of the Virgin,
of black marble, the 'Sanctum Sanctorum', with a grating, through which,
illuminated by a solitary lamp, a small Image of the Virgin and Child is

visible, richly attired, and decked with crowns of gold and precious stones.
In the chapel to the right, a Crucifix by J. Kraus ; in the choir, an As-
sumption by the same artist, skilfully restored by Deschwanden in 1858.
The magnificent chandelier was dedicated by Napoleon III. in memory of
his mother. — The Abbey contains a well-arranged Library of 50.000 volumes,
chiefly historical, a number of MSS., and a small natural history collection.
The FuRSTENSAAL is hung with good lifesize portraits, including those of
Pius IX. and the emperors William I., Francis Joseph, and Napoleon III.

The Private Chapel of the abbot is adorned with paintings of ecclesiast-
ical events. — Connected with the Abbey are a Seminary and a Lyceum.

The Herrenberg (3650'; 1/2 1^^.), a hill above the Abbey to the
S.E., commands a beautiful view. Similar views from the Kreuz or

from the 5^ Meinradsberg, ^/^M. to the S. of the town. — About
V4M. to the W., near the station, is an interesting Panorama of
the Crucifixion, by Leigh, Frosch, and Krieger (adm. 1 fr.).

From Einsiedeln to Schwyz over the Hacken (3V2 hrs.), destitute
of shade, and very disagreeable in bad weather. We ascend the monoton-
ous Alpthal (with the nunnery of -4m on the right) to the (l'/2 hr.) village
of Alpthal (3258'; *Stern), where the somewhat rough and steep log-path
ascending the Hacken begins. In V2 hr. we gain a point where the
space between the two Myten (p. 116), shaped like the letter V, is

distinctly observed, and in 1/2 hr. more reach the Inn on the Hacken Pass
(4568'), which commands a splendid view of the lakes of Lucerne and
Lowerz, etc. (The view is still finer from the HochstucUi, 5105', V2 l""-

higher up, to the N., and embraces the N. part of the lake and the town
of Zurich.) Descent to (1 hr.) Schicyz steep and stony.

From Einsiedeln to Schwyz over the Iberger Egg, 15^/2 M. Good
road through the Sihlthal or Euthal by Steinbach and Euthal to (8 M.)
Ober-Iberg (3483'; *H6t.-Pens. Holdener, pens, from 4 fr. : Post, well spoken
of), a health-resort; thence to the (3^4 M.) Iberger Egg (4823') or Heilig-

Raedeker, Switzerland. 18tb Edition. 8
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hdusehen, aflfording a fine survey of the Lake of Lucerne and the Alps,
and by Biilisberg and Rickenbach to (d^/i M.) Schwyz.

Beyond Biberbriicke (p. 112) the railway crosses the Biher, and
ascends across a monotonous plateau. From (25^2 M.) Altmatt

(3030'; Rossli), a poor hamlet on a large moor, a road leads in 13/4hr.

to the Gottschalkenberg (p. 112).

28 M. Rothenthurm (3040'; *Ochs, R. 11/2, B. 1, D. 2, pens.

31/2-4 fr. ; Schlussel), with a new Romanesque church, where to the

left the Myten, and to the right the long back of the Rlgi and the

hotels on the Kulm become visible, is named after a red tower

belonging to fortifications (Letze) once erected by the Schwyzers to

protect their N.W. boundary. In the vicinity, on 2nd May, 1798,

the Schwyzers under Reding defeated the French, who lost 2000 men.
The railway then descends the wooded valley of the Steiner-Aa to

(31 M.) Sattel-Ageri; to the left is the prettily situated village of

Sattel (2540'; Neue Krone, at the station, plain, pens. 41/2-6 fr.;

Alte Krone, in the village).

The *Schlagstrasse, as the picturesque road from Sattel to Schwyz is

called (6 31. ; a fine wallc), crosses the Steiner-Aa and ascends on the
W. slope of the Eacken (p. 113), affording beautiful views of the fertile

valley of Steinen. the Lake of Lowerz with the Schwanau, the scene of
the Goldau landslip, and the Eigi. At (S^/* M.) the "Eirtch Inn (a little

farther on, the Burg Inn), Schwyz and the Myten become visible. Thence
to Stat. Seewen IV4 M., to Schwyz (p. 116) 2 M.

From Sattel-Ageri to Morgarten , 2 M., omnibus in '/z hr. (50 c);
steamboat on the Ageri Lake, see p. 86.

The railway descends the slopes of the Rossberg, by several

viaducts and a short tunnel to (34M.)Stei2ierberg (1950'; *Rdssli;

*Ldwe, both unpretending), a vUlage with a fine view of the valley

of Lowerz, framed by theRigi, the Fronalpstock(with the Liedernen-

stocke and Marenberge in the distance), and the two Myten.
The *Ilossberg (highest peak, Wildspitz, bidC/) is ascended from Steiner-

berg by a bridle-path in 2i/2-3 hrs. At the top, which commands a fine

view (panorama by Imfeld), is the Edtel Rosslerg-Kulm. From the Onippen
(5127'), or W. summit of the Rossberg, reached from the hotel by a level

path in 20 min., we obtain a good survey of the scene of the landslip of
1806 (comp. p. 115). — We may descend to Ageri (p. 86) or to the Zuger
Berg (p. 86).

The railway traverses the scene of the Goldau Landslip, and
joins the St. Gotthard Railway (p. 115) at (36 M.) Arth-Goldau

(Hot. Steiner, etc.). — Rigi Railway, see p. 102.

32. From Lucerne to Bellinzona. St. Gotthard

Railway.

Comp. Maps, pp. 92, 100, 136, 118, 124, S94.

1051/2 M. Railway. Express ('Blitzzug'; first class only) in 31/2, fast

trains in 3V4-5'/3, ordinarv trains in 7 hrs. ; lares 23 fr. 35, 16 fr. 45, 11 fr. 70 c.

(To Lugano, 124 M., in 41/4-61/3 hrs. ; 27 fr. 70, 19 fr. 40, 13 fr. 85 c. ; to Milan,
1721/2 M., in 6-9 hrs.; 36 fr. 5'), 25 fr. 60, 18 fr. 20 c). — For the day express
there is a table-d'hote at Goschenen, where the traveller should be care-
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ful to avoid an involuntary change of carriages, or even of trains. The
other express trains have dining or sleeping cars. Finest vievk's from
Lucerne to Fliielen to the right, from Fluelen to Goschenen to the left, and
from Airolo to Bellinzona to the right.

The **St. Gotthard Railway, constructed in 1872-96 at a cost of

262 million francs , is one of the grandest achievements of modern
engineering. The highest point of the line, in the middle of the great

tunnel , is 3786' above the sea-level, and the maximum gradient is about
1' in 4'. At places the ascent is rendered more gradual by means of curved
tunnels, piercing the sides of the valley; there are three such tunnels

on the N. side, and four on the S. side of the mountain (comp. Map. p. 119).

Altogether the line has 79 tunnels (of an aggregate length of 28V2 M.),

83 bridges, 14 viaducts, and 32 minor bridges. In order to examine the

most interesting structure of the line itself, the traveller may drive in

an open carriage or walk from Amsteg to Goschenen (12 M.) and from
Airolo to Giornico (15 M.). Those who are not pressed for time should take

the steamboat from Lucerne to Fluelen, in preference to the train (holders

of through-tickets and circular tickets have the choice of either route); or,

if they have not yet visited the Rigi, they may take the railway to Arth-

Goldau, the Rigi-Kulm, and Vitznau, and the steamer thence to Fliielen.

Lucerne, see p. 87. Beyond the Giitscli Tunnel the Gotthard Rail-

way diverges to the right from the Central Line (p. 18),. crosses

the Reuss, and passes through the AUenwinden-Wesemlin- Tunnel

(2313 yds.), emerging by the Hotel de I'Europe, on the E. side of

Lucerne. It gradually ascends towards Seeburg [p. HI), affording

a splendid view of the town, the lake, and the Alps, and passes

through three tunnels. By the chateau of Aeu-Hapsburg (p. Ill) the

line turns to the N.E. and runs high up on the W. hank of the Bay of

Kiissnacht (opposite the Rigi) to (7 M.) Stat. Meggen, between the

villages of Vorder- and Hinter-Meggen (p. 111). 10 M. Stat. Kuss-

nacht (p. 111). Then a tunnel, beyond which the line joins that com-
ing from Rothkreuz (p. 87). View of the Lake of Zug (p. 110) to the

left; on the N. bank Walchwil, and beyond it St. Adrian (p. 110).

12 M. Immensee (1518'; the village lies below us, on the left,

see p. 110). To the right are the wooded slopes of the Rigi, with the

Kulm Hotel far above (p. 101). The train runs high above the Lake
of Zug, through several cuttings. At the E. end of the lake, on

the left, lies the thriving village of Arth (p. 110), at the foot

of the wooded Rossberg, behind which rise the Myten (p. 116).

Threading the Rindelfluh Tunnel (220 yds.), we reach —
17 M. Arth-Goldau(1725'; *Eail. Restaurant; *H6t. Steiner, near

he station; Hotel Hof-Goldau; *Rds3li, 3 min. from the station,

plain, R. IV2, B. 1, D. 2 fr. ; '^Hot.-Pens. Schonegg, pens. 41/2-

5 fr.), also the terminus of the Arth-Rigi Railway (p. 102), and
junction for Zug and Wddensweil (pp. 110, 114). The station is

situated on the scene of the Goldau Landslip, which occurred on
2nd Sept.. 1806. This terrible landslip, which descended from the

Gnippen (5127'), the W. summit of the Rossberg (p. 114), buried
four vHlages with 457 of their inhabitants. The railway traverses

part of this scene of desolation , which extends far up the Rigi.

Time has covered the fragments of rock with moss and other vege-
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tation , and picturesque pools of water have been formed between
them at places. The track of the landslip may be distinctly traced

on the side of the Rossberg, which is still entirely barren.

On the slope to the left lie the houses of Steinerberg (p. 114)
;

on the right, high above, is the Curhaus lUgi-Scheidegg (p. 106).

"We skirt the pretty Lowerzer See (1480'; 3 M. long). To the

right lies the village of Lowerz (Pens. Biicheler-Peter, A^/o-b fr.),

and in the lake the island of Schwanau with its ruined castle, a

chapel, and a fisherman's house (inn; boat from Lowerz or Seewen
in 25 min.). — 2OV2M. Steinen (1540'; '-^Rdssli), a large village

in a fertile site, the traditional birthplace of Werner Stauffacher

(p. 98). On the supposed site of his house stands the Chapel of the

Holy Rood with frescoes by Ferd. "Wagner of Munich. The train

crosses the Steiner-Aa to —
22^/0^. Sch.vryz-Seewen(iDOO'-,*Hot.-Pens. Schwyzerhof^ Rail-

way Inn, both at the station). The village of Seewen (*Rossli, R., L.,

& A. IV2-2, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 6-71/2 fr.; *Stern, R., L., & A. IV2,

D. 2, pens. 41/2-5 fr. ; *Pens. Seehof, near the Lowerzer See, with

lake-baths, pens. 4-4Yo fr.), to the W. of the line, at the foot of

the E. spur of the Rigi, has a chalybeate bath which attracts visitors.

About 1 M. to the E. lies Schwyz (1685'; pop. 6719; *Rdssli, R.,

L., & A. 2-21/2, D. with wine 3, pens. 5V2-6V2 fr- ; '^Hotel Hedi-

ger; Bar, plain; Cafe Central, near the church, with garden), a

straggling town, lying picturesquely at the base and on the slopes

of the Little Myten (5955') with its two peaks, a.nd. the Great Myten
(6245'). The Town Hall, restored in 1891, and embellished ex-

ternally with frescoes from Swiss history by Ferd.Wagner of Munich,
contains portraits of 43 'landammanns' (magistrates) from 1534 down-
wards, and an old carved ceiling. The large Jesuit Monastery, above

the town, is now a grammar-school.
The *Great Myten (6245': 31/2 hrs. ;

guide 6 fr. , unnecessary for the
experienced; horse to the Holzegg S-10 fr.) is a magnificent point of view,
little inferior to the Rigi and Pilatus. Road from Schwyz to (1 M.) Ricken-
bach (Bellevue; Stern, pens. 4fr.); bridle-path thence to the (2 hrs.) Holz-
egg (4642'; small inn), which may also be reached by a direct path from
Schwyz via the Holle and the pastures oi Hasli and Holz (guide desirable). —
From Brunnen (p. 97; diligence to Schwyz five times daily, 80c.) by Ihach
and (3 M.) Rickenbach to the Holzegg in '3 hrs., Schwyz remaining on the
left. — Good path from Einsiedeln by Alpthal to the Holzegg in 23/4 hrs. —
From the Holzegg the new Myten path (railings at the steepest parts)
ascends in^ 49 zigzags on the E. side of the mountain, and then follows the
narrow arete to the (IV4 hr.) summit (*Inn, plain, 10 Ijeds). Good panorama
by A. Heim. — The ascent of the Little Myten (5955') is difficult; view
inferior to that from the Great Myten.

Interesting walk from Schwyz to the Suvoroff Bridge in the Muota-
Thal, returning via Ober-Schonenbuch (2 hrs. in all); comp. p. 78.

We now turn to the S. (on the left, the Fronalpstock with the

Curhaus Stoos far above us, p. 98), cross the Muota ne&T Ingenbohl,

passing the large nunnery of Mariahilf, and reach —
25 M. Brunnen (1445'; p. 97), one of the most frequented

spots on the Lake of Lucerne. (Station 1/2 M. from the lake.)
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Passing through, a tunnel under the Giitsch and the Axenstrasse

(p. 99), the train reaches the *Lake of Uri, or S.E. bay of the Lake
of Lucerne (p. 98), and is carried along its bank through tunnels

and rock-cuttings. Splendid views of the lake to the right. High
above, on the opposite bank, lie the houses of Seelisberg, at the

foot of which are the Mytenstein and Riltli (p. 98); and farther to

the left towers the ZJri-Rothstock with its glacier (p. 100). We pass

through the Hochfluh Tunnel^ the St. Franciscus Tunnel, and the

Oelherg or Schiefernegg Tunnel (2169 yds.). — 28V2 >!• Sisikon,

at the mouth of the narrow Riemenstalden-Thal (p. 99). Crossing

the Axenstrasse, we thread several tunnels
,
passing under the

Stutzeck (1082 yds.), the Tell's Platte (chapel not visible
;
p. 99),

the Axenberg (3670' long), and the Sulzeck.

321/2 M. Fiiielen (1435'; Restaurant), see p. 99.

WenowascendthelowerReussthal, with the Bristenstock (p. 118)
in the background, and the two Windgellen (p. 130) to the left of it.

34 M. Altdorf, or Altorf {U16'
;
pop. 2553; ^Schliissel, R., L.,

& A. IV2-3, B. 1, T>. 21/2, pens. 5-6, omn. 1/2-I fr-; *Ldwe, R.

l'/2-3, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 5-7 fr. ; *Tell, with garden, pens. 4V2-5 fr.

;

Krone; Bar; Hotel de la Gare, at the station, R. 1-2 fr.), the

capital of Canton Uri, 1 M. from the station, lies in a fertile valley

surrounded by mountains. This pleasant little town is the tradi-

tional scene of the exploits of William Tell, the liberator of Switzer-

land from the Austrian yoke (comp. p. xxviii). A bronze statue of

the intrepid archer, with the child by his side, from Kissling's model,

was erected in 1895 to the N.W. of the tower (dating from the 13th

cent.) in the principal 'Platz' of the village. The Church contains

a Madonna in relief, by Imhof. The Capuchin Monastery, above the

church, and the neighbouring Pavilion Waldegg command beautiful

views. (Ascent near the tower, or from below Tell's statue.) Above
the monastery lies the Bannxvald, a 'sacred grove', in which the

woodman's axe is proscribed, as it protects Altdorf from falling rocks

(see Schiller's Tell, Act iii. Scene 3).
To the right, beyond the town, is a Nunnery, to the left the Arsenal

;

thin. 1 M. to the left, prettily sitiiated on a hill at the entrance to the
Schachen-Thalip. IS), the village of Biirglen (1810'; -Tell, pens. 4V2-5 fr.),

the traditional home of Tell. The supposed site of his house is marked
by a Chapel, erected in 1522, and adorned with paintings of his exploits.

Through the Schdchen- Thai and over the Klausen to (23 M.) Linthal, see
R. 22. A glimpse at the Schachen-Thal is best obtained by ascending from
Weiterschicanden or Spiringen (p. 78) to the X. in about IV2 hr. to one of
the farm-houses in the Kessel (4505'), which afford a most picturesque
survey of the grand head of the valley (Scheerhorn, Griesgletscher, Kammli-
stock, and Claridenstock) , with beautiful fresh pastures and dark pine-
forest in the foreground. — The Rossstock (8080' ; 5 hrs. ; guide 12 fr.), a
splendid point of view , is ascended without difficulty by experts from
Burglen, via the Mettenthal-Alp. Descent, if preferred, through the Eiemen-
stalden-Thal to Sisikon (p. 99). — Belmistock, or Belmeten (7950'), from
Altdorf via Schattdorf (p. 118) in 5 hrs. (guide 8fr.), also interesting.

The train crosses the Schdchenbach in its artificial bed, near its

confluence with the Reuss. Among fruit-trees to the left is the
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church of Schattdorf. To the right, beyond the Reuss, we see the

church -tower and the ruined castle of Attinghausen (restored in

1898), in which the Baron Werner of Attinghausen, one of the

characters in Schiller's Tell , is said to have died in 1320 (*Inn at

the foot of the castle-hill). The background of the valley towards

the S. is formed by the pyramidal Bristenstock (see below) ; to the

right rise the bold precipices of the Gitschen (8335') and the Bockli

(6810'), to the left the Schwarzgrat(<oQ3Q^, Belmistock (7950'), -ffo/ie

Faulen (8260'), and lastly the two Windgellen {Grosse^ or Kalkstock,

10,470'; Kteine, or Sewelistock, 9800').

38 M. Erstfeld (1558'; Hotel zur Post, R. I'/g fr., B. 60 c,
well spoken of; Hof Erstfeld, Hot. Bahnhof, both at the station,

unpretending), a large railway-depot, where the ascent begins. The
village lies on the opposite bank of the Reuss, at the mouth of the

Erstfelder-Thai, above which peep the jagged Spannorter and the

Schlossberg (p. 138), with its strangely contorted glacier.

The Erstfelder-Thal (comp. Map, p. 136) extends on the S.W. to the
Glattenfirn. At the head of thevalley are two Alpine lakes, thegloomy Faulen-
aee (5820'), V2 hr. from the glacier, and the Obersee (6463'), Vz hr. farther to

the S. Above the Faulensee, 5 hrs. from Erstfeld, is the Kronten-Hutte of the
Swiss Alpine Club (6290'), whence the Kronten (10,195') ia ascended by the
Weiasen Flatten and the Glattenfirn in 472 hrs. (guide from Erstfeld 20 fr.;

grand view), and the Great Spannort (10,515') in 5 hrs. (difficult; guide 25 fr.).

The Favlenbach, which flows out of the Obersee, forms a beautiful fall.

Fatiguing passes lead from the Kronten-Hiitte to the W. over the Schlossberg-
Liicke (8632'; guide 25 fr.) and over the Hpanniirter-Joch (9610'; guide 35 fr.)

to (6V2 hrs.) Engelberg (comp. p. 138); also to the S. over the Leidensee Pass
(7695') to the Leutschach-Thal and (7-8 hrs.) Inschi (p. 119). Guide, Gebhard
Piintener of Erstfeld.

From Erstfeld or Altdorf over the Surenen Past to (9 hrs.) Engelberg
(guide 20 fr.), see p. 139.

The Reussthal narrows, and the train begins to ascend on the

right bank. 41 M. Stat. Amsteg (1795'), a.'ho^e Silenen, a village in

the midst of fruit-trees. Near the station , on a rocky hill to the

right, are the ruins of Zwing-TJri, the traditional castle of Gessler

(rooms in the adjoining house). About 1 M. farther on lies the village

of Amsteg (1712'; *Stern ^^ Post, R. IV-^-^Va, ^- 3, pens. 6-7 fr.

;

'^Hirsch, R.2, B. 1, D. 3, S. 21/2 fr. ; *Weisses Kreuz; *Engel; Frei-

hof, R. 11/2-2, B. l,pens. 4-6 fr.), prettily situated at the mouth ofthe

Maderaner-Thal, from which the Kdrstelenbach descends to the Reuss.

Excursions (guides, see p. 130). A pleasant walk of 1 hr. is enjoyed
by fallowing the old St. Gotthard road (bridle-path) to Pded and Meitsch-

lingen, and returning by the new road (p. 119). — 'Maderaner-Thal
(bridle-path in 3V4 hrs. to the Hotel Alpenclub), see R. 34. — Over the

Kreuzli Pass or the Brunni Pass to Disentis and over the Clariden Pass to

Stachelberg, see pp. 130, 131.

The Bristenstock (10,085'), ascended from Amsteg in 7-8 hrs. by the

Bristenstdfeli (5000') and the Blacki-Alp (6133') and past the small Britten-Seeli

(7090'), affords a grand panorama, but is very fatiguing (guide 25 fr.)- Descent
to i\ye Etzli- Thai or Felli-Thal difficult.

—
'Oberalpstock (111,925'), ^i«ne and

Grosse Windgelle (9800' and 10,470'), etc., see p. 130. — The Hohe Faulen
(8260*), ascended from Silenen in 5 hrs. (guide 10 fr.) through the Evi-Thal
and over the Strengmatt, Rhonen, and Belmeten Alps, is not difficult.
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A walk or drive on the St. Gotthard Road from Amsteg to Goschenen
(comp. Maps, pp. 136, 124), is recommended for the sake of the scenery and
the interesting railway. We cross the Karstelenbach, and then the Reuss
by a bridge of two arches. To the left runs the railway; below us the Reuss
dashes through its deep ravine, forming a succession of falls. In the early
summer huge masses of avalanche-snow, looking like earth or detritus, are
seen in the gorges. Beyond (1^/4 M.) Inschi (2168'; Lamm) we pass a fall

of the Inschi-Alphach. From Inschi we may visit the picturesque Leutschach-
Thal (to the Obernsee, at the foot of the Mdnntliser, 31/2 hrs. ; hence over
the Leidensee Feus to the Erstfelder-Thai ^ see p. 118). — A second bridge
carries the road back to the right bank of the Reuss (the railway remaining
on the left bank), on which lies (IV2 M.) Meitschlingen , with a chapel.
About V2 M. farther on we cross the Fellibach. (Through the narrow
FtilH-Thal, which abounds in crystals, the Oheralp-See may be reached by
the Felli-Lucke in 6 hrs.; p. 391

;
guide 12fr.) On the hill opposite stands

the hamlet of Ourtnellen (3045'). Beyond the village of Wyler is (3 M.) a
third bridge (2660'), called the P/affenspr-ung, by which the road recrosses
to the left bank. The first of the curved tunnels of the railway begins
here (see below). Far below, the river dashes through a narrow gorge. View
beautiful in both directions. The road crosses the turbulent Meienrenss (see
below) near (IV2 M.) Wasen (p. 120). To the right are the three railway
bridges. A path to the right, 50 yds. beyond the bridge, cuts off the wind-
ings of the road which ascends to the loftily situated church.

Near (V* M.) Wattingen (3010') is the fourth bridge over the Reuss,
above which, to the right, is a fall of the Rohrlach (p. 120). The (1 M.)
fifth bridge {Schonibruck, 3212') crosses to the left bank of the Reuss. To
the left rises the Teu/elsstein, a huge mass of rock. The next place

(IV2 M.) is Goschenen (3640'; p. 120).

Above Amsteg the line pierces a projecting rock by means of the

Windgelle Tunnel (1828'; 189 yds.), crosses the Karstelenbach by an
imposing iron bridge (147yds. long, 178' high), affording a fine view
of the deeply-cut Maderaner- Thai, with the Grosse Windgelle, to

the left, and of the Reussthal to the right, and is then carried

through the slope of the Bristenstock, which is much exposed to

avalanches, by means of the two Bristenlaui Tunnels (436 yds. and
234 yds.), and across the brawling Reuss by an iron bridge 256'

high. We now follow the left bank of the picturesque Reussthal

(views to the left), traverse the Inschi Tunnel, cross the Inschi-Alp-

hach and the Zgraggen-Thal (viaduct about 100 yds.), thread the

Zgraggen, Breiten, and Meitschlingen tunnels and a long cutting,

and skirt the hillside by a viaduct to (46 M.) Gurtnellen (2428'

;

Alte Pest or Schafli, well spoken of), with large granite-quarries.

Above Gurtnelleu we come to a most interesting part of the line,

which, in order to make the ascent more gradual, passes through
three curved tunnels and describes a wide double bend. It crosses

the Gornerenbach and the Hdgrigenbach (fine waterfall on the right),

enters, near the Pfaffensprang-Briicke , the Pfaffensprung Loop
Tunnel (1635 yds., 3^min.), in which it mounts 115', traverses the

short Miihle Tunnel, recrosses the Hagrigenbach (overlooking the

Pfaffensprung bridge on the left), and then traverses the Miihren

Tunnel (2822'; 93 yds.). Next follow a handsome bridge over the

ravine of the Meienreuss (p. 146), the Kirchberg Tunnel under the

'church-hiir of Wasen (330 yds.), a bridge across the Reuss to the

left, the Wattinger Loop Tunnel (1199 yds. ; ascent of 76'), another
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bridge over the Reuss, and the Rohrbach Tunnel (242 yds.). —
51 M. Wasen or Wassen (3055'), a large village (*H6t. des Alpes;
Ochs, Krone, both good and unpretending; Walkers Restaurant).

Tlie loftily situated church commands a survey of the bold structure

of the railway. — Over the Susten to Meiringen, see R. 39.

The imposing Mittlere Meienreuss Briicke (69 yds.; 260' high)

and the Leggistein Loop Tunnel (1204 yds. ; ascent of 82') carry

U8 to the Upper Meienreuss Bridge (59 yds. long; 148' high),

beautifully situated, the third bridge over the deep, wild gorge of

the Meienreuss. We then pass through the short Meienkreuz Tunnel
(3250'; 84 yds.), skirt the hillside, and obtain a view of Wasen
and the windings just traversed. Opposite rises the Rienzer Stock

(9785'). Crossing the Kellerbach and the Rohrbach, the train passes

through the Naxberg Tunnel (1719 yds.; ascent of 118'), crosses the

deep gorge of the Goschenen-Reuss (bridge 69 yds. long, 161' high;

view of the Gbschenen-Thal to the right, with the beautiful Damma-
firn, p. 124), and reaches —

56 M. Goschenen (3640'; *RaU. Restaurant, D. with wine 3V.2fr.,

in the third-class waiting-room 1 fr. 80 c. ; *H6t.-Pens. Goschenen,

opposite the station, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. IV2, !>• 4, pens. 6-10 fr.;

*Rbssli, with garden, R., L., & A. 2-21/2, B. IV4, lunch 2V2, D- 3 fr.

;

Hot. Bahnliof, well spoken of; Lowe; Krone; Engl. Ch. Serv. in

Aug.). In the little cemetery is a monument (1889), by Andreo-
letti, to L. Favre, the engineer of the St. Gotthard Tunnel, who
died in the tunnel on 19th July, 1879.— From Goschenen to Airolo

by the St. Gotthard Road, 22 M., see R. 33.

Beyond the station the train crosses the Gotthard-Reuss (p. 125)

by a bridge 105' high, and enters the great *St. Gotthard Tunnel,

16,393 yds. (91/4 M.) in length, being 3114 yds. (I2/3 M.) longer

than the Mont Cenis Tunnel. The central point is 3786' above the

sea-level, from which it descends on both sides, about 6' in 1000'

towards Goschenen, and 2' in 1000' towards Airolo. The work was
begun in June, 1872, at Goschenen, and a month later at Airolo,

and the boring was completed on 29th Feb., 1880. During seven

years and a half no fewer than 2500 workmen were on an average

employed here daily, and the number sometimes rose to 3400. The
cost was 563/4 million fr. (2,270,000^.). The tunnel, 28' broad and
21' high, is lined with masonry throughout, and is laid with a double

line. In the interior there is always a strong current of air; temper-

ature 70 ° Fahr. The tunnel lies 1083' below Andermatt, 6076' below

the Kastelhorn (which rises above the centre of the tunnel), and
3350' below the Sella Lake. Express trains take 14-20 min. to pass

through the tunnel, slow trains 21-25 min. ; lanterns are placed on

each side of the tunnel at intervals of 1000 metres (even numbers

on the right, uneven on the left). To the right, above the exit from

the tunnel, are new fortifications.

66 M. Airolo (3755'; pop. 1800; *H6t. Lombardi, with gar-
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den, R. 2-31/2, ^- 1V4> ^- 3V2-4, pens. 7-9 fr. ; *Hdt. Motta, R., L.,

& A. 3-3 1/2, B. IV2, D.^, pens. 7-8 fr.; *H6t. des Alpes; *H6t. Rossi,

R. from 2, B. 1,'d. 21/2, pens. 7 fr. ; *Rail. Restaurant), in the

upper valley of theTicino [Valle Leventina, p. 122), the first Italian-

Swiss village, was rebuilt after a fire in 1877, hut was again partly

destroyed in 1898 by a landslip from the Sasso Rosso. It is fre-

quented as a summer-resort. The scenery retains its Alpine character

until near Faido. To the W. is the imposing Pizzo Rotondo group.
ExcuKSiONs (guides, Ckm. Dotta and Basil Jori of Airolo). From

Airolo to the picturesque Stalvedro Gorge (p. 122), 20 min. ; to the Lom-
bard Tower, 35 minutes. — Pizzo Rotondo (10,490'), the highest peak of the

St. Gotthard, is ascended from Airolo in 8-9 hrs. (difficult-, for experts only;
guide 40 fr.). Walk in the afternoon (rough cnrt-track as far as Villa, 1^4 hr.)

to (3 hrs.) AWAcqua in Val Bedretto (p. 326; inn), and spend the nighty
steep ascent thence over grassy slopes, debris, and snovv-iields to the (81/2 hrs.)

Passo Rotondo (doi&), whence the rocky summit is reached in 1^/2-2 hrs. by
a difficult climb up a steep snow -couloir (foot-irons desirable) and over
loose stones. -View very grand and picturesque (cimp. p. 12>).

Passes. To the Si. Gotthard, see p. 128 (rich Alpine flora as far as
the Tremola gorge). — Through the Val Bedretto and over the Ni/fenen
Pass to the Valais, see p. 328; over the Sa)i Giacomo Pass (7572') to the Falls

of the Tosa, see p. 331. Through the Val Canaria and over the Unteralp
Pass (8300') to Andermatt (8 hrs.) , fatiguing; ascent very steep. Over
the Bocca di Cadlimo (8340') to Sancta Maria (p. 393), 8 hrs., attractive. —
By the Passo Bomengo to Val Maigels, see p. 391. Over the Sassello Pass to

Val Maggia, see p. 457. — To Val Maggia over the Passo dei Sassi (ca. 8200'),

interesting, but for steady climbers only (to Fusio 8 hrs.) From Airolo
past the hamlet of Nante and the (2 hrs.) Alp Piscium (5630') to (3/4 hr.)

Comaschne (6234') and along precipitous rocks, where the path disappears,
to the (21,4 hrs.) pass, between the Poncione di Vespero and Poncione di

Mezzod'i, with superb view of the St. Gotthard mountains. Descent across
steep grassy slopes (plenty of edelweiss) into the Val Maggia, to (2 hrs.)
Corte and (3/4 hr.) Fusio (p. 457).

From Airolo to Disentis throdgh the Val Pioka (11 hrs.
;
guide,

unnecessary, to Piora 6, to Santa Maria 10 fr. ; porter from Airolo , 15 c. per
kilogramme up to Piora, 10 c. down; horse to Piora, 3 hrs., 15 fr.). Descend-
ing the St. Gotthard road for ^U M., we cross the Canaria to the left, and
ascend to (20 min.) Madrano (3780'). After 1/4 l"". more the path ascends
to the left to (20 min.) Bvugnasco (4548'). It then runs nearly level, over-
looking the picturesque valley of the Ticino, and afterwards through wood.
From (3/4 hr.) Altanca (4567'; inn) we ascend to the left in zigzags past
a little chapel to the (40 min.) Alp in Valle (a spring by the wayside). The
rock below it bears a very ancient inscription. In the gorge to the right
the Fossbach forms several falls. Fine retrospect of the Ticino mountains.
We cross a rocky saddle to the (V2 hr.) sequestered Lake Ritom (6000').

On the right is the *H6tel Piora (R. 2. B. 1, D. 4, pens., even for a short
stay, 7-9 fr.), an attractive and well-sheltered health-resort. Pine-woods
close to the hotel

;
great variety of geological formations and of plants.

Bath in the lake (o6°Fahr.), im-luding towels, 50c. Pleasant walks near.
In secluded basins lie six little lakes, and there are four others just be-
yond the ridges in the direction of Val Cadlimo. Delightful view of the
lake, the Ticino valley, etc., from the Bella Vista (1/4 hr.); more extensive
from Fongio (7257'), 1 hr. farther on (skirt the hillside to the W.), and from
the Cima di Camoghe (7740*; 1^4 hr.). — *Taneda (8760*), an easy ascent
of 2'/2 hrs (guide advisable for novices), past Lake Tom to the ridge sep-
arating Val Piora from Val Cadlimo, between Taneda and Punta Nera,
where we keep to the right, over debris and rocks, to the broad summit.
Splendid view of the Val Piora, the Val Bedretto. and the Alps of Valais,
Bern, Uri, Ticino, and the Orisons. A similar view is obtained from the
Punta Nera (8925'), ascended (to the left from the Taneda saddle) in 2V4hrs.
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Other good points (guides at the hotelj are the Corandoni (8733'; 3 hrs.)?

Piz dell" Uomo (9020'; 8V2 hrs-), Pi^^o Lucomagno (9115'; 5 hrs.), "Pin Bias
(9920*; 5>/2 hrs.), and "Piz Rondadura (9905'; 5V!i-6 hrs.J. — The path to

Sancta Maria (S^/i hrs.
; porter 7fr.) leads round the lake, to the left. By the

(20 min.) Eiiom Chalets we ascend a good path, to the left, to the (20 min.)
chapel of iian Carlo. Crossing the brook, and passing a cross on the right
(leaving the small lake of Cadagno^ with its chalets, to the left), we reach
(1/4 hr.) the Alp Piora and (V* hr.) Munnascio, a group of huts. The path,
indicated by crosses, leads straight on for ^Ithr.^ and then ascends to the
left. Farther on it always bears to the left. ['The last huts of Piano de' Porci
lie to the right, below. Persons bound for Olivone may from this point
cross direct by the Passo Columbe (7792'), between the Scai and Piz Columbe,
to the Casaccia hospice; p. 393. J We ascend the secluded Val Teiinine^ with
the Piz delV Uomo (9020') on the left, to the (3/4 hr.) Uomo Pass (7257'

;

10 min. before which is a good spring by a heap of stones), with its de-
serted hut. Descent on the other side by a bad path, marshy at places.
To the left the Medelser Rhine descends from the Val Cadlimo in a fine

fall. Before us, to the right, rises the Scopi, to the left the distant Todi
chain. The (IV2 hr.) ^osp/ce of St. i/«Wa, see p. 3^3. Thence to Z>ise7ito, or
across the Lukmanier to Olivone., see R. 95.

Below Airolo the train crosses the Ticino, which descends from
the Val Bedretto (p. 326), passes through a tunnel (209 yds.), and
enters the Stretto di Stalvedro. On the left bank of the Ticino the

highroad runs through four apertures in the rock. The valley

expands. 69 1/9 ^- Ambri-Piotta (3250'j Restaurant Soldini ; Bras-
serie Piotta). To the left lies Quinto. Beyond (T21/2 ^I.) Rodi-Fiesso

(3100'; *Hotel-Pens. Helvetia') v/e come to one of the most curious

parts of the line (comp. Map, p. 119 ; walk to Faido recommended).
The Platifer (Monte Piottino) here juts into the valley from the N.

;

the Ticino has forced a passage through the barrier, descending in a

series of falls through a wild gorge to a lower region of the valley,

while the railway descends by means of two circular tunnels. At
Dazio Grande it crosses the Ticino, is carried through two tunnels,

and the Freggio Loop Tunnel (1712 yds.), and emerges into the

Piottino Ravine, 118' lower down. It then recrosses the Ticino (line

scenery), passes through the Monte Piottino and Pardorea tunnels,

and descends 118' more by means of the Prato Loop Tunnel (1711
yds.), beyond which opens the beautiful valley of Faido. Bridge
across the Ticino, and another tunnel.

771/2 M. Faido (2485'; pop. 991 ; *£ro«.-Pens. Suisse, Hot. Faido,

both at the station; *Angelo, R., L., & A. 3, B. IV4, lunch 21/2, D-

31/2, pens. 6-7 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. FransioU, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1,

lunch 2, D. 3, pens. 5-7 fr.; Hot.Vella; Restaurant Belgeri; Bir-

raria Rosian), capital of the Leventina, very picturesquely situated,

is frequented as a summer-resort. In the Piazza Grande is the

statue of the Swiss educationist and statistician Stefano Franscini,

born here in 1796. On the right the Piumogna descends to the

Ticino in a fine fall.

The Valle Leventina, or Ticino Valley, formerly belonged in common
to the thirteen confederated cantons (with the exception of Appenzell), and
was governed most despotically by bailifls, who purchased their appoint-
ments. A revolt broke out in 1755, but was suppressed by the Swiss troops.
The French put an end to this mode of government in 1798, and in 1814
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the Congress of Vienna formed the Leventina and other Italian districts

into the canton of Tessin or Ticino.

From Faido over the Predelp Pass to the Lukmanier, see p. 393; over
the Campoltingo Pass to the Veil Maggia^ see p. 457.

We now traverse beantiful scenery, richly wooded with walnut

and chestnut trees, on the left bank of the Ticino. To the right, Chig-

giogna, with an old chnrch. From the cliffs on both sides fall several

cascades, the veil-like fall of the Cribiasca on the right, near (82 M.)
Lavorgo (2025'), being the finest. Huge masses of rock lie scat-

tered about, interspersed with fine chestnut-trees. Below Lavorgo

the Ticino forces its way through the picturesque Biaschina Ravine
to a lower part of the valley, and forms a fine fall, while the railway

descends about 300' on the left bank by means of two loop-tunnels,

one below the other in corkscrew form. We pass through the La Lume
Tunnel, ctoss the Pianotondo Viaduct (114yds. long), and enter the

Pianotondo Loop Tunnel (1643 yds.; descent of 115'). Then the

short Tourniquet Tunnel, the Travi Viaduct ^ and the Travi Loop
Tunnel (1706 yds. ; descent of 118'), from which we emerge upon
the floor of the lower Yalle Leventina. Crossing the Ticino, we

86 M. Giornico (1480'). The village (1295'; Posta, Cervo, both

well spoken of), lying among vineyards on the left bank, II/4 M. to

the S. , has an old Lombard tower and remains of fortifications near

the church of Santa Maria di Castello. The church of San Niccolh

da Mira is early Romanesque. Below Giornico we cross the Ticino

again. On the right is the pretty fall of the Cramosina.

90 M, Bodio (1090'). Beyond Polleggio (Corona) the Brenno
descends from the Val Blenio (p. 394) on the left, and is crossed by

two bridges. The Ticino valley expands, and takes the name of Ri-

viera down to the mouth of the Moesa. Luxuriant vines, chestnuts,

walnuts, mulberries, and fig-trees indicate that we are nearing 'the

garden of the earth, fair Italy'. The vines extend their dense foliage

over wooden trellis-work supported by stone pillars, 6-10' in height.

94 M. Biasca (970' ; Rail. Restaurant ; in the village, V2 M- to the

N., Union et Poste^ mediocre), with an old Romanesque church on

a hill (1112'). A series of oratories near the station ascends to the

Petronilla Chapel, near which is a pretty waterfall. — To Olivone,

and over the Lukmanier to Disentis, see R. 95.

The train skirts the richly clothed E. slopes of the valley, which

is very hot and dusty in summer. Two tunnels. 971/2 ^1- Osogna
(870'; Posta) lies at the foot of an abrupt round rock. 101 M. Claro

(830') lies at the base of the Pizzo di Claro (8930'), a beautiful

mountain with luxuriant pastures, on the slope of which, on a spur

to the left, stands the monastery of Santa Maria (2074'). Beyond
(1031/2 M.) Castione (800') we pass the mouth of the Val Mesocco

(p. 402) and cross the Moesa. To the left lies Arhedo (p. 402). Be-
yond a short tunnel we come in sight of Bellinzona, with its three

old castles.
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1051/2 M. Bellinzona (760'), see p. 447.

From Bellinzona to Lugano and Comc), see p. 448; to Locarno.,

see p. 454; to Laveno, see p. 457.

33. From Goschenen to Airolo over the St. Gotthard.
22 M. Diligence from Goschenen to Andermatt twice daily in 1 hr.

(fare 1 fr. 40, coupe 1 fr. 70 c); to Hospenthal twice in I'/s-l'/a hr. (2 fr. 10
or 2 fr. 55 c). Ifo diligence from Hospenthal over the St. Gotthard. Omni-
buses from the Goschenen station to the Andermatt (1-1 V2 fr.) and Hospen-
thal hotels (2 fr.). Carriage and pair from Goschenen to Andermatt or
Hospenthal 10, to the Hospice 35, to Airolo 60 fr. ; from Andermatt to the
Hospice yO, to Airolo 50 fr. ; from Hospenthal to the Hospice 25 (there

and back 30 t'r.), to Airolo 45 fr. Carriage with one horse from Goschenen
to Andermatt or Hospenthal 6 fr. ; from Hospenthal to the Hospice 15
(there and back 25 fr.), to Airolo 25 fr. Driver's fee, 10 per cent of the fare.

The St. Gotthard was probably the most frequented of Alpine passes
till the beginning "of this century, but was gradually deserted for the new
roads over the Simplon, the Spliigen, and the Bernardino. In 1820-32
the cantons of Uri and Ticino constructed the carriage-road, which was
much frequented for half-a-century, but since the completion of the rail-

way is again deserted. It is still interesting to drive or walk over the
pass. On foot from Goschenen to Andermatt, IV4 hr. ; thence to Hospen-
thal, 35 min. ; thence to the Hospice, 2^4 hrs. ; and thence to Airolo, 2^4 hrs.,

or by footpaths, l^/^ hr. Those whose object is to make excursions from
the Hospice will reach it more quickly from Airolo than from Goschenen
(3hrs.; one-horse carr. 15, two-horse 30 fr. and fee). Early in the morn-
ing almost the whole way from Airolo to Hospenthal is in the shade.

Goschenen (3640'), on the St. Gotthard Railway, see p. 120.

The Goschenen-Thal (3 hrs. to the Goschenen-Alp
;
guide unnecessary)

deserves a visit. A good path (red mavks) leads by Ahfrutt to (l'/4 hr.)

Wicki (4350'), where the Voralp-Thal opens to the right (see below)-, then
by St. Mklaus and the Brtndlistaffel (5033') to the (I3/4 hr.) Goschenen-Alp
(5740"; Hdtel Dammagletscher., pens. 7 fr.)

,
grandly situated. To the W.

descends the beautiful Damma Glacier from the Winterberg ; and 1 hr.
farther up the valley the Goschenen -Reuss issues from the Kehle Glacier,
imbedded between the Winterberg and Steinberg. Plea=ant walks may be
taken to the (1 hr.) Damma Glacier., the (IV2 hr.) Kelde Glacier., the (IV2 hr.)

Bergsee {ll\Qi')., and the (2^'-2 hrs.) ire7i7ere-y1?;j (?5B0'). The ascent of the ifoos-
stock (SiOO'^ 31/2 hrs.; guide) is easy and very attractive. More difficult

(for adepts only) are the Bammastock (11,920'), Rhonestock (11,8'iO'), and
Schneestock (11,!~'37': guide in each case 35 fr.); these are better assailed
from the Irift-Hiitte (p. 1j5j. — A toilsome but very interesting path

(6V2-7 hrs., guide 15 fr.) leads from the Goschenen-Alp over the Alpligen
Glacier and the Alpligen-Liicke (9115'), between the Lochherg and Spitzberg

(p. 131), to Realp (p. 132). The 'Lochberg (10,130'; splendid view of the
Galenstock and St. Gotthard groups) is ascended in 1 hr. from the pass.
— Over the Winterliicke to the Furka, see p. 132. — Several difficult passes,
for experts only, cross from the Goschenen-Alp to the Rhone and Trift

Glaciers (Winterjoch., Damma Pass, Maasplank-Joch; comp. p. 145). Over
the Susten-Limmi (10,180') or the Thierberg - Limmi (about 10,500') to the
Steinalp. 9 hrs., laborious (see p. 145). — Ascent of the Fleckistock (^Spiiz-

liberg, 11.215'; 7-8 hrs., guide 35 fr.), for experts only, difficult. We ascend
from TncA-i (see above) through the Voralp Thai., past the chalets of Hornfeli.,

Bodinen, and Flache7istein, to the (2^ 2 hrs.) Voralp Hut of the Swiss Alpine
Club (7120'), finely situated at the foot of the Wallenbixhlfirv, ; thence we
mount to the right to the Fliihe (7875'). and over loose stones and steep

rocks to the summit (5 hrs. from the club-hut). The Salbitschyn (9S05';

3 hrs.; guide 25 fr.), Stilcklistock (10,855'; 5 hrs.; 35 fr.), and Sustenhorn
(11.520'; '6-6V2 hrs.; 30 fr.) may also be ascended from the Voralp Hut
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(for experts onlj'). Over the Wallenhiililfirn and the Smten-Joch (8717') to

the Meien- Thai, with descent to the Kalchthal (p. 146), steep and difficult;

fine view from the Joch. Guides: Jos. and Barth. Gamma, Frz. Senn, Chi-ist.

Gerig, Mich. Hoffmann, Xav. Tresch at Goschenen.

Above the Goschenen station the *St. Gotthard Road crosses

the Reuss by the Vordere or Hdderli Brucke (3720'). Ou the left

are the railway-bridge and the N. end of the great tunnel. Here,

^4 M. beyond Goschenen, begins the sombre defile of the *Sch61-

lenen (21/0 M. long), bounded by lofty and almost perpendicular

granite rocks, at the base of which dashes the Reuss. The road

ascends in windings, most of which may be cut off by footpaths or by

the old bridle-path, passing the dilapidated Lange Brucke (a little

above which are the Goschenen waterworks, with a large waterfall),

and crossing the (1 M.) Sprengibriick (4048'). The road in the

SchoUenen is much exposed to avalanches, and at one of the most

dangerous points is protected by a gallery, 60 yds. long, at the far-

ther end of which is the bull's head of Uri.

The road next crosses (3 M . from Goschenen) the (1 1/2 M-J *Devirs

Bridge (Teufelsbrucke, 4593'). amidst grand rocky scenery. The
Reuss here falls into an abyss 100' below, bedewing the bridge with

its spray. The wind (aptly called 'Hutschelm', or 'hat-rogue', by

the natives) often comes down the gorge in violent gusts. The new
bridge, built of granite in 1830, has a single arch of 26' span. The
old bridge, 20' below, carried away by a flood in 1888, was the scene

of fierce conflicts, in Aug. and Sept., 1799, between the French on

the one side and the Austrians and Russians under Suvoroff on the

other, the former being compelled to retreat to the Lake of Lucerne.

In memory of this event the Suvoroff Monument, consisting of a

large granite cross, 39' high, was erected in 1899 in a niche on the

face of i\e rocks, to the left, above the bridge. On the pedestal is

a Russian inscription.

Beyond the Devil's Bridge (cabaret; collection of St. Gotthard

minerals) the road winds upwards, passing new fortifications (see

below), to the (1/4 M.) TIrner Loch (4642'), a tunnel 70 yds. long,

cut through the rock in 1707, originally broad enough for the bridle-

path only. Both above and below the Urner Loch, as well as at

Andermatt and Hospenthal, strong fortifications have been erected,

and roads have been made from below the Devil's Bridge to the Baz-

berg and from the Oberalp to the top of the Musch (not accessible).

The Urseren Valley, on which the road emerges from the dark

Urner Loch, contrasts strikingly wath the wild region just quitted.

This peaceful green valley (p. 131), watered by the Reuss, is about

8 M. long and i/o-l M. broad, and is surrounded by lofty and barren

mountains partially covered with snow. Corn grows but scantily,

and trees are scarce. Winter lasts nearly eight months, and during

the short summer fires are often necessary. Near Andermatt (3/4 M.
from the tunnel), on the left, is a training-camp of Swiss artillery.
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4 M. Andermatt. — Hotels : *Hot.-Pens. Bkllevoe, a large house,

in an open situation, 1/4 M. from the village, R., L., & A. 2-6, B. I1/2, lunch

3Vv!- D- 5, pens. 7-l5fr. ; adjacent, Hotel-Restaurant dd Tockiste, mod-
erate; opposite, Hot.-Pkns. Nagee, small; ''Grand Hotel Andermatt, at

the upper end of the village, R., L,, & A. 3i/u-5, B. 11/2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens.
6-10 fr.; Hot.-Pens. Uberalp, E. from 21/2, L. 50 c.^ *St. Gotthard, R.,

L., (fc A. 2V-2-3V2, D. 4. pens. 6-9 fr.; *Couronne, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. IV4,

D. 3, pens. 6-7 fr. ; 'Hot. des Teois Rors, R., L.. & A. 2, B. I1/4, D. 2V2,
pens. 7 fr. ; L'onne. — English Church Service at the Bellevue.

Andermaff (4738'
;
pop. 711), or Vrseren, Ital. Orsera, is the

principal village in the valley. Adjoining the church is a charnel-

house adorned with skulls bearing inscriptions. By the artillery

camp (p. 125) is a much older church, said to date from the time

of the Lombards (recently restored and embellished with ceiling-

frescoes representing the spread of Christianity in the Urseren val-

ley; closed). The Mariahilf Chanel affords a good survey : to the

W. the barren grey Bazberg, in the background the Furka with its

inn , to the left the Muttenhorn ; a few paces beyond the chapel

the Badus (see below) is visible; to the E., in long zigzags, ascends

the Oberalp road (p. 392). Above the village is a Bannwald (p. 117).

Excursions. To the *H6t. Oberalpsee by the Oberalp road, a walk or
drive of 2 hrs. ; thence to the Calmot (IV4 hr.). or to the Stock (13/4 hr. ; incl.

the Lautersee, 21/4 hrs.), both easy and interesting (see p. 391j. — The Badus
or Six-Madun (9615'), the huge outpost of the Alps of the Grisons, is ascended
from Andermatt in 41/2-5 hrs. (toilsome; guide 15 fr.; better from the Hot.
Oberalpsee, p. 391j. The summit, w^hich consists of blocks of gneiss, com-
mands numberless peaks of the Alps of the Grisons, Bern, and the Valais,
the Urseren-Thal, and the whole of the Vorder-Rheinthal. — The Gurschen-
stock (9423'; 4 hrs.

;
guide 15 fr.) and Gamsstock (9728'; 4 hrs. ; 12 fr.) are

also fine points.

From Andermatt over the Oberalp to Coire, R. 94; over the Furka to

the Rhone Glacier, R. 35; over the Unteralp Pass to Airolo (8 hrs.), p. 121.

Between Andermatt and Hospenthal we observe the Glacier of
8t. Anna^ high above the brow of the mountain to the left.

51/2 M. Hospenthal (4870' ; *Meyerhof, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. IV2,
lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 7-10 fr. ; *Goldner Lowe, with restaurant, R.,

L., & A. 21/2, B. 11/4, D. 3-4, pens, from 6 fr.; Kreuz ^^ Post,

well spoken of ; Stern ; Schdfli, unpretending
;
guide, Sam. Camen-

zind) was formerly the seat of the barons of Hospenthal , of whose
castle the ancient tower on the hill is a relic. Engl. Ch. Service in

summer. The Furka Road (R. 35) diverges here to the right.

The St, Gotthard road winds up through a bleak valley, on the

left bank of that branch of the Reuss which descends from Lake
Lucendro (p. 127). A short-cut diverges to the left by the second
house beyond the Reuss bridge. Pleasant retrospects of the Ur-
seren-Thal and the jagged Spitzberge (p. 131), and, to the W., of the

Galenstock. To the left of the bleak (3 M.) Gamsboden opens the

abrupt Guspis-ThaL, at the head of which are the Guspis Glacier

and the Pizzo Centrale (p. 127). At a bend in the road (8/4 M.) is

the hrst Cantoniera (5876'; closed), at the foot of the Winterhom
or Piz Orsino (8747'). The road enters Canton Ticino, passes the
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dilapidated second Cantoniera, and crosses the Reuss for the last

time, near its outflow from the Lake of Lucendro, by the (3 M.) Ro-
dont Bridge (6620').

To the *Lake of Lucendro (6835') a di^ession of 1/2 tr- The path
diverges below the Rodont Bridge (left bank), leads over rocks to the
(74 hr.) beautiful green lake, and skirts its N. bank. To the S. the grand
Piz Lucendro (9708'), to the W. the Ytcerherhorner (9265'), Piz delV Uomo
(8820'), etc. — The path crosses the Reuss at its exit from the lake, and
rejoins the St. Gotthard road at the top of the pass.

On the (1 M.) Pass of St. Gotthard (6935') the road passes

between several small lakes.

The St. Gotthard is a mountain-group, 160 sq. M. in area, with a
number of different peaks, extensive glaciers, and about thirty small lakes.
The pass is a barren depression, destitute of view, bounded on the E. by the
precipitous Sasso di San Gottardo (8235'), and on the W. bv the rocks of the
Fihbia (8995') and the Pizzo la Valletta (8334'). The chief peaks of the St.

Gotthard are: E., the Prosa (S9S3') and P. Centrale (9850'; see below); W.,
the Piz Lucendro (9708'), Ywevherhorn (9265'), Piz delV Uomo (8820'), and
Wintei'horn or Piz Onino r8747'); then, more to the W., the Leckihoiti

(10,070'), Muttenhorn (10,184'), Pizzo Pegciora m.Q.m'). Pizzo Rotondom,^^),
and Kiihhodenhorn (10.080'). — The St. Gotthard is famous for its rich
Alpine flora, and for its highly interesting geological formation. Many
rare minerals are found here.

133/4 M. Hotel Monte Prosa (6873'; pens. 8-9 fr. ; telephone to

Airolo), 5 min. to the S. of the pass. Opposite, to the right (W.),

are its 'dependance', the old Albergo del San Gottardo, and (left)

the former Hospice. On a rock a little to the S. is the old Mortuary
Chapel.

ExGDEsioNs. (The servant? of the hotel act as guides for the shorter
excursions, and their services are charged in the bill at the full rate of
the guides' tariff.) To the Sorescia or Scara Orell (7350'), pleasant (1 hr.).

We descend the road to the S., cross the Ticino, and ascend a narrow
path to the left. Fine view, especially of the Ticino Alps, the Cristallina,

Campo Tencia, Basodino, etc. Descent to the Sella valley inadvisable,
there being no bridge over the Ticino.

=Pizzo Centrale (9850' ; 31/2 brs.
;
guide 10 fr.), fatiguing, but most in-

teresting. Beyond the hospice we cross the brook to the left, and ascend
the slope of the Sasso San Gottardo over detritus to the entrance of the
Sella Valley, through which the route leads. To the left, Mte. Prosa (see

below). We skirt the slope high above the Sella Lake (7320') and ascend
snow-fields to the base of the peak, which consists of crumbling horn-
blende. *View of striking magnificence, embracing almost all the highest
mountains in Switzerland (panorama by A. Heim). The ascent is also made
from Hospenthal in 5 hrs., via the Gamthoden and the Gutpis-Thal (see

p. 126). — Monte Prosa (8983'; 21/2 hrs.
;
guide 7 fr.), less interesting. By

the hut above the Sella Lake (I1/4 hr.) we diverge to the left from the
Pizzo Centrale path, and ascend poor pastures and patches of snow to

the (3/4 hr.) saddle (8520') between the Prosa and Blauberg. Then to the
left, up the arete, and lastly over sharp rocks to (V2 hr.) the top. The W.
peak, 41' higher than the E., is separated from it by a cleft 20' deep.

The Fibbia (8995'; 21/2 brs.; guide 7 fr.), a gigantic rock which com-
mands the St. Gotthard road on the W. and descends suddenly to the Val
Tremola, is fatiguing. Excellent survey of the St. Gotthard group, the
valley of the Ticino, and the Ticino Alps. — "Piz Lucendro (9708'; 31/2-

4hrs.
; guide, 10 fr., unnecessary for the experienced), a fine point, free

from difficulty. From the Lucendro Lake (see above) we ascend by the
Lucendro-Alp and the depression between the Twerberhorner and the
Pizzo la Valletta to the Lucendro Glacier and gradually mount to the rocky
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summit. — Leckihorn (10,070'), see below. — 'Pizzo Rotondo (10,490'), the
highest peak of the St. Gofthard group, from the Hotel Prosa 7-8 hrs, (guide
30 fr.), difficult. We follow the Lecki Pass route (see below) past the Piz
Lucendro to the Wyttenwasser Glacier, ascend to the left to the Wyttenwasser
Past (9365') and skirt the precipitous slopes of the Pizzo Eotondo to the
Passo Rotondo (9692'), whence we climb to the left to the summit (p. 121).

Passes. Over the Orsino Pass to Realp, not difficult for adepts (41/2

hrs. ; guide advisable). We ascend either from the Rodont Bridge (p. 127)

across the stony Rodont Alp and past the Orsino Lake (7515'), or from the
Lucendro Lake to the N.W. over grassy slopes, past the Orsirora Lake
(8058'; to the left), to the Orsino Pass (8150'), to the S.W. of Piz Orsino
(p. 127) ; striking view (S.) of the St. Gotthard group from the Furka to the
Fibbia. (Is .W.) of the Finsteraarhorn and Agassizhorn, and (X.) of the Ga-
lenstock and Dammastock range as far as the Sustenhorner and Titlis.

Descent over the pastures of the Eisenmanns-Alp and then (,-teep) through
brushwood, intersected by many small water-courses, to Realp (p. 131).

Over the Lecki Pass to the Forka (10-11 hrs., guide 30 fr.), fatiguing,

but repaying at places. From the Lucendro Lake to the Lucendro Glacier,

see p. 127^ thence across the depression to the N. of Piz Lucendro (ascent

highly recommended, see p. 127j to the Wyttenwasser-Thal and the Cavanna
Pass (p. 132). We then traverse the Wyttenwasser Glacier, pass the HUhner-
stock, and reach (51/2-6 hrs.) the Lecki Pass (9555'), lying to the N, of the
Leckihorn {iO,(flQi' ; easily ascended from the pass in 1/2 hr.). Descent across
the Mutten Glacier^ past the Afuitenhorner ; then an ascent between the Thier-

herg and Blauherg to the small Schicdrze Glacier^ and down to the (4V2-5 hrs.)

Furka Hotel (p. 132). — Or we may proceed from the Wyttenwasser Glacier
to the Wyttenwasser Pass (9365') and the Passo Rotondo (see above) and thence
descend to AW Aequo in Val Bedretto (p. 326; 10 hrs. from the Hotel Prosa,
an interesting expedition for experienced mountaineers).

From the Hospice to Airolo is a walk or drive of 2-2^2 hrs. ; in

the reverse direction 3 hours. In winter and spring the snow-drifts

on the roadside are often 30-40' high, and they sometimes remain

throughout the summer. Snow-storms and avalanches are most pre-

valent on the S. side. Ahout 1/2 ^^- ^o the S.E. the road crosses that

branch of the Ticino which issues from the Sella Lake (p. 127), and
enters the Val Tremola, a dismal valley endangered by avalanches;

it then descends past the Cantoniera San Giuseppe (6010') in nu-
merous windings, avoided by the old bridle-path. Rich Alpine flora.

At the Cantoniera di Val Tremola (5564') the Val Tremola ends,

and the Valle Leventina (p. 122) begins. *Yiew down to Quinto.

To the right opens the Val Bedretto (p. 326), from which the main
branch of the Ticino descends.

22M. Airolo (3755'), 81/4 M. from the St. Gotthard Pass, see p. 120.
Travellers going from the St. Gotthard to the Val Bedretto need not

descend to Airolo, but save an hour by leaving the road below the Can-
toniera di Val Tremola (see above), at the angle of the first great bend in

the direction of the Val Bedretto. The path descends to the right, and at

Fontana (p. 326) joins the road leading from Airolo to AlTAcqua.

34. The Maderaner-Thal.
Camp. Map, p. 74.

The '"Maderaner-Thal, a picturesque valley about 12 M. in length,
enclosed by lofty mountains (N., the Great and Little Windgelle, the Great
and. Little Ruchen, and the Scheerhorn; S., the Bristenstock, Weitenalpstock,
Oberalpstock, and Dilssistock), and watered by the turbulent Kdrstelenhach,
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is worthy of a visit. Bridle-patli (shaded in the early morning) from
Amsteg to the (SV* hrs.) Hdtel Alpencluh (porter 6, horse 12 fr., there and
back within two days 24 fr.). Beautiful return-route via the Stafeln (see

below), 6-7 hrs., practicable even for ladies.

Amsteg (1712'), see p. 118. We diverge from the St. Gotthard

road on the left bank of the Kdrstelenbach and ascend by a good

zigzag path, passing under the huge railway-bridge (p. 119; 178'

high), to the St. Antoni-Kapelle ; then, through gently sloping pastures

and orchards, to (50 min.) the hamlet oi Bristen (2615'; quarters

at the chaplain's, pens, from 4 fr. ; Fedier, a tavern, with garden

and collection of minerals, beyond the chapel, to the right). The path

descends a little, crosses by (5 min.) an iron bridge to the right

bank of the foaming Karstelenbach, and again ascends. After 7 min.

we avoid a bridge to the right, leading to the narrow Etzli-Thal (see

p. 131), in which, 74^^^- farther up, is a fine waterfall. After 20 min.

the path recrosses by the Thal-Brucke (2685') to the left bank and

leads to the (5 min.) houses Am Schattigen Berg. It then ascends

rapidly to (40 min.) the top of the Lungenstutz (3600' ; two tavernsl,

and (8 min.) a cross commanding a fine view. Passing through wood
at places, we next cross the Griessenbach and the Staldenbcich to

(i'2hr.) the chalets of Stbssi (3904'). Crossing the Karstelenbach

at a (5 min.) Saw Mill, and passing the houses of Balmxvald on the

left, we reach in 25 min. more the Balmenegg (4442') and the *H6teI

znmSchweizer Alpenclub(R., L., &A. 3, D. 4, pens. 7-10 fr.; Engl.

Church Service). Fine view from the terrace on the W. side. Pleasant

wood-walks near. About i
2 ^I- from the hotel is the small Butzli-See.

To the Hiifi Glacier, an interesting walk (1 hr. •, guide unnecessary).
From the inn a path, at first through wood, ascends the grassy slopes on
the X. side of the valley (passing opposite the falls of the Brunnibach, the
Stduherhach, and the Ld'mmerbach), crosses the Spritzbach , the Seidenbach,

and the Milchbdche, and ascends to (i hr.) a rocky height (5385'). overlook-
ing the glacier (which has greatly receded), from which the Karstelenbach
issues. We may now descend to the end of the glacier (guide, advisable,
3-4 fr.) and return to the hotel on the left bank of the Karstelenbach. pass-

ing the waterfalls above mentioned, and crossing the Alp Gufern (3-4 hrs.

in all). — The Seelegg (5725). which rises to the .S.W. above Lungenstutz

(see above), is easily ascended, turning to the left at Stossi, in 2 hrs. (guide).

The * View includes 'the Etzli and Reuss valleys, the Bristenstock, and the
mountain-chain to the K. of the Maderaner-Thal.

Beautiful return -route to Amsteg by the * Stafeln (6-7 hrs. ;

guide 8 fr.), the lofty pastures on the N. side of the valley. We may
either ascend from the hotel by a steep path through wood ('Esels-

weg') direct to the (13 4 hr.) Stdfel-Alp; or we may first proceed to

the above-mentioned rock overlooking the Hiifi Glacier (1 hr.), and
then ascend by a zigzag path via the Tritt to the (1 hr.) Alp Gnof
(6215'), the (3/4 hr.) Stdfel-Alp (6285'), and the (^^hr.) Alp Bernets-

matt (6555' ; Alpine fare). Magnificent view of the Hiifi Glacier,

Clariden Pass, Diissistock, Tschingel Glacier, Oberalpstock, Weiten-
alpstock, Crispalt, Bristenstock, Galenstock, Spitzliberg, the Wind-
gellen, and Ruchen. [A still finer view, especially of the Wind-
gellen, is to be had from the *Widd€regg (7840'), II/4 hr. from

Baedekbb, Switzerland. iSth Edition. 9
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Bemetsmatt and 3 hrs. from the Hot. Alpenclul) via the Stafel-Alp,

with guide.] We then descend rapidly to the pretty Golzeren-See

(46'?6') and the (1 hr.) Goheren-Alp (4583'; plain fare at Fedier's),

and lastly descend in zigzags through underwood to the hamlet

of (1 1/2 hr.) Bristen and (V2 l^r.) Amsteg (to the station 1/4 hr. more).

Excursions from the Hotel Alpenclub. (Guides: Ambros, Carl Ambros,
And Joief Zgraggen ; Jo$e/, Josef Maria, Melch., Sind. Joh. Jos. Tresch ; Joh.

and Jos. Gnos; Jvs. Furger ; Albin WaUer ; M. Fedier, and others: ordinary
excursions, 8 fr. per day. J The ascent of the Diissistock (Piz Git, lOJOS*

;

6-7 hrs. ;
guide 25 fr.) is' difficult and requires experience. The path leads

up the Brunni-Thal to the (2 hrs.) Waltersfirren-Alp (6330'), ascends to the
left to the {2 'h.rs.) Resti-Tschingel Glacier, and crosses it: we then clamber
over the precipitous rocks of the Kleine Diissi (10,280') and ascend the arete

to the (2 hrs.) summit. Splendid view. — The 'Oberalpstock {Piz Tgietschen^

10,925'; guide 20 fr., with descent to Disentis 25 fr.), presents no serious

difficulty to adepts. We either proceed from the Alpenclub Hotel by the
Brunni Pass route (p. 131) to the upper part of the (41/2-5 hrs.) Brunni
Glacier (p. 131), and mount the snowy slopes to the right, to the summit
in 2-21/2 hrs. ; or (harder) ascend from the Kreuzli Pass (p. 131) across the

Strim Glacier (7-8 hrs. to the top). Ascent from Sedrun (51/2-6 hrs.), see

p. 390. — Weitenalpstock (9870'), from the Alp Culma. on the Kreuzli Pass
route (4 hrs. from Amsteg), over the Weiten-Alp in 41/2 hrs., very toilsome
(guide 25 fr.). — Bristenstock (10.085'), see p. 118. — Piz Cambriales
(10,540'; 25 fr.), 4-5 hrs. from the Hiifi Club Hut (see below), and Claridenstock
(10,730'; 25 fr.). 5 hrs. from the club-hut, not very difficult for practised
climbers. Kammlistock (10,624' ; 25 fr.), 5 hrs. from the club-hut, by the

Kammlilucke, laborious. — The Grosse Windgelle or Kalkstock (10,470'),

from the Alp Bernetsmatt (p. 129) by the Stlifel Glacier in 5 hrs. (guide
30 fr.), very difficult and sometimes dangerous. — The Grosse Scheerhorn
(10,815'), from the Hiifi Club Hut by the Hilfifirn in 5-6 hrs. (guide 25 fr.),

not very difficult in a favourable state of the snow. — The Grosse Ruchen
(10,290'). from the Alp Gnof (4-5 hrs. ; guide 20 fr.), not very difficult, but
fatiguing). — The Kleine Windgelle (9800'), from the Ober-Kasern Alp
(6390*; 31/2 hrs. from Amsteg, 1/2 ^^- from Bernetsmatt) in 8'

'2 hrs. (guide
20 fr.), not very difficult.

Passes. To Linthal over the Clariden Pass, 11-12 hrs. from the
Alpenclub Hotel, a grand and most interesting expedition, without serious
difficulty to experts with able guides (35 fr.). We ascend the slopes
of the Diissistock (see above), on the left bank of the Hiiji Glacier, to the

(2V2-3 hrs.) Club Hut on the finely situated Hiifi Alp (8558'; spend night). Then
a steep ascent for a short distance, over the moraine, to the (40 min). Hiifi

Glacier, and gradually up the Hilfifirn and Claridenfirn to the (3-31/2 hrs.)

(Jlariden Pass (9740'), between the Hinter Spitzalpeli- Stock (9852') and the
Clavidenhorn (1U.184'; fine view of the Todi, the Rheinwaldgebirge, etc.).

We then descend the Claridenfirn, passing the Bockischingel. a rock with
a hole through it, and the Gemsfayren stock (p. 75), to the (2 his.) Clanden-
Hiitie of the S.A.C. on ihe. Altenoren stock (8015'; p. 75), whence we proceed
via the Altenoren-Alp to (3 hrs.) Linthal (p. 75). Or from the Claridenfirn
(keeping to the right before reaching the Clariden Pass) we may cross

the Hiifi Pass fir Planura Pass (9645'), between the Hinter Spitzalpeli-Stock
and the Calscharat/ls (10,045'), to the Sondfirn, and then either descend to

the left to the Upper Sanda'p (p. 76) or to the right by the Sandalp Pass
to Disentis (p. 339; guide 30 fr.). — Another grand but difficult pass to

Stachelberg or VnterJchaclien (12-13 hrs. from the Alpenclub Hotel; guide
35 fr.) is the Kammli-Liicke (Scheerjoch; 9364'), lying between the Scheer-

horn and the Kammlistock (see above). Ascent from the Hiifialp Hut fo

the ra'=s, 372 hrs. Steep descent over precipitous ice-slopes to the Gnes
Glacier and via the Gemsplanggen to the (2 hrs.) Kammli-Alp (clean chalets)

and the (1/4 hr.) Klavstn Road (p. 7^^). Or from the Gries Glacier via the
Qher-Alp to (2^4 hrs.) Aesch (p. 78) and (1 Lr.) Unteischdchen (p. 78).
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To Unteeschachen over the Ruchkehlen Pass (8780'), 8-9 hrs., laborious

(guide 25 fr.). From the Alp Gnof Tp. 120) we ascend precipitous grass-

slopes, rock, and glacier to the pass, between the Suttelhorner and the Grosse

Ruche?i, and descend steeply through the ice-clad Ruchkehle into the Brunni-
Thal and Schctchen-Thal (p."78j. — The Scheerhorn-Griggeli Pass (9180') is

also toilsome. The pass, between the Scheerhorn and the Kleine Ruchen,
is reached from the Hot. Alpenclub (p. 129) direct in 5 hrs., or from the

Hiifi Club Hut via Hiifi Glacier and the BocktscJiinytlJirn in 4 hrs. De-
scent via the Upper Lammerbach-Alp to (4 hrs.) Unterschdchen.

To DiSENTis over the Brunni Pass (8975'), 9 hrs., interesting but
fatiguing (guide 25 fr.). We ascend the Brunni-Thal by Rinderbiel and
Waltersfirren (p. 130) to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Brunni-Alp (6810'), cross the
E. lateral moraine and the upper snow-fields of the Brunni Glacier to the

(2V2 hrs.) pass between the Piz Cavardiras (0735') on the left and the Piz

(TAcletla (9570') on the right, and descend through the Val Acletta^ past the

small Lac Serein^ to Acletta and (3V2 hrs.) Disentis (p. 389).

From Ajisteg over the Keeczli Pass (7710') to Sedeun, 9-10 hrs., fa-

tiguing fguide 20 fr.). Through the Etzli- Thai to the pass, 51/2 hrs. ; thence

down the Strimthal to Sedrun (p. 320), 2V2 hrs.

35. From Goschenen to the Rhone Glacier.

The Furka.
Comp. Map^ p. 124=.

25 M. Diligence in summer twice daily in 6V2 hrs. (9 fr. 85, coupe
11 fr. 85 c); from Goschenen to Brig daily in 12 (Brig to Goschenen 14) hrs.,

with 1/2 hr.'s halt at Tiefenbach, and dining at the Rhone Glacier Hotel
(20 fr. 65, coupe 25 fr. 15 c); from Goscheuen over the Furka and Grimsel
to Meiringen in IIV2 hrs. (19 fr. 15, coupe 23 fr. 5 c). — Walkers from
Goschenen: to Andermatt II/4, Realp 2, the Furka 2V2 (return 2). Rhone
Glacier 2 (return 21/2) hrs. — Horse from Realp to 'I?iefenbach 5. Furka
8 fr. — Carriages: with one horse from Goschenen to Realp 10, with two
horses 15 fr. ; to the Rhone Glacier ('Glet-sch') 35 and 65, Fiesch 55 and
i()0 , Brig 75 and 135 , Meiringen 72 and 135 fr. ; carr. and pair from An-
dermatt to Realp 15 , the Furka 40 , Rhone Glacier 60 , Fiesch 90, Brig
125 fr.; from Hospenthal to Realp. with one horse 6, two horses 10, to

Furka 20 (there and back 25) and 35, Rhone Glacier 30 and 50, Fiesch 50
and 90, Brig 70 and 120 fr. ; from Realp to the Furka, with one horse 12,

two horses 20 fr., Rhone Glacier 18 and 25 fr. ; one-horse carriage from
the Rhone Glacier to the Hotel Belvedere 20, two-horse 35 fr. ; to Hospen-
thal 25 or 40, Andermatt or Goschenen 30 or 60 fr.

The *Furka Koad , constructed chiefly for military purposes , a con-

venient route to or from the Grimsel and the Bernese Oberland, commands
striking views of the Rhone Glacier and the Bernese and Valaisian Alps.

From Realp onwards it should be traversed in an open carriage or on
foot. Rich flora.

To (51/2 M.) Hospenthal (4870'), see p. 126. At tlie upper end

of the village the road diverges to the right from the St. Gotthard

route, ascends a little, and skirts the Realper Reuss in the bleak

Vrseren-Thal (p. 125). On each side rise steep grassy slopes, over-

shadowed on the N. by the jagged pinnacles of the Spitzberye

(10,050'). 21/4 M. Zwmdor/" (4965'), a group of huts with a chapel.

Farther on we cross the Reuss and the Lochbach, which descends

from the Tiefen Glacier (p. 132), and soon reach (1^4 ^^0 —
91/2 M. Realp (5060'; '^Hot. des Alpes, R. IV2-2, B. IV4,

D. 272-3 fr. ; Post, both plain), a hamlet at the W. end of the Ur-

seren Yalley.

9*
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Over the Alpligen-Liicke to (6 hrs.) the Goschenen-Alp^ see p. 124 •, over the
Orsino Pass to the St. Gotthard, see p. 128. — From Realp to Villa in the
Val Bedretto (p. 326) by the Cavanna Pass (8565'j, between the Piz Lucendro
and BUhyierstock, 5 hrs., uninteresting. Guide, W. Arribros of Realp.

Beyond Realp the road begins to ascend in long windings,

which the old road to the right, 50 paces heyDnd the second bridge,

1/2 M. from Realp, avoids, and then follows the telegraph-wires all

the way to the Hot. Galenstock. (In descending from the Furka we
quit the new road a few hundred paces beyond the 50th kilometre

stone, and descend by a few steps to the left.) Looking back, we
soon obtain a fine view of the broad Urseren-Thal, with the zigzags

of the Oberalp Road in the background (p. 392); on the left are

the Wyttenwasser-Thal with its glacier, the Ywerberhorner, and
the Piz Lucendro. By the last winding of the road {Fuchsenegg,

6595'), 37-2 M. from Realp, is the small Hot.-Pens. Galenstock (R. 2,

D.3l/2> pens. 6fr.). About i^/^^i- farther on, beyond the Ebneten-

Alp, is Tiefenbach (6790'; Hdtel Tiefengletscher, R., L., & A. 2V2,
lunch 21/2, D. 31/2 fr.), where the diligence halts.

By following the slope from this point and crossing the moraine, we
reach (IV4 hr.; guide) the Tiefen Glacier, imbedded between the Galenstock
and the Gletschhorn (10,850'), where beautiful crystals (more than I2V2 tons)
were found in 1868 (p. 158). The Tiefen Glacier is highly interesting on
account of its enormous crevasses (some of them upwards of 200' deep).
— Over the Tiefen-Sattel to the Rhone Glacier (Grimsel, Trift-Eutte)^ see
p. 145. — Over the WinterlucTce (9450') to the Goschenen-Alp (p. 124), 6 hrs.,

with guide; steep descent to the Winter Glacier.

The road crosses the Tiefentobel and ascends, running high up
on the N. slope of the Garschen-Thal. On the right lies the Siedeln

Glacier, the discharge of which forms a fine fall ; above it rise the

pinnacles of the Bielenstock (9670'). Before us rises the Furka-
horn (p. 133). The (31/2 M.) —

171/2 M. Furka (7990') is a saddle between the Muttenhorner

on the left and the Furkahorner on the right, descending abruptly

on both sides. We first reach, on the right, the barracks for the

garrison of the fortifications (see p. 133) and the *Hotel- Restaurant

FurkahUck (R., L., & A. from 21/2, B. I1/4, lunch 3, D. 31/2-4,

pens. 8-10 fr.). A little farther on, to the left, is the '^Hot.-Pens.

Furka (R., L,, & A. 3-5, lunch 4, D. 5 fr,
;

post and telegraph of-

fice). Magnificent view of the Bernese Alps with the imposing
Finsteraarhorn ; to the left of it, the Oberaarhorn, Walliser Fiescher-

horner, Siedelhorn, and Wannehorn, and to the right, the Agassiz-

horn and Schreckhorner. From the Signal, 10 min. from the hotel,

we get a view of the Upper Yalais and its Alps (Mischabelhorner,

Matterhorn, Weisshorn, etc.); the *Kdnzli, 20 min. from the hotel,

also commands the upper part of the Rhone Glacier (advisable to

have the way pointed out). To the left of the Hot. Furka diverges

the Ldngisgrat-Strasse , a new military road which walkers may
follow to the (10 min.) *Schdnblick, affording an admirable view

of the Rhone Glacier, the Grimsel Pass, and the Bernese Alps.
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Excursions (guides fur the shorter tours at the hotels). 'Furkahorn
(9935' 5 21/2 hrs.; guide, 7 fr., not necessary for adepts), to the N. of the
pass, by an easy bridle-path past the barracks. Admirable panorama
of the Alps of Bern and the Valais, the Galenstock, St. Gotthard group, etc.

The nearer summit (9248') may be scaled in lV4hr. — The Blauberg (9110').

to the S. of the Furka road, is easily ascended by a new path in li/-.' hr.

(attractive: guide not indispensable). — *Muttenhorn (10,184'; 4 hrs.
;
guide

10 fr.), to the S. of the Furka, a very fine point, not difficult.

Galenstock (11,805'; 5 hrs.; guide 15 fr.), not difficult for adepts, if

the snow is favourable (axe and rope). From the Furka we ascend to the
(3/4 hr.) Rhone Glacier (see below), skirt its left margin, climb a steep
snowy slope to the right, a rocky arete, and lastly very steep neve to the
overhanging snowy summit (caution required). View exceedingly grand.

From the Furka over the Lecki Pass and Piz Lucendro to the St. Gott-

hard (10 hrs., with guide), see p. 123; over the Trift-Limmi to the Trift-

Hiitte (to Innertkirchen 16 hi's. ; guide 40 fr.), see p. 145.

To THE Grimsel (p. 198), 5 hrs. (guide necessary, 10 fr. ; alpenstock and
nailed boots requisite). Walkers descend from the Furka by a good path,
diverging to the right from the road 1/2 31. from the inn, to the (3/4 hr.)

upper part of the Rhone Glacier, cross it above the ice-fall in IV2 hr.,

ascend the (2/4 hr.) *Nageli's Gratli (8265'), affording a splendid view of
the Bernese and Valaisian Alps, and descend by a steep path along the
face of the rocks to the (2 hrs.) Hospice (p. 193).

The road follows the slope to the right, passing the new forti-

fications of the Furka, to the (1 1/4 M.) GaZen-fl^u^en (7900') and
descends to the left in long zigzags (short-cuts for pedestrians), high

above the huge *Rhone Glacier (p, 325), affording admirable views
of its fantastic ice-masses. At the second bend of the road is the

small Hotel Belvedere (7218' ; well spoken of). A path leads hence
in ^4 hr., over the moraine, keeping to the left, to a point com-
manding the upper part of the glacier, and to a glacier-cave (adm.
50 c). A little below the Belvedere, to the right, is a short-cut

leading direct to the point where the Rlione issues from the glacier

and then skirting the infant stream to the Rhone Glacier Hotel.

The road in the valley crosses the Muttbach and is joined on the

left by the steep old bridle-path from the Furka (I74 lir.). It then
gradually descends the slope of the Ldngisgrat , and again de-
scribes several long bends, which the old bridle-path, to the right,

cuts off. Crossing the Rhone, we reach the (6^/4 M.) —
25 M. Rhone Glacier Hotel, in the 'GletscK (5775'; p. 325),
From the Rhone Glacier to Brig . see R. 80 ; over the Grimsel to

Meiringen, see R. 52.

36. From Lucerne to Altdorf vid Stans and
Engelberg. The Surenen Pass.

Camp. Maps, pp. $2, 136.

Steamboat from Lucerne to Stansstad 8 times daily in 30- iO min.; fare
1 fr. 40 or 70 c. (p. 107). — Electric Railway from Stansstad to (14 M.)
Engelberg in IV2 hr. (fares 5 fr. 5, 2 fr. 65 c. ; there and back 7 fr., 3 fr.

70 c). As far as (Vi hr.) Stans there is another electric tramway, used lor
local traffic and iu connection with the Stanserhorn Railway. — Travellers
coming from the St. Gotthard via the Lake of Lucerne do not need to go
on to Lucerne, but change steamers at Vitznau and proceed direct to
Stans (four times daily, in 50 min.; fares 2 and 1 fr.). — From Engel-
berg to Altdorf over "the Surenen Pass, fatiguing (bridle-path, 9 hrs.;
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guide, 15 fr., unnecessary in fine weather; travellers from Altdorf need a

guide to the top of the pass only, 8 fr.)-

To Staiustad, see p. 107. The narrow-gauge Engelberg Electric

Kailway runs to the S. of the highroad, between the Biirgenstock

(p. 107) on the left and the Stanser Horn (see helow) on the right.

On the road is the older tramway mentioned at p. 133.

2M. Stans[1500'; pop. 2458; *Hot.-Pens. Stanser Hof, R., L.,

& A. IV2-3, B. 1, D. 8, S. 2, pens. 5-7 fr.; *Engel, R., L., & A.

lV2-'iVo, B. 11/4, D. 21/0-3, pens. 6-7 fr.; Winkelried, R. from 2,

B. 1, D.2V2, pens. 5-6 fr.; Adler, R.I-IV2, B.l, D. 2-21/2 fr.; Krone,

R. I-IV2, B. 1, D. 11/2, pens. 3-4 fr. ; Rdssli), the capital of Nid-

walden^ the E. half of Canton Unterwalden, lies amidst a vast orchard,

on which, however, from 11th Nov. to 2nd Feb. the sun shines for

one hour only in the morning, between the Brisen (7890') and the

Stanser Horn (see below). Adjoining the handsome Parish Churchy

a baroque building of 1641, is the '"^Monument of Arnold vonWinkel-
ried (p. 19), a fine group in marble by Schloth (1865). A tablet by

the Burial Chapel in the churchyard, on the N. side of the church,

commemorates the massacre perpetrated here in 1798 by the French,

who were exasperated by the obstinate resistance they met with.

The Town Hall contains portraits of all the 'landammanns' from the

year 1521 ; below them is a collection of Unterwalden flags; a picture

by the artist Wiirsch, who afterwards became blind, and perished in

1798; another by Volmar, representing Brother PQaus taking leave

of his family (p. 139). In the studio of the late painter Deschwanden
a number of his paintings are exhibited gratis. The Historical

Museum, in the Bahnhof-Platz, contains historical and antiquarian

curiosities, weapons, coins, minerals, a library, and an interesting

relief of Stans on the scale of 1 : 500 (adm. 30 c). Fine view from
the Knieri, above the Capuchin Monastery.

The *Stanser Horn (6233') is a splendid point of view, scarcely inferior
to Rigi and Pilatus. Cable-railway in 1 hr. ; return-ticket 8 fr., on Sun.
forenoon 5 fr. . or, including railway from Stansstad, and S., R., and
B. at the hotel, 151/2 fr. The line (4265 yards in length; maximum gra-

dient 60 : 1(X)) is divided into three sections, and carriages are changed
twice. Each section has its own power-house; the electric motors are
supplied from the central station at Enochs. In the middle of each section
is a crossing, where the ascending and descending cars pass each other;
there is no toothed rail, hut safety is guaranteed by strong automatic
brakes. — The line ascends gradually (12 : 100) from the entrance of the
village through luxuriant meadows, and farther on more rapidly (27 : 100)
to the (13 min.) station of Kdlti (2343'), where carriages are changed. The
second section has a gradient at first of 40 : 100, afterwards of 60 : 100; the
line ascends a wooded ravine, crosses a torrent, and intersects a deep cut-

ting to the (13 min.) second station of Blumatt (4006'), whence it proceeds
(third section) with the same gradient (3 : 5) through a tunnel (150 vds.) to

the terminal station (eOTO*), at the ''Hotel Stanserhorn (R., L., Si A. 4-5,

D. 31/2, pens. S-12 fr.). A good path leads hence to the top (60' higher),

which commands a highly picturesque 'View of the Bernese Alps (with
the Titlis rising to the left), the Lake of Lucerne, and the hills of N.W.
Switzerland. — The ascent of the Stanserhorn on foot takes 3'/2-4 hrs.

from Stans, but is fatiguing and not recommended; better from Dallenwyl
(4 hrs.) or Kerus (41/2 hrs.).
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The railway ascends the left bank of the Engelberger Aa, be-

tween the Stanser Horn on the right and the Buochser Horn on the

left. In the background, the snow-clad Titlis. Beyond (ji^/i M.)

Buren-Dallenwyl we cross the Aa.
A good bridle-path, diverging to the left, ascends to (4V2 M. ; 6 M.

from Stans via Biiren; one-horse carr. from Stansstad to Biiren in 1 hr.,

4 fr. ; from Buochs 5 fr.) the finely-situated health-resort of Nieder-Ricken-
bach (3780'i 'H6t.-Pens. Engel. pens. 5-7 fr.). The following ascents are
made hence: Buochser Horn {b% Iff). 2 hrs., repaying (comp. p. y5); Muienalp
(5S7U'; chalet, with rfmts.), via the Aahorn-Alp Q2 hrs.j attractive}; "Brisen

(7900'), 3 hrs., by the Aahom-Alp and the Steinalp, interesting (guide 10 fr.,

not indispensable for adepts); Schwalmis (7380'; 3-3V2hr8.; guide unneces-
sary), by the Aahom-Alp^ the BdrfalUn (with a cross), and the Buhl-Alp,
and thence up the X.W. arete. The descent from the last may be made to

(3 hrs.) Isenthal via the Jochli (see below). — An interesting pass (4V2-5 hrs.,

with guide) leads from Nieder-Rickenbach by the BuhlAlp (see above) and
the Jochli (6915'), between the Schwalmis and the Rissetestock, descending
by the Bolgen-Alp and the Laueli to St. Jakob in the Isenthal (p. 100).

6 M. WolfenscMessen (1700'^ *Eintracht; Kreuz; *Einhorn,

outside the village, plain, pens. 31/2 fr.j- Beside the church is the

hermit-hut (brought hither from Altzellen) of Conrad Scheuber,

grandson of Nikolaus von der Fliie
(
p. 1-40), whose worship he shares.

From Wolfenschiessen via (U/i lir.) Ober-Rickenbach (2955' ; Post, plain)

and the Schonegg Pass (6315') or the Bannalp Pass (7035') to (4V2 hrs.) Isen-

thal, see p. 100. Guide advisable (Al. Christen or Konr. Scheuber of Wol-
fenschiessen). The Kaisei-stuhl (7875'), with a fine view and a rich flora, is

ascended from Ober-Rickenbach via the Bannalp in 41/2 hrs. (guide).

At (972 M.) Grafenort (1885'; inn, good wine) the line reaches

the mountains. At first it ascends gradually through beautiful wood,

but beyond the power-station at Obermatt comes a section nearly

1 M. long, worked on the rack-and-pinion system and attaining a

gradient of 25 : 100. — 12 M. Grunen Wald (inn, much frequented

by the visitors of Engelberg). Below, in the valley to the right, the

brook descending from the Triibsee (p. 144) falls into the Aa. After

another slight ascent we turn to the left, and suddenly obtain a

view of the Engelberger- Thai, a green Alpine valley, 5 M. long and

1 M. broad, bounded on three sides by lofty, snow-clad mountains.

The Titlis with its ice-mantle stands forth majestically, and to the

left rise the rocky pinnacles of the Great and Little Spannort

(p. 138); in the foreground is the Hahnenberg or Engelberg (SoQb'').

14 M. Engelberg. — Hotels. *Hot.-Pens. Soxnenberg, finely situ-

ated, with shady grounds, R., L., & A. 8-61/2, B. li/z, !>• 3-4, S. 2V2,
pens. 8-14 fr. ; 'Grand Hot. Ccehaus Titlis, with garden and covered
promenade, R., L., & A. 3-7, B. IV2, lunch 21/2, D. 4. board 6 fr. ; opposite,
*CuRHAUs & Hydropathic Engelberg, R., L., & A. 2V2-7, board 7 fr. ; 'Hot.-
Pens. Engel. R.. L., & A. 11/2-3, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, pens. 6V2-8 fr.

;

*Schweizeehof, R. 2-5. B. 1, D. 31/2, S. 2'/2, pens. 7-11 fr. ; =H6t. National,
R.. L., & A. 31/2 5, B. 11/2, D. 4, pens. 7-11 fr.; -Terminus Hotel, at the

station, R.. L., & A. 1V2-7, board 5fr. ; *Corhaus-Pens. Muller, R.,
L., & A. 2-4, B. 11/4, D. 3. pens. 7-8 fr. ; 'Hot.-Pens. Engelberg, R., L.,

& A. from 2, B. 1, D. 2V2-3. pens. 5V2-7 fr. ; *Hut.-Pens. Hess, R., L., &
A. 2-3, D. 3, pens, from 7 fr. ; -Hot. des Alpes, R.. L., & A. from IV2,
D. 3, pens. 6-8 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Hug, R., L., & A. from 2, B. 1, D. 21/2, S.

11/2) pens. 7 fr. Rooms at several other houses ; usual charges, R. I1/2,

B. 1 fr. Beer at Waser's. — English Church in the grounds of the Hotel
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Titlis. — Guides: Jos., Placidus, and Jacob Hess; Leodegav a,TiA Jos. Feier-
abend ; Jos., Alois.^ Karl, Maurus, and Eugen Kuster ; Carl Amrhein; Jos.
Ivfanger; Carl and Manriis Hurschler ; Anion, Carl, Joh., and Jos. Water;
Simon Zumstein.

Engelberg (3340'; pop. 1973), loftily and prettily situated, and
sheltered from the N., is a favourite health and summer resort. At
the upper end of the village rises the handsome Benedictine Ahbey of

the name, founded in 1121, named Mons Angelorum by Pope Ca-
lixtus XI., and rebuilt after a fire in 1729.

The *Church contains modern pictures by Deschwanden, Kaiser, and
TTwrscA (p. 134). High-altar-piece, an Assumption by Spiegler , 1734. In
the chapter - house, two transparencies by Kaiser, the Conception and the
Nativity. The Libbaey (20,000 vols., 210 MSS.), which was pillaged by
the French in 1798, contains a good relief of the Engelberg Valley. Per-
mission to visit the monastery is now not very often granted. — The
School connected with the abbey is well attended. The Farm Buildings,
with the labourers' dwellings, are very extensive, and in the cheese-ma-
gazine several thousand cheeses are frequently stored at one time. The
revenues of the abbey were considerably reduced by the French in 179S.

Opposite the abbey, 1/2 M. to the S., on the left bank of the Aa-
wasser, are pleasant -walks (Cafe Banklialp). The shady 'Professoren-

Weg' leads along the Aawasser to (72 lir.) the Eienwcildchen, a pop-
ular coffee-garden on the road to HerrenrGti.

ExcDBSioNs. *Sch-wand, an easy and charming walk of I1/4 hr. The
path ascends from the Hot. Miiller along a brook and then mounts gradu-
ally through the Griiss, where it is joined by a path from the Hot. Sonnen-
berg fcharming retrospects of the Engelberg Valley). Beyond the Gsckneit-

Alp (3825') we proceed through wood and round the ridge to the hamlet
of Unter-Schwand and over pastures to Obei'-Schwand (3970'; *Iun). The
view is limited; to the W. is the Melchthal chain from the Hanghorn to

the Gohrlifluh. A little farther on, at the chapel on the way to the Wand-
alp (p. 137), the Titlis and other peaks also come into sight. — The *Bergli
(4300'; Inn), commanding the best view of the valley and the Titli.", is

reached either by a direct path (with steps) via Fellenriiti (i hr.), or by
an easier path (11/4 hr.) diverging to the right in the Grliss from the route
to Schwand (see above). A similar view is obtained from the *Fliihmatt
(4285'; rfmts.), ascended by a path leading to the left above the Hot. Eugel,
mostly through wood (I hr.). All three points may be combined in a
round of 2V4-3 hrs. From the (1 hr.) Fliihmatt we go on past the house
to (5 min.) another farm-house, where we turn to the left and follow the
level meadow-path along the hill. After a time this descends to the (40

min.) Bergli, whence we descend through the Vorhag Wood io Unter-Schwand,
or take the upper path to (20 min.) Ober-Schicand (see above) and return
thence to (1 hr.) Engelberg.

*Tatschbach Fall and Herrenriiti, a favouiite excursion (omn. to

Herrenriiti several times daily, 1 fr., to the fall 60 c; carr. to Herrenriiti

and back with stay of 2 hrs'. 8 fr., for half-a-day 10 fr. (carr. and pair
14 and 18 fr.). We either follow the road past the Eienwdldchen (see

above), or we take the shorter path, to the left of the abbey, which passes

(12 min.) the Neue Heimat Inn, at the mouth of the Horbis-Thal. and the

(8 min.) Schweizerhaus Inn. [The rocky basin at the head of the Horbis-Thal,
reached in V2 hr,, is known as the End der Welt.] In 1/2 hr. more the road
reaches the Talschbach Fall (3575'; inn), which descends from the Hahnenberg
or Engelberg. It then goes on through Vrood and across the Fiirrenbach

to the (1/2 hr.) alp of Herrenriiti (3370'), which belongs to the abbey. Car-
riages are left here, and their inmates proceed by the Surenen Pa5s route
(see p. 138j to (V2 hr.) the Nieder-Surenen Alp (4133'; rfmts.), which aflords

a fine view of the pyramidal Schlossberg. the serrated Spannorter, the
Firnalpeli and Grassen glaciers, and the huge precipices of the Titlis.
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Arnitobel and Arni-Alp. We follow the valley-road to the W. via.

Espen to (1 M.) the bridge over the Aawasser at Oertigen^ beyond which
we ascend to the right. After 6 niin. we turn to the left (to the right the
way to the Schwendli-Alp , see below), cross the Eggli-Tohel and the
Triibseebach, and enter (25 min.) the Arnitobel, a wooded ravine with water-
falls. Thence a new path ascends to the left to (^/i hr. ; I1/2 hr. from
Engelberg) the Arni-Alp or Wang-Alp (4210'; good inn), on a pleasant green
pasture. The view is limited, but better from a point 5 min. to the right,

indicated by a flag. — A similar view is enjoyed from the Schwendli-Alp
(33G5' ; rfmts.), reached in I1/4 hr. by the path diverging from the Arni-
tobel route as above indicated. — A pleasant circuit of 2 hrs. leads to

the Gerschni-Alp (4125') and returns via Hegmatt.

LosGEK ExcDEsioxs. Fiirreu-Alp , 3 hrs., very attractive (guide, not
indispensable, 7 fr.). Before reaching the Tatschbach Fall, beyond the
bridge over the Kiihlauibach we ascend to the left through wood (rather

steep) to the (IV2 hr.) Tagenstall-Alp (4710'), pass two slate-quarries (fos-

sils), and reach (IV2 hr.) the chalets oi ih.e. Fiirren-Alp (rfmts.). From
the Hundsschopf (59720, 5 min. to the S., a grand view is obtained of the
imposing amphitheatre of mountains from the Schlossberg to the Titlis.

A pleasant return-route (guide desirable) descends to the E. to the (V2 hr.)

Ebnet-Alp (5557'), the Hohbiel-Alp , and the (40 min.) Staffeli-Alp ^ on the

Surenen Pass route, 20 min. from the Nieder - Surenen-Alp (p. 138). —
Wand-Alp (4885'), via Schwand (p. 133) in 3 hrs., last part rather toilsome;
charming view of the Aathal and the mountains of Central Switzerland.
Finer still is the view from the Wallenegg (5495'), 50 min. farther to the
N. — Via the Gerschni-Alp to the (2-^1/2 hrs.) H61. Hess on the TrubseeAlp,
see p. 144. — Via Port or Bord to the (IV2 hr.) Obhag-Alp and the (IV2 hr.)

Planken-Alp. with its rich flora (see below).

Ascents. Hahnenberg or Engelberg (8565' ; 4^/4-5 hrs.), an interesting
but fatiguing scramble for experienced climbers. The route leads from
the Horbis-Thal (p. 136) via the Furggi-Alp and over the saddle between
the Hahneu and Gemsispiel. — Rigidalstock (S515' ; 41/2-5 hrs.; guide 9 fr.),

the last part toilsome; fine panorama. — *Widderfeld (7723'J, from the

(1^2 hr.) Arni-Alp (see above) in 31/2 hrs.
;
preferable by the Zingel-Alp

and Hohlicht (5 hrs.; guide 8 fr.). — *Hutstock (8790': guide 12 fr.), a
fine point, from the Arni-Alp via the Juchli (p. 138) in 41/2-5 hrs., not diffi-

cult for mountaineers (comp. p. 140). — The '^Hanghorn (8793') is reached
from the Ami-Alp in 4-5 hrs. (guide 12 fr.) by traversing the Schattbund,
on the rocky face of the Hutstock. — *Engelberger Rothstock (9250';

6-6V2 hrs.
;
guide 9, with a night out 12 fr.). not difficult. We ascend by the

Alp Obhag to the (3i/2-4 hrs.) Club Hut above the Planken-Alp (7560'), on
the Ruchhubel, not far from the Griessen Glacier ; thence to tlie Rothgrat li

(p. ICO) 2 hrs., and to the top in 20 min. more.

*TJri-Rothstock (9620'; 81/2 hrs.; guide 16, with descent through the
Grossthal to Isenthal 22 fr.), very interesting, not difficult for adepts.
From the Plankenalp Club Hut to the (II/4 hr.) gap (8878') on the S.E. of the
Engelberger-Rothstock ; thence across snow to the (1 hr.) Porta or Scliloss-

stock-Liicke, adjoining the Schlossstock (9055'); then a rather steep descent
to the Bliimlisalpjirn ; again an ascent to the arete separating it from the
Kleinthal, and lastly up the Kleinthalfirn to the(2i/2 hrs.) top (comp. p. ICO).

The *Great Spannort (10,515') is ascended from the Spannort Club Hut
(6500'), 4 hrs. from Engelberg, by the Schlossberg-Liicke (p. 138) and the
Glattenfirn, or direct by the Spannorter-Joch (p. 138) in 41/2-5 hrs. ; highly
interesting, though toilsome (comp. p. 118; guide 25 fr.). The descent
may be made to the Kronteu Hut (p. 118; guide to Erstfeld 30 fr.). —
The Little Spannort (10,380') is climbed from the Spannort Hut by the
Spannorter-Joch in 51/2 hrs. (guide 35 fr.) ; difficult, for expert climbers
only. Adepts may ascend the Little and Great Spannort in one dav (guide
50 fr.). — Schlossberg (10,280'), from the Blacken-Alp (p. 138) in 41/2 hrs.,

laborious (guide 25 fr.). Admirable view, scarcely inferior to that from
the Titlis. Edelweiss abundant.
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The *TitU8 (10,627'; 6V2-7 hrs.; guide 12, to Engstlen-Alp 18 fr.) is very
interesting, though fatiguing. It is advisable to go on the previous evening
to the B6tel Eessip. 144; 2 hrs.; horse 10 fr.), so as not to have the steep
Pfafftnwand (p. 144) to ascend at starting. From this point the guides
like to start at 2 a.m., in order to get back before the snov? melts; but
the ascent by lantern-light is disagreeable and toilsome, and it is better
to wait till daybreak. From the Hotel Hess the path ascends over the
Lavhengrat to the (2 hrs.) Stand (8033') ; it then mounts a steep incline

in zigzags, over rock and detritus, to the (3/4 hr.) Rothegg (9030'), vi'here

the glacier is reached, and a rest is taken. We ascend the glacier, at

first gradually, then more rapidly (step-cutting sometimes necessary), and,
if the snow is in good condition, reach the (1V2-2 hrs.) summit, called
the Nollen^ without material difficulty. The view, highly picturesque and
imposing, embraces the entire Alpine chain from Savoy to'Tyrol, N. Switzer-
land, and S. Germany (panorama by Imfeld). Descent to the Joch Pass
(Engstlen-Alp), see p. 144.

Passes. From Engelberg over the Joch Pass to Meiringen (972-10 hrs.;

guide, unnecessary, to Engstlen-Alp 8 fr.), see R. 38 ; over the Storegg (7 hrs.;

guide 12 fr.) or the Juchli (9 hrs.; guide 12 fr.) to Sarnen, see p. 140; over
the RothgrdtU to the Isenthal (to Fliielen 12 hrs.; guide 18 fr.), see p. 100.

Fkom Engelbeeg to Ekstfeld (p. 118) by the Schlossberg-Liicke
(8632') and the GlattenfimiiO'hTS,.-^ guide 25 fr.), a fine route, but fatiguing.

By spending a night in the Spa?inort Hut (p. 187; 2 hrs. below the pass)

mountaineers may combine the ascent of the Great Spannort (p. 137) with
this pass. — To Erstfeld across the Spannorter-Joch (9610' ; 10-11 hrs.

;

guide 25 fr.), between the Great and the Little Spannort, toilsome.

To Wasen over the Grrassen Pass {Bdrengrube^ 8917'), 10 hrs., difficult

(guide to Meien 25 fr.). — To the Steinalp over the Wenden-Joch (8695'),

10-11 hrs., fatiguing, but interesting (guide 25 fr.).

The road from Engelberg to the Surenen Pass leads past the

Tdtschbach Fall to the (4 M.) Eerrenruti-Alp (p. 136), whence a

hridle-path ascends to (1/2 lir.) the Nieder-Surenen Alp (4133') and
the (}/2^T.') Stdffeli-Alp (4652'). From this point a steep ascent of

50min. brings us to t)ie Stierenbach Fall (bAQ^b'), the foot of which
may be reached by a narrow path, bedewed with spray. "We next
cross (5 min.) the brook, and in 40 min. more recross it to the

Blacken-Alp (5833'), with its chapel. The path then ascends gradu-

ally over snow, which melts in July, to the (IV2 ^^^0 Surenen
Pass (7560'), on the S. side of the Blackenstock (9587').

The Titlis becomes grander as we ascend , and we see a long

range of peaks and glaciers, particularly the Klein- and Gross-

Spannort and the Schlossberg, extending as far as the Surenen. On
the other side we survey the mountains enclosing the Schachen-Thal,

the Windgelle being most conspicuous. On the E. side of the pass

the snow, which never entirely melts, is crossed in ^4 ^'^- i^ ^^^

height of summer. Then a steep descent to the (I1/2 ^r.) Wald-
nacht-Alp (4754'). At a stone bridge (1/4 hr.) the route divides.

The very steep path, straight on, leads to (1^/4 hr.) Altdorf(;p. 117)

;

that to the right, crossing the bridge, to (2 hrs.) Erstfeld (p. 118).

The latter leads by the (5 min.) Bockitohel, with the picturesque

falls of the Waldnachtbach, descends through wood and over pastures

to the village of Erstfeld, and crosses the Reuss to the station on

the St. Gotthard line (p. 118).
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37. From Lucerne over the Brimig to Meiringen and
Brienz (Interlaken).

Comp. Maps, pp. 92, Bii, 160.

Railway from Lucerne to (28V2M.) Meiringen in 31/2 (first-claas express
in3j hrs. (fares 7fr. 90, 5 fr. 45. 3 fr. 55 c.) ^ to (36 M.) Briem in 3V2-4 hrs.
(fares 10 fr. 30, 7 fr. 25, 4 fr. 25 c). From Brienz to Interlaken, railway
and steamboat in 1^3-2 hrs. (through-fares from Lucerne to Interlaken
3'Jfr. 39 c., 10 fr., 5 fr, 65 c.). — Steamboat (preferable) from Lucerne to
Alpnachstad (3/4-1 V2 hr.: p. 98); the direct trips are timed to connect with
the Briinig Railway at Alpnachstad. From Alpnachstad to Weggis direct
steamer thrice daily in 1-11/2 hr.

The 'Briinig Railway, opened in 1888-89^ is an ordinary narrow-gauge
line, as far as Giswyl, about halfway •, but it then crosses the pass (3295')

by means of the 'rack-and-pinion' system and the ordinary system alter-

nately. Maximum gradient, 18 : 100. Views to the right. As, however, the
old Briinig Road is more picturesque, those who visit the Bernese Oberland
for the first time will be repaid by walking from Giswyl or Lungern across
the Briinig to Meiringen.

Lucerne., see p. 87. The Beunig Railway runs to the S.W. in a

wide curve into the broad valley of the Allrnend, and, leaving Kriens

(p. 92), at the foot of the Sonnenberg, to the right, passes (3 M.)

Horw (a village, with two inns, to the left), and approaches the

S.W. arm of the Lake of Lucerne (p. 107). 51/2 ^I- Hergiswyl

(p. 107), at the foot of Pilatus (bridle-path to Hotel Klimsenhorn,

p. 109). The railway pierces the Lopperberg (tunnel, ^/^ M.) and
skirts the Lake of Alpnach to —

8V2 M. Alpnachstad (*H6t.-Pens. Pilatus; Rossli), the starting-

point of the *Pilatus Railway ; see p. 108.

Thence through the somewhat marshy vaUey of the Aa and
across the Kleine Schlierenbach to (9^/2 M.) Alpnach. or Alpnachdorf

(1530'; *Krone; Sonne; Schlussel). The church, with its slender

tower, was erected with the proceeds of the sale of timber from the

Pilatus forests, rendered accessible by a wooden slide, 8 M. long,

and cut down in 1811-19.

Beyond Alpnach the train crosses the broad stony bed of the Grosse

Schlieren and the Sarner Aa, the right bank of which it follows

past Kagiswyl (on the right), with its large parquetry -factory,

to (12 M.) Kerns-Kagiswyl (1620'), the station for the Melchthal.
The Melchthal, an idyllic valley, 15 M. long, studded with chalets

and watered by the Melch-Aa, repays a visit. From the station of Kagiswyl
or Sarnen a diligence plies daily in 2V2 hrs. to (7i/2 M.) the village of
Melchthal, via (1/2 hr.) Zerns (1865'; *Ar<?»e, pens. 5-6 fr. •, "Sonne; Eirteh;
*Rdstli, pens. 4-5 fr.), a village with a pretty church, finely situated at the
foot of the Arvigrat (6416'), and frequented as a health-resort. Good views
from (1/2 hr.) the Melchaa-Egg and (1/2 hr.) the Burgfluh (2253'). At the en-
trance of the Melchthil. 3 M. from Kerns and 3^/4 M. from Sarnen, is

St. Niklausen (2752'; Schliissel, pens, from 4 fr.), with the first Christian
church erected in this district. The ancient tower adjoining it is locally
called the Eeidenthurm (heathens'' tower). In the ravine of the Melchaa,
opposite, below Fliieli (p. 141), is the Ranft, with the hermitage of St. Ni-
K0LAD8 VON DEB Flue, who is said to have lived here for twenty years
on the sacramental elements, of which he partook monthly. After their
victory over Charles the Bold of Burgundy in 1482 the confederates disa-

greed at the Diet of Stans about the division of the spoil, but through the
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intervention of the venerable hermit were reconciled. After his death
(1487) he v(^as canonised. His memory is still revered, and there is scarce-
ly a hut in the Forest Cantons that does not possess a portrait of
IJrother Klaus.

From the hermitage the road leads to the (3 M.) village of Melchthal
(2933'; ^Hot.-Pem. Melchthal, R. IV2-2V2, B. 1, D. 3, S. 2, pens. 5 6'/2 fr.

;

"Hdt.-Pens. Alpeiihof^ pens.5fr.), frequented as summer-quarters. A cart road
(practicable for light vehicles) leads hence via the Balmmait-Al]), at the
foot of the precipitous Ramisjluh (6115'), to (8 M.) Melchsee-Frutt (see below 1.

At the Ohr-Alp (3975'), 3 M. to the E. of Melchthal, is one of the largest

maple-trees in Switzerland, with a girth of 30 ft. The Widderfeld (7725')

is easily ascended from Melchthal in 4'/'2 hrs. (guide). A better and also

fairly easy ascent is that of the '-Bntsiock (8790'; 5 hrs.; guide 10 fr.

;

Werner or Kaspar Durrer); splendid view of the High Alps and the lakes
of Central Switzerland. Descent to Engelberg, see p. 137. — From Melchthal
a safe mountain-path crosses the Storegg (5710') to (41/2-0 hrs.) Grafenort or
(01/2-6 hrs.) Engelberg (p. 138; with guide); another, more interesting but
more fatiguing (guide 9 fr.), leads to Engelberg in 6 hrs. over the Juchli

(7120'). The Niinalphorn (Juchlislock. 7830) may be ascended in 1 hr. from
the Juchli (guide 6 fr.). — The basin of Melchsee-Frutt (11165'; Cwhaus-
Pens. Frutt , Pent, lieinhard, both unpretending) afl'(jrds an attractive Al-
pine picture. Rich flora. Interesting excursions : to Boni (7120'), 1 hr.

;

Spicherfluh (6690'), I'Ahr. ; Hohmatt (7950'), 2-21/2 hrs.: -Erzegg (7140'),

11/4 hr. ;
' Balmeregghorn (7280*), 172 hr. : AhgschiUz, 1 1/2-2 hrs. ; 'Eohenstollen

(8150'), 21/4 hrs., with fine view (conap. p. 192; guide 5 fr.) : Olockhaus
(8320'), 2 hrs., toilsome; Wildgeissherg (8710*) and Rothsandnollen (8905'j,

3 hrs. via the Tannen-Alp (comp. p. 144). To the E. an easy pass crosses

the Tannen-Alp (6500') in 2 hrs. to the Engstlen-Alp (p. 144);' to the W. an
interesting pass (last part of ascent steep and stony; descent to Meiringen
easy) leads via the Weit Ries (about 7700'"), to the S. of the Hohenstollen,
in 5 hrs. (guide 12 fr.) to Meiringen (p. 190).

13 M. Sarnen (1545'; pop. 4000 ; ""Hot-Pens. Seller, R., L., & A.

11/2-2, B. 1, i). 2'/2, pens. 5 fr. ; ^Obwaldner Hof, pens. 4-5 fr.;

Adler; Mefs^crn, moderate; Pens. Landenb erg, see below; Wyler-

lad, on the S.W. bank of the lake, IY2 ^1- from Sarnen), capital

of Obwalden, the W. part of Canton Unterwalden , with a nunnery
and a Capuchin monastery. The Rathhaus contains portraits of all

the magistrates of Obwalden from 1381 to 1824, and one of St. Ni-

kolaus von der Fliie (see p. 139), and a relief model of Unterwalden
and Hasli. The large church, on a hill, with pictures by Deschwan-
den and Kaiser, the cantonal hospital, the poorhouse, the Niklaua

von Flue Pensionat (for students), and the arsenal on the Landen-
berg (1676'; fine view; pension, see above) are conspicuous.

At the head of the Schlieren-Thal, 31/2 hrs. to the W. of Sarnen, is the
solitary *Schwendi-Kaltbad (4737'), with chalybeate spring and whey-cure.
Road up the W. slope of the Schwendiberg to (1 hr.) Stalden (2614'; rfmts.
at the cures ; good view), whence a bridle-path leads across the meadows of
Schwendi to the (2i, 2 hrs.) Kaltbad. Thence to the Feuersiein (67010') 21/2 hrs.

;

to the Schimherg Bad, 21/2 hrs., see p. 147. By the Seewenegg to (31/2 hrs.)

Fluhli, in the Entlebuch (p. 147), attractive. — To the Melchthal (to Fliieli-

Ranft 1 hr., to St. Niklausen I1/4 hr.), see pp. 139, 141.

The train (views to the right) crosses the Melch-Aa, which has

been conducted into the Sarner See (1530'), a lake 4 M. long and

I-IY4 M. broad, well stocked with fish. — 15 M. Sachseln (1598';

pop. 1556
;
*Kreuz, pens. 4V2-5 fr. ; *Engel, pens. 4-41/2 fr-)? * thriv-

ing village near the E. bank of the lake.
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From Sachseln a good road (carr. 5, with two horses 8fr. ; short-cut

halfway, to the right, in 3/4 hr.) leads to (3 M.) Fliieli-Ilanft (2450' ; 'H6t.-

Fens. Niinalphorn ^ well situated, pens. 6-8 fr. ^ "Pens. Anderhalden, kept by
the cure, 41/2 fr. ; Pens. Stolzenfels) , a health-resort , the birthplace of

Brother Klaus (1417 5 p. 139), above the Ranft, with a chapel commanding
a fine view. Hence to the village of Melchthal, a pleasant and shady walk,
high above the Melch-Aa, 11/4 hr. — From Hot. Niinalphom a path de-

scends through wood into the "Gorge of the Melch-Aa., with its imposing
rocky scenery and foaming waterfalls. — A new road leads from Fliieli-

Ranft to to the N. to (2V2 M.) Kerns (p. 139), passing (1/2 M. from Flueli) a

covered wooden 'Bridge over the Melch-Aa, 85' long, and 318' above the

torrent, the highest of its kind in Switzerland.

Ascending a little from the S. end of the lake, and passing (on

the left) the entrance of the Kleine Meldithal, the train halts at

(I81/2 M.) Giswil (1665'; *Hotel de la Gare; Krone). Fine view

from the churchyard, beside the high-lying church; to the S.W.

rise the Giswiler Stock (6605'} and the Brienzer Rothhorn (7715').

Above the station are the relics of the chateau of Rudenz.

Excursions. The romantic *Kleine Melchthal has been made access-

ible and deserves a visit. From the hamlet of Eiwil (Schiff, rustic), 1 M.
to the N. of Giswil, at the S.E. end of the Sarner See, the road ascends
to the E. to the entrance of the narrow and very picturesque wooded
ravine, through which it is carried for about 3 M. — The Giswiler Stock
(6605'; beautiful view) is ascended from Giswil in 4 hrs., with guide (10 fr.),

via Kleintheil and Alpboglen. The descent may be made to the Marien-Thal
(Entlebuch^ p. 147). — The Brienzer Rothhorn (7715'; p. 192) is ascended from
Giswil in 6 hrs. (guide 12 fr., not needed by experts); good road for the
first 3 hrs., afterwards a steep footpath. — Pedestrians should walk by the

old *Brunig Road from Giswil to (3 hrs.) the Briinig Pass (see below),
whence they may descend to (1^/4 hr.) Meiringen or (3 hrs.) Brienz (p. 192).

At Giswil, where the first steep incline occurs, the 'rack-and-

pinion' system begins. The line rapidly ascends the side of the

valley (10 : 100), through wood, across two torrents, and through

two rock-cuttings, and at Burgeln reaches the top of the Kaiser-

stuhl (2305'). The three peaks of the Wetterhorn are visible to the

S. over the depression of the BriJnig. The train runs high above the

picturesque Lake of Lungern (2160'; IV2 M. long), and through

a short tunnel, to —
22V2 M. Lungern (2475'). The large village (pop. 1756; *CW-

haus Lungern^ pens. 5-7 fr. ; *Ldwe Sf Hot. Briinig, pens. 5-6 fr.

;

Hot.-Pens. Alpenhof ; Bar), with the adjoining Ober-Seewies, is the

last in the valley, and lies '/2 M- from the S. end of the lake, half

of which was drained into the Lake of Sarnen in 1836, by means of

a channel ^/^ M. long. — The Dundelbach forms a picturesque fall

on the hillside to the W. The Giebel (^6680'; fine view), to the S.E.,

is easily ascended from Lungern in 372-"^ hrs. (see p. 191).

The second steep gradient begins beyond Lungern. Fine view

of the Lungern-Thal. The train passes through the Kdppeli Tunnel

(2970'; 150 yds.) and ascends the wooded Briinigmatt- Thai (above

us, to the right, is the road), at a moderate gradient, which be-

comes steeper near (25^/2 M.) Brunig (3295'; Rail. Restaurant, D.

incl. wine 3-3V2 ^r-; *H6t.-Pens. Curhaus Briinig, 3 min. from the
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station, R. 3-5, B. IV2, lunch 31/2, I>- ^72, pens. 7-12 fr.; Engl.

Ch. Serv. in the season), well situated near the old Briinig Pass.

Opposite us tower the Engelhonier(p. 195) and the Faulhorn chain

(p. 188); to the left we overlook the valley of Meiringen as far as

the Kirchet [p. 196)-, at the foot of the hills to the S. is the lower

fall of the Reichenbach (p. 194) ; opposite is the fall of the Oltschi-

bach (p. 192); below us flows the Aare, and to the right is part of

the Lake of Brienz.

Fine prospect from the Wyler Alp (4855'), IV2 hr. to the N.W. of the

Brunig; more extensive from the WyUrhorn (6590'), I'/z hr. farther on,

via the Briinig-AelpeH (guide desirable for novices).

From the Brunig station a footpath (road projected) descends, mostly
through wood, to the finely situated village of (1 hr.) Hohfluh (p. 191). New
road thence to (2V2 M.) Meiringen (p. 191). — A road (good view) leads

from the Briinig via Bvienzwiler to (01/2 M.) Briem (see p. 192).

The railway is carried down the steep rocks (maximum gradient

12 : 100) by means of retaining-walls and cuttings, and across the

ravines of the Grossbach, Kehlbach^ and Hausenbach (charming

view at the Brunnenfluh) . into the Aare-Thal, to Hansen, and —
281/2 M. Meiringen [p. 190). Thence to Brienz and Interlaken,

see R. 50.

38. From Meiringen to Engelberg. Engstlen - Alp.

Joch Pass.

Comp. Maps, pp. 124, 136.

91/4 hrs. : Im-Hof IV4, Engstlen-Alp 41/2 (direct from Meiringen 5 hrs.),

Joch 11/2, Hot. Hess 1/2, Engelberg 1^/2 hr. — Horse from Im-Hof to

Engstlen-Alp 15, to Engelberg 30, fur two days 45 fr.
;
guide (unnecessary)

16
\
porter from Im-Hof to Engstlen-Alp 8, from Meiringen 9 fr. ^ horse

from Engstlen-Alp to Engelberg 15, guide 8 fr. — If the traveller can
devote two days to this interesting journey (still more attractive in the
reverse direction), he should sleep on the Engstlen-Alp, where an after-

noon may be pleasantly spent. — Luggage addressed to the Hotel Engst-
len-Alp and left with Herr Immer at Meiringen is despatched daily at

8 a.m. and arrives in the evening (1 fr. per 5 kilogrammes or 11 lbs.).

From Meiringen to (lV4hr.) /m-.ffo/" (2053'), see p. 197. We
then follow the Susten route (p. 144) to the (3/4 hr.) saw-mill in

the MUhLe-Thal (2735'), and, beyond the bridge over the Genthal-

Wasser (finger-post), ascend to the left through wood to the (1 hr.)

Wagenkehr Inn, whence we descend to the (8 min.) Leirnhoden

(3910'), where we recross to the right bank.
A direct path to the Engstlen-Alp, saving about ^U hr., leads from

Jleiringen (p. 190) to the (^/ihr.) Hot. -Pens. Alpbach, on the Hasleherg

(p. 191), turns tu the right 10 min. farther on, and leads to (iO min.) the
hamlet oi RiUi (3i60'), the (I1/2 hr.) hamlet of Ami (4745'), the (IV4 hr.)

Bawmgarten-Alp (cS'-O'), and (i hr.) the EngsUen-Alp. This route aSbrds
good walking and commands fine views of the Bernese Alps, the Trift

district, the Titlis chain, and (lastly) of the deep Genthal. — The direct

path called the ^Hundschiipfi\ also 1/2 hr. shorter, is not recommended.

Our path gradually ascends the monotonous Genthal. Behind
us rise the Wetterhorner and the Hangend-Gletscherhorn at the

head of the Urbach-Thal (p. 197). We pass (10 min.) the chalets
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Bei den Spichern and (10 min.) the Genthal Chalets [3993'; on the

left bank of the brook), and after a slight ascent reach (1 hr.) the

Schwarzenthal Chalets {AbdQ' ] rfmts.J.

The scenery becomes more interesting. From the precipices of

the Gadmer Fliihe {Q760'') on the right, which become grander,

falls a series of cascades , varying with the state of the melting

snow, and eight of these are seen close together (AchtelsassbdcheJ.

The Engstlenbach. as the brook is named above this point, also

forms several falls. The path crosses the stream and ascends, often

steeply, through fine wood, to the [11/2 11^0 *Eiigstlen-Alp (6033';

*Jrnmer'5 Hotel, with dependances, K., L., & A. 2'/2-4:, B. l^^j

D. 4, S. 3, pens. 7-9, in June and Sept. 61/2-8 fr.
;
good water), a

beautiful and sheltered pasture, with fine old pines and 'Alpine

cedars', frequented as a health-resort. *View, to the S.W., of the

majestic Wetterhorn ; to its left, theMittelhorn, Rosenhorn, Schreck-

horner, Lauteraarhorn, and Finsteraarhorn ; to the right, the Gspal-

tenhorn, Tschingelhorn, and Bliimlisalp ; to the E., the Wenden-
stocke and Titlis. A little to the E. of the hotel is the picturesque

Engstlen Lake (6075'), with baths and rowing-boat.
ExcuKsioss. Schafberg (7850'; 2 hrs.), easy (guide needless). Starting to

the E. from the hotel, we ascend the steep Schafthal, keeping, farther up,

well to the right, along a grassy ridge till near the top, which aflFords an
interesting view of the Engelberg valley and its surrounding mountains,
and a peep of Lake Lucerne to the left.

S&tteli (6890'; 2 hrs.)- At the W. end of the Engstlen-See (see above) we
Cross the Engstlenbach to the (^/'ihv.)Alp Scharmadldget\ and ascend a narrow
path, diverging to the left above the Bdregg-Alp , on the slope of the
Gadmer Fliihe, to the (I1/2 hr.) Satteli, which lies at the S.W. base of the
Tellistock (see below) and commands a splendid view of the Gadmen-
Thal, Trift Glacier, and Bernese Alps (descent to Gadmen^ see p. 144). A
still finer view is obtained from the '-Achteltassgratli (6540'), to the S.W.
of the Satteli, reached in 1/2 lir. more by keeping above the Baregg-Alp
straight along the slope at a lower level.

To Melchsee-Frdtt (2 hrs.; guide, 4 fr., unnecessary; horse 10 fr.).

From the hotel we go to the N.W. to the (10 min.) Jenti Waterfall 2,nA. ascend
rapidly on the right side, soon obtaining a splendid view of the Bernese
Alps (among which the Finsteraarhorn comes in view to the left of the
Schreckhorner). At the top we round the grassy Spicherfluh (6690'), pass
a small lake, and reach the (1 hr.) Tannen-Alp (6500'), with its numerous
chalets. We next traverse level pastures, pass three other small lakes

and a shelter-hut (6415'), and reach (1 hr.) Melchsee-Fruit (6165'; see p. 140).
— Or, after passing the Spicherfluh (see above), the regular path may be
quitted and the grassy ridges to the left followed as far as - the Erzegg
(7140'), affording grand views of the above-mentioned giants of the Bernese
Oberland. From Erzegg we descend to the right to Melchsee-Frutt (this

route takes i hr. more, but is repaying).

Ascents. Gwdrtler (7950' ; 2 hrs.
;
guide 6 fr.), not difficult; good view

to the S. and W., but shut in on the N. Edelweiss abundant on the lower
rocky ledges. — 'iToftmaW (2950'; 2V2 hrs.

;
guide, not indispensable, 6 fr.),

the central peak of the Tannenband, an easy and very attractive_ climb via

the Tannen-Alp and the Kringen-Lilcke. — "Rothsandnollen (8905'; 3 hrs.;

guide 8 fr.), the highest of the Melchthal chain; roomy plateau at the top. —
"Hohenstollen (8150'; 4 hrs.), rather fatiguing (guide 10 fr.); magnificent
prospect (comp. p. 192). — Graustock (8737'; 81/2 hrs.

;
guide 8 fr.), latiguing;

but the lower ridge to the E. is easy and repaying. — *Zf2<^s<ocA (879U' ; 41/2

hrs.
;
guide 12 fr.), see p. 140. — ^TelUttock (8467'; S-S'Ahrs. ;

guide 8-lOfr.),
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the W. peak of the Gadmer Fliihe, not difficult. Footpath to the (Vz hr.)

Alp HchavmadUigtr (p. 143) : then through a valley and over broad terraces

of grass and rock to the (2' '2 hrs.) summit. Fine and very picturesque
view. — Wendenttock (9990'; 4 hrs. ; guide 30 fr.), difficult, for steady-
headed experts only ; imposing view.

The ascent of the 'Titlis (10,627'j is shorter but more toilsome from the
Engstlen-Alp than from Engelberg (p. 133). From the (I'/z hr.) Joch Pass
we ascend to the right over turf, rocks, debris, and snow, and reach the
CcJi 2-4 hrs.) top after a steep and fatiguing climb. On the neve the route

unites with that from Engelberg (p. 188). Guide from the hotel 15 fr.

(charged in the bill) and gratuity (with descent to Engelberg 20 fr.).

Over the Satteli to Gadmen, 3V2-4 hrs. (guide to Gadmen 10, Stein-

alp 14, Wasen 21 fr.), a fine route; see pp. 143, 145.

The bridle-path (to Engelberg 3Y2lirs., in the reverse direction

472t'rs.) ascends gently to the E. over pastures, touches the upper

end of the Engstlen-See (6075'), and then ascends 'hinter der Engi'

(to the right, the Wendenstockej with the Pfaffen and Joch Glaciers)

to the (IV2 l^^O Joch Pass (7265'; view limited). The path then

descends in windings and leads through the flat and marshy valley

(to the left, the turbid Trilbsee'), and across the brook which de-

scends from the Titlis glaciers, to the (I/2 hr.) ^Hot.-Pens. Hess

(R., L., & .4.272-31/2, B. IV2, I>-3V'2, pens, from 7fr.), on the brink

of the Pfaffenu-and (5870'). Yiew of the Titlis and the Engelberg

Valley; finer from the Bitzistock (6225'; easily ascended in 1/2 ^^^

from the hotel), where it includes the Schlossberg. Spannorter, and
other mountains. Ascent of the Titlis, see p. i'di.

The path now descends the steep Pfaffenwand in zigzags, tra-

verses the Gerschni-Alp (4125'), enters a wood, crosses the Aawasser

at the foot of the hill, and reaches —
11/2 hr. Engelberg (p. 135).

39. From Meiringen to Wasen. Susten Pass.

Comj). Maps, pp. 118, 186, 124:.

12 hrs. : Im-Hof 11/4, Gadmen 3, Am Stein 23/4, Susten Pass IV4, Meien
23/4, Wasen 1 hr. Horse 35 (two days, 40), guide 18 fr. (needless).

From Meiringen to Im-^o/" (2053'), IV4 hr,, see p. 197. The Sus-

ten Road, constructed by Bern and Uri in 1811, and still tolerably

well kept on the Bernese side (practicable for driving as far as the

Stein Inn), diverges here to the E. from the Grimsel route. It ascends

over pleasant meadows to (25min.) \Yyler (2430'), crosses (lOmin.)
i\\e Gadmenhach, and, at (1/4 hr.) a saw-mill in the Muhle- Thai

(2735'), the Genthalbach. (Path to the Engstlen-Alp, see p. 142.)

The path then follows the right bank of the Gadmenbach, through

the well-wooded Nessen-Thal, to (3/^hr.) Nessenthal or Muhlestalden

(3117'). To the right opens the narrow Triftthal, with the Trift

Glacier in the background.
Triftthal (comp. Map, p. 124 •, 41/2 hrs. to the Trift Hut; guide neces-

sary; Andreat von Weissen/iuh of Miihlestalden, Joh. Moor and Joh. Luchs of

Gadmen). The path ascends on the right bank of the Tri/ltcasser to the

Trifl-Alp (4365') and on the right side of the ice-fall to the (3i/j-4 hrs.
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Graggi-Hutie (6280'). We now cross the glacier, here tolerably level, and
mount the steep rocks of the Thaltistock to the (2 hrs.) Trift Hut of the

Swiss Alpine Club (8250'), aflfording a good survey of the upper basin of

the Trift Glacier. From the Trift Hut over the (2V2 hrs.) Trift-Limmi
(10,170') and the Rhone Glacier to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Furka (p. J32), an inter-

esting glacier expedition. From the Trift-Limmi the Thieralplistock {ii^Q^.0')^

an excellent point of view, is easily ascended in 3/* ^f- — The *I)amma-
stock (11,920' \ splendid view) is ascended without very serious difficulty

from the club-hut in 41/2-6 hrs. (guide from Meiringen , 40 fr. ; descent by
the Rhone Glacier and Nageli's Gratli to the Grimsel, 6 hrs.). — The Schnee-
stock (11,837'; 5 hrs.), Rhonesfock (11,825'; 5 hrs.), Diechterhorn (11,120'; 4 hrs.),

and Gwdchtenhorn (10,560': 4 hrs.) may also be ascended from the Trift

Hut by experts without difficulty. — Passes to the Goschenen-Alp over the
Winterberg Range (Maasplank-Joch, Damma Pass, Winter-Joch), 8 hrs., diffi-

cult (comp. p. 124). — Over the Tiefen-Sattel (10,820*) and the Tiefen Glacier

(p. 132) to the Furka, 9 hrs., interesting, and in certain states of the snow
not difficult. — Interesting passes also cross the Furtwang-Sattel (8392') to

Guttannen (a steep ascent of 3 hrs. from the Windegg-IIiitte, 6235', opposite
the Graggi-Hiitte on the W. side of the glacier; descent by the Steinhaus-
Alp to Guttannen in 3 hrs.), and the Stein-Limmi (8970') to the Stein-Alp.
The latter route leads from the Graggi-Hiitte by the Trift Glacier and
the Drosi-Thal to the (2^/2 hrs.) col, between the Giglistock and Vorder-
Thierberg, and descends over the Stein-Limmi Glacier and round the slopes
of the Thaleggli to the (2 hrs.) Stein Inn (see below). By combining the
two last-named passes, a good walker may reach the Stein Inn from Gut-
tannen in a single day (11-12 hrs.).

The road crosses the Gadmenbach and ascends by Schaftelen to

(1 hr.) TJnterfuren (3848'), where the beautiful Gadmen-Thal begins,

and(20miii.)the village of Gadinen[3960'; JBar, moderate), consist-

ing of the hamlets of An der Egg, Bilhl, and Obermatt. (Path over the

Sdtteli to the Engstlen-Alp, see p. 144.) The green valley with its

fine old maple-trees contrasts strikingly with the barren and pre-

cipitous Gadmer Fluh (see p. 143). To the E., on the slope of the
Uratstocke (9545'), lies the Wenden Glacier.

After a level stretch the road ascends through wood in numer-
ous windings to the chalets of Feldmoos (4935'), and then traverses

a wild rocky region ('Holle') to the (21/2 hrs.) Stein Inn (6122'),
at the foot of the huge Steinen Glacier.

Over the Susten-Limmi to the Goschenen-Axp, 8 hrs., laborious (guide
from Meiringen 35 fr.). We ascend the slopes of the Thaleggli, cross the
Stein-Limmi Glacier to the Thiei'bergli, and traverse the neve of the Steinen
Glacier to the (5 hrs.) Susten-Limmi (10,180'), lying between the Steinberg
(11,245') and the Gletscherhorn (11,445'). Descent over the Susten Glacier
to the Kehlen-Alp (7560') and across the Kehle Glacier to the Hintere Rothe
and (3 hrs.) Goschenen-Alp (p. 124). — A more difficult pass is the Thier-
berg-Limmi (about 10,500') : we cross the Steinen Glacier to the col be-
tween the Steinberg and the Hinter-Thierberg, and descend (very steep and
difficult) the Kehle Glacier to the (9-10 hrs.) Goschenen-Alp. — Ascent of
the *Sustenhorn or Brtinnenstock (11,520'), the highest of the Sustenhorner,
via the Steinen Glacier^ toilsome but interesting (7-8 hrs. from the Stein Inn

;

guide 35 fr.). The descent may be made to the Voralp Hut, or via the
Susten-Limmi to the Goschenen-Alp (p. 124).

Over the Stein-Limmi to the Trift Glacier (5 hrs. to the Windegg Hut),
see above. Another route crosses the snow-saddle of Zwischen-Thierbergen
(about 9780'), between the Vorder- and the Hinter-Thierberg, to the (6-7 hrs.)
Trift Hut (see above). — To Engelberg over the Wenden-Joch, see p. 138.

The bridle-path now leads above the moraine, and ascends in
windings (short-cut) , overlooking the grand Steinen Glacier, en-
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vlroned by the Susteuhorner, Susten-Limmi, Steinberg, Hinter-

and Vorder-Thierberg, and Giglistock, to the (I74 hr.) Susten Pass

(7420'), between the Heuberg [8510') on the left (ascent 1 hr.,

interesting), and the Sustenspitz (9615') on the right. Admirable

survey, to the E., of the imposing mountains bounding the Meien-

Thal on the N. and culminating in the Spanndrter (p. 137).

The path, now uninteresting, winds down to the Meienbach,

a brook issuing from the Kalchthal, a wild gorge on the right, into

which avalanches often fall from the Stiicklistock (10,855') and the

MitUere Sustenhorn (10,890' j over the Susten-Joch to the Voralp-

Hiitte, see p. 125). Below us lie the Susten-Alp (5767'), on the

right, and the (1 hr.) Guferplatten-Alp (6726'^ , on the left. The
path traverses the stony valley of the Meien-Reuss, and crosses the

brook twice. It next crosses the deep ravine of the (2/4 hr.) Gorez-

mettlenbach (5137') , and passes the 6orezmettlen-Alp . Several

brooks issue from the Riittifirn on the right.

The first group of houses (20 min.) is Fdrnigen (4787'; poor

inn); then (40 min.) Meien (4330'; Kreuz, Stern, both unpretend-

ing) and (20 min.) the hamlet of Husen (3865'). Above Wasen we
pass the Meienschanz (3600'), an intrenchment erected in 1712

during the Religious War (p. 67) , and destroyed by the French

in 1799. Descending rapidly for a short way, and crossing the St.

Gotthard Railway, we at length reach (40 min.) Wasen (p. 120).

40. From Lucerne to Bern. Entlebuch. Emmen-Thal.
591/2 M. Railway in 21/4-4 hrs. (10, 7, 5 fr.).

Lucerne, see p. 87.— Near the Reuss bridge the train diverges to

the left from the Ziirich line (p. 87), and passes through a tunnel

under the Zimmeregg, 1248 yds. long, into the broad valley of the

Kleine Emme. 31/2 ^1- Littau, at the base of the wooded Sonnenberg

(p. 92).— 71/2 M. Matters (1693' ; Kxeuz), with a handsome church.
Road hence"to (3V4 M.) Schwarzenberg (2760'; ''Hdt.-Pem. Matt; Weiises

Kreuz^ pens. 4-5 fr. \ Rossli), on the hill to the S.. a pleasant sammer-resort.
About 2 il. above it is the rustic Curhaus Eigenthal (3475'), in a sheltered
situation. (Fine view of Lucerne and its lake from the Wiirzenegg.) Hence
to (6 M.) Kriens, via Hervgottswald, see p. 92.

From Schachen (see below) the old Bkamegg Road leads to the (2M.)
prettily-situated Farnbiihlbad (2460'j 'Curhaus, pens. 5-6 fr.), with chaly-

beate springs, and thence over the Bramegg (3366') to (6 M.) Entlebuch.

Above Schachen (11/2^- from Malters) the valley contracts. The
train approaches the Kleine Emme, and crosses it near Werthenstein

(on the left), with its monastery, now a deaf-and-dumb asylum.

Beyond a short tunnel we reach {i2^/-> M.) Wolhusen (1873'; pop.

1661 ; Rossti; Kreuz), a large village, divided by the Kleine Emme
into Wolhusen-Wiggem on the left bank, and Wolhusen-Markt op-

posite. — About 6 M. to the W., at the foot of the Napf[^. 148),

lies the Curhaus Menzberg (3314'), a health-resort.
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From WolhdsentoLangenthal. QSV^M., narrow-gauge railway in 2hr3.

The line, which generally follows the highroad, passes the small Diirnfen-

See, and leads via Menznau to (7 M.) Willisau (1830'; pop. 1647; Rdssli,

Stem), a pleasant little town at the confluence of the Buchwiggem and
Enzwiggem, with handsome church and old castle. The line now turns to

the W. and runs hy Gettnait, Zell on the Lutherbach, and Hitswil to (16 M.)
Huttwil (2105'; pop. 3376; Mohr, Krone) ^ a thriving place with mineral
baths. Beyond (I8V2 M.) Rohrbach the line descends the Lange!en Valley,

with its rich meadows; stations: Kleindietwyl. Lindenholz, Afddiswil, (821/2 M.)
Bad Gutenburg, with mineral baths (Curhaus, pens. 4-5 fr.) , Lotzwil , and
(251/2 M.) Langenthal (p. 17).

We here enter the Entlebuch, a valley 15 M. long, with wooded
slopes and rich pastures. The train recrosses the Emme and ascends

the E. side of the valley fseveral embankments and tunnels).

18 M. Entlebuch [2225'; pop. 2720; *H6tel du Port; Drei

Konige; ^Pension Jenni\ a well-built village, picturesquely situated.

— Ascent of the Napf, see p. 148.
From Entlebuch to the Schijiberg-Bad, IO1/2 M., diligence in sum-

mer daily in 3 hrs. (5fr.); carriage for 1 pers. 10, 2 pers. 15, 3 pers. 18,

4 pers. 22 fr. ; to the Entlen-Briicke 1-2 pers. 5 fr. The road ascends the
Entlen-Thal to the ("51/2 M.) Engstlenmatt Inn, descends to the Entlen-Briicke,

and again ascends in windings to the (5 M.) Schimberg-Bad (4680'; *Ct«'-

haus, R. 11/2-3, board 6 fr.), with an alkaline sulphur-spring. Fine mountain-
view to the N. and N.W. A good path ascends in 1 hr. to the top of the
Schimberg (5975'), which affords an admirable panorama. Still grander and
more extensive are the views from the (21/2 hrs.) 'Feuerstein (6700') and
from the (21/4 hrs.) Schafmatt (6505'). Footpaths lead also to (I1/2 hr.)

Heiligkreuz (see below), to the (21,2 hrs.) Schwendi-Kaltbad (p. 140), etc.

The train crosses the rapid Entlenbach, which here falls into the

Kleine Emme. On the left lies the village of Hasle. prettily situated.

221/2 M. Schupfheim (2388'; pop. 2808; Adier; Kreuz; Rossli),

capital of the valley. About 1/2 M. from the station are the Bad and
Curhaus Schupfheim (chalybeate spring, with iodine). To the E.

(II/2 hr.) is Heiligkreuz (3700'; rustic inn), a summer-resort, with

fine view.
A road (diligence twice daily in IV4 hr. ; carr. for one pers. 5, two pers.

7 fr.) gradually ascends to the S. through the picturesque valley of the
Waldemme nr Kleine Emme, to the (5 M.) pretty mountain-village of Fliihli
(2930*; ^Curhaus, R.I-II/2, B.l, D.2, pens. 4-5 fr.), with a sulphur-spring. Fine
woods; rich flora. Pleasant excursions to fl hr.) the Kessiloch, a rocky gorge
with a high waterfall; to (3 hrs.) the Bduchlen (5810); to the (81/2 hrs.)

Hagleren (6400') ; and to the (4 hrs.") *Schrattenfliihe (6810'), with interesting
slopes of debris and a splendid view, particularlv from the Scheibevgiltsch
(6600'), the W. point of the long ridge.

From Fliihli a road :(diligence daily in" I3/4 hr.) leads to (51/2 M.)
Sorenberg {^i2' -. Hotel

,
pens. 4-41/2 fr.). a health -resort in the upper

Emraen-Thal or Marien-Thal. The road goes on for about 51/2 M. more to
the foot of the ''BHenzer Rothhorn (p. 192), which may be ascended hence
in 3 hrs. (guide, desirable, 6 fr.).

From Fluhli to Saenen via the Seewenegg, 6V2 hrs., an attractive
route. The path diverges to the left. 3/4 M. to the S. of Fluhli, passes the
hamlet of Kragen and the Alps of Bleiki, Eggli, Staldeli, and Blattli, leads
through wood and past a saw-mill, and reaches (3 hrs.) the *Seewen-Alp
'5640'), a health-resort on the Seetcenalp-See, with a small Curhaus (pens.
4-41/2 fr.). Splendid view of the Bernese Alps. The 'Feuerslein (QlOOf),
which affords an imposing survey of the Alps, from the Sentis to Mt. Blanc,
is easily ascended hence in 1 hr. — From the Seewen-Alp the footpath
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ascends the (20 min.) Seewenegg, another fine point of view (still better from
a height 250 yds. to the left). It then descends to the right into the valley,
passing a saw-mill and leaving the Schwendi-Kaltbad (p. 140) to the left,

to Stalden and (3 hrs.) Sai-nen (p. 140).

We now cross the Kleine Emme, ascend the valley of the Weisse

Emme to —
27 M. Escholzmatt (2815'; *Lowe; Krone), a scattered village

(3086 inhab.) with a new Gothic church, on the watershed between
the Entlebuch and Emmen-Thal, and then descend to (29 M.)
Wiggen (2600'; Rossli).

From Wiggen a road ascends to the S. through the Ilfis-Thal (diligence

to Schangnau twice daily in 1 hr. 50 min.) via Marhach (2887' ; Krone) and
Wald to (7Vz M.) Schangnau (3055'; - Liiwe) in the Grosse Emmen-Thal,
whence the "Hohgant (7215') may be ascended in 5-6 hrs. by the Lautere
Wdngli (guide desirable; rustic quarters in the Mast-Alp or the Grossen-

steimn-Alp. IV2 hr. from Schangnau). Descent to Habkern, see p. 172. —
About 41/2 M. above Schangnau in the upper Emmen-Thal (road via Bum-
bach) is the Kemmeriboden-Bad (8100'; Curhaus, modest, pens. 5 fr.), with
sulphur-springs, much visited by the natives. It lies at the base of the
ScheiUngutsch (6G90'), ^vhich may be ascended hence in 8 hrs. (see p. 147).

From Kemmeriboden-Bad to the top of the Hohgant (see above), 31/2 4 hrs.

with guide; to the TannJiorn (7290'), with imposing view, 4-4i/2 hrs. with
guide (the descent may be made to Brienz, p. 192).

We now follow the right bank of the Ilfis, and reach (321/2 M.)

Trubschachen (2396'), at the confluence of the Trubbach and Ilfls,

the first village in Canton Bern.
The *Napf (4620'; 3V2-4 hrs., guide needless; -Inn at the top, health-

resort, overcrowded on Sat. & Sun., pens, 5-6 fr.), to the N. of Trubschachen,
deserves a visit. A road leads via (2V4 M.) Trub (2675'; inn) to (6 M.)

Mettlen (3454'; carr. for 1 pers. to this point, 6 fr.), and a bridle-path thence
to the (3/4 hr.) top of the Napf, whence there is a fine panorama from the
Sentis to the Dole, and a beautiful view of the Bernese Alps. — From
Entlebuch (p. 147) a road crosses the Entlenbach and the Kleine Emme, to

the W.; we then either follow the road by Dopleschwand to (5 M.) Romoos
(2592' ; inn), or reach the same point by a direct path in 1 hr. ; from Romoos
a good bridle-path leads to the top in 272 hrs. more. — From the Napf a
footpath, with almost continuous view, leads via the (2 hrs.) Luss-Hutte
(rustic inn), the Liideren-Gassli (Hotel zu den Alpen, moderate), and the

Rafriiti (see below) to (4 hrs.) Langaau (guide, desirable, 5-6 fr.).

36V2 M. Langnau (2245'; pop. 7644; "^Hirsch, R., L., & A. 2,

B. 1, D.2, pens. 5 fr. ; *Ldwe; Bar; Hot. Bahnhof; Hot. Emmenthal),

a large and wealthy village, is the capital of the Emmen-Thal, a

valley about 25 M. long, 10-12 M, wide, watered by the Ilfis and the

Grosse Emme, and one of the most fertile in Switzerland. Carefully

kept pastures, a fine breed of cattle, and neat dwellings with pretty

gardens indicate the prosperity of the natives.

Railway to Burgdorf, see p. 18. — The Bageschtcand Eohe , 1 hr. to

the K.W. , commands a fine view of the Emmen-Thal and the Alps; the

view from the Ra/ruti (3950'), 2V4 hrs. to the N., is still more extensive

(panorama by G. Studer).

Beyond Langnau the train crosses the Ilfls and the Emme. 38 M.
Emmenmatt, 4OV2 M. Signau (2090'; Bar ; Thurm), 441/2 M. Zaziwyl

(Krone), thriving villages. It then skirts the Hiirnberg in a wide

curve to (47 M.) Konolfingen-Stalden (*H6tel-Re5taurant Bahnhof),

where it intersects the electric line from Burgdorf to Thun (p. 18).
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— 491/2 M. Tdgertschi. — 52 M. Worb (*Bar; Lov?e ; Stern), a

large village with a Schloss dating from the 11th cent, (electric

tramway via Giimlingen and Muri to Bern, see p. 153). Fine view

of the Bernese Alps and the Stockhorn chain to the left.

Road to the E. to (2 M.) Enggistein (2264'; *Inn, pens. 31/2-41/2 fr.), with
mineral springs, situated in a pleasant valley, and to the fl M. farther)

'"Riittihubelbad (2414'; pens. 3V2-4V2 fr., unpretending), situated among
woods, with a saline chalybeate spring. plea3ant walks, and a fine view,
especially from the Knorihubel (3()27'; 85min.). Magnificent views from the
Gummegg ('3208'), reached by Walkringen in IV2 hr., and from the BalUn-
biihl, the W. summit of the Hiirnberg, reached by Schlosstcyl in 13/4 hr.

(descent to the station of Tiigertschi in 20 min.).

55 M. Gumlingen, junction of the Bern and Thun line (change

carriages for Thun, p. 160). Thence to —
591/2 M. Bern, see p. 160.

41. From Lucerne to Wildegg (Aarau). The Seethal

Railway.
31 M. Steam Tkamwat in 21/3-3 hrs. ; 2nd cl. 5 fr. 10, 3rd cl. 3 fr. 60 c.

From Lucerne to (21/.2M.) Emmenbrucke, see p. 19 (also electric

tramway, p. 89); here we change carriages for the 'Seethalbahn',

which diverges to the right.

4 M. Emmen (1410'; Stern), near the Reuss, on the right bank
of which, 1/2 ^1- to tli6 ^., is the old nunnery of Rathhausen, now
an asylum for poor children. We traverse the fertile Emmenboden
to (6M.) Waldibriicke. The line quits the road, here unsuitable for

a tramway, and ascends, affording a fine view of the Rigi to the right,

to (8 M.) Eschtnbach (ioQO' ] Rossli; Lowe), with its large Cistercian

Abbey and valuable gravel-pits. (Diligence twice daily in 40 min.

to Gisikon, p. 87.)

At (91/2 M.) Ballwyl (1693') we cross the watershed between

the Reuss and the Aa, and descend into the Seethal, one of the

most fertile and attractive valleys in Central Switzerland. This

'lake-valley', I872 ^1- long, is bounded on the E. by the long Lin-

denberg (2953') and on the W. by the Ehrlose (2670') and the Horn-

berg (2595'). In the middle of it lie the pretty Baldegg or Obere

See and the larger Hallwyl or TJntere See.

11 M.Hoclidorf (1653' ; Hirsch, Kreuz, both plain), a picturesque

and prosperous village, with beautiful pine-woods near it.

Excursions. On a hill to the E. (I/2 hr.) is the cantonal deaf-and-dumb
asylum of Hohenrain (2014'), formerly a commandery of the knights of

St. John, with a fine view of the Alps. Thence li/2hr. to Schloss ZTorften (2625';

Pens.); superb view to the N. and E.; then to (I/2 hr.) Lieli, another fine

point, with the ruined castle of Nunegg, to (1/2 hr.) Augstholz (hydropathic),

and back to (»/2hr.) Hochdorf. This excursion may be made by carriage.

Roads lead to the W. from Hochdorf by Romerswyl to (4 M.) Oberreinach,
a ruin, with admirable view of the Seethal and the Jura; by the pilgrimage-
shrine of Hildisrieden to the (5 M.) memorial chapel of the battle of

Sempach (p. 19); and by Ursioyl to (31/2 M.) Rain., near Oberbuehen (2133'),

where we get a picturesque survey of Pilatus and the Entlebuch Mts.
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121/2 M. Baldegg (Lowe), a pretty village with an old castle,

now a nunnery and girls' school, lies at the S.E. end of the Bal-

degger See (1530'), a lake 3 M. long. Skirting the E. bank of the

lake, we next reach (15 M.) Gelfingen (Stern), where the vine

begins. Charming view of the lake and the Bernese Alps. On the

right is the castle of Heidegg, and 8/4 M. to the N. is the pretty

village of Hitzkirch (Kranz; Engel), once a Teutonic commandery,
with a seminary for teachers.

To the N. of Hitzkirch a road (diligence from Gelfingen to Fahrwangen
twice daily in 1 hr. 10 min.) leads by AUicis and Aesch, to (5 M.) Fahr-
wangen (Bar) and Meisterschwanden (Lowe; ''Pens. Seerose), two large vil-

lages, where straw-plaiting is the chief industry (see below) ; thence via
Sarmensdorf and Schloss Hilfilcon to Villmergen and (5 M.) WohUn (p. 23).

I6I/4 M. Richensee, with the ruins of the Grunenburg , which

was destroyed in 1386, standing upon an enormous erratic block.

17 M. Ermensee, a well-to-do village on the Aa. At (18 M.) Mosen
the tramway reaches the Hallwyler See (1490'), a lake 51/2 M. long

and IY4M. broad (small steamer), and ascends on its W. bank to—
20 M. Beinwyl (1700'; 1679 inhab.; Lowe), a thriving village

with large cigar-manufactories , commanding a charming view of

the lake.
Railway in 5 min. to (IV* M.) Reinach (Bar) and in 9 min. to (2^/2 M.)

Memikon (Stern), two industrial villages in the upper Winen-Thal. — From
Beinwyl a good path ascends in 50 min., partly through wood, to the
*Homberg (2595'; good inn 5 min. below the top), "the 'Rigi of the Aargau';
beautiful view of the Alps and the Jura Mts. Descent to Birrwyl (see

below), 20 minutes.

The cars run high above the lake to (21 1/4 M.) Birrwyl, with

its large factories, and descend to (2372 ^0 Boniswyl-Seengen (Rail.

Restaurant), a busy wine-trading place.

To Fahrwangen, diligence twice daily in 1 hour. The road leads past
the handsome old chateau of Hallwyl, the ancestral seat of the distin-

guished family of that name, to (IV2 M.) Seengen (Bar), a large village,

with the burial-vaults of the Hallwyl family. About 1/2 M. to the S.E. is

the Brestenberg Hydropathic, formerly a chateau of Hans Rudolph von
Hallwyl , built in 1625, prettily situated among vineyards at the N. end
of the Lake of Hallwyl. Road from Seengen to (IV* M.) "Pens. Mchberg
(1985') , a health-resort commanding a fine view (pens. 4 fr.). — From
Brestenberg we follow the road on the E. bank to Tenmcyl, Meister-
schwanden, and (2 M.) Fahrwangen (see above).

241/2 M. Niederhallwyl-Diirrendsch ; 251/2 M. Seon, (Stern), a

large manufacturing village (1794 inhab.); 271/5 M. Lenzburg, the

junction for Aarau and Baden (p. 24).

291/2 M. Lenzburg (1300'; 2501 inhab.; *Krone; Lowe'), a busy
little town on the Aa, with the large cantonal prison. The huge
Malaga Vaults of Herr Zweifel may be visited. On a hill above the

town, to theE., stands the picturesque oldiSchlosa Lenzburg (1663'),

the property of Mr. Jessup, an American, at whose expense it is

being restored. Opposite, to the W., rises the Staufberg (1710'),

with an old church.

30 M. Nieder-Lenz. — 3i M. Wildegg, a station on the railway

from Aarau via Brugg to Ziirich (p. 24}.
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Sigriswyl, 164. — From Spiez to Aeschi, Renggli Pass,

165.
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" St. Beatenberg; Amisbtihel; Gemmenalphorn

;

Niederhorn; Burgfeldstand, 166, 167.

46. Interlaken and Environs 167
Heimwehfluh; Abendberg; Saxeten- Thai ; Sulegg-,

Morgenberghorn; Schwalmeren ; Goldswyl; Rlnggen-
berg; Harder; Habkex-n-Thal ; Gemmenalphorn; Hoh-
gant; Augstmatthorn; Schynige Platte, 171-173.

47. The Lauterbrunnen Valley and Miirren 174
Isenflah, 174. — Schmadribach Fall. Upper Steinberg.

Tanzbodeli; Oberhornsee, 176. — Allmendhubel. Schilt-

horn, 177. — The Sefinen-Thal, 178. — From Miirreu
over the Sefinen -Fargge to the Kienthal; over the
Hohthiirli to Kandersteg, 179. — From Lauterbrunnen
over the Tschingel Pass to Kandersteg ; over the Peters-

grat to the Lotschen-Thal. Mutthorn Hut, Wetterliicke,
Schmadri-Joch, Mittag-Joch, Lauithor, Eoththal-Sattel,
and Ebnefluh-Joch. Eoththal Hut, 179, 180.

48. From Interlaken to Grindelwald 181

a. Direct Line 181

b. Wengemalp Railway 181
Mettlen-Alp. 182. — Jungfrau; Silberhorn. Jungfrau
Piailway, 183. — Eiger Glacier; Guggi Club Hut; Lauber-
horn ; Mannlichen, 184.— From Grindelwald over the Eis-

meer to the Zasenberg. 186. — ?.Iettenberg ; Wetterhorn ;

Berglistock; Schreckhorn; Moneh; Eiger. From Grin-
delwald over the Strahlegg and the Finsteraar-Joch or
Lauteraar-Sattel to the Grimsel Hospice, 187. — From
Grindelwald over the Jungfrau-Joch, Monchjoch, Eiger-
Joch, and Fiescher-Joch to the Eggishorn, 187, 188.

49. The Faulhorn 188
From Grindelwald to the Faulhorn, 188. — From the
Schynige Platte to the Faulhorn. From the Faulhorn to the
Great Scheidegg, 189. — Eothihom. Schwarzhorn, 190.

50. From Meiringen to Interlaken. Lake of Brienz . . . 190
Gorge of the Aare. Eeichenbach Falls. Gorge of the

Alpbach. Hasleberg. Hohfluh, 191. — Hohenstollen.
Brienzer Rothhorn, 192. — Giessbach. Rauft. Enge.
Axalp. Hinterburg-See. Ascent of the Faulhorn from
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laken, 194.
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Falls of the Eeichenbach, 194. — Baths of Rosenlaui.
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52. From Meiriiigen to the Rhone Glacier. Grimsel . . 196
Urbach-Thal; Gauli Club Hut; Gauli Pass; Berglijoch

;

Dossen Hut, 197. — Kleine Siedelhorn, 193. — Unteiaur
Glacier; Dollfus Pavilion; Ewigschneeliorn ; Finster-
aarhorn, 199. — From the Grimsel over the Oberaar-
Joch, the Studer- Joch , or the Obeiaar-Rothjoch to

Fiesch, 2U0.

53. From Spiez to Leuk over the Gemmi !I01

Kienthal ; Gamchiliicke ; Biittlassen ; Gapaltenhorn
;

Wilde Frau, 201. — Steinschlaghorn. The Blaue See. The
Oeschinen-See,20'2.— Bliimlisalp. Doldenhorn; Friinden-
horn; Dundenhorn ; Gastern -Thai ; Alpschelenhubel

;

Tschingel Pass; Peler.«grat, 203. — Balmhorn; Altels

;

Wildatrubel, 204. — Excursions from Bad Leuk ; Tor-
rent-Alp, etc., 2C5.

54. The Adelboden Valley 206
Excursions from Adelboden. Bonderspitz. Elsighorn.
Albrist. Gsiir. Gross-Lohner. Wildstrubel, etc. From
Adelboden to Lenk via the Hahnenmoos; to Kandersteg
via the Bonderkrinden ; to Schwarenbuch via the Engst-
ligen-Grat; to Sierre over the Strubelegg, 206-203.

55. From Gampel to Kandersteg. Lotschen Pass . . . 208
Hohgleifen ; Bietschhorn. From Eied to Leuk over
the Ferden Pass, the Gitzi-Furgge, the Resti Pass, the
Faldum Pass, or the Niven Pass, 203, 209.

56. From Spiez (Thun) to Sion over the Rawyl .... 210
Source of the Simme ; Oberlaubhorn ; Miilkerblatt ; Iffigen-

see; Wildhorn; Rohrbachstein ; Wildstrubel. From
Lenk to Gsteig; to Saanen ; to Adelboden, 210, 211.

57. From Spiez to Saanen through the Simmen-Thal . . 212
From Oey to Matten through the Diemtig-Thal, 212. —
Stockhorn. Bad Weisaenburg. Over the Gantrisch Pass
to the Gurnigelbad. From E,eidenbach to Bulle.
Charmey. Bad Schwefelberg, 213. — Hundsriick. Rieder-
berg. From Saanen to Chateau d'Oex, 214.

42. Bern.
Railtiray Station (PL C, 8; 'Restaurant), on the W. tide of the town,

at the foot of the Groste Schanze. Departing travellers should note that
hotel-servants are not allowed upon the platform or upon the flight of
steps leading to it I'rom the entrance-hall.

j

Hotels. *Bernekuof (H. a; D, 4), Bundeagasse 3, with lift, R., L., &
A. 4V2-8, B. IV2, lunch 4, D. 5 fr.; *Bellevue (PL b; E, 4), Inaelgasse 3,

R., L., & A. 4-8, B. 11/2, lunch 3, D. 4V2, pens, in July and Aug. 10-15, in

June and Sept. 8-12 fr. ; both these command a view of the Alps. —
•ScHWEizERHoF (PL c; C, 3), R.. L., &A. 3-4, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens.
7-10 fr. ; Hotel de France (PL e; C, 3), R., L., & A. from 21/2, B. 1,

D. 3, pens. 7V2-i0 fr. ; Hotel du Jura (PL d ; C, 4), R., L., & A. 2V2-4, B. 11/4,

D. 3, S. 21/2 fr. ; Hotel de la Poste (PI. s; D, o), R., L., & A. 3-4, D. S'/i-,

S. 21/2 ir. ; Hotel Bahnhof (PL t; D, 3); these five near the station. — In
the town: Fadcon (PL f; E, 4), Marktgiisse, R., L., & A. 21/2, B. IV4, D.

8-3V2 fr. ; PFI8TERN {Hdtel des Boulangers ; PL g, E 3), near the clock-tower,
R., L., & A. from 2V2, D. 81/2, pens. 7-10 fr. ; Cigogne (PL h; D, 3, 4),

R., L., & A. 2-3, B. IV4, D. 3, pens. 8-10 fr. ; Zaheingek Hof (PL u; B, 2),
Geaellschafta-Str., near the Grosae Schanze ; ''Lion d'Or (PL i ; C, D, 4), Spi-
talgasse, R., L., & A. 2 3, B. IV4, D. 3, pens. 7-9 fr. ; Schmieden {Marichaux;
PL k, E 3), unpretending; Hotel-Pension Ruof (PL 1; D, 3), Waisenhaus-
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Platz, R. 2, B. 1 fr. ; Steenen (PI. m ; D, 3), Aarbergergasse, plain, E.

lV2-2'/2, !>• 21/2 fr. ; Hotel zd Zimmebleuten {Charptntiers ; PI. n, E 3),
Marktgasse; Ceep (PI. o; D, 3), Qlrs, both near the station, R. 2V2-3, D,
3 fr. ; Hotel dd Sauvage (Wilder Mann; PI. p, D 8), Aarbergergasse, K.

IV2-2V2, B. 1, D. 3 fr. ; Hot. dItalie , Zeughau-gasse; Croix Blanche,
Zeughausgasse^ Emmenthaler Hof, ^'^eue Gasse; these last all moderate.

Pensions. Herter (PI. q; F, 4), well situated, near the cathedral;
•Villa Fret, Schwarzthor-Str. 71 (PI. r; A, 4), pens, from 5 fr. ; Beau-
Site, Niesenweg 3; Jolijiont, iiussere Enge (I'/z M. ; p. 159), with tine

view (5-8 fr.).

Cafes and Restaurants. ''Rail. Restaurant., D. 21/2 fr. ; ''Arnold's Restau-
rant zum Rathskeller., cor. of the Gerechtigkeits-Str. and Kreuzgasse; Cafi
du Jura, Cafi de France., at the hotels of these names, near the station;
Gesellscha/tshaus Museum, Baren-Platz , corner of the Bundesgasse, dej.

or D. I-2V2 fr. ; Caf4 Notional, Schauplatzgasse 3 (mural paintings of old
Bern): Cafi Easier, Neuengasse; Cafi du Pont., beyond the Kirchenfeld
bridge, to the right, with a tine view, dej. 2 fr. ; Schwellenmdtteli, adjacent,
below, to the left (PI. E, 4; fish). — Good Wine on draught at the Korn-
haus-Keller (p. 155) ; Cafi Bdren, Schauplatzgasse 4 (quaint wall-paintings)

;

Weibel, Zeughausgasse. — Beer Gardens. Cafi de la Paste, Xeuengasse;
Cafi Sternwarte, on the Grosse Schanze (p. 158); ""Cafi SchdnzU (p. 159;
daily coricert or theatrical performance in summer, 2 fr., 1 fr. , 50 c); Cafi
in the Innere Enge (p. 159), 1 M. from the Aarberg Gate. — Confectioner.
O. Strobel-Durheim, Bahnhofs-Platz.

Baths. River Baths in the Aare (58-68° Fahr.), at the Marzili (PI. D,

6; p. 157); "Warm Baths in the Sommerlustbad, Laupen-Str. (also Turkish
Baths); Central-Bad, Marktgasse 43.

Cabs. One-horse, for 1/4 ^^- 1-2 pers. SOc, 3-4 pers. 1 fr. 20c.; each
additional ^|^'hT. 40 or 60 c. Two-horse: same fares as for 3-4 pers. with
one horse. Box 20 c, small articles free. From 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., double
fares. Whole day, i.e. over 8 hrs., 1-2 pers. 15fr., 3-4 pers. 20fr. — The
* Ta.rarneter Cabs'' (red badges) have a special tariff.

Tramway (propelled by compressed air) from the Bears' Den through the
chief street to the" railway-station, and thence to the 'Linde' (Bremgarten
Cemetery; fares 10-20 c.) and back. Steam Tramways from the railway
station to Wabern (p. 159; 25 c.) and to the Langgasse(Bremgartenwald, lOc),
and from the Helvetia-Platz to Muri, Giimlingen, and Worb (p. 149).

Post and Telegraph Office (PI. C, 3), near the station. Branch-office

in the Kramgasse,
Theatre in the Theater-Platz (performances from Oct. to April); Sum-

mer Theatre at ihe Schanzli (p. 15^).

British Minister, F. R. St. John, Effinger-Strasse 49, office-hours 10-12;

Consul, Gaston de Muralt. — American Minister, John G. A. Leishman; Con-
sul, Adolph L. Frankcnthal, Hirschengraben 7 (9-12 and 2-4). — English
Church Service in the Hall of the Lerber Schule, Nsegeligasse 2, at 10.30 a.m.
and 5 p.m. (4 p.m. in winter), — Roman Catholic Church, Tauben-Str,

The Enquiry Office (Verkehrsbureau), at the E. corner of the railway
station, furnishes information gratis as to sights, excursions, etc. — Money
Changers in the Christoffelgasse, to the S. of the railway-station. — Trav-
elling Requisites, Karl Knecht & Co., Christoffelgasse 7,

Attractions. Visit the 'Kleine Schanze' and walk past the Federal
Buildings to the Kirchenfeld-Briicke and the Historical Museum; then
to the Cathedral (Miinster-Terrasse) ; follow the Kreuzgasse to the Rath-
haus; cross the Nydeck-Briicke to the Bears' Den; return past the Zeit-

glockenthurm to the Kornhaus-Platz and cross the new Kornhaus-Briicke
to the Schanzli; lastly cross the railway-bridge to the Art and :Katural

History Museums.

Bern (1765'), the capital of Canton Bern, with 57,162 inhab.

(including its extensire suburbs), has been the seat of the Swiss

government since 1848. It is also the seat of a university (500-600

students), founded in 1634, and of the Central Office of the Inter-
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national Postal Union. — The city, in a striking situation, is built

on a peninsula of sandstone-rock, fotmed by the Aare, which flows

100' below. The streets in the old part of the town are flanked

with arcaidesfLauben), which form a covered way for foot-passengers.

One of the chief characteristics of Bern consists in its numerous
fountains, mostly dating from the 16th cent., and recently restored.

In other respects also Bern retains more mediaeval features than

any other large town in Switzerland.
Founded by Duke Bertliold V. of Zahringen in 1191. the town became

independent of the Empire in 1218. By 1288 its powers had so increased
that it warded off two sieges by Rudolph of Hapsburg, and in 1339 the
Bernese overthrew the Burgundian nobles at the battle of Laupen (p.225j.
In 1353 Bern joined the Confederation, and in 1526 the citizens embraced
the reformed faith. In 1415 they conquered part of Aargau, and in 1536
they wrested the Pays de Vaud from the princes of Savoy ^ but in 1798
they were deprived of these territories.

Bern is celebrated for its splendid *Views of the Alps, and the phenom-
enon of the 'Alpine glow' (p. xvi) is seen here to great advantage. The
most important mountains are marked in the annexed Panorama. From
other points (the Klosterhof, Bundes- Terrasse, Kleine Schanze, Cafe
Schiinzli, and the Enge outside the Aarberger Thor) the following moun-
tains are also visible: to the right of the Doldenhorn, the Balmhor-n (12,180')

with the Altels (11,930'; 37 M. distant), and over the Gurten, the bell-

shaped summit of the Stockhorn (7195'; IS 31.); also, to the extreme left,

the peaks of the Spannorter (10,515'; 53 M.) and the Schlossberg (10,280';

54 M.), both in the canton of Uri : the crest of the Bduchlen near Escholz-
matt (5810'; 24 M.), and the Feuerstein above the Entlebuch (6700'; 30 31.).

The chief artery of traffic is a series of broad streets, the

Spitalgasse, Marktgasse, the Kramgasse, and Gerechtigkeitsgasse,

which extend from the Obere Thor (PI. C. 4) to the Nydeck Bridge

(p. 155), a distance of nearly a mile. In the Spitalgasse is the

pretty Bagpiper Fountain^ dating from early in the 16th century.

At the beginning of the Maektgassb, where the Baren-Platz and

the Waiseuhaus-Platz mark the W. limit of the town down to 1346,

stands the Kdfigthurm (PI. D, 3), restored in the 17th century. The
Marktgasse contains the fine Schutzenbrunnen {^Archer Fountain;

1527) and the Seilerhrunnen, the latter with a statue of the foundress

of the Insel Hospital (p. 158) on an ancient marble column. Farther

on, beyond the interesting old guild-houses ( Webern, Schmieden,

Zimmerleuten), is the Zeitglockenthurm (PI. E, 3), the W. gate

of the town in its earliest phase, but now its central point, rebuilt in

the lo-17th cent., and recently decorated with frescoes. On the E.

side is a curious clock, which proclaims the approach of each hour

by the crowing of a cock, while just before the hour a troop of bears

marches in procession round a sitting figure. Being the heraldic

emblem of Bern, the bear frequently recurs. Thus, on the neigh-

bouring Zdhringer-Brunnen (PI. E, 3, 4), in the Kramgasse, Bruin

appears with shield, sword, banner, and helmet. The Samson
Fountain and the GerechtigTceitsbrunnen, the latter in the Geeechtig-
KEiTSGASSE, also deserve notice.

The Koknhaus-Platz (PI. E, 3) is embellished with the gro-

tesque Kindlifresser-Brunnen (Ogre Fountain), with a procession of
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armed bears on the shaft of the column. The Kornhaus (PI. E, 3),

built in 1711-16, rebuilt and fitted up as an Industrial School in

1896, contains a large open hall onthegroundfloor, with 34 columns,

in which the weekly coxn-market takes place. In the basement is

the frequented Kornhaus - Keller (p. 153), lately restored and dec-

orated in the early-Bernese style (the largest cask contains about

8800 gal.). On the upper floor is the cantonal Industrial Museum
(collection of samples and models, open gratis, 10-12 and 2-5,

Sun. 10-12, and on Frid. evening, 7-9). — The imposing *Korn-
haus - Briicke, built in 1895-98 from the plans of A. & H. von

Bonstetten and consisting of an iron roadway 1165' long and 41'

broad , supported by stone piers, and 157' above the water (main

arch 400' in span), leads from the Kornhaus-Platz, at an incline of

21/2:100, over the deep valley of the Aare, to the Schdnzli (p. 159)

and the new quarter on the Spitalacker (PI. E-H, 1. 2).

At the E. end of the Metzgbegasse are the modern Old Catho-

lic Church (PL F, 3), Romanesque-Gothic, designed by Deperthes

of Rheims, and the cantonal Rathhaus or Town Hall (PI. F, 3),

erected in 1406-16 in the Burgundian late-Gothic style, and restor-

ed in 1862. The Rathhaus, approached by a fine flight of steps,

and adorned with the arms of the Bernese districts, contains the

Great Council and the Government Council rooms. — Adjacent is

the State Chancellery., a late-Gothic building of 1520-41.
On the E. side of Bern, where the old castle of Nydeck stood, the Aare

is crossed by the handsome Nydeck Bridge (PI. H, 3). in three arches, built
in 1844 by K. E. Mtiller (tramway, see p. 153). The central arch has a
span of 165' and is 100' high. On the right bank of the Aare is the
Bears' Den (Bdrengraben), where Brain is maintained, according to im-
memorial usage, at the cost of the municipality. Bread and fruit are the
only offerings permitted. — From this point the Muri-Sialden, a handsome
avenue of plane-trees, affording a fine view of the town, ascends to the

right, whence we may return to the (20 min.) centre of the town by the
Marien-Strasse and the Kirchenfeld-Briicke (p. 156).

The *Cathedral or Munster (PI. F, 4), a fine late -Gothic

edifice, 285' long, 118' broad, and 77' high, was begun in 1421,

completed in 1598, and restored in 1850. Round the xoof runs a

beautiful open Balustrade, the design of which is different between

each pair of buttresses. The sculptures of the * W. Portal (end of

15th cent.) represent the Last Judgment; in the outer arches are

Christ, above, with theYirgin and John the Baptist on the left and
right, and the Apostles ; in the inner arches are the Prophets and

the Wise and Foolish Virgins. The Tower, 328' high, was com-
pleted in 1890-94 by the German architect Beyer (d. 1899).

Interior (adm. 20c. ^ San., 2-6. free). The Stained Glass on the N.
side of the Choir (one window representing the dogma of Transuhstan-
tiation) dates from 1496; that on the S. side is modern (1867). The
Choir Stalls (1522) are adorned on one side with Christ and the Apos-
tles, on the other with Moses and the Prophets. A monument with the
armorial bearings of Berthold von Zdhringen , the founder of Bern (see

p. 154), wag erected by the city in 1600. Another in memory of the
magistrate Friedrich von Steiger, bears the names of the 702 Bernese who
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fell on 5th March, 1798, at the Grauholz and at Neuenegg, in an engage-
ment with the French. In front of this is an Entombment in marble, by
Tscharner (1870). The great organ dates from 1849 and has 60 stops (per-

formance four times weekly in summer at 8.30 p.m.: adm. 1 fr.). — The
octagonal gallery ofthe Towee (340 steps ; 20 c.) commands a magnificent view.

The Platz in front of the cathedral is adorned with an Equestrian

Statue of Rudolph von Erlach , the victor at Laupen (p. 225), in

bronze, designed by Volmar of Bern, and erected in 1848, with bears

at the corners and inscriptions and trophies on the pedestal.

The *Cathedkal Terkace [Miinster-Terrasse ; PI. F, 4), rising

abruptly 110' above the Aare, formerly the churchyard, is now a

shady promenade with seats, adorned with a bronze statue of Bert-

hold von Zdhringen (p. 154), by Tscharner, with Bruin as a helmet-
bearer. The view is justly celebrated. At the S.E. corner an electric

lift descends to the quarter of Matte (p. 157), on the Aare.

From the Cathedral Square we follow the Herrengasse to the
Municipal Library (PL E, 4; adm. on week-days, 2-4), containing

numerous works on Swiss history, the University Library, and the

Vni>:ersity (PI. E, 4), We then turn to the left and cross the Kloster-

hof (whence our panorama was taken) to the *Kirchenfeld-Brucke
(PI. E, 4; splendid view), a bold iron bridge built in 1882-83,
113' above the Aare, which crosses the Aare Valley in two spans of

285' each, and connects the old town with the Kirchenfeld quarter.

Here, in the Helvetia- Platz, rises the Bernese Historical
Museum (PI. E, 5), a picturesque building in the mediaeval style,

designed by Lambert (adm. in summer daily, 8-12 and 1-6, 50 c.

;

Sun. 10V2-i2 and 2-4, Tues. and Sat. 3-4. free; also on Tues. &
Sat., 4-6, 50 c).

Middle Flook (first entered). The vestibule contains a Roman mosaic
pavement from Toffen. — To the left (E.) is the EllinograpMcal Collection,
consisting chiefly of objects from iS\ America (Greenland, United States,
Canada), the islands of the Pacific (collection of Weber, the companion of
Capt. Cook on his third voyage), China, Japan. Persia, Central Africa,='Bor-
neo, and Java. — To the right (W.) is the Archaeological Collection, including
antiquities from lake-dwelling?, implements of the flint, bronze, and iron
periods, and Roman remains (fragments of a mosaic floor from Herzogen-
buchsee. bronze vase from Grachwyl).

Uppek Floor. In the handsome staircase are Armour of the 15-16th cent,
and modern Weapons and Banners , all from the Bern Arsenal. — To
the right (E.). Roosi I. Tapestry from Burgundy and the Netherlands,
including embroidered Antependia from Lausanne and the Convent of
Konigsfelden (p. 20). of the 13-15th cent.; table from the Bern Town Hall,
1576; Ecclesiastical Vestments of the 14-16th cent, (by the windows); Stained
Glass of the 16th century. — Room II. Articles in Wrought Iron, including
some well-preserved swnrds of the 13-14th cent, (in a case); Swiss coins,
tiles, etc. — Room III (Silver Chamber). About lOO silver Guild, Family,
and Church Cups; 'Diptych, formerly supposed to be the field-altar of Charles
the Bold, executed at Venice at the end of the 13th cent, for Kins Andrew
of Hungary, presented before 1357 to the Convent of Konigsfelden bv
Queen Agnes, and in Bern since the Reformation : Bernese Coins and Medals.— To the left (W.) of the staircase. Room I. Tapestry from Lausanne
and Burgundy (with the Bnrgundian and other arms); Bernese Magistrate''

s

Chair of the 18th cent. ; views of Bern in the 17-18th centuries,
Gbolnd Floob. Reproductions of Early Swiss Booms.
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The new Swiss National Library is now being erected on the

S.W. side of the Kirchenfeld.

On a height to the N.W. of the Kirchenfeld-Briicke rise con-

spicuously the Bundeshauser (PI. D, 4), or Federal Buildings, two
handsome edifices in the Florentine palatial style, which are to be
connected by a domed building not yet completed. The Bundeshaus-

Ost^ erected from Auer's designs in ISSS-O^, accommodates the depart-

ments of war, industry, and agriculture; the Bundeshaus-West.
built by Stadler and Studer in 1852-57, contains the chambers of the

two legislative assemblies (the 'Nationalrath' and the 'Standerath').

In the large hall of the latter the Postal Union was founded on
Oct. 9th, 1874. Both buildings are shown (free) by the custodian,

9.30-11.30 and 2-4. In front of the Bundeshaus-West is a fountain-

figure of Bernay in bronze, on a pedestal adorned with figures of

the Seasons (1863). The Bundes-Terrasse^ adjoining the S. facade,

commands a splendid view.

Near the Bundeshaus-Ost is the Federal Statistical Office, in

the house once owned by A. von Haller (d. 1777), the physician

and poet; adjacent, at the comer of the Inselgasse, is the Mint

(1790-93). — Between the two federal buildings, to the N., ex-

tends theBaren-Platz, in which, to the left, is the Museum (p. 153),

adorned with stataes of celebrated Bernese.

A Cable Tramway. 360' long (gradient 3:10), descends on the W. side

of the Bundes-Terrasse to the Marzili quarter (baths, see p. 153). Car
every 6 min. ; fare 10 c. — Interesting walk thence, under the Kirchenfeld
Bridge, and through the busy Matte quarter to the !N'ydeck Bridge (p. 155).

To the W. of the Bundeshauser, passing the Bernerhof, a few

paces bring us to the *Kleine Schanze (PI. C, 4), with its promenades,

which afford a superb survey of the Bernese Alps (comp. p. 153;
panorama by Imfeld on a round stone in the upper promenade)

:

in the foreground, the Aare Valley and the Kirchenfeld-Briicke, with

the cathedral-tower to the left and the Historical Museum to the

right. In the grounds is a bust of Niggeler(d. 1887), the 'Turnvater'

('father of gymnastics). — On the N. side of the Kleine Schanze

is the new Roman Catholic Church, a Romanesque basilica.

The Christoffelgasse leads hence to the N. to the Christoftel-

Platz, where a Monument to Adrian von Bubenberg, the victor of

Morat, from a design by Leu, was erected in 1897.

The Kunst-Museum (PL D, 2) in the Waisenhaus-Str., built

by Stettler in 1879, is open on week-days, 9-12 and 1-5 (adm, 50 c;

free on Tues. and on Sun., 10.30-12 and 2-4; catalogue 50 c).

On the Gbodnd Floor are two rooms to the left containing sculptures
asd casts.

The vestibule of the Upper Floor contains statues of Rebecca, Miriam,
Ruth, and David, by Imhof; busts of Bianca Capello and of an Arab
sheikh, after Marcello (p. 227) ; Burnand, Herd leaving the mountain-pasture.
On the hft, three cabinets with early German, Italian, and Netherlandish
pictures, iiacluding several, by Nic. Manuel (1484-1520) and others, from Bern
CathedraL Adjoining these are three rooms with works of modern Swiss
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painters, among which are the following: Anker, 6. Kx^mination at the

villa^ie-school, 7a. Soup of the poor. 7b. Boy reading to hU giLncHather;

8. Bachmann, Going to a ctiristening in winter-, 'IT. Bocklin. IA\\ of the

Sea; Alex. Calame. 37. Waterfall at Meirineen, 3S. Handegg; 39. Arthur Ca-

lame, Lake of Geneva at Tlermance: 42. Caftan, Lake of Oe.schinen; 48.

Diday, Lnuterbrnnnen Valley from Wengen ; 8S. Oehri. 0-olden wedding;
92, 93. Ed. Oirardet, Going to school, .Alm^-giving; 97. K. Girardet, Battle

of Morat; 101. C. Grab., Family woisliip; 112. Annie Ilopf, Prayer meeting
in the house of G. Monod at Paris; 121. R. Koller, Strayed cow and calf;

137. Mafsarani, Oriental life: 143, 144. Meuron, Chamois-linnters ; 115.

Humbert, Cattle at a ford; 160. Pmj, Huss Hiding farewell to his friend?;

163. A. Potter, Evening in S. Italy: 1G9. A. de Regr.y, Arch of Titns at

Pome; 187. RUdisiihli, Deserted castle; 201. Jul. *ScAra<:<«r, Abdication of Erap.
H.nrv IV.; Carl Stauffer (Bern), 214, 215. Sister of the artist; 212, 213,

216-219. Pictures and studie-^ ; 210. A. Sidbli, After the storm; 2'.'6 Vautier,

Saying grace; A. Veillon, 2;'8 Spring on the Lake of Brien?, 229. Tombs
of "the Caliphs at Cairo; 242. R. Weits, .Street in Cairo: 256. ZiVncZ, Forest-

landscape in autumn, with figures by Koller. — Adjoining Room I is a ca-

bintH with Berne.^e portraits by Johann Diim (Bern ; 1645-1736). The fol-

lowing four cabinets contain works by Swiss masters of the end of the
ISth and beginning of the 19th centuries and a few other pictures.

Opposite is the Natural History Museum (PI. D, 3), built by

A. Jahn in 1879-81 (open in summer, Tues. and Sat., 2-5, and

Sun.. 10.30-12.30 and 2-4, free; on other days, 8-6, adra. 50 c).

Ground Floor. In the entrance-hall are busts of A. von Halltr
(p. 1.o7) and E. L. Grvner (d. 1883), the geologist; also a geological map
of Switzerland. By the staircase is a group of chamois. The room to

the right contains the Collection of Afinerals, which includes two cases of

maguiticent crvstals from the St. Gottliard and another with large black
crystals from the Tiefen Glacier (p. 132). Bust of B. Studer (d. 1887).

To the left is the Palaeontological Collection, rich in Alpine fossils. Pv^rfect

skeletons of the Irish elk and the cave-bear. Relief of the Bernese Ober-
land by Ed. Beck. — On the first and second floors is the Zoological
Collectian. In the central saloon (1st floor), with ceiling-frescoes by Bal-
dancoli, are large ruminants. In the room on the left, birds and eggs.
In the room on the right, mammalia. Adjacent, a small room devoted to

the Swiss fauna; Bary, the celebrated St. Bernard dog. — On the 2nd
floor, to the left, reptiles, amphibia, fish, corals, and sponges; to the right,
mollusks. crabs, insects, echinodermata. and worms.

Adjoining the Museum on the S.E. is a large School Building
(PI. D, 3; 'Gymnasium', 'Realsrhule', and 'Primarschule'). — The
old Cavalry Barracks (PI. D, 3), near the post-offlce, contain the
Permanent Educational ExftiOition (groundfloor) , the Pharmaceuti-
cal Institute (1st floor), and the Zoological and Mineralogical-Oeo-
logical Institutes (2nd floor).

The grounds on the Grosse Schanze, above the station to the
W. (PI. B, C, 3), alford an extensive panorama, but the view of the
city is less picturesque than from other points. At the top are the
Ohservatory (iHSO'), the Offices of the Jura-Simplon Railway, the
Women s Hospital, and a bust of President Stdmpfli (d. 1879). About
V4 M farther on are the Physiological Institute and the Chemical
Laboratory (PI. A, 2).

To the W. of the town, in the continuation of the Laupen-Strasse (Pi. A,
3,4), are the large Inselspital, on the pavilion system (IS80-81). oiigiually
founded in 1354 (in the Inselgasse), and the Unversity Clinical Jnsiitviet.

Crossing the Kaibvay Bridge(^p. 18j, at the N.W. end of the town,
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we pass the Botanic Garden (PI. D, 2) and reach (I/2 M.) the

*Schan2li (PI. E, 2 ; Cafe, see p. 153 ; non-customers pay 50 c),

with a terrace and grounds commanding the finest view near Bern.

In the foreground lies the picturesque city; above it rises the wooded
Gurten ; to the left, the Bernese Alps, and to the right, the Stockhorn

chain, adjoined by the Freiburg Mts.; to the extreme W., the Moleson.

— Adjacent is the Pension Victoria, for invalids. Hence we return

to the town by the Kornhaus-Briicke (p. 155).
Beyond the Sehanzli, in the Spitalacker and Beundenfeld, is a new

quarter with numerous villas (fine view from that of Prof. Stein). Here
also is the Military Depot of Canton Bern, erected in 1874-78. Adjacent
is the large Drill Ground.

About 1 M. to the 1^. of the Aarberg Gate, on the left bank of the Aare,
beyond the Deer and Chamois Park (comp. PI. C, 1), is the *Enge (cafe,

see p. 153j, rising high above the Aare, with promenades and view of the
town and the Alps. Monument to Gottlieb Studer (1804-90J, the Alpine author-
ity. Adjacent is the heeintiful Bremgarien Forest, with marked paths •, one
of its prettiest points is the Glasbrnnnen, V2 hr. from the Enge. — Beyond
the Enge the walk may be prolonged, past the Fens. Jolimont and through
fine beech-wcods. to the Aare, oppu.'-ite the chateau oi Reichenbach (ferry;

the return may also be made via Zollikofen, p. 18).

The view from the *Gurten (2825'; Inn), a long hill to the S. of Bern,
embraces, besides the Bernese Alps (p. 154), the Stockhorn chain, the Frei-

burg Alps , the Jura for a distance of 100 M., with parts of the Lake of
Neuchatel, and, to the left, the Unterwald and Lucerne Mts. as far as Pi-

latus. A steam-tramway (see p. 153) runs half-hourly from the Bern rail-

way-station to (10 min.) Wabern, whence several paths ascend to (1 hr.) the
top C'Inn). An electric railway up the Gurten is to be opened in 1899. On
the hillside are the Bachtelen asylum for deserted boys and the girls' insti-

tute Victoria.

About "^1/2 M. to the S. of Bern (road via Kehrsatz, see below) lies

Zimmerwald (2815'; Hot.-Pens. Beau-Sejour), charmingly situated, whence
the BUtschelegg (3470'; inn), with an extensive view, may be ascended in

IV4 hr. — During a longer stay excursions may be undertaken to the
Frieswylhiibel (2385'; 4 hrs.), to the Falkenfluh (3410"; 2-21/2 hrs. from
Kiesen, see p. 160), and to the Belpberg^ (2935'). The ascent of the last

from Belp, to which a diligence runs twice daily in 1 hr. 10 min., takes
11/4 hr. ; the descent may be made to (V2hr.) Gerzensee (2110' ; *Kreuz, *Lowe,
both plain; fine Alpine view) and to (1/2 hr.) Wichtrach station (p. 160).

To THE Gcrnigel-Bad (17 M.), diligence from Bern twice daily in
41/2 hrs. (fare 7 fr. 15, coupe 8 fr. 60 c. ; carriage, ordered from the
baths by letter or telegram , with one horse 25 fr. and 21/2 fr. driver's
fee, with two horses 40 fr. and 5 fr. fee; the Bern drivers refuse to go
without two horses). The road leads by Wabern and Kehrsatz, and (leaving
Belp on the left) follows the W, side of the Glirbe-Thal. soon affording a
fine view of the Bernese Alps, to (7V'2 M.) Toffen. At (I2V2 M.) Kirchen-
thurnen (1995') it ascends to the right to the large village of Riggitherg
(2500'; Sonne), beyond which we follow a road to the left to (15 M.) Riiti

and ascend steeply through the Laswald to the (17V2 M.) 'Gurnigel-Bad
(3800'), a favourite health-resort, with a spring impregnated with lime and
sulphur, situated on a broad plateau (550 beds, R. 2V2-9, board 6-8 fr. : S. B.
G. H.). Extensive wood-walks in the environs: to (1/2 hr.) Seffigschwend
(351.0'; inn); to the (40 min.) "Bellevue Favillon (3620'; restaurant), with view
of th" Alps from the Pilatus and Titlis to the Stockhorn ; past the Lashofe
to the (3/4 hr.) Ldngnei-Bad (29C0') ; to the (I hr.) Obere Gurnigel (5085'), an
admirable point of view ; to the (IV2 hr.) Selibiihl (5750'), etc. — Over
the Selibahlgrat to (3 hrs.) Bad Schteefelberg, see p. 218; over the Gantrisch
to Bad Weissenburg (5-6 hrs.), see p. 213.
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43. From Bern to Thun.

19V2 M. Railway (Centralbahn) in 40-65 min. (3 fr. 35, 2 fr. 35, 1 fr.

70 c.)- View to the righi as far as Miinsingen; thence to Uttigen on the

left. — Through-trains from Bern to Interlaken (Thunersee Railwap, p. 163).

jBern, see p. 152. On the Wyler-Feld (p. 18) the train turns to

the right. View of the Alps to the S. ;
lunatic asylum of Waldau

on the left. 3 M. Ostermundingen. 5 M. Giimlingen (Hot. Matten-

hof), junction for Lucerne (p. 149); 21/4 M- to the E. is the *P€n-

sion bentenherg (2325'); the Giehel (*/4 hr. from the station) com-

mands a fine view. 8 M. Rubigen ; 10 M. Miinsingen (Lowe). On
the right rise the Stockhorn and Niesen, on the left the Monch,

Jungfrau, Bliimlisalp, and (farther on) Eiger. 12^/2 ^1- Wichtrach.

— From (141 '2 M.) Kiesen a road ascends hy Diesbach (p. 18) in

2'/2 lirs. , and a footpath via Brenzikofen in 2 hrs., to the Falkenfluh

(3410'; *H6tel- Pension), a health-resort with a fine view. Near

(151/2 ^I-) Uttigen we cross the Aare.

I9I/.7 M. Thnn. — Railway Stations. TTiwn, the chief station, on the

N.W. side of the town:, Scherzligen, to the S. ffor Interlaken), where
passengers alight for the steamer. — The Steamer fp- 16 1) calls at Thun-

Sladt, near the Hotel Freienhof, at Thun-Hofsfetten. above the large hotels,

and at Sfherzligen, close to the railway-station (p. 1'33).

Hotels. *Thuserhof. a largefirst-class house, with a garden on the Aare,

R. 4-8. L. V2, A. 1. B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 5. pens. 10 16. omn. 1 fr. ; *Bellevoe
(owned by the sams company), with grounds, similar rates; "Hot.-Pens.
Baumgarten (fe ViCTOKiA, with grounds, and dependance (Choist) on the

Aare, R.. L.. & A. 4-5, D. 4, pens. 7-10 fr. — *Feeiekhof (PL c), in the

town, with cafe-restaurant and garden on the Aare, R.. L., &. A. 2-3, B.

11/4, D. 3, S. 2. pens. 6-8 fr. ; *Falken (PI. a), near the station, with terrace

on the Aare. same prices-, *Weisses Keecz (PI. d). next the post-office, D.
3 fr. ; -Keone. Rathaus-Platz (PI. R P.). R , L , & A. IV2-2V2, B. 1, D. 2,

pens. 4-6 fr.; Schweizeehof (PI. &), at the end of the street leading straight

from the station, R. li/2-2\/2. D. 2V2, pens 6-7 fr. ; ~Bae, farther on, beyond
the bridge, unpretending: Hot. Emmexthal; Gasthof zd ScHiiiEDEN. —
*Pexs. Ittes, on the Amsoldingen road, 6^2-7 fr. ; Pens. Alpenblick. well

spoken of, 4-5 fr. ; Pens. HCxibach, on the Oberhofen road, moderate.

Munich beer at the Falkeahalle. ^Native beer at the Steinbod', the
Ccifi Bellevue, the Caf4 Bellerive, and in several beer-gardens. — Ccbgaeten,
with new Cursaal. Concerts daily, 3.30-5 and 8-10 p.m. : adm. 50 c; weekly
ticket 2, monthly 5 fr.

B.A.THS in the very rapid and cold Aare, to the N. of the town, 50 c.

Warm Baths at the Bdlliz Baths. — Boat on the lake, 3 fr. per hour, 2 hrs.

5 fr., 3 hrs. 7, 1/2 day 8, whole day 10 fr. -. but better terms may sometimes
be made. — Money Changeb. hpar- vnd Leihkasse Thun, Unter-Balliz 8.

Post & Telegeaph Office (PI. P). in the Balliz.

Cab to or from the station 1 fr. Carriage with one horse the first hour
5, with two hor.^es 10 fr., each addit. hour 3 and 5 fr. To Wimmis 8 or 15,
to Kandersfeg 22 or 40, to Weissenburg 13 or 24, to Zweisimmen 28 or
50, Gessenay 35 or 60. Gsteig 40 or 70, Chateau-dOex 40 or 70, Aigle 80 or

150, Gurnigel 25 or 45 fr.

English Chapel in the grounds of the Bellevue. — Roman Catpolic
Service in the new church near thelThmerhof.

Thun (1844'; pop. 5750). a quaint old town, charmingly situated

on the rapid green Aare, ^/^ M. below its efflux from the lake, is a

fitting portal to the beautiful Oberland. All the open spaces in the
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town command splendid views to the S.E. of the snowy peaks of the

Bliimlisalp and the Doldenhorn (see the Niesen Panorama, lower

range, to the left), with the Niesen in the foreground and the Stock-

horn chain to the left of it. Thun is the headquarters of the Swiss

artillery, with barracks and training grounds. The Artistic Pottery

of Thun has some reputation. One of the chief potteries is that of

Wanzenried at Schwabis, 1 M. to the N.W. (depot in Thun-Hof-
stetten).

Above the town rises the bold square tower of the old Castle of
Zdhringen-Kyburg (1935'; PL S), with its corner-turrets, erected

in 1182. Within the castle is the Amts-Schloss, or residence of the

Bernese bailiffs, erected in 1429. It may be reached from the N. gate
(I/4 M. from the station, via the bridges), by a covered flight of steps

from the market-place (PI. R P), and on the S.E. by another flight

of steps, or by an easy path from the Hotel Banmgarten. The tower

contains a small historical museum (50 c.). A walk round the castle

reveals beautiful views. Still more picturesque are the views from
the Church (PI. K; 1738), to the S.E. of the castle, and from the

pavilion in the corner of the churchyard.
Walks. On the right bank of the Aare, about 110 yds. above the Thun-

Hofstetten landing-place (p. IGO), is a finger-post (left) indicating a flight

of stops, which ascends, at first between houses, to the (1/4 hr.) 'Pavilion
St. Jacques (Jakobshiibeli; 210{y), commanding the lake, the Alps from the
Finsteraarhorn to the Doldenhorn, Thun, and the valley of the Aare. [Guests
of the Hotel Bellevue can reach this point by a prettier route through
the hotel-grounds. J A sign-post here shows the way to (10 min.) the Pavilion
(fine view of Thun); to the (3/4 hr.) Rabenfluh ; to the (25 min.) Kohleren
Waterfalls; and to (1 hr.) the Haltenegg (see below). Close to the Pavilion
St. Jacques is the Pension-Curhaui Obere Wart (pens. 5 fr.). — Another
walk is by the road on the right (N.) bank of the Aare and of the lake
across the Bdchimatt, with its pretty grounds and Alpine view, to the (20
min.) Chartreuse. Here (or by a shorter path 8 min. farther back) we
turn to the left, passing the Bdchiholzli, cross (10 min.) the EUnibach,
and follow a path through the picturesque Kohleren Ravine, where the
brook forms several small falls. This path ascends to the Griisisberg wood
(see below) and the Goldiwyl road (V2 hr. ; see below).

The Goldiwyl Road, which diverges to the right from the Steffisburg
road, at the 'Hiibeli', a few hundred yards to the N. of the town (shorter
path to the right at the Hot. -Pens. Baumgarten, with numerous guide-
posts), leads along the slope of the Griisisberg, the fine woods of which
are intersected by numerous walks. Fine view of the town, the valley of
the Aare, and the Stockhorn chain from the Rappenfluh or Rabenfluh (2910';

1 br.). Hence we may return to the town, in a curve towards the X.,
via the Brdndlisherg (2397'; 20 min.), another view-point, and the Pavilion
St. Jacques O/2 hr.), or we may go to the S. direct to the Pavilion
(V2 lir.). After about 2V4 M. the Goldiwyl road joins a road connecting it

with the Bachimatt road on the right bank of the Aare. and divides. The
left branch leads to (IV2 M.l Goldiwyl (3155'; Pens. Bliimlisalp, from 3V2 fr.),

the right to (2V4 M.) Heiligenschrcendi (3324'), V* M. to the S. of which is the
'Haltenegg (3283'), affording a magnificent view of the lake and the Alps.

Schloss Schadau, 1/4 M. to the S. of Scherzligen. see p. 164 (park open on
Sun.). — Schloss Hunegg., IV2M. to the S. of Thun-Hofstetten, see p. 16Kvisit-
ors admitted to the grounds and hothouses on application to the gardener).

Longer Excursions. To the N. of Thun (IV2 M.; carr. with one horse
3 fr.) is the considerable village oi Steffisburg (1930'; Landhaus Inn), on
the Zulg (rail, station, see p. 18), whence we may ascend in 1/2 hr. to the

Baedekeh, Switzerland. IS^h Edition. H
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small and well-sheltered *Schnittweyei'-Bad (2625'; pens. 5 fr.), with its

mineral spring and pretty walks. — Thierachern (1867'; Lowe), with fine

view, 3 M. to the W. ; 3 M. farther to the W. , Bad Blumenstein and the
Fallback ; thence footpath, passing the Pavilion Bellevue, to (21/2 hrs.) the
Giirnigel-Bad (p. 159). — Baths of Schwefelhevg (31/2 hrs. to the W. of
Blumenstein, beyond the Gantrisch Pass), see p. 218. — Burgistein (2690'),

a village and castle with fine view, 8 M. to the X.W. of Thun. — Amsol-
dingen (Roman tombstones). 3i 2 31. to the S.W., and the ancient tower of
Strdttligen (p. 163), 3V2 M. to the S. of Thun. the latter a splendid point of
view. The undulating district between the Stocken-Thal and Thun abounds
in beautiful walks and mountain-views. — The Stockhovn (7195'; from
Blumenstein or Amsoldingen 4-4V2 hrs.), see p. 213.

Electric railway from Thun to Burgdorf^ see p. 18.

44. The Niesen.

Two Bridle Paths : on the N. side from Wimmis (see below; 4^4 hrs.),

on the E. from the Ifeustrich-Bad(-p. 163; 4V4-4V2hrs.). The former has shade
in the morning, the latter in the afternoon. Horse to the top and back 15 fr.,

or, if the start is later than 10 a.m., 20 fr. ; to Heustrich over the Xiesen
(or from Heustrich over the Kiesen to Wimmis), 22 and 28 fr. — Gcidb
(unnecessary) 10 fr. Chair-porters 12 fr. each (four porters required for
one chair).

Spiez (p, 164) is the station both for Wimmis (3^4 M.; railway

ill 1/4 hr., 28 or 20 c] and for the Heustrich-Bad (41/2 M.; diligence

twice daily in 55 min., 1 fr. 10 c. ; one-horse carr. 5, two-horse

10 fr.). The diligence starts from the railway-station; carriages

may also he had at the pier. — Railway to Wimmis, see p. 212.
— The Kanderthal road (comp. p. 201) crosses the railway near

Spiezmoos. at its junction with the Thun road, and leads to the

left to (11/4 M.) Spiezivyler (Bar). It then divides, the left branch
leading to Heustrich-Bad and Frutigen (see below), while the right

branch descends in a wide curve (or we may take a direct path

through wood to the left) to the Kanderhrucke. Fine view of the

Bliimlisalp. Then a slight ascent to (2 M.) —
Wimmis (2075'; pop. 1242; ^Lowe; Hot, Xiesen, unpretending),

a pretty village at the E. base of the Bursf/Zu/i (3248'), overlooked

by a castle, now a school and public offices. The church is men-
tioned in ancient documents as early as 533.

Ascent of the Xiesen from Wijimis. The route (at first a narrow
cart-track) ascends on the S. side of the Burgfluh. After 35 min. it crosses
the Staldenbach ; 8 min. later, by a gate, is a finger-post indicating the
path to the left ('Niesen 33/4 hrs.'), which ascends in zigzags through
pastures and wood, passing the chalet on the Bergli. By the (2 hrs.)
chalets of Unterstalden (4940') the path crosses to the right bank of the
Staldenbach, and winds up the slopes of the Xiesen, past the chalets of
Oberstalden (5833'). The prospect first reveals itself beyond the (IV4 hr.)
Staldeuegg (6345'), a sharp ridge connecting the Bettfiuh or Frombergh<yrn
(7864') with the Xiesen. Thence to the top I-IV4 hr. more.

Beyond Spiezwyler (see above) the road to Heustrichbad and
Frutigen follows the hill, in view of the Blumlisalp and the Niesen
(r.). After ^j^ M. a road diverges to the left to Aeschi (p. 165),
while the main road descends to the Kander-Thal. At the Casino

Inn at Emdthal, 4 M. from Spiez, our road diverges to the right
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from that to Frutigen (p. 201) and crosses the Kander. On the left

bank, at the foot of the Niesen, lies the (i/o M.) —
*Heustricli-Bad (2295'; R.1-6, board 41/2-? fr.; S.B.G.H.), ^vith

an alkaline-saline sulphur-spring and a view of the Bliimlisalp.

A bridle-path (poor at places) ascends the grassy slopes behind the
baths in windings. When it divides, the steeper branch must be selected.

We first reach (1/2 hr.) an old lime-tree, with a bench. Then through
wood (1 hr.) and over pastures, past the chalets oi Schlechtenwaldegg &nd
the Hegern-Alp (6308'), and in numerous windings to the (2V2-3 hrs.)

summit. The Niesen Inn lies to the left. Milk at the two upper chalets.

The *Niesen (7763'; WeissmiXllers Inn, 5 min. below the top,

R. 4, B. 2 fr.), the conspicuous N. outpost of a mountain - chain

extending S. to the Wildstrubel, and like Pilatus regarded as an

infallible barometer, rises in the form of a pyramid. The rocks at

the base are clay-slate, those of the upper part sandstone-conglom-

erate. The view vies with that from the Faulhorn (comp. the Pano-
rama, p. 161). The beautiful snow-clad Bliimlisalp is seen to great

advantage. Best light towards sunset or before 10 a.m.

45. From Thun to Interlaken. Lake of Thun.
Comp. Map., p. 160.

a, Thunersee Railway.

171/2 M. Railway in 52-63 min. (4 fr. 10, 2 fr. 75, 1 fr. 95 c); from Bern
to Interlaken in IV2-2V4 hrs. (7 fr. 45, 5 fr. 10, 3 fr. 65 c). — Through
railway tickets may be also uaed for the steamboat (see p. 164), but allow
no break in the journey.

Thun., see p. 160. — 1/2 M. Scherzligen (see p. 160), at the efflux

of the Aare, close to the steamboat-pier (see p. 164). To the right,

a view of the Stockhorn chain ; to the left, the Bernese Alps from
the Wetterhorn to the Bliimlisalp. l^/.^M.Gwatt (Schafle; Post).

Beyond Strdttligen, with its old tower (p. 162), we cross the gorge

of the Kander (p. 201) by a handsome bridge, 98' high.

6 M. Spiez (2070'). The station is high above the village (p. 164)

;

splendid view of the Lake of Thun and the mountains on its N.

bank (Ralligstbcke. Sigriswyler Rothhorn, etc.); in the foreground,

Spiez with its chateau, and to the S.E. and S.,the Bernese Alps. —
Simmenthal Railway, see p. 212.

Beyond Spiez the line descends past ^awZensce (p. 165); it then

skirts the precipitous S. bank, passing through three tunnels near

Krattigen. 12 M. Leissigen (Steinbeck, "NVeisses Kreuz), pleasantly

situated at the foot of the Morgenberghorn (p. 171 ; road to Aeschi,

see p. 165). Beatenberg (p. 166) is visible high above the N. bank.

— 141/2 M. Ddrligen (Pens. Seller, Scharz, Schwalbenheim ; Hot.-
Pens. Bellevue, well spoken of, pens, from 4fr.). To the left, near the

influx of the Aare, is the ruin of Weissenau. The train skirts the
Aare Channel and reaches the station of (I71/2 M.) Interlaken (p. 167).

11
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b. Steamboat Journey.

Steamboat (restaarant on board, D. 2'/2 fr.), 6-7 times daily in 2 hrs.

from TItun-Siadt (p. 160) to Interlaken (fare 2 fr. 75 c). Railway passengers
wishing to go on by steamboat change at ischerzligen (p. 163). — Stations

:

Ho/stelten, Scherzligtn, Oberho/en, Gunten, Spiez, Merligen, Beatenhucht-,

Leissige?!, Ddrligen (the last two not always touched at).

The steamer starts I'rom the Freienhof Hotel (p. 160), ascends

the Aare^ stops at Hofstetten on the right bank (p. 160), and then

at rail. stat. Scherzliyen (p. 163). To the left, among trees, is the

Chartreuse (p. 161); to the right, on a peninsula at the efflux of the

Aare, ScliLoss Schadau, a turreted building in the English Gothic

style, with a large park (p. 161).

The Lake of Tbun (1840'), which the steamer now enters, is

11 M, long and nearly 2 M. wide ; its greatest depth is 702'. The
*View from the steamer is magnificent. The Stockhorn (7195'),

with its conical summit, and the pyramidal Niesen (7763') rise

on the right and left of the entrance to the valleys of the Kander
and Simme (p. 212). To the left of the Niesen are the glittering

snow-fields of the Bliimlisalp ; on the right, at the head of the Kan-
der-Thal, the Friindenhorn, Doidenhorn, Balmhorn, Altels, and
Kinderhorn gradually become visible (from left to right). In the

direction of Interlaken appear successively (from right to left) the

Mittaghorn, Juugfrau, Monch, Eiger in the foreground, and farther

off the Schreckhorn and Wetterhorn,

The steamer skirts the N.E. bank, with its villas and gardens,

and woods above them, and passes the pretty village of Hilterfingen.

To the left is the chateau of Hiinegg, in the French Renaissance

style. The boat touches at Oberhofea C^Pens. Moy ; "^Pens. Oher-

hofen; Restaurant Zimmerrnann), which has a picturesque chateau

of Count Harrach, and at Gunten (*H6t.-Pens. Hirsch, with garden,

*Pens. da Lac, 5 fr., recommended for a stay, both on the lake;

*Pens. Alpenrose, 41/2-0 fr.; Weisses Kreuz; Pens. Schonberg, on the

hill). In the vicinity (I72 M- from the lake) the water of the Gunten-
bach has formed a curious gorge with waterfalls.

A road (one-horse carriage from Gunten 6, from Thun 10, two-horse
18 fr.) ascends from Gunten to (3/4 hr.J Sigriswyl (2620' ; Pens. Bar, R. IV2-2,
B. 11,2, pens. 41/2-51/2 fr.), a prettily situated village. The Blume (4577'; fine

view) is ascended hence in 2 hrs. via Schwanden; the Sigriswyl- Grat {Vorder-
Bergli, 5508'; Hinter-Btrgli, G056') by the Alpiglen-Alp in 2V2-3 hrs.; the
"Sigrisuyler Rothhorn (.6735'j- the highest point of the Sigriswyl-Grat, in
4 hrs. (with guide). — On the steep slope of the Sigriswyl-Grat towards
the Justis-Thal (p. 165) is the Scha/loch (K40'), a large ice-cavern, reached
from the Obere Bergli by a giddy path in 3/4 hr. (guide, ice-axe, and
torches necessary).

The steamer now crosses the lake, at its broadest part, to —
Spiez. — Hotels. -Spiezer Hof, by the pier, with garden and lake-

baths, R. 21/2-6, L. 1, A. 3/4, B. ii/2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens, from 7, omu. 1 fr.

;

*H6t.-Pen3. Schonegg, 1 2 M. from the lake, near the rail, station, R.. L.,

& A. 3-5, B. 11/2. lunch 21/2, D. 31/2, pens. 7-12 tr. ; *Pens. Leica, well situ-

ated, pens. 5-6 fr.; Pens. Itten, 3 min. to the W. of the station ; Eailway
HuXEL <fe KESxAUjiANT, With line view uf Spiez and tbe lake, B. 3 fr. —
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Post & Teleobaph Office, at the rail, station. — Carriage fi-om the rail,

station or pier to Wimmis 4, with tv/o horses 7 fr. ; to Heustrichbad 5 or
10 fr. ; to Fanlenseebad 5 or 10 fr. ; to Aeschi 6 or 12 fr. 5 to Frutigen 10
cr 18 fr. ; to Blaasee 12 or 22 fr.; to Kandersteg 18 tr 32fr.i to Interlakeu
12 or 20 fr. — English Chcech Service in sua mer.

The village of Spiez^ the starting-point for an ascent of the

Niesen (p. 162) and for excursions to the Kander and Simme val-

leys (pp. 201, 212), is attractively situated. The picturesque old

chateau, formerly that of the Erlach family, has been restored and

is surrounded with grounds. The road ascends among the houses and
orchards of the village and divides into three branches at (I/2 ^^0
Per.sion Itten, That in a straight direction leads to the (Y4 M.)

Railway Station (p. 163; 230' above the lake; 3/^ M. from the pier),

that to the left to Faulensee (see below), and that to the right to

Wimmis and the Kander-Thal (pp. 162, 201).

From Spiez to Aeschi, 21/4 M. (carr., see above). The road diverges

to the left from the Kander-Thal road, about ^/t M. to the S. of Spiez-

wyler (p. 162). Walkers may follow the Faulensee load from the rail,

station and then (20 min.) ascend the path leading firit to the right and then
to the left (finger-post ; 1/2 hr.l. The village of Aeschi (2818'; 'Edt.-Pens.

Bcir, R., L., & A. from 2, B. IV2, lunch 21/2, D. 31/2, pens. 6-10 .r. ^^^To.'.-

Pens. Bliimlisalp, pens. 5-7 fr. ; ' H6t.-Peus. Niesen; '^Pens. Alpei.rose, 4-5 fr.

;

Pens. Liiide, with fine view, unpretending, 4-5 fr. ; Pens. Kopp., 1 M. from the
village, modtrate) lies on the height between the Lake of Thun and the Kan-
der-Tual, with a charming view of the lake, and is visited as a health-resort.

A pleasant road also leads in 2hrs. from Leitsigen(^p.iQ3) to Aeschi via Krattigen
(Stern). From Aeschi to the Hetidrichhad (p. I'S), footpath in 40 min. 5 to

the Miilinen road, 3 '4 hr. (The Faulensetbad, see below, is 1 M. to the S.E.)

Descent to Emdthal or Miilinen, 11/2 M. — From Aeschi to the Saxetex-
Thal, a pleasant route (6V2 hrs.

;
guide unnecessary). Road hj Aecchi-Ried

in the Suldthal to the (6 M.) Untere Suldalp (341S') ; then a bridle-path,
past a fine fall of the Suldbach, to the (IV4 hr.) ScJilieren-Alp (4675') ; ascent
to the left to the (IV2 hr.) Renggli cr Tanzbodeli Pass (6168'), between
the Morgenberghorn and the Schwalmeren ; then descent by the Innerberg-Alp

to (IV2 hr.) Saxeten (p. 171). The Morgenberghorn (738'5') may be ascended
from the Renggli Pass in 1 hr. (guide desirable for the inexperienced

;

comp. p. 171). The Schwalmeren (8135'), ascended from the Renggli Pass in

3 hrs., see p. 172.

From Spiez two black peaks are visible for a short time to the

E., above the S. bank of Lake Brienz ; that to the right is the Faul-

horn, that to the left (the broader) the Schwarzhorn. The next

station on the S. bank is Faulensee^ above which (3 M. from Spiez,

one-horse carr. 5 fr.) is the Faulensee-Bad (2625' ; *H6tel Victoria,

pens. 7-12 fr.), with a mineral spring, pleasant grounds, and beau-

tiful view.

On the N. bank we observe the abrupt Sigriswyl-Grat, with the

bold Ralligstocke (5452') and the Sigriswyler Rothhorn (6735'). On
the lake is Sddoss Ralligen. Beyond stat. Merligen (*H6t. Beatus,

with garden on the lake, pens. 5-6 fr.; Lowe), at the mouth of the

Justis-Thal, the steamer touches at the (74^1^.) BeatenbucJd (re-

staurant), the station for St. Beatenlerg (p. 166).

The'^Nase, a rocky headland, here juts into the lake. High up

on the steep bank runs the bold load (p. 166), hewn in the rock and
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j)assing through two tunnels. On the lake is the chateau of LeroiOj

near the Beatenbach, which issues from the Beatushbhle, ^/^M. ahove

the road, making a noise like thunder in spring and alter heavy

rain. Farther on the road threads three more tunnels, crosses the

ravine of the Sundgraben (p. 167), in which lie the houses of Sund-
lauenen, and leads past the Kublibad or St. Beatusbad, the Neuhmcs,

and the Pension Simpkin, to Unterseen.

The steamer, which sometimes calls at Leissigen (p, 163) on the

S.bank, next enters the Aare Channel (I3/4M. long ; to the left, the

ruin of Weissenau, p. 163) and stops at the landing-place Inter-

laken-Thunersee, near the W. or principal station of Interlaken

fp. 167).

From Beatbnbucht to St. Beatenbbbg, Cable Tramway in

16 min. (ascent 21/2 fr-, descent 1 fr., return-fare 3, on Sun. 2fr.).

The line is 1 M. long and has an average gradient of 1 : 3. The
station at the top is 5 min. from the Curhaus.

Fhom Interlaken to St. Bbatenbbeg, by road, 7 M. The
direct road diverges to the left from the Hahkem road (p. 172), about

1 M. from Unterseen, crosses the Lombach^ and winds upwards
through the wood (one-horse carr. 13, two-horse 24, to the Cnrhaus
14 or 25 fr.). Walkers, with the aid of short-cuts, take 1 hr. from
the Lombach bridge to a roadside inn, and ^/^hr. thence to the Hotel
desAlpes; as, however, there is little shade, walking is not recom-
mended in warm weather. — The road from Interlaken to Beaten-

bucht (5 M.), resembling the Axenstrasse (p. 99), is also attractive

for either walking or driving. It leads from Neuhaus along the

steep and wooded bank of the lake, finally high above it (two tun-
nels), and affords splendid views of the lake and the Bernese Alps
(carr. from Interlaken toMerligeu and back 9, with two horses 16 fr.).

St. Beatenherg. — Hotels (enumerated from W. to E.). — *Cdehaus,
at the W. end of the village, near a wood, with 160 beds and 'dependance'
(Fens. Edelweiss), R., L., & A. 3-6, D. 41/2- S. 2-3, pens. 7-12 fr. (S.B.G.H.);
*H6t.-Pexs. Beatus, R., L., & A. iV2, D.2, S. IV2, pens. 4-5 fr. ; *PensiOxV
Beatbice, with 'dependauce', 5-7, in June and Sept.4V2-6, fr.; Pens. Wald-
UEui; -Hot. Blumlisalp, with 'dependance\ R., L., & A. 3-5. B. 1.20, D. 3,
pens. 6-9 fr.; *H6t.-Pens. Beac-Sejoue-Waldeakd, R., L., & A. 41/2-51/2, B.
11/2, lunch 3, D. 5, pens. 7-10 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Schonegg (an Evangelical
resort), in the middle of the village, pens. 41/2-7, in July and Aug. 5-8 fr. ;

Kreuz, village-inn; *Grand Hotel Victoria, a large first-class house, I1/4M.
from the Curhaus, R., L., & A. 3-6. lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 8-14 fr. ; *H6t.
Post, R., L., & A. 3-4, B. I1/2, D. 4, pens. 7-10, omn. 1 fr.; Hot. -Pens.
Jdngfeaublick; *Hot.-Pens. Bellevce, frequented by the English, 7-10 fr.;

^HoT. Pens. Silberhokn, 21/4 M. from the Curhaus, 6-10 fr. On the other
side of the Sundgrahen: *H6t.-Pens. Alpeneose, R., L., & A. 4, B. I1/2,

lunch 31/2, D. 5fr. ; *Hot.-Pens. des Alpes, 3 M. from the Curhaus, R.,
L., «fe A. 21/2, B. 11/2. D. 3, pens, from 5 fr. ; Pension-Restaurant Waldegg;
Pens. Amisbijhl (p. 167). — Private Lodgings. — English C/^urch.

The village of St. Beatenberg (3775'), a favourite health-resort,

stretches along the flank of the Beatenberg for 2\i2 M., overhung
by the rocky ridge of the Ouggisgrat and occupying both sides of the
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Sundgraben, the deep bed of a mountain -torrent. Admirable view
of the Alps, from the Schreckhorn to the Niesen, including the Eiger,

Monch, Jungfrau, Bliimlisalp, Doldenhorn, and "Wildstrubel. Pleas-

ant paths, with benches, have been laid out above and below the

road.
At Pens. Edelweiss is a finger-post indicating the way to the Wald-

hrand (25 min. : green marks), the Vovsass, and the NiederJiorn; one at

the Hot.-Pens. Bliimlisalp indicates the Parallel Promenade (blue marks);
another between the church and the Victoria shows the way to the (8/4 M.)
Beatushohle (p. 166; red marks); a fourth, at the Bellevue, points upwards
towards the (V2 hr.) Kdmli (white and blue marks).

The finest point of view is the *Amisbiihl (4383'; Restaur <fr Pens.
at the top), 25 min. to the E, of the Hotel Alpenrose. Walkers from Inter-

laken diverge from the road to the right by a finger-post (where another
sign-post indicates the route down to the Beatushohle, to the left), 2 M.
above the roadside inn mentioned on p. 166, and V2 31. before the Hotel
des Alpes is reached. From this point to the top 1/2 lir.

Ascent of the 'Gemmenalphorn (6770'), the highest point of the Giiggis-

grat, from the Amisbiihl over the Waldegg-Allmend, Leimem. and Gemmen-
Alp, or from St. Beatenberg through the Piescheneji Valley in 2V2 hrs., not
difficult (path marked red and white

;
guide, 8 fr., unnecessary ; horse 16 fr.).

Superb view, ranging from Pilatus to the Stockhorn chain and the Diable-
rets ; at our feet lies the Justis-Thal (p. 165), beyond it are the Aare valley,
Bern, and the Jura Mts. The Lake of Thun is not visible. — The *Nieder-
horn (6445') and Burgfeldstand (6780'), each 272-3 hrs. from Beatenberg,
are also fine points (guide 6, horse 12 fr.). The route to the former is in-

dicated by white and yellow marks, that to the latter, passing the Kiinzli,

by white and blue marks. By following the arete, all three points may
be combined.

46. Interlaken and Environs.
Comp. Map, p. 17i.

Railway Stations. Thunersee Railway or Pkincipal Station (p. 163),
at the W. end of the town ; Beenese Oberland Railway (station Inter-
laken-Ost, pp. 169, 174), at the E. end, 1 M. from the first-named. They
are connected by the Bodelibahn (change carriages; IV4 M., in 7 min.;
fares 40, 25, 15, return 60, 35. 25 c). on which 12 trains run daily in each
direction, six going on to Bonieen (p. 194). Hotel-omnibuses and other vehicles
at both stations. — Steamboat Piers for the Lake of Thun rear the Principal
Station (p. 166): for the Lake of Britnz by the Hotel du Lac, opposite the
station Interlaken-Ost (p. 194).

Hotels and Pensions (omnibus 3/-i"l f^.). On the Hoheweg, from W. to

E. : *H6t. Meteopole (Pl. 1), R., L., <fe A. from 4, lunch 31/2. D. 5 fr. ; *Vic-
toeia (PI. 2), R., L., & A. 5-8, B. IV2, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 10-15 fr. (more
in Aug.); *JnNGFEAD (PI. 3), R. 4-8, L. V2-I, A. 1, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens.
10-15 fr. ; 'ScHWEizEEHOF (PI. 4), R., L., & A. 31/2-7, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens.
10-15 fr. ; ^BELVEDERE (PI. 5), R., L., & A. 4-8. B. I'/a, D. 4'

'2, pens. 9-16 fr.

;

*H6t. des Alpes (PI. 6), R., L., & A. 3-10, lunch 3, D.4. pens. 7-12 fr. ; 'Hotel
Beaueivage (PI. 9). R., L.. & A. 3'/2-7, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 9-16 fr.; Hot.
DuNoRD (PI. 7). R.. L., & A. from 3, D. 4, pens. 7-12 fr.; Hot. St. George
(PI. 22), with beer-garden and wine-room, R. 3-5, B. 1.30, D. 3V2, pens.
7-10 fr.; Hot. Bavaria, with beer-garden, R. 2V2-B, B. 11/4, D. 2-2V2, pens.
6-10 fr.; *H6t.-Pexs. Inteelaken (PI. 8), R., L., & A. 31/2-6, D. 4, pens.
7 lOfr.; *H6t. du Lac (PI. 10), near the E. station, R. 2-3, B. IV4, D. 3,
pens, from 6 fr.

To the W. of the Hoheweg, in the direction of the railway-station
(all second-class): *H6t. Oberlander Hop (PL 12), R., L., & A. from 3, D. 3,

pens, from 8 fr. ; opposite to it. Post (PI. 26), R. 2, B. 1, D. 2, S. li^fr.;

11
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r.ERF, R. from 2, B. 1, pens. 5-6 fr., well spoken of; Croix Blanche (PL

11), R. 2-2V2, D. 3, S. 2 fr.; Swan, R. 1-2 fr. ; Hot. Beenekhof (PI. 28),

R., L., <fe A. 2V2-3, D. 2V2, pens. 6-7 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Krebs fPl. 27), R. 21/2-3,

B. l^A, D- 3 fr.; Hot. Terminus (PL 29), K., L., & A. from 3, B. I'A, D.

31/2, pens, from 7 fr., the last three near the station. — Beyond the station

on the Rugen road : *Hot.-Pens. St. Gotthaed (PL 31), pens. 6-8 fr. ; *Eden
Hotel (PL 32), R. from 2, B. IV4, D. 3, S. 2V2, pens, from 6 fr.; Pens.

Villa Margaeetha ; Pens. Levy. — Near the lower bridge over the Aare

:

Bellevce (PL 15), R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 11/4, D. 3, pens. 6-7 fr. ; between
the lower and middle bridges: Hot.-Pens. Horn (PL 30), with brewery,
near the Curhaus.

On the small island of Spielmaiten: *H6t. du Pont (PL 16), with garden,

R., L., <fe A. 2V2-4, B. IV2, D. 31/2, pens. 6-10 fr.; Krone, unpretend-

ing _ At Unterseen: *H6t. Unteeseen (PL 17), R. 2. B. 1, D. 21/2. pens.

6fr.; *Beau.Site (PL 18), R. 2-4, D. 3J/2, pens. 6-9 fr. ; •Hot.-Pens, Eigee,
pens. 51/2-7 fr. ; Pens. Alpenedhe, pens. 5-6 fr., these two on the Beaten-
berg road; Pens. Simpkin, still farther to the W., near the Lake of Thtin.
— Furnished apartments in the Villa Alpina, Jungfrau-Str.

To the S. of the Hoheweg, on the road to the Kleine Rugen: Dedt-
scHEE HoF (PL 20), R., L., & A. 3-4, B. IV4, D. 31/2, pens. 7-10 fr. ; *H6t.
National (PL 19), R., L. & A. 3-5, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 7-11 fr.; *Union
Hotel & Pens. Rebee (PL 21) ,

pens. 6-8 fr. ; *Pakk-Hotel (Pens. Ober
& Villa Silvana ; PL 23), R. 2-6, L. & A. 1, lunch 21/2, D. 3V2-4, pens.

6-12 fr. — *Rdgen Hotel Jdngfeaublick, a first-class house, in an elevated

position close to the Eugen Park (p. 169), commanding a splendid view: R.,

L., <fe A. from 6, B. IV2, lunch 4, D. 6, omn. IV2 fr. ; pens, in .July and August
12-20, at other times 10-15 fr. — *Hot.- Pens. Mattenhof (PL 24), at the
foot of the Kleine Rugen, pens, in July and August 6-8, in June and Sept.

5 fr. ; Pens. Zwahlen-Sptcher, 41/2-5 fr. ; Chalet-Pension Rugen-Paek and
Rdgen-Blick.

In the Environs of Interlaken good and inexpensive quarters may be
obtained. At Wilderswyl (p. 174), 1 1/2 31. to the S.: * Hot.-Pens. Jungfrad,
pens. 5-6 fr., 3 min. from the station; *H6t.-Pens. des Alpes, pens, from
5fr. ; *HoT. -Pens. Alpenrose, pens. 5-7 fr. ; 'Pens. Schonbchl, 5-6 fr.,

*H6t.-Pens. Wilderswyl, 5-7 fr., both in a fine lofty situation; *Bar, in
the village, pens. 5-6 fr. ; Keeuz, modest. — At Unspunnen (p. 171) : *H6t.-
Pens. Unspunnen, 6-7 fr. — At Gsteigwyler (p. 173). 1/2 M. from the railway-
station of Wilderswyl-Gsteig : Pens. Schonfels, 4-6 fr. — At Gsteig: Stein-
bock. — On the Brienz road, on this side of the church-hill of Goldswyl
(3/4 M.), Pens. Schonegg, 51/2 fr. — At Goldswyl (p. 172): Chalet et Pens.
Helvetia. — At Bonigen (p. 194), on the S. bank of the Lake of Brienz,
terminus of the Bodelibahn (p. 167): *H6t.-Pens. Belleeive, *Hot.-Pens.
Bonigen, *Chalet du Lac, and *H6t.-Pens. de la Gare, R. from I1/2, B. 1,
D. 11/2-3, pens. 5 fr. ; Chalet du Repos.

Restaurants in the hotels MHropole^ Victoria., Jnngfrau (Grill Room

;

Pilsener beer on draught), Beaurivage (with terrace on the Aare). St. George.,

etc. — Beer. Cursaal., see below ; Caf4 Oberland, in the hotel of that name
(p. 167); Bavaria (p. 167), with garden, next to Hot. Beaurivage (concert in
the evening); H6t. Terminus, see above; Hot. St. George.^ seep. 167; Hot,
du Pont (see above), on the Aai-e, with garden and view : Bei'nerJwf, Krebs,
Haemiy, by the Thunersee rail, station. — Confectioners: Webei\ on the
Hoheweg, at the entrance to the Cursaal; SchuTi, opposite the Me'tropole

;

Seitz, Bahnhof-Str.

Cursaal on the Hoheweg, with cafe-restaurant, reading, concert, and
billiard rooms, garden, etc. : music in the morning, afternoon, and even-
ing; admission 50 c.. per day 1 fr., per week 4 fr., month 12 fr. ; for extra
entertainments (usually Sun. and Thurs.) higher charges. At the back
of the Casino is a whey-cure establishment (7-8 a.m.). — Jlnsic on the
Hoheweg, opposite the entrance to the Carsaal, daily 10.30-11.30 a.m.

Chemists. Seewer. opposite Hot. Oberland; Pw^rer, Postgasse. — Money
Changers: Volksbank (PL 26), Bahnhof-Str.

Carriage from the station to Interlaken, Unterseen, and Matten 1 fr.
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each person, to Bonigen, Gsteig, Wilderswyl, and Ringgenberg 2 fr. •, per
hour with one horse 4. with two hordes 8, each additional hour 3 or 5 fr.

;

to Lanterbrunnen and Grindelwald, see p. 174. — Post and Telegraph
Office (PI. P), adjoining the Oberlander Hof. — The Enquiry Office ( Verkehrs-
bureau) , on the Hoheweg, adjoining the Carsaal, supplies informalion
gratis, sells railway-tickets, etc.

Guides (generally to be found in the Hoheweg, opposite the entrance
to the Cursaal, or at "the Barometrical Column, opposite the Hot. Victoria):
Christian ITaesler, Eduard Feuz, Jacoi MuUer, Eudolf Wyss^ Fritz Michel.

English Church Service in the old Convent Church. Presbyterian Ser-
vice (Scottish Free Church) in the Sacristy of the Schloss at 11 and 4.

American Services (in summer) at the Hotels Victoria and Metropole.

The low land between the lakes of Thun and Brienz, which are

2 M. apart, is called the 'BodelV. These lakes were probably once

united, but gradually separated by the deposits of the Liitschine,

flowing into the Lake of Brienz, and the Lomhach, falling into the

Lake of Thun. These accumulations, descending from the S., out

of the valley of Lanterbrunnen, and from the N. out of the Habkeren
valley, account for the curve which the Aare describes. Beautifully

situated on this piece of land, 'between the lakes', lies Interlaken

(1863'; pop. 5385), consisting of the villages of Aarmuhle, Matten,

and Unterseen, and extending nearly as far as the Lake of Brienz.

It is a favourite summer-resort, noted for its mild and equable

temperature , and is a good starting-point for excursions to the

Oberland.

The chief resort of visitors is the *Hohe"weg, an avenue of

old walnuts and planes, extending from the village of Aarmtihle

to the upper bridge over the Aare , and flanked with large hotels

and tempting shops. It commands a beautiful view of the Lauter-

brunnen-Thal and the Jungfrau (finest by evening-light). To
the right, near the upper or N.E. end of the Hoheweg, rises the

old Monastery of Interlaken, founded in 1130, and suppressed in

1528, surrounded by beautiful walnut-trees. The monastery, with

the Schloss added in 1750, is now occupied by the hospital and
the government-offices. Different parts of its old church are now used
for the Anglican, Presbyterian, French Protestant, and Roman
Catholic services. The prolongation of the Hoheweg leads to rail,

stat. Interlaken- Ost (p. 167; near the landing-place of the Brienz

steamer) and to Bonigen (2 M. ; p. 194). The Brienz road, diverging

to the left at the Hotel Beaurivage (to Ringgenberg 2 M., to Brienz
10 M.), crosses the Aare (Briickwald, see p. 172).

At the S.W. end of the Hoheweg. opposite Hotel Oberlander Hof,

the road to the Kleine Rugen (p. 170) diverges to the S.E., while

that in a straight direction leads past the Post Office (PI. P) to the

Thunersee Station (p. 167). — The road diverging to the N.W. at

the post-office crosses the two islands of Spielmatten (fine view,

from the middle bridge, of the Jungfrau, rising to the S. between
the two Rugen) and leads to Unterseen, with its old timber- built

houses and modern church. Large manufactory of parquetry. The
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road to Merligen and Thun
(p. 166) begins here to the left,

by the hotels mentioned on p. 168.

The road to the Habkern valley

and to St. Beatenberg leads to the

N.W. (pp. 172, 166).

The *Kleine Rugen, a wooded
spur of the Grosse Rugen, offers

attractive walks and varying

views. The principal path ascends

straight from the Hotel Jung-
fraublick to the walk encircling

the hUl. Turning to the left, we
reach the 'Humboldtsruhe' (view

of the Jungfrau and Lake of

Brienz) and the (1/9 hr.) Trink-

halle (cafe), commanding the

Jungfrau, Monch, and Schwal-

meren. Farther on , beyond the

SScheffel Pavilion' (with a view

of Lake Thun), is the Kasthofer-

Stein , a memorial of the chief

forester Kasthofer, who, at the

beginning of the century, planted

the hill with specimens of all the

Swiss trees. Then past a reser-

voir and a chamois -enclosure,

and back to Hotel Jungfraublick.

Other paths, with benches and
points of view, ramify in every

direction. One of these ascends

to the (25 min.) Rugenhohe

(2425') , where three clearings

in the wood disclose views of the

Jungfrau and the lakes of Thun
and Brienz.

Just beyond the Trinkhalle a

path to the left, and then to the

right, by a (1 min.~) bench (where
the path straight on leads in

10 min. to Cafe Unspunnen), de-

scends to the Wagneren-Schlucht^
between the Kleine and the

Grosse Rugen. Near the Studer
memorial (p. 171) our path
joins a road which leads through
the ravine

,
past the Hotel and
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Cafe Vnspunnen and tlie Bavaria Beer Garden, and below the ruin

of Vnspunnen, to Wilderswyl (p, 174), affording views of the Lauter-

bnmnen valley and the Jungfrau. and of Lake Brienz to the left.

In the middle of the Wagneren-Schlucht, about 300 paces from
the parting of the roads at its \V. end, is a rock inscribed with the

name of Bernh. Studer (d. 1887), the geologist. Here a path di-

verges to the right (W.), and ascends rapidly, passing a fine point

of view on the right, to the (20 min.) *Heimwe]ifluli (2218'). The
terrace in front of the restaurant commands a charming view (best

in the afternoon) of the Bodeli and the lakes. The Jungfrau,

Monch, and Eiger are seen from the adjacent belvedere.

A more extensive and picturesque view is commanded by the

*Abendberg, above the Grosse Rugen (11/2-2 hrs. ; horse 8, mule
6 fr.). This is recommended for an afternoon-walk. We follow the

Heimwehfiuh path in the Wagneren-Schlucht (p. 170), and after

1/4 hr. turn to the left, and farther on (notice-board) to the left

again, through wood all the way. On the top is the ^Hotel Bellevue

(3735'; pens, b^j^-i fr.). — A path ascends from the hotel, across

grass and past some chalets, ^to (20 min.) the ^Siebenuhr Tanne'

(4125'), whence there is a charming view of Lake Thun, lying far

below.
A footpatli leads past tlie different peaks of the Abendberg to the

(3 hrs.) Rothenegg (6234'; shortest way from the hotel, 2 hrs.). The next
peaks of the rantre are the Fuchsegg (6348'), the Grosse Schiffli (6675'), the
Kleine Schiffli (65'87'). and finally the liorgenberghorn (7385'). The last is

very difficult from this side (better from Saxeten, by the Renggli Pass,
see below). — A path leads from the Hotel Bellevue' to Saxeten in 1 hr.

(take the upper path to the right in the meadow, behind the second chalet).

The Saxeten-Thal, between the Ahendberg and the Bellenhochst

(6970'), is reached from Wilderswyl (p. 174) by a new road. The
(5 M.) village of Saxeten (SQOO'

:,
*H6t. -Pens. Alpenrose, pens.

4-6 fr.) is a health-resort , in a sheltered situation. Beyond it

(1/2 hr.) are the falls of the Gurbenbach and Weissbach. The valley

is picturesquely closed by the Schwalmeren (p. 172).

The 'Sulegg (7915'), an excellent point of view, is ascended from
Saxeten in 872-4 hrs., with guide (5 fr.). Following the well-made path, we
cross (2 min.) the Gurbenbach, and beyond the saw-mill ascend rapidly
across mountain-pastures to the (1 hr.) Schlipfweng-Alp (4986') and the
(1 hr.) Bellen-Alp (6205'); after 1/4 hr. more we turn to the right between
the Bellenhochst (6870'; easily ascended in V* ^i"-; 'View) and the Sulegg,
skirt the E. slope of the latter for 3/4 hr. (good new path), nearly as

far as the Suls-Alp, and reach the top in 1 hr. more. The descent may
be made to Isenfluh (p. 174), by the Suls-Alp and Sengg-Alp (guide 10 fr.).

— The 'Morgenberghorn (7385') may be ascended from Saxeten in 8 hrs.
without difliculty (guide 5 fr.). The path, diverging to the right from
the road V2 M. to the W. of Saxeten, ascends past the (2 hrs.) chalets of
the Innerberg Alp to (1 hr.) the Renggli Pass (6I68'), between the Morgen-
bergborn and the Schwalmeren (p. 172). Thence we ascend (no path) along
the S. and S.W. flanks of the mountain ond after 40 min. reach the new
club path, which leads up Ihe W. side to (20 min.) the top. The view,
especially of Lakes Thun and Brienz and of the mountains to the N., is

very picturesque; but the hi_her Alps appear less imposing than from
the Sulegg. The descent on the E. side to the Abendberg, over the rocks
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of the Schiffligrat and the Leissigengrai, is very dangerous (see p. 171). —
The Schwalmeren (8135') is aho ascended without trouble (5 hr^.; guide
8 fr.). We follow the Sulegg route to ('23,4 hrs.) the SuU-Alp (p. 171), whence
we proceed to the W. throigh the Sulsihal, and skirt the S. side of the

Lohhornev (S430') till we reach the snow and debris of the 8lopin;i; E. flank

of the Scbwalmeren. A gradual ascent over this brings u3 to (2V4 hrs.) the

arete and (V* hr.) the summit. [From the Sulegg (p. 171) we may follow

the arete to the W., pass to the N. of the Lobhorner, and reach the top

of the Schwalmeren in 2 hrs.] The magnificent view excells that from
the Schilthorn (p. 177). Descent to Isenfluh (p. 174), 2V2 hrs.

About 100 paces beyond the Aare bridge on the Brienz road

(p. 169) a notice-board indicates a number of walks on the Bruck-

wald, wMcb stretches to the left up the slopes of the Harder. Fine

view of the Bodeli, the lakes, and the mountains from the (^20 min.)

Hohbiihl (2070'), where a pavilion commemorates the visits of We-
ber, Mendelssohn, and Wagner to Interlaken. The Jungfrau is better

seen from the Lustbiihl pavilion, 1/4 ^r. farther along the slope,

whence we may return by the middle Aare bridge or Unterseen (a

walkof I-IV4 br. in all).

The Obere Bleiki., 1 hr. above the Hohbiihl, affords a more distant

but not a finer view. The Pavilion Falkenfluh (see below) is 1/2 hr. higher.

These two points are also reached by a bridle-path, to the left (way-
post) from the Brienz road. 350 paces from the Aare bridge.

The castle-hill of Goldswyl (2240' j V2 hr.), beyond Schonegg on the
Brienz road (p. 157), overlooks Lake Brienz and the sombre little Fanlen-
see or Lake of Goldswyl ; the ruined tower is inaccessible. — A walk may be
taken by the same road (or by a picturesque path crossing the hills between
the road and Lake Brienz) to (V2 hr.) Ringgenberg (Pens. Jt Restaurant
Seeburg. with garden, at the pier; Pens. Beausejour, farther up the slope;
Bar, Chalet zur Post, in the village, pens. 4-5 fr.), with a church built
among the ruins of the castle (view), and to the Schadenhurg (2388' ; V.'z M.
farther on), on a spur of the Gra^gen, an unfinished castle of the ancient
barons of Ringgenberg.

A guide-post at the upper Aare bridge in Unterseen (p. 169)
indicates the road to Beatenberg (p. 166), which skirts the S.W.
slope of the Harder, enters the [V4 hr.) Habkern-Thal, watered by
the Lomhach^ and diverges to the left (3/^ M. from Unterseen) from
the road to the (3V2 M.) village of Habkern (3500'; inn). One-horse
carr. from Interlaken to Habkern and back 15 fr.

Just before the above-mentioned parting of the roads a bridle-path
to the right ascends through wood to the (iV2 hr.) Eardermaite (3990' : fine
view of the Bernese Alps). Then level for a short way; down to {V4 hr.)
the pavilion on the Falkenfluh; and back by the Obere Bleiki to the Brienz
road (p. 169) and to Interlaken (3-3V2 hrs. in all).

Three fine points of view may be visited from Habkern. The 'Gem-
menalphorn (6770') is reached bv "the Brdndlisegg and Gemmen-Alp in 4 hrs.
(comp. p. 1G7). The Hohgant (7215') is ascended in 4 hrs. by Bohl (5902')
and the Aelgdu-Alp (descent to Schangnau in the Emmen-Thal. see p. 148).
The Augstmatthorn (7o20') is ascended by the Bodmi-Alp in 31/2 hrs.

A pleasant morning walk may be taken from Gsteig (p. 173; IV2 M.
from the Hcihewe^i:), where the cemetery of the district lies, down the right
bank of the Liitschine, either to 1IV4 M.) Bonigen (p. 194), or to the bridge
halfway, acros=! the river, and back to Matten. Another walk from Gsteig
ascends the right bank of the Liitschine to (1/4 hr.) Gsteigwyler.

From Bonigen to the Giessbach via Iseltwald, see p. 193.
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The *ScHYNiGE Platte, one of the finest points of view in the

Bernese Oberland , is reached "by a Rack- and -Piniox Railway
from station Wilderswyl-Gsteig (1925'; p. 174) in i^/^'hr. (fare 8,

down 4, return 10 fr. ; one class only), or from Interlaken- Ost

(change at Wilderswyl-Gsteig) in IY2 hr. (fares 9, 5, 11 fr. 60 c;
3rd cl. 8 fr. 60, 4 fr. 60 c, 11 fr.). — The line (maximum gradient

1 : 4) crosses the Liitschine and ascends in curves to the Rothenegg

Tunnel, "beyond which it enters a wood of beeches and pines, afford-

ing pretty glimpses to the left of Interlaken, and the lakes. 3 M.

Stat. Breitlaueneji (5068' ; Hotel, pens, from 5 fr.), with view of the

lakes of Brienz and Thun and the hills to the N.W. (or better from

the Vogelistein, a jutting rock 150 paces to tlie N.). The line then

ascends in a curve to the mountain-crest and passes through the

Grdtli Tunnel to the S. side of the hill, where we obtain a view of the

Lauterbrunnen Valley, and then of the Liitschine Yalley ; to the left

towers the majestic Jungfrau. Following the S. slope of the crest,

overlooking the Grindelwald Valley with the Schreckhorner and

Wetterhorner, and threading a short tunnel, we reach the (41/2 M.)
Scliynige Platte (6463' ; *RaiL Restaurant, T>. A fr.), the terminus.

A broad path leads from the station along the Platte, a slope of

crumbling and 'sMning' slate, in a few minutes to the *Hotel-Restau-

rant, rebuilt after a fire in 1898 and re-opened in the summer of

1899.
Magnificent *View of tlie Bernese Alps to the S. : from left to right,

the Wellhorn , Wetterhorner, Berglistock, Upper Grindelwald Glacier,
Schreckhorner, Lauteraarhorner, Lower Grindelwald Glacier, the Finster-
aarhorn peeping over the Eigergrat, the Fiescherhorner, Eiger, Monch,
Jungfrau, Ebnefluh, Mittaghorn, Grosshorn, Breithorn, Tschingelhorn,
Tschingelgrat, Gspaltenhorn, Weisse Frau, Doldenhorn, and the peaks of

the Xiesen and Stockhorn chains. The ridge concealing the base of the
Jungfrau group is the Mannlichen (p. 18i).

An easy winding path ascends from the hotel past the Geisshorn (view
like that from the hotel) and the precipitous Gummihorn (6893') to the
(20 min.) 'Daube (6772'; rfmts.), whence the survey of the lakes and of

the peaks to the N. is particularly fine; N.E. is the Brienzer Rothhorn,
with Pilatus to the right in the distance. Towards evening the lakes of
Neuchatel and Bienne glitter in the distance. — The Oierberghorn (6790'),

25 min. to the E. of the Daube, has also been made accessible by flights

of steps and afl'ords a lii:e view of the Lake of Brienz.
From the Schynige Platte to the Faulhorn, see p. 189. — Descent

from the Platte by Gundlischwand to Zweilutschznen, 3 hrs., steep at

places. By the small pond near the Platte we descend to the right across
pastures to the (3/4 hr.) lower chalets of the Iselten-Alp (5116'j guide advis-
able to this point, 2 fr.) ; thence through wood.

Path from Gsteig to the Schynige Platte (4 hrs.; neglected at

places). We either cross the bridge by the church of Gsteig, and take
the road to the right tu (8/4 M.) Gsteigwyler ; in the middle of the village

take the bridle-path to the left, and soon to the left again; after 17 min.
ascend to the right, through wood; or, shorter, we ascend from Gsteig
to the left, by a path between the church and the Steinbock, turning to the
right where the path divides, and in 20 min, reach the bridle-path where
it enters the wood. Then by numerous zigzags, crossing the railway
twice, to the (IV2 hr.) Schonegg (4754') and the (1/4 hr.) Breiilauenen Hotel
(see above). Thence to the top, IV2 hr.
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47. The Lauterbrunnen Valley and Miirren.

From Interlaken to Lauterhrunnen^ 8 3J., Beenese Obeeland Railway
in 3/4 l»r. (fares 3 fr. 25, 1 tr. 95 c, return 5 fr. 20, 3 fr. 15 c); circular
tour from Interlaken to Lauterbrunnen, the Kleine Sclieidegg. Grindel-
wald, and back to Interlaken, 22 fr. 65, 13 fr. 93 c. (tickets valid for 6 days).

The railway (maximum gradient 35:1C00) has short sections on the rack-
and-pinion system (maximum gradient 120:1000). The traveller should see
that he ente'rs one of the carria-^es marked 'Lauterbrunnen'. — Caebiage
from interlaken to Lauterbrunnen and back, including 2 hrs.' stay, with
one horse 9, two horses 15 fr. ; to Triimmelbach 12 or 22, to Stechelberg
14 or 27 fr. — The following *Exccksion (one day) is recommended: bv
railway to Miirren (p. 177), walk to the Upper Steinberg (p. 176; 23/4-3 hrs.),

descend to (1 hr.) Trachsellauenen (p. 175), and return by the valley, past
the falls of the Triimmelbach and Siciubbach (p. 175) to Lauterbrunnen
(29/4 hr.?. to the station). The views from Miirren and the Upper Stein-
berg are among the finest in Switzerland.

The line begins at the Interlaken- Ost station (1865'; p. 167) and
curves round through the fertile plain to (21/2 M.) Wilderswyl-Gsteig

(1925'; change for the Schynige Platte, p. 173). To the right is the

village of Wilderswyl; to the left, the church of Gsteig (see p. 173).— The train crosses the I/ufsc/ime and ascends its right bank through

wood. On the left bank is the highroad. To the right rises the

precipitous Rothenfluh, overtopped by the Sulegg; in the foreground,

to the left, is the Mannlichen, with the Mbnch and Jungfrau adja-

cent. We cross the Black Liitschine, which descends from Grindel-

wald. To the left, in the background, peers the finely -shaped
Wetterhorn.

5V2 ^^- Zweilutschinen (2150'; Hot. -Pens. ZiceUiitschinen'),

junction of the Lauterbrunnen and Grindelwald line (p. 181 ; unless

in a through-carriage, change for Lauterbrunnen).
Interesting excursion to (iV4 hr.) Isenfluh (3610'; H6t.-Pens. Jungfrau,

41/2-6 fr.). About 1/2 M. from Zweiliitschinen the bridle-path diverges to

the right from the Lauterbrunnen road, and ascends the steep W. slope
of the valley (shade after 8 p.m.). Isenfluh commands a splendid ~View
of the Jungfrau and its neighbours, from the Grosshorn to the Eiger. —
Fbom Isenfldh to Mubeen (3 hrs.: guide desirable), a fine walk: fol-

low the path straight to the (3/4 hr.) Sausbach ; ascend to the (8/4 hr.)

Sprissenweid ; then level to the (V2 hr.) Griitsch-Alp station (p. 176), and
thence to (1 hr.) Miirren. — Ascent of the Sulegg (7915'; 31/2 hrs. ; guide
10 fr.), see p. 171.

The train crosses the White Liitschine, and ascends (two rack-

and-pinion sections) the vfooied* Valley of Lauterbrunnen^ bounded
by limestone cliffs, 1000-1500' in height. It crosses the Sausbach,

which dashes down on the right, passes the Hunnenfluh, a huge
tower-like rock on the left, and crosses the road several times.

8 M. Lauterbrunnen. — The Railway Station lies 2620' above the

sea-level; change carriages for Wengen, Scheidegg. and Grindelwald (p. 181)

;

3 min. higher up, to the right, is the station for the cable-railway to Miirren
(p. 176). —Hotels: *Steinbock, at the station, E,., L., & A. 2i/2-5, B. IV2,
lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 8-10 fr. ; *H6t. Staubbach, with view of the Staub-
bach, R., L.. & A. 2-3, lunch 21/2, D. 4 fr. ; *Adlee, near the station, R.,
L., <fe A. 21/2-31/2, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, pens. 6-9 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Obeelaxd; Hot.-
Pens. Schweizeehof, opposite the station ; *H6t.-Pens. Teummelbach (p. 175).
— Guides: Christ., Joh., and Peter Lauener. Heinr., Fritz, and Ulrich von
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Almen^ Fritz and Carl Christ. Graf. Fritz Fvchs
.,

Ulrich Brunner, Karl
Schlunegger, Christ, and Fr. Steiner. — English Church Service in summer
at the Steinbock.

Lauterhrunnen (2615'), a pretty, scattered village, lies on both

banks of the Liitschlne, in a rocky valley 1/2 ^f- hroad, into which in

July the sun's rays do not penetrate before 7, and in winter not till

11 a.m. It derives its name ('nothing but springs') from the nu-

merous streams which descend from the rocks, or from the springs

which rise at their base. The snow-mountain to the left, rising

above the huge rocky precipices of the Schwarze Monch, is the Jung-

frau; to the right is the Breithorn.

By the Hotel Staubbach, about 8 min. from the station, the road

forks. The left branch descends past the church to the Triimmel-

bach (see below) ; the right branch leads straight on to the (5 min.)

*Staubbacli ('spray-brook'), the best-known of the Lauterhrunnen
falls. This brook, never copious, and in dry summers disappointing,

descends from a jutting rock in a leap of 980', most of it, before it

reaches the ground, being converted into spray, which bedews the

meadows and trees far and near. In the morning-sun it resembles

a silvery veil, wafted to and fro by the breeze, and by moonlight

also it is beautiful. The best point of view is in a meadow in front

of the fall, to the left of a seat marked by a flag. In the rock behind

the fall is a gallery with three vaulted recesses (20 c).

The road to the left at the fork (see above) crosses the White
Liitschine near the church, and ascends its right bank, in view of

the snowy Breithorn and the Schmadribach Fall. (To the left, a

bridle-path to Wengen, p. 182.) In 1/2 ^r- "^'^ reach the Hot.-Pens.

Tmmmei6ac/i (R., L., & A. 3-4, dej.3, D. 4, pens. 6-9 fr.; omn. at

Lauterhrunnen station; carr. there and back, iiicluding stay, 4fr.).

A path (adm. 50 c.) diverges here to the left to the (7 min.) *Triiin-

melbach Fall. The narrow gorge, with the copious Trummelhach,
fed by the glaciers of the Jungfrau, is rendered accessible by steps

and paths. The sun forms beautiful rainbows in the spray.
Through the Trumleten-Thal to the Wengern-Alp (p. 182; 3 hrs., with

guide), trying bift interesting. — To the Roththal Hut, see p. 180. — From
Stechelberg (see below) via the Sefinen-Thal and the Bussen-Alp to the Tanz-
6odeZ« (7010'; 2V2-3 hrs.; with guide), repaying (better in combination with
the excursion to the Upper Steinberg, p. 176).

The road ascends the valley, in view of several waterfalls, and
passes the (18 min.) Dornigen-Brilcke, where we join the old route

coming from the Staubbach. Beyond Stechelberg we reach (1/2 li^-)

the *Cafe S^ Pens. Stechelberg (3020'; pens. 4'/2-5 fr.), where the'road

ends. The main bridle-path (to the left; that to the right leads to

the SeflnenValley and Miirren, p. 178) skirts the right bank of the

wild Liitschine, and crosses it near the (1/4 hr.) chalets of Sichel-

lauenen (3275'). Thence we traverse wooded meadows to (50 min.)
Trachsellauenen (4145'; Hot. Schmadribach, R., L., & A. 2-21/2, B-

lV2j pens. 5fr., well spoken of), a picturesque cluster of chalets on
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the left bank of the Liitschine, i^/i-1 hrs. from the TriimmelbaRh
and 21/2 hrs. from Lautsrbrunnen.

The path hence to the (ll/4hr.) Schmadribach Fall ascends the

left bank of the Liitschine to the (12 min.) 'Bergwerk', the ruined

furnace of a deserted lead-mine. Here it diverges to the left from

the main path (which goes on to the Upper Steinberg, see below),

and ascends (notice-boards) round a jutting rock (the 'Nadla'; the

top of which. 20 min. from the inn, affords a good view of the

waterfall), and past the chalets of the (Y2 l^r.) Lower Steinberg Alp

(4480'), where it crosses (to the left) the Thalbach (two bridges).

Ascending the pastures on the right bank, we pass a waterfall,

mount the Holdri, and reach (1/2 hr.) the Lager Chalet, in sight of

the *Schmadribach Fall. Nothing is gained by going closer to the

fall. — From the 'Bergwerk' it is preferable to follow the path to

the right, which zigzags up a gorge, clad with firs and ferns (not

pleasant in wet weather; lantern necessary after dusk), to the

chalets of the Ammerten-Alp, and thence to the Tipper Steinberg
(5820'). Here (I72 hr. from Trachsellauenen) are the small Hotel

Tschingelhorn (un-pvQtenAmg', E. & L. 372 f^,, B. 1 fr. 60 c, pens.

5 fr.), and (20 min. farther up) the Hotel Oher-Steinberg (pens. 5-6 fr.).

The *ViEW of the mountains and glaciers enclosing the upper valley

of Lauterbrunnen is very fine (best point of view about 200 yds.

beyond the Obersteiuberg Hotel) ; from right to left are seen the

Lauterbrunner Wetterhorn, with the Tschingelhorn behind it, the

Breithorn, the beautiful Tschingel Glacier between these, then the

Grosshorii, the Mittaghorn, the Ebnefluh, the Gletscherhorn, and
the Jungfrau, while directly opposite is the Schmadribach Fall. —
In descending to Trachsellauenen, we diverge to the right 20 min.
beyond the Hot. Tschingelhorn.

A still grander view is obtained from the "Tanzbbdeli (7010'), the la^t
E. spur of the T?chingelgrat, reached from the Obere Steinberg in 2V2 hrs.
(there aad back; see p. 175). A boy will show the way (steady head ne-
cessary) for 11/2-2 fr.

A somewhat fatiguing route (guide advisable) leads from the Upper
Steinberg along the moraine of the Tschingel Glacier to the (IV^ hr.) *Ober-
hornsee (6823'), a beautiful little blue lake, magnificently situated in the
rocky hollow between the Tschingel and Breithorn Glaciers. Adjacent is

the Oherhoi-n Alp. — Hence to the (3 hrs.) Mutthorn fftit, see p. 180.

From Lauterbrunnen to Murrex. — Cable and Electric Railtcay
in 55 min. (fares 3 fr. 75 e. ; return-ticket, valid for 3 days, 6 fr.). The
station of the cable-railwav in Lauterbrunnen lies 5 min. from that of the
Bernese Oberland Railway "(see p. 174).

The Cable Railway (nearly 1 M. long; average gradient 55 : 100)
mounts straight through meadows and wood, to the Griifsch-Alp

(4890). Here we change carriages for the Electric Railway,
which follows the slope, crossing several streams, to (2V2 ^I-) MUr-
ren. To the left (even below the Griitsch-Alp) a magnificent *Vibw
of an amphitheatre of mountain? and glaciers is revealed: the Eiger
and the Monch , the Jungfrau with its dazzling Schneehorn and
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Silberhorn, the huge precipices of the Schwarze Monch rising ab-
ruptly from the valley, the wall of the Ebne-Fluh with its conical

peak to the left and its mantle of spotless snow ; then, as we ap-
proach Miirren (near which the Jungfrau disappears behind the
Schwarze Monch), the Mittaghorn, the Grosshorn (from which the
Schmadribach descends), the Breithorn, the Tschingelhorn, the

Tschingelgrat, and the Gspaltenhorn.
The Bkidle Path fkom Ladterbrunnen to Mubben, 2-21/-2 hrs. (IV4 hr.

ia the opposite direction), is very attractive in dry weather. It ascends
rapidly to the right about 3 min. from the station, beyond the Adler
Hotel, at the guide-post ('Miirren 5.7 Kil.\ i.e. 31/2 M.), and crosses the
Greifenbach twice. Beyond the second bridge (20 min.) it ascends through
wood, crosses the Fluhbachli, the (20 min.) Lauibach (fine waterfall), and
the Serrenbdchli, and reaches (25 min.) the bridge over the scanty Plettch-
bach or Siaubbach (4037' ; rfmts.). In 5 min. more, where the wood has
been much thinned, we obtain a beautiful view of the Jungfrau, Monch,
and Eiger, which remain in sight for tlie rest of the way. Farther up,
by (I/2 hr.) a saw-mill (4920'), we cross two branches of the Spistbach, in
25 min, more reach the top of the hill (view see above), and then walk
alongside the railway to (V2 hr.) Miirren. Comp, Map, p. 174.

Murren. — Hotels. *Gband Hotel & Curhaus Mureen, 5 min. from
the station, beautifully situated, with restaurant, Cursaal, and several
dependances (Bellevue, Fontana, Victoria)^ R., L., & A. 5-8, B. I1/2, lunch
3, D. 5, pens, from July 15th to Sept. 10th 10-16, at other times 8-

14 fr. ; *Gband Hotel des Alpes, nearer the station, with restaurant
(Munich beer on draught, 60 c.), R., L., & A. 5-8, B. I3/4, lunch 4, D. 5,
pens. 10-16 fr. ; S. B. G. H. at both. — *H6t.-Pens. Jungfrau, R. 3-4,
lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 8-iO fr., near the English Church, above the Curhaus

^

*H6t. Eiger, close to the station, R., L., & A. 2V2-3, B. I1/2, lunch 3, D.
31/2, pens. 7-10 fr. ; ^Hot.-Pens. Beau-Site, 8 min. from the station, pens,
from 7 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Alpenruhe. farther to the S., in an open situation,
pens. 6-7 fr. ; Pens. Blumenthal; -Hot. -Pens. Edelweiss, 3 min. from the
station, R. 21/2 fr. — English Church and Roman Catholic Chapel.

Miirren (5385'), situated on a terrace high above the Lauter-
brunnen Valley, is one of the most frequented points in the Bernese
Oberland. It commands a famous view, including not only the

above-mentioned peaks, but also the Wetterhorn to the left, and the

Seflnen-Furgge to the extreme right (p. 179). Pleasant walks with

numerous benches skirt the slopes of the AUmendhubel, a height to

the W., on which firs grow higher up.
The top of the Allmendhvbel (6358') is reached in 3/4 hr., by following the

above-mentioned paths to the left to (V4 hr.) the first chalets of Allmend,
then the path to the Schilthorn to (20 min.) a solitary chalet, and finally
to the right for 6 or 8 min. more. The view includes the snowy Jungfrau
in addition to the peaks seen from Miirren, — Another good view-point
is the Obere Winteregg (5738'), V2 hr. to the N.W, of Miirren, by a path
diverging to the left above the electric railway, 10 min. from Miirren.

The 'Schilthorn (9753'; 4-5 hrs., guide 8 fr., not indispensable for
experts) is an admirable point of view. The path ascends along the S.
or N. side of the Allmendhubel (see above), enters the bleak Enge-Thal^
and mounts over the Seelifuren to the (2V2 hrs.) rocky basin above
the Graue Seeli (8540'). Then a 'steep ascent over snow, loose stones,
and rock, past the monument to Mrs, Arbuthnot. who was killed here
by lightning in 1865, to the Kleine Schilthorn (9400') and across the arete
without difficulty to the (1 hr.) flat summit of the Grosse Schilthorn.
Magnificent survey of the Jungfrau, the queen of the Bernese Alps, and
of the whole chain (including the Blumlisalp, to the S.W., quite near),

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 12
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and of N. Switzerland (Rigi, Pila-

tus, etc.)
;
panorama by Imfeld. Mont

Blanc is not visible hence, but is

seen from the arete, about 250 yds.
to the W.. a little below the sum-
mit. — The descent may he consider-
ably curtailed by glissades down
three snow-slopes (quite free from
danger). The route through the im-
posing Sefinen-Thal (see below), by
the Sefinen-Alp and the Teufelsbriicke
(a fine point above Gimmelwald), is

longer by IV2 hr. than the direct path,
but far more interesting (unfit for

ladies). A shorter way back leads
past the Graue Seeli and down the
steep Schilljiuhe (guide advisable),

and afterwards through the beautiful
pastures of the Schiltalp (63£0'), with
views of the Jungfrau, etc.

At the Chalet Bellevue,

beyond the Curhaus, a guide-

post indicates the way (to the

left) to Stechelberg, and 100 paces

farther on the path divides; here

we descend to the left. In 5 min.

more we cross a bridge over a fall

of the Murrenbach, and at (20
min.) the beginning of Gimmel-
wald (4545'} the road forks. The
branch to the right leads straight

to the (8 min.) Hot-Pens. Schilt-

horn (5-6 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in

summer), on the brink of the

grand Sefinen- Thai, which is en-

closed by the Biittlassen, the

Gspaltenhorn, and the Tschingel-

grat. The branch to the left de-

scends in 4 min. to the flot. -Pens.

Gimmelwald (41/2-0 fr-J-

To the Sefinen-Thal, an interest-

ing walk (as far as the (>spaltenhorn
Glacier and back 3 hrs. ; guide un-
necessary). To the W. of Pension
Schilthorn we cross the (5 min.)
Schiltbach, and ascend on the left side

of the Sefinen-Thal (with the superb
Jungfrau behind us); then (3/4 hr.)

cross a bridge (Furten) and enter a

pine-wood, and lastly, in a grand
basin , with numerous waterfalls,
traverse stony debris to the (^A hr.)

Gspaltenhorn (or Kilchbalni) Glacier^
at the foot of the Gspaltenhorn^W^llb' \

p. 201). — Experts (with guides)
may return from the Furten via the
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Ozen-Alp to the (U/* lir.) Oberberg-Alp (6020') and to the (8/4 hr.) Brunnli
(6995'; fine view). A steep rocky path descends hence to Giimmelen and
(3/4 hr.) Miirren.

The route to Stechelberg descends to the left past the Hotel
Gimmelwald and (1/4 hr.^ crosses the Sefinen- Lutschine. After a

short ascent we again descend through wood, and cross a brook
descending from the right, enjoying a view, to the left, of the beau-
tiful Sefinen Fall. The path divides (12 min.): the branch to the left

descends steeply to (1/4 hr.] Stechelberg (p. 175); that to the right

goes on at the same level to Trachsellauenen ('Hot. Schmadri-
bach40min.'; p. 175). A footpath (steep at places) diverges to

the right from the latter after 6 min., passes a deserted shaft,

and, after affording a view of the Schmadribach, reaches (IV2 ^i^O

the Hotel Tsellingelhorn on the Upper Steinberg (p. 176; in all

about 3hrs. from Miirren; guide, 7fr., unnecessary in good weather).

Passes. Feom Mueeen over the Sefinen-Foegge to the Kienthal,
not difficult, and on the whole attractive (8 hrs. to Reichenbach

;
guide

from Lauterbrunnen 26 fr.). From 3Iiirren the path ascends via the
Schiltalp (p. 178) and Alp Boganggen (6710') to the (3 hrs.) Sefinen-Furgge
(8583'), between the Ch^eat HundsJiorn (9620'j and the Buttlassen (10,490';

p. 201). (The path by Gimmelwald and through the Sefinen-Thal is

easier, but 1 hr. longer.) Descent (fine view of the Wilde Frau and
Bliimlisalp) past the chalets of Durrenberg (6545'), Burgli (5327'), and
Steinenherg (4856'

; quarters) to the Gortieren-Alp, bv the Barenp/ad to

the (21/2 hrs.) Tschingel-Alp (3783'), and down the Kienthal to (2V2 hrs.)

Reichenback (p. 201). — From the Biirgli-Alp over the Gamchiliicke to the
Tschingelfivn. see pp. 180, 201.

Feom Mueren" to Kandeesteg over the Sefinen-Furgge and the
Hohthurli , a fatiguing but interesting expedition (llV'.i-12 hrs.

;
guide

from Lauterbrunnen 30 fr.). Over the Setinen-Furgge to the Kienthal^
see above. At the (4 hrs.) chalet of 5MJ"(7Zi (see above) we follow a narrow
path to the left through the rocky gorge of the Fochtenbach (observe
the curiously contorted strata of the rocks on the opposite bank) to the
Gamchi (55CiG'j, near the end of the Gamchi Glacier {Gamchilucke . see
p. 201); here we cross the brook, ascend rapidly to the Upper Bund-Alp,
and traverse pastures, stony slopes, and snow to (3' '2 hrs.) the Hohthurli
or Diinden Pass (88S0'), a depression of the Oeschinengrat between the
Schwarzhorn (9150') and the Wilde Frau (10.693'), affording a superb view
of the Bliimlisalp, Doldenhorn, etc. Descending on the S. side of the pass
for about 200', and then keeping to the left at the foot of the arete, we
reach first the old Frauenbalm Hut, and beyond it (20 min.) the new
Bliimlisalp Hut of the Swiss Alpine Club (9055'). We now descend over
debris and the rocky ledges of the Schafberg (with the Bliimlisalp Glacier
quite near us on the left) to the Ujyper Oescldnen-Alp (6470'), and by steep
steps cut in the rock to the Lower Oeschinen-Alp. pass round the N.W.
side of the Oeschinen- See (5223'), and reach (4 hrs.) Kandersteg (p. 202).

From Lauteebrchnen to Kandersteg over the Tschingel Pass
(13-14 hrs.; guide 30, porter 25 fr.), fatiguing, but for tolerable moun-
taineers free from difficulty. A night had better be spent at (2V2 hrs.)
Trachsellauenen or at the Upper Steinberg (p. 176; 4 hrs. from Lauter-
brunnen). We now follow the W. slope of the valley to the (1,2 hr.)
left lateral moraine of the receding Tschingel Glacier and toil up it for
some_ time (a nearly perpendicular part, called the TschingeltHtt, about
13' high, is now avoided by means of a narrow path). Farther up (1 hr.)
we come to turf (pleasanter ; a halt usually made here ; superb view).
Then again across debris in V2 hr. to the upper Tschingelfirn, an im-
mense expanse of snow ; for 20 min. we follow the left moraine, and then
take to the glacier, where the rope becomes necessary. A gradual ascent of

12*
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IV4 hr. brings us to the top of the TschingelPaas (9265'), where a view of
the mountains of the Gastern-Thal is disclosed; behind us towers the ma-
jestic Jungfrau with her S. neighbours, and to the left is the Eiger. On the
right are the furrowed Gspaltenhorn (p. 201) and the Gamchiliicke (92j5'

;

pass to the Kienthal, p. 201). An additional hour may be devoted to the
Gamchiliicke, which affords a striking survey of the Kienthal, the Niesen,
and the Bernese plain. To the left of the Tschingel Pass rises the Mutt-
horn (see below). The descent across the Kanderjirn^ bounded on the right
by the rocky walls of the Bliimlisalp and the Friindenhorn and on the
left by the Petersgrat, is easy. After I1/4 hr. we quit the snow for the
left lateral moraine and descend steeply, over loose stones and then over
grass, to the Gastern-Thal, passing a spur which overlooks the Alpetli

Glacier, descending from the Kanderfirn. We then follow the narrow
crest of a huge old moraine, which descends precipitously on the right
to the former bed of the glacier, 65-80' below; IV2 hr., bridge over the
Kander; 6 min., the first chalet of Heimritz (5315'; coffee, milk, and beds);
1/4 hr., chalets of Selden or Gasteren. Hence through the *Klus to (274 hrs.)

Kandersteff, see p. 209.

"Feom Lautekbeunnen to the Lotschen-Thal ovee the Peteesgeat
(from the Steinberg to Eied 9-10 hrs.), trying, for experts only, but very
grand (guide 50 fr. ; for one tourist two guides or a guide and a porter are
required). From the Obersteinberg Hotel we ascend to the (IV2 hr.) Ober-

hornsee (p. 176) and across the Tschingel Glacier to the (3 hrs.) Mutthom
Hut of the S.A.C. (9515'), at the S.E. base of the Mutthom (9975'), which
may be ascended hence in 3/4 hr., with guide. More difficult are the
Tschingelhorn (11,750'; 8-31/2 hrs.) and the Lauterhrunner Breithorn (12,400';

4-5 hrs. from the club-hut). — An easy ascent of 3/4-I hr. over the neve
of the Tschingelfirn brings us to the Petersgrat (10.515'), a lofty snow-
arete commanding a superb view of the Alps of the Valais. We then
descend over the Aussere Thai Glacier to the N.W. base of the Tellispitzen

(9595'), whence a steep descent leads over snow, debris, and turf to the
Telli-Thal, Blatten^ and (31/2 hrs.) Ried (p. 208). — Over the Wetterldcke
(from the Upper Steinberg to Ried 10 hrs.; guide 45 fr.), difficult. From
the (I1/2 hr.) Oberhornsee (p. 176) we cross the Breithorn Glacier to the
(4-41/2 hrs.) Wetterliicke (10,365'), between the Tschingelhorn and Breit-

horn. The descent leads by the Innere Thai Glacier to (4 hrs.) Blatten
and (Vi hr.) Ried fp. 203). — Ovee the Schmadei-Joch (IOV2 hrs.; guide
50 fr.), also difficult. From the (IV2 hr.) Oberhorn-Alp (p. 176) we as-

cend to the left over the Breithorn Glacier to the (4 hrs.) Schmadri-Joch
(10.863'), between the Breithorn and Grosshorn. On the other side we
descend over the Jdgifirn to the (4 hrs.) Gletscherstaffel Alp (chalets) and
to (1 hr.) Ried (p. 208). Or from the Gletscherstaffel Alp we may proceed
to the (1 hr.) Lsischenliicke (10,510') and descend via the Grosse Aletschfirn

to the (3 hrs.) Concordia Pavilion (p. 327). — The passage of the Mittagjoch
(12,150'), between the Grosshorn and Mittaghorn, is also difficult (guide
50 fr.).

Feom Lautebbeunnen to the Eggishobn over the lauithor (12,140'),

difficult and hazardous (18 hrs. ; spend night in the Roththal Hut; guide
100 fr.), through the wild Roththal, across the huge ice and rock arete con-
necting the Roththalhorn fl2,945') and Gletscherhorn (13,064'). and down the
Kranzberg-Firn and the Great Aletsch Glacier to the Concordia Pavilion and
the Eggishorn Hotel (p. 327). — Over the Roththal-Sattel (12,330'), between
the Jungfrau and the Roththalhorn, also very difficult and dangerous (19-

20 hrs. to the Eggishorn). — Over the Ebnefluh-Joch (12,300'), between the
Ebnejluh (13,005') and Mittaghorn (12,750'), very laborious, but without
danger to experts (15-16 hrs.

; guide 80fr.l. — It will repay a robust and
steady-headed expert to go as far as the Roththal Hut (886U' ; 5 hrs. from
Stechelberg, crossing the Stu/enstein-Alp), and to return the same way
(a good day's walk; guide 25 fr.). Ascent of th.e Jungfrau from this hut,
see p. 183.
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48. From Interlaken to Grindelwald.
Comp. Map, p. 174:.

Bebnese Obeklaxd Railway: a. Direct (13M.) in 1 lir. 20min, (fares 5,

3 fr., return 8 fr.. 4 fr. 80 c). b. Via Lauterbrunnen and Wengern-Alp

(19V2 M.) in 5-51/2 lirs. ; from Lauterbrunnen, 11 M. in 2V2-4 hrs. (fares 14 fr.

40 c., 9 fr. ; circular tickets for both lines, valid for six days, 22 fr. 65,

13 fr. 95 c). The third-class carriages are little inferior to* the first. —
Cakkiage from Interlaken to Grindelwald 12. with two horses 24 fr.

;

there and back in one day 13 or 25 fr., in two days 23 or 45 fr. — Pedest-
KiANs still prefer the beautiful Walk over the Wengern-Alp to Grindel-

wald: bridle-path to the Wengern-Alp 3 (descent 2), Little Scheidegg ^,i

(descent 1/2)^ Grindelwald 2i'2hrs. (ascent 3V2 hrs.) ; in all 61/4 hrs. from
Lauterbrunnen. Small trunks may be sent on by train.

a. Direct Line (carriages marked 'Grindelwald'). From Inter-

laken to (5V2 ^^0 Zweilutschinen (2150'), see p. 174. The Grindel-

wald train ascends the left bank of the Black Liitschine, traversing

a tunnel and an avalanche gallery in the wooded and populous

Lutschen - Thai. To the left are the slopes of the Schynige Platte

(p. 173); to the right rises the precipitous M5nnlichen (p. 184).

Beyond (8V2 ^^0 Liitschenthal (2355') the train crosses to the right

Dank and ascends the Stalden by rack -and -pinion (1935 yds.;

gradient 12 : 100) to (10 M.) Burglauenen (2915'). In front appear

theWetterhorn and the Berglistock. Farther on we pass through the

defile of the Ortweid, after which a view of the beautiful valley of

Grindelwald is suddenly disclosed : to the right is the massive

Eiger, adjoined by the Jungfrau with the Schneehorn and the Silber-

horn ; in the middle are the Mettenberg and the Schreckhorner,

and to the left the Berglistock and the majestic Wetterhorn. The
train lastly ascends another toothed rail section (1420 yds.) to

(IBM.) Grindelwald (p. 185).

b. By the "Wengekn-Alp Line (Riggenbach's rack- and-pinion

system). There is only one car on this line, but when passengers

are numerous extra trains are despatched (journey and fares, see

above). — Lauterbrunnen (2QA0'^ , seep. 175. The railway de-

scribes a curve, crosses the Liitschine, and rapidly ascends the steep

slopes below the village of Wengen, where it passes over several

viaducts and bridges. Hence we enjoy a fine retrospect of Lauter-

brunnen and its valley and of the Schmadribach Fall in the back-

ground, with the Breithorn and Grosshorn above it. Higher up, to

the right of the former, is the Tschingelhorn, and to the left of the

precipitous Schwarze Monch are the Silberhorn and Jungfrau. On
the opposite (W.) side of the valley ascends the cable-railway to

Miirren, above which (r.) rises the Sulegg-Grat, with the serrated

Lobhbrner, resembling the fingers of a huge hand. A wide curve
brings us to —

IV2 M. Wengen. — Hotels. *Geand-H6tel National, pens. 6-9 fr.

;

'Hot.-Pens. Blumlisalp, pens. 6-9 fr. ; *H6t.-Pej;s. Victoeia, R. 2V2-3,
pens. 6-10 fr.; *H6t.-Pens. Falken, R. 2, D. 3. pens. 6-8 fr. ; *-H6t.-Pens.
SiLBERHOEN, R. 2-21/2, B. I1/4. !>• 21/2, pens. 6-9 fr. , these five near the
rail, station; *H6t.-Pens. Waldeand, 1/4 M. from the station, pens. 6-9 fr.

:

*Pexs. Steen, 5-7 fr. 5 *H6t.-Pens. Jcngfeaublick, in an open situation,
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with view, pens. 6-8 fr, ; *H6t.-Pen8. Alpenrose, 7 min. from the station
(pass under the line near the Hot. Bliimlisalp), R., L., <fe A. 2V2-3V2, B. IV2,
lunch 2V2, D- 3, pens. 6-8 fr. ; Pen's. Bkcnxee, 12 min. from the station,
on the Wengern-AIp route, pens. 5 fr. -, 'Bellevue, pens. 6-9 fr. ; Hot.-
Pens. Mittaghobn, farther on and lower down, well spoken of, pens.
6-7 fr. •, •Hot. -Pens. Wen-gen. 3/4 ^i- beyond the Alpenrose, B. IV2, B. IV4,
S. 2. pens. 6-5 fr. — English Church Service in summer.

Wengeii (4190'), situated amidst well-shaded meadows, below
the precipitous Tschuggen (p. 184), with a view of the Lauter-

brunnen Valley and of the Jungfrau and other mountains to the S.,

is much visited as a summer-resort. Attractive walks to the Leiter-

horn. 1 hr. from the station, below the Mannlichen (p. 184); to

the Metllen-Alp and Wengern-Alp (see below), etc.

Bridle Path frosi Lauterbrunnen to the Wengeen-Alp (3 hrs.). From
the station we descend to the left, cross the Liitschine, and ascend
straiglit on, soon joining the path mentioned at p. 175. 3/4 hr. Restaurant
binder^ with pavilion and view. Farther up a (20 min.) finger-post shows
the way to the left, by the Hot. Mittaghorn and H6t. Alpenrose. to the
(20 min.) Wengen station^ to the right to (10 min.) Pens. Wengen, and
thence uphill, and (10 min.) to the left again, to a point below the watering-
station (see below). — This steep ascent is avoided hy taking the railway
to Wengen. From the station we cross the terrace in front of Hot. Bliimlisalp,
turn to the left, and a little farther on to the right, crossing the line and
following the fenced path amidst houses and meadows ; V2 hr. a chalet
(rfmts.); 10 min. we join the above-mentioned path from Pens. Wengen;
8 min. pass through a gate into the pine-wood, from which we emerge
20 min. farther on, and turn to the left. In 2/4 hr. more, passing under
the line, we reach the Hotel Jungfrau (see below). — If we go straight

on after quitting the woud. we reach the (Vi hr.) *BIettlen Alp fooSU'),

on the X. side of the Trumleten-Thal^ directly facing the Jungfrau. Hence
we may either ascend to the Wengern-Alp in 34 hr. , or walk round the
head of the Triimleten-Thal to the (1 hr.) Biglen-Alp, with the Kuhlauenen
Glacier, and thence to the (3/4 hr.) Wengern-Alp.

Beyond Wengen the railway curves towards the Tschuggen,
affording a continuous view of the snow-mountains and glaciers

from the Grosshorn to beyond the Gspaltenhorn, with the Breithorn

in the centre. .A.fter a short halt at a Watering Station below the

Lauberhorn (p. 184) we skirt the Galtbachhorn (7610') and reach—
41/2 M. Wengern-Alp (6160'; Hot. Jungfrau, R., L., & A. 4-5,

B. 13/4, lunch 31^2) ^- 4:-5, pens. 8-10 fr.), where we enjoy a

celebrated *View , across the Trilmleten - Thai, of the Jungfrau
(13,670'), with her dazzling shroud of eternal snow, flanked by the

Silberhorn (12,155') on the right and the Schneehorn (11,205')

on the left. The proportions of the mountain are so gigantic, that

the eye attempts in vain to estimate them, and its distance (21/9 M.)

seems annihilated. To the left of the Jungfrau, the highest peak of

which is not visible, rise the Monch (13,465') and the Eiger

(13,040'). To the right, farther back, are the Tschingelgrat,

Gspaltenhomer, and the broad mass of the Biittlassen. To the N.

of the last are the Hundshorn, Schilthorn, and Schwarzhom (named
from W. to E.).

The view from the (20 min.) Htindsschopf (bench and flag) is little

superior to that from the Hotel Jungfrau. A fine view of the Lauter-
brunnen valley is obtained from the Giirmschbiihl (6223'), reached by
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diverging to the left from the Wengen path, V* ^^' l>elow the station,

and turning, 8 min. farther on, to the right (while the paih to the left leads
to the Mettlen-Alp, p. Ib2).

On the Wengern-Alp, at Grindelwald, and elsewhere the traveller may
witness Snow or Ice Avalanches, which, on warm, sunny days, generally
occur several times an hour. Except that the solemn stillness of these de-

solate regions is broken by the echoing thunders of the falling masses, the
spectacle can hardly be called imposing. The avalanche, as it descends
from rock to rock on the mountain-side, to disappear at its foot, resem-
bles a huge white cascade. The more destructive avalanches, bearing with
them rocks, earth, and gravel, occur only in spring and winter.

The *Jungfrau (13,670') was scaled for the first time in 1811 by Ru-
dolf and Eieronymus Aleyers of Aarau, and from that time to 1851 the
ascent was only accomplished four times ; but it has since been under-
taken frequently. Though difficult and fatiguing, it is unattended with
danger to experts with good guides and in favourable conditions of the
snow. The easiest ascent is that by the S. side, the night being spent in
the Concordia Pavilion (p. 327), 5 hrs. from the Eggishorn Hotel; thence to

the summit 6-7 Lirs. (guide TO fr). The ascent from Grindelwald is more
trying (guide 80 fr. , with descent to the Eggishorn 1CK1 fr. ; porter 60 and
80 fr.}. It is facilitated by spending a night in the Bergli-HUtte (p. 188),

8 hrs. from Grindelwald; thence over the Monchjoch and the Jungfraufirn
to the Roththal-Battel (p. l.'-Oi 4-4V2 hrs., and to the top in IV4 hr. more. —
The ascents from the Guggi Hut ([>. 184) over the Silberliicke and from Lauter-
brunnen by the Roth thai-Battel are very difficult and hazardous. That
from the Roththal Hut (p. 180) over the S.W. arete (6-8 hrs.) is also
trying, but is nnt dangerous when the rocks are dry and free from snow
or ice. We ascend over rocks for 4-41/2 hrs , the last part being a steep
climb up the granite walls of the arete. We then crciss a snow-arete,
which re(iuires a steady head and is sometimes rather unpleasant (in late
summer often solid ice). This brings us to the upper nev^, over which
we ascend without trouble to (I1/2 hr.) the summit. The *"View is, per-
haps, the finest of all the main p^^aks of the Alps. — The Silberhorn
(12,155') was ascended for the first time, in 1863, by Ed. von Fellenberg and
Karl Baedeker (from the Wengern-Scheidegg by the Eiger, Guggi^ and
Giessen Glaciers, in I21/2 hrs.; difficult and trying; guide 50 fr). The
ascent by the W. arete was first performed in 18S7 by Mr. Seymour King.

The Jungfrau Railway (electric line; 71/2 M. long; maximum gradient
25 : 100), the con-tractii n of which was begun in the autumn of 1896, under
the auspices of Htrr Adolf Gujer-Zeller of Zurich (d ISyU), ascends from
the Kleine Scheideg^ to the station Eigergletscher (7565'; p. 184), and the en-
trance of the tunnel (795'), beyond which it is carried through a constant
succbosion of tunnels (14' high and 12' wide). Projected stations : Eiger-
wand{2>So% Eism er il0,21b'), Miinch (10,9'J5'), on the S. side oftheJIonch,
and Juiigfrau-Joch (p. 187). The terminus Jungfrau {Elevator. 13.428') will
be connected with the summit of the Jungfrau by a lift 242' high, with
a win-ling staircase on the lutside. — Tlie completion of the line will take
at least 7-3 years; the estimated cost is 10 million francs. The electric
power is derived from the Weisse Liitscbine near LautHrbrunnen and the
Schwarze Liitscbine near Burjilauenen. The prenja'ure d^ath of Herr
Guyer-Zeller has, however, ma'le the complete realization of this bold
undertaking somewhat problematical.

From the Wengern-Alp the train ascends gradually. Splendid
views of the Jungfrau. Walkers follow the bridle-path, which crosses

the line near the Hotel Jungfrau, and then skirts it to the (^1^ hr.)

station of Scheidegg. This walk is recommended for the descent.

53/4 M. Scheidegg (carriages changed in both directions; detention
frequent"), on the summit of the Little, Lauterbrunnen, or Wengern
Scheidegg (6770'; ^Curhaus BeUevue, R. , L., & A. 41/2-O, B. I3/4,

lunch 37-2, D.4-5, pens. 8-i2fr.; S.B.G.H.; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July

12
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and August; Kail. Restaurant, lunch 3'/2 ^r.). This ridge affords a

striking view of the valley of Grindelwald to the N., as far as the

Great Scheidegg, dominated on the right by the broad summit of the

Wetterhorn, "with its rocky peaks and snow -fields, and bounded
on the N. by the Faulhorn range. (To the extreme left is the blunt

cone of the Faulhorn, with its inn.) On the S. opens a splendid

view of the Monch, Eiger, and Jungfrau, with the Silberhorn and
Schneehorn (but more in profile than from the Wengern-Alp).

To the Eiger Glacier, a pleasant walk of ^/^ hr., with fine views,
especially from the "Fallboden/ivbel {liB& \ about halfway). Those who
prefer may u=e the Jwujfvau Railioay (see p. 1^3), which wag opened in

1898 as far as {\>\\ 31 ) the Eigergletscher Slat'on (20 min ; fare 2 fr., there
and back 3 fr). The train starts on the arrival of those from Lauter-
brunnen and Grindelwald. In the glacier is an artificial ice-grotto (adni.

50 c). — At the lower end of the Guggi Glacier we can descry, with a
telescope, the Guggi Club Hut (7864'; 2hrs. from the Little Scheidegg; guide
5 fr.), seldom used, as the Monch is now ascended from the Bergli-Hut, and
the Eiger direct from the Little Scheidegg.

The easy ascent of th3 Xauberhorn (8120'), 1 hr. by a path fguide-post
between the station and the Bellevue Hotel), is recommended for its

magnificent view. The entire chain of the Bernese Alps is in sight. To
the right of the imposing Wetterhorn are the broad and jagged Berglistock,
the Mettenberg. Great and Little Schreckhorn, Lauteraarhom, Eiger, Monch,
and Jungfrau: still farther to the right, the Ebnefluh, Mittaghorn, Gross-
horn, Breithorn, Tschingelhorn, Gspaltenhorn, and Bliimlisalp; in front,

the plateau of Miirren, with Lauterbrunnen and the Staubbach below-,
above are the Schilthorn, the Sulegg-Grat with the Lobhorner (p. 181), and
farther to the right, the Niesen; then the Abendberg, Wilderswyl, Unter-
seen with St. Beatenberg above it; above the Grindelwald valley rises

the Faulhorn range, with the Schwarzhorn ; and in the distance beyond
the Great Scheidegg, the Wendenstocke and the Titlis.

On the N. the Lauberhorn is adjoined by the precipitous Tschuggen
(8278'; ascent laborious, for experts only) and, farther on, by the 'Mann-
lichen (7695'), another famous point of view, easily ascended in IV2 hr.

from the Little Scheidegg. From the station a well-made bridle-path
(5-6' wide) gradually ascends to the right, skirting the slopes of the Lauber-
horn and Tschuggen, and affording a succession of charming views of
Grindelwald and its mountains, to the (1 hr. 5 min.) J7d<. Gnndelwald-Rigi
(7220'; R., L., & A. 3V-2-4, B. IV2. lunch 31/2, D- 4^2 fr.), on the saddle be-
tween the Tschuggen and Mannlichen. The top of the latter is reached in
20 min. more. The view of the Eiger, Monch, and .Jungfrau is inferior to

that from the Lauberhorn, owing to the intervening Tschuggen, but the
more distant peaks to the right and left are better seen (panorama by G.
Studer). — Direct descent to Grindelwald ia 2V2 hrs., by a path that cannot
be mistaken.

The railway and bridle-path (21/2 lirs. to Grindelwald) follow

the slope to the right, immediately behind the Hotel Bellevue. To the

right, a final view of the Jungfrau. Then over the stony Wergisthal-

Alp, at the foot of the Eiger, to (8 M.) Alpiglen (5287' Hot. des

Alpes, 1/4 ^I- from the station, unpretending, R. 1^/2-2V2j Pens. 5 fr.),

on a commanding terrace. The Wetterhorn becomes more conspicuous,

with the Mettenberg in front of it; farther on the Schreckhorn is

seen through the gap between the Mettenberg and the Eiger. The
line descends steeply into the valley of the Black Liitschine and
crosses the stream. — IO1/2 M. Orund (3100'), the lower station for

Grindelwald, whence the train backs out to ascend to the (11 M.)
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principal station of Grindelwald (see below). — Walkers from

Grindelwald to the Little Scheidegg cross the Liitschine above the

station of Grund, and thence follow the bridle-path to the left, which

crosses the line farther on ; to Alpiglen 2 hrs. , thence to the Scheid-

egg 11/2 tir.

Girindelwald. — Hotels fall with restaurants aud usually seats in the

open air)- -Bear (Messrs. Boss), 3 min. from the station, a large new house
of five stories (250 rooms), but without a lift, R., L., & A. 4-8, B. IV2. lunch
31/2, D. 5. pens. lO-lti ir. (,S. B. G. H.); 'Eiger, R, 3-5, B. I'/v, lunch 3. D, 4,

pens. 7-14 fr.; 'Hot.-Pexs. Schonegg, in a quiet situation, 8 min. from the

station, to the left, with garden, pens. 6-8 fr. ; 'Hot. -Pens. Burgenek,
R., L., & A. from 3. B. I1/4. D. 3'/2, pens. 6-10 fr. •, Hot.-Peks. Grindel-
wald, R., L.. & A. 3. B. 11/4, D. 3. pens. 0-8 fr. —At the station: 'Hot.-
Pens. Alpenbdhe, R. 2'/-.i-3V2. B. IV4, D. 31/2 pens. 6-8 fr. ; Hot.-Pens.
ScHWEiZEEHOF, E. 2' 2-3, L. i/s, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, pens. 6-Sfr.; Hot.-Pens.
Oberland; Hot.-Pens. Alpina, R. 2, D. 3, pens. 5-8 fr. ; Hot. Weisses
Keeuz, R. from IV2, B. IV4, I>. 2 fr, ; Hot. de la Gare, D. 8 fr. jwLne
on draught); Hot.-Pens. JJational, R. from I1/2, pens. 5 fr. — =Hot. du
Glacier, 7-8 min. below the principal station and as far from Grund. R.,

L., & A. from 2. B. ii/4, lunch 21/2, D. 3, pens, from 5 fr. — "Hot.-Pens.
ViGTOBiA, in an open situatiun on the Diirrenberg, 3/4 M. above the station,

R. 21/2 5. B. 11/2, B. 3-4, pens. 8-12 fr. ; *Pens. Bellart, prettily situated
by the pine-woods, farther to the W., pens. 6-8 fr. — Restaurant Bellevue,

by the Hot. Eiger, with rooms, beer. — Confectioners: J. Zbiiren, near
the Bear ; Wd'er. Blum, near the rail, station.

Post Office, near the Eiger Hotel. — Telegraph Office in the Hot.
Oberland.

English Church (services in summer).
Guides. Hud. Kaufmann (chief-guide), Peter Baumann ('am Guggen'),

Peter Baumann-Tuflbach, Ulrich and Hans Aimer, Gottfried and Ckr. Bohren^
Peter Kaufmann (two of this name), Hans Kaufmann (two of this name),
Christ. Kaufmann. Hans and Rud. Baumann. Hans Bernet, Ul. Rubi, Christ.

Fritz, and Sam. Josfi, Joh. Heimann, Peter, Sam., and Hans Brawand,
Joh. and Christ. Burgener, etc. — Good ice-axes (18 fr.) at Ch. Schenk's.

Grindelwald [3415' at the station; 3468' at the church
;
pop.

3087), properly Gydisdor/", a large village in a sheltered and healthy

situation, almost entirely rebuilt since the fire of 1892, is an excellent

starting-point for excursions, and a favourite summer-resort. Three

gigantic mountains bound the valley on the S., the Eiger (13,040'),

the Mettenberg (10,193'), which forms the base of the Schreckhorn,

and the beautiful three-peaked Wetterhorn (12,150'), the char-

acteristic feature of the entire landscape. Between the Wetterhorn

and the Mettenberg descends the Upper Grindelwald Glacier, and
between the Mettenberg and the Eiger the Lower Grindelwald

Glacier. These glaciers feed the Black Liitschine.

Most visitors are content with a visit to the *Upper Glacier (a

walk, there and back, of 2V2 ^^s. ; horse Sfr.). From the station we
follow the principal street, passing the (10 min.) Church ; and beyond
the schoolhouse, decorated with mottoes, we take the footpath to

the right (while the bridle-path leads straight on). The undulating
path leads past several refreshment-huts to the (3/4 hr.) Hotel

Wetterhorn (4040'; R. 1^,-2. pens. 472-6 fr.; well spoken of), just

before which we pass a memorial to Dr. A. Sailer of Burgdorf, who
perished on the Lauteraar Glacier in 1880. Here we diverge to the
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right from the main path [which goes ou to the Great Scheidegg,

see p. 196), cross the Liitschine (3935'), and in 10 min. reach the

glacier. The artificially hewn Ice Grotto (adm. 50 c.) is the finest

near Grindelwald.
Another way back to Grindelwald (guide, 6 fr., not essential) is

by a path ascending the left moraine to the Chalet Milchbach (4330';

rfmts. ; visible irom below), which affords a good view of the ice-fall.

The path (finger-posts) then enters the wood to the right, passing between
the Mettenberg and the Halsegg, and descends on the left bank of the
Liitschine and across the Sulz to the bridge near the saw-mill mentioned
below, and back to (IV4 hr.) Grindelwald. — From the Chalet Milchbach
climbers may, by means of ladders (guide 1 fr.), ascend to the Wetter-
horn path (comp. p. 187), and pass through the Milchbach Gorge to the

(3/4 hr.) edge of the glacier above the ice-fall (about 525U'; fine survey of

the glacier).

A narrow, and in wet weather muddy, path leads to the E. from the
Hotel Wetterhorn . past the 'Camera Obscura' and the small pavilion,

through shrubs and pines, to (20 min.) the *Eisboden ('Ischbode'; 4400*),

a beautiful pasture close to the base of the Wetterhorn, affording a superb
survey of the Upper Grindelwald Glacier, the Mettenberg, the Schreck-
horner, the Eiger, and the Grindelwald Valley.

The Lower Glacier has so receded that an ascent to the Bdregg

will alone repay the visitor (see below; guide, 7 fr., needless for

moderately experienced walkers; horse to the Weissenfluh, 1/2 ^^^

below the Baregg, 10 fr., not advisable), while the only other interest-

ing point is the imposing Gcrgeofthe Lutschine. Bridle-paths, above

the Hotel Eiger, above the former Eagle Hotel, and between the

church and the school-house, descend to the right to the bridge

spanning the branch of the Liitschine that issues from the upper
glacier. On the opposite bank, on which is a' saw-mill, the path

straight on ascends to the Baregg, while we keep to the right at the

same level, and finally, ascending a little, cross a wooden bridge over

the discharge of the glacier to the entrance of the Gorge of the Liit-

schine, to which wooden galleries and steps afford access (50 c.}. At
the upper end is a high waterfall. We may now ascend the left (W.)
lateral moraine to the (7.2 ^r-) -^ce Grotto (230' long) hewn into the

glacier; or we may follow the right bank for 80 paces from the

wooden bridge, and then ascend the right lateral moraine to the

Baregg path. On this latter ascent we pass (I/4 hr.) a refreshment-

hut, by a bridge high above the gorge (50 c), and (^/^hv. more) a

second hut, with another Ice Grotto near it (50 c). — From the

bridge and saw-mill mentioned above a path ascends along steep

rocky slopes to (172-1^411^.) the Chalet Bdregg (5410'), which com-
mands the *Lower Eismzer ('sea of ice'), the large basin in which
the glacier accumulates before it descends to the valley. Above it

rise the Zasenberghorn, Grindelwalder Griinhorn, Little and Great

Grindelwalder Fiescherhorn, Fieschergrat, and Eiger. A rocky knoll,

20 min. farther on, affords a more complete view.
A Qight of wooden steps, 5 min. from the chalet, descends to the edge

of the 'Eismeer'. The glacier may be crossed, with guide (from Grindel-
wald, 9 fr.), to (1 hr.) the Zatenberg (6050'), on the grassy slopes of which
sheep are pastured in summer. — The ascent of the -Zftsenberghorn
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(7687'; magnificent survey) takes IV2 hr. from the Zasenberg (guide 12 fr.).

On every side tower huge and wild masses of ice, and the view is bounded
by the imposing peaks of the Eiger, Schreckhorner, Fiescherhorner, etc.

Experts may now cross the Fiescherfirn. descend iheKalli by a steep path, and
return to the Baregg (,7-8 hrs. ; a comparatively easy round

;
guide 20 fr.).

The Mettenberg {Mittelberg, 10,193'; 8 hrs. from Grindelwald, by the
Baregg; guide 30 fr.) commands an imposing view of the Wetterhorn,
Schreckhorn, Finsteraarhorn, and the Upper Grindelwald Glacier, but is

seldom ascended.

The favourite ascent is that of the *Wetterhorn (12,150'; 10-11 hrs.;

guide 60, porter 46 fr.), lirst scaled in 1844. The ascent, now made almost
daily in line summer weather, requires perseverance and a steady head.
From the Chalet Milchbach by the ladders to the upper glacier, see p. 186.

We cross the glacier to the Schlupf and traverse the precipitous Ziebachs

platien, with numerous brooks in wet weather, to the Gleckstein Club Hut
C7670'; 41/2-0 hrs. from Grindelwald), where the night is spent. Thence
over the Krinne-Firn and by a steep ascent to the snow-covered Wetter-

sattel or Sditeli (11,615'), between the Mittelhorn (12,165') and the Vordere
Wetterhorn or Hasli-Jungfrau (12,160'), and to the left to the top of the
latter, 5-6 hrs. The Rosenhorn (12,110'), the third peak, is better ascended
from the Dossen Hut (p. 196). Descent to the Dossen Hut (and Rosenlaui or

Innertkirchen), see pp. 195, 197 (guide from Grindelwald, 70 or 80 fr.). —
From the Gleckstein Hut over the Rotenegg to the Dossen Hut^ see p. 195;

over the Bergli-Joch to the Gauli But, see p. 197. — The Eerglistock (12,000'),

to the right of the Bergli-Joch (5V2-6 hrs. from the Gleckstein Hut
;
guide

70 fr.), commands a superb view of the Schreckhorner, Wetterhorner, etc.

Ascent of the Jungfrau , p. 1S3; Finsteraarhorn (from Grindelwald
via the Agassiz-Joch, dangerous as a descent on account of falling stones),

p. 199. — Gross-Schreckhorn (13.3~5': from the Schwarzegg Club Hut 7-8 hrs.;

guide 80 fr.), ascended for the first time by Mr. Leslie Stephen in 1861, very
difficult. — Gross-Lauteraarhorn (18,265'; guide SO fr.), also very difficult.

— Klein-Schreckhorn (li.4.5'), from the Schwarzegg Club Hut. 5-6 hrs.,

interesting and for expert climbers not difficult (guide 60 fr.). — Monch
(13,465': first scaled by Dr. Porges of Vienna in 1857), ascended either from
the Bergli Hut by the Upper Monchjoch (p. 188) and the S.E. arete in

5-6 hrs. (guide 70 fr.), or trom the Gvggi Hut (p. 184) by the X. side in

8-9 hrs. (very difficult and not always feasible; guide 80 fr.). — Eiger
(13-040'; first ascended by Mr. Chas. Barrington in 1858), from the Little

Scheidegg by the Eiger Glacier and up the W. arete, 7-8 hrs. (guide

80 fr.). All these are for tborouih experts only.

Passes. To the Grimsel Hospice over the 'Strahlegg (10,995'; 14 hrs.;

two guides, 40 fr. each), a grand but toilsome route. The night is passed
in the Schwarzegg Club Hut (5265'), on the upper Eismeer, 5-572 hrs. from
Grindelwald. Thence a steep ascent over ice and rock to the (3 hrs.) pass,

lying between the Gros's-Lavferaarhorn and the S'rahlegghorner ; descent
over the (•V4-1 lir-) Strahleggfirn and the Finsteraar and Unteraar Glaciers

to the (6 hrs.) Grimsel Hospice (p. 193). In the reverse direction the route
is less trying and more interesting (from the Pavillm Dollfuss to the

Strahlegg 5 hrs.. thence to Grindelwald 6 hrs.). — Over the Finsteraar-Joch
(11,025'; 14 hrs. : guide 50 fr.), between the Strahlegghorner and the Agassiz-
horn, very trying, with splendid views of the Finsteraarhorn, etc. — Over
the Lauteraar-Sattel (10,355'; 14-15 hrs. ;

guide 50 fr.), between the Schreck-
horner and the Eerglistock, fatiguing, but usually without serious difficulty

to proficients. The night is spent in the (5 hrs.) Gleckstein- Hiilie ; thence we
ascend the Upper Grindelwald- Firn in 5 hrs. to the pass, which afl'ords a
grand survey of the Gross-Schreckhorn , Lauteraarhorn, etc. We then
descend a steep snow-slope to the Lauteraarfirn (sometimes guarded by a
wide 'Bergschrund'' or chasm) and the (3 hrs.) Pavilion Dollfuss (p. 199).

Passes feom Grindelwald to the Eggishorn (p. 327), all difficult

and for experts only, with able guides. ^The Jungfrau-Joch (11,090'; guide
80 fr.), between' the'.Jungfrau and Monch,' from the Little Scheidegg to the
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Eggishorn Hotel in IG hrs., via the Guggi Glacier, is very difficult and
dangerous. — The passage of the Mbnchjoch (11,385'; guide 60 fr.), 17 hrs.

from Grindelwald to the Eggishorn Hotel, is facilitated by spending a

night in the Bergli-IIutte (see below), or when the journey is made in the

reverse direction, in the Concordia Pavilion (p. 327). This is the most fre-

quented of these passes, but it is also difficult and should not be attempted
except when the snow is in good order. From the Baregg we cross the

lower Eismeer to the opposite moraine, and ascend the precipitous Kalli

for 2'/'.» hrs.; then cross the much crevassed Grindelwald- Fiescher Glacier

to the"(3hrs.; 8-9 hrs. from Grindelwald) Bergli Club Hut (10,825'), com-
manding a grand though not extensive view of the Fiescherwand, Schreck-
horner. Eiger, etc. From the hut a steep climb of l-l^/z hr. to the Lower
Monchjoch, (11,910'), between the Monch and Walcherhorn: thence either

to the right over the Upper Monchjoch (11,870'), between the Monch and
Trugberg, to the Jungfruufirn (p. 183) and down to the Great Aleisch

Glacier and the (6V2-71/2 hrs.) Eggishorn Hotel; or to the left, over the

vast JEwigxchneefeld, to the Aletsch Glacier (the two routes unite at the

Concordia Pavilion). — The Eiger-Joch (11,875': guides 100 fr.), between the

Eiger and Monch, 20 hrs. from the Wengern-Alp to the Eggishorn, and
the Fiescher-Joch or Ochsen-Joch (about 12,630'), to the E. of the Kleine

Fiescherhorn or Ochs (12,812'), 14-15 hrs. from the Schwarzegg Club Hut
to the Eggishorn Hotel, are both very toilsome and difficult.

49. The Faulhorn.
Gtdde (unnecessary) : from Grindelwald and back 10, if a night be spent

at the top 13 fr.; from the Schynige Platte 6, with descent to Grindelwald 12,

or via the Great Scheidegg to Meiringen or Im-Hof 25 fr. — Chair Porters 6 fr.

each; if they pass the night on the top, 12 fr. (three generally suffice; a

bargain should be made beforehand). — JJorse from Grindelwald and back 20

(or with one night out, 25) fr. ; to the top and via the Great Scheidegg to

Meiringen or Im-Hof 40 fr. ; from the Schynige Platte to the top 20 fr.

;

from Meiringen to the Faulhorn in one day 30 fr., to the Faulhorn and
Grindelwald 36 fr. — *Ixn on the summit (not cheap, E.. 5, L. & A.

11/2, B. 21/4, D. 5 fr., cup of coffee 75 c.)-

The *raulhorn (8803'), rising between the Lake of Brienz and

the valley of Grindelwald, and composed of friable, calcareous schist

{faul, 'rotten'), affords a closer survey than the Rigi of the giants

of the Bernese Oberland (see Panorama). To the N., at our feet, lies

the Lake of Brienz, with its mountains, from the Augstmatthorn to

the Rothhorn; part of Lake Thun, with the Niesen and Stockhorn,

is also visible; to the N.E. are parts of the Lakes of Lucerne and

Zug, with Pilatus and the Rigi ; then Lakes Morat and Neuchatel.

From Grindelwald to the Faulhorn (4^/4 hrs. ; descent

3 hrs.). From the Bear Hotel we cross the road and ascend straight

between the hotel-stables and the new chalet ; after 3 min., to the

right (the path to the left leads to Hot. Victoria, p. 185) ; 10 min.,

at the fork, straight on; 5 min., to the right; 2 min., to the left,

past a cottage. The footpath soon unites with the bridle-path that

begins opposite the former Eagle Hotel (ascent thence to this point

1/2 lir.). We now follow the main path, partly through wood. After

40 min., on the Hertenbilhl pasture (5157'), the path turns sharply

to the left, ascending past a little cabaret into (10 min.) wood;

10 min., to the right, past a small pond; 20 min., a gate; 25 min.,
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Waldspitz (6200'; Hot.-Pens. Alpenrose, unpretending, R.l^j^h.^
with a splendid view. This point is nearly halfway. Farther on
(20min.), to the left, is a fall of the Muhlibach^ which we cross near

the upper chalets of the Bach-Alp (6496'). The path keeps to the

left at the fork 10 min. farther on, crosses a hrook, and ascends to

the (35 min.) Bach-See (7428'), in a stony basin, bounded on the

left by the Rothihorn (9052') and Simelihorn (9030'), and on the

right by the Ritzengrdtli (8282'). (By the stone hut the path for

those descending to the Scheidegg diverges to the left, see below.)

The top of the Faulhorn is now in view. The path, indicated by
stakes, ascends rapidly for nearly Ihr. over a stony chaos. We pass

another stone hut (Alpine horn), cross the nearly level pastures at

thefootof thepeak, and reach the top by a zigzag path in ^/^hv. more.
For the Retukn to Geindelw-ald (3 hrs.) pedestrians may take the

path by the Buss-Alp, which diverges to the right at the last-mentioned
stone hut. To the W. of the upper chalets rises the Burg (7247'), which is

sometimes ascended from Grindelwald direct in 2V2 hrs. for the sake of
the view.

Feom the Schynige Platte to the Faulhorn (3y2-'^iirs.; de-

scent 27-2-3 hrs.). The picturesque bridle-path, the beginning of

which is indicated by a finger-post below the station (p. 173), first

crosses the /se?fen--4^j), below the steep Oberherghcrn (Qldi''). Beyond
(20 min.) a gate we keep to the right, skirting the 8. slopes of the

Laucherhcrn (8333'), and traverse the rocky debris of the Biitschi,

beyond which, at the foot of the Sdgishorner, a footpath descends

along the brook to the right. (In descending, therefore, we here

keep to the right, with the hotel on the Schynige Platte in sight,

and the Geisshorn and Gummihorn above it.) We turn to the left

and cross the (IV4 ^^- from the Schynige Platte) watershed of the

Egg (6915'), whence the new bridle-path (red way-marks), to the

right, gradually ascends on the N. slope of the Sdgisgrat. Farther

on, high above the Sdgisthal-See^ the path rounds the N.E. end of

the Sagisgrat to its S. side (refuge-hut; 1 hr.) and ascends the N.

flank of the Winteregg. About 10 min. farther on, where the path

emerges from behind the Winteregg, a beautiful view of the Bliim-

lisalp and other snow-mountains is suddenly disclosed. Hence to

the top of the Faulhorn an ascent of 1^4 hr. more.

From the Faulhorx to the Great ScHErDEGG (guide advis-

able ; 3 hrs.; ascent 4 hrs.). The path diverges to the left from

the Grindelwald path, near the (3/4 hr.) hut on the Bach-See, tra-

verses the stony slopes of the Ritzengrdtli, and is nearly level for

some distance; 72 l^^., a gate between the Bach-Alp and the Wid-
derfeld-Alp ; we follow the main path to the left, not down the bed
of the brook; 12 min., we cross the ridge of the Langenbaim-Egg
(7106'), with a magnificent view; 8 min., we keep to the left and
cross the brook ; 7 min., we descend to the left over black, crumb-
ling slate. Beyond a gate the path becomes indistinct at places,

the direction being to the left on the slope above the upper Orindel-
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Alpy towards the conspicuous Scheidegg Inn (to the left of the

Wetterhorn) ; 1/4 ^r., a small brook is crossed ; 5 min., another brook
;

10 min.. a rude bridge over the Bergelbach; 5 min., upper chalets

of the Grindel-Alp (6410'). At (V4 hr.) a gate we ascend to the

right on this side of the fence, pass through the next gate (12 min.),

and make for the top of a hill; 8 min., Scheidegg Inn (p. 196).
In ascending from the Scheidegg, be careful not to turn to the left at

the bridge over the Bergelbach ; farther on, where the path is lost on the
pastures, again avoid turning to the left, but follow a directi'^^in parallel

with a long enclosure lying a little to the left, and make for the slope of
the mountain, at the foot of which the path is regained.

The view from the Faulhorn is partially intercepted by the neigh-

bouring group of the Simelihorn (9030') and the Rotliihom (9052') , rising

between the Finsteraarhorn and the Schreckhorn, which conceals part of

the Alpine chain and the valley of Grindelwald. The Rothihom, from
which the magnificent view is uninterrupted, is ascended from the Bach-
See in 11/2 hr, (guide advisable; from the Faulhorn 5 fr.).

The view is still grander and more extensive from the *Sehwarzhom
(9613'), which, with the Wildgerst (9488'), intercepts the view from the Faul-

horn on the E. side. (The lakes of Lungern, Samen, Alpnach, and Kiissnacht

are visible hence, all lying in the same line.) The ascent is made from
the Faulhorn in 41/2 t^^s. ^ from the Great Scheidegg by the Grindel-Alp and
the Krinnenboden in 3 hrs. ; from the Hotel Schwarzwaldgletscher (p. 195)

in 33/4 hrs. ; or from Axalp (p. 193) in 6 hrs. (guide 12 fr.).

50. From Meiringen to Interlaken. Lake of Brienz.

Comp. Maps, pp. 160, 174.

From Meiringen to Brienz (7'/2 M.) Railway in 25 min. (fares 2 fr. 60, 1 fr.

95. 80 c). — From Brienz (station) to Interlaken Steamboat 7 times daily in

1 hr. (fares 2 fr. 40, 1 fr. 40 c).

Meiringen. — Hotels, *H6tel du Sauvage (Zum Wildenmann), 8 min.

from the station (omnibus), with garden, R., L., & A. 4'/2 - 8V21 D. 5,

pens. 12-16 fr.; ==H6t. de L"OnRS . R. , L., & A. 2-4, B. IV4, D. 3, pens.

5-9 fr ; ^Hot.-Pexs. Obeeland, R., L.. & A. from 3, D. 31,2, S. 21/2 fr.

;

*H6t.-Pens. Andeeegg, E.. L.. & A. 1V2-2, B. 1, pens. 5-6 fr. ; 'Hot. Brdnig,
R., L.. & A. 2-4, B. 11/4, D. 31/2. pens. 6 8 fr-. Hot de la Gaee, well spoken
of, the last five near the rail, station; *3Ieieingee Hof, Kirchgasse, E.,

L.. & A. 2-8, B. 11/4. D. 3 fr. ; •Croix Blanche, R,, L.. & A, 21/2, B. 1, D.
21/2-3. pens. 5-6 fr. • 'Keo.ne. R., L.. & A. 2-3V2- B. IV4, D. 31/2. pens.

6-8 fr.; Post, in the main street, R., L., & A. '2-2V2, B. 1 fr. 20 c, D.
2-3. pens. 5-7 fr. ; -Adlee, unpretending, R. IV2, B IV4, S. IV2-2V2 fr.

:

*HiRSCH, 1/3 M. from the station (omnibus), near the Willigen- iriicke,

R., L., & A. 11/2-21/2, B. 11/4. D. 2 fr. — ^Hotel-Pensiox Reichenbach, beyond
the Aare, on the way to the Reichenbach waterfalls, 1 M. from the station

(omnibus 75 c), with dependance (Pens, des Alpes), R. 21/2-4. B. IV2, lunch

21/2, D. 31/2, pen''. 6-10 fr. — Furnished Rooms at Ahplanalp-Balmer"s, Post-

gasse, near the rail, station.

Restaurants in the hotels; Victoria, near the station. D, 1V2-2 fr,

;

Brauerei Stein, with garden : good beer at the Post (see above).

English Church, in the garden of the Hotel dn Sanvasre.

Guides. Melcliior, Joh., and Peter Anderegg, Ulrich Fuhrer, Joh. and
Albert Jaun. Joh Kohler Senr.. Xik. and Melchior Kohler. Kaspar Moor.,

Beinrich Rieder, Joh. and Andreas Stdhli, Balth. Tdnnler, Andreas and Kaspar
Win'erberger, Andreas and Melchior Zenger, etc.

Meiringen (1968'), the principal station on the Briinig Railway

(R. 37), is the chief village of the Hasli-Thal, the inhabitants of

which, according to tradition, immigrated with the Schwyzers from
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Scandinavia. The village, almost entirely turned down in 1891,

but since rebuilt in an improved style, lies on the right bank of the

Aare^ in a wide valley, surrounded by wooded mountains, above

which rise several snowy peaks. To the S. appear the Reichenbach

Falls (see below), with the snow-fields of the Wellborn and the Ro-

senlaui Glacier above them. The Muhlebach, Alpbach, and Dorf-
bach^ descending from the Hasleberg to the N. of the village, form

considerable falls. The massive detached church-tower of Meiringen

originally belonged to a castle. Both tower and church have repeat-

edly been unearthed from the debris which the Alpbach used to de-

posit before its canalisation. Meiringen is a pleasant place of so-

journ on account of its fine situation and favourable climate. Wood-
carving is extensively practised here. — To the E. of the village

rises the ruined tower of Resti.

The *Grorge of the Aare (Aareschlucht; 1/2 hr. from the station; carr.

there and back, with stay of 1 hr., 4 fr., with IV2 br.'s stay, and back
from the Lamml Inn, 6 fr.^ two-horse 7 and 10 fr.) is the chief p(iint of

interest near Meiringen, next to the Reichenbach Falls. We follow the

main road to bevond the Hirsch, diverge to the right, cross the (V2 M.)
Willigen-Brucke (p. 196), and take the road to the left (that to the right

leading to the Hot. Reichenbach, p. 190). At the entrance to the gorge is

a Restaurant., where tickets (1 fr.) are obtained. The wild and romantic
rocky gorge, which carries the Aare through the Kirchet (p. 196), is about
11/4 M. long, and has been made accessible by means of an iron gallery.

After 10 min. we pass a pretty waterfall on the left. Hence we reach the
head of the gorge in 20 min., which is on the S. side of the Kirchet, on the
Innertkirchen road (p. 197). We return the same way, or we ascend
through the 'Finstere Schluchf to (4 hrs.) the Lammi Inn , on the road
over the Kirchet, by which we regain the Willigen-Briicke in 25 minutes.
— A finger-post, 2 min. from the Lammi Inn, indicates the way to the

upper Reichenbach Fall (^4 hr. : comp. p. 195).

Frcm the H6tel Reichenbach an electrical wire-rope railway runs to

(1/4 hr.) the *Upper Reichenbach Fall (fare 1 fr.. there and back IV2 fr.).

The line (V2 M. long; m ximum gradient 60:100) crosses the Reichenbach
near the central fall and ends (buffet) on the left side of the fine upper
fall, which descends in one huge leap into a deep rocky ba«in. On sum-
mer evenings the fall is illuminated by electricity. — Walkers from the

Hot. Reiclienbach fallow the footpath f'^hr. ; sign-posts) which is re-

peatedly cros'^ed by the wire-rope railway: or (better) they follow the new
road via Willigen (p. 194) to the (1/2 hr.) Pens. Wyss (carr. to this point 7,

with two horses 14 fr.), and take the path to the right, which leads to

(6 min.) the pavilion (rfmts.) on the right side of the upper fall.

About 1 M. to the N. of Meiringen is the Gorge of the Alpbach
(adm. 50 c), commanding a fine view of Meiringen, the Wetterhorn
group, the Rosenlaui Glacier, and the lower Hasli-Thal as far as the Lake
of Brienz (small restaurant at the head of the gorge). In the season the

Alpbach Falls are electrically illuminated in the evening.
On the Hasleberg, 3/4 br. to the N. of Meiringen, is the *Hdt.-Pens.

Alphach (2854'; R. 2^2- D. 3, S. 2, pens. 51/2-8 fr.), with a view of the
Wellborn and Wetterhorn group. About IV2 M. farther to the E., in

Reuti (3i50'), are the Pensions Kohler (with restaurant), Huher^ and Von
Bergen. — About 3 M. to the N.W. of the Hot. Alpbach (good path by
Golderen and Weisslanne or Wasserwendi ; direct road from Meiringen in

11/2 hr., one-horse carriage 9, two-horse 16 fr.) lies the village of Hohfluh
(3443'; "Hdt.-Pens. Hohfluh, 6 fr. ; Pens. Alpenruh; Pens. Tannler), another
fine point of view, visited as a health-resort. Xumeroiis pleasant excur-
sions : to the Schoren-Alp (4115'; I1/2 hr.) ; Giebel (6680'; 21/2 hrs. ; see p. 141) ;

"Planplatte (7340'; interesting), ascent by the Mdgis-Alp in 4 hrs., descent
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by the Gummen-Alp, 3 hrp. — The 'Hohenstollen (SlSO*; splendid view)
may be ascended from Hohfluh by the Balis-Alp in 4 hrs. (guide 5, from
Meirin_'en 12, from the Hot. Alpbach 7 fr.), or from Meiringen direct, by
the Mdgis-Alp and the Schicarzenfl"h in 5 hr^. Descent to Melchsee-Frutt,

see p. 140. — Over the Wei'ries to Melchsee-Frutt. see p. 140.

The train skirts the right bank of the canalized Aare. The
beautiful Oltschibach aud other cascades fall from cliffs on the left.

Beyond (5 M. ) Brienzwyler (Restaurant Balmhofj, where it crosses

the Briinig road, the line skirts the geologically interesting Bnllen-

berg (2385'J, then bends to the right, and follows the bank of Lake
Brienz, by Kienholz, a \illage destroyed by a mud-stream of the

Lammbach in 1896 and 1897, to —
7^/) M. Brienz. — The station is at Tracht, to the E. of Brienz, close

to the station of the Rothhorn Railway , and ihe. Steamhoat Pier. Most of the
steamers also touch near the Hot. de TOurs in Brienz. — Hotels. Ceoix
Blanche, at Tracht, near the stations, E.. L.. Si A. IV2 4. B. 11/4 D. 21/2 fr. •,

Hotel de l'Oces (Bar). 1 2 M. from the stations, with a terrace on the
lake, R., L., & A 2-4, B I'A, D. 3 fr. •, Schutzen. to the E. of the stations,

plain. — English Church Service in summer (at the Hot. de TOur?).

The village of Brienz (2530 inhab.), adjoined on the E. by Tracht,

stretches for 1 1/2 M. along the bank of the Lake of Brienz, backed by
green pastures dotted with fruit-trees, above which rises the Brienzer

Grat, whence descend the falls of the Trachtbach and the Miihlbach.

Brienz is the centre of the Oberland wood-carving, which here em-
ploys about 600 persons, and of which the Industrie- Halle, near the

Bear Hotel, contains good specimens. The Wood Carving School de-
serves a visit. On a hill about 1/4 M. farther to the W. is the Church,

commanding the valley of Meiringen, with the Sustenhorner in the

background, the Faulhorn chain, Sulegg, Morgenberghorn, etc.

The *Brienzer Rothhorn (7715'), the highest peak of the Brienzer Grat,
is a famous point of view, Eack-and-Piniox Railway (opened in 1892)
in IVs hr. (up 8 fr., down 4 fr., there and back 10 fr.). This line (43/4 M.
long; maximum gradient 25 : 1< 0) asceads through luxuriant meadows,
soon affording a view of the Lake of Brienz and the Schwarzhom range,
Beyund the bridge acros? the Trachtbach the ascent becomes steeper; the
line approaches the Miihlbach, turns to the right by means of the short
Schwarzfluh Tunnel, and mounts to the (I'/s M.) station of Geldried (3360')-

To tbe ri<iht we overlook the valley of Meiringen and the Snstenborner,
Describing a large loop, we pass throngh tl^e Stockisc/raben Tunnel and the
five tunnels of tlie Planalpfluh to the (2 M.) station Hausstadt (4415'; rfmts.),
in view of the Bliimlisalp, DoldenSiorn, and Wildstrubel. Then on the
left, and, farther up, on the right, bank of the MviMbach, over the pastures
of the Plaualp, past the chalets of Mittelstaffel (c023'), and beyond the Kiih-
matt Tunnel (1' yds.) we reach the (3^/2 M.) watering-station of Ober-
staffel (59^0'). Finally the line sweeps round the uppermost valley, bends
back by means of the two Schonegg Tunnels, and reaches it'' terminus at
(43/4 M,) station Rothhorn-Kulm (7388'), on the Breitengrat, 3 min. below
the 'Hotel Rothhorn-Kulm (7445'; R. 31/2, B. I1/2, D 3i

'2 fr.) and Vi l^r.

below the summit (gi od path), on which a triangular stone marks the
contact of the cantons of Bern, Lucerne, and Unterwalden. The "View
(panorama at the hotel; best in the morning and evening) vies in extent
and picturesque charm with that from the Eigi, especially as the great
peaks are nearer. The prospect embraces the chain of the Uri, Engelberg,
and Bernese Alps, with the Lake of Brienz in the foreground ; the Haali-
Thal from Meiringen nearly to the Grimsel ; on the other side the small
Ey-See, the Lake of Sarnen, a considerable part of the Lake of Lucerne
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with the Rigi, part of the Lake of Zug, aud a long strip of the Lake of
Neuchatel. — From the Rothhorn to Cfistoil, aee p. 141 5 via Sdrenberg
and Fliihli to Schilpfheim, see p. 147,

The Lake of Brienz (1857'), 83/4M. long, and IV4-IV2M. wide,

500' deep near the Giessbach and 860' near Oberried, lies 20' higher

than the Lake of Thun. It is enclosed by lofty wooded rocks and

mountains. A beautiful road skirts its N. bank (from Brienz to Inter-

laken, IOV2 M. ; one-horse carr. 8-10 fr.). To the S.E., in the back-

ground, are the snow-clad Sustenhorner, to the right of which are

the Thierberge. The steamboat crosses the lake to the (10 min.) —
Giessbach. — From the landing-place (restaurant) we may walk to the

terrace opposite the falls by a broad road in 20 min., or ascend by the
Cable Tramway (380' long ;

gradient 28: 100) in 6 min. (there and back i fr.).

Hotels. *H6tel Giessbach (28C0' above the sea), a large establishment,
with a restaurant on the terrace and a pension (see below), R., L., & A. from
3, B. IV-', lunch 31/'^, D- 41/2, S. 31/2, pens. lU-15 fr. ; illumination of the
falls 1 fr. (for the first evening only), music 2 fr. per week; post, telegraph,
telephone, and railway ticket office. In the Pemionshaus (the old hotel;
pens 7V2-12fr.) is a well-equipped hydropathic, with electric baths. English
Church Service at the hotel. — *H6tel Beau-Site, V* M. higher, less

pretentious, R., S., & B. 3, D. 3, pens. 6 fr.

The *Gi€ssbach is one of the prettiest and most popular spots

in the Bernese Oberland. The stream, copious at all seasons, rises

on the N. slope of the Schwarzhorn (p. 1£0), and on its way to the

Lake of Brienz, 980' below, forms seven cascades falling from rock

to rock, and framed in dark-green foliage. Only the lowest fall is

seen from the steamer; the terrace in front of the hotel affords a

complete view. The falls are crossed by three bridges. Paths lead

on both banks to the (1/4 hr.) second bridge, whence a badly kept
path ascends on the right bank to the (7-2 hr.) third and highest

bridge , where the Giessbach , issuing from a sombre ravine, is

precipitated into an abyss, 190' in depth. (Best view from a pro-

jecting rock to the right of the bridge.) A wooden gallery enables

visitors to pass behind the second fall. About noon rainbows are

formed in the falls. — The falls are illuminated with Bengal lights

every evening at 9.30 from loth May to the end of September,
A guide-post behind the 'Etablissement Hydrotherapique'' indicates the

way, to the left, to the (20 min.) Rauft. a wended rock on the N. side of the
valley, rising abruptly 600' above the lake and commanding a view of the
Lake of Brienz. — The path to the right from the guide-post leads to the
Alpine hamlet of Enge, situated among beautiful pastures. Pretty view
at the point (V2 hr.) where the path reaches the lake. We then de-
scend past the Ndseli to the Aare Bridge and the Meiringen and Brienz
road (p. 192). — Above the Giessbach (3 hrs.

;
porter 5 fr.) lies Axalp

(4985'; ''Pens. Axalp., pens. 472-0 fr. ; "Pens. Bellew.e. 10 min. farther on, both
impretending), a health-resort, whence the Axalphorn (7635': 2 hrs.), the
Faulhorn (p. 188; 5 hrs.). the Schwarzhorn (9610'; 6 hrs.; 'guide 12 fr.

;

comp. p. 190), and the Wildgerst (9490'; 5 hrs.) may be ascended. — About
1 hr, from Pens. Axalp (272 hrs. from the Giessbach) is the Hinterhurg-
See (5000'), charmingly situated in wood at the base of the Oltschikopf.

Ascent of the Faulhorn (p. 183) feom the Giessbach, 7 hrs. (guide
12 fr.), fatiguing at places, especially on the Bdtten-Alp, which is exposed
to the morning-sun. To the S. of the Schwabhorn this path joins the
bridle-path from the Schynige Platte to the Faulhorn (p. 188).

Baedekek, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 13
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From the Giessbach to Ixteblakex (.31/2 hrs."). A good, well-shaded
path, crossing the first bridge over the falls, and bearing to the right (see

linger-posts). leads to the (1/2 hr.) Hochfluh . a charming point of view.
It then runs high above the lake and descends to (1 hr.) Iseltwald (see

below), from which a road (steep ascent at first) leads to (IV2 M.) Sengg,
(3 M.l Bonigen. and (li 2 M.) Jnterlaken.

From the Giessbach the ordinary steamers steer to Oberried. on

the N. bank of the lake, but the express-hoats follow the preclpitons

S. bank, past the small wooded Schnecken-Insel, with its little chapel,

direct to the pretty village of Iseltwald (*H6t.- Pens. Iseltwald.^

5-6 fr. ; *H6t.-PenK du Lac; Zum Strand), on the S. bank, whence
a picturesque road leads to Interlaken (6 M. ; see above). — Then
Xiederried. charmingly situated on the N. bank at the foot of the

Augstmatthorn (p. 172). Farther on, beyond a wooded promontory,

is Binggenberg (p. 172), with its ruin and church. On the S. bank
is the influx of the Liltschine. which descends from the valley of

Lanterbrunnen. The steamer stops at Bonigen (p. 168) and enters

the canalised Aare. The pier at Interlaken is near the railway

station Interlaken- Ost (p. 167).

51. From Meiringen to Grindelwald.
Comp. Map. p. 174.

I'^h-Sh.T}. Road (and also footpath via the Eeichenbach Falls) to the
Zwirgi Inn i'^ji hr. ; bridle-path thence to Eosenlaui 1^/4 hr. (descent from
R"Se'nla'ii to )Ieiringen 2 hr;.); fr^.m Rosen: aui to the Great Scheidegg

'2^/a (descent 1^/4) hrs.: from the Scheidegg to Grindelwald 2 (ascent r!) hours.

[Walkers bound f r Ro=enIaui cannot n=e the wire-rope railway, ps there
is no bridge over the chasm of the Reichenbach.] — Guide (unnecessary)
12 fr., including the FaiJilhorn. 20 fr. — £'or«e from Meiringen to Rosenlaui
10, Scheidegg 15, Grindelwald 25 fr.

Meiringen. see p. 190. At the hamlet of Willigen, 1 M. to the

S.E. of the rail, station of Meiringen, the new road diverges to the

right from the Grlmsel road and ascends in -svindings, passing

(1 2lir.~) the Hot.-Pens. Wyss and finally traversing wood, t) f^O min.)

the Zijcirgi Inn (see below). A path to the right at the Hot. "VTyss

ascends to (6 min.) the pavilion (rfmts.) on the right side of the

*Upper Fall of the Reichenbach. the spray of which bedews every-

thing in the vicinity. Opposite, on the left bank, is the terminus

of the Wire Rope Railway fp. 191).
Those who wish to visit the less important Lower Falls turn to the right

beyond the (10 min ) WilUgen-Brilke (p. 1^6) and reach (5 min.) the E6'.
Reichenbach, at the f ot of the hill irom which the falls descend. The Lower
Fall is 5 min. to the W. of this h itel(road): beside it is a saw-miU. We
now return to the hotel and follow the broad bridle-path behind it, which is

often crossed by the cable-railway. After 10 min. a foot-path diverges to the
right t ' the falls and 10 Rosenlaui: 5 min., hut commanding the Central or
Kessel Fall. Here we ascend to the left to (25 min.) the Upper Fall.

From the above-mentioned pavilion a narrow path, passing a gal-

lery (view of the fall from the side) , leads back to the road in

25 minutes. The latter brings ns in 3 min. to the little inn Zum
Zii'irgi (3200'j , overlooking the Hasli-Thal and the mountains
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around the Briinig and Susten. In a gorge to the right the Reichen-

bach forms another fine fall (30 c).

Travellers from Rosenlaui to Innertkikchen (fhe Grimsel, Engstlen-Alp,
etc.), may, omitting the Falls of tbe Reichenbach and Meiringen, save
nearly an hour by following the road for 8 min. beyond the path to the

falls, and then turning to the right by a footpath to the village of (25 min.)
Geissholz (2628'), hidden among fruit-trees. Here we ascend the pastures,

and then rapidly descend the Kirchet (p. 186) to (40 min.) Jin-Hof {'p. 197).

The bridle-path now ascends the Reichenbach, high above the

right bank. Before us soon appears the Wellborn, with the Wetter-

horn to the right of it, and the Rosenhorn behind it, to the left

;

farther on, the Rosenlaui Glacier also comes in sight. Beyond the

Kaltenhrunnen Saw Mill (3986'; Inn, pens, ^'^j^-^^ii fr.) we cross a

bridge (4238') to the left bank, and reach the (1 Vii ^^O Gschwanden-

mad-Alp (4'26U'}, commandins a celebrated **View : the bare pin-

nacles of the Engelhorner [9130'), the beautiful Rosenlaui Glacier

between the Dossen/iorn (10,303') and the Weii/iom (10,485'), and

the snow-clad pyramid of the Wetterhom ([2^ib0'~) to the right, to-

gether -with the beautiful foreground, present a picture unsurpassed

in Switzerland. Beyond the bridge the path forks ; the main branch,

to the left, leads to ('20-25 min.) Rosenlaui, the right branch is a

shorter route to the Schwarzwaldgletscher Hotel (see below).

The Baths of Eosenlaui (4363'; *H6t.-Pens. Curhaus, R., L., &
A. 3-6, B. 11/2, lunch 3, D. 41/2, pens. 8-12 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv.) occupy

a secluded site in the well-watered, lir-clad valley of the Reichen-

bach, which forms a pretty fall in the gorge behind the Curhaus.

From the other side of the bridge opposite the Curhaus a path to the left

leads to the Rosenlaui Glacier. One of the guide-posts on this path shows
the way (wooden steps) to the glacier stream. The glacier, famed for the

beauty and purity of its ice, has receded so much of late that we must
ascend 1V2-2 hrs. on the left lateral moraine, to a height of about 5740'

(very rough towards the end), in ordei to get a survey of it.

The Dossen-Hiitte (8860'), grandly situated 5 hrs. above Rosenlaui,
affords a highly interesting expedition for mountaineers (reached also from
Im-Hof through the Urbach-Thol in 6V2-7 hrs., see p. 197). This is the starting-

point for the Dossenhovn (10,300'; 2 hrs.). the Wellhorn (10,485'; 2V2-3 hrs.,

laborious), the Renfenhorn (10.777'; 3 hrs.). the Uangend-Gletsrherhorn
(10.810'; 4 hrs.). the Rosenhorn (12,110'), by the Rosenegg ("ee below) and
the S E. arete in 5 hrs., and tue Wttterhorn {EasH-Jungfrau, 12,i5l)'), by
the WettersaVel (11,615') in 6 hrs. (much easier hence than from the Gleck-
stein Hut, p. 187). From the Dossen Hut we may cross the Wetterlimmi

(10.4400, the Gauli Glacier, and the Gauli Pass (10.260') to the Grimsel,

14-15 hrs., fatiguing', with this route the ascent of the Ewigtchneehorn
(10,930') is easily combined (p. 199). — From the Dossen Hut over the
Ros^ni-gg (11 355'), between the Rosenhorn and Bergli-.loch, to the Gleck-

stein Hut 5-5'/2 hrs., not difficult for experts (see p. 187).

The path to Grindelwald now ascends the right bank of the

Reichenbach, at first on the wooded N. slope of the Welligrat, and
then continues level for a time. After 20 rain, we cross the stream

to the Breitenboden-Alp (4650'), and ascend on the left bank, cross-

ing the Pfannibach and traversing the Schwarzwald- Alp (4SiO'

;

passing through a gate), tothe (1-1 1/4 hr.)*H6f. -Pens. Schwarzwald-

13*
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gLetscher [5020' ; R. 21/0-3, B. 11/4 fr., unpretending), prettily situ-

ated amiilst wood. To the left are the precipices of the Wellhorn

(10,485') and Wetterhorn ; high up, the Schwarzwald Glacier. We
pass a Saw Mill, quit the wood, cross a bridge (25 min. ; 5315Q,
and ascend over the Alpiylen-Alp to the (1 hr.) —

Great Scheidegg or Hasli-Scheidegg (6430' ; Inn, R. 31/2, B. 1 V2»
D. 31/2 fr-) mediocre), which commands a striking view to the W.
The smiling valley of Grindelwald, bounded on the S.W. by the pas-

tures and woods of the Little Scheidegg, contrasts picturesquely

with the bare precipices of the Wetterhorn, which tower giddily

above us. To the S.W. of the Wetterhorn are the Mettenberg,

Fieschergrat, Monch, Eiger, and lastly the Tschingelgrat, Gspalten-

horn, and Bliimlisalp. To the N. the view is intercepted by the

sombre Schwarzhorn and other peaks of the Faulhorn chain.
The Route to the Faulhobn (4 hrs. j see p. 190) diverges to the right

close to the hotel, and cannot be mistaken in clear weather. The (3/* hr.)

upper chalets of the Orindtlalp, where the Faulhorn view begins to open,
are visible from the Great Scheidegg. Thence to the top, see p. 189.

We descend from the Scheidegg, with the church of Grindel-

wald in sight below. At the Ohere Lauchbuhl-Hutte (5900'; ascent

to the Scheidegg, 1/2 lir.), and at other points, we are greeted with a

blastof the Alpine horn, the notes of which are echoed by the Wetter-

horn. To the left of the Mettenberg, the Little and Great Schreck-

horn and the Lauteraarhorn become visible. In 1 hr. we reach the

Hotel Wetterhorn^ near the Upper Grindelwald Glacier. Thence to

Grindelwald, 3/4-I hr., see p. 185.

52. From Meiringen to the Rhone Glacier. Grimsel.

Comp. Maps, pp. 174, 12i.

. 23 M. Diligence in summer twice daily in 7 hrg. (from the Rhone
Glacier to Meiringen in 51/2 hrs.), fare 9 fr. 30 c. (coupe 11 fr. 20 c.) ; to
Goschenen in 131/2 (Goschenen-Meiringen 111/2) hrs., fare 19 fr. 15 c. (coupe
23 fr. 5 c). Only 20 passengers are booked for each trip; no extra-post
supplied on this route. The hi.tels are dear, and it is advisable to take
a supply of provisions. — One-horse carriage from Meiringen to the Rhone
Glacier ('Gletsch') 35, two-horse 65, three-horse 90 fr. (to Guttannen 12,
22, 30 fr.; Handegg 17, 32, 40; Grimsel Hospice 27, 50. 65fr.); from Mei-
ringen to Andermatt 65, 120, 165, Goschenen 72, 135. 175. Fiesch 55. 100,
135, Brig 75, 140, 1S5 I'r. (occasionally cheaper return-cprriagesj. From
Im-Hof to the Grimsel one-hor.^e carriage 23, two-horse 42, Rhone Glacier
32 or 60, Goschenen 65 or 120, Brig 72 or ia5 fr. — On Foot (9-iU hrs.) : Innert-
kirchen IV4 hr., Guttannen 23/4 hrs., Handegg I3/4 hr., Grimsel Hospice 2 hrs.,
Rhone Glacier I3/4 hr. (in the reverse direction about 81/2 hrs. in all).

Meiringen, seep. 190. We cross the Aare by the (V2M.) Willi-

gen-Briicke (passing on the left the road to the Gorge of the Aare,

p. 191, through which runs the shortest footpath to Innertkirchen),

pass the (I/2 M.) hamlet of Willigen, where the road to the Zwirgi
diverges to the right (p. 194), and ascend the Kirchet, a wooded
hill, sprinkled with granite blocks, which divides the valley into the

Lower and Upper Hasli-Thal. Near the top (1 M.) is the auberge
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^Zur Lammi (2313'). where the path from the Aare Gorge through
the 'Finstere Schlucht' (p. 191) debouches.

The road descends the Kirchet in long windings (short-cuts),

with views of the Gelmerhorner at the head of the valley and of the

Ritzlihorn to the right. At the third and last curve we pass the S.

entrance of the Aare Gorge (pp. 191, 196). The road then traverses

the fertile basin of HasU im Grundy and, at the inn Zur Alpenrose
(unpretending), crosses the Aare to (1 M. ; 3 M. from Meiringen)
Im-Hof (2053'; *Hdt. Hof, with the dependance Alpenhof, R., L., &
A. 21/2-3, B. IV2, D- 3, pens. 5-6 fr.), the chief village in the

parish of Innertkirchen, where the Susten (p. 144) and Engstlen-

Alp (p. 142) routes diverge to the left.

Travellers from the Grimsel to Grindelvvald may go from Im-Hof direct
(or better from the Kirchet, see p. 196), by Winkel and Geissholz, to the
(I72 hr.) Upper Reichenbach Fall (p. 194^ enqaire for the beginning of
the path).

The Urbach-Thal fcomp. Map, p. 174), opening here towards the S.W.,
deserves a visit. A new rrad ascends from Hasli im Grund (opposite Im-
Hof) in windings to the (I hi-.) be^innins of the level floor of the valley,

whence an Alpine path leads to the (3/4 hr.) Alp Rohrmatten (3310') and to

the (l'/2 hr.) Alp Schrdttern (494U'; beds), where the path to the Dossen-
Hiitte diverges to the right (see below). Just before reaching the (1 hr.)

Matten-Alp (6102') we ascend to the right to the flV4 br.) Gauli Club Hut
on the Urnen-Alp (7220), at the edge of the huge Gauli Glacier. Thence
over the Gauli Pass (10.260') to the Grimsel. combined with the ascent of the
'Ewigschneehorn (10,S30'; 41/2-5 hrs), fatiguing, but very grand (IOV2-II hrs.

;

guide 35 fr. : see p. 199). Other ascents from the Gauli Hut are the -PMzli-
horn {iOl'Lb' \ 4 hrs. : guiiie 25 tr.), an interesting and not dangeroi!s ?cran)ble
(grant and very picturesque view): the Hangendgletsc/'erhorn (10.807'; 4 hrs.:

35 fr.), interes'ing: the -Rosenhovn (12,110'; 5-6 hrs.; 50 fr.), via the Gauli
Gla- ier and the Rosenega^ grand and not very hard: and the Hiihnerstock
(10,985': 5 hrs.: 40 fr.l. difficult. — Over the Bergli-Joch (11.290') to Grindel-
waid, il-12 hrs. from the Gauli Hut, very toiL«ome (guide from Im-Hof
35 fp.). From the Gauii Hut we ascend the Gauli Glacer to the (5-6 hrs.)

pass, to tbeX. of the Berglistock (p. 187), and descend the Grindelwaldnrn
to the (2 hrs.) Gleckstein Hut and (3' '2-4 hrs.) Grindehcald (comp. p. 187).
— The Dossen Hut (p. 195) is reached in 3V2-4 hrs. from the Alp Schrdttern
(see above), by the Fldschen-Alp (guide from Meiringen or Im-Hof 20 fr.).

Thence to Rosenlaui, ascent of the Wetterhorn, and to Grindelwald, see

p. 195. All these expeditions are for adepts only, with good guides. (At
Innertkirchen. Ea^par Mauver, Joh. and Alex. Tdnnler, Heinr. and Ulrich

Fuhrer. Joh. Meier., Joh. Moor, etc.)

Beyond Im-Hof the road is at first level, and then gradually

ascends on the right side of the fir-clad valley, running high above

the rapid Aare to the (IV2 ^^0 ^cussere Uriceid. Beyond the short

Zuben Tunnel, over which a waterfall descends, it reaches the

(^/4 M.) Innere Tjrv)tid (2464'; small inn), and beyond another

tunnel through a cliff of the Tonende Fluh arrives at (IY4 M.) Im-
Boden (2933'; Restaurant Mettlen), where it crosses the Aare by a

new bridge. — 2V4 M. —
8^/4 M. Guttannen (3480' ; Bar, mediocre and dear) is the last

village in the Oberhasli-Thal, at the foot of the Ritzlihorn (10,765';

ascended hence in 7 hrs., trying; see above). The pastures are

covered in spring with the debris of torrents and avalanches, which
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is carefully removed in summer. (Over the Furtwang Sattel to the

Trift Glacier, see p. 145; guides, Joh. Fahner and Kaspar Streuer).

Beyond Guttannen (1 V4 M.) the road crosses the wild and foam-

ing Aare by the TschingeL-Brucke (3733'). The valley becomes wilder,

and barren black rocks rise on the right. Huge masses of debris

are reminiscent of avalanche and torrent. About 1 M. farther on

we recross the Aare by the handsome Schwarzbrunnen- Briicke

(3976'). The stream becomes wilder and descends in noisy rapids.

The road skirts the cliffs of the Staubenden and ascends the Hand-
egg Saddle in long windings, often hewn in the rock. From the

(I3/4M.) Restaurant zumHandeggfall (s\m.p\e fare) we may reach (on

the left) a point of view below the **Handegg Fall, about 100 yds.

from it. This cascade of the Aare, which descends into an abyss,

240' in depth, falls unbroken halfway to the bottom, and in its re-

bound forms a dense cloud of spray, in which rainbows are formed

by the sunshine between 10 and 1 o'clock. The silvery water of the

jErlenbach falls from a height to the left into the same gulf, mingling

halfway down with the grey glacier-water of the Aare. Diligence

passengers may alight at the restaurant and rejoin the vehicle at the

Hotel Handegg. The road leads through a tunnel, and, above the

fall, crosses the ^rlenbach, near which is a terrace with a splendid

*View of the fall; V2 M. (I273 M. from Meirin.aen) , the Hotel

Handegg (4570'; R. 21/2-31/2, B. IV2, !>• 4 fr.), situated above the

road, to the right.

The road now traverses the boulder-strewn floor of the valley,

with a view of a fall of the Gelmerbach^ which descends from the

Gelmersee (5968'), a lake on the hill to the left, between the Gel-

merhorn and Schaubhorn (1 V2 ^^- from the Handegg; rougli path via

the Hellemad-Briicke). The old bridle-path (no longer practicable)

diverges to the right and leads over rounded slabs of rock, called

the HeUe or Hehle ('slippery') Platte, worn by glacier-friction. The
road crosses the Aare below a waterfall by Wieans of the Hellemad
Briicke and ascends in a wide curve. To the right (N.W.), above
us, is the ^rlen Glacier, with the rocky ridge of the ^rlengratli

peering over it. The last dwarf-pines now disappear, and the

road gradually ascends, with the brawling Aare below it. On the

opposite bank appear the chalets in the Raterichsboden (5595'),

and high up, to the left, is the Gersten Glacier. Beyond the wild

defile of Spitallamm, traversed by the Aare, with interesting glacier

striation, the bridle-path joins the road on tlie right. The Zinken-
stocke come into sight on the right; behind them, to the right, rise

the Finsteraarhorn and the Agassizhorn. In 1^/^ hx. from the

Handegg the road reaches the —
17 M. Grimsel Hospice (6160'; Inn, R., L., & A. 4-5, B. IV2,

D. 5 fr.), lying at the W. end of the sombre little Grimsel Lake, in

a desolate basin, enclosed by rocks with patches of scanty herbage

or moss.
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Excursions (comp. Maps, pp. 124, 174; guide, Caspar Roth). The
'Kleine Siedelhorn (90T5'; 3 hrs.; guide 6 fr., not essential). We follow
the Grimsel road nearly to the top of the pass, then turn to the right, and
ascend on the right side of the brook descending to the Grimsel Lake, to-

wards the height marked by a signal-cross (the Siedelhorn is not yet in
sight), over pasture, debris, and rocks (no path at first). We keep some-
what to the right, as the signal-cross must afterwards be on our left.

A distinct path now ascends the ridge to the Siedelhorn, latterly over frag-

ments of granite. The view is imposing. Gigantic peaks surround us on
every side : to the W. the Schreckhorn, the Finsteraarhorn, and the
Fiescherhorner; to the X.E. the Galenstock, from which the Rhone Glacier
descends ; to the S. the Upper Valais chain with its numerous ice-streams,
particularly the Gries Glacier; to the S.W., in the distance, the Alphubel,
Mischabel, Matterhorn, Weisshorn, etc. (comp. DilFs Panorama). — Trav-
ellers bound for Obergestelen (p. 3'25) descend on the S.E. side, and there
regain the bridle-path (guide advisable; comp. p. 200).

To THE PaVILLON DoLLFDss, 3-31/2 brs. (there and back 51/2-6 hrs.: guide
10 fr.), easy and attractive. The Aare is formed, to the W. of the hospice, by
the discharge of two vast glaciers, the TJnteraar and the Oberaar Glacier, se-

parated by the Zinkenstocke. The Unteraar Glacier is formed by the confluence
of the Finsteraar and Laiiteraar Glaciers, which unite at the foot of the
rock-arete 'Ahschtoung'' (10,310'), beyond a huge medial moraine, 100' high
at places. At the foot of this arete (8286') the Swiss naturalist Hugi erected
a hut in 1827. In 1841 and several following years the eminent naturalist
Agassiz, with Desor, Vogt, Wild, and other savants, spent some time here,
dating their interesting observations from the 'Hotel des Xeuchatelois', a

stone hut on the medial moraine. These huts have long since disappeared.
M. Dollfuss-Ausset next 'erected the Pavilion Dollfuss (7675') lower down,
on the N. side of the Laiiteraar Glacier, now used as a club-hut (comp.
p. 187). A footpath leads from the hospice along the right bank of the
Aare to the (20 min.) Balmsteg (6013'; solid bridge) and then up the left

bank via the Unteraar-Alp (path narrow and indistinct) to the (40 min.)
chalets of Ghalter (6160'). About 5 min. farther on the path ascends to the
right and in 10 min. more we take to the middle of the glacier (direction
indicated by cairns). We ascend for 1/2 hrs. over debris and for 1 hr. more
over ne've, until we reach a point where the pavilion comes in sight, to

the right. Here we ascend the large moraine (cairn) and strike a path
leading to (I/2 hr.) the Club Hut, admirably situated on a rocky height
overlooking the Unteraar Glacier. Opposite rise the Zinkenstocke, Thier-
berg, Scheuchzerhorn, and Eschevhorn; in the background, above the
Finsteraar Glacier, the Finsteraarhorn ; and to the right of the Abschwung
the huge Lauteraarhorner and Schreckhorner. — We may continue our
walk on the glacier as far as (3/4 hr.) the foot of the Abschwung (see above),
where we enjoy a full view of the majestic Finsteraarhorn. In the
medial moraine adjoining the Lauteraar Glacier, nearly opposite the Pav.
Dollfuss, is a fragment of rock bearing the names of 'Stengel 1844; Otz,
Ch. Martins 1845', inscribed during the observations above referred to. The
rock, re-discovered in 1884, was then about 2660 yds. from its original site.

The Ewigschneehorn (10,930'; 5 hrs. from the Pav. Dollfuss) is a toil-

some climb, suited onlv for adepts, with guides. It is better attacked from
the Gauli Hut (p. 197:" 4V2-5 hrs.). Descent to the Pav. Dollfuss, 3 hrs.

The Finsteraarhorn (14,025'; guide from Hof orMeiringen 70, from Grin-
delwald 90, from the Eggishorn Hotel 60 fr.), the highest of the Bernese
Alps, was scaled for the first time by three guides in 1812. then in 1829
and twice in 1842, and has pretty often been ascended since. Even when
the ice is favourable the ascent is difficult, very trying, and fit for experts
only, with first-rate guides. Travellers from the Grimsel spend the night
in the (7-8 hrs.) Oberaarjoch Hut (p. 200). The route thence ascends to the
Gemsliicke (Rothhorn-Saitel. 10,020') between the Rothhorn and Finsteraar-
horn, skirts the W. flank of the latter to the Hugi-Saitel (13,415'), and
follows the N.W. arete to the top (7-9 hrs.). This is the most advisable

13
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route. On the ascent from Grindelwald the Schwarzegg Hut (p. 187) affords

nightquarters; thence to the top in 9-10 hrs., over the Finsteraar-Joch

(11422') the Agassiz-Joch (12,630'), to the S.E. of the Agassizhorn ii2,%()'),

and the Hugi-Sattel. It is by no means advisable to descend by this

route, as it is endangered by falling stones. If the Eggishorn Hotel be
the starting-point, the night is spent in the (5 hrs.) Concordia Pavilion

(p. 327), whence the summit is reached in 8 hrs. over the Griinhorn-LUcke

(10,843'), the Walliser Fiescherfi-n, and the Hugi-Sattel.

From the Grimsel to the Fdrka direct over theNSgeli's Gratli(8470'),

51/2 hrs. (guide 10 fr.), a fine w^alk, though laborious, for good walkers
preferable to the Grimsel, see p. 133.

From the Grimsel to the Eggishorn Hotel over the Oeeraar-Joch,
14 hrs., fatiguing, but interesting (two guides, 40 fr. each, including the
Oberaarhorn 50 fr. each). We ascend via the Oheraar-Alp and the Oheraar
Olacier in 7 hrs. to the finely situated and well-appointed Oberaarjoch ffvt

of the S.A.C. (10-605' ;
provision depot, to be used only in case of ne-

cessity), situated about 400 yds. to the W. of the Oberaar-Joch (10,625'),

among the rocks above the Studerjirn. The Oberaarhorn (11,950') may be
ascended from the hut by experts in IV2 hr. We next traverse the Studer-

firn, passing the Finsteraar-Rothhom (11,345'), to the (3/4 hr.) Gemslucke (ca.

11,()20' ; see above), and then descend (very steep) to the Fiescherfrn. Hence
the route (now safe and easy) curves to the right to the (lV4hr.) Griinhorn-

LUcke (10,8 3') and descends by the Grilnhornfirn to the (3/4 hr.) Con-

cordia Pavilion (p. S27), beyond which we traverse the Great Aletsch Glacier

to the (31/2 hrs.) Hotel Jungfrau-Eggishorn (p. 326). Or from the Oberaar-
joch Hut we may descend via the Studerfirn and the difiicult and some-
times dangerously crevassed Fiesch Glacier to the Stock-Alp (p. 327) and
the (7 hrs.) Hdtel Jtmgfrau (p. 326). — Over the Studer-Joch to the
Eggishorn Hotel, 14-15 hrs., difficult. The route ascends the Unteraar
and Finsferaar Glaciers to the Studer-Joch (11.550') , between the Ober-

aarhorn and the Studerhorn (11,935'; a splendid point of view, easily

attained from the pass in 3/4 hr.). Descent over the Studerfirn^ as above.
— The passage of the Oberaar-Rothjoch (10,910') is very difficult and
rarely attempted.

From the Grimsel over the Strahlegg^ the Finsteraar-Joch or Lauteraar-
Sattel to Grindelwald, p. 187; over the Gauli Pass to the Gauli Hut or Dossen
Hut, see pp. 197, 165; over the Tri/tlimmi to the Tri/t-Hutte, p. 145.

The road skirts the Grimsel Lake, and, with a retrospect of the

Schreckhorn, winds up to the (3 M.) Grimsel Pass (7103'), which
marks the boundary between Canton Bern and the Valais. The
small Todtensee ('lake of the dead' ; 7034'), recalls the struggle in

1799 between the Austrians and the French advancing from the

Hasli-Thal. Fine view of the Valais Alps and the great Gries Glacier.

A footpath to the right, at the topmost bend of the pass, ascends a
stony tract to the height of 7230', and descends to (2 hrs.) Obergeslelen

(p. 325; in the opposite direction 2V2-3 hrs.; guide, 4 fr., advisable in

dull weather). — Those who have seen the Rhone Glacier and intend to

climb the Kleine Siedelhorn (p. 199) do not ascend direct from the pass,
but follow the road for some way beyond the curve on the Bern side before
diverging to the left.

From the pass the road descends the Maknwang, a steep slope

carpeted with rhododendrons and other Alpine plants, in view of the

Rhone Glacier, the Dammastock, and the Galenstook. The bridle-

path (shorter) is in bad condition. The (3 M. ; up II/2 hr.) —
23 M. Ehone Glacier Hotel (5750') , see p. 325. Thence to

Brig, see R.80; over the Furka lo Andermatt^ R. 35,
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53. From Spiez to Leuk over the Gemmi.
Comjh Maps, pp. 160, 202.

14 lirs. Diligence daily from Spiez to (18 M.) Kandersteg in S'/s lirs.

(5 fr, 65, coupe 6 fr. 35 c). One-horse carriage to Frutigen 10, two-horse
18 fr., to the Blaue See 12 and 22, to the Kieuthal 12 and 24, to Kander-
steg 18 and 32 fr. — From Kandersteg a well-kept bridle-path leads over
the Gemmi, one of the grandest of the Alpine passes, to the Baths of Leuk
(51/2 hrs.

;
guide needless; porter 10 fr. ; riding down the Gemmiwand im-

practicable). — Carriage-road from Leuk to the Ehone Valley (9V4M.;
21/2 hrs. down, 3V2 up).

From Spiez to (4 M.) Emdthal, opposite the Heustrichlad, see

p. 162. Our road descends to the Kander. Beautiful view of the

Bliimlisalp at the head of the Kienthal. We cross the Suldbach

"before reaching fli/4 M.) Mulinen (2260' ; Pension Miiltnen, 4-5 fr.,

unpretending; Bar). A road to the left leads hence via (IY2 ^^0
Aeschi to (11 M.) Interlaken (comp. p. 165).

The road forks, the right hranch being the shorter. The dil-

igence passes through (8,4 M.) Eeichenbach (2335'; *Bdr, pens.

6fr.; Kreuz, plain), at the mouth of the Kienthal.

A visit to the Kienthal is interesting. From Eeichenbach a new road
ascends in windings (short-cuts for walkers) to (IV2 M.) Schamachthal
(2780'); from the BiitscMstutz, a height near the E. end of the village, the

glaciers at the head of the vallev are well surveyed. A narrow road leads
hence to the (3 M.) village of Kienthal (3096'; ~H6t.-Pens. Kienthaler Hof,
pens, from 5 fr.); cart-road thence to (4 M.) the Tschingel-Alp (37S3'), V* hi

from which is the Pochtenbach Fall with the interesting -Eexenkessel, a

kind of "glacier mill" (guide advisable). Thence over the Sefinen-Furgge
to Miirren (7-8 hrs.), and over the Eohthiirli to Kandersteg (8',2-9 hrs.), see

p. 179. — To the S.E. the valley is closed by the crevassed Gamchi Glacier,

the source of the Pochtenbach. Experts with able guides will find it in-

teresting to cross the Gamchiliicke (9295'), between the Bliimlisalp and the
Gspaltenhorn, to the TscMngelfirn (p. 179). We may then either cross the
Pelersgrat to Ried in the Ldtschen-Thal (p. 180), or the Tschingel Pass to

Kandersteg (p. 180), or descend by the Tschingeltritt to Lauterbrunnen
(p. 179). Distances: from the Tschingel-Alp to the Biirgli-Alp IV2 hr., end
iif Gamchi Glacier 1 hr., Gamchiliicke 2V2, Ried 6-7, Kandersteg 6, Lauter-
brunnen 4 hrs. — Accents from the Kienthal: Schilthorn (9753'), from
the Diirrenberg-Hiitte (6545'; 2V2 hrs. above the Tschingel-Alp, seep. 179).

3-31/2 hrs. with guide; descent to Miirren, see p. 177. — Biittlassen

(10,490'; guide 25 fr.), from the Diirrenberg-Kutte 3V2-4 hrs., toilsome,
but repaying. — Gspaltenhorn (11,275'; guide 70 fr.), reached by the
Leiiergrat between the Biittlassen and the Gspaltenhorn, very difficult (first

scaled by Mr. Foster in 1869). — Wilde Frau (10,693'), from" the Bliimlisalp

Hut (p. 179) over the Bliimlisalp Glacier. 1^;^ hrs., with guide, laborious.

The road crosses the Kander (fine view of the Bliimlisalp and
Gspaltenhorn), and beyond (2^2 ^^-^ Wengi reaches (1 M.) —

91/9 M. Frutigen (2717'; pop. 4021 ; *Bellevue, R.. L., & A. 21/2,

B. II/.2, D. 31/2, pens, from 5 fr.; Adler; Helvetia, R. 1V2-2V2-
pens. 5 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer), a village in a fertile valley,

on the Engstligenbach (p. 206), which falls into the Kander lower

down (to Adelboden, see p. 206). Matches are largely made here.

From the church and other points we obtain beautiful views of the

Kander-Thal, the Balmhorn, the Altels, etc.
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Excursions. The (?er»Aor» (6995' ;
3i/2-4 lirs.

;
guide not indispensable)

is an easy and attractive ascent. — A far more imposing view is afforded
by the *Steinschlaghorn (IQQ.O'), which may be scaled by the Ueblmherg
in about 4 hrs. (iiuide, 5 fr., unnecessary for experts). — From Frutigen
to the top of ih^ Niesen Cp- 16.3), 5-5i/2 hrs., path bad in places, not ad-

visable. — Road to Adelboden^ see p. 206.

Our road crosses the Engstligenbach and turns into the Kander-
Thal on the left, between the Gerihorn on the left, and the Elsig-

horn on the right. In front appear the Balmhorn and Altels. At
the (1 M.) ruins of the Tellenburg we cross the Kander, traverse

the pleasant Kandergrund, and finally ascend, leaving the church of

Bunderbach C2880'; Altels Inn) on the left, to the (2V2 M.) Hot.-

Restaurant Blauseehohe (unpretending; R. IV2-2, B. I1/4 fr.).

About V4 M. to the right is the "Blaue See (2950'), picturesquely em-
bosomed in wood, and remarkable for its brilliant colour (best by morning-
light ; adm. 1 fr., including a row on the lake). On the lake is a Pension

(5V2-TV2 fr.
i
not for transient guests).

Near (IV4 M.) Mittholz (3154') we pass the picturesque ruined

Felsenhurg . We then ascend the Biihlstutz in windings (old road

shorter; view of the Doldenhorn at the top), pass the (3 M.) Biihl-

bad (Hotel, R. 1V2A D. 21/2, pens, from 5 fr.), and reach (8/4 M.)—
18 M. Kandersteg (3835'). — Hotels. *h6t. Victoeia, r., l., &

A. 3-5, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens, from 6 fr.; *H6t. Gemmi, *Beae, similar

charges, both well situated in Eggenschwand, IV4 M. farther on: all three

belong to the Egger family. *Pens. J. Reiohen, plain. — Guides (Abraham
Mailer, Hans Ogi-Milller, Fritz and Samuel Ogi, Christian and Samuel Bari,

Joh. Kiinzi, Jac. Reichen^ etc.): to Schwarenbach (unnecessary; 3, descent

2 hrs.) 5 fr. ; to the Gemmi (top of the pass 1, descent 3/4 hr.) 7 fr. ; to the

Baths of Leuk (IV2, ascent 21/2 hrs.) 10 fr. — Carriages (return vehicles

cheaper): one-horse to Frutigen 10, two-horse 18 fr. ; Spiez, 18 or 32;
Thun, 22 or 40; Interlaken, 25 or 45 fr. — English Church near Hotel

Victoria.

A grand panorama is disclosed between Biihlbad and the Hotel

Victoria: N.E. is the jagged Birrenhorn; E. the glistening snow-

mantle of the Bliimlisalp or Fran, the beautiful Doldenhorn ; S.E.

the barren Fisistocke. Farther on, the snow-peaks disappear, leav-

ing only the Gellihorn, Lohner, and other rocks at the end of the

valley in sight. On the left the Kander bursts from the Klus

(p. 209). The road ends in Eggensckwand, 1
1/4 M. from the Victoria

and near the Bear (3940'). On the W. side of the valley is an old

moraine.
To the E. lies the interesting Oeschinen-Thal. The path (to the lake

lV4hr. ;
guide, 4 fr., unnecessary; horse 8 fr.) diverges to the left by the

Hotel Victoria, ascends for 50 min. on the left bank of the Oeschinen-

hach., partly through wood, then crosses to the right bank (pretty water-
fall to the' right), and descends to the beautiful *Oeschinen-See (5223'),

1 M. in length (Eot.-Pens. OescMnensee. well spoken of, R. iV2-2, D. 21/4,

pens. 4-5 fr.). Above the lake tower the snow-clad Bliimlisalp. Friinden-

horn, and Doldenhorn., from the precipices of which fall several cascades.

A row on the lake is enjoyable (to the gorge at the S.E. angle and back
1 hr., fare i fr). Walkers may go round the lake to the left as far as

the Berglibacfi, opposite the glaciers. Thence to the Oeschinen-Alp and over

the HohthUrli into the Kienthal (guide to Reichenbach, 20 fr.), see p. 179.

The Bliimlisalp or Frau, a huge mountain-group, covered on the N.
side with a dazzling mantle of snow, and on the S. descending iu bold
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precipices to tbe Kander Glacier, culminates in three peaks. To the W.
is the Blilmlisalphorn (_i2fii:0'), the highest; in the centre is the snowy Weisse
Frau (12,010'); and to the E. is iheMorgenhorn (11,905') with the lower
Wilde Frau (10,693'; p. 201), BliiniUsalpstock (10,560'), Bliimlisalp-Roihhorn
(10.828'), and Oeschinenhorn (11,450'). The Bliimlisalphorn was tirst ascended
by Mr. Leslie Stephen in 1860, the Weisse Frau by Dr. Roth and Hr. E.
von Fellenberg in 1862, and both have often been ascended since. (Both
toilsome, but very interesting; guide, 50 fr. for each: night spent in the
Bliimlisalp Club Hut on the Hohthiirli; thence up the Bliimlisalp Olaciei\
4-5 hrs. to the summit.) — The Doldenhorn (11,965'; guide, 40 fr.), first

ascended bv Messrs. Roth and Fellenberg in 1862 (from Kandersteg bv the
Biberg-Alp "in 8-9 hrs.), is diflicult. — The Friindenhorn (11,030'; guide
40 fr.), first ascended in 1871 (from Kandersteg by the Alp In den Friinden,
lO'/z hrs.), is also difficult. — Interesting but tuilsome passes lead from the
Oeschinen -Thai to the Kander Glacier, across the Oeschinen- Joch (about
10,430'), between the Oeschinenhorn and the Friindenhorn, and across the
Fr linden-Joch (9842'), between the Friindenhorn and the Doldenhorn.

The *riindenhorn or Wiliwe (9400'; 6 hrs.
;
guide 20 fr.), ascended from

Kandersteg by the Oeschinen-Alp ^ rather difficult, for experts only, affords

a splendid survey of the Bliimlisalp group. We may then follow the arete

to the Bundstock {%%Qi') and the Bliimlisalp Hut (see above), and descend
to Kandersteg (13-14 hrs. in all).

The wild Gastern-Thal, from which the Kander descends in pictur-

esque falls, deserves a visit (^4-1 hr.). A good path, diverging between
the Bear and Gemmi hotels, skirts the left bank and ascends steeply through
the Klus (p. 209) to the upper part of the valley, bounded on the S. by the
precipices of the Tatlishorn and Altels. Splendid fall of the Geltenhach.

The Alpschelenhubel (7385'; 3 hrs.; guide advisable, 8 fr.), to the W.
of Kandersteg, is easy and attractive. We diverge to the right from the
Gemmi road beyond the Bear Hotel, ascend by the Ueschinen-Thal to the

(1 hr.) Ueschinen-Alp (p. 208), and thence to the right by the Bonder
Krinden route (p. 207 ; steep at places, but safe) to the Alpschelen-Alp
(6870'). Thence to the (2 hrs.) Huhel, over pastures to the N.E. (fine view).

From Kandersteg over the Bonder Krinden to Adelhoden, see p. 207

(6 hrs.; guide 10 fr.); over the Lotschen Pass to B.ied, see B. 55 (7i/2 hrs.;

guide 20 fr.); over the Tschingel Pass to Lauterhrunnen^ see p. 180 (guide
30 fr.

;
preferable the reverse way, as there are no inns in the Gastern-

Thal, and the ascent thence is long and fatiguing). — Over the Petersgrat
to the LUtschen- Thai (11-12 hrs. from Kandersteg to Ried

;
guide 40 fr.), a

fine route. We follow the Tschingel Pass route to the top of the Kander-
fim, then turn to the right and ascend snow-slopes to the Petersgrat (p. 180;
*View). We descend to Ried (p. 208) through the Telli-Thal.

The bridle-path beginning at the Bear Hotel (p. 202 ; shady in

the morning) ascends straight towards the GeUthorn ('Mittaghorn'

;

7510'). On the right the Alpbach descends from the Veschinen-

Thal^ forming several small falls. The path winds up the slope of the

Gellihorn for about i^/o hr., and on reaching the first ridge ('beim

Stock') leads through pine-forest high above the Gastern-Thal (p. 209)
and, farther on, above the Schioarzhach Valley^ affording fine views

of the Fisistock, Doldenhorn, etc. About 2-21/2 trs. from the Bear

Hotel we reach the Spitalmatte (6240'), a pasture which was entirely

devastated in Sept., 1895, by a burst of the glacier covering the

slopes of the Altels (11,930'), to the left. A tablet commemorates
those who lost their life on this occasion. Between the Altels and

the black rocky peak of the Kleine Rinderhorn (9865'; adjoining

which is the snow-clad Grosse Rinderhorn, 11,372'), lies imbedded
the Schxoarz Glacier^ drained by the Schwarzbach. We next traverse
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a stony chaos to the (40 miu.) Inn on the Schwarenbach (6780';

R., L., & A. 3, B. lV2fr.).
Ascents. The '-Balmhom (12,180'), ascended in 51/2-6 hrs., over the

Sehwarz Glacier and the Zagengrat (toilsome, but free from danger; guide
30 fr.), affords a magnificent panorama of the Alps of Bern and the Valais,
extending to N. Switzerland. Expert climbers may descend from the
Zagengrat direct to the Baths of Leuk. — The Altels (11,930') is also in-

teresting (5-6 hrs. -, guide 25 fr. ; much step-cutting necessary when there is

little snow). Those who have steady heads may combine the Balmhorn
with the Altels (passage from one to the other, I-IV2 hr.

;
guide 50 fr.).

— The Wildatrubel (10,670'; guide 25, with descent to Leuk 35 fr.) is

ascended from the Gemmi over the Ldmmern Glacier in 4-4'/2 hrs. (p. 211 ).

— Over the Engstligen-Gyal to Adelhoden (51/2-6 hrs. ; with guide), see p. 208.

We next reach the (^/o tr.) shallow Daubensee (7265'), IV4 M.
long, fed by the Lammern Glacier, with no visible outlet, and
generally frozen over for seven months in the year. The path skirts

the E. bank of the lake for about 20 min., and, 10 min. beyond it,

reaches the summit of the pass, the Gemmi or Danbe (7640' ; *H6tel

Wildstrubel, R., L., & A. 3-3V2, B- 1 V2' lunch 3, D. 31/2, pens. 9 fr.),

at the base of the Daubenhorn (9685'), commanding a magnificent

*View of the Alps of the Valais (panorama by Imfeld). To the ex-

treme left are the Mischabelhorner ; more to the right, and farther

off, rise Monte Rosa, the Barrhorn, and the Brunnegghorn ; in the

centre, the huge Weisshorn, the Zinal-Rothhorn, the Ober-Gabel-

horn, the blunt pyramid of the Matterhorn, the Pointe de Zinal, the

Dent Blanche, the Bouquetins, and the Dent de Perroc. To the right

of the Daubenhorn is the range of the Wildstrabel, with the Lam-
mern Glacier, and far below lie the Baths of Leuk. Rich flora.

About 4 min. beyond the pass we reach the brink of an almost

perpendicular rocky wall, 1660' high, down which, in 1736-41, the

cantons of Bern and Valais constructed one of the most curious of

Alpine routes, 5' in width. The windings are hewn in the rock,

often resembling a spiral staircase, the upper parts actually project-

ing at places beyond the lower. The steepest parts and most sudden
corners are protected by parapets. Distant voices reverberating in

the gorge sometimes sound as if they issued thence. The descent

on horseback is now prohibited; a marble cross, 1/4 hr. from the top,

commemorates an accident to a rider. At the foot of the cliff extends

a slope of debris, the lower part of which is covered with firs. The
descent from the pass to the Baths takes IV2 ^^- (ascent 2^/2 hrs.).

Baths of Leuk. — Hotels (the first six all belonging to the same
company). *H6tel des Alpes, R. & A. 31/2, B. I'/z, lunch 31/2, D. 41/2,

pens. 7-12 fr. ; 'Maison Blanche; *H6tel dk Fkance; *Union; 'Hot. des
Fr6kes Brunner; 'Bellevue (Cursaal)y in these R., L., & A. 3, D. 31/2,

pens, from 6 fr. ; Gdillaume 'Tell, similar charges; Rossli, unpretend-
ing, R., L.. & A. 2, B. 1, D. 2, pens. 4-5 fr. — Beer at the Maison Blanche^

Bellevue, and Restaurant des Touristes. — Horse to Kandersteg 20, Schwaren-
bach 12, Daubeusee 8 fr. (riding practicable only to the beginning of the

windings in the Gemmi Ravine, ca. IV4 hr. from Kandersteg). Porter^ to

Kandersteg 10, Schwarenbach 6, Gemmi 4 fr. — Diligence (from the Hotel
de France) to the Leuk station every forenoon in summer in 2 hrs. (3 fr.

95 c.) ; one-horse carr. 12-15, two-horse 25 fr. — English Church.
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BadLeuk (4630'), Fr. Loeche-les-Bains, locally known as Baden,

a village (620 inhab.) consisting of wooden houses and the large

hotels and bath-houses, lies on green pastures in a valley open-

ing to the S., and watered by the Dala. Even in the height of

summer the sun disappears at 5 p.m. The huge, perpendicular

Gemmi presents a weird appearance by moonlight. The Thermal

Springs(9d-i2S° Ya.hr.), impregnated with lime, about 22 in number,

are chiefly beneficial in cases of cutaneous disease and rheumatism.

Patients are numerous from June to September. The bath-houses

{Qrosse Bad, Neue Bad, St. Lorenz-Bad, and three others) are con-

nected with the hotels, and contain both private and common basins,

in which the patients under full treatment spend several hours

daily. Spectators are admitted to the galleries of the common
basins, where they are expected to contribute a small sum 'pour les

pauvres'. The animated conversation of the patients is chiefly in

French. Small tables or trays float on the water, bearing cups of

coffee, newspapers, books, etc. The baths are open from 5 to 10 a.m.

and from 2 to 5 p.m. — The Cur- Promenade , an avenue 1/2 M.
long, leading from the Neue Bad past the Hotel Bellevue, is fre-

quented in the morning by patients drinking the waters and in the

afternoon by promenaders (music). Below the end of it, to the

right, are the promenades of the 'Bois de Cythere'.

Excursions (guides, Wend, and Donat Brunner., R. Grichting, L. Lehne7\

J. J. SrMurwey). A walk leads from the end of the Cur-Promenade to the

(20 min.) foot of a lofty precipice on the left bank of the Dala. Here we
ascend by eight rude Ladders (^chelles), attached to the face of the rock,

to a good path at the top, which leads in 1 hr. to the village of Albinen
(4252'). The fine view obtained from a jutting rock above the second
ladder will repay the climber ; but persons liable to dizziness should not
attempt the ascent. The descent is more difficult. — Excursions may
also be made to the Fall of the Dala, V* br. to the N.E., above Leuk-, to

the Feuilleretfe-Alp (5850'), 1 hr. to the E., with fine view of the Altels,

Balmhorn, and Gemmiwand; and to the Fluh Alp (6710'), 2V2 hrs.

To iHE Hotel Toekent-Alp, a charming excursion of 2V2-3 hrs.

(porter 4, horse 10 fr.). A winding bridle-path (red marks) ascends through
wood and up the Fas du Loup ( Wolfstritt) and then traverses the pastures

of the Torrent-Alp (beautiful tlowers) to the *H6tel- Pension Torrent-Alp
(8005'; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July), affording tine views and good headquarters
for mountain -excursions. The chief ascent is that of the 'Torrenthorn
(9852'; IV2 hr.

;
guide, unnecessary, 5 fr.). The bridle-path runs to the left

along the slope at the back of the hotel, then turns to the right over the

arete to the saddle, and finally ascends to the left to the summit (bench),

which commands a magnificent view of the Bernese and Valaisian Alps

(good panorama by X. Imfeld). On the N. side is the Majing Glacier,

reached from the hotel in IV2 hr. — The Galmhorn (8080'), ascended from
the hotel by a good path in I1/2 hr. (guide needless), commands an exten-

sive view of the Rhone Valley and Valaisian Alps. — Proficients should
ascend the -Majinghorn (10,035'; 3 hrs.; guide, 8 fr.. not.iudispensable),
the view from which resembles that from the Torrenthorn. To the N. we
look down ver ically into the Dala-Thal; to the E. we have an unimpeded
view of the Lotschen-Thal. Other fairly easy ascents are the Ferden-Roth-
Tiorn (10,440'; 4 hrs.; 12 fr.), the Laucherspitzen (9345'; 3 hrs.; 8 fr.), the

Faldum-Rothhorn (9640'; 3 hrs. ; 8fr.), and the Niven (9105': 5 hrs.; 12 fr.).

The Resti-Rothhorn (9757'; 5 hrs.; 15 fr.) takts good climbing. — Passes:
To Kandenteg over the Gitzifurgge (9613') and the Lotschen Pass (8840'),
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laborious (10 hrs. ; 20 fr.), comp. p. !?09. To Ried over the Ferden Pat$
(8593' ; 41/2 hrs. ; 14 fr.) or over the liesti Pass (8658' , 4 hrs.

:,
14 fr.), in-

teresting and not difficult (comp. pp. 208, 209j.

The road to Leiik crosses the Dala and descends on the right

bank to (3 M.) Inden (3730'; ^Restaurant des Alpes, plain], whence
walkers should take the shorter bridle-path to the left. Above, to

the left, lies the village of Albinen (p. 205). The road, after follow-

ing the slope of the Dala Gorge a little farther, winds down, and
recrosses tlie (I1/2 M.^Dala by a lofty bridge (fine view).

Pedestrians bound for Sieree (p. 318) take the old road, which diverges
to the right from the above road, below the last curve and about 500 yds.
before the bridge, passes through three tunnels, and gradually descends
the slope by Varen and Salgesch (to Sierre 2 hrs.).

The road quits the Dala ravine about I1/4 M. farther on, high

above the Rhone VaUey, of which a fine view is disclosed, extend-
ing to the Dent de Morcles and Dent du Midi. Opposite is the

Illgraben, with the Pfiner Wald below it. From the angle (2998')

walkers follow the finger-posts direct to Leuk (2470'; p. 318), while

the carriage-road describes a curve of nearly 2^2 ^I- From the town
to Leuk Station (2044'; p. 318), 1 M.

54. The Adelboden Valley.
Comp. Map, p. 202.

From Spiez to (19'/2 M.) Adelboden, Diligence daily in 6V4 hrs. (5 fr. 40 c),

at 7 a.m. (from Frutigen at 10.30). Carr. with one horse 18, with two horses
32 fr., from FrutigenlO and 18 fr. — The green Adelboden' Valley, watered
by the Engstligeiibach, is one of the most attractive in the Oberland. The
upper end, shut in by the Lohner and the Wildstrubel, presents imposing
scenery, and the village of Adelboden is a centre for numerous excursions
and a pleasant summer-resort.

From Spiez to (9V2 M.) Frutigen (2717'), see p. 201. The road

ascends on the left bank of the Engstligen, crossing several torrents

descending from the wooded slopes on the right, and passes below

the Linterfluh (slate-quarries). At (5 7-2 M.) Rinderwald it crosses

to the right bank by a bold bridge, and passes the inn of Steg and

the Pochtenkessel (2 min. below the road, see p. 207) to Hirz-

boden, where it returns to the left bank near the Armenspital. It

continues to ascend to (41/2 M. ; 10 M. from Frutigen) Adelboden
(4450'; pop. 1579; *H6t.-Pens. Wildstrubel, R., L., & A. 3-5,

D. 4, S. 3, pens. 6V2-IO fr. ; *Ourhaus Adelboden, R., L., & A.

3-5, B. 172, lunch 3, D. 4, pens, from 71/2 ft.; Pens. Edelweiss,

5-6 fr. ; Adler, Pens. Hari, both unpretending; Engl. Ch. Serv. in

summer), a large village beautifully situated on a sunny terrace,

400' above the Engstligenbach, with interesting old timber-houses

and an old church with mediaeval frescoes. Huge maple-tree in

the churchyard. Pine-forests near.
ExcDESioN's (guides, Joh. Pieren ; O. Fahndrich. schoolmaster j Christ.

Bdrlschi, Christ. Genitan. G. Hager, Joh. and Fritz Hari^ Joh. Jaggi, David
Spori, >Sam. Zryd). Short Walks : to the N., through the Aeugser-Schwand
to the (3/4 br.) Biitschegg (4480' 5 small inn), at the mouth of the

Ttchenten-Tnal, commanding a view of the Frutig valley and the Niesen
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chain. The Hornli (4910'), 1/2 lir. farther up towards the Tschenten-Alp,
commands a still more extensive view. — To the (1 hr.) Choleren Gorge,
in the Tschenten -Graben, with a curious grotto excavated by the
Tschenten-Bach (entrance from below). — To the (IV4 hr.) Pochtenkessel,
a deep gorge of the Engstligenbach near the inn of Steg (see p. 208),

2 min. below the road to Frutigen (red-marked path on the left bank).
— To the (1 hr.) Wettertanne or Schermtanne in ih& Allenhach- Thai ^ via

Siiegelschwand, at the foot of the tremendous precipices of the Albrist and
Gsiir. — To the Bonderlen-Thal and the Lohner Waterfalls (2 hrs. to the

foot of the cliffs of the Lohner), a charming Alpine dale and a beautiful
cascade. Farther up towards the Bonder-Alp are abundant rhododen-
drons. — To the (i'/z hr.) *£ngstligen Falls (rfmt. hut), a copious water-
fall, 490' high, in two leaps (the ascent to the imposing upper fall not ad-

visable for novices). To the Engstligen-Alp., see below. — Shoet Ascents :

To the Kunisbergli and Hochst (5380), 2^2 hrs., via the farm of 5orfe?», a
picturesque Alp, with rhododendrons; the Hochst commands a view of
the Adelboden valley (guide 3 fr., not indispensable). — To the (2 hrs.)

Schwandfehlspitze (BUBO'; good view), above the village to the W. (guide

4 fr., not indispensable). — To the Kegenbolshorn (7200'; 3 hrs.; guide
G fr.), to the left of the Hahnenmoos (see below), attractive. — To the

(31/2-4 hrs.) *laveigrat (7952'
;
guide 6 fr.), by the Alp Silleren and along

the Silleren-Grat ; fine viev,' of the Bernese Alps and the Vaud and Fri-

boarg mountains. At the W. foot of the mountain are the Baths of Lenk.

LONGEK Mountain Touks : "Bonderspitz (8360'; 4 hrs.; guide 8 fr.)

and Elsighorn (7695'; 5 hrs.
;
guide 8 fr., not indispensable), two easy and

interesting ascents. On the EUig-Alp is a small lake, with stone-pines in the
vicinity. — 'Albristhorn (9065'; 5-6 hrs.-, guide 12 fr.), not difficult; fine

view of the Bernese and Valaisian Alps. The ascent leads by the elevated

Furggi-Alp (6835'), and an attractive descent may be made by the Hahnen-
moos (guide 15 fr.). — Gsiir (8895'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 12 fr.), via Bchwandfehl^

difficult, for experts only; fine view of the Bernese Alps. — Gross-Lohner
(10,020'; 7-8 hrs. ; guide 30 fr.), over the Einterberg, a fatiguing ascent, for

experts only; fine view. — '"Wildstrubel {Gross- Strubel, or E. summit,
10,670' ; 8-10 hrs.

;
guide 30 fr.), an interesting glacier expedition, not

especially difficult for adepts. The route leads by the Engstligen-Alp (see

below), the crevassed Strubelegg Glacier, and the S.E. spur of the Am-
merten-Grat to the Ammerten Glacier^ whence it ascends to the top from the
N.W. side, over steep slopes of ice and rock. The summit commands an
imposing view of the chain of the Valaisian Alps, the Mont Blanc group,
the Lammern Glacier, etc. The descent may be made over the crevassed
Ldmmern Glacier to the Gemmi (p. 204; guide 40 fr.), or (very steep and
fatiguing) via the Ammerten Glacier to the upper part of the Ammerlen-
Thcili, the chalets of the Edzliberg, and Lenk (p. 210). — Felsenhorn (9175';

7 hrs.
;
guide 15 fr.), via tue Engstligen-Grat (see below) ; fine view of the

region of the Gemmi, and of the Bernese and Valaisian Alps. — ''Mannli-
fluh (8705'), via Rinderwald and Otterngrat (pass to Diemtigen, 7485'),

51/2 hrs., also interesting.

Passes. To Lenk (p. 210) a path, marshy at places, leads over the
Hahnenmoos (6410'), passing a large dairy near the top, in 4-5 hrs. (guide 8,

horse 15 fr.). Beautiful view, on the descent, of the upper Simmen-Thal,
the Wildstrubel, the Weisshorn, and the Razli Glacier. The reverse way
13 I-IV2 hr. longer. — Over the Ammerten Pass (8030'), 8-9 hrs. (with guide),
trying, see p. 2li.

From Adelboden to Kandersteg, an interesting route over the Bonder
Krinden (83liO'; 6 hrs.; guide 10 fr.), with which the ascent of the Bonder-
spitz (see above) may be combined. — To Schwaeenbach, rather fatiguing
(8-9 hrs.

; guide 15 fr.), via the Bonder Krinden., Ueschin en- Thai, eindSchicarz-
grdtli (p. 203). — To Schwaeenbach over the Engstligen-Geat, 7-9 hrs.,

with guide (15 fr.), a fine route. From Adelboden we ascend to the S.,

passing the Engstligen Falls (see above) or by the steep and stony 'Kuh-
weg' (a digression of 1 hr.), to the (3 hrs.) Engstligen-Alp (6360'; small inn),

a broad Alpine basin at the base of the Wildstrubel (see above). We then
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cross the (2 Lrs.) Engstligen-Grat (85tO'), passing the serrated Tschingel-
lochtighorn i^'6'dQ')^ and descend into the Ueschinen-Thali, with its little lake
(far below to the left lies the Ueschinen-Thal). Then to the left, over the
Schwavzgidtli (p. 207), to (2 hrs.) Schwarenbach (p. 204); or we may tra-

verse the Ueschinen-Thali Glacier, on the W. side of the Felsenhorn (p. 207),
and descend the Rothe Kumme to the Dauhensee and (4 hrs.) Gemmi Pass.
The route passes through rich Alpine flora, with abundant edelweiss.

To SiEEEE ovEK THE Steubelkog, 12-13 hr5., a trying glacier-tour, for
adepts with good guides. The steep route ascends via the Engstligen-Alp
and the Strubel Glacier to the (6-7 hrs.) Strubelegg (9610"), between the
Gross-Strubel (p. i07) and the Steghorn (10,c!40'), and then traverses the
neve of the Lammern Glacier to the Ldmmera-Joch (10,275'), adjoining the
W. summit of the Wild.-trubel (see p. 207). We then descend by the
Plaine Morte to the Raspilli-Thal, the Hdt. du Parc-Montana, and (5-6 hrs.)

Sierre (p. 317).

55. From Gampel to Kandersteg. Lotschen Pass.
Comp. Map, p. 202.

12 hrs. For good walkers only, in fine weather. Guide from Ferden
or Ried to Kandersteg necessary (18 Ir.). Th.^ Lotschen- Thai itself deserves
a visit. A rough and steep cart-road to Goppenstein \ thence to Eied and
Gletscherstaffel a bridle-path.

From G-ampel (2100'; Hot. Lotschenthal), on the right bank of

the Rhone, 1 M. to the N. of the station of that name [p. 319), the

road ascends the Lotschen-Thal, or gorge of the Lanza, which is much
exposed to avalanches. Mounting rapidly at first, it passes the

chapels of (1 hr.) Mitthal (3425') and (1/2 hr.) Goppenstein (4035').

The hridle-path crosses the (1/4 hr.) Lonza, where the valley ex-
pands, and leads to (i hr.) Ferden (4557') and (74^1-) Kippel (4514';

bed at the cure's). It then ascends by Wiler to (40min.) Eied (4950';

*H6t. Nesthorn, plain), finely situated at the base of the Bietschhom.
ExCDESioNS. (Guides, Jos. Rubin, Jos., Gabriel., Joh., and Theod. Kcdber-

matlen, etc.) The Hohgleifen {Adlerspitze 10,828'; 6-7 hrs., guide 25 fr.) is

not difficult for experts, via the Sclionbiihl and the W. flank. (The ascent
from the E. side, by the Kastlerjoch and the Ijolli Glacier, is much more
difficult.) Superb view of the entire Valaisian Alps , the W. Bernese
Alps, the Lotschen-Thal and Rhone Valley. — The Bietschhorn (12.965';
9- 10 hrs.; guide 80 fr.), first ascended by Mr. Leslie Stephen in 1859, is very
fatiguing and difficult, and fit for thorou2;h experts only. The night is

spent in the Club Hut on the Schafberg (8440'), 3 hrs. from Ried.
Other ascents from Ried: -Lauterbrunner Breiihorn (12,400*; 7-8 hrs.;

guide 40 fr.), not difiicult fur experts (see p. 180); '^ffockenhom (11,817';

5V2-6V2 hrs.; guide 15 fr.), not difficult (see p. 209); Tschingelhorn iii,lbO';
over the Petersgrat in 7-8 hrs.

;
guide 27 fr.), not difficult; Grosshorn

(12,852'; 8 hrs.; guide 45 fr.), not difficult for experts.

Passes. 0\&v ih.^ Petersgj'at (10,515') to Lauterbrunnen (12 hrs.; 35 fr.),

fatiguing but hi^zhly interesting, see p. 180. — WettevlUcke (10.365'). Schmadri-
Joch (10.863'), and Mittagjoch (12,150'), all difficult, see p. ISO, — Over the
Lotschcnliicke to the Eggishorn (guide 40 fr.). see p. 328; over the Beich-
grat to Belalp (guide 25 fr.), see p. 320.

Oyer the Baltschieder-Joch (about 11,150'; from Ried to Visp 12 hrs.
;

guide 25 fr.) , interesting but fatiguing. — The Bietschjoch (10,600'; 9 hrs.
from Ried to Raron

;
guide 20 fr.) is a fine route, free from difficulty.

Fkom Ried to Bad Leuk ovek the Feeden Pass. 8-9 hrs. (guide
18 fr.), repaying, and not difficult. At the Kummen-Alp (p. 209) the path
diverges to tlie left from the Lot'chen Pass route, and ascends the Ferden-
Thal to the Ferden Pass (8593'). between the Majinghorn (10,035') and the
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Ferden-Roihhorn (\.0,iAO'). Descent over long stony slopes to tlie Fluh-Alp.,
and through the Dala-Thal to Bad Leuk (p. 204). — Over the Gitzi-Furgge
(9613'), 9-10 hrs. to Bad Leuk, interesting, but laborious (guide 20 fr.). The
pass lies to the S.W. of the Lotschen Pass, between the Ferden-Rothhorn
and the Balmhorn. Descent over the Dala Glacier to the Fluh-Alp (see
above). — Over the Resti Pass, 7-8 hrs., also interesting (guide 18 fr.).

From Ferden we ascend the Resti-Alp (6926'; two beds) in 3V2-4 hrs. to the
Resti Pass (865S'), between the ResH- RoiMorn (9757') and the Laucher-
spiize (94C0'; easily ascended from the pass in 3/4 hr. ; admirable view) and
descend to the (ii,2hr.) Hot. Torrent-Alp (p. 205) and the (I1/2 hr.) haihs of
Leuk. — To Leuk-Susten over the Faldum Pass (8675'), between the LaucLer-
spitze and the Faldum-Rolhhovn (9310'), or over the Niven Pass (8563'),

between the Faldum-Eothhorn and the Niven (9110'; a fine point of view,
V2 hr. from the pass), both easy (gwide 18 fr.).

The Lotschen Pass route ascends from Ferden (see p. 208),
towards the N.W., through beautiful larch-wood and pastures, to

the (2 hrs.) Kummen-Alp (6808'); then over rock, debris, and
patches of snow to the (2 hrs.) Lotschen Pass (8840'), commanded
on the W. by the Balmhorn (12,180'; p. 204), and on the E. by the

Schilthorn or Hockenhorn (10,817'; ascended from the pass in 21/2

hrs.; splendid view). We obtain the finest view on the route before

reaching the pass itself: to the S.E. rises the Bietschhorn ; to the S.

the magnificent group of the Mischabel, Weisshorn, and Monte Rosa

;

to the N. are the rocky buttresses of the Doldenhorn and Bliimlisalp
;

to the N.E. the Kander Glacier, overtopped by the Mutthorn (9975').

The path descends on the right side of the Lotschenberg Glacier,

and then crosses it to the Balm (7940'), near the end of the glacier.

Hence it descends rapidly over moraine- debris and leads over the

Schonbuhl to the (lV.2hr.) Gfall-Alp (bOdQ'] milk), overlooking the

upper Gastern-Thal. At the bottom of the valley we cross the

Kander to (I/2 tr.) the huts of Gasterndorf or Selden (5315'; the

first, a small cabaret). The Gastern-Thal was better peopled at the

beginning of the century than now ; but indiscriminate felling of

timber has so exposed it to avalanches that the inhabitants have to

leave it from February to the hay-harvest. Beyond a beautiful forest,

which has resisted the avalanches of the Doldenhorn for centuries,

we reach (1 hr.) Gasternholz (4462'), amidst a chaos of rocks. The
valley bends here and expands, being bounded on the S. by the

snow-clad Altels (11,930') and the Tatlishorn (8220'), and on the

N. by the Fisistocke (9200'). Waterfalls descend from the cliffs to

the S.; the finest is that of the Geltenbach. At the end of the valley

the road enters the (1 hr.) Klus, a picturesque defile ^/4M. long,

through which the Kander forces its way in a series of cascades. In

the centre of the gorge we cross the river. On the other side we
turn to the left to reach the (1/4 hr.) Bear Hotel, or to the right,

again crossing the stream, to reach the (20 min.) Hot. Gemmi in

Kanderstey (see p. 202).

Baedekek, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 14
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56. From Spiez (T/mn) to Sion over the Rawyl.
Comp. Maps, pp. 202, 2Gi.

22 brs. Railway from Spiez to Erlenbacb, 61/4 M.. in 1/2 lir- -, Diligence
from Erlenbach to Lenk (22i/2 M) twice daily in Strs. (7 fr. 40, coupe
9 fr. 25 c.). One-horse carr. from Thun to Lenk 40, two -horse 60 fr. From
Lenk to Sion (10'/2 hrs.) a Bridle Path, good on the Bern side, but rough
on the other. Guide desirable (to Sion 16 fr. •, horse 30 fr.).

To [2OV4M.) Zxotmmmm, see pp. 212-214. The Lenk road

crosses the Simme near Gwatt, and ascends the Upper Simmen-Thal
by Bettelried, passing Schloss Bla^kenburg on the right (p. 214),
to (3 M.) St. Stephan (3297'; Adler), Grodei, Matten (inn), at the

mouth of the Fermel-Thal (p. 212), and (51/4 M.) —
28V2 M. Lenk (352?'; *Hirsch, R. 1% B. 1, pens. 5 fr.

;

''Krone, R. & A. 21/2, B. 1 fr. 20 c, pens. 5fr.; *Stern, pens. 5fr.;

Bar; Pens. Victoria, 1 M. to the N. of the village, on the road to

Zweisimmen), a village rebuilt since a fire in 1878, situated in a

flat and somewhat marshy part of the valley. About 1/2 M. to the

S.W. lies the *Curanstalt Lenk (3625'; R., L., & A. 2-6, D. 4, S.

2'/2) board 1^/2, pens, out of the season 7-8 fr.), with well fitted-up

sulphur-baths and grounds. The Wildstrubel (10,670'), with its

huge precipices and glaciers, whence several streams descend, forms
a grand termination to the valley.

Excursions. (Guides, Hans and Eerm. Jaggi; Gottlieb Liidin.) The
Simme rises, 4 M. to the S. of Lenk, in the so-called Siebenbrunnen, to which
an interesting walk may be taken (4 hrs. there and back). Eoad (passing on
the left the Burgfluh, an isolated nummulite rock with a 'glacier milF,
and view of the Wildhorn) by Oberried (inn) to the (IV4 hr.) Saw Hill
(3668') at the end of the level part of the valley. A path now ascends
close to the mill, between alders, in a curve on the right bank of the
Simme, skirting a deep gorge with fine waterfalls. It passes the chalets
oi Stalden (4232'j, traverses pastures, and crosses the Amme7'tenbach and the
Laubbach to (1 hr.) the chalets of the Razliberg (4583'; Fridig's Inn, small).
To the 8., the ' Siebenbrunnen' (4744'), now in a single stream, issue from
the precipitous rocks of the Fluhhorn (8025'). Farther to the left is the
Upper Fall of the Simme, which is conspicuous from a long distance. To
the right rise the Gletsc?ierhorn (9672') and Laiifbodenhorn (8878'), to the
left the Ammertenhorn (8713').

The Oberlaubhorn (6570'; with guide; easy and repaying), to the W.
of the Riizliberg, is ascended from Lenk, either by Trogegg (3196') in
S'/zhrs., or by Poschenried and the Pdtzberg Alp (5710') in 4 hrs.; descent
by the Riizliberg, Stalden, and Oberried. — The *Miilkerblatt (6355';

21/2 hrs.) affords a superb fine view of the Wildstrubel, etc. Beyond the
Curhaus we ascend the left bank of the Krummbach, (10 min.) cross it,

traverse pastures and wood, passing several chalets, and mount the Bettel-

herg to the top.

The Iffigensee (6826'; 4 hrs.) is also worth seeing. By the (2V4 hrs.)

Iffigen Inn (p. 211) we turn to the right to the (1/2 hr.) Slieren-Iffigenalp
(5512'; rfmts.). The path, steep and stony at places, then ascends the
(1 hr.) saddle bounding the lake, and skirts the lake to the right (where
edelweiss abounds) to the (1/4 hr.) shepherd's hut at the W. end. — At
the base of the Niesenhorn (9113'). 3

'4 hr. higher up, is the Wildhorn
Club Hut (7550'), from which the *Wildhorn (10,705') is ascended in 3-

3'/2hrs. (at places steep and laborious; guide from Lenk 25, porter 18 fr.).

We ascend the moraine of the Dungel Glacier, and the E. slope of the
Kirchli (9157') to the top of the glacier, whence a gentle ineline leads to
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the E, summit, which is connected by a snow-clad arete, 300 yd?, long, with
the equally high W. summit. Splendid view of Mt. Blanc, Grand- Combin.
the Valaisiau and Bernese Alps, the Diablerets, Oldenhorn, and Dent dii

3Iidi; to the W. are the Vaudois Alps, to the N. the Freiburg Alps ; farther

oil' are the Jura, Black Forest, and Vosges. Descent, if preferred, to the
S., by the Glacier du Brozet, to Zanfleurcn (2V2-3 hrs. ; see p. 263).

The 'Eohrbachstein (9090'; 61/2 hrs.; guide 15 fr.) is not difficult. From
the (4 hrs.) Rawyl Pass (see below) we mount to the left to the (li/2hr.)

saddle between the Rohrbachstein and the Wetzsteinhorn, and the (1 hr.)

top. Splendid view. Fossils found here.

The Wildstrubel (W. peak 10,666'; central peak 10,656'; E. peak ur
Gross-Strubel^ 10,670') is best ascended from the Rawyl Pass. From the
Iftigen Inn (spend night) to the Rawyl 2 hrs. -. we ascend to the left to

the snow-arete between the Weisshorn and the Rohrbachstein (2V2 hrs.),

cross the Glacier de la Plaine Movte, and mount snowy slopes to the W.
summit in 2V2 hrs., and the central peak in 1/2 hr. more (from Iffigen

71/2 hrs. in all) Guide from Lenk 27. down to the Gemmi 30 fr. — From
the Razliberg (see above) a steep path ascends the Fluhwdnde above the
Siebenbrunnen to the (2 hrs.) Fluhseeli (6710'): thence over debris, moraine,
and the Rdzli Glacier to the W. peak (4 hrs.). — A third route (toilsome)
ascends steeply from the (2V2 hrs.) RHzherg Alp (see above: bed of hay)
past the Laufiodenhorn (8878'), by the Thierherg and the Thierberg Glacier.

and past the Gletscherhom (9672') to the Rdzli Glacier and to the W. peak
(6 hrs. from Ritzberg). Descent to the X.W. by the Ammerten Glacier,

difficult; or to the E. over the crevassed Ldmmern Glacier to the (3 hrs.)

Gemmi (p. 204); or to the N. over the Strubelegg Glacier to the Engstligen-
Alp and Adelboden (p. 207),

Feom Lenk to Gsteig (7 hrs.): over the Triittlisberg (6713') to (41/2 hrs.)

Lauenen (p. 263) , and thence over the Erinnen (5463') to (21/2 hrs.) Gsteig

(p. 263); an easy and interesting route (guide 12, horse 5 fr, ; see R. 67).

Fkom Lenk to Saanen (p. 214), 6 hrs., path over the Reulissenberg or
Zwitzer Egg (5636'), and down the Turbach-Thal (guide 8 fr.). — To Adel-
boden over the Hahnenmoos (guide o, horse 15 fr.), p. 207. By the Ammer-
ten Pass (S032'), to the S.E. of the Ammertengrat (8580'), fatiguing but in-

teresting (8 hrs.; guide).

The R.\WTL Route (at first a road] ascends the W, side of the

valley to (IV4M.) the left bank of the Iffigenbach and the smiling

Poschenried-Thal. The road ends 2 M. farther on (about 4200'J.
By the fine (5 min.) Iffigen Fall the bridle-path ascends to the

right. After 20 min. we turn, above the fall, into a wooded valley,

through which the Iffigenbach dashes down its narrow rocky bed,

and traverse a level dale (with the precipices of the Rawyl on the

left) to the (V2 lir.) Iffigen-Alp (5253' ; rustic Inn). Here, to the

left (finger-post), we ascend through a small wood on a stony slope,

skirt the rocks ,
cross (10 min.) a brook , and re^ch (50 min.) the

refuge-hut on the Flatten^ whence we overlook the Simmen-Thal, We
skirt the W. side of (S/^hr.) the little Rawyl-See (7743') and reach

(1/4 hr.) a cross (la Grande Croix), which marks the boundary of Bern
and Valais and the summit oftheKawyl(7943'; 41/4 hrs. from Lenk),

with a refuge-hut. The pass is a desolate stony plateau (Plan des

Roses), enclosed by lofty and partially snow -clad mountains:
to the W. the long Mittaghorn (8815'); S.W., the Schneidehorn

(9640') and the snow -clad Wildhorn (10,705'; p. 210); S., the

hvoAd Rawylhorn (9540') and the Wetzsteinhorn (9114'); E,, the

Rohrbachstein (9690'; see above) and Weisshorn (9690'J.

14*
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Beyond the pass the path is "bad. It leads past a second little

lake to (3/4 hr.) the margin of the S. slope (Us Hors)^ which affords

a limited, hut striking view of the Yalais mountains. We descend

a steep rocky slope [leaving the dirty chalets of Armillon, 6926',

to the left), and (I/2 hr.) cross a bridge in the valley (5970'; a

good spring). Instead of descending to the left to the chalets of

(^/^'kx.) Nieder-Rawyl [Les Ravins^ 5768'), we ascend slightly by a

narrow path to the right, and skirt the hillside. Then (25 min.) a

steep ascent, to avoid the Kdndle (see below); 20 min., a cross on

the top of the hill (6330'), whence we descend to {}/2'i^x.) Praz Com-
heira (5344'), a group of huts. Lastly a long, fatiguing descent by

a rough, stony path, ascending at places, to {i^j^'hx.^) Ayent (3400';

quarters at the cure's, good wine, or at the merchant Mosoni's).

The footpath from Nieder-Rawyl to Ayent, shorter by 1 hr., leads by
the 'Kandle' {i.e. channel), Fr. Sentier du Bisse., along the edge of a water-
conduit skirting a steep slope 1300' high. Being only 1' wide, the path is

only fit for steady heads, and is dangerous at places.

The path, which now improves, leads by Grimisuat (2894') and

Champlan to (2 hrs.) Sion (p. 317 ; IO1/2 hrs. from Lenk) ; or we
may go to (I74 hr.) St, Leonard (p. 318).

67. From Spiez to Saanen through the Simmen-Thal.
From Spiez to Erlenhach (6V4 M.~) Railway in V2 br. (fares, 2nd cl,

1 fr. 20, 3rd cl. 85 c.). — From Erlenbach to Saanm (SS'AiM.), Diligence
twice daily in Ghr'^.; fare 7 fr. 65; coupe 9 fr. 60 c. (to Weissenburg 1 fr.

25 or 1 fr.' 60 c. ; Zweisimmen 4 fr. 90 or 6 fr. 15 c. ; Chateau d'Oex 10 fr.

or 12 fr. 55 c.). — One-horse carr. from Thun to Weissenburg 13, two-

horse 24 fr., to Zweisimmen 28 or 50, to Saanen 35 or 50. to Chateau dOex
40 or 70, to Aigle 80 or 150, to Bulle 70 or 120 fr.

Spiez, see p. 164. — The railway diverges to the left from the

Thun line (p. 163), descends past Spiezmoos in a wide bend to the

Kander, which it crosses below the hamlet of Lattigen (splendid view

of the Bliimlis-Alp to the left), and traverses the Wimmis-Allmend
to (21/2 M.) Wimmis (2075'; *Ldwe), at the N.W. base of the Niesen

(ascent, see p. 162). It then passes through a romantic defile (Port)

between the Simmenfluh and the Burgfluh into the Simmen-Thal
(locally, ^Siehen-ThaV\ a fertile valley with numerous villages. 5M.
Oey-Diemtigen^ opposite the village of Latterhach (Bar), on the left

bank. To the S. opens the Diemtig- Thai.

From Oet to Matten a shorter, but uninteresting route (8 hrs.) leads

through the Diemtig-Thal. The road follows the right bank of the Eirel

(passing Diemtigen on the hill to the right), and then the left bank, to Wam-
vfen and (2V4 hrs.) TscJiuepis (3763'), where the valley divides into the

Maniggrund (right) and the Schwenden-Thal (left). We follow the latter,

which after 1 hr. again divides at Warttannen (3970'J. The path now di-

verges from the road, ascends to the W. through the Gri7nbach-Thal to the

(2V2hrs.) Grimmi (6644'), a little-frequented pass, and descends the fertile

Fennel- Thai to (2 hrs.) Matten (p. 210).

We now cross the Simme to (6^4 M.) Erlenbach, the present

terminus of the railway; the village (2320'; Pens. Portmann;
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Krone, Lowe, 'both unpretending), with its neat wooden houses,
lies to the right, above the station.

The Stockhorn (7195') may be ascended hence by experts fguide) in
41/2 hrs.; better from Amxoldingen via Ob er-Stocken (Bar, rustic) in 4^/4 brs..
or from Blumenstem (p. 162) by the Wahlalp (new chalet, dear) in 5 hrs.-
descent, if preferred, by the Wahlalp to Bad Weissenburg. which is reached
by means of ladders. Splendid flora and grand view.

The High Road (diligence and carriages, see p. 212) follows the
left bank of the Simrae to —

33/4 M. Weissenburg (2418'; * Hotel Weissenburg, R. & A.
21/2 ^r-)) ^ group of neat houses.

In a steep defile, so narrow at places as almost to exclude the sun,
11/4 21. to the N.W., lies the Weissenburg-Bad (2T70'). The mineral water!
impregnated with sulphate of lime (70°; at its source 81°) and beneficial
for bronchial afi"ections, is used for drinking only. The Neue Bad, burned
down in 1898, has been rebuilt ; the Alie Bad is buried in the ravine V2 M.
higher up (pension 1st class 7-9, 2nd cl. 5 fr.).

Feom Weissenburg to the Guknigelbad (6 hrs.). Attractive path
through the Klus, passing the Morgetenbach Fall. 200' high, and the Mor-
geten-Alp to the (31/2 hrs.) Biirglen-Saitel (6435'); then down (passing Bad
Schmefelberg. V't M. to the left) to the Gantrisck Pass (5215'), with a charm-
ing view, and over the Gurnigelberg to the (IV2 hr.) Gurnigelbad (p. 159).

9 M. Boltigen (2726'; *H6t. Simmenthal, Bar, both moderate),

a thriving village with handsome houses, is reached beyond the

Simmenegg or Enge, a defile formed by two rocks. Above rise the

two peaks of the Mittagfluh\%i%^''). To the left peep the snow-fields

to the E. of the Rawyl (p. 211). The coal-mines in a side-valley

near Reidenbach (2756'; ^^4 M. from Boltigen) account for the sign

of the inn (a miner).

Feom Reidenbach to Bulle , 25 M. A little above Reidenbach the
road diverges to the right and ascends in windings (which paths cut ofl")

to the (6 M.) pass of the Bruchberg (4940'; tavern). It then descends (pre-
ferable to the bad footpath) to (4 M.) Jaun , Fr. Bellegarde (3336'; Hdt.
de la Caacnde), a pretty village with a waterfall 86' high. (Path to the
Schwarzsee-Bad by Neuschels, 3 hrs., see below.) [A cart-track to the S.

ascends the left bank of the Jaunbach to (1', 2 hr.) Ablcindschen (4280'; inn),

at the foot of the bare rocky chain of the Gastlose (8542'). Easy passes
hence to the S. over the Grubenberg (5il3'), to the S.E. of the Dent de Ruth
(7345'). to (3 hrs.) Saanen, and over the Schliindi to (2V2 hrs.) Richensfein

(p. 214).] We traverse the beautiful pastures of the Jaunthal or Belle-

garde Valley, which yield excellent Gruyere cheese (see p. 214), cross the
Jaunbach (Jogne) at La Tzintre, and reach (7Vv M.) Charmey, Ger. Galmis
(2955'; ''H6t. du Sapin, pens. 5-7 fr. ; Marichal Ferrant. pens. 5 fr.). a larcro.

village and summer-resort, charmingly situated (diligence to Bulle twice
daily in i^/i hr.). Fine view from the church. The road next passes Ci'isus,

Chdtel, and the ruin of Montsalvent (rare flora), crosses the Jaun, and
beyond Broc (2380'; Pens, de la Grue), the Sarine. and leads through wood
to La Tour-de-Treme (p. 266) and (71/2 M.) Bulle (p. 265). — From Cresus (see
above) a pleasant route leads bv Cerniat and the old monastery of Valsainte
(3336'), and over the Chimlette (4659'), to the (31/2 hrs.) Schwavzsee-Bad
(p. 227). On the Kalte Sense, 4 hrs. to the N.E. of the Schwarzsee (dil-

igence daily in summer from Freiburg via PlafiFeien), are the sequestered
and well-kept Baths of Schwefelberg (4585'; pens. 41/2-5 fr.), with lime
springs, at the foot of the OcJisen (7185'; 2' 2 hrs.; fine view). Thence
over the Selibiihlgrat to the (21/2 hrs.) Gurnigelbad (p. 159); bridle-path
over the Ganlrisch Pass (see above) to (3 hrs.) Bad Blu7nenstein (p. 162).
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The road crosses the Simme at (2M. ) Garstatt^ turns suddenly to

the left, round the Laubeggstalden rock, passing a fine waterfall, re-

crosses the stream, and leads past the ruin of Mannenberg to (3 M.)'

—

14 m. Zweisimmen (3215'; pop. 1910; *Krone^ with grounds,

R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 11/4, D. 3, S. 2, pens. fr.; *H6t. Simmenthal,
pens. 5-7 fr.) , the chief village in the valley, with an old church,

situated in a broad basin on the Kleine Simme. It is famed for its

cattle and frequented as a summer-resort. Pleasant views from the

churchyard, and from Schloss Blankenburg^ ^/-i^^- to the S.E., now
used as public offices and a prison fp. 210).

Excursions. The 'Hundsriick (6720'), easily climbed in 3 hrs., com-
mands a grand view of Mt. Blanc, the Grand Combin, and the Bernese,
Freibuvg, and Vaudois Alps. — The *iliederberg (682o'5 3 hrs.), also easy,
is another fine point of view.

The road ascends gradually for 5 M., crossing the Schliindibach

at (31/2M.) Richenstein. (To Abldndschen, see p. 213.) Inapine-clad
valley on the left flows the Kleine Simme. The road crosses several

deep lateral ravines. At the top of the hill (4227'; inn) begin the

Saanen-Moser, a broad Alpine valley , sprinkled with chalets and
cottages. A striking view is gradually disclosed of the frowning Rubli-

horn (7570'), the barometer of the district, the serrated Gumfluh
(8068'), the snow-fields of the <Sancfsc/i beyond it, and lastly the huge
Gelten Glacier (p. 263) to the left. Lower down we obtain a fine

survey of the Turbach^ Lauenen, and Gsteig valleys (p. 263).

231/2 M. Saanen, Fr. Gessenay (3382'; pop. 3733; Grand
Logis or Gross-Landhaus ; Ours, unpretending), is the capital of the

upper valley of the Saane (Sarine). The inhabitants rear cattle and

manufacture the famous Gruyere and Vacherin cheese.
To Gsteig., and over the Col de Pillon to Aigle, see p. 263; over the

Sanetsch to Sion, see p. 263.

From Saanen to Chateau-d'CEx fp. 267), 7 M. ; diligence twice daily
in 11/3 hr., by Rougemont or Rothenberg (*Pens. du Rubli), the frontier

between Bern and Vand, and between German and French, and Flendruz.



IV. WESTERN SWITZERLAND. LAKE OF GENEVA.
LOWER VALLEY OF THE RHONE.

58. From Bern to NeucMtel 216
Twannberg; Isle of St. Peter; Chasseral; Cerlier, 216.
— Chaumont, 219.

59. From Neuchatel to Chaux-de-Fonds and Locle . . . 219
Tete de Rang; Pouillerel. Col des Loges. Cotes du Doubs,
220. — From Chaux-de-Fonds to Bienne through the Val
St. Iniier. From Locle to Morteau and to Les Brenets;
Saut du Doubs. 221.

60. From Neuchatel to Pontarlier through theValdeTravers 221
Creux du Vent. Ravine of the Raisse. 222.

61. From Neuchatel to Lausaime 223
Gorges de la Reuse. 223. — From Yverdon to Ste. Croix.
Chasseron, 224. 225.

62. From Bern to Lausanne 225
From Flamatt to Laupen , 225. — From Freiburg to

Yverdon and to Moral, 227. — Schwarzsee-Bad. Berra.
From Romont to Bulle. Signal de Chexbres. From Chex-
bres to Vevey, 228.

63. From Lausanne to Payerne and Lyss 229
From Morat to Xeuchatel, 230.

64. From Lausanne to Vallorhe and Pontarlier .... 230
From Vallorbe to Le Pont. Dent de Vaulion; Lac de
Joux. Ballaigues, 231.

65. Geneva and its Environs 232
Pregnv, Ferney, Bois de la Batie; Saleve j Voirons, etc.,

241-244.

66. From Geneva to Martigny via Lausanne andVilleneuve.

Lake of Geneva (North Bank) 244
Divonne. The Dole. 246. — Signal de Bougy; Gimel;
Col du Marchairuz. From Morge? to Biere, 247. — From
Lausanne to Bercher, 250. — Hauteville and Blonay ; the
Pleiades; Mt. Pe'lerin, etc., 252. — Excursions from Mon-
treux: Glion; Rochers de Xaye; Gorge du Chauderon;
Les Avants, etc., 255, 256.— From Aigle to Villars, 25S. —
Chamossaire ; Corbeyrier, 259. — From Bex to Les Plans
de Frenierea and Pont de l^ant. Glacier de Plan Neve';
Tete a Pierre Grept ; Croix de Javernaz : Dent de Morcles

;

Grand Moeveran: Diablerets; Col des Essets, 260, 261. —
Baths of Lavev; Morcles, 261. — Pissevache ; Gorges du
Trient, 262. — Arpille; Pierre-a-Voir, 263.

67. From Saanen to Aigle over the Col de Pillon. . . . 263
The Lauenen-Thal. From Gsteig to Sion over the Sanetsch,
268.— Excursions fromOrmont-Dessus : Creux-de-Champ,
Palette, Pointe de Meilleret, Pare de Marnex, Oldenhom,
Diablerets, etc. From Ormont-Dessus to Villars or Gryon
over the Col de la Croix, 264. — Leysin, 265.

68. From Bulle to Chateau-d'Oex and Aigle 265
Montbarry. Ascent of the Moleson from Bulle or Albeuve,
265, 266. — Chatel St. Denis. From Montbovon over
the Jaman to Montreux, 266. — Excursions from Chateau-
d'Oex. Mont Crav; Gumfluh. 267.

69. From Bex to Sion. " Pas de Cheville 268

14JL5
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70. From Geneva to St. Maurice via Bonveret. Lake of

GeneYdi (South Bank). Val d'llliez 270
From Thonon to Les Gets and Taninges. Valleys of the
Drance. To Samoens over the Col de Jouplane^ to Cham-
pe'ry over, the Pas de Che'sery. From Thonon to Mor-
gins via Abondance, 270, 271. - Dent d'Oche, 271, 272. —
Blanchard. Grammont. Cornettes de Bise, 272. — Ex-
cursions from Champery: Pointe de THaut-, Gulet; Dent
duMidi; Tonr Sallieres; Dents Blanches. From Cham-
perv to Samoens, Sixt (Cols de Coux, de la Golese, de
Sagerou, de Susanfe), 273. 274.

58. From Bern to Neuchatel.
41 M. Railway in 11/2-23/4 hrs. (fares 6 fr. 90 c, 5 fr., 3 fr. 65 c).

Bern, p. 152 ;
from Bern to (21 M.) Bienne, p. 12. (Miinsterthal

Railway to Bale, R. 2; by St. Imier to Chaux-de-Fonds, p. 221.)

Near the shady avennesto the S.W. of Bienne the train reaches

the Lake of Bienne (1420'; 91/2 M. long, 21/2 M. broad), and then

skirts its W. bank, affording in clear weather a survey of the Bern-
ese Alps beyond the lake. — Beyond (2772 M.) Douanne, Ger.

Twann (*Ours), we pass a fall of the Twannbach,
Interesting excursion through the gorge of the Tteannbach to the (1^/2 li^O

*Curhaus Twannberg (2865'; pens. 4-5V2 fr.), with view of the lakes of

Bienne and Morat and the High Alps. Hence to Macolin (p. 12), IV2 hr.;

to the top of the Chasseral (see below), 21/2 hrs.

29 M. Gleresse, Ger. Ligerz.
To the left, in the lake, lies the Isle of St. Peter (USC), clothed with

old oaks, vineyards, and fruit-trees, now connected on the S. side with the
mainland near Cerlier. Rousseau spent two months here in 1765. (His
room is shown in the Hotel.) Boat from Douanne or from Gleresse, there
and back, 4, from Neuveville 6 fr. Steamboat in summer several times
daily from Keuveville to Cerlier and (25 min.) the Isle of St. Peter.

301/2 M- Neuveville, Ger. iVewenstadf (pop. 2368; *Faucon,- Tro/s

Poissons^, a pleasant little town, the last in Canton Bern, is the first

place where French is spoken. The Museum, near the station (adm.

50 c), contains interesting antiquities from lake-dwellings (p. 217)
and the Burgundian wars. On the Schlossberg (1750'), 20 min.

from the station, rises a ruined castle of the Bishops of Bale (fine

view from the top and on the way up), near which the Bron forms

a fall (often dry in summer). An erratic boulder near it bears an

inscription to Lord Montagu, a benefactor of the town.
To the N. of Neuveville rises the *Chasseral or Gestler (52800, studded

on the S. side with villages amid green meadows. Road Tdiligence twice
daily in 2V2 hrs.) from Neuveville via. LignUres (2654'; *H6t.-Pens. Beau-
Sejour, 4-5 fr.) to (TV2 M.) Nods (2916'), whence a steep road ascends to the

(2 hrs.) Chalet-B6tel du Chatseral (4790' ; 20 beds, fair). The view from the
(25 min.) signal (5280') embraces W. Switzerland, the Black Forest, the

Jura, and the Alps. — The ascent may also be made from Macolin (p. 12)

in 4 hrs., or from St. Imier (easiest) in 2V2-3 hrs. (see p. 221).

The old town of Cerlier, or Erlach (Erie)., with its chateau, lies op-

posite Neuveville (steamboat in 10 min.), at the N. base of the wooded Joli-

mont (I860'; 1/2 l^r.), a charming point of view. The 'Teufelsbiirde'' is a
group of large erratic blocks on the top. — On the E. hank of the
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lake, at Liischei'z, and at Morigen, farther to the N., many remains of lake-
dwellings have been discovered.

Near (33 M.) Landeron (Hot. de Nemours) we quit the Lake of

Bienne; the little town lies on the left, near the influx of the

ThiUe (or Ziht) Canal into the lake ; beyond the Thiele is the

abbey of <S^ Johannsen, now a penitentiary, at the foot of the Joli-

mont (p. 216). 341/2 M. Cressier, with its church on a lofty rock;

351/2 M. Cornaux. — Tunnel. 38 M. St. Blaise (tramway to Neu-
chatel). At Marin ('Pens. Nussle'), 1 M. to the S.E., are the famous

lake-dwellings of La Ttne, a name applied to the period of civil-

ization on the T"^ side of the Alps prior to the Roman period.

Farther on Is the lunatic asylum of Prefargier. — The train next

reaches the Lake of Neuch&tel (14"20'), the Roman Lacus Eluro-

dunensis (25 M. long, 4-6 M. broad
;

greatest depth 500'). Near

the N.E. end the Thiele or ZiJil issues from the lake, the level of

which has been lowered 6' by the widening of this outlet. Above
the vine-clad banks rise the Jura Mts., to the W., and to the E.

we enjoy a view of the Alps from the Bernese Oberland to Mont Blanc.

41 M. NeuchS.tel. — Railway Station (15?5': buffet), above the town,

1 M. from the hotels, which send omnibuses. A Rack-and-Pinion Tramwaii
(fares 20, 10 c.) descends in 9 min. to the harbour {Port; PI. C, 3\ and
thence runs to the W. as an ordinary steam-tramway, past the station of
Evole (PI. >, 4), to Colombier, Cortaillod, and Boudry (p. 523). — Another
tramway j lies to St. Blaise (see above). — Steamboat on the Lake of
Neuchatel, see pp. 227, 230.

Hotels. *GrandH6tel Bellevue (PI. a; C, 4), in an open situation on
the lake, R., L., & A. 4-7, B. I72, lunch 4, D. 5. pens. 8-10, omnibus 1 fr.

;

'Hot. Terjiiscs, by the station: Hot. des Alpes, adjoining the last, with
a terrace (*View) in common, cheaper: *Gkand-Hotel dd Lac (PI. b ; C, 3),

R., L., & A. 3-41/2, D. 31/2, pens, from 8. omnibus 3 4 fr.; ==Faccon (PI. c; B, 3),

E., L., &. A. 2-4, B. 11/4, lunch 3, D. 8, pens. 7-10, omn. 1/2-V4 fr. ; 'Hot. du
Soleil (PI. d; B, 3, 4), R. IV2-2V2, B. 1, D. incl. wine 3 fr.; Hot. du Fort
(PI. f ; C, 3). — Pens. Borel ( Villa Surville), well situated above the town,
board 4-5 fr. ; Pens. Huguesix, Route de la Cute, pens. 5 fr.

Cafes. Cafi-Brasserie Strauss, by the harbour; Chalet du Jardin Anglais
(PI. E, 2); Brasserie Gambrinus. — Baths at the harbour (PL D, 3}.

English Church, Rue Collt'giale (Rev. J. H. H. Best).

Neuchdtel (1433'; 20,000 inhab.), Ger. Neuenburg, capital of the

canton of that name (once a principality of the Orange family
;

then under Prussian sway, from 1707 to 1815, when it joined the

Confederation; finally given up by Prussia in 1857), is charmingly

situated on the Lake of Neuchatel, to the E. of the mouth of the

Seyon (p. 222), and at the base and ou the slopes of the Jura. The
banks of the lake are skirted for about II/2M. by a *Quay, planted

with trees and affording a beautiful view of the Alps. Near the

middle of this avenue is the little Harbour (PI. D, 3, 4), on which

is the handsome Post Office (PI. C, 3). Opposite is a monument
erected in 1898 to commemorate the accession of the Canton Neu-
chatel to the Swiss Federation (1848).

The College Latin (PI. C, 4), to the W. of the harbour, contains

a valuable natural history collection, founded by Agassiz (p. 199)
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and Coulon (Thnrs., 10-12 & 2-4; Sun., 2-4), and a public library

(100,000 vols.; daily, except Sun. &Mon., 10-12 & 2-4). —Near it,

in the Place Purry (PL B, 4j, rises a bronze statue of David de Purry

(1709-86), a native of Neucbatel, who left 4^/2 million francs to

the town. Observe also the Halles (PI. B, 4; now a club), a pic-

turesque little Renaissance edifice of 1570, in the Place des Halles.

The*MusRE DBS Bbaux-Arts(P1.D,3), a handsome Renaissance

building, to the E. of the harbour, contains the interesting muni-
cipal Collection of Antiquities and Picture Gallery (adm. to each,

50 c. ; free on Sun. and Thurs., 10-12 and 1-5).
Ground FIoor. The rooms to the right aud left of the entrance contain

the valuable Historical & Archaeological Collection., largely reminiscent of

the Prussian period. — On the Staircase is a bronze bust of M. de Meuron
(d. 1868), founder of the museum. At the top are three 'Paintings by
Paul Robert, executed in 18SB-94. The central picture represents intellec-

tual life as mirrored in the Christian dispensation : among clouds ;it the top
appears the Saviour, with the Gospel below him; to the left ascends a pro-
cession of female forms symbolising Art, Science, and Morality, in blessed
harmony; to the ri'iht the Archangel Michael stands upon the defeated
dragon ; and in the background is a view of Neucbatel. In the painting on
the left Celestial Grace bestows flowers and fruits upon the earth while
evil spirits are driven off. The picture to the right depicts industrial life :

in the foreground are working men and women, a manufacturer, a foreman,
and a merchant; in the centre of the background rises the golden statue
of Industry, round which throngs an eager multitude; abeam of Christian
light falls upon the group on the right; at the top are the Angel of Justice,
to the right, and the Recording Angel, to the left. — The balcony affords

a beautiful view of the lake and the Alps. — To the right is the —
*PiCTCKE Gallery. Room I. (Right) Dubois, Autumn evening, Summer

morning; P. Robert, Evening air; Jacquand, Arrest of Voltaire at Frank-
fort; ~Al. Calame. Monte Rosa,; Berthoud, TbeJungfrau; Jeanmaire, Street

at Sion; E. Tschaggeny, Draught-horses. — Room II. Engravings and Draw-
ings. — Room III. K. O'rardet., Old Franciscan monastery at Alexandria;
Isabel/, Sea-piece; E. de Pury, Lucifer; Rohert-Fleury, Massacre of St. Bar-
tiiolomew; L. Robert, Italian street-scene; K. Girardet, Cromwell reproached
by his daughter Mrs. Claypole for the condemnation of Charles 1. — Room IV.
Small landscapes, cattle-pieces, etc. — Room V. Sketches by L&opold Robert,
and copies of all ids works by his brother Aur'ele. L. Robert, born in

1794 at Chaux-de-Fonds (d. in Italy, 1^35) is famous for his scenes from
popular. lite in the South. — Room" VI. E. de Pury, Venetian fishermen;
GuiUarmod. Watering horses; A. de Meuron, Betten-Alp; Coleman, Cam-
pagna di Roma; Imer, Evening by the water-side, Ruins of Cruzant; E.
de Poiirtales, Valley ofMeiringen ; GuiUarmod, Waggon ; Bocion, Canal Grande

;

A. de Meuron, Pasture near Iseltwald; Bocion, On the Riviera; ScJiuler,

Floating timber. — Room VII. (Left) E. Girardet, Maternal love. El Kantara
(Algiers), The father's blessing, The little culprit; K. Girardet, Huguenots;
Liopold Robert, -Basilica of San Paolo Fuori le Mura near Rome after the
fire of 1823, -Fishermen of the Adriatic, Brigands pursued by soldiers,
Improvisatore: Anker, Bourbaki's army entering Switzerland in 1871. —
Room VIII. (Left) Gaud, Autumn fire; Al. Calame, The Wetterhorn; Anker,
Sunday afternoon; landscapes by M. de Meuron, Alb. de Meuron, A. Veillon,
Berthoud, and others. — Room IX. (Left) Grosclaude, Desdemona-.^/eanmatre,
Midday rest on the Alp; on the end-wall, a number of good paintings of
dilt'erent schools, from Count Pourtales's collection; ihen, Bachelin, Entry
of the French army into Switzerland in 1871 (p. 209i, Dan. Jean Richard
(p. 221) promising to repair a traveller's watch (1697); E. Burnand, The
village engine; Anker, Pilgrimnge to Gleyresse; E. de Pury, The fencing-
ma=!ter; Tschaggeny, Enraged bull.

Next the museum is an interesting 'Sipulcre Pr4hitforique\ discovered
at Auvernier in 1876.
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A little to the N.E. is the new Academy (PI. p:, F, 2 ; 40 teachers,

150 students), hetween the Jardin Anglais and the Jardin Desoir.— Near the Palais Rougemont (PI. D, 2), on the groundfloor of

which is the Cercle du Musee (a cluh), is the Musee Alpestre., a col-

lection of stuffed Alpine animals (1 fr.}.

The Chateau (PI. B, 3), on the hill above the town, dating

partly from the 12th, but mainly from the 15-17th cent., and
restored in 1866, is now the seat of the cantonal government. Ad-
jacent is the *Abbey Chukch [Colligiale; PI. A, 3; key at 6 Rue
du Chateau), built in 1149-90 and restored in the 13th cent.,

with two pointed Gothic towers of the 15th century. The choir con-

tains a large Gothic monument with 15 lifesize figures (partly re-

newed), erected in 1372 to the Counts of Neuchatel, and restored in

1840. There are also memorial stones to two Prussian governors. —
The Place in front of the church is adorned with a Statue of Farel,

the Reformer (d. 1565), erected in 1875. The pleasing cloisters on
the N. side, rebuilt after a fire in 1450, were restored in 1860-70.
— A bridge crosses the old castle-moat to the Public Park.

The Obseroatoire Cantonal., 25 min. above the town, erected

for the benefit of the watch-manufacturers, is in telegraphic com-
munication with Chaux- de-Fonds, etc. (p. 220J. The adjoining

Mail, a grass-plot planted with trees, commands a charming view of

the lake and the Alps. Another good view is enjoyed from the new
Pare du Plan, to which a cable-tramway ascends (PI. F), 2. 1).

Near the town there are pleasant wood-walks : to the Roche de VEr-
miiage (2007'). Pien-e it Bot, Gorges du Seyon, Chanilaz (p. 223), etc.

The *Chaumont (3845'; 'Grand-Hotel de Chaumont, a large house near
the top, 3700', pens. 6-10 fr. ; E6tel du CTtdteau, lower down, 3 min. to the
S.E.), a spur of the Jura, to theX., is the finest point of view near Neu-
chatel. The road to it diverges from the Chaux-de-Fonds road, IV* M. from
Neuchatel, and leads to the top in I1/2 hr. (diligence twice a day in summer
in 2V2 hrs., 2 fr. ; down in 1 hr., IV2 fr. ; carr. with one horse 10, with two
horses 20 fr.). Near the hotels at the top are a chapel and a school-house.
The view from the Signal., 1/4 hr. above the hotels (at the top, indicator of the
Swiss Alpine Club, by Imfeld), embraces Lakes Neuchatel and Morat, and the
Alpine chain from the Sentis to Mont Blanc in the background. Evening-
light best, but a perfectly clear horizon is rare. Charming view of the Val
de Euz and the Jura, to the W., from the (V4 br.) Pr4 Louiset. We may
return to Neuchatel by descending from the Signal to the right through
wo.^d to (V4 hr.) Fenin, in the Val de Ruz, on the Chaux-de-Fonds road,
and then following the shady Chemin des Quaire Ministraux de Pierre-a-
Bot to the left, which affords a beautiful view of the Alps. An attractive

route, following the brow of the hill, by La Dame and Chuffort (guide
advisable), leads in 4 hrs. from the Chaumont to the Chasseral (p. 216).— "Gorges de la Reuse, see p. 223; ''Tele de Rang, see p. 220.

59. From Neuchatel to Chaux-de-Fonds and Locle.

Railway via Chaux-de-Fonds to (231/2 M.) Locle in 13/4-2 hrs. (fares

5 fr. 25, 3 fr. 80, 2 fr. 80 c). This route, as far as Lea Hauts-Geneveys,
is very attractive; views to the left.

Neuchatel., see p. 217. The train skirts the slopes behind the town
andorossos theSeyon, a stream descending from theChasseral, which
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was carried down to the lake by means of a tunnel in 1839. Beyond
a tunnel V2 ^^- ^^^S the line affords a superb *View of the lake and

the Bernese Alps, and of Mont Blanc to the S. 3 M. CorceUes (1750'j.

The train ascends through wood; two short tunnels.

7 M. Chambrelien (2255'), beautifully situated high above the

valley of the Reuse (p. 222). The train backs out towards the N.E.

and skirts a wooded chain of hills. To the right is the fertile VaL

de Ruz, with its numerous villages, above which rises the Chaumont

(p. 219).

IO1/.2 M. Les Geneveys-sur-Coffrane (2770' ; 'Rot-BTdiSserie du
Jura). — 121/2^1- Les Hauts-Geneveys (3135'; Buffet; Hot. du
Jura, Hot. du Nord, both plain), the highest point of view on the

line, where Mont Blanc becomes very conspicuous.
The *Tete de Rang (4668'), ascended in 1 hr. from Hauts-Geneveys

(by a lane to the left, 10 min. beyond the village) , commands a superb
distant view of the Jura, of the Vosges, and of the Alps from the Sentis

to Mont Blanc and the mountains of Savoy. On the saddle, 1/4 hr. below
the top, is the '^Edt. du Jura (4340'; moderate). — Hence to the (V2 hr.) Col

lies Loges and (IV4 hr.) La Chaux-de-Fonds, see below.

The train passes through a tunnel (2 M. long; 9 min.) under the

Col des Loges to (16 M.) Les Convers, a solitary station in a rock-

girt valley. Beyond a tunnel (^/^ M. ; 3 min.) under Mont Sagne^ and

a shorter one, we reach —
I8V2 M. La Chaux-de-Fonds (3260'; ^Grand Hotel Central, R.

from 2 fr. ; *Fleur de Lys, R. & A. 3, B. IV4 fr.; Lion d'Or; Croix

d'Or; Balance; Hot. de la Gare; U. S. Consular Agent), an impor-

tant watch-making place (32,000 inhab.), with handsome streets

and public buildings. It claims to be the largest 'village' in Europe.

The Church, with its artistically vaulted roof, and the College, con-

taining the picture-gallery (good pictures by Swiss masters), the

library, and the historical museum deserve a visit.

A pleasant walk may be taken by a path to the X. to (1 hr.) the
hill of Pouillerel (4200'), commanding a view over Franche-Comte to the

Vosges and of the Bernese Alps to the Wildstrnbel and Mont Blanc. —
To the S. a road (one-horse carr. 8 fr.) leads from Chaux-de-Fonds to

the (iVz hr.) *Col des Loges (4065'; "Hotel a la Vue des Alpes). a fine point

of view. A more extensive prospect is enjoved from the *Tete de Rang
(4638'), 3/4 lir. to the S. of the Col (see above). — Aqueduct, see p. 222. —
A narrow-gauge railway runs to the S.W. to La Sagne and (10'/2 M.) Les
Ponts-de-Martel (Hot. de la Loyaute).

From Chaux-de-Funds to the picturesque *C6te3 du Doubs, a pleasant
excursion of one day. The road leads past the '"Restaurant Bel-Air to & Hotel
near the Combe de la Greffilre. (view of the Doubs below), then descends
through wood (short-cuts) towards the Douhs, reaching it at (5 M.) the

charmingly- situated Afaison Monsieur, and skirting its bank via the "Pavil-
ion det Sonneurs (restaurant) to (2i 4 M.) Biaufond (19fO'). Then by boat to
(1 '2 hr.) Le Refrain, and on foot throush grand and wild scenery to the

(2 M.) picturesque Moulin de la Mart (1835). Opposite are the curious
Echelles de la Mort, used by the natives. Here, and farther to the N., the
Doubs (lower course also attractive) forms the boundary between France
and Switzerland. Visitors m-y take a boat to (50 min.) the Verriires du Bief
d'Etoz, then below the Fall of the Doubs continue either by boat or on
foot alimg the French l)ank past (right) La Ooule to (^ 4 hr.) Bief d'Etoz.
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Thence we proceed on the Swiss bank to the ('A hr.) mill of Theusseret,
ascend to the right to Belfond, and again descend to (1 hr.) Ooumois
(*Couronne, good trout), charmingly situated on both banks of the river.
A road ascends hence to the E. in windings to (3 M.) Saigneligier (Hot. de
la Gare, E. IV2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 4-6 fr. : Hot. du Cerf), whence a railway
(Chemin de fer regional) runs to (iV2 hr.) Chaux-de-Fonds.

A pleasant road leads to the W. from La Chaux-de-Fonds to (l'/4 hr.)
Pla.nchettes (restaurant) and the (I1/2 hr.) Saut du Doubs (see below).

Fkom Chaux-de-Fonds to Biexne, 27 M., railway in li 2-2 hrs. (fares

4 fr. cO, 3 fr. 15, 2 fr. 25 c.). The Une passes the station of (21/2 31.) Halte
du Creux, and enters the industrious Val St. Imiei\ watered by the Suze
or Schiiss. 5 M. Renan; V/2 M. Sonvilier, with the picturesque ruins of the
castle of Erguel on a pine-clad rock. — 8V2M. St. Imier (2670': 7114 inhab.;
H6t. de la Ville ; H6t. des Treize- Cantons; Rail. Restaurant), the capital of
the vallev, with considerable watch-manufactories. (Ascent of the Cfias-

seral, p. 210, by a bridle-path, 2V2-3hrs.) — 10 M. Villeret; 12 31. Cormoret;
121/2 M. Courtelary; 15 M. Cortihert; 17 M. Corgimont. — 171/2 M. iSowceoo?,

and thence to (27 M.) Bienne, see pp. 11, 12.

The railway turns abruptly to the S.W. — 20 M. Eplatures-

Temple; 201/9 M. Cret-du-Locle.

23V2M. Le Locle (3035'; pop. 12,274; *Edt. des Trois Rois; Hot.

du Jura; National), famed for its watches. Opposite the Watch-
makers' School a bronze statue was erected in 1888 of D.J.Richard
(d. 1741), founder of the watch-making of Le Locle and La Chaux-
de-Fonds. The hill of Sommartel (4350'), 1 hr. to the S., affords

a fine view of the Jura.

From Locle to Morteau (Besancon), 8 M., railway in 35 min. by Col
des Roches (whence an interesting road leads through the Col to Les Brenefs,
2 M.), and Villers-le-Lac, 1 M. to the S.W. of the Lac des Brenets (see below).
From Morteau to Besangon, 42 31.

From Locle to Les Brenets, 21/2 M., narrow-gauge railway in i/* lir-

(fares 60. 40 c). The train ascends to the right, and through a tunnel, to

stat. Les Fretes ; then through wooded valleys and meadows, along the deep
gorge of fhe Bied (opposite runs the3Iorteau line, see above) and through
two tunnels, to the large village of Les Brenets (2800' 5 ''Couronne; *Lion
d'Or; Bellevue), in the valley of the Doubs. From the station we descend
through the village to the (V4 hr. ascent 20 min.) Pri du Lac, on the *La
des Brenets (2470')) a lake 21/2 M. long, which the Doubs forms above
the waterfall. A boat (3 fr. there and back; more than 3 pers. 1 fr.

each), or the small steamboat which plies on Sundays (for large parties
on week-days also) now conveys us down the dark-green lake, narrowing
between wooded sandstone rocks, and presenting a series of picturesque
scenes. In 1/2 hr. we reach the *Saut du Soubs {H6t. du Saut du Doubs,
with garden, on the Swiss side; H6t. de la Chute, on the French side, both
unpretending). In 6 min. from the French inn we obtain a fine view from
a point high above the picturesque fall, which is 80' in height. A road
on the right bank, through wood, affording charming glimpses of the
basin of the Doubs, leads back to (3 31.) Les Brenets.

60. From Neuchatel to Pontarlier through the Val

de Travers.
331/2 31. Railway in 13/4-23/4 hrs.-, fares 6 fr. 75 c, 4 fr., 2 fr. 80 c. (From

Pontarlier to Paris by Dijon, express in 73/4 hrs.; from Bern to Paris

93/4-IOV3 hrs.) This Jura Railway (comp. p. 219) also traverses a most pic-

turesque region. Views to the left. French time at Pontarlier, 55 min.
behind Central European time (that of Switzerland and Germany).
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Neuchdtel. see p. 217. The line, parallel with the Yverdon
line (p. 223) as far as Auvernier, crosses the Seyon fp. 217), passes

under the Val de Travers road, and affords a beautiful view of the

lake and the Alps. The train skirts lofty vine-clad slopes, and crosses

the Gorge of Serrieres by a bold viaduct. In the valley is Suchard's

large, chocolate-factory. Above rises the small chateau of Beaure-
gard.

4 M. Auvernier; the little town lies below, to the left (1480';

Hotel du Lac, moderate). The train diverges to the right from the

Yverdon line (p. 223) and ascends, in full view of the lake and
the Alps. Entering the rocky and wooded ravine of the Reuse or

Areuse, we observe the lofty viaduct of the Lausanne line (p. 224)
far below, to the left. The last glimpse of the lake down this valley

is very picturesque. We soon enter a tunnel, high on the N. slope

of the valley, almost under the station of Chambrelien (p. 220).

Seven more tunnels, beyond the fourth of which is (8^/2 M.) stat.

Champ du Moulin, (2155' ; Hot. du Sentier des Gorges, trout), in a

picturesque site. (To the Gorges de la Reuse, see p. 224.)
Nencliatel and Chaux-de-Fonds (13 M. distant) are supplied with water

from this point; the engine-house (2137'), Vi tr. up the Reuse, is interest-

ing. The neighbouring house of Lieut. Col. Perrier was, according to the
inscription, once occupied by J. J. Rousseau. A footpath, beyond the wa-
ter-wheels, leads on the right bank of the Reuse to the (V2 hr.) Saut de Brot.

12 M. Noiraigue (2380'; Croix Blanche)., at the N. base of the

Creux du Vent. The valley, called the Val de Travers from this

point to St. Sulpice, changes its character here, and the Reuse now
flows calmly through a grassy dale.

From Noiraigue a path ascends the Creux du Vent (4807'; 2 hrs.), a
view, extending from Pilatus to Mont Blanc, is suddenly revealed. At the
top is a basin, 500' deep, shaped like a horseshoe, nearly 3 M. in circuit,

better route than from Boitdry (p. 223) or St. Aubin (p. 224), as the striking
Within it is an excellent spring, to which the descent is steep and fa-

tiguing. In stormy weather this 'hollow of the wind' is filled with surging
white vapour, like the steam in a boiling cauldron. Rare plants and min-
erals. Rfmts. at the Maison du Creux du Vent (3218'), on the If.E. side.

From (I41/2 ^^') Travers (2392'; Ours) a branch-line runs in the

valley, by Couvet, Motiers, and Fleurier, to Buttes and St. Sulpice

(see p. 223). Opposite, farther on, are asphalt -mines. — 17 M.
Couvet (2418'; Ecu de France), a pretty town. Here, and at Motiers

and Fleurier, excellent absinthe is made.
Diligence twice daily in 2 hrs. 10 min. (one-horse carr. 10 fr.) to

(7 M.) La Brevine {MBO';,' HoteT), a health-resort with a chalybeate spring.

The line again ascends the N. slope of the valley. Opposite, far

below, lies Motiers-Travers (2425'; Maison de Ville), where, by

permission of the Prussian governor General Keith, Rousseau lived

in 1762 after his expulsion from Yverdon by the government of Bern,

and wrote his 'Lettres ecrites de la Montague'.
The Ravine of the Raisse (affluent of the Reuse), with its picturesque

rocks and waterfalls, deserves a visit. We pass a bridge, V2 M. from Motiers,
and follow the brook to the right, ascending a pretty wooded gorge. In 1 hr.

we reach a new path to the top (35 min.). From this point, with a guide
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or a good map, we may ascend the Chasseron (p. 226). — Beyond Metiers
is the Grotte de Motiers, a limestone cavern, one arm of which is 31/2 M.
long. It may be safely explored for Vz^. (rough walking; swarms of bats).

At the entrance, a waterfall.

19 M. Boveresse is the station for Fleurier and Motiers (p. 222).
In the valley, farther on, is Fleurier (2455'; *Poste; Couronne),

with extensive watch and absinthe factories. Hence to the

top of the Chasseron in 272 ^rs., see p. 225. Beyond a tunnel,

600 yds. long, we observe St. Sulpice (2557') below, on the left,

with a Portland cement factory. Scenery again very picturesque.

Two bridges and two tunnels. In the valley, II/2 M. to the W. of

Fleurier, the Reuse, which probably flows underground from the Lac
des Tailleres, rises as a considerable stream, soon capable of working

several mills. Road and railway pass through the defile of La Chaine.

The line attains its highest point {Col de Verrieres, 3084'), and
then enters a monotonous green valley with beds of peat. At (25 M.)

Verrieres-Suisse (3040'; Hot. de la Ville), the last Swiss village, the

French 'Army of the East' under Bourbaki crossed the frontier in

Feb., 1871. The train enters France (luggage examined at Pontarlier,

see below). Then (26 M.) Femeres-Fronce (3015'). Near 5<. Pierre

de la Cluse the scenery is again interesting. The defile of La Cluse,

which railway and road traverse, is fortified. On the left rises the

Fort deJoux; on the right, 100' higher, is the new Forf de Lar-
mont. We cross the Doubs. On the right, a monument in honour

of the 'derniers de'fenseurs de la patrie' in Feb., 1871.

331/2 M. Pontarlier (2854'; *H6t. de la Poste; Hot. de Paris;

National), a small town on the Doubs. See Baedeker's N. France.
From Pontarlier to Cossonay and Yallorle., see R. 64.

61. From Neuchatel to Laasanne.
47 M. Railway in 2-2V2 hrs.; fares 7fr. 80, 5 fr. 50, 3 fr. 90 c. (to Geneva

in 23/4-5 hrs. ; fares 12 fr. 70, 8 fr. 90, 6 fr. 35 c). Best view to the Uft.

Travellers to Geneva at certain trains must change at Rtnens (p. 225;
apply to the conductor). — Steamboat on the Lake of Neuchatel between
Neuchatel and Moral (p. 230), and between Neuchatel and Estavayer only
(twice daily in lV2hr., corresponding with the train to Freiburg, p. 227).

Neuchatel., see p. 217. To (4M.) Auvernier, see p. 222. Our
train quits the lake, to which it returns beyond Bevaix. — 5 M.
Colombier (Cheval Blanc), with an old chateau, now a barrack, and

fine avenues, yields excellent white wine. (On the lake, 11/2 M- *o t^©

E., is the Chanelaz Hydropathic, with park and views; pens. 6-8 fr.)

— 6 M. Boudry (1693'); the little town (1542'; Maison de Ville),

the birthplace of Marat (1744-93), lies below, on the right bank of

the Reuse, 1 M. from the station. Steam-tramway to Neuchatel, see

p. 217.
The *Gorges de la Reuse are interesting. Leaving stat. Boudry, we cross

the line (passing the viaduct on the left) and pass through the village of Trois-

rodt. Before the last house we turn to the left, between walls, and descend
in 20 min. to the entrance of the ravine. A path, hewn in the rock at places,

affords striking views of the narrow, wooded gorge. In 5 min. we come to
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a path to the left, leading to the Chalet aux Cldes (fee for the use of the
path expected). In 20 min. more we observe the Grotte aux Fours, above us,
on the right, with a large entrance (easily accessible). Farther on, the Pon-
tarlier railway runs high above the gorge, on the right, and still higher is

the road. We next reach (55 min.; 1 hr. 40 min. from Boudry station)
the Champ du Moulin station (p. 222). Or we take the train to Champ du
Moulin, and walk down the Gorges to Boudry. Another path descends to
the Gorges from Chambrelien (p. 220). Circular ticket from Xeuchatel and
back via Chambrelien and Boudry, 2nd cl. 1 fr. 40 c, 3rd cl. 1 fr.

From Boudry to the Creux du Vent (p. 222 1, 3 hrs.

Beyond Boudry the train is carried by a great viaduct over the deep
valley of the Reuse or Areuse. The stream falls into the lake near
Cortaillod, where the best red wine in the canton is produced. 9M.
Bevaix (1560'). The line returns to the lake, which it skirts to

Yverdon. 11 M. Gorgier-St-Auhin; 14 M. Vaumarcus , with the

well-preserved castle of that name. At (I0Y2 M.) Concise (1453';
Ecu de France') many relics of ancient lake -villages have been
found. — 17^2 M. Onnens-Bonvillars.

20 V2 M- Grandson (pop. 1708
;
Lion d'Or: Croix Rouge ; Hotel de

la Gave, D. 21/2 f^-, "^ell spoken of), a picturesque little town, prob-

ably of Roman origin, has a handsome Chateau of Baron de Blonay
(view from the terrace). The old Churchy Romanesque, with a Gothic

choir, once belonged to a Benedictine abbey.
The chateau of Grandson , once the seat of a family of that name

and said to have been built about the year 1000, was taken by the Bern-
ese in 1475, and in Feb., 1476, was captured by Charles the Bold, Duke of
Burgundy. A few weeks later, on 3rd March, 1476, the Duke was surprised
by the advancing Confederates near Grandson, and in spite of his numer-
ical superiority (50,000 Burgundians, it is said, against 20,000 Swiss) was
utterly defeated. Enormous booty was captured on the occasion.

The train skirts the S.W. end of the lake, and crosses the Thiele

near its influx into the lake.

23 M. Yverdon (1433'; 7464 inhab. ; *H6t. de Londres, R. & A.

21/2, D- 3, pens. 61/2 fr. ; Paon, pens. 61/2 fr. ; Faucon'), the Roman
Eburodunum, is a thriving little town on the Thiele, with pleasant

promenades. The Chateau, erected by Duke Conrad of Zahringen
in 1135, and the seat of Pestalozzi's famous school in 1805-25, is

now occupied by the town-schools, a library, and a collection of

coins and antiquities. In front of it rises a Monument to Pestalozzi

(d. 1827), a bronze-group designed by Lanz. The Hotel de Ville

contains Roman antiquities found in the environs, and on the first

floor a collection of clocks of the 18th century. Near the churchyard

are fragments of a Roman fort. To the S.E. (^/^ M.) are the Bains

d" Yverdon, with a sulphur spring and a Curhaus (pens. 7fr.), half-

way to which are the Pens. La Prairie (4-5 fr.) and the Maison
Blanche (pens. 4-41/2 fr.), both with gardens.

From Yvekdon to Ste. Croix, 151/2 M., narrow-gauge railway (trains

on week-days only) in I-IV* hr. (2 fr. 50 c, return-tickets 4 fr.). The line

diverges, to the N. of Yverdon, from the Neuchatel line, crosses the Brinaz,
and ascends its valley via VaUeyres-sous-Montagny and Essevt to (5V2 M.)
Peney-Vuiteboenf (i%i2'). It then skirts , in a S.W. direction, the Blont
de Baulmes (p. 223) to (7V2 BI.) Baulmes and (OV2 M.) Six-Fonlaines (2330'),
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where it bends back in a long curve and ascends the wooded slope of
Mt. Suchet. We pass through several tunnels, alternatins with viaducts,
where we enjoy picturesque views of deep gorges, the Lake ofNeuchatel,
and the High Alps, to (151/2 M.) Ste. Croix (3635'; pop. 60C0; Hot. dEspagne,
de Jt ranee, du Jura; Pens. Rafnsei/er , du Cret-Junot, etc), a large village

in J- sheltered situation, noted for its musical box and watch manu-
factories, and visited as a summer-resort. Excursions: to the N.E. t(j the
(1 hr.) Mont Coc/.et (4^85'j and the (1^4 hr.) -Chas.won (52^5'), with a
splendid view extending from the Jungfrau to Bit. Blanc (descent to Fleurier,

p. 223); to the W. to the (V2 hr.) Mo7it des Cerfs (4115'); to the S. (3/4 hr.)

Mont de Bcmlmes (4l80'j. the (IV2 hr.) "Aiguille de Baulmes (^986'), and the

('2Vi hrs.) Mont Suchet (5'i35'j, etc. (comp. p. 231). — We may return from
Ste. Croix by an interesting path through the picturesque gorge of Covi(-

tanraz to the Vuiteboeuf station (50min.; see p. 224).

From Yverdon to Fayerne and Freiburg., see p. 227.

The train quits the lake, and enters the broad valley of the Thiele,

a stream formed by the confluence of the Orhe (p. 231) and the Ta-

lent near stat. Ependes. To the W. rises the long chain of the Jura

:

the Aiguille de Baulmes and Mont Suchet (see above), between which
are the Mont d'Or, the Dent de Vaulion (p. 231), and Montendre.
— 29 M. Chavornay-Orbe.

An Electeic Tramway (2'/2 M. in V^ hr.) runs hence to Orbe (Deux
Po'ssons)y a picturesque town of 1900 inhab. on a hill on the left bank of

th • Orbe, which is crossed by two bridges. In the 10th cent. Orbe was a
capital of Burgundy, and to this period belong the two towers of the chateau
(fine view from the terrace). From Orbe a diligence plies in i^/t hr. to

BaVaigues (p. 231).

Two tunnels under the Mormont. Then (831/2 M.) EcLepens.

The train enters the wooded valley of the Venoge, passes La Sarraz

(p. 230), and stops at —
38 M. Cossonay (1850'; Hot. des Grands Moulins):, the little

town of Cossonay lies on a wooded hill to the right (cable-tram-

way from the station in 10 min.). — To VaUorbe and Pontarlier,

see R. 64.

40 M. Vufflens-la-ViUe. Beyond (42 M.) Bussigny, to the S.,

appear the mountains of Savoy. 43^/2 ^1- Rencns (p. 258).

47 M. Lausanne, see p. 248.

62. From Bern to Lausanne.
61 M. Railway to Freiburg in yt-UU hr. (3 fr. 25, 2fr. 35, 1 fr. 70 c. ; to

Lausanne in 21/4-4 hrs. (,10 fr. 20, 7fr. 15, 5fr. lOc); to Geneva in S'/s-BV^ hrs-

(16 fr. 45, 11 fr. 55, 8 fr. 25 c.). — Best views on the left.

Bern, see p. 152. To the left, a glimpse of the Bernese Alps and

the mountains of the Simme and Sarine valleys, the serrated Bren-

leire (7743') and Folierant (7690') being conspicuous ; more to the

right is the Moleson. The view is soon hidden by wood. 3 M. Bilm-
plitz ; 6M. Thorishaus. We descend and cross the Sense (Fr. Singine),

the boundary between Cantons Bern and Freiburg. — 9M. Flamatt.
To the W. (51/2 31.; diligence fhrice daily in 50 min., by Neueneck) lies

Laupen (Bar)., a small town with an old chateau, at the confluence of the Seiist

and the Sarine, famed in Swiss annals for a victory gained in 1339 by the Bern-
ese nndev RudolpJc von Erlach (p. 145) over the army of Freiburg and the allied

nobility of the Uechtland, Aargau, Savoy, and Burgundy. The Brambercf

Baedkkkr, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 15
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(2043'), */4 br. to the E., above the road to Neueneck, is marked by a mon-
ument, erected in 1829.

Beyond a tunnel we enter the green valley of the Tafferna-Bach.

121/2 M, Schmitten; 16 M. Diidingen, Fr. Guin (Hot. des Alpesj,

where we cross a viaduct, 100' high.
In the valley of the Saane, V/i M. to the !N.W. of Diidingen, are the

haths of Bonn (ITCO'^ pens. ^7-^-41/2 fr.). with sulphur-springs. — Garmitwyl
(1985'; pens. 5 fr.), another sulphur-bath, lies 1V4^1. to theS.W. of Diidingen.

Beyond Balliswyl, which lies to the left, the train crosses the

deep gorge of the Saane or Sarine by the iron *Viaduc de Granfey
(360 yds. long, 250' high).

20 M. Freihurg. — *Hotel Teemincs, at the rail, station, R., L., &.

A. 2Vr6, D. 4, pens. 8-15 fr. ; *H6tel Sdisse, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. I'A, D. 3.

pens. 6-8 fr.; '^Faucon, R. 2-3, D. 3 fr. ; T£te Noiee, R., L., & A. IV2-2, B.

1. D. 2^/2 fr. ; *H6tel & Cdehacs Schoenbebg, prettily situated near the
Grand Pont, R., L., & A. 3-i, D. 3, pens. 7 12 fr. ; H6t.-Pex\s. Bellevue,
V2 M. from the town, beyond the suspension-bridge, well spoken of. —
Electric Tramway from the station to the large bridge (p. 227).

Freifiwr^ (2100'; pop. 13,328), Yx.Frihourg, capital of Canton
Freiburg, the ancient Uechtland, founded in 1178 byBertholdlV. of

Zahringen, stands on a height nearly surrounded by the Sarine

(Saane). The town retains some of its ancient walls and towers. A
lioman Catholic university was opened here in 1889. Most of the

inhabitants speak French. The town lies on the boundary between
the two tongues, and German is still spoken in the lower quarters.

As the grand situation of the town and its bridges is not seen from

the railway-station, the following walk of I72 ^r« is recommended.
From the station, to the left, past the little Protestant church

and through the suburb to (7 min.) an open space (where the Rue
du Musee ascends to the left, see p. 227). and thence by the Rue
de Lausanne to the Place de l'Hotel-de-Yllle. Here stands a ven-

erable lime-tree, 14' in circumference, supported by stone pillars.

According to tradition, this tree was originally a twig, borne by a
young native of Freiburg when he arrived in the town, breathless and
exhausted from loss of blood, to announce to his fellow-citizens the victory
of Morat (1476). 'Victory' was the only word he could utter, and having
thus fulfilled his mission, he expired.

To the right rises the old Hotel de Ville, on the site of the chateau

of the Dukes of Zahringen, with an octagonal clock-tower of 1511.

In front of it stands a monument to Canisius {Peter de Hondt;
d. 1597), the celebrated Jesuit. — To the left of the lime-tree the

Rue du Tilleul leads past a bronze Statue of Father Gregoire Girard

(d. 1850) to the Gothic —
*Chubch of St. Nicholas, founded in 1283, rebuilt in the 15th

cent., restored in 1860. The handsome tower, 280' high, was erect-

ed in 1470-92. The portal has curious reliefs of the Last Judgment.
The large Organ, with 67 stops and 7800 pipes, some of them 32' in

length, was built by Al. Mooser (d. 1839), whose bust has been placed to

the left of the entrance. Performances in summer at 1.30 and 8 p.m. daily.

Adm. 1 fr. — The late-Gothic carved Stalls deserve notice. The second
chapel on the 8. side contains a picture by Beschwanden , St. Anne and
8t. Mary. The choir Ixrxs three modern st.ainorl-glas.'? windows (St. Nicholas
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and other saints). A tablet on the S. pillar at the entrance to the choir
is to the memory of Ganisius (p. 226).

BeMnd the choir of St. Nicholas is the Post Office, and a little to

the left the great *Suspension Bridge, or Grand PontSuspendu., con^
structed by Chaley in 1834, 270 yds. long and 168' ahove the Sarine.

It is supported by six wire-ropes, 410 yds. long, the ends of which are

secured to blocks of stone far below the surface of the earth.

Ascending the right bank to the right for 8 min., we reach the

Pont de Gotteron (250 yds. long, 245' high), a similar bridge, con-

structed in 1840 over the Vallee de Gotteron, a deep ravine descend-

ing to the Sarine. We cross tMs bridge and follow the road on
the other side (short-cut to the right closed), and then descend

to the right, through the old Porte de Bourguillon, to the (12 min.
from the Pont de Gotteron) picturesquely situated Loretto Chapel,

built in 1648, restored in 1888 (fine view of the town). Farther on
we obtain, to the left, a view of the valley of the Sarine, whicbhas
been converted into a reservoir. A path, with steps descends 5 min.

from the cbapel to the lower town, turning to the left at the fountain

and passing the church oi St. John (founded by the Knights of Malta),

beyond which we cross the Sarine by a stone bridge, and either

ascend by the steps to the (5 min.) Hotel de Ville, or follow the

road to the left to the (12 min.) station.

Those who have time may follow the Rue du Mus^e (p. 226) to

the Jesuits' College St. Michel, founded by Fatter Ganisius in

1580. The Lyeee, adjacent, contains the valuable Cantonal Museum.
Two rooms on the groundfloor contain the "Marcello Museum, left

to the town by the sculptress Duchess Adela Colonna (d. 1879), a native of
Freiburg, who took the name of Mavcello: busts, statues (Abyssinian
sheikh; Pythia, from the Opera House at Paris) by Marcello; pictures by
her, and by Regnault, Hubert, Delacroix, Fortuny, Courbet, and others;
furniture, etc.; also the Cantonal Picture Gallery of ancient and modern
works. — On the first floor (five rooms), a valuable collection of antiquities
from lake-dwellings, Roman and Swiss relics, ethnographical objects, weap-
ons and armour, coins, etc. — The second floor (two rooms) contains zoo-

logical and physical, the third floor mineralogical and botanical collections.

Fkom Feeiburg to Yverdon, 3IV2 M., railway in 2 hrs. (3 fr. 75 or 2 fr.

65 c.). Near (31/2 M.) Belfaux is a huge embankment, forming an aqueduct
for the Sonnaz, 150 yds. long. Stations : Grolley, L4chelles, Coussef., Cofcelles,

and (141/2 M.)Paye''««(P- 229), junction of the 'Ligne de Broye\ We cross the
Broije ?ind the Glane. I6V2M. Cngp.— 20'M. EstavayerCJ/brwonrfe Ville; Cerf),
a town with the picturesque chateau of Chilnaux , on Lake Neuchatel.
(Steamer twice daily by Cortaillod and Auvernier to Neuchatel, p. 217.) —
231/2 M. Cheyres (1870'; Grand-Hotel des Bains, with fine view); 26 M. Yvo-

nand, on a long tongue of land, at the mouth of the Mentue, where Roman
relics are found. 3IV2 M. Yverdon (p. 224).

From Freiburg to Moeat, 141/2 M., railway in 55 min. (fares 1 fr. 83,

1 fr. 40 c). At (31/2 M.) Belfaux the train turns to the right into the valley
of the Sonnaz and follows that stream to (6 M.) Pensier, near its confluence
with the Sarine. It then ascends to the N.W. through a lateral valley
to (8 M.) Courtepin and (IO1/2 hr.) Cressier-mr-Morat (I'^SB'). After skirting
the hill on which the latter lies, we descend via (13 51.) Villars-les-Moines-

Covrgevaux to (I41/2 M.) Moral (p. 230).
To the S.E. of Freiburg (15 M.; by Rechthalden and Plaffeyen; one-horse

carriage 15, two-horse 25 fr.), in the valley of the Sense, is the Schwarze See

15*
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(Lac Noir or Lac Domine; 3465'), amidst lofty monntains, and well stocked
with fish. On its bank lies the 'Schwarzsee-Bad or Bains Donihne (R. 1-3,
board 4-6 fr. per day), with sulphur-springs. Th.^ Kaiseveggschloss {l\.9d')^

to the S.E. (31/2 hrs., with guide), commands the Bernese and Valaisian
Alps. — From the Schwarze See over the Chisalette to (IOV2 M.) Charmey,
see p. 213 ; over the Gantrisch Pass to Thun, see p. 218.

The 'Berra {Birrenherg ; 5655'), 4V2-5 hrs. from Freiburg, repaying.
Eoad by Marly (2034'; -Pens. Kuenlin, 4 fr.), a village prettily situated on
the Girine (Aergerenhach)^ to (6M.) Praz Matiaou; thence a bridle-path via
MonUvraz and the Kasenherg to the (3 hrs.) top. Extensive view of the
Jura, Lakes Neuchatel, 3Iorat, and Bienne, and the Alps. Descent to Val-
sainie (p. 213) IV4 hr., to the Schwarze See 21/2 hrs.

As the train proceeds we survey the Simmenthal and Freiburg
Mts. to the left, notably the Moleson. The Glane^ with its steep banks,
and a bridge of four arches which crosses it, are also seen to the left.

24 M. Matran; 251/2 M. Rose; 27 M. Neyruz; 281/2 M. Cottens; 30 M.
Chenens. Near (33 M.) Villaz-St-Pierrethe train enters the valley of

the Glane ; on the left are the fertile slopes of the Mont Gibloux

(^3947'). Near Romont, to the left, is the nunnery of La Fille-Dieu.

36 M. Romont (2540'; pop. 1885; '^Cerf; Couronne; *Croix

Blanche; Hot. de la Gare ; *Rail. Restaurant), a little town on the

Glane, with ancient walls and watch-towers, is picturesquely situ-

ated on a hill. The Castle, founded by the Burgundian kings in

the iOth cent. , is occupied by the local authorities (picturesque
inner court). The old Gothic Church contains choir-stalls with
grotesque carving. At the S. end of the hill rises a massive round
tower; the adjoining grounds afford a pleasing view.

From Romont to Bulle (p. 265), 12 M., branch-line in 53 minutes.
Stations: Vuisternens, Sales, Vaulruz (p. 266).

391/2 ^^' Siviriez. A tunnel pierces the watershed between the

Glane and theBroye. 42 M. Vauderens. To the right, the valley of

the Broye, with the Payerne line and the picturesque little town of

Rue (p. 229). At (46 M.) Oron-le-Chdtel (2375') we pass through
a cutting in the castle-hill to the station on the S. side ; Oron-la-Ville

lies below, to the right. The train descends and crosses the Mionnaz
and the Broye. 48 M. Palezieux (p. 229). We again ascend slightly,

traversing a smiling tract, to (531/2 M.) Chexhrea (2034').
The "Signal de Chexbres (2150'; *H6t. du Signal, with extensive grounds),

25 min. from the station, afifords a superb view. At our feet lies the greater
part of the Lake of Geneva ; to the left, Vevey ; above it, from left to right,
are the saddle of the Col de Jaman, the tooth-like Dent de Jaman, the broad
back of the Rochers de Xaye, and the Tour d'Ai and Tour de Mayen

;

farther back, the Grand-Moeveran and the Dent de Morcles. In the centre
of the background is the pyramid of Mont Catogne; on its left rise the
snowy cones of Mont Velan and Grand Combin ; to the right, the Savoy
Mts., with the Dent d'Oche. — Travellers bound for Vevey may descend
direct from the Signal to the (25 min.) village of Chexbres.

Fkom Chexbres to Vevey, 41/2 M., diligence thrice daily in EG min. •,

fare 1 fr. (ascent from Vevey to Chexbres IV2 hr.). The walk from Chex-
bres to Vevey (I1/2 hr.) is pleasant, but in the reverse direction it is apt to

be hot and tiring. Luseage may be forwarded by railway. — The road leads
through (1 M.) the large village of Chexbres (1940'; '-H6t.-Pens. Bellevue,

with fine view, pens. 5-S fr. ; "Hdt. Victoria, with garden and fine view,
pens. 5-6 fr. ; 'Liond^Or; Hot. -Pens- de ChilJon^ pens. 4-5 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv.
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in the season), with its old castle (whence a path descends direct to Rivaz-
St-Saphorin, p. 258), and then descends, in view of the beautiful lake and
the Savoy Mts., to the Lausanne and Vevey road and (3 M.) Vevey (p. 251).

Beyond the next tunnel (506 yds.) a *Vie-w of singular beauty,

embracing the greater part of the Lake of Geneva and the surround-

ing mountains, is suddenly disclosed. In the direction of Vevey,
which is not itself visible, are the Pleiades, the Dent de Jaman,
the valley of the Rhone, and the Savoy Mts. ; in the foreground lie

numerous villages amidst vineyards. Beyond a tunnel (through

which the setting sun shines in summer) and stat. Orandvaux
(Cully) we observe the villages of Lutry, Pully , and Ouchy on the

lake, and Lausanne on the hill above them. Beyond another tunnel

and a viaduct we reach (58Y2 M-) -^^ Conversion (Lutry), and cross

the valley of the Paudeze (p. 250) by a viaduct of nine arches. After

another short tunnel our train reaches the Lausanne and Yevey line.

61 M. Lausanne, see p. 248.

63. From Lausanne to Payerne and Lyss.
63 M. Railway in 41/2 hrs. ; fares 7 fr. 95, 5 fr. 35 c. (no Ist class).

To Palezieuz (13 M.), see above. We follow the pleasant val-

ley of the Broye. 15 M. Palezieuz-halte ; ITVgM. Chdtillens (V2M.
to theN.E. is Oron-la-Ville, p. 228). —20 m". Ecublens-Rue. The
little town of Rue (2323'; Maison de Ville; Fleur de Lis) lies on a

hill to the right, commanded by an old chateau. — 23 M. Bressonaz.

241/2 M. Moudon (1690'; pop. 2647; Hot. du Pont; Hot. de la

Fleur-de-Lys ; Hot. de la Gare), with the chateaux of Carouge and
Rochefort, an old town, the Roman Minodunum, and long the cap-

ital of the Pays de Vaud. Handsome Gothic church. — Farther on
we cross the Broye twice. 27^/2 M. Lucens, with a picturesque old

chateau ; 30 M. Henniez (Hot. des Bains): to the left, the old chateau

and church of Surpierre, on a lofty rock; 32 M. Granges-Mamand.
37 M. Payerne (1480'; pop. 4339; *Ours; Hot. de laQare), the

Roman Paterniacum (?) , was in the 10th cent, a frequent residence

of the Kings of Burgundy, who then ruled over the modern Franche-

Comte, Switzerland as far as the Reuss on the E., and part of Savoy.
Bertha of Swabia, wife of Rudolph II. (912-937), erected a church and

Benedictine abbey here. Her bones, with those of her husband and her
son Conrad, were discovered in 1864, and were buried in the Parish
Church , where the queen's saddle with a hole for her distaff is shown.
To this day the expression, 'Ce n'est plus le temps oii Berthe filait', is

a regretful allusion to the 'good old times'.
From Payerne to Freihurg and Yverdon, see p. 227.

The valley of the Broye becomes broad and marshy. 381/2 M.
Corcelles; 4OI/2 M. Dompierre; 42 M. Domdidier.

431/2 M. Avenches (1519'; pop. 1864; *Couronne; Maison de

Ville~), now a smalltown, was the ancient capital of the Helvetii,

the Rom. Aventicum. Omnibus from the rail, station 50 c.

Remains of an Amphitheatre and other buildings, and of the old town-
walls, testify to its former prosperity. The mediaeval Castle, at the en-
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trance to the town, occupies the site of the Roman capitol. To the N.W.
rises a solitary Corinthian column 39' high, the remnant of a temple of
Apollo, now called Le Cigognier, from the stork's nest which has occupied
it for centuries. The Mtiseum (custodian lives near the church ; small fee)

contains mosaics, inscriptions, and other relics recently found here-, in
its garden is the above-mentioned amphitheatre.

In his Childe Harold (iii. 65) Lord Byron alludes to the 'Cigognier': —
' By a lone wall a lonelier column rears

A grey and grief-wOrn aspect of old days.'

At (4572 M.) Faoug (Soleil ; Hot. -Pens. Wicky) we approach the

Lake of Morat (14'20') , the Roman Lacus Aventicensis and the

Uecht-See of the middle ages, 51/2 M. long. It is separated from the

Lake of Neuchatel by the narrow Mont Vully towards the N. and the

Charmontel to the S., but connected with it by the Broye.

471/2 M. Morat, Ger. Murten (io21'
;
pop. 2360; Couronne;

'^Croix^ R. IV2-2, D. ^1/2, pens. 41/2 fr. ; Lion: Pens. Kauer, on the

lake, moderate ; Rail. Restaur.)^ a small and ancient town with well-

preserved gates and wall?, which in 1476, with a garrison of 1500 Bern-
ese under Adrian von Bubenberg, resisted the artillery of Charles the

Bold for ten days before the battle of Morat. Its arcaded streets are

overshadowed by an old Castle. The School contains a collection of

Burgundian weapons. Vlea.sa,nt Lake Baths at the S. end of the town.
Xear the lake, 11/2 M. to the S. of Morat, rises a marble Obelisk, erected

in 1822 in memory of the battle of 22nd June, 1476. This was the bloodiest
of the disastrous contests (Grandson, Morat, and-Kancy), in which the puissant
Duke of Burgundy lost his treasure , his courage, and his life ('Gut, Mut,
und Blut'). The Burgundians lost 15.000 men and all their military stores.

The Steamboat fkom Morat to Necchatel (2-3 times daily in 2-2V2hrs.)
crosses the lake to Motier and Praz^ at the E. base of the vine-clad Afont
Vully (2267'); at Sngiez it passes under a wooden bridge and enters the
Broye. To the W. stretches the Jura, from the Weissenstein to the Chasse-
ron. 'Sg&v La Sauge we enter the Lake of Neuchdtel (p. 217), steering first S.W.
to Cudrefin. and afterwards K.W. to St. Blaise and Neuchatel (p. 217).

From Morat to Freiburg., see p. 227.

Near (501/2 M.) Galmitz, Ft. Charmey, we leave the lake. To
the left is the Grosse Moos, partly reclaimed. 52^/2 M. Kerzers, Fr.

Chietres ; 541/2 M. Frdschels, Fr. Frasse; 57 M. Kallnach.

591/2 M. Aarberg (1470'; pop. 1249; Krone), an old town on
an island in the Aare. By the church is the old castle of the Counts
of Aarberg, who sold their dominions to Bern in 1351.

The train crosses the Aare to (63 M.) Lyss , on the Bienne and
Bern line (p. 13).

64, From Lausanne to Vallorbe and Pontarlier.

45 M. Railway in I1/4-8 hrs. (7 fr. 70. 5 fr. 35, 3 fr. 70 c). Express from
Lausanne to Paris (327 M.) in 91/4 hrs. (58 fr. 50, 39 fr. 65, 26 fr. 5 c).

To (9 M.) Cossonay, see p. 225. The train diverges to the left

from the Yverdon line at Villars-Lussery. 15 M. La Sarraz (1647';

Croix Blanche), with an old chateau. Two short tunnels. We then

ascend to (18 M.)Arn€x (1791'); 1^/4 M. to the N. lies the little town

of Orbe (p. 225). The windings of the line afford a splendid view,
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first to the right, and then to the left, of the Alpine chain from the
Mont Blanc to the Jungfrau. It ascends to Bofflens and (22 M.] Croy-
Romainmotier, 1 M. to the E. of the old little town of Romainmotier
(2215'; Hot. de TEtoile), with an interesting Romanesque church
(10th cent.). The train skirts wooded hills ; on the right, in the deep
vaUey of the Orie, lies the village of Les Clees, with its castle ; high
on the left bank are the villages of Lignerolles and BalLaigues (see

helow). — Two short tunnels; then (26 M.) Le Day^ the junction

for Le Pont (see below). Below (to the right) the Orbe forms the

picturesque Saut du Day. Near Vallorbe we cross the Orbe.

28V2M. Vallorbe (2520'; pop. 2147, *Gr.-H6t. de Vallorbe, R.

3-5, pens, from 6 fr. ; *H6tel de Geneve- Terminus, at the station;

Maison de Ville; Croix Blanche'), a watch-making place, at the base

of the Mont d' Or (4770'), mostly rebuilt since the fire of 1883.
FkomValloebe to Le Pont, TV2M., railway in 40 min. To(2V2M.)Ze

Day, see above. Our line diverges here to tlie right and gradually ascends
along the wooded slopes of the Dent de Vaulion to the tunnel (500 yds.)
under the Mont d^Orzeires (3395'), whence it skirts the Lac Brenet (see
below) to —

71/2 M. Le Font C'Truite), a hamlet at the N. end of the Lac de Joux (see

below), which is separated from Lac Brenet by an embankment vi'ith a bridge.
On the N. side of Lac Brenet its water disappears in apertures (entonnvirs)
in the rocks, and after a subterranean course of 3 M. re-appears as the
^Source of the Orbe\ 750' lower. Le Pont lies at the S. foot of the *Dent
de Vaulion (4880'), the W. side of which presents a precipice, 1600' high,
while the E. side is a gentle, grassy slope. The top is reached in I1/2 br.
from Le Pont (best with guide). View of the Lac de Joux, the Lac des
Rousses, the Noirmont, and the Dole-, to the S.E., part of the Lake of
Geneva, and beyond it Mont Blanc and the Alps of the Valais ; lastly the
Bernese Oberland.

A small steamer plies on the pretty Lac de Joux (3295'; 5 M. long,

V2-I M. broad) to Rocheray (50 min.; 60 c). It crosses from Le Pont to

L''Abbaye, a hamlet pleasantly situated on the E. bank, whence the Mo7it
Tendre (5512') may be ascended in 2 hrs. (fine view). Next stations : Le Lieu,
on the "W. bank; Orosjean and Bioux, on the E. bank; and Le Rocheray
(Hot. Bellevue), at the S. end of the lake. Omnibus hence to (2/4 M.) Le
Sentier (*Pens. Guignard ; Union ; Hot. de Ville ; Lion d'Or). Higher up
the Orbe (2 M.) is the village oi Le Brassus iMi2'; Hot. de la Lande; Hot.
de France); thence over the Col du Marchairuz to (I6V2 M.) Rolle or (3 hrs.)

Bih'e, see p. 247.

From Vallorbe a diligence runs twice daily in 55 min. (one-horse
carr. 5, two horse 9 fr.) to Ballaigues (2855'; *Grand-H6tel Anbipine, pens.
from 6 fr. ; '^Hdt.-Pens. La Sapini^re, pens. 5 fr. ; "Pens. Maillefer , 1/2 M.
to the E., 5-6 fr. ; "Hdt.-Pens. Beausiie, 5-7 fr. ; JEngl. Ch. Serv. in summer),
a summer-resort charmingly situated above the valley of the Orbe. About
2 M. below it is the '-"Saut du Bay {^ee above). About 2 M. above Ballaigues
is the "Pens, la Bessonaz (3770'; 5-6 fr. ; fine view), whence "Mont Suchet
(2250') is easily ascended in I1/2 hr. (see p. 225).

The train backs out from the station , describes a wide curve,

and ascends the pretty, wooded valley of the Jougnenaz, where it

soon enters French territory. Cuttings and two tunnfels carry us to

(36 M.) Hopitaux-Jovgne. We then cross the ridge of the Jura and
descend through wooded and rocky valleys to (421/2 M.) Frambourg.
Near the Fort de Joux (p. 223) we join the Neuehatel line.

45 M. Pontarlier, see p. 223.
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65. Geneva and its Environs.
Arrival. Principal Station (Gare de Cornavin; PI. D, 2), for the Swiss

Jura-Simplon and the French Paris. Lyons, & Mediterranean lines, on the
right bank, at the upper end of the Rue du Montblanc. Omnibvs from the
station to any hotel (and from the hotels to the station) 50 c, luggage 30 c
— Station of Eadx-Vives (Gare des Vollandes), for Annemasse, Cluses
(Chamonix), Annecy, and Bouveret, on the left bank (PI. F, 8; tramway
to Place du MoLird and the Cornavin Station). French railway-time is 55
minutes behind Central European time. — Steamboat Piees on the S.

(left) bank by the Jardin Anglais, and on the N. (right) bank by the
Quai des Paquis and (for the express boats only) the Quai du Montblanc.
— PoRTEE up to 50 kilogrammes (110 lbs.) 75 c., 100 kil. (220 lbs.) 1 fr.,

over 100 kil. 1 fr. 20 c. per 100 kil.

Hotels. On the Right Bank, with view of the lake and the Alps:
'Grand Hotel National fPl. f

.
; F, 2), on the Quai du Leman, E., L.,

6 A. 5-10 (in winter 8728), B. IV2, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens, from 12 fr. ;

'Hot. des Beegdes (Pi. a; D, 4), Quai des Bergues, R., L., & A, 4-9, lunch
31/2, D. 5, pens. 10-18 fr.; ''Hot. Bead-Rivage (PI. d; E, 4), on the Quai
des Paquis, R., L., & A. from 41/2, D. 6, pens, in winter from IOV2 fr.

;

'Hot. de Rtjssie (PI. b; D, 4), Quai du Montblanc, R., L., & A. from 4,

B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 5, pens, in winter from 8 fr. ; *H6t. de la Paix
(PI. c; D, 4), Quai du Montblanc, R., L., & A. from 4, A. IV2, lunch 81/2,

D. 5, pens, in winter from 8, in summer from 10, omn. with luggage I'/i fr.

;

''Hot. d'Angleterre (PI. e; E, 4), Quai du Montblanc, R., L., & A. from 3,

B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens, from 8 fr. — *H6t. Richemond (PL r; E, 3,

4), Rue Adhemar-Fabri, with view of the Pont da Montblanc, frequented
by the English, R., L., & A. from 3, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. cJ/a, pens. from
7 fr. — Also on the right bank, near the station, without view, and rather
of the .second class: Hot. Suisse (PL p; D, 3), Rue du Montblanc, R., L., &
A. 4-5, B. IV2, lunch 8. D. 4 fr. ; 'Hot. de Geneve (PL q; D, 8), Rue du
Montblanc. R., L., & A. 21/2-3, D. 8-3V2 fr.

i
Hot. Beistol & Pens. Roth (PL s

;

D, 4), Rue du Montblanc 10, pens. 6-9 fr. ; *H6t. Centeal, Rue des Alpes 27,
near the rail, station, R. 2-2V2, D. 3, pens. 6-8 fr. : Hot. Terminos-Baur
(PL u;D.3): Hot. de la Gaee; Hot. dela Monnaie, pens. 6V2-10fr.; H6t.de
Famille, pens. 41/2 fr. (these four near the station). — On (he Left Bank: 'Hot.
MfiTEOPOLE (PL g 5 D, 5), by the Jardin Anglais, a favourite American resort,

R., L., & A. 4-7, B. IV2, hinch 4, D. 5, pens. 9-15 fr. ; 'Hot. de l'Ecu (PL h;
C, 4), R., L., & A. from 4. D. 41/2, pens, from 9 fr., both with view of the
lake; 'Hot. Victoeia (PL m; E, 6), Rue Pierre-Fatio 1, R., L., & A. 8V2-4V2,
B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 31/2, pens. 8-10 fr. ; 'Hot. dd Lac (PL k; D, 5), R., L., &
A. 3-6, D. incl. wine 4, S. incl. wine 31/2, pens, in winter 8-12 fr. ; 'Hot.
DE LA Poste (PL i; B, 4), frequented by Grermans, R., L., & A. 27:^-4, D.
incl. wine 3'/2, S. incl. wine 8 fr. ; Hot. de Paris (PL 1; D, 5), with
view of the lake, R., L., & A. 272-4 fr. ; Hotel du Mont Blanc, Balances
(PL n; C, 4), Geand Aigle (PL 0; D, 5), and Hot. dc Kord (R., L., & A.
from 2, D. 272 fr.), all in the Rue du Rhone; Hot. -Pens. Fleisciimann,
Rond-Point de Plainpalais, R. 272-5, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 6-9 fr.

Pensions (most of them good). On the Right Bank (PL B-l- , 1-4):

Richardet, Rue du Montblanc 6-8 (6 fr.); Mmes. Gosson, Rue des Alpes 5
(6fr.); Mmes. Coupler. Rue des Alpes 3 and 5 (6fr.); Roger., Rue Gevray 2,

Place des Alpes (5-8 fr.); Mme. Barbitr., Rue Bonivard 4 (150 fr. per month);
Morhardt, Boul. James-Fazy 2 (5-6 fr.); Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, Rue de Lyon
29-33, near the Cornavin station, with garden (6-7 fr.). — On the Left Bank,
at Eaux-Vives, the S.E. quarter of the old town (PL D-F, 5-8): Picard^

Place de la Metivjpole 2. Jardin Anglais (42-45 fr. per week); Mmes. Sties-

Du-Commxm., Rue d'ltalie 1; Monnard, Rue d' Italie 9; Vultier., Quai Pierre-

Fatio 12 (6 fr.); Mmes. Livet d- Grobet . Quai des Eaux-Vives 2 (6 fr.);

3fme. Bovet, Quai des Eaux-Vives 2(5-6fr.); Fischer, Quai des Eaux-Vives
20 (5-6 fr.) ; Mme. Stoesser, Quai des Eaux-Vives 32 (5 fr.) ; Birard, Rue du
Rhone 59 (6 fr. ). — On the Left Bank, at Plainpalais, Ihe S.W. quarter of

the old town (PL A-C, 4-8): Favre-Matthei/, Chemin des Minoteries 7 (from
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4 h.); Beau- Site, Eue General Dtifonr 20 (from 5 fr.) ; Pens, du Rhdne, Eoul.
de Plainpalais 26 (5-6 fr.); Mme. Bigler-Moriaud, Boul. de Plain palais 29;
Mmes. Labavihe, Rond-Point de Plainpalais 5 (5-7 fr.) ; Mme. C'o^/r^e/i??, Boul.
du Pont d'Arve 19 (4-5 fr.): Mme. Duraffourd, Boul. des Philosoplies 3 (4V-2-
5 fr.); L. Monavd, Boul. des Philosoplies 7 (51/2-6 fr.) ; Mme. Bnscarlet, Boul.
des Philosoplies 9; Mme. Chappuis., Boul. des Philosophes 15 (41/2-0 fr.); Du-
rand., Chemin Dancet 3 (4-5 fr.). — Between Plainpalais and Eaux-Vives,
to the S. : Welten-Amherny

.,
Place ToplFer 5 (5-6 fr.); Beverchon, Petit-Floris-

sant 12 (150 fr. per month); Mon Eepos, Boul, Helvetique 22 (4-5 fr.).

—

At Champel-sur-Arve (p. 235): Hdt.-Pent. Beau-S4jour (pens. 9-15 fr.); H6t.-
Pens. Boseraie.

Cafes - Restaurants. Caf^ du Nord, C. de la Couronne, and C. Brasserie
Wild, all on the Grand Quai du Lac (PI. D, 6); Restaurant du Bh6ne, Rue
du Rhone; C. du TMdtre, in the Theatre (open daily in winter, hut in
summer only when the theatre is open; S. 2 fr.) ; C. du Musie, Corraterie 29
(open in the same way); C. de la Gare, Rue de Lausanne 3: Cafe-Restaurant
Suisse, Place Cornavin; C. de la Foste, Rue du Mont-Blanc ; C. Central,
Rue Croix d'Or 8; Kiosque des Bastions, with large garden,' on the Pro-
menade des Bastions (p. 238), open in summer only, with frequent con-
certs, dej. 21/2 fr. ; Kiosque du Jardin Anglais, at the Pont du Blontblanc,
dej. or D. 2 fr. ; Cremerie de la Corraterie, Corraterie 6; Cremerie du Molard,
Place Molard. — Cafes-Brasseries. C. des Chemins de Per, Place Cornavin
10; C. du Progres, Q'lai de la Poste 10; C. de VUnivers, Place Bel-Air 6
(large terrace); C. de VEtirope, Rue de Chantepoulet 1. — Beer. Left Bank.
Ackermann's Successor., Rue du Rhone 92, near the Jardin Anglais (much
frequented); Taverne du Crocodile, Rue du Rhone 100; Berger, Rue du
Rhone 48; Brasserie Wild, see above; L. Miiller, Rue du Rhone 50, near
the Place du Lac; Landolt, opposite the University and the Jardin des
Bastions; Brasserie de la Bourse ; Brasserie Bale, Ca/i-Brasserie de VOp^ra,
near the Theatre. — Right Bank. Taverne A-iglaise. Rue des Alpes 4, kmch
incl. wine 21/2 fr., from 11 to 2; Brass, du Jardin des Alpes, Place des Alpes

;

Brasserie de Afunich, Boul. James Fazy3; Brasserie Jaeger, Chantepoulet;
Brasserie du Si'ecle, Rue du Monthlanc 28. — Geneva beer at the breweries
outside the gates : Treiber. Route de Chene, with a pleasant shady terrace

;

Brasserie St. Jean (PI. B, 3), with fine view.

Baths. Bains de la Poste, Place de la Poste, well fitted up, hot, cold,
shower, and vapour baths; Bains des Alpes, Rue L^vrier 5; Buandn'ie du
Pont d'Arve, near the Arve bridge. — Lake Baths. Swimming and other
baths by the Quai des Eaux-Vives (left bank) ; also by the pier on the oppo-
site bank (PI. 10; F, 4) ; both open for ladies 8-11 o'clock. — 'Baths in the
Rhone above the Pont de la Machine (PI. D, 4; p. 236), well fitted up ; swim-
ming bath 30, plunge-bath with towels 60 c.

General Post Office, Rue du Blontblanc (PI. D, 3), a fine, new edifice
with facade adorned with statues, open 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. ; on Sun. 8-10 and
11-1. Branch-offices in the Rue du Stand, Rue d'ltalie, Hot. Metropole,
Rue du Bourg-de-Four, and elsewhere. — Central Telegraph Office (day and
night), Rue du Stand (PI. B, 4); also at i\i& post-offices.

Tramway from the Gare de Cornavin (PI. D, 2) by the Pont duMontblanc,
Place du Molard (PI. D, 5), Place Keuve, and Rond Point de Plainpalais
ti) Carouge (p. 243), and by the Place du Molard and Cours de Rive to
the Eaux-Vives Station (p. 232) and to Chene (p. 278) and Annemasse (p. 278).
Also from Petit Sacconnex via Gare de Cornavin and Place Bel-Air to Champel
(10-30 c), and from the Place Bel-Air to the Pare des Eaux- Vives (every 5 min.
on summei-afternoons). — Steam Tramways (Chemins de Fer a vote diroite)
to Veyrier, St. Julien, Chancy, Vernier, Ferney, etc. ; see pp. 241-2^3.

Gabs. Drive in the town and suburbs, 1-4 pers. IV2 fr., trunk V2 fr.

;

per hr., 1-4 pers. 21/2 fr., each additional 1/4 lir. 65 c. At night (1st April
to 30th Sept. 10-5; other seasons 8-8) per drive, 1-4 pers. 274, per hr. 33/4,

each additional 1/4 hr. 1 fr. Over-charges not uncommon; advisable to
fix the fare beforehand and note the number of the cab.

Steamboats on the X. bank of the Lake of Geneva, see p. 244; on the
S. bank, see p. 270. — Piers in Geneva, see p. S32. — The Tour du Feiit
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Lae (3 hrs. ; without disembarking) is made by steamers several times
daily, via Bellevue, Versoix, Coppet, Celigny, Nyon, Touguea, Anieres,
Corsier, Bellerive, La Belotte, Colngny, and back to Geneva. The tour
of the entire lake is also frequently made (9.30 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.). —
Electric Launches (Moueites Oenevoi<^es) between the Quai des Paquis and
the Quai des Eaux-Vives every 10 min., in 3 3V2 min. (10 c), from the
Quai des Eaux-Vives to the Pare des Eaux-Vives (in calm weather only) in
T min. (15 c.); to Pregny (Ariana, p. 241) 25 c.

Rowing Boats (best at the Jete'e des Paquis and the Jardin Anglais),
60 c.-l fr. 20 c. per hour; each 1/2 hr. more, 30-60 c. ; boatman 1 fr. 20 c.

per hr. extra; each 1/2 hr. more, 60 c. — Sailing Boats, small IV2, large
21/2 fr. per hr. ; each 1/2 hr. more, 3/4 or 11/4 fr. extra. Sailing-boats are not
let without a boatman (see above). — A printed tariff is handed to the
hirer on embarking; after 6 or 7 p.m. the charges are one-half higher.
Rowers are prohibited from approaching the Pont du Montblanc on account
of the dangerous rapids.

The Excursion Breaks of Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son (Rue du Rhone 90)
offer a convenient mode of seeing the environs. They start every week-day
at 2 p.m. (with interpreter) and run alternately to the Saleve, Ariana and
Chateau Rothschild, Bois de la Batie, and other points (fare 5 fr.). As the
number of seats is limited, it is advisable to book them on the previous
day before 7 p.m. either at the hotel or at Cook's Off;ce. Longer excursioi5S
include Samoens and Sixt (10 fr.) and a tour of the lake, with the Rochers
de Ifaye (20 fr.).

Shops. Geneva is noted for its watches and jewellery. About 110,000
watches are annually manufactured here; those officially tested have
an official stamp on the works. — Among watchmakers of repute are
Vacheron d' Consiantin, Rue des Bloulins 1; Golay, Leresche, & Fils, Quai
des Bergues 31 ; Bachmann., Koehn, Patek, Philippe & Co.^ all on the Grand-
Quai; Plojoux., Henry Capt, Fel. ffecht, Perr'er-Friedel, Rue du Rhone 30, 17,

12, and 19; Weide7nann & Seidel, Place du Lac 1; Wirth, Place Molard 11.
— Engraver, M. H. Bovy^ chiefly for medals, Rue Chantepoulet. — Musical
boxes : D. Allard & Cie., Place des Alpes 2: F. Conchon, Place des Alpes 9 &
Rue des Paquis 2; G. Baker- Troll & Co., Rue Bonivard 6. — Optician, Th.
Siichling, Quai des Bergues 29. — Jewellery, etc., Kleine/eldt, Rue du
Commerce 5. — Photographic materials, Fabre & Borrey, Rue du March^ 14.— Alpine plants Qiving), Jardin Alpin, Chemin Dancet 2.

Booksellers. Georg <& Co., Corraterie 10; Burkhaidt, Molard 2; Dreh-
mann, Rue du Montblanc 9; H. Rohert, Place de la Fustevie 2. — Circulat-
ing Library : R'chard, Rue du Rhone 80. — Reading Room (free), with
English and American newspapers, at the office of the 'Geneva Telegraph',
Rue Levrier 3.

Theatre (PI. B, 5 ; p. 239). Performances daily in winter (adm. 2-5 fr.

;

seats secured in advance, or 'en location', higher). — Cursaal, on the Quai
des Paquis (PI. E. 3); variety performance in summer at 8 p.m., adm. 1-3 fr.

— Pare des Eaux-Vives (reached on foot in V2 hr., by tramway or steam-
launch in 10 min.), see p. 237.

Music. Organ Concert in the Cathedral (p. 238) on Mon., Wed., and
Sat., in Aug. & Sept. at 8.15 p.m.; tickets (Ifr.) obtainable from the con-
cierge and at the hotels. — Concerts in the Bdtiment Electoral (PI. B, 5)

every Sunday afternoon in winter; also fortnightly in the Theatre (p. 239).
— Concerts of the Harmonie Nautiqxie in the Victoria Hall (p. 241), in

winter, see daily papers. — Concerts frequently on Thurs. in summer at

the Jardin Anglais, with illumination of the fountain on the quay ("fon-

taines lumineuses'), at the Place des Alpes (PI. D, E. 3), and in the Kiosque
des Bastions (p. 238).

Exhibition of Art. belonging to the Sociiti des Amis des Beaux-Arts^
in the Athenee (p. 233), open daily 10-6, Sun. 11-4; adm. 1 fr. — Ex-
position Municipale des Beaux-Artx' in Aug. and Sept. annually, in the
Batiment Electoral (PI. B, 5). — Public Lectures ( Coiirs publics et gratuits)

in the University Hall, in winter daily at 8 p.m.
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Chemists. Baker, Place des Bergues 3; Finck., Rue du Montblanc 26;
Ooegg y Corraterie 18; Ackei'mann, Eue des Allemands 13.

Hydropathic Estahlishment (physician, Lr. Glatz) at Champel-sir-Arre
(p. 233; tramway-station La Cluse), with grounds and view-tower {Tour
de Champel; 1/2 fr.)-

Enquiry Office (Bureau de Renseignements OfficieU)^ Quai du Mont-
blatc 5 (daily 10-12 and 2-4, except Sun. and holidays).

British Consul (for the French-speaking cantons), Sir George FhiUippo,
Rue Bonivard 10 (10-12 a.m.). — American Consul, Be?2j. H. Ridgely, Esq., Kuc
Pe'colat 3 (9-2). — Union Bank, Eue Petitot 10.

English Church (Eol!/ Trinity; Pl.D, 3,4), on the right bank, in the Rue
du Montblanc (p. 236); chaplain, Rev. A. S. Douglas. — American E-p\sco-p&l

Church, Rue des Voirons (PI. E, 3), not far from the Brunswick Monument
and the Cursaal; chaplain, Rev. Percy Gordon. — Presbyterian Services

(11.15 a.m.), in the Cathedral (Chapel of the Maccabees).

Geneva (1243'; pop. 86,535, including the suburbs), Fr. Ge-

neve, Ital. Ginevra, capital of the smallest canton next to Zug (total

pop. 106,738), lies at the S. end of the lake, where the swift blue

waters of the Rhone emerge from it, and a little above the confluence

of the Rhone and the Arve (p. 242). The Rhone divides the town
into two parts: on the left bank lies the Old Totcn, the seat of

government and centre of traffic, with the suburbs of Plainpalais,

to the S.W., and Eaux Vives, to the S.E.; on the right bank is the

Quartier St. Gervais, with the suburb of Pdquis, to the E. Since

the removal of the old fortifications (after 1850) both parts of the

town have extended with extraordinary rapidity.
History. Geneva appears in the Ist cent. B. C. as Genava, a town of

the Allobroges (Caes. de Bell. Gall., i. 6-8). whose territory became a
Roman province. In 433 it became the capital of the Burgundian kingdom,
with which it came into the possession of the Franks in 533; it was annexed
to the new Burgundian kingdom at the end of the 9th cent., and fell

to the German Empire in 1033. In 1034 Emp. Conrad II. caused himself
to be crowned here as King of Burgundy. In the course of the protracted
conflicts for supremacy between the Bishops of Geneva, the imperial
Counts of Geneva, and the Counts (afterwards Dukes) of Savoy, the
citizens succeeded in obtaining various privileges. In 1518 they entered
into an alliance with Freiburg, and in 1526 with Bern. Two parties were
now formed in the town, the Confederates ('Eidgenossen\ pronounced by
the French 'Higuenos', whence the term ^Hvguenois') , and the Mamelukes,
partisans of the House of Savoy.

In the midst of these discords dawned the Reformatiox, which Geneva
zealously embraced. In 1535 the Bishop transferred his seat to Gex, and
the following year the theologian Jean Calvin (properly Cavlvin or Chajivin),

who was born at Noyon in Picardy in 1509, a refugee from Paris, sought an
asylum at Geneva. He attached himself to Farel, the chief promoter of

the new doctrines at Geneva, and soon obtained great influence in all affairs

of church and state. In 1538 he was banished , but on his return three

years later he obtained almost sovereign power and established a rigid

ecclesiastical discipline. His rhetorical powers were of the highest order,

and the austerity which he so eloquently preached he no less faithfully

practised. In accordance with the spirit of the age, however, his sway
was tyrannical and intolerant. Castellio, who rejected the doctrine of

predestination, was banished in 1540, and Michael Servet, a Spanish physician

who had written against the doctrine of the Trinity (de Triniiatis erroribus),

and was only a visitor at Geneva, was arrested in 1553 by Calvin's order,

and condemned to the stake and executed by the Great Council. In 1559
Calvin founded the Geneva Academy, which" soon became the leading Pro-
testant school of theology. He died on 27th May, 1564, but his doctrine
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Jias been firmly rooted in Geneva ever since. — The attempts made by the
Dukes of Savoy at the beginning of the 17th cent, to recover Geneva were
abortive, and Protestant princes, who recognised the town as the bulwark of
the Reformed Church, contributed considerable sums towards its fortification.

In the 18th cent. Geneva was weakened by dissensions, often leading
to bloodshed, between the privileged old families (bourgeois), who enjoy-
ed a monopoly both of power and of trade, and the unprivileged and
poorer classes (i^atifs, habitants, and sujeis). This unjust distinction was
farther emphasised by the writings of Jean Jacqves Rousseau, the son of a
watchmaker, born here in 1712. At the instigation of Voltaire and the
University of Paris. Rousseau's 'Emile^ and ^Contrat Social' were burnt in

1763 by the hangman, by order of the magistrates, as being 't^meraires,

scandaleux, impies, et tendant a detruire la religion chretienne et tons les

gouvernements'^ In 1798 Geneva became the capital of the French Di-
partement du Liman. and in 1814 it joined the Swiss Confederation as the
22nd Canton. In 1846, under the leadership of James Fazy , the canton
overthrew the Conservative government, and in May, 1847, it adopted a
democratic constitution, which is still substantially in force.

From the Railway Station {Gare de Cornavin, p. 232) the broad

Rue dl- Moxtblaxc leads to (i
4 M.) the lake. To the left is the

handsome new Post Office (PI. D, 3), on the attic of which are sta-

tues of the five Continents. Opposite, at the corner of the Paie Chan-

tepoulet. is a colossal bust of Louis Favre (p. 237), the contractor of

the St. Gotthard Tunnel (p. 120). by E. Lambert. Farther on. to the

left, is the Gothic Church of the Holy Trinity (English; PI. D, 3, 4).

From the end of the Rue dn Monthlanc the handsome *Pont du
Montblanc (PI. D, 4, 5), 280 yds. long, leads to the Promenade du
Lac (p. 237). Between the Pont du Montblanc and the Pont des

Bergues is Rousseau's Island (PL D, 4), united to the latter by a

chain-bridge. In the centre rises the bronze Statue of Rousseau, by

Pradier(1834). By the third bridge, the Pont de la Machine (PL C, 4,

above which are the Rhone baths, p. 233), is the Central Station of
the Electricity Works. The Island, on which lies one of the oldest

quarters of the town, partly removed of late, divides the Rhone into

two branches (p. 241).

Handsome quays with tempting shops flank the river near these

bridges, the chief being the Grand-Quai on the left bank, and the

Quai des Bergues on the right. Adjoining the latter is the Quai du

Montblanc (PL D, E, 4), extending N.E. from the Pont du Montblanc,

and affording a view of the *Mont Blanc group, which presents a

majestic appearance on clear evenings. (See the mountain-indicator.)
An idea of the relative heights of the different peaks is better ob-

tained here than at Chamonix. Thus Mont Blanc is 15,782' high, while
the Aiguille du Midi on the left is 12,608' only. More to the left are the

Grandes Jorasses and the Dent du Geant ; in front of the Mont Blanc group
are the Aiguilles Rouges; then, more in the foreground, the Mole, an iso-

lated pyramid rising from the plain ; near it, the snowy Aiguille d'Argen-

tiere; then the broad Buet ; lastly the long crest of the Voirons, which
terminate the panorama on the left, while the opposite end is formed
by the Saleve.

On the left side of the Quai du Montblanc rises the sumptuous

Monument Brunswick (PL E, 4), erected to Duke Charles II.

(d. 1873), who left his property (about 20 million fr.") to Geneva.
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The monument. (66' in height), designed by Franel, is a modified copy
of that of Can Signorio della Scala at Verona. It consists of a hexa-
gonal canopy in marble, in three stories, on a platform, 220 ft. long and
78 ft. broad, the approach to which is guarded by two colossal lions in

yellow marble by Cain. A sarcophagus in the central story bears a re-

cumbent figure of the duke, with reliefs from the history of Brunswick,
all by Iguel. At the projecting corners are marble statues of six celebrated

Guelphs (Augustus; Otho the Childj Charles William Ferdinand; Frederick
William ; Henry the Lion ; Ernest the Confessor), by Schoenewerk^ Thomas,
A. Millet^ and Kissling. On the roof are the Christian virtues, the Apostles,

etc. The bronze equestrian statue of the duke (by Ca'in)^ which crowned
the monument, proved too heavy and has been taken down.

On the adjoining Quai des Pdquis, to the left, is the Cursaal

(PL E, 3 ;
p. 234), behind which is the American Church [p. 235).

Beyond the Jetee des Pdquis (PI. F, 4), at the end of which is a

lighthouse (flash-light), the Quai du Leman extends to the villas of

Secheron.

On the S. bank of the lake, in the Place by the Pont du Mont-
blanc, is the National Monument (PL D, 5), a bronze group of Hel-

vetia and Geneva by Dorer^ commemorating the union of Geneva with

the Confederation in 1814.— Adjacent is the pleasant Promenade du
Lac, or Jardin Anglais, with a cafe, where a band often plays on

summer evenings. To the left of the entrance is a 'barometer column',

and in the centre of the garden are a fountain and bronze busts of

Al. Calame (p. 239) by Iguel, and Fr. Diday by Bovy. A pavilion

here contains an interesting Relief of Mont Blanc (adm. 50 c; Sun.,

9-3, gratis), on a scale of 1 : 6000 (Mont Blanc 31 inches in height

;

proportion of vertical to horizontal dimensions, 2 : 1).

From the lake, off the Quai des Eaux-Vives (PL E, F, 5), rise two

granite rocks, the larger of which, the Pierre a Niton, is tradi-

tionally said to have been a Roman altar to Neptune. At the end of

the Quai is a pier, on which a Fountain, with a jet 115 ft. high (il-

lumination, see p. 234), plays on Sundays and holidays in summer.

—

Near the Quai is the Salle de la Reformation (PL E, 6), containing

a large concert-hall, the Calvinium, with memorials of Calvin, eth-

nographical curiosities, etc. (adm. 50 c), and a. Model of Jerusalem

by Illes. — Farther to the E., 1/4 M. from the city-bounds, on the

lake (easily reached by tramway or electric launch), is the *Parc

des Eaux-Vives, formerly the property of Louis Favre (p. 236),

with pretty walks, a restaurant, and a mineral spring (adm. 50 c).

Following the Rue d'ltalie by the Hotel Me'tropole, and then

ascending a few paces, we reach the Promenade de St. Antoine (PL
C, D, 6), a terrace planted with trees. On the right is the College de

St. Antoine, founded by Calvin in 1559 ; on the left(E.) is the Obser-

vatory; on a height to the S.E. rises the Russian Church, with

gilded cupolas and elaborate interior. Adjacent is a bronze bust

of R. Topffer (d. 1846), the author.

The highest point on the left bank is crowned by the old

Romanesque Cathedral [St. Pierre; PL C, 6), completed by Emp.
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Conrad II. in 1034, altered in the 12-13th cent., and disfigured in tlie

18th by a Corinthian portico. It has just been thoroughly restored.
The verger lives at the hack of the church, Eue Farel 8, Adm. hy

the side-door, next the choir; on Tues., Thurs., <fc Sat., 1-3, free; at other
hours, except Sun. 10-12, each pers. 20 c.; ascent of the tower 50 c.,

2-5 pers. 1 fr., each additional pers. 20 c.

Inteeior. To the right of the entrance , Monument of Duke Henri
de Rohan (leader of the French Protestants under Louis XIII.), vi'ho fell

at Rheinfelden (p. 20) in 1638, of his wife Marguerite de Sully, and of his son
Tancr^de; the black marble sarcophagus rests on two lions ; the statue of
the duke, in a sitting posture, by Iguel, is modern. Beneath a black tomb-
stone in the nave lies Cardinal Jean de Brogny (d. 1426), president of the
Council of Constance. — Adjacent is the tasteful Gothic *Chapelle de$

Macchab^es (1406; restored 1878-88), with stained-glass windows of the
15th cent., the chair of Calvin (under the pulpit), and the monument of
Agrippa d'Aubigni (d. 1630 at Geneva, in exile), the confidant of Henry IV.

of France. — Organ Concerts.^ see p. 28i.

Near the cathedral is the Hotel de Ville (PI. C, 5, 6), a clumsy

building in the Florentine style, entered by an inclined plane, which

once enabled the councillors to be conveyed in litters to or from the

council-chambers. The Court of Arbitration to settle the Alabama
claims sat here in 1872. — Opposite is the Arsenal (PI. C, 5; Snn.

and Thurs., 1-4), containing the Musee Historique^ a collection of old

armour and weapons, the ladders of the 'Escalade' (see below), etc.

Grand' Rue, Xo. 40, is the house in ^^ hich Jean Jacques Rousseau, the

son of a watchmaker, was born (1712, d. 1778 at Ermenonville near Paris).

His grandfather lived at Rue Rousseau 27, on the right bank of the Rhone,
which bears an erroneous tablet asserting that Rousseau was born there.

Tke Musee Fol (PI. C, 5; Sun. & Thurs., 1-4; Grand' Rue 11, in the
court to the right) contains a valuable collection of Greek, Roman, and
Etruscan antiquities, the yield of recent excavations, and medieeval and
Renaissance curiosities.

The Rue de la Cite, the lower prolongation of the Grand' Rue, leads
to the Rue des AUemauds, where the tasteful Fontaine de VEscalade (PI. C, 4)

commemorates the last and nearly successful attempt of the Savoyards to

gain possession of the town (comp. p. 283). The day on which the 'Escalade'
was repulsed (early on 12th Dec, 1602) is still kept with public rejoicings.

A gateway adjoining the Hotel de Ville leads to the promenade
of La Treiile, planted with chestnut-trees, below which is the Bo-
tanic Gakden (PI. B, C, 5, 6), laid out in 1816 by the celebrated

Aug. de Candolle (d. 1841). On and near the hot-house are busts of

famous Genevese naturalists.

The Promenade des Bastions, with its Kiosque des Bastions

(p. 234), separates the Botanic Garden from the University. In

the grounds are a statue of David, by Chaponniere , and the ^Pierre

aux fees', or 'awx dames', with four figures, supposed to be Druidical.

To the E. is a plain monument to H. A. Gosse, the geologist.

The University (Pl.B, 6), erected in 1868-72, consists of three

buildings connected by glass galleries. The Central Part contains

the lecture-rooms and laboratories (except the medical and chem-
ical schools), the E. Wing the collections of antiquities and coins,

and the Library, and the W. Wing the Nat. Hist. Museum. In front

of the university are the bronze busts of Ant. Carteret (d. 1889),
tlie statesman and educationist, of F, J. Pictet de la Rice, the paljc-
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ontologist (_d. 1872: r.), and Colladon, the engineer (1.); and on

the S. side (Rue de CandoUe) is the bnst of K. Vogt, the naturalist

(d. 1895). The vestibule of the central building contains a bronze

bust of the Swiss author Marc Monnier (d. 1885), by Dufaux, and

a model of the Saussure Monument at Chamonix (p. 284). The
university has 70 professors and about 500 students.

The Library, founded about the middle of the I6th cent., contains

130,COO vols, and 1600 3ISS. The Salle Lullin on the groundfloor, to

the right of the entrance (Sun. and Thurs., 1-4; at other times apply to

the concierge; fee), contains 250 ancient and modern portraits of reformers,

statesmen, and scholars, either Genevese, or connected with the history

of Geneva; also valuable MSB., exhibited in glass-cases : homilies of St.

Augustine on papyrus (6th cent.) ; house-keeping accounts of Philip le Bel
(13Ci8j on wax tablets; many with miniatures, some of them captured from
Charles the Bold at Grandson (p. 224). On an old reading-desk is a French
Bible (printed at Geneva in 1588), richly bound in red morocco, and bear-

ing the arms of France and Xavarre, destined by the Council of Geneva as

a gift to Henry IV., but never presented owing to his abjuration of Protes-

tantism. — On the groundfloor is also the Cabinet of Coins; and on the

sunk-floor is the Archaeological Museum, containing prehistoric and other

antiquities, chiefly of local interest (Sun. and Thurs., 1-4). The first floor

contains the reading-room (week-days, 9-12 and 1-6; closed in the afternoon

during vacation). — In the court is" the Musie Epigraphique, a collection of

Koman and mediaeval inscriptions found at Geneva.

The Natural History Museum (free on week-days, except Tues. and
Sat., 1-4; Sun. 11-4; at other times apply to the concierge, fee), arranged
by F. J. Pictet, contains the famous collection of conchylia of B. Delessert

;

Pictet's collection of fossils; De Saussure's geological collection; Melly's

collection of about 35,000 coleoptera; a collection of the fauna of the en-

virons of Geneva ; valuable rock-crystals from the Tiefen Glacier (p. 132), etc.

The Athexfe (PI. C, 6 j, to the S.E. of the Botanic Garden, con-

tains lecture-TOoms, a library of works on art, and an exhibition

of art (p. 234). Near it is the Ecole de Chimie (PI. B, 6).

To the N.W. of the Botanic Garden and the Bastion Promenade

extends the circular Place Neuve(Vl. B, 5), adorned with an eques-

trian statue of Gen. Dufour (d. 1875), in bronze, designed by Lanz.

On the S.W. side is the Conservatory of Music. On the N.W. rises

the *Theatre, erected in 1872-79, a Renaissance building, with a

fa<^ade enriched with columns and figures. The interior (1400 seats),

with i'S handsome 'foyer', deserves a visit (week-days, 1-4). — To

the N.E., at the beginning of the Corraterie, is the —
*Musee Eath (free in summer, Mon., Wed.. Thnrs., & Frid. 1-4,

and Sun. 11-4 ; fee at other times; catalogue V2 f^.), an art-collection

founded by the Russian general Rath (1766-1819), a Genevese,

presented to the city, and since much extended.
Vestibule. Antique statue of Trajan as Mars; busts, cMefly of dis-

tinguished Genevese, manv by J. Pradier (b. at Geneva 1790; d. at Pans
1852); Moliere. Xecker, bv Houdon; Dumont, Jeremy Bentham, by David.

Also casts, and a^'few- paintings crowded out of the picture-gallery, among
them 124. Favas, General Dufour.

Picture Gallery (three rooms; the order of the pictures is frequently

altered). Central Room. In the middle, busts of General Rath, by Pra-

dier, and the painter Bart. Menu, bv Bovy; between these, an ancient torso.

Entrance-wall: *44-47. Alex. Caldme of Vevey (1810-64), The Seasons;

above. 137. Gaud. Harvest. Left wall: 161. Horrtvng. Calvin on his death-
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bed; 225. Menn, Landscape; above, 160. Quigon^ The Rhone from the
heights of St. Jean, near Geneva; 195-197. Lemaiire, Landscapes; 172.

Humbert, The ford; "348. Vautier, Litigious peasants; 110. Duinont, PLeturn-
ing from church; 350. F«7?ore, Lake of Tiberias; 338. Van Muyden, Pifferari;

282. L. Robert, Bernese girls; 115. mbert, Apples; 231, 529, 4l6, 230. Menu,
Landscapes; 279. Eitz, School- children; 120. Duval. Upper Nile; 54, 55.

Castan, Landscapes; *278. G. Fdtter, Home; 80. E. David, Ruman Campagna
;

162. Ilormtng, Eve of St. Bartholomew: 280. Robellag, Between two fires;

326. A. W. Topffer, Peasant-girl; 405, 232. Mmn, 70. Courbet, 322. Thuillier,

Landscapes; 86. Delapeine, Storm in the Mediterranean ; 311. Simon, Night-
journey; Caret, 65. Girl resting, 66-69. Landscapes; 33. Bocion, Lake of

Geneva at St. Saphorin ; 20. Baud-Bovy, Wrestlers ; 267. Ravel, Singing lesson •,

L. Robert, 286. Sacristy, of San Giovanni in Laterano, 283. Italian girls ; 87.

Delapeine, Beggar's soup ; 226. Menn, Portrait of himself; 21. Bandit, Heath
in Medoc ; 129. Fiirst, Herons ; 117. S. Durand, School-festival at Geneva

;

244. Monnier., Landscape ; 114. Durand, After the review ; 135. Gaud, Cider-
mill; 30. Berthoud, Roman aqueduct; 281. Rohellaz , Bravo; 101. Diday,
Lake of Geneva (.his last work, unfinished): Durand, 119. Return from the

review, 115. Boy-cook; 408. Piquet, Lane; 93. Diday, Oaks in a storm; 316.

Stauffer, Girl sleeping ; 118. Durand, Young communicants ; 173. Humbert,
Cattle; 96. Diday, Lake of Uri; 43. Calame, Storm at the Handeck; 116. Du-
rand, Grandfather; 95. Diday. Giessbach; 404. Lemaitre, Valley of the Orbe

;

349. Vautier, Sick mother; 97. Diday, TheGrimsel; 15. 5aron, Lute-player

;

309. Simon, Poacher; 112. Dunant, 48. Calame, 130. Furet, Landscapes.
Room to the Left (older works). To the left: 277. Rigaud, Llizabeth

Charlotte of Orleans; 321. D. Teniers the Younger, The five senses; 213.

Lugardon, Arnold of MelcLthal; 192. Mme. Lebrun, 3Ime. de Stael; 248.

Mirevelt, Portrait; 362. P. Wouverman, Naval battle; 253. Odier, Dog and
crane; 75. A. Cuyp, Pasture; 334. B. van der Heist, Portrait; 39. Brekelen-

iamp. Interior; 61. Phil, de Champaigne, Dead nun: 76. A. Cuyp, Turkeys;
188. Largilliere, Arnaud, the painter; 104. Domenichino, David; 52. Cara-
laggio, Singers; 343, 342. Van Minjden, Flowers and fruit; Velazquez, 351,

352. Philip IV. of Spain and his consort Maria Anna of Austria, 353.

Spanish singers; 275. Van der Heist, Portrait; 261. Teniers, Smoker; 274,

273, and, farther on, 272. Van Goyen, Landscapes; 262. Pourhtis, Portrait;
242. Molenaer, Flemish tavern ; 355. C. J. Vernet, Storm on the Mediter-
ranean ; 295. Ryckaert and Molenaer, Flemish tavern; 171. Huber, Market;
289, 283. Salvaior i?05a, 331. /. van Goyen, Landscapes; 23. Berchem, Abraham
and Sarah ; 320. Teniers, Smoker; 191. Lebrun, Elias ; 249. ^etscher. Portrait

;

273. Berchem, The Prodigal Son. In the middle, stand with miniatures. —
In the adjoining Cabinet: Portraits, mostly by Liotard (199-209).

RooJi TO THE Right (modern works). Left of the entrance : 220. Mme.
Massip, Hour of rest; 57. Castres. Swiss batter v on the march; 366. Ihly, Street

at Yvoire; 252. Odier, Pond in Berry; *26l" Poggi, St. Luc; 357. Volmar,
Outposts; 156. Hermenjat, Camp in the de?ert; 82. Delachaux, Asleep; 292.

Rossi, Dreams of youth; 73. Coutau, Lake-dwelling; 29. Berthoud, Sorrento;
317. Stuckelberg, Swiss nun; 158. Hodler, The miller and his ass; 79. Darier,
Choristers; 411. Virchaux, Winter-scene; 40. Louise Breslau, Bosom friends;
22. Beaumont, The Tiber; '140. Jules Girardet, Flight of the Vendeens
after the battle of Cholet; 142. Giron, Education of Bacchus; 8. Anker,
Communal meeting in Canton Bern ; 399. Beaumont, The Prodigal Son

;

217. A. Lugardon, The Eiger; 363. Ziegler, Wedding afloat; 3L Bodmer,
179. Jeanmaire, 271. Rehfom, 273. Rirolle, 2o4. A. Potter, 184. Roller, Land-
scapes ; 2^i. Ravel, Drawing-school; 56. Castres, Tale of the captive (1871);
3:J8. Sandreuter, Alpine lake; 269. Marie Ravel, Still-life; 136. Gaud, The
last load: 58. Castres, Swiss field-hospital (1871); 182. /e'?M/er,Mt. Blanc;
400. Beaumont, Primroses; 245. Monteverde , Eavesdropping; 105. Douzon,
178. Jeanmaire, Landscapes; 141. E. Girardet, Arabs praying; 175. Ihly,

Burial of a child; 35). Vuillermet, Portrait; 237. A. de Meuron, 84. Delapeine,
"296. Sabon, 35. Bodmer, 143. Gos, 24. Beaumont, Landscapes; 266. E. de

Pury, Venetian bead-stringers ; 31. Berthoud, Wetterhom; 218. Lugardon,
Wengern-Alp ; 106. Dufaux, Market-boat to Vevey ; 49. Art. Calame, Vevey

;

313. Simonet, 121. Esloppey, Landscapes.
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At No. 14 Rue General Dufour, behind the theatre, is the Vic-

toria Hall (PI. B, 5), a Renaissance building by Cammoletti

(1891-93), presented to the Societe de tHarmonie Nautique by Mr.

I). F. Barton, formerly British Consul at Geneva. Above the door

is a fine Figure of Harmony by Massarotti. The great hall (1850
seats; concerts, see p. 234) is adorned with ceiling -paintings by
Bieler^ representing Heavenly and Earthly Music (adm. on applica-

tion to the concierge, in the side-street to the left; fee). — From
this point we proceed past the Synagogue (PI. B, 5) to the Quai de

la Poste and the Pont de la Coulouvreniere (PL B, 3, 4), the lowest

of the Rhone bridges, rebuilt in 1896. Below the bridge, on the

left bank, are the Water Works (Forces Motrices du Rhone), con-

structed in 1883-86, which supply the houses and afford 6000 horse-

power for the use of factories (at a charge of 60 fr. annually

per litre per hr.). The left branch of the Rhone (p. 236) is dam-
med up for this purpose, the right branch being left open for the

free discharge of the lake. A visit to the large hall, entered from

the Quai de la Poste, will interest even the unscientific; the huge
water-wheels represent 300 horse-power each and describe 26 re-

volutions per minute. — Similar works, supplying 12,000 horse-

power for electric light, etc., are 31/2 ^1- down-stream at Chevres.

On the Right Bank, to the left of the Pont de la Coulouvreniere,

is the Promenade St. Jean (PI. B, 3), with a bronze bust of James
Fazy (d. 1878; p. 236), the Genevese statesman. We next pass, on

the right, the Ecole d^Horlogerie, containing the Musee des Arts

Decoratifs (first floor; daily, except. Sat., 1-4, Sun. 9-12), an im-
portant collection of engravings, and the Musee Industriel, in which
are exhibited the machines used by L. Favre in boring the St. Gott-

hard Tunnel. Thence we proceed past the Ecole des Arts Industriels

and the Place des Vingt-deux Cantons (see below), with the Old-

Catholic church of Notre-Dame, to the railway-station (PI. D, 2).

Environs of Geneva. An extensive system of Steam Tram-
ways (Chemins de fer a vote etroite) facilitates a visit to the charming
environs, studded with villas with beautiful gardens.

The termini of the cars at Geneva are, on the right bank of the Rhone,
the Place des Vingt-deux Cantons (PI. C, 3), and on the left bank, the Quai
de la Poste (PI. B, 4), the Place du Molard (PI. C, D, 5), and the Cours de
Rive (PI. D, 6). Return-tickets are obtained at the offices in the waiting-
rooms ; single tickets only on the cars. The time-tables give Central
European time (p. 232), even for the lines in French territory.

To Pregnt and Febney. From the Place des 22 Cantons, 14

times daily, to Pregny in 10 min. (20 c), to Ferney in 35 min.

(60 c). Comp. PI. C, 3, and D, 1-3. First station Voie-Creuse,

second Ariana, for the Musee Ariana (5 min.) and the Rothschild

Chateau at Pregny. — On the lake by the Ariana Park is the station of

the electric launches (*Restaurant Lacustre, with view, D. from2fr. ).

The *Musee Ariana (free Thurs. and Sun., 10-6; 1 fr. on Tues.,

Baeoekeb, Switzerland. 18th Edition. IB
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Wed., Frid., and Sat.; from 15th Nov. to 15th Apr. on week-
days only; catalogue 1 fr.), bequeathed to the town by M. Gust.

Revilliod (d. 1890), a handsome Renaissance building erected in

1880, is situated in an extensive park (adm. daily, 9-7), command-
ing a magnificent view of the lake and the Alps. The most diverse

branches of art are represented in the museum.
The grand Central Hall, with a double tier of marble columns, con-

tains a group of Sleep and Death (in the centre) by Guglielmi^ marble
busts, vases, etc. The Centeal Coreidor (right and left) is hung with
tapestry of the 17th cent. ; the ceUing-paiatings (the seasons, etc.) are by
Dufour. On the left side of the hall are Chinese and Japanese porcelain,
inlaid work, European fayence, ivory carvings, and bronzes (statuette,
Struggle with a serpent, by the mirror in the Japanese room). On the
right side are European porcelain, antique vases, articles from Alemannic
graves, etc. — Fibst Flooe. On the staircase is a Chinese boudoir ; in the
gallery, antique furniture, weapons, and stained glass. — Picture Gal-
LERT. Rooms I dt II: Italian and XetherJandish works, including many
copies. -Raphael., Madonna of Vallombrosa (copy of the Madonna del
Cardellino); a smaD antique head of Venus. — Room III: Flower-pieces,
studies of still-life, and small Netherlandish works , marble busts of M. E,e-

villiod and his mother Ariana (ne'e De la Rive) by Buphot. — Room IV:
Landscapes by Diday. Calame, Duval. Veillon. LoppS\ and Lugardon ; Cattle-
pieces hy Humbert, Agaste. and Delarive; Genre-scenes by Vautier

.,
S. Du-

rand, Rubio, Topfer, etc. — On the other side of the large hall are
paintings by Horace Revilliod; portraits and drawings by early Genevese
masters; engravings (10,000 plates); a library; interesting autographs in
glass-cases; glass, ivory - carvings, antique Genevese tinware; and the
Silver Chamber, containing ornaments, coins, medals, enamels, etc. Charm-
ing view from the balcony.

In the grounds, at the back of the former dwelling - house, Revil-
liod's Tomb.

The Chateau of Baroness Adolphe Bothschild ('Pavilion de
Pregny'), built in 1860 by Gindroz, is 1/4 hr. from the Ariana tram-
way-station. Beautiful park, open on Tues. and Frid., 3-6 in July
and Aug., 2-5 in Sept. and Oct. (tickets gratis at the Geneva hotels).

The tramway next passes the pretty villages of Petit-Sacconnex (left)

and Grand - Sacconnex., crosses the French frontier near the Tuilerie, and
reaches (4 M.) Ferney, officially Ferney- Voltaire (Hotel de France), a
village founded by Voltaire in 1758. Opposite the station is a bronze
Statue of Voltaire (au patriarche de Ferney, 1694-1758-1778'), by E. Lam-
bert, presented by the artist (1890). The street straight from the station,
then to the left, leads to the (i/'j M.) Chateau erected by Voltaire, now
containing memorials of the founder (in summer. Mon., Wed., Frid., 2-5;
fee). Over the former chapel is the well-known inscription: 'Deo erexit
Voltaire'. Beautiful view from the garden-terrace. — From Ferney,
omnibus four times daily in 1 hr. to (6 M.) Gex (p. 246).

To Vernier, ten times dailv in 25 min. (from the Place des 22 Cantons,
p. 241; fare 40 c). The line (comp. PI. C, B. 2; A, 1) runs via Les Dilicet

and Les Charmilles. Beyond the hamlet of Chatelaine, with the 'Theatre
Voltaire' (now a store), we pass the favourite Bois des Freres (on the left).

and reach the prettily situated village of Vernier.

To THE Bois de la Batie. From the Qua! de la Poste (comp. PL A,
B, 4) the line runs past the Abattoirs to the Pont de St. Georges over the
Arve. On the other bank a path ascends to the right to the Bois de la

Batie (l'/* M. from Geneva), a plateau covered with woods and meadows
(several cafes), affording a fine survey of the town and environs. The
blue water of the Rhone and the gray water of the Arve flow side by
.'ide unmingled for several hundred yards below their confluence. — From
the bridge the tramway goes on via Rampe Quidort, Petit Lancy^ and Onex
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to (31/2 M.) Bernex (several small restaurants), a village whence the Signal
de Bernex (1655' ; fine view) may be ascended in 1/4 hr. ; and thence via
Laconnex to (9 M.) Pougny- Chancy, a station on the Geneva and Lyons
railway (to Geneva 12 M., in 40 min.).

To 8t. Jdlien, 5'/2 M., twelve times daily in 3/4 hr. (to Carouge 13 min.),
from the Quai de la Po<te (p. 242). Beyond the Pont d'Arve our line leads
to the left from that to Lancy, to (13/4 M.) Carouge (1260'; Balance; Ecu
de Savoie), a suburb (69rO inhab.) of Geneva, founded in 1780 by Victor
Amadeus III. of Savoy, who attracted many Genevese artisans to it by the
offer of special advantages. Two stations: Grand-Bureau^ at the N. end,
and Carouge-Rondeau, at the S. end, near the terminus of the tramway to
Geneva and Annemasse (p. 281). — The cars next pass Bachet de Pesay; Plan-
les-Ouates, with the drill-ground and rifle-range of the Geneva troops;
Arare, and Perly ; and reach (51/2 M.) St. Julien, a little French town,
with 900 inhab., on the Aire, a station on the railway from Bellegarde
to Bouveret (p. 270). About 1 M. to the W. are the picturesque ruins of
the chateau of Ternier. — The IHtons (4505'), adjoining the Saleve on the
S.W., may be ascended from St. Julien via Beaumont in 3 hrs.

To THE SALfevE. — Steam Tramway (50 c.), fifteen times daily, in 25 min.,
from the Cours de Rive (comp. PI. D, 6-8), by Florissant, and across the
Arve between the hamlets of Villeite and Sierne, to (SVi M.) Veyrier (*'Edt.

Beau-Sdjour), a village prettily situated at the foot of the Saleve. — The
tramway goes on to Bossey (p. 244) and Collonges.

The *Saleve, a long hill of limestone rock, to the S.E. of Geneva, is

a favourite resort. It consists of two portions, separated bv the valley of
Monnetier: N.E. the Petit-SaUve (2950'), and S.W. the' Grand-SaUve
(4290'), adjoined by the Petit and Grand Piton (4505'). Eleotkic Tkamwats,
starting from Etrembitret and from Veyrier , ascend to Monnetier-Mairie,
where they unite. From Etrembieres to Monnetier 27 min., to Treize-Arlres,
the terminus on the Grand Saleve, 57-72 min. ; from Veyrier 1/2 tir. and
i hr. ; fare from either terminus to Mcmnetier 95 c, return li 2 fr. ; to

Treize-Arbres 3 fr. 20 c. and 5 fr. First-class circular ticket from Geneva
(Molard) via Etrembieres, Treize-Arbres , Veyrier, and back to Geneva
(Cours de Ptive), 13 fr. 80 c. — From ETEEMBifiEES (p. 278 ; from Geneva-
Molard by tramway via Annemasse, 10 times daily in 50 min.) the electric
railway runs past the old ivy-mantled chateau (under which are the Trous
de Tarabara, two caves said to date from Celtic times) and ascends the
slope of the Petit Saleve, via the stations of Bas-Momex (1894') and Eaut-
Mornex (2230'), to the junction at Monnetier-Mairie . Mornex (''Hdt. Beau-
Site, pens. 7-8 fr. ; Hdt. de TEcu de Savoie; '-Pension Bain, in the old
chateau; Engl, Ch. Service), a charming village on the S. slope of the
Petit-Saleve, is visited as a health-resort. — From Veyrier (see above)
the electric tramway crosses the Annemasse and Bellegarde line (p. 270),
skirts the extensive limestone-quarries of Veyrier, runs above the Pas
de VEchelle (p. 244), passes through a tunnel (120 yds.), and reaches (2 M.)
Monnetier-Eglise (2336'; 'Hdt. -Pens, de la Reconnaissance ; "ffdt. du Chdteau;
''Hdt.-Pens. Trottet, R., L., & A. 31,2, B. IV4, D. 21/2, pens. 6V2 fr. ; H6t. Belve-

dere, R , L., & A. 3'/-', B. IV2, D. 3, pens, from 6 fr ; H6t. des Platanes), situated
in a depression between the Petit and Grand-Saleve. From this point the
Petit-Sal^ve is easily ascended in 1/2 lir., the Grand-Saleve in IV2 hr. (see

below). — The line then goes on to the (3 M.) central station of Monnetier-
Mairie (2625' ; 'E6t.-Pens. Bellevue, with full view of the Alps, pens. 6-10 fr.),

and thence ascends the partlv wooded slopes of the Grand-Saleve to the

(33/4 M.) terminus at Treize-Arbres (3746'; Buffet; Hot.-Pens. & Restaurant
des Treize Arbres, 5 min. farther up). The height 6 min. beyond the hotel
affords a beautiful survey of the Mont Blanc chain, the Lake of Geneva,
the Jura. Cantons Geneva' and Vaud, and a part of France. We now ascend
the ridge, passing the Grande Gorge (p. 244), and in V2 hr. reach the

Cret de Grange Townier (4524'), the highest point of the Grand-Saleve,
whence we survey the Lake of Annecy also. 'The walk may be extended
to the (IV4 hr.) 'Pitons (see above). — The Breaks of Thorn. Cook <b Son
(see p. 234), affording a pleasant mode of transit for ladies and others,

16*
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start at 2 p.m. and return between 6 and 8 p.m. (5 fr.), — Veyrier (p. 243)

is the best starting-point for the ascent of the Saleve on foot. We follow
the Pas de VEchelle^ running below the electric tramway, then ascend a
flight of 101 steps in the rock to (1/2 hr.) Monnetier-Eglise {j^. 243), whence
a good bridle-track, to the right, winds up to the {IV2 hr.) Treize Arbres.
— Ascent from Eirembiires (p. 278) longer but easier. We cross the Arve;
after 5 min. turn to the left and follow the road to (Vzhr.) Mornex; thence
take the upper road, by the (20 min.) Hotel Bellevue, at the Monnetier-Mairie
.station, to 0/4 tir. more) Monnetier - Eglise (p. 243). — A third, but more
fatiguing, route ascends from Botsey (steam-tramway station, p. 243), by
Crevin^ and through the Grande Gorge, by a steep and stony path, to the

(2 hrs.) plateau (p. 243). The route through the Petite Gorge, to the left

of the Grande Gorge, is dangerous.

On the E. Bank of the lake a walk (tramway from Cours de Rive to

Ve'senaz, 50 c.) may be taken along the Quai des Eaux-Vives, planted with
plane-trees, to (3 M,) Vesenaz (garden-restaurants by the lake, at La Belotte);

return to (S'/z M.) Geneva by Cologny (Chalet Suisse; Ca/4-Restaurant des

Alpes). with a charming view of the lake and the Villa Diodati, where
Byron wrote 'Manfred' and Canto III. of 'Childe Harold" in 1816 ; or farther

to the E. via Vandoeuvres and Chougny, with a fine survey of Mont Blanc,
— The steam-tramway goes on from Vesenaz to (10 M.) the little French
town of Douvaine.

The long range of the "Voirons, to the N.E. of Geneva, commanding a

superb view of the Alps of Savoy, the Jura Mts., etc., is another favourite
point. Railway (Geneva and Eaux-Vives Station, p. 232) via Annematse
(p. 278) to (50 min.) Bons-St-Didier; thence a drive of 4 hrs. over the Col

de Saxel (one-horse carr. 15, two-horse 25 fr.) or a walk of 2^/2 hrs. to the

summit. On the E. slope, ICO' below the summit, is the 'Edtel de VErmilage
(pens. 7-10 fr. •,

frequented by the French), in the midst of pine-wood,
visited as a health-resort; and 10 min. below it is the *Nouvel H6t. des

Chalets, with baths (R. 3-5, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 6-10 fr.). Charming walks
to the (10 min.) pavilion on the Calvaire or Grand Signal, the highest
point (4875'); to the (20 min.) old monastery (4590") on the N.W. slope;

to the Crete d'Audoz, an eminence '/z hr. to the S.W. ; and to the (1 hr.)

Pointe de Pralaire (4630'), the S. peak. — On the W. slope of the Voirons,
2 hrs. from Geneva (railway via Annemasse to St. Cergues, p. 270; thence
bridle-path, 1 hr.) is the "Hdtel de Montauban (2950'; R. 2-4 fr., B. 80 c,
dftj. 21/2, D. 3 fr.), commanding a charming view of the Lake of Geneva
and the Jura.

66. From Geneva to Martigny via Lansanne and
Villeneuve. Lake of Geneva (North Bank).

81 M. Railway in 4-6 hrs. (to Lausanne 11/4-2, to Vevey 2V4-3V4 hrs.);

tares 13 fr. 35, 9 fr. 35, 7 fr. 70 c. (to Lausanne 6 fr. 35, 4 fr. 45, 3 fr. 20 c. ; to

Vevey 8 fr. 35, 5 fr. 85, 4 fr. 20 c). Return-tickets from Geneva to St.

Maurice, and from Bouveret to Brig, are available for three days, and
may be used for the steamers, and vice versd.

Steamboats along the Noetheen Bank, far preferable to the railway : to

Merges (4 fr., 1 fr. 70c.) in 2-21/2 hrs. ; to Ouchy (for Lausanne, 5 fr., 2 fr.) in

21/2-3 hrs. ; to Vevey (6 fr. .50, 2 fr. 70 c.) in 3-4 hrs. ; to Villeneuve (71/2 fr.,

3 fr.) in. 33/4-43/4 hrs. ; to Bouveret (71/2 fr., 3 fr.) in 43/4-5 hours. Return-
tickets for three days at a fare and a half. The cabin-tickets are available
for second class rail also; if the holder desires to travel first class, he
must get a supplementary ticket from the guard. Railway-tickets for the
sections bordeiiug the lake are also available for the steamers. Books of

100 first-class coupons are sold for 20 fr. Fortnightly ticket, allowinji un-
limited use of the steamers, 25 fr., monthly ticket 40 fr. — Steamboat
••stations on the N. bank (all with piers) : Bellevue, Versoix, Coppet, Ciligny,

Nyov, RoUe^ St. Prex, Merges. St. Sulpicr, Ourhy (Lausanne), Pully, Lutry,

Cvlly, Bhaz-St-Saphorin, Vevey (Grand H^lel), Vevey-Marchi, Vevey- la- Tour

^
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Clarens, Montreux-Vernex, Terriiet-Chillon, Villetieuve, Bovveret. The ex-

press-steamers leaving Geneva (Quai du Montblanc) at 9.15 a.m. and 1.40

p.m. touch only at Nyon, Thonon and Evian on the S. bank, Ouchy,
Vevey, Clarens, Montreux, Territet, Villeneuve, and Bouveret. — Several
steamboats also ply between the N. and S. banks (Nyon-Nernier, Nyon-
Thonon, Evian-Ouchy). — Good restaurants on board the steamers (D.

2V2 fr.).

The *Lake of Geneva (1220'), Fr. Lac Leman^ the Lacus

Lemanus of the Romans, is 45 M. long, upwards of 8 M. broad be-

tween Morges and Amphion, and IY2 M. between the Pointe de

Genthod and Bellerive ; 250' deep near Chillon, 940' near Meil-

lerie, 1015' between Ouchy and Evian (deepest part), and 240' be-

tween Nyon and Geneva. The area is about 224 sq. M. , being

17 sq. M. more than that of the Lake of Constance. This lake differs

in its deep blue colour from the greenish hue of the other Swiss

lakes. For centuries it has been a favourite theme with writers of

every nationality (Byron, Voltaire, Rousseau, Alex. Dumas, etc.).

On the N. side it is bounded by gently sloping hills, richly clothed

with vineyards and orchards, and enlivened with smiling villages.

To the E. and S. a noble background is formed by the long chain

of the mountains of Valais and Savoy.
The Birds vsrhich haunt the lake are v?ild swans (Cycnus olor)., the de-

scendants of tame birds introduced at Geneva in 1838, gulls (Larus ridi-

hundus), sea-swallows (Sterna hirundo), and numerous birds of passage,
such as ducks and divers. There are twenty-one kinds of Fish, the most
esteemed of which are the trout, the 'Ritter\ the 'Fera' {Coregonus; the

'Felchen' of Lake Constance), and the perch.
A phenomenon observed on the Lake of Geneva, and on other lakes

also, consists in the so-called 'Seiches', or fluctuations in the level of

the water, caused by sudden alteration in the atmospheric pressure. The
seiches longitudinales run from one end of the lake to the other 5 the

seiches transversales cross from the Swiss to the Savoy side in 10 minutes.

The highest longitudinal swell on record was over 6 ft. in height. — The
Temperature of the lake near the surface varies from 45° in winter to

75° or 80° in summer*, in the deeper parts it is uniformly 42-44°.

Steamboat Joukney (piers, see p. 232). The banks of the lake

are clothed with rich vegetation and studded with charming villas.

On the left, the Musee Ariana, and the chateau of Pregny (p. 242)

;

farther on, Genthod^ once the residence of the famous naturalists

Cb. Bonnet (d. 1793), H. B. de Saussure (d. 1799), Theod. de

Saussure (d. 1845), F. J. Pictet de la Rive (d. 1872), and Ed. Boissier

(d. 1885). The steamer stops at Bellevue.

Versoix (pop. 1379), a large village, once belonged to France.

Co-p-pet {Hot.-Pens. duLac; Cafe-Restaurant du Port, by the

pier). The chateau, now owned by M. d'Haussonville, was occupied

from 1790 to 1804 by Necker, a Genevese, who became finance

minister to Louis XVI. His daughter, the celebrated Mme. de Stael

(d. 1817), also resided at the chateau for some years. Her portrait

as Sappho by David, several paintings by Gerard, and a bust of

Necker are shown (Thurs. only, 2-6).
From Coppet (carr. at the station; omnibus twice daily in 40 min.,

1 fr. 50 c.) a road leads by Comrmigny and Chavannes de Bogis to (81/2 BL)
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Divonne (1543'; ''Hydropathic, pens, from IO1/2 fr.) charmingly situated
beyond the French frontier in the Pai/s de Oex (from Nyon 5 M. •, diligence,
meeting the express trains, in 55 min. ; from Geneva 12 M.. carr. in IV2 hr.,

with one horse 15-18, with two 25 fr.). Ascent of the 2)d/e, see below.

Celigny lies prettily on a Mil a little inland. Farther on is the

handsome chateau of Crans, belonging to Herr Van Bercheni.

Nyon (pop. 5025; *Beaurivage, with terrace on the lake; *H6t.

du Lac, small; Ange, pens. 5-7 fr. ; Hot. du Jura, at the station)

was the Colonia Julia Equestris, or Noviodunum, of the Romans.
The ancient Castle, with walls 10' thick, and five towers, built in the

14th cent., contains the Musee, with the municipal collection of

antiquities (Sun. & Thurs., 1-4). The terrace (with Roman relics)

and the fine Promenade de Perd-Temps afford a beautiful view of the

lake, the Jura, and the Alps, with Mont Blanc. — About 1 M. to

the W. (railway in 3 min.) is the ^Pension de Bois-Bougy (p. 257).
Ascent of the Dole, very interesting. A highroad (diligence to St.

Cergues twice daily in 21/2 hrs., 2 fr. 55, coupd 3 fr. 30 c. ; one-horse carr.

15; two-horse 25 fr.) leads from Nyon through the Jura by (1 hr.) Trilex.,

(2 hrs.) St. Cergues, and (2 hrs.) Les Rousses, a small French frontier fort, to

(1 hr.) Morez, a little town in the French department of Jura. Walkers
ascend from Xyon in 21/4 hrs. to St. Cergues (3482'; ""Edt. de VOhservatoire,
on a height, 5 min. to the E., with a splendid view of the Lake of
Geneva and Mont Blanc, R. 4-5, B. I'/z, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 7-10 fr. ; Paste;
"Hdt.-Pens. Capt; ''Grand Pens. Auberson; "Pens, des Etrangers, D. 2V2 fr.),

a village and summer-resort in a green valley at the X.E. base of the
Dole. The traveller should drive from Nyon (one-horse carr. 6 fr.) as
far as the beginning of the well-shaded old road, IV2 M. beyond Trelex,
which follows the telegraph-wires, and ascends straight to St. Cergues (3 M.).

From St. Cergues (guide 6 fr.) we ascend to the (1 hr.) Chalet de Vuarne,
and through the depression (Sur Porta. 5127') between the Vuarne and the
Dole, to the (IV2 hr.) top of the *D61e (5505'), the highest peak of the Swiss
Jura. The view (best in the afternoon) is picturesque and extensive, and
Mont Blanc is seen in all its majestj'. — From Gingins, IV2 M. to the W. of

Trelex, a good road leads to the (71/2 M.) Chalets de la Divonne, 1/2 hr. from
the top of the Dole. — Another route leads by La Rippe, B^/t M. from
Ce'ligny (see above), and U/2 M. from Divonne (see above), and before reach-
ing (3/4 M.) Vendome enters the broad path (to the right) through the
wood, which after 3 M. joins the road from Gingins. — The best route for
walkers from Geneva (71/2 hrs. to the top of the Dole) is by the Col de la

Faucille, a deep depression in the Jura chain, to the N.W. of Geneva.
Steam-tramway to Ferney, see p. 242; omnibus thence in 1 hr. to Gex (2120';

Hot. delaPoste; Hot. du Commerce), a small French town, at the foot of
the Jura, whence we proceed (shorter by the old road) to the (2 hrs.) Col
de la Faucille (4355'; Hot. -Pens, de la Faucille, unpretending; Couronne,
smaller). We keep to the road (to Morez, see above) for V/t hr. more,
finally diverging to the right beyond the La Vasserode Inn, whence we
ascend to the top in IV2 hr.

Diligence from Les Rousses (see above) to Le Brassus, to the Lac de
Joux, and Le Pont, a pleasant route (comp. p. 231).

Farther on, among trees, is the chateau of Prang ins, once (after

1815) occupied by Joseph Bonaparte and the Empress Josephine,

now a Moravian school for boys. The lakeside part of the estate of

La Bergerie, or Chalet de Prangins, afterwards belonged to Prince

Jerome Napole'on (d. 1891).

On a promontory lies Promenthoux, and on the opposite (Savoyard)

bank, oM. distant, Yroire (p. 270). The Jura Mts. recede; the con-
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spicuous peaks are the Dole, and to the right of it the Noirmont
(5150'). The lake forms a bay between the mouth of the Promen-
thouse and the Aubonne (p. 257) beyond Rolle, and here attains its

greatest width. The banks of this bay, called La Cote, yield one of

the best Swiss white wines.

Bolle (Tefe Noire, with garden), the birthplace of the Russian
general F. C. de la Harpe (1754-1838), one of the most zealous

advocates for the separation of Canton Vaud from Bern in 1814. An
artificial islet in the lake contains an Obelisk to his memory.

On a vine-clad hill. 1 hr. to the K. of Rolle, above the village of Bougy, is

the 'Signal de Bougy (2325'
5
pavilion, with rfmts.), a famous point of view,

which commands the lake, the Savoy Mts., and Mont Blanc. From Eolle
an electric line to Gi7nel (see below)

,
parsing near the Signal, will be

opened in summer 1899. Or from stat. Allaman (p. 257) we may take the
Gimel electric tramway via (2 Ji.) Aubonne (1653'; *Couronne), "an old and
picturesque little town, with gardens, a beautiful avenue, and pleasant
grounds, to (23 min.) Montherod^ whence we ascend on foot to the top in

25 minutes. — About V2 M. to the S.W. of Aubonne, and IV2 M. from stat.

Aubonne-Allaman, lies the finely-situated chateau of Trivelin in a large
park (1666'; Hot.-Pens., 5-T fr.)-, thence to the Signal in 40 minutes. —
The tramway goes on via La Fouly and Le Prunier-Sauhraz to (7 M. from
Allaman ; '/* ^ir.) Gimel (2395'; Union, pens, from 5 fr.), with wood-walks,
a summer-resort of the Genevese.

A road (diligence to St. Georges daily) leads to the N.W, from Eolle by
Gilly, Burtigny, and Longirod to (9 M.) St. Georges (3100' ; inn) and over the
(4 M.) Col du Marchairuz (4767' ; Inn) to (41/2 M.) Le Brassus (p. 23i). Between
St. Georges and the Col we enjoy charming views of the Lake of Geneva
and the Rhone Valley down to the Fort de TEcluse, and beyond the Col
we overlook the Lac de Joux and the Dent de Vaulion.

The bank of the lake between Rolle and Lausanne is somewhat
flat. On a promontory lies the village of St. Prex ; then, in a wide
bay, Merges (*H6t. du Montblanc, pens, from 5 fr. ; *H6t. du Port;

Couronne), a busy little town (pop. 4100), with a harbour and an

old chateau now used as an arsenal. Good lake-baths. From Merges
we obtain a fine view of *Mont Blanc in clear weather through a

valley on the S. bank.
From Moeges to Bi£ee, 12 M., railway in IV* hr. ; 1 fr. 90 or 1 fr. 35c.

— The line ascends the valley of the Morges to (2 M.) Vvfflens , at the
foot of the mediaeval chateau of that name, with its tower ISO' in height,
said to have been erected by Queen Bertha (p. 229). Describing a wide
bend towards the W. , we next pass the stations of Bussy, Yens (beyond
which, to the left, is the chateau of Chavdoney. with a beautiful view of
the Lake of Geneva and the Savoy Alps), Apples (branch-line to L'lsle). and
Ballens. — 12 M. Biere (2285'; pop. 1345; E6t. Guillmme Tell) is a con-
siderable village, with large ban-acks and an artillery training-camp, situ-

ated on a plateau at the base of Mont Tendre. Carriage-road hence to

the (8V2 M.) Col du Marchairuz (see above).

The steamer next reaches the station oiSt. Sulpice, and then—
Ouchy (1230'), formerly called Rive, the port of Lausanne.
Hotels. 'Hotel Beaukivage. with pleasant garden, baths, etc., E., L., &

A. 41/2-7, dej. 31/2- D. 5, pens. 10-16 fr.; *H6t. du Chateau, near the steam-
boat-pier, a castellated building with view-tower (lift), R., L., <fc A. 3-6,

B. 11/2, de'j. 31/2, D. 5, pens, from 9 fr. ; *H6t. d'Angleteere, E., L., & A.
21/2-4, B. 11/4, D. 4, pens. 6-9 fr. ; *H6t. du Poet, plain, all on the lake.
Pens, du Chalet, Avenue Roseneck; Pens, la Peixtanni6re (4-5 fr.). —
Lake Baths, well equipped, 1/2 M. to the W. of the landing-place; bath
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50 c, with towels, etc. — Boat 80 c. per botir (on Sun. 1 fr.), or with boat-
inan 172 fr.

The Eaixwat Station of the Jura-Simplon line (p. 267) is y^ M. from
Ouehy, and Lansanne lies fully V2 M. higher. Cable Tramway CFunicu-
laire) from Ouchy to Lausanne in 8 min., every 1/4 hr. in .summer (fare 50
or 25 c, return-ticket 80 or 40 c). The station at Ouchy is 3 min. from the
pier; station at Lausanne, called- Gare du Flon\ under the Grand-Pont

;

intermediate stations: Joi-dils, Montriond. and Ste. iwce (-Gare'), the latter
near the Jura-Simplon station. — Poi'terage of small articles to or from
the steamer 10 c. ; trunk 20c.; if over lOOlbs. 30c.

Lausanne. — Hotels. ^^Hotel Gibbon (PI. a ; E, 4). R., L., & A. 31/2-7,

B. 1' 2, dej. 31/25 D- 5, pens, in winter 6-9 fr. ; in the garden behind the din-
ing-room the historian Gibbon wrote the last part of his great work in 1787.
Hot. R1CHE-3I0NT (PI. b; D, E, 5j, with pleasant grounds, E., L., & A. 4-6,
lunch 3, D. 5, pens, from 10 fr. ; "Hot.-Pens. Beau-S£;joue, Avenue de la
Gare, R. from 3, D. 31/2, pens, from 6V2 fr. : '^Faucos (Pl. c ; F, 3), R., L.,

& A. 31/2-5, B. 11/2. D. 4, pens. 6-10 fr. ; Hot. Continentalet de la Gabe, op-
posite the rail, station, R. 21/2-6, D. 31/2, pens. 8-12 fr. ; ==H6t. Tebminus,
in connection with the railwav restaurant (p. 257). R.. L.. & A. 21/2-6, B.
11/4, D. 31/2, pens. 8-12 fr. ; 'Hot. du Geand-Pont (PI. d; E, 4), near the
bridge, R., L., & A. 21/2-4, B. I1/4, D. 31/2, S. 3 fr. ; Hot. -Pens. Ste. Luce, at
the station, E. 2V2-3. D. 3, pens. 6-8 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Beau-Site et du
BELVEDfiEE (PI. e; D, 4), E.. L., b A. 3-5, B. I1/4, D. 31/2, S. 3, pens. 7-9 fr.;

Hot. -Pens. Victoeia, Avenue de Rumine, R.. L., & A. 21/2-4, D. 31/2,

pens, from 7 fr. ; 'Hot. du Xord (PI. f ; F, 3, 4), Rue St. Pierre, R., L., & A.
1/2-3, B. 11/4, D. 3, pens, from 8 fr. ; Hot. de Feange, well spoken of; Hotel
Bellevue, R. from 2, D. 3, pens. 7-10 fr. : Hot. des Messageeies, Place
St. Francois 4; Hot. de la Poste, Petit-Chene 4. — Pensions : Edt. National
tt Pens. Gallo^ Avenue de Beause'joar, pens, from 6 fr., well spoken of;
Campari, Route d'Ouchy, opposite the English church, 5-8 fr. ; Grancy-
Villa, alsu near the Engl, church, 5-8 fr. ; Mercanton, Ave. des Alpes, from
100 fr. per month: Fitief. at Ste. Luce (see above; 5 fr. per day), and
many others.

Restaurants: CajS-Ptestauran( de la Riponne, Place de la Riponne

;

JIdfel du Nord, H6tel du Grand-Pont, see above; Cafi de la Banque; Restau-
rant du Theatre (see below), with garden; Rail. Restauraixt^'D.^iT.; Gam-
hrinus (beer). Rue Haldimand ; Brasserie de Lausanne.^ Place St. Francois;
Brasierie du Musie. Place de la Riponne; Bavaria, Rue du Petit-Chene 3

;

Brasserie des Alpes, near the station.

Theatre (PI. G. 4: dramas in winter, operettas in spring), Avenue du
Theatre (with cafej.

Tramways from the rail, station (Jura-Simplon; PI. D, E, 6) through
the Avenue de la Gare and Avenue du Theatre to the Place St. Francois

;

thence by the Place Bel-Air (branch to the Gare d'Echallens), Place de la

Riponne (branch to Pontaise), round the city to the Place de la Barre
(cable-railway to the Signal, p. 2oOj and the Ecole de Me'decine (branch to

Chailly), and again to the Place St. Francois. Another line goes from the
Place St. Francois to Pally and Lutry. Fares 10-35 c. — Omnibus/rom sta-

tion to town 1 fr. ; to the steamboatat Ouchy, only if ordered. — Cabs:
with one horse, 1/2 hr., II/2, with two horses 3" fr. ; 1 hr., 8 or 5; li/*hr., 4
or 7 ; 2 hrs., 5 or 9 fr. ; from Lausanne to Ouchy 2 or 4, to the rail, station
11/2 and 3, from Ouchy to the rail. stat. 2 or 4 fr.

Booksellers, with lending library, etc. : Benda, Rue Centrale 3 ; Th.
Roussy, F. Payot. both Rue de Bourg'; Rouge, Eue Haldimand. — Pianos,
music: Foetisch frh'es, Place St. Francois 2; Schreiber, Grand Pont.

English Church, Avenue de Grancy. Scottish Free Church, Eue Eu-
mine. Wesleyan Church. Eue du Valentin, Place de la Eiponne.

British Consul, Mr. Alfred Galland.

Lausanne (1690'
;
pop. 38,119), the Lausonium of the Romans,

now capital of the Canton de Vaud, occupies a beautiful and com-
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manding situation on the terraced slopes of Mont Jorat, oversha-

dowed by its cathedral on one side, and its castle on the other. The
new quarters are handsome, but the interior of the town, with its

hilly and irregular streets, is less prepossessing. The two quarters

are connected by the handsome Grand-Pont (135 yds. long), also

named Pont Pichard after its builder (1839-44). The valley of the

Flon, spanned by the bridge, has been partly filled up and built

over. A nearly level street, passing the castle and cathedral, skirts

the town and leads under the castle to the N. by a tunnel, 50 paces

long. Lausanne possesses excellent schools ; the College, founded

in 1806, was erected into a University in 1891.

The *Cathedral (PI. E, 2 ; Prot.), built in 1235-75, and con-

secrated by Pope Gregory X. in presence of Rudolph of Hapsburg, is

a simple but massive Gothic edifice. Since 1875 it has been under
restoration from plans by Viollet-le-Duc (d. 1879). The terrace on
which it stands is approached from the Place de la Palud by a new
and winding street, or by 160 steps. The church is open in sum-
mer on week-days, 9-12 and 1-4; at other hours, adm. 30 c. each

person. Bell for the sacristan by the entrance.
The *Inteeioe (352' long, 150' wide) is remarkable for its symmetry.

The vaulting of the nave, 62' high, is supported by 20 clustered columns
of different designs. Above the graceful triforium is another arcade, which
serves as a framework for the windows. The choir contains a semicircular
colonnade. In the arcades of the choir-ambulatory appears an ancient form
of pilaster, a relic of the Burgundian-Romanesque style. The beautiful but
sadly damaged rose-window, the sculptured portals, and the carved choir-
stalls (completed in 1509) at the S. wall also merit inspection. (The W.
portal is being restored; the S. portal was restored in 1884.) Above the
centre of the church rises a slender tower (213'), erected in 1874. The finest

MoNUJtENTs are those of Otho of Grandson, who fell in 1398 in a judicial
duel with Gerard von Estavayer (hands on the cushion, a symbol of the
ban; statue accidentally deprived of its hands); Bishop Guillaume de Men-
thonex (d. 1406) ; the Russian Princess Catherine Orloff (d. 1782) ; the Duchess
Caroline of Courland (d. 1783) ; Henrietta Stratford-Canning (d. 1818), first

wife of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe, then ambassador in Switzerland (by
Bartolini) ; Countess Wallmoden Gimborn (d. 1783), mother of the Baroness
of Stein, the wife of the celebrated Prussian minister. The wall of the N.
transept bears a tablet to Major Davel, executed in 1723 for attempting to

free the Vaudois from the dominion of Bern. — In 1536 a famous Disputation
took place in this church, in which Calvin, Farel, and Viret participated, and
which resulted in the separation of Vaud from the Romish Church, and the
overthrow of the supremacy of Savoy.

Fine views from the Terrace (1735'), formerly the churchyard,

of the town, the lake, and the Alps of Savoy, and (more extensive)

from the church-tower (137'); also from the terrace of the old epis-

copal Palace (Eveche; now cantonal offices), higher up. The Bishop s

Hall contains old carved furniture and stained-glass windows.
The Cantonal Museum (PI. E, 2; free on Wed. and Sat. 10-12

& 1-4, Sun. 11-12 & 1-3
; at other times 50 c. ; two or more pers.

30 c. each), in the College near the cathedral, contains natural history

collections , a valuable collection of freshwater conchylia, presented

by M. de Charpentier (d. 1855), relics from Aventicum (p. 229)
and Vidy, the ancient Lausanne, interesting antiquities from lake-
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dwellings, coins, medals, etc. The same "building contains the Can-
tonal Library (120.000 vols.).

The MusEE Ablaud (PI. D, 3 ; Sun. 11-2, Wed. and Sat. 10-4;

at other times, 50 c, each pers. more 30 c), in the Riponne opposite

the corn-hall (Halle aux bles)^ contains a small picture-gallery.

On the groundfloor is a room with paintings by £octo«. On the staircase

:

Eoller, Cattle-pond. — First Floor. In the room to the left: Domeniehino^
Joseph's Dream; Carracci . Joseph cast into the pit; Jouvenet. Healing of the
man with the palsy; Gleyre , Execution of Major Davel (see below and
p. 249), Adam and Eve, Divico's victory over the Romans, etc. In the room
to the right: Anker. Xew-born child: Calame. Lake of Brienz; Diday, Well-
horn, Fall of the Eeichenbach; Girardet . Return from the mountain
pasture; Mvyden^ Hide-and-seek; Voutier. Sabbalh morning; Burnand, Bull.

On the MoNTBExoN, a hill immediately to the "W. of the town,

with its fine avenues and charming view of the lake, is situated the

handsome new TribunalFediral (PI. C, 4, 5), or supreme court of

appeal for the whole of Switzerland, designed hy Ptecordon.

The Blind Asylum (Asile des Aveugles), to the W. of the town
(PL A, 3), was founded by Mr. Haldimand (d. 1862). who amassed

a fortune in England, and Mile, de Cerjat. — In the Champ de VAir

(PL F, 1), to the N.E., the highest point in the town, are the

HopiTAL Cantonal (250 beds), the Viticole (wine-growing) and
Meteorologique stations, and an Ecole d' Agriculture,

The •Signal (2125'). V4hr. above the castle, is a famous point of view.
Cable-tramway from the Place du Vallon (near the Pi. de la Barre) to the
top in 3 min. Pedestriacs cross the Place de la Barre (PL E, 1) and follow
the road straight on for about 1(X) paces ; then ascend to the right by a
paved path and flights of steps to the carriage-road, and follow this to the
right till the hut with the trigonometrical pyramid and grounds are seen
on the right. At the top are a restaurant and chalet-pension. The view
embraces a great part of the lake, the Diablerets, Grand Moeveran, etc.

;

Mont Blanc is not visible, but is seen from the Grandes Roches (1/2 hr. from
the town, to the right of the Yverdon road). — A pleasant way back from
the Signal is through the wooded valley of the Flon, on the E. side of the
hill, and then by the Rue des Eaux to the Place de la Barre. Cab from
the town to the Signal, and thence to the station, 5 fr.

From Lausanne to Eeechee, I2V2 M,, narrow-gauge railway (i hr.

27 min.). Near (2 M.) Jouxtens-Cerp, the second station, is a large lunatic

asylum (Asile des Alie'ne's). S^/i M. £'c^/o/ZeH« (20(34' : pop. 10S9; ^Balances),

a thriving little town: old castle, now a boys' school. — I2V2 M. Bercher.

The slopes rising to the E. of Lausanne are named La Vaux^ and

yield good wine. Above the station of Fully., on the hillside, is the

lofty viaduct crossing the Paudeze (p. 229), below which is the bridge

of the Martigny Railway (p. 258); above Lutry (Hot. Continental

et de la Gare) is the viaduct near La Conversion, mentioned at

p. 229. The amphitheatre of mountains becomes grander as the

steamboat proceeds : the Rochers de Terraux, Dent de Jaman. Ro-

chers de Naye, Tour d'Ai, Tour de Mayen, Grand Moeveran, Dent
de Morcles, and Dent du Midi ; between these, to the S., Mont Ca-

togne , and in the background the snowy pyramid of the Grand
Combin. — Cully (*H6t. de la Yille), the next station, is noted

for its wine; on the quay is an obelisk in memory of Major Davel

(p. 249), a native of this place. — Then Rivaz-St-Saphorin.
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Vevey. — Steamboat Piers: (1) Corsier., to the W., near the Grand •

Hotel; (2) Vevey-MarcM., at the town itself; (3) Vevey-la-Tour., to the E.,

near the Grand Hotel Aw Lac. — Bail-way Station (Buffet), on the N. side

of the town. For excursions to the E. (Montreux, etc.) the station oi La
Tour de Peilz (p. 253) is more convenient.

Hotels. *H6tel des Teois Couronnes (Monnet), on the Quai Perdonnet,

R., L., & A. 3-10, B.IV2, lunch 3, D. 5, pens. 8V2-I5 fr. •, *Gkand Hotel, to

the W. of the town, on the right bank of the Veveyse, with lift, large

grounds, swimmina; and other baths (closed in winter), R., L., & A. 41/2-IO,

B. IV2, dej. 31/2, i>- 5, pens, from 10 fr. ; *Grand Hotel du Lac, on the

Quai Sina, R., L., & A. 31/2-6, dej. 3, 1). 41/2, pens. 7-12 fr., cheaper from

Nov. to April; *H6t.-Pens. d'Angleteree, R., L., & A. 21/2-51/2, D. 4,

pens. 6-10 fr. -Hot, Moosek (p. 253); •'Hot.-Pens. du Chateau, pens. 6-12 Ir.,

on the lake, with gardens and lake-view; *H6tel du Pont et Terminus,
at the station, with garden, R. 2-3, B. 1, D. 3 fr, ; *Trois Rois, not far

from the station, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1, D. 3 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. de Fa-
MiLLE, opposite the station, R. I1/2-2 fr., B, 80 c, D. IV2, pens. 4fr.;

'Hotel de la Gaee, plain. — Pensions, see p. 253.

Cafes. -Ca/^ du Lac (Munich beer), Bellevue, both on the quay; Caf4

du TMdti'e. — Restaurant of the Hot. d''Angleterre, Quai Sina; Cercle du Li-

man^ with reading-room and a large garden on the lake (open to stranger.-;).

Lake Baths at the W. end of the town, near the Gr. -Hotel, on the

new quay. Warm Baths at Fuchs, Quai Sina, adjoining the Hot. du Lac.

Post and Telegraph Office, Place de TAncien Port. — Bankers : Cridit

du Liman, Rue du Lac ; A. Cuinod-Churchill, Place du Marche 21.

Omnibus from the station to the hotels 20, box 10c. ; to La Tour de

Peilz 30, box 15 c. ; to Chexbres from the post-office 1 fr. (see p. 214). —
Cab with one horse, per drive in the town I1/2, with two horses 2fr.

:

Va hr. l'/2 or 2 fr., 1 hr. 3 or 4 fr., for every 1/2 hr. more 1 or I1/2 fr. From
the station to Montreux 7 fr.

Electric Tramway from Vevey to Clarens, Montreux, and Chillon every

10 min. from 6.30 a.m. (every 20 min. in the evening), in 1 hr. (fares 10-60 c).

Numerous stations.

Ro-wing Boats 1 fr. per hr.; with one rower 2, with two rowers 3 fr. ;

to Chillon 6 or 10 fr.; to St. Gingolph (p. 25i) same charges; to Meillerie

(p. 272) with two rowers 12, with three rowers 15 fr.

Booksellers. Schlesmger, Hotel Monnet (also music, etc.); Vodoz, Rue
du Lac. Pianos at Ratzenherger''s (also at Montreux and Bex) ; Foetitchfrhrest

Rue d'ltalie. — Theatre, Rue du Theatre, behind the Grande Place, to

the right.

United States Consular Agent, Mr. William Gii^nod.

English Church, at the E. end of the town (p. 252),

Feuey (1263'; pop. 10,482), Ger. Fm3,tlie Fi62scus of the Romans,

situated mainly on the left bank of the Veveyse, near its influx into

the lake, is the second town in the Canton de Vaud, and has

considerable manufactories of tobacco, infants' food, and chocolate.

It is the scene of Rousseau's famous romance, the 'Nouvelle Heloise'

(1761). Vevey commands a beautiful view of the head of the lake,

with the mouth of the Rhone and, in the background, the Alps of the

Valais, particularly the Mont Catogne (the 'Sugar Loaf) and the

mountains near the Great St. Bernard ; to the right, the jagged,

snow-covered Dent du Midi; to the left, the Dent de Morcles ; on

the S. bank of the lake, the rocks of Meillerie, overshadowed by the

spurs of the Dent d'Oche; and then, to the left, at the foot of the

Grammont, St. Gingolph (p. 272). Near the pier of Vevey-Marche'

are the turreted Chateau Couvreu (beautiful garden , open to the

public; fee to gardener) and the Promenade de VAile (band in sum-
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luer). The Quais Sina and Perdonnet , to the E., with the pier of

Vevey-la-Tour, afford a beautiful walk, sheltered from the N. wind.

Ascending the market-place, with the Theatre to the right, and
then the Rue de Lausanne, we reach the Railway Station, to the

E. ofwhich are the Russian Chapel with its gilded dome and the hand-
some new Musee (paintings and natural history collections, library).

The road passing the Russian chapel and crossing the railway leads

to the Church of St. Mabtin, erected in 1498, on a hill C-Ter-

rasse du Panorama' ) outside the town, surrounded by lime and
chestnut trees, and commanding a charming, but limited view.

Service in summer only (organ-concerts).
In this church repose the remains of the regicides Ludlow {'potestatii

arbitrariae oppugnator acerrimus\ as the marble tablet records) and Brough-
ton. The latter read the sentence to King Charles Cdignatus fuit senten-

tiarn regis regum pro/ari., quam ob causam expulsus patria sua' is the in-

scription). Charles II. on his restoration demanded the extradition of the
refugees, a request with which the Swiss government firmly refused to comply.
Ludlow's House, which stood at the E. end of the town, has been removed to

make way for an addition to the Hotel du Lac. The original inscription by
himself, 'Omne solum forti patria\ was purchased and removed by one of his

descendants. A new memorial tablet was erected in 1887 on the Quai Sina.

At the E. end of the town are the Roman Catholic Church and the

English Church. The tower among the trees on the lake farther on^

the Tour de Peilz (Turris Peliana), said to have been built by Peter

of Savoy in the 13th cent., was once used as a court of justice, and
afterwards as a prison. The neighbouring chateau of M. Sarasin con-

tains a collection of ancient weapons and furniture.

The chateau of Hauteville (1660'), 2 M. to the N.E. of Vevey, with an
admirably kept park, commands a beautiful view from the terrace and the
temple (fee to the gardener). In the same direction, 2 M. higher, is the
mediaeval chateau of Blonay (2118'), which has belonged the family of that

name for centuries. The road from Hauteville to Blonay passes through the
villages of St. Ligier and La ChUsaz, several houses in which are adorned
with clever sketches by A. Beguin, a native of the place, now an artist in

Paris. In returning we may descend by a path to the right beyond the
bridge (finger-post : 'Montreux 5 kil'.) to the road below, which leads to

(1 M.) Ghailly (p. 253). the bridge of (1 M.) Tavel, below the Chdteau des
Cretes (p. 253), and (i,

4 M.) the Clarens station. — About 1 hr. to the N.E.
of Blonay are the Pleiades (4488') , a famous point of view , commanding
the Lake of Geneva, Mont Blanc, etc. (auberge 20 min. from the top), at the
E. base of which, 3/4 hr. from the top. are the small sulphur-baths of UAlliaz
(3428'; Pens, des Bains, 41/2 fr. : Pens. Cochard, 4-5 fr.). L'Alliaz is 6 M.
by road from Vevey, a drive of IV2 hr, (carr. and pair 25 fr.).

Other interesting excursions may be taken to the Mont Pelerin (3555'),

2 hrs. to the N.W., beyond Chardonne; splendid view from the top (mountain
railway and hotel projected). — To the Signal de Chexbres, seep. 228; from
Chexbres a new road, the *Corniche du Liman^ skirts the hillside (beautiful
views) and descends by Epesses to (3V4 M.) Lufry (p. 250). — To Chdtel

St. Denis (p. 266) roads lead on both banks of the Veveyse (9 M. ; electric
tramway projected). — To the Mont de Gourze (3050'), "from Cully (p. 250)
11/2 hr. ;"

to Jongny (Hot. Bellevue), 1 hr. to the N. of Vevey, etc. — To
St. Gingolph (p. 272 ; IV2 hr. by boat), on foot to Novel, and thence to the
top of the Blanchard (p. 272). — To Fribourg, see R. 62.

On the lake, 3 M. from Yevey, lies the village of Clarens {English

Church, on the road to Vernex), immortalised by Rousseau. On a
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height to the N.W. rises the Chateau des Cretes (1498'), vnth its

pleasant grounds, and a beautiful view from the terrace (visitors ad-
mitted by the gardener in the absence of the owner). Adjoining it

is a chestnut copse, called the ^Bosquet de Julie'; but Rousseau's

'Bosquet' has long since disappeared. Splendid view from above Cla-

rens, near the churchyard; at Tavel, ^W^r. to the N., is the old

chateau of Chdtelard (1645'; no admission). To the S.W., in the

lake, opposite the ViUas Dubochet (see below), is the Roche des

Mouettes., an artificial island with gardens.

Pensions (p. xviii) abound on this favourite S.E. bay of the Lake of
Geneva. The best-know^n are here mentioned in their order from Vevcy.
Charges often raised in the busy season.

At Vevey: 'Bdt.-Pens. du Chateau, see p. 251; "Pens. Beau-S&jour, at

the back of the town, suitable for ladies, 5-6 fr, ; ^Hdt.-Pens. Mooser. at

Chemenin, 10 min. above Vevey, charming view (6-10 fr.); Pens. Floren-
tine; ""Hdt.-Pens. Comte, 6-8 fr. ; ""Pens, des Alpes. — At St. Legieb, 3 1)1.

above Vevey (see p. 252): 'Pens. Richemond (English landlady; 5 fr.) ; Pens.

Biguin. — At Blonat (IV2 lir.; see p. 252): Pens. Veuve Francey.

Near Clarens, 'ad Basset': "^Hdt.-Pens. Ketterer, sheltered (6-8 fr.)

;

lake-baths adjacent. This is the beginning of the region vrhich, being shel-

tered from the 'Bise' or bitter N. wind , is often recommended to persons
v^ith delicate lungs as a winter-residence. The gay cluster of 22 villas

near Clarens was built and fitted up by M. Dubochet of Paris (d. 18T7j,
at a cost of 2V2 million francs. They now belong to Mr. J. Guichard, and
are let furnished for 3 months or upwards at rents varying from 4000 to

8000 fr. per annum (apply to the 'regisseur', at Villa No. 6). — At Claeens :

on the left. Hdt.-Pens. Beausite (Moser); on the right, Eot.-Pens. Verte-Rive
(5-7 fr.)-, on the left, ^Pens. Sans-Sonci (4V2-5V2fr.) ; on the right, 'HdtelRoth,
with a garden on the lake (6-10 fr.). At the station : ''Eot.-Pens. des Cretes
(5-6 fr.); -Hdt.-Pens. du Chdtelard (moderate). — At Baugt (1545'), 10 min.
above Clarens, Pens. Baugy (41/2 fr.). At Chailly (1600'), 6 min. farther on,
'Pens. Mury, with garden; Pens, la Colline. At Bkent, V4 hr. farther up,
Pens. Dufour. At Chakxex (1825'), I72 M. above Clarens, E6t.-Pens. Dupuis;
Pens- Dufour-Cochard. At Chaulin: "Reunion des Amis., unpretentious, —
Between Clarens and Vernes (all on the lake) : to the left, ^Grand-E6i. Roy,
with pleasant garden (R., L., & A. 4-8, B. IV4, D, 4, pens. 7-12 fr.); ""Edl.-

Pens. Mirabeau (5-8 fr.) ; to the right, Pens. Clarenzia ; 'E6t. Continental, with
garden on the lake, E,., L., & A. from 5, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 8-15 fr.

;

"Edt.-Pens. Lorius (two houses ; 7V2 fr. and upwards), vdth tine garden.

At Montreux - Vernex : To the left of the pier: '^ Grand-Edtel Monney
& Beau-Sijour, R., L., & A. from 3V2, B. IV2, lunch 3. D. 4, pens, from
8 fr. ; "Cygne., with three dependances and a garden on the lake. R.. L., &
A. 4-8,' dej. 3, D. 41/2. pens. 7-10 fr, ; ''Pens. Pilivet, 6V2fr., with garden
on the lake; "Edt.-Pens. Suisse, on tlxe left side of the road, with a garden
on the lake, R., L., & A. 2-81/2, B. IV4, D. 0I/2, pens, from 6 fr. At the
station, "ECt.-Pens. Bellevue, 5'/2-8 fr. ; "^Edtel de la Gare, R.. L., <fe A. 2-3,

D. 3 fr. ; E6(. Victoria <t Pens. Burlier, R. 2, B. 1. D. 21/2, pens. 6 fr, ; E6t.
de Montreux, R. from IV2, B. 1, S. incl. wine 2 fr, ; "Eot. Central, R. IV2-2,
B, 1, D. 2, pens. 4 fr. ; Pens. Depallens, 4-5 fr, — In the Avenue de Belmont,
12 min, to the N, of the station, 'E6t. Belmont, with open view, R. 2V2-6,
B. IV2, D. 5, pens. 6V2-I2 fr. ; *Villa Versen (Mr. & Mrs. Macey), pens.
5-6 fr. — By the pier, Eot. Mitropole; E6t. International; Edt.-Restaurant
Tonhalle, for single gentlemen, R, 2, D. 3 fr, ; Edt. du Pare & Restaurant
Nicodet (see below), R. from 2, B. IV4, D. 21/2 fr. — Beer at the Tonhalle.
Cafi des Alpes, and at Nicodet's (all near the pier); also at the Cafi de
Clarens and the Buffet de la Gare at Territel. — Confectioners: Cavi/'.

Zurcher. — Enquiry Office, opposite the Cursaal. — English Doctor: Dr.
Tucker Wise, Villa Champod, Bon Port. — American Dentist: /. /. Patter-
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son, Grand' Rue 74. — Chemists: Buhrer at Clarens; Engelmarm at Territet;
Schopfer, Rouge, Rapin <k Schmidt at Montrenx. — Booksellers : Schlesinger,

Faist. Reading Rooms and Lending Libraries at Benda^s and Faisfs. —
Boarding and Day School for Girls (highly recommended): Mile. Hil'ene
Gventher, Ave. du Cursaal 17. — Visitors" Tax (after a week's residence)

:

one pers. 1, l'/2, or 2 fr. per week, two pers. I1/2, S^/z, or 3, three pers.

2, 31/2, or 4 fr. The visitor receives a ticket admitting him to the Cursaal;
but a special ticket is required for balls, concerts, theatrical perfor-
mances, etc. — Enquiry Office opposite the Cursaal.

In BoNPOET, on the Territet road (where the Cursaal is on the right,

music daily at 3 and 8 p.m.; adm. Ifr. ; weekly subscription, see above),
on the lake, farther to the S.E. : on the right. Hot. du L4man, ''Hot. des
Palmiers (7-8 fr.) ; H6t. Richemond dt Pens, des Fougeres (6-12 fr.) ; on the left,

*H6t. de Paris (7-12 fr.); Hot. Pens. Maison Blanche; "Pens. Villa Wilhelma
(4-61/2 fr.), a religious establishment for ladies ; 'H6t.-Pent. det Bains, by the
Cursaal, R. from 2, D. 3, S. 21/2, pens, from 6 fr. ; -Hdtel National, with
a terrace high above the lake, R., L., & A. 4-8, lunch 3, D. 41/2, pens. 8-15 fr.

On the right, Hdt.-Pens. Beaurivage, ''Hdt.-Pens. Brever (R., L., <fe A. 3-8,

T>. 4, pens. 7-15 fr.), both with gardens on the lake-, ''Pens. Villa EliHibeth

(4-8 fr.); "Hdi.-Pens. Bonport (R., L., & A. 372, pens. 7-14 fr.). The last

six, 1/2 M. from the Montreux station and 1/2 M. from the Territet station,

command a fine view. To the left, higher up, "Hdt. de Hollande, R. 3-5,

lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 7-12 fr. — In the village of Les Planches, 1/2 M. from
the lake and the station: "Hdt.-Pens. Vauiier, 6-10 fr. ; "Pens. Visinand;
*Pens. Mooser, 5-6 fr. ; "Pens. Biensis, 5-7 fr., all with view.

nr^At Territet fjust to the E. of stat. Territet-Glion) : "H6t. des Alpes
et Grand Hotel, R. 5-6, lunch 3, D. 5, pens, from 10 fr., an extensive estab-
lishment with handsome rooms, cold-water cure, and terraced grounds
with a fine view. "Hdtel Mont-Fleuri (1980'), finely situated higher up,
6-10 fr. — To the left, "Hotel d'Angleterre, 6-8 fr. ; to the right, "H6t.
Bristol, 6-8 fr.; "H6t.-Pens. Richelieu, 61/2-81/2 fr. , with garden and view.

At Veytaux: "Hotel Bonivard, R., L., & A. 3-5, lunch 3, D. 4, pens.
7-12 fr.; "Hdt.-Pens. Masson, higher up, 5-7 fr.; *H6t.-Pens. Chillon, near the
castle, 5-7 fr. — Between Chillon and Villenedve, the handsome "HStel
Byron, finely situated, 7-9 fr. (omnibus from the Villeneuve station, p. 258).

At Glion (1970'; cable-railway, see p. 255): "Hotel du Righi-Vaudois,S-
15 fr. ; "Hdtel Victoria, 8-14 fr.; "Hdt.-Pens. de Glion (6-8 fr.), all with gar-

dens; "Hdt. Bellevue et du Pare, 6-1 fr. ; "Hdt.-Pens. Champ -Fleury (1-iiir.);

Hdt.-Pens. du Midi; these usuallv closed in winter. — Above Glion, "Grand
H6t. de Caux; "Grand-Hdt. de Naye (p. 255).

Most of these pensions receive passing travellers at hotel-charges, but
in autumn they are generally full. The Grape Cuke begins at the end of
September and lasts a month. The Narcissus Festival, celebrated at Mon
treux in May, is a pretty sight.

English Chdech at Territet, daily services from Oct. to June; three
services on Sun. during the whole year. Subscription library in the Parish
Room ('St. John's Institute') next the church. There is also an English
Church at Glion. — Pkesbtteeian Chdkch at Montreux-Vernex, Rue de la

Gare (Sun. 10.30 am. and 4p.m.).

Clarens, Charnex, Vernex, Glion, Colonges, Veytaux^ and the other

villages which lie scattered about, partly on the lake and partly on

the hillside, are collectively called Montreux (pop. 12,700). The
parish of Montreux, which extends to the Dent de Jamaii, is divided

into three parts, Le Chdtelard, Les Planches, and Veytaux, by the

brook (Baye) of Montreux and the Verraye. The central point is the

town of Montreux -Vernex, on the lake, with railway-station and

pier, quays with gardens, a large covered market on the lake, and,

5 mill, to the S., a Cursaal, with pleasant grounds (see p. 254),
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opposite which is the Roman Catholic Church, in the Romauesque
style. Ahout 1/9 M. higher np, at the foot of the hill, lies the vil-

lage of Les PlancheSj separated from Sates, to the W., by the Baye

de Montreux, which descends from the Gorge dn Chauderou (see

below) and is spanned by the handsome *Pont de Montreux, 100'

high (electric cable-line from the Oursaal in 5 min.). Above Les
Planches rises the quaint old Church of Montreux, the shady terrace

in front of which commands a superb and far-famed *View. On
the terrace is a bust of Dean Bridel, a popular author, who was

pastor at Montreux in the first half of the present century.

ExcuBsioxs FROM MosTKEUx (electric tramway from Chillon to Vevey,
see p. 251). Chief excursion to •Glion and the *Rochees de Kaye. To
Glion (2270'; Hotels, see p. 254) a cable-tramway (-Chemindeferfuniculaire')
ascends in 9 min., starting from the Territet-Glion station on the Jura-Sim-
plon Railway C^i trains daily: fare 1, return-ticket lV2fr.). The line, con-

structed by Hr. Pdggenbach, is about 750 yds. long, the maximum gradient
being 1 : l^i*. At the top is a Buffet-Restau rant, which commands a delightful

survey of the upper end of the Lake of Geneva and the mountains enclos-

ing it. Pleasant way back through the Gorge du Chauderon (see below) to

the village of Montreux in 1 hr. (enquire for beginning of path). . .;

-Feom Glion to Xate, 4V2M., rack-and-pinion railway in li/shr. (return-
fare IOV2 fr- •> from Territet to Naye and back 12 fr.). The station adjoins
that of the 'Funiculaire' to the right. The line is carried under the houses
of Glion by a tunnel, beyond which, to the left, we look down into the

deep Gorge du Chauderon (see belowj; above are the village of ^Scw^ter and
the reservoir of the Montreux electric works. We ascend through mea-
dows and pass over a viaduct, enjoying a fine view to the left of Mon-
treux and the Lake of Geneva and of the large Hotel des Avants below us
(see below). Ascending more rapidly, we pass through a cutting and the
curved tunnel of Tremblex (147 yds. long) to the E. side of the ridge and
the (IV4 M.) station of Caux (3457; buffet). Above is the -Grand Hotel de
Caux (3610'; R., L., & A., 3-10, B. IV2, lunch 31/2, D- 5, pens, from 71/2 fr.

;

Engl. Ch. Serv.), commanding a splendid view of the lake and the Alps.
— We now skirt the N. end of the valley of the Veraye (to the right, the
Dent de Merdasson and the Rochers de Naye) and beyond the chalets of
Myoux pass again to the N. side of the ridge, where the conical Dent de

Jaman (6493') suddenly appears. The line ascends rapidly to the ridge
(5593') between Jaman and Naye, and passes through a tunnel (82 yds.)

to the (33/4 M.) station of Jaman (5708'; buffet), in the sequestered Combe
d'Amont, at the foot of the Bent de Jaman (6165'; ascent in V2 hr., easy
and attractive). To the left below is the small iac de Jaman (5144'; to

the Col de Jamau^ see p. 267). Farther on we are carried over a narrow
arete, commanding the Lake of Geneva to the right and the mountains
of the Gruyere to the left. We then pass through the rocks of the
Rochers de Xave by a tunnel (6055'; 267 vds.), and ascend round the up-
permost valley "to the (41/2 M.) station oi Naye (6485'; 'Grand Hotel, R. 3-6.

B. IV2, D. 4, pens. 8-12 fr.), 230' (10 min.) below the summit of the *Rochers
de Naye (6708'). The splendid view (panorama 1 fr. 80 c.) commands the
Bernese Alps (Wetterhorn, Eiger, Monch, Jungfrau, Finsteraarhorn), the
Alps of the Canton de Vaud (Diablerets. (>rand-Moeveran, Tour de Mayen,
and Tour d'Ai^, part of the Valais (Grand Combin, Dent du Midi) and
Savoy Alps (Aiguille dArgentiere. Aig. Verte). and the whole Lake of Ge-
neva. Close to the hotel is the Jardin Alpestre of the Montreux Botanical
Society (adm. 30 c).

To the *G-orge du Chauderon , a wooded ravine between Glion and
Sonzier, watered by the Baye de Montreux (p. 254). From the bridge of

Montreux to the head uf the gorge, and back, 1 hr., or returning by Glion
2 hours. —Les Avants (3188'; 'Hdtel des Avants, pens. 7-12 fr.; English
Church), a charmingly situated health-resort for both summer and winter
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lies l3/i br.'s drive from Montreux via Charnex and Chaulin (diligence from
Montreux railway-station twice daily in 2 hrs., returning in 1 hr. ; fares,

up 3, down 2, return-ticket 4 fr. •, carriage with one horse 12, and pair

20 fr.). Les Avants may also be reached by the beautiful new road via
Glion and through the Qorge du Chauderon in 2 hrs., or on foot from Mon-
treux via Somier (Maison Blanche, moderate) in IV2 hr. The fields of nar-

cissus at Les Avants are a lovely sight in early summer. From Les Avants
to the top of Moni Cuhli (3910'J, with charming view (comprising Mont-
blanc), 1 hr. (from Montreux direct 2 hrs.); Dent de Jaman (6165'), via the

Col de Jaman (p. 267), 2V^ hrs., etc. — By Charnex and Chaulin, or via

Les Avantt and the Col de Sonloup to the Bains de VAlliaz and the PUiades
(4475'), returning by Blonay (p. 252), 8 hrs. — By Aigle to the Ormonts, see

R. 67. — To Villars, see p. 25S. — To the Pissevache and Gorges du Trienl

(p. 262) by railway, and back, in one day.

Stat. Territet-Chillon (*H6t. des Alpes, etc. ; see p. 264'), op-

posite the railway-station of Territet- Glion (p. 258). The *Ca8tle

of Chillon, with its massive walls and towers, 3/4 M. from the pier

1/4 M. from Stat. Veytaux - Chillon) , stands on an isolated rock

22 yds. from the bank, with which it is connected by a bridge.

Above the entrance (adm. 50 c. ; tickets at the entrance; closed

12-1.30 and after 7p.m.) are the arms of the Canton de Vaud. The
interior has lately been thoroughly restored.

'Chillon I thy prison is a holy place.

And thy sad floor an altar, — for "'twas trod,

Until his very steps have left a trace,

Worn, as if the cold pavement were a sod.

By Bonivard ! — may none those marks efface.

For they appeal from tyranny to God.'

The poet quoted has invested this spot with much of the interest

which attaches to it, but it is an error to identify Bonivard, the victim
to the tyranny of the Duke of Savoy, and confined by him in these gloomy
dungeons for six years, with Byron's 'Prisoner of Chillon' (composed by
him in the Anchor Inn at Ouchy in 1817). The author calls his poem a

fable, and when he composed it he was not aware of the history of Boni-
vard , or he would, as he himself states, have attempted to dignify the

subject by an endeavour to celebrate his courage and virtue. Francis
Bonivard was born in 1496. He was the son of Louis Bonivard, Lord of

Lune, and at the age of sixteen inherited from his uncle the rich priory

of St. Victor , close to the walls ot Geneva. The Duke of Savoy having at-

tacked the republic of Geneva, Bonivard warmly espoused its cause, and
thereby incurred the relentless hostility of the Duke , who caused him to

be seized and imprisoned in the castle of Grolee, where he remained two
years. On regaining his liberty he returned to his priory , but in 1528 he
was again in arms against those who had seized his ecclesiastical revenues.
The city of Geneva supplied him with munitions of war, in return for which
Bonivard parted with his birthright, the revenues of which were applied by
the Genevese to the support of the city hospital. He was afterwards em-
ployed in the service of the republic, but in 1530 fell into the power of
his old enemy, the Duke of Savoy, who confined him in the castle of

Chillon. In 1536 he was liberated by the Bernese and Genevese forces

under Kogelin, and returning to the republic, he spent the rest of his life

as a highly respected citizen. He died in 1570 at the age of 74 years.

It is a historical fact that in 830 Louis le Debonnaire imprisoned
the Abbot Wala of Corvey, who had instigated his sons to rebellion, in

a castle from which only the sky, the Alps, and Lake Leman were visible

(Pertz, Monum, ii. p. 556); this could have been no other than the
Castle of Chillon. Count Peter of Savoy improved and fortified the castle

in the 13th cent., and it now stands much as he left it. The strong

pillars in the vaults are in the early-Romanesque style, and belonged to the
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original edifice. The Counts of Savoy often resided in the castle, and it

was afterwards converted into a state-prison. It is now under restoration.
— A fine effect is produced by the beams of the setting sun streaming
through the narrow loopholes into these sombre precincts, which are now
lighted by two small electric lamps. Among the names on the pillars

are those of Byron, Eugene Sue, George Sand, and Victor Hugo.

Between Chillon and Villenenve is the Hotel Byron (p. 254). The
He de Peilz, an islet 1/3 M. to the W. of Villenenve, was laid out and

planted with three elms a century ago, and recalls Byron's lines: —
'And then there was a little isle,

Which in my very face did smile,
The only one in view.'

In the E. bay of the lake, 1^2 M. from Chillon, lies Villeneuve

(*H6t. du Port, at the pier, plain ; Hot. de Ville), a small and ancient

walled town, the Pennilucus or Penneloci of the Romans. The 'Clos

des Moines' is a good wine grown here. (Railway-station, see p. 258.)
Footpath to Montbovon (p. 266) over the Col de la Tinitve f5340') in

41/2 hrs., to Chateau-d'CEx (p. 267J in 6 hrs.

Rail^vay Jotjeney. (The so-called 'Tramway Trains' between
Geneva, Nyon, and Lausanne stop at a great many wayside stations.)

— Geneva, see p, 232. The train runs high above the lake, over-

looking the hills on the E. bank with their numerous villas, above

which rises the long ridge of the Voirons and in clear weather Mont
Blanc. 21/2 M. C/iam6esy (station for Pregny, p. 242); dM.GenfAod-
Bellevue;'^b^l.2^. Versoix (p. 245); 8V2 M. Co-ppet (p. 245). At
(11 M.) Celigny the Dole (p. 246) becomes visible to the left.

Near (I4V2 M.) Nyon (p. 246) is the tramway-station Bois-Bougy
(*Pens. Chateau de Bois-Bougy, from 5 fr.). Farther on the line

skirts Prangins with its chateau, and then quits the lake. Near

(I7V2 M.) Gland the train crosses the Promenthouse (p. 247).
About 2 M. to the N. of Gland (omn. 4 times daily in 25 min. : one-

horse carr. 5 fr.) is the large village of Begnins (1765'; Pens. Cuendet;

Fens. Piqttet-Mtiry., unpretending), a prettily situated summer-resort, — The
village of Arzier (2895' -., Pens. Dorier., 4 fr.), situated on the slopes of the
Jura, 5 M. from Gland and 71/2 M. from Nyon (carr. 6, with two horses
10 fr.), is another summer-resort, commanding beautiful views, best from
(11/2 31.) the Villa La Violette (road to m. Cergves, 3 M., see p. 246).

20 M. Gilly-Bursinel ; 2IV2 M. RoUe (p. 247). The height to

the left is the Signal de Bougy (2910'; p. 247), a splendid point

of view, most easily reached from the next station (25 M.) Allaman
(electric tramway to Aubonne and Gimel., see p. 247).

The train crosses the Aubonne and returns to the lake. 28 M.
St. Prex; the village lies on a promontory below, to the right.

From (301/2 M.) Merges (p. 247; station 8 min. from the pier) Mont
Blanc is seen in all Its majesty in clear weather, but soon disap-

pears. In the distance, to the N.W., above the valley of the Morges^

which the train crosses here, is the chateau of Vufflens (p. 247).

The line leaves the lake, crosses the Venoge, and joins the

Neuchatel railway (p. 225). 35 V2 M. Renens.
38 M. Lausanne (*H6t. Terminus ^ Rail. Restaurant)., see p. 248.

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 17
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The train (views on tlie right) skirts the lake the greater part of

the way to Villeneuve. "We cross the Paudeze by a handsome bridge

(above which, to the left, is the lofty nine-arched viaduct of the

Freiburg line, p. 229 ),
pass through a short tunnel, and skirt the

vine-clad slopes of La Vaux (p. 260). 42 M. Lutry.

From (44 M.) Cully (p. 250) to (47 M.) Rivaz-St-Saphorin the

train runs close to the lake, then quits it, and crosses the Veveyse.

50 M. Vevey (Buffet ; p. 251) ; 501/9 M. La Tour de Peilz (p. 252) ;

52 M. Burier. Beyond a tunnel we obtain a fine view of Montreux,

Chillon, and the E. bay of the lake. 53 M. Clarens (p. 252).

54 M. Montreux - Vernex (p. 254), beyond which we again

approach the lake. 55 M. Territet - Glion (Cafe -Restaurant, and
small bazaar) is the starting-point of the cable-tramway to Glion

(p. 255). 551/2 M. Veytaux- Chillon (p. 254), 1/4 M. from the castle.

57 M. Villeneuve, p. 257. The train enters the broad and
somewhat marshy Rhone Valley, flanked with high mountains. The
Rhone flows into the lake 3 M. to the W., near Bouveret. Its grey

waters, the deposits of which have formed an extensive alluvial

tract, present a marked contrast to the crystalline azure of the same
river where it rushes through the bridges at Geneva.

The first station in the Rhone Valley is (59^/2 M.) Roche.

Part of the mountain near Yvorne (1560'), to the left, was pre-

cipitated on the village by an earthquake in 1584. Excellent wine is

grown in the gorge ('Crosex-Grille ' and 'Maison Blanche' or 'Clos

du Rocher'). To the right towers the jagged Dent du Midi (p. 273).

63 M. Aigle. — -Geand Hotel d'Aigle, 1 M. above Aigle in the

valley of the Grande-Eau, with extensive grounds, suitable for a prolonged
stay, R., L., & A. 3-8, B. IV2, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 6-12, omn. I-IV2 fr.

— =-H6t.-Pens. Beau-Site , at the station, with garden, R. 2-3, B. IV4,
lunch 2V2, D. 372, pens. 6-8 fr. — Hot.-Pexs. Victoria, next the post-

office, 3 min. from the station, R. 2-3, dej. 21/2, D. 31/2, pens. 5-7 fr. ; Hot.
DU KoRD, unpretending. — English Church (St. John the Evangelist).

Aigle (1375'; pop. 3540), a small town with a large chateau,

is prettily situated on the turbulent Grande-Eau.
The Plantour (1604'), a wooded hill 1/2 hr. to the S., with grounds,

affords charming views of the Rhone Valley.

ViLLAES, 31/4 hrs. to the E. of Aigle, 21/2 hrs. above OHon (see below), a

very favourite summer-resort, lies on the hillside, high above the right
bank of the Rhone. It is best reached from Aigle (carr. 18, with two horses
30 fr., down 25 fr., and fee; a drive of 3 hrs.; diligence twice daily in

41/2 hrs., returning in 2^/4 hrs.; fare 3 fr. 75 c). Highroad to (2 M.) Ollon
(Hotel de Ville, poor); thence a good road in numerous windings, with
fine views. Pedestrians either follow the road past the Gr.-Hot. d'Aigle,
and then ascend by a steep path, for the most part through wood, by
Panex and Les Ecovets to (2^/2 hrs.) ChesUres ; or they follow the highroad
to (2 M.) Ollon; above the village, the road to the left; after i min.,
where the track divides, follow that to the extreme right-, at (40 min.)
La Pousaz the path to the left, by the second fountain, in the middle of

the village ; 35 min. Httemoz (3307' ;
' Wems'), charmingly situated ; 40 min.

Chesiires (3970'; 'Hot. -Pens, du Chamossaire, pens 6-10 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens.
Belvedere, pens. 5-10 fr.), with beautiful view; 20 min. Villars (4166';

-Grand H6teU R., L., & A. from 31/2, B. IV2, lunch 31/2, D. 5. pens. 7-13 fr.

;
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'Grand Muveran, patronised by the French, pens. 7-10 fr. ; ""Bellevue^ a
little higher up, E., L., <fe A. 21/2-4, pens. 7-10 fir.; Pens. Victoria, 5-6 fr.;

Engl. Church). Pleasant park-like environs, affording a variety of walks,
VFith benches at the best points of view and shady spots. The air is mild
but bracing, and there is no X. or E. wind. Magnificent view of part

of the Diablereta, the Grand and Petit Moeveran, the Dent aux Favres,
Tete Noire, Dent de Morcles, the N. spurs of the Mont Blanc group with
the Glacier du Trient, the Dent du Midi, Rhone valley, etc. The finest

excursion is the ascent {2V2 hrs. ; without guide) of the *Chamossaire
(6940'), which commands a most picturesque view of the Bernese Alps, the
Weisshorn, the Diablerets, Grand Moeveran, Dent de Morcles, Mont Blanc,

Dent du Midi. Valley of the Rhone, and Sepey. The route is by a cart-

track to the (iV'2 hr.) saddle of Bretaye (5845'|; inn), and then by a path to

the left to the (1 hr.) stone signal on the summit. — From the saddle of
Bretaye a somewhat rough path (guide desirable) leads via the chalets of

Morgex and Crettaz, the Lac de Bretaye (5820'), the small Lac Xoir (5605'),

and the charming Lac des Chavonnes (5470' •, inn) to (IV2 hr.) La Forclaz
(4144'), and, crossing the Grande-Eau, to (',2 hr.) Le Sepey (p. 265). We may
return to Villars the same day by carriage, via Aigle: or the next day on
foot by Au Pont., Plambuit, Les Ecovets., and Chesihves (p. 25S). — Shorter
excursions may be made from Villars to (1/4 hr.) Les Closalets, with a fine

view of the Rhone valley and of Mont Blanc ; to the (IV4 hr.) Montague
de la Truche (5230'; fine view), via Chesieres, etc. — From Villars to Or-

mont-Dessus over the Col de la Croix (5690'), 4 hrs. ; guide (6 fr.) unnecessary,
if we are shown the beginning of the route (comp. p. 264). — From Villars

by Arveye to Gryon (p. 263), 1 hr. ; to Les Plans (p. 260), 2 hrs.

From Aigle a road leads by Yvorne (p. 258) and Vers-Cort to (2 hrs.

one-horse carr. 9, two-horse 16 fr.) Corbeyrier (3045'; -Hdt.-Pens. Dubuis,
5-6 fr.). a village in a sheltered situation, with fine views. The signal on
Mont Champillon (1/4 hr.) overlooks the Rhone Valley from St. Maurice to

the Lake of Geneva; more extensiA^e view, particularly of the Tour Sal-

lieres and Dent du 3Iidi, from the plateau of the Agittes (4997'; road,
13/4-2 hrs.)- The Tour de Mayen (7628'), from Corbeyrier by the Alp Luan
and Alp Al in 3V2-4 hrs., and the Tour dMi (7657'; 4 hrs.) are easy and
attractive ascents.

Fkom Aigle to Letsin (p. 265), road by Le Sepey in 31/2 hrs. (carriage

in 3 hrs., with one horse 15 fr., two horses 25 fr.). direct footpath via Veyge
or Ponty in 2V2-3 hrs. — Fkom Aigle to the Okmonts, see p. 265; dil-

igence to Le Sepey twice daily in 2^4 hrs., to Ormont-Dessus in 5V2 hrs.

Near (65 M.) Ollon-St-Triphon, on the left, rises a wooded hill

with an ancient tower. The village of St. Triphon lies on the E.
slope of a hill, 1 M. from the line; Ollon is on another hill, to

the N.E. (Road to Villars 1\/.2 hrs., see p. 258.) To the left tower
the Grand Moeveran and the Dent de Morcles.

68 M. Bex. — *Geaj.'d Hotel des Salines, with salt and other baths,

hydropathic establishment, etc.. in a fine sheltered situation, 2 M. from the
station, R., L., & A. 2V2-6, lunch 3, D. 5, pens. 7-12, omnibus 1 fr. (in

August the visitors are almost exclusively French) ; adjacent, *H6t.-Pens.
Villas des Bains, pens. 5 8 fr. ; in the village, 'Gkand Hotel des Bains.
R., L., & A. 3-31/2, B. 11/4. lunch 21/2, D. 8-4, pens. 6-7 fr. ; *Hot.-Pens^
des Alpes, R., L., & A. 21/2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 5-6 fr. ; -Hot.-Pens.
Crochet, 5-71/2 fr. ; *Union, pens, from 5 fr. ; Pens, des Mueiers ; Pens.
Sods-Vent. At ChiHre near Bex: *Pens. Moesching, 4-41/2 fr. — English
Church, opposite the Gr. Hot. des Bains.

Bex (1427'; pop. 3379; pron. Bay)^ pleasantly situated on the

Avan^on., and affording many beautiful walks, lies 3/^ M. from the
station (omnibus 30 c). It is a favourite resort in spring; and in
autumn it is frefiuented by patients undergoing the 'grape-cure'.

17*
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Fine view from Le Montet, a hill to the N. (i/z hr.), from the Buet^ and
from the Tour de Duin, a ruin on a wooded hill (3/4 hr. to the S.E.). — The
Salt Works of Devens and BMeux, 3 M. to the N.E., reached by a shady
road of gradual ascent, may be visited in half-a-day (guide 5 fr,). The
salt mine (Au Bouillet). the saliniferous anhydrite of which is treated by
soaking in fresh water, is reached on foot from the salt-works in 3/4 hr.

The brine, containing 27 per cent of salt, is led in pipes to the salt-works.
The visit takes 2-3 hrs. (iuide 4-5 fr.). In the wood at the back of the
salt-works are two huge erratic blocks.

To Les Plans de FRENiftRES akd Pont de Xant, a very interesting

excursion (from Bex to Les Plans 8V2 M. , diligence in summer twice
daily in 2^4 hrs.; one-horse carr. 12, two-horse 24 fr.)- The road skirts

the left bank of the Avancon, past the Hotel des Salines (p. ^59), diverges

to the right from the (1 M.) Bevieux and Gryon road (p. 26:;), and ascends,

at first with fine views of the Dent du Midi, and farther on through wood,
to the chalets of V^iieresse (2550'), situated on a broad meadow, and be-

longing, with the adjoining chalets of (6V2 M.) En-les-Outraz (2^57'
5
plain

inn), to the village oi Fren'&res (2815'; inn), on the right bank of the

Avancon. (To Gryon ii/^hr.. see p. 26S.) Our road continues on the left

bank,' where it soon enters the wood, and reaches (8V2 M.) Les Plans de
Frenieres (3610'; -Pens. Tanner, Pens. Marletaz, 5-7 fr.), a health-resort in

a sheltered situation on the right bank, with excellent spring water. —
"The road follows the left bank through a wooded ravine to (IV2 M.) -Pont
de Nant (4110'; small Caf4-Restavrant), finely situated at the entrance of

the Valine de Nant, with view of the glaciers of the Dent de Morcles and
of the Grand Mceveran. Near it, on the rock, is an inscription in honour
of the Vaudois poets Eugene Rambert (1830-86) and Juste Olivier (1807-76),

and of the lotanist Jean Muret (1789-1877). Adjacent is an Alpine botanic
garden, belonging to the University of Lausanne.

ExccEsioss from Les Plans (guides, Phil. Bernard. Felix Cherex, Ad. Fon-
iannaz, Pierre-David and Jean-Louis Marletaz, E. F. Moreillon^ Charles, Jules,

and Yincent Veillon). To the &lacier de Plan-Neve, 31/2 hrs. from Pont de
Xant, interesting (guide, desirable, 3 fr.) ; the imposing cirque is surrounded
by the Sex Percia (8260') . Grand Moeveran (ascent from this side very
difficult, see below), Le Pascheu (9195'), and Tete a Pierre Grept (9545');

the latter, which commands a splendid view, may be ascended hence by
experts over the Col des Chamois (8i45'; a pass to the Glacier de Paney-
rossaz and to Anzeindaz), in 2V2 hrs. with '^uide (15 fr.). — To the *Croix
de Javernaz, 31/2 hrs. . also interesting (guide 6fr. , needless). Diverging
to the left from the Bex road, we ascend by a cart-track to the (21/4 hrs.)

chalets of Javernaz (5515'), and thence by a bridle-path to the (I1/4 hr.)

Croix de Javernaz (6vJlO'; no cross), where we enjoy a beautiful view of
the Lake of Geneva and Blont Blanc. The descent may be made to (2^/4 hrs.)

Morcles and (IV2 hr.) St. Maurice (comp. p. 261). — *Dent de Morcles (9775'),

71/2 hrs. with guide (15 fr.), very interesting, and not difficult for experts.
From ('/2 hr.) Pont de Nant we ascend the desolate TalUe de Nant to ihe

(50 min.) chalets oi Nant (4960'; milk); then, to the right, we mount steep

grassy slopes and debris, finallv skirting the Glacier des Martinets, to the

(21/2 hrs.) Col des Martinets (8015') , between the Poin'e des Martinets (8694'),

on the right, and the Roe Champion (9U50'), on the left. Fine view of the

Lake of Geneva and Mont Blanc. Thence round the Petite Dent de Morcles

(9o40'), over rocky ledges and by a steep couloir, to the (21/2 hrs.) top of
the Grande Dent de Morcles, which commands a most imposing view. The
descent may be made to (4 hrs.) Morcles (p. 261). — -Grand Mceveran
(10,040'), 71/2 hrs. Avith guide (15 fr.), toilsome, but highly interesting for

experts. From (1/2 hr.) Pont de Nant we ascend to the left, past the
Chalet de la Larze, to the (4 hrs.) Cxbane Eughne Rambert of the Swiss
Alpine Club on the FrHe de SaHles (>365'), between the Petit and Grand
Moeveran (a pasa to the Rhone valley; descent to Ardon 3 hrs.), whence
the top of the Grand Moeveran is reached in 2-2i/2 hrs. Splendid view. —
The Diablerets (10.650'), via Anzeindaz in 8 hrs., toilsome (guide 15, with
descent via Sanetsch to Sion 20, to Ormonts 18 fr.). Comp. p. 264. — Dent
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mix Farres (9600' ^ T hrs. : 15 fr.); Pointe d'AtifaUaz (8973' ^ 6 hrs. •, 10 fr.):

Petit Moeveran (9250' ; 6 hrs. ; 15 fr.). — Feoji Les Plans to Anzeindaz
OVEE THE Col des Essets, 4 hrs., -with guide (6 fr.). From (1/2 hr.) Pont
de Nont a bridle-path ascends to the N.E.. past the chalets of (5 ) min.)
Le Richard and (40 min.) La Varraz, and along the E. base of the Argentine^

to the (3/4 hr.) Col des Essets (C690'), with view of the Diablerets ; descent
to (11/2 hr.) Ameindaz (p. 252). From the Chalets du Richard the Lion
d!*Argentine (74So') may be ascended in 2 hrs. (guide 6 fr. ; not difficult),

and the Pointe d'Argentine (1980') in 3 hrs. (fatiguing; guide 8 fr.)-

From Bex to Gryon, and over the Pas de Cheville to Sion^ see R. 69.

To Chesieres and Villars (by Devens, 3 hrs.), see p. 258.

The train crosses the Avan^on and the Rhone, joins the line on

the S. bank (p. 274), and passes through a curved tunnel.

71 M. St. Maurice (1377'; pop. 1666 ; Hot. Grisogono^ in connec-

tion with the Rail. Restaurant, R.,L., & A. 3, D. 4, pens. 6-10 fr.; Hot.

des Alpes, moderate), a picturesque old town with narrow streets, on
a delta between the river and the cliffs, the Roman Agaunum, is said

to derive its name from St. Maurice, the commander of the Thebaic

legion, who, according to tradition, suffered martyrdom here with his

companions in 302 (near the Chapelle deYeroilley, see beljw).

The abbey, probably the most ancient on this side of the Alps, sup-

posed to have been founded at the end of the 4th cent, by St.

Theodore, is now occupied by Augustine monks, and contains some
curious old works of art (shown by special permission only) : a

vase of Saracenic workmanship, a crozier in gold, a chalice of agate,

Queen Bertha's chalice (p. 229), and a rich MS. of the Gospels, said

to have been presented to the abbey by Charlemagne. On the walls

of the churchyard and on the tower of the venerable abbey-church

are Roman inscriptions. — On the rocky slope, to the W. of the

station, is perched the hermitage of Notre-Dair.e-du-Sex (sax, i.e.

rock), to which a narrow path has been hewn. Farther to the N.,

above the mouth of the tunnel, is the Grotte des Fees, an interesting

stalactite cavern with a pond and a waterfall (from the station and
back 1 hr. ; tickets and guides at the rail, restaurant).

Travellers descending the valley change carriages at St. Maurice for

Bouveret , where steamers (far preferable in fine weather) correspond
with the trains. Como. pp. 244, 270.

The Baths of Lavey (1377'-, *EtahUssement Thermal, R. 2-5, lunch 27?,
D. 2V2, board 7, omnibus 3/4 fr.), IV2 31. above St. Maurice, are much fre-

quented. The warm spring (100° Fahr.), discovered in 1831, impregnated
with sulphur and common salt, rises in a pump-room on the bank of the
Rhone, 8 min. from the hotel. — A narrow road (one-horse carr. 11 fr.)

ascends through wood in zigzags, to the E. of the baths, to (2V2 hrs.)

Morcles (3822'; Pens. Cheseaux ; guides, Ch. Buillat and Jul. Cheseaux),
prettily situated at the foot of the Dent de Morcles. Ascents (guides, Ch.
Buillat, Jul. Cheseaux): Croix de Javernaz (6910'), from Morcles via Plan-
haut in 3 hrs. (guide 5 fr., with descent to Les Plans 8 fr.) ; Pointe des

Martinets (8660'; 472 hrs. ; 8 fr.); Dent de Morcles (9775'), 6V2 hrs. (guide 13,

with descent to Les Plans 15 tr.); bed of hay if required on the Haut
de Morcles (5740'), I72 hr. from Morcles (comp". p. 260).

Beyond St. Maurice, on the right, is the Chapelle de Veroilley,

with rude frescoes. Opposite, on the right bank, are the Baths of
Lavey (see above). The line approaches the Rhone and passes a
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scene of devastation caused in 1835 by huge mud-streams from the

Dent du Midi. 75 M. Evionnaz. Before us rises the pointed Mont
Catogne and the mountains near the Great St. Bernard. Near La Bal-

maz railway and road skirt a jutting rock close to the Rhone. On the

right is the *Pis8evache, a beautiful cascade of the Salanfe (p. 274),

which here falls into the Rhone Valley from a height of 215' (1/2 M.

from Vernayaz ; best light in the forenoon). A path ascends on the

right side, and passes behind the waterfall fadm. 1 fr.J.

77 M. Vernayaz (1535'; * Grand-Hotel des Gorges du Trient,

3/4 M. from the station, finely situated at the entrance of the

Gorge, first-class, R., L., & A. 3V2-7, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 5, pens.

6-10 fr. ; ^-Hot. Victoria et des Alpes, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. IV2, !>•

3-4 fr.; Hot. de la Gare^ at the station, with veranda, unpretending),

the starting-point of the routes to Chamonix via Salvan (p. 294) and

via Gueuroz (p. 294; guide to the Tete-Noire 6 fr.).

On the right, beyond Vernayaz , are the bare rocks at the mouth
of the *Gorges du Trient, which may be ascended for nearly 1/2 M.
by a wooden gallery attached to the rocks above the torrent. Tickets

(1 fr.) at the Grand Hotel; guide needless.
The view at the entrance to the gorge is imposing. The rocks approach

so closely at every turn, that the gorge alnaost resembles a huge vaulted
cavern. Where the path crosses the Trient for the second time, the stream
is said to be 40' deep; at the end of the gallery it forms a fall, 30' high.
— The interval between two trains suffices for a visit from Vernayaz to

the Pissevache and the Gorges du Trient.

Near Martigny, at the right angle which the Rhone valley here

forms
, on a hill to the right, stands La Batiaz (1985'), a castle of

the bishops of Sion, erected in 1260, and dismantled in 1518. The
tower (ascent from the Drance bridge in 1/4 hr., adm. 30 c.) com-

mands a splendid view. — The train crosses the Drance (p. 295).

81 M. Martigny. — *H6tel Clekc, R., L., &A. 3-5, lunch 3V2, D.

4-5, pens. 8-12 fr. ; Hotel dc Moxtblanc, E., L., & A. 3-5. D. 41/2, pens. 7-12 fr.

— AiGLE, R., L., & A. 2fr., B. IV4, D. 31/2, pens. 6 fr. ; "National, R, from
IV2, D. 21/2 fr., unpretending; Grand St. Bernard, R.. L., & A. 2-3, B. IV4,
D. 31/2, pens. 5 fr. : *Hotel- Restaurant de la Gare, R. IV2-2, B. IV4,
D. 2V'j fr. ; the last two at the station, 1/3 M. from the town.

Martigny-Ville (1560'; pop. 1552), the Roman Octodurum, is a

busy little town in summer, being the starting-point of the routes

over the Great St. Bernard to Aosta (R. 77), over the Col de la Forclaz

(RR. 73, 74) to Chamonix, and for the Val de Bagnes (R. 78). The
market-place, planted with trees, is adorned with a bronze bust of

Helvetia by Couxbet. A large Roman building has recently been
excavated at Martigny. — Above Martigny lies (1 M.) Martigny-
Bourg (*Trois Couronnes), the vineyards of which yield excellent

wine (^Coquempey and Lamarque, known to the Romans).
Excursions (guide, Ant. Parquet). Xear Branson, on the right bank

of the Rhone, 3 M. to the N.E. of Martigny, is the roc^j hill of Let Folia

-

terres, famed for its flora.

Ascent of the *Arpille (6S30'; 4-5 hrs., guide 6 fr.). The bridle-path
ascends beyond La Batiaz' [see above) through vineyards to the hamlet of
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Sommet des Vignes; then past the hamlets of Ravoire, through wood, to

the chalets of Arpille (5965') and the top. Superb view. Descent to the S.,

through wood, in 1 hr. to the Col de la Forclaz (p, 295).

The 'Tierre-a-Yoir (8123'), a peak of the limestone range which separates
the Rhone Valley from the valley of the Drance, is ascended from Mar-
tigny, Saxon (p. 316j, Sembrancher (p. 303), or Chable (p. 313 ;

guide from
Martigny 8, with descent to Saxon 10 fr.). A new road ascends from Mar-
tigny through wood, with views of the Drance valley, to the (10 M.

;

a walk of 5, a drive of 3V2 hrs.) 'Grand Hotel de la Pierre- a-Voir (R., L.,

& A. 3V-J-5, B. IV2, D. 4, pens. 610 fr.), on the Col du Len (52501, with
beautiful view, a large natural park, and rich flora (Engl. Ch. Serv'. in
.July). Hence a narrow path (steady head and guide desirable) leads to

(3 hri.) the summit, which commands a magnificent view of the Valaisian
and Bernese Alps, and of the Rhone, St. Bernard , and Bagnes valleys,

with the imposing Grand-Combin.
''Gorges of Durnant (3-4 hrs. from Martigny, there and back), see p. 307.

67. From Saanen to Aigle over the Col de Pillon.

32 31. Diligence from Saanen to Aigle daily in 91/3 hrs. (from Aigle to

Saanen 8V2 hrs.); 11 fr. 15, banquette 14 fr. 95 c. Walk from Saanen to
Gsteig 23/4 hr. ; via the Col de Pillon to Ormont-Dessus 3 hrs., to Sepey
2'/2 hrs., to Aigle 2V2 hrs. (from Aigle to Sepsy 7 M., to Ormont-Dessus
13 M.). One-horse carr. from Saanen to Gsteig 8, two-horse 15 fr., to
Ormont-Dessus 20 and 38, to Aigle 40 and 70 fr. and fee ; from Aigle to
Sepey 10 and 18, to the Hot. des Diablerets 15 and 25 fr.

Saanen (3382'}, see p. 214. The road leads to the S. througli

the broad and smiling Gsteigthal to Ebnit and (13/^ M.) Gstad (3455';

Bar), at the mouth of the Lauenen-Thal.
A road ascends on the right ^bank of the Lauibach, crossing the Tur-

hach after V2 M., to (4 M.) Lauenen (4130'; Bar, rustic •, guides, Jacob
and Gottfried Schwitzgebel), the chief place in the valley, beautifully
situated. The picturesque Lauenen-See (4557'), 1 hr. higher up, is best
surveyed from the Biihl, a hill on the E. side. To the S. the brooks de-
scending from the Oelten and Dungel glaciers form fine waterfalls ('Dungel-
schuss) on both sides of the Hahnenschritthorn (9304'). The ''-Lauenenhorn
(8133') is easily ascended from Lauenen in 3 hrs., with guide; splendid
view from the top. The Gifferhorn (83i3'; 4 hrs., with guide) is another
fine and easily accessible view-point — From Lauenen to Lenk over the
Truttlisberg, and t^o Gsteig by the Krinnen, see p. 211. Over the Gelten Pass
{Col du Brozet, 92(0') to Sion (to Zanfleuron, see below, 8 hrs., with guide),
toilsome. — The Wildhorn (10,710') may be ascended from the Gelten Pass
in 3 hrs. (from Lauenen 8 hrs., guide 25 fr. ; comp. p. 211).

61/4 M. Gsteig, Fr. Chdtelet (3937'; Ours, primitive), finely

situated. To the S., the -Sane^scMorn (9665') and OWen/iom(10, 250').
To Sign over the Sanetsch, 9-10 hrs., attractive on the whole (guide

13 fr., not indispensable in fine weather; horse 25 fr.). The path crosses the
(20 min.) Sarine. and ascends steeply over pastures, and afterwards through
the Rothengrahen, in windings partly hewn in the rock, to the (2V2 hrs.)
dreary Kreuzhoden (6565'); thence 1 hr. to the pass of the Sanetsch (7330'),

on this side of which there is a cross (La Grande Croix). Descent (pass-
ing the large Zanfleuron Glacier on the right) to the (1/2 hr.)-4?^ Zanfleuron
(6775'; Hot. Theiler, plain), with fine view of the Alps of the Valais.
From this point the Oldenhorn (p. 264) may be ascended in 4 hrs., the
Wildhorn (p. 211; difficult) in 4'/2 hrs., and the Diablerets (p. 264) in
5-6 hrs. (ascent of the latter easiest from this side). The Sublage (8973'),

21/2 hrs. from the hotel, affords a magnificent view of the vallej's and
mountains of the S. Valais as far as Mont Blanc. Then by a winding path
down to the Alp Glary (4920*) and through the wild ravine of the Morge
to the bold Font Neuf, whence a road leads to (3 hrs.) CJiandolin, and by
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Granois and Ormona to (IV2 tr.) Sion (p. 316j. Ascent from Sion to the

pass 6, descent thence to Gsteig 3 hrs.

The road here turns to the S.W., and ascends the valley of

the Reuschbach through woods and pastures, in view of the preci-

pices of the Oldenhorn (see below) and the Sex Rouge (9767'}, to

(5 M.) the Col de Pillon (5085'), at the S. foot of the Palette (see

below). In descending (passing the Cascade du Dard, above us on

the left) we soon obtain a view of a valley bounded by fine wooded

mountains, and thickly studded with houses and chalets known col-

lectively as Ormont-Dessus. To the left is the Creux de Champ (see

below), the numerous brooks falling from which form the Grande-Eau.

We first reach (3M. from the Col) Le Plan des lies (3815'; *Grand-
Eotel des Diablerets, with baths, R., L., & A, 3-4, D. 4, pens. 6-8 fr.,

opposite the post-station for Ormont-Dessus ; *Pens. Bellevue, du

Chamois , du Nouveau Chalet ; English Church) ; about 1
1/2 M.

farther on, beyond the prettily-situated *H6tel Pillon, lies Vers

I'Eglise (3650'; Pens. Mon Sejour; Pens. Busset; Hotel de VOurs,

all unpretending), with the church of the upper part of the valley.

ExccKSioNS from Le Plan. (Guides : MoUien, V. Gottraut, Fr. Berruex,
Moise Fichard.) To the (1 hr.) Creux de Champ (4275'), a grand rocky
basin at the N. base of the Diablerets, with waterfalls on every side.

A good survev of the Creux de Champ, the Oldenhorn, etc., is obtained
from La Layaz (5340'), i'/'^ lir. to the S. of Plan. — Ascent of the -Palette

(7133'; guide 5 fr., unnecessary for experts; horse 12 fr.), easy as far as

the (21/4 hrs.) chalets of Isenaux; thence, without path, and rather rough,

3/4 hr. more to the top; view of the Bernese Alps from the Diablerets to

the Jungfrau and of the Dent du Midi to the S.W.; at the N. base of the

mountain lies the pretty Lac cfArnon. Or we may ascend from the Col de

Pillon in 1V2-2 hrs., past the small Lac de Rettau. — Pointe de Meilleret

(6404'), 2V2 hrs. from Vers TEglise, easy; view extending to Mont Blanc.

We may descend to (40 min.) the Col de la Croix (see below). — 'Pare de
Marnex (83i3' ; 4 hrs.

:,
guide, 7 fr., not indispensable for adepts), not diffi-

cult, via Le Lavanchy and the pastures of Marnex. The Tete de Moine
(7707' ; 4 hrs. ; 7 fr.) gives more trouble and less satisfaction. — Pic Chaussy
(7798'), 4 hrs. (guide, 7 fr., not required by experts provided with Siegfried's

map), see pp. 265, 268. The descent may be made to La Comballaz, or
past the pretty Lac de Lioso/i to Les Mosses (p. 268). — The Oldenhorn
(10,250'), Fr. Becca d'Audon, a superb point of view, is ascended by experts
from Gsteig in 71/2 hrs., or from the Col de Pillon via the Glacier du Sex-

Rouge in 51/4 hrs. (guide 10 fr.). Travellers from Ormont spend the night
in the chalet oi Pillon (4563'); those from Gsteig on the Upper Oldevalp. —
The Diablerets (10,650'), from the Hotel Diablerets by the Glacier and Col

de Prapioz (9268') in 7 hrs., or from the (1 hr.) Col de' Pillon by the Glacier

du Sex Rouge and the Zanjleuron and Diablerei Glaciers in 6-7 hrs. (guide

13 fr. ; difficult). Descent to Anzeindaz steep and difficult (guide 18 fr.)

;

over the Zanfleuvon Glacier to Sanetsch and Sion comparatively easy (guide

25 fr, ; comp. p. 263). In favoarable .«now-conditions the Diablerets and
the Oldenhorn may both be vanquished in one day.

To ViLLAKs (4 hrs.) or Gkyon (41/2 hrs.) bt the Col de la Ceoix, a

fine route (or over the Col de la Croix and the Chamossaire to Villars

6V2 hrs.); guide, 7 fr., not indispensable. From the Hotel des Diablerets we
ascend the valley of the Grande-Eau for I1/4 M., and then enter a lateral

valley by a bridle-path to the right (S.W.). After a somewhat steep ascent

of 12/4 hr., with almost uninterrupted views of the Diablerets , we reach
the Col de la Croix (5680'), 5 min. to the N. of the hamlet of La Croix. View
of the Dent du Midi; at Ensex (5965'), 25 min. to the W., also of the

Mont Blanc (travellers need not hence return to the col, but may descend
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straight down into the valley). The path descends on the right bank of
the Gryonne^ and after I'/ihr. divides : to the left to Arveye, 10 min.; to the
right to Villars, 20 min. (p. 258). — The path to Gryon descends to the left

a little above Arveye, crosses the Gryonne and the Col de la Barlouleuse
(3983'), and reaches Gryon in 40 min. (p. 26S). This route is 1 br. longer,
but preferable (on account of the fine view) to the path which crosses the
Gryonne, V-' ^r- from the pass, by the Font de Coufin (4737'), and follows
the left bank, via Sodoleuvroz and Praz-Hxi/Jry to (I1/2 hr.) Gryon.

Adjoining Ormont-Dessus are the houses of the middle part of the

valley, known as Ormont-Dessous. About 41/0 M. from Vers I'Eglise

the road joins that from Chateau-d'ffix (p. 268); to the S. rises the

Dent du Midi. 1
1/2 M. Le Sepey (3704' ; *^6f. du Mont dfOr ; Cerf,

moderate; Hot. des Alpes ; Engl. Ch. Serv. at the Mont d'Or in

summer), the chief village in the lower valley.

ExcuKSioss. Pic Chaussy (7798'), 4V/.2hrs., not difficult (pp. 264, 263).
"Walkers can follow a good path (view) from Ormont-Dessous direct to
(2'/2 hrs.) Les Mosses (comp. p. 26>); hence to the summit 2Vj-3 hrs. —
Ascent of the '~' Chamossaire via Bretaye (3V2-4 hrs.), see p. 259. — A road,
with fine views (diligence from Aigle twice daily in 4 hrs. ; one-horse
carr. 12-15, two-horse 25-30 fr.)-, leads from Le Sep'ey by Les Cretes to the
lofty village of (2i/2 M.) Leysin (4150'; 'Grand Hotel Sanatorium, 650' above
the village, in a sheltered situation, with splendid view towards the S.,

visited by consumptive patients, pens. 7-15 fr. ; 'Hdtel du Mont-Blanc^
pens, from 6 fr. •, '^Pens. du Chalet^ 5-6 fr. : Pens. Cullaz, Pens, de VEspirance.
in the village, well spoken of). Pretty walks near the hotel; excursions
to (3/4 hr.) Prafondaz.^ with view of the Lake of Geneva, and to the Lac
d'Al (6300': 21/2 hrs., fatiguing), at the foot of the Tour d Ai (p. 259).
From Leysin to Aigle a good path, mostly through wood (l';2 hr., ascent

2V2-3 hrs.). — Footpath to (iV2 hr.) Corheyrier (p. 259).

The road turns suddenly to the right in a fine wooded valley.

Far below, the Grande-Eau forms several falls
; to the left rises the

Chamossaire (p. 259). Near Aigle we cross the Grande-Eau.
Aigle, 7 M. from Le Sepey, see p. 258.

68. From Bulle to Chateau-d'OEx and Aigle.
Comp. Maps, pp. ul6, 26i.

41 M. Diligence thrice daily to (18 M.) Chateau-d'CEx in 31/2 hrs. (5 fr.

70 c.) ; thence to (23 M.) Aigle daily in 51/3 hrs. (8 fr. 90 c). One-horse carr.
from Bulle to Chateau-d'CEx 15, two-horse 80 fr.: two-horse from Bulle
to Aigle 75-80 fr.

BuUe (2487'
;
pop. 2797 ; *H6t. des Alpes, near the station, R. 2-3,

B. 1, D. 21/2-3, pens. 5-6 fr. ; *L'nion ; Cheval Blanc; ^Hotel de la

Ville c^' Poste, R. i\l2-% D. 21/2, pens. 5fr.), a busy little town,

the chief place in the Gruyere, is the terminus of the Romont and
Bulle railway (p. 228). The rich pastures in the environs are famed
for Gruyere cheese and the melodious 'ranz des vaches'. The natives

speak a Romanic dialect, known as 'Gruerien'.
At the base of the Mole'son, 3 M. to the S. (one-horse carr. 3, two-horse

6 fr.), lie the sulphur-baths of Montbarry (2712'; "Hot.-Pens. du MoUson.
pens. 6-7 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv.). Charming view. Ascent of the Moleson
hence by an easy path, via Les Clefs and Le Petit-Plani, in 3V2 hrs.

A3CEXT OF THE MoLEsos FEOii EuLLE, 4 hrs.; guide (8 fr.) unnecessary.
We follow the Chatel St. Denis road (seep. 2C6) for s/^ M., and diverge to
the left by a saw-mill. The path gradually ascends by the brook La
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TrSme, which it crosses by a (20 min.) mill, to the (V^ hr.) red-roofed build-
ings of Part-Dieu r3133'), formerly a Carthusian monastery, and follows the
W. slope (guide-posts) of the mountain, crossing several brooks. We pass

(V2 hr.) the Grot-Chalet-Neuf; (1 hr.) Gros-Plani (4855'; a rustic inn in a
large pasture); the Petit Plani ; and (1 hr.) the chalet oi Bonne Fontaine
(5945'; good .spring). Thence by a steep path to the top in Vz hr. more.

The "Moleson (6580') is a bold rock, precipitous on every side, sur-
rounded with meadows and forests, and rich in flora. The view embraces
the Lake of Geneva, the 3Its. of Savoy, the Dent d'Oche, the Dent du3Iidi,
and the Mont Blanc chain, of which the summit and the Aiguille Verte
and Aiguille d'Argentiere are visible. To the left of the latter, nearer the
foreground, rises the Dent de Morcles, the first peak of the Vaudois Alps,
which culminate in the Diablerets, and extend to the heights of Gruyere
at our feet. Most of the Valaisian and Bernese Alps are concealed. To
the extreme left, the Titlis. To the W., the Jura.

Ascent of the MoLfisoN from Albedve (see below; 3-3V2 hrs.). On
the outskirts of the village the path, marked with red, white, and red,
crosses the. Mavivue^ traverses pastures, enters a picturesque ravine, and
follows a well-shaded slope to a small chapel. Here we cross the stream,
recross it V2 hr. farther on, and reach (5 min.) the first chalet. Towards
the N.N.W. the ridge separating the Moleson from the Little Moleson is now
visible. The path continues to the vicinity of the highest chalet, which we
leave on the left. Thence a climb of 11/4 hr. to the arete, which is easily
found, and to the summit, which rises before us, in 10 min. more.

From Bulle through the Jaunthal to BoUigen in the Simmen-Thal, p. 213.

(Diligence in summer daily in 6V4 hrs.) — From Bulle diligence every
afternoon, by Vuadens, Vaulruz, and Semsales, to (2'/2 hrs.) Chatel St. Denis
(2670'; Hdt. de la Ville ; H6t. des Treize Cantons), a small town prettily situated
on the Veveyse. (The JMoleson is ascended hence, by Alp Ti'emettaz, in 4 hrs.)

From Chatel St. Denis a diligence plies thrice a day in 50 min. to stat.

PaUzienx (p. 228); another every morning in 1 hr. 40 min. to Vevey (p. 251).

The road to Chateau-d'CEx leads past (^/^M.) La Tour-de-Treme,
with its picturesque tower, to (^72 -^^O Epagny (2390'; Croix

Blanche). On a steep rocky hill to the right lies the little town of

Gruyeres, Ger. Greierz [2723' ; *Fleur de Lys^ plain), with an old

castle of the Counts of Gruyeres, who became extinct in the 16th

century. The castle, now restored, contains frescoes, a collection of

old weapons, etc. (fee).

We enter the pretty valley of the Sarine or Saane. At (IV2 ^0
Enney (2410') we see the tooth -like JDent de Corjeon (6460')

in the background ; on the right are Les Vadalles (5207') , spurs

of the Moleson. At the mouth of a ravine opposite (2V4 M.) Vil-

lard-sous-Mont lies the large village of Grand- Villard(B.6t.-'Pens.).

Passing Neirivue, we reach (1 M.) Albeuve (2487'; *Ange, mod-
erate; Pens. Mussy\ cross the Hongrin (below, to the left, is a pic-

turesque old bridge), and arrive at (3 M.) Montbovon (2608'; *H6t.-

Pens. du Jaman, unpretending).
Feom Montbovon over the Jaman to Montrecx (6 hrs.. to Vevey

71/2 hrs.; guide 8 fr., unnecessary; horse to the pass 15, to Les Avants 20,

to Montreux or Vevey 25 fr.), a most interesting excursion. From the
Hot. du Jaman we follow the road for 30 paces, and then ascend to the
right; 25 min., we turn to the right by a house; 35 min., bridge over
the Hongrin; V* ^r., church of the scattered village of AUih'es {3200');

1/4 hr., Croix de Fer Inn. (A direct route from Albeuve to this point follows
the Montbovon road for V2 M., and diverges to the right by a path to

Sciernes and Allieres, 13/4 hr. ; beyond Sciernes we take the path descend-
ing a little to the left.) "The path now ascends gradually, then more rap-
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idly over pastures (several sign-posts) and past the chalets of Les Cases
(4070') to the (IV2 hr.) -Col de Jaman (4974'), vi^here a beautifol prospect is

suddenly disclosed, embracing the E. angle of the Lake of Geneva, and
the long range of the Savoy and Valais Alps. To the S. is the Dent de
Jaman (6i6o'j, which may be ascended (steep) from the col by the N. side
in 11 2 hr. A better route ascends on the S. side from the Jaman station,
on the Glion-!Naye railway, which may be reached from the col in 1/2 hr.
by a path skirting the S. side of the Dent, above the small Lac de Jaman
(see p. 255). The top of the -Rochers de Xaye (6730' ; 'View) is reached
from Jaman by railway in 1/4 hr. or on foot in 3/4 hr. (comp. p. 255). From
the Col de Jaman to Montreux the path is distinct: after 12 min. we turn
to the right and soon reach the new road ; 25 min. a bridge over the
Baye, or brook of Montreux ^ then, where the path divides, we descend
to the left through wood and over meadows to (1/2 hr.) Les Avants
(3188'; p. 255). Thence to (2 hrs.) Montreux, see p. 256.

From Montbovon over the Col de la Tiniere to Villeneuve, see p. 257.

The valley turns to the E. We enter a wooded ravine, the Sarins

flowing far below in a deep rocky bed. At the (I/2 hr.) end of the

ravine the road forks. The old road keeps to the 'shady side', on
the left bank of the Sarine. The new road (diligence) crosses to the

right bank and runs via Perreys (rustic inn) to (3 M.) Rossiniere
(3025'; *H6t-Pens. Grand- Chalet, pens. 5-6 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in

summer; Hot. de la Sarine'), a large village, attractively situated

at the foot of Mt. Cray (see below) and visited as a summer-resort.
At Chaudanne, about 1 M. above Rossiniere, the road returns to

the left bank and rejoins the old road. At (2/4 M.) Les Moulins the
Aigle road diverges to the right (see below). We cross the Sarine

at (3/4 M.) Le Pre (2930'), and ascend to (1 M.) —
18 M. ChateaU-d'CEx. — *H6t. Berthod, in an open situation, R.,

L., & A. from 3, B. 1^/2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens, from 6fr., patronized bv English
visitors; *OuRS, in the village, E,., L., & A. 2V2-3, B. IV2, D. 21/2, pens.
6-S fr. ; Hot. de Ville -, *Pens. Rosat, Beicod, de la Cheneah, Martin, dd
Midi, MoRiEE,Villa d'(Ex, etc., pens, from 5 fr.— Turrian, confectioner, ices,

also a few rooms, opposite Berthod. — Engl. Church Service in summer.

Chdteau-d'CEx, Ger. CEscJi (3150'; pop. 2691), is a scattered

village and summer-resort in a green valley, with delicious air.

The church, situated on a hill, commands a good view. To the E.

rise the jagged RiiUihorn (7500') and the Gumfluh (8074').

Excursions. Pleasant walk to the Chalets de la Pierreuse (4986'), situated
2 hrs. to the S.E. at the foot of the Gumfluh. — Laitemaire (5535'), 2'/4 hrs.
to the N.E., easy and repaying; view of Mont Blanc and the Bernese Alps. —
*Mont Cray (6805'), 3 hrs. (guide, 5 fr., not necessary for experts with Sieg-
fried's map), not difficult. The route leads via Ferisset., Cray-Bessous, and
Gray-Dessus. The view embraces the Alps from the Wetterhorn to Mont
Blanc, and the lakes of Bienne and Neuchatel to the N. — Gumfluh (8074'),
by the valley of the Pierreuse in 6 hrs., or via Etivaz in 6'/2 hrs. with
guide (9 fr.), toilsome; splendid view.

From Chateau-d'Oex to (2V2 hrs.) Saanen, see p. 214.

From Chateait-d'OEx to Aigle (23 M. ; diligence daily in

51/3 hrs.). The road diverges from the Bulle road at (1^/4 M.) Les
Moulins (see above) to the left, and ascends the valley of the Tour-
neresse (Vallee de VEtivaz) in long windings. (Walkers follow
the old road, diverging at Le Pre, just beyond the Sarine bridge.)
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The road runs high above the valley, affording picturesque views of

the deep rocky bed of the brook. At (874 M.) Au-Devant the road

enters a more open tract, and its continuation is seen on the hill

to the right, but it remains in the valley as far as (2 M.) L'Etivaz

(3865'; Auberge du Chamois), where it turns, crosses the Tourner-

esse, and quits the ravine. (Pedestrians avoid this long bend by
a rough, stony path ascending to the right by a saw-mill in the

valley, and rejoining the road much higher up.) About ^2 ^•
above L'Etivaz are the Bains de tEtivaz (4100'; *H6tel-Pension,

4 fr.), with sulphur-springs, in a wooded district. The road ascends

for about 2 M. more and then passes to the S.W. from the valley of

the Tourneresse to that of the Hongrin., which it crosses above (I/2M.)

La Lecherette (4530'; inn). It then ascends again over the Col des

Mosses, the watershed between the Rhine and the Rhone, to (1 1/4 M.)

Les Mosses (4744'; *H6t. des Alpes, plain), where we gain a sud-

den view of the Dent du Midi. The road now descends the valley

of the Raverette to (2 M.) La Comballaz (4475'; *Couronne, pens.

5-8 fr.; Engl. Ch. Serv, in summer), charmingly situated, and

noted for its mineral spring and its pure air. (^Pic Chaussy^ 7798',

an easy ascent of 3 hrs. from here or Les Mosses, see pp. 264,

265.) Beyond this the road overlooks a picturesque basin, with the

Diablerets and Oldenhorn in the background, and winds down to

(23/4 M.) Le Sepey (p. 265) and (7 M.) Aigle (p. 258).

69. From Bex to Sion. Pas de Cheville.
Comp. Map, p. 264.

12 brs. From Bex to Gryon 7 M. (diligence daily in 31/2 hrs., 2 fr.

90 c. 5 one-horse carr. 12, descent 8, two-horse 22 fr.); then a bridle-path.

Guide to Aven desirable (i. F. Amiguet and Henri Aulet at Gryon, F. Fon-
tannaz at Anzeindaz ; from Gryon to Sion 18 fr.)- Horse 25 fr. — This
route, cutting ofl" the right angle formed by the Rhone Valley at Martigny,
presents a series of wild rocky landscapes, especially on the Valais (S.)

side, and afterwards commands the Rhone Valley.

JBex, see p. 259. The road leads to the N. to Bevieux (p. 260),

crosses the AvariQon, and ascends in zigzags (which the old path

cuts off), passing the villages of La Chine, Fenalet, and Aux Posses.

Fine view of the Dent du Midi to the S.W., the Vallee des Plans

and Grand Mceveran to the S.E., and the Diablerets to the N.E.

7M. Gryon (3630'; '^Pens. Morel, 5-51/2 fr-? '^Pens. Cuendet)

is a considerable village on a fine site. (To Villars and Ormont-
Dessus, see pp. 259, 265.)

Bridle Path. At (10 min.) En Rabou (3765'), at the N.E.

end of Gryon, we follow the path to the right, and (Y4 hr.) where

the path to Frenieres (IY4 hr.
; p. 260) diverges to the right, we go

straight on. Before us rise the peaks of the Diablerets. We skirt

their steep S. slopes in the valley of the Avan^on. On the right rise

the Argentine (7980') and the Grand Mceveran (10,040'). Above

the (3/4 hr.) chalets oi Sergnement (4245') we cross the Avan^on,
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and for a short way traverse a pine-forest on the ahrupt limestone

slopes of the Argentine, which glitter like silver in the sunshine.

Crossing the Avan^on again, and passing the (2/4 hr.) chalets of

Solalex (4810'), we ascend a stony slope in a long curve, and reach

the chalets of (11/2 l^r.) Anzeindaz (6220'; Chalet Guyon, with

9 beds, open from the middle of July to Sept. only). To the S.

lies the Glacier de Paneyrossaz, descending from the Tete ci Pierre

Grepf (9545'), adjoined on the E. by the Tete du Gros-Jean (8567').

To the N. rise the rugged and riven limestone cliffs and peaks of

the Diallerets (highest peak 10,650' ; ascent from Anzeindaz over the

Col du Refuge, 41/2 hrs., difficult ; comp. p. 264). Our path ascends

gradually to (3/4 hr.) the Pas de Cheville (6720'). In the distance,

to the E., are the Alps of Yalais, over which towers the Weisshorn.

We descend to the (5 min.) boundary wall between Vaud and Valais,

and to the (V2 tr.) Chalets de Cheville (5710'). Here we cross the

brook. foUow the slope to the right, and then descend in zigzags,

passing the chalets of Derborence (5213'), to (7-2 hr.) the Lac de

Derborence (4698'), in a gloomy basin formed by a fall of rocks from

the Diablerets in 1714. To the N., high above us, lies the large

Zanfleuron Glacier (p. 263). To the S., at jthe head of the valley

of the Derbonere, rises the Haut de Cry (9^43'), a grand point of

view, Tvhich may be climbed by proficients in 5 hrs. (guide).

We cross the Derbonere, skirt the S. side of the lake, and tra-

verse the debris on the right bank of the Lizerne. We then (}/^ hr.)

cross this stream, follow its left bank, and, passing the chalets of

Besson, descend the Val de Triqueut, high above the gorge of the

Lizerne. The path (Chemin NeicfJ, protected in part by a low

stone wall, gradually descends to (1^/4 hr.) the Chapelle St. Bernard

(3530'), at the end of the gorge, where an extensive view of the

Rhone Valley is suddenly disclosed. We descend to the left to

(20 min.) Aven, surrounded by fruit-trees, follow the slope to

(20 min.) Erde and (25 min.) St. Severin, a thriving village belong-

ing to Conthey, one of the chief wine-growing places in the Rhone
Valley, which extends to the (IV2 ^0 bridge over the Morge. From
this point by the highroad to (2^/4 M.) Sion, see p. 316. Instead

of following the dusty road, we may cross the vine-clad hill of Muraz
from St. Severin by a path commanding a fine view.

A shorter route (shady in the afternoon) on the right bank of the
Lizerne diverges to the right 5 min. before the Lizerne bridge (see above).
It crosses debris at first, and is not easy to trace. Beyond the (10 min.)
huts of Mottelon we ascend to the right and pass above the chalets of

Servaplana (4075'; milk) to (1 hr.) those of UAireiie. Then nearly level,

with fine views of the Rhone Valley; lastly a zigzag descent to (IV2 hr.)

Ardon (Hotel du Pont), V2 31. from the station of that name (p. 6V6).
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70. From Geneva to St. Maurice via Bouveret.

Lake of Geneva (South Bank). Val d'lUiez.

Comp. Afaps, pp. 244, 272.

Steamboat to Bouveret along the S. Bank four times daily, in 43/4-5 hrs.

(fare 6 or 3 fr.). Stations : Cologny, Belotte , Bellerive , Corsier, Anieres^
Eermance, Tovgues-Douvaine, Nernier, Yvoire, Sciez, Anthy-Sdchex, T/ionon,

Amphion, Evian, Tourronde, MeilUrie, St. Gingolph, and Bouveret. See p. 244.
— Railway via, Annemasse to (42 M.) Bouveret in 2'/2 hrs. ffares 7 fr. 55,
5 fr. 15, 3 fr. 40 c). Stations : 31/2 M. Annemasse (p. 278); 71/2 M. St. Cergues;
10 M. MacMlly; il^l-z M. Bans St. Didier (ascent of the Voivons, see p. 2U);
16 M. Perrignier; 18 M. Allivges (see belowj ; 221/2 31. Thonon-les-Bains Tsee

below); 26V2 M. Amphion-les-Bains (p. 271); 28 M. Evian-les-Bains (p. 271);

28V2M, ^amsd'£'ware,- 3IV2 M. Lugrin-Tour-Ronde {^.Tii); 341/2 M. ife/Wme
(p. 272); 381/2 M. St. Gingolph (p. 272); 42 M. Bouveret (p. 272).

Geneva., see p. 232. On leaving the quay the steamer affords a

fine survey of the grand-looking town with its villas. It touches

at Cologny (a village on the hill above, p. 244). La Belotte (for

Vesenaz^ p. 244), Bellerive (for Collonge). Corsier, and Anieres. At
Hermance (*Pens. Gillet, with pleasant garden, 5 fr.) the brook of

that name falls into the lake , forming the boundary between the

canton of Geneva and Savoy (France). Then Tongues and Nernier.

Beyond Yvoire^ with its old castle on a promontory, the lake suddenly

expands to its greatest width (8'/4 M.). In a large bay to the S. lies

Excenevrex. Stations Sciez and Anthy-Sechex.

Thonon-les-Bains (1400'
;
pop. 5780 ; '*Grand Hotel des Bains,

at the W. end, with lake-view; Hotel de VEurope, on the terrace;

Hotel du Leman, plain), rising picturesquely from the lake, the an-

cient capital of the province of Chablais, possesses handsome build-

ings and a lofty terrace in the upper town, the site of a palace of the

Dukes of Savoy which was destroyed by the Bernese in 1536. (Cable-

tramway from Rive, the lower part of the town, ini^/2TLnn.', fare 10 c).

Near the railway-station is a new bath-house, with mineral springs.
Railway to Bouveret^ see above. — To the S. of Thonon (3 M.) is the

village of Les Allinges, with a ruined castle (2335' ; ascent 1/2 hr. ; fine view).
At the top are a convent and chapel of St. Francis de Sales (rfmts.).

From Thonon to Taninges via Les Gets, 32 M. The road ascends
the pretty Valley of the Drance to (71/2 M.) Po7it de Bioge (2214'), at
the mouth of the Brevon. It then follows the left bank of the Drance de
Morzine, here joined hy the Drance d^Ahondance (p. 272), and at the village
of La Baume crosses by the (12 M.) Pont de Gys to the right bank, along
which it runs to Le Biot and (16 M.) St. Jean d'Aulph (2760'; Hot. de la

Balance; Hot. de la Valine-d'Aulph)^ with the ruins of a Cistercian monastery
founded in 1103. About 3 M. farther on, near the village of Montriond (high
up, to Ibe left), the road returas to the left bank and ascends in windings
(to the left a branch-road to Morzine, see below) to the (23 M.) village of Les
Gets, near the Col des Gets (3345'). We then descend through the picturesque
ravines of the Arpettaz and Foron to (32 31.) Taninges (p. 281). — To
Samoens over the Col de Jouplane , an attractive expedition. At the
fork beyond the bridge of Montriond (see above), we diverge to the left to

(21 M.) Morzine (3215'; HCfel des Alpes), a prettily situated village and
summer-resort. From Morzine a bridlu-path ascends through wood and
over meadows to the (21/2 hrs.) Col de Jouplane (5635'; view), whence
we descend, high above the wooded valley of the Valentine and passing
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several chalets, to (2 hrs.) Samoens (p. 282). — A road leads from Morzine
up the Drance valley to (41/2 M,) La Mouillette, at its head, whence bridle-

paths lead to the S. over the Col de Jouplane or the Col de la GoUse
(5482') to (4 hrs.) Samoens, and to the E. over the Col de Coux to (5 hrs.)

Champiry (p. 273). A somewhat longer, hut very attractive route to Cham-
pe'ry ascends to the left near the Montriond bridge (i hr. from St. Jean
d'Aulph, see above) to the (1 hr.) beautiful blue Lac de Montriond (3410';

small inn), whence we proceed past the (IV2 hr.) chalets of Lyndaret to

the (2 hrs.) Pas de Chesery (6575'), between the Pointe de Chesery (7380')

and the Pomte de Mossettaz (7493' ; each ascended from the col in 1 hr.).

From the col we descend either to the left (N.E.) through the wooded
valley of the Vieze de la Tine to (I3/4 hr.) Margins (p. 273), or to the right

(S.E.) via Lac Vert and the Porte du Lac Vert to Crosey and (272 hrs.)

Champiry (p. 273).

From Thonon to Morgins via Abondance, 28 M. The road diverges

to the left from that to St. Jean d'Aulph at (71/2 M.) Pont de Bioge (see

above) and ascends on the right bank of the Drance d''Abondance through
a romantic gorge. To the left, above, lies (13 M.) Vacheresse. Farther on
we repeatedly cross the Drance. 191/2 31. Abondance (4050'; Hot. du Mont
de Grange), the capital of the valley, with an old church. The Pointe de

Grange (7998'; view) is ascended hence in 5 hrs. (guide). The valley now
expands. From (23 M.) La Chapelle (3310'; Croix; Union) the Corneties de

Bise (8000') are scaled in 5 hrs. Over the Col de Vernaz to Vouvry (7 hrs.),

see p. 272. The road then winds up through wood, passing (25 M.) Chdtel

(3720': 'Hot.-Pens. Villa Chatel, 5-7 fr.), with mineral springs, and Vonne,

to the Pas de Morgins (4510'; Swiss frontier), whence it descends to (23 M.)

Morgins (p. 273).

The steamer passes the ancient chateau of Ripaille^ a little to the

N. of Thonon, once the seat of Duke Victor Amadens YIII. of Savoy.

The long promontory round which we now steer has been formed by

the deposits of the Drance., which falls into the lake here. To the E. in

the bay lie the baths of Amphion (Grand Hotel ; Hot. des Bains), with

a chalybeate spring, in a chestnut-grove (omnibus fromEvian 50 c).

Evian-les-Bains. — Hotels. *Splexdide Hotel, finely situated above
the town; *Gk. Hot. des Bains, on the E. side of the town, with garden
and view, R. 3-8, L. & A. 2, B. IV2, lunch 21/2, D. 5, pens. 12-15, omn. 1 fr.

;

*Gkand Hot. d'Eviax, with garden, R., L., & A. from 41/2, D. 5 fr. ; Hut.
DE FoNBONNE, On the lake; Hot. de Paris, all first class, with correspond-
ing charges. — Hot. de France, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1, lunch 3, D. 31/2,

pens. 8-10 fr. ; Hot, Beaurivage; Hot. de la Paix; Hot. des Etrangees,
pens. 8 fr. ; National; Hot. des Alpes: Hot. dd Xord. — ^Restaurant at

the Casino, lunch 3, D. incl. wine 31/2 fr.

Evian-les-Bains, a small town (2830inhab.), picturesquely situ-

ated, is frequented mainly by French visitors. On the lake is the

Bath House (water containing bicarbonate of soda). On the lake-

promenade are the Theatre and the Casino.
Railway to Bouveret and Geneva, see above. Two stations: Evian-les-

Bains and Bains-d'Evian . y^'il. to the W., 3 min. from the Gr. Hot. des
Bains. — The Dent d'Oche (7300') is often ascended from Evian. Road to

(7 31.) Bernex (2920'), whence a bridle-path ascends to the (3 hrs.) Chalets

d'Oche, on the S. side of the mountain. From the chalets a steep footpath
leads to the arete and the (2 hrs.) summit. Fine view (see p. 272).

On the lake, near station Tour-Ronde-Lugrin, is the old chateau of

Blonay. Opposite lies Lausanne (p. 248), picturesquely situated on
the hillside. The hiUs of the S. bank, which the boat now skirts,

become steeper and higher. In a romantic situation close to the lake
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is Meillerie, with extensive quarries, where the railway is carried

through a tunnel. Beautiful view near Les Vallettes.

St. Gingolph (*H6tel Suisse; Lion d'Or ; *H6t.-Pens. du Lac), on

a promontory opposite Vevey (p. 251), belongs half to Savoy and half

to Valais, the boundary being the Morge, which flows through a deep

ravine. The grotto of Viviers, with its springs, may be visited by boat.

Interesting walk on the left bank of the Morge to (IV4 hr.) A''ovel (3200';

~Inn), whence we may ascend the Blanchard (5085' 5 with guide, I^/a hr.
5

rfmts. at a chalet near the top), and return by the right bank of the Morge
through beautiful forest to St. Gingolph. — Ascent of the Dent d'Oche (7300';

5 hrs.; with guide"), from Novel, interesting, via (l'/2 hr.) Les Granges
and the (21/2 hrs.) Chalets d Oche (p. 271). — The ^Grammont (7135'; see

below) is an easy and attractive ascent of 4 hrs. from St. Gingolph, via the
chalets of Fritaz and La Chaumeny, then over grassy slopes, and finally over
rough rocks. Ascent from Kovel (4 hrs. with guide) more fatiguing. From
Vouvry, see below. — To the E. of Xovel a bridle-path leads round the "W.

and S. sides of the Grammont, and past the lakes of Lovenex and Tanay.,

in 7V2hrs. to Vouvry (see below).

Bouveret {Hot. de la Tour, pens. 6 fr. ; ^Eot. du Chalet de la

ForH, well situated Y2 ^^- from the lake, with extensive grounds,

R. 2, D. incl. wine 3 fr.) lies at the S.E. end of the Lake of Geneva,

3/4 M. to the S.W. of the mouth of the Rhone, which has converted

the adjoining land into a marsh. Its strong current, 'Za Battailliere\

may be traced for more than a mile in the lake. — Railway to

Annemasse and Geneva, see p. 270.

The Railway enters the Rhone Valley, to the S.E., and follows

the left bank. At the foot of a rocky hill to the right lies Port

Valais, the Portus Vallesiae of the Romans, once on the lake, but

now 11/2 ^I- inland. Near the defile of La Porte du Sex (12900,
once fortified, the rock so abuts on the river as scarcely to leave room
for the road. A wooden bridge crosses to Chessel on the right bank.

To the right rises the Dent du Midi (p. 273).

4 M. Vouvry (1280'^ Poste, plain, D. 21/2 fr.), on the right, is

the first station ; beautiful view by the church. The Rhone is joined

here by the Stockalper Canal, begun a century ago by a family of

that name, but never finished.

The ;iscent of the *Grammont (7185'; 5 hrs. ; guide not necessary for

adepts) from Vouvry is very attractive. A bridle-path (horses at Vouvry)
ascends via Miex (3210': inn) to (872 hrs.) Tan.ty (46:0': inn, pens. 4-7 fr.),

at the W. end of Lac Tanay ; thence in I72 hr. to the summit, which
commands a magnificent view: from Mont Blanc to the Matterhorn and the
Jungfrau and over the Lake of (jeneva. Descent to St. Gingolph, see above.

The * Cornettes de Bise (8000') may be ascended from Vouvry in

6 hrs. (guide 10 fr.). The route ascends via Miex (see above) to the
(4' 2 hrs.) Col de Yernaz (5970'), then crosses the ridge to the (1/4 hr.)

chalet of La Callaz^ about 1V2 hr. below the top, which affords a superb
view. Descent to Lovenex or Tanay (see above), or to (2 hrs.) La Chapelle
d''Abondance (p. 271).

To the right are the villages of Vionnaz and Muraz, at the foot

of the hills. Opposite the former lies Yvorne (p. 258), to the

right of which rise the Diablerets and the Oldenhorn. We next pass

Colombey, with its nunnery (fine view). A suspension-bridge, 70 yds.

long, crosses the Rhone here to Ollon-St-Triphon (p. 259).
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10 M. Monthey (1380'; *Cerf; *Croix d'Or or Hot. des Pastes,

both moderate), with an old chateau and glass-works. In a chest-

nut-grove 20 min. above it, among a number of boulders, is the

huge Pierre-a-dzo, balanced on a space of a few square inches.

To the S.W. of Monthey opens the "^Val d'llliez, 15 M. long, noted for

its fresh green pastures, picturesque scenery, and stalwart inhabitants.

(Diligence from Monthey in summer twice daily in 3V4 hrs., 2 fr. 90 c.

;

one-horse carr. from Monthey to Trois-Torrents 6, two-horse 10, to Champery
10 & 23, to Morgins 12 &. 24 fr. and fee.) Near Monthey the new road ascends
on the left bank of the Vi^ze through vineyards, and afterwards for 2 M.
through a chestnut-wood, in windings (cut off by the old paved bridle-path,

following the telegraph-posts, the beginning of which had better be asked
for at Monthey). Beautiful view, looking back over the valley of the Rhone,
Bex and Aigle, the Diablerets , and the Grand Moeveran. About ^/t M.
above Monthey the old path joins the road, which we now follow to the

left where the telegraph-wires turn in that direction, and do not again quit.

(The track to the right ascends to Morgins.) We next reach (IV2 M.) the
prettily situated village of Trois-Torrents (2500'; Hot. -Pens, des Trois-Tor-
rents), with a good fountain near the church. [Here, to the W., opens the
Val de Mokgins. in which a circuitous road ascends to (3 hrs. from Monthey)
the Baths of Morgins (4405': Grand Hotel des Baias et H6t.-Pens. du Giant,
pens. 6-8 fr.; -H6t.-Pem. du'Chalet, 8-10 fr. 5 Hot.-Pens, de la Foret, 8-1'^ fr.),

with chalybeate springs much frequented by the French. Hence via the
Porte du Soldi to (4 hrs.) Champ&ry, see below, over the Pas de Morgins
to Abondance (Thonon), see p. 2?!.

The road in the Val d'llliez gradually ascends , in view of the Dent
du Midi all the wav, to (2V2 M.) Val d'llliez (3125'; *H6t.-Pens. du Repos)
and (2 M.) Champe'ry (3450'; ^Hotel de la Dent du Midi, R., L., & A. 3-41/2,

lunch 2V2, D. 31/2, pens. 6-8V2 fr. ; ''Hotel des Alpes, pens. 5-6 fr. ; ''Hot.- Pens.
Berra, R., L., & A. 2, B. 1 fr. 20 c, lunch 21/2, D. 31/2, pens. 5-6 fr. ; Hot.-
Pens. de Champiry, pens, from 5fr.; ''Croix Fidirale, R. 2-3, D. 3, pens.
51/2-8 fr. ; ''Pens, du Chalet., 5 fr. ; Pens, du Nord), the highest village in

the valley, beautifully situated. Engliih Church, with regular services in

summer.
ExcuKsiONS FKOM Champ^et. (Guides , Maiir. and Pierre Caillet . the

brothers Grenon, Ant. CUraent, Ed. and Prosper Difago. V. Gex-Collel, E.
Joris, etc.) To the (20 min.) "Galleries: we descend to the Vieze and cross

it, passing a saw-mill, to the passage constructed along the sheer cliffs

opposite the village, which commands a charming survey of the valley
as far a5 Trois-Torrents (adm. 50 c.). — The Chalets d'Ayerne (1 hr.) afford a

good survey of the environs. To the X.W. via Crosey to the (3 hrs.) Porte

du Boleil (6443'; desc:ut to Morgins 2 hrs.), and then to the right to the

(1 hr.) Pointe de I'Haut (7070'), affording a grand view of the Dent du
Midi (guide 6 fr.). — The 'Culet (6450'; 3 hrs. ;

guide, 4 fr., not essential)

commands a splendid view, especially of the Dent du Midi. We follow
the path to the Col de Coux (p. 274) for 3/4 hr., turn to the right by a small
shrine where the path divides, pass a large chalet on the left, and another
on the right, farther up ; then through pine-wood, and by a narrow path to

the cro.ss on the top. Frequent opportunities of asking the way.
'Dent du Midi (highest summit or Cime de VOtiest, 10,693' ; 7-8 hrs.

;
guide

20, with descent to Vernayaz 27, to Salvan 25 fr.). The previous night is

spent in the chalets of (2 hrs.) Bonaveau (5103'; good quarters) ; thence by the
Pas d'Encel (6103'), the Col de Susanfe (8202'), and the Col des Paresseux
(10,043'), to theE. of the small Plan-Xici Glacier, to the summit 5-6 hrs.,

the last 3 hrs. very fatiguing, but without danger to the sure-footed. Late
in summer the path is almost free from snow, and there i= no glacier to

cross. The view of Mont Blanc and the Alps of the Valais and Bern is im-
posing; the background to the S. is formed by the Alps of Dauphine and
Piedmont; the Lake of Geneva is visible from Villeneuve to Vevey. We
may descend to Salvan (52/4 hrs.); at first a toilsome descent over debris to

(31/4 hrs.) the pastures of the upper Salan/e Alp (6395': Hot. de la Dent

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 18
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du Midi), then across the Alp and past the picturesque falls of the Salanfe
or Sallanche, by a bridle-path to (IV2 hr.) Van d'en Eaut (milk), where
we cross the Salanfe. The path now skirts the S. side of the valley (afford-

ing a view of Mont Blanc as the corner of the Col de la Maize is turned),
and then descends to (1 hr.) Saltan (p. 294). — The other peaks of the
Dent du Midi are more difficult : Dent Soire or Cime de I'Est (10,434'; guide
40 fr.). CatMdrale (10.386'; 40 fr.). Dent Jaune (10,4.57': 50 fr.), and Doigt
(10,539': 50;fr.).

Tour. Sallieres (10.588' \ 10-11 hrs. : guide 35 fr. ; night spent at Bona-
veau, see p. 273), a difficult and fatiguing ascent, crossing the Glacier du
Monl-Ruan. Bitter from the Barherine Club Hut (p. 293). — Dents Blanches
(91(K)'), ascended by the Barmaz Alp in 6 hrs., without danger for pro-
ficients (guide 14 fr.).

Passes. From Champ£et to Samoens over the Cols de Codx
AND de la GoLtsE, 7-8 hrs. ;

guide (14 fr.) unnecessary. The bridle-path
ascends the left bank of the Vi'eze to the (1 hr.) hamlet of Autrevenaz

(4550'J. "We then cross the Seumo/i (descending from the right) and ascend
the green valley of Les Creuses, passing several chalets and looking back on
the imposing Dent du Midi, to the (3 hrs.) Col de Coux (6313'; /«»), the
frontier of Switzerland and Savoy, which towards the W. overlooks the
valley of the Drance. The saddle to the left is the Col dc la Golese. We
descend through the upper part of the Drance Valley by a new path above
the wood, avoiding the paths leading to the right to Morzine (p. 270).

Beyond the (IV4 hr.j Col de la Golese f5482' : fine view) we descend past
the chalets of Les Criavannes, leaving the hamlet of Les Allamands to the
left, then bv the vallev of the Giffre, to (13/4 hr.) Samoens (p. 282). A good
road leads thence to {5M.) Sixt (p. 282).

FeOM CHAilPERT TO SiST OVER THE COL DE SaGEROU, 9-10 hrS., toll-

some, for adepts only (guide, necessary, 18 fr.). From the Hotel de la Dent
du Midi we descend a narrow road, towards the head of the valley, to a
(20 min.) bridge, and beyond it, at (3 min.) the point where two brooks
unite to form the Viize. we cross another bridge, and avoid the path to

the left. After 10 min. more we take the path to the left, ascending rapidly
for 1 hr., and passing the Chalets de Bonaveau (p. 273j; thence we ascend
gradually, skirting precipitous rocks, to the (40 min.) Pas d'Encel (6105'),

where a little climbing is necessary (caution required). In 1/4 hr. more the
path to the Col de Susanfe diverges to the left (see below). Our route now
ascends slowly over the pastures of the Susanfe Alp, on the left bank of the
brook, crosses the brook (1,2 hr.) , and then mounts a very steep path to

the (1 hr.) Col de Sagerou (7917'), a sharp arete descending abruptly on
both sides, between the (r.) Mt. Sagerou (>Si5') and (1.) Mt. Rvan (10.099';

41/2 hrs. from the pa.?s: difficult; better from the Barberine Hut, p. 293).
We descend thence to the (3/4 hr.) chalets of Vogealle (6115') and ('/2 hr.)

Boraii , and along an almost perpendicular cliff into the (V2 hr.) valley of
the Giffre. In IV4 hr. we reach Nant-Bride. and in IV4 hr. more Sixt (p. 282).

From Champery to Verxataz over the Col de Susanfe or Clusanfe
(7940'; 10 hrs.

;
guide 15 fr.), fatiguing. Beyond the Pas d'Encel (see

above) we ascend to the left to the col. between the Dent du Midi and the
Tour Sallieres, and descend through the Salanfe Valley (see above) to

Saltan and Vernayaz. — Or we may ascend to the right from the Salanfe
Alp (see above), 1 hr. beyond the Col de Susanfe. and cross the Col or
Chieu d'Emaney (7960'), lying between the Tour Sallieres and the Luisin
(p. 294), to the valley of the Triage, Emaney, and (5-6 hrs.) Triquent (p. 293).

Or from Emaney we may cr.j;S the Col de Barherine (8136') to the Bar-
herine Club Hut in the valley of i'h.Q Eau Noire (p. 293). From the Salanfe
Alp a bridle-path leads to the E. over tbe Col du Jorat (7293') to (3V2 hrs.)

Evionnaz (p. 262), in the Rhone valley.

The train crosses tlie Vieze, which descends from the Val d'Dliez,

and at Massongex approaches the Rhone. At (I41/2 M.)<5t. Maurice

(p. 261) our line is joined by that of the right hank.



y. CHAMONIX, THE YALAIS, AND THE ADJACENT

ITALIAN ALPS.

71. From Geneva to Chamonix 278
i. Via Cluses 278

Mole; Poinle d'Andey. From Cluses to Taninges, 279. —
Pointe Percee. St. Gervais-les-Bains. From Le Fayet
over the Col de la Forclaz to Les Houches, and over
the Purtettaz to Sixt. Gorges de la Diosaz, 280.

ii. Via Sixt 281
Pralaire; Mole. Pointe de Marcelly, 2yi. — Excursions
from Sixt: Valle'e du Fer a Cheval; Fond de la Combe;
Pic de Tanneverge; Tete Pelouse; Pointe de Salles.

From Sixt to Chamonix over the Buet, 282.

72. Chamonix and Environs 283
MoDtanvert; 3Ier de Glace: Chapeau, 28o. — .Jurdiu.

Flcgere, 2:6. — Brevent. Glacier des Bcssons, 287. —
Plan de TAiguille. Pierre Pointue, 283. — Mont Blanc,

289. — From Chamonix over the Col du Geant to Cour-
mayeur; Cols de Triolet, de Talefre, de Pierre-Joseph,

des Hirondelles, de Ullage, 290.

73. From Chamonix to Martigny over the Tete-Noire, or

to Vernayaz via Triquent and Salvan 290
Glacier d'Argentiere; Col du Chardonnet; Col dArgen-
tiere; Col Dolent; Col des Grands Montets \ Col du Tour,
etc., 291. — Gouflfre de la Tete-Noire, 292. — Col de la

Gueula; Cabane de Earberine, 293. — Cascade du Dalley;
Salaufe Alp; Luisin; Dent du Midi: Tour Sallieres.

Frc.m Vernayaz to Chamonix via Gueuroz, 294.

74. From Martigny to Chamonix. Col de Balme .... 295
Glacier du Trient. Pointe de Bovine, 295. — From the

Col de Balme to the Tete-lSToire, 296.

75. From Chamonix to Courmayeur over the Col du Bon-
homme and the Col de la Seigne. Tour du Mont Blanc. 297

Col de Tricot. Mont .Joly; Cols du Mont Tondu and de
Trelatete, 298. — Col d'Enclave, 299. — Excursions
from Courmayeur: Dolonne ; Col de Checouri; Mont de
la Saxe; Grandes Jorasses; Col du Ge'ant. From Cour-
mayeur to Martigny over the Col. Ferret, 301.

76. From Courmayeur to Aosta and Ivrea 302
Crammont. From Pre St. Didier to Bourg- St-Maurice
over the Little St. Bernard. Mt. Valaisan, Belvedere,

Lancebranlette , 302. — Eecca di Nona, 304. — Mont
Emilius ; Mt. Fallere. From Aosta to Zermatt over the

Col de Valpelline. Becca di Luseney. Passes from the

Val Pellina to the Val St. Barthelemy, 305.

77. From Martigny to Aosta. Great St. Bernard . . . 307
Gorges du Durnant. From Martigny to Orsieres via

Champex. Excursions from the Lac de Champex.
Mont Chemin. Pierre a Voir, 308. — Cabanes d'Orny.

Cabane de Saleinaz. Mont Bruld, Tete de Bois. Mourin.
Valsorey. Grand Cornbin, 309. — Mont Yelan, 310. -r-

Chenalette; Pointe des Lacerandes: Mont Mort. From
St. Bernard's Hospice over the Col de Fenetre to Mar-
tigny, and over the Col Ferret to Courmayeur. Col
Serena, 312.

18 =
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78. From Martigny to Aosta over the Col deFenetre. Val

de Bagnes 313
Col de Sexblanc, 313. — Cabane Panossiere. Grand
Combin; Cols du Cret, de Sevreu, de Cleuson, and de
Louvie, 314. — PIxcursions from Mauvoisin and Chanrion.
Mont Avril; Tour de Boussine; Grand Combin; Mont
Blanc de Seilon •, Mont Pleureur, etc. Cols dn Sonadon,
des Maisons Blanches, de Crete-Secbe. de Seilon, de la

Serpentine, de Breney, and de Vasevay. From Chanrion
to the Val Pellina over the Col d'Otemma or Col de la

Reuse d'Arolla, 315.

79. From Martigny to Domodossola over the Simplon . . 316
Col des Etablons, 316. — Hot. du Parc-Montana, 318.
— Belalp; Upper Aletsch Glacier; Sparrhorn ; over the
Beich Pass to the Lotschen- Thai, 319, 320. — Excur-
sions from Berisal : Furggenbaumhorn ; Eortelhorn. From
Berisal to Iselle via Alp Veglia ; Passo di Valtendra,
321. — Hiib?chhorn; Monte Leone. From Simplon to

Saas : Eossboden Pass; Laquin-Joch ; Fletschjoch; Sir-

wolten Pass ; Simeli Pass ; Gamser Joch, 322, 323. —
Rossbodenhorn. From Gondo to Saas over the Zwisch-
bergen Pass, 323. — Val Bognanco. From Domodossola
over the Antrona Pass to Saas, and over the Antigine
Pass to Mattmark, 324.

80. From the Rhone Glacier to Brig. The Eggishorn . . 325
Geren-Thal. From ririchen to Airolo over the Xufenen
Pass, 325. — Loflfelhorn. Blindenhorn, 326. — Eggis-
horn; Marjelen-See; Concordia Pavilion. Aletschhorn.
Via the Lotschenliicke to Ried. From the Eggishorn
Hotel to the Eiederalp and Belalp. Eieder Furka, 327.
— From the Riederalp to Morel and Brig. Binnen-Thal.
EggerhMrn. Bettlihorn. Mittaghorn, Ofenhorn, 828. —
From Binn to Berisal over the Steinen-Joch or the Saflisch
Pass. From Binn over the Albrun Pass to Baceno, or to

the Tosa Falls ; to Baceno over the Geisspfad Pass or the
Kriegalp Pass, and to Iselle over the RitterPass, 323, 329.

81. From ririchen to Domodossola. Gries Pass. Falls of

the Tosa. Val Formazza 329
Basodino. From the Tosa Falls to Airolo over the San
Giacomo Pass. 330. — From the Tosa Falls to Bignasco
over the Bocchetta di Val Maggia. From Andermatten
to Cevio over the Criner Furka, 331.

82. The S.Yalleys oftheYalais, between SionandTurtmann
(Val d'Herens, Val d'Anniviers, Turtmann Valley) . 832
i. From Sion to Evolena, and over the Col de Torrent

to the Val d'Anniviers 332
3Iayena de Sion, 332. — Val d'Here'mence. Excur-
sions from Evolena; Pic d'Arzinol; Mt. de TEtoile;
Pointe de Voua^son, 333. — Excursions from Arolla :

Lac Bleu de Lucel ; Roussette; Pigne d'Arolla; Aig. de
la Za; Dents de Veisivi; Mont Collon; Eveque ; Dent
Perroc ; Dent des Bouquetins, 334. — Cols de Collon,
Me Za-de-Zan, de Riedmatten; Pas de Chevres ; Cols de
Chermontane, de FEveque, de Bertol, du Mont Brule,
de Valpelline, 335. — Ferpecle ; Alp Bricolla. Pointe
de Bricolla. Grand Cornier, Dent Blanche. Col du
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Grand Cornier. Cols de la Pointe de Bricolla, d'Herens,
and des Bouquetins, 336. — Sasseneire; Pas de Lona;
Bees de Bosson. Col and Come de Sorebois, 337.

ii. From Sierre through the Val d'Anniviers to Zinal . 337
From Sierre to St. Luc via Chandolin; Illhorn. Grimentz.
From Vissoye to the Hotel Weisshorn, 338. — Alp de
TAllee; Alp d'Arpitetta; Roc de la Vache; Mountet Club
Hut; Roc Koir; Come de Sorebois; Garde de Bordon;
Pointe d'Arpitetta; Besso; Pigne deTAUee; Bouquetin-,
Diablons', Grand Comier; Zinal-Rothhorn ; Ober-Gabel-
horn; Dent Blanche , 339, 340. — Col de TAUee; Col
de Couronne; Triftjoch; Col Durand ; Morning Pass;
Schalli-Joch. From Zinal to St. Luc, 340.

iii. St. Luc. Bella Tola. Over the Pass du Boeuf (or

the Meiden Pass) into the Turtmann Valley, and
over the Augstbord Pass to the Valley of the Visp. . 340

Turtmann Glacier, 341. — Col des Diablons. Pas de For-
cletta. From Meiden to Turtmann. The Schwarzhorn.
Jung Pass; Barrjoch; Brunnegg-Joch ; Biesjoch, 342.

83. From Visp to Zermatt 342
From Visp to the Simplon over the Bistenen Pass,
343. — Excursions from Zermatt: Riffelberg and Gorner-
Grat, 345. — Findelen Glacier; Corner Gorge; Schwarz-
see Hotel, 347. — Hornli ; Theodule Pass ; Staffel-Alp,

348. — Mountain Excursions from Zermatt and the Riifel-

haus: Breithom; Cima di Jazzi; Riffelhom; Wettelhorn;
Unter-Gabelhorn; Wellenkuppe; Ober-Rothhorn ; Strahl-
horn; Rimpfischhorn ; Dom ; Taschhorn ; Lyskamm

;

Monte Rosa; Matterhorn; Ober-Gabelhorn; Zinal-Roth-
horn ; Weisshorn ; Dent Blanche ; Dent d'Herens, 349-

351. — Glacier Passes from the Riffel : Theodule Pass

;

Furggjoch; Col dn Lion ; Col de Tournanche; Schwarz-
thor; Zwillinga-Jnch; Lysjoch ; Felik-Joch ; Sesia-Joch;
Piode-Joch; New and Old Weissthor, 351. — Glacier
Passes from Zermatt to Zinal, Evolena, Chermontane,
Val Pellina, and Val Toui-nanche, 352.

84. From Visp to Saas and Mattmark 352
Excursions from Saas-Grund : Hotel WeissmieS; Weiss-
mies; Sonnighorn; Latelhorn, 353. — Excursions from
Saas-Fee. Gletscher-Alp. Mittaghorn, Egginerhorn, Alla-
linhorn ; Alphubel; Nadelhorn ; Siidlenzspitze ; Ulrichs-
horn; Balfrinhom, 353, 354. — Alphubel-Joch; Fee
Pass; Mischabel-Joch; Domjoch; Nadel-Joch; Lenz-
joch; Ried Pass; Windjoch; Egginer Pass; Kessjeu-
Joch, 354. — Excursions from Mattmai-k. Stellihorn

;

Schwarzberg-Weissthor ; AdlerPass; Allalin Pass, 355.

85. From Piedimulera to Macugnaga, and over the Monte
Moro Pass to Mattmark 356

Excursions from Macugnaga: Belvedere; Petriolo Alp;
Pizzo Bianco; Monte Rosa. From Macugnaga over the
Weissthor to Zermatt, 357.

86. From Macugnaga to Zermatt round Monte Rosa . . . 358
Turlo Pass; Col delle Loccie. Pile Alp; Corno Bianco,
358. — Colle Moud and Bocchetta Moanda. Col d'-Olen

;

Gemsstein. Col delle Pisse. Col di Valdobbia, 359. — Ex-
cursions from Gressoney: Cortlys ; Hohe Licht; Gnifetti

Hut; Sella Hut; Lyskamm; Monte Rosa; Castor; Colle
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Ranzola ; Col de Joux ; Mont Taille ; Becca di Frudiere,
359, 360. — Bettaforca; Bettliner Pass. Pinter Joch.
Val d'Avas or Challant, 360. — Col des Cimes Blanches;
Grand' *Sf)metta, 361.

87. From Chatillon to Valtournanclie and over the Theo-
dule Pass to Zermatt 361

Grand Tournalin. Col du Val Conrnere, Chateau des
Dames, 362.

71. From Geneva to Chamonix.

i. Yik Cluses.

55 M. Railway from Geneva {Eaux-Vives station) to (43 M.) Le Fayet-
St-Gervais in 2V2-3 hrs. (7 fr. 65, 5 fr. 20, 3 fr. 20 c); thence to (12 M.)
Chamonix Omnibus in 2Vi hrs. (5 fr.). Through-fares from Geneva to
Chamonix, 12 fr. 80, 10 fr. 35, 8 fr. 45 c. 5 return- tickets 19 fr. 75,

16 fr. 50, 13 fr. 50 c. (66 lbs. of luggage free). Tickets obtainable in
Geneva at Grand Quai 10, as well as at the station, and in Chamonix
at the Bureau des Messageries, next the Hotel Imperial. Cooks tickets
also are offered at the hotels in Geneva (to Chamonix and back, or via
Chamonix and the Tete-Noire or Salvan to Martigny and Vernayaz, etc.).

For the journey from Chamonix to Martigny it is advisable not to take
tickets till Chamonix is reached. — At Eaux-Vives (reached by tramway
from Place Molard; cab 2 fr.) the railway-time is 55 min. behind that of
Geneva. For the drive from Le Fayet to Chamonix an open carriage is

preferable to the omnibus (15 fr., with two horses 25 fr.). Luggage is not
examined at the French frontier, as the department of Haute-Savoie is

free of customs.

Geneva {Eaux-Vives station; PL F, 8), see p. 232. The train

ascends, througli a tunnel, and traverses a platean, with the Saleve

on the right and the Jura chain on the left. At [2^/2 M.) Chene

(1385'], a large village helonging to Geneva, Mont Blanc appears

on the right, between the pyramidal Mole and the Pointe d'An-
dey (p. 279). We now cross the Foron, the French frontier, to

(33/4 M.) Annemasse (1420'; Rail. Restaurant; Hot. de la Gare;
Hot. de la Paix ; Hot. du Monthlanc), junction for the Bellegarde

and Bouveret line (p. 270) and the steam-tramway to Samoens

(p. 281). The train backs out, describes a wide curve through the

little town, and crosses the Ar^^e at Etrembieres {Saleve Tramway,
see p. 243). Fine view to the left, with Mont Blanc in the distance.

51/2 M. Monnetier - Mornex. The charmingly situated village of

Mornex (p. 243) lies above us to the right, and the deep gorge of

the Arve to the left. The train crosses the Vaison by a handsome
viaduct, ascends through meadows and orchards, in view of the

Arve valley, and crosses the Foron to (9^3 M.) Reignier (Hot. du
Montblanc), Beyond (^11 M.) Pers-Jussrj-Chevrier is —

131/2 M. La Eoche-sur-roron {'1905'; Hot. de la Croix Blanche'),

junction for Annecy (see Baedeker's South-Eastern France; change
carriages for Chamonix). To the left is the village with its ruined

castle, picturesquely situated high above the Arve valley.
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The train crosses the Foron and one of its tributaries. A short

tunnel. To the right tower the cliffs of the Pointe d'Andey, to the

left the Mole. We descend through a wooded region into the Arve

valley. Beyond (18 M.) St. Pierre-de-Rumilly we cross the Borne,

and then the Arve, and skirt the town to the station of —
2OV2 ^^' Bonneville (1457'

;
pop. 2271 ; Balance

, Coiironne,

etc.), picturesquely situated among vine-clad hills. A handsome
bridge crosses the Arve, on the N. bank of which, on the right, is

a monument to the Savoyards who fell in the campaign of 1870-71.

On the S. bank rises a monument, 73' high, to King Charles Felix

of Sardinia. — Steam-tramway, to the N., to Bonne, see p. 281.

The 'Mdle (6132'), to the N.E. of Bonneville, is ascended in SVa hrs.

(guide. 10 fr., not indispensable) by the chalets of Both-e and the Petit Mole
(4981' ; small inn, ^/t lir. from the summit). Slagnificent view of Mont Blanc.
— Ascent from St. Jeoire (4 hrs.), see p. 281.

The Pointe d'Andey (6165'), to the S. of Bonneville, is ascended in

33/4 hrs. either by (1 hr.) Andey or by (13/4 hr.) Bvison (inn; road thus

far, via Vougy) and (1 hr.) Solaizon. 3/4 hr. from the top. Splendid view,
partly obstructed by the Rochers de Leschaux. Rich flora.

The train runs in a straight line up the broad valley of the Arve,

bounded by lofty mountains. Crossing the Giffre we reach [25 M.)

Marignier (1530'; Inn; steam-tramway to Pont du Risse, see p. 281).

To the right rise lofty limestone hills. We follow the right bank

of the Arve to (271/2 M.) Le Nanty and (29 M.) Cluses (1590';

Hotel de la Gare), a small town of watchmakers.
A winding road ascends hence to the N. via the Col de Chdtillon

(2828': view) to (6 M.) Taninges, on the line from Geneva to Samoens
(p. 281); and another new road, hewn in the rock, leads to the right to

(2 M.) JVancy-sur- Cluses.

The railway penetrates the Pointe de Chevran (4030') by a tunnel

and runs to the S. through the narrowing gorge of the Arve (Vallee

de Magland), on the right bank. Beyond (311/2 ^1-) Balme-Araches

(1624'; cafe'-restaurant), in the bluish -yellow limestone rock to

the left, 750' above the road, is the entrance to the Grotte de Balme,

a stalactite-cave hardly worth visiting (2 hrs. there and back; 3 fr.

each pers.). 831/2 ^^- Magland, at the foot of a steep cliff. Then,

to the right, the Pointe d^Areu (8097') and the Pointe Percee

(9029'; p. 280), and to the left, the Aiguille de Varens (8163').

Beyond (36 M.) Oex we cross the Arve. To the left is the Cascade

d'Arpenaz (165' high), fine after rain.

The valley expands. To the S.E. there is now revealed a

superb *VrEW of Mont Blanc, whose dazzling peaks, towering ma-
jestically at the head of the valley, seem to annihilate the inter-

vening distance of 15 M. The Aiguille du Gouter appears first

;

then, from right to left, the Dome du Gouter, Mont Blanc itself,

Mont Maudit, Mont Blanc du Tacul, Aiguille dn Midi, and Aiguille

Verte.

39 M. Sallanches (1790'; pop. 2064; Hot. du Montblanc;

Hot, des Messageries), a straggling little town, with a fountain com-
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memorating the centenary of the French Revolution, adorned with

a statue of Peace, by Cambos ri890).
The Pointe Percee (9029'; 5-5V2 hrs. ; with guide; easy for experts),

commanding a fine view of Mont Blanc, is ascended hence by the (2V2 hrs.)

Praz-h-Ros and the (2 hrs.) Col des Verts. The Pointe dTAreu (8097'; 6 hrs.),

the Aiguille de Varens (8163'; 6 hrs.), and the Pointe du Colloney (8832';

61/2 hrs.) are more difficult (with guides).

The railway next leads by (41 M.) Domancy to (43 M.) Le Fayet-

St-Gervais (I860'; Hotel des Alpes,- Hot. de la Paix ; Cafe-Restau-

rant de la Gave; Railway Buffet, dear), by the bridge over the Bon-

Nant.
In a wooded ravine of the Valine de Montjoie^ 1/2 M. from Le Fayet,

lies St. Gervais-les-Bains (2075'; "Grand Hotel des Bains; S.B.G.H.), a

sulphur-bath, which was totally destroyed by a burst of the Glacier de

Tete-Rousse (p. 297) in July, 1892, but has been rebuilt in a higher and
safer position. A shadv path leads in 20 min. from the baths (road from
Le Fayet in 3/4 hv.) to the village of St, Gervais (2680'; -E61. du Mont
Joly ; "H6t. du Montblanc; ~n6t. des Etrangers; Hot. de GenHe; several pen-

sions), a health-resort, finely situated. About 3/4 M. below the village

(4 min. from the footpath to the Bath?) is the '-Cascade de Crlpin, a fall of

the Bon-Nant. From St. Gervais a road leads via Bionnay to (6 M.) Conta-

mines (p. 298). — The Mont Joly (8290') is ascended without difficulty from
St. Gervais in 5 hrs. (comp. p. 298).

Walkeks may leave the diligence at Le Fayet and cross the Col

de la Forclaz (5105'), between the Tete-Noire (5800') and the Prarim (6460'),

direct to Le Fouilly and Les Houches in 5-6 hrs. (guide desirable , 6 fr.).

A longer but more interesting route (6-7 hrs.) is from St. Gervais over the

Pavilion du Prarion (6100') and the Col de Voza (p. 297).

An attractive route (8-9 hrs.
;

guide) for mountaineers leads from Le
Fayet to Sixt via the Escaliers de Plate, the Chalets de Plati (p. 282). and
the Portettaz (7820'). Fine view; better from the Pointe de Plate (8375';

1 hr.). We descend to the chalets of 8alles (6200') and through an im-
posing ravine with fine waterfalls (La Plenreuse, Cascade du Rougei) to

Salvagny and Sixt (p. 282).

From Le Fayet a road crosses the Arve to Chedde and Servoz

(see below). The Chamonix road on the left bank of the Arve

ascends gradually, with the torrent almost directly below it, and

leads through a cutting into the wooded valley of (47 M.) Le
Chdtelard (inn). Through the opening of the valley appear the

Dome du Gouter (14,210') and the jagged Aiguille du Midi (12,608').

Beyond the inn is a short tunnel, which passes an ancient Roman
gallery. The road returns to the Arve for a short way. On the left

is a road to (1 M.) Servoz, crossing the Pont Felissier.

From Servoz (*H6t.-Pens. Diosaz; Hot. a la Fougere, well spoken of)

we may visit (1 hr. there and back) the "Gorges de la Diosaz (adm.
1 fr.), a grand ravine, through which the Diosaz., a torrent rising on the

Buet, dashes in fine cascades. Access to the gorge is afforded by a gallery,

1/2 51- long, attached to the rocks. — From Servoz to Sixt over the Col

du Derochoir (7340'), 71/2 hrs. (guide), toilsome but interesting.

At the (48I/2 M.) Hot. des Monties another road diverges to

(IV2 M.) Servoz. Farther on {^/o M.) the old road ascends to the

right to Le Fouilly and Les Houches (p. 297), while the winding

new road follows the wild ravine of the Arve, crossing the stream

by the *Pont Ste. Marie (fine view of the gorge), and again higher

up. The glaciers gradually become visible : first the Glaciers de Griaz
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and de Taconnaz; then the Glacier des Bossons (p. 287), near the

village of Les Bossons, extending farthest into the valley, and

apparently the largest. Farther on, the road crosses the Arve by

the Pont de Perrolataz (3330'), and I3/4 M. beyond it reaches —
55 M. Chamonix (p. 283).

ii. ViS, Sixt.

Railwat from Geneva to (3^/4 M. ; 13 min.) Annemaae. Steam Tramway
from Annemasae to Samoens, 27i/4 M., in 3 hrs. (3 fr. 55, 2 fr. 20 c). Omnibus
from Samoens to Sixt (5 M. ; 1 hr.). From Sixt to Chamonix, Bridle
Path (10-11 hrs.) over the Col d'Anterne and Col du Brevent (guide,

18 fr., needless in good weather), rather fatiguing, as we have to traverse

hoth passes, with the ascent and descent between them, during the heat

of the day. Splendid views of Mont Blanc. Provisions should be taken,

as nothing but milk is to he had on the way.

From Geneva to (82/4 M.) Annemasse , see p. 278. At the N.

end of Annemasse the line turns E. (right), leaving the hill of Mon-
thoux to the left (stations. Malbrande., Bas-Monthoux), and skirts

the foot of the Voirons via Borly to (8 M.) La Bergue (1680').

The Pralaire (4630'J, the S. peak of the Voirons (p. 244), may be
ascended hence in 2 hrs. via (8/4 hr.) Lucinges and Les Gets.

9^2 M. Bonne, on the Menoge. Branch-line to (8 M.) Bonneville,

see p. 279. — From (IO1/2 M.) Pont de FiUinges (1784'; inn) a

diligence runs twice daily to (41/2 M.) Boege (Hot. des AUobroges;

Balance), the best starting-point for the Voirons (2 hrs.
;
p. 244).—

Then through the valley of the Foron to (13 1/2 M.) Viuz-en-Sallaz.

To the left is the Pointe des Brasses (4940'), to the right the Mole

(see below).

16 M. St. Jeoire (1925'; pop. 1750; Couronne; Hot. des Alpes,

plain ; Restaurant Chalet du Mole, at the station ; ^Restaurant

Blanc, at the E. end of the main street), a little town, with the

chateau of Flechere and a statue of Sommeiller (1815-71), one of

the engineers of the Mont Cenis Tunnel, who was born here.

The *M61e (6132'), which commands the Arve valley and Mont Blanc,

is ascended in 4 hrs. from St. Jeoire, by Montrenaz and the chalets of

Char. A somewhat shorter route leads \)j La Tour, the chalets oi Borere,

and the Petit-M6le (4880'; inn, 3/4 hr. below the top). The ascent from
Bonneville (p. 279) is still shorter.

The road ascends a narrow gorge, and then enters the valley

of the Giffre, to the left. From (17^/2 M.) Pont du Risse a tram-

way leads in 1/2 ^'^- ^i^ Le Breuillet to Marignier (p. 279). 20 M.
Mieussy (2225'), at the W. base of the Pointe de Marcelly (see

below). In front rise the Buet and Mont Blanc. The line rounds

the conical Roc de Suets (3002') and reaches —
241/4 M. Taninges (2103' ; Balances), a busy little town with the

old abbey of Meian, now a school. Eoute to Cluses, see p. 279.
The Pointe de Marcelly (7105') may he ascended hence in 41/2 hrs. by

a steep path via Les Pontets and the chalets of Grand Planay,^ or from
Mieussy (see above) in 5 hrs., with guide. — From Taninges via Les Gets

to St. Jean cfAulph and Thonon, in the valley of the Drance, see p. 270.

Diligence daily from Taninges to Morzine in 3V4 hrs.
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We ascend the valley of the Giffre, by La Palud, Jutteninge,

Verchaix-Morillon^ Les Chenets, and Le Berouze, to —
31 M. Samoens (2490'; pop. 2540; ^Croix d'Or, moderate; Com-

merce), a little town prettily situated at the base of the Eochers de

Criou (7380'). Fine view from the chapel above the church

(10 min.).
From Samoens to (Thrs.) Champiry in the Val d'llliez, over the Col

de la QoUse and Col de Coux, see p. 274; over the Col de Jouplane {bQ36')

or the Col de la Gol'ese to (4 lirs.) Morzine, see p. 270.

Beyond Samoens the road enters the defile of Les Tines, in

which the Giffre forms a fall, 160' high. As the valley expands

we see before ns the precipices of the Buet, to our right the

Pointe de Salles and the Pointe des Places, and to our left the Pic

de Tanneverge (see below).

36 M. Sixt (2484' ; ^Hot.-Pens. du Fer a Cheval, in an old

monastery, R. & L. 3, B. IV2? ^' 3, pens. 5 fr., unpretending) is

locally known as L'Ahhaye.
Environs. In spring, when the brooks are swollen by the melting

snow, the environs of Sixt abound in fine waterfalls, there being no fewer

than thirty in the upper part of the valley alone, which is called from
its shape Vallee du Fer a Cheval. In summer and autumn, however, the

number dwindles to five or six. An attractive excursion may be taken,

through the debris of a landslip of 1602, to the (3 hrs.) Fond de la Combe
(3274'), at the head of the valley, with a waterfall.

Fine views from the Collet cVAntei^ne (5900'), 3 hrs. to the S., and from
the Croix de Commune (6340'), 31/2 hrs. to the S.E. — The Pic de Tanne-
verge (Pointe des Rosses^ 9784'; 9 hrs.; with guide), by the Col de Tanneverge

(8454'), is difficult, but commands a splendid view. The descent from the

col may be made to the Barberine Club Hut (6230'), then down the Eau
Noire to Emosson, and over the Col de la Gueula to Finhaut (p. 293). —
The Tete Pelouse (8120'), ascended by the Lac de Gers in 6 hrs., offers

no difficulty; fine view of Mont Blanc. The descent may be made over the

stony slopes ('lapiaz) of the Disert de Plati to the Chalets de Plat6, and then
over the Escaliers de Plati to Le Fayet (p. 280 ; dizzy path, recalling the

Gemmi). — The Pointe de' Salles (8183'), from the (4 hrs.) Chalets of Salles

(p. 280) by the S.W. side in 2 hrs. (with guide), not difficult. The ascent

by the E. side takes skilful climbing.
Fboji Sixt to Chamonix ovek the Buet, 12-13 hrs., fatiguing but inter-

esting (guide necessary; 23 fr., incl. return). To the Chalets des Fends, see

below. Then to the left to the (2V2 hrs.) couloir of Beaux Pr'es, close

to the Col de Lichaud (7490'), and to the X. over turf, loose stones, and
snow to the S.W. arete, the small Cahane Pictet (9970'), and the (2V2 hrs.)

top of the *Buet (10,200'). Magnificent view of the Mont Blanc range,
Monte Rosa, the Matterhorn, the Bernese Alps with the Jungfrau and
Finsteraarhorn , the Dent du Midi , and the Jura as far as the Alps of
Dauphiny. A toilsome descent leads to (2 hrs.) the Chalet de la Pierre a
Bdrard (6330'; small inn), and through the ValUe de B4rard (p. 292) to

Argenti&re and (5-6 hrs.) Chamonix.
From Sixt to Champiry over the Col de Sagerou, see p. 274; to Le

Fayet or Servoz by the Portettaz and Escaliers de Flat4, or over ihe Col

Berochoir, see p. 280.

The bridle-path to the Col d'Anterne (to Chamonix 11 hrs.,

fatiguing) ascends the Vallee des Fonds to the S., past a pictur-

esque waterfall on the right, to (V2 hr.) Salvagny (in view of the

beautiful Pointe de Salles, see above), beyond which it zigzags up

a grassy hill to the left, past the Cascade du Rouget (p. 280), to
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the (l'/2 li^O Chalets des Fonds (4530'; small inn), and 'Eagle's

Nest', the summer-seat of Sir Alfred Wills, at the foot of the Buet

(p. 282). About 5 min. farther on. beyond the bridge, we ascend to

the right (path to the left to the Col Lechaud, see p. 282), passing

the ruined huts of Grasses-Che vres (5600') in a wide bend, to (1 hr.)

the Signal or Bas du Col d Anterne (6810'). We then traverse the

undulating Plateau d'Anterne (the chalets of which lie to the right),

and skirt the Lac d'Anterne (6693') to (l^/o hr.) the *Col d'Anterne

(7425'), where a stupendous view of the Mont Blanc chain is

suddenly revealed. We descend to the left (path to the right to

Ayer and Servoz, 21/2 hrs.), passing the chalets of Mo'ede, into the

valley of the Biosaz, which we cross after II/2 l^r. by a wooden
bridge (5530'). We then ascend to the (IV2 ^^O ^ol ^^ Brevent
(6975'), which also affords a superb view of Mont Blanc. Descent,

chiefly through wood, via Planpraz and Les Chablettes (p. 287) to

(2 hrs.) Chamonix.

72. Chamonix and Environs.
Hotels. ^Hotel-Pensios Codttet. frequented by the English, R., L.,

& A. from 3, D. 4, pens, from 8 fr. ; Hot. de Londres et d'Angletekre,
with garden, E., L., & A. from 3, B. I1/2, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens, from 9 fr.

;

*Gk. Hot. Royal et de S.aossure, with annex and garden, similar charges;
= Gr. Hot. Imperial et Mktropole, pens, from 7 fr. ; "-Hot. dd Moxtblanc,
R., L., & A. 2^/2-5, D. 6, pens, from 9 fr. ; '-Hot. des Alpes, R.. L., & A.
from 3, lunch 3, D. 4, pens, from 8 fr. ; 'Hot. de Paris, pens. 7-8 fr.

;

'Hotel Bead-Site, in an open situation at the S. end of the village, R.
from 2, lunch 2, D. 3V2, pens, from 6 fr. 5 'Hotel de France et de l'Uxion,
R. from 2, B. IV4, D. 3, pens. 7-8, in the de'pendance 5-6 fr. •, Hot. de
l'Edrope, opposite the post-ofike, R., L., & A. 2V2 fr., well spoken of;

Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, on the Geneva road. pens. 0-61/2 tr.; '-'Hot, Suisse,
R 2, B. 11,4, D. 372, pens. 7 fr. ; 'Hot.-Pens. de la Poste, R., L., & A. 2-3,

D. SVz, pens, from 6 fr. ; *Hot. de la Paix, R.. L., & A. from H/2, B.
11/4, D. 3, pens, from 5 fr. ; 'Hot. -Pens, de la Mer de Glace, on the Mar-
tigny road, pens. 6 fr. ; Hotel Villa Beaus6jocr; *H6t. Bead-Rivage, in
an open situation, on the left hank, R. from 21/2, B. IV4, lunch 2^/2, D.
31/2, pens, from 6 fr. ; Hot. -Pens, de la Terrasse, with cafe-restaurant, R.
from 2, D. 3, pens. 5-7 fr. ; Hot. de Chamonix, Place de TEglise, well
spoken of 5 *Croix Blanche, R., L., <fe A. from IV2, B. IV4 , D. 3, pens.
from 5 fr.

Guides. A guide is unnecessary for the Montanvert, the FUg'tre. the Brevent,
the Plan de PAiguille, and the Pierre Pointue. The paths are so minutely
described in these pages that they can hardly be mistaken, and opportun-
ities of asking the way are frequent. Visitors to the Chapeau need only
take a guide across the 3Ier de Glace to or from the Chapeau (p. 285). —
The guides at Chamonix form a society under a Guide-Chef^ who assigns
them to applicants in rotation; but travellers may choose their own guides.
Full pay must be given for an ordinary tour if more than half completed,
hut given up at the traveller's desire ; "when less than half has been com-
pleted, two thirds of the tariff' must be paid (special tarifif for Mont Blanc,
see p. 289). The guides are bound on 'courses ordinaires' to carry baggage
not exceeding 26 lbs.; on 'courses extraordinaires\ 15 lbs. only. — The
following are recommended for difficult expeditions : Michel and Frid. Payot

;

Ed. and Aug. Cupelln ; Henri, Josepih Albert, and Francois Devouassoud

;

Jules Bossoney; Michel Folliguet ; Ben. Simon, sumamed 5e«om; A. Tournier

;

Jules and Joseph Adolphe Simond of Les Praz; Frang.., Alfred, and Joseph
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Simond of Lavancher; Gasp, and Joseph Simond of Les Mossons; Armand
Coutiet; Michel Savioz; Frang. Meugnier ; Antoine Ducroz; Albert Tissary^ etc.

Horses and Mules. Except for the excursion to the Montanvert and
Chapeau (9 fr.), and to the Montanvert for a visit to the Jardin, and back to
Chamonix in the evening (9 fr.), the charges are the same as for the 'courses
ordinaires" of the guides, and as much more is charged for the attendant.

The Collection of Pictures of M. Gabriel Loppi, the painter of Alpine
scenery, situated behind the Hotel Royal, on the vs^ay to the Montanvert,
is worth seeing. Admission gratis (small fee to the attendant). — Alpine
Library (guide-books, photograkhs, etc.) near the Hot. Impeiial. — The best
Telescope for a view of Mont Blanc is that of M. Louis JDonat (diameter
10 inches), in a court at the W. end of the village. — The Revue du Mont-
blanc, issued in summer weekly, gives information as to the state of the
snow, records of ascents, and so on.

Points of Interest. The traveller should devote three or four days at least
to Chamonix, but those who have one day only at command should ascend
the Montanvert (p. 285) in the morning (QVz hrs.), cross the Mee de Glace
(p. 285) to the (IV2 hr.) Chapead (p. 285) , descend to (1 hr.) Les Tines
(p. 286), ascend the FLficfiKE (p. 286 5 2V2 hrs.), and descend thence in
2 hrs. to Chamonix. Early in the morning the path to the Montanvert
is in shade, in the afternoon that to the Flegere partly so ; and by this
arrangement we reach the Flegere at the time when the light is best
for the view of Mont Blanc. For this excursion a guide (to be found on
the Montanvert) for the inexperienced is necessary for the Mer de Glace
only. Riders send their mules round from Montanvert to Les Tines or
the Chapeau to meet them. The excursion to the Flegere alone takes 5 hrs.,
and that to the Montanvert or the Chapeau about the same time. —
Those who come from the E., and have slept at Argentiere-, may leave
the road near Lavancher (p. 291), take a guide there, and go by the Cha-
peau, the Mer de Glace, and Montanvert to Chamonix. The Flegere may
also be reached from Le Joux (p. 291), on the right bank of the Arve

;

but the path is bad and unsuitable for riding, and cannot be found without
a guide (boy I-IV2 fr-)-

On a cloudy afternoon, when no distant views are obtainable, the
Glacier des Bossons (p. 287) is the best object for a walk (there and back
3 hrs.). — To the Cascade de Blaiti6re, on the hillside to the E. of Cha-
monix, 1/2 hr. (adm. V2 fr.). — The Plan de l'Aiglille (p. 288), 3-3V2 hrs.,

or, incl. the Lac de Blaitiere, 4 hrs. (there and back, with stay, 7 hrs.). —
To the Pavillon de la Pierre-Pointue (p. 283) and back, 5-6 hrs.; or,
including the Aiguille de la Tour and Pierre a TEchelle, a whole day. —
Ascent of the Br^vent (p. 287) and back, 7 hrs.; ascent or descent by the
Flegere 2 hrs. more.

English Church (p. 285), with regular services during the season.

The *VaUey of Chamonix (3415'; pop. alsout 3400), or Cha-
mouny, 12 M. long, 1/2 M. wide, watered by the Arve^ runs from
N.E. to S.W., from the Col de Balme to Les Houches. It is bounded
on the S.E. by the Mont Blanc chain, with its huge ice-cataracts, the

Olaciera du Tour, d'Argentiere, des Bois (Mer de Glace), and des Bos-
sons j and on the N.W. by the Aiguilles Rouges and the Brevent.

The valley was first brought into cultivation by a Benedictine priory

in the 12th cent., but it remained practically unknown until the

18th cent., when it was visited by the English travellers Pococke
and Windham (1741) and the Genevese naturalists De Saussure

(1760) and Bourrit (1769). It is inferior to the Bernese Oberland

in picturesqueness, but superior in the grandeur of its glaciers, in

which respect it has no rival but Zermatt.

In front of the Hotel Royal rises the *Saussure Monument,
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unveiled in 1887, on the centenary of the first ascent of Mont Blanc,

The hronze group (by J. Salmson), on a granite pedestal, represents

Saussure conducted by Balmat (p. 289) : 'a H. B. de Saussure Cha-

monix reconnaissant'. A small monument to Balmat stands in front

of the church.

The *Montanvert or Montenvers (6267' ; 21/2 lirs.
;
guide, 6 fr.,

unnecessary; horse and attendant 12 fr.), a height on the E. side

of the vaUey, is visited for the view it affords of the vast 'sea of

ice' -which fills the highest basins of the Mont Blanc chain in three

branches (Glacier du Geant or du Tacul, Glacier de Leschaux, and

Glacier de Talefre), and descends into the vaUey in a huge ice-

cataract, 41/2 M. long and V2"1V4 ^- Inroad, called the Mer de

Glace above the Montanvert, and the Glacier des Bois below it. The
bridle-path leads to the left by the Hotel Royal, passes the little

English Church, and crosses the meadows (to the left of the cemetery

wall) to the (I/4 hr.) houses of Les Mouilles. We ascend (just be-

fore the solitary cottage) through pine-wood to the right (again turn-

ing to the right after 1/4 lir.), past the (10 min.) Chalets des Planaz,

to (40 min.) Le Caillet (4900'; rfmts.), a spring by the wayside.

Farther on (12 min.) a bridle-path to the left descends to Les Bois

(p. 286). Our path ascends gradually, at first through wood, to the

(1 hr.) Hotel du Montanvert (R., L., & A. 3-4, dej. 3, D. 5, pens. 9-

10 fr.), at the top of the hill, commanding the *Mer de Glace and the

mountains around it: opposite us rises the huge Aiguille du Dru
(12,320'); behind it, to the left, is the snow-clad AigrwiZie Verte

(13,540') and lower down the Aig. d Bochard (8767'), to the right

the Aig. du Moine (11,198'}; farther distant are the Grandes Joras-

ses (13,797'), the Mont Mallet (13,085'), and the Aig. du Geant

(13,170'); and immediately to our right tower the Aiguilles des

Charmoz (11,293') and de Blaitiere (11,550').

From the Montanvert travellers usually cross the Mer de Glace

to the (IV4-IV2 l^r.) Chapeau, opposite. A path descends the left

lateral moraine to (74 hr.) the glacier. The passage of the glacier

presents no difficulty (I/4 hr.
;
guide from the Montanvert, unneces-

sary for experts, 3 fr., or to the Chapeau 6 fr. ; woollen socks to

draw over shoes unfurnished with nails, 1 fr.). On the opposite side

we ascend over debris to the (5 min.) top of the right lateral moraine

(6065'; rfmts.), skirting which we descend to the giddy 'Mauvais
Pas\ where the path is hewn in steps and flanked with iron rods

attached to the rocks, and the (40 min.) Chapeau. Guides for this

excursion in the reverse direction are not always to be found at

the Chapeau ; if required, they should be brought from the Hot.

Beau-Sejour at Lavancher (6 fr.; p. 286).
The *Chapeau (5279'; Inn), a projecting rock on the N.E. side

of the Glacier des Bois, at the base of the Aiguille h Bochard^ is

much lower than the Montanvert, but commands an excellent survey

of the ice-fall of the Glacier des Bois and the Chamonix Valley.
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In the backgronnd, Mont Mallet (13,085') and the Aiguille du Giant
(13,170') ; to the right, the Aiguilles des Charmoz (11,'293'), de Blai-

tiere (11,550'), du Plan (12,050'), and du Midi (12,608'), the

Bosses du Lromadaire (^iA^%0}, the Dome du Gouter \iA, 210'), and
the Aig. da Gouter (12,610').

A bridle-path descends the moraine from the Chapeau, in view
of the ice-fall of the Glacier des Bois and the Aiguille du Dru,
and then through pine-wood to (iOmin.) the Hot.-Pens. Beau-Sejour

(p. 291). Here it divides: to the right to (10 min.) Lavancher^ to

the left to (20 min.) Les Tines (p. 271). The route to the Fle'gere

crosses the Arve at the inn 'a la Mer de Glace', then leads to the

left through wood and pastures to (20 min.) the foot of the zigzag

path (see below). A shorter path, rough and unfit for riding,

diverges from the path to Les Tines (20 min. from the Chapeau) to

the left, and descends the moraine (passing the Source of the Ar-
veyron below on the left) to Les Bois and (40 min.) Les Praz (p. 291).

The *Jardin (9S30'-, guide necessary, 14 fr.) is a triangular rock rising
from the midst of the Glacier de Tal'efre, and wailed in by moraines.
Around a spring in the midst of this oasis Alpine flowers bloom in August.
From the Montanvert, where the night is passed, we skirt the somewhat
dizzy rocks of Les Fonts to the right to the Angle; here we take to the
Mer de Glace, and ascend its moraine, and then the moraines of the
Glaciers du Tacul, de Leschaux, and de Talefre (containing numerous
crystals), to the foot of the Couverde. "We now ascend rapidly to the left

by a good path (2 hrs. from the Angle) and skirt the rocks "of the Aig.
du Moine, above the Siracs da TaVefre^ till we are opposite the huge rock
of the Jardin. The Glacier de Talefre i? then crossed to the foot of the
Jardin (1V2-2 hrs.). Around us tower the Aig. du 3Ioine, the Aig. Verte,
the Droifes, the Courtes, the Aig. de Tri jlet, the Aig. de Talefre, a^nd other
snow-peaks. We descend to the (1/2 hr.) refuge-hut on the Pierre dt

Biranger (SlKy) and return to the Montanvert in about 3 hrs. This ex-
cursion introduces us to the grand icy wilds of the Mont Blanc group, and
presents no difficulty to good walkers. Provisions necessary.

The Aiguille Verte (13,540'), the highest peak between the Mer de
Glace and the Glacier d"Argentiere, is ascended bv good climbers from
the Montanvert in 10-12 hrs. (difficult, guide 100 fr.). Follow the Jardin
route as far as the Couverde (see above), ascend the Glacier de Talefre, and
by a long snow-couL ir to the ridge betvreen the Aig. Verte and les Droites

;

hence to the left to the top. — The Aiguille du Dru [Grand Dni or Pointe
Est 12.320', guide fKJfr. : Petit Dru or Pointe Charlet 12.245', guide 130 fr.),

the Aiguille de Blaitiere (11,550'; guide SO fr.), and the Aiguilles des
Charmoz (11.293'; guide 80 fr.) are all difficult and fit for firstrate
climbers only.

The *Tlegere (6158'; 3 hrs.; guide, 7 fr., unnecessary ; horse and
attendant 14 fr.), to the N. of Chamonix, is a buttress of the Aiguille

de la Floriaz (9475'), a peak of the Aiguilles Rouges. We follow the

Argentiere road (p. 291) to (IV2 M.) Le Chable. The direct footpath

diverges to the left just on this side of the Arve bridge, leading in

12 min. through pastures, very marshy at places, to the foot of the

ascent. [The bridle-route, a few minutes longer, crosses the Arve
to Les Praz (p. 291), diverges to the left at the last house (guide-

post), crosses the Arve, and is joined by the path mentioned above.]

We now ascend the stony slope in long zigzags. After 35 min. we
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enter the wood to the right, pass (35 min.) the Chalet des Praz

(rfmts.}, and in 1 hr. more reach the Croix de la Flegere (Inn, dej.

31/25 ^- ^j pens. 6 fr.). The *Vlew (comp. panorama) embraces the

Mont Blanc chain, from the Col de Balme to beyond the Glacier

des Bossons. Opposite us lies the basin of the Glacier des Bois (Mer

de Glace) , enclosed by sharply defined Aiguilles : to the left, the

Aiguille du Dru and the huge snow-clad Aiguille Verle; to the right,

the Aiguilles des Charmoz, de Blaitiere, du Plan, and du Midi. The
summit of Mont Blanc is distinctly seen, but is less striking than

the nearer peaks. The jagged pinnacles of the Aiguilles Rouges also

present a singular appearance. Evening-light most favourable.

From the Flegere the bridle-path goes on to (1 hr.) the Chalet de la

Floriaz (rfmts.), from which we may ascend the Aiguille de la Gli'ere {%ob'i!
:,

21/2 hrs.
;
guide 15 fr.), the Aiguille de la Floriaz (9475'^ 3 hrs.; 20 fr.), or

the ""Belvidere (9730'), one of the highest peaks of the Aiguilles Rouges,
affording a magnificent view (for adepts only : 4 hrs. ; 20 fr.). — Those bound
from the Flegere to Argentier'e or to the Chapeau may descend direct to Le
Joux (comp. p. 284; path hardly to be mistaken on the descent).

The *Brevent (8285'), the S.W. prolongation of the Aiguilles

Rouges, affords a similar but finer view. While from the Flegere the

Mer de Glace and the Aiguille Yerte are the chief features, Mont Blanc

is here revealed in all its grandeur ; to the right of the Buet we see

the Bernese Alps, and to the S.W. the Dauphiny Alps. The bridle-

path (41/2 hrs.; guide, 10 fr., unnecessary) leads to the W. from

Chamonix, passing the hamlets of La Molaz and Les Mossoux, ascends

through wood to (172 1^^.) Plan Lachat (5160'; rfmts., dear), an ad-

mirable point of view, and then in numerous zigzags to the (1^/4 br.)

Plan Bel Achat (7067'; Restaurant, bed 2, D. 4 fr.), on a saddle

to the S.W. of the summit. Thence, passing the sombre little Lac
du Brevent, to the (IV2 ^^0 *op (unpretending restaurant).

Or we may ascend the 'Chemin Muletier de Chamonix a Sixt' past the
Restaurant des Chablettes^ to (3 hrs.) Planpraz (6772' ; "Hot. Planpraz, pens.
6-7 fr.); then mount rather steeply to the left, and lastly through the 'Che-

minie' to the (IV4 hr.) summit (guide 10 fr.). Iron bars are fixed in the
chimney to assist climbers, and steps are cut in the rock; some of the
former have, however, been torn away, so that a guide is advisable for

novices, especially iu descending. — The Brevent may also be combined
with the Flegere. The 'Route de Planpraz', a well-defined path, diverges
to the right from the Flegere path, 20 min. below the Croix de la Flegere,
and undulates along the hillside, in full view of the Mont Blanc chain,

passing the Chalets de Charlanoz halfway, to the (2 hrs.) Hot. Planpraz.

To the *Glacier des Bossons an interesting walk (3 hrs. there

and back). We follow the Geneva road (p. 281) past the small

Pension du Lac, cross the Arve by the (ll/o M.) Pont de Perrolataz,

diverge to the left at the hamlet of Les Bossons by a good path, and

ascend to the (3/4 hr.) Pavilion on the left moraine (about 4430 ft.

;

rfmts.). Fine view of the huge glacier, which has begun to advance

of late, overshadowed by the Mont Blanc du Tacul (13,940'). On
the left rise the Aiguilles du Midi (12,609') and dw Plan (12,050').

We descend to the grotto hewn in the glacier (85 yds. long, interest-

ing; adm. and lights 1 fr.)and cross the glacier (guide, necessary,
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2, from Chamonix 6 fr. ; woollen socks to prevent slipping 1 fr.) to

the (1/2 lir.) top of the right lateral moraine (rfmt. hut). We now
descend over debris and through wood via Les Tissours (see below)

"

to (1 hr.) Pierre-Chamonix.

The interesting excursion to the *Plan de I'Aiguille (7227')

takes 3 hrs. (guide, unnecessary, 9 fr. j horse 9 fr.). Above (20 min.)

Les Tissours (see below : finger-post) we ascend to the left through

wood by a good bridle-path, affording fine views of the Chamonix
valley and (farther up) of the Glacier des Bossons, the Aiguille and
Dome du Goiiter, Mont Blanc, Aig. du Midi, and Glacier des Pele-

rins. Beyond a refreshment-hut we ascend over pastures to the

(21/4 hrs.) Chalet du Plan de I'Aiguille (restaurant, with beds). From
this point a footpath ascends over a stony tract, commanding a grand

view of the whole Mont Blanc chain, with the Glaciers des Bossons,

des Pelerins, de Blaitiere, and others, and of the Tarentaise Mts.

beyond the Col de Voza. In 25 min. we reach a clear bluish-green

lake at the foot of the huge moraine of the Glacier de Blaitiere^ dom-
inated by the Aiguilles du Midi, du Plan, and de Blaitiere.

Experts (guide 10 fr.) may go from the Plan de lAiguille via the mo-
raine and the crevassed end of the Glacier des Pelerim to the (1 hr.) Pavilion
de la Pierre-Pointue^ or they may descend (guide 12 fr.) below the Glacier
de Blaitiere and the Glacier des Nantillons to the (3 hrs.) Montanvert (p. 285).

The *Pavilloii de la Pierre-Pointue (6723'; bridle-path, 3 hrs.

;

horse 8 fr.
;
guide, 8 fr., unnecessary) is another favourite point. On

the left bank of the Arve we pass the hamlets of Les Praz Conduits,

Les Barats, and (by the upper path, to the left ; 20 min.) Les Tissours

;

here we turn to the left, ascend through wood on the right bank of

the brook to the (25 min.) Cascade du Bard (cantine), a fine double

fall, and then cross the broad stony bed of the Nant des Pelerins.

(After 10 min. the path to the Glacier des Bossons diverges to the

right ; see above.) We ascend to the left in zigzags on the side of a

wild valley, through which the Nant Blanc dashes over rocks, to the

(3/4 hr.) Chalet de la Para (5265'; rfmts.) and the (lV2lir.) Pavilion

de la Pierre-Pointue (restaurant, dej. 81/2 fr.), on the brink of the

huge Glacier des Bossons , with its beautiful ice-fall. Opposite,

apparently quite near, rise Mont Blanc, the Dome du Gouter, the

Aiguille du Gouter, etc. ; also a superb view to the N. and W.
An interesting point is the Aiguille de la Tour (7566'), which com-

mands the best survey of the Glacier des Bossons (3/4 hr., guide desirable-,

ascend to the left by the pavilion). — The Pierre a. I'Echelle (7910') is

another fine point (IV4 hr.
; guide advisable). The narrow path (route to

Mont Blanc, see p. 289) leads by the pavilion to the right, round an angle of

rock, and ascends to the brink of Ihe Glacier des Bossons (where falling

stones are sometimes dangerous). Admirable view of the riven ice-masses
of the glacier; above them, the Aiguille du Gouter, the Dome du Gouter,
the Bosses du Dromadaire, and the highest peak of Mont Blanc -, in the fore-

ground are the Grands-Midets (see p. 289), 21/2 hrs. distant (guide necessary).
— The Aiguille du Midi (12,608') may be ascended from the Pierre-Pointue
via the Pierre a I'Echelle and the Col du Midi (11, 600'; refuge-hut) in

about 8V2 hrs. (guide 60 fr.) ; difficult. The "'View is very fine. The descent
inav be made via the ValUe Blanche and the Glacier du Giant to the Col
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du Giant Cp. 290). — From the Pierre-Pointue to the Plan de VAiguilk (see

p. 288) iVi hr., fatiguing, guide necessary (10 fr.)-

Mont Blanc (iS.TSi'), the monarch of European mountains
(Monte Rosa 15,215', Finsteraarhorn 14,025', Ortler 12,800'; the

Pic de Nethou, the highest of the Pyrenees, 11,170'), which since

1860 has formed the boundary between France and Italy, is composed
chiefly of granite, and is shrouded with a stupendous mantle of

perpetual snow. It was ascended for the first time in 1786 by the

guide Jacques Balmat, and by Dr. Paccard the same year. In 1787
the ascent was made by the naturalist H. B. de Saussure, with eigh-

teen guides ; in 1825 by Dr. E. Clarke and Captain Sherwill, and in

1827 by Mr. Auldjo. In summer the ascent is now made almost

daily, but travellers are cautioned against attempting it in foggy or

stormy weather, as fatal accidents have frequently occurred. The
view from the summit is unsatisfactory In the ordinary sense. Owing
to their great distance, all objects appear indistinct; even in the

clearest weather we can only descry the outlines of the great chains,

the Swiss Alps, the Jura, and the Apennines.
According to the regulations of the guides at Chamonix, one traveller

ascending Mont Blanc requires two guides (100 fr. each) and one porter
(50 fr.), each additional member of the party one guide more; but for
experts one guide and one porter suffice. When the 'hotel bill' on the
Grands-Mulets and other items are added, the minimum cost of the ascent
usually comes to 220-250 fr. for one person. On the first day we ascend
by the Pierre-Pointue fp. 288) and the Glacier des Bossons to the (6 hrs.)

Grands-Mulets (10,030'). The Hotel (9908'), at the W. base of the rocks,
contains eight rooms (bed, L., & A. 12, B. 3, D. 6 , vin ordinaire 4 fr.

;

D. for guide 2V2 fr., incl. wine, bed free ; food and wine often poor). [Trav-
ellers crossing Mont Blanc from the Italian side should go on to the (21/2 hrs.)

Pierre-Pointue or to (2 hrs. more) Chamonix.] — On the second day we
proceed by the Petit-Plateau to the (4 hrs.) Grand-Plateau (12.900'), and,
bearing to the right (the usual route), ascend bv the Col du Ddme to the
left of the Ddme du GoUter to the (I1/2 hr.) Refuge Vallot (14.312'; shelter-

hut, with beds), near the Vallot Observatory (both erected by Mr. Vallot of
Paris), and thence by the Bosses du Dvomadaire (14,950') and the Tournette
(15,325') to the (IV2-2 hrs.) summit (Calotte). Another route leads to the
left from the Grand-Plateau by the Corridor, the Mur de la Cdte., the
Rochers Rouges (with the Cabane Janssen , 14,774'), and the Petits - Mulets
(15,390') in 3-4 hrs. On the top of Mont Blanc is the Observatory of Dr. Janssen,

built in 1893, which rests entirely upon the snow, as borings failed to find the
rock even at a depth of 40 ft. (adm. to the Vallot and Janssen Observatories,
and the Cabane on the Rochers Rouges, only by permission of the pro-
prietors).

From St. Gervais (p. 280) we ascend bv a new bridle-path via the
Pavilion de Bellevue (p. 280) and Mt. Lachat (692o') to the Tete-Rousse (10,300'(,

beyond which we psss through a long couloir (step-cutting necessary;
falling stones dangerous) to the (8-9 hrs.) Cabane (12,530') on the Aiguille
du GoUter (12:6lO'); thence by the D6me du GoUier to the (2 hrs.) Refuge
Vallot (see above). — From Codrmatecr (p. SCO) about 14 hrs. : from
the Combal Lake (p. 300) across the Glacier de Miage to the (71/2 hrs. from
Courmayeur) Cabane du D6me of the Italian Alpine Club (ca. 10,5(X)'), at

the foot of the Aiguille Grise: thence across the Glacier du Ddme and the
W. arete of the Ddme du GoUfer to the (5-7 hrs. ; ace. to the season and
number of crevasses) Refuge Vallot and the (IV2 hr.) summit. — Another
route leads from the Combal Lake across the Glacier de Miage and Glacier
du Mont-Blanc to the (8V2 hrs. from Courmayeur) Rifugio Quintino Sella

J10,194'), on the Rccher du Mont-Blanc, whence the top is attained in 6-7 hrs.

;

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 19
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but in the middle of the day this route is exposed to stone avalanches and
should be avoided as a descent. — The ascent by the Glaciers du Brouil-

lard and du Fresnay as veell as the direct ascent by the Glacier de la

Brenva are very difGcult and dangerous. — The Aiguille du Gouter fl2,610';

3 hrs. •, guide from Chamonix 4U fr.) and the *D6nie du Gouter (14,210';

41/2 hrs. ; guide 60 fr.) may be ascended from the Grands-Mulets without
serious difficulty.

Tour du Mont Blanc, see R. 75.

From Chamonix to Courmatecr over the Col du G6ant, 12-13 hrs.»

a trving glacier-pass , but highly interesting, and for adepts not difficult

(guide 50, porter 80 fr.). After a night at the Hdfel du Montanvert (p. 285)
we traverse the upper part of the Mer de Glace and the Glacier du Tacul
or du Giant., the jagged 'seracs' of which must be crossed with the ne-
cessary precaution. On the right we pass the Mont Blanc du Tacul (13,940'),

and on the left the Aiguille or Dent du Giant (18,170'; p. 301), and in about
6 hrs. reach the Col du Geant (11,060'), between the Grand Flambeau (11,660')

on the right and the Aiguilles Marbries (11.615') on the left, with the
Rifugio Torino (inn in summer) of the Ital. Alp. Club and a splendid view
toward." Italy. "We then descend almost perpendicular rocks on the S. side
to the (2 hrs") Pavilion du Mont Frity (p. 301) and (IV2 hr.) Courmayeur.
— Other Passes over the Mont Blanc Range from Chamonix to Cour-
maveur (all verv difficult, and for trained adepts onlv) : the Col de Triolet
(12,110'), at the head (S.E. end) of the Glacier de Talt'fre, between the A>g.

de Triolet and the Punta Isabella (guide 50 fr.): the Col de Talefre (11,780'),

also at the head (E. end) of the Glacier de Tallfre., but farther to theW.,
to the E. of the Aig. de TaUfre (guide 50 fr.); the Col de Pierre-Joseph
(11,410'), to the S.W. of the Aig. de Talefre (60 fr.); the Col des Hiron-
delles (11.370'), between the Petites and the Grandes Jorasses (60 fr.) ; and
the Col de Miage (11,165'), to the S.W. of the Aig. de Bionnassay (60 fr.). —
Col Dolent^ see p. 291; Col de Trilatete, see p. 298. — To Obsi^res over the
Col du Chardonnet Pnd the Fenetre de Saleinaz, or over the Col d"Argmtikre,
see p. 291 ; Col du Tour, see p. 291.

From Chamonix to Sixt over the Col du Brivent and the Col d'Anteme,
see p. 283. Over the Buet., see p. 282.

73. From Chamonix to Martigny over the Tete-Noire,

or to Vernayaz via Triquent and Salvan.
Comp. Maps, pp. 284, 272.

Two E0AD8 and a Bridle Path connect the Chamonix Valley with the
Valais. Road from Chamonix by Argentiere and Valorcine to (41/4 hrs.)
Chatelard, whence one road to the right leads by the Tete-Koire, Trient,
and the Col de la Forclaz to (41/4 hrs.) Martigny, and the other to the
left to Finhaut, Salvan, and (4 hrs.) Vernayaz. The bridle-path diverges
at Argentiere to the right from the road, crosses the Col de Balme, and
rejoins the road at the Col de la Forclaz. Of these routes the road over
the Tete-Noire to Martigny. which is practicable for four-seated carriages,
is the most frequented, but is less interesting than that to Salvan and
Vernayaz, which affords finer and more varied views. The path over the
Col de Balme, on the other hand, commands a superb view of the Cha-
monix Valley and Mont Blanc, which are not seen to advantage from the
other routes, and is recommended to travellers from Martigny approaching
Mont Blanc for the first time (comp. p. 296).

a. From Chamonix to Martigny via the Tete-Noire.

31/2 hrs. Omnibus (with 3-4 seats) from Chamonix to Martigny, or vice
versa, 16 fr. and fee of Vr^ *"•• *o '^® driver (office of the 'Messageries' at

Chamonix near the Hotel Impe'rial, at Martigny in the Rue des Hotels).
Carriages are changed at the Tete-Noire or at ihe Col de Forclaz. —
Carriage and pair^tetween Chan onix and Martigny for l-2pers. 40. 3 pers.
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50, 4 pers. 60 fr. The drivers generally exchange passengers with those
coming the other way either at the Tete TToire or the Col deForclaz; and
tourists who ohject to this should stipulate for the retention of the same
carriag3 all the way to the railway-station of Martigny. — Walkers (guide
superfluous) may send their luggage by diligence.

The road ascends the valley and crosses the Arve between Le
Chable (ascent of the Flegere, see p. 286) and (IV2 M-) Les Praz

d/en-haut (*Chalet-H6t. des Praz, pens. 5 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. National,

R. 11/2, pens. 41/2-5 fr-)- The village ol Les Bois and the Giacjer

des Bois remain on the right. At (I1/2M.) Les Tines (*A la Mer de

Glace; Au Tourist e) a path to the Chapeau diverges to the right

(p. 286). The road ascends through a Avooded defile to (2/4 M.) La-
vancher (3848'; Hot. -Pens. Beau-Sejour, 10 min. above the road);

to the Chapeau, see p. 286. About 1/2 M. farther a bridge crosses

the Arve to Le Joux, situated to the left, behind a hill. (Ascent of

the Flegere, see p. 286.) We next pass the hamlets of Les lies, Gras-

sonay, and (1 M.J Les Chazalets, cross the Arve, and reach (2/4 M.)—
6M. Argentiere (4100'; *Couronne, R., L., & A. 21/2, B. 11/4,

D. 31/2? pens. 5-7 fr. ; Bellevue, well spoken of), a considerable vil-

lage, where the huge glacier of that name descends between the

Aiguille Verte (13,540') and the Aiguille du Chardonnet (12,540').

*Glacier d'Argentiere. Bridle-path (guide 5, mule 6 fr.) from Argentiere
to the (2 hrs.) Pavilion de Lognan (6703'; Devouassoud's Inn); 1/4 br. higher
we obtain a splendid survey of the grand 'seracs' of the glacier (where ice-

avalanches are frequent). In 1/2 hr. more (guide necessary, usually to be
found at the inn) we reach the flat upper part of the glacier, almost free

from crevasses (Mer de Glace d^Argentih'e). The middle of it affords a
striking view of the surrounding Aiguilles (du Chardonnet, d'Argentiere, Tour
Noir, Mt. Dolent, Les Courtes, Les Droites, Aig. Verte). We may then
ascend the glacier to (3 hrs.) the Jardin d^ArgentUre (8805'), a rocky 'islet'

at the base of the Aiguille d'Argentiere, with fine flora in summer. —
Excursions from the Pavilion de Lognan. Aiguille du Chardonnet (12,540';

7 hrs.; guide from Chamonix 65 fr.) and Aiguille d''Argentih-e (12,819';

8 hrs.; guide 65 fr.), two difficult ascents. — To OrsiSres over the Col du
Chardonnet (10,909'; 11 hrs.; guide 50 fr.), difficult, but very interesting.

We ascend the steep Glacier d'Argentiere and the Glacier du Chardonnet
to (5V2 hrs.) the col, between the Aiguille du Chardonnet and the Aiguille

d'Argentiere : then cross the Glacier de Saleinaz to the (2 hrs.) Cabane de

Saleinaz (p. 808), and descend to (4 hrs.) Orsieres (p. 308). — "To Orsieres

over the Col d'Argentiere (11,536'; 12 hrs., guide 60 fr.), very difficult.

The pass, which commands a fine view, lies between the Tour Noir (12,5S5')

and the Aiguilles Rouges du Dolent (12.110'). The dangerous descent leads

across the Glacier de la Neuva to the chalets of La Folly in the Val Ferret

(p. 802). — To CouRMATEUH over the Col Dolent (11,625'; 14 hrs. with
guide), between Mont Dolent (12.543') and the Aiguille de Triolet (12,715'),

another difficult expedition. The descent leads by the Glacier du Pr6 de

Bar to the chalets of that name in the Val Ferret (p. 301). — To the Mok-
TANVERT over the Col des Grands-Montets (10.634'; 8 hrs. ;

guide 30 fr),

laborious but verv fine. The pass lies between the Petite Aiguille Verte

(11,457') and the Aiguille des Grands-Montets (10,827'; easily ascended from
the col in V^ hr.), at the head of the steep Glacier des Rognons. — From the

Pavilion de Lognan we may return to the chalets of Lognan and Pendant^
and follow the Chapeau route to (2V2 hrs.) Les Tines (see above).

From ArgentiSre to Orsieres over the Col du Tour (10,762'). 12-13 hr.'?.

(guide 40 fr.), toilsome, but not really difficult for experts. We diverge

to the left from the Col de Ealme route at (35 min.) Le Tour (p. 296)|^and

19=--=
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ascend over the moraine of the Glacier du Tour, and farther on over the
placier itself, to the col, between the Aiguille du Tour (11,615') and the
T('te Blanche (il ,253' ) . both of which are easily climbed from the pass. We
descend to the neve of the Glacier du Trient, where we either take to the
right over the Fenetre de Saleinaz (10,710') to the Glacier de Saleinaz and
the Cabane of that name (p. 308); or we cross the Col d'Omy (10,230')

to the left to the Cabanes d'Orny (p. 308).

Beyond the village the Tete-Noire road ascends to the left in bold

windings. Beyond (25 min.) Trelechamp (4593'; Hot. des Montets)
we look back at the Glacier du Tour and the magnificent Aiguille

Verte. The (V4 hr.} Col des Montets (4740') is the watershed be-

tween the Rhone and the Arve.

The road now turns to the W. side of the valley and gradually

descends. 20 min. Hotel du Buet (4386'). About 2 min. farther

on, at a cantine, is a finger-post which indicates the way to the left

to the (25 min.) picturesque ^Cascade a Berard or a Poyaz, in a

wild ravine, a digression to which adds 1/2 ^J*- to the walk (adm.

50 c). Through this ravine, the Vallee de Berard, runs the route

to the Buet (10.200'), the top of which is visible in the background
(see p. 282; guide from Chamonix 15 fr.).

Our road crosses the (Y4 hr.) Eau-Noire (to the waterfall from
this point, ^4 hr.). We traverse a lonely valley bounded by lofty,

pine-clad mountains. Before us rises the Bel-Oiseau (8655'). In
10 min. more we reach the first houses of the scattered village of

Valorcine (pop. 640). At a (20 min.) Cantine, looking back, we ob-

tain our last view of the summit of Mont Blanc. The valley con-

tracts. The road descends to the Eau-Noire, which dashes over the

rocks, and (5 min.) crosses it. The (^4 hr.) Hotel de Barberine

(closed) stands at the confluence of the two branches of the Eau-
Noire. The main branch (1.) forms a fall here, and a finer one

(Cascade de Barberine) Y2 ^^- higher up (to Emosson and the Barbe-

rine Hut^ 41/9-5 hrs., toilsome, comp. p. 293). — We cross (5 min.)

the Eau-Noire by a bridge (3684'), the boundary between France and
Switzerland, pass the Hot. Suisse au Chatelard, and reach (6 min.)

the Hotel Royal du Chatelard (burned in 1886), where the two
routes to the Rhone Valley separate : to the right the road over the

Tete-Noire to Martigny ; to the left the road via Salvan to Vernayaz
(see p. 293).

Feom Le Chatelard to Mabtigny (4 1/4 hrs.). The road passes

through a cutting and crosses the (8 min.) Eau-Noire. The once

dangerous Mapas (mauvais pas) descends to the left, while the new
road leads high above the deep and sombre valley, being hewn
through the rocks of the (40 min.) Tete-Noire or La Roche-Percee.

We next reach (10 min. from the tunnel; 3 hrs. from Argentiere)

the Hotel de la Tete-Xoire (4003' ). A wooden belvedere, which we
pass 2 min. before the inn, overlooks the wild gorge of the Eau-Noire.

A steep path descends by the inn to the left to the (20 min. I Gouffre
de la Tete-Noire, a ravine of the Trient, with a waterfall and a natural
bridge Cl'ont Mystirieux ). Tickets at the inn (i fr., incl, guide). Tht;
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steep ascent back to the hotel takes 25-30 minutes. — A path leads direct
from the ravine across the Eau-Noire to Finhaut (see below).

The road here turns to the right into the pine-forest of Trient,

skirting the hase of the Tete-Noire. In the valley, far below, is the

brawling Trient, which joins the Eau-Noire a little farther down.

In 1/2 ^r. we reach the village of Trient (4240'; '^Hot. du Midi; Hot.-

Pens. du Glacier de Trient), a little beyond which the road is joined

by the path from Chamonix over the Col de Balme (p. 295). At the

end of the valley rises the Aiguille du Tour (11,615'), with the fine

Glacier du Trient (p. 295).

From Trient the road ascends in steep curves to the (40 min.)

Col de la Forclaz (4987'; see p. 295). View limited, but ^/2^^' lower

down we enjoy a noble survey of the Rhone Valley as far as Sion.

At our feet lies Martigny, reached in 21/4 hrs. by the road (p. 295),

or in 11/2 ti'- l>y th^e steep old path. — 6 M. Martigny, see p. 262.

b. From Chamonix to Vernayaz by Finhaut and Salvan.

From Chamonix to Vernayaz diligence 16 fr. Carr. for 1-2 pers. 45;
from Vernayaz to Chamonix and back by Salvan or the Tete-Noire in
two days 50 fr., in three days 65 fr. Light vehicle from Vernayaz to Salvan,
1 pers. 8, 2 pers. 10 fr. ; to Finhaut 15 and 18 fr.

To Le Chdtelard^ see p. 292. The narrow road ascends to the

left from the ruins of the Hotel Royal, partly by zigzags, for 40 min.

;

it turns to the right at a cross, and leads at nearly the same level,

commanding the valleys of the Eau-Noire and Trient, and then the

Glacier du Trient and the Aiguille du Tour, to (3/4 hr.; 1 hr. 25 min.

from Le Chatelard) Finhaut or Fins-Hauts (4060'; *Grand-H6t.

Finshauts, pens. 6-7 fr. ; *Hdt.-P€ns. Beausejour, 6-67.2 fr.; *Hdt.-

Pens. du Bel-Oiseau, 6-7 fr.; *H6t. du Perron, from 472 fr. ; Hut.-

Pens. du Monthlanc ; *Pens. de la Croix Federate, plain), charmingly

situated and much frequented. Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer.

A narrow path (the beginning of which should be asked for) leads hence
direct to the (1 hr.) Tete-Noire Inn. It descends steeply to a wooden
bridge over the Eau-Noire, crosses it, ascends to the right, and passes
several houses, where, if needed, a boy may be found as a guide to the
Hotel de la Tete-Noire (p. 292). — From Finhaut a good path ascends to

the W. to the (2 hrs.) *Col de la Gueula (6380'), to the S. of the Bel-Oiseau
(see below), where we enjoy a splendid view, across the Barberine Valley,
of Mont Blanc, the Glacier du Trient, etc., and of the Bernese Alps to the E.
The view is still better from the rocky knob of Six Jeur (6746'), 20 min.
to the S.E. of the col. We may descend into the Eau-Noire Valley to

(1/2 hr.) the chalets of Emosson and cross the shoulder of the Perron (8890')

by a fatiguing path leading to the (3 hrs.) Barberine Inn (p. 292; closed). —
About 1/2 hr. above Emosson, in a green valley surrounded by high moun-
tains, lie the chalets of Barberine (6020'). A little farther up is the new
Barberine Club Hut (6230'), the starting-place for the ascent of the Pic de

Tanneverge (9784'; 472 hrs., via the Col de Tannererge), Mont Ruan (10,099';

51/2 hrs., via the Glacier des Fonds and the S.W. arete), and the Tour Sul-

lieres (10,588'; 7 hrs., via the S. arete; comp. p. 274). Over the Col de Tanne-
verge to Sixt, see p. 282: by the Col de Barberine to Emaney, see p. 274. —
The Bel-Oiseau (8655'; from Finhaut 4 hrs., with guide), La Rebarmaz (8115';

(31/2 hrs., with guide), and the Fonianahran (3849'; 5 hrs., with guide), are

interesting and not difficult.
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Ascending a little, then level again, the road passes (I/4 hr.) a

Cantine (fine view all the way), descends through wood in windings,

and leads on the slope of the hill to the (1 hr.) hamlet of Triquent

(3260' ; *H6t.-Pens. du Mont Rose, pens. 4-5 fr. ; '*H6t.-Pens. de

la Dent-du-Midi, pens. '6^/2-0 fr. j. About 1/4 M. farther on are the

^Gorges du Trie^e (restaurant at the bridge), with their picturesque

waterfalls framed in rocks and dark pines (made accessible by wooden

pathways; 1 fr.). The road crosses the stream, ascends gradually

for 20 min., and then descends, between interesting marks of glacier

striation, and past the *H6t.-Pens. de la Creusaz (pens, from 4 fr.),

to (V'ilir.) Salvan (3035'; Qrand-Hot. de Salvan, R. 21/2? B- ^^k,
D. 3, pens. 6-7 fr. 5

*H6t.-Pens. des Gorges du Triege, pens. 5-6 fr.

;

*Hdt. Bellevue, unpretending, R. 1-2 fr., B. 80 c, D. 21/2 ft- ; Union,

moderate ; Hot.-Pens. Mon Repos, 4-5 fr., well spoken of). In the

village is a large erratic boulder; interesting prehistoric sculptures.

ExcoKSioNs (guides, Louis-Gaspar and FrM. Coquoz, Louis and Pierre-

Louis Bdlez, Joseph and Jean-Louis Foumier, Em. Revaz). To the 'Cascade

du Dalley, a fine fall of the Salan/e^ a good path leads in 40 min. by
the hamlet of Les Granges (Hot. des Gorges du Dalley), on the slope facing

the Rhone Valley. The finest point of view is opposite the fall. Lower
down the Salanfe forms the Pissevache Fall (p. 262). — A fine view of

Mont Blanc, the Grand Combin, etc., is obtained from the Mayans de la

Creuse (5790'; 2V2-3 hrs.^ guide 6 fr.), to which an attractive path (suited

for riding) leads through wood. — A bridle-path leads via Les Granges
and Van cfEn Haul to the (3 hrs.) Salanfe Alp (6400'; E6t.-Pens. de la Dent

du Midi), an admirable point of view (ascent of the Lent du Midi, see

below). — The Luisin (9140'; 6 hrs. ; guide 10 fr.). From Salvan we pro-

ceed via the (21/2 hrs.) chalets of Emaney (6070'; accommodation) to the

(2 hrs.) Col or Chieu d Emaney (7960'), and then ascend to the right by the

arete to the (1 hr.) summit. Superb view of the Alps of Savoy, the Valais,

and Bern. Descent in 2 hrs. to the Salanfe Alp. — Dent du Midi (10,696';

8 hrs.; guide 20, with descent to Champery 25 fr.), a difficult but attractive

expedition. From the (3 hrs.) Salanfe Alp (see above) we ascend to the

Col de Susanfe, where our route is joined by that from Champe'ry (p. 274).

Then by the S. arete to the Col des Paresseux (10.043') and the (5 hrs.) W.
and highest peak. The other peaks are more difficult (comp. p. 274). —
Tour Sallieres (10,588'; 8-9 hrs.; guide 80 fr.), via Emaney (see above)
and the S.E. side, difficult (better from the Barberine Hut, p. 293).

From Salvan a good road (cable-tramway projected), shaded by

chestnut and walnut trees and crossing the brook about fifty times,

descends the steep slopes in many windings to (2/4 hr.; up ii/otr.)

Vernayaz (rail, stat., p. 262).

Walkers have an agreeable alternative to the road by Salvan in the

'NoovEAU Chemin', which leads on the right bank of the Trient from Ver-
nayaz to the Tete-Noire (3 hrs.; guide advisable for novices). The path,
beginning below the Gorges du Trient (p. 262), ascends the clifi's to the left

to (Vz hr.) Gueuroz (2201)'), and continues through beech-woods to (I/4 hr.)

La Taillat, whence a path diverges through the valley of the Trient to (V2 hr.)

Salvan, joining the Finhaut and Vernayaz road at the Maison de la Com-
mune at Salvan. Thence the path mounts steeply to (V* hr.) the prettily

situated La Crete (3385'; simple fare), and then runs level by Plan a Jeur
(3670') to (1 hr.) VIlvoz (3880'), lying high above the union of the Trient

and Eau-Noire. We descend to the left into the valley of the Trient, cross

the stream bv a timber-bridge, and ascend to the road, reaching it a

little above the (^4 hr.) Tete-Noire Hotel (p. 292).
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74. From Martigny to Chamonix. Col de Balme.
Comp. Maps, pp. 272, 284.

101/-2 hrs. From Martigny to the Col de Forclaz 3V2, thence to the Col
de Balme 3, to Chamonix 4 hrs. more. Road from Martigny to Trient,
and from Tour to Chamonix. Guide (12 fr.) unnecessary, if the following
directions he observed. Luggage may he sent on by diligence (comp. p. 291).

Horse or mule and attendant 24 "fr. (to the Col de Forclaz 12 fr.), but
from the Col de Balme to Tour the path is unfit for riding.

Martigny, see p. 262. We follow the Great St. Bernard road

through the long village of Martigny-Bourg (p. 262} to the (li/o^O
Drance Bridge (1630'), and (4 mln.) the hamlet of La Croix. A notice

on a house here indicates the steep old road to Chamonix, ascending

to the right. Beyond (1/4 hr.) the village of Le Brocard we ascend
gradually to the right, through vineyards, orchards, meadows, and
wood. The road is often crossed by the old one, and the two some-
times coincide. 20 min. Les Rappes; 25 min. La Fontaine; 35 min.
Sergnieux (2810'); 1/4 hr, Le Fay. The road here ascends to the

right in wide bends (short-cut by the old path). Looking back from

the (3/4 hr.) Chalet de Bellevue we enjoy a fine survey of the Rhone
Valley. Then (20 min.) Les Chavans (tavern), and an ascent of

40 min. more to the Col de la Forclaz, or Col de Trient (4987';

*Hdtel Oay-Descomles, R., L., & A. 2, dej. 21/2, D. 3, pens. 4-5 fr.
;

liestaurant Fougere, 2 min. farther on, plain), 372lii^s- from Mar-
tigny. To the right, about 150 yds. from the col, is a point com-
manding a good view of the Trient Valley.

From the pass a nearly level path, laid with rails for the transport-
ation of ice, leads to the (I72 hr.) 'Glacier du Trient (lower end 5560'),

the northernmost glacier of the Mont Blanc range (good view from a
point about 1/2 hr. up the left side). Over the Fenetre d''Arpette (8790') to
Champex, 51/2-6 hrs., with guide, see p. 308. — Another attractive route
leads from Forclaz to the S.E. via La Giete and over the !N'.E. shoulder
of the (1^4 hr.) *Pointe de Bovine (TIBC), commanding a grand view of
the Bernese Alps and Grand Coinhin, to the (1/4 hr.) chalets of Bovine.
We then descend to the right in steep zigzags

,
past La Guraz (5310'),

across the Durnant, and through wood to the Plan de VEau (4365'), and
then across the Champex to (2 hrs.) ilariotty, on the wav from Martiguy
to the (1 hr.) Lac de Champex (p. 307). — "Arpille (6830'), ascended in IV2 hr.

from the Col de la Forclaz, see p. 262. Fine view also from the (2 hrs.)

Croix de Prelayes (7770'), to the S. of the col; grander from the Foinie
Ronde (BTlO'j 4 hrs.-, guide).

After a descent of 1/4 hr. the bridle-path to the Col de Balme
diverges to the left from the Tete-Noire road (p. 293), and in 10 min.
crosses a bridge opposite the upper houses of Trient (p. 293). We
ascend the meadows to the left (with the Glacier du Trient to the

left, see above) and (20 min.) cross the Nant-Noir ('nant', from

nature, being the Savoyard for torrent), which descends from the

Mont des Herbageres. We follow the right bank for about 200 paces,

and then mount to the left in steep zigzags through the Forest of

Magnin, which has been thinned by avalanches. After 1 hr. the path

becomes more level, passes (^4 hr.) the Chanton de VArole (6233')

and (1/4 hr.) the chalets oi Zerbaziere (6820'), and (^/2^^-) reaches
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the *Col de Balme (7221'; Hotel Suisse. R. 3 fr., well spoken of),

6 hrs. from Martigny, the boundary between Switzerland and France.

This point commands a superb view of the Mont Blanc range : the

Aiguilles du Tour, d'Argentiere, Yerte, du Dru, des Charmoz, and du
Midi, Mont Blanc itself, and the Dome du Goiiter; also of the Cha-
monix Valley as far as the Col de Voza. On the right are the snow-
clad Buet, the Aiguilles Rouges, and the Brevent. In the opposite

direction, over the Forclaz, we survey the Valais and the mountains
whichi separate it from the Bernese Oberland.

A still finer *View is obtained from La Balme (TSOC/). the second height
to the right, with a wooden cross, about Vz hr. to the N.E. of the inn, at the
foot of the Croix de Fer or Aiguille de Balme (7645'), the last spur of the hills
which rise abruptly above the Col de Balme. From this point Mont Blanc
looks still grander; to the N.E. we see the entire chain of the Bernese
Alps; to the E., at our feet, lies the Tete-Xoire ravine, with the Dent du
Midi rising beyond it. The descent may be made direct from this point
to the Tour path. The ascent of the Aiguille itself is fit for experts only
Cl hr,, with guide).

Feom the Col de Balme to the TfiTE-yoiEE (2V2hrs.; no guide needed
in fine weather), fatiguing, but interesting to the traveller who desires to

visit both these points in one day either from the Rhone Valley or from
Chamonix. The views are less striking in the reverse direction. To the
W. of the col, behind the above-mentioned height with the cross, a narrow
path leads nearly to the (10 min.) brink of the Tete-Xoire A'^alley. and
then becomes indistinct. We turn to the right (X.) and follow a slight

depression for a few minutes until a number of heaps of stone become
visible, to the right of which the path reappears. The chalets of Catogne
(6560') are left to the right as we descend. The path next crosses the
stream, and descends abruptly along the right bank to a lower plateau,
then bends to the X.E., and reaches (40 min.) the chalets of Grangettes.
By the northernmost chalet, beyond the stream, are two boulders, con-
spicuous by their light colour, between which the path descends to the
X.. steep and stonv at places, but easilv traced, to the scattered chalets
of Les Jeurs and (IV4 hr.) the Tete-Noire (p. 292).

The path, now rough and steep, descends over pastures carpeted

witk rhododendrons and other Alpine flowers (often marshy in wet
weather). On the right flows the Arve (p. 284), which rises on
the Col de Balme. We cross several small brooks, pass to the right

of(3/4hr.) the chalets of CAarmi7Zon (5965'), and reach (1/2 hr.)

Le Tour (4695'), where the carriage-road begins. To the left is the

fine Glacier du Tour. (Over the Coldu Towr to Orsieres, seep. 291.)

Carr. and pair from Tour to Chamonix for 1-3 pers. 15 fr. ; those

who intend to drive should take a carriage here if possible. The
fragments of slate brought down by the Arve are carefully collected

by the peasants, who cover their fields with them in spring, thus

causing the snow under them to melt several weeks earlier than it

otherwise would. Beyond Le Tour (I/4 M.) we cross the Buisme,

which drains the Glacier du Tour, and (1 M.) the Arve, and soon

reach (1/4 M.) Argentiere (p. 291).
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75. From Chamonix to Courmayeur over the Col du
Bonhomme and the Col de la Seigne.

Coinp. Maps, pp. 2Si, SOS.

Bkidle Path. Three days : 1st, by the Pavilion de Bellevue to Con-
tamines 6 hrs. (or to Nant-Borrant, 73/4 hrs.)i 2nd, to Mottets from Isant-

Borrant, 51/2 hrs. by the Col des Fours, or 6V2 hrs. byChapieux; 3rd, to

Courmayeur 6V2 hrs. — Or, omitting the Pav. de Bellevue, we may drive

from Chamonix to St. Gervais (one-horse carr. 18, two-horse 25 fr.), in

which case Mottets is easily reached on the first day and Courmayeur on
the second. — Guide (not needed by good walkers in fine weather, but
advisable over the Col des Fours) from Chamonix to Courmayeur in two
days 20, in three days 24 fr. ; return-fee 16 fr. extra.

The Tour of Mont Blanc, as this route is called, is easy and interesting.

To complete our circuit of Mont Blanc, we may return to Martigny over
the Great St. Bernard or over the Col Ferret. Good walkers go from
Aosta to Chatillon, and cross the Theodule Pass to Zermatt. (In the oppo-
site direction, from Zermatt, the route is less interesting.) Note that the

Italian and French custom-house officers sometimes ask for passports.

We follow the Geneva road (p. 281) from Chamonix to (31/9 M.)
the hamlet of La Griaz, turn to the left by an iron cross, and cross

the deep hed of the Nant de la Griaz to (2/4 M.) Les Houches (Hot.

du Glacier, poor), with a picturesquely situated church. Beyond
the church and the brook (guide-post) a tolerable path (hardly to

be mistaken) diverges to the left, enters the (72 tir.) wooded ravine

to the right, and ascends in II/2 hr. to the Pavilion de Bellevue

(5843'), a rustic inn on a saddle of Mont Lachat (see below),

affording a superb *View (best by evening-light) of the Chamonix
Valley as far as the Col de Balme

,
the Mont Blanc range (summit

hidden by the Dome du Gouter), and the Arve Yalley.

Another path (easier at first, but disagreeable after rain) diverges by a

cross IS min. beyond Les Houches, and ascends in I'/z hr. to the Col de Voza
(5495'; inn closed; poor fare at the chalet), a depression between Mont Lachat
(6926') and the Prarion (p. 280), 20 min. to the W. of the Pavilion de Belle-
vue, with a fine view, but inferior to that from the Bellevue. Descent
on the right bank of the Torrent de Bionnassay by Bionnassay to Bionnatj

(3190'), on the road from St. Gervais to Contamines.

From the Pavilion de Bellevue the path descends to the S. over

pastures {ihe Aiguille de Bionnassay, 13,340', rising on the left) and

crosses the stream issuing from the Glacier de Bionnassay . The
burst of the Glacier de Tete-Rousse which destroyed St. Gervais-les-

Bains in 1892 (p. 280) descended by this valley. Beyond the Cha-

lets de la Pierre, on the other side of the stream, our route, now a

tolerable bridle-path , descends on the left side of the valley to

(1^/4 hr.) Champel and turns to the left by the fountain. We descend

rapidly, enjoying a fine view of the wooded and weU-cultivated

Montjoie Valley, bounded on the W. by the slopes of Mont Joly

(p. 298), with the Mont Roselette (7845') in the background, while

to the E., above the green lower hills, peep several of the W. snow-

peaks of the Mont Blanc group [Aig. de Tricot, de Trelatete, etc.).

Beyond (18 min.) La Villette the path joins (6 min.) the road from

St. Gervais (p. 280), which we follow to the left, crossing the Torrent
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de Miage just before the hamlet of Tresse. (To the right, on the

slope of Mont Joly, stands the church of St. Nicolas de Veroce.) The
road then ascends high on the right bank of the Bon-Nant to La
Chapelle^ Champellet, and (1 hr.) —

Les Contamines sur St. Gervais (3927'; Union, Hot. du Bon-
homme, both very fair, R., L., & A. from 2, B. 1, D. l^/o fr.), a large

village with a handsome church.

Instead of descending through the valley of the Bionnassay, we may
ascend to the right at the end of the Glacier de Bionnassay (p. 297)

to the Chalets de Tricot and the (21/2-3 hrs. from the Pav. de Bellevue)
Col de Tricot (7003'; small inn), between the Poinie de Tricot and Mt. Vo-

rassay. We then descend to the chalets of Miage., which aftbrd a fine view
to the S. of the Glacier de Miage, the Dome de Miage (12,100'), the Col de
Miage (p. 290), and the Aig. de Bionnassay (13,340'). Hence we foUow the
left bank of the Miage to Tresse^ on the road to (2V2hrs.) Contamines (see

above; guide from Chamonix 15 fr.)-

The 'Mont Joly (8290') is ascended from St. Nicolas (see above) without
difficulty in 4 hrs. (guide 6 fr.; auberge 3/4 hr. from the top). Splendid
view ofMont Blanc. — The Pavilion de TrilatHe (see below) is more easily

reached from Contamines than from Xant-Borrant (path ascending to the
left, 20 min. above Contamines). From Contamines by the Pavilion de
Trelatete to Nant-Borrant, 4 hrs., interesting.

Beyond Contamines the road descends to the Bon-Nant, and

overlooks the valley as far as the peaks of the Bonhomme. The valley

contracts. At (1 hr.) the bridge which crosses to the pilgrimage-chapel

of Notre Dame de la Gorge the road ends. The bridle-path now
ascends to the left

,
passing a bridge (which is not to be crossed)

and frequent traces of glacier-friction. Then through wood, past two

waterfalls, and (I/2 tr.) across the deep gorge of the Bon-Nant;

10 min. Chalets of Nant-Borrant (4780'; Inn, R. & A. 3-4, D.

3 fr.). "We cross the wooden bridge beyond them, and traverse the

pastures on the left bank by a stony path. On the left the seracs

of the large Glacier de Trelatete are visible; looking back, we survey

the valley as far as the Aiguilles de Yarens (p. *279).

From i^ant-Borrant (7 hrs.). or better from Contamines (see above;

8V2 hrs.), we may reach Mottets or the Col de la Seigne by the Col du Mont
Tondu (95'X)'); trying, but without danger (guide 30 fr.). From Nant-
Borrant we ascend to the left (fine waterfalls) to the (iVz hr.) Pavilion de
Trilatite (6463'; inn, well spoken of), which overlooks the Tvilatete Glacier,

and skirt the stony slopes on the E. side of the glacier, finally crossing it

to the pass, between Mont Tondu (10,485') on the right and the Pointe de la

Lanchette (10,130') on the left (beautiful view, especially from a height on
the left). We may either descend to the right across the Glacier de la Lanchette

to Mottets (p. 299), or to the left over shelving rocks and across the Glacier

des Glaciers to the Col de la Seigne (p. 299). — Over the Col de Trelatete
(11,424'), to the W. of the Aiguille de Trelatete, to the Glacier de VAlUe
Blanche and Combat Lake (p. 300), very difficult (2 guides, 60 fr. each).

We next reach (50 min.) the Chalet a la Balme (5627'), a plain

inn, situated at the head of the Montjoie Valley.
In doubtful weather, or late in the evening, a guide should be

taken from this point to the top of the pass (3 fr.); but, as guides

are not always to be had here, it is safer to engage one at Contamines
(to the Col du Bunhomme 6-8. Col des Fours 6-8, Chapieux 8-10. Mottets
10-12 fr., the higher fees being charged when the guide cannot return the

same dav). If the guide be taken to the Col du Bonhomme only, his at-
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tendance should be required as far as the highest point (Croix du
Bonhomme, see below). Mule from l^ant-Borrant to the Croix 8 fr.

The path, indicated by stakes, ascends wild, stony slopes, passing

a waterfall on the left, to the (V2 lir.) Plan Jovet (6437'), with a

few chalets. (To Mottets over the Col d'Enclare , see below.) On
the (7.2 hr.) Plan des Dames (6745') rises a conical heap of stones,

where a lady is said to have perished in a snow-storm. At the end

of the valley (20min.) the path ascends the slope to the right, and

(25 min.) reaches the shelter-hut on the Col du Bonhomme (7680'),

whence we look down into the desolate valley of the Gitte. Two
curious rocks, the Tete du Bonhomme and the slightly lower Femme
du Bonhomme, here tower aloft, like two ruined castles. Beyond

these we follow the rocky slope to the left (path indicated by stakes),

passing an excellent spring (good resting-place), and next reach

(40 min.) the Col de la Croix du Bonhomme (8147'), with a stone

shelter-hut and a fine view of the mountains of the Tarentaise, in

the centre of which rises the beautiful snow-peak of Mont Pourri

(12,428'). Here the path divides. In a straight direction the path

descends, partly over debris, to (1^4 ^^0 —
Les Chapieux or Chapiu (4950'; *Soleil ; Hot. des Voyageurs,

unpretending), in the Val des Glaciers, l^/^ hr. below Mottets.

From Chapiecx to Pe£ St. Didier over the Little St. Bernard (11 hrs.;

preferable to the Col de la Seigne in doubtful weather). The new road
to (91/2 M.) Bourg- St- Maurice (diligence in summer daily at 4 p.m. in
2 hrs., 1 fr. 50 c.) descends the narrow valley of the Torrent des Glaciers^

between the precipices of the Claveita (SeiO*) to the left, and the Terrasse

(9480') to the right, past Le Crey and (51/2 M.) Bonn'eval-les-Bains. From
Bourg- St-Maurice to Pri St. Didier, see pp. 303. 302.

The direct route to Mottets (2^2 hrs.) ascends from the Croix du

Bonhomme to the left, rarely free from snow (guide advisable for no-

vices) to the (35 min.) Col des Fours (8890'), to the right of which

is the Pointe des Fours (8920'; 5 min.), a' splendid point of view.

Then a steep descent over slate-detritus and pastures to (1^4 tr.)

a group of chalets (6573') and the (20 min.) Chalets des Glaciers,

where the path from Chapieux comes up from the right. We descend

to the left, cross the bridge (5840') over the Torrent des Glaciers,

and ascend the left bank to (1,2 l^r.) the houses of—
Les Mottets (6227'; Veuve Fort's Inn, R., L., & A. 41/2-5, B. 2,

lunch 3V2) D- 4: fr. ; mule to the Col de la Seigne, 6 fr.), at the

head of the Val des Glaciers. To the N.E. rises the Aiguille des

Glaciers (12,580'), with the Glacier des Glaciers.

Over the Col du Mont Tondu to Coniamines, see p. 298. Another route

to Mottets (4 hrs. from Kant-Borrant; shorter, but trying) is from the Plan

Jovet (see above), past the small Lac Jovet (7140'). and over the Col d'En-

clave (8813'), between Mt. Tondu and the Tete d'Enclave.

A bridle-path ascends hence in zigzags to the (1^/4 hr.) Col de

la Seigne (8240' ; shelter-hut), where a cross marks the frontier

X)f Italy. *Yiew of the AUee Blanche, a long Alpine valley, bounded

on the left by the tremendous precipices of Mont Blanc.
To the left of the pass rise the Aig. des Glaciers (12,580') and Aig. de
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Ti'elatete (12,830'); then tlie imposing snowy dome of Mont Blanc, borne
l»y the huge rocky buttresses of the Mont BrouiUard (13,298'), the Aig.

du Chatelet, aud the bold Aiguilles Blanche and Xoire de Pitiret (13,482' and
12,402'): the former ascended for the first time in 1885 by Mr. Seymour
King. Farther to the right, in the distance, rise the Mt. Vilan., Grand
Comlin, etc. The view, to the W., of the Tarentaise Mts. is also fine,

but cannot compete with the imposing scene just described.

Beyond the pass we descend over snow and debris, keeping

to the left, then across pastures, to the (V2 hr.) upper Chalets de

VAllee Blanche (7235'; occupied for a few weeks in summer only),

and the (25 min.") lower chalets (7135'), at the endof a level stretch.

"We round the hill to the right, cross the brook, with a splendid

view of the imposing Glacier de VAllee Blanche^ and descend to a

second level reach of the valley, at the end of which (3,4 hr.) lies

the green Lac de Combal ('6365'), bounded on the N. by the huge
moraine of the Glacier de Miage. Near a sluice at the lower end of

the lake (10 min.) we cross the Doire, which issues from the lake,

and descend the side of the moraine through a wild, rock-strewn

ravine. After 40 min. the Doire is again crossed. The valley, now
called Val Veni, expands. The Cantine de la Visaille (5423'),

5 min. farther on, commands a splendid survey of the valley, with

the Jorasses and the Dent du Geant towering on the left.

The path descends through wood and pastures, passing (3/^ hr.)

the Chalets de Purtud (4945' ; cantine, on the left bank). On the

left is the fine Glacier de laBrenva, which once filled the whole val-

ley, but has receded greatly within the last few decades. Beyond
the (20 min.) Chalet de Notre Dame de Be rrier (4875') , a little

helow the exit from the wood, we survey the whole Brenva Glacier;

on the left are the Aiguilles de P^teret with the snowy summit
of Mont Blanc towering ahove them; on the right, the pavilion

on the Mont Frety (p. 301) and the tooth-shaped Dent du Ge'ant

(p. 301). By the chapel of Xotre Dame de Guerison or de Berrier

(4710'), 5 min. farther on. the path rounds an angle of rock, over-

looking the village of Entreves to the left, at the mouth of the Val

Ferret, and then descends to the Doire, which unites here with the

Doire du Val Ferret and takes the name oi Dora Baltea. Opposite

the little sulphur-baths of La Saxe (1/2 hr.) we cross the Dora, pass

the (1/4 hr.) Hotel du Montblanc, and in 10 min. more reach —
Courmayeur. — -Hotel Rotal, A^'GELO, in both E., L., & A. 4-6, B.

11/2, de'j. 31/2. D. 5 fr.; *Usion. R., L., & A. 3, B. IV2, B. Avith wine 41/2. pens.

8-10 fr. :
^ Mont Blanc, V2 M. to the N. of the village, R. & A. 2V2. !>• incl.

wine 4 fr. — Restaurant Savoye (also rooms) ; CaU du Montblanc. — Diligence
to Aosta, see p. 302 -. one-horse carriage to Aosta 15, two-horse 25 fr. (return-

vehicles cheaper). There is a society of guides here with regulations similar

to those at Chamonix (see p. 283). L. and JuV.en Proment., J. Petigax, J. Ga-
din, Al. and G. A. Berlhod, L. Berthollier., F., J., and L. Croux, P. and L.

Revelf Al. Fenoillet, and Ces. Oilier are recommended. Arrangements should
be discussed, not only with the Guide-Chef, but with the guides themselves.

Courmayewr (4015' ; 600 inhab.), an important village ,
with

mineral springs, finely situated at the head of the Aosta Valley,
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is mucli frequented by Italians in summer. Thougli higher than

Chamonix (by 600'), the climate is warmer and the vegetation far

richer. Mont Blanc is concealed from Courmayeur by the Mont
Chetif, but is seen from the Pre St. Didier road, V2 M. to the S.

ExcDEsiONS. From tlie hamlet of Dolonne, opposite Courmayeur, at the
base of Blont Chetif, we obtain an excellent survey of the enormous pre-
cipices of the Jorasses and the glacier of that name. Pleasant walk thither,

crossing the Dora Bridge (10 min.); then through the village, down to

the Dora by a shady path at its N. end, and back by the left bank (Vahr.).
— A bridle-path (guide unnecessary) leads from Dolonne to the W. to

the (2hr8.) Col de Checouri (6430'), on the S.W. side of Mont Chitif (7685';

ascended in 1 hr. without serious difficulty), commanding a fine view of

Mont Blanc. We may descend to the (21/2 hrs.) Lac de Combal and return

by the Val Veni ; see p. 300.

The *Mont de la Saxe (7735'5 2V2-3 hrs.; guide, 6 fr., unnecessary) affords

a complete view of the S.E. side of MontBlanc with its numerous glaciers,

the Col du G^ant and the Jorasses being close to us. A good bridle-path
ascends from Courmayeur, by La Saxe (p. 300) and Le Vill air ^ to the
(2 hrs.) Chalets du Pr4 (6480') and the (1 hr.) nearer peak. The descent
may be made by the Chalets du Leuchi into the Val Ferret.

The "Crammont (8980'), commanding a grand view of Mont Blanc, is

best ascended from Pre St. Didier (see p. 302).

Ascent of Mont Blanc (guide 100 fr.), see p. 289. Guide for ascent of

Mont Blanc, descent to the Grandes-Mulets or Pierre-Pointue, and return
via Montanvert and the Col du Geant 130 fr. (porter 70 fr.). — The
Grandes Jorasses (13,797'), 13-14 hrs., vdth 2 guides (TO fr. each), are
difficult, and dangerous after fresh snow. We ascend on the right bank
of the Doire, passing Entrhves, in the Ferret valley, and the chalets of
Mayen (4944'), and then proceed through wood and over grassy slopes,

snow, and rocks (extremely steep and difficult at last), to the (51/2-6 hrs.)

Cahane des Grandes Jorasses of the I. A. C. (9200'), whence we reach the
summit by the Glacier de Planpansiire and the Eocher du Reposoir in 6-6 hrs.

To Chamonix over the Col du G6ant (comp. p. 290), 11-12 hrs. (guide

40, porter 25, in two days 50 and 30 fr. ; two guides, or a guide and a porter
required). Interesting excursion (bridle-path, 21/2 hrs.) to the Pavilion
du Mont Frety (7130'; small inn; fine view); thence to the Col du G^ant,
Ital. Colle del Gigante (11,060'), with the new Rifugio Torino (inn in

summer), a steep ascent of 31/2 hrs. (guide to the Pavilion, 6 fr., unneces-
sary; to the pass and back 15, in two days 20 fr.). The ascent of the
Aiguille or Dent du Giant (13,170'), from the Col du Geant in 4-5 hrs., is

very difficult (first ascended by the brothers Sella in 1882). Descent from
the col to the Montanvert 4-5 hrs. (comp. p. 290).

From Courmayeur to Orsi^res over the Col Ferret (11-12 hrs.);

cart-road to Gruetta, theuce bridle-path (guide to the Chalets de Ferret
advisable, 15 fr.). From Courmayeur we follow the road via La Saxe

tp. 3(X)) to the (I3/4 M.) village of Entrexes and ascend the narrow Val Ferret,

on the right bank of the Doire, past the chalets of Za Palus, Le Pont, and
Prd, Sec. By the (1 hr.) chalets of La Vachey (5364') we cross to the left bank
of the stream. Farther up we pass the poor huts of Ferachi (5795'),

Gruetta (5782"), and Sagivan or Saljoan (6370') ; to the left are the mf»-

raines of the Glacier de Triolet, and high up on the rocks of the Monts Rouges
is the Cdbane de Triolet of the I. A. C. (8478'; 6 hrs. from Courmayeur),
the starting-point for the difficult Aig. de Triolet (12,727'; 7-8 hrs.; guide
50 fr.), the Mt. Dolent (12,540'; 6 hrs.), the Col de Triolet^ Col de TaUfre.
Col de Pierre-Joseph^ Col de Leschaux, etc. (see p. 290). The last chalets are

those of (21/2 hrs.) Pri de Bar (6756'; rfmts.), at the base of the glacier of

that name (p. 291), which descends from Mont Dolent (12,540'). The bridle-

path ascends to the right in numerous windings to the (I'/a hr.) Col
Ferret, or Col de la Peulaz (8343'), the frontier of Switzerland and Italy,

with a superb view of the Val Ferret and the S. side of the Mont Blanc
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group with its huge glaciers, of the Jorasses, the Aiguille du Ge'ant, and
the Allee Blanche as far as the Col de la Seigne. [Another pass, called

the Col du Petit Ferret or Pas de Grapillon (8166'), farther to the N.. close to

the foot of the precipices of Mont Dulent, is shorter, but more fatiguing
and devoid of view.] We descend to the (1 hr.) Chalets de la Petilaz

(6840'), below which we cross the Dvance and (1/2 hr.) reach the Col de
Fenetre route. (Frona this point to the St. Bernard Hospice 4-4V2 hrs.

;

comp. p. 312.) The path then descends to the left to the (1/2 hr.) Cha-
lets de Ferret (5565'; small inn, clean and moderate), whence a cart-road

leads through the N. (Swiss) Val Ferret or Ferrex to (V2 hr.) La Folly

(5240'), with the Glacier de la Neuva above it, on the left (p. 291). Then
(»/2 hr.) La Seiloz (4920'), (IV* br.) Praz de Fort (3660*; hence to the Cabane
de Haleinciz 5-5V2 hrs., see p. 308), Ville d'Isserf. Som la Proz^ and (IV4 hr.)

Oniires (p. 308). Good walkers starting from Cournaayeur at 3 or 4 a. m.
may catch the afternoon-diligence for Martigny at Orsieres.

76. From Courmayeur to Aosta and Ivrea.

64 "A. From Courmayeur to (23 M.) Aosta an Ojinibcs plies thrice

a day in July & Aug. in 4 hrs. (in the reverse direction 5 hrs.; fare 5 fr.,

banquette 5^/2 fr. ; each large piece of luggage 1 fr.); one-horse carr. 18,

two-horse 30 fr. — From Aosta to (42 M.) Ivrea, Railway in 21/2 hrs.

(fares 7 fr. 60, 5 fr. 30, 3 fr. 40 e.). The railway is a triumph of en-
gineering; the scenery very picturesque.

Courmayeur^ p. 300. — The road to Aosta [23 M. ; second half

not interesting enough to walk) winds down to the Doire and
follows its left bank through a wooded ravine. Passing (2V2 M.)
Palesieux, we cross the Doire to (3/4 M.) Pre St. Didier (3250';

'^Hot. de VUnivers et de la Rose ; Couronne)^ a picturesquely situated

village with baths, where the road to the Little St. Bernard diverges

to the right. Near the hot springs (^4 M. lower) the Thuile forces

its way between perpendicular rocks towards the Dora valley.

Excursions. (Guides: Jos. JBarmaz^ and others.) The ascent of the
•Tete de Crammont (8980'; 3V2-4 hrs.) is highly interesting (riding practic-

able to within 1/2 hr. from the top). Following the St. Bernard road to

the first tunnel (1/2 hr. ; shorter footpath in 20min.), we thence ascend to the
right in numerous zigzags to the (2 hrs.) hamlet of Chanion (5970'), whence
we reach the top in IV2 hr. more. Splendid view of Mont Blanc and the
Graian Alps. About 5 min. below the top is the Cabane De Saussure, a re-

fuge-hut of the I. A. C. Another route (easier) diverges to the right from
the St. Bernard road at Elevaz^ 3 M. from Pre St. Didier, joining the above
route at Chanton. Experts may dispense with a guide.

To Bourg-St-Maurice over the Little St. Bernard, 9 hrs., a route
preferred by some to the Col de la Seigne (p. 299). Diligence from Cour-
mayeur to the Hospice daily in summer in 5V2 hrs., from the Hospice to

Bourg-St-3Iaurice every afternoon in 3 hrs. The fine new road ascends
the valley of the Thidle via Balme to (2 hrs.) La Thuile (4726'; two small
inns), where we have a view of the great glacier of the Rutor (11,435'),

which may be ascended hence. [Interesting excursion via La Joux and past
the beautiful ~Ru(or Waterfalls to the (3^/2 hrs.) Rifugio di Santa Margherita
(about 7940') on the Lago del Rutor; from the height 5 min. to the S.W,
(8085') splendid *View of the whole chain of Mont Blanc, the Testa del Rutor
with its neighbours, etc.] Thence the rnad ascends, passing (iV4 hr.) Po»<
Serrand (5415') and the Cantine des Eavx-Rousses (0i40'), to the (3/4 hr.) pass
of the Little St. Bernard (7176'). The boundary between France and Italy is on
the S. side, 1/4 hr. beyond the summit, and near a Hospice (7080') affording fair

quarters (simple fare free, better dishe? at a fixed tarifl). [The Mt. Valaisan
(9453'), 372 hrs. to the S.E., the Belridere (8665'), IV2 hr. to the E., and the
Lancebranlette (9605'), 3 hrs. to the W., all afford admirable views.] We now
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descend gradually, overlooking the beautiful upper valley of the Isere

(La Tarentaise) and the Savov Mts. the whole way, to St. Germain, S4ez,

and (12 M.) Bourg-St-Maurice (2805'; *Hdt. Mayet, R. & A. 31/2, D. 3 fr.),

a small town on the Isere, whence a diligence runs twice daily in 41/2 hrs.

to (16 M.) MoHtiers-en- Tarentaise ; see Baedeker''s South- Eastern France. —
From Bourg-St-Maurice to Chapieux, see p. 299.

Below Pre St. Didier we again cross the Doire, looking hack

to get a grand view of Mont Blanc, visible as far as Avise. We
follow the lofty slope for some way, and then descend through vine-

yards into a broad and rich valley. To the S. appears the beautiful

pyramid of the Grivola (13,018'). On a hill to the left of (21/2 M.)

Morgex (3017'; Chine Vert; Ange) is the picturesque ruined cha-

teau of Chdtelar (3840') -, farther on is La Salle, with the ruins of a

castle. On the right bank is the pretty Cascade de Derby, in several

leaps. The valley contracts. The road crosses to the right bank by

the (4V2 M.) Pont d'Equilive (2570'), and leads through a wild defile

(Pierre Taillee) to Ewmaz (2580'; Croix, poor). OppositeliesAui.se,

with a ruin and an old church. Mont Blanc is now lost to view. The
road traverses another rocky gorge, where the pyramidal Mt. Emilius

comes in sight. Near the beautifully situated, but dirty village of

(21/2 M.) Liverogne (2395'; Hot. du Col du Mont) we cross the

deep gorge of the Dora di Valgrisanche, and see the first chestnut

trees. Behind us is the snowy Rutor (11,435'); to the left, the

church of St. Nicolas (3922'), on an abrupt rock. Beyond (8/4 M.)
Arvier (2545' ; Croce Bianca) we descend rapidly and cross the

Savaranche; to the right, on the hill, are the chateau and church

of Introd. Then (3 M.) ViUeneuve (2132'; Cervo), beautifully

situated, and commanded by the ruin of Argent on a lofty rock.

Excursions from Liverogne and Villeneuve, see Baedeker's N. Italy.

We ascend a little on the left bank of the Doire, passing a mass-

ive old tower. Beautiful view, behind us, of the three-peaked

Rutor, the Grivola with'the Trajo Glacier, etc. Opposite St. Pierre

(2168'), with its church and old castle on a rocky hill, opens the

Val de Cogne on the S. ; on the right bank lies Aymaville, with

deserted iron-foundries and a chateau with four towers. The road

passes the handsome royal chateau of Sarre (2154'), and traverses

a broad shadeless valley to (6 M.) —
23 M. Aosta. — -Hot. dd Montblanc, to the W. of the town, K.,

L., & A. 3-3V2, B. IV2, D. 5 fr.-, *H6tel Royal Victoeia, at the station,

R. from 2, L. & A. IV4, B. IV2, dej. 3, D. 5, pens. 9-12 fr. (both closed

in winter). — Hot, Paul Lanier, in the Hot. de Ville in the chief piazza,

good cuisine; Corona, opposite the last, Hut.-Pens. Centoz, Piazza
Carlo Alberto, both well spoken of. — 'Caffe Nazionale, in the Hot. de

Ville (variety performance in the evening) ; beer at Zimmermann's, near
the Hot. de Ville; Rail. Restaurant, poor. — One-horse carr. to Courmayeur
18 or 30 fr. ; to St. Rhemy 15 or 25 fr. Omnibus to Courmayeur, see p. 302

(office in the market-place, with rooms, 3 fr. incl. L. & A.); to St. Rhe'ray,

see p. 307.

Aosta (1913'; pop. 7376), the Augusta Praetoria Salassorum of

the Romans, and now the capital of the Italian province of Aosta,

is beautifully situated at the confluence of the Buthier and the Doire
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or Dora Baltea. Its antiquities testify to the importance of the place

(luring the Roman period.

Near the railway-station, on the S. side of the town, stands a

bronze *Statue of Victor Emmanuel IJ., 'roi chasseur', by Tortone,

on a lofty rock pedestal. The ancient Town Walls, which are flanked

with strong towers, enclosing a rectangle, 790 yds. long by 650 yds.

broad , still exist in their entire circuit. On the S.W. side the flat

coping and the cornice are still intact.

From the market-place, where the chief streets intersect, we
see to the N.E., above the houses, the walls of the old Theatre and
the arcades of the Amphitheatre.

The principal street, running to the E.. passes through the

ancient *Poeta Pb^tokia to the (^/4 M.) ^Triumphal Akch of

Augustus, with its ten Corinthian pilasters, then crosses the

Buthier, which has left its ancient channel, to the massy arch of a

Roman Bridge., half sunk in the ground.

In the suburb is the church of St. Oues, the crypt of which is

borne by Roman columns; in the choir are the tombstone of Bishop

Gallus (d. 546) and finely-carved stalls. The cloisters of the ab-

bey have interesting early-Romanesque columns (12th cent.). Ad-
joining the church is a 12th cent. Tower, built of Roman hewn
stones. Opposite are portions of two antique columns in front of a

chapel.— The Priory of St. Ours, in the same place, is a picturesque

building of the 15th cent., with terracotta decoration, and an oc-

tagonal tower. Good wood-carvings and frescoes in the interior.

The Cathedral (14th cent.) has a gaudily-painted relief above

its main portal, and in the interior two mosaics of the 10th cent.,

and early Renaissance carved stalls. The treasury contains two reli-

quaries of the 13th and 15th cent., a cameo of a Roman empress

in a setting of the 13th cent., and a diptych of Probus (consul in

406) and the Emperor Honorius.

By the S. gate is the tower known as Bramafam (12th cent.) in

which a count of Challant is said to have starved his wife to death
;

and on the W. wall is the Tour du Lepreux (described in one of

Xavier de Maistre's tales), which witnessed the sufferings of a leper

named Guasco (d. 1803) and his sister Angelica (d. 1791). In front

of the Bramafam are the recently excavated remains of the Porta

Principalis Dextra. — Cretinism is sadly prevalent in Aosta.

ExccKsioss. The *Becca di Nona (P/c Carrel, 10,305' ^ 6-7 hrs.; guide,

12 fr. ;
provisions necessary; tolerable nightquarters at the Comboe Alp, see

below) is an admirable "point of view. The bridle-path, dusty at first,

crosses the Doire and mounts to the village of Charvensod (2445': guides

Gregoire and Gratien-Jos. Come), traverses a vi'ood, and goes on past the her-

mitage of ^!/. Grat (5815') and the chalets of ChamoU to the (4V4 hr.?.) Col de

Plan Fenetre (7300'). [The Signal Sismonda (7700'), to the S., 20 min. above the

Col Plan Fenetre, afibrds an excellent view of the Rutor and the Pennine
Alps.] From the col we reach in V* ^^- the Alp Comboi (6960'), in a basin

at the foot of the Becca di Nona, and in 2'
'2 Ins. more the top. A few-

yards below it is the Rifugio Budden of the I. A. C. Superb -View (panorama
by Carrel), embracing the whole of the Mont Blanc and Monte Rosa chains,
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and the Graian Alps to the S. — In descending we may, for variety, leave
Comboe to the left, and go straight through the valley of the Coiubot.
Below the basin of Comboe there is a fine waterfall, at the foot of which
we cross the brook and then descend to the left to Charvensod.

Mont Emilius (11,675'5 for experts
;

guide 30 fr,) may be ascended
from Comboe in 41/2 hrs. We follow the Col d'Arbole route (a pass to

Cogne) as far as the (1 hr.) Chalets d^Arbole (82(Xy) ; then turn to the left,

passing a small glacier-lake. View more extensive than from the Becca.

Mont Pallere (10,045' ; 7 hrs.; guide, needles.', 10 fr.) is easily ascended
from Aosta by a new bridle-path, via Ville-sur-Sarre. Splendid view of the
Pennine and Graian chains. On the arete, ^jth-v. below the top, is a small
refuge-hut of the I. A. C.

Fkom Aosta to Zekmatt (p. 344), interesting but fatiguing, through
the Val Pellina, and over the Col de Valpelline (11,680'), in two days. To
the chalets of Praray6 (p. 335) 9 hrs. ; thence a difficult ascent over the
Glacier de Za-de-Zan to the pass, to the S. of the Tete Blanche (12,300'), and
down the Stock, and Zmutt glaciers to (10-12 hrs.) Zermatt (comp. p. 835).— From Bionaz (p. 335), 3 hrs. above Valpelline and 5 hrs. from Aosta,
the Becca di Luseney (11,500'), a grand point of view, may be ascended
in 7 hrs. (difficult, for experts only). — Several passes lead from the Val
Pellina to the Val St. Barthilemy (see below) : from Bionaz over the Col
de Vessona (about 8860'), easy and attractive; over the Col de Montagnaia
(9383'), easy; from Praraye over the Col de Livournea (9H53'), laborious.

From Aosta to Evolena over the Col de Collon, see p. g35; over the Col
de Fenetre to the Val de Bagnes, see p. 316; over the Great St. Bernard
to Marligny^ see R. 77.

From Aosta to Cogne (Graian Alps),, see Baedeker'' s Northern Italy.

Leaving Aosta, the Rail"\n'ay crosses iYi&Buthier aad the .Ba^nere,

and nears the Dora., with its numerous Islands. As we look back,

we enjoy a splendid view of the valley of Aosta, surrounded hy
lofty mountains : to the S. rise the Becca di Nona and Mt. Emilius,

to the N. the Grand Combin and Mt. Yelan, and to the W. the Rutor

(p. 302) . Near the station of (5 M.) Quart- VUlefranche (1755') is the

chateau of Quart (2486'), on a hill to the left. The train crosses the

Dora, and beyond (7 M.) St. Marcel it returns to the left bank. On
the slope above St. Marcel is the pilgrim-resort of Plou. Near (8M.")

Nus (1755'; Croce d'Oro), with its ruined castle, the Val St. Barthe-
lemy (see above) opens on the N. The line once more crosses and
recrosses the Dora. To the right appears the picturesque chateau

of Finis, at the mouth of the Clavalite Valley, above which towers

the snowy pyramid of the Tersiva (11,525'). We now intersect, near

Diemoz, a large deposit of debris and traverse a tunnel to (121/2 M.)
Chambave (1623'), noted for its wine, where we obtain for the last

time a retrospect as far as the Rutor.

The valley contracts. The train runs between river and cliff,

through two tunnels, a deep cutting, and a deposit of debris, and cross-

es the Matmoire or Marmore, descending from the Val Tournanche.

151/2 M. Ch^tillon (1805'; pop. 2900; *H6t. de Londres, R.,

L., & A. 31/2 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Suisse, both in the village, near the

bridge
; Caffe-Ristoranie Alpine, beyond the bridge ; Hot. des Alpes,

at the station), with a castle of the ancient counts of Challant, is

beautifully situated, 1 M. above the station (1480'), at the mouth
of the Val Tournanche. The deep wooded gorge of the Matmoire,

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 20
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picturesquely studded with houses, is spanned in the centre of the

village hy an imposing one-arched bridge. — To Valtournanche

and over the Theodule Pass to Zermatt, see R. 87.

From Chatillon the train follows the left hank of the Dora. On
a steep hill to the right is the old chateau of Vssel^ once owned by
the Challants. Beyond two short tunnels is (I672 M.) St. Vincent

(1415'} , the station for the baths of that name (1885' 5 *Lion d'Or;

Corona), situated 1 M. to the left, at the foot of Mt. Zerbion (8925').

We next enter the *Montjovet Defile, the most striking part of the

journey. A series of tunnels and cuttings, with massive retaining

walls and buttresses, carry us through the narrow rocky gorge, while

far below rushes the foaming Dora in cascades. High above the

exit of the pass, on the left, is the ruin of Montjovet or St. Germain.

We cross the Dora by an imposing viaduct, and pass through a tun-

nel. Beyond {20^1.^ Montjovet the valley again expands. Exten-
sive vineyards appear; on the right rise lofty cliffs. Then, on the

slope, the village of Champ de Praz, at the mouth of the Val Cha-

lame, whose torrent has bestrewn the valley of the Dora with debris.

The train crosses the Dora and the Evan^on and reaches —
231/2 M. Verres (1207'). The village (1130 inhab.; Italia; Ecu

de France), with a dilapidated chateau of the former counts of Chal-

lant, is picturesquely situated at the mouth of the Val Challant

(p. 360). Jssogne, on the opposite bank of the Dora, has another

old chateau of the same family. To the N.E. appears the rocky

pyramid of the Becca di Vlou (9947').

251/2 ^1' Arnaz (1170'), with a ruined castle. The line tra-

verses an extensive alluvial deposit and crosses the Dora. 28 M.
Hone-Bard, in a superb situation. To the right, the Val Cham-
porcher, with its picturesque rocky peaks; to the N.W., the Becca
di Luseney (p. 305). On a steep rock on the left bank of the Dora
rises Fort Bard (1250'), captured in 1242 after a long siege by
Count Amadeus IV. of Savoy, and gallantly defended in 1800, be-
fore the battle of Marengo, by 400 Austrians against the French
army. Beyond this point Italian only is spoken.

The train crosses the river and passes under the fortress by
a tunnel of 650 yds. Then through a narrow rocky ravine to (30 M.)
Donnaz (1056'; Rosa) and over the wild Lys torrent in a broad

valley surrounded by imposing mountains to (31 M.) Pont St. Mar-
tin. The village (1030'; .Rosa Rossa; Cavallo Bianco) occupies a

most picturesque site, at the mouth of the narrow Lys Valley, with
a ruined castle, foundries, and an ancient Roman bridge across the

Lys. (Road to Gressoney-la-Trinite, 2O1/2M. ; see p. 360.)

The railway again crosses and lecrosses the Dora, which here

forms a large island. On the slope to the left is the village of

Carema, amidst vineyards and fruit-gardens. On the right bank
is (33 M.) Quincinetto, on the left bank is the ruin of Cesnola.

35 M. Tavagnasco (918'). Opposite, at the foot of the Colma di
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Mombarone (7773'), is the larger village of Settimo Vittone. The
lower terraces of the Mils enclosing the picturesque and highly

cultivated valley are covered with vines ; higher up are woods of

walnut and chestnut trees, above which rise bare rocky peaks. We
cross the Dora again at Montestrutto, pass (on the left) Torrazza^

and reach (37^2 ^^•) Borgofrayico (8^0'\ an ancient town of 1930
inhab., prettily situated II/4 M. from the station.

The mountains recede. 39 M. Montalto-Dora, with a pinnacled

ruin on a rocky hill. The train enters a tunnel, II/4 M. long,

under the hill of Ivrea, crosses the Dora, and stops at (42 M.) Ivrea

(775'; pop. 10,090; Scudo di Francia; Universo; Corona d'Italia),

a town picturesquely situated on the left bank of the Dora, with

an ancient castle, severallofty round towers, and numerous churches.

Comp. Baedeker^ s Northern Italy.

77. From Martigny to Aosta. Great St. Bernard.
47 M. (ISlirs.). From Martigny to the Hospice 12, thence to Aosta 6 hrs.

(from Aosta to the Hospice 8, thence to Martigny 10 hrs.)-, new road to the
hospice (30 M.), thence to (ii/2 hr.) St. Rhemy bridle-path ; road again to Aosta
(121/2 M.). Diligence daily from Martigny (station) to (13V2 M.) Orsieres in

31/2 trs. (back, in the afternoon, in 2^/2 hrs.; 2 fr. 70 c). Caekiage to Orsieres

15, with two horses 20. Bourg-St-Pierre 25 or 40, Great St. Bernard 50 or

60 fr. Travellera with luggage, who wish to cross the St. Bernard without
stopping at the Hospice, should hire pack-animals fur St. Rhemy at Bourg-
St-Pierre. One-horse carr. from St. Rhemy to Aosta, 1 pers. 10, 2 pers. 12,

3 pers. 15 fr. (from Aosta to St. Rhemy, 1-2 pers., 15 fr.). Omnibus from
Aosta to St. Rhemy daily in 4 hrs. (5 fr.), returning in 21/2 hrs.

The Great St. Bernard Route , though less attractive than most of

the other Alpine passes, presents some very fine scenery, and is a direct

and convenient approach to Italy (Aosta. Courmayeur) from the Rhone
Valley. A visit to the Hospice is interesting. Those who do not intend
goingfarther may return by the Col de Fenetre (p. 312) and the Val Ferret.

From Martigny (p. 262) via Martigny-Bourg to the (IV2 M.)
bridge over the Drance, see p. 295. — Beyond the bridge lies the

liamlet of La Croix (p. 295). The St. Bernard road leads through

the deep ravine of the Drance, by Le Brocard (where the route to

Chamonix diverges to the right; comp. p. 295) and Le Borgeau, to

(31/2 M.) Les Valettes (1978'; restaurant).
*Gorges of the Durnant (from 3Iartigny and back 4 hrs., one-horse

carr. 7. two-horse 10 fr.). A road leads from Les Valettes to the right to

the (1 M.) entrance of a rocky gorge, through which the Durnant is precipi-
tated in 14 falls (made accessible by a wooden gallery 1/2 M. long

;

adm. 1 fr. ; inn by the entrance). From the upper end of the gorge the

path ascends to the bridle-path to Champex (see below). — Fine view from
the hill oi Lombard (m^' , see below), ascended to the left from the lower
end of the gorge in 1/2 ^^-t by a shady path.

FfiOM Les Valettes to Oesieees vil Champex, 4 hrs., an attractive

route. From Les Valettes the bridle-path ascends to the right (or we may
go through the Gorges of Durnant), and ascends gradually through pastures
and wood, via Lombard (see above), Crettet, Les Grangettet, and Mariotty

(p. 295) to (21/2 hrs.) the village of Champex (4485'; restaurant). Thence
across the pass (4890') to the G/2hr.) pretty Lac de Champex (4820'; ''H6t.-

Pens. du Lac, j)en3. 5-T fr., Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer; Hot. -Pens, du

20*
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Glacier; Pens. D. Crettez ; P<n.<. E. Crettez; Pens. Biselx\ a frequented
summer-resort, with a fine view of the Combin group, whence we descend
either the road to the left by Biollay to (1 hr.) Orsieres, ur to the right by
a direct path to (1 hr.) Som la Proz. — Excursions from Lac Champex
(guides, F. Biselx, Joseph Capt, Alfred Joris of Orsieres) : to the Grand
Piara (6560'; 2hrs.); La Breyaz (7800'; 3hrs.); Catogne {ibll' , 4 hrs.; guide
8 fr.) ; Clocher d'Arpette (9248' 5

2J/2 hrs. ; 6 fr.) : Six Curro (9278' : 3 hrs.

;

8 fr.). More difficult are the Pointe des Ecandies (9440'; 5 hrs.; 15 fr.) and
the Pointe de Zennepi (9468' ; SVa hrs. ; 10 fr.). A bridle-path ascends through
the monotonous Val d^Arpetle to the (4 hrs.) Fmetre d'Avpdte (8790'), to the
K. of the Pointe des Ecandies, afiording a survey of the beautiful Glacier

du Trient (p. 295), whence we may descend to the Col de la Forclaz
(p. 295; 2 hrs.). A more difficult route leads over the Col des Ecandies

(91B3'J, to the S. of the Pointe des Ecandies (to Trient 6 hrs. : guide 10 fr.).

— From Lac Champex to the Cabanes d'Orny (see below) the shortest

route is by the Col de la Breyaz (7900'; 41/2 hrs.
;
guide 5 fr.; not difficult).

Beyond (3/4 M.) Bovernier (2037') the Drance traverses a wood-
ed gorge, where its course is impeded hy huge masses of rock,

especially near the (21/4 M.) Galerie de la Monnaie (2362'), a tunnel

70 yds. long. In 1818 a great faU of rock -was caused here hy the

bursting of a lake in the Val de Bagnes (p. 314). At (IV2 M.) —
91/2 M. Sembrancher (2360'; Croix) the Drance d'Entremont (see

below) unites with the Drance de Bagnes (p. 313). On a hill stands

a ruined castle. To the S.W. rises the abrupt Catogne (8527').
Fkoji Maetignt to Sembeaschee, over the Mont Chemin, 4 hrs.,

interesting, especially in the reverse direction (fine views of the Pthune
Valley). From Martigny -Bourg the road ascends to the left, through
wood, by Chemin d''en Bas to Chemin (3786'; to the B6t. de la Pierre a Voir,

see p. 263), whence a bridle-path leads to the right past iron-mines to
Vence (37(31'), and descends in windings to Sembrancher.

The Pierre- a -Voir (8123'; guide 7 fr.) may be ascended from Sem-
brancher in 5-6 hrs. (comp. p. 263).

The road enters the Val d'Entremont to the S., crosses the Drance
twice, and leads by the left bank via La Donay to —

131/2 M. Orsieres (2920'; Hot. des Alpes, primitive), at the

mouth of the Ferret Valley (p. 302), with a curious old tower.
From Orsieres to Courmayeur over the Col Ferret, see p. 302. — Passes to

Chamonix (_Cols du Tow, du Chardonnet , d'Argentiere, etc.), see p. 291.
The Cabanes d'Orny (8819') may be reached from Orsieres through the un-
interesting Combe dWrny in 5 hrs. (guide 5-6 fr.). Excursions hence (guides,
see abovel: to the Pow^e (fOrnt/ (10.742'; 2 hrs.

;
guide 6 fr. ; not difficult);

Portalet (10,975'; via the Col dts Plines in 31,2 hrs.; 12 fr.); *Aiguille du
Tour (11,615'), by the Glacier and Col d'Orny and Glacier du Trient in

4 hrs., nut difficult for adepts and highly interesting (guide 12 fr.) ; Grande
Fourche (11,844'; 6 hrs.: 20 fr.). Fine view from \\it FenHre de Saleinaz
(10,710'), between the Petite Fourche (11,506') and the Aiguilles Dories;
3 hrs. : not difficult; guide 6fr., with descent across the Saleinaz Glacier
to the Cabmie de Saleinaz, 10 fr. — Over the Col du Tour to Argenti'ere

(5 hrs. : 15 fr,), see p. 291.

The Cabane de Saleinaz (8830'), 6 hrs. from Orsieres (guide 7-8 fr.), is

another excellent starting-point for mountain-tours. To reach it we follow
the Ferret route to (1 hr.) Praz de Fort (p. 302) and here diverge to the
right, along the left bank of the Saleinaz. We then cross to the right
bank, traverse the moraine of the Saleinaz Glacier, and ascend a steep path
to the left, which ascends round the rucky towers of the Clochers de Plane-
reuse (9220') to the (5 hrs.) well-equipped Club Hut. Ascents: Pointe de
Planereuse (10,345'; 2 hrs.: guide 7 fr.): Poitite des Plines (10,025'; 2 hrs.-,

8 fr.): Grande Luis (11,497': 3V2-4 hrs.: 15 fr.); Grand JJarrel (11,533':
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4-5 hrs. ; 15 fr.) : Grande Fourche (11,844'; 41/2 hrs. •, 18 fr.) : Aig. cTArgentiere
(12,819'; 7 hrs.; 35 fr.); Aig. du Chardonnet (12,540'; 8-9 hrs. ; 40-50 fr.). —
To the Cahanes d'Orny over the Col des Plims (10,640': 4 hrs. ; 8 fr.) or the
Fenetre de SaUinaz (10,710'; 7 hrs.; 10 fr.), see p. 308. To Argeniih'e via
the FenHre de SaUinaz and the Col du Tour (7 hrs.; 18 fr.), see p. 291;
over the Col du Chardonnet (7 hrs,; 18 fr.), see p. 291. Over the Col de
Planereuse (9954') to the Val Ferret (to Orsieres 6V2 hrs.; 13 fr.), not diffi-

cult fjr the experienced.
*Mont Brule (8450' ; 41/2 hrs. ; guide 6 fr.), from Orsieres, easy and at-

tractive. The viev7 embraces the Bernese and Valaisian Alps, with the
Lake of Geneva and the Jura in the background ; in the foreground the
Dent du Midi, the Orny and Trient chain, Grand Combin, etc. The ascent
is also made from Liddes (see below; 4 hrs.) or Chable (p. 318 ; 5 hrs.)- —
To Chable over the Col de Sexblanc (? hrs.), interesting, p. 313.

The road crosses the Drance, seldom visible in its deep bed,

and ascends in a long bend (which the rough and unpleasant old

bridle-path cuts off-). Entering the upper part of the valley, we
obtain an admirable view of Mont Velan (p. 310j, which with its

snow and ice fills the background. The slopes of the broad valley

are covered with pastures and corn-fields. Between Fontaine-
Dessous (3800'} and Rive Haute (4010') the road describes a long

curve which walkers cut off. It passes the chapel of St. Laurent,

and reaches (2 hrs.) —
I8V2 M. Liddes (4390'; *H6t. du Grand St. Bernard; Union;

Angleterre ; Pens. Beau-Sijour'), a considerable village. On the

left rise the finely shaped Merignier (10,403') and the Aiguille des

Maisons- Blanches (12,137'). Above Liddes is the chapel of

St. Eiienne (4520'). At Alleves (4924') we cross the brook of that

name, coming from the Glacier de Boveyre, and at the chapel of

Notre-Dame-de-Lorette (i3365') we cross the Torrent de la Croix.

22 M. Bom*g-St-Pierre, or St. Pierre-Mont-Joux (5358'; *Au
Dejeuner de Napoleon'), a large village at the mouth of the Valsorey,

with a church of the ilth century. (On the wall by the tower is a

Roman milestone.) Traces of Roman fortifications are seen on the

S. side of the village. On a hill to the left of the road is the 'Lm-
naea^ Alpine garden, laid out by the Geneva 'Societe pour la Pro-

tection des Plantes' (adm. 50 c. ; key at the 'Dejeuner de Napole'on'

;

keeper, the guide Jules Baileys).
Excursions. (Guides, Daniel, Jules, Augusie, and Omer Baileys, and

Michel Genoud.) The Tefe de Bois [V-l^ hrs.; guide 6fr.; mules also), to

the E., commands the Mont Blanc and Combin group, and the Val d'Entre-
mont below. — Le Mouriii (9085'; 4 hrs.; 8 fr.), to the S.W., is another
good point of view.

A good path leads through the interesting Valsorey , on the right
bank of the Valsorey, to the (2 hrs.) Chalets d'Amont (7190')> in a grand
situation. The background is formed by the Glacier du Valsorey, with
that of Sonadon, descending from the Grand Combin, to its left, and that

of Tzendet to its right. Beautiful view of the dazzling snows of Mont Ve'lan

and the jagged rocks of the Luisettes. — The night is passed at these cha-
lets by travellers about to cross the Col du Sonadon (11,445') to the Val de
Bagnes (p. 315; to Chanrion, 9-10 hrs.; guide 30 fr.), or the Col de Valsorey
or des Chamois (10,213') to the Val Ollomont (p. 316 : to Aosta 9 hrs. ;

guide
30 fr.).

The Grand Combin (14.164') may be ascended from Bourg-St-Pierre by
the Col des Maisons-Blanches (11,240") in 10-11 hrs. (grand, but difficult; for
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experts only ; j^uide 60 fr.)- We follow the Valsorey route to a point above
the Chalets d'Aval (left bank), whence we ascend to the left in windings to

the ill-equipped shelter-hut nn the slope of the Grande Penna (9020').

Hence we have a fatiguing scramble over the crumbling rocks on the N.
side of the small glacier to reach the (2 hrs.) col (p. 315). From the last

we may proceed by the W. arSte and the Combin de Valsorey (13,€00') to the
(41/2-51/2 hrs.) summit {Aig. du Croissant^ 14,173'), or we may pass round
the N.W. side of the Grand Combin to the N. base, where we strike the
route ascending from the Panossiere Hut via the Corridor and the Graf-
feneire (14,103'j. — The best starting-point for the Grand Combin is the
Cabane Panossiere (41/2 hrs. from Fionney, see p. 314), which is reached from
Bourg-St-Pierre direct in 8-9hrs. by the Col de Pannosseyre (ca. 11,150') and
the Glacier de Corhassiere (guide 25 fr.).

Beyond St. Pierre the road crosses the deep gorge of the VaUorey,

which forms a fine waterfall above the bridge. It was here that Na-
poleon, during his famous passage of the Alps with 30,000 men,
15th-21st May, 1800, met with the greatest difficulties. The road,

hewn in the rock, and avoiding the steep parts of the old route, tra-

verses the forest of St. Pierre and the Dep£ de Charreire. 3 M.
Cantine de Proz (5982'), a lonely inn, at the beginning of the

Plan de Proz. To the E. rises the snow-clad Mont Velan, from which
descends the Glacier de Proz^ with its extensive moraines.

For *Mont Velan (12.353'; 6-7 hrs.; difficult; for experts only; guide
30 fr.) the starting-point is either the Cantine de Proz (6 hrs. to the
top, crossing the Glacier de Proz. very steep at places), or the Chalets
d^Amont (see above

:,
ascent rather longer, but easier). Above the chalets we

ascend a 'cheminee' to the E. moraine of the Glacier du Valsorey, cross
the glacier to the E. rocky slope oi Mt. de la Gouille. and mount (an in-

teresting climb) to the upper part of the glacier; cross it to its E. angle,
and ascend over snow-slopes (with large crevasses) to the (6-7 hrs.) snowy
dome of the summit. Magnificent view: X.. to the Lake of Geneva; S..

to the Val d'Aosta. Close to us, W., towers Mont Blanc; N.E., the Grand
Combin.

The road ascends the bonlder-strewn pastures of the Plan de

Proz, past the dilapidated Cantine d'en Haut on the right, tra-

verses the Pas de Marengo., a rocky defile, and passes (2 M.) Hospi-
talet (6890'), two stone chalets and an Alpine dairy in a broader

part of the valley, beyond the stream, to the right. It next (IM.)
crosses the Drance by the Pont Nudrit (7336'), recrosses it farther

on by the Pont Tronchet (7457'), and ascends in long windings
(short-cuts by the old route) on the W. side of the dreary Combe
des Moris to the (2 M.) —

30 M. Hospice of St. Bernard (8110'), on the pass, consisting of

two buildings. One contains the church, the dwellings of the brethren,

and the rooms for travellers ; the other (Hotel de St. Louis) is a refuge

in case of fire, containing the storehouse and lodging for poor way-
farers (new hospice in construction). On arriving, strangers are

welcomed by one of the brethren, who conducts them to a room and
presides over the meals (at 12 and 6 or 7; Frid. is a 'jour maigre').

Travellers are boarded and lodged gratuitously, but none should

deposit in the alms-box ('ofifrandes pour I'hospice', in the church,

first pillar on the left) less than they would have paid at a hotel. Ad-
jacent is a small Restaurant.
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In 962 St. Bernard de Menthon founded the monastery here. The in-
mates now consist of 10-15 Augustine monks and 7 attendants (maro-
niers), whose office it is to receive and lodge strangers gratuitously, and
to render assistance to travellers in danger during the snowy season, which
here lasts nearly nine months. In this work of benevolence thev are
aided by the famous St. Bernard dogs, whose kennels are worth visiting.
Their keen sense of smell enables them to track and discover travellers
buried in the snow, numbers of whom have been rescued by these noble
and sagacious animals. The stock is said to have come originally from
the Spanish Pyrenees, but the genuine old breed is extinct.

The brotherhood consists of about 40 members. Some of the monks
minister in the Hospice on the Simplon (p. 822) ; others perform ecclesiastical
functions. The sick and aged have an asylum at Martigny. Next to the fourth
Cantoniera Santa Maria on the Stelvio Pass (p. 441), the'St. Bernard Hospice
is the highest winter habitation in the Alps. Humboldt in his 'Kosmos'
mentions that the mean temperature at the Hospice of St. Bernard (45° N.
latitude) is 30° Fahr. (in winter 15°, spring 25°, summer 48°, autiimn
32"), and that such a low temperature would only be found on the sea-
level at a latitude of 75° (the S. Cape of Spitzbergen).

The monastery was very wealthy in the middle ages. The benefi-
cence of its object was widely recognised by extensive grants, chiefly by
the emperors of Germany, and gifts from various parts of Christendom; but
it was afterwards impoverished by various vicissitudes. The 30-40.0(X)fr.

required for its annual support are in part derived from the revenues of the
monastery, and in part from collections made in Switzerland: the gifts

of travellers, it must be said with regret, form a very insignificant por-
tion. Of late years 20-25.000 travellers have been annually entertained,
while the sum they have contributed barely amounts to what would be a
moderate hotel -charge for 1000 guests. Expenses are increasing. Pro-
visions are generally brought from Aosta, and in July, August, and Sep-
tember about twentv horses are employed daily in the transport of fuel
from the Val Ferret (p. 312). 4 hrs. distant.

The traveller will hardly quit the hospice without a feeling of venera-
tion and compassion for this devoted fraternity. They generally begin
their career at the age of 18 or 19. After about fifteen years' service the
severity of the climate has undermined their constitutions, and they are
compelled to descend with broken health to the milder climate of Mar-
tigny or other dependency. Amid the pleasure and novelty of the scene,
the traveller is too apt to forget the dreariness of the eight or nine months
of winter, when all the wayfarers are poor, when the cold is intense, the
snow of great depth, and the dangers from storms frequent and imminent.
It is then that the privations of these heroic men are most severe, and
their services to their fellow-creatures most invaluable.

During the Italian campaigns of 1798, 1799, and 1800 the pass was
crossed by several hundred thousand soldiers, French and Austrian. In
1799 the Austrians endeavoured to pass the hospice, but after several

fierce engagements the French remained masters of the pass, and kept a
garrison of 180 men in the hospice for a whole year. ^Napoleon's famous
passage has already been mentioned (p. 310). The' Romans used this route
in B.C. 100. After the foundation of Augvsta Praetoria Salasso7'um (Aosta,

B.C. 26) it became more frequented. Constantine caused the road to be
improved in 339. The Lombards made the passage about 547; Bernard,
an uncle of Charlemagne, marched an army by this route into Italy in

773, and, according to some, gave his name to the pass.

The present substantial edifice dates from the middle of the 16th

cent., the church from 1680. The walls of the dining-room are hung
with engravings and pictures, the gifts of grateful travellers. In the

library on the upper floor is a collection of ancient and modern
coins, relics found in the environs (fragments of votive brass tablets

offered to Jupiter Poeninus, see p. 312, after escape from danger,
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statuettes, etc.), and a small natural history collection. The visitors'

books contain many well-known names. In the church, to the left

of the entrance, is the monument of General Desaix, who fell at the

battle of Marengo in 1800 (relief by Moitte).

Near the hospice is the Morgue, a receptacle for bodies found

in the snow. The small lake, to the W. of the monastery, is sometimes

frozen over even on summer-mornings. On the hillside to the

right is a small botanic garden with Alpine plants. — To the E.

of the hospice we observe the snow-capped Mont Velan (12,353'),

adjoined on the left by the Combin de Corbassiere (12,212').

The *Chenalette (9479'; IV2 lir. •, steep at places : guide necessary), to the

N. of the Hospice; the Pointe des Lacerandes (Pic de Dronaz ; 9676' ; 2V2 hrs.,

with guide ; trying), to the N.W, ; and the Mont Mort (9403'), 21/2 hrs. to the

S.E., all command magnificent views of Mont Blanc to the W., the Graian
Alps to the S., and the Blont Velan and Grand Combin to the E.

Feoji the Hospice to Maetignt ovee the Col deFen£tee (9 hrs.
; guide

necessary for the inexperienced), recommended as a return-route from the

Hospice to Martigny. At the (20 min.) Vacherie (see below) the bridle-

path ascends rather steeply to the right, to the (1 hr.) Col de Fenetre
(9095' ; fine view). It descends over debris and sometimes snow, past the

three small Lacs de Fenetre, to the chalets of (IV4 hr.) Plan la Chaud and
through the Drance valley, where it unites with the route from the Col
Ferret, to (1 hr.) Ferret (p. 302). — Feom the Hospice to Codemateue
(9-10 hrs.) the direct route is across the Col de Fenetre and the Col Ferret.

In order to reach the Col Ferret we need not descend from the Col de Fe-
netre to Ferret, but (guide advisable) beyond the third lake we turn to the
left, descend steep grassy slopes to a bridge over the Ban d'Arrey, follow
its left bank for a time, and then ascend on the right bank of the brook
coming from the Col Ferret, until (after about 50 min.) we can cross it.

A steep ascent of V2 hr. more brings us to the Col Ferret route (p. 302
5

from the Hospice to the col, 5 hrs.).

On the N.W. side of the lake on the St. Bernard Pass , near a

small brook , are stones marking the Italian frontier. On the ad-

jacent Plan de Jupiter once rose a temple to Jupiter Poeninus.

The mountain has thence derived its Italian name of Monte Jove,

locally Mont Joux, and the range is called the Pennine Alps. The
path rounds an angle of rock and descends in a wide bend to the

Vacherie, a green pasture, where the cattle of the hospice graze, with

two chalets, and the Cantine (7270'; simple rfmts.), or road-mend-

ers' house. To the W. rises the conical Pain de Sucre (9515'). A
shorter footpath, diverging to the left at a cross, before the above-

mentioned angle of rock, rejoins the bridle-path here. The path

zigzags down the left side of the valley, and then descends gradu-

ally to (IV2 lir.) St. Khemy (5855'; Hot. des Alpes Pennines), the

first Italian village, where the road begins. The first house on the

right is the custom-house. Carriages, see p. 307. Mule and attend-

ant to the Hospice, 41/2 fr-

Feom St. Rhemy to Codemateue over the Col Serena (7580'),9-10 hrs.,

fatiguing and not very interesting. (From the hospice over the Col de
Fenetre and Col de Ferret, preferable, see above.)

The deep and narrow Combe des Bosses diverges from the valley

of St. Bernard beyond St. Rhe'my. Cultivation on both sides of
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th^ valley begins at (21/2 M.) St. Oyen (4515'), and becomes
ricber at (1 M.J Etroubles (4200'; Croix Blanche^ unpretending).

The road crosses tbe Builder bere, and skirts the right side of the

valley, soon running high above the river. 2 M. Les Echevenoz

(4050'); IV2 ^I- ^(^ Cluse (3940'), a solitary house. Opposite, on
tbe slope, is tbe church of Allein. By (1 M.) the village of Conde-

mine a view is disclosed of tbe long Val Pellina, with the snow-
clad Dent d'Herens in tbe background. To the N. tower the rounded
summit of Mont Velan and tbe imposing pyramid of the Grand
Combin. Tbe road descends in long windings to (1 V2 ^^0 Crignod

(3260'; Tavern')^ with a tower of the 14tb cent., picturesquely situ-

ated opposite the entrance to tbe Val Pellina , from which tbe

main arm of the Buthier descends. Far below is the cburch-tov^-er

of Roysan^ and farther up tbe village of Valpelline (p. 316).

The scenery assumes a softer character; walnuts, chestnuts,

vines, and maize thrive luxuriantly. Tbe road, running high up on tbe

right side of tbe valley, gradually descends, via Cre and Variney.

Before us tbe fine pyramid of the Grivola is visible for a time. To
the left is the blunted cone of Mt. Mary (9430'). Beyond (21/4 M.)
Signayes , where tbe extensive vineyards of Aosta begin, tbe

three-peaked Rutor appears on the right. Before us rise the Becca

di Nona and Mt. Emilius: to tbe left, tbe S. spurs of Mte. Rosa.

11/2 M. Aosta, see p. 303.

78. From Martigny to Aosta over the Col de Fenetre.

Val de Bagnes.
Comp. Map, p. 308.

From Martigny to Mauvoisin 8V2 hrs. (Sembranclier 3 . Cliable I1/2,

Champsec 1. Lourtier V2, Fionney 1, Mauvoisin IV2 iir.)- To Fionuey
a good road (SOVz M. ; diligence from Martigny to Lourtier daily in i'/a hrs.

;

one-horse carr. to Chable 15, tvro-liorse 20, to Fionney 25 and 40 fr.) ; tlience

a bridle-path. — Travellers going to Aosta over the Col de Femtre (guide
18 fr. ; Siraphin and Joseph Here. Bessard, F. Base, Jean and Maur. Ant.
Troillet. Maw. Felley. Ch. L. Filliez) should pass the night at Mauvoisin,
or at Chermontane 2V4 hrs. farther up. From Chermontane to the pass

IV2, Valpelline 4, Aosta 2 hrs. Carriage-road from Valpelline to Aosta.

To (9 M.) Sembrancher (2360'), see p. 308. We diverge bere to

the left from the St. Bernard road, cross the Drance, and follow the

right bank of the Drance de Bagnes to (41/2 M.) Chable (2703'; *Hdt.

du Gietroz, moderate), the capital of tbe Val de Bagnes, pictur-

esquely situated. In the background to the S.E. is the snow-clad

Ruinette (12,7250; to the left, Mont Pleureur (12,160') and the

Glacier de Gietroz (p. 314).

The Pierre- a-Voir (8123') maybe ascended hence in 4i i-S hrs. (guide

8 fr.; comp. p. 263). — Moni BrUU (8450') in 5 hrs., via Zeppelet and Mille
(guide 10 fr. ; comp. p. 309). — To OrsUres or Liddet (p. 309) over the
Col de Sexblanc (7667'), 6-7 hrs., attractive and not difficult (guide 10 fr.).

Fine view of Mont Blanc from the top of the pass. — Over the Col det

Etablont to Riddes, see p. 316.
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We follow the left bank of the Drance, pass Montagnier on (he

right bank, and reach Versegere and (21/2 M.) Champsec (2965').

Here we cross the Drance to (IV2 M.) Lourtier [3458'; rustic inn)

and beyond it ascend circuitously. The Drance forms several falls

in its narrow yalley ; at (2 M.) Granges Neuves it receives the dis-

charge of the Glacier de ^Corbassiere. Then (1 M.) —
201/2 M. Fionney [4910'; *H6t. du Grand-Comhin; Hut.-Pens.

Fionney; Hot. de Chanrion, pens. 5 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.),

a finely situated village, well adapted for a prolonged stay.

To tlie Cabane Panossiere (890S'), a most interesting excursion: from
Fionney by the CoriassUre Alp in 4'/2 hrs, (guide 8fr.); from Mauvoisin
over the Col des Otanes (9318'} in 3V2-4 hrs. (guide 12 fr.). This club-hut,

finely situated on the margin of the huge Corbassiire Glacier^ is the starting-

point for the Grand Tavd (10,348'; 2 hrs.; guide 15 fr. ; easily scaled from
the Col des Otanes in 3/4 hr.), Les Avollions (10,268'; 3 hrs.; 15 fr.), the Combin
de Corbassihre (12,212'; 5 hrs.; 25 fr.), the Tournelon Blanc (12,180'; 5 hrs.;

25 fr.), the Col des Maisons-Blanches (p. 316; to Bourg-St-Pierre 7 hrs.;

guide 25 fr.), and the Col de Panosseyre (11,150'; to Bourg-St-Pierre 8 hrs.

;

guide 25 fr.). — The Grand Combin (14,164'; 7-8 hrs.) is best ascended
from this point, but requires experience and a steady head (guide 60 fr.).

We cross the Glacier de Corbassiere to (2V2hrs.) the N. base of the summit
(ca. 11,8C0'), ascend via the Corridor (difficult and sometimes dangerous
from ice-falls) to the N.E. peak or Graffeneire (14,108') and to the (31/2-

4 hrs.) Aiguille du Croissant. Comp. pp. 309, 310.

Passes. To the E. of Fionney a fatiguing route crosses the Alp Le
Cret (7575') to the Col du Cret (10,330'; splendid view), on the S. side of

the Parrain (10,7C0') ; descent over the Glacier des Ecoulaies to the (6-7 hrs.)

Alp La Barma in the Val des Dix (1 hr. below Liappey., p. 333). A
similar pass is the Col de Sevreu (iO,335'), between the Parrain and
the Rosa Blanche; ascent by Alp Sevreu and the small glacier of that name
to the (4V2 hrs.) col, with fine view; descent to (2 hrs.) La Barma (guide

over the Col du Cret, or Col du Sevreu, and the Col de la Meina to Evolena
20 fr.). — Tvpo other passes (trying; for experts only : guide 18 fr.). one the
Col de Cleuson (9565'), to the W. of the Rosa Blanche (10,985'; an admirable
point, easilv ascended from the pass in 1V4 br.), the other the Col de Louvie
(9640'), to the S.E. of the Mont Fort (10,925'), lead to the ^M. to the glacier

of the Grand Disert. Descent thence to the (8-9 hrs.) Alp Cleuson (6975')

in the Val de Nendaz^ whence a good bridle-path leads to (3 hrs.) Nendaz
(3340*) and (2V2 hrs.) Sion (p. 316). From the Col de Cleuson the trav-

eller may prefer to cross the Grand Desert, to the N.E., and the Col de
PrazfleuH (9705') to the Val des Dix (p. 333).

Above Fionney the valley becomes narrower and wilder. The
bridle-path leads on the right bank of the Drance by Bonatchesse

to the [II/2 hr.) bridge of Mauvoisin [5570'), spanning the Drance,

which flows 100' below. On the opposite bank, 20 min. higher, is

the Hotel du Gietroz [5984'; 24 beds, pens. 5-6 fr.).

On the right side of the valley, 1 M. to the S. of the hotel, is the Cascade
du Gietroz., the discharge of the Glacier de Gietroz. The ice has receded
much of late. A good view of it may be obtained from the Pierre d Vire

(7823'), ascended by the chapel behind the inn in IV2 hr. (guide 8 fr.).

In the winter of 1817-18 masses of ice and snow so impeded the Drance
that a large lake was formed above Mauvoisin. In June, 1818, this sheet
of water burst its barriers and caused terrible havoc throughout the Val
de Bagnes as far as Sembrancher and Martigny.

The path again descends to the Drance and intersects the former

bed of the lake. It next leads through the ravine of Torrembey and
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past the chalets of (1 Vo^^.l Petite C/iermonfone (6290') and Vingthuit

to the (20 min.) chalets of Boussine (6570'). About 1/4 hr. farther

on, the path regains the right bank of the Drance near the chalets

of iancey (6716'), 10 min. beyond which it divides: the path to the

right descends for another 10 min., crosses the stream, and ascends

steeply on the other side for 20 min., when it rejoins the old roxite

to the (10 min.) Alp Grande Chermontane (7315'); the left branch

ascends to the (l^^lir.) Cabane de Chanrion (8070'), a well fltted-

up club-hut. beautifully situated on the W. slope of the Pointe

d'Otemma (11,135'). The head of the valley is encircled from W.
to E. by the Grand Cornbin (14,164'), Tour de Boussine (12,590'),

Amiantfte (11,812'), Tete dc <By (11,424'), Mont Avril {i0,2Q0'%

and Mont (?eie (11,540').

ExcDESioNs (guides, see p. 313). ==Mont Avril (10,960'), from Cher-
montane (1/2 hr. from Chanrion) by the Col de Fenetre, 3-3V2 hrs., easy (see

below ; guide 15 fr.)- — Tour de Boussine (12.590'), bv the Glacier du Mont-
Durand, 6-7 hrs., laborious (guide 30 fr.). — Grand Combin (14.164'), by the
Col du Sonadon (see below) and the S.E. arete in 10-11 hrs., difficult

(guide 60 fr.; comp. pp. 309. 314). — Mont Blanc de Seilon (12.700'), from
Mauvoisin by the Col de Seilon, 10-11 hrs. (guide 30 fr.), or from Chanrion over
the Olaciev de Breney, 6-7 hrs., toilsome; magnificent view. — MontPleureur
(12,160'), from Mauvoisin by the Glacier de Giitroz, 7-8 hrs. (guide 22 fr.),

not verv difficult. — The Pointe d'Otemma (11,135'). from Chanrion 4 hrs.
(guide 15 fr.); Bee d'Epicoun (11,570'), from Chanrion 5-6 hrs. (25 fr.)

;

LaSengla (12,145'), from Chanrion 7 hrs. (30 fr.); -Pigne d'AroUa (12,470'),

from Chanrion via the Col de Breney, 7 hrs. (30 fr. ; not difficult, comp.
p. 334); Tournelon Blanc (12,180'), from Mauvoisin 8 hrs. (30 fr.); La Luette
(11.625'), from Mauvoisin 7-8 hrs. (25 fr.) ; Serpentine (12.110'). from Chan-
rion 5-6 hrs. (25 fr.) ; and Rvinette (12,725'), from Chanrion 6-7 hrs. (30 fr.),

may also be ascended by mountaineers.

Passes. Over the Col du Sonadon (11.4450 to Bourg-St-Pierre , a
difficult glacier-pass (11-12 hrs.. guide 30 fr.). From Chermontane to the
W., up the Glacier du Mont-Durand to the pass , on the S. side of the
Grand Combin; descent over the Glacier du Sonadon to the Valsorey
and Bourg-St- Pierre (p. 3C9). — Over the Col des Maisons-Blanches (11,240'),

12-13 hrs. from Mauvoisin or Fionney to Bourg-St-Pierre, grand, but dif-

ficult (guide 25 fr. : 7 hrs. from the Cabane Panotsi^re, p. 314). The ascent
of the Grand Combin may be combined with either of these passes (see

pp. 310, 314, and above). — To the S., besides the Col de Fenetre (p. 316).
another route crosses the Col de Crete-Seche (9475'), traversing the lower
end of the Glacier d'Otemma and the Glacier de Crete-Siche. to the Val
Pellina (from Chanrion to Valpelline 8 hrs. ; guide 20 fr.). — To the Val
d"Heremence over the Col de Seilon (10.500'; 53, 4 hrs. from Mauvoisin to

Liappey; 6V4 hrs. to Arolla), by the Glacier de Giitroz and the crevassed
Glacier de Ditrand or Seilon, fatiguing (better from Chanrion over the
Glacier de Lyrerose and the Col du Mont Rouge, comp. p. 335). Over the
Col de la Serpentine (11,634': guide 25 fr.) or the Col de Breney (11,975';

30 fr. ; 7-8 hrs. from Chanrion'to the Alp Seilon, p. 3331, laborious. From the
Col de Breney the "Pigne d''Arolla (12.470')5 a superb point, maybe ascended
in 1/2 hr. (see above and p. 335). From the Glacier de Durand or Seilon we
may cross the Pas de Chevres to the E. to AroUa (see p. 335). — Over the Col
de Vasevay (10.705'; 6-7 hrs. from Mauvoisin to Liappey), interesting, nr.t

difficult. — To Arolla over the Glacier dWlemma and Col de Chermontane
(8 hrs. from Chanrion: guide 25 fr.). see p. 335; Col de VEvique (9 hrs.;

30 fr.). see p. 335. — From the upper Glacier d'Otemma over the Col d'Otem-
ma (11,034') or the Col de la Retise d'Arolla or Col d' Oren (10,635') to Val-
pelline, difficult (8-9 hrs. from Chanrion to Praraye; guide 25 fr.).
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The path from Chermontane to the (I72 lir.) Col Fenetre de

Balme (9140') ascends over pastures, then over loose stones and
moraine-deposits, skirting the Glacier de Fenetre. To the left rises

the Mt. Oele (11,540'); to the right, the Mont Avril (10,960'), a

splendidpoint of view (1 1/2-2 hrs. from the pass ; no difficulty). The
col commands the 7aid'Oiiomon< and the Graian Alps. A bridle-path

descends through patches of edelweiss, and farther on, past the

chalets of Fenetre, Balme, and Vaux, to (3 hrs.) Ollomont (4385';

small inn), with the remains of a Roman aqueduct, and (8/4 hr.)

Valpelline (3130' ; two small inns), whence a good road leads to

(9M.)Ao.s«a(p. 303).

79. From Martigny to Domodossola over the Simplon.
Comp. Maps, pp. 316, 332, 338, 342, 320, 854:.

871/2 M. Railway from Martigny to (4TV2M.) Brig in lhr.52min.-2i/2lirs.,

fares 8 fr. 20, 5 fr. 80. 4 fr. 10 c. (from Lausanne to Brig in 4-51/2 hrs.,

fares 15 fr. 20, 10 fr. 70, 7 fr. 60 c). — Diligence from Brig to Domodos-
sola (40 M.) twice daily in summer, in 9-91/2 hrs. (fare 16 fr. 5, coupe 19 fr.

30 c). — Luggage to be sent by post over the Simplon (20 lbs. free) must
be booked the previous night. It cannot be conveyed beyond Iselle (Ital-

ian frontier, p. 324) unless the keys are sent with it to the custom-house
there. — Extra-post with two horses (landaus) from Brig to Domodossola in

8-81/2 hrs., 91 fr. 30 c. (horses being changed thrice); far preferable to the
carriages provided by the Brig hotels.

A kind of gnat, with black gauzy wings, is a source of great annoyance
in the marshy parts of the lower Rhone valley, especially in the evening

;

bedroom-windows should therefore be closed early.

Martigny (1560'), see p. 26'2. — The wide Rhone Valley is en-

closed by lofty mountain-chains, whose lower slopes, as far as Leuk,

are covered with vineyards. The rectification of the river-channel

has reclaimed much of the valley which used to be covered with

gravel and debris. — 3 M. Charrat-Fully

.

51/2 M. Saxon (1570'; Gr.-H6t. des Bains, 72^- ^^^^ t^e station,

R. 21/2-31/2, D. 3 fr.; Hot. de la Pierre a Voir, at the station) has

iodine springs. The Baths lie 1/4 M. to the right of the station. The
village, with its ruined castle, is picturesquely situated, 1 M. from

the station, in a gorge at the foot of the Pierre-a-Yoir.
Ascent of the Pierre-a-Voir (8123') from Saxon in 5-6 hrs. (guide 6 fr.)

;

see p. 263. The ""Grand Hotel de la Pierre a Voir (p. 263) on the Col du
Len (5250') is reached from Saxon by a good bridle-path in 21/2 hrs. (road

from Martigny in 5 hrs., see p. 263), — To Chable in the Val de Bagnes
(p. 313) from Saxon (or from Riddes, see below), a bridle-path over the

Col des Etablons (7130'; fine view) in 7 hrs. (guide unnecessary);

On a hill on the right bank is Saillon, with a ruined castle. The

train crosses the Rhone (1570') beyond (8i/2M.)Eidde5, and the Li-

seme at (12 M.) Ardon (*H6t. des Gorges de la Lizerne, pens. 5 fr.).

Ardon, Vitroz, and Conthey, all yielding excellent wine (p. 269),

lie at the foot of the hills to the left. The train crosses the Morge.

16 M. Sion, Ger. Sitten (1710'; pop. 5147; '^Grand-Hotel de

Sion et Terminus, near the station; *H6t. de la Poste, R., L., & A.
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31/2, D. 3 fr. ; Hot. du Midi, moderate, good wine ; '^Hot.-Pens. de la

Gare, with garden, pens, from 5 fr. ; Cafe du Grand-Pont), the

capital of Canton Valais, which formed the French Departement du
Simplon, 1810-15, lies on the Sionne, which flows through it in an

artificial channel, below the Rue du Grandpont, now the principal

street. From a distance the town, with its castles on isolated hills,

looks very picturesque. On the height to the N. are the ruins of the

episcopal castle of TourhiUon [2150'), erected in 1294, and burned
down in 1788 (reached in 20 min. by the Rue du Chateau, to the

left by the town-hall) ; extensive view, down to Martigny, and up
to Leuk. On the lower hill to the right, on the site of a Roman fort,

stands the old castle of Valeria [2040'), surrounded by towers and
other buildings, among which is the Church of Notre Dame de Valere

[9-13th cent. ; now in restoration), with interesting capitals, pic-

tures, carved choir-stalls, etc. (ring; fee). The cantonal Antiquar-

ian Museum occupies an adjacent room (adm. 50 c). — Close to

the town, near Tourbillon, is the castle of Majoria, also burned
down in 1788. Part of it is now a barrack.

In the town itself the Gothic Cathedral (end of 15th cent.; tower

of 9th cent.) and the elegant church of St. Theodule adjoining it are

noteworthy. In the old mansion of the Supersaxo family, in the

Guudisgasse, is a fine hall with an artistically carved Renaissance

ceiling of 1505 (visitors admitted).
From Sion over the Rawyl to Lenk^ see R. 56; over the Pas de Cheville

to Gryon, see R. 69; over the Sanetsch io Gsteig, see p. 2Q3 {the Eotel Thei-

ler at Zanfieuvon may be reached from Sion in 5 hrs.). — To the Mayens
de Sion and Evolena., see R. 82. — In the deep ravine of the Borgne, about
1 M. from Bramoit (p. 332: 3 M. to the E. of Sion), is the hermitage of
Longeborgne, hewn out of the rock, and much frequented by pilgrims.

Above Sion the Boryne descends from the Val d'Herens [p. 332),

at the head of which we obtain a glimpse of the Dents de Veisivi.

Near [19 V2 M.) St. Leonard we cross the Riere, which rises on the

Rawyl. 21 M. Granges; the village, with a ruined castle and a

church on the hill, lies on the left bank of the Rhone, 1/2 M. to the S.

251/2 M. Sierre, Ger. AS^idcrs (1765'; pop. 1800; *H6t. Bellevue,

with garden, R. & L. 3-4, B. IV4, D- 4 fr.; Engl. Ch. Serv. in sum-
mer ; Poste, R., L., & A. 2-3, D. 3 fr. ; Terminus Hotel, R. 2 fr.),

with a number of interesting, but mostly dilapidated medieval
houses, lies picturesquely on a hill.

On the side next the Rhone is the Tour de Gouhin, or Schindevthurm,
with a fine view of the Val d'Anniviers. On a rock above the Rhone, V2 M.
to the S., is the Geronde (2048'), formerly a Carthusian monastery, now a

deaf and dumb asylum, with two little lakes (baths).

A pleasant excursion may be made to the Hotel du Parc-Montana, to

which a road (10 M. ; carr. 15, with two horses 25 fr.) leads via Veyi-as,

Venthdne, and Bandogne (burned down in 1898). Walkers follow the road
towards the W. and beyond the (7 min.) first bridge turn to the right to

(3 rain.) Villa. At the church they ascend the path to the left, passing Darmona,
and at the cross on the hill they again turn to the left and ascend through
wood to the (274 hrs.) *H6tel du Parc-Montana (5085'; pens. S-lSVzfr.;
Engl. Ch. Seiv. in summer), pleasantly situated near extensive pine-woods
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and several small lakes, and commanding a magnificent view of the W.
Valaisian Alps from the Weis^horn to ilont Blanc. Excursions.- to the
Pointe de Vermala {y^hv.). Pointe de ifeniahry (iQ'iS' ; 1 hr.j, P^jjine< (6500'

;

lV-2 hr.), MdU Lachaud (7294'; 2 hrs), Col de Pochel (8195'; 21/2 hrs.). Mont
Tuhang (9356'; 4 hrs.j, Mont Bonvin (9343'; 6 hrs.), Glacier de la Plaint Morte,
Wildsti-ubel (7 hrs.)> etc. (Postal address : Hot. du Pare, Crans sur Sierre).

From Sierre to the Yal d''Annh-iers (St. Luc, Zinal, etc.), see R. 82.

Beyond Sierre, a short tunnel and a deep cutting. Opposite, ou

the left bank of the Rhone, is the Forest of Pfin, a range of pine-

clad hills. The village of Pfin, Fr. Finge (ad fines), is the boundary

between the French and German languages. — 271/2 M. Salgesch,

Fr. Salquenen, a wine-growing village. The line, hewn in the

rock at places, approaches the Ehone, the valley of which is strewn

with debris. We cross the deep gorge of the Dala (view to the left),

pass through another tunnel, and cross the Rhone to —
3OV2 M. Leuk-Susten, Fr. Loeche-Souste (2045'; ^Hotel de la

Souste, R., L., & A. 272~3V2) ^- 3-4 fr. ; Restaurant, opposite the

station). The small and ancient town ofLeuk, l^v.Lo'eche-Vilte (2470';

*Post; Krone, R, 2, D. 3 fr.), with its castle and towers, lies 1 M.

distant, on the right bank, high above the Rhone (cab 3 fr.).

One-horse carr. from the station to the Baths of Leuk. 10-15, two-horse
25 fr. "Walkers reach the Baths (p. 204) in 3-3V2 hrs. by turning to the

left (finger-post") beyond the church in the town, crossing the bridge over
the Dala (p. 206), and following the old bridle-path to the right a few
hundred paces farther on.

As the train leaves Leuk-Susten we look back, to the right, at

the Illgraben or HoUengraben fp. 338), a vast semicircular basin

with bleak, yellowish slopes. The line passes the chateau of Baron

Werra (on the right), and is carried by an embankment along the

river. We cross the Turtmannbach to (34 M.) Turtmann (2080'),

Fr. Tourtemagne. The village (Poste or Lion; Soleil, both plain)

lies 1/2 ^- to the right, at the mouth of the Turtmann Valley. The
torrent forms a fine fall, 85' high, 8 min. from the Post Inn.

Through the Turtmann Valley to Mdden (4 hrs.
;
guide or porter 5-6 fr.),

see p. 342. Good walkers will find it enjoyable to go via Meiden and
Schwarzhorn to St. Xilclatts (11 hrs. ;

guide 15 fr.) or via Pas du Boeuf and
Bella Tola to -S'^ Luc (llV2hrs.; 15 fr.). Comp. pp. 342, 341.

35^2 M. Gampel. The village lies on the right bank, 1 M. off,

at the narrow mouth of the Lotschen-Thal (p. 208), through which
peeps the snowy Petersgrat (p. 180). Near Niedergestelen are the

scanty ruins of the Gestelnburg. 39 M. Raron. On the opposite bank,

at the mouth of the Bietschthal, lies the village, "svith its old church

on a rocky hill. On a wooded height on the left bank, above the

hamlet of Turtig, is the little pilgrimage-church of Wandfluh,
reached by a winding path flanked with oratories. — We cross the

turbid Visp, which has covered the Rhone Valley here with its debris,

421/2 M. Visp or Vispach, Fr. Viege (2160'; pop. 858; *Post,

R., L.,'& A. 21/2, B. 11/4, D. 4 fr. ; '^Sonne, plain, R. 2-21/2, B. i%
D. 3, pens, from 5 fr. ; Hot. des Alpes, near the station, R. 2^/2-3,

1). 3' ofi".; '''Rail. Restaurant, with beds), a picturesq^ue village at
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the inoutli of the Visp Valley (p. 343), has several old mansion-

liouses and haudsome churches. The beautiful snow-mountaiu at

tlie head of the Visp Valley is the Balfrinhom (12,475'; p. 354),

the first peak of the Saasgrat, which separates the valleys of Saas

and Nicolai. — Railway to Zermatt, see p. 342.

Ahove Visp we traverse the stony tract at the influx of the

Gamsen, which descends from the Nanzer-Thal. To the right is

the pilgrim-resort of Glis, with a large church, at the hase of the

Glishorn (8290') ; to the E. rises the fine pyramid of the Bortelhom

(p. 321). — "We then cross the artificial channel of the Saltine to—
471/2 M. Brig, Fr. Brigue (2245'; pop. 1172 ; *E6t. des Couronnes

et Poste, R., L., & A. 3-4, lunch 3, D. 4 fr.; *Edt. d'Angleterre,

R., L., & A. 3-4, lunch 3, D. 4-41/2 fr. ; ""-Hot. Terminus ^' Bail.

Bestaurant, lunch 21/2, D. 3fr.; *E6t.- Pens. Suisse; *H6t.-Pens.

Muller, R., L., & A. 11/2-2, B. 1, D. 3 fr. ; *E6t.-Pem. de Londres,

similar charges; Eot. du Pont, R. li/2fr., unpretending), a small

town, where the railway ends. The turreted Stockalper Chateau, con-

taining an interesting interior court, a large hall, etc., is the largest

private residence in Switzerland (special permission necessary for

admission). Kaspar Stockalper (d. 1691), who built it, dominated

the trade over the Simplon, which he protected by a guard of 70 men.

The terrace in front of the former Jesuits' monastery commands a

fine view. The fine snow-mountain to the S.E. is the "Wasenhorn;

to the N., the Sparrhorn, Belalp, and Eggishorn.

On the left bauk of the Ehone, below Tbermen and about l^/z M. above
Brig is the N. end of the great Simplon Tunnel, the construction of which
was begun in 1898, on both the German and Italian sides, by Messrs. Brandt,
Brandau. d; Co. This tunnel will be the longest in the world (I2V2 M. ; St.

Gotthard 91/4 M., Mont Cenis 71/2 M., Arlberg GVs M.) and is to be com-
pleted in 1903, at an estimated cost of 69,000,000 fr. (2,780,000L). It consists

of two parallel tunnels (each 16' wide and 171/2' high), 56' apart and con-

nected at distances of 220 yds. by cross-shafts. One tunnel only (single

track) is to be completed at present, while the other will serve for ventila-

tion, water-pipes, the transport of materials, and so forth. From the N.
portal, which lies 2253' above the sea, the tunnel ascends to the S.E, at a

gradient of 2 : 100 to its culminating point (2312'), 6V2 M. from the N. end
and 7000' below the crest of the mountains (between the Furggenbaumhorn
and Wasenhorn). It then remains level for about 1/3 M. and afterwards

descends at a gradient of 7 : 100 to the (62/3 M.) S. portal, at Iselle in the

Doveria VaUey (p. 324). The excavation is carried on by the Brandt hy-

draulic boring machines, about a dozen of which are at work at each end.

Feom Beig to Belalp, a beautiful excursion (bridle-path, 4V2-5hrs.;

porter 5-6, horse 15 fr.). Just before (1 M.) Naters (p. 329), on the right

bank of the Rhone, we ascend to the left (finger-post) by a bridle-path,

almost shadeless in the forenoon and steep at places, via Geimen (3440'), to

(2hrs.) the village of Flatten (4396'; rustic inn); then through wood and
over the Eischenen and Eggen Alps to the (2V4 hrs.) —

*H6tel Belalp (7110'; R., L., & A. 4-5, B. iV2, D. 5, pens. 7-12 fr.}

English Church), situated on the Liisgen-Alp at the base of the Sparr-

horn, and high above the Aletsch Glacier. Splendid view of the Valaisian

Alps. The little Villa Lusgen, 5 min. above the hotel, belonged to Prof.

Tvndall (d. 1893). A pleasant walk mav be taken on the hillside, past

the hamlet of Belalp (6735'), to (1V2-2 hrs.) Nessel (6675'; milk, etc.), high

above the Rhone Valley, with beautiful view.
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To the *Upper Aletsch Glacier, very attractive (3 hrs. to the cluh-hut,

guide 8 fr.; provisions should betaken). Bridle-path from the hotel to the

(IV2 hr.) W. moraine; then across this and a second moraine to the almost
uncrevassed glacier, with its numerous 'ice-tables', 'glacier-mills', etc., as

far as the (IV2 br.) Oberaletsch Hut of the S. A. C. on the E. side (8760'),

at the foot of the Fusshorner (see below). We may walk up the glacier

to the right to the foot of the Aletschhorn (see below), or traverse the Beich-

firn to the left to the snow-slopes of the Beich Pass (see below ; 8-10 hrs. in all).

*Sparrhorn IBelalphorn, 9890'), 2-2V2 hrs. from the inn, bridle-path

most of the way (guide 5 fr., needless for adepts). Beautiful view, liner

on the S. side than fi-om the Eggishorn, but inferior to it on the N. side.

(Panorama at the inn.) To the if., above the Aletsch Glacier, and to the

left of the Fusshorner, the Great Aletschhorn is most prominent; adjoining

it are the Sattelhorn, Ebnefluh, Distelhorn, Breithorn, and the Tschingel-

hcirner, and to the left, adjacent to the Hochstock, is the Nesthorn. To
the S. rises the broad mass of the Monte Leone ; more to the right are

the Fletschhorn, Monte Rosa, Mischabel, Matterhorn, Weisshorn, Brunnegg-
horn, Dent Blanche, Grand Combin, and Mont Blanc. To the left of Monte
Leone are the Bortelhorn, Hiillehorn, Helsenhorn, Punta d'Arbola, Guschi-

horn, Ofenhorn, the peaks of the St. Gotthard group, and lastly the Wal-
liser Fiescherhorner.

The Aletschhorn (13,720'; 6-7 hrs.
;
guide 40 fr.) ; *Nesthorn (12,530';

5-6 hrs. ; 30 fr. ;
grand view); Lotschthaler Breithorn (12,410'; 5-6 hrs.; 25 fr.);

Fusshiinier (li.90D'; 4 hrs. ; 20 fr. ; an interesting but rather difficult climb)

;

Sattelhorn (12,290'; 41/2 bra.; 20 fr.); and Schienhorn (12,4^0*; 6-7 hrs., very

difficult; 35 fr.) may be ascended from the Oberaletsch Hut (by experts only).

From the Belalp to the Eggishorn Hotel (51/2 hrs.), see pp. 328, 327. Guide
8 fr. ; necessary only for the passage of the Great Aletsch Glacier (3 fr.).

From Belalp to Ried ovek the Beich Pass, toilsome, but very inter-

esting (8-9 hrs. ;
guide 25 fr.). We ascend the Upper Aletsch Glacier and

the Beichfirn to the (4V2-5 hrs.) Beich Pass (10,235'), between the Schienhorn
and the Lotschthaler Breithorn (see above); then descend rapidly over the

Distel Glacier to the beautiful Gletscherstaffel Alp, the Fafler Alp, and
(31/2-4 hrs.) Ried (p. 208).

The Upper ValaiSs and the Grimsel , Furka, and Gries passes, see

RR. 80, 52, 35, 81.

The SiMPLON Road, the first great Alpine route after the Bren-

ner, constructed hy order of Napoleon I. in 1800-1806, quits the

Rhone Yalley here. The scenery is far finer than on the Spliigen

route, but the engineering of the road is less striking. The road is

kept open for carriages in winter also (diligences, etc., see p. 316).
Walkees should allow : from Brig to Berisal 3V4 brs. by the road,

23/4 brs. by the short-cuts; from Berisal to the Hospice 21/4 brs. ; Simplou
13/4 hr. ; Algaby 40 min. (path in 20 min.) ; Gondo I'Abr.; Iselle 50 min.

;

Domodossola 31/2 bra. In the reverse direction: from Domodoasola to

Iselle 4 hrs.; Gondo Ihr.; Algaby is^hr.; Simplon 8/4 hr. (by the path);
Hospice 21/4 bra. ; Berisal I3/4 hr."; Brig 21/2 hrs. (or I3/4 hr. by the path).

The diligence starts from the post-office (2320') at Brig. (A
steepish path diverging to the left outside the town, following the

telegraph- wires and part of the old bridle-path, and rejoining the

road 1/2 ^^- hefore the second refuge, is a considerable short-cut.)

The road is soon joined (1/2 M.) by the old road from Glis (p. 319),

which crosses the gorge of the Saltine by the lofty Pont Napoleon
(2485'). Opposite rises the Glishorn (8290'). The road winds over

green pastures to theE., in the direction of the -fiTienen/iorn (8840').

Fine view behind us of the Rhone Valley ; high above the right
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bank of the Rhone is the Hotel Belalp, commanded by the Sparr-

horn, with the Nesthorn on the left ; to the right, farther up, the

cone of the Eggishorn; above ns, to the S., is the Kaltwasser Gla-
cier, which the road afterwards passes, and the Schouhorn. Beyond
the hamlet of Schlucht, by the (22/4 M.) First Refuge (3200'), the

road turns back and ascends the wooded slope in many windings,

affording splendid views of the Rhone Valley and the mountains
of the Aletsch region. Beyond the Blciche Kapelle (4110') it again

nears the deep ravine of the Saltine. By the (23/4 M.) Second, or

Schallberg, Refuge (4330'; auberge), beyond which we come in sight

of the pass with the hotel, two brooks from the Staldhorn, one on each

side, unite far below with the Saltine, the valley of which (Ganter-

Thal) now turns to the E. Fine view of the picturesquely grouped
valleys, and of the Wasenhorn, Furggenbaumhorn, and Bortelhorn.

The road follows the Ganter-Thal to the (2M.) Oanter Bridge [ASIO')

and ascends in a wide curve (steep short-cut to the left) to (1 M.)—
8 M. Berisal, the Third Refuge (5007'; *H6t.-Pens. Berisal or

delaPoste, R., L.,& A.3V2, B- IV2, luncb 3, D. 4fr., finely situated;

Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer; opposite, a Restaurant).
ExcDRSiONS (guides, Aloys Eyer. Eman. and Jos. GenlineUa^ M. Ruppen,

etc.). — Furggenbaumhorn {Funta dAurona; 9812'; 4 hrs. ;
guide 8 fr.), in-

teresting and not difficult. — Bortelhorn {Funta del Rebhio; 10.512'5 5 1irs.;

guide 12 fr.), by the Bortel-Alp and the Bortel Glacier, laborious. — To
Bi7in over the Steinen-Joch (9153'; 8hrs.; 10 fr.) or the Sa/lisch-Joch (8648':

7hrs.; 10 fr.), not difficult (see p. 328).

Fkom Berisal to Isklle via Veglia. 8-9 hrs., with guide, attractive,
but fatiguing. We either ascend via the Bortel-Alp and the glacier on
the N. side of the Furggenbaumhorn {Funta d'Aurona, 8912') to the Forca
del P-ebbio (9040'), and descend over rocks, debris, and grassy slopes to

the Alp Veglia (p. 329); or we may go by the Laub-Alp Ci265') and the
Furggenbaum Pass {Passo di Forch'etta ov Forca d'Aur'ona; 8826'), between
the Furggenbaumhorn and the Wasenhorn. From Veglia we descend to

Trasquera and (3 hrs.) Iselle, see p. 324. — From the Alp Veglia over the
Fasso di Valtendra (7995') and the Fasso di Buscagna (7743') to Devero
(p. 328), 6-7 hrs., with guide, a fine route, not difficult. — From Veglia
over the Kaltwasser Fass {Bocchetta d^Aurona; 9250') and the Kaltwasser
Glacier to the Simplon, 6-7 hrs., with guide, for adepts only.

In 1 hr. more we reach the Fourth Refuge (5645'). To the right

the top of the pass is again visible; above it rise the Rauthorn with

the Rant Glacier and the finely shaped Rossbodenhornwith the Ross-

boden Glacier; beautiful view, looking back, of the Aletschhorn,

Schienhorn, etc. Beyond the (IV4 ^0 -Kap/'^oc/i, hewn in the rock

for 33 yds., is the (2/4 M.) Fifth, or Schallbett, Refuge (6345'). Be-
tween this point and the top of the pass is the most dangerous part

of the road during the season of avalanches and storms. Over the

(3/4 M.) Wasser Gallery (6460') dashes the stream which issues

from the Kaltwasser Glacier. To the left is Monte Leone (p. 322).

The road then passes through the Old Gallery and the long Joseph

Gallery, beyond which, to the left, is a third gallery used in winter.

The (1 M.) Sixth Refuge (6540') commands a splendid final view of

the Bernese Alps. About 5 min. farther on we reach the highest point

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition, 21
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of the Simplon Pass (6590'; '*H6t. Belkvue, li. 2V2, B. I72, lunch 3,

I). 31/2) pens, from 7 fr.), 1/2 ^- heyond which [7^2 ^^- from Berisal) is

the Hospice (6565'; accommodation, see p. 310; fee to the attendant),

at the base of the Hiibschhorn (10,485'), a large building with a lofty

flight of steps, founded by Napoleon for the reception of travellers,

and subject to the same rules as that of the Great St. Bernard.

ExcDRsiONS. Eiibfchhorn or ScMnhorn (10,485': 3V2-4 brs.
; guide 15 fr.),

laborious but interesting. — *Moiite Leone (11.683'; 6hrs.; guide 20 fr.),

from the Hopice by the Hohnmlten Glaciei', the Breithorn Pass (10,990'), and
the Alpien Glacier, not very difficult for experts. Magnificent pai orama. —
From the A'ilh.ge of Simplon we ascend through ihe Hohmatten-Tlal and
join the above route at tte Hohmatten Glacier .to the top 71/2 hr3.). Or we
may descend the Simplon road to Algaby (p. 323) and mount thence via
Alpien t j the (31/2-4 hrs. from the village of Simplon) huts of the Schworze
Balmen (6890'), where the night is spent. A rapid ascent, psssing two pretty
little lakes, leads thence up to the S.E. corner of the Alpien Glacier, from
which the top may be gained by either the S. or the S.W. arete (41/2 h;3.,

guide 12 fr.). — From the hospice to Sialden by ihe Bistenen Pass (gnide
12 fr. •, mule-track), see p. 343; to Saas, tee below.

A broad open valley resembling a dried-up lake, bounded by
snow-capped peaks, forms the highest part of the pass. The hardy
rhododendron alone thrives here. The (3/4 M.) Old Hospice (olQO''), a

high square building with a tower, on the right, below the new road,

is now occupied by herdsmen, ^/^yi.. Seventh Refuge, by the Enge-
loch (5855'). Farther down we cross the (I1/4 M.) Krummhach
(5305'), pass the chalets of (7-2 M.) Eggen (5250'; to the right is

the Rossboden Glacier with its huge moraine, see below), and cross

the (1/4 M.) Senybach (5115') to (ViM.) —
20 M. Simplon (4852'), Ital. Sempione, Ger. Simpeln (*Poste,

R., L., & A. 3-31/2, D. 31/2, pens. 6-7 fr. ; Hot. Fletschhorn, at the

lower end of the village ; Croix Blanche)^ among pastures, at the N.E.
base of the Rossbodenhorn (p. 323).

Fkom Simplox to Saas, several routes. The finest is across the *Eoss-
boden Pass (9-10 bra.; difficult, fit for adepts only; guide 20 fr., Jos.
Dovsaz &ndL Aloys Zen-Elusen of Simplon). At the (55 niin.) chalets ol Eggen
(j.ee above) we diverge to the left from the Simi len road and a=cend on
the left side of the Sengbach to the (1 hr.) Eossbodcn-Alp (636(.'), with fine
view of the se-racs of the Rossbcden Glacier. Faither on we mount grassy
tlopes and del ris ( f moraine to the Griessertn Glacier, beyond which we
climb a steep rocky wall to the (4 hrs.) pass (about 10,500'), to the S. of the
Rauthor/i (10,72o'). Splendid view. To the right below us is the Gamsen
Glacier. We descend acress the Mattuald Glacier to the Hofers-Alp (see

p. 323) and Saas-Grund (p. 353). — Other grand, but still more difficult

passes, not without danger, are the Laquin-Joch (11,474'), between the
Laquinhorn and the Weissmies (ll-i2hrs.

;
guide 20 fr.\ and the Fletschjoch

(12,' 50'; 12 hrs ; 30 fr.), between the LaquiLhorn and the E, issbortenhorn.
From the latter the twin summits of the Fletschhorn viz. the Laquinhorn
(13,140'; 11/4 hr.) and ihe Rossbodenhorn (13,123'; 1 hr.) are easily ascended.
Descent to the H''t. Weissmies, on the Trift Alp, and to Saas-Grund (p. 3c3).

To Saas ovek the Siewolten and Simeli Passes (or the Gajiseb
JocH), 10-11 hrs., fairly interesting (guide 20 fr.). By the (1 hr.) Seventh
Refuge (see above) we descend to the left, cross the Krummbach to the
Klusmalten Alp., and ascend by a narrow path towards a waterfall visible

from below. On the left side of it we mount a 'couloir', steep at first

(leaving the SirwoUen Lake to the left), to the (3 hrs.) Sirwolten Pass
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(8744'), between the Sirwoltenhoifi (9344') and Oaknhom (9150'); view lim-
ited. Descent over rock and debris (keeping well to the left) to the head
of the Gamser-Thal^ into which the Gamsen Glacier descends. We ascend
the glacier gradually, to the S.W., towards an arete coming down from the
Magenhorn on the E., at the foot of which the route divides : to the right to
the Simeli Pass (9935'); to the left to the Gamser Joch (about 9340'; each
2-272 hrs. from the Sirwolten Pass). These passes, between which rises
the pointed Magenhorn (10,243'), command beautiful views of the majestic
Mischabel group ; immediately to the left is the Fletschhorn with the
Mattwald Glacier; to the E. are the Monte Leone and the St. Gotthard
group ; and to the N. are the Bernese Alps from the Furka to the Diable-
rets. A still grander point is the "Mattwaldhorn (10,6730, easily ascended
from the Simeli Pass in ^i hour. Toilsome descent from the Gamser Joch
over the moraine of the Mattwald Glacier. Bounding the lower part of
the A'allev to the left, we next come to the Sattel (9025'), on the E. side
of the Aevsser-Rothhorn (10,354'), and to the Hofers-Alp (6S54'). The path
now improves and leads by Bodmen to (3V2 hrs.) Saas-Grund (p. 353).

Descent by the Alp Sevenen to Balen (p. 352) much longer and not advisable.

The Rossbodenhorn (13,1C8'), 9-10 hrs. from Simplon (guide 80 fr.),

fatiguing and difficult. One route follows the N.E. arete, another ascends
from the Rossbcden Pa.'^s by the X. arete, a third approaches from the S.

via the Fletschjoch (see p. 322). The ascent from Seas-Grund (Hot. Weiss-
mies) is easier (see p. 3o3).

Beyond the {}j^ M.) Lauibach the road forms a wide bend and
enters the Laquin-Thal. At the (1^/4 M.) hamlet of Algaby or Ostein

(4042'; Hot. du Simplon) it crosses the Krummbach, into which the

Laquinbach falls. Below this the brook is named the Doveria or

Diveria. Beyond the (^4 M.) Gallery of Algaby begins the *Ravine
of Gondo, one of the wildest and grandest gorges in the Alps, which
becomes narrower and deeper at every step, till its smooth walls of

mica-slate overhang the road. The road passes the (IV4M.) Eighth

Refuge (3841'), beyond which the path to Alpien (p. 352) diverges

on the left, and crosses the Doveria by (Y2 M.) the Ponte Alto

(3747') , and by another bridge near the (1/2 ^^0 ^inth Refuge
(3514'). A huge mass of rock, which seems to block the road here,

is pierced by the Gallery of Gondo, a tunnel 245 yds. long, with the

inscription, ^Aere Italo 1805 Nap. Imp.'' At the farther end of the

gallery the Alpienbach forms a fall, crossed by a slender bridge. On
both sides the rocks tower to a dizzy height (about 2000'). The
sombre entrance to the tunnel contrasts strikingly with the white

spray of the cascade, while the Bodmer Glacier forms a fine back-

ground to the W. Traces of the old road are still visible opposite

the waterfall. The hamlet of (21/2 M.) Gondo (2815') is the last

Swiss village (custom-house). The tall square tower here (now an
inn, uninviting) was erected by the Stockalper family as a refuge for

travellers, long before the new road was made. Opposite are the

Hotel-Restaurant Jordan (plain) and two other inns. Adjacent is a

gold-mine, to which a serpentine road ascends from near the village.

To the S. opens the narrow Veil Vaira or Z^cischhergen-Thai, from
which we may cross the toilsome Zwischbergen Pass (10.657'), between
the Weissmies (p. 353) and the Portjevgrat {Pizzo d'AndoUa; 12,008'), to Saas-
Grund (p. 358; 12 hrs.

;
guide 20 fr.).

A column of granite on the left, 1/2 ^- ^oni Gondo, marks the

21*
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boundary of Italy (2610'). The first Italian village is (1/4 M.)
Paglino. Below this the valley is called Val di Vedro. We next

pass through a new tunnel, and reach (1^/4 M.) —
291/2 M. Iselle (21 55'; Hot. de la Poste, R., L., & A. 21/2, B. 1

1/2 fr.

;

two Restaurants, with beds), where luggage is examined. Below
Iselle, to the left, is the S. portal of the large Simplon Tunnel (p. 319).

Below the church of Trasquera, which stands on the hill to the left,

the road crosses the (2^/4 M.) Cairasca or Cherasca. (To the Rhone
Valley by the Alp Veglia, see pp. 321, 329.) Near Varzo (1865';

inn), a large village on the left, the vegetation becomes richer (chest-

nuts, figs, mulberries, maize, vineyards). Passing through a pictur-

esque ravine and the (41/2 M.) Gallery of Crevola (1286'), we de-

scend past the village of Crevola (1100') to the (1 M.) Osteria della

Stella , where for the last time we cross the Doveria by a bridge

100' high, near its confluence with the Tosa, which here emerges

from the Val Antigorio (p. 331). The fertile valley, now caUed

Valle d'Ossola, though frequently ravaged by inundations, is strik-

ingly picturesque and thoroughly Italian. We next reach (2^/4 M.)—
40 M. Domodossola (889'; pop. 3658; ^Gr.-H6t. de la Ville et

Ancienne Poste, R.. L., & A. 31/2, lunch 3, D. 41/2 fr., with a good

cafe ; *^6i. d'Espagne, R., L., & A. 3, lunch 3, D. 4 fr. ; Hot. National;

Albergo Manini, modest), a small town, charmingly situated on the

Tosa, which becomes navigable here. The Palazzo Silva (16th cent.)

contains a few antiquities ; th.e Museo Galetti a library and cabinet

of coins. In the Via Garibaldi is a bust of Garibaldi (1890). The
*Mount Calvary, 20 min. to the S., commands a superb view.

To Locarno through the Val Vigezzo^ see p. 455. Diligence to (IOV2 M.
\

fare 3 fr.) Santa Maria Maggiore, daily, at 5 p.m. — On the W. opens the
Val Bognanco, with mineral springs, fi-om which several passes lead to

the Zwischhergen and Antrona Valleys (see p. 323 and helow).

Railway to Gravellona (Pallanza, Stresa), Orta, Novara, R. 109.
From the first station (3^2 M.) Villadossola an interesting route leads

OVER THE Anteona Pass TO Saas (12-13 hrs., without guide). A carriage-

road ascends the Val Antrona, at first on the left, and afterwards on the right
hank of the Ovesca, via Viganella and Schieranco, to (21/2 hrs.) Anironapiana
(2955': Savoni's and Maranis inns). Footpath thence, past the charming
little Antrona Lake (8550'), formed by a landslip from the Pizzo Pozzolo
(SSeO*) in 1632, to the (31/2 hrs.) Cingino Alps (6660') and along the slopes
f)f the Jazzihorn or Pizzo Cingino (10,59j'), far above the little Lago Cingino
(7190'), to the (21/2 hrs.) Saas or Antrona Pass (9330'), between the Jazzi-

horn on the left and the Latelhorn or Punta di Saas (10,525'; easily ascended
from the pas= in 1 hr. ; see p. 353) on the right. Descent on the right
side of the Furggen Glacier to the Furggen-Thal, Ahnagell, and (3 hrs.) Saas
(p. 353). — To Mattmark from Antrona a direct but rough route crosses

the Antigine or Ofenthal Pass (93C0'). From the ascent to the Cingino Alp
(see above) we diverge to the left to the Lombraoro Alp, whence a steep

ascent leads via. the Laugera di Sopra Alp to the pass, between the Jazzi-

horn and the Pizzo cVAntigine or Spdhnhorn (10,480' : a fine point, I'/i hr.

from the pass): descent through the wild Ofen-Thai to \\i.Q. Mattmari-Alp
(S-9 hrs. from Antron.ipiana

; p. 355).

At the third station (63 4 M.) P/ecfimwZera (p. 465) the picturesque Valle

Anzasca opens to the right (to Macugnaga and over the Mora Pass to

Saas, see p. 355).
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80. From the Rhone Glacier to Brig. The Eggishom.
Comp. Maps. pp. 124, 324, and 320.

31 M. Diligence to Brig twice dailv (7.30 a.m. and 2.10 p.m.) in
5-51/4 hrs. (iO fr. 80, coupe 13 fr. 30 c. •, to Fiesch in 31/3 trs. ; 7 fr. 5, coupe
8 fr. 60 c). Walking is preferable from Miinster onwards. In the reverse
direction the diligence takes 71/2 hrs. — One-horse carr. from the Rhone
Glacier to Miinster 10, two-horse 20 fr. ; to Fiesch 18 or 35, to Brig 30 or
60 fr. ; from Brig to Fiesch 12 or 25, to Flrichen 20 or 40, the Rhone Gla-
cier 30 or 60 fr. ; from Fiesch to the Rhone Glacier one-horse carr. 18,

two-horse 35 fr. ; from the Rhone Glacier to Andermatt and Goschenen 3U
or 60, Grimscl Hospice 10 or 15, Handegg 15 or 25, Meiringen 30 or 60 fr.

Hotel at the Rhone Glacier ('im Gletsch') : Hot, du Glacier du Rhoxe,
R., L., & A. 2'/2-5, B. 11/2, lunch 3V-.', D. 5 fr. , beer at the cafe, 40 c.

Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer. — The Hotel Belvedere, high up on the Furka
road, belongs to the same proprietor.

The *Rhone Glacier, imbedded between the Gerstenhorner

('10,450') and Gelmerhorner (10,500') on the W., and the Oalen-

stock (11,805'), Rhonestock (11, S26'), and Daynmastock (11,920')

on the E., ascends in terraces for about 6 M. A few centuries ago

this glacier, from which issues the Rhone, filled more than half of

the Gletsch (5750'), the valley covered partly wath debris, partly "with

grass, lying at the junction of the three great roads from the Furka
(Andermatt. p. 133), the Grimsel (Meiringen, p. 200), and the

Rhone Valley (see below). From the hotel the glacier is reached in

V2 lir. by a path crossing the bridge and ascending the left bank of

the Rhone, which issues from a beautiful vault of blue ice (an ice-

grotto, hewn in the glacier, is worth seeing; 1/9 ^r.). — The natives

give the name of Rotten, or Rhodan, to three partially warm springs

rising at the back of the hotel, to the "W., which they regard as the

source of the river.

A short way from the hotel, and farther on, the road crosses the

infant Rhone, which dashes through its rocky ravine far below. It

then descends in long windings through pine-woods on the right

bank to (4M.) Oberwald (4495'; '^Hotel Furca, plain, R. 2, B. 1,

board 3^9 fr-)) ^* the bottom of the Upper Valais, a broad green

valley, enclosed by monotonous chains of mountains. In front rises

the majestic Weisshorn, and behind us the Galenstock. The valley

consists of three regions, the highest extending down to Fiesch, the

second to the bridge of Grengiols, and the third below that point.

The inhabitants (Rom. Cath.) speak German ; French begins near Sion.

From the wild Geren-Thal, a ravine opening to the E. of Oberwald,
a fatiguing pass crosses the Siedlen Glacier and the Geren Pass (8865') to

the Alp Crtdna and AW Acqua in the Val Bedretto (p. 326 ; 8 hrs.
5
guide

15 fr., Jos. Ign. Bellwalder of Oberwald).

53/4 M. Obergestelen (4450'), a village rebuilt since a fire in

1868. (Footpath to the Grimsel, see p. 200.) Opposite (7V4 M.)
TJlrichen (4380'; *H6t. zum Griesgletscher, plain), a village with a

new church, is the mouth of the Egtnen-Thal. (Over the Gries

Pass to the Tosa Falls, see p. 330.)
To AiKOLO ovEK THE NuFENEN Pass (8V2 hrs.) , a rough, uninteresting

bridle-path (guide, necessary, 18 fr., horse 25 fr.). Beginning of route, see
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p. 330. At (2V4 hrs.) Altstaffel (p. 330) tlie path leads to the left, ascends in
zigzags, and crosses the (IV4 hr.) Nufenen Pass (Passo di Novena^ 8005'),
between the Pizzo Galllna (10,066') on the left and the Nufenenstock (9400')

on the right, to the Val Bedretto. Immediately to the N. of the pass rises the
Ticino, which the path follows, first on the right, and below the Alp Cruina
on the left bank, to the (I3/4 hr.) Hospice all' Acqua (5265'; unpretending inn

;

route over the San Giacomo Pats to the To$a Falls, see p. 331). The lofty Val
Bedretto is bleak and barren. The wooded slopes are overtopped by bare
pinnacles of rock. Our path frequently crosses the tracks of avalanches.
1 hr. Hamlet of Bedretto (4610'; inn, rustic); 20 min. Villa (4442'; very
poor inn ; over the Cavanna Pass to Realp, see p. 132), where a rough cart-

road begins. Near (20 min.) Ossasco (4365'; Albergo delle Alpi, rustic, but
dear) the road crosses the Ticino. Beyond (25 min.) Fontana (4135'j, to the
right, is the wild Val Ruvino with waterfalls. Then (1 hr.) Airolo (p. 120).

The following villages are Geschenen (4395') and —
10 M. Munster (4450'; -^Croix d'Or, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. IV4,

D. 2-3, pens. 5-7 fr.; one-horse carr. to Brig 18 fr. and fee), the

chief place of the Upper Yalais. Fine view from the chapel-hill.
The -'Loffelhorn (10,140' ; 5'/2 hrs., fatiguing; guide 8 fr.) is ascended from

Miinster through the Mun&tei'-Thal and past the (IV2 hr.) Grossioden-Alp
(6070'), and then to the right by the S.E. arete. View like that from the
Eggishorn (p. 327), with the addition of the Finsteraarhorn in the foreground.— The *Blindenhorn (11,095'; 6-7 hrs.; guide 15 fr.) is very attractive.
TroTa Reckingen (see below) a good path leads ihroMgli the Blinden-Thal to
the Lerchstafel-Alp, at the end of the Blinden Glacier. Thence we ascend on
the left bank of the Hohlauwihach and across the Sulz Glacier., to the GiHes-
gletscher Pass (10,535'), between the Merzenbachschien and the Blindenhorn,
and reach the summit by a steep ascent to the right. Magnificent view.
The ascent from the Gries Pass (p. 330) via the Gries Glacier (41/2 hrs.)
is easier.

To the left, over the Blinden- Thal(see above), appears the Rappen-
horn or Mittaghorn (10,374'), adjoined on the left by the Blinden-
horn (see above). The next villages are Reckingen (inn; with the

finest church in the valley), Gluringen, Ritzingen, Biel, Selkingen,

and (I41/2 M.) Blitzingen (*Pens. Seller, 4-5 fr. ; Inn zum Guten
Ereund). Beyond (5 M.) Niederwald (4050') the Rhone forces its

passage to a lower region of the valley. The road leads on the right

bank, high above the river (to the right, above, is Bellwald')^ and
finally descends through wood in two great curves.

20M.Fiescli (3460'; *H6t. du Glacier et Poste, E., L., & A. 21/2-3,

D. 3, pens. 6-7 fr. ; *H6t des Alpes, R., L., & A. 21/2-3, D. 3 fr.),

prettily situated at the influx of the Fieschhach into the Rhone.
Ascent of the Eggishorn, very interesting (5 hrs.; without

guide; to the inn 3 hrs.
;
porter 5, horse 10 fr.). From the bridge

(or below the Hot. des Alpes) the good bridle-path ascends to the
right, rather steeply, chiefly through wood, past (II/2 hr.) a little

*7nn (R. I1/2 fr.) and several earth-pyramids lying a little to the left,

to (40 min.) the Fiescher Alp (6210'); then over pastures (where the
direct path follows the telegraph-posts, 1/2 hr. shorter, but steep and
viewless) to the (50 min.) *H6t.-Pens. Jungfrau (7195' ; R., L., & A.

3-41/2, lunch 3, D. 5, pens. 8-12 fr.), a favourite English resort,

and suitable for a stay (English Church Service). From the hotel to

the top 2 hrs. more (guide 5fr., not needed; horse 7 fr.). The
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bridle-path ascends in zigzags, then turns to the right, and after

1/2 lir. to the left (the path to the right leads to the Marjelen-See;

see below). After 3/4 hr. more the bridle-path ends. We ascend by

a good footpath and lastly mount steps of rock to the (V2 l^i*-)

summit of the *Eggishorn (9625'), the highest peak of the ridge

which separates the Great Aletsch Glacier from the Rhone Valley,

with a superb view of the Bernese and the Valaisian Alps (see

annexed panorama by Imfeld). We also overlook a great part of the

Simplon Route and of the Nicolai-Thal to the S. (p. 343).

Excursions (guides: Joh. Albrech',, Aloys ImhassU, Ed. Milller, Clem.

EyJwhei', A. Schicery, J. Walker, etc.) From the Hotel Jungfrau a good
path leads to theN., at lir^t nearly level and afterwards undulating, skirting

the slope above the Fiesch Valley and affording an excellent survey of the

beautiful ice-fall of the Fiesch Glacier, and then crosses the Thaelligra'. to

the left to the Marjelen-See (7710'). on which floating ice is frequently

seen. On the left bank of the Seebach., emerging from the lake, is the

(2 hrs.) Mdrjelen-Alp. [The Fiesch Glacier may be visited hence by a

path descending to the right to the Stock-Alp.] On the N. side of the

Marjelen-See a path leads in 25 min. to the margin of the Great Aletsch

Glacier. Hence to the new Concordia Pavilion (9415' ; hotel) a beautiful

glacier-walk of 21/2-3 hrs. (41/2-5 hrs. from the Jungfrau Hotel
^
guide 10, if

spending the night 15 fr.). The pavilion is grandly situated at the foot of

the Trugherg. From the hut to the (3 hrs.) Jungfrau-Joch fp. 187), with
splendid view, not difficult for experts (guide 25 fr.). Ascent of the Jung-

frau (G-7hrs.:, 60 fr.), see p. 183; Finsteraarhorn (S hrs.; 60 fr.), p. 199. —
The Aletschhorn (13,720'; guide 50 fr.), the second-highest of the Bernese
peaks (first scaled by Mr. F. F. Tuckett in 1859), is ascended either from
the Concordia Pavilion (in 7 hrs.) or from the Obsraletsch Hut (p. 320;
in 6-7 hrs.); difficult, for experts only. — The Gross-GrUnhorn (13,275';

5 hrs.; difficult); the Gross -FiescJ/erhorn (13,234'; 5 hrs.; less difficult);

and the Trugherg (12,934'; 5-6 hrs.; difiicnlt) may also be ascended from the
Concordia Pavilion by experts with able guides.

From the Eggishorn Hotel to Grindelwald over the Monchjoch, 15-16 hrs.

(difficult; guide 60 fr.), see p. 183; to the Grimsel Hospice over the Griin-

hornliicke and Oheraar-Joch, 12 hrs. (?uide 40 fr.), see p. 200 (not difficult

for adepts with good guides). — From Lauterbrunnen to the Eggishorn by
the Lauinenthor, Roththal-Sattel, and Ehnefluh-Joch, see p. 180.

From the Eggishorn Hotel via the Lotschenlucke to Ried, 13-14 hrs.,

a grand though fatiguing glacier-route (guide 40 fr.). We ascend the

Aletsch Glacier to tlie Lotschenliicke (10,515'), between the Satielhorn

(12,290') and the Anengrai (11,750'), and descend the crevassed Lotschen Glacier

to the Fafler-Alp and Ried in the Lotschen-Thal (p. 20S).

From the Eggishorn Hotel to the Riederalp and Belalp (guide,

needed only for the passage of the Great Aletsch Glacier, 8 fr., from the

Riederalp 5 fr.), 51/2 hrs., a beautiful walk. The bridle-path from the

hotel , running nearly at the same level , high above the Rhone Valley,

leads over the Bettmer-Alp (6415'), with its little lake (6530'; abounding
in fish), and the Goppisherg-Alp., and turns to the right at the cross to the

(21/2 hrs.) Riederalp (6315' ; -Hdt.-Pens. Riederalp, R,, L., & A. 8, lunch 3,

D. 41/2, pens. 71/2 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer). The beautiful situation

and mild climate of this Alp adapt it for a stay. Here we ascend to the

right to the (25 min.) Rieder Furka (6820'; *Pens. Rieder Furka), whence
we may scale the '-Riederhorn (7343' ; '/2 hr.), a very fine point of view. (We
get nearly the same view by following for 6 min., in the direction of the

glacier, the small path ascending from the Furka on the slope of the

Riederhorn.) The Bettmerhorn (9400'), ascended from the Rieder Furka via

ihtMoosfluh (7645') in 2i/2-3 hrs. (guide 6 fr.), is not difficult; experts may
go on by the arete towards the Eggishorn, and descend by the Elslucke
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(8950') to the Hotel Jungfrau (a grand hut rough route; guide desirahle).

Descent, with splendid views of the Upper Aletsch or Jdgi Glacier^ lying
hetween the Sparrhorn and the Fusshorner and overshadowed by "the
Schienhorn , to the (i,2 hr.) Great Aletsch Glacier (54S5'), which is safely
crossed here in Vz hr. (with guide; riding impracticable) to Aletschhord

;

then a steep ascent, past the chalets of Unter-Aletsch, to the (IV4 hr.) ffoiel

Belalp (p. 319). — From the Riedeealp to Moeel, 2-2V2 hrs. (guide, 5 fr.,

not needed). A bridle-path, at first across pastures, then through wood,
makes a long sweep to the right (steep paths to the left to be avoided)
and crosses pastures again (very hot about midday), with splendid views
of the Rhone Vallev, the Simplon Mts. , etc. It then descends to Ried
(3390'), a finely situated village, and Morel (p. 329; from Morel to the
Riederalp 3-3V2 hrs.: porter 5, horse 10 fr.). — From the Eiederalp to
Brig via Obehried, 3^/4 hrs. A pleasant wood- path (path to the left, to

Ried, to be avoided; see above) descends to (2 hrs.) Oherried (5118'),

aflFording fine views of the Fletschhorn, MischabeL Weisshorn, and Mte.
Leone. Thence a steep zigzag leadi through wood to Bitsch (2944') and
over meadows to the (1 hr.) highroad in the Ehone Valley, which it reaches
at the Massa bridge (p. 329), 2 31. from Brig (p. 319).

The Binnen-Thal, which opens to the S.E. of Fiesch, deserves a visit,

and is particularly interesting to mineralogists. A good bridle-path (mule
to Binn 10-12, porter 4-5 fr.) leads by Aernen and the (IV2 hr.) Binnegg
(4440' ; small inn), with fine view of the Einnen-Thal and Talais, to Ansser-
Binn and through the rocky ravine of the Ticingen to (1^/4 hr.j Schmid-
hauser or Binn (4720'; *E6t. Ofenhom. finely situated, Engl. Ch. Serv.
in summer), the chief village of the valley, with an attractive church. —
ExcCESio>'s Tguides. Jos. WeUchen and J. J. Gorsat. of Binn ; Ad. and EHas
Walpen, of Imfeld;' Hd. Kraig, of Aernen). The -Eggerhorn' {8202'), by the
Meili-Alp in 21/2 hrs., is easy and repaying (guide not indispensable). —
The -BettUhorn (9720' : 4V2-5 hrs. ; guide 10 t'r.) is easily ascended from Binn
by the SajJisch-Thal and Tanzhoden. — Another easy ascent is that of the
'ifit'.aghorn or Rappenhom (10,374'; 0V2 hrs.: guide 10 fr.), via Feldbach
and the Rappen Glacier. — -O/enhom {Punta d'^Arhola; 10,637'), 6-7 hrs.

(guide 12 fr.), not difficult for experts. We may either diverge at the
Ochsenfeld (see below) from the Albrun Pass route and ascend by the
Eggerofen Valley to the Ofenjoch., whence the summit is gained by the
S.W. arete; or (preferable) we may ascend from i'b.Q EoTisand Pass (9603';

easy glacier-pass from Binn to the Tosa Falls, 9 hrs.) bv the X. arete. —
Eelsenhorn (10.742'). by the Ritter Pass in 61/2 hrs., not difficult (see p. 329).
— Hullehorn (10,450'),' by the Mdtti-Thal and the Rami Glacier in 6 hrs.,

difficult, for experts only.
From Bixx to Berisal (p. 321) over the Steinen-Joch (9153'; 8 hrs.;

guide 12 fr.) or over the Saflisch Pass (864S' : 7 hrs.: 14 fr.), two fairly

easy routes. With the latter may be combined the ascent of the Bettlihorn
(see above).

From Binn over the Albeun Pass to Baceno, 8V2 hrs., easy and
interesting (guide advisable, 12 fr.). Bridle-path from Binn on the left

bank of the Binna. by Giessen, and past the waterfall of the Feldbach, to

(3/4 hr.) Imfeld (5145'), where the path, now indiff'erent, crosses to the
right bank. We enter (1/4 hr.) a pine-wood, pass the hamlets of Eggem,
Brunnenhiel, Jennigenkeller, and Tschampigenkeller (Keller, cellars for storing
the esteemed Binnen-Thal cheese), and reach (I3/4 hr.) the huts Auf dem
Plait (6925'; chalybeate spring I. "irhen a steep ascent to the right past the
last huts in the" Oclisen/eld (72iJ0') to the (1 hr.) Albrun Pass (Bocchetta
d'Arbola, 7910'), between the Ofenhom (see above) on the left and the Albrun-
horn (9450') on the right. We descend to the (1 hr.) Beuli Alp, pa^t the
(1 hr.) Lago di Codelago (8055'), and by Crampiolo to (1 hr.) Al Ponte (6270'

;

poor inn), near the green basin of the Devero Alp (picturesque cascades
of the Devero) and (21/2 hrs.) Baceno (p. 331). From Al Ponte over the
Buscagna Pass and the Valtendra Pass to the Alp Veglia, see p. 821. —
To THE Tosa Falls. From the Albrun Pass we descend to the left to the
Forno Alp; then over the Scatta Minojo (8520') by a bad path to the Lago
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di Lebendun {Lago Vannino; 7065'), whence we descend on the left bank
of the brook to Zum Steg in the Val Formazza and re-ascend to Auf der
Fruti (lOhrs. from Binn). In fine weather the route over the Hohsand Pass

is preferable (see pp. 328, 331).

Feom Binn to Baceno ovek the Geisspfad Pass, 8 hrs., a fine route
(guide 15 fr.). At (S/i hr.) Imfeld (p. 328) we diverge to the right to

the Messern-Alp (6175') and ascend past the Geisspfad Lake (7975') to the

(3 hrs.) Geisspfad Pass (8365'); then cross the rock-strewn plateau to the
(I/2 hr.) Bocca Rossa and descend a steep rock-wall into the Val Rossa., to

(lV'2-2 hrs.) Al Ponte (p. 328).

Fkom Binn to Baceno over the Keiegalp Pass, 9 hrs., toilsome and
of little interest (guide 15 fr.). From Binn we ascend to the S. through the
Ldngthal to (1 \ir.)Heiligkreuz{i^%2') and then to the left through theKriegalp-
Thal to the (372 hrs.) Kriegalp Pass (Passo di Cornera; 8iC5'), between
the (1.) Giischihorn {Pizzo Cornera; 10,115') and the (r.) Helsenhorn (10Ji2'

;

ascent from here difficult, see below). Descent to the Val Bitscagna and
to (2 hrs.) Al Ponte (p. 328).

From Binn to Iselle over the Ritter Pass, IOV2 hrs., trying, but very-

interesting (guide 15 fr.). We ascend the Ldngthal (see above) to the S., to

the (5 hrs.) Ritter Pass (_Passo Boccareccio ; 8832'), between the (r.) Hiille-

horn (10,450') and the (1.) Helsenhorn (10,742'; easily ascended, with guide,

in IV2 hr. from the pass; magnificent panorama). Descent to the (I72 hr.)

beautifully situated Alp Veglia (5800' ; *Alb. del Monte Leone, unpretending)
in the Val Cairasca, and by Trasquera to (3 hrs.) Iselle (p. 324).

Beyond Fiesch the road descends the fertile valley, passing

Aernen on the hill opposite (see p. 328), to (li/o M.) Lax [3425'

;

Kreuz)y with a new church, whence the Eggishorn Inn may be reach-

ed in 4 hrs. It then winds down to the bridge of Grengiols (2905';

inn), by which we cross the deep bed of the Rhone. (Good path hence

by Grengiols, which lies 390' higher, in 5 hrs. to Binn, p. 328.)

We recross to the right bank by the Kdstenbaum Bridge (2670'),

pass through a short rocky ravine, and, after the valley again ex-

pands, reach (5'/2M.) Morel (2525'; '^Hot. Eggishorn, R. & B.2i/2fr.;

Hot. des Alpes, moderate). — To the Riederalp, 3 hrs., see p. 328.

The river dashes wildly over sharp slate-rocks. On a bold rock

below Morel rises the picturesque (1 M.) Hochfluhkirche. We cross

the Massa, the discharge of the Great Aletsch Glacier, which issues

from a fine gorge 3/^ M. from the road. 21/2 M. Naters (2235'), a

large village amidst fruit-trees, is commanded by the ruined castles

of Weingarten and Supersax. To the right a flngex-post indicates

the route to the Belalp (p. 319). We then cross the Rhone to

(1 M.) the station of—
31 M. Brig, see p. 319.

81. From XJlrichen to Domodossola.

Gries Pass. Falls of the Tosa. Val Formazza.
Comp. Maps, pp. 324, 320.

15-16 hrs. Two days, spending the night at the Tosa Falls. Bridle-path
from XJlrichen to the Tosa Falls (6V2hrs.); thence to Foppiano a rough cart-

track (3 hrs.). Guide (to the Tosa Falls 15 fr.) not needed in fine weather

;

otherwise advisable to the other side of the glacier (8 fr.); essential in the
reverse direction (porter 10, horse 20 fr.). — Road from Foppiano to Domo-
dossola, 21 M. ; diligence from Crodo to Domodossola daily. One-horse
carriage from Foppiano to Domo 20, from Premia 15 fr. (not always to
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be had). Porter from the Falls to Domodossola 6-8 fr.; horse (for which
a carriage and harness may generally be had at Foppiano) 30 fr.

At Vlrichen (4330'; p. 325) a bridge crosses the Rhone to (10 min.)

Zum Loch^ a group of deserted huts at the entrance to the Eginen-
ThaL The path crosses the Eginenbach above a fine waterfall, and
leads through larch-wood and a rock-strewn valley to (174hr.) the

Alp Hohsand (5720'). It then ascends a steeper part of the valley,

overgrown with alders and rhododendrons, where the brook forms

several falls on the left. In front of us rises the Nufenenstock

(9400'). In ^2^^' (taking care to avoid the path leading straight

on) we cross the brook by the Ladtsteg (6340'), beyond which are the

chalets of Im Ladt. To the right, above us, is the Gries Glacier (see

below). Following the right bank of the brook, we then traverse the

highest reach of the valley and ascend to (20 min.) Altstaffel (6585'),

the last chalet, where the path to the Nufenen Pass diverges to the

left (p. 326). A steep ascent of II/4 hr. more brings us to the level

Gries Glacier^ which we cross in 20 min., to the S.W., passing a

small glacier-lake on the left and a smaller one on the right. The
Gries Pass (8070'), between the Bettelmattenhorn (9800'; right)

and the Grieshorn (9600'; left), is the boundary between Switzer-

land and Italy, and in clear weather commands a fine view of the

Bernese Alps. (A path, little frequented, leads hence to the N.E.

through the Val Corno to AW Acqua in the Val Bedretto, p. 326.)

The S. side of the pass, as usual among the Alps, is steeper than

the N. side. The narrow path at first keeps to the left (rich vegeta-

tion). The Griesbach rises here, and unites at Kehrbachi (see below)

with the Tosa or Toce^ descending from the Val Toggia. The upper part

of the Val Formazza, or Pommat Valley, consists of three distinct

reaches, each with its chalets: Bettelmatt (6900'; two chalets, gen-

erally empty) in the highest (the slope below which is called Wallis-

Idchlen), Morast (or Marasco ; 5840') in the second, and Kehrbachi

(or Riale; 5640') and Auf der Frut (Sopra la Frua) in the third,

with a small chapel and the unpretending *Albergo delta Cascata

del Toce (5490'; R., L., & A. 21/2-3, D. 31/2 fr.). This inn (21/2 hrs.

from the Gries Pass) stands on the brink of a precipice over which
the Tosa falls in three cascades. The **Tosa Falls, or Cascata delta

Frua, 470' high and 85' broad, are perhaps the grandest among the

Alps, especially when the river is high. (We descend by the bridle-

path to the left for 1/4 hr., to a mass of rock by the wayside, which

affords the best survey. A still finer point is beyond the bridge.)
The '"Basodino (10,745') may be ascended by good climbers without

difficulty from the inn in 4-5 hrs. (the landlord. Ant. Zertanna, acts as

guide). Splendid view. Descent to the Val Bavona, see p. 456.

From the Tosa Falls to Aikolo, 8 hrs. (guide desirable to Air
Acqua, and necessary in the reverse direction). The bridle-path diverges

by the chapel above the falls to the right from the path to the Gries

Pass, and after 20 min. crosses the brook descending from the Basodino.
It then ascends to the right by the wall (leaving Kehrbachi below to the left),

and mounts in steep zigzags to the (3/4 hr.) upper reach of the sequestered
Val Toggia; 1/2 ^^-j ^ bridge; 20 min., chalets Im Moos. (To the right,
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the Bocchelta di Val Maggia, see below.) The small Fisch-See, well stocked
with trout, lies on the right. By the Alp Konigin, 1/2 hr. farther on,

we recross the brook. In the highest part of the valley we pass another
small lake on the right, and reach (1/2 hr.) the San Giacomo Pass (7570'),

the boundary between Italy and Switzerland (Canton Ticino). Below the

pass on the 'N.E. side stands the (20 min.) chapel of San Giacomo (7370')-

In descending we enjoy a beautiful view of the southern St. Gotthard
Mts., the Kiihbodenhorn, Pizzo Rotondo, Pesciora, Lucendro, etc., and
also, for a short time, of the Finsteraarhorn and Fiescherhorner. Farther

on (keeping to the left at the first chalet) we descend through a growth
of rhododendrons and larch-wood into the valley, where we cross two
brooks, and then the Ticino , and reach the (IV2 hr.) Hospice alV Acqua
(p. 326). Thence to Airolo, 3 hrs.

Fkom the Tosa Falls to Bignasco, 9 hrs., with guide, a fine route.

By the Fisch-See (see above) we diverge to the right from the San Giacomo
path and ascend over debris and rock to the Bocchetta di Val Maggia
(8710'), between the (r.) Kastelhorn and the (1.) Marchhorn; then descend

through the Val Fiorina (with the snowj Basodino on the right, see p. 330) to

the Alp Rohiei, and through the picturesque Val Bavona to Bignasco(p. 456).

From the Tosa Falls to Binn over the Hoksand Pass (a fine glacier

expedition, 9 hrs., with guide), or over the Albrun Pass (10 hrs., with
guide), see p. 323.

Below the Tosa Falls in the Val Formazza (the upper part of

which, as far as Foppiano, is German-speaking) are the villages of

(V2hr.) Frutwald (Canza; 4755'), (10 miu.) Gurf {Grovella; 4475'),

(I/4 hr.) Zum Steg {Al Ponte; 4200'), with the archives and town-

hall of the valley, (V4 tr.) Pommat [San Michele; 4210'), where

we cross the bridge (not straight on), and (1/2 hr.) Andermatten
(AUa Chiesa; 4050'), with the church of the valley. Below ('^l^r.)

Fracchie (opposite Staffelwald , 4000') the path enters a grand

*Deflle, in which it crosses the Tosa twice. At (3/4 hr.) Foppiano

(3075'; *Valdugas Inn), the first village where Italian is spoken,

the carriage-road begins (vehicles not always to be had; see p. 329).

To THE Val Maggia (p. 456), a toilsome route and lacking attraction

(from Andermatten to Cevio 8 hrs. , with guide) : from Staffelwald a steep

ascent of 3 hrs. over the Staffel-Alp to the Criner Furca (792:5'; fine view),

between the Marchenspitz (8820') and the Wandfluhhorn (9380') 5 descent to

(IV2 hr.) Bosco and (31/2 hrs.) Cevio (p. 456). Guides : Giov. and LiUgi MatU
of Pommat, C. Lani and Fil. Longld of Baceuo.

The Road follows the right bank to (1 M.) Rivasco (2820';

inn) and (1 M.) Passo (2630'). The valley of the Tosa, called

*Val Antigorio below this point, is one of the most beautiful on

the S. side of the Alps, and enlivened with waterfalls. IV2 M.

San Rocco (Hot. Yeschi, well spoken of); 38/4 M. Premia (2620';

Agnello; Restaurant Antigorio, modest). At (IV2 M.) Baceno

(2245'; Alb. Devero, moderate), at the month of the Val Devero,

a bold bridge spans the deep gorge of the Devero. (From Baceno to

Fiesch over the Albrun Pass or the Kriegalp Pass, see pp. 329, 328.)

To the W. rises Monte Cistella (9450').

The Italian custom-house is at (3 M.) Crodo (1650'; inn),

below which is (1 M.) a 'stabilimento di bagni'. Then by Rencio

and the finely situated Oira ('il Giardino dell' Ossola') to (6 M.)

Crevola on the Simplon route, and (274 M.) —
21 M. Domodossola, see p. 324.
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82. The S. Valleys of the Valais between Sion and
Turtmann.

(Val d'Herens, Val d'Anniviers, Turtmann Valley.)

Comp. Maps, pp. o32, 308, 338, 342, 3i4.

Good walkers on their way from the Lake of Geneva to Zermatt (R. 83)
may reach their destination by an interesting mountain-route in 4 da}-s.

1st day. Railway to Sion, and walk through the Val d'Herens to Evolena,
15V'i ^I- — 2nd day. Over the Col de Torrent to Vissoye or St. Luc in the
Val d'Anniviers, 9-10 hrs. — 3rd day. Via St. Luc to "the Bella Tola, and
across the Pas du Boeuf to 3Ieiden in the Turtmann Valley, 8V2 hrs. —
4th day. Over the Augstbord Pass to St. Niklaus in the Visp Valley. 6 hrs.
(or, including the Schwarzhorn, T'/*-' lirs.), and thence to Zermatt hy rail.

i. From Sion througli the Val d'Herens to Evolena, and over
the Col de Torrent to the Val d'Anniviers.

To Evolena fl5V2 ^L) a post-vehicle v%'ith 2-3 seats runs daily in

summer (.Tune I5th to Sept. 15th) 6 a.m. in 6 hrs. (6 fr. 40 c. ; surplus
passengers are sent on in open carriages), returning at 1.85 p.m. in 3'/2 hrs.
One-horse carr. from Sion to Evolena. 20-25 fr. (carriages fr^-m the Evolena
hotels sometimes at the station). Porter to Evolena 8, to AroUa 12 fr. —
From Evolena over the Col de Torrent to Vissoye a bridle-path in 9 hrs.

(guide 14, porter 10 fr.).

Sion, see p. 316. The Evolena road leads from the Rhone bridge

(1625'} direct to the [7.2 M.) foot of the hill, which it ascends in long

windings. (Short-cut by the old bridle-path.) To the left, below,

lie Bramois and St. Leonard (p. 317), the latter at the mouth of the

gorges descending from the Rawyl. Near the old cemetery chapel

of (4 M.) Vex (3140'; Inn, rustic) we obtain a view of the head of

the valley, first of the Dents de Veisivi and the Pic d'Arzinol, and
then of the great Ferpecle Glacier, commanded by the round summit
of the Tete Blanche, to the left of which are the Dent Blanche and
the Dent d'Herens. Maize, vines, chestnuts, and walnuts extend as

far as Yex.
A bridle-path ascends from Vex to the right, by Presse and Les Agettes,

to the (1 hr.) Mayens de Sion (4267'; '• Hot. Rosa-Blanche, pens. 6-10 fr.

;

'Pens, des Mayens, 6-8 fr. : Eugl. Ch. Serv, in summer), a summer-resort
of the Sionese, in a beautiful and healthy situation amid the woods,
commanding a magnificent view of the chain of the Bernese Alps. A still

liner view, especially towards the S., is had from the CrHe de Thyon
(7543'; 3 hrs.

;
guide 5 fr.). Frum the 3Iayeus to He'remence (p. ^33), 3/4 hr.

The road, nearly level, follows the W. side of the valley, high

above the Borgne. The valley divides farther up: W. the Val d'Eere-

mence (see p. 333), and E. the Val d'Herens. The road passes the

village of Htremence on the hill to the right, and near {0^/2 M.)
Sauterot (3050') crosses the Dixenze, which descends from the Val
d'He're'mence. It then penetrates the remains of the terminal moraine

of that valley by means of two tunnels. Near the second, where the

road re-enters the Val d'Herens, are a number of *Earth Pyramids,

some of them roofed with stones like 'glacier-tables'.
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Val d'Heremence (the upper part called ValUe des Dix). A cart-track

leads from Vex (p. 332) to (1 hr.) Hirimence (4055'^ quarters at the cure's) •,

thence a bridle-path by the hamlets of Ayer ^ Prolin., Cerise, and Mars to

the (3 hrs.) Mayens de'Prazlong (5275'), at the W. base of the Pic d''Arzinol

(see below; over the Col de la Meina to Evolena, 4 hrs.)- Farther on,

passing the Mirihi Alp (l.)i '^^e ascend a ravine to the upper part of the
valley, called La Banna, with the Alp of that name and a new inn (8095'

;

thence over the Col du Cret to Fionney, see p. 314). Beyond the chalets

ot Lautaret we next reach (3 hrs.) the Seilon Alp (7455'), opposite which,
on the left bank of the Dixenze. is the Liappey Alp (7630'; good quarters).

From Liappey over the Col de Riedmaiten or the Pas de Chkvres to Arolla
(Evolena), see p. 335; over the Cols de Vasevay, de Seilon. du Moni-Rouge,
and de Breney to the Val de Bagnes , see p. 315. The "Pigrie d'Arolla

(12,470') is best ascended from this point over the Glacier de Durand and
the Col de Breney (comp. pp. 315, 334),

We next reach (1 M.) L'sei^ne (3 18*2'; "vrine at the post-station),

prettily situated. High above, on the opposite bank, is the church of

St. Martin (4550'). Beyond (IVsM.) the hamlet ofLa Luette {?,Mb')

the road crosses the Borgne. (Near the Chalets de Praz-Jean, higher

up, is the old bridge of the bridle-path.) We ascend on the right

bank, below the small chapel of La Garde, to (5 M.J —
Evolena (4520'; *H6t.-Pens. de la Dent Blanche, R., L., & A.

from 3, B. 11/2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 6-8 fr.5 Gr.-Hot. d'Evolene,

R. 3-4, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 7-iO fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in

summer), the capital of the valley, in a broad green dale flanked with

pine-clad rocks. On the E. rises the Sasseneire, on the W. the Mont
de VEtoile and Pic d'Arzinol, and at the head of the valley the Dents

de Veisivi. On the left, high above, are the snow-fields of the Fer-

pecle Glacier and the huge Dent Blanche; to the N., beyond the

Rhone valley, the large Zanfleuron Glacier, with the Oldenhorn

(p. 264) behind it. The natives, especially the women, wear pictur-

esque costumes on Sundays.

Excursions. (Guides : Jean and Pierre Maitre, Jos. Quinodoz, Pierre

and Jean Beytrison, Ant. Boiier, Jean-Bapt. and Jos. Mttrailler, Jos., Maur.,
and Pierre Gaspoz, J. and M. Vuignier. M. Prolong. M. Ckevrier, etc.) —
Pleasant walk (shade earlv in the morning) to Villa, returning via La Sage
(21/4-21/2 hrs.). About 12 min. to the S. of Evolena we diverge to the left

from the road to Hauderes (p. 334) and ascend a steep footpath to (3/4 hr.)

Villa (5655'; fine view); before reaching the (2 min.) village-fountain we
turn to the right (the path to the left leads to the Col de Tcirrent, see

p. 337) and in 5 min. to the right again; 20 min. La Sage (5482'); descend
to the right at the church (to the left to Forclaz

, p. 336); 5 min. to

the right again: 20 min. carriage-road; 22 min. Evolena. — "Sasseneire

(10,693'; guide 10 fr.), 5 hrs., see p. c;37. The Couronne de Brionna (10,380';

51/2 hrs.; guide 12 fr.), via La Sage and Alp Brionna, is also interesting. —
Bees de Bosson (10,348'; guide 15 fr.), 6 hrs., see p. 387.

W. side : The Alpe de Niva (6625'), 2 hrs. ; superb survey of Ferpecle
and Arolla. — The 'Pic d'Arzinol (9S45' ;

guide, 10 fr., desirable), ascended
by the Col de la Meina in 41/2-5 hrs.. is very interesting and not difficult.

Below Evolena we cross the Borgne, ascend to the left through wood
(avoiding the path to the right to Lanna, 1/2 hr.), and cross (I1/2 hr.) the

Merdesson, the discharge of the Glacier de Vouasson, to the (1/2 hr.) Alpe

de Vouasson (6850'). Thence we ascend pastures (keeping to the right) to

the (2 hrs.) Col de la Meina or Col de Miribi (8878'; to the Val d'Hirimence,

see above). Leaving the col on the left, we mount a rocky arete to the
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right to the top (1 hr.)- Magnificent panorama, especially to the S. (Mont
Blanc, Aiguille Verte, Grand Combin, Mont Ve'lan, Matterhorn, Weisshom),
and to ihe N. of the Bernese Alps. — Afont de V Etoile (11,065'; guide 12 fr.),

by the alps Niva and Creia in 6hrs., net difficult for adepts; so also the
Pointe de Vouasson (11. 470'', guide 18 fr.), 6-7 hrs., whence we may descend
the Glacier des Aiguilles Rouges to the Alp Lucel (see below) and Arolla.

The Val d'Herens divides at Hauderes (4747'; Hot. du Afont

Collon, pens. 5-6 fr.}, 1 hr. to the S. of Evolena : the W. branch

is the Combe d' Arolla, the E. tiranch the Ccmle de Ferpecle.

(a.) *Arolla. The hridle-path (from Evolena to Arolla 3^2 ^rs.

;

horse or mule 8, there and hack 10 fr.) crosses the Ferpecle at (1 hr.)

Hauderes, turns to the right, and crosses the Borgne to Pralovin.

It then ascends the W. slope of the yalley, overlooking the wild

ravine, and through vrood to the (l'/4 hr.) Chapel of St. Barthelemi

(5960'), by a huge rock. We next ascend gradually, following

the telegraph-poles, past the chalets of Goville, Satarma, Praz

Mousse, and La Montaz , to the (IV2 l^^O chalets of Arolla (6570';

*H6t. du Mont Collon, pens. 7-8 fr. ; '^Curhaus Arolla, 10 min.

higher up, also reached by a direct path from near Satarma ; Engl.

Ch. Serv. in summer), amid stone-pines ('Arolla' or 'Alpine cedar'),

splendidly situated opposite the grand pyramid of Mont Collon

(11,955'), at the base of which the Glaciers d'Arolla (r.) and
de Vuibez (1.) unite. To the right rise the rocks of the Serra de

Vuihez (10,150') and the snow-clad Pigne d'Arolla (12,470'), and
close to the inn is the old moraine of the Glacier de Zigiorenove,

which is again beginning to advance.
ExccKSioxs (guides, see p. 333-, tB riff reckoned from Arolla). To the

Lac Bleu de Lucel, a pleasant walk, lV'2hr. (or from Evolena 3 hrs.; with-
out guide). At Satarma, 50 min. frcm Arolla, a steep ascent to the left

(N.W.) to the chalets of Lucel (&520'), just beyond which is the crystal-

clear little lake, fed by a brook falling from the rocks. Superb view of
Mt. Collon; to the W. "tower the Aiguilles Rouges (11,975'); to the left is

the Cascade des Jgnes, issuing fromi the Glacier des Ignes.

The Roussette (10,700': guide 10 fr.), round tte W. slope of Mt. Dolin
in 3 hrs., or from tbe W. via the chplets of Prazgras and the Glacier des

Ignes in 4 brs., not difficult; view^ very attra(tive. — The *Pigre d'Arolla
(12,470'; 6-7 hrs.

; guide 25, w ith descent to Chanrion 35. to ! auvoisin 40 fr.)

is ascended by the Glacier de Piece f nd the Cd de la VuigneUe (10,334");

very grand and not difficult for experts; comp. pp. 315, 383. — The Aiguille
de la Za (12 050'; 4i/2-5'/2 hrs.), an interesting ascent for experts, with
good guide (25-30 fr.), is made either direct frcm the W., by the Glacier
de la Za (step-cutting for 2-3 hrs.), or from the S. by the Glacier and A'. Col
de Bertol. Either route brings us in 4V2-5 hrs. to the foot of the last peak

;

lastly '/z li''- of steep rcck-climbing. Descent only by the Glacier de Beito].
— The Grande Dent (11.237'-. guide"20 fr.), one of the'Dents de Veisivi, may
be scaled by experts without ser'ovs difficulty via the Alp and Col de Zar-
mine or de Veisivi (10,045'). The Peiite Dent (10'465'; 15 fr.) is more difficult.

— The Mont Collon (ll,9i5'; guide 40 fr.), best ascended from the W.
side (Col de Chermontane), is only fit for adepts with steady heads: so

also the Eveque (12,2(5'; 25 fr.), rising to the S. of Mt. Collon. — The Dent
Perroc (N. peak 11,990'; 35 fr. ; S. peak or Pointe des Genevoit 12.070';

30 fr.) and the Dent des Bouquetins (central peak 12,625'; 50 fr.) involve
difficult climbing but have been materially faci-'ita'ed by 'he erectitn of

the Cabane de Xcvchdtel on the /S. Col de Bertol (p. 335). (This hut is a^so

us( ful for the A'g. de la Za, Dent Blanche, and other ascents.)
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Passes. To the Val Pellina over the Col de Collon, a grand route
and not difficult (7-8 hrs. from Arolla to Praraye 5 two guides, 25 fr. each). We
ascend the Glacier d'Arolla, skirting the E. base of the almost perpendicular
rocks of Mt. Collon., noted for their echoes, to the snow-basin oi Za-de-Zan
and the (4 hrs.) Col de Collon (10,270'), to the S.E. of the Eveque (p.334). View
grand, but not extensive. Descent on the W. slope of the Becca Vannetta
(11,035') to the profound Combe d'Oren and (3 hrs.) Prorayi (6540'; small
inn, 6 beds), grandly situated in the upper Yal Pellina, and in 3 hrs. more
(bridle-path) to Bionaz (5250'; beds at the cure's), and thence via (1 hr.)

Oyace (44^5'-, cantine) to (IV2 hr.) Vulpelline (p. 316). (Passes from the Val
Pellina to the Val St. Barthilemy., see p. 305.) Those who cross in the reverse
direction should bring provisions; good guides not easily found at Aosta,
but a peasant who knows the pass may be found at Bionaz. From Praraye
to the col 31/2-4, descent to Arolla 21/2-3 hrs. — From the basin of Za-de-
Zan (see above) we mav ascend to the left (steep) to the S. Col du Mont Brule
or the Col de Za-de-Zan (11,660'), to the N.E. of Mont Brau (11,880') ; descent,

steep and difficult, to the Glacier de Za-de-Zan (see below) and PrarayL
To the Val d'Hekemence from Arolla, two passes, close together : the

Col de Riedmatten (9567'; 4 hrs. to Liappey), and to the S. of it the Pas de
Chevres (9355' ; 31/4 hrs. from Arolla; rather more difficult; guide 20 fr.).

From the latter we descend steep rocks and over the Glacier de Durand or

Seilon (beware of numerous concealed crevasses) to the (41/2 hrs.) chalets

of Seilon (7455'), opposite Liappey (p. 333). (The Riedmatten route does not

touch the glacier, but leads over the slopes of debris and turf on its right

side.) Then down the VaUie des Dix to (41/2 hrs.) Hirimence., see p. 333. —
Or, from the Durand or Seilon Glacier (see above) we may ascend to the
Col de Seilon (10,665'; 4i/2-5 hrs. from Arolla; p. 315), and then either descend
the Glacier de Giitroz to (2V2 hrs.) Mauvoisin (p. 314 ; guide 25 fr.), or cross

the Col du Mont Rouge (10,960') and descend the Glacier de Lyrerose to

(31/2 hrs.) Ghanrion (p. 315; guide 25 fr.).

To Chaseion over the Col de Cherjiontane, 71/2-8 hrs., a somewhat
dull glacier-route (guide 25 fr.). "We ascend the Glacier de Pi&ce or Torgnon.,

to tl e Col de la Vuignette (10,334'), at the E. base of the Pigtie d"Arolla

(p. 33J); then by the Glacier de Vuibez to the Col de Chermontane (10,120'),

between the Petit Mt. Collon (11,630') and the Pigne d'Arolla. Striking view.
Descent across the vast snow-fields of the Glacier d^Otemma to Chanrion
(p. 315). — A similar pass is the Col de I'Eveque (11,485'-, 8V2-9 hrs. to

Chanrion; guide 30 fr.). Over the Glacier d"Arolla to the (4 hrs.) Col de

Collon., see above; here we ascend to the right to the (1 hr.) Col de V Eveque
(11,130'), lying to the S.W. of the Eveque (p. 334), cross a snow-arete between
the (1.) Sengla (12,155') and the (r.) Petit Mont Collon (see above) to the

Glacier d'Otemma, and descend as above to (,31/2-4 hrs.) Chanrion.

To Zermatt over the Col de Bertol and the C^l d'Hereks, 10-11 hrs.,

fatiguing but repaying (guide 30 fr.). A new path ascends along the left

side of ihe valley above the Arolla Glacier, thtn crosses the glacier ob-

liquely, and ascends in ea^-y zigzags to the (2^/2 hrs.) Plan de 5er<oi (8580'),

Avhence we climb to the left over rocks and the steep Glacier de Bertol to

the (21/2 hrs.) S. Col de Bertol (11,200'), with the Cahane de Neuchutel (11,155';

see p. 334). We then cross the vast snow-fields of the Glaciers du Mont Mini
a.nd de Ferpecle, past the Teie Blanche (which takes V2 hr. more to ascend;

see below), to the Col d'Hirens (p. 336). — Over the Col du Mont Brcle
AND THE Col de Valpelline, another grand route, 11-12 hrs. (guide 40 fr.).

We follow the Col de Collon route to the basin of Za-de-Zan., ascend steeply

to the left to the N. Col du Kont Brule (10,800'), cross the crevassed upper
Za-de-Zan Glacier (passing on the left the Col des Bouquetins, p. 337), and
mount laboriously to the Col de Valpelline (11,685'), between the Tete Blanche

(12,304'; ascended from the col in 3/i hr. ; splendid vievO and the Tete de

Valpelline (12,510'). Then down the Stock Glacier to the Stockje (p. 33iJ).

(_b.) *Ferpecle. (Bridle-path, 21/2 ^rs. from Evolena; horse or

mule 8, there and hack 10 fr.) At (1 hr.) Hauderes, by the third

house, before tlie bridge (p.334), we diverge to the left, ascend gradu-
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ally, then more rapidly, passing four, and beyond them six chalets.

Beyond the next rocky height we ascend to the left to (3/4 hr.)

Sepey (ooSOQ, where the hridle-path from Evolena via La Sage and
Forclaz (see p. 333 ; 1/4 hr. longer, but finer) joins ours on the left.

The imposing head of the valley (Glacier de Ferpecle and Dent
Blanche) is now revealed, the view being finest from the chalets of

Prazfleuri, the second group beyond Sepey. Then through wood to

{ 3/4hr.) the chalets of Salay or Ferpecle r5910'; Hot. du Col d'Herem.
R., L., & A. 21^2-3, B. 1

1/2, lunch 21/2, D- 3, pens. 61/2-7 fr.), splen-

didly situated opposite the Mont Mine and Ferpecle Glaciers.
Just above the inn a narrow path ascends to the left through larch-

wood and over debris and pastures to (IV2 hr.) *Alp BricoUa (7960'), a superb
point of view. At our feet lies the huge Ferpecle Glacier, overtopped
by the snow-clad Wandfluh ; to the left rise the huge Dent Blanche and the
Grand Cornier. To the right, separated from the Ferpecle Glacier by Mont
Mine, is the Glacier du Mont Mine, with the Dents de Bertol, Aiguille de
la Za, and Dents de Veisivi.

Ascents. Dents de Veisivi {Grande Deni, 11,237', via the Col de Zarmine
in 5V2-6hrs., not difficult for experts: Petite Dent, 10,465'. 6V:;-7 brs,, dif-

ficult, see p. 334). — Pointe de EricoUa (12,017'; 6-7 hrs. : 35 fr.), via the
Col de la Pointe de BricoUa (see below), trying but remunerative. — Grand
Cornier (13,020'), from Ferpecle by the Col de la Pointe de BricoUa and the
W. arete in 7-8 hrs., toilsome, but without danger (guide 3^, with descent
to Slountet 45 fr.). The route from the Col du Grand Cornier (see below)
via the S. arete is much longer and more difficult. — Dent Blanche (14,318';
10-12 hrs. from Ferpecle; guide 80 fr.), very difficult via the W. arete:
better by the Ferpecle Glacier to the S. end of the Wandf>vhgrat, then up
this and the S. arete. The ascent is easier from Arolla, with a night spent
in the Ketichdtel Hut (p. 335: 6-S hrs., in all 11-12 hrs.; guide 80 fr.).

Passes. To Zinal ovek the Col du Grand Corxiee, 10-11 hrs., not
very difficult (guide 30 fr.). Beyond (l'/2 hr.) BricoUa (see above) we turn
to the E. to the Glacier de la Dent Blanche^ and ascend if rapidly to the
(31/2 hrs.) Col du Grand Cornier (marked Col de la Dent Blanche on the Sieg-
fried map ; 11,628'), between the Dent Blanche and the Grand Cornier. We
descend to the right, along the arete and over -teep snow-slopes, passing
the Roc Noir, to the (272 hrs.) Moimtet Club But (p. 339) and (872 hrs.) Zinal
(p. 339). — Over the Col de la Pointe de Bricolla, 10 hrs. to Zinal
(guide 35 fr.), fatiguing. From (IV2 hr.) Bricolla (see above) we ascend to
the N.E. across the Glacier de Bricolla and over steep rocks, partly covered
with ice, to the (31/2 hrs.) Col de la Pointe de Bricolla .(about 11,800';
splendid view), immediately to the E. of the Pointe de Bricolla (12,015').

We descend across the Glacier de Moiry, and by the Col de VAlUe and the
Alp de VAllee to (5 hrs.) Zinal. With this excursion may be easily combined
the ascents of the Pie. de Bricolla., the Grand Cornier (see above), the
Bouquetin (11,430'), and the Pigne de VAlUe (11,168'). — Over the Col de
Covronne and the Col de VAlUe, see p. 339.

To Zermatt qver the Col d'HSrens, 11-12 hrs., fatiguing (guide 30 fr.).

From (I1/2 hr.) Bricolla in 1 hr. to the Ferpecle Glacier, which we ascend,
passing to the E. of the rocky Mottarotta fl0,740'), to the (3 hrs.) Col d'Herens
(11,418'), between the Wandfluh and the Tete Blanche (12,304'; easily ascended
from the pass in 3/4 tr.

;
grand view; we may descend to the Col de

Valpelline, and regain the Zermatt route at the Stockje; this adds I74-

172 hr. to the route; see p. 335, Col de Valpelline). To the E. towers the
stupendous Matterhorn. From the pass we descend steep rocks and the
crevassed Stock Glacier to the (1 hr.) Stockje (9052'), a rocky island at the
head of the Zmvtt Glacier, between the Stock Glacier (left) and the Tiefen-
matten Glacier (right). The club-hut was destroyed in 1891. We descend
the stone-covered Zmutt Glacier, and regain a firm footing at the (4 hrs.)
Staffel Inn (p. 348). Thence to Zermatt., I72 hr.
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To PRARATfi OVER THE CoL DES BoUQUETlNS (10-11 brS.
;
guidc 35 fr.),

also fatiguing. Either by the Col d'Herens roiite fp. 336), or by the left

moraine along the Mont Mini, we ascend to the xipper Mont-Mine Glacier,

and to the right to the Col des Bouquetina (11,215'J, immediately to the E.

of the Dent des Bouqueiins (l2,62o'). Descent over the Glacier de Za-de-Zan
to Prarayi (p. 835).

From Evolena to Yissoyb over the Col de Torrent, bridle-

path, 9 hrs. (gnide, desira'ble, 14, horse 25 fr.). "Walkers ascend

direct to (I hr.) Villa (p. 333). Riders follow the road to (22 min.

from Evolena) a tall wooden cross, at which the bridle-path diverges

to the left. 40 min. La Sage (5482'), where we turn to the left just

above the church ; 1/4 hr. Villa (5645'), where we turn to the right

a few yards beyond the fountain. We next ascend the Alp Cotter in

long zigzags, and then across slate-debris, to the (31/2 ^rs.) *CoI de

Torrent (9593'), to the S. of the Sasseneire (see below). Splendid

view of the Val d'Herens and the grand mountains encircling it

(from right to left: Pointe de Youasson , Aiguilles Rouges, Mt.

Pleureur, Mt. Blanc de Seilon, Serpentine, Pigne d'Arolla, Dents

de Veisivi, Dents de Bertol, Mont Mine', Tete Blanche, etc.).

The *Sasaeneire (10,693'), 1 hr. from the col (guide desirable), affords

a magnificent panorama : to the N. the Jura appears like a blue line beyond
the Col de Cheville (p. 269); to the S. the attention is chiefly arrested by
the Dent Blanche, which is not visible from the col.

To the N. of the Sasseneire another attractive route crosses the Pas
de Lona (9075') to the Val d'Anniviers (from Evolena to Vissoye 8 hrs.

;

guide 15 fr.). The Bees de Bosson (10,348' \ superb view) may be ascended
from the pass in IV2-2 hrs. (with guide). — Col du Zat& and Col de Brionnay

see p. 340.

The path descends in long windings, passing the N. side of the

little Lac de Zozanne (8870'), in full view of the lofty range between

the Anniviers and Nicolai valleys (Ober-Gabelhorn , Trifthorn,

Rothhorn, Weisshorn, Brunnegghorn, Diablons), to the Torrent-Alp

(7940') and the (IV2 hr.) chalets of Zatelet-Praz (7085'), in the

Val de Moiry or Val de Tovrent, watered by the Gougra.
ZiNAL (p. 839) may be reached from this point in 31/2 hrs. (instead of

by the usual route via Grimentz, see below) by remounting the E. slope

of the valley and crossing the Col de Sorebois (9269'). From the 'Come
de Sorebois (9590') , 1/4 ^^- to t^^ N. of the pass , we obtain a splendid

view of the Weisshorn, Zinal-Rothhorn, Gabelhorn, Grand Cornier, Dent
Blanche, etc. Descent by an easy path to the right, or (shorter, with
guide) direct, finally through wood, to Zinal.

We now traverse a level and monotonous valley, and descend a

rocky defile to (IV2 tr.) Grimentz (5150'; p. 338). Thence via St,

Jean to (1 hr.) the bridge over the Navigenze (3743') and to (V4 ^r.)

Vissoye (p. 338). — From Grimentz to (2 hrs.) Zinal, see p. 338.

ii. From Sierre through the Val d'Anniviers to Zinal.

Road to (11 M.) Vissoye (diligence daily at 6 a.m. in 31/2 hrs., 6 fr.);

horse 10, one-horse carr. 12 fr. ; thence mule-path to (67* ^^O Zinal.

Sierre, p. 317. We follow the road, to the E., to the (IV4 M)
Rhone Bridge (1775'), and 1/2 M. beyond it we diverge to the right

Baedekek, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 22, 23
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and ascend rapidly through wood. Below, to the right, lies Chippis, at

the influx of the Navigenze into the Rhone. After an ascent of 21/9 M«
we enter the Val d'Anniviers (Ger. Einfisch-Thal; 3050'), with the

deep, inaccessible gorge of the Navigenze to the right. To the S. the

beautiful snow-mountains enclosing the valley, the Zinal-Rothhom,

Trifthorn, Besso, Dent Blanche, etc., are gradually revealed. Beyond

(11/4 M.) Niouc (Cantine des Alpes, dear) the road is carried by

galleries across the two wild ravines of the Pontis.

A direct route to Kiouc for walkers diverges to the right beyond the
Sierre station, passes under the railway-embankment, and crosses a hill

to the new Rhone bridge and (20 min.) Chippis. Beyond the second house
we turn to the left and cross the Navigenze; then, leaving the church to

the left, a narrow path following the telegraph-wires, frequently crossing

the road, and at length uniting with it, leads us to (IV4 hr.) Niouc.

A path, diverging to the left beyond the first gorge (see above), leads
from Niouc by Sussillon (4545') in 3 hrs. to the village of Chandolin (6340';

"Hot. Bella Vista; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer), in a lofty but sheltered
situation (extensive woods uearj, commanding a beautiful view of the Val
d'Anniviers, the Rhone Valley, and the Bernese Alps. From Chandolin a
good path through pine-forest, with beautiful views, descends to St. Luc in
1 hr. — Pleasant walk, for the most part through wood, from Chandolin
to the (3/4 hr.) Plaine Ste. Madeleine (6608'), situated on the margin of the
huge Illgraben (p. 318), high above the Rhone Valley. — The ^lUhorn
(8935'), which overlooks the Illgraben, the Rhone Valley, and the Bernese
and Valaisian Alps, is easily ascended from Chandolin in 21/2 hrs.

/ To the right below the road (81/2 ^0 is the prettily situated

village of Fang. (Travellers bound for St. Luc take the bridle-path

to the left, 1/4 ^^- farther on; to St. Luc IV2 tr. ; see p. 340.) The
road follows the valley, crossing several small ravines. On the oppo-
site slope lies Painsec. — 3 M. —

11 M. Vissoye (4006'; *H6t.-Pens. d'Anniviers, R. 21/2, D. 4,

pens. 6-8 fr. ; '-^Hot. des Alpes, pens. 6 fr.), the capital of the valley,

on a hill on the right bank of the Navigenze, with a handsome church.
Pleasant walk over the Navigenze (see p. 337), and then to the left, to

.SY. Jean and (I72 hr.) Grimentz (ol50' ; '\S6t.-Pens. des Bees de Bosson, pens.
5 fr.), a prettily situated village, well adapted for a sojourn. The (IV4 hr.)

Signal ati'ords a fine view of the entire Val d'Anniviers, extending on the
S. to the Diablons, Weisshorn, and Rothhoru. Pleasant excursions may be
made to the Corne de Sorehois (9590'; 31/2 brs.; guide): i?oc frOr.?iw? (9288';

3 hrs.; guide); Glacier de Moiry (4 hrs.); aco-fi Bees de Bosson (10,348'; 5 hrs.

;

guide). Over the Col de ToiTent (Sasseneire) or the Pas de Lona to Evolena,
see p. 337. — To Zmal (2 hrs.). The path, most of which is shady, de-
.scends to the left at the church ofCT-rimentz, crosses the turbulent Gougra
(waterfalls), and traverses woods of larch and fir, at first along an irriga-
tion ditch and then on the left bank of the Navigenze. After IV4 hr. it

joins the main route from Vissoye to Zinal (?. 339).
Another attractive walk ascends from the Navigenze bridge (see above)

to ihe right, by Mayovx and Frasse, to (1 hr.) Painsec (4297'), a^picturesquely
situated village, with a fine view of the snow-mountains above Zinal. A
good path leads thence to the N. to (2 hrs.) Vercorins (4400'), with a view
of the mountains to the N. of the Rhone Valley, and then down to Chippis
(.see above) and (2 hrs.) Sierre (p. 317).

About 272-3 hrs. above Vissoye (bridle-path, diverging to the left at
the upper end of the village from the Zinal route, beyond the bridge over
the Bella Tola brook, and ascending mostlv through wood) is the *Hdtel
Weisshorn (7694'; R., L., & A. 4, lunch 372,' D. 4, pens. 7-10 fr. ; Engl. Ch.
Serv. in Aug.), in an open situation on the Tete ii Fayaz^ a spur of the
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Rockers de JVava, with ' N'iew and rich flora. Excursions naav be taken
to the Poi7ite de Nava (9090'; IV4 hr.) ; to the Pte. Tounot (9915'; 21/2 hrs.);

to the Lac de Tounot (8726'; IV2 hr.); to the Pas de Forcletta (p. 342; 2 hrs.)

;

to the Meiden Pass (p. 341 ; 2 hrs.); to the Bella Tola (p- 341 ; 8 hrs.), etc.

St. Luc (steep ascent of I-IV4 hr. from Vissoye), see p. 341; thence to the
Hotel Weisshorn i^/i-2 hrs. To Evolena over the Col de Torrent (9Vi hrs.

;
guide

14 fr.), see p. 337.

Beyond Vissoye the bridle-path crosses the brook descending

from the Bella Tola (to the left diverges the path to the Hotel Weiss-

horn, see p. 338} and leads via Quimet to (35 min.) Mission (4288'
),

with a curious chapel, at the inouth of the Val de Moiry (p. 337),

and (20 min.) Ayer (4870'; Restaurant du Rothhorn), with deserted

nickel-mines. (To St. Luc, see p. 340.) The path ascends a little,

crosses a torrent, and traverses (1/4 hr.) a stony chaos, the scene of

a landslip. It then (7 min.) crosses the Navigenze, passes a chapel

on the left bank, recrosses by the (1/2 hr.) second bridge to the right

bank, and reaches (20 min.) —
6V4M. Zinal (5505'; ^Gr.-Hot. des DiaUons, R. & L. 21/2-3,

B. 11/2, D- ^, pens. 6-8 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Durand, pens. 5-7 fr.; *H6t.

du Besso, R. 21/2-3, D. 3, pens. 5-7 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer).

The valley ends towards the S. in the Durand or Zinal Glacier.

ExGDBSiONs (guides: Elie and Joachim Peter, Elie Cotter., Joseph Monnet,

Jean-Bapt., Daniel, and Pierre Epiney, etc.). The ^Alpe de I'AUee (7180'),

to the W., above the lower end of the glacier, 2 hrs. from Zinal (guide, 5 fr.,

unnecessary), commands a noble survey of the head of the valley, from the

Dent Blanche to the Weisshorn, and of the glaciers of Durand and Homing,
separated by the graceful double-peaked pyramid of the Besso (12,058').

After 1/4 br. we cross to the left bank, and traverse pastures, past the

chalets of Burma; 1/2 hr., fragments of rock, where we ascend gradually;

20 min., a ravine with a waterfall above; 3 min., a stone hut on the first

mountain-terrace. Then a rather steep ascent to the right; ^/t hr., to the

left; 10 min., chalet.

The *Alpe d'Arpitetta (7420'), opposite the Alpe de TAUe'e, to the E.,

affords an even finer view, particularly of the Weisshorn, the Homing
Glacier, and the Rothhorn. We follow the path to the Alpe de TAllee
as far as the stone hut mentioned above ; beyond it we take the path
to the left , cross the terminal moraine of the Durand Glacier , and
ascend to the (2V4 hrs.) chalets. — A still more imposing and complete
view is gained from the 'Roc de la Vache (8488'), ascended from the Alp
in 1 hr. (guide 6 fr.). The descent may be made to Zinal via the Tracidt

Alp in IV2 hr. (better in the reverse direction). — Good walkers should
extend the excursion up the Durand Glacier to the Constantia Club Hut
or Cabane du Mountet (9475'; inn in summer), at the S. base of the Besso

(4 hrs. from Zinal
; guide 10 fr.), overlooking the grand amphitheatre of

the glacier, encircled by the Rothhorn, Trifthorn, Gabelhom, Dent Blanche,

Grand Cornier, and Bouquetin. The view is still grander from the Roc
Noir (10,263'), rising from the ice opposite the Hountet, reached in IV4 hr.

from the club-hut (guide from Zinal 12 fr.).

A.scENTs. The *Corne de Sorebois (9590'), from Zinal in 31/2 brs., with
guide (6 fr.), easy and attractive, see p. 337. A much finer mountain-view
is obtained from' the Garde de Bordon (10,880'), reached in 2V2 hrs. from
the Come de Sorebois via the arete, for adepts only (guide 12 fr.). The
ascent direct from Zinal is very steep. — Pointe d'Arpitetta (10,300'),

from the Alp Arpitetta 3 hrs. (guide 10 fr.), laborious. — Besso {Obc'che;

12,058'), rather steep and toilsome, for experts only (3-4 hrs. from the

-Hountet Club Hut; guide 30 fr.); view exceedingly grand. — Pigne de

00*
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I'Allee (11,168'), from Zinal by the Alp de VAllie in 6-7 hrs. (guide 15 fr.),

and Bouquetin (11,430'), from Zinal over the Col de VAllie and the Glacier

de Moiry in 7 hrs. (20 fr.), neither very difficult, — Diablons (11,828';

12-15 fr.), by the Alp Tracuit in 6 hrs. (15 fr.), laborious. — Grand
Cornier (13,020' 5 50 fr.), from the 3Iountet Club Hut by the E. arete in

.5-6 hrs., the last part difficult (p. 336). — Zinal-Rothhorn or Morning
("13,855'; 80 fr.), a difficult and hazardous climb (from the Mountet Club
Hut over the Col du Blanc, 12,OS0', and the N.W. arete, or over the W. flank

and the S.W. arete in 6-7 hrs.). — Ober-Gabelhorn (13,365'; 70 fr.), from
the Mountet Club Hut by the W. arete in 51/2-6 hrs., also very difficult.

Comp. p. 350. — Bent Blanche (14,318), by the E. arete in 10 hrs. (guide

100 fr.), very hazardous and difficult (pp. 336, 351).

Passes. To Evolexa over the Col de Sorehois and Col de Torrent, see

p. 837; by the Col du Grand Cornier and the Col de la Pointe de Bricolla,

see p. 336 ; by the Pas de Lona, see p. 337. — Over the Col de i-'Au.£e

AND THE CoL DE CoDEOKSE, 10-11 hrs. (guide 20 fr.), trying, fit for adepts

only. From the Alp de TAUee we ascend steep grassy and rocky slopes

to the Col de I'Allee (10,485'). Descent to the Glacier de Moiry, and another

steep ascent to the Col de Couronne (9896'), betvreen the Couronne de Brionna
and the Za de VAno. Then a steep descent to the Alp Brionna, and by La
Sage to Evolena (p. 333j. —> Instead of the Col de Couronne we may cros.'^

the Col de Brionna (9575'), lying to the >"., between the Couronne de Breonna
and the Serra Xeire, or the Col du Zati (9433'), between the Serra Iseire

and the Pointe du ZaU (both toilsome).

To Meiden in the Turtmann Valley over the Pas de Forcletta or the

Col de Tracuit (des Biablons), see p. 342.

To Zermatt ovee the "Tkiftjoch, 11-12 hrs., trying and difficult; for

steadv climbers only (guide 30 fr.). From the (4V2 hrs.) Mountet Hut (p. 317)

we traverse the Burand Glacier, to the E., to the (IV4 hr.) foot of the

precipitous rocks of the Trifthorn (12,260'), and clamber up, at first with
the aid of an iron chain, and then along narrow ledges of rock and
through perpendicular couloirs. The (IV2 hr.) Triftjoch (11,615'), between
the Trifthorn and the Wellenkuppe (12,830'), affords a striking view of

Monte Rosa and the Mischabel. Then down the Trifl Glacier and its huge
moraine to (4 hrs.) Zermatt (p. 344).

To Zermatt over the Col Duea^d , 12-13 hrs., also difficult (guide

35 fr.). From the (4V2 hrs.) Mountet Club Hut we ascend to the S., passing

the Roc Noir (p. 339). at first gradually, but soon rapidly, and in some
years with difficulty (large 'bergschrund'), to the (4 hrs.) ColDurand (ll,39S'j,

between Mont Burand {Arbenhorn; 12,284') and the Pointe de Zinal (12,487'),

where we obtain a most striking view of the Matterhorn towering op-

posite. Descent, not direct over the crevassed Hohwdng Glacier to the Zmutt
Glacier, as the lower part of the former is much crevassed, but to the

left, along the rocks of the Ebihorn (11.968'), to (31/2-4 hrs.) Zmutt (p. 348)

and (1 hr.) Zermatt (p. 344).

To B-anda over the Morning Pass (12,445') , between the Rothhorn
and Schallihorn (14 hrs.

;
guide 50 fr.), or over the Schalli-Joch (12,305'),

between the Schallihorn and Weisshorn (13 hrs. 5 50 fr.), both difficult

and endangered bv falling ice.

From Zinal to St. Lug (31/4 hrs.). We return to (I1/2 hr.) Ayer (p. 339),

ascend to the right, and skirt the hillside, traversing pastures and wood
(guide, desirable, 5 fr. ; or enquiry may be made at Ayer). — From Zinal

to the Hotel Weisshorn (p. 333) direct in 4 hrs. (guide, desirable, 8 fr.).

iii. St. Luc ; Bella Tola ; over the Pas du Boeuf (or the Meiden

Pass) into the Turtmann Valley, and over the Augstbord Pass to

the Valley of the Visp.

Drive from Sierre to Vissuye, 11 M. ; walk up to St. Luc, l'/* ^- (from

Sierre direct to St. Luc 5 hrs., horse 10 fr. ; comp. p. 338). Luggage under

10 lbs. may be sent by post. Ascent of the BeUa Tola from St. Luc S'/a-
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4 hrs. ; from the Bella Tola to Meiden over the Pas du Boeuf in 3 hrs. (guide
15 fr.); or from St. Luc direct over the Meiden Pass to (5V2 hrs.) Meiden.
From Meiden over the Augstbord Pass to St. Niklaus 6 (with Schwarzhorn
772) hrs. (guide 15, horse 30 fr.).

St. Luc (5390'; *H6t.-Pens. Bella Tola, R. & L. 2-3, luiicli 3,

D. 4, pens. 5-6 fr. ; *Gr.-H6t. du Cervin, pens, from 6 fr. ; Engl.

Ch. Serv. in summer), lying on a steep slope, amid pastures and

fields, commands a superb view of the Yal d'Anniviers and tlie snow-
mountains at its head (Schallhorn, Lo Besso, Ober-Gabelhorn, Mont
Durand, Matterhorn, and Pointe de Zinal).

The Pierre des Sauvages (5623'), 1 M. above the village, is an ancient
altar-stone, ascribed to the 'Druids'. — From St. Luc to Chandolin (p. 33-i)

an easy and well shaded bridle-path leads in IV4 hr.

The *Bella Tola (9845'; 8-31/2 hrs.; guide, 8 fr,, desirable for

novices ; horse 10 fr.), an admirable and favourite point of view, is

the N."W. peak of a group of mountains enclosing the large crater-like

basin of the Bella Tola Olacier on the S. side. Fifty paces beyond

the church the bridle-path ascends to the left, and (1 min.) again to

the left (while the path to the right leads to the Hotel Weisshom,

p. 338); 20 min., to the left; 35 min., cross two brooks ; then ascend

to the right towards the 'Chalet Blanc', a white hut on the Alp de

Roua (7135'), which we leave to the right (V2 ^r.); next to the

left, up the pastures, straight towards the centre of the Bella Tola;

11/4 hr., we reach its base, and by a good zigzag path (1 hr.) the

summit. This N.W. peak is marked by a metal vane. Another path

ascends the (1/4 hr.) S.E. peak (9935'). The *yiew embraces the

whole of the Bernese and Yalaisian Alps; opposite, to the N., the

whole gorge of the Dala is visible, up to the Gemmi. The mountains

to the S., from Monte Leone (p. 322) to Mont Blanc, are particularly

grand.

To reach the Turtmann Valley we descend direct from the S.E.

peak to the (V2 lir.) Pas du Boeuf (9380^). Hence (keeping to the

right) we follow the path over debris, denoted by red crosses, to

(3/4 hr.) the Meiden Pass route, above the small lake (see below),

and to (I3/4 hr.) Meiden (see below).

The direct bridle-path from St. Luc to Meiden crosses the Meiden
or Zmeiden Pass (9095'; 5 hrs.; guide, hardly needed, 12 fr.). At

the (li/2lir.) Alp deBoua (see above), we diverge to the right from

the Bella Tola route, cross the meadows of Prazriond (to the right,

the Pointe Tounot, 9915'), and ascend over rocky debris to (13/4hr.)

the pass. Fine view of the Weisshorn, Brunnegghorn, etc. We de-

scend past a small lake (with the Meidenhorn, 9426', on the right) to

the Upper (7670') and Lower Meiden Alp (7352'; fine view of the

great Turtmann Glacier, p. 342). Lastly a zigzag descent, through

larches and stone-pines, to the hamlet of (1^4 ^^O Meiden or Gruben
(5900': *H6t. du Glacier de Tourtemagne, R., L., & A. 21/2-4, lunch

3. 1). 4, pens. 6-10 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.), in the Turtmann
Valley.
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The Turtmann Valley ends to the S. in the magnificent Turtmann
aiacier, imbedded between the Diablons (11,828'), Weisshorn (14,805'), Brunn-
egghorn (12,630'), and Barrhorn (11,880'). At its base lie the chalets of

Sennthum {Vf-i hr. from Meiden). A toilsome but interesting route crosses

this glacier and the Col de Tracuit or des Diablons (10,675'), between the

Diablons and the Tete de Millon, to Zinal (9-10 hrs. from Meiden; guide
26 fr.). The Tele de Millon (12,130'), a good point of view, is easily as-

cended from the pass in 11/4 hr., with guide, and the Diablons (11,828') by
the S.E. arete, with more difficulty, in 2 hrs. (with guide; see p. 340).

From Meiden to Vissoye over the Pas de Forcletta , « hrs., not

difficult, and fairly interesting (guide 15 fr.). By the Lower Plumatt-Alp,

'/2 hr. above Meiden, we ascend to the right through wood to the (1 hr.)

Upper Plumatt (7355'), with a fine view of the Turtmann Glacier, Weiss-
horn, etc. Then past the Kaltenberg-Alp (8152') and through a dreary valley

to the (21/2 hrs.) Pas de Forcletta (9475'), between the (r.) Roc de Budri
and the (1.) Crite de Barneuza (9997'). Fine view of the Valaisian and
Bernese Alps. Descent to the Hdtel Weisshorn and (4 hrs.) Vissoye (p. 338).

From Meiden to Turtmann, 31/2 hrs. (guide, 6fr., needless \ mule 10 fr.).

The bridle-path follows the right bank of the Turtrnannhach^ crossing to

the left bank after 1/2 hr., recrossing to the right bank at (I/2 hr.) Niggeling,

and to the left bank again by the G/2 hr.) Vollensteg. Thence through the
Taubwald or Dubenwald, a pine-forest now much thinned. In the middle
is a little white chapel with numerous votive tablets. At (li/ahr.) Tummenen
(3200') we recross the stream, by the second bridge 5 then descend the steep
left bank of the brook, with fine views of the Rhone Valley, to O/2 hr.)

Turtmann (p. 318).

From Meiden to St. Niklaus (6, with the Schwarzhorn 7^2 t^rs.;

guide, desirable, 15 or 18 fr.) a bridle-path ascends the steep E. slope

of the valley and the Gruben-Alp to the (3 hrs.) Augstbord Pass

(9490'), between the Steinthalhorn (10,213'; S.) and the Schwarzhorn

(10,512'; N.), affording a fine view of the Fletschhorn and Mischabel.
The "Schwarzhorn (10,512'^ 3/4-I hr.) is easily ascended from the pass. Su-

perb view, finer than from the Bella Tola (p. 341) : if., the Bernese Alps, from
the Doldenhorn to the Finsteraarhorn ; E., the St. Gotthard group, Alps of

Ticino, Mte. Leone, Fletschhorn, Weissmies, and the imposing Mischabel;
S., Mte. Rosa, Lyakamm , Brunnegghorn, Weisshorn, Dent Blanche, etc.

The path descends over debris (bad for riding) into the Augst-
bord Valley. We then skirt the Steinthalgrat, to the right, to Jungen
(6490' ; splendid view of the Vispthal from the church : to the left,

the Ried Glacier, Dom, and Grabenhorn; to the right, the Brunnegg-
horn and Weisshorn; in the centre, the Breithorn and Zwillinge),

and descend to (3 hrs.) St. Niklaus (p. 343).
From Meiden to St. Niklaus by the Jung Pass (9822' ; 7-8 hrs.

;
guide

15 fr.), farther U> the S., interesting. — The Barrjoch (11,990'), Brunnegg-
Joch (11,100'), and Biesjoch (11,644'; difficult) are glacier-passes, fit for
experts only, with able guides (40 fr.).

83. From Visp to Zermatt.
Comp. Maps, pp. 342, 344.

221/2 M. Railway in 2 hrs. 20-2 hrs. 33 min. (2nd cl. 16, 3rd cl. 10 fr.,

return-tickets 28 fr. 80 c. and 18 fr.), an attractive journey. — The railway
from Visp to Zermatt, opened in 1891, combines the ordinary and rack-and-
piuion systems, and is worked by engines on Abt's system. JFaximum
gradient on the ordinary sections, 45: 1000; on the rack-and-pinion sections
125 : 1000.

On Foot: from Visp to Zermatt 91/2 hrs. (Stalden 2 hrs., St. Niklaus
3 hrs.; Randa 61/2M., Tiisch 2V2 M., Zermatt 31/2 M.). Bridle-path to St.
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Kiklaus, carriage-road thence to Zermatt (one-horse carr. 15. two-horse
25 fr.). — The route from Visp to Zermatt, with its picturesque rock-
scenery and waterfalls, is easy and attractive.

Visp (2160'), see p. 318. The railway makes a wide-bend, to the

S., towards the rapid and turhid Visp^ and gradually ascends on the

right bank of the stream, which fills the whole bottom of the valley.

The train passes under the Neubriicke (2280'), crosses the river by
an iron bridge, 40 yds. long, and ascends (rack-and-pinion section,

1050 yds. long) to the (5 M.) station of Stalden (2635'), 2 min. to

the S. of the village of that name (*H6t. Stalden, R., L., & A. 3-4 fr.),

situated in a very fertile region, on a mountain-spur, at the foot of

which the Saaser Visp and the Matter Visp unite. The valley divides.

To the S., between the Nicolai Valley and the Saasthal, rises the

snow-pyramid of the Balfrinhorn (12,474'). The culture of the vine

extends 2 M. beyond Stalden.
From Stalden to (41/2 hrs.) Saat-Fee, see p. 352.

To THE SiMPLON HospiCE OVER THE BisTENEN Pass, 9 hrs., interesting
(guide 15 fr. ; Joh. Furrer of Stalden^ horse 30 fr.). Bridle-path from Visp
or Stalden to (2 hrs.) Visperterhinen (4395': 'Pens. Zimmermann, 4 fr.), a
village finely situated high above the Visp valley 5 thence through wood
and pastures to (2 hrs.) a pass (about 7200') to the S. of the Gehiedem (7640'

;

a splendid point of view, easily attained from the pass in 25 min.) and
to the (1 hr.) chalets oi Bististaffel (6070') in the upper Gamser-Thal; ascent
again to the Bistenen Pass (T980'). on the N. side of the Magenhovn (£600'),

and descent thence to (4 hrs.) Simplon (p. 322).

Beyond Stalden is another rack-and-pinion section , 1030 yds,

long. The train ascends through a rock-cutting and a tunnel to the

height of 2940', and runs level for a time, high on the left side of

the deep valley of the Matter-Yisp; ahead of us is the Brunnegghorn,
with the Weisshorn to its right. Three short tunnels ; an imposing
viaduct (177' long, 165' high) over the Miihlbach; two more tunnels,

and two other viaducts in the gorge of the Faulkinn. At (G^/o M.)
Stat. Kalpetran (2905') the floor of the valley is again reached.

Above, on the shelving pastures to the right, are the little church and
hamlet of £"771^ (4450'). Another level section follows, after which
the line crosses to the right bank and ascends by a rack-and-pinion

section, I1/2 M. long, through the gorges of Kipfen and SeeVu close

by the brawling Yisp, which here forms a series of falls amidst huge
blocks of gneiss. We return to the left bank (to the right, above,

the church of Jungen, p. 342), and reach —
101/0 M. St. Niklaus (3708'; pop. 806; Buffet; *Gr. -Hotel St.

Nicolas, R., L., & A. 3-3V2, B. IV2, lunch 31/2, D- 5 fr- ; Hot.-Pens.

Lochmatter, R. l^/o^ B. l^o, D- 31,2 fr- ; Restaurant Mont-Rose, R.

11/2) B. 1 fr., both well spoken of). Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer. To

Meiden over the Augstbord Pass or the Jung Pass, see p. 342 ; to

Sccas over the Ried Pass or Windjoch, see p. 354.

Beyond a short rack-and-pinion section the railway crosses the

Blattbach, which descends from the Barrhorn on the right, and then

returns by a skew-bridge to the right bank of the Visp. To the right,

a lofty waterfall in several leaps. 13 1/2 M. Herbriggen (4124'). Another
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steep gradient (1835 yds. long) begins at the chalets oi Breitenmatt

.

High up on the left is the Festi Glacier, descending from the Dom
(p. 350); to. the right is the Weisshorn (p. 350), with the fissured

Bies Glacier ; and to the S. rise the Little Matterhorn and the superb

Breithorn. Between (16 M.) Eanda (4623'; *H6t. Weisshorn) 3iini

(I8Y2 M.) Tasch (4728') a landslip which is said to have buried a

wliole village is still traceable. A massive embankment carries the

line along the right bank of the Visp. To the right opens the Schalli-

Thal, with the Hohlicht Glacier, comma^ided by the Zinal-Rothhorn

;

to the E., the Tdschthal (p. 354). By the chalets of Zermettje the

line crosses the Visp for the last time, and then ascends a gradient,

970 yds. long , on the Biihl, high above the gorge of the the bois-

terous Visp. We then enter a defile, scarcely broad enough for both

road and railway. At its end, to the right, the stupendous Matter-

horn suddenly comes in sight ; in the middle distance lies the Gomer
Glacier ; and above it stretches the vast Upper Theodule Glacier, with

the Little Matterhorn and the Breithorn on the left. The line then

passes through a short tunnel and reaches (22^/2 M.) Zermait (Rail-

way Buffet, with rooms).

Zermatt. — Hotels. ^Hotels Zermatt, dd Mont-Ceevix, and Mont-
KoSE, all belonging to the Seller family; R., L., & A. 3V2-5, B. IV2, lunch
31/2, D. 5, pens. 7-16 fr. 5 *Hot. Tekminus, near the rail, station, R., L., <fe

A. from 4, B. IV2, lunch 3'/2. D. 5, pens. 8-14 fr. — Outside the village,

near the rail, station: -Hot. Victoria & Hot. d'Angleteeee, R., L., & A. 4,

B. l'/2, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 6-8 fr. •, Hot. Goenergeat, R., L., & A. 3-4,

B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 4. pens. 6-8 fr.
-,
*Schweizeehof & Hot. Bellevce, E.,

L., & A. 3, B. 11/2, lunch 3, D. 4 fr. — In the village; Post, R. 2-3, B. IV2,

D. 4, pens, from 6 fr. ; Restaurant Sdisse, plain. — *H6t.-Pens. Riffelalp
(Seiler's), admirably situated 2 hrs. above Zermatt fp. 345), R., L., & A. 5-6,

D. 5, pens. 11-16 fr. (patronised by the English) ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer
(see p. 3i6). — Hot. RiFFELBERa'or Riffelhacs (Seiler's), 2V2-3 hrs. from
Zermatt (p. 315), R., L., & A. 5-6, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 9-16 fr. ; Engl. Ch.
Serv. in summer. — Schsvarzsee Hotel (Seiler''s), 21/2 hrs. from Zermatt
(p. 347), R., L., & A. 5-6, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 9-12 fr. The Seller hotels

issue coupons for lunch, etc., to their guests, vs^hich may be used at the
Riffelalp, Riffelhaus, and Schwarzsee with an additional payment of 50 c.

— Hot. Malteehaupt, at the mouth of the Triftthal, 1 hr. to the W. of
Zermatt. — Bavarian Beer at the Mont-Cervin Hotel.

Post and Telegraph Office near the Mont-Cervin Hotel.

Guides abound, and several are first-rate (Alex. Burgener ; Joseph

Trufer; Weisshorn Biener; GabHel Taugwalder; Felix Julen; Joh. Aufden-
llatten; Jos., Raphael, Franz, &nA Peter Anton Biener ; Caesar Knubel; Fri-

dolin and Alois Kronig; Elias Lauber ; Peter Ludwig Chanton; Joseph and
Ambros. Imboden; Aug. Gentinetia; Clemens, Franz, and Fridolin Perren;
Jos., Leo, and Robert Closer; Quirin Schwarzen, etc.). An agreement should
be made with the guide as to the luggage he is to carry. On Sun. the

guides do not start till after mass. — Horse to the Riffelalp 8, Riffel 10,

Gorner Grat 12, Schwarzsee 10, Upper Theodule Glacier 15 fr. — Horses for

the Gorner Grat are rarely to be had at the Riffel.

English Church (St. Peter''s), opposite the Mont-Cervin Hotel.

Dried Plants from the neighbourhood (an excellent field for botanists),

insects, and minerals are sold by Biener. — Tourists' Articles : K. Knechtd: Co.

Zermatt (5315'; pop. 600), Piedmontese Pra&or^ne, lies in a

green valley with pine-clad slopes, above which, to the S., rises the
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snowy Theodule Glacier , commanded by the Breithorn on the left

and the huge rock-pyrau'id of the Matterhoru on the right.

Zermatt surpasses the Bernese Obei-land in the magnificence of its

glaciers, although it is inferior in variety. In no other locality is the trav-

eller so completely admitted into the heart of the Alpine w^orld, the very
sanctuary of the 'Spirit of the Alps'. The panorama from the Corner Grat,
in particular, cannot fail to impi-ess the spectator with' its unparalleled
grandeur. The Hut. Zermatt contains an admirable 'Relief of (he Environs of
Zermatt^ from the Weisshorn to Macugnaga, by Im/eld (admission grati,<;).

The Churchi/ard contains the tombstones of M. ton Grote (p. 355), Cli,

Hudson and R. Hadow (v^ho perished on the ^Jlatterhorn in 1865), W. K. Wil-
son (Riffelhorn, 1865), H. Chester (Lyskamm, 1869), and (to the ri^iht of
the church) Michel Croz (p. 350). By the English Church (p. 344) repose
several other travellers who have perished among the mountains.

Excursions feom Zebmatt. Foremost among the attractions are

the *Biffelberg and **Gorner Grat, easily visited by the electric

mountain-railway in li/2ti^- (fare 12 fr., there and back 18 fr.) or

on foot (bridle-path) in 4-4V2 lirs. — The new *Goe,nbrgkat Rail-
^VAY, opened in 1898 and the highest mountain-railway in Europe
(Brieuzer Rothhorn 7388'), is a rack-and-pinion line propelled by
electricity (^length 6^4 M-; average gradient 16 per cent., maximum
20 per cent.). The station is at the lower end of the village, oppo-
site the Yisp station. The line crosses the Matter-Visp and ascends

to the right along the wooded E. slope of the valley. It crosses the

t'indelen Valley by a viaduct, 92 yds. long and 197' above the Fiu-
delenbach, on the left bank of which are a passing station and the

power-house of the railway, fed by this stream. The overflow forms

a beautiful cascade in descending into the valley. Farther on we
thread three short tunnels on the Schwarze Fluh. To the right opens
the view of the Zmutt Valley and of the rubble-strewn end of the

Gorner Glacier. Above the Fdllistutz (p. 346) the line bends bark

by means of the Unterolp Tunnel (218yds. long); fine view to the

left of the entire valley of the Visp. It next passes through a wood
of stone-pines and reaches the station of (21/2 M.) Riffelalp [73070,
which is about V4 ^^- from the Hot.-Ptns. Biffelalp (p. 344) and
commands a fine view to the N.W. of the Ober-Gabelhorn, Trifthorn,

and Zinal-Rothhorn, with the Gabelhorn and Trift glaciers. Farther

on we penetrate an old moraine (short tuni:el), emerge from the

wood, and ascend in a bold curve on the slope of the Riffelbery. with

a steadily improving view of the Matterhorn. 4 M. Stat. Riffelberg

(8480'), 5 min. above the Hot. Eifftlbe,g (p. 344). The line now
traverses hilly pastures, crossing the old Gornergrat route several

times, to the Rothe Bodtn (to the right, the Riffelhorn, p. 349). We
then proceed high above the Qorner Glacier, with a magnificent

view of the huge ice-river and the mountains surrounding it. The
terminus of (6'/4 M.) Gornergrat (9908') is 15 min. below the top of

the Gorner Grat (p. 346).
The 1 KiDLE Path to the Gokner Grat is still much used in spite of

the opening of the railway (to the tiflelhaus 21/2-8 his., to the GorntrGrat
4-41/2 Ins.: guide needless; horse to the RitVelhaus 10, to the Corner Grat
15 fr.'. From the Hotel du Mout-Kose we lollow the road, leaving the
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clmreh on the left, for 8 min., and cross the Visp; on the riijht bank we
ascend through iiastures-, 8 min., churcli of Winkdmatten (5500'). [A pleas-

anter route to this point leads to the E. from the Mont-Cervin Hotel, crosses

the Visfj, and ascends to the right over meadows.] We now turn to the

rights 2 min., bridge over the FindelenbacJi ; here we turn to the right,

cross the pasture to the right, and ascend more rapidly, passing between
(8 min.) four huts, to the Obere Moos (rfmts. ; sign-post to the Gomer Gorge,

see p. 347j. The path now ascends to the lelt on the FdUistutz, Avooded

witli larches and stone-pines; 25 min., a hut (rfmts., dear) above Schiceg-

matten^ whence we observe the lOAver end of the Gorner Glacier, the Furgg-
bach issuing from the Furgg Glacier, and the Zmutt Valley, to the right,

the Ilohwang Glacier (p. 340); 25 min., chalets on the Augstkummen-Matt
(7110'; rfmts.). The steep old path to the Eiffel now ascends direct, while
the new and easier path to the left describes a wide bend through stone-

pines, and passes the (V4 hr.) 'Hotel Riffelalp (7307'; p. 344), affording a

superb view of the colossal Matterhorn, the Zmutt Valley with the Dent
Blanche, and the Ober-Gabelhorn, Trifthorn, Zinal-Rothhoru, Weisshorn,
etc. Adjacent are an English and a Roman Catholic chapel, and about
5 min. to the IS^. is the station of the Gornergrat Railway (p. 345). Above
the hotel the two paths unite, but soon divide again, where we keep to

the left (the level path to the right leading to the Gorner Glacier, see below).

At the foot of the Riffelherg (12 min.) we cross the brook, and then as-

cend in easy zigza.L^s (above, to the left, the Gornergrat Railway) to the

(40 min.) Hotel Riffelberg (8429'; p. 344), where we enjoy a fine view of

the Breithorn and Matterhorn and other peaks. The (rJ/greZ (86S0'), a height

20 min. to the !N'.E., commands also the Findelen and Adler glaciers and
the Adler Pass. We now ascend to the left over pastures to the (3/4 hr.)

liothe Boden (9125'), with the small Pdffelhorn Lakes, at the foot of the abrupt
Fiiffelhorn (p. 349). Lastly, a winding ascent over debris to the (3/4-I hr.)

summit of the Gorner Grat.

The **Gorner Grat (10,290'; 4975' above Zermatt) is a rocky

ridge rising from the plateau of the Riffelberg, and reached from the

Riffelhaus in V/2 hr. It commands a most imposing view (see Pano-

rama), hut this has been sadly marred by the erection of the Hotel-

Restaurant Belvedere (R., L., & A. 6, B. 2, lunch 4, D. 5 fr.). The
spectator is surrounded by snow-peaks and glaciers. The Mischabel-

horner {Tdschhorn, 14,758'; Dom, 14,942'), huge spurs of the Monte
Rosa extending to the N., between the twin-valleys of Zermatt and

Saas, aswell as the mountains opposite them(06er-G'a6ei/iorn, 13,365';

Zinal-Rothhorn,iS,Sbb'] Weisshorn, 14,804'), contest the palm with

the giants of the central chain themselves. Of the peaks of Monte Rosa
itself, the highest (15,217') and two others are alone visible, and it

looks less imposing than from the Italian side. The most striking

object in the panorama, and the lion of Zermatt, is the Matterhorn

(14,780'; p. 350). Around the base of the Riffelberg, from E. to W.,
winds the huge ^Gorner Glacier, which is joined in its course by
six other glaciers; from its base issues the Visp (Matter- Visp).

The views from the -Hohthali-Grat {iQ,lW\ the E. prolongation of the
Gorner Grat, 1 hr. more Oaborious, for climbers only; guide advisable),

and from the ^tockhorn (11,595'), 1 hr. farther to the W., are still finer; both
embrace the Findelen Glacier also.

From the Riffelalp (see above) there is another path to the Eiffel Inn,

V2 hr. longer than the above, but more interesting from its frequent prox-
imity to the Gorner Glacier. Above the Hotel RitTelalp it diverges to the
right from the bridle-path and skirts a stony slope (Riffelbord), the haunt
of the marmot, at first in the direction of the Matterhorn, then towards
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the beautiful dazzling snows of the Breithorn, adjoining which, farther
on, appear the Zwillinge ('Twins^, E. the Castor (13,880'), and W. the
Pollux (13,430')- After 1/2 hr. a path diverges to the right to the Lower
Gorner or Boden Glacier, which at this point may be crossed safely (with
guide). The path continues to ascend the slope to the left; 12 min., turn
to the left; 20 min., Gagenhaupt (8430'), a huge mass of rock to the W.
of the Riffelhorn (p. 349); then, to the N., to the (20 min.) Riffelhaus.

The return-route from the Riffel to Zermatt via Findelen is recom-
mended (31/2 hra.). At a hut about 25 min. below the Gorner Grat we may
take the steep new path descending to the right to (IV2 hr.) the Findeleii
Valley. It is better, however, to .«elect the easy bridle-path to the right
at (IV4 hr.) the Hotel RifFelalp (p. 346), which descends to the valley past
the monument of Mr. T. W. Hinchcliff. We then proceed through pine-
wood to the (cO min.) Hot. du Glacier (pens. 6-7 fr.), whence we go on, pass-
ing the small Griinsee (7580'), to (20 min.) the margin of the large 'Findelen
Glacier, which is surrounded by the Rimpfischhorn, Strahlhorn, and Stock-
horn ; towards the W. tower the Matterhorn, Dent Blanche, Gabelhorn,
Rothhorn, and Weisshorn. In the glacier is an artificial ice-grotio (adai.

50 c.). We return from the Hot. du Glacier by the same path, and after
1 min. descend to the right to the (25 min.) bridge across the Findelenbach,
and re-ascend to the village of (6 min.) Findelen (p. .34S). Hence a bridle-
path, affording a grand view of the Matterhorn and the Zmutt Valley
and passing the bridge of the Gornergrat Railway and the waterfall men-
tioned on p. 345, descends to (40 min.) Winkelmatten and (I/4 hr.) Zermatt.

To the Gorner Gorge (IY2 lir. there and back). We diverge from
the Schwarzsee route (see below) after ^j^^ix., cross the Zmuttbach
by the (3 min.) lower bridge, turn to the left, and reach (7 min.) the

entrance (adm. 1 fr.) to the picturesque gorge of the Matter-Visp.

Bridges and paths lead to (5 min.) the upper end of the Lower
Gorge, whence stairs ascend to the top of the right bank. A shady
path leads thence to the (10 min.) Upper Gorge (preferable to the

lower; 50 c), where we may either cross the Visp and ascend to the

hamlet of Flatten and the Schwarzsee path, or ascend to the right

to the Upper Moos and return to (3/4 hr.) Zermatt by the Riffel route

(p. 346). Visitors to the Upper Gorge need not go through the lower.

To the *Schwarzsee Hotel (8494' ; 21/2-3 hrs.
;
guide, needless,

6, horse 10 fr.) by a mule-path, very attractive. From the Mont-Rose
Hotel the path, which as far as Hermattje is also that to the Theo-
dule Pass (p. 348), ascends the left bank of the Visp, past the Visp

Bridge, to (i
4 hr.) the confluence of the Visp and the Zmuttbach.

Here the path divides. While the left branch leads to the Gorner
Gorge, ours ascends to the right to (20 min.) the hamlet of Zum
See (aboKt 5900'), in the middle of which the path again forks, the

bridle-path leading to the left and a direct path over meadows to the

right. After 7 min. the paths re-unite ; in 8 min. more the bridle-

path to the Staffel-Alp (p. 348) diverges to the right. Our route

ascends to the left to (25 min.) the chalets of Hermattje (6790';

rfmts.), where we enjoy a splendid survey of the Gorner Glacier

(p. 346), the Breithorn, and Zwillinge. We here turn to the right (to

the left is the way to the Theodule Pass, see p. 348), and follow the

bridle-path, which winds up steeply, over scanty and stony pastures,

and partly through wood. In 40 min. the wood ends, the path be-
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comes less steep. View, all the way, of the Gorner Glacier, the

Breithorn, Lyskamm, and Mte. Kosa. In 3/^ hr. more we reach the

Schwarzsee Hotel (p. 344), on a detafhed hill, high above the Furgg
Glacier. Below, 5 min. to the W., lies the little Schxcarzsee (8393').

The view from the hotel is splendid, and grander still from the

*H6rnli (9490'; 1 hr. from the hotel; guide, advisable, 2-3 fr.),

whence the stupendous Matterhorn is seen to great advantage.
Ascent to the lower Matterhorn Hut (10,820': 2'.'2 hrs. ; experts dispense

with guide), attractive (comp. p. 350). — An attractive return-route from
the Schwarzsee tn Zermatt is by the (IV4 hr.) Stafel-Alp (see below);
another (guide, including the Hornli, 10 fr.) leads over the rock-strewn
Furgg Glacier and the crevassed Oorner Glacier to (4 hrs.) the Riffelhaus.

To THE Theodulb Pass , 5-5^2 ^Ts. (guide 10 fr.), usually

combined with the route to Valioumnnche (p. 362) or the ascent

of the Breithorn (p. 349). To (II/3 hr.) Hermdttje, see p. 347

(Schwarzsee route). The Th^odule route crosses the Furggbach

(fine fall a little farther up), and ascends the stony slopes in many
windings, very dusty in dry weather. On the right is the dirty Furgg

Glacier; above it towers the Matterhorn, which faces us the whole

way with varying outline. We ascend 2 hrs. more to the moraine

of the Upper Theodule Glacier (about 8855'), where the bridle-path

ends. "We then either ascend the glacier (a good deal crevassed, but

safe ; rope necessary) to the [13/^-2 hrs.) Theodule Pass ; or (prefer-

able) we take the path to the left, over rocks and debris, to the

(3/4 hr.) Louder TheoduJe or Gande:^g Hut (9800'; inn, bed 5 fr.),

finely situated on the rocks of the Leichenhretter, between the Lower
and Upper Theodule Glaciers, and thence ascend the upper glacier

to the (11/4 hr.) Theodule Pass or Matterjoch (10,900'; Theodule

Hut, with fourteen beds, plain; 'vin briale' 2*/2fr.), to the S. of the

Theodulhorn (11,392'), on the frontier between Switzerland and

Italy. Magnificent view of the Matterhorn and Dent d'He'rens; to

the S., in the distance, the Graian Alps. Descent to Breuil or Fienj,

see pp. 361, 362; ascent of the *Breithorn, see p. 349.

To the StaflFel-Alp (SVzhrs. from Zermatt and back ; without guide). Above
(3/4 hr.) Ziim See the path diverges to the right from the Theodule route
and follows the right side of the deep Zmuit Valley, through beautiful

stone-pine and larch wood, to the (2 hrs.) Staffel-Alp (7045' \ *PLe3taurant.

with beds, plain), commanding an admirable view of the huge Matterhorn
with its glacier, the rock-strewn Zmutt Glacier with the Stockje, the Stock
Glacier and Tete Blanche, and (r.) the Hohwang Glacier; behind us, the

Kimpfischhorn and Strahlhorn. From the Staffel-Alp to the Schwarzsee
(see above) IV2 hr. Over the Col cCHirens to Ferpicle^ see p. 336; over
the Col de Valpelline to the Val Pellina or Arolla, see p. 335. A shorter way
back leads by the hamlet of Zmutt on the left aide of the Zmuttbach, to

which we cross by a bold bridge.

To the Findelen Glacier, 3 hrs., without guide (6 fr.). We follow the

KitVel path to the (V4 hr.) church of Winkelmatten (p. 346 i and ascend to

the left past the bridge of the Gornergrat Railway (p. 345) and through
wood to (l'/4 hr.) FindeLen (6810') and the ('72 hr.) Eggen-Alp ((180'); then to

the left past the StelU-See (8343') to the (l"/* hr.) Fluh-Alp (8570'; small inn),

whence the glacier is well surveyed, the starting-point for the Strahlhorn,

Kimpfischhorn, etc — From Findelen to the Hot. du Glacier, Griinsee, and
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Rifelalp (1V2-2 hrs."), p. 347. — B7 Findelen to the Lower and Upper Roth-
horn^ see below.

Mountain Ascents from Zermatt or the Riffelhans. (The guides'

tariff from Zermatt is given.)
The *Breithorn (13.685'; 7 8 hrs.

;
guide 25, with a night in the Theodule

Hut 30. with descent to Breuil 40 fr. ), easily ascended from Zermatt, is a

splendid point of view. We follow the Theodule route to the (5 hrs.)

Theodule Pass (see p. 3lJ?). where the night is spent (or at the Gandegg
Hut). From the Theodule Pass we ascend, leavin? the Theodule Pass on
the right and (farther on) the rocky peak of the Kleine Matterhorn (Petit

Mont- Certin . 12.750') to the left, over the Upper Theodule Glacier to

the Breithom plateau, and lastly mount a steeper slope of ice, where
steps sometimes must be cut. to the top (2V2-3 hrs., from the Gandegi Hut
4-4'/'/ hrs.). Superb view: to the "W. towers the gigantic Matterhorn; to

the left of it, Mont Blanc; to the right of it, the Dent Blanche, Grand
Cornier, Gabelhorn, Trifthorn, Rothhorn, Schallihorn, Weisshorn ; to the
N., the Bernese Alps, the Saasgrat (Balfrinhorn, Xadelgrat, Dom, Tasch-
horn, Alphubel), Allalinhorn. Eimpfischhorn, Strahlhom; to the E., Monte
Rosa, Lyskamm, the Zwillinge; to the S., the Graian Alps (Gran Paradiso
and Grivola) and Mte. Viso. Descent to the Theodule Pass IV2-2 hrs. —
The ascent of the Breithorn by the N. side is dif.icult and dangerous. —
The Little Matterhorn (12,750'; see above) forms an attractive and not
difficult expedition of 2 hrs. from the Theodule Pa^^s (zuide 15, with night
out 25 fr.). The ascent by the K.W. arete (3 hrs.) is more difficult (guide
20 fr.).

The * Cima di Jazzi (12,527' ; 5-5y2 hrs. from the Eiffelhaus
;
guide

15 fr.) is easy but fatiguing. From the Ritlelhaus Hotel we follow the Gorner
Grat route to the (3/* hr.) Rolhe Boden (9120'), then turn to the right and
skirt a steep slope as far as the (1 hr.) Gorner Glacier, reaching it at the
Gadmen (8620'). A gradual ascent on the ice brings us to the (1 hr.)
Stockknubel (9955'), a resting-place at the rocky base of the Stockhorn (11,595');
thence across the glacier (rope nece-=ary) to (2V4 hrs.) the top. Superb view,
but often hazy on the Italian side. Care must be taken not to go too near
the overhanging snow on the E. (Macugnaga) side, the fall of which would
precipitate the traveller to a depth ot 3-4000'. If strength permits, we may
go on to the (1 hr.) New Weissthor Pass (p. 351), whence the view of Macug-
naga below, apparently only a stone's throw distant, is very striking. Back
to the RifFel 3-4 hrs. — Descent to Zermatt across the Findelen Glacier
(p. 855) not advisable.

TheRiffelhora (9617'), from the Riflfelhaus IV4 hr. (guide thence, 6 fr.),

an interesting climb; fine survey of the Vispthal.

"Mettelhom (11,18S'; 5 hrs. from Zermatt; guide 10 fr.), interesting but
toilsome. Magnificent view, though inferior to that from the Gorner Grat
(panorama by Imfeld). Bridle-path for 31/2 hrs. (horse 18 fr.) ; then over
debris and snow, steep and trying.

TJnter-Gahelhom (11,150'; 5-6 hrs. from Zermatt; guide 20 fr.), for ex-
perts only. Bridle-path (horse 15 fr.) to the (3 hrs.) Hotel du Trifi (destroyed
by an avalanche in 1899 1; thence for 3-4 hrs. over grass and debris, then
through a steep couloir generally filled with hard snow (step-cutting neces-
sary), lastly a climb over rocks." Beautiful view of the Matterhorn (quite
near), the Dent Blanche. Ober-Gabelhorn. Rothhorn, Weisshom. Misch-
abel, Monte Rosa, Lvskamm. Breithorn, and Mont Blanc in the distance.— Wellenkuppe (12,830'; 5 hrs. from the Trift Hotel), an interesting climb,
not difficult for adepts (guide 40 fr.).

Ober-Rothhorn (11.215'; 5 hrs. from Zermatt ; guide 10 fr.), attractive
and not difficult. Ascent via Findelen (p. 348) and the Furggje (9SO0'), to the E.
of the Unter-Rothhorn (10,190"; another easv ascent). — Strahlhorn (13, (50').

from the (oi/t hrs.) Fluh Jnn in the Findelen Valley (p. 348) up the Fin-
delen and Adler Glaciers in 5'/2-6 hrs. (guide 30 fr.). and Rimpfischhorn
(13,(900- from the Fluh Inn by the Langenfluh Glacier in 6-7 hrs. (guide
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35 fr.), both not very difficult for experts. — Dom (14,942'; 10-11 hrs. from
Randa; 60 fr.), very toilsome, but vt'ithout serious difficulty for adepts.

From Randa to the (4 hrs.) Dom Hut of the S. A. C. on the Fesli (geSC)

;

then cross the Festi Glacier to the Festi-Joch (12,220') and ascend the N.W.
arete, finally over steep snow and ice to the (6-7 hrs.) summit. 'View one
of the grandest among the Alps. — Mnre difficult is the Taschhom (14,7oS'),

11-12 hrs. from Randa ((iOfr.): the night is spent in (4 hrs.) a bivouac
on the Kien Glacier, whence we ascend the N. arm of the glacier, over
steep slopes of snow and ice, to the S.W. arete and the (7-8 hrs.) summit.

The Lyskamm or Silberbast (14,890'; guide lOO fr.), ascended by the
Lysjoch (p. 351) in 9-10 hrs. from the Rifl'elhaus, is difficult, and dangerous
on account of the snow-cornice on the E. arete. (The ascent from the
Sella Hut by the S. arete is without danger, see p. 360.)

* Monte Rosa, Hochste , or Dufour- Spitze (15,217'; 9-10 hrs. from the
Riflfelhaus, there and back 14 hrs. -, two guides, 50 fr. each

;
porter 35 fr.) was

first ascended by the ilessrs. Smyth and Johann zum Tau.g^'ald in 1855 (comp.
p. 357). For experts the ascent is free from danger or serious difficulty,

hut it is attended with much fatigue, and requires a perfectly steady head.
Theroutedescendsnear theRiffelhornto the Gadmen toc\z (see p. 349), crosses
the Gorner Glacier to the (2i/2 hrs.) Afonte Rosa or Bitemps Hvt of the
S. A. C. (8360'; inn in summer), at the foot of the Untere Plattje (9810');

then over rocks and snow to (1V2-2 hrs.)-4w/'/n Felsen {Obei-e Plattje; 10,970').

Again an ascent of 3 hrs. over snow, very steep at places, to the Sattel

(14,285'), where the S. peaks of Monte Rosa are revealed. Finally we climb
along the serrated rocky ridge to the E. to (1 hr.) the summit. ''View ex-
ceedingly grand (panorama by Imfeld). — Besides the Dufour peak the
following also belong to the Monte Rosa group : A'ord-^'red (15,132'), Zumstein-
Spitze {15,004:'), Signal-Kuppe {Punia Gnifetti ; 14.965'; club-hut. seep. 359),
Parrot- Spitze (14,643'), Ludwigshohe (14,259'), Balmenhorn (13,500'), Schwarz-
horn (13,8*^2'), Vincent- Pyramide (13,830'), and Punta Giordani (13,304'),

The Matterhom, Fr. Mont Cervin (14,780'; ace. to Ital. measurement
14,705'), was ascended for the first time on l4th July, 1865, by Messrs.
Whymper, Hudson, Hadow., and Lord Francis Douglas, with the guides
Michael Croz and the two Taugwalders, In descending Mr. Hadow lost his
footing not far from the top, and fell, along with Mr. Hudson, Lord Fran-
cis Douglas, and Croz, to a depth of 4000' towards the Matterhom Glacier.
Mr. Whymper and the two other guides escaped by the breaking of the
rope. — Three days later the ascent was again made by four guides from
Breuil (p. 362), and it is now frequently undertaken both from Zermatt
and Breuil. The rock has been blasted at the most difficult points, and a
rope attached to it , so that the chief dangers have been removed ; but
even now the ascent should not be attempted by any but proficients, ac-
companied by firstrate guides (100 fr., with descent to Breuil 150 fr.; por-
ter 70, to the upper hut 15, to the shoulder 40 fr.). The ascent takes
9-10 hrs., including halts, from the Schwarzsee Hotel, where the preced-
ing night is usually spent: to the Lower Hut at the beginning of the N.E.
arete (10,8201, 2V2 hrs.; thence to the useless upper hut (12,526') 2 hrs.,

and over the Schulter (Epanle; 13.825') to the summit 4 hrs. more (excl. of
halts). — The ascent from Breuil (p. 362) is more difficult: over the Col du
lAon (11,845') to the Rifugio Luigi di Savoia (12,763') of the Italian Alpine
Club in 5-6 hrs., and thence by the Mauvais Pas, the Linceuil, the Cravate,
with the old Italian refuge-hut (13,523'), the Pic Tyndall (13,925'), and the
Col Filicit4 to the top in 51/2-7 hrs. (ace. to the season and state of the
ice) more.

Very difficult (for thorough experts only, with firstrate guides) : Oter-
Gabelhorn (13,365'; 8-9 hrs.; guide 70 fr.): from the Trift Hotil (p. 349)
straight up the E. side (solid rock) and the Galelhorn Glacier, finally cross-
ing the narrow snow-arete in the 'Gaber (safe when the snow is in good
condition). The descent to Zinal is very difficult (guide 100 fr. ; comp, p. 340).— Zinal-Rothhora {Morning; 13.855'), 6-7 hrs. from the Trift Hotel via the
Trift Glacier (guide 80, with descent to Zinal 100 fr. ; comp. p. 340). —
Weisshorn (;14,804'; 80 fr. ; first ascended by Prof. Tyndall in 1861), from
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Randa 10-12 hrs.: by the SchaUiberg to (4 lirs.) the bivouac or camping-
place on the Hohlicht (9380') and thence by the SchaUiberg Glacier and the
£. arete to the top, 6-8 hrs. — Dent Blanche (14,318'; 80 fr.), the hardest

of all the Zermatt peaks: from the 5<oc*ye (p. 836; club-hut destroyed), up
the Wandfluhgrat in 10 hrs. ; or (shorter, but more dangerous) from the

Hchonhiihl (bivouac), opposite the Stockje, via the Schonbiihl Glacier and
through a long ice-couloir to the N. end of the Wandfluh, then by the 8.

arete in 8-9 hrs. An easier ascent is that from the XeucMtel Hut via the

Ferpecle Glacier and the Wandtivhgrat in 7-8 hrs. (comp. p, 334). — Dent
d'Herens (13,716'), 9-10 hrs. from the Stockje, by the Tiefenmatten Joch
(11,'788'), very steep and hazardous (guide 80, •with descent to Praraye CO fr.

;

better from Prarayi in 7-8 hrs.).

Passes. To Bkeuil in the Val Tournanche over the *Theodule Pass
(10,900'), 8 hrs., not difficult (guide 20 fr.; see pp.348, 362). The Theodule
Pass may also be reached from the Pdffelhaus (p. 344). via the Corner
and Lower TModule Glaciers, or from the Schvrarzaee Hotel (p. 347), via

the Furgg Glacier and the Upper TModule Glacier. Horse from Zermatt
to the Gandegg Hut (p. 348) 10 fr. Descent from the pass to Fi^nj by the

Col des Cimes Blanches (guide 25 fr.), see p. 361. — To Breuil over the

Furgg-Joch (11,014': 25 fr.), to the E. of the Matterhorn, 10 hrs., trying

(the Schwarzsee Hotel is the best starting-point, see p. 347) ; over the Col
du Lion (11,735': 70 fr.) or the Col de Tournanche (11,380': 40 fr.), to the

W. of the Matterhorn, both very difficult (ascent to the former endangered
by falling ice and stones).

To FiEKT over the Schwarzthor (12,274'), 10-11 hrs. from theRififel (guide

40 fr.), difficult. The track ascends the Gorner Glacier and the crevassed

Schwdrze Glacier to the pass, between the Breithorn and the Pollux, and
descends the Verra Glacier and Klein-Verra Glacier to the Val d'Ayas.
— Over the Z-willings-Joch {Yerra Pass; 12,668)', betveeen the Castor and
Pollux, also difficult (guide 40 fr.). The ascents of the Castor (13,880'j and
Pollux (13,431') may be easily combined with either pass.

To Gressoset over the Lysjoch, 12-14 hrs. from the Eiffel, laborious

(guide 45 fr.). The Monte Rosa route is followed to the BHemps Hitt (p. 350),

and the right side of the crevassed Grenz Glacier ascended, skirting the

slopes of the Dufour-Spitze (beware of ice-avalanches), to the upper snow-
basin of the glacier, enclosed by a majestic amphitheatre of the peaks of

Monte Rosa, and to the (6-7 hrs".) lysjoch (U-OSCy), between the Lyskamm
(14.890' : ascent from this side dangerous and inadvisable, see p. 350) and the

Ludwigshohe (14,259'), affording to the S. a superb =-=View of the plain of Pied-

mont enclosed bv the Apennines and the 3Iaritime Alps. Descent across the

Lys Glacier (with 'the Vincent-Pyramide., 13,830', rising on the left ; ascent 1 hr.),

to the (IV2 hr.) Capanna Gnifetti (11.965'-, see p. 359) of the I. A. C; thence

either to the left across the Garstelei and hidren Glaciers to the (I1/2 hr.)

Col delle Pisse (p. 359) and ou to the (IV'2 hr.) Col d'Olen or (I1/2 hr.) Alagna

(p. 358 1: or to the right bv the Garstelet Glacier to the (i hr.) Capanna
im^w (10,040' : in ruins) and "(31/2 hrs.) Gressoney-la-Trinite {V- 359). — From
the Riffelhaus to Gressoney over the Telik-Joch (13,345'), between the

Castor and Lyskamm, difficult, and dangerous owing to ice-falls ; 12 hrs.

to Gressonev-la-Trinite (guide 40 fr.). On the S. side of the pass, 2 hrs.

below it, is the Capanna Quintino Sella of the I. A. C. (11,815'); comp. p. SCO.

To Alagna over the Sesia-Joch (14,515'), between the Signalkuppe and
the Parrot-Spitze, and the Vigne Glacier, very difficult and dangerous (guide

60 fr. : p. 359). — Over the Piode-Joch {Ippolita Pass; 13,944'), between the

Parrot-Spitze and the Ludwigshohe, also dangerous (feasible in the reverse

direction only, from the Bors Alp, p. 358, and up the Piode Glacier}. —
All these passes are for experts only, with firstrate guides.

To 3IACUGNAGA over the New Weissthor (11,745'; 9-10 hrs. from the

Riffel Hotel; guide 35 fr.). The route as far as the pass (5 hrs., including

the Cima di Jazzi, a digression of 3/4-1 lir. ; see p. 349) is an easy glacier-

excursion. Beyond the pass a short farther ascent is made over the abrupt

rocks of the Neu-Weisslhor-Spitze (.i.2fiiO'); then a giddy descent, along per-

pendicular cliffs and over precipitous snow-fields. The Capanna Engenio
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Sella (p. 357) ia reached in about I hr. from the pass, and Macugnaga
(p. 3o6) in 3V2 hrg. more. — The Old Weissthor (11,915'), between tbe
(ioia di Jazzi and ih^ Fillarhorn (Vl. ()!()']. is much more uifiicult. Several
diflerent routes: on the N., by the Jazzi Fuss^ close by the Cima di Jazzi;
to the S. of it, on the Weissgrat, is the Jazzikopf^ with the couloirs de-
scending from it; then the Old Weissthor proper, immediately lo the N.
of the Filial horn. Between the Fillarhorn and the Jagerhorn (13,042') is

tiie FUlar-Joch (11,433'), and between the Jagerhorn and the Nordend is

the Jdgtr-Joch (12,730'). Descent from all these to the Casteljranco Glacier

exceedingly steep, and dangerous owing to falling stones.— To Mattmakk
over the Schwarzheig-Weissthor (11-12 hrs.

;
guide 30 fr.), see p. 355.

To ZiNAL over the Triftjoch (11,615'; 12 hrs.; guide 35 fr.), difficult,

1). 340; Col Durand (11,398'; 14 hrs. ; 35 fr.), also difficult, see p. 340;
Morning Pass ( 12,445' j and Schalli-Joch (12,3(J5'J, both very difficult (guide
50 fr.), p. 340. — To FtBi-fiCLE over the Col dTmrens (11.418'; 11 hrs.;
30 fr.), p. 336. — To Arolla over the Col d'Herens and Col de Bertol (10,925';

12 hrs.; 30 fr.), laborious, p. 335; over the Col de Valpelline and Col da
Mont Bran (10,900'; 13 hrs.; 30 fr.), p. 335. — To Cha.nkion over the Col
de Valpelline^ Col du Mont BruU^ and Col de VEveque (the 'High Level
Route'; 15 hrs.; guide 60 fr.), a long day. — To PKARArfi over the Col
de Valpelline (11,685'; 12 hrs.; 35 fr.), toilsome, see pp. 305, 335. — To the
Saas Valley six glacier passes: the Schwarzberg- Weissthor (11,850'; guide
30 fr.), AdlerFuss (12,460'; 30 fr.) AUalin Pass (11,713'; 30 fr. ; these three
to ilattmark); Fee Pass (12,505'; 30 fr.), Alphulel-Joch (12,475'; 30 fr.), nnd
Mischabel-Joch (12,650' ; 35 fr. ; these three lo Saas-Fee) ; comp. pp. 354, 355.

84. From Visp to Saas and Mattmark.

Comp. Maps^ pp. 342^ 354.

From Visp to Slalden, 5 M., railway in 26 min. (2nd cl. 8 fr. 55, 3rd
cl. 2 fr. 25 c.); from Stalden to Mattmark^ bridle-path in Ti/zhrs. or via
Saas-F'ee in 8 hrs. (to Balen 3, Saas-Grund 1, Saas-Fee 3/* l^r., Almagell
50 min., Mattmark 21/2 hrs.). Horse from Stalden to Saas-Grund 15, to

Saas-Fee 18, from Saas to Mattmark 10 fr. Luggage may be sent by post
as far as Saas-Fee.

To (5 M.) Stalden (2635'), see p. 343. The bridle-path descends

to the left from the station an(i crosses the Matter-Visp by the Kinn-
briicke ('2570'), a little above its junction with the Saaser- Visp. On
the hill to the left is the little church of Stalderaied. Beyond two
chalets, on the other side of the bridge, the path divides. We
follow the left branch into the deep and narrow Saasthal, skirting

the Saaser- Visp, which descends in foaming falls. Beyond the

chalets of Resti (3045') we reach (1^4 hr.) Zen Schmieden or Eisten

(3555'), and thence ascend more steeply to (40 min.) Hutegyen
(4088'; inn, dear), looking back at the Bietschhorn and its glaciers.

Farther on we pass the chalets of Im Boden, cross the (10 min.) Mar-
tlnsbriicke (4300'), near a line waterfall of the Schweihhach (right),

descending from the Balenfirn Glacier, and (20 min.) return to the

left bank, on which lies (25 min.) the village of Balen (4985') in

a fertile basin, at the base of the Balfrinhom (12,475'). Above
the village the path recrosses to the right bank, passes through a

wild rocky defile, in which lies the chapel of St. Anton, and leads

through the broad level valley to the village of —
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1 hr. Saas-Grund(5125'; *H6t. Monte Moro, R., L., & A. 3-4,

D. 4
,
pens. 6fr. ; wine at tlie Restaurant du Dome'). Engl. Ch.

Serv. in summer in St. Augustine's Church, adjoining the hotel.

ExcuKsiONS. (Guides: Clemens Zurbriggen, Xaver Andenmaiten, Alois.

Emil^ and Abraham Imseng^ Ambros, Alois, and Petei' Supersaxo, Joh. Jos. and
Alois AnViamatten , Emanuel Bnrgenev, J. M. Blumenthal.) Above the Trift-

alp., 3 hrs. from Saas on the E. side of the valley, is the small Hot. Weiss-
mies (ca. 7870'), commanding an admirable survey of the Saasgrat from Monte
Kosa to the Balfrinhorn. This inn is a good centre for the ascents of the
Triftgratli (9100'; 1 hr. ; guide 10 fr.), Trifthorn (11.15S'; 3 hrs.

;
guide 2U fr.),

Jagihovn (10,540'; 2V2 hrs.
;
guide 15 fr.), and Inner Rothhorn (11,290'; 3 hrs.;

guide 15 fr.). The *Weissmies (13,226' ;
guide 40 fr.), ascended from the

Hot. Weissmies via the Trift Glacier and the S.W. arete in 5 hrs., or from
the Almagell Huts (7303'

;
good quarters), 11/2 hr. above Almagell (p. 354),

via the Zwischhergen Pass and the S. arete in 5-51/2 hrs., is laborious but
very attractive (for adepts only). The Laquinhorn (13.140'; 4V2-5 hrs. ; guide
40 fr.) and Eossbodenhorn (13.128'; 5 hrs.; guide 40 fr.) are both difficult

(pp. 322, 323j. Difficalt glacier-passes lead to the Simplon via the Laquin-
Joch (11,473'; guide 20 fr.) in T-8 hrs., or via tlie Fletschjoch (12,050'; guide
30 fr.) in 8-9 hrs. ; see p. 322. — Other excursions from Saas-Grund : Sonnig-
horn or Bottarello (11,465'), by Almagell and ihQ Furgg Alp (1 hrs.; guide
25 fr.), toilsome. — Latelhorn (10,525'; 5 hrs.

;
guide 10 fr.), not difficult.

Bridle-path by Almagell and the Furgg-Alp to the (41/2 hrs.) Antrona Pass

(p. 324); thence to the left by the S.W. arete to the (1 hr.) summit.
From Saas to the Simplon over the Rossboden Pass, the Simeli Pass, and

the SirwoUen Pass or Gamser-Joch, see pp. 322, 323; to Gondo over the Zwisch-
bergen Pass, see p. 323; to Domodossola over the Antrona Pass, see p. 324.

A well-marked hridle-path leads to the W. from Saas, crossing

the Visp (preferable footpath, 1/4 lir. shorter, via the Chapel of St.

Joseph), to (3/4 hr.) Saas-Fee (5900'; *Grand-Hdt. du Dam; *Grand-
Hot. Bellevue; Grand-Hot. Saas-Fee, R., L., & A. 4, lunch 2V2-3,
D. 4-5, pens. 7-9 fr. ; all under the same management; '^Hot.-Pens.

Saas-Fee, R., L., & A. 21/4-4, pens. 6-8 fr., at the entrance to the

village), charmingly situated amidst pastures, with a magniticent

view of the Fee Glacier, environed by the Mittaghorn, Egginerhorn,

AUalinhorn, Alphubel, Taschhorn, Dom, Siid-Lenzspitze, and Ul-

richshorn. To the E. rise the Weissmies with the Triftgrat, the

Laquinhorn, and the Rossbodenhorn. English Church, with servioes

in summer.
Excursions. (Guides, see above.) Pleasant walks on the pastures

and in the wood near Fee, and in the romantic gorge of the Feekinn. —
On a moraine between the two arms of the Fee Glacier, 1 hr. from Fee,
lies the Gletscher-Alp (7008'; cabaret), a pasture once surrounded bv the
glacier. The Plattje (8460'), by the Gaden-Alp, 2 hrs., and the Mellig (8312'),

by the Hannig-Alp, 21/2 hrs., are interesting and not difficult (without
guide). — Mittaghorn (10,330' ; 4 hrs.

;
guide 10 fr.) , and Egginerhorn

(11,080'; 5 hrs. ; 20 fr.), both very interesting and not difficult for fairly ex-
perts. Good climbers may follow the arete from the Mittaghorn to the
Egginerhorn (somewhat dizzy). — "AUalinhorn (13,235'; 8 hrs. ; 25 fr.),

trying, but without difficulty for experts. Above the (3 hrs.) Lange Fluh
we diverge to the left from the Alphubel route, ascend to the (4-5 hrs.) Fee
Pass (p. 354). and to the left to the (3/4 hr.) summit (magnificent view).
— The Alphubel (13,803'; guide over the Alphubel- Joch 35 fr., over the
Mischabel-Joch 40 fr.); the Nadelhorn (West-Le>2zspitze, 14,220'; guide 40 fr.),

and the Siid-Lenzspitze (14,108'; guide over ihe A^'adel-Joch 80 fr., over the
Eggfluh 100 fr.) mav also be ascended from Fee bv experts (difficult). The
ascents of the TascMom (14,478' ; 80 fr., via the Mischabel-Joch 90 fr.) and
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the Dom (14,942' ; 100 fr.) on this side are endangered by falling stones and
are not advisable. — TJlrichshorn (12,890'), from Fee across the Hohbalen
Qlacier and the Windjoch, or over the Ried Pass (see below) in 7-8 hrs.

(guide 30 fr.), and Balfrinhorn (12,475'), over the Ried Pass in 7-8 hrs.

(guide 30 fr.), both without difficulty for experts.

Passes. To Zekmatt over the Alphubel- Joch, 11-12 hrs., very
attractive, and easy for experts (guide 30 fr.). From Fee 1 hr. to the Olet-

scher-Alp (see p. 353); then a steep ascent to the Lange Fluh, at the (2 hrs.)

top of which (9345') we reach the magnificent Fee Glacier. We ascend this

glacier, which is much crevassed at places, and finally cross snow-fields

to the (3 hrs.) •Alphubel-Joch (12,475). between the Alphubel (13,803') and
the MeUichenhorni1i2,8Si'), commanding a splendid view of the Matterhorn,
Weisshorn, etc. Descent over the Wand Glacier^ and then over rock,

moraine, and grassy slopes to the Upper and (3 hrs.) Lower Tdsch Alp (7270';

small inn, dear) in the Mellichen Valley. A direct but rough forest-path

leads hence to the left, round the slope, to Zermatt in IV2 hr. ; better to

descend to ('/'j hr.) Tdsch (p. 344) and follow the road (or take train) thence
t(> (4 M.) Zermatt. — A similar pass is the Fee Pass (12,505'), between the
Mellichenhorn and AUalinhorn (12 hrs. from Saas to Zermatt; guide 30 fr.).

From Fee to Zermatt over the Mischabel-Joch (12,6.50'; 13 hrs.; guide
35 fr.), between the Taschhorn and Alphubel, fatiguing,, but not very
difficult for adepts. Over the Domjoch (14,060'; 13 hrs.; 50 fr.), between
the Taschhorn and Dom, and over the Nadel-Joch (13,670'; 14 hrs. ; 45 fr.),

between the Dom and the Siid-Lenzspitze, both very difficult and dangerous
from falling stones. Over the Lenzjoch (about 12,200'). between the Siid-

Lenzspitze and Nadelhorn, grand but difficult.

From Saas to St. Nikxaus over the Ried Pass (12,050'; 11 hrs.
; guide

30 fr.), difficult. From the (1 hr.) Hannig-Alp (7065'; see p. 353), a steep
ascent over the Bider Glacier to the pass, between (r.) the Balfrinhorn
(12,475') and Q.) the Ulrichshorn (12,890'), both of which may be ascended
from the pass (see above). Descent over the Ried Glacier to the Schalbeit

Alp (6915') and by Hellenen to St. Niklaus (p. 343). — A similar pass is the
Windjoch (about 12,460*; 11 hrs.; 80 fr.), between the Ulrichshorn and
Nadelhorn.

From Fee to Mattmark over the EgginerPass (about 9840'), between the
Mittaghorn and Egginerhorn, 7-8 hrs., or over the Kessjen-Joch (9870'),

between the Egginerhorn and the Hinter-Allalin, 9 hrs. (guide 30 fr.), not
difficult for experts.

Beyond Saas-Grund the bridle-path ascends gradually, passing

the chalets of Zerbruggen and Moos. The Almagell-Bach forms a

fine *Fall, on the left, just before we reach (50 min.) Almagell

(5505'; new inn; Swiss douane), where the path from the Antrona
Pass descends (p. 324). To the right is the direct path to (1 hr.)

Saas-Fee (see p. 353). The bridle-path follows the right bank of the

Visp, through wood at places, and crosses the Furggbach near the

(20 min.) chalets of Zermeiggern (5630'; on the left bank). To the

right rise the precipices of the Mittaghorn and Egginerhorn (p. 353),

with the glittering snow-fields of the AUalinhorn (p. 353) above.

We next ascend the stony Eienalp to the (1 hr.) ruined chapel of

Jm Lerch (6375'). On the right lie the huge moraines of the *Allalin

Glacier, which descends from the AUalinhorn, filling the valley

and forming the Mattmark Lake (p. 355). The moraine contains

blocks of 'gabbro', mingled with smaragdite, like those common in

W. Switzerland, but hitherto found nowhere as belonging to the soil

except on the Saasgrat ; whence geologists infer that the glaciers of

this region once extended to the Jura.
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The path ascends in zigzags over the debris of the moraine, past

the light-green little Mattmark Lake, to the (1 hr.) Hotel Mattmark
(6965'; homely, R. & A. 31/2, D- 4-5 fr.; not open before July) on
the Mattmark-Alp. Till 1818 the Schwarzherg Glacier, barely vis-

ible high above us, extended across the bed of the lake, but after-

wards receded, leaving behind it its moraines and a huge block of

serpentine called the Blaue Stein to mark its former extent.

Excursions. (Guides should be brought from Saas, as they are rare at
Mattmark.) — The Stellihorn (11,393'; from the Mattmark Inn, by the Ofen-
Thal, 41/2 hrs.

;
guide 10 fr.) affords an imposing view of the Eastern Alps.

Glacier Passes to Zeematt, for mountaineers, with good guides:
The Schwarzberg-Weissthor (11,850'; 10 hrs.

;
guide 25 fr.). The route

skirts the left side of the Schwarzherg Glacier, ascending rock and moraine,
and crosses the crevassed glacier to the (5 hrs.) pass, to the S. of the Sti-ahl-

horn. (The New Weissthor, from Zermatt to Macugnaga, lies farther to the
S. ; comp. p. 351.) From this point to the (3V2 hrs.) Riffelhaus, see p. 349.

The Adler Pass (12,460'; 1()-11 hrs.; guide 25 fr.). From the Hot. Matt-
mark we cross the Thallibach to the Mattmark-Alp chalets , and ascend
rapidly below the Schwarzherg Glacier (see above) and past the Schtcarzen-
herg Chalets (7800'). In 2 hrs. we reach the Allalin Glacier at a height of 9435',

and ascend its E. margin to the (V-j hr.) Aeussere Thurm (9945') and (3/4 hr.)
Innere Thurm (10,880'). We turn to the W., to the middle of the glacier,
where the route divides. To the right, crossing towards the Allalinhorn
(13,235'), is the route to the Allalin Pass (see below), while we ascend very
steeply straight to the (2-3 hrs.) Adler Pass, between (1.) the Strahlhorn
(13,750'; from the pass in IV2 hr.) and (r.) the Rimpfischhorn (13,790'). The
view of Mte. Rosa and the Matterhorn is very striking, but the view to the
N. and N.W. is shut out by the Rimpfischhorn. Then down the Adler Glacier
to the foot of the Rimpfischwdnge (difficult in certain states of the snow);
skirt the latter, crossing rock and moraine; and traverse the Findelen
Glacier to the (3 hrs.) Fluh-Alp (8570'; inn), 2y-i hrs. from Zermatt (p. 348).— Hr. von Grote (p. 845) , a Russian traveller , lost his life in 1859 by
falling into a crevasse of the Findelen Glacier.

The Allalin or T&sch Pass (11,713'; 10-11 hrs.; guide 25 fr.) is some-
times impracticable owing to the crevasses of the upper Allalin Glacier.
From the Innere Thurm (see above) to the top 2 hrs.; descent over the
MelUchen Glacier., and along the N. base of a ridge separating the latter from
the Wand Glacier, to the MelUchen Valley. Thence to Zermatt, see p. 354.

From Mattmark to Macognaga by the * Monte Moro Pass (6 hrs.

;

guide from Saas 15 fr., incl. night spent at Mattmark 20 fr.), see p. 357. The
previous night should be spent at Mattmark, that the pass may be reached
before the noonday mists rise from the S. valleys to conceal the view.

From Mattmark to Antrona (and Domodossola) over the Antigine o
Ofenthal Pass (7 hrs.; guide 12 fr.), see p. 324.

85. From Piedimulera to Macugnaga, and over

the Monte Moro Pass to Mattmark.
Comp. Maps, pp. 354, 344.

From Piedimulera (p. 465) to Macugnaga GV^t'rs. (to Pontegrande 2^/i hrs.,
Vanzone 3/4, Ceppomorelli 1, Pestarena IV2, Macugnaga IV4 hr.). Carriage-
road as far as Ceppomorelli (omnibus twice daily in 3V4-4 hrs., fare 21/2 fr.

;

one-horse carr. from Piedimulera 10-12 fr.). Road to Macugnaga nearly
completed. From Macugnaga to the Moro Pass 4, Mattmark 2, Saas 2V2,
Stalden 3 hrs. — Gdide advisable from Macugnaga the to Thalliboden
(10 fr. ; to the Mattmark Alp 12 fr.).

The Moro Pass was the usual route from the Valais to Italy before the
construction of the Simplon road, but is now used by walkers only. Its
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great attraction consists in the proximity of Monte Rosa, and the views
will compare with the finest in Switzerland.

Piedimulera (810'J, see p. 465. Tlie road ascends the *Val An-
zasca, passes through two tunuels, and skirts the fertile slopes of

the left bank of the Anza. Charming and varied views. II2M.
Gozzi di Sotto (1280') belongs to Cimamulera, which lies above, to

the right. We obtain a glimpse of the majestic Mte. Rosa group

as we near (II/2 M.) the large village of Castiglione d'Ossola (1685').

The road is now level; above, to the right, lies (IV2 M.) Calasca.

Near (2'/4M.) Pontegrande (1720'; Hot. du Grand Pont, plain) is

a fall of the stream descending from Val Bianca.
On the hill opposite, on the right bank of the Anza, lies Bannio (2237'5

Osteria del Pino, rustic). Over the Col di Baranca to Fobello^ and over
the Col ofEgua to Garcoforo^ see p. 467.

The road ascends past San Carlo (1890'), with its large church,

and gold-mines worked by an English company, to (21/4 M.) Van-
zone (2220'; pop. 470; *Alh. dei Cacciatori, plain), the chief village

in the valley. Just beyond it we enjoy a superb view of Monte
Rosa. The road ends at (3 M.) Ceppomorelli (2427'; *Alhergo delle

Alpi, R. & A. 2, B. I-IV2 fr. ; Alb. del Monte Moro), where the

bridle-path begins (mule to Macugnaga 10 fr. ; road in progress).

Near (20 min.) Prequartero a path to the right crosses the Mondelli

Pass (9320') to the Saas Valley (p. 357), but commands no view of

Monte Rosa like the Moro Pass. Our path then crosses the Anza,
ascends rather steeply to (35 min.) the hamlet of Morghen, and again

descends to the stream.

At (40 min.) Pestarena (^Albergo delle Alpi, well spoken of; Alh^

dei Minieri, plain) are gold-mines. We now follow the right bank.

Near (40 min.) Borca (3945'; *Alb. del Passo del Turlo, R. 1 fr.),

the first German-speaking village, a fine waterfall descends from Val

Quarazza on the left (p. 358); 20 min. farther on Mte. Rosa is fully

revealed for the first time.

The parish of Macugnaga contains six villages: Borca, In der

Stapf (or Staffa), Zum Strich (or Pratti), Auf der Rive (or Rippa),

Das Dorf {or La Villa), and Zertannen (or Pecetto). Staffa (4343')
lies 13/4 M. from Borca and contains the hotels (^Hot. Monte Rosa,
R. & A. 3, B. 17.2, D. 4 fr.; Hot. Monte Moro, kept by Oberto, same
charges; Hotel Belvedere, unpretending). The village lies in a

pleasant grassy dale , enclosed by a majestic ampitheatre of snow-
clad mountains: (1.) the four peaks of Monte Eosa: Signalkuppe
(Punta Gnifetti; 14,965'), Zumsteinspitze (15,005'), Hbchste (or

Dufour) 5j3if26(15,217'), and Nord-End (15,132'); then the Jdger-

horn (13,042'), Fillarhorn (12,070'1, Old Weissthor (11,915'),
Clma di Jazzi (12,527'), Neu-Weissthor-Spitze (12,010'), Roffelhbr-

ner (11,690'), Rothhorn (10,620'), and Faderhom (10,550'). The
16th cent, church of the old 'village' (most of which was buried by
a landslip), with the old lime-tree where the parish used to meet
in conclave, is worth a visit (10 min. from Hot. Monte Rosa).
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ExcuKSiONS. (Guides: Daniel Anthamatten, L. Burgener, Clemens Imseng

,

Aless. Corsi, G. Oberlo, M. and L. Zurhriggen, etc.) From the -Belvedere
(6340'), 2 hrs. to the W. (guide, 5 fr,, desirable for novices), the grand amphi-
theatre is surveyed from summit to base; the view^ embraces the parish of
Macugnaga with its pastures and fields, the larch-forest on the rifiht side,
and the grassy slopes above them. The bridle-path passes the old church
of Macugnaga (see p. 356), and runs tovv'ards the church of the uppermost
hamlet, Zertannen or Pecetio^ where a guide-post directs us to the right to

the Weissthor and to the left to the Belvedere. We cross the Anza in 1/4 hr.,

and (10 min.) cross another bridge. Then a good path through bushes and
pastures to the wooded hill , which separates the two tongues of the
Macugnaga Glacier (last 3/4 hr. steep). About 5 min. below the top is ;i

smaU Inn. — Ovek the Macugnaga Glacier to the Pedriolo Alp (there
and back 6 hrs.

;
guide 6 fr.), repaying. Above Zertannen (V4 br.) we

ascend to the right (leaving the Belvedere path on the left) and over the
Roffelstafel Alp (where the route to the New Weissthor diverges to the
right) to the Jazzi-Alp; then past the Fillar-Alp (above which, to the right,

is the Castelfranco Glacier, crossed on the way to the Old Weissthor)., to

the Macugnaga Glacier, and across the latter (superb view) to the (3 hrs.)
Pedriolo-Alp (6730'; milk). We return either by the high-lying Croza-Alp,
or by a shorter route across the glacier, the S. arm of which is called the
Pedriolo Glacier, passing the Belvedere (see above).

Fizzo Bianco (10.552'; 5-6 hrs.; guide 10 fr.), a splendid point of view,
fatiguing, but without danger; last hour over steep snow.

Monte Rosa, Hochste or Diifour-Spitze (15,217'
;
guide 150. porter 100 fr.),

very difficult and hazardous from Macugnaga (first time, 1872). The night
is spent in the (6 hrs.) Gapanna Marinelli of the I. A. C. (10,500'), on the
JdgerrUcken. Thence to the Dufourspitze 10-12 hrs. (p. 350).

To Zermatt over the New Weissthor (11,745'; guide 30, porter 25 fr.;

10-12 hrs. from Macugnaga to the Riffel Inn, p. 346), a grand route, safe for

adepts with good guides : 5 hrs. from Macugnaga, and 1V2-2 hrs. below the
pass, is the Gapanna Eugenio Sella of the I. A. C. (10,335'), grandly situated
on the margin of the Roffel Glacier. — The Old Weissthor (11,915), very
difficult (guide 35 fr.), is better from this side than from Zermatt, p. 852.

From Macdgnaga to Alagna over the Col del Turlo or the Colle delle Loc-
cie, see p. 358; to Carcoforo over the Patso della Moriana or the Colle

della Bottiglia, see p. 467 ; to Rima by the Colle del Piccolo Altare, see p. 467.

The new path to the Moro Pass ascends by the Hot. Monte Rosa
to the right through larch -wood, over pastures, and lastly over

debris and snow. The (4 hrs.) *Monte Moro Pass (9390'), betv?een

(1.) Monte Moro (10,520') and (r.) the St. Joderhorn (9974'), affords

an admirable survey of the grand Mte. Rosa group, to the S.W.,
flanked by (1.) the Punta delle Loccie, Pizzo Bianco, and Faller-

horn, and (r.) the Fillarkuppe, Old Weissthor, and Cima di Jazzi;

to the N. are the Saas Valley and the Mischabel, with the Bietsch-

horn in the background.
The St. Joderhorn (9974'), to the E. of the pass (^4 br., over snow aud

rocks), affords a still finer view, though seldom clear towards Italy.

We descend by the side of the Thdlliboden Glacier over step-like

rocks, the remains of the old bridle-path, to the (3/4 hr.) Thdlliboden

(8190'), a small mossy plain, where the route from the Mondelli

Pass (p. 356) comes down on the right. To the N.W. the Mischabel-

horner (Dom, Taschhorn) are revealed; nearer are the AUal inborn,

Innere Thurni, and Strahlhorn. Crossing the Thdllibach (below the

Seewinen Glacier., on the left), we reach (3/4 hr.) the Distel-Alp

chalets (7120') and the (V2 hr.) Hotel Mattmark (p. 355).
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86. From Macugnaga to Zermatt round Monte Eosa.
Co Dip. Maps, pp. o'oi, .y44.

Four Days : 1st. Over the Turlo Pass to Alagna. 2nd. Over the Colle

d^Olen to GresBoney-la-Triniti. 3rd. Over the Bettaforca to Fiiry^ and over

the Col des Oimes Blanches to the Thiodule Pass. 4th. Ascent of the Breit-

horn, and descent to Zermatt. (Or: 1st day, to Riva; 2nd, over the Col

di Valdobbia to Gressoney-Si-Jean; 3rd, over the Pinter-Joch to Fiiry ; 4th,

over the Thiodule Pats to Zermatt.) Guide 8-10 fr. per day. The Col di

Valdobbia, Bettaforca, and Col des Cimes Blanches are practicable for

mules. — Less robust walkers may cross the Col di Baranca from Ponte-

grande (p. 356) to Fobello, and reach Alagna thence through the Val Sesia

in 2-3 days, an easy route (comp. p. 467). — The valleys on the S. slopes

of Mte. Rosa, from Blacugnaga to Gressoney, are said to have been peopled

by immigrants from German Switzerland, a fact wrhich would account for

their present language.

From Macugnaga to Alagna over the Turlo Pass, 8-9 hrs.,

fatiguing and not very interesting (guide 14 fr.). Below Macugnaga

(^4 hr.) we quit the Borca path (p. 356), cross the Anza to the

hamlet of Isella, and ascend a wooded hill to the (1 hr.) chalets of

Spissa, at the entrance to the rock-strewn Val Quarazza, which we
enter to the right. The slopes are wooded, and several waterfalls are

passed. The path, at first level, then ascends a rocky barrier, and

(1 hr.) crosses the brook to (72 ^r.) La Plana, the highest Alp

(5278'). Opposite, on the W. side of the valley, is a fine waterfall

(La Pissa). Ascending more rapidly, the path sweeps round the

desolate head of the valley, passes (8/4 hr.) some ruined huts (6560'),

and then becomes very faint. We climb steep grass-slopes, and lastly

over rocks and snow, to the (2 hrs.) Turlo Pass (8977'), a sharp

ridge between (r.) the FaUerhorn (10,270' ; ascended from the pass

in 1 V2 ^^•) ^^^ (!•) t^6 Corno Piglimo (9500'). Descending over an

expanse of snow and poor stony pastures, we enjoy a fine view of

the Sesia Glacier, the Signalkuppe, and Parrot- Spitze. "We pass the

small Turlo Lakes and the Alp Faller (6520'), and descend into the

Val Sesia, where we cross the Acqua Bianca, which descends on the

left in a beautiful cascade 300' in height, to the (21/2-3 hrs.) Sesia

bridge. A good path now leads on the right bank, past the gold-

mine of Santa Maria Maddalena (worked by an English company), to

(3/4 hr.) Alagna (3905'; *H6t. Monte Rosa, R. 21/2, B. 1
1/2, !>• ^%

pens. 6-10 fr. ; Grand Hotel Alagna), a large village, finely situated,

and frequented by Italians as a summer-resort.
From MACuG>fAGA to Alagna over the Colle dalle Loccie (il,C00')5 11-12

hrs., difficult and fit for experts only (guide 40 fr.). A toilsome and even
hazardous climb of 7-8 hrs., over the Pedriolo Alp (p. 357) and the crevassed

Northern Loccie Glacier, leads to the pass, between the Monte delle Loccie

(Cima delta Pissa; 11,477') and the Punta del Tre Amid (11,617'). Descent
over the Vigne Glacier to the Fhia (quarters), Blatte, and Biz Alps in the

Sesia valley, opposite the Pile-Alp.

ExcuBsiONs (guides, G. Gilardi, C. Marlinale). Up the Val Sesia to the

(.2 hrs.) *Pile-Alp (4710'; superb survey of the S.E. peaks of Monte Eosa);
then to the (V* hr.) Alp Bors and (1/2 hr.) Alp Decco. (Over the Col delle

Piste to Gressoney, see p. 359.) — The Corno Bianco (10,890'; 12 fr.), a dif-

ficult peak, with fine view of Monte Eosa and the Graian Alps, is ascended
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from Alagna in 7-8 hrs. (from the CjI di Valdobbia in 6 hrs.). Steep do-
scent by the Bocchetta di Netscio tn Gressoney-la-Trinite. — Two passes
lead to the E. from Alagna to (5V2-6V2 hrs.") Rima in the Valle Piccvla (p. 467):
the Colle Moud (7620') to the K. of the Tagliaferro (9725'), and the Bocchetta
Moanda (7935') on its S. side (preferable). — To Zermatt over the Ly^joch^
the Sesia-Joch^ and the Piode-Joch, see p. 351. — From Alagna to Mollia
and Varallo, see pp. 463, 467.

From Alagna to Gebssoney-la-Tbinite ovek the Colle
d'Olex, 6-7 hrs., attractive and easy (bridle-path

;
guide, 14 fr.,

needless, but enquire for the beginning of the path). We ascend to

the W. through meadows and wood, passing several groups of houses,

to the (2 hrs.) Alp Seon or Laglietto, cross the brook, and mount
pastures and then over debris to the (27-2 hrs.) Colle d'Olen (9420';

^Guglielminas Inn, pens. 6-7 fr.). View towards the N.W. very fine.

The *Gremsstein or Corno del Camoscio (9928'), to the N., easily ascended
from the pass in 1/2 hi. (guide needless), affords a striking view of Monte
Ro.^a, Mont Blanc, the Grand Combin, the Graian Alps, and Monte Viso.

We descend to the Gabiet-Alp and there either take a path diverg-

ing to the left, which descends direct to Trinite past the little Gabiet

Lake and through the Vallone di Netscio, or follow the bridle-path

to the right, to (2 hrs.) Orsia (5740' ; Cantina di St. Jacques), in

the Val Gressoney or Lysthal, and (20 min.) Gressoney-la-Trinite,

Ger. Oberteil (5370'; Eot.-Pens. Thedy, R. 2, D. 41/2, pens, l^/o fr.).

A road descends the picturesque valley past (2/4 M.) the ^Eot.-Pens.

Miravalle (5270'), by Castel and Perletoa to (872 M.) Gressoney-
St-Jean (4545'; *H6t. Delapierre, E. & A. 21/2, pens. 81/2 fr.; Hot-
Pens, du Mont-Rose ; Hdt.Lyskamm), the capital of the valley.

From Alagna to Geessoxet over the Col dellePisse (10,375'; 8^2-9 hrs.;

with guide), rather fatiguing. We go by the Stoffel-Alp and the Bocchetta
delle Pisse (7877'), round the N. side of the Gemsstein (see above), into the
Bors Valley (passing the Bors Glacier, on the right, with a waterfall), and
ascend to (5-6 hrs.) the pass, with the ruined Vincent-Eiitte. (Thence to the
Colle d'Olen, 1 hr. ; to the Gnifetti Club Hut, over the Indren and Garstelet

Olaciers, 2 hrs., p. 351.) Good path down the Mos Valley to the Gabiet-

Alp and (31/2 hrs.) Gressoney-la-Trinite (see above).

An easier route is across the Col di Valdobbia (8133'), from Riva Val-
dobbia (2 M. below Alagna, p. 468) to Gressoney-St-Jean (6 hrs.; guide
14 fr.). A road ascends the Val Vogna to the (2/4 hr.) Casa Janzo (4460';

*Alb. & Pens. Favro), whence the bridle-path, by (3 M.) Peccia (5023'),

mounts steeply to the (S'/a hrs.) Ospizio Sottile on the col. The view is limited,

but we enjoy a charming survey of the Val Gressoney with its rich pastures,

pine -clad slopes, and waterfalls. Steep descent over snow and stones,

then through pine-forest, to (1^/4 hr.) Gressoney- St-Jean.

ExccEsiONS from Gressoney (guides: G. Cugnod, Val. Laurent, S.' G.

Vicquery, At. a,n(i Ant. Welf, Alb. Bieler). Beautiful view from the (1 hr.)

Boden-Alp at the foot of the Grauhorn, and from the hill of Castel, halfway
to St. Jean. — Excursion by (2 hrs.) Cortlis {Cour de Lys, 6580'j, with a

shooting-box of the late Baron Peccoz, tn the Alps Salza in/eriore and
(V2 hr.) Salza superiore (7667'), commanding the Lys Glacier. — The Hohe
Licht (11,340'), ascended from the (81/2 hrs.) small and ruinous Linty Hut
(10,040') in 1 hr. (guide), is a fine point. — Two club-huts of the I. A. C.

are useful for glacier-expeditions. From the Gnifetti Hut (11,965'), on the
W. side of the Garstelet Glacier, 5 hrs. from Cortlis, or 3 hrs. from the Collf

dOlen, the Vincent Pyramid (13,830') is ascended in 2 hrs., the Schwarz-
honi {Corno Nero; 13,882') in 3 hrs. (30 fr.), the Parrot-Spitze (14,643'; guide
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30 fr.) in 3 hrs., the Signalkuppe (Punta Gnifetti; 14,965'; guide 35 fr.). with
the Capanna Qsservatorio Regina Margherita (f the I. A. C, in 4 hrs., and
the Zumgtein-Spitze (15,004'; guide 35 fr.) in 4V2 hrs. The last two may be
combined. The Dufourspitze (15,217') was first ascended from this side in

1886 (7 hrs. from the Gnifetti Hut). — The auintino Sella Hut (11,815'),

nn the rocks to the W, of the Felik Glacier. 5 hrs. from Cortlis, is the
starting-point for the ascent of the Lyskamm (14,890'; bv the S.W. arete in

5V2-6 hrs.; 50 fr.) and the Castor (13,880'; 41/2 hrs.; 30 fr.). The descent
from the latter may be made to Breuil (guide 40 fr.) or Zermatt (50 fr.).

From Gressoney to Zermatt over the Lysjoch^ Felik-Joch, Zwillings-

Joch^ or Schworzthor, see p. 351. Guide in each case 50 fr.

A good road (diligence thrice daily from La Trinite in 4-4V2 hrs., from
St. Jean in 3V4-3V4 hrs., fare 2V2 fr. ; in the reverse direction in 5 or 6 hrs.,

fare 4 fr. ; one-horse carr. 16, two-horse 30 fr.) leads from Gressoney-St-

Jean through the beautiful Lysthal by Gaby (inn) to (8 M.) Issime (.3080';

'Hot. Mont Neri), and through chestnut-woods via Fontainemore and Lillianes

to (8V* M.) Pont- St- Martin (p. 306). — An easy bridle-path leads to the
W. from St. Jean in 3V2 hrs. over the Colle Ranzola (7123') to Brusson (see

below) in the Challant Valley, and in 21/2 hrs. more over the Col de Joux
(5375') to Bt. Vincent and Chdtillon (p. 305). — Two admirable points are

the Jloni Taille (8255'), 1 hr. from the Ranzola Pass, and the Bee de Frudieye
{Mont Niri; 10,073'), farther to the S., between the Gressoney and Challant
valleys (from Issime via the Colle di Chasten in 7-8 hrs.

;
guide 12 fr.).

From Geessoney - la - Trinite to Fiery oyer the Bbtta-
I'ORCA, 47-2-^ tirs-3 sasy and repaying (with guide). At (20 min.)

Orsia (p. 359) the i)ridle-path diverges to the left, crosses (5 min.)

the jLj/s, and mounts rapidly past the houses of Betta to (1 hr.) the

chapel of St. Anna (7120' ; helow it, a fine waterfall), where we have

a beautiful view of the Lyskamm and Monte Rosa. Then up a mono-
tonous valley (keeping to the right), past the Sitten-Alp ^ to the

( 13/4 hr.) Colle di Bettaforca (8780'), where we see the Graian Alps

peeping ahove the Yal d'Ayas, and the Grand Combin to the right.

We descend (still to the right) to (1 hr.) the hamlet of Eesy (6780';

cautine), turn to the right, and cross the Verra to (I/2 ^^•) Fiery

(6160'; Hot. des Cimes Blanches, well spoken of; Kew Inn}, on the

slope 20 min. above St. Jacques (5480'), oyerlooking the wooded
Val d'Ayas.

The iBettliner Pass {Passo di Bettolina; QoW). from Trinite to Fit'ry

fi'/* hrs., is somewhat more trying. From (I3/4 hr) Cortlis we ascend to

the left by the Bettolina-Alp to the (2V2 hrs.) pass. Superb view. Descent
round the' W. flank of Monte Bettolina (9830') to the Bettaforca route and
(2 hrs.) Fi4ry.

From Gressoney-St-Jean to Fiery over the Pinter-Joch (Col de Cnneaz ;

9120'), 6 hrs., easy and repaying. From the pass (extensive view) experts may
ascend the - Gravha vpt {iO'.Slb'', toilsome) in 2 hrs.; view strikingly grand.

A road (diligence from Brusson to Verre's daily in 2 hrs., up in 31/2 brs.)

descends the picturesque Val d'Ayas (called Val Challant in its lower part),

watered by the Evangon , to Champoluc, (3V2 hrs.) Brusson (4520'; Lion
d'Or), and (3 hrs.) Verrds, in the Dora Valley (p. 306).

From Fiery to Breuil, or to the Theodulb Pass, ovbe thb
Col DBS Cimes Blanches (5 hrs., guide advisable). The rough

mule-track to Breuil ascends rapidly through wood, passes the Alp

Aventina, and traverses poor pastures and a dreary valley, with the

Aventina Glacier on the right. Beyond (2 hrs.) Varda (7645'), the
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last Alp, it ascends steeply, crossing (1/2 lir.l a brook descending
from the right, and in ^/2 hr. more the Cortoz (where the path to the

Theodule diverges to the right, see below). We next ascend a rocky

chaos, to the right of the small Lacs de Vent, to the (7-2 ^^r.) Col des

Cimes Blanches (9775'), with a fine view of the Matterhom and Dent
d'Herens, lying to the N.E. of the Gran Sometta (10,390'; a splendid

point of view, easily scaled in ^/^ hr.). Then a descent over snow,

stones, and pastures, past the little Lacs de la Barmaz and the

chalets of Goillet and La Barmaz, to (IV2 ^r.) Breuil (p. 362).
The route to Valtournanghe diverges to the left 10 min. above the

bridge over the Cortoz (see above), and reaches the (V4 hr.) Col Sud des
Cimes Blanches (9510'), tu the S. of the Gran Sometta (farther to the S. is

a third pass, 9298'). Descent, with a fine view to the W., to the beauti-
fully situated Alp Cleva Grossa (7352'), and to the left to (2 hrs.) Vallour-
nanche (see below). After fresh snow this direct path to Valtournanche is

inapracticable, and the descent must be made via Breuil.

Travellers bound for the THfioDULE Pass and Zekmatt need not de-

scend to Breuil, but (with guide) ascend to the right, 1/2 hr. before reach-
ing the Col des Cimes Blanches (see above), traverse rocks and stony
slopes, skirt the little Grand Lac (9135'), and reach the (8/4 hr.) S. edge
of the Valtournanche Glacier or Plan Tendre (10,125'). The crevassed
glacier is then crossed (rope advisable), and lastly a steep snow-slope
ascended to the (IV2-2 hrs.) Theodule Pass (p. 348).

87. From Chatillon to Valtournanche, and over the

Theodule Pass to Zermatt.
Comp. Map, p. 34i.

Road to (IIV2 M.) Valtournanche (diligence daily in 3^/4 hrs., fare 3 fr.,

back in 2V2 brs., fare 2 fr. ; one-horse carr. 12-20, two-horse 24-30 fr..

From Valtournanche to Breuil 2'/2hrs., Theodule Pass 31/2-4 hrs., Zermatt
3 hrs. Guide from Chatillon to Zermatt 25, from Valtournanche 20, incl.

the Breithorn 40 fr. — This route is the most picturesque way back into
Switzerland for those who have made the Tour of Mont Blanc (R. 75). The
guide should be taken all the way to Zermatt, as the path even beyond the
Gandegg-Hiitte, after the glacier is quitted, is poorly kept and easily missed.

Chatillon (1805'), see p. 305. The road ascends the right bank
of the deep gorge of the Matmoire, among fine walnut and chestnut

trees. On the hillside to the right are seen relics of a Roman
aqueduct. We pass (II/4 M.) Champlong and (1 1/4 M.) cross to the

left bank. At (2 M.) Grande -Moulins (3280'; Cantine du Mont
Cervin) , where the imposing *Matterhorn suddenly appears , we
return to the right bank. On the slope to the right lies the church

of A7itey-St-Andre ; to the left, the remains of an aqueduct of the

12th century. The last walnut-trees are seen at (l*/2 ^0 Fiernaz

(3445'; Cantine de la Rose). High up on the right is the hamlet

of Chamois (5950'), where oats still grow. Beyond (21/2 M.) Vssin

(4130'), at Moulin-Dessus, we cross the Cignana, which forms a

picturesque cascade to the left, and ascend in windings to (3 M.)

the village of Valtournanclie (5000'; *H6t. du Mont-Rose, good

trout). To the E. rises the finely formed Mt. Roisetta (10,895').
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Adjoining the church-door is a tablet in meinoiy of Clianoine Carrel,

(d. 187(1), a great promoter of Alpine exploration; two ( thers on the par-

sonage record the names of the guides /. /. Muqtiignaz and /. A. Carrd,
who perished in 18'J0 on Mont Blauc and on the Matterhoin respectively.

To the Col des Clmes Blanches, see p. 361 ; Col de Val Couniere, see

below. Guides: Louis, Ctsar, and Jean-Dupt. Carrel, Ant., Jean-Lapt., nai
Dan. Maquignaz, L. A. Bich, J. Barmasse, G. and Max. Oorret, Al., Bern.,

Franc., P. G., and Hilv. Pession , and others. — The Grand Tournalin
(11,0^5'; 5-6 hrs

;
guide 12 fr), ascended by Cheneil . is not difficult for

experts. On the top is the (.unusable) Capanna Carrel of the I. A. C.

Splendid view.

The bridle-path crosses the Matmoire, and recro^ses it 1 hr.

farther on. Near the second bridge (5715') is a fine waterfall in the

sombre *Gouffre de BusstraiUes or Grotte du Giant, reached by a

wooden gallery (1 fr.)^ adjacent is the plain Hot. des Alpes. The
path ascends steeply to the chapel of Notre Dame de la Garde

(6000'), and through the wild and romantic DefiU des Busserailles,

passes the (1 hr.) Chalets d'Aouil (6495') , and traverses an open
valley surrounded by imposing mountains : to the left, the Chateau

des Dames, the Jumeaux du Vallon, the Pointe des Cors, Dent
d'Herens, Tete du Lion, and Matterhorn. We next reach (V2 ^r-)

the chalets of Breuil or Breil (^6575'; Hot. des Jumeaux), 10 min.

above which is the solitary *Hotel du Mont-Ctrvin, on the hill of

Giomein (6880'; R., L., & A. 31/2-^, D- ^ fr.).

Ascent of the Matterhorn from Breuil, p. 350. — Over the Col des Cimes
Blanches to Fi&ry , and thence to Macugnaga, R. S6. — The Dent d'Herens
(13,715') is ascended from Breuil via ihe Col des Grandes Murailles (94X2')

in 8-lU hrs. (difficult ^ Letter from Piaraye', see p. 351). — Xote that guides
are always to be had at Valtournanche, but not at Breuil.

To PKARAYft OVER THE CoL DE VaL CoCRNfiRE (8 hrS.
;
guidC 10 fr.),

rough but repaying. We cross the Matmoire, 3/4 hr. below Breuil, and
ascend to the right to the (2 hrs.) Col de Dza (SOlO'; superb survey of the
Matterhorn): descend a little, then ascend over grass, rocks, and snow,
round the S.E. Hank of the Chateau des Dames (see below) and past some
.'^mall lakes, to the (3 hrs.) Col de Val Cournere (10,325'), to the S. of the
Pointe de Fonlanelle (11,1(X/), with a fine view of Mt.Ve'lan, the Grand Corn-
bin, etc. (From Valtournanche a bridle- path leads to the chalets of
Ciynana; thence a steep, tiring climb to the pas.^, 41 2-5 hrs.) Descent
through Val Cuurnere to (2 hrs.) Prarayi in the Val Pellina (P- 335). —
The Chateau des Dames (11,445') may be ascended from the pass (2V2 hrs.

;

not very difficult, guide 15-18 fr.).

The Theodule route (bridle-path as far as the glacier) ascends

over turf and. stones, past the Chalet des Cors, to (2\'.2 hrs.) Le
Fornet (10,095'), the scanty relics of an old fort, at the end of the

Valtournanche Glacier^ where the rope comes into use. We then
cross the easy glacier to (I1/4- 11/2^^1".) the Theodule Pass (p. 348).
As<:ent of the (21/2 hrs.) '^Breithorn, see p. 349. To (3-3 V-2 liis.)

Zermatt, see p. 348.
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Excursions from Coire : Mittenberg; Liirlibad^ Schcinegg:

;

Kanzeli, Dreibiiudeustein; Bad Passugg; Calanda, 367,
368.

89. From Coire to Arosa througli the Schanligg-Thal . . 3C8
Strela Pass. Duranua Pass. Weissllub, 369. — From
Coire to Arosa via Tscbiertscben. Excursions from
Arosa: Maran; Wei^sborn ; Eotbborn, etc. From Arosa
to Davos over the Furkabobe ; to Coire over tbe Car-
menua Pass; to Parpan over tbe Urden Fiirkli-, to Al-
veneu over tbe Furcletta, 370.

90. From Laiidquart to Davos througli the Pritigau and

to Schuls over the Fliiela Pass 370
Valzeina. Seewis. Scesaplana. Fideris, 371. — From
Kiiblis to tbe Montafon. Serneus , 372. — Excursions
from Klosters: Vereiua Pass; Fless and .lori-Fless

Passes; Fuorcla Zadrell ; Silvretta Pass, 373, 374. —
Schwarzhorn, 374.

91. From Davos to Tiefenkastell (Thusis). Landwasser
Route 375

Excursions Irom Davos. 375, 377. — From Davos to

Scanfs over the Scaletta Pass ; to Bergiin over tbe Sertig
Pass. Fuorcla d'Escbia. Piz Kescb, 377, 378. — Excur-
sions from Wiesen, 379.

92. From Coire to Tiefenkastell via Churwaldeu .... 379
Cburer Joch. Statzer Horn. Aroser Rotbhorn. Lenzer
Horn, 380.

93. From Coire to Thusis 381
Sarn. Priitzer Hiibe, 382, 383. — Excursions from Thu-
sis, 383.

94. From Reichenau to Goschenen. Oberalp 383
Flimser-Stein. Piz Segnes. Vorab, 384. — Piz Grisch.

Piz Dolf. From Bonaduz to Ilanz via Versam. The
Safier-Tbal; over the Lochliberg to Spliigen, and over
the Glas Pass to Thusis, 885. — Piz Mundaun. Lugnetz
Valley; Vals-Platz. Zervreila. Passes to Hinter-Rhein
and the Val Blenio, 386. 387. — Brigels; Val Frisal,

387. — Val Puntaiglas. Val Somvix ; over the Lavaz-
Joch to Curaglia, 38S. — Muntatscb; Bostg; Piz Murauu.
Sandalp Pass, 389. — Piz Pazzola. Val Nalps. Kreuzli
Pass. Oberalpstock. Pass da Tiarms, 390.— Val Cornera,
391. — Excursions from the Oberalp- See; Stock; Cal-

mot; Piz Kurschallas. Lake Toma. Badus, 391, 392.

95. From Disentis to Biasca. Lukmanier 392
ValCristallina; Piz Cristallina, 392.— Piz Medel; Scopi;
Piz Eondadura. From Casaccia to Faido over the Pre-

delp Pass; Passo Columbe, 393.

9G. From Thusis to Colico over the Splugen. Via Mala . 394
Piz Beverin; Piz Curver, 395. — Piz Vizan; Piz La
Tschera. From Andeer to Stalla through the Ferrera

and Averaer Valleys. Stallerberg, Forcellina, and Duana
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Passes, 396. — From Caniciil to Pianazzo over the
Emet Pass. Gut^gernull; Einsliorn ; Pizzo Tambo, 397.
— Madesimo, 39S.

97. From Spliigeu to Bellinzona. San Bernardino . . . 399
Source of the Hinter-Khein. Rheinvvaldhorn, 400. —
From Cama to Chiavenna, 401. — Val Calanca, 402.

98. From Thnsis (Coire") to the Engadine over the Julier 402
Muttnerhorn. Piz Curver, Fianell Pass; Tinzenthor
Pass, 403. — Errjoch; Val da Faller; Piz Platta. From
Stalla over the Septimer to Casaceia in the Val Brega-
gliaj to Sils by Gravasalvas, 404.

99. From Thusis (Coire) to the E^^^adine over the Albula

Pass 405
Piz Jlichel ; Tinzenhorn 5 Piz d'Aela , 405. — Fuorcla
Pischa; Piz Kesch ; Aela Pass. 406.

100. The Upper Engadine , from the Maloja to Samaden 408
Lake Cavloccio 5 Orlegna Fall, 408. — Forno Glacier

;

Pizzo Lunghino. From the Maloja to the Averser-Thal
over the Forcellina Pass; to Chiesa over the Muretto
Pass. Casnile and Cacciabella Passes, 409. — Excur-
sions from Sils. Fex Valley. Piz Margna; Piz Fora, etc.

Tremoggia Pass; Fuorcla Fex-Scerscen, 410, 411. —
Fuorcla Surle.i ; Piz Julier, 412. — Excursions from Bad
St. Moritz. Ilalmensee. Piz Surlej. Piz Corvatsch. Piz
Rosatsch, 414. — Excursions from St. Moritz and Sama-
den. Piz !Nair; Val Suvretta, 416. — Muottas Muraigl;
Piz Padella; Piz Ot, 417.

101. Pontresina and Environs 417
Scblucht and Eoseg Promenades. Muottas da Pontresina
and da Celerina. Morteratsch Glacier, 419. — Eoseg Gla-
cier, 420. — Schafberg; Las Sours, 421. — Muottas Mu-
raigl. Piz Languard. Diavolezza Tour, 422. — Piz Cor-
vatsch ; Morteratsch; Chapiitschin; Tschierva; Sella;

Giiischaint; Palii; Zupo ; Crasf Agiizza; Bernina;
Roseg; Scerscen. 423, 424. — From Pontresina to Sils

over the Fuorcla da Fex-Roseg, the Chapiitschin Pass,
or the Fuorcla Gliischaint. From Pontresina to Malenco
over the Sella Pass or the Fuorcla Bellavista; from
Fellaria to the Bernina Hospice over the Canabrena Pass

;

to Poschiavo over the Confinale or the Canciano Pass,

421.^ — From Pontresina to Malenco by the Chapiit-
schin Pass and the Fuorcla Fex-Scerscen. From Pon-
tresina to the Bernina Hospice. Val del Fain; over
the Fieno Pass to Livigno, 425. — Piz Campascio ; Piz
Lagalb ; Sassal Masone Alp; Alp Griim ; by Cavaglia to

Poschiavo. Val Lagone; over the Forcola to Livigno.
From the Bernina through the Val Viola to Bormio,
426. — Capanna di Dosde. Passo di Verva, 427.

102. From Samaden to Nauders. Lower Engadine . . . 427
Munt Miisella. Piz Uertsch. From Ponte to Livigno over .

the Lavirum Pass, 427. — Piz Kesch: Piz Griatschouls

;

I

Piz Mezaun; Piz Casanella. From Scanfs to Livigno
through the Val Casana, 428. — Munt Baseglia ; Piz
d'Arpiglia; Piz Niina; Piz Siirsura. From Zernetz over
the Ofen Pass to Miinster; to Livigno and Bormio, 429.
— Piz Jlezdi; Piz Linard. Guarda. Fetan, 430. — Val
Tasna; Futschol Pass, 431. — Excursions from Tarasp :

Castle of Tarasp; Val d'Uina ; MottaNaluns; Piz Cliinas;
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Piz Chaiiipatscli ; Piz Liachauna, 432, 433. — From Schuls
through the Scai-1 Valley to St. Maria, and to the Ol'eu-

berg through the Val Plavna, 433. — Piz Arinat Fimber
Pass, 434.

103. From Samaden-Pontresina over the Bernina to Ti-

rano, and through the Yal Tellina to Colico . . . 435
Sassalbo , 485. — Corno Stella; Val Malenco; Monte
della Disgrazia, 436. — Val Masino ; Piz Badile, 437.

104. From the Maloja to Chiavenna. Val Bregaglia . . 437
Albigna Valiey ; Forcella di San Martino; Pizzo della
Duana. Val Bondasca; over the Passo di Bondo to
Masino, 438. — Soglio ; Iflz Gallegione, 439.

105. From Tirano to Nauders over the Stelvio 439
From Bormio over the Foscagno Pass to Livigno, 440.
— Wormser Joch ; Piz IJmbrail, 441. — Three Holy
Springs. From Prad to St. Maria in the Miinster-Thal
via Taufers and Miinster, 442.

106. From Nauders to Bregeuz over the Arlberg .... 443
Liinersee ; Scesaplana, 444. — The Montafon ; over the
Fermunt Pass to Guarda, 445. — From Feldkirch to

Buchs. Gebhardsberg; Pfander, 446.

THE GRISONS.

The present Canton of the Grisons (Grauhiinden) was inhabited at the
beginning of the Christian era by the Rhsetians, who were conquered by
the Romans in A. D. 15. After the fall of the Roman Empire Rhatia
came into the possession of the Ostrogoths, and afterwards into that o
the Franks. In the middle ages it became the residence of many noble
families, including the Bishops of Coire, the Abbots of Disentis and Pfii-

fers, the Counts of Montfort, Werdenberg, Planta, and Matsch, and the
Barons of Vatz, Rhazuns, Belmont, and Aspermont, whose ruioed castles
are still seen on the heights. The inhabitants were grievously oppressed
by these magnates , and on several occasions entered into associations
with a view to obtain redress. Thus in 1396 they formed the ^League of
the House of God'' (Lia da Ca Be, or Casa Dt); in 1424 the 'Upper' or ^Orai/
League'' (Lia Grischa) ; and between 1428 and 1436 the 'League of the Ten
Jurisdictions' (Lia deltas desch dretturas). These coalitions gave rise in
1471 to the 'Three Perpetual Leagues ofRhaetia'. In 1512 the confederates
conquered the Val Tellina. which they governed by bailiffs down to 1797.
By the year 1521 more than half the population had" embraced the Reform-
ation, but a powerful minority adhered to the Roman Catholic faith. The
dissensions of these two parties gave rise to the invasion of their country
during the Thirty Years' War by Austro-Spanish aud French armies, but
through the energy of Georg Jenaisch (d. 1639) the land at length recovered
its independence. From the 15th cent, onwards the 'Gray Confederates'
were on friendly terms with the Swiss, and in 1803 their territory was
incorporated with Switzerland as the 15th Canton.

Down to 1848 the canton was divided into 26 small and almost in-

dependent republics , called Hoch-Gerichte fjurisdictions), but these were
abolished by the new constitution. It is now the largest, though not the
most populous, canton in Switzerland (2806 sq.M.; 96,291 inhab.), and it is

remarkable for the variety of its scenery, climate, productions, and
languages, as well as for its national peculiarities and political constitution.
The country consists of an immense network of mountains, furrowed by
about 150 valleys. Barren rocks tower above luxuriant cultivation; wild
deserts, where winter reigns during three-fourths of the year, lie amid
forests of chestnuts, under the deep blue sky of Italy.
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No less varied are the inhabitants in origin, language, religion, and
customa. The population includes 52,842 Protestants and 43,320 Roman
Catholics; 37,708 are of Romanic, 44,271 of Teutonic, and 13,957 of Italian

race. Of the Romanic language there are two distinct dialects : the Ladin
of the Engadine, the Albula, and Miinster valleys, and the Romance or
Romontsch of the valleys of Disentis and Ilanz, the Oberhalbstein, Schams,
etc. This dialect is spoken generally, but German is gaining ground, and
is so well taught in the schools that the younger natives speak it better
than the inhabitants of German Switzerland. Several small Romanic news-
papers appear at Coire, Disentis, etc. — Italian is spoken to the S. of the
Alps, in the valleys of Poschiavo, Bregaglia, Mesocco, and Calanca.

88. Coire.

Germ. Cliur, Ital. Coira, Roman. Cuera.

Hotels. *Steinbock (PI. a; C, 4), on the Plessur, 1/4 M. from the rail,

station, R., L., & A. 4-6, B. IV2, D. 41/2, pens, from 9 fr. ; Lukmanier (PI. b;
D, 2), opposite the post-office, R., L., & A. 4-5, D. 3-4, omnibus a/^ fr. _
Second class: *Wkisse8 Kkeuz (PI. c; D, 2), R., L., & A. 2-2V2, B. ly*,

D. 3, pens. 7-8 fr, ; 'Steen (PI. d; E, 1), R. & A. 2-3, B. 1 fr. ; Rothek
Lowe (PI. e; D, 3), R. 172-2, B. i fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Hofkellekei; Drei
KoNiGE, moderate. — Omnibus from the station to the post-office 30 c.;

luggage over 30 lbs. 20 c.

Restaurants. ^Calanda (Pl. g; D, 2); Eanolari-, at the station (Val-
tellina wine); Rail. Restaurant. — Beer at the Casino (Rothe Lowe); Cafi,

Rhdtia (Franziskaner Leistbrdu); Liiwenfiof, near the market; Rohrer. with
garden, by the Steinbock.

Wines. Valtellina (red, see p. 436), abundant and not dear. Kompleter,
grown near Malans (p. 371) in the valley of the Rhine, near the lower Zoll-

briicke, good but expensive. The ' Landwein\ or ordinary wine of the coun-
try, of which the best is the Herrschdftler., is a good red wine, similar to

Valtellina. Good wine at the Hofkeller, to the left in the Episcopal Court
(see below) , at the Stern (see above), and at Jorimann's, Kornplatz.

Baths (swimming and other) at WilWe., on the Plessur (PI. F, 4; 50 c).
English Church Service at the Swiss Protestant Church.

Coire (1935'; pop. 10,700; 2/3 Prot.), the capital of the Canton

of the Grisons, the Curia Rhaetorum of the Romans, and since the

4th cent, the seat of a hishop, is picturesquely situated on the banks
of the Plessur, which falls into the Rhine 1^2 M. from the town.

Most of the Roman Catholic inhabitants dwell in the Bischofliche Hof.
or 'Episcopal CourV (Pl. E, F, 3), the upper and most interesting

quarter of the town, surrounded with walls. Here rises the epis-

copal ^Cathedral of St. Lucius (Pl. F, 3), part of which dates from
the 8th cent. (adm. to the treasury 1 fr. ; tickets at the parsonage,

to the left of the church).
The columns of the ancient Portal of the Court rest on lions; above

is another lion ; on the columns are Apostles. The Cathedral Portal,
with its projecting slender columns with graceful capitals, is Romanesque.

The Interior is interesting owing to its variety of styles. The aisles

are only about half the height of the nave. The pillars of the latter,

strengthened by semi-columns , have bases adorned, as was usual in the
12th cent., with leaves at the corners and heads of animals, and have
curious capitals of Corinthian tendency. The vaulting is elfected by Gothic
arches, which, in the aisles, are stilted. South Aisle : ^Sarcophagus of
Bishop Ortlieb de Brandts (d. 1494). Altar-piece, a Madonna by Sliimm, a

pupil of Rubens. Tombstone of Count de Buol- Schauenstein (d. 1797), and
opposite, that of his son (d. 1833). South Transept. 1st Altar: above it,

Herodias bv Cranach; in the centre, a Madonna of Riibens't School; the side-
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pictures by the elder Holbein and his school. Richly ornamented altar of
the 5th century. 2nd Altar: altar-piece, a Crucifixion and Saints, of the
German School of the loth cent. ; reliquary of the 16th century. Choik :

'High-altar gilded and richly carved by Jacob Russ (1491). Stalls and a
*Tabernacle of 1484 (the latter attributed to Adam Krafft). The Crypt is a
low chamber with flat vaulting of the 5th century. North Aisle : 1st Altar,

St. Aloysius, by Angelica Kauffmann. Over the central altar, 'Christ
bearing the Cross, by Diirer. Adjacent, the tomb oi Jiirg Jenattch (p. 365).

In the Sacristy is the rich 'Treasury : reliquaries, crucifixes, candelabra,
vestments , etc. ; reliquary in embossed copper (8th cent.) ; reliquary in
the form of a Gothic church, with Christ and the Apostles in the arches
(13th cent.); embroidered stuffs of the Saracenic period; fragments of silk

of the time of Justinian ; Christ and Peter on the sea, a miniature-paint-
ing on lapis-lazuli by C. Dolci. The glass-cabinets contain charters granted
by Charlemagne, Louis le Debonnaire, Lothaire, etc.

Adjoining the church is the old Episcopal Palace (PI. 2; E,

F, 3). The Chapel, one of the earliest of Christian edifices, lies to

the N., within the ancient Roman tower of Marsoel ('Mara in

oculis'), which is connected with the palace. This tower and an-

other named Spinoel (^'Spina in oculis\ containing the 'Hofkeller',

see p. 366; fine view from the windows) form the N. angles of the

'Hof . An ancient tower to the N.W., with the adjacent wall, ap-

pears also to he Roman. The names of these towers imply that the

Rhsetians were overawed by their conquerors.

In the Hof-Platz rises the tasteful Gothic Hofbrunnen (1860).

Behind the cathedral are the Priests^ Seminary of St. Lucius and the

Cantonal School (Pi. F, 3; for both creeds).

Opposite the Prot. St. Martinskirche (PI. 6; D, E, 3), to the

left of the approach to the cathedral-court, is the Rhaetian Mu-
seum (PI. E, 3; Sun. 10-12, gratis; at other times 1 fr.), containing

antiquities, old mural paintings from the episcopal palace (Death

Dance after Holbein), the cantonal library, a natural history col-

lection, etc. In front of the museum is a bust of Dr. E. W. Killias

(d. 1891), the naturalist. — Three windows in the hall of the Rath-

haus (PI. 3; D, 3) contain stained glass of the 16th century. — The
Vazerol Monument, an obelisk in the Regierungs-Platz (PI. D, 2),

commemorates the leagues of Truns (1424), Davos (1436), and Va-
zerol (1471). — The old cemetery in the Grahen-Strasse, now a

public garden (PI. C, 3), contains well-preserved tombstones of the

16-18th cent., and a monument to the poet Gaudenz von Salis-See-

wis (d. 1834), by Kayser of Zurich.

Enviroks. Fine view of the town and the Rhine Valley from the Rosen-

hiigel, on the Churwalden road, V2M. from the Piessur bridge, with pleasant

grounds and a monument to Moritzi, the botanist. Also from the *'Halden-

anlagen' on the Miitenberg. From the 'Hof (p. 366) we follow the Schanfigg

Road (p. 368) to the pavilion at the first bend of the road, then ascend to

the left by an avenue and through wood, with charming views of the town
and environs. Forest-paths ascend to the (3/4 hr.) St. Lucius-Kapelle, situated

under an overhanging rock in the middle of the wood ; to the (l^/t hr.)

Mittelbergweide (3610'), a fine point of view ; to the Kalibrtmner Tobel, and
to other points. — About 1 M. to the N.E. of the town (pleasant path

from the Untere Thor through the 'Steinbruch') is the Liirlibad ("Edtel-

Res'.am'ant Montalin). witli a fiue view toward Ileichenau. We niay then
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follow the new Loe road to the (2/4 M.) lunatic asylum of Waldhavs, the
Fiirstenwald, the romantic Si'aldra Tobel, etc.

On the Pizvkel, a wooded hill to the S. of Coire, a pleasant forest-path
leads from the Churwalden road (p. 380) to the chalet ('JJaiensass') of
(I'/z hr.) Schonegg (rfmts. in May and June). It diverges to the W., Ly
the Rosenhiigel, from the first bend in the road, leading to a finger-post

'nach Schonegg". Fine view of the Vorder-llhein Valley. Another path
diverges to the right from the same road 2 31. from Coire (finger-post), and
leads to the (3/4 hr.) Kanzeli (3837'). Thence to the 'Mmensdsse'. the (2 hrs.)

Spuntiskopfe (6360'), and the (1 hr.) Breibiindenstein (TOSC) , overlooking
the Schanligg Vallev as far as Peist, the Vorder-Rhein Valley, and the Dom-
leschg. — Th& 'Stdtzer Horn (Sim'), 2 hrs. farther to the S", see p. 380.

Bad Passugg, with springs containing iron, soda, and carbonic acid,

lies 3 M. from Coire in the wild valley of the Rabiosa (p. 380). A path
leads to it in IV4 hr. from the Todtengut on the Sand. Or we may ascend
the Churwalden road to the end of the fourth great bend, follow the road
to the left via Araschgen to Bruck (inn . good wine), cross the PLabiosa,

and then ascend (left) to (IV2 hr.) Bad Passugg (2880":, *Hotel), finely

situated on the hillside high above the gorge of the Rabiosa. The springs
are 20 min. higher up, to the right. From Bruck a pleasant path leads
to (I3/4 hr.) Churwalden (p. 380). on the right bank of the Rabiosa, finally

crossing it and turning to the left. — Road to Tschiertschen and bridle-path
thence to Arosa, see p. 370.

The Calanda (9215') is ascended from Haldenstein., 3 M. to the N. of
Coire (p. 67), in "7 hrs. (fatiguing; guide 12 fr.). Guides: Joh. Peter Liit-

scher., G. Batdnjei\ schoolma.''ter, and Andr. Gyger, of Haldenstein. The
night is spent in the Calanda Hut of the S. A. C. (7218'), 41/2 hrs. from
Haldenstein and 2 hrs. below the top. Magnificent view ; more striking on
the ascent from Vattis (p. 72; 7-8 hrs.; more fatiguing: guide 15 fr.).

89. From Coire to Arosa through the Schanfigg-Thal.
Comp. Map^ p. 374:.

From Coire to Arota, 20 M., diligence twice daily in 61/4 (descent
31/2) hrs.; fare 7 fr. 60 c. ; carriage with one horse 30, two horses 50 fr.

Coire., see p. 366. The Schanflgg road ascends the steep slope of

the Mittenherg (p. 367) in long windings, commanding Coire and
the Vorder-Rhein Valley. At (3 M.) the Strela Inn^ below Maladers

(3320'), which is not in sight at first, it enters the wooded and grassy

Schanfigg-Thal. The Plessur, far below in its wooded gorge, is

fed by many affluents from both sides. To the right lies Bad
Passugg; above, on the Churwalden road, is Malix (p. 380). By
the bridge which spans the deep Calfreiser Tobel is a waterfall. The
road goes through a short tunnel below (3 M.) Calfreisen (4095');
to the left, above, rises the ruin oiBernegg. Crossing the Castieler

Tobel, we pass through another tunnel to (1 M.) Castiel (3960';
Hemmi

,
good wine) , a charmingly situated village with a mineral

spring. The road winds up the hillside, crossing the Glasaurer-

Tobel and the Gross-Tobel, with its earth-pyramids, to (31/q M.)
St. Peter (4107'; Lowe; Pens. Badrutt, 4 fr.) and Peist (4382';

inn), and crosses the Peister Tobel ^ the Frauen-Tobel , and the

Orundje-Tobel^ to (31/2 M.) —
14 M. Langwies, or Am Platz (4285'; *H6i.-Pens. Strela, R.2,

B. 1, pens. 4-5 fr. ; Bdr^, the largest parish of the Schanfigg, in

a sheltered site. To the S. opens the Arosa-Thal (p. 369).
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From Langwies to Davos over the Strela Pass, 3V2-4 hrs. (guide,
10 fr., needless; horse 10 fr.). A road ascends through wood on the right
bank of ihe Sapicner BacJi., crosses (1/4 hr.) the Fondeier Bach and (10 min.)
the Sapiimr Bach, and ascends more steeply, at places high up on the
clifl'a. It returns to the right bank of the stream, and leads throui^h
meadows past Dorfli. Schmitten, and (IV2 hr.) Kiipfen (all in the parisli
of SapUn), where the road ends. Bridle-path thence through a treeless
upland valley, finally ascending in zigzags to the (21/2 hrs. from Laiigwies)
Strela Pass (7800' •, fine view), between the Kiipfenfluh (SG50') on the right,
and the Schiahwn (8?00'; easily ascended from the pass in 3/4 hr. ; see
p. 377) on the left. We descend to the (V4 hr.) Schatz-Alp (inn), and to

(1/2 hr.) Davos-Platz (p. 376).

From Langwies to Kublis over the Ddranna Pass, 5 hrs., easy and
attractive. A road ascends to (lV2hr.) Fondei or Strassberc/ (6275'). Then
a bridle-path to the (1 hr.) marshy pass (6970'), between (r.) the Weissfluh
(see below) and (1.) the Kistensiein (8125'). View of the Rhsetikon chain,
etc. We descend the Fideriser Alps to (2 hra.) Contevs (3715'), and follow
tlic road to (IV2 M.) Kiihlis (p. 372). — The Weissfluh (9345') is ascended
in 31/2 hrs. from Langwies, either by Fondei, or liy Sapiin and the Haupter
Alp, near the Strela Pass (easy and attractive; descent if desired to

Klosters or Davos, comp. pp. 373, 375).

Arosa (ca. 5900'), one of the highest summer and winter resorts

in Switzerland, is 6 M. from Langwies by a new road (diligence twice

daily, see p. 368). We descend to the E. to the Sapiiner Bach^

which flows from the Strela Pass (see above), cross the brook, and
ascend through wood on the left bank, passing the (1/9 hr.) gorge

of the Biihlenhach, with its waterfalls. We then gradually descend
to the bridge over the Plessur , and ascend to the (1/2 hr.) Riiti

(4790' ; Pens. Riitihof). The road divides (20 min.j. The new
road winds up to the right, and then leads past the small Schxoarz-

see and the Obere See to the (1 hr.) Post Office (see below). The
old road ('Waldweg'; preferable for walkers) ascends through wood
to the (50 rain.) *H6t.-Pens. SeehofibU^' ; R. from 1 1/2, B. 1, D. 3,

board 5 fr.) and the *Pens. Schiveizerhaus (pens. 7-9 fr. I, both

prettily situated on the little Vntersee , in the Seeyrube, or lower

part of Arosa. On the highroad passing the Obere See (see above)

are situated the other hotels : on the right, the Hot. Rhdtia (5805';

from 6Y2 fr.). Villa Germania , '^Hot.-Pens. Schweizerhof (pens. 6-

8 fr.), ^Hot.-Pens. Rothhorn, opposite the Post and Telegraph

Office (6-7 fr.) ; then, a little below the road, the *H6t,-Pens.

Victoria (5757'; 6-8 fr!), *n6t.-Pens. Hof-Arosa (5V2-6 fr.), *^o«--

Pens. Waldhaus (6-8 fr.); farther on, in the wood, the *Grand-H6tel

(5692'; 120 beds; pens. 8-11 fr.; Engl. Ch. Serv. in the season^.

Above the road are the Pens. Villa Sonneck (5938' ; from 71/2 fr.).

Hot.-Pens. Hohenfels (7-9 fr.), Villa Dr. Herwig, Villa Frisia {JDr.

Janssen; ^feteorological Station), and Sanatorium Arosa (6090').

Farther up, on the road to Inner-Arosa (6070'), at the head of the

wooded region of the valley, are Villa Ziirrer (5905'; pens. 7-9 fr.).

Hotel Believue (5V2-6 fr.), Hotel Garni Brunold (6003'), with the

post-office for Inner-Arosa, and *H6t.-Pens. Arosa-Kulm (6070';

6-81/2 fr.). Most of the hotels are also open in winter (information

Baedrkeb, Switzerland. ISth Edition. 24
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from the Cur-Verein Arosa). Among tlie attractions of Arosa are its

fine pine-vroods fnumerous walks) and its rich Alpine flora. Vis-

itors' tax 1 fr. per week.
From Coike to Akosa we mar prefer the following longer, but delight-

ful ronte (61/2-7 hrs. : road to Tschiert-chen ; diligence daily in 23/4 hrs. ; then

a bridle-path). Road hj Araschgen, Passugg (p. 363), and Prada, to (10 M.)

Tschiertschen (4430'; HOt.-Pens. Alpina. 5 fr. : Bruescfi, good wine). Thence
a good bridle-path (road in construction), affording superb views of the

Schanfigg and Rhine Valley, the Rhretikon chain , Hochwang, and Piz

Kcsch, bv the Churer Ochsenalp (6890') and Maran (see below), to (3V2 hrs.)

Arota. —"Above Tschiertschen a path diverges to the right into the Urden-

Thol, through which we may cither ascend over the Carmenna Pass (see

below), or proceed via the Urdensee and Eornli (see below), to Inner-Arosa

(?uide 8 fr.).

Excursions (guides. Joh. Briisch^^Heinr. Eemrni, Jacob Jtion). From the

Villa Ilerwig by a shady path* or from the Seegrube past the O&ere .See (5705'),

to the 0/2 hr.) "hamlet "of Haran (6102'; Pens.-Restav.rant Hof Maran. pens.

5-7 fr.) and to (I/2 hr.i Alp Pretsch (6560'; fine viewj. —From the Seehof to

the (1 hr.) pretty waterfall in the Welfchtohel. — From the Sanatorium to the

top of the Tsch'vggen (6725'; 1/2 hr.; easv). From the Curhaus to the (1 hr.)

blue Schtcelli-See (6295') and the (3/4 hr.) Aelpli-See (7055'), at the foot of the

Rothhorn (see below). — The Weisshorn (8710'-, 2V2-3 hrs. from the Sana-

torium : 2uide 5 fr.) is an easy and attractive ascent, by Tschuggen and the

MHtlere Hiitte. — Schiesshorn (8533': 3 hrs.: guide 6 fr.), by Furka-Obersdss,

not difficult. — The ^Rothhorn (9790': 5 hrs. ;
guide 15 fr.; splendid view)

is best ascended through the Welschtobel ; the descent past the Aelpli-See

and the Schwelli-See Takes 3-4 hrs. — Thiejerfluh (9135'; 4 hrs.; guide

12 fr.), bv the Fvrkahohe (see below), attractive, and not difficult for experts.
— Sandhubel (9080': S'/z hrs.

;
guide 12. with descent to Wiesen 18 fr.),

through the Welschtobel. also not difficult (comp. p. 379).

Passes. From Arosa to Davos by the Furkahohe (8020') between the

Furkahorn (SOSO*) and Amselfluh (9095'), 4 hrs. to Frauenkirch. 41/2 hrs. to

Davos-Platz (p. 376: guide to Frauenkirch 10, to Davos 15 fr.). — To Coibb
by the Ochsenalp (5-6 hrs. : easy and attractive), see above. A more fatiguing

route crosses the Carmenna Pass (7800'), between the "Weisshorn and Platten-

hom, with a steep descent to the Urden-Thal and to Tschiertschen (guide

8 tr.). — To Parpan over the Urden Fcekli. 4V2-5 hrs., with guide (10 fr.),

repaving; we pass to the S. of the Eornli (8190') to the I'rder Augstberg

(7380'), with its little lake, and cross the Urden Fiirkli (8510'), between the

Parpaner Weissliom and Parpaner Schuarzhorn, to Parpan (p. 3^0). — To
Alveneu (p. 379) through the Welschtobel and across the Furcletta (8455'),

to the E. of the Piz Naira (9420*) ; descent by Alp dil Guert and the Alve-

neuer Maiensdsse: 5-6 hrs., with guide (20 fr.), toilsome but interesting.

90. From Landquart to Davos through the Pratigau

and to Schuls over the Flilela Pass.

Comp. Maps. pp. 370., 37i. 428.

Rh^tian Eait-wat (narrow-gauge line) from Landquart to (31 M.) Davos-
PlnU in 23/4-33/4 hrs. (fares 15 fr. 30 c, 10 fr., 4 fr. 70 c); to (20 BI.) Klostert

n 2-2i;2 hrs. (9 fr. 90, 6 fr. 60 c, 3 fr.). Diligence from Davos-Platz to (31 M.)

SchuU twice daily in summer in 7> '4-71/2 hrs. (12 fr. 55, coupe' 15 fr. 10 c).

Passengers arriving by railway from Landquart find the Fliiela diligence

awaiting them at the" Post Hotel, opposite the Davos-Dorf station. One-
horse carriage from Davos to Schuls-Tarasp 38, two-horse 70 fr., to Land-
eck 80 or 150 fr. This is the direct route from Rorschach and Coire to

the Lower Engadine.
ThePrfttigau ('meadow-valley'; Roman. Val Partem), a long, narrow

valley, is noted for its orchards and its excellent pasturage. At its mouth
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and other places it is covered with the deposits of the Landquart. At its
head and above its sides tower several snow-peaks. Population (Prot.)
about 10,000. German is spoken, but, as in Tyrol, most of the villages
have Romanic names. The Rhaetikon chain, to the N., culminating in the
Scesaplana (see below), separates the Pratigau from the Montafon (p. 445).

Landquart [1730'; Rail. Restanrant), see p. 66, Our train

crosses the Landquart and sweeps round to the E. to (2 M.) Malans
(1865'; Ochsen, well spoken of; Krone; Kreuz), charmingly situated

1/2 M. away, with the chateau of JBodmer. 'Kompleter', the best
wine in the Rhine Valley, is ^rown here. We return to the Land-
quart, and enter the Zlns, a narrow gorge, ^/^M. long, the entrance

to the Pratigau, in which lies (81/2 M-) Felsenbach-Valzeina (1870'),

the second station.

A bridle-path ascends on the right to the (41/2 M.) hamlet of Valzeina
(3670'; *'Curfiaus, unpretending, R. from 2, pens. 4-5 fr.), a summer-resort.
Thence to the top of the Valzeinerspitz or Eaupt (4596'; fine view), 1 hr.,
easy; to the Ciprianxpitz (5833), 21/2 hrs.. by Einter-Valzeina (guide 6 fr.).

A bridle-path leads from Valzeina over the Siurnaboden (4505'), and through
the Schlund-Tobel, to (21/2 hrs.) Zizers (p. 67).

The valley expands. 41/2 M. Seewis-Pardisla.
A road leads hence to the left (diligence twice daily in 1 hr., fare 55c.)

to (21/2 M.) Seewis (2985'; 'Curhaus, pens. 51/2-8 fr.; "Edt.-Pens. Scesaplana,
at the E. end of the village, pens. 6-71/2 fr.), a summer-resort, charmingly
situated on the hillside amidst rich pastures. Pleasant walks to the Tanz-
boden, above the school; to the Markusplatz (1/4 hr.); the Emilim-BriicJce
(1/4 hr.); Marnein (3660'; 3/4 hr.); the Maiensass or chalet of Maian (4282';

1 hr.); Stutz (4230'; I1/4 hr.); Fadera (3477'; 3/4 hr.); and to the Mannas
(3812'; 1 hr.). — Ascents (guides, Christ. Aebli, Chr. Fausch, Jak. Oansner,
Andr. Jost). The Vilan (7808'; 4 hrs. ;

guide 7 fr. ; easy) afi'ords a splendid view.— Scesaplana (9740'; 6V2-7 hrs.; guide 15, with descent to Brand 20,
through the Gauer-Thal to Schruns 30 fr.) , by the Alp Palus and the
(41/2 hrs.) Schamella Club Eut(l\.lQ'\ rebuilt); thence to the top by a steep
path in 2-21/2 hrs. more (comp. p. 445). — Over the CavelUJocTi (7840') to

the Douglas Hut (p. 445), 6 hrs. (guide 12 fr.).

On the slope to the left is the ruin of Solavers. Then, on the

Mil, the church-tower of Fanas. — 5 M. Grusch (2113'; *Krone;
Rosengarteri), on the Taschinesbach. The large embankments here
were constructed in 1847-48 with a view to reclaim the land de-

vastated by the Landquart.

7 M. Schiers (2155'; *Post; Stern; Lowe), a pretty village, on
the left. In 1622 the villagers defeated the Austrians in the church-

yard. As the women chiefly contributed to the victory, they have

since enjoyed the privilege of first receiving the sacrament.
Over the Schweizerthor (7055') or the Dvusenthor (7710') to (8-9 hrs.)

Schruns, see p. 445 (both toilsome, and little used). — Ascent of the Kreuz
(7218') by Faiauna and Stelserberg, 4 hrs.. interesting.

The train crosses the wild Schraubach, and skirts the left bank
of the Landquart, passing through a tunnel of 250 yds. in the

Fuchsenwinkel. 91/2 M. Furna (2360'; Sommerfeld). We then cross

the Farnezabach to"'(10V2 M.) Jenatz (2400': ^Sonne; Krone), a

large village to the right. — 11 M. Fideris (2445'; '^Niggli, plain).

A road (diligence to Bad Fideris thrice daily in iV* hr.) ascends here
to the right to (1 M.) the village of Fideris (2960'; Stern; RatMaut; above
the village, E6t. Kulm, Quadera), where a monument to the judge Schneider,

24*
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the 'Hofer'" of the Vorarlberg, was erected bv Archduke John. To the S.

(3/4 M.) is the prettily situated 'Hdtel Aquatana (3330'; R. & A. 2-3'/2, board
41/2 fr.) ; 3/4 M. farther on are the Baths of Fideris (3580'; R. 1-5, board
5', 2 fr.), situated in a gorge. The water, containing iron, carbonate of soda,
and carbonic acid gas, is beneficial in pulmonary complaints.

The train follows the Landqnart, through a grand rocky and

wooded gorge. To the left, high above, lies the hamlet of Pwfz, with

the ruined stronghold of Castels, destroyed by the 'Gray Confederates'

in 1622. From a pine-clad hill to the right peeps the ruin of Strahl-

egg. We cross the Landquart to the ^amlet of Dalvazza, belonging

to the parish of Luzein higher up, and then the wild Schanielenbach

to (13 M.) Kublis (2690'; *Krone; Steinbock), a pleasant village,

1/4 M. to the E.
From Kcblis to the Montafon (p. 445), over the St. Antonien-Joch

(7860') . 8 hrs. to Gallenkirch , easy. A new road leads to the village of
(3hrs.) St. Antonien (4660': Pens. Madrisa. Pens. Dcinz-Lotscher, both good;
guide, And. Fliitscb). On Partnun-Staffel. IV2 hr. farther up, is the finely

-

situated "Hdt.- Pens. Sulzfluh (5813': modest, pens. 5 fr.) , whence the
"Sulzfluh (9250'; superb view) may be ascended in 3 hrs. (see p. 445;
guide 8, with descent to Schruns 15 fr.). — To Schbuks over the Partnun
or Gruben Pass (7333'). 5 hrs. ; over the Plasseggen Pass (7694'), 51/2 hrs.

;

both without difficulty (guide 12 fr.). — To Langwies by Conters and the
Duranna Pass, 5 hrs., see p. 369.

The train begins to ascend. (Above, to the right, is Conters,

p. 369.) It skirts the N. slope, affording fine views, crosses several

valleys with waterfalls, and passes through a tunnel to (15 M.) Saas
(3260'; Post), and high above the Landquart to (167-2 M.) Serneus-
Mezzaselva (3400'; *H6t. Mezzaselva, at the station, moderate).

A road, descending to the right and crossing the Landquart, leads
hence to the (1 M.) considerable village of Serneus. Up the valley to the
left, on the left bank of the Landquart, is (1 M.) Bad Serneus (3225'; -Guv-
haus, pens, from 5 fr.), with a sulphur-spring. The road thence to (3 M.)
Klosters crosses both arms of the Landquart, and then keeps to the right,
traversing pleasant pastures.

The line ascends, high above the Landquart, and crosses the

Schlappinbach to (I8V2 M.) Klosters-Dorfli (3690'; *Curhaus Klos-

ters-Dorfli, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1 , D. 3
,
pens. 5-6 fr. ; Pens.

Schweizerhaus). From above it we survey the Pratigau ,
with the

finely vaulted Silvretta Glacier at its head ; to the right, the Canard-
horn, (8566') and Gatschieferspitz (8770').

20 M. Klosters (3940' J lies among pleasant pastures and woods,

in a broad valley enclosed by lofty mountains, and is much fre-

quented in summer. It consists of the hamlets of Klosters-Dorfli

(see above), Platz^ 1 M. farther on, with the church, and Briicke^

adjoining, with the station frestaurant). In the last two are the

hotels: *H6tel Silvretta, or Curanstalt Mattli, R., L., & A. 1V2-57
B. 11/4, D. 31/2--^. S. 21/2, tioard 6 fr. ; *Hdt.-Pens. Vereina, R.,

L., & A. 2-5, D. 8V2, S. 21/2- pens. 7-11 fr. ; ^Hot.-Pens. Brosi,

R., L., & A. 2-5, B. 11/4, D. 31/2- pens. 71/2-10 fr., electric light

25 c. extra; *H6t.-Pens. Florin^ pens, from 6 fr. j Pens. Belve-

dere, 6fr., well spoken of; Restaurant A Ipenhof; Weineck. Visit-
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ors' tax 50 c. per week. — The Rutiwald, 1/4 M. from the 'B:ucke',

is well provided with seati.

ExcuKSioNS. (Guides: Leonhard and Christian Guler, Cfiv. and TT'. Jann.
Peter Jegcn^ Peter and Sim. Allemann.) Attractive short ^valk8 to Selfranga
('/4 hr.), Marienhohe (20 min ), Fluhslein (25 min), the Fischweier ('/a hr.),

jEujeCh tr.), Monhiel (1 hr ) the Schwarzsee (IV4 hr.), 0'>ere Riiti (1'/-^ hr.),

Helfranga Monch-Aljrweg-Laret (11,2 hr.). Longer Walks: Fdlti-Bundi-Serneuser-

Schwendi-Casana-Alp (3 hrs.) •, Saaser-Alp (i-31/2 hrs.)-, Maiensdss Schlappina
(2'/2 hrs.); a cent of the Fhih (2 hrs.); through the valley to Monbiel and
hack over the hill (Alp) to Klo tevs-Platz (ca'^ 3 hrs), etc. — To the Sil-

vretta Club Hut (7690'-, 41,2-5 hrs.; guide 7, to the glacier 10 fr.), see p. 3i9.

From the hut to the 'seracs' of the Silvretta Glacier. IV2 hr. there and
back; to the top of the glacier, 3 hrs. — Gotschna (7435', S'/s hrs.; guide
6 fr.), past the Schwarzsee (p. 374) and crossing the meadows of Parsenn;
Gatschiefer (Miicl-enthdlispitz ; 8770'; 4'/2 hrs.; guide 8 fr.), by the Gat-
sdiiefer-Alp; Canardhorn (8566'; 5 hrs., via Novai^ see p 349; guide 9 fr.)

;

Aelpeltispitz (8825'; 4'/j hrs.; 8 fr.). ascended through the Sddappi?i-T/ial

;

Madrisahorn (9283'), via Schlappin in 6 hrs. (guide 15 fr.), Weissfluh (9345';

via Ober-Laret in 5-6 hrs.
;
guide 9 fr.); all these are fine points, free from

difficulty. Casana (8405'; via Parsenn in 4 hrs.; guide 8 fr.) ; the last part
requires a steady head. Pischahorn (9787), by Fe7-et«a, 6 hrs. (guide 10 fr.),

or through the Moni-halp-Thal., 7 hrs. (guide 12 fr.), not difficult (comp.
p. 375). More laborious are the TJngeheuerhdrner (9825'; 4 hrs. from the
Vereina Hut, through the Siiscr-Thal ; 25 fr.) and the Plattenhorner (highest
peak 10,5C8'; 5 hrs. from Vereina; 25 fr.). — The Silvrettahorn (10.655'),

3'/2-i brs. from the Silvretta Hut (p. 374; guide 17, from the hut 10 fr.),

the Signalhorn (10,538'; from the hut 4 hrs.; guide 16 or 9 fr.), and the
= Piz Buin (10,880'; 41/2 hrs. from the hut; guide 20 fr.) present no danger
to experts. More difficult are the Klein-Buin (10,695'; 27 fr.), Verslankla-
hom (10.830'; 45 fr.) , Gross- Litzner (10,208'; 40 fr.), and Gross-Seehorn
(10,223'; 27 fr.)

From Klostees to Lavix ob Scs by the Vereisa Pass, 9-10 hrs.,

with guide (18 fr.). not difficult. A narrow road ascends the right bank
of the Landquart, which is formed by the confluence of the Sardaxca and
Vereina, I'/s hr. above Klosters, and leads by Monbiel to (1^/2 hr.) the
Novai Alp (1770'), on the left bank of the Sardasca. We now follow a
bridle-path to the right, and ascend the Vereina Valley., passing the Stutz-

alp (6158'), to the (2 hrs.) Vereina Hut (6395'; inn in summer), at the mouth
of the Vernela Valley (see below), and to the (V4 br.) Alp Fremdrereina
(6437'), where the valley divides into the Jori-Thal to the right and the
Siiser-Thal to the left. We ascend the latter to the (2'/2 hrs.) Val Torta
or Vereina Pass (8700'). between the Plattenhorner and Piz Fless, opposite
the imposing Piz Linard, and descend the Val Sagliains rapidly by a rough
path to (3 hrs.) Sus oc (3 hrs.) Lavin (p. 429). Or, at the upper end of the
Siiser-Thal, we may turn to the right to the Fless Pass (8045') and thence
descend the Val Fless to the Susa.<!ca Valley and the Fliiela road (p. 375),

3 M. above Siis. A third route, the finest of all, leads through the Jori-

Tial (see above), with the seven Jori Lakes and the extensive Jori Glacier

overshadowed by the Weisshorn (10,130'), and across the Jbri-Fless Pass
(8422') to the Val Fless (to Siis 8'/2hi-s.; 18 fr.). Finally, a fourth route
from the Jori Lakes ascends steeply to the right to the Fliiela-Jori Pass
(about8860') and descends to the (5 hrs- from Vereina) Fliiela Hospice (p. 374j.

To Lavin bt the Fuorcla Zadrell, 8V2hrs. (guide IS fr.), trying but
interesting. From the (31/2 hrs.) Vereina Hut (see above) we ascend the
Vernela Valley, past the cavern of Baretia Balma, to the Filler Glacier,

and over the tirin.r ice to the (272 hrs.) Fuorcla Zadrell {^Vernela Pas.i

or Laviner Jock; 9030'). Steep descent into the Val Laviinioz, to Alp Ma-
raugun, and below the precipices of the Piz Linard by Alp d'Jmmezz and
Alp da Doura to (2V2 hrs.) Lavin (p. 429).

To GuARDA BY THE SiLVRETTA Pass, 10-11 hrs. (guidc 20 fr.), fatiguing,

but eisy for adepts, Eoad to Novai (see above; shorter path on the right
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hank of the Sardasca hy Schwendi and Gar/ivn), and through the Sardasca
Valley to the (3 hrs.) Sardasca- Alp (5413'; rfmts.)^ then a bridle-path to

the (i'/s hr.) Silvretta Club Hut (7690'; ian in summer) on the Medje-Kopf
(8140'j, near the crevassed Silvretta Glacier. We ascend the glacier to the

(3 hrs.) Silvretta Pass (98S5'), to the W. of the Signalhorn (10,538'; then, to

the S.E., we skirt the Klein-Buin (10,695'), cross the La C'udera and Plan-Rai
{ilaciers, and descend over rough rocks and loose stones to the Val Tuoi
and (2i/V3hrs.) Guarda (p. 430). — From the Silvretta Hut to Lavin over
the Verstankla-Thor (9580'), 7 hrs., trying, for adepts only (guide 22 fr.).

To the aiontafon over the Schlappiner - Joch (7 hrs. to Gallenkirch

;

15 fr.), see p. 445. — Over the Ilothe Fnrka (8^32') to the (8 hrs. : 15 fr.)

Madlener-Haut and (3 hrs.) Palenen (p. 445), fatiguing but interesting.

At Klosters the train reverses Its direction. It crosses the Land-
quart, and ascends through the Ruthcald, with a fine view to the

right, to the Drostobel, where it doubles back by means of the

Cavadiirli spiral tunnel, 1/4 M. long. Thence it ascends the steep

Klostersche Stiitz., a wooded hill, with fine views of the Silvretta

Glacier on the left, to (25V2 ^^0 -^«^«* (4740'; buffet). Beyond the

little Schwarzsee (4945'), with the village of Unter-Laret to the left,

we cross the Stiltzhach to (27 M.) Wolfgang, at the top of the pass

(5357'; inn). "We descend through wood, skirt the E. side of the

bavoser See (5125'; 1 M. long), abounding in fish, and drained by
the Davoser Landwasser, and pass the mouth of the Fluela Valley

(see below) to (29 M.) Davos-Dorf (p. 375). Thence on the right

bank of the Landwasser to (31 M.) Davos-Platz (p. 376).

The Fll'ELa Road crosses the Landwasser at Davos-Dorf station.

(Diligence, see p. 370 ; long halt.) To the right, at the head of the

Dischma Valley, rises the beautiful Piz Vadret (10,565'). We ascend

the lonely Fluela Valley, on the right bank of the stream, through

wood, and past the (S^'^M.) Inn Zur Alpenrose (6005') and(ll/2M.)

the Tt^chuggen Inn ( 6370'). to the (4 M.) —
39 M. Fluela Pass (7835'; ""Fluela Hospice, R. 2, B. IV4,

D. 21/2 fr.). On the right lies the Schottensee, with greenish-white

glacier-water, on the left the Schwarzsee, with clear spring-water.

To the N. rises the Weisshorn (10,130'), to the S. the Schwarzhom.
The "Schwarzhorn or Fluela- Sclncarzhorn (10,335'; 3-31/2 hrs. ; guide

from the Fliiela Hospice 6 fr., not needed by adepts), an admirable point,
is not difficult. We descend the road to the E. for 1 M. and then ascend
the Radiln-Thal by a good path to the right, over stones and grass, to the
(iV2 hr.) glacier. This we cross to the (20 min.) base of the peak, and
ascend its steep S. arete to the (^4 hr.) top. Imposing panorama: most
conspicuous from S. to W. are the Piz Vadret. and beyond it the Bernina

,

Piz Dosde, etc.; the Piz Kesch. Piz d'Aela, Tinzenho'rn, Piz Michel (and,
farther off, the Talaisian and Bernese Alps); Lenzerhorn, Todi, Glarnisch,
Sentis. Scesaplana; in the foreground, the Silvretta, the Oetzthaler Ferner,
Piz Lischanna, Piz Pisoc, Ortler; then, the valleys of Fliiela, Dischma,
Davos, and the Lower Engadine with Ardetz and Schloss Tarasp. Descent
to the Diirrboden in the Dischma-Thal (p. 377), over debris and steep
slopes, for experts only, with a guide.

Rich flora on the Fliiela Pass. The S. slopes are brilliant with rhodo-
dendrons in their season. The Primula villosa. Primula farinosa, Alpine
anemones, Empetrum nigrum, the Saxifraga Seguieri, and the Saxifraga
androsacea (near the hospice) also grow here.

The road descends the rock-strewn valley, and crosses the Su-
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sasca at [2V4 M.) Chant Sura, by a road-menders' hut (7143'). To

the right opens the dreary Val Grialetsch, at the head of which rises

the jagged Piz Vadret, with the great Grialetsch Glacier. The road

crosses a torrent from the Val Fless (p. 373) on the left. Behind u3

is the Schwarzhorn. Farther down we cross the stream and pass

through a gallery, beyond which Siis, with its ruined castle, becomes

visible in the valley, with the three-peaked Piz Mezdi (p. 430) above

it. Then a descent in windings (old road to the left shorter) to

(6V4 M.) —
471/2 M. Sus (p. 429)5 thence to (61 M.) Schuls, see R, 102.

91. From Davos to Tiefenkastell (TJmsis),

Landwasser Uoad.

Diligence from Davos-Platz to (23V2 M.) Tiefenkastell daily in 41/2 lirs.

(9 fr. 55, coupe 11 fr. 50 c.) ; to (32V2 M.) Thusis in 6V2 hrs. (13 fr. 15, coupe
15 fr. 80 c). — Extra-Post, with two horses, from Thusis to Wiesen 53 fi\

90 c.; to Davos-Platz 86 fr. 90 c. — One-horse Carriage from Thusis to

Wiesen 80, two-horse 50 fr., to Davos 45 and 80 fr. ; from Davos to Wiesen
13 and 24, Tiefenkastell 25 and 45, Thusis 35 and 65 fr.

The district of Davos (Rom. Tavau)^ a lofty Alpine valley, 8 M. long

and V2 M. broad, with 3800 Prot. inhab., consists of pastures and a few
corn-fields, sprinkled with cottages and chalets. It is enclosed by wooded
mountains, and watered by the Landwasser. Around its five churches
are grouped the hamlets ofDorfli, Am Platz (or St. Johann amPlatz), Frauen-
kirch, Glaris, and, in a lateral valley, Monstein. Down to 1848 thedistrict

was one of the 26 sovereign jurisdictions of the Grisons (p. 365). The
inhabitants are said to have been originally German immigrants, who
settled here in the 13th century.

Railway from Landquart to Davos, see R. 90.

Davos-Dorf. — Hotels. *Grand-H6tel Seehof or Curhaus Davos-

DoRF, sheltered, R., L., & A. 2-6, B. I1/4, D. 3-4, pens. 7-12 fr. ; *Hot.
Fluela & Post, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. IV4, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, pens. 7V2-11 fr.,

for transient guests only; Pens. Hads Herrmann, 5V2-7 fr. ; Pens. Rohden;
Pens. Concordia (frequented by the English); Pens. Gredig; Pens. Muhle-
noF, pens. 6-9 fr. ; Pens. Bellevue: Pens. Moritz-Ragatz, 6-7V2 fr. —
Nede Heilanstalt Davos-Dorf, R. 1-7, board 11 fr. ; Sanatorium Davos,
with de'pendance Villa MatHa ; Basler Sanatorium (Dr. Kilndig)., on a
height at the mouth of the Fliiela-Thal, V* M. to the E. of the rail, station.

Davos-Dorf (5164') is prettily situated at the base of the Schia-

horn (8900'). Opposite, at the head of the Dischma Valley, to the

S.E., is the Scaletta Glacier with the Piz Vadret (p. 377) ; and to the

left rises the Schwarzhorn (p. 374).
Pleasant walk to the (10 min.) Davoser See (p. 374). On its N. side

(1/2 hr.) is the *Pens.- Restaurant Hohenwald, pleasantly situated on the
margin of the forest, with shady promenades, rowing and sailing boats, etc.

— The Weissfluh (9345' ; via Meierhof; in 41/2 hrs. ;
guide advisable) is a

fine point of view (alternative descent to Langwies
, p. 369, or Klosters-,

p. 372). — The Pischahorn (9785'; 51/2 hrs.
;
guide 10 fr.) is ascended without

difficulty via Tschuggen., see p. 373.

The railway to (I3/4 M.) Davos-Platz turns towards the canal-

ized Landwasser and follows the embankment on its right bank for

about 11/2 M.
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DavOS-Platz. — Hotels. 'CuRHAUs Davos, R., L., & A. 2V-/-6, B. IVi;.

lunch 3, D. 4, board from l^j-z fr. ; *Geakd Hotel Belvedere, with a large

terrace ('Solarium')., R., L , & A. from 3, B. l'/2, lunch 3'/;;, D. 5, pens,

from 81/2 fr.:, 'Hot. -Pens. d'Angletekre, R., L., <fc A. from 3. D. 4, pens,

from 8 fr. ; "Hot. Victoria (English), R. S'/^-G, pens. SV2-I6V2 f"-
',
'Hot.-

Pens. Buol, R., L., <t A. 3-5, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, pins. 6V2-llV2fr. ; Deuischer
Hor, R., L., & A. 2-4, D. 3-3J/2, pens. 7-10 fr. ; *H6t.-Pens. Strela, 51/2-8 fr.

;

*Schweizerhof, -Hith cafo-restaurant, pens. 8V2 15 fr. ; *Villa Christiana,

pens, from 61/2 fr.-, *H6t.-Pexs. Charlottenhof , f:naly situated, pens.

5-71/2 fr. -, *Post. E. 2-3. B. I1/4, pens. 6-10 fr. •, 'Hot. Eh.etia, R., L., & A.

2-6, B. 11/4, pens. 71/2-I2 fr. ; *Davosee Hof, near the station, R. 2, B. 1,

D. 2-2i/.i fr., for transient visitors; •Hot.-Pen.s. Bahnhof & Gelria, op-

posite the station, pens, from 7 fr. ; H6t.-Pen8. L(3we, 41/2-6 fr. ^ Hot.-Pens.

Bergadlek, R., L., <t A. 2-6, pens. 7V2-12fr.; Rathhaus, pens. 51/2-7 fr.
;

Hot.-Pens. Last; Hot.-Pens. Fret, 7-12 fr. •. Centralhof; Tobelmdhle
Hotel, for transients, pens. 6-81/2 fr. — Pensions. Eisenlohr, 61/2-I2 fr. •,

Villa Collina, 6V2-II fr. •, Villa Dora-, Villa FCrsten'ac, 6-8 fr. ; Chalet
RiicDEL ; Kkoymann (for ladies) \ Villa Wetzel ; Villa Weyermann -, Villa
Ekica; Villa Pravionan (Rom. Ca^h.)

;
Quisisana : Villa Holsteix,

6-10 fr. ; Villa Daheim, 6-8 fr. : Villa Schelling, 6-8 fr. ; Richmond;
Bkthanikn (for ladies), 51/2-71/2 fr.

Institutions. "Dr. Turbans Sanatorium for consumptive patients, at

the S.W. end of the village, on an elevated site, R 2-6, board 4 fr., includ-

in : medical attendance; Evangelisches Diakonissenhaus , for poor patients

;

Villa Magdalena (Dutch): Easier Sanatorium^ Heilanstalt Davos-Borf^ Sana-
torium Davos, these three in Davos-Dorf (p. 37.5). — Mr. F. Faris-Barlow"s
School for delicate boys (130-140Z. per annum). Similar houses are the

Fridericianurn, for boys, and Frl. Dickes's School, for girls.

Cafes & Restaurants. Curhaus (see above), vv'ith large billiard and
reading room; Cafd-Restaurant Framiscaner; Restaurant Alpina; Schweizer-

hof, see above; Gentiana^ Elsener., these two luncheon-rooms.
Cursaal and Cur -Garten at the Curhaus (tickets at the hotels);

concerts in the afternoon and evening, theatrical performances thrice a
week in winter (open only to guests of subscribing hotels). — Visitors''

and Mmic Tax., I1/2 fr. weekly.

English Chcrch (St. Luke's): chaplain. Rev W. J- S. Emery., M. A. —
Engli.su Physician, Dr. W. R. Bujgard. — Information at the Curverein

Davos-Piatz.

Carriages. One-horse, to Davos-Dorf 3 fr.. two-horse 5 fr. ; to Spina-

bad, Glaris, and Clavadel 6 or 12. Tschuggen 10 or 18, Hoffnungsau 10 or

18. Fliiela Hospice 14 or 26, Wiesen 13 or 24, Tiefenkastell 25 or 45,

Thusis 35 nr 65, Coire via Churwalden 35 or 65, Tarasp 38 or 70. Samaden
50 or 9>. Pontresina or St. Moritz 56 or 100, Nauders 60 or 105, Landeck
80 or 150, Weran 130 or 240 fr. — An Omnibus plies between Davos-Platz
and Davos-Dorfli hourly; 30 c., there and back 50c.

Davos-Platz (5115'; pop. 4780), the capital of the district and

of the ancient league of the ten jurisdictions, with picturesque houses

scattered among the pastures, is a favourite winter-resort oL con-

sumptive patients, and attracts visitors in summer also. It is

sheltered by lofty mountains from the N. and E. winds, and the

air is remarkably pure and dry. The mean annual temperature is

36" Fahr. (winter 21", summer 51"). In winter the weather is

generally calm, and the power of the sun is often so great that it

is comfortable to sit in the open air even when the thermometer is

below zero. Skating and tobogganing are actively pirsued in winter,

and an international Skating competition is held annually in the rink

opposite the Curhaus (ca. 24 000 sq. yds. in area). — The mountains
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enclosing the Davos Valley are the Scliiahorn (see belo\v) and its

foot-hills on the W., and the Jakohshorn (8510'), Jatzhorn (8818'),

Thalihorn (8840'), and Seehorn (7352'; overtopped by the Hornli,

8034') on the E. At the head (S.) of the valley rises the slender

Tinzenhorn (10,430'), with the Piz Michel (10,375') to the W. of

it. — The hall of the handsome Rathhaus contains old weapons,

stained glass, and other curiosities. — John Addington Symonds
(d. 1893) lived for many years at Davos, and wrote most of his

books here.

Walks. — To the Waldhaus (Hot. -Pens.), at the entrance to the

Bischma Valley, ^|^\ir..— To the Gemsjdger. passing Dr. Turban"s Sana-
torium, V2 hr. Good survey of the valley, Davos Lake, and the surround-
ing mountains. — The ~>^chatzalp (G150':, inn; large hotel and wire-rope
railway in construction) is reached in 1 hr. by a beautiful forest-path,

beeinning above the Curhaus. We may return by the old zigzag path on
the left side of the Gnggertohel. — Strela-Alp (6i95'), lV4hr. ^ (iviine Alp
and Ischa-Alp. each 1 hr. — Flilela Waterfall, near the Fliiela road, l'/,; hr.

;

a board on a telegraph-post indicates the wood-path (r.) to (5 min.) the fall.

— To Frauenkirch. ^'i hr. ; baths of Clavadel (see below), 3/* ^^^

Ascents (guides : J. and Chr. Eiigi, Chr. Clavadetscher, Georg Valer.,

Joh. Kaufmanii, Joh. Bandlin, and JIans Kasper ; Joh. Luzi of Davos-Dorf).

—

*Schiahom (8900'), 3'
'2 hrs. (guide Tfr.)-, easy and repaying. From the

Schatzalp (see above) we pass over Alpine pastures (path marked in red)

to the (21/2 hrs.) Slrela Pass (7800': see p. 369). whence a good zigzag path
leads to the right to (1 hr.) the summit. Fine view of the Davos, Sertig,

and Dischma valleys, the Silvretta, Adula, and Bernina groups, the Pthseti-

kon. and the Albula group. — Alteingrat ((810'). by Glavis, 4I/2 hrs., not dif-

ficult fguide 9 fr.): easllv ascended from Wiesen also, via the Alvascheiner
Alp (p. 379). — ^'Schwa'fzhorn (IO..S80'). from the Fliiela Pass in 3 hrs.

(6 fr.), see p. 374. — Piz CrinJetsrh (10,270': 31/2 hrs. : 14 fr.), from the Diirr-

boden (see below) via the f>caleUa Pass, and the Little Scaletta and Vall'ivgin

Glacier, not difficult. — Piz Vadret (10,565'). by the Scaletta Pass in 6 hrs.

(guide .35 fr.), an interestins glacier-expedition for experts. — Hoch-Ducan
(10.060'J, from (21/2 hrs.) Sertig-Dorfli (p. 378), 4V2-5 hrs. (20 fr.), difficult

and fatiguing. — Kiihalphorn (10,108': 4 hrs. ; 12 fr.), from Sertig-Dorfli by
the Kiihalp Glacier., not difficult.

Feom Davos to Scaxfs over the Sc^u.etta Pass, SVzhrs., attractive

(direct route from Davos to the Upper Engadine ; marked bridle-path

;

guide 16 fr. ; not essential). From Davos-Platz we follow the road past
the WaWiaui (see above), turn to the left into the Dischma Vatlev. which
is well wooded in its lower part, and reach (3 hrs.) the Diirrboden (6598';

'Inn, rustic). Fine view of the Scaletta Glacier. To the left rises the
Schwarzhorn (10,335') , ascended hence in 4 hrs. (better from the Fliiela

Pass, p. 374). The path, latterly steep, ascends in 2 hrs. more to the
Scaletta Pass (8590'), between the Kuhalphorn (10.110') and the Scaletta-

horn (10,065'). A ruined hut at the top. View limited. Descent, steep at

places, but enlivened by waterfalls and views of the ice-clad lateral val-

leys, to the Alp Fontauna (7210'; see p. 373), and through the Val Sul-

sanna to (2^/2 hrs.) Sulsanna (two poor inns) and (1/2 hr.) Capella, in the
Inn Valley, ii/2 M. from Scanfs (p. 428).

From Davos to Langtcies by the Strela Pass (4 hrs.
;
guide, 10 fr., not

essential), see p. 369 ; to Arosa by the Fvrkahdhe (41/2 hrs. ; 12 fr.), see p. 370.

Over the Sertig Pass to Bergdk (81/2 hrs.) ok Scanfs (9 hrs.), an
attractive route, esp. in conjunction with the Fuorcla d'Eschia, and prefer-

able to the Scaletta Pass (road as far as Sertig-Durfli: guide, 15 fr., not
necessary for experts with special map). The road diverges to the left

from the Frauenkirch road, 1 31. to the S. of Davos-Platz, crosses the Land-
wasser. enters the prettv, wooded Sertig Vallev, and leads past (2 M.) the

sulphur-baths oi Clavadel (5460'; Curhaus, pens. 572-9 fr, ; Villa BoUevue,
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a ddpendance of the Curhaus, from 5 fr.) and many scattered chalets to

(4 M.) Sertig-Dorfli (6102'; Inn zum Bergfiihrer), with the church of the

valley. Above the village, 'Hinter den Ecken', the valley divides into the
Duca'n-Thal to the right, from v^hich a fatiguing route crosses the Ducan
Paix (8763') to Filisur, and the Kuhalp-Thal to the left, through which our
path now ascends. At the head of the valley, where the path is lost (l'/4hr.),

we cross the stream to the right and ascend to the 8.W. over turf and
screes, where the path re-appears, to the (IV4 hr.) Sertig Pass (9062'). Fine
view of the Porchabella Glacier and Pit Eesch (see belowj to the S. We now
descend to the right past the Raveisch Lakes., where a bridle-path begins,

and through the Val Tuors to the chalets of Chadavuot (6106'J, whence a
new road leads to (3 hrs.) Bergiin (p. 406); or we may descend from the
pass to the S. through the Val Sertig and Val Fontauna to the (I'/a hr.)

Alp Fontauna (see p. 377) and to (21/2 hrs.) Scanfs (p. 428). Experts will

lind it much more interesting to ascend from the head of the Val Fon-
tauna through the Val del Tschuvel (Val Porchabella) to the (13/4 hr, from
the Sertig Pa's) Kesch-Hiltte (3630': inn in summer), finely situated at the
foot of the Porchabella Glacier. A grand route crosses this glacier and
the Fuorcla d'Eschia (9868') to (5 hrs.) Zuoz (p. 428). The -Piz Kesch
(11,220') may be ascended from the Fuorcla in IV2 hr. or from the Kesch
Hut in 3 hrs. by adepts (guide 15, from Davos 30 fr.). Comp. pp. 406, 423.

The Landwasser Road crosses several torrents, with their broad

stony deposits, and follows the right side of the valley, studded with

houses and chalets. In front of us rises the tooth-like Tinzenhorn

(p. 405). 21/2 M. Frauenkirch (5060' 5 *Post, pens. 5-7 fr.), protected

from avalanches by a bulwark, with a picturesquely situated little

church. To the left opens the Sertig Valley, in which lies Clavadel

(p. 377). The valley contracts. We cross the Landwasser near

(11/2 M.) Spinahad (4816'), a sulphur-bath (plain, but good; R. 2,

B. 1, pens. 51/2-'^ ^^Oi prettily situated amidst pines. Here begins

the canal, which conducts the water of the Landwasser to work the

new Davos electric works at Glaris. 3/^ M. Glaris (4785'; Post),

scattered on the pastures of the right bank. A road to the left, ^/^ M.
lower down, leads to (I72 ^^^0 t^e mountain-hamlet of Monstein

(5250'; *Curhaus, no invalids received, pens. 5-6 fr.). — The road

follows the wooded valley, on the left bank, in view of the Piz Michel

(p. 405), to the (21/2 M.) Schmelzboden Hoffnungsau (4362'; inn), a

deserted foundry. To the right rise the steep, stony, and pine-clad

slopes of the Zixge.

Below the foundry the valley contracts to a wild gorge. The
road (Zugenstrasse) follows the left bank for 3/^ M. more , leads

through a tunnel and an avalanche-gallery, crosses to the right bank,

and begins to ascend. Three more tunnels and another avalanche

gallery. The *Bdrentritt. a projecting platform, 250' above the Land-
wasser, affords a striking view of the grand and wild valley, with

the Sdgentohel Fall., 105' high, on the right. We cross the Sdgen-

tohel and Briickentobel, and ascend in long windings to (2^/4 M.)—
13 M. Wiesen (4770'; *H6t.-P€ns. Bellevue^- Palmy, open the

year round, pens. 6-8 fr.), on the sunny slope high above the Land-
wasser, a summer-resort, sheltered from the N, and. N.E. winds.

To the S., beyond the Landwasser gorge, on the green slopes of
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tlie Stulsergrat (8790'}, lies Jenisberg. Farther off are the huge
Timenhorn (10,430') and the Piz Michel (10,375').

Walks. By Siisswinkel to the upper Briickentdbel and the Muhlentohel,
with waterfalls (20 min.)- — To the Tie/entobel (see below), 20 min. •, from
the road a beautiful view of the Tinzenhorn, Piz Michel, and Piz d'Aela

;

farther on is (40 min.) Schmitten. Beyond the Tiefentobel we may descend
to (1/4 hr.) Bodmen (4162'), with its ruinous houses

; pleasant forest-path
thence into the gorge of the Landwasser. to the Theerhiitte, and to the Leid-
hoden (20 min.); cross the Landwasser by a rickety bridge. Then either
cross another bad bridge farther up, and return to (3/4 hr.) Wicsen ; or,
from the first bridge, ascend to the left until we have passed a barn
and some old stables, where the steep path turns to the right, leading
above the former route, and through fine larch-forest and pleasant glades
to (1 hr.) Filisur (p. 406).— To the (V2 hr.) '^Jenisberg Bridge (3900'), 273' above
the Landquart. A few paces to the left, this side the bridge, we have a
fine view of the Kdmeli Waterfall. From the bridge a steep ascent to (IV4 hr.)
Jenisberg (5010'); then by a path, very rough at places, high above the
Ziigenstrasse, with views of the Davos valley, to the (IV4 hr.) Schmelzbodm
Hoffnungsau (p. 378). — To the (^A hr.) "Bdrentritt., and by the romantic
Ziigenstrasse to Hoffnungsau (p. 378). — The Wiesener Alp (6310'; good
forest-path, IV2 hr.) is a fine point of view; better still the "Sandhubel
(9080'). ascended from the Alp in 2V2 hrs. (bridle-track j comp. p. 370). —
Alteingrat (7810'; 3 hrs.), see p. 377.

Beyond Wiesen (1 M.) the road crosses the profound Tiefentobel

(with a large avalanche -bulwark above it), and passes through a

tunnel. The church of (2M.) Schmitten, Roman. Farrera (4150'

;

Adler; Kreuz; Krone'), on a green hill, now becomes visible. In the

valley, below the village, the Albula joins the Landwasser.

To Filisur (p. 406). A path, diverging to the left from the road, near
the church, descends in a wide curve, crosses the Schmitterbach (im-
passable after rain) , and joins the Albula road near the (V2 hr.) Land-
wasser bridge, beyond Bad Alveneu. — From Wiesen by the Leidboden
to (IV2 hr.) Filisur (boy as guide), see above.

The road crosses the Schmittertobel to (II/2 M.) Alveneu, Rom.
Alvagne (3887') ; to the S.E., a pleasant view of the Bergiin Valley,

separated from the Landwasser Valley by the Stulsergrat (8790') ; in

the background, Piz Uertsch (10,740'). The road soon descends in a

long bend into the large Crapanaira Tobel, where it divides. The
Coire road follows the hillside, and crosses a covered wooden bridge
at the foot of the castle of Belfort (3575'), destroyed in 1499, a pic-

turesque ruin on an almost inaccessible rock. Then (3 M.) Brienz
(3713') and (2 M.) Lenz (p. 381). — The road to Tiefenkastell

descends to (21/2 M.) Bad Alveneu (p. 405), in the Albula Valley,

and leads via Surava to (31/2 M.) —
231/2 M. Tiefenkastell (p. 403) ; thence to Thusis through the

Schyn Pass, see p. 402.

92. From Coire to Tiefenkastell via Churwalden.
18 M. Diligence in summer 4 times daily (Julier and Albula routes,

pp. 379, 376) in 41/4 hrs. (7 fr. 25, 8 fr. 70 c). — Onk-horse Careiage from
Coire to Churwalden 10, two-horse 19 fr. ; to Parpan 15 or 30, Lenzerheide
20 or 35, Tiefenkastell 25 or 40 fr. Electric railway projected.
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Coire (1935'), see p. 366. By the Steinbock Hotel the road crosses

the Plessur anrl ascends in windings (short-cuts), \\lth views of the

town, Rhine Valley, and Calanda. To the E. opens the Schahfigy

(p. 368), watered by the Plessur. A finger-post IV4 M. from Coire

indicates the route to the left to Bad Passugg (p, 368), and another,

3/4 M. farther on, tlie way to the Kdnzeli (p. 368). We ascend the

valley of the Rabiosa, which falls into the Plessar far below, and pass

Malix (3800'; with a mineral spring) and the ruin of Strassberg.

61/9 M. Churwalden (3975'; *Curhaus Krone, R., L., & A. 2-5,

D. 4, pens. 7-11 fr.; *H6t. Gengel, R. & A. 21/2 fr-; *H6t. Mettier,

pens. 7fr. ; Pens. Hemmi; *H6t. Rothhom, R. 1-2, L. 1/2? B. 1,

D. 21/2, ^oard 4 fr. ; *Weisses Kreuz, R., L., & A. IV2-2V2, B- 1,

P, 21/2, pens. 4-6 fr.), a health-resort, with an old church and the

former monastery of Aschera , lies picturesquely in a narrow valley.

The road ascends more rapidly. The footpath, through wood at

first, runs on the left bank of the stream, which it crosses near —
81/2 M. Parpan (4957' ; *Curhaus ^^ Post, R., L., & A. from 31/2,

pens. 7-9 fr.; *H6t. Stdtzerhorn, pens. 6-8 fr.), a pleasant Alpine

village in an open situation. The ancestral mansion of the P>uols

(end of i6th cent.) contains various mediaeval relics.

Pleasant walk to the (21/2 hrs.) Churer Joch (6686'), at the foot of the

Gurgaletsch: view of Coire, the Rhine Valley as far as the Sentis, etc.

The *Statzer Horn (Piz Raschil ; 8460'; 3 hrs., without guide), a favourite

point of view, the highest peak of the range between the valley of Chur-
walden and the Domleschg (see p. 382), is ascended from Parpan by the S.

A. C.'s bridle-path. Beyond the hamlet of Sartuns wc ascend straight on,

not to the right. Inn at the top falling to decay. Grand panorama of the
valleys of Schanfigg, Churwalden, Oherhalbstein, Schams, Domleschg, and
the Vorder-Rhein as far as Ilanz •, of the Rhsetikon Chain, Calanda, Todi,
St. Gotthard , Piz Beverin , Rheinwald Glacier, Piz Tambo , Bernina,.

Albula, etc. (Panorama by A. Hcim.) Rich flora. The descent on the
Domleschg side is longer, the last part fatiguing, but cannot be mistaken:
by the Alps of Raschil and Schall to the chalets of Almens, and then to

the left to Scharans and Thusis in the Rhine Valley (4 hrs. in all). Moun-
taineers may descend by Obervatz to the Solis Bridge (p. 403).

From Parpan to Arosa, 41/2 hrs., see p. 370.

On the top of the pass (5090') we obtain a fine view of the

Oherhalbstein Mts. ; to the right are the hills above the Schyn Pass,

to the left the Lenzer Horn (9550') and the adjacent Piz Michel

(10,375') ; behind us, the Calanda (p. 368). We descend to Valbella

and Canals, pass several tarns and the Heidsee (4880'), embosomed
in forest (*Chalet-Restaurant, on an island, pens. 4-5 fr.), cross the

wooded Lenzer Heide, Rom. Planeira, to Lai (Post, pens. 4-5 fr.)

and the diligence-station of (2^/4 M.) —
111/4 M. Lenzerheide (4775'; '''Hdt.-Pem. Lenzerhorn, pens.

5-6 fr.; *CurhausPost, R.,L., & A. 1V2-3, pens, from 5 fr.), a health-

resort (lodgings in several chalets).

The -Aroser Rothhom (079O'j 31/2 hrs.-, guide 10 fr.), a splendid point
of view, is ascended hence by a club-path (comp. p. 370J. — The *Lenzer
Horn (9550'; 3% hrs.; guide) is also easy and attractive. — The Stdtzer

Horn (8i60'; 3 hrs.), see above.
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Travellers bound for the Schyn Road take a road to the right at Lai
0/2 M. tu the N. of the Curhaus), leading over the Heidbach to (50miu.) Ober-
vaiz (4015'), before reaching which we keep to the left so as to avoid the
paths to Lain, higher up. We then descend abruptly by Zoi'ten and Hivaigl
tu (40 min.) the Solis Bridge (p. 403).

1472 M- Lenz, Rom. Lansch (4285' 5 Krone or Post), an impor-

tant military point before the Spltigen road was made. The Due de

Rohan in 1635, and Lecourbe in 1799 took up a position here

against the Austrians. — The Alhula Road diverges here to the

left from the Julier Road, and descends by Brienz (p. 379) and
through the Crapanaira Tobel to (17 M.) Alveneu-Bad (p. 405).

Our road descends in numerous windings (short- cuts), over-

looking the Oberhalbstein, with the Heinzenberg to the W., beyond
the Schyn Pass. On a height in the foreground is the village of

Alvaschein (p. 403); beyond the Schyn Pass lies Stiirvis (p. 403);
and far below is Tiefenkastell. Near the farm of Vazerols, to the

right, below the road, is a small monument on the spot where the

Three Leagues took the oath of eternal union in 1471 (comp. p. 365).

At the bottom of the valley we cross the Albula to —
18 M. Tiefenkastell (p. 403).

93. From Coire to Thusis.
Comp. Maps. pp. 374, 384:.

17 M. Rh^tian Railway in l-li/s hr. ; fares 5 fr. 60, 4 fr. 20 c, 2 fr.

(return 9 fr., 6 fr. 75, 3 fr. 15 c). — This narrow-gauge line (opened in 1896)

is the continuation of the line from Davos by Landquartto Coire (pp. 370, 67),

and since its completion Thusis has become the chief starting-point fur

the Engadine diligences (the drive being now 2V4 hrs. shorter than from
Coire). Shortest routes to Silvaplana. Sils-Maria, Maloja, and .St. Moritz
by the Julier, and to Samaden and Pontresina by the Alhula.

Coire, see p. 366. The station of the Rhsetian line is to the W.
of the United Swiss station (p. 67). The line crosses the Plessur

and approaches the Rhine. 2^/2 M. Felsberg ; the village lies beyond
the Rhine, at the foot of the Calanda (p. 368), and is menaced with

destruction
,
part of the rock above it having fallen in 1850. —

33/4 M. Ems (1880'; Railway Hotel), a large village with a church

and scanty ruins on two hills. — From (5^2 ^0 Reichenau-Tamins

(buffet) an iron bridge crosses the Rhine to Reichenau (1935';

*Adler, R. 21/2, B- IV4 ^^- 5 carriages for hire), a hamlet at the union

of the Vorder- and Hinter-Rhein. Best view of the rivers from a

pavilion in Dr. von PLanta's garden, adjoining the Adler. At their

junction the Vorder-Rhein, though superior in volume, is driven

back by the impetuous Hinter-Rhein, which descends from the Ber-

nardino. To the "W. towers the snowy Brigelser Horn. The pleasant

garden is open to visitors ; curious old Inscription on the gardener's

house. The old Chateau of the Bishops of Coire, opposite the en-

trance to the garden, now belongs to Dr. Alfred von Planta. In 1793
Louis Philippe sought refuge here under the name of Chabot, and
his room and other memorials still exist (fee 1 fr.).
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Travellers making a short stay at Eeichenau should ascend the ^Church
Bill of Tamins (p. 384 ; 20 min. from the rail, station). — From Eeichenau
to Disetitis, and over the Obei-alp to Andermatt^ see R. 94; over the Kun-
kels Pass to Ragatz, see p. 72.

The railway crosses the Hinter-Ehein "by an iron hridge just

above its junction with the Vorder- Rhein, across which the road is

carried from Reichenau by a new iron bridge. The line then ascends,

describing a wide bend round a rocky knoll , and turns to the S.

through a deep cutting. — 8 M. Bonaduz (2145' ; Hot. Oberalp,

Railway Hotel^ both near the station ; Degiacomi, Post^ in the vil-

lage), pleasantly situated on a fertile plateau. To the S. in the back-

ground tower Piz Beverin and Piz Curver; to the N.E. the Calanda.
— Road to Ilanz via Versam, see p. 385 ; to the left, on the Rhine,

is the Chapel of St. George, adorned with ancient frescoes.

The valley, called Domleschg, Domliaschga, or Tomiliasca (the

W. side Heinzenberg, Romanic Montagna), through which the line

to Thusis runs on the left bank of the Hinter-Rhein, is 7 M. long

and 2 M. wide. The Rhine formerly occupied nearly the whole val-

ley, but is now confined between large embankments. The sides of

the valley are remarkably fertile, while on the right bank castles

peep down from almost every hill and rock.

91/4 M. Ehazuns (2125'), with a handsome chateau of the Vieli

family, on a rock rising from the Rhine. Farther on, both train and
road run high above the broad gravelly bed of the river, on the right

bank of which is the ruin of Nieder-Juvalta. From (12 M.) Eothen-
brnnnen a bridge crosses the Rhine to the (3/4 M.) baths of that

name (*Curhaus, pens. 5 fr.), containing iron, iodine, and phos-

phorus, and specially adapted for children's ailments. They lie at

the foot of steep rocks; adjacent is the ruin of Ober-Juvalta. On
the road, to the right of the railway, is Realta[20bS' ;

Gasthaus zur

Rhein-Oorrection), with the ruin of Nieder-Realta. Opposite, on
the right bank of the Rhine, on rocky hills, are the chateau of Orten-

stein (restored) and the church of St. Lorenz, picturesquely situated

;

farther on, near Paspels, are the ruins of Alt-Sins and Neu-Sins and
the chateau of Canova. — From (I31/2 M.) Rodels - Furstenau a

bridge crosses the Rhine to the villages of these names on the right

bank; above Rodels is the chateau oi Rietberg. — The line now
threads a boggy district covered with brushwood; to the right, on
the road, is the large cantonal Reformatory. Beyond (15 M.) Cazis

or Katzis (2185'; Kreuz) we pass a nunnery on the right, and the

venerable little church of St. Martin on the left. Beautiful scenery

:

to the S. rises the snowy Piz Curver (9760'); beyond it, to the left,

is the Schyn Pass, with the Piz Michel (10,31 6'') in the background;

to the N. the Ringelspitz (10,660') and the Trinserhorn oiPizDolf
(9935'). About 3/4 M. to the E. the Albula falls into the Rhine;
beyond it lies the charming village of Scharans.

From Cazis diligence daily in II/2 hr., via Schauenherg and Tartar., to

(372 ^I ) Sam (3865'; "Pens. Ileinzeiiberg), pleasantly situated among sunny
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meadows on tlie slope of the Heinzeiiherg. The Prixtzer Hdhe (6965'). the
liighest point of the Heinzenherg, is easily ascended hence in 2V2-3 hrs.,

with guide. Splendid view.

Near Thusis, above the pleasant village of Masein, stands the

chateau of Nieder-Tag stein.

17 M. Thusis. — Hotels. *H6t.-Pens. Via Mala, at the upper end

of the town, with garden, R., L., & A. 4-6, B. IV2, lunch 4, D, 5, pens. 9V'^
12 fr. ; Post Hotel, near the station, R., L., & A. SVa-iVz- B. IV2, lunch 3,

pens. 8-10 fr.; ^Rh^etia, R., L., & A. 3-4, B. IV2, D. 4, S. 3, pens. 7-10 fr.;

"Weisses Keeuz, R. 2V2-3, D. 3, pens. 6V2-7fr.; Hot. Splugen, R. 2V2-3,
B. 11/4, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, pens. 6V2-8 fr. ; Gejisli, plain. — Beer at the ^Felsen-

keller^ on the RosenbMl (to the right of the entrance to the Via Mala ; tine

view). — One-hokse Carriage to the third bridge of the Via Mala and back,
2 pers. 6, 3 pers. 8 fr., two-hoese 12 fr. ; to Andeer 131/2, I6V2, or 241/2 fr.

;

to Spliigen 271/2 or 50 fr. ; to Schyn (Solis Bridge) 7, 9, or 14 fr.; to Tiefen-

kastell 131/2, I6V2, or 241/2 fr. (fees included). — English Church Service in

the Swiss Church.

Thusis (2450'; pop. 1098), Rom. Tusaun, beautifully situated

at the foot of the Heinzenberg, and at the junction of the Spliigen

and Schyn roads, is well adapted for a stay and as a starting-point

for excursions. Just above it the turbid Nolla falls into the Rhine,

the valley of which seems as if terminated here by lofty mountains.

A rock on the opposite bank of the Rhine is crowned with the

ruined castle of Hohen-Rhatien or Hoch-Realta (Hoch-Ryalt), 807'

above the river, the oldest in Switzerland, founded, it is said, in

B.C. 589 by the legendary Rhaetus, leader of the Etruscans when
retreating before the Gauls. On the N. side of the rock is the dilap-

idated Church of St. John, the oldest Christian church in the valley.

Walks and Excursions (guide, Daniel Pappa). To the (5 min.) Bosen-

biihel (see above); to the Belvedere (40 min.); to the Boval wood (1/4 hr.);

to the -Via Mala as far as the (I1/4 hr.) second bridge (seep. 395); to the

first weir in the Nolla Valley (road on the left bank of the Nolla; 1 M.)

;

to the (Ihr.) Crapteig, to the right above the Via Mala. To Hohen-Rhatien
(restaurant), with picturesque views of the Via Mala, etc., a zigzag path

ascends beyond the Rhine bridge in 3/4 br. ; the descent may be made
through wood, past the ruin of Ehrenfels, to Sils (p. 402). — Through the

Schlosswald to the Tauoenstein and (40 min.) the chateau of Tagstein (see

above), with pleasure-grounds. Past (V4 hr.) Rongellen (p. 395), with guide,

to the (IV2 hr.) Maiensdss Aclasut (4095'), situated high above the second

bridge in the Via Mala. — By the -Schyn Road to the Solis Bridge (p. 403;

IV4 hr. ; one-horse carr. there' and back 6, and fee 1 fr.). — Via Dalaus to

Flerden (4180'; *Pens. Biihler), returning via Portein or Urmein (p. 385). —
To the Pratzer Hbhe (6965') on the Heinzenberg, 41/2 hrs., with guide, by
Masein, Portein, and Sam (p. 382), easy and interesting. — Stdtzer Horn
(8460'), 5-6 hrs. (comp. p. 38U). — By Tschappina and the Glas Pass to the

Safer-Thai (4 hrs. to Platz), see p. 385.

94. From Reichenau to Goschenen. Oberalp.
See Maps, pp. 384, 118.

57 M. Diligence in summer twice daily in I31/2 hrs. (22 fr. 70, coupe

27 fr. 30 c), once direct via Flims, and once via Bonaduz, a night in this

case being spent at Disentis. — Extka-Post with two horses from Reichen-
au to Andermatt 123 fr. 50, with three horses 170 fr. 50 c. ; to Goschenen
131 fr. 60 and 182 fr. 75 c. — Carriage and pair from Reichenau to Flims
18-20, Thinz 35, Disentis 70, Andermatt 120, Goschenen 140 fr. ; from Gcische-
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nen to Biaentis 70, to Eeiclienau 140 fr. ; from Andermatt to Diaentis 50-

6(J, t<» Keicbenau 115-1'JO, Thusia 130-1^5, St. Moritz or Samaden 27U fr.;

fee 10 per cent of the fare. — Walkers should allow 272 hra. from Rei-

chenau to Flima , Fliuis to Ilanz 21/4, Ilanz to Trnna 4, Truna to Di-
aentia 3^4, Uisentis to Oberalp 41/4, and OLeralp to Andermatt 1^/i hr.

ffeic/imauf 1935'), see p. 381. The road ascends on the left bank

of the Vorder-Ehein to (3/4 M.) Tamins {21W ; Schmidt's Restaurant')^

with its church situated on a hill to the right [6 min.), where we
obtain an admirable survey of the Vorder-Rheinthal with the TJnier-

horn (^9180') and the Fiz Riein (9030'). The Lavoi, descending on

the right beyond Tamins, forms a fine fall after rain. At (2 M.)

Trins [2820'; good wine at CafliscWs') rises the picturesque ruined

castle of Eohentrins. At (1/2 ^0 ^^99 the road suddenly turns to the

N. (fine retrospect), passes through a cutting (Porclas)^ and at the

base of the precipitous Flimser Stein (see below) sweeps round the

Seeboden, a basin enclosed by wooded hills. Near (IV2 ^^0 Trinser

Miihle, Rom. Mulins (2720'; inn), are several small waterfalls on

the right. To the left, farther on, is the dark-green Cresta Lake,

surrounded by pines. About 2 M. farther on is —
7 M. Flims (3615'; pop. 797; *Hut.-Pens. Bellevue, also open

in winter, R. 1^/2-3, pens. 6-7^2 fr. ; Post), Rom. Flem, a small

and ancient town, with several mansions of the Capaul family.

The road leads through the valley of the Flembach to the (1 M.)
'^Hot.-Pens. Segnes (3445'; R. from 3, B. 1

1/4, D. 31/2, pens. 8-9 fr.

;

similar charges at the adjacent Pens. Niederer). About 1/2 ^^- farther

on (8V2 M-)? on a hill (3707') a few min. to the right of the road,

is the large and well-situated *Ciiranstalt Waldhaus-Flims, with

four 'dependances' (R., L., & A. 3-7, D. 5, S. 3, board 7 fr.), a

pleasant summer-resort, with beautiful pine and beech woods. Near

it is the Flimser See or Cauma Lake (3280'), embosomed in wood,

without visible outlet. Pleasant swimming baths (I/2 fr.), to which
a path descends in 20 minutes.

ExcuKSioNs (guides, Pach. and Conr. Joos, Pankraz Koch). A pictureaque
walk may be taken from Flima to the (V2 hr.) Segnes Waterfall and the
(a/4 hr.) Runca Bridge. — For the Buchen (beeches') we proceed to the E. from
the Hotel Segnes, passing between the Waldhauser. and then take the
direction indicated by the tinger-post. This walk may be extended to the
Creata Lake (see above). — For Mutta we follow the Laax road for IV4 il-

from the Waldhauser and then ascend to the left through wood (finger-

post ; 1 hr.). We may return by the Cauma Lake. — Flimser Stein {Crap
da Flem; S6G5'; 5 hrs.). Guide' to Alp Sara (not essential) 6 fr., on the
arete (desirable) 10 fr., circuit of the Flimser Stein 15 fr. A road ascends
gradually by Fidaz; then through wood, round the S.E. angle of the moun-
tain, to the (13,4 hr.) pastures oi Bargis. Here we ascend to the left by a
good path to the hilly plateau of the Alp Sura (6896'; milk and bread;

V4 hr. to the S. of which is a rock ati'ording a good survey of the Biindner
Oberland Mta. and the Todi). In I1/2-2 hrs. more we ascend to the arete

and the summit, where we obtain a splendid view, especially towards the
X., of the Ringelspitz and Piz Dolf. We may descend to the X.W. towards
Segnes, and return to Flims by the Cassons and Foppa Alps. — Piz Segnes
(10,176'), from the (3 hrs.) Segnes Club Hut at Segnes Sut (ca. 6850') in i\-z hrs.

(guide 25 fr.), toilsome bat interesting (see p. 81). — Vorab (9925'; 6V2 hrs.

;

20 fr.), a very fine point, easy (cump. p. 81j. From Flims to the brink of the
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Biindnerbergfirn, a glacier which has receded greatly, 41/2 hrs. 5 then up
the easy glacier to the (2 hrs.) summit, consisting of fragments of slate.
Superb view, particularly of the neighbouring Todi group; also of the
Sernf-Thal and the Bernese Alps from the (20 min.) X. peak, the Elmer
Vorab (9910'). — Piz Grisch (9490'; 5 hrs.; 10 fr.), not difficult. — Piz Dolf
{Trinserhorn ; 9935'j, from the (3 hrs.) Segnes Hut (p. 384) via Segnes Sura
in 3 hrs. (guide 14 fr.), fatiguing, for adepts only.

Over the Segnes Pass to Elm (8 hrs.
;
guide 20 fr.), see p. 81. The Mar-

tinsloch (p. 81) may be reached in 51/2 hrs. from Flims (guide 12 fr.). —
Over the Trinser Fuvka to Vattis (9-10 hrs.; 25 fr.), see p. 72.

Traversing sequestered dales, and skirting the deep Laaxer Tobel

on the left, we next reach (21/4 M.) Laax (3324'; *H6t,-Pens. See-

hof, close to the Laaxer See, with "baths, pens. 7-8 fr. ; Post). (A
road to the right ascends in 1/2 lir. to Fellers, Rom. Fallera, 3997';

*View.) We now descend into the Rhine Valley (passing Sagens
far below, to the left) and reach Schleuis, Rom. Schluein (2507'),
with a large orphan-asylum. Opposite lies the village of Kdstris (see

below); before us, above Ilanz, Piz Mundaun ; to the left of it, at

the head of the Valser-Thal, Piz Aul. — 3 M. Ilanz, see below.
Road feom Bonadcz to Ilanz by the right bank of the Rhine,

13 M. (diligence daily, see p. 383). Bonaduz, see p. 382. The road, which
diverges to the right at the rail, station, is for H/2 M. perfectly straight
and level; then, gradually ascending, it traverses wood for ^/^ M., be-
yond which it leads high above the picturesque Vorder-Rheinthal, hewn
in the rock at places, and commanding a fme view. We next (1/2 M.) turn
sharply to the left into the picturesque valley of the Rabiusa (see below),
and descend gradually, skirting the slopes of the Versumer Tobel, to (3/^ 31.)

a new iron bridge over the licibiusa (2390') , with a span of 94 yds., about
800' above the stream (picturesque view into the abyss). We now ascend
through pine-woods by numerous windings (which walkers may cut ofl") to
(2M.) Versam (2980'

;
'-^Hot. Signina; Rossli), a charmingly situated village,

with a fine view. After a level stretch of IV2 M. the road descends
towards the Vorder-Rhein Valley, of which we have a striking view.
Opposite, on the left bank, high above the river, lies Laax (see above).
Farther off, on the same bank, rises the Brigelser Horn (p. 387). We
next reach (1 M.) Carrera. Still descending, we cross a picturesque ravine,
pass through a tunnel, and reach (1 M.) Valendas (27U0' : Krone, rustic).

Again descending, with a fine view before us, we next pass (Q.^/2 M.) Kdstris,
and cross the (IV4 M.) broad stony bed of the Glenner to (V4 M.) Ilanz.

Through the Safier-Thal, watered by the Rabiusa, a new road leads to
the S. from Versam to (12 M.) Safien-Platz (4255'; *Zinsli'3 Inn, plain), with
a fine fall of the Carnusa on the left. Bridle-path thence over the large
Camana-Alp to Thalkirch (5545') and the (2V2 hrs.) Curtndtscher-Hof (5907')

at the head of the valley, with a splendid waterfall. Then a steep ascent
to the (2 hrs.) pass of the Safierberg or Lodiliberg (8170'), from which the
path descends by the Stutzalp to (IV2 hr.) SplUgen (p. 397). — To the E. of
Safien-Platz an easy route crosses the Heinzenberg by the Glas Pass (6056';

decent little inn), and leads through the villages of Tschappina and Urmein
to (5 hrs.) Thusis (p. 383). Above Tschappina lies the Lake of Lusch (6398'),

which has no outlet. Its water sinks into the porous slate of its banks,
large masses of which periodically slide down to the Nolla (p. 883).
Tschappina itself is built in part on a shifting foundation.

141/2 M. Danz, Rom. Gijon (2345'; pop. 802; *mt. Oberalp,

R., L., & A. 2-4, B. 11/4, lunch 21/2. D- 3 fr.; Rhaetia ; Rheinkrone;
*Lukmanier, Krone, moderate, both on the left bank; one-horse
carr. to Disentis 20 fr. and fee), mentioned in a charter of the 8th
cent, as the 'first town on the Rhine' , built on both sides of the

Baedekbb, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 25
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river, was the capital of the 'Gray League' (p. 365). The upper part

has narrow streets and old-fashioned houses. The population is partly

Romanic, partly German; Romanic alone is spoken higher up the

valley. Ilanz is beautifully situated, overlooking the Rhine Valley

in both directions, and the broad Lugnetz Valley to the S.

The views are still finer from the old Church of St. Martin (2570')j

V* hr. to the S., on the left slope of the Lugnetz Valley, and from the chapel
of the pretty village of Luvis (3280'), V2 lir. higher. A most superb prospect
of the Grisons Oberland, and especially of the Todi chain, to the N., just op-
posite, and of the Khine Valley down to Zizers (p. 67j, is commanded by the
*Piz Mundaun or Piz Grond (6765'), to the S.W. of Ilanz. The path (4 hrs.

;

guide, not essential, 7 fr.) leads by Luvis (see above), ascends on the S.E. side

of the wood, crosses a flat basin obliquely towards the left, and mounts the
pastures to the conspicuous, but deserted (21/2 hrs.) Inn. Then in the same
direction, through a gap in the mountain, to the crest, which we a,scend to

the W. to the top in 1 hr. more. The mediaeval chapel of San Carlo remains
to the left. Those bound for the Lugnetz Valley (see below) descend direct

to Villa (p. 387 ; thence to the top 2 hrs., this being the best way to reach
it; guide 3 fr.), or by Morissen (4420'; ''Hot. Piz Mundaun, unpretending,
E. 2 fr.) to (2 hrs.) Cumbels (p. 337; from Ilanz to Blorrissen 3 hrs., to the
summit 2V2-3 hrs. ; guide 4 fr.). — Or we may descend on the N.W. side

to (IV2 hr.) Maierhof (4270'; 'Casanova, rustic) in the German district of
Obersaxen, and either return by the new road thence to (6 M.) Ilanz, or,

if bound for Disentis, descend to the W. by a pleasant forest-path to (V* hr.)

Tavanasa (p. 337). — Those who ascend the Piz Mundaun from Truns
diverge from the road 3 M. below the village, by the telegraph-post No. 222,

to the right, and ascend by a good path, at first through wood. Farther
on we enjoy a superb view of the Rhine Valley and pass the ruin of Saxen-
stein. After 1 hr., beyond the chapel of Cantei'duri, by a crucifix on this

side of a ravine, we descend the ravine to the left and reach (V2 hr.)

Maierhof (see above). Then up sunny pastures to the top of the Piz Mun-
daun in 21/2 hrs. more.

The *Lugnetz Valley, watered by the Glenner, 18 M. long, is one of the
finest in the Grisons. Road to Vals-Platz (14 M.; diligence from Ilanz twice
daily in 41/3 hrs., fare 3 fr. 35 c. ; carr. from Coire to Vals 40, with two horses
70 fr., and fee of 10 per cent) on the left bank, past the ruin of Castel-

berg and through the (81/2 M.) Frauenthor, Rom. Porclas (3336') , once the
key to the upper valley. On the opposite bank, high above the Rieiner Tobel,

lies the village of Rietn, and beyond it are Pitasch and Duvin. Beyond ('/* M.)
the chapel of St. Moritz (3504') the road divides : the right branch ascends
to Vrin (p. 337) ; that to the left descends to the village of Peiden and the
(11/2 M.) Peidner Bad (2690'; pens. 5-6 fr.), on the right bank of the Glenner,
at the mouth of the Duviner Tobel, with three chalybeate springs. Then
(IV2M.) Furth (2980'; Schmidts Inn; Piz Mundaun), at the confluence of the
Vriner and Valser Rhein, which are separated by the Piz Aul (10,250'). Oppo-
site lies the picturesque Oberkastels (3274'). We now ascend the wild Valser-
Thal , or St. Peters-Thai

.,
by St. Martin and Lunschania. Farther up we

recross the stream and pass Campo, where the vallev expands. 71/2 M. Vals-
Platz or St. Peter (4094'; -Hot. Albin, "Piz Aul, "Alpenrose, all plain, 5-6 fr.)

has a chalybeate thermal spring ("Edt.-Pens. Thermein Vals, with baths, post-
office, etc., pens, from 7 fr.). Ascents (guides : Andr. Furger, Ben. Schnyder) :

Piz Seranastga (Hib' , 41/2 hrs
;
guide 7 fr.), via, Brand, easy and attractive;

* Weissensteinhorn or Piz Tomiil (9675' ; 41/2 hrs. ; 7 fr.), via Alp Tomiil, also
easy (fine view); Piz Aul (10,250' ; 6 hrs.; 20 fr. ; by the Sattelteliicke, see
below). — From Vals-Platz an interesting path leads through the Peilthal,

a side-valley to the S.E., to the Vallatsch-Alp (6178'; guide advisable thus
far, and still farther in hazy weather), the Valser Berg (8225'; fine view
of the Rheinwald group), and (6 hrs.) Sufenen or Hinterrhein (p. 400). —
To Vrin over the Fuorcla da Patnaul (9113'j, to the S., between the Piz Aul
and Faltschonhom, or over the Sattelteliicke (9082'), between Piz Aul and
Piz Seranastga, both laborious (6-7 hrs.; with guide).
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The S.W. branch of the valley (Val Zervr-eila), watered by the Valser
Rhein, divides at the hamlet of Zervreila (5840'; Tonz''s Inn), SV* hrs. above
Vals-Platz, into the Lenta-Thal (S.W.) and the Kanal-Thal (S.). Zervreila
may be reached either by the bridle-path on the right bank of the Valser
Rhein, passing the Calvarienbei'g, or by the pleasanter footpath on the left

bajik, via Leis and Frunt. In the Kanal-Thal. 1 hr. above Zervreila, is the
Kanal-Alp (6470'), grandly situated at the foot of the Kanal and Giifer

Glaciers and dominated by the Guferhorn and Lentahorn. A tuilsome
route (with guide) leads hence, across the Kanal Glacier and the Platten-

schlucht (Zapportgrat ; 9314'), and then descends rapidly to the Zapport-
Hutte and to (9 hrs.) Einterrhein (p. 400). — In the grand and interesting
Lenta-Thal, 1 hr. above Zervreila, is the beautiful Lampertsch-Alp or Sor-
reda-Alp (65S0'; bed of hay), about H/4 hr. from the end of the Lenta Glacier,

descending from the Rheinwaldhorn (well seen from a point V* It. beyond
the Alp). To the S.E. rises the tooth-like Zervreiler Horn (9510'; ascent
not very difficult for experts, from the S. side). Thence over the Vernok or
Vanetcha Pass (9350') to Vrin (see below), 6-7 hrs., or over the Sorreda or
Scaradra Pass (9088') to Olivone (p. 893). 8 hrs., both routes toilsome; over
the Lentaliicke (9692') to Hinterrhein (p. 400; 9-10 hrs.), difficult, for experts
only, with good guides.

The road ascending to the right by the chapel of St. Moritz (see p. 386)
leads to Cumbels, Villa (4080'; Post, rustic), Vigens, Lumbrein, and (4 hrs.) Vrin
(4770'; 'Pott, plain; Casanova, poor), the chief village in the Vrinthal or Upper
Lugnetz Valley, ISV-j M. from Ilanz (diligence daily in 41/4 hrs.; fare 3 fr. 35 c).
Excursions: Piz Regina (8294'; 4 hrs. ; with guide), a fine point, ascended
by Surrhin. Piz Cavel (9660'; 5-6 hrs.), by the Ramosa Alp and Fuorcla de
Ramosa (8694'), also easy; descent on the N. to the Cavel-Joch (p. 388), if

preferred. Piz Aul (10,250' ; 6-7 hrs. ; with guide ; superb view), by Val

Seranastga (route to the Sattelteliicke, see p. 336), laborious. Piz Terri

(9996'), from Vanescha, P/t hr. from Vrin, in 5 hrs., by the Blengias Alp and
Giida Glacier (no serious difficulty). By the Vanescha Pass to Zervreila,
see above. Over the Cavel-Joch to Somvix, see p. 388. — From Vrin (with
guide, to Olivone 18 fr.) we ascend past the mouth of the Val Vanescha (see

above) to St, Giusepp, Puzaisch, Alp Biesrut, and the (3 hrs.) Pass Diesrut
(7953'), to the S. of Piz Tgietschen (9377'). Descent to the left (not to the
right, the path to Somvix by La Fronscha, p. 383) to the Camona-Alp (7333'),

and again a gradual ascent through the valley of Xa Gretna, passing Piz Vial

(10,387') and Piz Gaglianera (10,243') on the right, and Piz Coroi (9130') on the
left, to the Greina Pass (Passo Crap; 7743'). We next descend the wild
Val Camadra or upper Val Blenio, with Piz Medel (10,510') on the right,

by Daigra, Cozzera, and Ghirone, to (3V'j hrs.) Olivone (p. 393). Or, half-

way between the Camona-Alp and the Greina Pass, we may cross the
low Monterascio Pass (7415'), to the left, to the Monterascio-Alp , and
descend the picturesque Val Luzzone to Lorciolo , Cavallo, Davresco, and
Olivone (shorter than the Greina route).

From Ilanz to Elm over the Panixer Pass (9 hrs.; 20 fr.), see p. 81.

To Linihal over the Kisten Pass, see p. 77.

The road follows the N. side of the narrow Rhine Valley, here

called Pardella; beyond (1 M.) Schnaus it crosses the Sether-Bach,

and beyond (IV4 M.) Ruis , the Panixer-Bach [Jorgenberg Inn).

On a wooded hill to the right is the ruin of Jorgenberg (3100').
To the right, 1 M. above the bridge of Ruis, a road (diligence from

Ilanz dailv in 3 hrs. ; fare 2 fr. 15 c), with fine views, ascends by the
village oi Waltensburg (3300 to (4 M.) Brigels (4230'; "Hot.-Pens. Capaul;
Hdt. Kistenpass), amid sunny pastures. Above it the Val Frisal. with the
Frisal Glacier, ascends to the Bifertenstock (11,240'), which, as well as Piz

Fi'isal (10.810') and the Brigelser Horn (10,663'), may be ascended from Val
Frisal (all difficult ; see p. 338).

Farther on, the scenery is inferior. The Rhine is crossed near

(41/4 M.) Tavanasa (2620'; Kreuz), and again near (2^/4 M.) Zignau

25*
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or Rinkenberg. High on the N. slope lies Brigels (p. 387) ; then,

Dardin and Schlans. Before crossing to Rinkenberg we observe on

the left the stony chaos formed by the inundations of the Zignauer

Bach^ descending from the Zavragia Ravine. By the bridge we enjoy

a delightful view of villages, chapels, and ruined castles dotting

the fertile slopes.

On the left bank of the Rhine is the village of Darvela. We
pass (I74 M.) the Chapel of St. Anna, on the right, erected in

1778 on the spot where the ^ Upper' 01 'Gray League' (p. 365) was

founded in 1424, and adorned with old frescoes and verses. A few

paces farther on is —
25 M. Truns (2820'; *Zum Todi; Krone). A haU of the old

Statthalterei of the Abbey of Disentis is adorned with the arms of

the members of the Gray League, and of the magistrates since 1424;
another room has a beautiful ceiling and panelled walls.

The steep Val Puntaiglas, ascending to the X., ends in the Puntaiglas
Glacier. Ascent, 2 hrs. from Truns, to Alp Puntaiglas (about 5050"}, with
a fine view of the Brigelser Horn, Piz Mut, Piz INer, etc. The S. peaks of
the Todi group, Piz Urlaun (11,060'), Bundner Todi (10,226'), and Brigelser
Horn (or Kavestrau Grond, 10,663'; very difficult), may be ascended hence.
Ascent of the Todi-Rusein by the Gliemsp/orte, see p. "77.

Beyond (IV2 M.) Rabins (3133') the grand Piz Gaglianera

(10,243'), with its glaciers, is seen to the S., at the head of the Val
Somvix. 11/4 M. Somvix or Sumvitg (3458'; Weisses Kreuz, poor)

is conspicuous on a height.

The Val Somvix, which here opens to the S., deserves a visit. We cross

the Rhine to (1/4 hr.) Surrhein, and ascend by a good bridle-path on the
left side of the valley, through wood and pastures, to Val and the (IV2 hr.)

Somvixer or Teniger Bad (4176'; good quarters, pens. 4 fr.), beautifully situ-

ated in wood. Farther on, getting a view of the glaciers of the Piz Vial

(10,387'), we cross the Valtenigia Alp, pass the mouth of the Val Lavaz,
and reach (IV2 hr.) the rock-girt head of the valley, where the Greina
forms a fine fall on the left. The path ascends steeply on the E. side of
the valley to the rocky defile of La Fronscha, and divides higher up : to the
left to the Diesrut Pass (p. 387) ; to the right to the Greina Pass (p. 387).
— Passes. From the Teniger Bad (see above) over the Cavel- Joch (8320')

to Villa, 7 hrs., not difficult. From the pass the Piz Cavel (9660'; fine view)
may be ascended in IV4 hr. — Over the Valgronda-Joch (9120') to Tava-
nasa or Maierhof, 7-8 hrs.; with guide. — Ovee the Lavaz-Joch to
CuKAGLiA. 7-8 hrs., with guide, attractive. From the Teniger Bad (see above)
we ascend to the S.W., through wood and rhododendrons, to the Alp Rentiert,

where from the cairn (6640'j we get a splendid view of the Todi. We may
now either cross the Fuorcla de Stavelatsch (8376') to the right, or, to the
left, skirt the E. slopes of Piz Rentiert (keeping to the right on the hill,

by the chalet of Rentiert-Dadens), to the (2 hrs.) chalet of Stavelatsch (7682'),

in the Val Lavaz. Opposite are the two glaciers descending from the Piz
Vial and Piz Gaglianera (10,243') and the Lavaz Glacier. Thence to the
Lavaz-Joch (8232') an easy ascent of 3/4 hr. ; the ridge to the N.W. of the
pass affords a superb view of the Medelser Glacier, quite close to us.

Steep descent over grassy slopes to Alp Sura (6526') , and through Val
Plattas to (2 hrs.) Curaglia (p. 392).

Beyond Somvix the road is very boldly constructed. A lofty

wooden bridge (2 M.) carries it over the profound Ruseiner Tobel

(before crossing which, to the right, a finger-post indicates the path
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to the Sandalp Pass ; see below). Above the (1/2 M.) Stalusa Bridge

is a small waterfall. II/4 M. Curhaus Disentiser Hof (see below),

built on the site of the chateau of Castelberg , which was burned

down in 1830.

31 Y2 M. Disentis (3773'; Desertinum, Disiert, 'desert'), Rom.
Musfer (*Disentiser Hof, with fine view, R., L., & A. 3-6, lunch 3,

D. 41/2, pens. 7-12 fr., whey and chalybeate water ; *Post, R., L., &
A. 2-4, D. 3, S. 21/2, pens. 5-7 fr.; *Krone, R. 2-3, B. 1 , D. 3, S. 2%
pens, 5-6 fr. ; Lukmanier, plain; Engl. Ch. Serv.), a small town of

1329 inhab., is protected against avalanches by a forest. A Benedic-

tine Abbey was founded here in the 7th cent., and brought Christ-

ianity into the remote valleys of the Grisons. The abbots, enriched

by liberal endowments, afterwards acquired great power in Rhaetia.

The large abbey-buildings, on a height, now contain schools. — Near

Disentis the Medelser-Rhein or Mittel-Rhein (p. 392) joins the Vor-

der-Rhein.
Excursions. (Guides: J. Petschen., the schoolmaster; J. M. Schuoler^

hunter; P. Tenner and Jos. Huonder.) The 'Muntatsch, a hill between the
Val Clavaniev and Val Acletta, 1/2 hr. to the "W. of Disentis (reached hy
following the Oberalp road to the huts oi Fvns, and then ascending to the
right), commands a splendid view of the Rhine Valley as far as the Rheetikon
to the E., of the Todi group to the N., and of Piz Muraun, Piz Medel with
its glacier, the Scopi, etc., to the S. — A similar view (finest by evening
light) is obtained from the church of Acletta (4236'), with an old altar-piece,

at the entrance to the Acletta Valley, 40 min. to the W. of Disentis. (We
may descend from the Muntatsch via. Acletta to Disentis, 1 hr.; plain rfmts.
above the church.) — A more extensive view is enjoyed from the Bostg
(6530'), above the village of Segnes (21/2-3 hrs. from Disentis

;
guide desir-

able, 5 fr.). — Walk on the '^Lukmanier Road to (4'/2 M.) Curaglia or to
the (9 M.) waterfall of Fumatsch (p. 392), interesting. Also by the chapel
of St. Gada, with old frescoes, to Mompe-Medel (1 hr.), on the right bank
of the Rhine, with fine view. To Cavardiras (3/4 hr.) ; Alp Lumpegnia (6520'

;

2 hrs., with guide), etc.

The fine pyramid of *Piz Muraun (9510' ; 572 hrs. from Disentis) is best
ascended from Curaglia (4 hrs. ; guide 8 fr.; p. 392). Superb view, from
Monte Rosa to the Ortler, especially of the neighbouring Todi group, grander
than from Piz Mundaun (p. 386). — Piz Pazzola, see p. 390; Piz MedeL Piz

Cristallina, see p. 392. — Piz Ault {^%bT), through the Fai ^de«a in 6-7 hrs.

(guide 12 fr.), not difficult for experts.

From Disentis over the Lukmanier (6290') to Olivone, see p. 392 ; through
the Val Piora to Airolo., see p. 121. — Over the Sandalp Pass to Lin-
THAL, 11-12 hrs., with guide (to the Sandalp 20, Hot. Todi 35 fr.), trying.

We ascend the Val Rvsein (p. 388) to the Sandalp Pass iSandgrat; 9210'),

between the Lesser Todi or Crap Glarun (10,070'), on the E., and the Catscha-

rauls (10,050'), on the W., and descend the Sand-Firn to the Upper Sandalp.
Thence to Linthal, see p. 76. — Ascent of the Todi by the Porta da Spetcha,
and descent to Linthal, 18-19 hrs., for adepts only, with able guides (see

p. 77).

From Disentis over the Bronni Pass (8975') to the Maderaner-Thal (to

the Hot. Alpenclub 8-9 hrs. ; guide 25 fr.), see p. 131.

The road to Andermatt (a walk of 8 hrs.), running lower than the

old route, ascends the valley of Tavetsch^ and crosses the Acletta

near the hamlet of (3/^ M.) Funs. (To the right diverges the path to

the Muntatsch, see above.) On the right, above the road, are the

villages of Acletta, Segnas, and Mompe Tavetsch (4584'). From a
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height, where the road enters a wood, we obtain a beantiful view

of the Disentis region, which is most striking when approached from

Andermatt. The valley contracts. The road traverses woods and

pastures , overlooking the infant Rhine , and in full view of the

snow-clad mountains we are approaching. — 674 M.

—

371/2 M. Sedrun (4587'; *Krone, pens. 5 fr.; Restaurant Kruzli-

pass) is the chief village in Val Tavetsch, The church contains an old

altar in carved wood.
*Piz Pazzola (8470'; 4hrs.; guide unnecessary for experts), to the S.,

between the Val Medel (p. 392) and the Val Gierm, is repaying. We
cross the Rhine to Surrhein, and the gorge of Val Nalps (see below) to the

(V2 hr.) hamlet of Cavorgia (4426'); then cross the Gierm and ascend to

to the right, over pastures and through wood, to the (lV2hr.) Pazzola-Alp
(GISC), with a fine view, and thence to (2 hrs.) the top without difficulty.

Magnificent view, particularly of the Todi and the Medel Sits.

In the lonely Val Nalps, enclosed by lofty mountains and glaciers,

3 hrs. from Sedrun. lies the Alp Nalps (5991'), and 2 hrs. higher is the

Ufiern Hut (7o50'), the starting-point for the Piz del Laiblau (9720'), Piz

Rondadura (9905'; comp. p. 393), Piz Bias (9920'), Piz del Ufiern (9900*), Piz
Git (9744'), Piz Serengia (9803'), etc. (each about 3 hrs.). A fairly easy route
(with steep descent) leads hence across the Nalps Pass (9035') to the Val
Cadlimo and the Uomo Pass (p. 122). Another (trying) leads to the E. over
the Rondadura Pass (8904') to the Hospice 0/ Scaicia Maria (p. 393). A third
crosses the Fuorcla da Pavadis (S556'), between Piz Furcla and Piz Paradis,
to the Val Cornera (p. 391).

Fkom Sedrcn to Amsteg over the Kreuzli Pass (7645'), 8 hrs., rather
trying (guide 15, from Disentis 25 fr.). The steep path ascends the bleak
rocky Strimthal^ at the head of which the pass lies to the left fW.), at the
S. base of the Weitenalpstock (p. 130). Guide necessary only to the point
beyond the pass where the Etzlibach, descending from the Spiellaui-See on
the W., becomes visible. We cross the stream to Culma (6322'). the highest
Alp, and descend the Etzli-ThaL past the chalets of the Hintere and Vordere
Etzlialp, to Bristen and Amsteg (comp. p. 131). — The Oberalpstock {Piz

Tgietschen., 10,925') is ascended from Sedrun in 572-6 hrs. (guide 15 fr.).

We follow the Strimthal to the foot of the Calmot (2 hrs.). ascend to the
right, and cross a small glacier on the S. flank of the Oberalpstock to

the S.E. arete (1 hr.). Then, on the S.E. side, we mount the neve of
the Brunni Glacier, and lastly rock, to the top.

From Sedrun the road leads through Camischolas , Zarcuns, and

(1^/2^1.) Eueras (4597'), crosses the brook of Val Milar, and soon

afterwards , beyond the hamlet of Dieni, the torrent of Val Qiuf
(both N. lateral valleys). To the left, on a rock above the ravine

of the infant Rhine, is a fragment of the ancient 'Castell' of PuU-
menga or Pontaningen.

Walkers will prefer the 'Scmmek Route'' to the highroad, for the sake
of the views (guide desirable). It diverges to the right by a finger-post (to

'Pass Tiarms"), ascends a spur of the Crispalt (10,105'), above the hamlet
of Crispausa, which lies to the left, and leads past the chalets of Milez and
Scharinas, amidst rich pastures. It skirts the brink of the slope, over-
looking the Rheinthal, turns to the right into the bleak Val Terms or
Tiarms, crosses the Gdmmer-Rhein (Rom. Vala) near the Alp Culm de Val
(6420, and ascends to the Pass da Tiarms (7067'), between (r.) the Piz
Tiarms or Berglistock (9564') and (1.) the Calmot (7598'; easily ascended from
the pass in '/2 hr.). Fine view of the Vorder-Rheinthal as far as the Vorarl-
berg and Rhsetikon Mts. Descending to the Oberalpsee (p. 891), we keep to

the left, to avoid a marsh, and regain the highroad 3 hrs. from Sedrun.

The highroad follows the direction of the old 'Winter Route' on
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the left bank of the Vorder-Rhein. It passes the Chapel of St. Brida,

below the hamlet oi Crispausa, and the poor villages of Selva (5046')

and (3 M.) Tschamut (5380'; *Zur Rheinquelle, plain; minerals),

which consist of a few wooden huts and a chapel. In front of us rises

the Six-Madun or Badus, behind the second terrace of which lies

Lake Toma (see below). Tschamut is probably the highest village in

Europe where rye is grown. The road crosses (1/2 M.) the Odmmer-
Rhein near its influx into the Vorder-Rhein, and (1 M.), opposite

the Alp Milez, turns to the right (N.W.) into the Val Surpalix, be-

tween the Piz Nurschallas on the left and the Calmot on the right.

The Vorder-Rhein (Aua da Toma or Darvun) descends in a series

of falls from the slope to the left. (The Source of the Rhine is better

visited from the Hot. Oberalpsee, see below.)
To the S. of Tschamut the Val Cornera, the mouth of which is a

pathless ravine, ascends to the frontier-chain of Ticino, and from it Val

Maigels diverges to the W., IV2 hr. from Tschamut. Toilsome routes lead
from Val Cornera over the Passo Vecchio (8908') to Val Cadlimo and Piora

(p. 121); from Val Maigels, to the S., over the Passo Pian Bornengo (8650')

to Val Canaria and Airolo (p. 121); and to the W., over the Maigels Pass
(8078') or the Lohlen Pass (7835'), to the Unteralp-Thal and Andermatt (p. 126).

The road ascends the lonely Val Surpalix in twelve windings

(which paths cut off; one, ascending to the left by the first bend,

and bearing to the right, leads to the pass in 3/4 hr.). It affords

views of the Crispalt and Berglistock, and of Piz Cavradi, Piz del

Uflern, and Piz Ravetsch behind us. The (4572 M.) Oberalp Pass

(GTIC), 21/2 M. from Tschamut, forms the boundary between the

Grisons and Uri. Beyond the pass, on the right side of the road, are

several fortified block-houses. (The diligence ascends to the pass

from Tschamut in 70 min. ; descent 40 min. ; descent to Ander-
matt 1 hr. 10 min., ascent 2 hrs.)

The road rounds the E. end of the sombre and trout-swarming

Oheralp-See (6654'; 1 M. long; to the right leads the route to the

Pass da Tiarms, p. 390), with its two green islands, and skirts its N.

bank to the (II/2 M.) *H6t.-Pens. Oberalpsee, at the W. end, much
visited by tourists and others (good trout). To the S.W. opens a view

of the Furka, with its hotels and the Furka road; to the left the

Blanberg and Muttenhorner ; to the right the Furkahorn ; nearer,

the Piz Orsino. Rich flora.

Ascents. *Stock, or Stockl (8070'), a splendid point of view, easily

ascended from the hotel direct in 13/4 hr., or by way of the beautiful

Lautersee (7733') in 2^/4 hrs. We may descend over the Gi'osshoden-Alp to the

Oberalp road and (2 hrs.) Andermatt (comp. p. 126). — *Calmot (7598'), by
the Pass da Tiarms (p. 390). I'Ahr., also easy. — Piz Nurschallas (9003),

from the hotel direct in 2 hrs., or (better) from the (11/2 31.) Oberalp Pass
in 2-2'/4 hrs., easy and very interesting. Superb survey of the Reuss and
Vorder-Rhein valleys and the mountains enclosing them.

The Source of the Vorder-Rhein is lake Toma (7690'), on the N.E.
slope of the Badus, 2 hrs. from the Oberalpsee Hotel (guide advisable for

the inexperienced). To the (IV2 M.) Oberalp Pass, see above. About 5 min.
below the pass a path diverges to the right, uniting after 20 min. with
that from the Alp Milez (see above) and leading to the (IV4 hr.) Alp Tgietlems

(6890'). Higher up, avoiding the path to the left (crossing the brook),
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we ascend the pastures to the right, on the left bank of the Fil Toma, a

brook descending from Piz Nurschallas. After about i hr. we ascend steeply

to the left, and soon reach the rocky barrier behind which the lake lies.

The little green lake is destitute of fish. It is about 270 yds, long and
130 yds. broad, and is bounded on the S. and S.W. sides by abrupt rocks

and stony slopes, and on the X. and N.W. by pastures. The *Badu3 or

Six-Madun (9616'; comp. p. 126) ascends almost sheer from the lake, but

climbers may scale it in 2 hrs. by keeping to the N. side of the rocks

(ascent of the peak trying but free" from danger; guide 10 fr.).

The road gradually descends the Oberalp (6443'), which is

watered by the Oberalp-Reuss. About 2 M. from the hotel we obtain a

view of the Urseren-Thal, extending on the W. to the Fuika (p. 132).

The old path descending here to the left direct to (72lir.) Andermatt

is steep and stony, and affords little view. The road remains on

the hill a little longer, and then descends by nine long windings to

(6 M. from the lake) —
53 M. Andermatt (4738'); thence to (4 M.) —
57 M. Goschenen, see pp. 126-124.

95. From Disentis to Biasca. Lukmanier.
Comp. Maps, pp. 384, 128, 3&4.

39 M. DiLiGEN'CE in summer daily in 83/4 hrs.: fare 13 fr. 40, coup^
16 fr. 60 c. Except the lower part of the road, as far as Curaglia. the

scenery is not very striking. Inns unpretending. — Walkers take 5 hrs.

from Disentis to S'ta. Maria, 41/2 hrs. thence to Olivone, and 41/2 hrs. more
to Biasca.

Disentis (3773'), see p. 389. — The road crosses the Vorder-

Rhein by a handsome bridge (3488') and enters the Val Medel, the

wild ravine of the Mittel-Rhein, through which it is carried by means
of cuttings and tunnels (eleven tunnels to Curaglia). Superb views

of the gorge and its fine waterfalls On quitting it, the road crosses

(23/4 M.) the Rhine and ascends in long windings (cut off by paths)

to (3/4 M.) —
31/2 M. Curaglia (4370'; *H6t. Lukmanier), a village at the

entrance to the Val Plattas, which ascends to the S.E. to the Medel

Glacier. (Over the Lavaz-Joch to Somvix, see p. 388.) To the S.

appears the Piz Cristallina (10,265'), ^ith its glacier, at the head

of Val Medel. — *Piz Muraun (9510'; 4 hrs.), see p. 389.

Following the right side of the pleasant Val Medel , the road

passes the (IV2 M.) straggling village of Platta (4528' ; Post), a

picturesque fall of the Rhine (right of the road), the hamlets of

Pardi, Fuorns , and Ada (beautiful fall of the Rhine , the 'Fm-

matsch'), and (21/4 M.) Perdatsch (5093'), at the mouth of the

Val Cristallina.

The wild Val Cristallina, noted for its cheese, contains fine waterfalls,

particularly in the Hollenschlund (Val Ufiern). From this valley two easy

passes, the Passo Cristallina (7887'), passing the Lago Retico {Bedig-See;

78(32'), and the Passo d" Ufiern (8727'). between the Cima Camadra and Cima
Garina, lead to Olivone (p. 398). — The Piz Cristallina (lu.265'; 4V2 hrs.

:

good guide necessary, from Disentis 25 fr.) is ascended from Perdatsch
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by the Forcella Crisfallina (9862'; not to be confounded with the Passo
Cristallina) without serious difficulty. Grand surrev of the Medel and
Rheinwald Mts. Piz Ufiern (10,346'; 51/2 hrs.) is more difficult. — The
'Piz Medel (10,510'; 5-6 hrs.), a splendid point of view, presents no diffi-

culty to experts (guide from Disentis 30 fr.). The route leads to the E. from
Fuorns (p. 392), up the Buora-Thal nearly to the pass of that name; it

then ascends (right) rock and stony slopes round the rocky crest of the
Miez Glalschi to the ne've' of the ^wora and Medel Glaciers^ and, passingthe
rock island '•Rifugi Camotsch''^ gains the top by the X.E. arete. Alternative
descent over the Camadra Glacier to the Passo d'Ufievn (p. 392).

Atove Perdatsch the Rhine forces its way through the rocks to

a lower part of the valley. The road sweeps round to St. Gion (5298'),
a group of hovels with a hospice, and gradually ascends a wild,

rock-strewn valley, scantily overgrown with grass, willows, and
rhododendrons. The hospice of St. Gall (5514') is passed on the
right. By the Alp Scheggia we cross to the left hank, and reach

(43/4 M. from Perdatsch) the hospice of—
12 M. Sancta Maria (6043'; Inn\ a.ncient\Y 'Sancta Maria in loco

magno\ whence perhaps the name of the pass.
Ascent of the Scopi or Skupil (10,500'; 8V2-4 hrs.; guide 12 fr.), to the E.

of the hospice, not difficult: steep grassy slopes at first: the last third, loose
slate at places; lastly up the broad, weather-beaten rocky arete. Extensive
view. Optional descent, to the E., to the (3 hrs.) Boarina-Alp (6U0') in the
Val di Campo. and by Campo (from which there is a road) to (3 hrs.) Olivone
(seebelow). — PizRondadura(9905').totheW. ofSta.Mariaf3'/2hrs.).alsoea8v.

From Sta. Maria to the Hotel Piora (31/- hrs. ; guide 10, horse 25 fr.)

and Airolo^ see p. 122. — Over the Rondadura Pass to Val Nalps, p. 390.

For the last time the road crosses the Mittel-Rhein, which rises

in the little lakes of Val Cadlimo, to the right, and ascends gradu-
ally to the (11/4 M.) Lukmanier Pass (6290'), the second-lowest
between Switzerland and Italy (p. 408). To the left rises the black,

slaty summit of the Scop\; on the right are Piz del Uomo, Piz Bias,

Piz del Ufiern, and Piz Rondadura. We descend, crossing the tracks

of several destructive avalanches and mud-streams launched from
the yellowish slopes of the Piz Corvo (9840') on the left, to the

(21/4 M.) former hospice of Casaccia (5975'). To the E. towers the
huge Rheinwaldhorn (p. 400j.

A path, little used, leads hence over the Predelp Pass (8053') to

(5 hrs.) Faido (p. 122). Another crosses the Passo Columbe (7792'), between
Piz Scat and Piz Columbe^ to the (31/2 hrs.) Hotel Piora (p. 121).

The road is level as far as the (IV2 M.) Lukmanier Inn, at the
beginning of the Piano di Segno (5415'), and then, high above the
Brenno, skirts the steep N. side of the Val Sancta Maria, being
hewn in the rock at places. Below lie the chalets of Campra. We de-
scend by a long curve to the right to (41/2 M.) the hospice of Cain-
perio (4028'), cross the Brenno, and follow the wooded S. side of the
valley, soon obtaining fine views of the Val Blenio. Far below,
among walnut-trees , lie the villages of Somascona, Scona, and
Olivone, commanded by the conical Sosto (7280'). Descending
another long bend (path shorter), we reach (3 M.) —

241/2 M. Olivone, Rom. Luorscha, locally Rivoi (2925'; *Edt.
Olivone, R. 2-3, D. 3 fr.), the highest village in the Val Blenio or
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PoUenzer-Thal, picturesquely situated. To the E. tower the abrupt

spurs of the Rheinwald range. To Vrin by Ghirone, see p. 387.

No guides to be had at Olivone.

The road crosses the Brenno by a stone bridge, and descends on

its left bank to (21/4 M.) Aquila and to (8/4 M.) Dangio (2645'),

charmingly situated at the entrance to the Vdl Sojd. Vines and

mulberries appear, and the slopes are clothed with walnuts and

chestnuts. Next villages (72 ^^0 Torre and (I72 M.) Lottigna.

[Opposite, aJooxe Prugiasco, stands the little church of <5an Car^o, with

frescoes of interest to students of art.] Then [1 M.) Acqnarossa
(1814'; Curhaus, R. 21/2-^, B. IV4, D- 3-4, pens. 8-12 fr.), with

a chalybeate spring containing arsenic and lithia, at the foot of the

pyramidal Simano (8475'; 6 hrs.; with guide; grand view and

rich flora).

The valley contracts. Then (IV2 ^^O Dongio
^

a long village

(inn, carriages), and (1 M.) Motto (1445'), where the road divides.

The road to the left (on the left bank of the Brenno) passes Mal-

vaglia; that to the right (shorter, and shady in the afternoon) leads

by Ludiano and (2 M.) Semione (1320'), with its ruined chateau of

Serravalle. The roads re-unite at (21/2 ^1-) the bridge below Loderio

(1190'), a village destroyed by a flood in 1868. The lower valley is

monotonous ; its broad floor is covered with stony deposits and the

slopes are furrowed by torrents. Crossing a mound of detritus, the

road descends to (IV2 ^-^ —
39 M. Biasca (p. 123), where the Val Blenio unites with the

Riviera (Val Ticino). The station of the St. Gotthard Railway is

3/4 M. to the S. of the village. Post-office at the station.

96. From Thusis to Colico on the Lake of Como
over the Spltigen. Via Mala.

Comp. Maps, pp. 374., 384., 394.

58 M. Diligence to Chiavenna, 41 M., twice daily in 10 hrs. (16 fr. 50,
coupe 19fr. 80c.); to Spliigen, 16 M., in 4 hrs. (6 fr. 55, coupe 7 fr. 90c.);
from Spliigen to Chiavenna, 25 M., in 51/3 hrs. (9 fr. 95. coupe 11 fr. 90 c.). —
ExTKA-PosT with two horses from Thusis to Spliigen 46 fr. 70 c, to Chia-
venna 99 fr. 20 c, with three horses 135 fr. 50 c. — One-hokse Cakkiage
to Spliigen 25, two-horse 45 fr. ; to Chiavenna 55 or 100 fr. (fee 10 per cent
of the fare). — From Chiavenna to Colico^ 17 M., railway in 1 hr. (fares

3 fr. 10, 2 fr. 15, 1 fr. 40 c.), corresponding with the steamboats to Como. —
Distances for walkers : Thusis-Andeer 23/4, Andeer-Spliigen 3 hrs.

Thusis (2450'), see p. 383. From the S. end of the little town
the road descends for about 200 yards, crosses the Nolla (p. 383),
and forks : to the left, downhill, is the Schyn Road (p. 402); to the

right is the SpLtJGBN Road, which keeps the same level, and soon,

at the foot of the steep rocky hill of Hohen - Rhdtien (p. 383),
enters the narrow valley of the Hinter-Rhein.

The famous *Via Mala, the first part of the Spliigen Road,

was constructed in 1822. Formerly the route ascended the bank of
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the Nolla through wood, and, at a point above Rongellen, entered the

deep gorge of the Rhine, then known as the ' Verlorne Loch', and

traversed hy a path only 4' wide. The sudden contrast hetween

the bright sunshine and the gloomy gorge is very striking. The

limestone rocks rise almost sheer on both sides to a height of about

1600'. At the (11/2 M.) Kdnzeli the view downwards is very

fine. A little farther on, the road passes through a tunnel (2685'

;

55 yds.), beyond which, at the point where the side-wall ends and

the wooden railings recommence, we get a view of the boisterous

river in its profound gorge. Below the (1 M.) hamlet of Rongellen

(3790'; Inn zur Yia Mala-Schlucht ; Post, both unpretending) the

gorge expands into a small basin, and soon contracts again. The

road crosses the river three times : 1 M., first bridge, built in 1738

(cabaret above it, with fine view of the second bridge)
; V4 ^I- *Sec-

ond Bridge (2844'), built in 1739, the grandest point. The Rhine,

160' below the road, winds through a ravine so narrow that its sides

almost meet. At the (3/4 M.) third bridge (2903'; built in 1834)

the Via Mala ends (fair inn).

We now enter the Schamser-Thal, the green meadows of which

contrast pleasantly with the gloomy Via Mala. In the background,

to the S., rises the pointed Hirli (9373'). Then (1 M.) —
572 M. Zillis, Rom. Ciraun (3060'; Rathhaus; Post^ both plain),

with the oldest church in the valley (nave and tower Romanesque

;

ceiling-paintings of the 12th century).

Ascents (guide, Daniel Pappa ofThusis). *Piz Beverin (9843'; 6-7 hrs.;

guide 20 fr.), a superb point ot view, but trying. Bridle-path by Donath
and Mathon to the (3V2-4 hrs.) Obrist-Alp (7172 '); thence by the Alp Nursin
to the top 2V2 hrs. more. The ascent from Thusis by (3V2 hrs.) Glas (rustic

quarters) is more interesting, but only for experts; from Glas (with cha-

mois-hunter Eenni as guide; 5 fr.) to the top 3-3V2 hrs. — Piz Gurver
(9760'; 7 hrs., with guide), also interesting, though less so than the Piz Be-

verin. The route leads from Thufis by the Via Mala to (2 hrs.) Reischen

and thence via Alp Taspin to (5 hrs.) the summit. Optional descent to the

chapel of Ziteil and Savognin (p. 403).

On the hill to the right, on the left bank of the Rhine, above the

village of Donath, and overshadowed by the Piz Beverin, stands the

ruined castle of Fardun (3980'), once the seat of the governors of

the valley. About the middle of the 15th cent, the brutality of one

of them, like that of Gessler 150 years earlier, is said to have led

to the overthrow of their sway. Entering the cottage of a peasant

whom he disliked, the tyrant spat into the broth served for dinner.

The peasant, Johann Gaidar, seized him by the throat, plunged his

head into the scalding liquid, exclaiming, ^Malgia tez la buglia ca

ti has cungieu ('Eat thyself the soup thou hast seasoned'), and

strangled him. This was the signal for a general rising.

Near the remains of the old Baths of Pignieu (the chalybeate

water of which is conducted to Andeer, and there used for baths)

the Pignieuer Bach is crossed by a bridge, the last completed on this

route, with the inscription on the E. parapet: ^Jam viapatet hosti-
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bus et amicis. Cavete, Rhaeti ! simplicitas morum et unio servabunt

avitam libertaterri'. To the left is the village of Pignieu; opposite,

on the left bank of the Rhine , are Clugin and the square tower of

the ruin of Cagliatscha. Then (2 M.) —
71/2 M. Andeer (3210'; pop. 581; *H6tel Fravi, with mineral

and peat baths, R. & L. 2-4, B. IV4, D. 3, pens. 6-8 fr. ; *n6t.-

Pens. Beverin, well situated; *Son'ne, plain), the principal village

in the valley. Fine view from the loftily situated church (built in

1673).

Ascents. Piz Vizan (8110'; 4V2 hrs. ; with guide), by the Burgias
Alp; splendid view. — Piz La Tschera (8615'; 5 hrs., with guide), by Alp
Alhin, also interesting. — Piz Beverin and Piz Curvh', see p. 395.

Feosi Andeee TO Stalla (9-10 hrs.; without guide), an attractive walk.
The new road (to Cresta, IS'/z M., diligence in summer daily in 4V2 hrs.,

fare 5 fr. 45 c.) quits the Spliigen road, 2 M. above Andeer, and enters the
wild *Ferrera Valley to the left, leading first on the left, and then on the
right bank of the Averser-Rhein, which has several fine falls. On the left is

Piz Grisch (10,000'), on the right the Surettahorn (9925'). We pass (I3/4 M.) a
deserted silver-foundry, and reach (2V4 M.) Ausser-Ferrera (4334'; two modeat
inns), where the valley expands slightly. (Over the Fianell Pass to Savog-
m», see p. 403.) We follow the right bank to (3 M.) Inner-Ferrera or
Caniciil (4856'; rustic inn), at the mouth of the Val d''Emet (see below).
The road descends, crosses the Rhine, and ascends its steep left bank
for 3/4 M. It then skirts the slope, passing through wood; (1 31.) it rounds
a projecting rock (view of the Surettahorn, etc., behind us), and again de-
scends to the river, which here receives the torrents of the Val Starlera
on the left and Valle di Lei on the right. We cross (1 M.) the latter. (By
the bridge is the frontier-stone of Italy, to which the Valle di Lei belongs.)
The I'Oad ascends rapidly, then descends. Near (8/4 M.) Campsut (5500'; inn,

well spoken of) it crosses the Rhine, and beyond (V2 M.) Grot (5640' ; Jae-

ger's Ian, plain) recrosses it. Beyond the bridge (view, to the right, of
the Madvis Valley^ with Piz Gallegione and Cima di Lago at its head) the
road ascends steep pastures to the left, and at the top of the hill passes
through stone-pines. It descends, crosses another bridge, and ascends to

(3 31.) Cresta (6397'; Heinz''s Inn, plain; Restaurant Wolf; guides, Simon
Heinz., Peter Stoffel) .,

the chief village in the Averser-Thal, which ex-
pands here, and is carpeted with rich pastures. This is one of the highest
inhabited valleys among the Alps, and lies in a sunny situation. To the
N. rises the Weissberg (9990').

From Cresta the bridle-path (guide, 8 fr., needless) ascends slightly,

passing the handsome Podestats-Haus, and the mouth of the Val Bregalga,
which is enclosed by fine glaciers, to (IV2 hr.) Juf (6685') ; then to the left

across pastures and through a desolate rock-strewn valley to the (IV2 hr.)

pass of the Stallerberg (8480'; splendid view of the Julier Bits., etc.). The
path , quite distinct, now descends, keeping to the left, to (2 hrs.) Stalla

(p. 404). — From Juf through the Val Falter to Molins, see p. 404.

A path leads from Juf to the S.E. over the Forcellina (8770') to the

(31/2 hrs.) Septimer (p. 404), and thence to (2 hrs.) Casaccia in the Val Bre-
gaglia (guide 20 fr.), or over the Lunghino Pass to the (5 hrs.) Maloja (see

p. 409; guide 25 fr.). — From the Forcellina Pass we may ascend in

IV2 hr. the Pizzo delta Forcellina (9918'; admirable view) and descend to the
S.E. into the Val Turba. We then reach the Septimer route 20 min. below
the pass , by the second bridge over the Septimerbach (p. 404). — From
Cresta through Val Bregalga and across the Passo della Duana (about
9180'; guide 25 fr.) to Soglio in the ValBregaglia (p. 439), 7-8 hrs., interesting.

The pass, which lies to the W. of the Gietscherhorn (10,095'), and also the
descent, affords a fine view of the Bregaglia 3Its., especially of the Val
Bondasca with the shovel-shaped Piz Badile.
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Fkom Canicul to Pianazzo on the Spliigen route (472 lirs.; with guide).

The steep path ascends the right side of the Val d'Emet^ through wood,
to the (IV4 hr.) Alp Ernet (6194'), whence the cairn on the pass is visible;

then over the soft and uneven soil of the Alp in 1 hr. to the top. Behind
us rises Piz Beverin-, the Calanda afterwards comes in sight. The Passo
di Emet (7.315'). between the Pizzo Emet (10,530'; 1.) and the Pizzo Spado-
lazzo (S920'; r.). is the frontier of Switzerland and Italy. Opposite us, to

the W.. are Piz Tambo (10,748') and Piz Terri. We descend past the N.
side of the little Lago d'Emet, on the left bank of the Madesimo, then across
meadows, to the huts of Casone and {V/2 hr.) Madeeimo (p. 398j. Road thence
to(lV'.jM.) Pianazzo (p. 398j, on the Spliigen route.

The Spliigen road \vinds upwards, past the ruin of Bdrenburg,

and enters the wooded *Kofna Eavine, in which the Rhine forms

a series of falls. The road crosses (2 M. from Andeer) the Averser-

Rhein (*Melchior's Inn), which issues from the Val Ferrera (p. 396)
and forms a fine fall a little way up.

Towards the end of the gorge (2 M.) we pass an old bridge over

the Rhine on the right. The valley expands. The road crosses

(3/4 M.) the torrent of the Suretta Valley on the left. By the road-

side are the ruins of the Sufers Foundry. To the right, iheKalkberg.

We next (Y.2 M.) pass through a rocky gateway (^Sassa Plana : 4390'),

ten paces long. At (1 M.) the prettily situated *H6t. Hinterrhein

(pens. 6 fr.) a bridge crosses to the village of Sufers (4673'), on the

left bank of the Rhine. We enter a wooded ravine and cross (I74M.)
the wild stream in its deep gorge by a bold bridge (4727'). After a

short ascent we survey the hxoadVal Rhein (Rheinwald-Thal) ; on the

right, the barren iiTaife&er^ (9763'); opposite, the EmsAorn (9650')
;

in the background, the Rheinwaldhorn (11,150'); to the left of

Spliigen, adjoining the Guggerniill (9472'), is Piz Tambo (10, 748'!

;

behind us, Piz Curoer (p. 395). — Then (1 M.) —
16 M. Splugen (4757'; pop. 424; *H6t. Bodenhaus Sf Post, R.,

L., & A. 31/9. D. 31/2, pens. 7-8 fr. ; *H6t. Splugen, R., L., & A.

2-21/2, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 5-6 fr.), the capital of the Rheinwald-

Thal, enlivened by the traffic on the Spliigen and Bernardino routes.

Pleasant walk, past the church, to the ruined castle on the old road,

with a view down the valley and of Piz Tambo.
Excursions. (Guide, Jerem'as Gredig.) View from the Fluhg'riind

(1 hr.) and DonatzMhe (IVzhr.). Drive to the Bernardino Pass (p. 400); the
Alp behind the inn commands a splendid survey of the Rheinwald Glacier.
— The Guggerniill (9472'; 4V2 hrs. : guide 6 fr.), by the Tarribo Alp, and
the Einshorn (9650': from Nufenen, 4-5 hrs.; 8 fr.) are two fine points, and
not difficult.— The Pizzo Tambo {Tambohorn or Schneehom; 10,748'; 14 fr.),

372 hrs. from the Spliigen Pass, is fatiguing, but safe for experts. Extensive
view, extending on the S. to Milan, whence the peak is visible.

Excursion to the Source 0/ the Einter-Rhein, p. 400. — Over the Lochli-

berg to the Safier-Thal, see p'. 385.

Beyond the village of Spliigen the road divides. The Bernardino

route leads straight on (p. 399). The Splugen Road, constructed

by the Austrian government in 1819-21, crosses the Rhine to the

left by an iron bridge, ascends in windings (avoided by short-cuts),

and passes through a tunnel 93 yds. long, beyond which we see the

top of the pass. We cross the Hdusernhach twice in a bleak valley.
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at the end of which the old hridle-path ascends direct to the pass.

The road ascends the W. slope in zigzags, past the lonely Berghaus

(6677'), and through a gallery of masonry, to the (6 M.) Splugen Pass
(Colmo delV Orso; 6945'), between Piz Tambo [10,748'; see p. 397)
on the right, and the Surettahorn [9925') on the left, the boundary
between Switzerland and Italy.

Beyond the pass and the first Cantoniera we reach (IV2 ^0
the Dogana [6260'), or Italian custom-house, a group of houses at

the head of a bleak valley (Monte Spluga Inn
,
plain ; Post). In

winter the snow sometimes reaches to the windows of the upper story.

During snow-storms bells are rung in the houses of refuge as a guide

to travellers. The old bridle-path to Isolato turned to the right, near

the second wooden bridge, and led through the Cardinell gorge, a

route much exposed to avalanches, where the French under Gen.
Macdonald sustained terrible losses in Dec, 1800, and also through

the dangerous Liro Gorge. The new road descends the E. slope in

windings, being protected at places by avalanche-galleries of masonry
(first 249 yds. long, second 228, third 550 yds.), with sloping roofs

to enable the snow to slide off, and side-openings for light.

Beyond the third gallery we obtain a fine view of the old road, de-

stroyed by a flood in 1834, and of the village of Isolato. At the end of

the gallery is a copious spring. The new road avoids the dangerous

Liro Gorge between Isola and Campo Dolcino. Near (71/2 M.) Pianazzo

(4527' ; inn, plain) a road descends to the right to Isola. Just beyond
Pianazzo, near a short tunnel , the Madesimo forms a *Fall 650'

high (best viewed from a platform by the roadside, where the dil-

igence halts).

From Pianazzo a road (two-horse carr. from Splugen and back 40 fr.,

fee 4 fr.) ascends to the hamlet of (IV2 M.) Madesimo (5U32'), with a chalyb-
eate spring and a hydropathic "Curhaus (R. from 2, board 5-6'/2 fr.), a
pleasant health-resort. — To Canicul over the Passo di Emet-, see p. 397.

The next part of the road is the boldest ; some of its terraces rise

perpendicularly one above the other. — 2 M. —
33 M. Campodolcino (3620'; Croce d'Oro; Posta or Corona)

consists of four groups of houses ; the second contains the church

and the 'campo santo' or burial-ground. Beyond one of the galleries

the rock bears a Latin inscription to the Emp. Francis, who made
this road from ^Clavenna ad Rhenum\

The LiroValley^ or Valle San Giacomo, is strewn with fragments

of rock, chiefly brittle white gneiss, which reddens on exposure to

the air. The wildness of the scene is softened by the rich foliage of

chestnuts, from which peeps the slender white campanile of the

church of Galivaggio. Near San Giacomo the chestnut-trees extend

far up the steep slopes, and beyond it the luxuriance of Italian

vegetation is fully displayed. — 8 M. —
41 M. Chiavenna. —Hotels. •Hotel Coneadi, 5 min. from the station,

with railway-ticket and luggage office, R., L., & A. 272-5, B. IV4, D. 3-4V2j
S. 3, pens. 6V2-8, omn. 1/2-^4 fr. ; *Albebgo Specola, at the station, E., L.,
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& A. 21/2, B. 1 fr.; *Chiave d'Oeo, on the Promenade, Italian style; Hot.
San Paolo, well spoken of.

The Station (Cafe-Restaurant, lunch 21/2 fr.) lies to the E. of the town.
Through-tickets are issued to the steamboat-stations on Lake Como, with
omnibus-coupons for Colico.

Chiavenna (1090'; pop. 4086), the Roman Clavenna, an ancient

town, is charmingly situated on the Mera, at the mouth of the Yal

Bregaglia (p. 439). Opposite the Hotel Conradi are the ruins of an

unfinished chateau of De Salis, the last governor appointed by the

Grisons
;
picturesque view from the ^Paradise^ or garden (adm. 50 c).

San Lorenzo^ the principal church, has an elegant detached campanile^

rising from the old burial-ground. In the octagonal baptistery

(closed, fee 15-20 c.) is a font of 1206, with reliefs. The neigh-

bouring hills of Val Capiola contain many giant cauldrons ('Mar-

mitte dei Giganti'
;
guides at the hotels).

RAiiiWAY TO Colico (fares, see p. 394). Three tunnels, looking

back beyond which we enjoy a fine view of Chiavenna. The low

land here is much exposed to the inundations of the Lire and Mera.

The valley (Piano di Chiavenna) is flanked with lofty mountains.

On the right bank of the Mera lies Gordona ,
at the mouth of the

Val della Forcola (p. 401), beyond which the Boggia descends in

a fine fall from the narrow Val Bodengo. — 6 M. Samolaco is the

station for the large village of that name on the right bank of the

Mera, at the mouth of Val Mengasia. Before (8V2 M.) Novate we
reach the Lago di Mezzola, once the N. bay of the Lake of Como,

now separated from it by the deposits of the Adda, but connected

with it by a narrow navigable channel. To the S. appears the pyram-

idal Mte. Legnone (p. 471). The train crosses the diluvial land

formed by the torrent of the Val Codera on the left, and skirts the E.

bank of the lake, by Campo and Verzeia. Several embankments and

tunnels. We cross the Adda beyond (12^2 M.) Dubino. The Valtel-

liua railway (p. 437) joins ours on the left ; on a hill to the right

is the ruined castle oiFuentes, once the key of the Valtellina, erect-

ed by the Spaniards in 1603, and destroyed by the French in 1796.

17 M. Colico (722'; Hail. Eestaiirant), p. 471. The station is

1/3 M. from the pier, to which there is ample time to walk. Om-
nibus-coupons are collected at the exit from the station.

97. From Spliigen to Bellinzona. San Bernardino.
Comp Map, p. SBi.

46 M. Diligence dailv (between San Bernardino and Bellinzona twice

daily) in 81/2, returning in" 11 hrs. (15 fr. 25, coupe 18 fr. 95 c). Extka-Post
with two horses from Thusis to Bellinzona 140 fr., with three horses

195 fr. ; from Spliigen to Bellinzona with two horses 95 fr. 80 c. Caeriage
AND Paie from Thusis to Bellinzona (in 2 days) 150 fr., from Spliigen to

Bellinzona 115 fr.; fee 10 per cent of the fare.

Spliigen (4757^, see p. 397. We traverse the upper Val Rhein,

passing below (1 M.) Medels (5030'). On the left bank, 3/^ M.
farther on, lies the pasture of Ebi, now partly covered with stones,
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where the 'Landsgemeinde' used to meet biennially on the first

Sunday in May. Then (21/4 M.) Nufenen (5145'), at the mouth of

the Areue-Thal, at the head of which is seen the Curciusa Glacier.

On the left are the huge rocky Guggernilll (p. 397), concealing Piz

Tambo (p. 397), and the Einshorn (9650'). Near (2 M.) —
6 M. Hinterrhein (5330'; *Post, plain), the highest village in

the valley, the Rheinwald Mts., the Marscholhorn, Rheinquellhorn,

Rheinwaldhorn, Hochberghorn, and Kirchalphorn come in sight.

Source of the Hinter - Rhein. From Hinterrhein to the Zapport Hut
4 hrs., rough, and hardly repaying (guide, advisable, 6 fr. 5 G. Trepp^ Joh.
Hoesli). Beyond the Rhine bridge (see belowj the path diverges to the right

from the Bernardino road, and at first traverses the level floor of the valley.

After V2 hr. the valley narrows. The path is lost in a stony chaos on the
right slope of the valley. The steep N. side is covered with poor pastures.

The wild infant Rhine is covered at places with avalanche-snow, which
Hes here the whole year. By one of these snow-bridges we cross to the
left bank, where a narrow path, kept in order by the shepherds in summer,
leads to the (2 hrs.) Zapport Chalet (6420'J, occupied in July and August by
the Bergamasque shepherds, who pasture their flocks on the sunny Zap-
port'Alp. The route to the club-hut next leads past the Holle^ a wild
gorge, in which the Rhine forms a small fall, to the (IV4 hr.) Zapport
Club Hut (7613'). The narrow valley is closed by the Rheinwald Glacier,
the lower part of which is called the Parodies Glacier. The Hinter-Rhein
issues from an aperture in the glacier (7270'), shaped like a cow's mouth,
below the hut. This chief source of the river (Sprung or Ursprung) is

soon augmented by numerous small tributaries from crevasses of the glacier.

From the club-hut we may ascend the Rheinwald Glacier in order to survey
the vast Adula or Rheinwald Mts.: the Zapporthorn (10,330'), Rheinquell-
horn (10,500'), Vogelberg (10,565'), Rheinwaldhorn, Guferhorn (11,130'), etc. —
The Rheinwaldhorn (11,150') may be ascended by experts from the club-
hut in 4 hrs., with guide, by the Lentaliicke (9692') and the N.E. arete
(toilsome, the final ascent difficult). The Gii/erhorn (3^/^-^ hrs. from the
club-hut, by the Lentaliicke and the S.W. arete); the Vogelberg and Rhein-
quellhorn (each 31/2-4 hrs. from the club-hut, over the Rheinwald Glacier):,

and the Zapporthorn (3i/2-4 hrs. from the Bernardino Pass, over the Muccia
Glacier., p. 401) are all more or less difficult.

From Hinterrhein over the Valser Berg to the Lugnetz Valley, see p. 386
;

over the Zapportgrat or the Lentaliicke to Zervreila, see p. 387. Trying passes
(Vogeljoch, 9640'; Passo del Cadabbi, 9680'; Zapport Pass, 10,140') lead to

the S. from the Rheinwald and Zapport glaciers to Malvaglia (p. 394).

The Beknakbino Road crosses the Rhine by a bridge (5300')
of three arches, 3/^ M. beyond Hinterrhein, and ascends the steep

bush-clad slope in windings. (A good short-cut diverges to the

right from the second winding.) Looking back, we have a fine

view of the Rhine Valley and the mountains to the N., the

Kirchalphorn, Lorenzhorn, Schwarzhorn, and Hochberghorn. On
the left, before (21/9 M.) we cross the Masek-Bach (5680'), is the

solitary Durrenbiihl Chalet. Traversing a bleak valley, and passing

the Thdli-Alp on the left, we reach the (3 M.) San Bernardino Pass
(6770 '; Inn), at the N. end of the little Lago Moesola, from which
three rocks project. This pass was known to the Romans. It owes its

present name to St. Bernardino of Siena, who preached the gospel

here early in the 15th century. On the left rise the Pizzo Vccello

(8910') and Mittaghorn (8560'); on the right the Marscholhorn (or
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Piz Moesola; 9520'). Superb view near a large wMte "boulder,

3/4 hr. above tbe hotel, to the N.W. (guide unnecessary).

We descend many windings on the left bank of the Mo'esa, which
issues from the lake, and pass a Cantoniera : to the W. rises the Zap-
porthorn (10,330') with the Stabbio-Grat (SQ%"), whence theMuccia
Glacier descends; to the E. are Piz Lumbreda (9770'), Piz Mutun
(9360'), and Piz Curciusa (9423'). Lower down we cross the Moesa
by a handsome bridge, and descend in a great curve to (4^/4 M.) —

17 M. San Bernardino (5335': *H6t. Victoria, R., L., & A. 2-5,

lunch 4, D. 5, pens. 9-12 fr.; *Edt. Brocco, *H6t. Ravizza, board
71/2-91/2 fr. ; Hot. Bellevue, well spoken of; Albergo Menghetti), the

highest village in the Vai Mesocco or Mesolcina, with a mineral

spring which attracts many Italian invalids in summer. Everything
here is Italian, and the people are Roman Catholics, Cardinal Borro-
meo (p. 464) having crushed the germs of the Reformation. — Over
the Passetti Pass to the Val Calanca, see p. 402.

To the N. towers the sharp tooth of Pic Uccello (p. 400). The
road ascends a little, and then descends in numerous zigzags (cut

off by footpaths). A fine fall of the Moesa, in the gorge to the right,

is seen by following the path leading from S. Bernardino to San
Giacomo, first on the left, and then on the right bank of the stream.

Beyond (41/2 M.)«San Giacomo (3845'; Alb. Toscano) the road crosses

the Moesa (pleasing view), and then descends rapidly to (41/2 M.) —
26 M. Mesocco or Cremeo (2560'; '^Posta; Rot. Toscani), where

walnut-trees, chestnuts, vines, and maize proclaim the Italian cli-

mate. On a rock to the left of the road, V2 ^- helow the village,

rises the grand ruin of Mesocco (or Misox), with its four towers,

which was destroyed by natives of the Orisons in 1526. From the

slopes descend numerous cascades, eight between Mesocco and Lo-
stallo, some of them considerable.

Beyond (I72 M.) Soazza (2067'), near the second bridge, the

Buffalora forms" a fine fall. Then (3 M.) Cabbiolo (lilo'), (1 M.)
Lostallo (1560; Posta, well spoken of), with vineyards and the
first fig-trees, and (41/2 M.) —

36 M. Cama (1260' ; Restaurant^ with a Capuchin monastery.
From Cama to Chiavexna a fatiguing route (14-15 hrs., guide to the

top of the pass, 5 fr.) ascends the steep Val di Cama, containing the little
lake of that name (405S'), crosses the (5V2 hrs.) Bocchetta di Val Cama
(68S0'), and descends the Val Bodengo to (81/2 hrs.) Bodengo (rustic inn),
and by a steep path , with steps, through the gorge of the Boggia to
Gordona and (5 hrs.) Chiavenna. — A little easier and less interesting path
from Soazza (see above) crosses the Passo della Forcola (7274') and leads
through the valley of that name to Chiavenna (12-13 hrs. ; with guide).

Then (3/4 M.) Leggia (1125') and (IV4 M.) Grono (1000' ; Re-
staurant TognoLa^ beer) , a thriving village at the mouth of the Vai

Calanca, with the Florentina tower, and near it a chapel with old

frescoes.

The Sasso della Faglia (8513'), commanding a magnificent view, may
be ascended from Grono via the Val di Grono in 7 hrs., with guide (club-
hut near the top).

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 26
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The picturesque "Val Calanca is traversed by a road, first on the left,

then on the right bank of the Calancasca, to Molina, Arvigo, Santa Domenica,
Augio, and {10 M.)Rossa (3570'; inn), the chief village in the valley. (Toil-

some route hence, to the W., over the Giumella Pass, 6955', to Malvaglia in

the Val Blenio, p. 394.) Bridle-path hence to (1 hr.) Valbella (4383'), the
highest hamlet in the valley, from which an easy route, to the E., crosses
the Passo di Tresculmine (7064') to (5 hrs.) Mesocco ; then (1 hr.) Alp Alogna
(4695'), whence we may cross the Passo di Passetti (6808') to the E. to San
Bernardino (p. 401) in 4-5 hrs. (guide). At the head of Val Calanca, but
difficult of access thence, lies the grand mountain-basin of the Stabbio Alps
(6590"), best reached from San Bernardino, in 4-5 hrs., by crossing the
Passo Tre Uoniini (8704').

39 M. Roveredo (975'
5
pop. 1065; Angela; Croce'), the capital

of the lower Val Mesocco, with the ruined castle of the once power-

ful Trivulzio family.

IV4M. San Fi«ore (880') is the last Grisons vUlage, (21/4 M.)
Lumino the first in Ticino. The Bernardino route passes Castione,

on the right, a station on the St. Gotthard Railway (p. 123), joins

the St. Gotthard road, and crosses the Moesa. Below the confluence

of the Moesa and the Ticino lies (2 M.) Arhedo (813'), a village of

sad memory in Swiss history. On 30th June, 1422, a battle took

place here between 3000 Swiss and 24,000 Milanese, in which 2000
of the former fell. They were interred by the church of St. Paul,

called Chiesa Rossa from its red colour. — 13/^ M. —
46 M. Bellinzona, see p. 447.

98. From Thusis (Coire) to the Engadine over

the Julier.
Comp. Maps, pp. 374, 408, 416.

From Thusis to Samaden via Tiefenkastell and the Julier, 43 M., Dili-
gence in summer twice daily (the afternoon diligence staying for the
night at Molins or Tiefenkastell) in 11 1/2 hrs. (17 fr. 20, coupe 20fr. 70 c.);

to Silvaplana in 91/2 hrs. (14 fr. 20 or 17 fr, 10 c.) ; to St. Moritz in IOV2 hrs.

(15 fr. 53 or 19 fr. 5 c). At Tiefenkastell this route is joined by the dili-

gence from Coire vid Churwalden, which starts 2V4 hrs. earlier than the
Thusis diligence: to Samaden, 5IV2 M., in 131/2 hrs. (20 fr. 85, 25 fr. 5 c). —
Extra-Post and pair from Thusis to St. Bloritz 102 fr. 10 c, to Samaden
108 fr. 10 c, to Pontresina 110 fr. 50 c. ; from Coire to the Baths of St. Moritz
120 fr. 10 c, to Samaden 126 fr. 10 c. — Carriage and pair from Thusis to

St. Moritz or Sils-Maria over the Julier 80, to Pontresina or Samaden 90 fr.

(from Coire 100 or 110 fr.) ; driver's fee 10 per cent of the fare.

Thusis (2450'), see p. 383. — The road through the *SchynPass,
constructed in 1868-69, noteworthy for its grand and picturesque

scenery, crosses the Rhine at the foot of Hohen-Rhatien, passes the

ruin of Ehrenfels on the right, and then, beyond (S/^M.) Sils, Rom.
Seglias (2283'; *Post), the little chateau of Baldenstein on the left.

It next enters the valley of the Alhula, to the right, and ascends on

its left bank to Campi (^Campo Bello, ruin of the ancestral seat of

the Campell family ; Ulrich Campell was a Rhaetian reformer and
historian), and the farm of (2 M. j Runplanus. Pretty view of the

church of Solis. Then through the forest of Versasca. By a ravine

above us, to the right, we observe a bridge of the old Mutten road.
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We pass the Freihof, an auberge on the left. The road is carried

through the Pass MaL, which hegins here, by galleries of masonry,

cuttings, and tunnels. I1/2M. Inn 'Zum Passmal" (rustic).

By the chalets of Calabrien, V*^!. farther on, a narrow road to the right
ascends to (41/2 M.) Unter-Mutten (4833'; "^Inn. plain; closed in summer, when
the villagers migrate to Ober-Mutten). Thence to (iV4 hr.) Obev-Mutten
(6148'; Hosang's Inn), whence the Muttnerhorn (80(0'; *View ; guide 10 fr.)

may be ascended in fi/zhr.; good path at first, then up grassy slopes. Descent
from Ober-Mutten to (2V2 hrs.) Zillis or to Thusis interesting, but rough.

The bridge across the Muttner Tobel affords a fine view of the

gorge. IV4M. L'nter-Solis, a hamlet with a spring containing iodine.

High above, to the left, lies Obervatz [p. 380). Looking back near

the last tunnel , we survey the Heiuzenberg ; before us we see

Alvaschein and the peaks of the Albula. The road crosses the Al-

bula gorge by the '^Solis Bridge, 250' above the torrent, and ascends

in a curve (cut off by a path to the right, beyond the bridged to the

village of (2 M.) Alvaschein (Augustin). Opposite, below the lofti-

ly situated Sturvis, is a waterfall. Farther on, to the right, below the

road, is the church of MustaiL the oldest in the Albula valley, for-

merly a burial-place. At Vnter-Mustail there is an alkaline spring.

The road unites with the Coire route near (11/2 M.) —
9 M. Tiefenkastell, Roman. Casti (2720'; *H6t. Julierhof, R., L.,

& A. lVo-4, B. 11/4, D. 3, pens. 8-10 fr.; *H6t. Albula, R., L., &
A. from 3, B. IV2, lunch 3 fr. ; ''Hot. Alpenrose, R. IV2, B. 1, D. 2,

S. IY2 fi^- Rhdtia, plain; Kreuz)^ almost entirely rebuilt after the

fire of 1890, lies picturesquely in the deep valley, with its church on
a hill (2917') above the confluence of the Julia and the Albula. (To
Surava 3ini Alveneu-Bad, p. 405; to Coire vik Churwalden, p. 381.1

The JuLiEB Road ascends rapidly, and skirts the Stein, a bold

limestone cliff (rock-gallery and tunnel). Far below flows the Julia

or Oberhalbstein Rhine. (The Romanic word Rhein means 'flowing

water'.) We next enter (^i/o M.) a broad and populous part of the

valley called the Oberhalbstein (Sur Seissa), 6 M. long, and pass the

villages of (I1/4 M.) Conters (Post, new), and (8/4 M.) Savognin or

Schweiningen (^280' ; *H6t.-Pens. Pianta, D. 41/2, pens, from 6 fr.
;

*n6t. Piz Michel, pens. 6 fr.). On the W. slope lie Salux, Prdsans^

Reams (with a fine castle, now a prison), and other villages.

ExccESioNS. Piz Curver (9760'; 5 hrs.; guide), from Savognin by
Ziteil, not difficult, a very fine point (see p. 395; descent to Zillis or
Andeer). — Feoji Savognin to Aussee-Fereeka oveb the Fianell Pa-S-s,

5I/2 hrs., easy and repaying. A narrow road leads through the smiling
Val jSiandrb' io the (2 hrs.) Alp_ Curtins (6400*); here we ascend to the
right to (1 hr.) Alp Schmorras (7500') and the (1 hr.) Fianell or Schmorras
Pass (S350'), opposite Piz Grisch {Piz Fianell; 10,000'): then descend by Alp
Moos and Suit Foina to (IV2 hr.) Ausser-Ferrera (p. 396).

15i;2M. Tinzen, Rom. Tinizung (AOIO'; Hot. Tinzenhorn), pret-

tily situated at the mouth of the Val d'Err. In the background rise

Piz Val-Lung and Piz d'Aela (p. 405j.
From Tinzen to Bergiin over the Aela Pass, 7-8 hrs., see p. 406; the

Fvorcla da Tschitta (9536'; 8 hrs.) is a better route. To the ls\ a trj-ing

route (5 hrs.; with guide) crosses the Tinzenthor Pass (8465'), between the

26*
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Piz Michel and the Tinzenhorn, to Bad Alveneu (p. 405). — Piz Michel
(10,375'; 6 hrs.; with guide), more difficult from here than from Alveneu
(p. 405). — To Samaden over the Errjoch (10,270'), 9 hrs., with guide,

laborious, but repaying. Ascent through the picturesque Val d'Err and
over the Err Glacier to the pass, lying to the N.E. of the Piz d''Err (see

below); descent through the Val Sever (p. 416).

Al)ove Tinzen the Julia forms several fine falls. The road leads

through curious basins, formed by erosion, and rocky ravines, to

(IV2M.) Roffna (4760'; Lowe, rustic), and (3 M.) —
20 M. Molins, Ger. Muhlen (4793'; *Lowe, R. 21/2, D- 4 fr.),

beautifully situated, where the diligence halts for dinner.

From the Val da Faller, which deboufties here, and divides into the Val
Gronda and the Val Bercla 3/4 hr. farther up, routes little used (guide) cross

the Thdli-Joch (9193'), to the E. of the Weisslerg, to (6 hrs.) Cresta (p. 396),

and the Fallerjoch (about 9O9O0, past the Fliih Lakes, to (5V2 hrs.) Juf in
the Averser-Thal (p. 396). — *Piz Platta (11,110'; 5V2 hrs.

;
guide), ascended

through the Val Faller and Val Bercla^ is a splendid point. — Piz d^Err
(11.100') , Piz d-Arblatsch (10,525"), and Piz Forhisch (10,720'), for experts
(guides at the 'Lowe').

From this point to Stalla, skirting the rapid Julia, we enjoy

a series of grand rocky landscapes. A fine point is near the bridge

on this side of (V2 M.) Sur. On a beautiful wooded hill, in the

middle of the valley, stands the square watch-tower of Spludatsch

(5260'; path to it beyond Sur; fine view). On the right, 3/^ M.
farther on, appears the ruin of Marmorera, partly built in a rocky

cavity halfway up the hill The next villages are (l^/^M.) Marmorera
{Marmels; 5360'), at the mouth of the Val Natons ; Stalvedro

(5613'); and (2 M.) —
2572 M. Stalla (5827'; Post), or Bivio, the Roman Bivium,

where the Julier and Septimer routes separate.

The Septimer Beidle Path (to Casaccia 4 hrs.; without guide in

fine weather), one of the oldest Alpine routes, once traversed by Roman
and German emperors with their armies , diverges to the right from the
road above Stalla, and ascends the Val Cavreccia. At the chalets of (1 hr.)

Cadval it crosses the brook , enters a defile , and ascends the somewhat
marshy meadows of Pian Canfhr^ to the (1 hr.) Septimer Pass (Passo di

Self; 7582'), with a dilapidated hospice. (Over the Forcellina to Juf, and by
Lunghino to the Maloja, see p. 409.) A height to the left of the pass,

indicated by two stones, affords a superb view of the mountains of the
Maloja, Piz della Margna, Monte deU' Oro, etc. Descent by a rough paved
path, crossing the Septimer Bach (Acqua di Settimo) three times, to the valley
of the Mera, and on its left bank, the latter part very steep and stony,

to (2 hrs.) Casaccia (p. 437).

From Stalla to Andeee, over the Stallerherg, and through the Averser
Thai and Val Ferrera, see p. 398. — To Sils over the Fuorcla di G-ravasal-

vas (8806'; 5V-i hrs.; with guide), interesting. Below the Julier Pass we
ascend to the right, past the little Gravasalvas Lake, to the pass, to the W.
of Piz Lagrev, with a fine view of the Bernina, etc. ; then a steep descent
to the Lake of Sils (p. 410).

The road, completed in 1827, ascends the stony slopes of the

Julier (Giulio) in numerous windings. Walkers reach the pass in

13/4 hr. ; carriages take 2 hrs. up, and 1 hr. down. From November
to the middle of May the pass is crossed by sledges. The Julier is

clear of snow before any other pass of equal height, and is the
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least exposed to avalanches. On this side of the summit are a few
houses (7360') and an unpretending inn. On the [30 M.) pass

(7500'J are two round milestones of mica-slate, 5' high, of the time
of Augustus, who constructed a military road from Clavenna (p. 399)
to the Curia Rsetorum (Coire) over the Maloja and the Julier. Roman
coins have also been found here. Near the milestones (which bear

no inscription), to the right, is a little lake, which contains trout

notwithstanding its altitude.

On the E. slope of the pass, 1 M. from the top, is the small Julier

Alp, with two chalets. On the left rise Piz Julier and Piz d^Albana,

and on the right Piz Polaschin (p. 412). In descending we obtain a

superb view of the snow-mountains of the Bernina (p. 418). In the

foreground rise Piz Surlej and Mt. Arias, above which tower Piz

Tschierva, Morteratsch, and Bernina, on the right; then Piz Cor-

vatsch, and to the extreme right Piz della Margna. The Upper
Engadine, with its green lakes, comes gradually into view.

351/4 M. Silvaplana (5958'), and thence to —
43 M. Samaden (56700, see pp. 411-416.

99. From Thusis (Coire) to the Engadine over the

Albula Pass.

Comp. Map, p. 374.

F7'om Thusis to Samaden over the Albula, 3S M., Diligence in summer
twice daily in IOV4 hrs. (15 fr. 38, coupe 18 fr. 50 c); to Fontresina, 411/4 M.,
in 11 hrs, 5 min. (16 fr. 65 c, coupe 20 fr.) ; to the Baths of St. Moritz, 42V2 M.,
in IIV2 hrs. (17 fr. 15 . coupe 18 fr. 60 c.). At Alveneu-Bad this route
corresponds with the diligence from Coire via Churwalden, which starts

21/4 hrs. earlier than from ThusLs : to Samaden, 45^/2 M., in 12 hrs. 20 min.
(18 fr. 20 c, coupe 22 fr.). At Bergiin the diligence stops 1,2 hir. for dinner. —
ExTEA - Post with two horses from Thusis to Samaden over the Albula
93 fr. 20, with three horses 126 fr. 75 c; to Pontresina or St. Moritz 101 fr.

60 c. or 139 fr.; from Coire to Samaden lOS fr. 80 c, to St. Moritz or
Pontresina 117 fr. 20 c. — Carriage and pair from Thusis to Bergiin 45,
Samaden 80 , St. Moritz or Pontresina 90 fr. ; froin Coire to Bergiin 70,
Samaden IGO, St. Moritz or Pontresina 110, Tarasp 170 fr. and driver's fee
of 10 per cent of the fare (to Samaden 11/2-2 days). — A most interesting
route ; fine mountain-scenery.

From Thusis through the Schyn Pass to (9 M.) Tiefenkastell,

see p. 403. The Albula road diverges here to the left from the

Julier road, and ascends the Albula-Thal by Surava to —
121/2 M. Alveneu-Bad (3115'), where the road from Coire via

Lenz descends on the left (p. 381). The sulphur-springs are in

repute for rheumatism, etc. {*Hotel, R., L., & A. 3-5, D. 4, pension

67-2-11 ft.; Pens. Schuler, plain; one-horse carr. to Bergiin 9,

Wiesen 8, Tiefenkastell 41/9, Coire 30 fr.). On the opposite bank
is a waterfall, finely framed.

In the Val Spadlatscha, 4 hrs. above Alveneu-Bad or Filisur, and 3 hrs.
from Bergiin (p. 406), is the Aela Club Hut (7220'), from which the Piz
Michel (10.375' i atiractive and not very difficult for experts; guide 25 fr.)

is ascended in 41/2 hrs.. the Tinzenhorn (10,430'; 40 fr.) in 41/2-5 hrs., and
the Piz d'Aela (10,960'; 40-50 fr.) in o-oi/a hrs. (these two difficult, and
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requiring experience). Difficult descent from the Tinzenhorn on the steep
W. side to the Tinzenthor Pass (p. 403) and by the Tigiel Alp to Tinzen (p. 403).

Above Alveneu (1 M.) the road crosses the Landwasser, which
falls into the Albula here, and ascends to the right to (1 M.)
Filisur (3410': *H6t. Schonthal, Weisses Kreuz, both plain), a

pleasant village, commanded by the scanty ruins of Greifenstein

(3985'). We descend to the Albula and gradually ascend the wooded
valley on the right bank. Walkers will prefer the old road on the

left bank of the Albula, which rejoins the road on the right bank
above (2i

4 M.) Ballaluna [3615'), a saw-mill (inn, rustic). We
cross the Stulser Bach, ascend in a curve through wood, and enter

the (11/4 M.) *Berguner Stein (/i Crap; 4280'), a deep gorge with

perpendicular sides. The road, made in 1696, and since widened,

is hewn in the rock, and protected at places by a wall. The brawling

stream in the gorge is visible at one point only. At the end of the

gorge tower the Piz Spadlatscha (9420') andPiz d'Aela (p. 405). We
now enter the green basin, enclosed by wooded hills, of (IV2 ^0 —

191/0 M. Bergun. Roman. Bravuogn (4550'; pop. 435 ; *H6t. Piz

Aela S^~Post, R., L., & A. 21/2-6, D. 3, pens. 7-91/2 fr. ; *Weisses

Kreuz, R. 21/2, B. IV4, D.2V2, pens, b^
j.i-l^

I

2^t.\ Edelweiss; Sonne),

a village with a mineral spring, a small bath-house, an old Roman-
esque church, and a handsome prison-tower.

ExcuESioxs (piides, P. Mettier., Peter Beeli. and Albert Rauch). Above
Bergun, to the ^'.E., is the village of Latsch (5215'), on the slope of the
Latscher Kulm (or Cuolm da Latsch., 7515' ; ascent repaying, 2 hrs.). — Over
the Sertig Pass to Davos (S hrs.

;
guide 15 fr.), see p. 378. — Over the Fuorcla

Pischa (9193': 9-10 hrs.; guide) to Madulein, fatiguing, through Val Tuors
and Val Plazhi. From the pass, between Piz Kesch and Piz Blaisun, adepts
may ascend Piz Kesch (11,230')' in 21/2 hrs. (but better from the Kesch Hut,
over the Porchabella Glacier, in 3 hrs. ; comp. p. 378). — Piz d^Aela and
Tinzenhorn., see p. 405. (The Aela Club Hut is reached from Bergun by
Alp Uglix in 3 hrs.) — Over the Aela Pass (9055'', guide), between Piz
d'Aela and the Tinzenhorn, to the Val dErr and Tinzen (p. 403), 7 hrs.

(guide 15 fr.), interesting and not difficult.

We now ascend the beautifully wooded valley, passing the Val

Tisch on the left. The Albula forms several small cascades, and
one of some size above the (31/0 ^1-) Alpine hamlet of Naz (5725').

On the bold pinnacles to the right (Piz d'Aela, Piz Val-Lung, Piz

Salteras) are seen several hanging glaciers. The road ascends in long

windings (cut off by a path from Naz, following the telegraph), past

the chalets of Preda and Palpuogna, and on the right, below the road,

the pale-green Lake of Palpuogna, to the (2^/4 M.) Inn (D. 3 fr.) on

the Weissenstein, Rom. Crap Alv (6660'). It next describes a curve

(short-cut to the left) at the base of the two rocky horns of the

Giumels (9137'), avoiding a marshy basin in which the Albula rises,

and ascends the rock-strewn Teufels-Thal to the (21/4 M. ; or, from

Thusis, 28 M.) Albula Pass (7595'; Hospice, plain), between the

(r.) Crasta Mora (9635'), consisting of granite, and the (1.) Piz

Vertsch or Albulahorn (10,738'), which is of limestone.
The Albula is rich in flora. The beautiful Primula integrifolia and

viscosa come up soon after the melting of the snow. Splendid orchids,
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deep-blue gentians, rare stonecrops, the charming Anemone narcissiflora,

and the blue and especially the white flowers of the Viola calcarata and
the Dryas octopetala all occur here.

Tlie road traverses a dreary level valley. Before us rises Piz Me-
zaun, a fine pyramid ; to the right, at the head of the Val Chamuera,

are Piz Lavirum and Piz Cotschen ; farther to the right are Piz Mu-
raigl and Piz Languard. We begin to descend past several chalets,

and then by seven long bends, with views of Piz Quatervals and Piz

del Diavel, and afterwards of Ponte and Camogasc, and of Madulein

and Guardaval on the hill to the left. (The old bridle-path is much
shorter, but is stony and does not afford so many fine views.) Travers-

ing a larch-wood, we reach (6 M. ; or IY2 hr. by the bridle-path) —
34 M. Ponte (5548'). Thence to Samaden, see p. 427; to

Schuls and Nauders, see R. 102.

ENGADINE.

The Engadine (Rom. Engiadina), a valley 60 M. long, descending
from S.W. to N.E., and watered by the Inn^ is bounded by lofty moun-
tains, partly covered with glaciers and snow. The Upper Engadine^ between
the Maloja and Samaden, with its numerous lakes and the side-valley of
Pontresina, is the most attractive part of the valley, while the Lower
Engadine (R. 102), below Samaden, is also picturesque. The strong and
bracing air of the Upper Engadine renders it one of the most famous
health-resorts in the world. The temperature rises in summer to 66-
76° Fahr. in the shade; in winter it sinks to 30-40° below zero. 'Nine
months winter and three months cold', is the laconic, but rather exag-
gerated account the natives give of their climate. Very abrupt changes
of temperature, and even white frosts and snow are not uncommon in

August, so that wraps should not be forgotten, even for a short stay.

As the Upper Engadine is crowded in summer, rooms had better be
ordered beforehand. — Heavy luggage may be forwarded through a goods-
agent, e.g. Messrs. Bavier, Kieni, d- Co., of Coire and Silvaplana.

At first sight the floor of the Upper Engadine resembles a vast and
almost treeless meadow. The lower slopes of the mountains are chiefly clothed
with the larch and the pinus cembra, or Swiss stone-pine (Ger. Arve) , a
stately tree, sometimes called the 'cedar of the Alps', but commoner in
the Pyrenees, the Carpathians, and the south of Siberia than in Switzer-
land. Its light, close-grained wood, white in colour and of a pleasant
fragrance, is extremely durable, and is much esteemed for cabinet-work.
The kernels (30 to 40) of the cones, enclosed in a very hard triangular
shell, have an agreeable flavour, not unlike that of the pine-apple.

The Engadiners, a sober, industrious, and frugal race, are almost all

Protestants. Their Romanic mother -tongue renders all the Romance
languages easy to them, while they are taught German at school from the
age of ten. They frequently emigrate in early life to different parts of

Europe, where they earn their living as confectioners, coff^ee-house keepers,
makers of liqueurs and chocolate, etc. ; and when they have amassed a
competency they usually return to their native valleys to spend the evening
of a busy and active life. To persons of this class belong many of the
neat, comfortably furnished white houses in the Engadine. The windows are
made small to exclude the cold. The excellent pasturage is seldom in the
hands of the inhabitants, being let by them to Bergamasque shepherds, who
spend the summer here with their flocks (paying 1 fr. for each sheep),
and in autumn sell the long wool to the Bergamo manufacturers. The hay
in the meadows is also collected by Italian reapers.
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100. The Upper Engadine, from the Maloja to

Samaden.
Comp. Zfap, p. 416.

15 M. Diligence twice daily in 3 hrs. (comp. p. 437). Omnibus from
Maloja to Sils in 1 hr., on Won., Wed., and Frid. at 6 p.m. : to St. Moritz
daily in 3 hrs., at 4.30 p.m.; see p. 413.

The Engadine begins at the summit of the Maloja or Maloggia
(5943'), the lowest pass between Switzerland and Italy, which

ascends gently from the Engadine, and descends suddenly on the

SW. side to the Val Bregaglia fp. 438). Near the top of the pass is

the Hotel Maloja-Kulm (Italian, but well spoken of; R. 2 fr.), a

projecting rock opposite which commands the Val Bregaglia. To
the E. of it is the (^4 M.) *H6t. Osteria Vecchia, in the Swiss style

(R. from 2Y2- pens. 7-9 fr.). On the left, higher up, is the Chateau

Behedere (6120'), begun by Count Renesse, but unfinished and un-

occupied (now owned by the Maloja Palace Hotel). Its extensive

grounds afford splendid views of the Val Bregaglia and Lake Sils;

the finest walk is the 'Promenade des Artistes' (from the Oursaal

and back, li/o hr.). On the rocky ridge near the chateau (finger-

post) several Glacier Mills or cauldrons have been discovered, some
of them very large (the largest 20' across and 35' deep), worn In the

solid rock probably by the action of the Forno Glacier, which is

supposed to have once covered the whole lake district of the Upper
Engadine. Farther on are several private villas in the Swiss style,

and the Hotel Longhin (pens. 7-8 fr.). To the right of the road, at

the upper end of the Lake of Sils, is the large and comfortable

*H6tel Cursaal-Malaja-Palace (R., L., & A. 6-9, dej. 4, D. 6, board

9, music 1/2 fr. ; open from 1st June to 30th Sept.), owned by a

Belgian company. The view comprises, E., the Lake of Sils, Piz

Mortel, and Piz Lagrev; N., Piz Gravasalvas; N."W., Pizzo Lunghino;
W., the mountains of the Septimer ; S.W., Pizzo Grande, Pizzo

Cacciabella, and Mte. di Zocca; S., between Pizzo Salecina and
Pizzo della Margna, in the Val Cavloccio, the Monte del Forno, and
behind it, the beautiful white Cima di Rosso. — English Church,

with services in the season.
ExcuEsioNs. A little below the pass on the W. side a footpath, and

V2 M. farther on a cart-road, diverge to the left from the Maloja road, cross
the Orlegtia (waterfall, see below) near the lowest houses of Ordeno, and
ascend on the left bank through meadows and wood to the (50 min.) dark-
blue *Cavloccio Lake (6266'), surrounded by lofty mountains, where the
road ends. To the S. rises the finely shaped Monte del Forno (10,560';

guide 25 fr.); to the left of it, the snowy Muretto Pass (p. 409). The
large Cavloccio-Alp, at the S. end of the lake, is occupied in spring and
autumn only \ in the height of summer the cattle are pastured higher up.
From this point to the Forno Glacier and back, 2 hrs. (see p. 409). —
Beyond the Orlegna bridge (see abuve) a path (finger-post) leads to the left

to the (40 min.) little Lago di Bitabergo (6110, and to the (3/4 hr.) Motta
Salecina (7055'), at the foot of Pizzo Salecina ('8500'), with a fine view of

the Eregaglia and the Upper Engadine.
Orlegna Fall, We descend the windings of the Maloja road to a (1 M.)
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finger-post, and follow the path to the left to a (2 min.) rocky plateau
above the chief fall.

A pretty walk leads to the E., on the S. hank of Lake Sils, diverging to
the right (finger-post, 'Plan Cunchetta") from thepathtolsola, to (3/4hr.) -(^tVa

della Palza (6645') and thence to the (20 min.) Piz Ala (7090'), with fine view.

To THE FoBNo Glacier (guide advisable-, to the Forno Hut 10, to the
glacier circus 15 fr. ; Jac. Uffer, Agost. Claliina), repaying. We follow the
Muretto route (see below) to the (IV4 hr.) Alp Piancamno (6520'); then ascend
to the right (before the bridge) for 3/4 hr. over turf and moraine to the
*Forno Glacier, which we cross to (IV4 hr.) the Forno Club Hut (about 8200'),

on a projecting rock on the E. side of the glacier, at the foot of theMte.
del Forno. Imposing glacier-basin, commanded by the Piz Bacone, Cima
di Cantone. Cima di Castello, Pizzo Torrone, Mte. Sissone, and Cima di
Rosso. — The Piz Bacone (10,660'; 3 hrs. ; 35 fr.) , Cima di Castello (11,160' •,

4 hrs. ; 40 fr.), Cima del Largo (ca. 10,335'; 41/2 hrs. : 50 fr.), Pizzo Torrone
(Occidentale 10,827', Centrale 10,728', Orientale 10.935'; 5 hrs.; very difficult,

with many crevasses; 60 fr.), 3fonte Sissone (10,940'; 3-3V2 hrs.; 30 fr.), and
Cima di Rosso (11,060'; 3 hrs. ; 30 fr.) may be ascended hence (all these for
experts only, with good guides).

The Pizzo Lunghino (9135'; 3 hrs., guide 10 fr.) rewards the climber
with a splendid view. From the Hotel Longhin a bridle-path ascends
to the left over pastures to the (2 hrs.) blue Lunghino Lake (8136'). from
which the Inn emerges ; footpath thence over rocks and stones to the top.

Feom the Maloja to Cresta in the Aveeser-Thal, 61/2-7 hrs., attractive
(guide 20 fr., advisable). From the (2 hrs.) Lunghino Lake (.^ee above) a path
leads to the W. to the (V2 hr.) Fuorcla di Lunghino (8645') ; we descend (no
path), leaving the MoUa da Sett (8645') to the left, to the (1 hr.) Septimer
Pass (p. 404). and cross the Septimer route. A footpath ascends hence, at
first bearing to the left and then following the side of the ravine (cairns),

to the (IV2 hr.) Forcellina (8790'), where we view the Averser-Thal. We
descend to the right, at first gradually, then in zigzags to (i hr.) Juf and
(1 hr.) Cresia (p. 396).

From the Maloja bt the Muretto Pass to Chiesa in Val Maleneo
(8-9 hrs. ; guide 20 fr.), toilsome but repaying. To the (1 hr.) Cavloccio-Alp,
see p. 408. A new path ascends thence to the (20 min.) Piancanino-Alp
(6520'), at the confluence of the Forno and the Muretto (foot-bridge over
the former). A steep and stony ascent, along the small Muretto Glacier, and
over snow leads to the (IV2 hr.) Muretto Pass (8890'), between Alte. del
Forno (10.560') and Mie. Muretto (10,197'), where we survey the superb
Mte. della Disgrazia (p. 436j. Descent over snow, and stony and grassy
slopes , on the left bank of the Malero, with views of Mte. Disgrazia,
Mte. Sissone, Cima di Rosso, etc., to the Chiareggio-Alp (5252'; quarters),
and by a road passing numerous slate-quarries to (4 hrs.) Chiesa (p. 436).

From the Maloja to Promontogno by the Casnile and Cacciabella
Passes (13-14 hrs.

;
guide 35 fr.), through the grand Bregaglia Mts., trying,

but repaying, and for experts not difficult. To the (372 hrs.) Forno Hut
(about 8200'), where the night may be spent, see above; thence to the right
to the (IV2 hr.) Passo di Casnile (9744'; superb view). Descent across snow,
through a couloir, and over rock, to the foot of the Cantone Glacier; then
across two moraines to the (IV2 hr.) Albigna Glacier. (Through the Val
Albigna to Vicosoprano, see p. 438.) We ascend the steep, stony slope
oi Cacciabella ('belle chasse', a resort of chamois) to the (2 hrs.) Passo di

Cacciabella (9444'), another grand point of view, and descend to the (2 hrs.)

Alp di Sciora (6785') and through the wild Val Bondasca (p. 438) to the

(2V2-3 hrs.) Hotel Bregaglia (p. 438). — Those who start from Promontogno
(14-15 hrs. to the Maloja) had better sleep at (4 hrs.) Alp Sciora or, if it

is closed, at Alp Naravedro, 3 hrs. from Promontogno. Comp. p. 438.

By the Cursaal we cross the infant Inn, here called Ova d'Oen,

which descends in cascades from the Piz Lunghino (see ahove), to

the W. ; and at the chalets of Capolago we reach the pale-green
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Lake of Sils, Rom. Lej da 8egl (5905'), 3 M. long, 233' deep, the

N.W. bank of which we follow. [Walkers may take the path

(finger-post 'Plan Curtinatsch') on the S.E. bank, passing the

hamlet of Isola (Restaurant Manrizio), which lies on a green plateau

at the mouth of the Fedoz (from the Cursaal 3/^ hr. ; to Sils-Maria

l^/o hr.). In the gorge near Isola the Fedoz descends in a fine

fall.] From the road we see the beautiful Piz Corvatsch (p. 423),

rising above Isola ; and beyond the Crap da Chiiern (restaurant), a

promontory which divides the lake into two basins, we observe the

crevassed Fedoz Glacier, at the head of Val Fedoz, between Piz

Margna (to the right) and Piz Led (to the left; p. 4il). At the E.

end of the lake lies —
41/2 M. Sils (5930'), Rom. Segl, embracing the hamlets of Sils-

Baseglia (with the post-office), on the roadside, at the foot of the

abrupt Piz Lagrev (10,394'), and Sils-Maria (5944'), V2 M. to the

S., pleasantly situated among larch-clad hills, through which the

Fex forces its way. On the peninsula of Chaste (6030'), which juts

into the lake between the hamlets, are relics of an old castle. Sils-

Maria (*Alpenrose, R., L., & A. 3-6, D. 4, S. 3, board 7 fr. ; *E6t.

Edelweiss, R., L., & A. 2V2-5V2, !>• ^, S. 21/2, pens. 7 fr.) is well

adapted for a stay. The situation is sheltered, and there are shady

walks near.

Omnibus from Sils-Maria to St. Moritz daily at 7, back at 11 a.m.
(and, on Tues., Thurs., Sat., & Sun., also at 2, back at 5.30 p.m.), in 1 hr.

;

to the Maloja Hotel Mon., Wed., & Frid. at 2, back at 6 p.m., in 1 hr. Fare
in each case 1' 2, return 2V2 fr. — One-horse carr. from Sils to Silvaplana

6-7, Maloja 7-9, St. Moritz Bad 9-11, Samaden 12-14, Pontresina 15-18,

Morteratsch 16-19, Roseg 20-25, Bernina Hospice 25-30 fr.

Walks. Just to the E. of the Hotel Alpenrose is the Mnot Maria. To
the W., behind the hotel, is a larch-clad hill, which is crossed by the narrow
road to the Fex Valley, starting from the Fex bridge. On this hill are

three points of view: the Laret-Hohe (1/4 hr., in the direction of Silva-

plana). the Bellavista (20 min., towards the Maloja), and a bench on the
Fex road (20 min. ; view of a fall of the Fex, and over the wooded fore-

ground to the snow and ice-clad mountains of the Fex Valley). — The
ascent of the Marmor^ (about 7220'), a rounded spur of the serrated Furt-

tchellas (9620'), is attractive and easy (IV4 hr. from Hotel Edelweiss; good
path). The Piz Corvatsch adjoins the Furtschellas on the S.E. — Pleasant
walks lead from the Hotel Edelweiss to the E. on the wooded slopes to a

saw-mill, and thence along the S. bank of the Silvaplana Lake to (IV4 hr.)

Surlej (see p. 411). — Another fine view is enjoyed from the Plaz (6240'

;

20 min.), a spur of Piz Lagrev, to which a path, nearly opposite the

bridge over the Inn at Sils-Baselgia, ascends. Best light for the view towards
the Maloja in the morning, towards the Fex Valley and Piz Corvatsch in

the evening. A more extensive and picturesque view is obtained from
the Muoita da Blaunca (6640'), to which we ascend from the highroad to

the right (near the Crap da Chuern, see above), via Gravasalvas and Buaira

(2 hrs.). A footpath descends to (^|^ hr.) Maloja.

The *Fex Valley (Val Fex or Scha/thal) is visited from Sils-Maria

in 4-5 hrs. (there and back; one-horse carr. to Crasta for 1-2 pers. 5, 3 pers.

7 fr., to Curtins 8 and 10 fr.). The road ascends the left bank of the

Fex, while a shorter path follows the right bank through the ravine of Drog.

Beyond the bench mentioned above the road descends to the farm of

Vailglici, then re-ascends, leaving the houses of Platta on the left, to the

little church (50 min. from Sils) of Cratta (6390'), shortly before which it
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is joined on the left by the footpath. A small ^Pavilion (rfmts.), 3 min.
farther on , affords on fine evenings the best view of the mountains
encircling the head of the valley. If pressed for time, turn here. The
road crosses the stream, and reaches (V4 hr.) the Restaurant Fiim, near the
hamlet of Curtins (6480'), 6 min. beyond which is the Restaurant Arquint
(edelweiss abundant here, on the right side of the valley). We pass
(10 min.) a ruined house, (7 min.) cross the Fex, and in 20 min. (ground
marshy at places) reach the top of the 3fott Selvas, an old moraine, pro-
jecting obliquely into the valley, and affording an excellent survey of the
beautiful Fex Glacier, overtopped by the Chapiitschin , Piz Tremoggia,
Chapiitsch, Piz Fora, Piz Giiz, and Piz Led. Below us emerges the Fex
in its broad stony bed. Behind us is the green Fex Valley, with the in-

dented chain of Piz Lagrev and Piz Polaschin.
A path (guide needlessj ascends to the right from the church of Crasta

to an Alp, then to the left through larch-wood to the (IV2 hr.) Muoif Ota
(7654'), which commands the Fex and Fedoz Glaciers. The view is finer
higher up, on the way to the Plaun Grand (S2(X)'). — The path to the
Fedoz Valley diverges to the S.E. from the road to the Fex Valley, about
1(X) paces to the S. of Vaiiglia, leads pasts some Alpine chalets to the
Alp Pediprero, and then descends to (IV2 hr.) Isola (p. 410).

Ascents (guides: Chr. Klucker, Joh.^ Andr., and Christ. Eggenberger,
Christ, and Peter Zuan). The Piz Led (10,135'; 3'/2brs.; guide 10 fr.), ''Hz
delta Margna (10,376'; 4hrs.; 16 fr.), *Piz Cor la^sc/i (11,345': 5-5V2hrs., via
Fuorcla Surlej

;
guide 14, with descent to Pontresina 18 fr.), Chapiitschin

(11,130'; 41/2 hrs.; 15, with descent to Pontresina 25 fr.), and Piz Tremoggia
(11,322'; 5-6 hrs. ; 18 fr.) mav be ascended from Sils bv adepts without
difficulty. More toilsome are Piz Gliischaint (11.800'; 6-7"hrs. ; 25 fr.) and
Piz Fora (11,053'; 6 hrs. ; 20 fr.),

Fbom Sils to Poxteesina qy&t ih.& Fuorcla Surlej {<o 'hrs.-., guide 10 fr.),

see below; over the Fuorcla da Fex-Roseg (9 hrs.; 18 fr.), the Fuorcla
Chapiitschin (10-11 hrs. ; 30 fr.), or the Fuorcla Gliischaint (11-12 hrs. ; 35 fr.),

see p. 424. — To Chiesa in Val Malenco over the Tremoggia Pass (gQK/;
25 fr.), between the Chapiitsch and Piz Tremoggia, or over the Fuorcla
Fex-Scerscen (10,236'; 45 fr.). between Piz Tremoggia and Piz Gliischaint,
both for experts only (9-10 hrs.); descent over the Scersceii Glacier to the
Val Entova and Chiesa (p. 436).

Beyond Sils-Baseglia the road, shaded in the afternoon, skirting

the foot of Piz Polaschin [9900'), follows the left bank of the arti-

ficial channel of the Inn, and skirts the Lake of Silvaplana (5875'},

2 M. long, to (23/4 M.) Silvaplana. Walkers from Sils-Maria may
take the path over the meadows, skirting the larch-clad hill on the

S. hank of Lake Silvaplana, crossing several brooks, and finally pass-

ing a Waterfall of the Surlej brook, to (I1/4 hr.) Surlej; thence to

(11/4 hr.) St. Moritz, via Crestalta.

71/4 M. Silvaplana (5958'; "^ Wilder Mann, R., L., & A. 21/2-4,

D. 31/2, pens. 7-10 fr. ; Post, R., L., & A. 2-4, D. 31/2, S. 22/4, pens.

8-10 fr. ; *Hdt. Corvatsch, to the W. of the village, pens, from 7 fr.;

Sonne, R. 2, B. 1, S. 2 fr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.), where we
reach the Julier road (R. 98), lies pleasantly amid green pastures on
the alluvial deposits of the Julier brook, which separate the lakes of

Silvaplana and Campfer. On the opposite side of the valley, at the

base of the Piz Corvatsch, is the village of Surlej ('beyond the lake'),

destroyed by a torrent in 1834, with its chalybeate spring.
Excursions (guides, Ed. Biisin, Christ. Christoffel , Fel. Lorenz). To

Pontresina ovek the Fuokcla Surlej, 7-8 hrs. (guide, not needed by
adepts, 10, horse 20 fr.), a bridle-path, very attractive. Beyond the church
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of Surlej (p. 411; avoiding turn to left, route to Crestalta), we go
straight on, soon cross the brook to the right, and ascend into the wood

;

1 hr. Alp Surlej (6976'}; then to the S., over a pasture, towards Piz Cor-
vatsch (middle-path). Above a second chalet the path turns to the left,

and, near the Vorvatsch Olaciei' . reaches the (2V2 hrs.) *Fuorcla Surlej
(9055'; splendid view), between (r.) Piz Corvatsch (p. 414; ascended from
the pass in 2-2V2 hrs.) and (1.) Mt. Arias. Descent by a good but steep
path to (V2-^4 hr.) Alp Surovel ("7424'; milk) and the (V2hr.) Restaurant du
Glacier^ in the Roseg Valley, l^A hr. from Pontresina (p, 420). — From the
Baths of St. Jloritz a good bridle-path leads to (3V2 hrs.) the Fuorcla Surlej,

hy the (IV4 hr.) Eahnen^ee; comp. p. 414.

Piz Julier (11.105'; 4V2-5 hrs. from Silvaplana or St. Moritz), trying
but highly interestiu|. From Silvaplana (guide 20 fr.) we follow the Julier

road (carr. 12 fr.) to the (4V2 M.) Jnlier-Alp, whence we proceed over Alpine
pastures and easily traversed rocks to tlie (2 hrs.) '•Chimney (Eamin), a
precipitous gorge filled with snow. Thence a path leads to the top in 1 hr.

The ascent by the new path (1897) from St. IMoritz is easier (guide 25 fr.).

"We ascend to the li^.W. to the (IV4 'hT.)Alp Suvretta (7035'), whence a zigzag
path leads over stony slopes to the arete (precipitous on its E. side), along
or on which the path runs direct to the (31/4 hrs.) summit. The magnificent
view, surpassing those from the Piz Ot and Piz Languard, includes the
Bernina group, the Vabisian and Bernese Alps, the Todi group, the Grisons
Bits, to the Ortler and the Oetztbal Alps on the E., and the Upper Engadine
as far as Zuoz. — Easier, but less repaying, is Piz Polaschin (9900'; 3V2 hrs.;

guide 12 fr.).

The Silvaplana Lake is connected by a channel with the small

Lake of Campfer (5885' ; 1 M. long), which is bisected by a pro-

montory. The road skirts the W. bank of the latter. Opposite rises the

wooded height of Crestalta (6250'; restaurant), 25 min. from Silva-

plana, which affords a charming view of the lakes and mountains.

(Footpath to St. Moritz, 3/^ hr.) Below the Campfer Lake the Inn
takes the name of Sela until it enters the Lake of St. Moritz.

81/2 M. Campfer, Rom. Chamfer (6000'; '^Hot. Julierhof, R. 3-7,

L. & A. 1, Itinch 31/2, D. 5, board 8 fr. ; *H6t. (TAngleterre; Pens.

Cazin; Engl. Ch. Serv.). Retrospect of the broad-backed Piz della

Margna ; to the E. the Piz Corvatsch, Piz Surlej, and Piz Rosatsch.

The road divides here. The S. branch, on which the diligence runs

in summer, crosses the Inn and leads by Bad St. Moritz (station) to

(3 M.) Dorf St. Moritz, while the N. road, to the Dorf, V2 M. shorter,

runs high above the Inn, on its left bank, and below the Lower
Alpina (p. 414).

10 M. Baths of St. Moritz. — *Curhaus (Grand Hotel des Bains),

with 280 beds; *Neces Stahlbad (Gr. Hotel des Nouveaux Bains), with
250 rooms, handsomely fitted up, with covered promenade, etc ; at both
Pt., L., & A. 5-15, B. 13/4," D. 6, S. 4, board 10 fr. From both of these visitors
can go to the baths under cover. ~H6t. Victoria, opposite, with Villa

Beausite, R., L., & A. from 6. B. P/t, lunch 4, D. 6, board from 10 fr. A
few paces farther on, on the left bank of the Inn, *H6t. dc Lac, R. 5-12,

L. 1/2, A. 1, B. 13/4, D. 5, board 10 fr.: these four first-class. — 'Hot. National,
between the Carhaus and Stahlbad, R., L., & A. 4-6, lunch 31/2. D. 472,
pens. 8V2-I2V2 fr. ; 'Engadinek Hof, pens. 12-16 fr. Nearer the village:

*H6t. Central (at the cafe, Munich beer), pens. 8-12 fr.; *H6t. Bellevue
AU Lac, with Villa Morrplaisir., R., L., & A. from 3, D. 41/2, pens, from 10 fr.

;

Hot. Albcla, pens. 10-12 fr. ; Hot.-Pkns. Edelweiss. — Pensions: Fliitsch;

Villa Riedi; Matter- Sutler ; Antonia; Zur Heimath (Villa Ltidains). — Restau-

rant de la Poste; Cufi Walz. — Band several times daily; soirees dansantes
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for the guesta of the first four hotels twice weekly. — Casino St. Moritz,
on the Lake of St. Jloritz (p. 415), with cafe-restaurant and concert and
reading rooms.

Baths. In the Curhaus (in the long wing) 7-10 a.m. 21/2 fr., 10a.m. to
noon 3 fr. 5 in the tiled baths, 3 fr. and 4 fr. •, third-class baths (wood) 2 and
2V2 fr. (also 2-5.30 p.m., 2 fr.) : vapour-bath 2 fr. ; tickets at the office in the
Curhaus. At the Nem Stahlbad: 7-9 a.m. 21/2 fr., 9-10 a.m. 3 fr., 10-1 p.m.
4 fr. ; subscription for mineral water 15 fr. — Physicians : Drs. Nolda^
Berry., Holland. Hossli. Veraguth, and Melcher, and Miss E. Lendi.

Electeic Tramway every 12 min. from the Baths of St. Moritz (ter-

minus in the Badplatz) to the Postplatz in the village of St. Moritz, in
8 min. ; fare to the English Church 20, there and back 30 c, whole journey
40 or 60 c. Subscription for ten days 5, twenty days 9, a month 12, whole
season 30 fr.

Caekiages. To the Meierei, with one horse for 1-2 pers. 5, 3 pers.

7 fr. 5 to the Village of St. Moritz or Campfer with one horse 2-3, with two
horses for 4 pers. 4, 5 pers. 5. 6 pers. 6 fr. ^ to Pontresina one-horse 9-11,

two-horse 20, 24, 28 fr. ; to the Morteratsch Glacier one-horse 12-15, two-horse
25, 29, 33 fr. •, to the Roseg Glacier one-horse 18-22 fr. ^ Silvaplana., in the
forenoon, one-horse 5-6, two-horse 16. 20, 24 fr. ^ afternoon, one-horse 7-9,

two-horse 20, 24, 28 fr. ; Sils one-horse 9-11, two-horse 20, 24, 28 fr. ; Fex
Valley one-horse 16-19 fr. : the Maloja one-horse 12-15, two-horse 24, 29,
33 fr. Fee 10 per cent of the tariff.

Omxibus ('Tramways) to Sils-Maria., see p. 410; to the Maloja., see
p. 408; to Samaden at 11 a.m., in 1 hr. ; to Pontresina at 10.45 a.m., 2 p.m.,
and 5.45 p.m. in 1-1V4 lir., 2 fr., there and back 3 fr. ; to the Morteratsch
Glacier in 2 hrs., 2 fr. 20 c, there and back 4 fr.

Rowing Boats on Lake St. Moritz : per hour for 1-2 pers. 2, for 3 or
more pers. 3 fr., in the afternoon 3 and 4 fr. ; to the Dairy or the Wald-
haus 1 fr., 2 pers. 2 fr., 3 or more 272 fr.; circular trip round the lake
2, 3, and 4 fr. Boats obtainable near the Rom. Cath. Church at the head
of the lake, at the Restaurant Waldhaus, and at the Dairy at the foot of
the lake.

English Chuech, see p. 414. — Roman Catholic Church, see below.

The Baths of St. Moritz (5823') owe their great importance to

the mineral springs rising at the foot of Piz Rosatsch, strongly im-
pregnated with carbonic acid and alkaline salts, pronounced the

best of their kind in Europe by Paracelsus as early as 1539, and
annually resorted to by numerous patients of all nations. The water

is used for drinking and bathing. The Curhaus is supplied by the

Old and the Paracelsus Spring, and the Neue Stahlbad by the Fun-
tauna Surpunt, discovered in 1886. The season is from the middle
of June to the middle of September, '^'^arm clothing very necessary.

The scanty grounds in front of the Curhaus are adjoined by a broad

street, with several good shops, which leads past the Hotel Victoria

and the Post Office to the lake and the village. To the right, at

the foot of Piz Rosatsch, is the Neue Stahlbad. On the lake, at

the mouth of the Inn, are the Roman Catholic Church, on the left,

and the Casino (see above), on the right.

Behind the E. wing of the Curhaus, promenades, passing the

French Protestant Church, ascend, to the left, the (20 min.) pine-

clad Quellenhiigel (6300'), and, to the right, the (S/^hr.) Johannis-

herg (^Munt St. Gian; 6565'), commanding a view of St. Moritz. —
A walk leads on the S. bank of the Lake of St. Moritz, or over the
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hill at the foot of the Rosatsch, to the (I/2 hr.) Meierei (dairy) or Ada
Silva (restaurant, an afternoon-resort), on the way to Pontresina.
— To the (72 lir.) Lower Alpina (6165'; restaurant, dear) a path
ascends to the right, just beyond the upper Inn bridge, 1/4 M. to the

S.W. of the Curhaus. Higher up (new road) is the (26 min.) Upper
Alpina (p. 415). — A finger-post above the Ourhaus, to the N., in-

dicates the way to the 'Wald-Promenade', which follows the slope

above the road between the Alpina and the village. — To the (1 hr.)

Crestalta (p. 412) a pleasant wood-walk ascends to the S.W. from
the Curhaus on the right bank of the Inn.

The *Hahnensee (1-11/-4 hr.) is a charming and much visited spot. From
Ihe French Church (p. 413) a good forest -path leads to (10 min.) a
finger-post, from which it winds up through wood to (V2 hr.) a second
finger-post. To the right here is a path descending to (4U min.) Campfer.
We proceed in a straight direction to (1/4 hr.) a third finger-post ('Abkiir-
zung nach dem Hahnensee), whence we ascend to the left by a new path
(old path twice as long) to the (6 min.) Restaurant Hahnensee (H., L., &. A. 3,

B. 2 fr.), situated on the .^mall lake of that name (7073'). Magnificent view
of the Upper Engadine, with its lakes and the mountains on the right
bank of the Inn (best point a hill to the S.. reached by a path from the
restaurant in V-4 hr.). We may return by the Quellenhiigel (p. 413),
but part of this route has no shade. — From the Hahnenfee a good foot-

path fpracticable for riding) ascends to the (2 hrs.) Fuorcla Surlej fp. 412).
The Piz Surlej flO,-155'), a grand point of view, may be ascended hence in
11/2 hr. (guide 10 fr.); the route traverses ea=;y rocks on the E. side of
Mt. Arias. The Fuorcla Surlej is also the starting-point of the easiest route
up the *Piz Corvatsch (11,345' : 2V2 hrs.

;
guide 16, with descent to Pontresina

18 fr.), which leads via the Corvatsch Glacier. Comp. p. 423.

The ascent of the Piz Rosatsch (9825'; 3V2-4hrs; 8 fr.) has less to re-
commend it. The path ascends from the Baths of St. Moritz or Ada Silva
via the Siatzer-Alp to a point about 500' below the summit. Experts may
pass from the Piz Rosatsch to the Piz Surlej (see above; guide 15 fr.).

On the road from the Baths to the Village of St. Moritz (electric

tramway, see p. 413) is the little English Church.

111/4 M. Village of St. Moritz. — *H6t.-Pexs. Esgadixer Kulm,
an extensive pile of buildings at the upper end of the village, with a
fine view and every comfort for both summer and winter, patronised by
English and Americans; R., L., & A. from 5, lunch 31/2, D. 6, pens, from
14V2 fr. The landlord r wns an old copy of Raphael's Sistine Madonna,
shown on week-days, 2-3 p.m. — *Palace Hotel (CasparBadrutt), a large
and handsomely furnished new house on the hillside above the lake, R.,
L., & A. 5-15, lunch 31/2, D. 6, board IOV2 fr. — At the end next the Baths,
*HoT. Bavier du Belvedere, R.. L., & A. from 31/2, lunch 3, D. 41/2, pens,
from 11 fr. In the village: 'Hot.-Pens. Caspar Badrdtt, R., L., & A.
31/2-8, lunch 3, D. 5, board 8V2 fr. ; *Steffani, R., L., & A. 3-4V2, D. 31/2,

S. 21/2, pens. 8-11 fr. ; Hotel-Pens. Suisse, R. from 4, L. & A. 1, B. IV2,
lunch 3V2, D. 5, pens, from 12 fr. : Hot. -Pens. Veraguth, pens. 7-8'/2 fr.

;

Hot.-Pens. Helvrtia, with restaurant and confectioner s; Hot.-Pens. Wett-
stein, R. & L. 3, B. 1, D. 3, S. 2 fr.; Hot.-Pens. Rosatsch, with restaurant,
R. 221/2, B. 1, D. 3, pens. 7-9 fr. 1 Hot. Petersburg, a little below the
Kulm Hotel, with good view, R., L.,'(fe A. 3-8, lunch 3, D. 41/2, pens. 10-17 fr.

;

"Tognoni-Badrutt's Private Hotel. — Pensions, beginning from the lower
end : Rhaetia, Villa Berry, Joos, Flugi, Villa Hossli, Villa Alba, Schmidt,
Gartmann, Pidermann, Villa Languard (next the Kulm Hotel). Outside
the village, on the Samaden road, Zum Baren and Pent. Stecher. — English
Church, see above.

Carriages. With one horse to the Curhaus for 1-2 pers. 2, 3-4 pers.
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3 fr. ; witli two horses for 3-4 pers. 4. for 5 pers. 5 fr. ; to Camp/ir 5-6 or
10-12 fr. ; to the Alpina via Campfer 6-7 or 13-14 fr. ; to Samaden 6-8 or
11-15 fr. i to Pontretina 8-10 or 15-18 fr. i to the Roseg Glacier^ one-horse
16-22 fr. : to the Morteratsch Glacier 12-14 or 22-25 fr. ; to the Bernina
Houses 14-16 or 25-28 fr. ; to the Bernina Hospice 20-24 or 34-36 fr. ; to Po-
schiavo 40 or 70-80 fr. \ to the Maloja 12-15 or 24-27 fr. 5 to Chiavenna 45 or
70-90 fr. ; to Coire 70 or 100 fr. ; fee 10 per cent of the tariff. — Omnibcs
to the Maloja daily at 10 a.m. in 1^/4 hr. (3 fr., there and back 5 fr.).

The CuEVEREiN charges a fee of IV2 fr. per week for the maintenance
of footpaths, benches and the like.

Guides (to be heard of at the Restaurant Jorimann, the Valtellina
Wine Rooms, or St. Moritz Baths). Wieland Wieland, Stephan, Alex., and
Abraham Wieland, Heinr. Andreossi, Martin Metzger, John Christoffel, Lor.
Felix, Georg Selias, Ban. Schlegel, Mar. Arpagans, Barth. Kupfermann, etc. —
Trespassers on the meadows before hay-harvest are liable to a fine.

St. Moritz., Rom. San Murezzan (6033'; pop. B22), the highest

village in the Engadine, 90' higher than the Maloja, lies on a slope

to the N. of the Lake of St. Moritz (5810'; 1 M. long), which
abounds in trout, and commands a fine view of the mountains, from
the Piz Languard on the W. to the Piz Julier, particularly of Piz

Surlej, with its glacier, Piz Corvatsch, and (farther distant ) Piz della

Margna (S.). Most of the visitors are English and American ; Italians

also abound. Several hundred patients spend the winter here, which
they enliven with skating and tobogganing.— Charles Loring Brace

(1826-90), the founder of the 'New York Children's Aid Society',

is buried in the native cemetery, near the old tower behind the

Kulm Hotel.

A finger-post at the W. end of the village indicates the way by the

'Wald -Promenade' to the (25 min.) Lower Alpina (p. 414). After

about 2 min. (finger-post) a pleasant path diverging to the right

ascends through wood to the (20 min.) Upper Alpina (6445'; restau-

rant), which commands a charming view of the Baths of St. Moritz,

etc. A road descends thence to the (3/4 M.) Lower Alpina and the

highroad from Campfer to the village of St. Moritz. (Footpath to

the Baths, 1/4 hr., see p. 414.) — From the centre of the village a

road descends to the S.E. to the lake and (8 min.) crosses the Inn,

which forms a fine fall 80 yds. below the bridge. On the right bank
is the Restaurant ^' Pens. Waldhaus, with a terrace. We may now
either follow the hill, skirting the forest, or take the footpath from
the bridge, skirting the lake, to the (20 min.) Meierei (p. 414). —
From the Inn bridge (finger-post above the fall) an attractive path

leads on the right bank through the gorge of Charnadiira to (1/2 lir.)

Celerina and Pontresina. — From the E. end of the village, op-

posite Hotel Kulm, a good path ascends to the N.E. to the (2/4 hr.)

Alp Laret (6893'). Another, passing the new town-hall, ascends to

the N.W. to the (1 hr.) Alp Giop (7160' ; 40 min. from the Upper Al-
pina"), which commands an admirable view.

From Alp Laret we may go on to the (3/4 hr.) *<Sass da ifuottas (7765'

5

view of the Bernina and the Inn valley); and descend the Val Saluver to

(3/4 hr.) Celerina. — From Alp Giop an easy and attractive path ascends
the (2V2-3 hrs.) -Piz Nair (10,040'; guide advisable, 8, with descent to
Val Suvretta 10 fr.). As far as the foot of the peak the path is sometimes
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rather indistinct, but thenceforward it is unmistakable. The superb view-

is limited on the S. by the higher Piz Julier. The descent into the Val
Suvretta (guide needful) leads via the (1 hr.) small Suvretta Lake (see below) to

(2 hrs.) Bevers (p. 427). — "Piz Julier (11,1U5'; 4V2-5 hrs. : 25 fr.), see p. 412.

To Samaden theocgh Val Suvbetta, 7 hrs., interesting, especially for

botanists (without guide). From the baths to Campfh- (see p. 412) ^ then
up the Val Suvretta da St. Moritz, and past the Alp Suvretta- Camp/er, to

the small Suvretta Lake (8563') and the (3 hrs.) Fuorcla Suvretta (8690'),

between (r.) Piz Nair and (1.) Piz Suvretta. Then down the Val Suvretta

da Sanutden to the (V4 hr.) Alp Suvretta - Samaden (7034'), where the Val
Suvretta opens into the Val Bever^ and to the (I'A hr.) Restaurant Suvretta

opposite the Ada Orlandi (o8(j5'), where a road begins. Thence back to

St. Moritz by carriage previously ordered (16-20, with two horses 27 fr.), by
Bevers and Samaden in 2 hrs.

A -Drive on the Bernina Eoad as far as the Hospice (p. 426), with
a visit to the Morteratsch Glacier (p. 419) or the Alp Griim (p. 426), takes
10 hrs., there and back (carriages, see p. 415).

The Footpath to Poxthesina, ^ji hr., is shorter than the road via
Celerina. From the Dairy {Ada Siha, p. 414) it parses the N. end of the
Statzer See (where the road to Celerina leads straight on), turns to the
right, and then to the left after a few paces, and traverses a stone-pine
wood, rounding the spurs of the Rosatsch (p. 414). Below Qj^ hr.) Pontre-
sina we either cross the Berninabach to the (>;4 hr.) Hotel Roseg; or we
may cross the Roseg, to the right, and the Punt Ota to the Hotel Saratz.

The Samaden road ascends a little, and then descends in a long

bend, through larch-wood (short-cut hy the old road). Quitting the

wood, we enjoy an admirable survey of the Inn Valley, extending

nearly straight to Munt Baseglia near Zernetz (p. 429), which ap-

parently closes the valley. Passing (I/2 ^^O Cresta, Rom. Crasta

(5690' ; *E6t.-Pens. Misani, with cafe, pens. 7 fr.j, we look into the

Pontresina Yalley, among the mountains of which the Piz Albris

with its long snow-mantle is specially striking. We then cross the

Schlatteinbach to (6 min.) —
13 M. Celerina, Rom. Schlarigna (oObb'; *H6t. Murail, pens,

from 8 fr.). The road divides here. The branch to the right, to

(3 M.) Pontresina (p. 417), crosses the Inn and passes the dilapi-

dated chapel of St. Gian, and beyond the Bernina-Bach joins the

Samaden road (p. 417). The left branch leads to Samaden.
Footpath through the Charnadiira to the Ada., see p. 415. It diverges

to the right this side the Inn bridge, leads through a meadow on the hank
of the Inn, crosses the river, and ascends gradually through wood.

15 M. Samaden. — *H6tel Bersina . at the lower end of the vil-

lage, R., L., & A. from 8, B. IV2. lunch 3. D. 4, pens, from 9 fr. ; Hot.-Pens.
DES Alpes, with cafe ; *Hot. Bellevce (/. Lis)^ near the Inn bridge on the
Pontresina road, unpretending, pens, from 7 fr. ; Krone, modest, R. 272,
B. 1 fr. — Carriage with one horse to the Village of St. Moritz for 2 pers.

5, 3 pers. 7, with two horses for 4, 5, or 6 pers. 10, 12, or 15 fr. •, to the
Baths of St. Moritz one-horse 7 or 9, two-horse 14, 16, or 18 fr., there and
back or with luggage, 8 or 11, or 16, 18, 20 fr. ; to Pontresina one-horse 4 or

5V2, two-horse 8, 10, or 13 fr., there and back or with luggage, one-horse
5 or 7, two-horse 10, 12, or 15 fr. ; Morteratsch Glacier one-horse 8 or 10,

two-horse 16, 20, 25 fr. ; Roseg Glacier one-horse 15 or 20 fr. ; Bernina Houses
one-horse 12 or 14 fr., two-horse 22, 27, 35 fr. ; Bernina Hospice one-horse
15 or 20 fr., two-horse 30, 35, 45 fr. — Omnibus daily at 7.30 a.m. from Hotel
Bernina to the Bad St. Moritz (in i^,\ hr. ; returning at 11 a.m.)j also to

Pontresina and the Morteratsch Glacier.

Dried Alpine Plants sold by Herr Candrian. the schoolmaster.
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Samaden (5670'
;
pop. 850), the chief village of the Upper En-

gadine, with handsome houses and a new English Church (services

in the season), lies on the W. side of the hroad Inn Yalley. The
finest old house is that of the Planta family, which has been in-

timately connected with the history of the country for nearly a

thousand years. Splendid view (finest from the Bevers road below

the village) of the Bernina Chain, in which the white Piz Palii, the

lofty Piz Bernina, Piz Tschierva, and, more to the right, Piz Roseg

are conspicuous ; nearer us, Piz Rosatsch, and in the distance, above

the hill of St, Moritz, the Piz della Margna.
Walks. To the N., past the English Church, to the O/zhr.) Munteriiisch^

a larch-clad hill, with a fine view of the Bernina group. Then to the right,

by a pleasant wood-walk, to the (V2 hr.) saw-mill of Resgia in the Val Bever
(p. 416; thence to the Restaurant Suvretia 3/4 hr.). — To the W., to the

(20 min.) hill of Salvasplanas^ above the church of St. Peter (5S95'), with
tombstones of the Planta, Salis, Juvalta, and other old families, and the
(1 hr.) Alpetta. — To the S. to the (V2 hr.) wooded hill of Cristolais, between
Samaden and Celerina.

••'Muottas Muraigl (p. 422; 21/2 hrs.), repaying. The new path (steep and
in part shadeless ; horse or mule 10 fr.), diverging to the left from the Pont-
resina road by the Inn bridge, descends on the right bank, and (25 min.)
ascends to the right through the Val Champagna , to the (2 hrs.) summit.
From the Muottas Muraigl to Pontresina (IV4 hr.), p. 421; to the top of the

Schafberg (IV4 hr.), p. 421.

To the W. above Samaden rises Piz Padella (9380*
;
guide 10 fr.), a

furrowed limestone rock, reached by a good path in 3 hrs. (diverging to the
left from the Piz Ot route in a dale beyond the paddle of the Padella).

View from Silvaplana to Zernetz. Rich tlora. A ridge with three peaks
(Trais Fluors, 'three flowers'; 9700') connects Piz Padella with the massive
granite pyramid of 'Piz Ot (10,660'; 'lofty peak' ; 4-4V2 hrs. ; guide 15 fr.).

Bridle-path to the (2V2 hrs.) Fontauna Fraida (8840'), whence a steep path
ascends in zigzags (iron rods being attached to the rock at awkward places)

in IV2-2 hrs. to the top. Imposing view, little inferior to that from the Piz

Languard (p. 422).

From Samaden to Pojttresina (3Y4 M.). The road (Bernina

Road, R. 103) soon crosses the Inn., traverses the floor of the valley,

and reaches the Bernina-Bach, where it is joined by the road from

Celerina (p. 416). It then crosses the Muraigl (p. 421). To the left,

on the edge of the wood, is the Restaurant Belvoir (p. 419). Near
Pontresina , to the right , appears the beautiful Roseg Glacier

(p. 420) ; in the background rise Piz Morteratsch , Piz Tschierva,

La Sella, and Piz Gliischaint.

101. Pontresina and Environs.
Comp. also Map, p'. 408.

Hotels (often full from middle of July to middle of August; rooms
had better be engaged in advance). At Lower Pontresina: *H6tel Roseg,
at the N. end of the village, with a large 'dependance', and a view of the
Roseg Valley, R., L., & A. 4-7, lunch 8V2, D. 5, pens. 12-16 fr. ; *Kronen-
HOF & Bellavista, R. , L., & A. 31/2-9, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens. 11-16 fr. ; "Hot.
Enderlin, R., L., & A. from 5, lunch 31/2, D. 5, pens, from 12 fr. ; *Weisses
Kreuz (L. Enderlin), R., L., & A. from 874, B. IV2, D. 31/2, S. 3, pens.
91/2-12 fr. ; *H6t. Saratz, R. 4-8, L. & A. I1/2, lunch 31/2, D. 5, board 9 fr.

;

*H6t.-Pens. Pontresina, R., L., & A. 41/2-IO, B. I1/2, lunch 4, D. 6, board

Baedeker, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 27
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10 fr. ; *H6t. Langdakd, R., L., <fe A. from 31/2- lunch 3, D. 4^/2, pens. 10-14 fr.

;

*H6t. Muller, R., L., & A. from 21/2, B. iV4, lunch 21/2. D. 31/2, pens,
from 8 fr. ; *H6t. Behnina, R., L., & A. 4-5, D. 3, pens. 7-10 fr. — At Upper
Pontresina: *Steinbock, R., L., & A. 2-5, lunch 3, D. 4, pens. 9V2-I2V2 fr.

— Private Apartments at Villa Jenny, Villa Ludicig, Villa Caduff, Mme. Gross
(R., L., & A. 2V2 fr.), etc. — Beer at Hot. Enderlin, Eronenhof, and E6t.
Pontresina. — Cafi Casino; Cafi Ma Campagne (rooms to let); Chalet
Sanssouci (p. 419); Belroir, p. 419).

Guides. Martin Schocher, Chr. Schnitzler, Christ. Zippert, Anton Colani,
Anton Ranch (senior and junior), Andr. Ranch (father and pon), Hans, Josias,
and Florian Grass, Andr. Cadonau. L. Caflisch, Seh. Platz , Paul Miiller,

etc. The charges for the excursions are given in each case. Shorter ex-
cursions, not in the tariff, 10 fr. daily. If more than three persons join
in a short excursion, each pays 10 per cent extra. The guide carries luggage
up to 14-15 lbs.

Photographs, etc., at Flury's, near Hot. Pontresina. — Physicians: Dr.
P. Gredig ; Dr. Bernhard.

Post & Telegraph Office, above the Hotel Pontresina.
Visitors' Tax 10 c. daily.

Carriages. The follovring return-fares include waiting for 1 hr. ; each
hr. more 1 fr. for one-horse , 2 fr. for tvt^o-horse carriages. To Morteratsch,
with one horse, 1-2 pers. 6, 3 pars. 7 fr., with two horses, 4 pers., 11 fr. (single

drive, there or back, 5, 6, or 10 fr.) ; Roseg, with one horse 8 or 10 fr.

(there or back only, 7 or 9 fr.); Bernina Houses, one-horse 7 or 8, two-horse
12 fr. ; Val del Fain, one-horse 12 or 15 fr. ; Bernina Hospice, one-horse 14
or 17, two-horse 27 fr. ; Village of St. Moritz, one-horse 7 or 9, two-horse
14 fr. ; Baths of St. Moritz, one-horse 8 or 1(), two-horse 15 fr. ; Samaden,
5 and 6, or 10 fr. ; Maloja, 17 and 21, or 32 fr. Fee ford river of one horse,
half-day 50 c., whole day 1 fr. ; for longer excursions 10 per cent of the
fare. For each day of rest, 10 fr. per horse. Tariff for longer journeys
at the hotels. — Omnibus from Samaden, and from Bad St. Moritz, by
Pontresina to the Morteratsch Glacier daily (comp. pp. 413, 416).

English Church (Holy Trinity). Service during the season. Library
under care of chaplain.

Pontresina [5915'; pop. 500), a village extending along the right

bank of the Bernina or Flatzbach^ on both sides of the Bernina road, for

more than 3/^ M.. consists of Lower Pontresina (Rom. Laret), with

the large church, and Upper Pontresina (Rom. Spiert'), ^/^^l. apart,

between which lies the Bellavita group of houses, including the

English Church. Above Spiert are the houses of Giarsun and Carli-

hof, with the loftily situated little church oiSt. Maria (with its church-

yard) and the ruined tower of La Spaniola. Pontresina owes its

mountaineering importance to the proximity of the Bernina Chain,

which separates the Upper Engadine and the Val Bregaglia from
the Val Tellina, vying in the grandeur of its snow-peaks and glaciers

(Rom. Vadret, Ital. Vedretta) with the Mte. Rosa group. Piz Bernina

(p. 423), the highest peak, is not visible from Pontresina. From Lower
Pontresina, however, a splendid view opens between Piz Rosatsch

and Piz Chalchagn, of the Roseg Valley, with the Roseg Glacier, and
Piz Tschierva, Sella, Gluschaint, and Chapiitschin in the back-
ground. From Upper Pontresina the top of Piz Palii is visible above

the Morteratsch Valley, to the right of Munt Pers. Above the W.
hills towers the rocky pyramid of Piz Ot. — About one-half of the

visitors are German.
The rich Flora of the environs has dwindled of late. The beautiful

Gentiana acaulis in particular no longer occurs near the village. The
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charming Linnsea borealis is found in the woods close to the Schlucht
Promenade. In the Roseg Valley grows the pretty Epilobium Fleischer!.

Note also the various stonecrops on the Beminabach , and the graceful

Saxifraga aizoon and stellaris, and other rarities, close to the Morte-
ratsch Glacier. On the [Schafberg (p. 421) also occur many fine Alpine
plants , such as the Ranunculus glacialis , Paradisia liliastrum, Alpine
asters, and the dark-blue Alpine forget-me-not.

*WooD Promenades skirt the slope of Piz Chalchagn on the

left hank of the Berninahach, and extend up the Roseg Valley. We
descend past Hotel Saratz, and cross the Punt Ota, heyond which

the Schlucht Promenade leads to the left through wood, along the

gorge of the Bernina-Bach (into which we may descend at two points),

to the (1/4 hr.) Chalet Sanssouci (cafe). A few paces before we reach

it, paths diverge left and right: to the left we may descend to the

bridge, and ascend to Upper Pontresina; to the right is the Tais

Promenade, which after 1/4 ^i"- joins the Roseg Promenade (see be-

low). Straight on, the Schlncht Promenade runs above the Bernina-

hach to Morteratsch (see below) ; after ly
4 tir« we may diverge to the

left, cross the bridge opposite the Languard Fall, and return by •

the road. — Following, from the Punt Ota, the road to the Roseg

Valley for 5 min., and then taking the shady walk to the left, we
reach the Roseg Promenade, where (12 min.) a bench commands a

fine view of the Roseg Glacier. The promenade goes on through

wood, nearly level, to (25 min.) a second bench on the outskirts

of the wood, where the view of the head of the valley is still grander.

This point may also be reached by ascending straight on from the

Punt Ota (finger-post to the 'Muottas'), and after 7 min. diverging

to the right (finger-post 'Roseg Glacier') ; thence in 35 min. to the

second bench. About 5 min. farther on we may cross the Roseg to

the right and regain the carriage-road. The promenade goes straight

on, finally (^2 l^r.) joining the road; from this point to the Roseg

Restaurant [p. 420) 25 minutes.
A path ascends straight from the Punt Ota (finger-post, see above) in

174 hr. to the 'SignaF on the Muottas da Pontresina (7680'; fine view).

On the Roseg road, 1/4 ^L from the Punt Ota, beyond the bridge over
the Roseg (p. 420), to the right, a finger-post shows the path to the (II/2 hr.)

Muottas da Celerina (ca. 7oc0'), a N.E. spur of Piz Rosatsch (fine view

;

best from the second signal-pole). The same post indicates the path to

St. Moritz, which is (10 min.) joined by the path crossing the Bemina-
bach below the Hotel Roseg; it then ascends through wood to the (1/2 hr.)

Lake of Staiz and the (1/4 hr.) Ada Silva (p. 416).

To the N. of Lower Pontresina a pleasant and nearly level walk di-

verges from the Samaden road to the right to the (20 min.) Restaurant
Belvoir (5740'), situated at the fo^t of the Schafberg, near the wood, and
commanding a beautiful view of Pontresina and its environs. A path
thence ascends to the right to the Val Muraigl, where after 1/2 hr. it joins

the bridle-path from Pontresina to the Muottas Muraigl (p. 421).

The *Morteratsch Glacier ( Vadret da Morteratsch ; without guide

;

drive of V2 li^., see p. 418) is 3 M. to the S. of Upper Pontresina.

Walkers follow the Schlucht Promenade, or by the Languard Fall,

which descends on the left 2/3 M. from Upper Pontresina, diverge

27*
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to the right from the Bernina road, cross the Berninabach, and go hy
a shady path on the left bank to the restaurant. Carriages diverge to

the right from the Bernina road, II/2 M. farther on (see p. 425), and
cross (1 M.) the Bernina-Bach, which forms pretty falls above and
below the bridge, and the Morteratsch Brook to the [I/4 M.) Hotel-

Restaurant Morteratsch (G2i30' ]U. 2-3, -pens, (j h.^, lOinin. from the

foot of the glacier (view of Piz Palii, Bellavista, Crast' Agiizza, and
Piz Bernina). In the glacier is an artificial grotto (1/2 fr.), the way
to which is shown by a finger-post and several flags. For mounting

the glacier itself a guide is needed (5 fr.). — To the right of the

finger-post (2 min. from the hotel) a path ascends, at first through

wood, past a hut, then (20 min.) to the right from the Boval route

(see below), to the (6 min.) Chilnetta, which commands the glacier

and its grand environment (Munt Pers, Piz Palii, Bellavista, Zupo,

Crast' Agiizza, Piz Bernina, Roseg, Morteratsch, Boval, Misaun).
A closer sur^^ey is obtained from the Boval Hut (8070'), 1^/4 tr. higher

up (21/4 hrs. from the inn), on the W. side of the glacier. The path (guide

safer ^ 10 fr.) ascends the slope of the valley from a point 6 min. below
the Chiinetta, finally through a chimney, to the hut, maintained by the

S.A. C. Interesting to cross the glacier to the seracs of the Pers Glacier

(there and back 31/2 hrs. ; with guide, 12 fr. ; comp. p. 423).

*K.oseg Glacier (road to the restaurant 41/2 M., a drive of 1 hr.

;

see p. 418; thence to the glacier 3/^ hr.). From the Punt Ota

(p. 419) the road bears to the right (walkers follow the Roseg

Promenade). The road (74 M.) crosses the Roseg Brook, and ascends

its left bank. By (I3/4 M.) a small house ('Ada Colani') a path

diverges to the left to the Roseg Promenade (p. 419). We pass

(1 M.) the Alp Prima on the right and cross the stream. On the

left the road is joined by the path coming from the Roseg Prom-
enade (p. 419). Beyond the wooded Muot da Cresta we (IV4 ^'

)

recross the brook, and (I/4 M.) reach the Restaurant du Glacier

(6560'; rooms). The (3/4 hr. more) Roseg Glacier, which has receded

greatly of late, is well surveyed from the inn, with its surrounding

peaks (Piz Tschierva, Roseg, La Sella, Piz Gliischaint, La Mon-
gia, and II Chapiitschin). The glacier consists of two large ice-

cataracts (E., the Vadret da Roseg ; W.. the Vadret da Tschierva'),

which unite below the isolated green height of Aguagliouls, where
sheep graze in summer. Through the telescope at the inn chamois

maybe seen grazing on the slopes of Piz Misaun in the afternoon.

— A more complete view of the imposing scene is obtained from

the *Alp Ota (7385') : the path from the inn, for 20 min. level,

ascends past a jutting rock on the right to the (1/2 l^r.) two chalets of

the Alp. To the left of the chalets we reach the best point (on

the MortM path) a little farther on ; here, to the left and right of

Piz Bernina, we also see the Piz Morteratsch and Monte Scerscen

;

between Piz Morteratsch and Piz Bernina is the Fuorcla Prievlusa

;

between Mte. Scerscen and Piz Roseg is the Porta Roseg; and be-

tween Piz Roseg and the Sella lies the Sella Pass.
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For the glacier itself a guide is needed (7, to Aguagliouls 8, to its

bead 10 fr. ; to be bad at tbe Restaurant du Glacier) : a path skirting the
Rossg brook leads by Alp Misauu to the (1 hr.) Margum Misnun (7396'),

and across the glacier to the (I1/2 hr.) rocky hill of Aguagliouls (nearest

point, 8780'). Imposing view.
A fine survey is also afforded by the Alp Surovel (7425'; milk), 3/, hr.

from the Roseg Restaurant, on the way to the Fuorcla SurleJ (p. 412). —
A path, commanding splendid views, leads from the Alp Ota along the

slope to the (1 hr.) Mortel Club Hut (7840"), grandly situated, the starting-

point for Piz Roseg, the Sella Pass, etc. From the hut across the Roseg
Glacier to the rock of Aguagliouls V/t hr. : thence back to the Roseg
Restaurant 2 hrs. ; a very fine round, v^ith guide (15 fr.). — To the S.E.,

at the foot of the Piz Tschierva, P/t hr. from the Roseg Restaurant by a

good path, is the new Tschierva Club Hut (8070'), the starting-point for

ascents of the Piz Tschierva, 3Iorteratsch, Bernina, and other peaks.

The *Scha.fbeTg (^Munt delta Bescha ; 8965'; bridle-path 21/2 lirs.;

mule 10 fr.) is a splendid point, of easy access. We either go under

the wooden gallery between Hot. Roseg and its dependance, and

pass the pretty chalet of Herr Nitzschner ; or ascend to the left just

above the church of Lower Pontresina (finger-post). The paths

unite on the (20 min.) hill Crast' Ota. We then ascend through

wood to the (50 min.) Restaurant Freimann- Grass (7315'; well

spoken of), an admirable point. At our feet lie Pontresina and the

snow-girt Roseg valley, bounded by Piz Rosatsch on the right and

Piz Chalchagn on the left, with the glistening peaks of the Sella,

Piz Gliischaint, the Monschia, and the Chapiitschin in the back-

ground; adjoining Piz Chalchagn on the right is Piz Tschierva,

and on the left the Bellavista, Piz Palii, Piz Cambrena, Munt Pers,

and Sassal Masone ; then the Languard valley with the Paradis and

Piz Albris ; to the right, below, at the foot of the Rosatsch, are the

sombre little Lake of Statz and the blue Lake of St. Moritz ; above

these rise the mountains to the N. of the Inn, Piz Lunghino, Lagrev,

Albana, Julier, Nair, Ot, and the serrated Crasta Mora near the Al-

bula Pass. — The bridle-path then ascends in 174hr. to the saddle

between Las Sours (see below) and the top of the Schafberg (8965'),

to the left, which we reach in 10 min. more {^Restaurant, plain).

*View of the Bernina group. Besides the peaks already mentioned

we see, beginning at the Bellavista, the Piz Zupo, Argient, Crast'

Agiizza, Piz Bernina, Piz Bianco, Mte. di Scerscen, Piz Morteratsch,

Roseg Corvatsch, and Surlej; then, to the right of the Albula, Piz

Uertsch, Piz Kesch, and the Inn as far as the Maloja (with the

lakes of Campfer and Sils).

The W. peak of Las Sours ("the sisters'; 9783'), easily ascended from
the Schafberg in 3/4 ^^r., commands a grand view, extending to the Ortler.

The two other peaks are difficult and for experts only (guide 20 fr.).

A path (guide necessary in snow) descends the N. side of the

Schafberg in zigzags into the bleak Muraigl Valley, in view of the

Piz Vadret (10,400'). We (V2 lir.) cross the Muraigl, pass the chalets

of Muraigl, and (40 min.) recross. Then by the Muraigl route (see

p. 422) to Pontresina in ^2 ^^- more.
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Another delightful view is afforded by the *Muottas Mnraigl
(8270'; 2hrs. ; without guide; horse 10 fr.j, easily ascended from
Pontresina. We follow the Schafberg path, diverge to the left by
a fiDger-post near a little Swiss house, skirt the W. and N. slopes of

the Schafberg by a shady path, cross the MuraigL (see p. 421), and
reach (IV4 ^^•) ^^^ Lower Muraigl Alp (7216'J, where the path
divides. The direct branch to the left ascends very steeply (1/2 tr.);

the better path goes straight on, then turns to the left beyond a

ruined hut, and reaches the (34 hr.) Upper Alp (8100') and the Inn

of J. Lis (4 beds). The best point of view is by the 'Steinmann', a

few minutes farther on. We survey the Bernina group (the Roseg
Valley, with Piz Morteratsch, Piz Bernina, etc., being most strik-

ing), the green Upper Engadine with its lakes, from Ponte to the

Maloja, and the mountains to the X, of the Inn Valley, from Piz

Lunghino to Piz Kesch. — Descent from the Steinmann to Samaden,
see p. 417; back to the Muraigl Valley and Pontresina, 11/4 hr.

*Piz Languard (10,715'; 4 hrs.
;
path distinct; guide, advisable

after fresh snow, 10 fr. for 1-3 pers. ; horse to the foot of the peak

10 fr.), fatiguing, but deservedly a favourite point of view. We
start early, to avoid the later mists, and to enjoy shade as far as

the foot of the peak. At Lower Pontresina the route is indicated

by a notice near Hot. Languard. From Upper Pontresina we follow

the path to the left near Hot. Steinbeck, passing above the small

burial-chapel, and ascend the stony slope in zigzags to the (1 hr.)

Alp Languard (7380'; rfmts., moderate). We next ascend to the

left, above the bleak Languard Valley, to the (li/4hr.) Horse Station

(9090'), at the base of the Languard peak , where the bridle-path

ends. A steep zigzag path leads hence to the (1^,2 hr.) top, marked
by a trigonometrical signal (*Inn iu summer). The *View (comp.

Panorama) extends S.W. to Mte. Eosa, S.E. to the Adamello, N.W.
to the Todi, N.E. to the Zugspitze.

Mountaineers may descend across tlie Languard Glacier, and past the
little Pischa Lake (9121'), which is sometimes frozen over in summer, to

the Val del Fain (p. 425) and the {Q}J2 hrs.) Bernina houses (guide 12 fr.).

Better keep several hundred paces to the right of the fall issuing from the
lake, as the other descents are very steep and difficult. — From the
Languard-Alp we mav ascend the Paun da Ziicher (jjuin de sucre; 9495';

272 hrs.: guide 15 fr.)^ and Piz Albris (10.387'; 3 hrs.; guide 15, including
the Paun da Ziicher 20 fr.); both fatiguing.

The *Diavolezza Tour (9-10 hrs., which may be divided into two

days since the erection of the inn on the pass; guide 15, includ-

ing night's stay 20 fr. ; horse from the Bernina Houses to the Dia-

volezza Lake 6 fr.) is one of the finest and easiest of glacier-excur-

sions. The path diverges to the right from the Bernina road at the

Bernina Houses (p. 425; 5M. from Pontresina; carriages, see p. 418)
and ascends grassy and stony slopes to the (I'/o ^r.) picturesque

little Diavolezza Lake (8460'; bridle-path nearly to this point, horse

from Pontresina 10 fr. and fee); then over loose stones and snow,

to the S.E. oiMunt Pers ("lost mountain'; 10,533'), to the (lV2hr.)
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DiauoZezza Pass (9767'; plain inn), wMch affords a *View of sur-

passing grandeur, especially in the rosy tints of dawn, of the near Ber-

nina group: from left to right, Piz Cambrena, the three Palii peaks,

Bellavista, Crast' Agiizza, Bernina, Morteratsch, and Tschierva-,

helow us lie the Pers and Morteratsch glaciers. Steep descent over

debris to the moraine of the Pers Glacier; then across the glacier to

the (1 hr.) rocky Isla Persa; down the Pers Glacier; across the

middle moraine to the Morteratsch Glacier and the (3 hrs.) Restau-

rant Morteratsch (p. 420).
Those on their way from the Bernina Hospice to the Diavolezza need not

descend to the Bernina Houses, but diverge to the left from the road below
Lej Pitschen (p. 425) and soon strike a narrow path, which ascends the Vol

cTArtas and joins the ordinary route near the Diavolezza Lake.
*Piz Corvatsch (11,345'; 6 hrs. ;

guide 16, back by Silvaplana 18, through
the Fex Valley 25 fr), rather trying (easier from Silvaplana or St. Moritz

via the Fuorcla Surlej, p. 414). Fri)m the (41/2 M.) Roseg Inn (p. 420) we
ascend to the {^/i hr.) Alp Siirovkl and follow the Surlej route to the

(1/2 hr.) highest chalet {Margum Suva, 8000') ; then turn to the left towards
a snow-peak visible to the S.W., and ascend grassy and stony slopes to the

(1 hr.) Corvatsch or Alp Ota Glacier. Lastly up the glacier, the crevasses

of which require caution, to the (2 hrs.) summit, covered with rocks, and
generally free from snow. The guides usually stop on the Piz Mortal

(11,293'), but it is preferable to go on to the (1/4 hr.) highest peak, where the

view to the S.W. is far more picturesque. The great attraction of the view
consists in the double survey, to the E. and S.E., of the imposing Bernina
amphitheatre, and to the W., of the green Engadine with its villages and lakes.

Distant view as extensive as from Piz Languard (to the S.W. to the Monte
Viao). Descent by the Fuorcla Surlej to the Hahnensee and to St. Moritz.,

Silvaplana., or sils (comp. p. 414). Descent on the W. side, by Marmori
to the Fex Valley and (3 hrs.) Sils, for experts only, steep and trying.

*Piz Morteratsch (12,315'; 51/2-6 hrs. from the Roseg Inn, p. 420 ; 4-4V2 brs.

from; he Tschierva Hut; guide 30, with descent to Boval 35 fr.), though
requiring a steady head, is the easiest of the higher peaks, but difficult

when there is little snow. Descent to the Boval Hut laborious'. — Chapiit-

schin (11,133'), T, or from the Mortel Hut, 31/2 hrs., toilsome; guide 25,

with descent to Fex 30 fr. — Piz Tschierva (11,713'; 3-372 hrs. from the

Tschierva Hut; 25 fr.) , fatiguing, but repaving. — La Sella (11,770';

41/2 brs. from the Mortel Hut ; 30 fr.) and Piz Gliischaint (11,805'; 47-2 hrs.

from the same hut; 35 fr.) are not difficult, but need experience. — *Piz

Palii (12,835'), conspicuous for the beauty of its form and the purity of

its snow, from the Diavolezza Inn over the Pers Glacier in 6 hrs., or from
the Capanna Marinelli (p. 424) 5 hrs., trying, and not advisable except

when the snow is firm (good guide necessary; 50, or for all three peaks,

60 fr.). From the first (E.) peak (12,755') a narrow arete, descending sheer

on the S. side (steady head necessary), leads to the double-peaked second
(12,835') and the third peak (12,545'). Alternative descent by the Bellavista

Saddle and the Fortezza to the Pers Glacier (to the Diavolezza Inn 4-5 hrs.,

guide 60 fr.). — *Piz Zupo ('hidden peak'; 13,120'), from the Boval Hut
in 772, or from the Capanna Marinelli by the Crasf Agiizza Saddle in

4-5 hrs., toilsome (guide 50 fr.)
;
grand panorama. — Crast' Agiizza (12,705'

;

guide 80 fr.), a sharp crest between Piz Bernina and Piz Zupo, rising

almost sheer from^ the glacier, 6-7 hrs. from the Diavolezza Inn, very
difficult.

*Piz Bernina (13,295'; 872- 10 hrs. from the Diavolezza Inn; guide
70 fr.), the highest peak of the group, first ascended in 185'), is fit for

thorough experts only. The route ascends by the upper Pers Glacier and
the 'Festung'' or 'Fortezza'' (11,040') to a snow-basin between Piz Bernina
and Crasf Agiizza, and thence by the arete from the S.E. side to the

top. More difficult is the ascent from the Tschierva Hut: to the Fuorcla
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Frievluta (11,325'), under favourable conditions of the snow, SVz hrs., thence
to the Pizzo Bianco (13,117') 2V2 hrs., thence over the Scharte to the summit
2 hrs. (whole ascent 8 hrs., halt9 not included; guide 100 fr.). Ascent
shorter from the S. side (from the Capanna Marinelli , see below, over the
Crasf Agiizza Saddle, 6-7 hrs.). — Mure difficult are Piz Roseg (12,935';

8 hrs. from the 3I(irtel Ilut; guide 80 fr.J, first ascended in 1865, and Monte
di Scerscen (13,015'-, guide 150 fr.), first ascended in 1877 by Dr. Gussfeldt
(7-8 hrs. from the 'Tschierva Hut: not possible every year). Between
Monte di Scerscen and Piz Roseg lies the difficult Porta Roseg (Fuorcla
Tschierva-Scerscen or Giissfeldt-Sattel ; 11,573'), first crossed by Dr. Guss-
feldt in 1872 (guide 150 fr.).

Passes. Feom Poxteesina to Sils, several routes. The easiest (but
trying ; 8-9 hrs.

;
guide 20 fr.) crosses the Fuorcla da Fex-Roseg (10,110').

From the (31/2 hrs.) Mortel Hut (p. 421) we ascend to the right over rubble
and snow to the (2 hrs.) pass (splendid view); then a steep, toilsome
descent (guide necessary) to the Lej Sgrischus, abounding in trout, and
to the right over grassy slopes and round the precipices of the Crap da
Chiiern to\he Fex Valley, Crasta (p. 410), and (2'/,i hrs.) Sils-Maria (p. 410).

(The direct descent to the W. into the Fex Valley i^ dangeroas and to be
avoided.) — From Pontresina to Sils over the Chapiitschin Pass (10,590'),

between the Chapiitschin and Mongia, or over the Fuorcla Gliischaint
(about 11,000'), between the Mongia and Piz Gliischaint, both for experts
only (guide 35 fr.).

Over the Sella Pass to the Val Malenco, grand and interesting, but
trying (11/2-2 days; guide to Poschiavo 50, to Chiesa 65 fr.). From the Mortel
Hut, passing the Aguagliouls rock, we ascend the Roseg Glacier and the
crevassed Sella Glacier to the (3-3V2 hrs.) Sella Pass (10,843'), lying to the
S.W. of the huge rock and ice precipices of Piz Roseg (12,935'). Descent
over the Scerscen Glacier, with splendid views of the 8. side of the Bernina
group (Mte. di Scerscen, Piz Bernina, Crasf Agiizza, Zupo, and Mte. Nero
and Disgrazia to the right), and across a snow-saddle running out frona
Piz Argient (10,U48'; to the right, a little lower, the Rifugio Marinelli, see

below) to the neve of the Fellaria Glacier; then down the right side of
the glacier, over rock and debris, to the (4-5 hrs. from the pass) Fellaria
Chalets (7840'; poor, occupied in midsummer only). Thence down the
Val Campo Mora and Val Lanterna to Lanzada and (4 hrs.) Cldesa in the
Val Malenco (p. 436). — Instead of going to Chiesa, some prefer to complete
the CiEGuiT OF Piz Beenina. If so, they do not descend to the Fellaria
Chalets, but spend the night in the above-mentioned PJfugio Marinelli of
the Italian Alpine Club (9225'), 21/2 hrs. from the Sella Pass. They then
return direct to Pokteesixa over the Fuorcla Bellavista (12,080'), be-
tween the Bellavista and Piz Palii, and down by the Fortezza (p. 423)
and the Morleratsch Glacier (laborious, 9-10 hrs.

;
guide 50 fr.). — 'To the

Beenina Hospice over the Cambrena Pass, 8-9 hrs., fatiguing, but repay-
ing (guide 50 fr.). From the Fellaria Glacier we cross a saddle of neve, to

the S. of Piz Palii, to the Palii Glacier, skirt the slopes of Piz Palii and Piz
Cambrena (11,835'), and reach the Cambrena Pass (11,250'), between Piz
Cambrena and Piz Carale. Descent over the Cambrena Glacier to Lago
IS'ero (p. 425) and the Bernina Hospice. This route is easier in the
reverse direction, anight being spent at the Bernina Hospice; moreover
the place exposed to ice - falls is passed early in the morning. —
Experts may safely descend from the snow-saddle to the S. of Piz Palii

(p. 423) direct to the Palii Glacier, avoiding the snow-cornices by keeping
to the left, and then over turf and rock, past the Sassal Masone, to the
Bernina Hospice (7-8 hrs. from the Rifugio Marinelli; 12-13 hrs. from the
Mortel Hut; guide 50 fr.).

To Poschiavo from Fellaria. to the E. over the Passo Rovano or Con-
finale (8590), and through the Val d Orse, 4 hrs. ; or across the Canciano
Pass (8360'; comp. p. 436), farther to the S. (also 4 hrs.). To reach the
latter from the Fellaria Chalets we descend the old moraines of the
Fellaria Glacier, and soon, to the left, ascend the Val Poschiavina to the
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(IV2 hr.) pass. Fine view; immediatelv to the S. is the Canciano Glacier.

Descent by Alp dUr (6350') and Val di Gole to (21/2 hrs.) Poschiavo (p. 435).

Feoh Ponteesixa to Malexco over the Chaputschin akd Fex-
SCERSCEN Passes, 12-13 hrs. from the Mortel Hut (guide 65 fr.), toilsome,
for experts only. Over the Fuorcla Chapufschin or the Fuorcla Glil-

schaint to the Fez Glacier (difficult descent), see p. 424. Instead of

descending to the right to the Fex Valley, we turn to the left to the

snowv saddle of the Fuorcla Fex-Scerscen, and descend the Scerscen Glacier

to the Val Malenco (p. 436).

Fkom Pontresina to the Beenina Hospice, 91/2 M., a beautiful

excursion ( carr., p. 418), including a visit to the Sassal Masone
or the Alp Griim. — From Pontresina to the divergence of the Mor-
teratsch Glacier road, see p. 420. The Bernina road ascends. To
the right, at 'Montebello', a splendid *Viev? of the Morteratsch Gla-

cier, imbedded between Piz Chalchagn and Munt Pers, v^ith its huge

medial moraine, overshadowed by the dazzling Piz Palii, Bellavista,

Zupo, Argient, Crast' Agiizza, the Piz Bernina, Morteratsch, and

Tschierva. In the rear rises the tall and slender form of the Piz Ot.

(From a winding of the road, by a horse-trough, a path diverges to

the Bernina Falls and the Morteratsch Glacier.) On the left, 5 M.
from Pontresina, are the solitary Bernina Houses (6720'; Inn), near

the entrance to the Val del Fain. — Diavolezza Route, see p. 422.
The Val del Fain, or Heuthal^ 5 M. long, entered by a narrow road,

crossing the bridge to the left beyond the Bernina houses (one-horse carr.,

p. 418), is interesting to botanists, as it contains many rare and beautiful
Alpine plants. Among these are the Pulsatilla vernalis, the sweet-scented
Daphne striata, fine orchids, gentians, and primulas, the Pinguicula
alpina, well known as an insect-catcher, and, on the slopes of Piz Alv,

the highly prized Leontopodium alpinum or edelweiss. Here, as on the
Bernina road, also occurs the Achillea moschata, called Iva in the Grisons,
and used in the preparation of the Iva liqueur. — A bridle-path, forming the

continuation of the road, and scarcely mistakable, ascends the Alp La Stretta

to the Passo Fieno (8145), between Piz Stretta (10,195') and Piz dels Lejs

(9990'), whence a steep and stony footpath descends into the Spol Valley

to (6 hrs.) Livigno (p. 429). — Ascent of Piz Languard by La Pischa^ see p. 422.

Beyond the Bernina Houses (2/4 M.) the old bridle-path diverges

to the right, and leads on the left bank of the brook over the Alp

Bregaglia to the pass. The road crosses the brook and ascends gradu-

ally on the E. side of the valley, passing the mouth of the Val

Minor. (To the left rise Piz Alv and Piz Lagalb, to the right the

stony slopes of the Diavolezza, p. 422.) Trees disappear. The road

passes the small Lago Minore (Rom. Lej Pitschen) and Lago Nero

(Rom. Lej Nair), leads to the left above the greenish-white Lago
Bianco (Rom. Lej Alv; 7316'), takes a sharp turn, and crosses a

brook falling from Piz Lagalb on the left. The narrow barrier be-

tween the 'black' and 'white' lakes is the watershed between the

Black Sea and the Adriatic, the former sending its waters to the

Inn, the latter to the Adda. To the right lies the Camhrena Glacier^

commanded by Piz Camftrena (11, 835'J and Piz Carale (11,250');

to the left, Sassal Masone (9970') ; before us rises Piz Campascio

(p. 426j; to the left of it is the conical Pizzo del Teo (10,005'), to
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the light the Pizzo di Sena (10,100'). "Walkers ascend from the

Bernina Houses in I1/2 hr. to the —
9V2M. Bernina Hospice [7575'; Hotel, R. 2-21/2, dej. at 11.30 a.m.

2^/2, D. at 1 p.m. 4-41/2 fr. ), finely situated above the Lago Bianco

and opposite the Cambrena Glacier. To the E., at the back of the

hospice, is the little Lago della Crocetta. The Bernina route is al-

ways busy with the Valtellina wine traffic. Carr. with one horse to

Pontresina 13, to Poschiavo (p. 435) 15, to Le Prese 18 fr.

ExcDEsioNS. (Guides and horses at the hospice.) Piz Campascio (8535';

IV2 hr.
;
guide 4 fr.), to the S.E. of the hospice, rising sheer on the E. side,

ascended by a good path, commands a very striking view. — Piz Lagalb
(9718'), to the N. (see p. 425), also affords a fine view (2 hrs. ; 4 fr.).

From the hospice to the Sassal ilASOSE or the Alp Geum (IV4-I1/2,

there and back 3-4 hrs.-, guide, 4 fr., unnecessary; donkey or mule 7 fr.

;

chaise-a-porteurs, with 2 porters, 25 fr.), very interesting. A few paces to

the S. of the hospice the bridle-path diverges from the road to the right,

and skirts the E. bank of Lago Bianco. It crosses (1/4 hr.) the brook
issuing from the S. end of the lake, and follows the right slope of the
valley, skirting the little Lago della Scala. A finger-post (V4 hr.) indi-

cates the path to the right to the Sassal Masone (i/j hr.) ; the path straight

on leads to the Alp Griim. The *Sassal Masone Alp (7800'; rfmts.), with its

two round stone huts, lies at the foot of the Sassal Masone (9970'), and com-
mands a grand view of the Palii Glacier, Pizzo di Verona, Piz Palii, the
Poschiavo Valley, and the Val Viola Mts. — The view of the glacier is even
more imposing from the Alp Griim. Where the path to the Sassal Masone
diverges (see above), we go straight on ; where the path divides and Piz
Palii appears to the right, we keep to the left, at the same level, and ('/z hr.)

reach the *Alp Griim (7182'; Restaurant)^ where the superb Palii Glacier,

separated from us by a narrow valley only, and the Poschiavo Valley far

below, with its lake and the villages of Le Prese, Prada. and St. Antonio,
are suddenly revealed. In the distance, to the S.E., rise the Adamello and
Presanella.

Feom Alp Grijm to Poschiavo (2^/4 hrs.). The path descends steeply
to the right, and widens into a stony cart-track; 1/2 br., Alp La Dotta;
1/4 hr.. hamlet of Cavaglia (5580'), in a wider part of the valley, visible

from Alp Griim. We cross (V4 hr.) the Cavagliasco, descending from the
Palii Glacier in a wild rocky gorge ; skirt the slope to the right by a very
rough and stony path (often the bed of a torrent), and descend rapidly
to (1^/4 hr.) Poschiavo (p. 435). Visitors to the Alp Griim from Poschiavo
(advisable only in dry weather) should ask for the beginning of the route
(boy from the hotel for a few soldi).

Over the Cambrena Pass to the Val Malenco, grand but toilsome, p. 424.

About 1/4 M. to the E. of the hospice is the top of the Bernina
Pass (7644'). Beyond it the road passes through two galleries and

descends rapidly in windings (short-cuts), past La Motta (6510'),

to (33/4 M.) —
131/2 M. La Rosa (6162'; poor inn). — Thence to Poschiavo

and Tirano, see p. 435.
To the N. of La Motta opens the Val Lagone, containing strata of

gypsvim and alabaster, through which a narrow road leads over the Forcola
di Livigno (7638') to (6 hrs.) Livigno (p. 429).

Thkodgh the Val Viola to Bokmio (p. 440) , 10-11 hrs., interest-

ing; guide advisable (from Pontresina to Bormio 55 fr.). Provisions
should be taken. The bridle-path diverges from the Bernina road to the

left at S/azzu (p. 435) and ascends the Val di Campo, past the chalets of

Salba, La Tonta, and Plan Sena (6500'), to (2 hrs.) Longacqua, the highest
chalet or 'malga'. To the N. lies the Val ifera^ with the beautiful Corno
di Campo (10,M0'), whence a fatiguing route crosses the Passo di Val Mera
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(8776') to Livigno. From this point through the Val Viola Poschiavina
to the (IV2 hr.) Val Viola Pass (8070') the path is ill-defined at places (guide
desirable; keep to the left near the summit), leading at first through woods
of stone-pines, in which several pretty little blue lakes lie to the right.

Fine view behind us of the Bernina Mts. ; to the S. the precipices of the
Cima Saoseo (10,730'). Beyond the pass the path, again distinct, gradually
descends to (2/4 hr.) the first chalet in the Val Viola Bormina, on the little

Val Viola Lake (7480'). It then leads high on the X. slope of the valley,

affording beautiful views of the Val di Dosd'e to the right, with the Pizzo

di Dosdk (10,760') and the Cima Lago Spalmo (10,820'), and then descends
rapidly through wood to the (li,2 hr.) Ponte Minestra (6480'; below which
is a waterfall) and the (3/4 hr.) hamlet of Campo. Then across pastures and
through wood, past several houses and bams, to (1 hr.) San Carlo (5185'),

a village with a church. On the right rise the Cima di Piazzi (11,280'),

with the Piazzi Glacier, and the Gomo di San Colombano (9915'). Descent
to the Val di Dentro and Semogo Croute to Livigno by Foscagno, see p. 440),

and by Isolaccia , with the Italian custom-house (Osteria by the bridge

;

another at the baker's) and Pedenosso to (2 hrs.) Premadio. We cross the
Adda, and reach (!'/;; M.) Bormio by the road to the right, or the (8/4 hr.)

Mw Baths (p. 44')) by that to the left.

From Bormio we may ascend the Val di Dosd^, and cross a small
glacier, to (7-8 hrs.) the "Capanna di Dosde , built by the I. A. C. on
the Passo di Dosdi (9350'), the starting-point for the Cima Saoseo (10,715';

3, with descent to Poschiavo 8 hrs.), Cima Viola (11,100' ; 3 hrs.), and Corno
di Dosdh (10,603'; 4 hrs.). Descent through Val Vermolera to Val Grosina
and (6 hrs.) Gros'o (p. 4.39).

An easy and fine route leads through Val Verva, which diverges to the
S. from Val Viola, and over the Passo di Verva (7590'), between the Cima di

Piazzi and Pizzo di Dosdi, to Eita (chalet of the I. A. C), and through
the pretty Val Grosina to (10 hrs.) Grosio (p. 439).

102. From Samaden to Nauders. Lower Engadine.
50 M. Diligence from Samaden to Schuls thrice daily in 5V2 hrs. (13 fr.

50, coupe 16 fr. 20 c.) ; from Schula to Nauders twice daily in 31/2 hrs. (6 fr.

50, coupe 7 fr. 80 c). (Connection with diligence to Landeck, see p. 443.)

The scenery is pretty at places, but is sufficiently seen from an open
carriage. Koad very dusty in dry weather. — Extea-Post and pair from
Samaden to Landeck in two days 150 fr. and 15 fr. fee, to Meran via Mar-
tinsbruck in three days 200 fr. and 20 fr. fee. — Cakeiage with one horse
from Samaden to Tarasp-Schuls for 2 pers. 40, 3 pers. 50, with two horses
for 4, 5, or 6 pers. 70, 80, or 90 fr. ; driver's fee 10 per cent of the fare.

Below Samaden (p. 416) we enjoy a grand view of the Bernina
range (comp. p. 418). l^/o M. Bevers (5610'; Pens. Crasta Mora,
4-6 fr.), a thriving village, lies at the foot of the indented Crasta

Mora (p. 406). (Through the Val Bever and Val Suvretta to

St. Moritz, see p. 416.) The road passes the (3/^ M.) Agnas Inn.,

and leads along the 'canalised' Inn to (1^/4 M.) —
4 M. Ponte (5548' ; *H6tel Alhula, R., L., & A. V/2-% B. 1 fr.

;

*Krone, beyond the bridge, plain), at the beginning of the Albula

Route (R. 99). On the opposite bank lies Campovasto or Camogasc,

at the entrance to the narrow Val Chamuera (see below).
*Munt Miiaella (8632'), on the right bank of the Inn, to the S.E, of Ponte,

is easily ascended in 2V2 hrs. (guide desirable) ; beautiful view. — Piz
Uertsch {Albulahorn; 10,738') is ascended from the Albula Pass (p. 406) in
3 hrs.; fatiguing, steady head needful; splendid view (guide 30 fr.).

Fbosi Ponte to Livigso (6 hrs.) , bridle-path
;
guide desirable. We

ascend the Val Chamuera to the (IV2 hr.) chalets of Berlas (6634'), where
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the Val Lavirum diverges ; then rapidly through the latter to the (21/2 hrs.)

Fuorcla Lavirum (Passo delV Everone; 9250'), between (r.) Piz Lavirum
(Pizzo delV Everone; 10,020'; 3/4 hr. from the pass; splendid view of the
Ortler) and (1.) Piz Gasanella (9616'). Steep descent into Val Federia. After
1 hr. the path from the Casana Pass (see below) on the left joins ours

;

1 hr., Livigno (p. 429).

The road follows the left bank of the Inn to (8/4 M.) Madulein
(5515'; Restaurant Guardaval^, with the ruin of Ouardaval on
a steep rock to the left (5873'; ascent 1/4 hr.), erected in 1251 by-

Bishop Volkard to 'guard the valley'.

'Piz Kesch (11,220'; 5-5V2 hrs. from jVIaduleiu; guide from Pontresina
40 fr.), not difficult for adepts. Road to the (1 hr.j Alp Aeschina; thence
footpath to the (IV2 hr.) Kesch Club Hut on the Muot Ot (ca. 8530'; views);
from the hut over debris and the Es\hia and PorchabeUa Glaciers to the
(21/2-3 hrs.) summit. The W. and highest of the four peaks, denoted by
a cairn and signal, is the one generally visited. Comp. pp. 378, 406.

6 M. Zuoz, or Zutz (5615'; pop. 500; *H6t. Concordia (^ Post,

with hydropathic, R., L., & A. 3-41/2, ^^, pens. 7-91/2 fr. ; Schwei-

zerbund; ^Pens. Poult, 51/2 fr.), a thriving village, in a sheltered

situation, 300' above the floor of the valley, visited as a summer
resort. The coats-of-arms on the old town-hall include those of the

local families of Planta, Juvalta, and Sails.

Pretty walks up the Inu valley, to the hill of Crasta (1/4 hr.), and
through meadows and wood to the (1 hr.) ruin of Guardaval (see above);
also to the Schivera Gorge (1/2 hr.); to the Arpiglia Gorge (V2 hr.); Ada
Pei'ini (1 hr.), with view.

-Piz Griatschouls (9755'; 3V2-4 hrs.), not difficult; extensive view.
Descent by Val Sulsanna to Capella (see below). — Piz Mezaun or Mezzem
(9727'; 4 hrs.; guide), toilsome; very fine view. — *Piz Gasanella (9615'),

4 hrs. with guide, easy and interesting. — ''Piz Kesch (11,220'), not
difficult for experts, 5-51/2 hrs., with guide (Flury Clavadetscher, Jacob
Gyr, Christ. Jud; 30 fr.). Good path to the (21/2 hrs.) Zuoz Kesch Hut;
thence to (21/2-3 hrs.) the lop, see above.

Near (1 M.) Scanfs (5413'; '^Scaletta, R. 2, pens. 6fr.; Trauhe,

Stem, both plain) a handsome bridge crosses the Inn, but the road

follows the left bank.
To the right opens the Val Casana, whence an interesting route crosses

the Casana Pass (8832') to (7 hrs.) Livigno (p. 429). Bridle-path to the Alp
Casana (7310'j. Thence a steep ascent to the pass, which commands a

splendid view. The view is more extensive from the Piz Casana (10,078'),

which rises to the left and may be climbed by experts in I1/2 hr. The
descent to the Val Federia and Livigno is equally steep.

On the right rises Piz d'Esen (10,270'). Below (II/2 M.) Capella

the road crosses the Sulsanna. (Through Val Sulsanna, and over

the Scaletta and Sertig passes to Davos, see p. 378.) We skirt a

pine-clad gorge of the Inn. Below Cinuskel (5300' ; Post), near Brail,

the Punt Ota, a bridge over the brook of the Val Puntota, separates

the Upper from the Lower Engadine. At the end of the gorge we
have a fine view of the river and the covered bridge which carries

us to the right bank. Near (81/2 M.) Zernetz the valley expands.

To the N. appears the snow-streaked Piz Linard (p. 430).

17 M. Zernetz (4910'; pop. 570 ; *Bdr, R., L., & A. 4 fr.), at the

influx of the dark Spot into the Inn, with a church of 1623, has

been almost entirely rebuilt since a fire in 1872.
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Hunt Baseglia (9780'; 4 hrs.
;
guide 7fr.), Piz d'Arpiglia (9945'; 5 hrs.

5

10 fr.), and *Piz Niina (10,260'; 6 hrs.; 16 fr.) are ascended from Zernetz
(all rather trying; Piz Nuna best done from Ardetz via the Veil Bampuoir).
— Piz Sursura (10,420'; 6-7 hrs.; 20 fr.), through the Val Hursura and over
the glacier of that name, fatiguing.

From Zernetz to Munstee (24V2 M. ; diligence daily in 6 hrs., 9 fr. 80,
coupe 11 fr. 80 c). The road, attractive even for walkers, gradually ascends
on the right bank of the Spdl through the wild and wooded defile of La
Serra, crossing several ravines (Val da Barcli, Val Laschadura) and the
wooded plateau of Champ Sech to the (072 M.) bridge over the Ova d" Spin
(5997'). Beyond the bridge the shorter old bridle-path ascends straight

over the hill of Champ Long^ and through Val Ftur, to the Ofen Inn, while
the new road sweeps to the right, skirting the wooded hill of Crastatscha.

"We cross the (2^/4 M.) Ova del Fvorn (5610'), in its wild ravine (bridle-

path to the right to Livigno, see below), skirt the left bank of the Ova del

Fuorn, cross it, and reach (iV2 M.) the ''Inn on the Ofenberg {II Fuorn

;

5920"). We next pass the mouih of the Val del Botsch^ the Val da Siavel-

chod, and Val Niiglia^ and ascend the marshy Alp Buffalora to the (5 M.)
Ofen Pass {Sil Som; 7()70'), with fine view of the Ortler. (Thence across the
Buffalo7'a Pass to the Fraele Valley and Bormio, see p. 440.) We descend
through stone-pines to (3 31.) Cier/s (5460' ; "Alpenrose ; 'Weisses Kreuz),
in the Miinster - Thai, or Val Mustair, watered by the Rambach. Then
(IV2 M.) Fuldera (5333'; to the left above which lies Lu, p. 433), (2 M.)
Valcava (4632'; -Post), and (IV2 M.) St. Maria (p. 442). Thence to (2 M.)
Miinster and (91/2 31.) Mais., see p. 442. Over the Wormser Joch to Bormio.,
see p. 441; through the Val da Scharl to Schuls, see p. 433.

From Zernetz to Livigno (8 hrs.). Road to the (874 M.) bridge over
the Ova del Fuorn (IV2 M. short of the Ofenberg Inn, see above) ; then a
bridle-path (472-5 hrs. ; finger-post on the left bank by the bridge), crossing
the hill and ascending the Spot Valley alternately on the right and the
left bank. By the bridge over the Acqua del Gallo is the Italian frontier
(custom-house, however, at the Foscagno Pass, p. 440) ; comp. the 3Iap,

p. 428. — Livigno (5940') is a scattered village in the broad green valley
of the Spol, with several churches; near the church of Sanf Antonio is the
plain ''Pens. Alpina (E,. 2 fr.). To the S. the valley is closed by the
Vedretta del Vago. — From Livigno to the Bernina road by the Forcola
(5 hrs. ; narrow road, car with one horse 15-20 fr.) or the Passo Fieno, see

pp.426, 425; to Ponte by the Lavirum Pass, p. 423; to Scanfs by the Casana
Pass, p. 428; to Zernetz by the Passo del Diavel (9285'), to the W. of the
Piz delV Acqua (10,260'), a fatiguing glacier-pass, little used (9-10 hrs.

;
guide

20 fr.). — From Livigno to Bormio over the Foscagno Pass (7 hrs.), see
p. 440; the path begins at the church of Sant' Antonio.

From Zernetz to Bormio via Buffalora., see p. 440. A shorter route
(972-10 hrs. to Bormio; guide necessary, from Fuorn 25 fr.) diverges to the
right from the Miinster-Thal road beyond the bridge over the Fuorn., and
leads by the La Schera Alp and the Val Fraele to the Scale di Fraele
and Bormio.

Below Zernetz the road recrosses the Inn (behind rises the Piz

Quatervals, 10,355') and enters a narrow, pine-clad gorge, extend-
ing as far as (81/2 M.) —

201/2 M. Sus, Rom. Susch (4689'; "Schweherhof, R., L., & A.
1-3, B. 1, D. 21/2, pens. 41/2-9 fr. ; Rhdtia ^^ Post, R., L., & A. 2,

B. 1, D. 3, pens. 5-7 fr. ; Hot. Fliiela, plain ; brewery by the bridge),

at the end of the Fliiela road (p. 375), overlooked by the ruins of a

castle. To the E. rise Piz Mezdi and Piz d'Arpiglia. We cross the

Saglains brook, through the valley of which runs the route over the

Vereina Pass to Klosters fp. 373).

221/2 M. Lavin (4650'; *H6t.-Pens. Piz Linard, R., L., & A.
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11/2? B- 17 D. 21/2 fr-; Steinhock), at the month of Val Lavinuoz. To
the S.W. is the large Sursura Glacier (p. 429).

Excursions. (Guides, /. S. Bonifazi , and others.) Sa$s Au(a (8195';

31/2 brs.) and Muotf Atita (8763' : 4 hrs.
;
guide 10 fr.), both easy and interest-

ing. — Through Val Lavinuoz to the Tiatscha Glacier, 3 hrs., also attractive.
— Piz Mezdi (9593'

;
guide 10 fr.) is ascended through Val Zeznina in 4 hrs.,

the last part rather steep. The Val Zeznina ends in the mountain-basin
of Macun (8645'), with its small glaciers and six little lakes, environed by
Piz d'Arpiglia, Hunt della Baseglia, and Piz Macun. — *Piz Linard (11,2C0';

7 hrs. ; guide 25 fr.), the highest peak of the Silvretta group, affording a
most superb panorama, is trying and fit for experts only. From Lavin
through the Val d' Glims to the (3 hrs.) small lake (8580') at the E. base
of the Piz Glims; then over slopes of debris and snow, the last IV2 hr.

steep and toilsome, to the (3-31/2 hrs.) summit. Magnificent view. "Those
of steady head mav descend on the W. side to the (3 hrs.) Vereina or Valtorta

Pass (p. 373) and" through the Siis Valley to the Vereina Hut (p. 373). —
From Lavin to Klosters over the Vernela Pass or the Verslankla- Thor,
see p. 373.

The right bank of the Inn, generally abrupt, affords few sites for

villages, while on the left bank, on broad, sunny heights, lie Lavin,

Guarda, a,nd. Ardetz, said to be of Etruscan origin, picturesquely

commanded by ruined towers and castles. The Inn flows through a

deep gorge, swelled by many torrents from lateral valleys. Beyond
Lavin the road leads through a rock-gateway, and near [2 M.)
Giarsun (4670') crosses the mouth of Val Tuoi (p. 445).

A road to the left (diligence twice daily in 40 min.) ascends to (I1/2 M.)
Guarda (5423'; ~E6t. Meisser, with 'dependance' Zur Sonne, E. 1V2-2, B. 1,

pens. 5V2-7 hrs.), a prettily situated village and tourist-resort, afiording a
beautiful vitw of the entire chain frnm the Piz Vadret to the Piz Lat, near
Blartinsbruck. Gnarda is reached (1 hr.) more pleasantly by the old road
gradually ascending from Lavin. "The neighbourhood is well wooded and
has a fine Alpine flora (esp. the Val Tuoi). Pleasant walks may be taken
to the (3/4 hr.) Waldsee, with benches; to (20 min.) BoscMa (restaurant), a
hamlet affording a fine view of the Lower Engadine; to the Q/2'iiv.) Miihle-

Thal, with its torrents; to the (IV4 hr.) Alp Sura (6988'), with a fine view
of Piz Buin and the Fermunt, Sursura, and Orialetsch glaciers ; to the (I1/2 hr.)

Alp Suot (6646'), in the Val Tuoi, at the foot of the Great and the Small
Piz Buin ; to the (2V4 hrs.) -Muot del Horn (7657'), a S.E. spur of the Piz
Cotschen ('View). — Ascents (guides, B. Padrun and Dan. Barhuda of
Guarda, Joh. Bonifazi of Lavin). *A2 Cotschen (9953'; 4 hrs.; guide 10 fr.),

easy and highly attractive; Piz Fliana (iQ,775'; 6 hrs.; 20 fr.) ; ~Piz Buin
(10,880'; 6V2 hrs.; 30 fr.), a magnificent point of view. — To Klosters over
the Silvretta Pass (to the Silvretta Hut 6 hrs.; guide 25 fr.), see p. 374; to

the Montafon over the Fermunt Pass (to the Bladlenerhatis 6 hrs.; 30 fr.), see

p. 445. — From Guarda the old road descends to Boschia and Ardetz (1 hr.).

Walkers to Schuls had better follow the old road by Fetan (keep up to

the left, at a point V* lir. beyond Boschia), which turns into Val Tasna by
the ruined houses uf Chanova, and soon joins the new road from Ardetz.

From Guarda to Fetan 2V2 hrs.

The road skirts a stony slope, high above the Inn, enters a pleas-

ant larch-wood, and then traverses meadows and fields to (3 M.) —
271/.2 M. Ardetz, Ger. Steinsberg (4812'; pop. 628; *Zur Alpina,

moderate; Post), picturesquely situated, and dominated by the ruin

of Steinsberg, with its well-preserved tower.
A road (diligence every afternoon in 1 hr.), affording fine views, leads

from Ardetz, across Val Tasna. and up the sunny pastures on the ¥. side

of the valley, to (41/2 M.) Fetan, Rom. ftan (5405'; -E6t.-Pens. Victoria,
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pens. 6-10 fr. ; Eestaurcmt zur Alien Post; guide, D. R. Pinosch), commanding a
line view of the mountains on tiie S. side of the Inn (best from the Para-
dies pavilion, near a grove 'A hr. to the W. of the village). — Motta Faluns
and Piz Cliinas-, see p. 433. — From Fetan to Schuls, 8 31., carriage-road
(omnibus tvrice daily from Hot. Victoria to Tarasp). A direct path to Tarasp
diverges to the right from the road after the last wide curve, beyond
the ravine.

The wild Val Tasna ascends between (1.) Piz Coischen (9950') and (r.)

Piz Minschun (10,080') for 3 hrs., and then divides into (\.) Val cfUrezzas
and (r.) Val Urschai. From the latter a difficult route crosses the ice- clad
Futschol Pass (9095'), with fine views of the huge Fluchthorn (11,165'), to

the Tyrolese Jamthal and (8-9 hrs.) Galiiir in the Paiznaun (p. 445).

Beyond Ardetz we traverse stony slopes and rock-hewn cuttings.

Beyond a bend we get a view of ScMoss Tarasp ; to the right, on

the S. bank of the Inn, rise Piz Plavna, Piz Pisoc, Lischanna, and
Ayutz. The road then sweeps round into the deep Val Tasna [see

p. 430), and crosses it by a stone bridge. It runs high above the deep

wooded gorge of the Inn. To the right, a fine view of the pine-clad

Val Plavna^ with Piz Plavna Dadaint (p. 433) in the background;

in the foreground, Schloss Tarasp. The road descends to the Inn,

opposite the Bonifazius spring, and past the offices of the Curhaus.

31 V2 M. Bad Tarasp (3946'; * Curhaus, R., L., & A. from 5,

B. 11/2, D- 5, S. 31/2, "board 8, visitors' tax 17, baths 2-21/2 fr. ; Engl.

Church, see below) lies in a small expansion of the deep valley of

the Inn. Its famous mineral springs resemble those of Carlsbad.

The Lucius and Emerita springs, both containing salt and carbonate

of soda, are those chiefly used for drinking. The baths are supplied

with chalybeate water from the Carola-Quelle. Physician, Dr. Leva.

A covered wooden bridge leads from the Curhaus to the springs and
the Trinkhalle on the right bank. Music at the Trinkhalle from 6.30

to 8 a.m., in the garden of the Curhaus from 2.30 to 3.30 and from

8.30 to 10 p.m. A good road (post-omnibus seven times daily in

20 min., fare 40 c.) and several paths ascend thence in zigzags to

the (Y2 ^1-) health-resort of Vulpera (4160^, situated on a sunny
plateau near the wood, and also frequented by patients {*H6t. Wald-
haus- Vulpera^ with the de'pendances Villa Wilhelmine and Villa Post,

300 rooms and 400 beds, pens, from 101/2^^.; *H6tel Schweizerhof,

with the dependances Bellevue, Tell, and Alpenrose, 200 rooms with

250 beds, pens, from 8^2 fr. ; *Conradin, board 6 fr.
;

physician.

Dr. Denz; band on Sun., Tues., & Thurs., 5-6.30 p.m.).

Beyond the Cuihaus the road re-ascends, past the English Church

(on the left), to —
34 M. Schnls. — *H6t. Belvedere, with terrace (pens, from 9 fr.),

with the dependance *^H6t. du Pare at L'nter-Schuls (pens, from 7 fr.). —
-Post, R., L., & A. 21/2-4, D. 31/2, S. 21/2. pens. 8-10 fr.; Quellenhof. R. 2, B. 1,

D. 31/2 fr.; =H6t. Kosz, R. 2, B. 1, D. 2 fr. 80, S. 2 fr. 20c., board 5 fr. ; Hot.-
Pexs. Elchta, 6-10 fr., well spoken of; 'Krone, plain; all these at Upper
Schuls. At Lower Schuls, *Parc (see above); Hotel Central, plain.

Hotel-Ommibuses from Schuls to Tarasp between 6 and 8 a.m. every
10 min., between 8 and 12 everv hour; fare there and back 30 c., monthly
ticket 4 fr. — Extra-Post to Davos, with 2, 3, or 4 horses, 72fr. 50 c., 100 fr.,

127 fr. 50 c.; to Poniresina or St. Moritz, 78 fr., Ill fr., 144 fr. ; to Fau-
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ders, 37 fr. 20, 51 fr. 50, 65 fr. 80 c. — Carriage from Schuls to Tarasp
Curhaua and Lack, with stay of V2 br., 3 fr.. with two horaes 5 fr. ; to
Vulpera and back (1/2 day) 7 or 12. to Sent 7 or 12, to Fetan 9 or 15,
Guarda 15 or 26, Siis 15 or 26, St. Moritz or Pontresina 38 or 70, Landeck
50 or 85, Meran 90 or 170 fr.

Physicians : Dr. Dorta ; Dr. Vogelsang. — Curtaxe 17 fr. , less for
families; weekly tax for the 'Verschdnerungsverein' 1 fr.

Schuls (3980'; pop. 940), Rom. Scuol, the capital of the Lower
Engadlne, picturesquely situated opposite a noble range of mountains
extending from Piz Lat to Piz Plavna, consists of Upper and Lower
Schuls, between which the highroad runs. Owing to the openness of

its site, many yisitors prefer it to Tarasp, while its view is superior

to that from Vulpera; but there are no walks nearer than the op-
posite slope of the valley. The Badehalte Schuls has chalybeate and
fresh-water baths (2-2^/2 fr.j. The chief chalybeate spring is the

Vihquelle, with an interesting hill of iron-ore, ^2 ^^- to the N. — The
direct path from Schuls to (V2 ^r.) Vulpera and Tarasp diverges to

the left from the road at the W. end of Schuls, crosses the Inn above

the influx of the Clemgia, and then divides : the right branch follows

the Inn and the Cur-Promenade to (^2 li^-) Tarasp ; the left branch
ascends through wood to (V2 ^^\} Vulpera.

Walks. — From Vulpera we ascend the road to the W. ; after li/z M.
a road diverges to Florins (4450' ; Restaurant), to which a wood-walk also
leads from Tarasp; our road skirts the castle-hill of Tarasp and leads to

(3/i M.) the hamlet of Fontana (4640'; rfmts. at Hot. Tarasp, now a nun-
nery). Before Fontana is reached , a road ascends to the left, passing
above the little lake of Tarasp. to Sparsels, at the entrance to which we
ascend to the left to the chateau. (Keys at the last house on the left.)

The dilapidated *Castle of Tarasp (4935'), which gives its name to the
cluster of villages around, from Vulpera on the E. to Aschera on the W.,
was the seat of the Austrian governors down to 1803, and now belongs
to Hr. von Planta of Samaden. Fine views from the windows. — We may
return to (3/4 hr.) Vulpera by the old cart-track from Sparsels, passing the
Kreuzhevg (4845'), indicated by a w-ooden cross, a splendid point uf view,
especially by evening-light. — Pleasant walk from Fontana to the (IV2 hr.)

'Alp Laisch (5995'; milk), at the entrance to the picturesque Vol Plavna.
Pretty walk from Vulpera ascending to the S. to the (40-45 min.) Restau-

rant Avrona (4790')- Then by a path to the left, indicated by red marks, to

(1/4 hr.) a bench CRichard-Banlc' ) looking up the Clemgia Gorge, and to

another bench with a view downwards. We may go on to (1/4 hr.) a bridge
across the Clemgia (7805'), aacend to the (25 min.) Scarlthal Road (p. 433),
and return by it to Vulpera in about 1 hr. — From Avrona we may go
on to the little Schwarze See {Lai Fair ; 5070'), 20 min, higher, where we
obtain a fine view of Piz Linard. Thence back to Vulpera by Fontana
(see above), about 21/2 hrs. in all.

Val d'Uina. A path follows the right bank of the Inn, passing Pradella
(inn), to (41/2 M.) Sur En (3686'; Bar, with sign painted by Paul Meyerheim

;

Zur Uina-Schlucht, well spoken of), at the mouth of the valley, opposite
Crusch (p. 434). Thus far we may drive, via Crusch. A tolerable path as-

cends the richly-wooded vallev, passing waterfalls and a wild rocky gorge,

to the chalets of (iV2hr.) Uina Dadora (4980') and (1 hr.) Uina Dadaint (5680).

An attractive route leads hence by (IV2 hr.) the Schlinig Pass (Sursass;
7735') and through Val Schlinga to (3 hrs.) Mais., see p. 442

On the N. side of the valley may be noted the roads from Schuls to

Fetan (4M.: p. 430; which is also reached in IV4 hr. by a path passing
the Vihqueile, and skirting the wood farther up) and to Sent (dilig. in

summer twice daily ; 1 fr.; p. 434). — Fine walk from Sent (there and back
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21/2 hrs.) to the wild Val Sinestra (p. 434). as far as a point opposite Manas;
beautiful forest; fai- below the torrent dashes over limestone rocks.

Ascents (guides: Joh. Bischo_f^ Jak. Brunett, Conr. Marugg, Jae. Pua).
To the N. of Schuls rises the grassy Motta Naluns (7015'; without guide;
6-8 fr.), ascended in 21/2 hrs. (or from Fetan in IV2 hr.). View better from the
•Piz Cliinas (91T5' ; from the Motta Xaluns 2 hrs., from Fetan by Alp Laret
31/2 hrs.

;
guide 10 fr.). — More extensive panorama from Piz Champatsch

(9596'; 5 hrs. from Schuls
;
guide 12 fr.), by Alp Champatsch^ and thence

round the peak, ascending finally on the X.E. side. The direct ascent from
the S. is very steep and stony.

*Piz Lischanna (10,200'; 6-7 hrs.; guide 16 fr.), the finest peak near
Schuls, presents no difficulties. From the Scarl road (see below), second bend,
we diverge to the left by a good forest-path to St. Jon (482K)' ; *Restaurant).
Here, to the left, we round the base of Piz St. Jon., and ascend pastures
and wood in the Val Lischanna., passing a shepherd's hut (6760'j and the (4 hrs.)
deserted club-hut. Farther on we pass over debris and round two rocky
knobs to the Lischanna Glacier., whence we ascend to the arete and the
(3 hrs.) summit from the S.E. The view is superb: in the foreground rise
the bare and riven peaks of Piz St. Jon, Ayutz, and Pisoc ; far below lies

the green Engadine from Lavin to Martinsbruck ; S. are the Ortler, the
Valtellina Alps, and the Bernina; in the distance, W., the Bernese Alps,
the Todi, and nearer us Piz Linard and Piz Buin ; X. the Augstenberg, Flucht-
horn, and the distant Zugspitze; E., the Oetzthal Mts. with the Wildspitze
and Weisskugel, and farther distant the fantastic Dolomites. — Adepts
(guide 25-30 fr.) descend the Lischanna Glacier to the Val Sesvenna and Scarl
to (5V2-6 hrs.) Schuls. The ascent from Scarl takes 4-5 hrs.

'Piz Pisoc (10,427'; 8 hrs.; guide 25 fr.), Piz Plavna Dadaint (10,413';
8 hrs.; 30 fr.), and Piz Sesvenna (10,565'; 8 hrs.; 25 fr.; night .«pent at Scarl),
all difficult, for experts only. Piz St. Jon (9980'; 7 hrs.; 20 fr.), Piz Cot-
schen (p. 431) , Piz Minschun (10,080'; from Fetan 5 hrs. ; 15 fr.), and Piz
Foraz (10,150'; 7 hrs. ; 15 fr.) are less difficult.

Feom Schuls to St. Makia in the Munstee-Thal, through the Scarlthal

C Val S-charl), 8 hrs., interesting (guide, 25 fr., needless). We ascend the road
to the S. from the Inn bridge, soon enter a larch-wood, and reach the plateau
on which St. Jon (see above) lies, farther to the left. Opposite, high up on
the left side of the Clemgia gorge, lies the farm of Avrona (p. 432). The
shadeless and stony road gradually descends into the valley, enclosed by the
furrowed slopes oi Piz Pisoc (r.) and Piz St. Jon and Piz Madlain (1.), and
frequently crosses the Clemgia, the floods of which often do great havoc.
After 21/2 hrs. the lonely Val Minger diverges to the right, with Piz Foraz
(see above) at its head. To the left, the Val del Poch. Passing a deserted
foundry, we reach (1 hr.) Scarl (5948'; Adler, Edelweiss, Pens. Feuerstein,
all plain but not cheap), a hamlet at the mouth of the Val Sesvenna,
whence Piz Cornet (9951'), Piz Cristannes (10,237'), and Piz Sesvenna (see
above) may be ascended. To the left, 1/2 hr. above Scarl, a bridle-path leads
over the Cruschetta Pass (76(X)') , and down the pretty Val Avigna , in
31/2 hrs. to Taufers (p. 442). The road ends at Scarl. The bridle-path
crosses the valley, which expands here (beautiful stone-pines) ; it passes the
chalets of Astras Dadora ('outer') and Dadaint ('inner'), and, bearing to the
left, leads between (r.) Piz d'Astras (9803') and (1.) Piz Murt^ra (9836') to

the Scarl Pass (7385'), 2 hrs. from Scarl. It descends to the large dairy of
Champatsch (7034'), in the parish of Valcava, rounds the rock of La Durezza,
and leads through wood (avoid steep path to Cierfs, descending to the right)

to LU (6293') ; then by a narrow road to Liissai., and across the Ramhach to

Furom, a solitary house on the Ofenberg road, between Fuldera and Valcava.
Thence to St. Maria (2 hrs. from the pass), see p. 429.

The Ofenbeeg (Livigno^ Bernina Pass) is reached from Schuls by the
Scarl Pass and Cierfs in about 10 hrs. (see above). A shorter route ascends
the wild Val Plavna from Fontana (p. 432), and crosses the Fuorcletta
(8785') to the Val del Bofsch, which opens y^ M. above the Ofenberg Inn
(Osteria del Fuorn), on the road described at p. 429 (8V2 hrs.; guide ad-
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visable). From the Ofenberg to Livignn (5-5V2 brs. ; without guide), see
p. 429.

The road to Nauders follows the slope ahove the river. A road,

1/4 M. from Schuls, ascends to the left, passing Sotsass, with its

effervescent spring, to (21/4 M.) Sent (4724'; pop. 1000; Rheetia),

a large village, with the picturesque ruins of the Romanesque
church of St. Peter on a rocky height. The highroad passes Pradella

(p. 432), on the right hank of the Inn. At (41/2 M.) Crusch (4075';

Kreuz) the Sent road (see above) rejoins ours. A road descends,

1/3 M. farther on, to the right, to (1 M.) Sur En, at the mouth of

the Val (TJJina (p. 432). About I1/2 M. from Crusch the road crosses

the deep ravine of the Val Sinestra, on the other (1.) side of which

lies (1/4 M.) Remiis (4022^), with the ruin of Tschanuf (good inn

and restaurant on the way to it).

'Piz Arina (9290'; from Remiis 5, from Zuort 3V2-4 hrs.; guide, Flor.

Riatsch, 12 fr.)? a stiff climb; fine view, rich flora. View of the Oetzthal
and Arlberg Alps even finer than from Piz Lischanna. — Easy and at-

tractive route through Val Sinestra^ with springs containing iron and arsenic,

and over the Fimber Pass (8570') to Ischgl in the Patznaun (10-11 hrs.;

guide 20 fr.). The good bridle-path, passing some interesting sand-pyramids,

ascends from Schuls via Sent on the right side of the deep Val Sinestra to

(3 hrs.) Zuort (5590'; poor quarters), with the Swiss custom-house, at the

mouth of the Val Later. From this point we may ascend the Fiz Arina
(9290' ; 31/2-4 hrs. ; see above), the 3/uttler (10,863' ; 5 hrs.

;
guide 18, from

Sent 25 fr.), and the Stainmerspitz (W. summit 10,640', E. summit or Piz

Tschuita 10,690'
;
guide 35-40 fr.). From Zuort we proceed past the (2 hrs.)

chalets of Oriosch (5ii64'), and through the Val Choglias to the Alp of that

name, and to the left to the (21/2-3 hrs.) pass. Superb view of the Flucht-
horn. Down to the Heidelberg Hut and i'hrough.i'b.e. Fimher-Thal to (5 hrs.)

Ischgl; see Baedeker''s Eastern Alps.

The valley contracts ; to the right are the ruin of Serviezel and a

bridge over the Inn. On the right opens the narrow Val cfAssa

(fine waterfall at the entrance), in which are the (2 hrs.) intermit-

tent Fontana Chistagna, flowing once in 3 hrs. only, and an inter-

esting stalactite cavern near it (guide 7 fr.). A fine view of the loftily

situated Schleins is soon revealed ; above it, to the left, rise the Muttler

and the Stammerspitz (see above); to the right, Piz Lad (9190').

Next (41/4 M.) Strada and (2 M.) Martinsbruck (3400'; *H6t.

Denoth zur Post, unpretending). The scenery becomes grander. The
Inn Bridge is the boundary between Switzerland and Tyrol (Austrian

custom-house). On the left is another ruin named Serviezel. (More

interesting but not always practicable path on the left bank of tlie

Inn, by the Noveller-Hof, to Old Finstermunz, I1/2 hr., see p. 443,

and to Pfunds ;
guide advisable for novices.) The road to Nauders,

on the Tyrolese side, winds up the wooded hill which separates the

Inn Valley from that of the Stille Bach. (The old road, preferable,

ascends to the right by the custom-house, past the small houses.) At
the top of the hill we enjoy an admirable view of the Lower Enga-
dine; to the N. towers Piz Mondin (10,325'). Lastly, a sliglit

descent to (37o M. by the old road, 6 M. by the new road) —
50 M. Nauders (4470'), see p. 443.
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103. From Samaden-Pontresina over the Bernina to

Tirano and through the Valtellina to Colico.
Comp. Maps, pp. 408, 416.

77 M. Diligence in summer from Samaden to (24V2 M.) Poschiavo twice
(lailv, 51/3 hrs. (9 fr. 80, coupe 11 fr. 80 c.) -, tbeace to (11 M.) Tirano, i^/t hr.

(4 fr. 30, coupe 5 fr. 15 c.) ; from Tirano to (16 M.) Sondrio, 31/2 hrs. (4 fr.

25 c). Railway from Sondrio to (25',2 M.) Colico. 1 br. 35 min. (4 fr. 65,

3 fr. 25, 2 fr. 10 c). — Extra-Post and pair from Samaden to Poschiavo
60 fr.-, Cakkiage witb one horse from Pontresina to Poschiavo 40, with two
horses 70. to Tirano 50 and 90 fr.; one-horse carr. from Poschiavo to Tirano

12, with two horses 22 fr.. to Sondrio 30 or 45, to Bormio 40 or 65, to

Pontresina 30 or 50, to St. Moritz 40 or 60 fr. — A fine route as far as

Tirano, but not equal to the Val Bregaglia (p. 437).

From Samaden to (31/4 M.) Pontresina, see p. 417; from Pon-

tresina over the Bernina Pass to (131/4 M.) La Rosa, see p. 426. —
The road descends in long windings (cut off by a steep path to the

left), and passes over to the E. slope, where we obtain a peep at

the upper part of the narrow Poschiavino Valley, dovrn to Poschiavo.

Below (II/2 M.) Sfazzu (whence a bridle-path leads to the Val Viola,

p. 426) we cross the brook of the Valle di Campo, pass Pisciadella

(4910') on the right, and descend in a wide curve. The road reaches

the floor of the valley at (41/2 M.) San Carlo (3590'), where it passes

through a gateway. High up to the right a glacier descends from

the Pizzo di Verona (11,360'). About 1 M. farther on is —
241/2 M. PoscMavo, Gex. Puschlav (3315'; pop. 2953, Vs^rot.;

*H6t. Badrutt; Hot. Albricci, R., L., & A. 31/2 frO» ^ ^^^^y little

town, with factories and handsome houses. Language Italian. The

Roman Catholic Church dates from 1494 , but the tower is much
older

;
good wood-carving in the interior.

*Sa.8salbo (9375'; 6 hrs.; guide), tiring, but attractive. From Poschiavo

we ascend to the E. to the (3 hrs.) Alp Sassiglione (6310'; spend night), and
mount the Forcola di Sassiglione (8330') on the S. side to the (3 hrs.) top.

Grand panorama: W., the Bernina, E., the Ortler, S.E., the Adamello. —
To Val Malenco over the Canciano or the Confinale Pass, see pp. 424, 436.

Omnibus from Poschiavo to (3 M.) Le Prese 4 times daily (6 and

10 a. m., 2 and 6.30 p. m.) in 1/2 ^^- (1 f^-; ^arr. with one horse 4,

two horses 7 fr.). The road crosses the Poschiavino , traverses a

pleasant level valley, and passes Sanf Antonio.

271/2 M. Le Prese (3155'; *Curhaus, R., L., & A. from 31/2,

lunch 3^ D. 5, pens. 8-12 fr.; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer; *H6t.-

Pens. Villa Ladri, 6-7 fr.) is a favourite resort, at the N.W. end

of the Lago di Poschiavo, well stocked with trout. The alkaline £tnd

sulphureous spring (46° Fahr. ; baths heated by steam , 2 fr.) rises

100 paces from the bath-house.

The road skirts the W. bank of the lake, passing old fortifications,

destroyed in 1814. At the S. end is the (2 M.) village of MescMno,

with a beautiful view of the lake and the snow-mountains beyond.

We cross the Poschiavino and rapidly descend a narrow, rocky gorge,

accompanied by waterfalls aU the way, to (31/2 M.) Brusio (2477';

28^^
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Post, poor], the last large Swiss village (pop. il60; i/s P^o*-)? with
a Roman Catholic and a Protestant church, the latter built early in

the 17th century. "We descend through walnut and chestnut plant-

ations (pretty fall of the Sajento on the right) to Campascio and —
33 m. Campo Cologno (1835'; Rhaetia, near the post-office,

R.. L., & A. 2, B. 1, D. 3. pens. 5 fr.) , where vineyards begin.

The Italian custom-house is near the old fort Piatta Mala (1700'}.

341/2 M. Madonna di Tirano (1500'; *Alb. San Michele, R. 3, B.

1 fr.) is a small village with a large pilgrimage-church of the 16th
cent, (elaborate organ-screen of the 18th cent.). We here reach the

Valtellina, Ger. Veltlin, the broad valley of the Adda, which belonged
to the Grisons till 1797. The floor of the valley is often ravaged by
floods. The fertile slopes yield excellent red wine (p. 366).

351/2 M. Tirano (1475'; -^Hot d' Italia, kept hy Amhrosini, with

the post-office ; Hot. Stelvio, by the lower bridge ; Pasta), a small

town with old mansions of the Visconti, Pallavicini, and Salis fam-
ilies. In the background, to the E., rises Monte Mortirolo.

The road to Sondrio returns to Madonna di Tirano. and crosses

the Poschiavino. At (6^/2 ^'^) Tresenda (1235') a bridge crosses the

Adda to the road which leads by the Passo d"Apnea (4040') to Edolo
and Brescia (see Baedeker s N. Italy). The old watch-tower of Teglio

on the hill to the right gives its name to the valley (Val Teglino).

5172 M. Sondrio (1140'; pop. 4000; ''Posta. R., L., & A. 4V2,
D. 4 fr. ; Maddalena; Restaurant Marino, with beds, well spoken ofj,

capital of the Yaltellina, grows excellent wine. The wild Malero,

descending from the Yal Malenco (see below), which has frequently

endangered the town, is now confined to a broad artificial channel.

The old castle is used as a barrack.

The *Corno Stella (^065'; very attractive, not difficult; with guide)
ia ascended in 7-S hrs. from Sondrio, by the Val del Livrio.

In the 'Val Malenco a good road on the right bank of the Malero (dilig.

in 23/4 hrs., d(jwn in iV2 hr.) ascends by Torre to (9V2 M.) Chiesa (3155';

Hot. Olivo), the chief village in the valley, beautifully situated. (Guides,
Enr., Mich., and Sitvio Schenatti, G. Olivo.) Interesting asbestos-mines near.
Pleasant walks from Chiesa: to the charming Palii Lake (6320'j, finely

situated at the foot of Mte. Nero (Bass') ; by Lanzada and Tornadri (reached
by a road) to the waterfall at the head of Val Lanterna ; to the Pirola Lake
(t)890'j, etc. — From Chiesa over the Muretto Pass (8390') to the Maloja
(8 hrs.), see p. 409 : over the Tremoggia or the Scerscen Pass to Sils (9-10 hrs.),

p. 411 : over the Sella Pass, the Bellavista Saddle, or the Cambrena Pass
to Pontresina (16-17 hrs.), p. 424; over the Canciano or Confinale Pass to

Poschiavo (8-9 hrs.), p. 424. The Fellaria Chalets (p. 424j may be reached
from Chiesa in 41, 2 hrs., through Val Lanterna (guide advisable); the Ri-
jugio Marinelli (p. 424) in 6V2-T hrs., with guide. — Monte della Disgrazia
(12,065'), 11 hrs. from Chiesa, toilsome, but safe for adepts. We spend the
night in the (7 hrs. from Chiesa) Capanna di Cornarossa of the I. A. C.
(9186'), between Val Maleuco and Val di Sasso Bissolo, and ascend thence to

the (4 hrs.) top {Pizzo Bella; small but), which commands a splendid view.
A shorter ascent leads from Val Masino (p. 437) : from Cataeggio (IV2 hr.
from the Bagni del Masino) we ascend the Val di Sasso Bissolo and cross
the Preda Rossa Alp to the (41/2 hrs.) Capanna Cecilia of the I. A. C.

(82800, 5 hrs. from the top (guide 30 fr.). Descent tbrougli the Valle di

Mello to the Bagni (about 7 hrs.), repaying, and not difficult.
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The Railway Station is 1/2 M- to ttie S. of the town (omnibus
50 c). As the train leaves it, we get a glimpse of the Val Malenco
and cross the Malero. To the right, on a rock, and borne by gal-

leries, rises the chnrch of Sassella, a village well known for its wine.

31/2 M. Castione; 7 M. San Pietro-Berbenno ; 11 M. Ardenno-Ma-
sino, at the mouth of Val Masino.

Val Masino. The road (Curhaus carr. at the station; each pers. 7,
return 5 fr.) leads via Masino, Pioda, and Cataeggio , at the mouth of
Val di Sasso Bissolo (p. 436), to (7 M.) San Martino (3724'), where the valley
divides : to the right, the Valle di Mello (see below), to the left, the Valle
dei Bagni. In the latter lie the (I1/4 M.) Bagni del Masino, with a good
*Curhans (3830'). This valley, called Val Porcellizza above this point, turns
to the N. 5 at its head towers the fine Badile group. The E. peak {Piz
Cengalo; 11,070') is fatiguing, but safe for experts with good guides? the
night is spent in the (4 hrs.) Badile Hut (8280'), whence the top is reached
in 3 hrs. The central Piz Badile (10,860') is very difficult (guide 25 fr.). —
In the Valle di Mello (see above), 5 hrs. from San Martino, is the Capanna
Zocca (7845'), the starting-point for ascents of the Cima di Zocca (10,465'),

Cima di Castello (11,130'), Pizzo Torrone (11,030'), etc. Over the Passo di

Zocca to Val Bregaglia, see p. 438. — Monte della Bisgrazia, see p. 436. —
Over the Bondo Pass (10,200') to Val Bondasca (trying, for experts only),

see p. 438. — Guides: A7it. Baroni^ Giul., Oiov., and Pietro Fiorelli of
San Martino, Pietro Scetti of Cataeggio, etc.

The train crosses the Adda, the right bank of which is here

abrupt; the road runs high above. To the right, in Val Masino,

appears the Mte. della Bisgrazia (p. 436). 14^/2 M. Talamona.
16 M. Morbegno (853'), noted for its silk-culture ; 18 M. Cosio-

Traona. Beyond (21 M.) Delebio, on the Lesina (p. 471), which
descends from Mte. Legnone, the railway joins the line from Chia-

venna to Colico (p. 399). On a rock to the right is the ruin of

Fuentes. — 25 V2 M. Colico, see p. 471.

104. From the Maloja to Ghiavemia. Val Bregaglia.
Comp. Mops, pp. 394, 408.

191/2 M. Diligence from Samaden to (34 M.) Chiavenna over the Maloja,
twice daily, 7 hrs. (from St. Moritz 51/2, Silvaplana 5, Maloj a Cursaal 4 hrs.)

;

fares 13 fr. 65, coupe or banquette 16 fr. 40 c. — Carriage from St. Moritz 45,
with two horses 75-90 fr. — Extra-Post and pair from Samaden 69 fr.

20 c. — Railway from Chiavenna to Colico, p. 399. — Finest route from
the Engadine to the Italian lakes. Change in vegetation very striking.

Maloja Pass (5943'), see p. 408. The road descends the abrupt

slope of the Maloja (about 820') in 12 bends, which walkers cut

off. (From the sixth bend a path leads to the left to the Orlegna

Waterfall, see p. 408.) The pines and other conifers just below
the pass are very luxuriant. On the right bank of the Orlegna is the

ruined church of San Gaudenzio (on the right), where we look back

for the last time at the chateau of Belvedere on the Maloja.

3 M. Casaccia, Rom. Casdtsch (4790'; *H6t.-Pens. Stampa),

the highest village in the Val Bregaglia, is commanded by the ruin

of Turratsch. Bridle-path to Stalla over the Septimer, see p. 404.

The upper *Val Bregaglia, Ger. Bergeller-Thal, watered by the

Mera or Maira, is Swiss. The language is Italian, but several of
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the parishes are Protestant. The road traverses the open valley to

tlie S., and 8/4 M. below Casaccia crosses the Orlegna before its junc-
tion with the Maira. Beyond the hamlet of {}/> M.) Lohhia (4720')

are the Cascata delV Albigna (left; see below) and other fine water-

falls on the hillsides. The road descends in windings [cut off by
the old road, in part the paved Roman road, following the tele-

graph) to Asarina (4435'). Then, beyond the mouth of Val Albigna
and the Grotta di Albigna (used for beer), we reach •

—

71/2 M. Vicosoprano, Rom. Fespra?! (3565'; pop. 339; *Couronne
et Poste}, with a handsome church, at the influx of the Albigna into

the Mera.
The Val Albigna is repaying. Above Vicosoprano (3/4 M.) we diverge

to the right from the road, and ascend through wood to the (3 hrs.) Cascata
delV Albigna^ a fine fall in a wild ravine, near the foot of the Albigna
Glacier. The adjoining chalet (6(73') is not always occupied. Thence over
the Cacciabella Pass to Bondo, and ov-er the Casnile Pass to the Maloja^
see p. 409. — A trying route leads to the S. across the Albigna Glacier and
the Forcella di San Martino {Passo di Zocca; 9000'), between the Cima di
Castello (11,155': easilv ascended from the pass, 2 hrs.) and Mte. di Zocca
(10,425'), to the Val di Mello and San Martino (p. 437).

Fizzo della Duana (10,3CO'; 6-7 hrs.), easy for adepts. From Vicoso-
prano, to the X., by Alp Zocchetta and Pianlb^ to the small Lago di Val
Campo, and up the arete from the E. side to the top. We may descend
by Alp Pianaccio to Soglio. — Guides, Eman. Milesi and Avg. Claluna^ both
at Jlaloja in summer.

Next come Boryonuouo , Rom. Bornou (3470'), and Stampa
{"^'Alh. Piz Duan, moderate). Picturesquely situated on the hill to

the right lies Coltura^ with the chateau of Baron Castelmur and
the white church of San Pietro. About ^2 M. below Stampa, be-

tween telegraph-posts 24 and 23, to the right of the road, are

distinctly visible the traces of three ancient roads, one beside the

other. At telegraph-post 22 are traces of an old bridge, still pop-
ularly known as Punt Alt, and on the left bank, at the foot of the

Motta di San Pietro, is the continuation of the road, believed to be
of Roman construction. Walnuts and chestnuts appear, and the full

luxuriance of S. Alpine vegetation begins beyond the rocky gateway
of La Porta^ near —

11 M. Promontogno (2635'), picturesquely dominated by the

church of Our Lady and the ruin of Castelmur, whence ancient

walls stretch down to the valley. In an open situation below the

village, to the left, is the '^Hot. Bregaglia (R., L., & A. 4-5, D. 41
2,

lunch 3I/2, pens. 9 fr.). Beyond it, at the entrance of Val Bondasca,

of which we obtain a glimpse, lies the large village of Bondo, with

a chateau of the Salis. For three months Bondo never sees the sun.
Pleasant excursion (guide desirable; Andrea Picenoni of Bondo) to Val

Boudasca, and over the Lombardoi, Laretto^ and Naravedvo Alps to (4 hrs.)

the highest .4?p di Sciora (6785'), grandly situated: E. rise Piz Cacciabella
(9745') and the Pizzi di Sciora; S. are the Bondasca Glacier and the bold
Badile group (p. 437). — Over the crevassed Boudasca Glacier and the Passo
di Bondo (10,200') to the Val PorcelUzza and Bagni del Masino (p. 437; hazard-
ous; 10 hrs. from Bondo). — Over the Cacciabella Pass to the Albigna Gla-

cier, or the Casnile Pass to the Maloja (15 hrs. from Promontogno), p. 409.
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The road crosses the Mera, here joined by the wild Bondasca,
and passes the houses of i^pino (2630'). A road leads to the right

to Soglio (see below). Mulberries, figs, and vines are luxuriant.

131/2 M. Castasegna (2235' ; *H6t.-Rest. Schumacher ; Alb. Sviz-

zero), a closely-built but pleasant village, is the last Swiss place.
Pleasant walk through beautiful chestnut-wood, past the fall of -^c^wa

di StoU, to (1 hr.) SogUo, Ger. Sils (3570' ; -E6t.-Pens. Willy). In the hotel-
garden the stone-pine or Alpine cedar is seen in curious juxtaposition
with the chestnut. Superb view of the Bondasca G-lacier. Descent by a
new road to Spino (see above: carr. to Vicosoprano 10 fr.). — Over the
Duana Pass to the Averser-Thal, see p. 396. — *Piz Gallegione (10,285'),

5 hrs. from Soglio, with guide, is not difficult. From Soglio 31/2 lirs. to
the saddle {Forcella; 8924'), between the Gallegione and the Cima di
Cavio; then to the left in IV2 tr. to the top (splendid view).

Just below Castasegna, beyond the Lovere, which descends
from the right, is the Italian Dogana or custom-house.

15 M. Villa di Chiavenna, a large and picturesquely-situated

village, with a lofty pilgrimage-church. Then (1 1/4 M.) Santa Croce.
Above Santa Croce (left), on the opposite bank of the ife?'a. once stood

the thriving town of Plui's, with 2430 inhab., which was destroyed by a
landslip from Mte. Con to in 1618. The mass of earth which buried the
town is 60' thick, and is now clothed with chestnuts. — Near Curtinaccio,
3/4 M. from the road and 41/2 M. from Chiavenna, is the old baronial Villa
Roncalia, with a fine panelled hall.

To the right of SanV Abbondio is the fine double fall of the Acqua
Fraggia. Then through Campedello and the Borgo Nuovo Piuro,

a suburb of Chiavenna, named after the buried town of Plurs, to—
191/2 M. Chiavenna (p. 398). Station at the opposite end.

105. From Tirano to Nauders over the Stelvio.
Comp. Maps, pp. 408, 428.

79 M. Italian Diligence from Tirano to Bormio Baths daily in 63/4 hrs.

(9 fr. 20c.); AcsTEiAN Diligence daily (from mid-June to Oct.) from Bormio
Baths over the Stelvio to Eyrs in IOV2 brs. (coupe 8 fl. 40 kr. ; also open
carriages), leaving the Baths at 6.30 a.m., reaching Santa Maria at 11.10,

Franzenshohe at 1.10, Trafoi at 3, Prad at 4.55, and Eyrs at 5.30 p.m. From
Eyrs to Nauders daily in 5, to Landeck (p. 444) IO1/2 hrs. (8 fl. 40 kr.). —
Extra-Post and pair from Tirano to Bormio Baths 5*) fr. Eeturn-carriages
to Tirano and Bormio are often met with at Poschiavo (p. 435). One-horse
carr. from Pontresina to Bormio 80, two-horse 120 fr. (to Le Prese in

53/4 hrs., where a night ia spent-, thence to Bormio 8 hrs.). Carr. and pair
from Samaden to Meran over the Stelvio in 31/2 days, 250 fr. and 25 fr. fee.

Extra-post and pair from Bormio Baths to Trafoi in 6V2 hrs., 60 fr.

Walking. From Bormio Baths to Sta. Maria 4i/2-5, Stelvio Pass 1, Fran-
zenshohe 11/2, Trafoi IV2, Prad 2 hrs. (From Sta. Maria over the Wormser
Joch to St. Maria in the Miinster-Thal 3, Taufers IV2, Mais IV2 br.)

Tirana (1475'), see p. 436. The road ascends vine-clad hills to the

district of Sernio (2080'). To the N. rises the abrupt Mte. Masuccio

(9240'), a landslip from which in 1807 blocked the Adda, and con-

verted the valley as far as Tovo into a lake. At (5 M.) Mazzo the

road crosses the Adda, and at Grosotto (Alb. Pini) the Roasco, the

brook of Val Grosina (p. 427). On the left are the well-preserved

ruins of the castle Venosta. We cross the Adda again beyond Grosio.
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12 M. Bolladore (2840' Posta or Angela ; Hoi. des Alpes). On
the N. slope is the pretty church of Sondalo. The valley contracts;

vegetation hecomes poorer; below us dashes the grey glacier-water

of the Adda. 1^2 M. Mondadizza ; 1^2 ^1- -^s Prese; we again cross

the Adda. The defile La Serra di Morignone^ 33/4 M. long, separates

the Valtellina from the region of Bormio. The Ponte del Diavola

witnessed a skirmish between Austrians and Garibaldians in 1859.

At the end of the defile is the hamlet of Morignone in a green dale

(Valle di Sotto), with the church above. The next group of houses

is SanV Antonio. Beyond (31/2 M.) Ceppina opens the broad green

valley (Piano) of Bormio, flanked with lofty pine-clad mountains,

partly covered with snow. At Santa Lucia vfe cross the Frodoi/"©, which
joins the Adda below the bridge, and turn to the N.E. to (31/4 M.) —

251/2 M. Bormio, Ger. Worms (4020'; *Posta or Leone d'Oro;

Alb. delta Torre, Piazza Cavour}, at the entrance to Val Furva,

an old-fashioned little town, with dilapidated towers.

Fkom Bokmio to Livigno, bridle-path (7 hrs. ; without guide; better in

the reverse direction; road to Semogo). At Premadio we cross the Adda
and ascend the Val di Dentro to (fi/z hr.) Isolaccia (p. 427). On the slope
to the right lies the hamlet of Pedenosso; above it, on the saddle of Mte.
delle Scale., rise two towers which once defended the pass (Scale di Fraele;
6370'). [By the Scale di Fraele to San Giacomo di Fraele (6390'), and by the
Val Mora Pass and Oiufplan (7723') to the Btiffalora Alp, near the O/en Pass

(p. 429), and Zernetz, 12 hrs.
;
giiide, advisable, 20 fr.] Beyond Isolaccia the

path ascends on the left bank of the brook ; 1/2 hr., Sernogo (4673' ; Marti-
nelli) ; above, opposite, at the mouth of Val Viola., ia the church of San Carlo.
(Val Viola Pass to the Bernina, see p. 427.) From the (2V2 hrs.) Foscagno
Pass (7556' \ -Cantina, plain, E. 2 fr.), with its two little lakes, we look
back at the Val Viola and the S. Ortler Mts. Descent to (1 hr.) Trepalle
(6850'); then to the W., over the hill of Dheira, to (IV2 hr.) Livigno (p. 429).

At Bormio the windings of the Stelvio road begin. (The dil-

igence starts from the New Baths, 2 M. from Bormio ; carriage thither

from Bormio in the morning, if ordered previously.)

271/2 M. The *New Baths of Bormio [Bagni Nuovi, 4380'; R.,L.,

& A. 33/4-5, B. 11/2, D. 4, S. 3, pens. 8-12 fr.}, on a terrace, with a

fine view of the Bormio Valley and the surrounding mountains, are

much visited in July and August, and remain open till the middle of

October. The water (92-100^) is conveyed by pipes from the springs at

the Old Baths (see below], on the rocks above (3/4 M.; path and road).

The Stelvio road, constructed in 1820-25, ascends in a long

curve, afi"ording superb views of the valley from Bormio to Ceppina

;

S.W., the Coma di San Colcmbano (9915'), Cima di Piazzi (11,280'),

and Cima Redasco ('10,300') ; S.E., the Mte. Valaccetta (10,425') and
the ice-pyramid of Piz Tresero (11,820'), at the upper end of Val

Furva; "W. , the Val Viola (p. 427). We cross an iron bridge, and
pass through a short tunnel (Galleria dei Bagni), beyond which the

Old Baths {Bagni Vecchi; 4760') lie below us, on the left. Beyond the

deep gorge of the Adda rises the abrupt Mte. delle Scale (see above).

To the left, farther on, the Adda emerges from the wild Val

Fraele. A copious brook, which falls from the rocks below the mouth
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of the Val Fraele, is erroneously called the source of the Adda. A
series of galleries, partly ofwood and partly hewn in the rock, for pro-
tection against avalanches and torrents, carry the road through a
defile (II Diroccamento) to the refuges, the (first) Cantoniera di

Piatta Martina (o585'), and (second) Cantoniera Bruciato (6495').
On the W. side of the valley rises the huge Mte. Braulio (9775').
The road crosses the brook of Val Vitelli by the Ponte Alto, and
ascends in windings (short-cuts). In a gorge to the left are the
*Falls of the Braulio. We next pass the Casino dei Rotteri di Spon-
dalonga (7100'), a road-menders' hut, and the (third) Cantoniera
al Piano del Braulio (7588'; inn, tolerable), with a chapel.

34 M. Santa Maria (8160' ; GohhVs Imi), the Quarta Cantoniera
and the Italian custom-house, in a bleak Alpine valley.

A bridle-path (road in progress) leads to the left from the Cantoniera
Santa Maria to the Wormser Joch {Umbrail Pass, or Giogo di Santa Maria;
8240'), and descends the Afurariza Valley to (21/2-3 hrs.) the Swiss village
of St. Maria in the Miinster-Thal (p. 442); thence by Tanters in 3V-i hrs.
to Afals (p. 442) in the Adige Valley.

*Piz Umbrail (9945'), the E. and highest peak of the bold serrated
mountains bounding the Val Braulio on the N. , is a splendid point (l^/^ hr.

;

guide, 5-6 fr.). By the Dogana we ascend to the right, up a grassy slope
and then a stony zigzag path. Superb view (panorama by Faller). — Trav-
ellers from Bormio diverge to the left from the road, 1/4 hr. above the 3rd
Cantoniera (see above), ascend to (1 hr.) a small lake, and then over
rocks to the (1 hr.) top. Descent to the 4th Cantoniera.

The road affords glimpses of the Miinster-Thal to the left. On
the right is the glistening Ehen Glacier. The pass is free from snow
only in warm summers ; snow, 6' deep, often lies by the roadside
in June. _0n the (li/o M.) Stelvio Pass {Stilfser Joch or Ferdinands-
hohe; 9055') are a road-menders' house and the Dreisprachen-HUtte
(inn). A column to the right marks the boundary between Italy
and Tyrol; 1/2 M. to the N. is the frontier of Switzerland (Grisons).

A path ascends to the left in 1/4 hr. to the -Breisprachenspitze (9325'),
a rocky height affording an admirable view, especially of the Ortler, whose
snowy dome rises immediately opposite. The bare reddish Monte Pressura
(Rothslspitze ; 9940') intercepts the view, to the X., of the Miinster-Thal.

The road descends the talc-slate slopes in long windings. To the
right rise the Geisterspitze (11,405') and Tuckettspitze (11,385').
The views from the road are finer than from the short-cuts.

4OV2 M. Franzenshohe (7180'; Inn, R. 70 kr.). To the S. the
huge Madatsch Glacier descends far into the valley. Farther on
(IV2 M.), just beyond the 18th kilometre, Mme. de Tourville, an
English lady, was murdered by her husband in 1876. The finest
point of view is the (1 M.) *Weisse Knott (6110'; rfmts.), a small
platform

: before us, the sombre Madatschspitz ; to the right, the
Madatsch Glacier ; to the left, the Trafoi Glacier, and above it, the
Pleisshorn and Ortler ; in the valley far below, amidst pines, is the
chapel of the Three Holy Springs (p. 442). In the distance, to the
N., rises the snowy pyramid of the Weisskugel. The marble obelisk
is a memoral of Joseph Pichler, who first ascended the Ortler

(1804). Far below lies (21/2 M.) —
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451/2^. Trafoi [5080'; *Trafoi Hotel, a large new house ; *Neue

Post; *H6t. Stelvio or Alte Post; Zur Schbnen Aussichi), a bam let,

superbly situated at tbe foot of the Ortler (12,800'), the bigbest of

the Eastern Alps (ascended beiioe in 8-9 brs., or from Sulden in

7-8 brs. ; comp. Baedeker's Eastern Alps'). Austrian custom-bouse.
Pleasant walk (3/4 hr.) to the 'Three Holy Springs rSQiC), which rise

in the valley below, at the foot of the Ortler. A good path diverges from
the road to the left near the Trafoi Hotel, and leads at the same level

through meadows and wood, and over moraine. At the end of the valley

are figures of Christ, Mary, and St. John, under a roof, and from their

breasts flows the icy cold 'holy water'. Adjacent are a chapel and an auberge
for pilgrims. Opposite rises the huge and sheer Madatsch, over the dark
limestone rocks of which fall two brooks. Above, to the left, are the ice-

masses of the Trafoier and Lower Ortler-Ferner, overtopped by the Tra-

foier Eiswand. The scene is interesting and impressive.

We follow tbe boisterous Trafoi-Bach^ wbicb we cross four times.

3 M. Gomagoi, Ger. Beidewasser (4175'; *Reinstadler, plain), witb

a small fort. To tbe rigbt opens tbe picturesque Sulden Valley, witb

tbe (21/4 brs.) village of St. Gertrud or Sulden (6050'; * Sulden

Hotel, first-class; *£ller; Ortlerbof ; comp. Baedeker's Eastern Alps').

Tbe narrow vaUey barely affords room for tbe road and river.

Tbe latter forms several falls. On tbe hill to the left lies the village

of Stilfs^ Ital. Stelvio^ wbicb gives its name to this route.— 41/2 ^- —
53 M. Prad (2950'; Neue Post; Alte Post) lies at the foot of

tbe Stelvio route. Tbe road intersects the broad valley of the Etsch

or Adige, and crosses a marsh and tbe river by a long viaduct, to

(2 M.) Neu - Spondinig (2900'; *Hirscb), on tbe highroad from

Botzen and Meran to Landeck, 1^2 ^1- to the W. of Eyrs.

Walkers avoid the glaring and fatiguing road by Spondinig by diverg-

ing to the left at Prad, ©n the right bank of the Adige. This route, skirt-

ing the mountains, and passing several ruined castles, leads to Agums,
lAchtenberg (inn), and Glurns (3260'; *Sonne) , a small town with an old

church, and (21/2 hrs.) Mais (see below).

To THE 3Iunstee-Thal a narrow road leads to the W. from Glurns on the

right bank of the Eambach. which (2V2 M.) it crosses. (Avoid track on right

bank, by Riffair.) The (5 31.) loftily situated village of Taufers (4042' ; *Post),

with its three churches, is commanded by three ruined castles. (Over La
Cruscheita to Scarl, see p. 433.) Thence to the (1/2 M.) Swiss frontier and
(1/2 M.)Miinster, Rom. Muttair (3765'; *'IIdt. Miinsterhof; Fiz Ciavalattch;

Hirsch), the fust village in the Grisons, with a large Benedictine church.

The road descends, crosses the Rambach (passing the Aua da Pisch, a fine

waterfall in a wooded gorge to the left), and ascends gradually by Sielva to

(2 M.) St. Maria (4553'; ^Piz Umirail; -Weisses Kreuz), a large village at

the mouth of Val Muranza. Over the Wormser Joch to Bormio, p. 441 ; over

the Ofen Pass to Zernetz, p. 429; over the Scarl Pass to Schuls, p. 433.

The Nauders road skirts the hills, at a distance from the Adige.

Tbe valley is called the Vintschgau, after tbe Venosti, its ancient

inhabitants. To tbe left rises the ruin of Lichtenherg. On tbe right,

nea.T Schluderns, is the Churburg, a chateau of Count Trapp. To tbe

left lies Qlurns (see above), and on the road lies Tartsch. Near

(6 1/2 M.) Mais is tbe ancient tower of tbe Frolichsburg.

Gl 1/2 M. Mais (3440' ; Post or Adler; Bar; Hirsch) is a village of

Roman origin. (To Val d'TJina, by Sursass, see p. 432.) Beyond
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the Adige, on a hill to jthe left, rises the large Benedictine Abbey
of Marienberg . To the left, farther on, is Burgeis^ with the castle

of Furstenburg. This monotonous part of the valley is called the

Maker Heide. The road ascends and reaches the E. bank of the

Heider-See, and beyond it —
69 M. St. Valentin auf der Heide [4695'; Post). Looking back,

we have a superb *Vie^' (finest when approached from Nauders) of

the ice-clad Ortler range, which fills the background. Skirting the E.
bank of the Mitter-See, the road leads to (31/2 M.) Graun, at the

entrance of the Langtauferer-Thal. To the left is the green Reschen-

See, the source of the Adige. Beyond [2 M.) Resehen (4890'; *Villa

Fischersheim ; Stern), at the N. end of the lake, we reach the

Reschen-Scheideck (4900'), the watershed between the Black Sea
and the Adriatic, and descend by the Stille Bach to (41/0 M.) —

79 M. Nauders (4470'; Post; Lowe; Mondschein). The old

castle of Naudersberg contains the district law-courts.
From Nauders to the Lower Engadine (dilig. to Schuls daily), p. 434,

106. From Nauders to Bregenz over the Arlberg.
Co7np. Maps, pp. 310^ 58.

lis M. Diligence from Nauders to Landeck (27 M.) daily in 5 lirs. (fare

4 fl. 40 kr.; also an omnibus). Railway from Landeck to Bregenz, 91 M.,
in 3-4 hrs. ; fares 10 fl. 58, 6 fl. 28, 3 fl. 44 kr.

The road through the Finstermunz Pass runs high above the

Inn, being hewn at places in the slate -rock. Two avalanche-

galleries. At the entrance to the pass is a small fort, and beyond it

a pretty waterfall. The finest point is Hoch-Finstermiinz (3630'),

a group of houses (*HotelJ. Far below, on the Inn, is Alt-Finster-

miinz (3210'), with its old tower and a bridge. The ravine of the Inn,

with the Engadine Mts. in the background, is very picturesque.

The road descends gradually, through three short tunnels, and
crosses the Inn IV2 M. before reaching —

8 M. Pfunds (3185'), which consists of two villages, Pfunds,
on the right bank, and Stuben (Traube, Post), through which the

road runs, on the left. To the S.W. towers Piz Mondin (10,375'),

a peak of the N. Engadine chain; S.E., the Glockthurm (11,010')

and other peaks of the Oetzthaler Ferner. The road again crosses

the Inn near (43/4 M.J^ Tos€7is. Then (4^/4 M.) —
171/2 M. Ried (28^5'; Post; Maass), a thriving village, with the

castle of Siegmundsried. The road crosses to the left bank at (2 M.)
Pruis(Rose), at the mouth of the Kaunser-Thal, in which, farther on,

the Grieskogel is visible. Above Prutz, on a rock to the left, is the

ruin of Laudegg ; near it lies the village of Ladis (3900'), with

sulphur-baths, II/4 hr. from Ried (new road) ; 1/2 1^^- higher is Obladis

(4545'), a favourite mineral bath, well fitted up and finely situated.

The road recrosses the Inn by the (2y.2 M.) Pontlaiz Bridge

(2820'), 5 M. from Landeck, where the Bavarian invaders were sign-
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ally defeated by tlie Tyrolese 'Landsturm' in 1703 and 1809. To
tlie right, Flies, witli Schloss Piedenegg. To the left, beyond the

Inn, a fall of the Vrghach, high above which is the village of Hoch-

gaUmig. The Inn dashes through a.gorge and forms several cataracts.

27M. Landeck(2670'; *Po8t; Schwarzer Adler ; Goldner Adler),

a large village on both banks of the Inn, is commanded by the an-

cient Castle Landeck^ now tenanted by poor families. The Railway

Station (*Restaurant, R. 1 fl. 20 kr.) lies 1 M. to the E.

The*ABLBBB,Q Railway crosses the Inn. To the left, a glimpse

of the picturesque Landeck ; to the right rises the huge Parseier-

apitze (9965'). The train ascends on the right bank of the Sanna
to (31 M.) station Pians (2990'), opposite the village of that name
(Alte and Neue Post), which lies far below. Above it is Orins. Sev-

eral viaducts. 33 '/2 M. Wies&er^, with an old chateau. We cross the

Trisanna^ which descends from the Patznaun-Thal to the Rosanna
to form the Sanna, by a bridge, 280 yds. long and 180' high. Tunnel.

37 M. Strengen (3356'), at the base of the Peziner Spitze (8353').

To the W., the Riffler (10,365'), with its glacier. We follow the right

bank of the Rosanna to (40^/2 M.) Flirscli (3795'; Post), at the foot

of the Eisenspitze (9400'), prettily situated. The valley expands.

We cross the Rosanna three times to (4472 M.) Pettneu, and twice

more to (49^/2 M.) St. Anton (4270'; ^Post"; Adler), the highest vil-

lage in the Rosanna or Stanzer-Thal, at the E. base of the Arlberg.

The train enters the great *Arlberg Tunnel, nearly 6Y3 M.
long (St. Gotthard Tunnel 9Y4 M.), ascends slightly to the middle

of it (4300' above the sea-level; 1600' below the Arlberg Pass),

and then descends to the Kloster - Thai. 57 M. Langen (3990';

buffet), on the right bank of the Alfenz. On the N. side of the valley

the train descends over several viaducts to (62 M.) Danbfen and—
66 V2 M. Dalaas (3055'); the village (2750'; Post) is charmingly

situated far below. Several viaducts and tunnels. 091/2 M. Hinter-

gasse (2700'). At (74 M.) Bratz (2315'; Lowe) we reach the floor

of the valley. Then down the broad Illthal to —
80 M. Bludenz (1905'; ^Bludenzer Hof, Scesaplana, *H6t. Arl-

berg, at the station; in the town, *Kreuz), prettily situated. To the

S. is the picturesque ravine of the Brandner- Thai, with the ice-clad

Scesaplana in the background.
Luner-See and Scesaplana, very repaying. (To the lake G-G'/zlirs.,

easy.) We descend and cross the III to Biirs, and ascend the charming
Brandner-Thal to (3 hrs.) Brand (3360'; *Beek; ''Scesaplana). Then up
the right bank of the Alvierbach to Alp Lagant, and up zigzags over grass,

debris, and rock. In 3-3V2 hrs. we reach the rocky saddle on the N.W.
side of the beautiful blue Liiner-See (6475'), the largest lake among the
Khsetian Alps, 4 M. in circuit. On the W. bank is the Douglass Hut (inn).

The ascent of the 'Scesaplana (9735') , the highest peak of the Rhaetikon
chain, is toilsome, out safe (4 hrs.

\
guide from Bludenz 97-.', from Brand

7 fl.). Leaving the Douglass Hut, we skirt the lake a little way, then
ascend to the right, over grass, loose stones, and the dreary, rock-strewn
Todte Alp. Lastly through a steep 'cheminee'' to the arete, and easily to

the top. The imposing prospect embraces all Swabia, as far N. as Dim
;
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N.E., the Vorarlberg and Algiiu Alps ; E., the Oetzthal, Stubai, and Ziller-
thal Alps 5 S. and W., the Swiss Alps from the Bernina to the Bernese Mts.,
the Rhine Valley, Canton Appenzell, and Lake Constance. — Descent
to the Scharnella Cluh Hut. and by Alp Palus to (4 hrs.) Seewis in the Prati-
gau, p. 371. From the Douglass Hut to (7 hrs.) Schruns (see below) a fine
route leads past the grand 'Schweizer-Thor (7055'; pass to the Pratigaii,

p. 371) to the Oefen Pass (7520'), and descends to the finely situated Sporer-
Alp, and through the Gauer-Thal (see below; adepts need no guide).

The Montafon (Map, p. 370; for a detailed description, see Baedeker''s
Eastern Alps), to the S.E. of Bludenz, is a beautiful and populous valley,
watered by the 111, and separated from the Pratigau on the S. by the
Rhaetikon Mts. The road (omnibus to Schruns several times daily, 80 kr.)
leads by St. Peter to (4 M.) St. Anton., a hamlet on a mound of debris at the
base of the Sclncarzhorn ; then, on the right bank of the 111, to (872 M.)
Schruns (2260'; pop. 1710; -Tauhe; 'Lowe; -Stern), the chief place in the
valley, charmingly situated at the foot of the Bartholomdberg (3560'; a
fine point of view). On the opposite bank of the 111 lies Tschaguns, at
the entrance to the Gauer-Thal, whence a path crosses the Drusenthor
(7220'), between the Drusenfluh (9300') and Sulzfluh (see below), to (8 hrs.)
Schiers (p. 371) in the Pratigau. ("To the Liiner-See, see p. 444.) By the
Partnun Pass, or by the Plasseggen Pass, to (7-8 hrs.) Kiiblis, see p. 372.— The -Svlzfluh (9265'; 7 hrs.

; guide 9 fl.) is a splendid point, hardly in-
ferior to the Scesaplana: to thQ Tilisuna Hut (7255'; inn) 5 hrs., to the top
2 hrs. more (descent to Kiiblis, p. 372).

Above Schruns the valley contracts. To the S. of (5 M.) Gallenkirch
(2730'; Adler, Rossle) opens the Gargellen-Thal, with the finely situated
village of Gargellen (5164' ; Hot. Madrisa), whence tolerable routes cross the
St. Antonien-Joch (7850*) to the W. to (6 hrs.) Kublis (p. 372), and the Schlap-
piner-Joch (7220') to the E. to (7-8 hrs.) Klosters in the Pratigau (p. 372).
Passing Gurtepohl, we next reach (5 M.) Gaschurn (3120'; ' Rossi; *Krone),
prettily situated at the mouth of the Gannera-Thal, and (21/2 M.) Patenen
(8435' ; Sonne), the last Montafon village. (Passes to the Patznaun, see
Baedeker's Eastern Alps.)

Fkom Patenen ovek the Feemcnt Pass to Goarda in the Lower
Engadine (10 hrs.; guide), trying, but attractive. "We ascend the Gross-
Fermunt-Thal to the right, passing the grand Stub er or Hollen Fall, to the

(3V2 hrs.) Madlener-Haus iQ4.%' ; inn), on the Gross-Fermunt-Alp, W. of the
Bieler Hohe. Thence to the S.. past the source of the /«, to the (2V2 hrs.)
Wiesbadener Hiitte (8400'; inn), on the margin of the gre&t Fe7'munt Glacier,
and over the easy glacier to the (1 hr.) Fermunt Pass (9180'), between
(E.) the Dreilanderspitze (10,350'), and (W.) Piz Buin (10,880'), the highest
of the Vorarlberg Mts. (ascended by adepts without difficulty, from the
Wiesbadener Hiitte 3V2 hrs.). Steep descent to Val Tuoi and (21/2 hrs.)
Giiarda (p. 430). — By the Rothe Furka to Klosters, see p. 374.

84 M. Strassenhaus. We cross the III; then the Mdnkbach, issu-

ing from the Gamperton-Thal on the left. 87 M. Nenzing. 91 V2 ^^
Frastanz, at the mouth of the Samina-Thal. The Ulthal, called the

Wallgau below Bludenz , contracts. At Feldkirch the 111 forces

its way through the limestone rocks {Ohere and Untere Illklamm)
before it falls into the broad Rhine Valley. We cross the 111, enter

the Upper Illklamm, and pass through a short tunnel.

931/2 M. Feldkirch (1510'; pop. 3800; ""Englischer Uof, R. from
80 kr., D. 11/2 fl.; Vorarlberger Eof, at the rail, stat., R. from 80 kr.,

pens, from 21/2 A- ; Bar; Lowe; Schdfle; beer at the Rossi ; Rail.

Restaurant\ a natural fortress, hemmed in by mountains, and once
the key to Tyrol, is a pleasant little town. Above it rises the ruined
Schattenburg . A large Jesuit school here is caMedthe Stella Matutina.
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The Parish Church, of 1487, contains a 'Descent froju the Cross'

attributed to Holbein : and the Capuchin Church has another good
'Descent'. By the Gymnasium is a small botanical garden.

Fine view of the Rhine Valley frum the *BIargarethenkapf ( 1830'), a hill

20 min. to the W., on the left bank of the 111, with the villa and pleasant
park of Hr. von Tschavoll (tickets at the hotels; or visiting-card suffices).

From Feldkirch to Buchs rllV2 21.) railway in 3/4 hr. (fares 60,40, 20
kr.). It sweeps round the Ardetzenberg, crossesthe 111 at iVo/eij, and inter-
sects the broad Rhine Valley. Stations, iVie/jdeire and Schaan. {Vaduz., 2 M.
to the S., p. 66.) >"ear Bucks (p. 65) it crosses the Rhine.

We skirt the E. side of the wooded and vine-clad Ardetzenberg.

96 M. Rankweil, at the foot of the Laternser-Thal, with a picturesque

church. From the alluvial plain of the Rhine rise wooded knolls,

such as the Kummenberg (2190'), to the left. Near [101 1/2 ^0 Gotzis,

with its modern church, are two ruined castles of the Montforts.

IO4V2M. Hohenems ('1420'; *PGst; Krone') lies at the foot of bold

rocks, crowned with the ruins of Neu- and Alt-Hohenems. In the village

is a chateau of Count Waldburg-Zeil. We cross the Dornbirner Ach.

1091/2 M. Dornbirn (1435'; pop. 10,700; *fi6f. Weiss; ^Dorn-
birner Hof; *Hirsch; Mohr), a thriving town, more than 2 M. long.

The S.W. background is formed by the Appenzell Mts., the Kamor
and Hohe-Kasten, the snow-clad Sentis, and the serrated Curtirsten.

1111/9 M. Schwarzach; 1141/2 M. Lautrach. (Junction-line, left,

to St. Margrethen, p. 65.) The train crosses the Bregenzer Ach to —
118 M. Bregenz. — *Oesteereichischer Hof, by the pier; Hot.

EuEOPA, Monti ORT, Habsbcbgee Hof, at the station; *Weisses Keecz
;

Post; *Schw£izerhof, Romer-Str.; Krone; Bregenzer Hof, near the rail,

station. — Wine at F. Kim's; beer at Forster's Brewery and at the Hirsch;
Railway Eestaz'.rant.

Bregfenz (1260'; pop. 7000), the Roman Brij^antmm, capital of the

Vorarlberg, is beautifully situated at the E. end of Lake Constance.

The Old, or Upper, Town, on a height, marks the site of the Roman
Castrum, and once had two gates, the northern of which survives.

Good survey from the Pier.

The *Gebhardsberg (1965'; 3/4 br., last half through wood), with the ruin
of Hohen - Bregenz . an auberge, and a pilgrimage - church , commands a
charming view of the Lake of Constance, the valley of the Bregenzer Ach
and Rhine, and the Appenzell and Glarus Alps. Picturesque foreground,
formed by abrupt pine-clad hills.

The -Pfander (3490), to the E. of Bregenz, affords a far more extensive
prospect. The path (13/4-2 hrs.) leads across the Berg Isel (rifle-range and
restaurantj to Weissenreute, and ascends (white marks) to the right through
wood, by Hintermoos, to the large -Hotel (pens. 31/2 fl-), 5 min. below the
top. The" carriage-road (2-2'/2 hrs.) leads past the 'Berg IseF (see above), and'
through wood, to the hamlet oiFluh (Adler, Traube), halfway, and the hotel.

RaUway to Lindau (6 M.
; p. 57) by Lochau in 22 min. (60, 42, 30kr.).

Steamboats on the LaJce of Constance, see p. 3U.



VII. THE ITALIAN LAKES.

i07. From Bellinzona to Lugano and Como (Milan) . . 447
Excursions from Lugano : Monte San Salvatore ^ Monte
Bre; Monte Caprino; San Bernardo; Bigorio; Monte
Bogliai Monte Camoghe ; Monte Tamaro, 451, 452. —
Monte Generoso, 452.

108. From Bellinzona to Locarno. Val Maggia .... 451
Val Verzasca, 454. — From Locarno to Santa Maria
Maggiore and Domodossola througii the Centovalli and
Vigezzo valleys. Val Onsernone, 455. — Valle di Gampo.
Val di Bosco. Excursions from Bignasco. Through the
Val Bavona to the Tosa Falls or to Airolo; Basodino,
456. — Val Prato; Campo Tencia. From Fusio to Airolo
or to Fiesso, 457.

100. Lago Maggiore 457
Railway from Bellinzona to Luino and Novara, 457. —
Val Cannobina; via Finero to Santa Maria Maggiore, 458.
— Sasso del Ferro; Monte Kudo; Santa Caterina del

Sasso, 459. — From Laveno by Varese to Como; and to

Milan by Gallarat. From Intra to Bee and to Premeno,
460. — Borromean Islands, 462. — Monte Mottarone,
463, 464. — From Arona to Milan, 464.

110. From Domodossola to Novara. Lake of Orta . . . 464
From Gravellona to Pallanza or to Baveno-Stresa, 465.
— Excursions from Orta, 466. — From Varallo to Poute
Grande and to Alagna; Val Sermenza, 467.

111. From Lnino on Lago Maggiore to Menaggio on the

Lake of Como. Lake of Lngano 468
From Ponte Tresa to Lugano by land, 468. — Grottoes
of Osteno and Rescia; Lanzo d'Intelvi, 469.

112. Lake of Como 470
Monte Legnone, 471. — Monte Grigna, 472. — Monte
San Primo ; Monte Crocione, 473. — Monte Galbiga, 474.
— Lake of Lecco, 475. — From Lecco to Como. Mte.
Barro, 476. — From Como to Erba and Bellagio by
land, 477.

113. From Como to Milan 478

107. From Bellinzona to Lugano and Como (Milan).

Comp. Maps, pp. 4:i8, 470.

Railway (comp. p. 114) from Bellinzona to Lugano^ I8V2 M., in 41 71

min. (4 fr. 40, 3 fr. 10, 2 fr. 20 c); from Lugano to Como, Ifli/z M., in
33-58 min. (3 fr. 20, 2 fr. 25, 1 fr. 60 c); from Lugano to Milan, 491/2 M., in

1-V4-3V2 hrs. (express 9 fr. 20, 6 fr. 45 c.-, slow tiains 8 fr. 60, 6 fr. 5 c, 4 fr.J.

Bellinzona (775'; pop. 4500; Rail. Restaurant; *H6t. Suisse et

Poste, R., L., & A. 3-5, D. 5 fr. ; *H6t. St. Gotthard, near the station;

*Cervo ; Leone d'Oro, moderate; Rail. Hotel, plain; Alb. Ristorante

Ferrari), a picturesque town, quite Italian in character, with a fine

abbey-church of the 16th cent., is the capital of Canton Ticino. On
the W. rises the Castello Grande, on an isolated hill; on the slope

to the E. are the Castello di Mezzo, or di Sintto, and the lofty Castello



448 VII. Route 107. LUGANO. From Bellinzona

Corbario or Corbe (1500'). Fortified by the Visconti in the middle
ages, Bellinzona was regarded as the key to the St. Gotthard Pass.
In the 16-18th cent, the three castles were occupied by the Uri,
Schwyz, and IJnterwalden governors (comp. p. 122). The Castello
Grande is now a prison and arsenal (fee) ; the other two are in ruins.—
Bellinzona is the junction of the St. Gotthard line (to Lugano-Como,
see below) and the branches to Locarno (p. 454") and Luino (p. 457).

Beautiful walk of IV2 hr. : from tlie station, to the S., through the town
(10 min.), then, by the Banca Ticinense, ascend the stony path to the left
leading to the highest castle. After 20 min. the path to the castle diverges
to the right; the path to the left leads to the conspicuous chapel of Santa
Maria della Salute, which affords a picturesque view of the two lower
castles and the Ticino Valley down to the Lago Maggiore. We may
descend to the left, a little below the chapel, by a path between vineyard-
walls to the station in 20-25 minutes.

Ascent of Monte Camoghk (7303': from Bellinzona 7-8 hrs., with guide),
see p. 452; by the Passo di San Jorio to the Lake of Cotno, see p. 471.

A tunnel carries us under the Castello di Mezzo (p. 447). At
(21/2 M.) Giubiasco (765'; Pens. Camoghe) the lines to Lago Mag-
giore (p. 457) diverge to the right.

Sweeping round to the left, the Lugano line nears the mountains
near Camorino, and ascends the Monte Cenere, through walnut and
chestnut trees. Sant' Antorhio lies below on the right. 51/2 M.
Cadenazzo (p. 454). Two tunnels. View, improving as we ascend,

of the Ticino Valley, the influx of the Ticino into Lago Maggiore,
Locarno, and the Val Maggia Mts. "We pass under Monte Cenere,
the top of which is 370' above us, by a tunnel, 1840 yds. long
(1437' above the sea-level; shut windows), to —

9 M. Rivera-Bironieo (1560'), in the bleak dale of the Leguana,
which soon joins the Vedeggio, from Mte. Camoghe (p. 452), to form
the Agno. Beyond a short tunnel is (15 M.) Taverne (1105' ; Inn).

At Lamone (1033') the train leaves the Agno, and ascends past

Carfempmo and Fez/a to the Massagno Tunnel (iiSb'; 1016 yds. long).

I8V2 M. Lugano. — The Railway Station (illO'5 PI. C, 2; ""Restau-

rant; view) lies high above the town, to which we descend byroad, path,
or Cable Tramway (Funicolare; PI. 0,2, 8; fares up 40 or 20 c, down 20
or 10 c). — The Steamboat (p. 469) has three piers: Lugano-Citta, by the
Piazza Giardino ; Lugano-Parco, near the Hotel du Pare; and Lugano-Para-
diso, for Paradise and Mte. Salvatore.

Hotels. The chief send omnibuses to meet trains and steamers. On
the Lake: *Grand Hotel Splendide (PI. c; B, 5), on the Paradiso road
(p. 450), R., L., & A. 5-9, D. 5, pens, from 12 fr., frequented by English
and Americans ; *H6tel dd Pakc (PI. a ; B, C, 4), in an old monastery at

the S. end of the town, with garden (band twice a day) and the dependances
Belvedere, Villa Ceresio, and Beau-S4jour (PI. b, B 4; the last, with fine

garden, alone open in winter), R., L., & A. 4-6, B. IV2, lunch 8, D. 5, om-
nibus IV2, music 1

2, pens. 8-12 fr. ; *H6t. Pens. Bellevue au Lac, on the
Paradiso road, R., L., & A. 27-2-5, B. IV4. lunch 2V4, D. 33/4, pens. 7-10 fr.

— Second Class: *H6t. Lugano (PI. e; 0, 3), with a small garden, pens.
8-9 fr. ; Albekgo-Ristohante Americana (PI. f; D, 8), Piazza Giardino,
Italian, pens. 6 fr.; *H6tel Garni Walter (p. 449), R. 2-6, B. IV4, D. 21/2,

pens. 7-8 fr. ; *H6t.-PENS. Victoria, on the Paradiso road, with garden,
R. 2V-J-3, pens. 6-8 fr. ; *Pens. Villa Speranza. , Pens. & Restaurant
LoKElo, both at Loreto (PI. B, 4). — In the Town: Hut. Suisse (PI. g;
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to Como. LUGANO. VII. Route 107. 449

D, 3), near Piazza Giardino, reputed good, R. & A. 2-3, B. IV4, luncli 21/2,

D. 3 fr. ; Pkns. Zweifel, 4-5 fr. ; Albergu-Pkxsion Gkutli, moderate. —
Near the tilation: to the S., *Hot. Bkau-Regaku (PJ. i; E, 3), 1!., L., & A.
2V2-4Vi', B. 11/4, lunch 3. D. 4, pens. 7-11 fr. ; "Pens. Villa Belveueke, at
Montarinu (PI. B, 3); 'Hot. St. Gotthaud (PJ. k; C, 3); to the N., -Hot.
Washington (PI. d; G, 1), high and open, R., L., & A. 3-3V2, pens. 7-8 fr.

;

Hot.-Pens. Berna, 3 min. from the station, pens. 6V2-IO fr. ; Hot.-Pen-s.
Ubekberg, at Massagno, moderate. — Below the Station: ~'H6t. MStropole
(formerly Villa Enderlein) , with garden,^ pens. 8-10 fr. ; *Hot.-Pkns.
Peister; Hot.-Pens. Erica (PI. 1; C, 2j •, Hot. de la Gare, with restaurant,

R. 2, D. inel. wine 4 fr. ; *H6t. de la Ville & Pens. Bon-Air (PI. 0; C, 2),

pens. 6-7 fr. ; Hot. Milan & Trois Sdisses, moderate; Pens. Induni, modest.
— At Paradise (p. 4o0): "^Hot.-Pens. Reichmann (PI. nj B, 6j, R., L., & A.
21(2-4, D. 4, pens. 8-9 fr. ; *H6t. de lEurope, R. -V^-S, pens, from 7V-2 fr.

;

Hot. Beau-Rivage, pens. 6-8 fr. 5 Hot. National au Lag t5-6 fr.), these
also on the lake; Pens. Meistee, well spoken of, 5-6 fr. — At Cassaraie

(p. 450), 1 M. to the E. of the pier of Lugano, sheltered, with S. aspect:
'Tens. Villa Gastagnola (PI. G, 3), with pretty garden, R., L., & A. 2V2-3,
pens. 6-8 fr.; -Pens. Villa du Midi (PI. G, 5), '/* M. farther on, 4V2-5 fr.

;

*Pens. Villa Moeitz, higher up the hill, 5-6 fr. — At Castagnola (p. 450):
Pens". Mont Fleuri. — At Davesco, 41/2 M. to the N.E., above the Val
Cassarate: Sanatorium Castello di Davesco, with electric baths.

Restaurants at the Hotels. Also Ti'atioria Biaggi {rooma -dni 'pens.)^ to
the W. of the Piazza della Riforma, on the way to the cable-tramway,
Italian; Cafe Jacchini, Piazza Giardino. — Beer at the Beutsches Brauhaus,
N.E. corner of Piazza Riforma ; Miinchner Brauhaus^ at the post-office ; Walter
(p. 448), Siraub, both on the quay, by Hotel Lugano. — Caf^ Centrales Piazza
Giardino; Cafi Conti, behind Piazza Riforma. — Gonfectioners : Meister, a
little to the S.W. of the Palazzo Civico; Forsier, Via Canova, by the
post-office.

Lake Baths on the Paradiso road (20 c, towels 20 c, cabin 80 c).
Warm Baths at Anastasi s, near the Hotel du Pare.

Apollo Theatre, at the S. end of the Lake Promenade, with cafe-
restaurant and terrace (opera and drama in winter, concerts and variety
performances in summer).

Post & Telegraph (PI. D, 3), Via Ganova, near Hot. Suisse. — Phy-
sicians, Dr. Cornils, Dr. Ziinden, Dr. Reuli, etc. — Dentist, Ed. Winzeler. —
Bookseller, A. Arnold (Libreri'i Dalp), Piazza Giardino.

Electric Tramway every 15-20 min. from Piazza Giardino to Paradiso
(Salvatore station), Cassarate, and Molino Xuovo (10 c.)-

Carriage to or from the St. Gotthard Station, with one horse, 1 pers.

1, 2 pers. 11/2, 3 pers. 2 fr. ; two horses, 1-2 pers. 2, 3-5 pers. 3 fr. ; same
fares from the station to Paradiso and the Salvatore station, and from the
town to Cassarate. From the town to Castagnola, or frum the St. Gotthard
or the Salvatore station to Cassarate. IV2, 2, 2V2, 3, or 4 fr. ; from these
stations to Castagnola 2, 2'/2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 fr. — Circuit of Mie. San Sal-
vatore (p. 451; by Pambio, Figino, Morcote, Melide: 2'/^ hrs.; repaying)
with one horse 7, with two horses 12 fr. ; to Capolago 7 or 12, Luino 12
or 20, Varese 16 or 30 fr. ; fee 10 per cent of fare.

Boats, with 1 rower I3/4, 2 rowers 3 fr. for the first hour; for each
V2 hour more 1 rower 1/2, two rowers 1 fr., and fee. Sailing-boats 3^/2 fr.

for the first hour, each 1/2 hr. more IV2 fr.

English Church Service in a chapel by the Hotel du Pare.
English Goods (groceries, tea-room, etc.) : The British Trading Company.,

Piazza del Comercio.

Lugano (905'; pop. 8000), the largest town in Canton Ticino,

charmingly situated on the lake of that name, is a pleasant place for

some stay. The scenery is Italian in character ; numerous villages

and country-seats are scattered along the hanks of the lake ; the lower

hills are clad with vineyards and gardens, which contrast beautifully

Baedeker, Switzerland. I8^h Edition. 29
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with the dark -green chestnuts and walnuts above them. To the S.

rises Monte San Salvatore^ wooded to its top ; to the E., beyond the

lake, is Monte Caprino, with Monte Generoso to its right. To the

left, Monte Bre and the beautiful Monte Boglia. On the N. opens
the broad valley of the Cassarate, backed by an Alpine amphitheatre,

in which the serrated Monte Camoghe is conspicuous.

A broad Quay, planted with trees, is a favourite evening prom-
enade. Opposite the pier is the handsome Palazzo Civico (PI. C, 3),

with a fine colonnaded court; to the E. of it is the Piazza Giardino,

with promenades and a meteorological column. The Piazza della

Riforma, or Piazza Grande, lies farther back. At the S. end of the

quay rises a Fountain Statue of Tell, by Vela, — The church of

Santa Maria degli Angioli (adjoining the Park Hotel] contains a fresco

on the rood-loft by Bernardino Luini, the *Passion, one of his finest

works, with numerous figures. On the wall to the left Is the Last

Supper, in three sections, and in the 1st Chapel on the right is a

tine Madonna, both on panel by Luinl.

The interior of the town, with its arcades, workshops in the open
air, and granite-paved streets, is also quite Italian. San Lorenzo

(PI. C, 2), the principal church, on the hill below the station, prob-

ably erected by Tommaso Rodari at the end of the loth cent., has a

marble facade. *View of town and lake from the terrace of the rail-

way-station.

Walks (with benches and finger-posts). South, by the highroad

through the Paradiso suburb (PI. A, B, 6} and at the foot of Mte.

San Salvatore, to the (IV4 ^^^-j cape of San Martino. To Melide, see

p. 452. At Paradiso a path leads (right; 5 min.j to the Belvedere,

with view of lake and town. — West, by the winding Ponte Tresa

road (PI. A, B, 4, 5; short-cuts'), uphill to the (lyo l^^"-) ^^"^ourite

Restaurant du Jardin (also pension); the village of Sorengo lies on
a hill to the right (1325'; fine view from the church); to the W. is

the Lake of Muzzano. Opposite the Restaurant du Jardin a road

leads left, by Gentilino, to (IV2 ^^^0 *^® conspicuous church of Sant
Ahhondio (1345'), adjoining which are several monuments by Vela.

A very attractive walk (3 M. more) leads from GentilinO; to the right,

through fine chestnut-woods to Montagnola, and back to Sant' Abbon-
dio. — East, from Piazza Castello Twhere No. 78, on the right,

is the entrance to the shady park of the Villa Gabrini (PI. D, E, 3),

with a marble figure of 'la Desolazione' by Vine. Vela ; fee 1/2" 1- f^.],

the Via Carlo Cattaneo crosses the (I/4 M.) Cassarate, and leads to

(3/4 M.) Cassarate (PI. G, 3; electric tramway, see p. 449); thence

we follow the sunny road at the foot of Mte. Bre to the right to (1 M.)

Castagnola (1080'), in full view of Mte. San Salvatore (good restau-

rant at the Villa Moritz, p. 449). Thence a bridle-path (finger-

post) ascends through vineyards, descends again at a second finger-

post, and then runs up and down along the lake, skirting the rocky

bay of Sasso, to (1-1 V4 hr.) Gandria (p. 469).
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The finest excursion is to *Mte. San Salvatore (30C0'), by Cable Rail-
way (1 M. long) from Paradiso in ^/-zhv. (fare 3, down 2fr.', return-ticket,

including R., S., & B., 10 fr.)- The lower station (1245'; rfmts. ; PI. A, 6)

lies 1/4 ^J- from the Lugano-Paradiso pier (steamboat from Lugano-Citta in

lOmin.). The line, with an initial gradient of IT: 100, crosses the St. Gott-
hard Railway, traverses a viaduct (112 yds. long; c38:100j, and reaches the
halfway station Pazzallo (1635'; with engine-house for dynamos, etc.), where
carriages are changed. The line ascends over granite rock, at an increasing
gradient (at last 60 : 100), to the terminus (2915' ; *H6t. Kulm). Thence on
foot to the (7 min.) summit ( Vetta), on which there is a pilgrimage-chapel.
The "View embraces the Lake of Lugano, the mountains and their wooded
slopes, and the beautiful villas and gardens above Lugano; to the E., above
Porlezza, is Monte Legnone (p. 471); to the N., above Lugano, rises the
serrated Monte Camoghe; to the left of this are the distant Rheinwald
Mts. ; W. is the Monte Rosa chain, with the Matterhorn and other Valaisian
Alps to the right. (Panorama by Imfeld. Morning-light best.) — Walkers
pass under the St. Gotthard Railway to (IV2 M.) Pazzallo, follow the 'Al

Monte' lane to the E., and cross (12 min.) the cable-tramway. To the top
2 hrs. in all (rough and neglected path, not advisable). — The beautiful
and fragrant Daphne Cneorum and the Helleborus niger, or 'Christmas
Rose', both of which thrive in gardens, are found on this mountain,

The*MonteBre (3050'; ascent 2V2-3 hrs., descent I3/4 hr.
;
guide need-

less; mule 10 fr.) is another beautiful point. Electric Tramway to Cassarate

(p. 450); road thence, to the N., to (3/4 M.) Viganello (1007'). Below the
hill crowned by the church of Pazzalino we take the bridle-path to the
right to (V2 hr.) Albonago (152o'). Thence we ascend

,
partly between

walls, and among chestnuts, figs, and vines, to (3/4 hr.) Aldesago (1950'),

on the hillside, the highest village seen from Lugano. Aldesago is also

reached in 3/4 -1 hr. from Gastagnola (p. 450), by Ruvigliano. Higher
up, the path divides : both branches round the hill to the (V2-3/4 hr.) village

of £H (2590'; 2 hrs. from Lugano ; restaurant), at the back of the hill. From
the church a narrow path ascends to the W., through brushwood, to the

(V2 hr.) top. This path also divides : that to the right ascends at once ; that
to the left first leads to a spur towards Lugano, and then ascends at the back
of the hill. Beautiful view of Lake Lugano, especially towards Porlezza,
and of the mountains around. Lugano is not visible from the top. — On the
slopes of Mte. Bre and Mte. Boglia (see below) grow the pretty Epilobium
Dodonsei, the charming little Selaginella helvetica, a fine species of Aspi-
dium lobatum, and a wealth of Christmas roses (Helleborus niger).

Opposite Lugano, to the E., rises Monte Caprino, the 'Cantine'' or rock-
cellars of which are much visited on Sundays and holidays (in winter
Mon. ii Frid.; closed in the evening). Good 'Asti' of icy coolness is sold

here. Another favourite resort is the CavalUno Restaurant^ to the S. of
the Cantine, with a fine waterfall near. Rowing-boat there and back in

21/2 hrs., inch stay (with one rower 4 fr.) ; steamer on Sundays and holi-

days. — From the cellars a path ascends Mte. Caprino, and follows the
ridge to the S.W. to the (3 hrs.) Colmo di Creccio (4327'), a picturesque
point of view.

To San Beenakdo and Bigokio (to stat. Taverne, 31/2-4 hrs.). A cart-

track on the fertile slopes to the N. of Lugano leads hj Massagno, Savosa,
Porza., and Comano to the (IV2 hr.) church of San Bernardo (2310'), on a
rocky plateau, with a picturesque view. (At the S.E. base of the hill are
the village of Canobio and the chateau of Trevano.) Thence (at first follow-
ing the hill-top, tol^the N. ; no path) to Sala and the (IV4 hr.) monastery
of Bigorio (2360'; rfmts.), charmingly situated. (The church contains a
Madonna attributed to Guercino or Perino del Vaga.) Back by (1 M.) Ponie
Capriasca (1425'; church containing a good old copy of Leonardo da Vinci's
Last Supper; best light 11-1) to the (IV4 M.) rail. 'stat. Taverne (p. 448).

*Monte Boglia (4960'; 4-41/2 hrs.; guide desirable). Ascent by Soragno and
Alp BoUa, or from Brh (see above) in 13/^ hr. View less extensive but more
picturesque than from Mte. Generoso. Descent on the E. side through the Vat
Solda to Castello and (Saw i/c<mf«e (steamboat-pier

; p. 469) or Oria (p. 469).

29*
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Monte Camoghe (7303'5 "^'^ ^^3. from Lugano; guide from Colla) affords

a grand Alpine panorama, from Mte. Rosa to the Ortler. We drive in

2V2 lira., by Canobio and Tesserete ('Sev. Antonini), and then to the right
through Val Colla., to (10 31.) Scaveglia or Lower Colla (3205'; ~Osteria Garzi-
rola). We then ascend on foot by Colla and Alp Pietrarcssa, leaving JJte.

Garzirola (see below) to the right, to (3 hrs.) Alp Sertena (5922') and the
(I'/z br.) top. — Optional descent to the X., by the Rivolte and Leveno Alps,
to Val Morobbia, Giubiasco, and (5 hrs.) Bellinzona (p. 448; ascent of the
Camoghe thence, 7-8 hrs.). — Monte Garzirola (6925')- 3 hrs. from Colla,

also repaying. — From Val Colla the pass of San Lucio (5C32') leads to

Porlezza, and the Cima di Fojorma (5928'; fine view) to Val Solda (p. 4(9),

another path to which passes the curious dolomitic Denli di Vecchia.
Monte Tamaro (6433': 4 hrs.; guide), from Taverne (p. 448) or Bironico

(p. 448), not difficult. Splendid view, with Lago Muggiore in the distance.
Pleasant drive in a light car (16-17 fr.) by Bioggio (1053') to (2 hrs.)

Cudemario (2407'), whence the trap is sent to Agno. Then walk up to

(20 min.) San Bernardo (2955'; view of Lago Maggiore, etc.), down to the
Aronno-Iseo road, and follow it to the left to Iseo (2254'; passing near
the chapel of Santa Maria, 2560'), Cimo, Vernate, and (2 hrs.) Agno (p. 468).

To the Grotto of Osteno^ see p. 469.

Railway from Lugano to Como (Milan). The train crosses the

Tassino Valley on a viaduct, 130' high (view to the left), and passes

through the Paradiso Tunnel (828 yds.) under the N.E. spur of

Monte San Salvatore (p. 451). It then skirts the lake, with views

(left) of the wooded E. bank and its villages. 23 M. Melide (905'),

11/2 M. from Cape San Martino (p. 450), with the Restaurant & Pen-
sion Demicheli (from 5 fr.) and the Grotto Civelli (cold viands).

Train and road cross the lake to Bissone by a stone viaduct V2^^-
long, which sadly mars the scenery, with an arch at each end for the

passage of boats. Fine views on both sides. Two tunnels. 25 M.
Marogyia (Ristorante Mara, with rooms), at the W. base of Mte.

Oeneroso. View of the lake on the right.

277-2 ^I. Capolago (*H6t.-Pens. du Lac, with garden ;
Rail. Re~

staurant)^ at the end of the S.E. bay of the lake, stat. for the Gene-
roso Railway. (Steamboat from Lugano thrice daily in ^/^ hr.)

*Monte Generoso (5590'), owing to its isolated position, op- -.

posite the chief range of the Swiss Alps, and to its height above the

Italian lakes and the plains of Lombardy, commands one of the

most superb views on the S. side of the Alps, and justly rivals the

Rigi. A Raok-and-Pinion Railway, now, like the hotels, the

property of the Pasta family, runs from Capolago to within 200' of

the top. The line, on Abt's system, is 5^2 ^^- long and has a max-
imum gradient of 22 : 100 ( Rigi Railway 25 : 100). Four trains ascend

daily to the summit (Vetta) in 11
'4 hr., to Bellavista (Hotel Gene-

roso) in 56 min. ; return-fare to the top 10 fr. (half- fares on Sun.),

from Lugano 11 fr. 75 c. (6 fr. on Sun.); ticket for the railway

journey, and R., D., and B. at the Hotel Kulm 18 fr. — The trains

start from the pier at Capolago (see above) , where the toothed

rail begins, and halt at (2 min.) the St. Gotthard Railway station.
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The train crosses the road and the St. Gotthard line and ascends

the Generoso (gradient 20 : 100 ; then 22 : 100), overlooking, on the

right, the fertile Val diLaveggio, girt with wooded hills, the little

town of Mendrisio, and behind us, Lake Lugano with San Yitale on

the W. bank, and Mte. Salvatore to the N. We skirt abrupt cliffs and
pass through a curved tunnel (156 yds.), just below which the sum-
mit of Mte. Rosa is visible, to stat. (I3/4 M.) San Nicolao (2320'),

in the wooded Val di Solarino. Then a great bend and a tunnel of

55 yds. Now, high on the hillside, we get views of the plain as far

as Milan and Yarese, and of the wooded valleys of the Generoso,

while to the right rises Mte. Bisbino, with its pilgrimage-church.
— 3^2 M. Bellavista (4010'; Restaurant; Alb. Bellavista, plain). A
walk leads from the station along the slope (benches) to the (10 min.)

*Peiron, a spur immediately above Capolago, with a beautiful view,

best in the morning, of Lake Lugano and the snow- peaks from

the Gran Paradise to the St. Gotthard., To the E. of the station

(10 min. ; hotel-porter meets trains) is the *H6tel Monte Generoso
(3960'; R., L., & A. 4-5, B. II/2, lunch 31/2-4, D. 5, pens. 9-12 fr.

;

Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer), on a terrace commanding the plain of

Lombardy as far as Mte. Viso. Bridle-path thence to the top, II/4 hr.

— Beyond Bellavista a tunnel of 92 yds. We then skirt the ridge,

obtaining views, to the left, of the lake and town of Lugano, and
to the right, below, of the villages of Muggio and Cabbio. Two short

tunnels. 51/2 M. Kulm or Vetta (5295'; *H6t. Kulm, R. 3-5, B. 1
1/2;

lunch 31/2, D. 5 fr., connected by terraces with the Restaurant Vetta;

adjacent, the modest Restaurant Clericetti, R. from I1/2) D. 3 fr.).

A path protected by railings leads hence in 10 min. to the top of

*Monte Generoso (5590'). The *View , no less grand than pic-

turesque (see Panorama), embraces the lakes of Lugano, Como,
Varese, and Maggiore, the entire Alpine chain from Mte. Viso to the

Pizzo dei Tre Signori, and to the S. the plains of Lombardy, backed
by the Apennines, with the towns of Milan, Lodi, Crema, and Cre-

mona. — From stat. Vetta we may walk down to Hotel Generoso or

to stat. Bellavista in ^/^ hr.

Monte Generoso has a rich flora, combining sub-Alpine and Alpine
plants in rare profusion. Beautiful lilies vie with rare orchids, and
various saxifrages with the pretty Anemone narcissiflora and Primula
auricula. Tiny sedums and fine ferns (such as the rare Aspidium acu-
leatum) also occur.

The hill may also be ascended from Maroggia (p, 452) by Rovio (1665'

;

'Hot. Mte. Generoso, open in winter also, pens. 5-6 fr.), by a good path,
shady in the forenoon, in 41/2-0 hrs., or from Mendrisio (see below), by
San Nicolao (the usual route); or from Balerna (p. 45i) by Muggio^ in

4-4V'-i hrs. (road to Muggio, beyond which the ascent is fatiguing). — From
Lanzo d'Intelvi (bridle-path, 51/2 hrs.), see p. 469 (better for descent: to

Osteno 6 hrs.)-

30 M. Mendrisio (1180'; pop. 2872; *Angelo, Italian, R. & A.
21/2 fr.) lies 1/2 M. from the station. Bridle-path to the Hot.

Generoso (see above; 3 hrs., mule 6 fr.). At Ligoi-netto, l'/2 M- to

the W., is the interesting itfuseo Vela, containing sculptures, models,
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etc., left "by the celebrated sculptor Vinceiizo Vela (d. 1891; always
open). — 33 M. Balerna.

35 M. Chiasso (764'; *Rail. Restaurant ; *Alb. San Michele, near
the station), the last Swiss village (custom-house: long halt). The
line pierces Afonfe Olimpino by a tunnel 3170 yds. long (view of Lake
Come to the left), and passes Borgo Vico, a suburb of Como, on
the left.

38 M. Como (p. 476); thence to (30 M.) Milan, see R. 113.

108. From Bellinzona to Locarno. Val Maggia.
Railway to Locarno, 14 M., in 3/^ hr. (2 fr. 30, 1 fr. 60, 1 fr. 15 c). —

Diligence from Locarno to Bignasco twice daily, in 31/2 hrs., fare 2 fr. 85,
coup6 4 fr. 80 c. ; from Bignasco to Fusio in summer daily in 3 hrs., fare

2 fr. 65 c. — Carriage from Locarno to Bignasco 19. with two horses 30 fr.,

back 16 or 25 fr. ; from Bignasco to Fusio and back 18 or 35 fr.

To (51/2 M.) Cadenazzo, see p. 448. The Locarno line (change

carriages) crosses the Ticino near (81/2^1-) Reazzino. — 10 M. Gor-

dola, with productive vineyards, at the mouth of Val Verzasca.
Val Verzasca. A road (diligence Locarno-Sonogno twice daily, o'A hrs.)

ascends the picturesque ravine, watered by the green Verzasca with its

countless falls and delicioas rocky pools, in which trout abound. The
road leads by (r.) Vogovno and (\.) Corippo to (S M.) Laverlezzo (Osteria
della Posta) and (4 M.) Brione (2497'; Inn), the chief village, at the mouth
of Val d'Osola, through which an uninteresting path (with guide) leads
to the Forcarella Cocco (7010'), Vai Cocco, and (S hrs.) Bignasco (p. 456).

Ascending towards the N. , our road leads to Gerra,, Frasco, and (4V2 31.)

Sonogno (2980'; Inn), the last village, where the valley again divides.

Thence W. over the Passo di Redorta (7140'), between the Corona di Re-
dorta and Mte. Zucchero, to Val Pertusio and (8 hrs.

;
guide) Prato (p. 456),

interesting. Another fine route leads N. by Cabione and Alp Bedeglia to

the Passo di Laghetto (6920'), W. of the Cima Bianca; it descends to the
Alp del Lago (6046'), with its little lake ('laghetto") and through the Val
Chironico to (8 hrs.) Giomico (p. 123).

We cross the wild Verzasca and skirt Lago Maggiore.

14 M. Locarno. — *Geand Hotel Locaeno, with garden, lake-view,

and English Chapel, R., L., & A. from 31/2, B. IV2, lunch 3, D. 6, pens.
9-12 fr. ; *H6t.-Pkxs. du Pahc, with garden and view, R. 2V2-5, B. IV2,
dej. 21/2, D. 31/2: pens. 61/2-IO fr. •, ''Pexs. Beaurivage, pens. 5-6 fr. ; Hot.
B.EBEE, with garden on the lake, pens, from 6 fr.; *H6t. Metropole et dk
la Cocro>-ne, Italian, R., L.. <t A. 2-3, B. IV4, lunch 2V2, D. 4, pens. 6-7 fr.;

*H6t. Suisse, in the chief piazza, R., L., & A. 2V?-3, B. I-IV4, I>. 3, pens.
7-8 fr. : Hot. dc Lac, near the station. R. 2, B. 1, D. 3'/2, pens. 7 fr.; Hot.-
Pess. Bahxhof, pens. 5-6 fr.: '-Albergo San Gottaedo, unpretending, K.

from 11/2, B. 1, I). 3, hoard 4 fr. — Pexsiox Villa Righetti, en the way
to the Madonna del Sasso, pens. 5-6 fr. ; still higher, *H6t.-Pess. Belve-
UERE . with garden, pens. 5-7 fr. ; ''Pens. Villa JIcralto, pens. 5-6 fr.

Furnished rooms at Giul. Borghettft. — Rail. Restaurant ; International Hall,

restaurant with beds; Cafi du Lac: Caffe Svizzero ; Caffe Commerdo.
Steamboats on Lago Maggiore. see p. 457.

Locarno (680': pop. 3200, Rom. Cath.), a busy little town, very

Italian in character, lies beautifully on the Lago Maggiore, at the

mouth of the Maggia. Since 1513 it has belonged to Switzerland,

but the character of the architecture, scenery, and population is
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Italian. Its mild climate makes it a favourite transition and winter

resort. The expnlsion of the Protestants in 1553 arrested the devel-

opment of the town, which was of considerable importance in the

middle ages. The market-place, with the old Oovernment Buildings

and the Post Office, lies to the W. of the harbour. The houses have

arcades on the groundfloor. In front of the church oi Sani' Antonio

is a memorial fountain to Marchese Marcacci (d. 1854). Another

monument is that of the deputy Mordasini (d. 1888). Popular fes-

tival on 8th Sept., the Nativity of the Virgin.

Fine view from the *Madonna del Sasso (1000'), a pilgrimage-

church on a wooded rock above the town (Y2 l^r. ; steep paved path,

with 'stations', to the left of the 'Scuola Normale Feminile'). The
church contains (1. ) a modern Entombment by Ciseri, and (r.) a

Flight into Egypt by Bramantino. Ascending to the left through the

monastery, and crossing a wooden bridge to the left, a steep path

leads to (5 min.) a Chapel, containing a painted terracotta group of

the Resurrection by Rossi (1887), and affording a most picturesque

view of the Madonna del Sasso. The chapel of Trinita del Monte,

farther up, commands the N. part of Lago Maggiore. The whole

walk takes IY2 ^r- (evening-light best).

Walks. Pleasant walks, to the W., by Solduno, to the (3 M.) Ponie Brolla

(see below) ; to the S.W., across the Maggia, to (2 M.) Losone, with cool wine-
cellars (wine good and cheap), or to (2V2 M.) Ascona (p. 458), and thenoe
along Lago Maggiore to (6 M.) Brissago (p. 458); still finer is the walk 'over

the biir from Losone to Ronco. Also to the E. to (IV2 M.) Minusio, and the

(V4 M.) Navegna Gorge, with a chalybeate spring; to the N. to the hill-

hamlets of Orselina (1310'; Pens. Mirafiori, with open-air restaurant) and
Brione (each 3 M.), with pretty views; or to (6 M.) Mergoscia in Val Ver-

zasca (p. 454). From Orselina (see above) a good path leads to (IV2 hr.)

"Miralago, on Mte. San Bernardo, with a small vegetarian hotel (pens. 5 fr.)

and a fine view of the Lago Maggiore. About 1 M. farther on is the Cfiapel

of Ban Bernardo (3595').

From Locaeno to Domodossola, 12 hrs., through Val Centovalli and
"Val di Vigezzo, repaying. Road to Losone and (6 M.) Intragna (1210'; inn),

at the confluence of the Meleza and Onsernone. Then on the left bank
of the Meleza, passing below Borgnone (r.) and (6V2 M.) an Osteria (on a
hill to the left), to (1 M.) Camedo, the last Swiss village. Thence a

fatiguing hilly path, crossing the Italian frontier, leads by the villages of

Oglio ani Dissimo to (2^/2 hrs.) i?^ (several inns), a resort of pilgrims, with
a large new hospital. Road thence by (8 M.) Malesco (Leon d'Oro), where
the road from Val Cannobina joins ours on the left (p. 45S), to (IV2 M.)
Santa Maria Maggiore (2713'; ''H8t. des Alpes ; 'Croce di Malta)., capital of the
populous Val Vigezzo, and by Druogno and Riva, and down a pretty valley

to (91/2 M.) Domodossola (p. 324), 2 M. short of which the road to Crevola

(p. 324) diverges to the right.

Val Onsernone. Road (diligence from Locarno to Comologno and Ver-
geletto daily in 31/2 hrs.) over Ponie Brolla (p. 456) to (I1/2 M.) Cavigliano,

where a road to Intragna (see above) diverges to the left. We then ascend,

to the N.W., the picturesque Val Onsernone, in windings, to Loco (inn) and
(71/2 M.) Russo (2638'; inn), where the valley divides. The road turns into

the W. branch of the valley, and at the Ponte Oscuro, where the Vergeletto

road diverges to the right," it turns back and ascends the_S. branch past

Crana to (IV2 hr.) Comologno (3503'; no good inn). From
( V2 M-) Spruga,

where the road ends, a bridle-path crosses the Italian frontier to the

(V4 hr.) rustic sulphur-baths of Craveggia. Thence across the Bocchetta di
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Sant^ Antonio to San(a Maria Maggiore (p. 455; 5 hrs.
;
guide to the pass

advisable), repaying. — In the N. branch of the valley, 3 M. from Russo,

lies Vergeletto (2890'; -'Osteria Domenigone). Thence to Cimalmotto (see

below) over the Passo di Porcareccio, or to Cevio by the Lago di Alzasca

(6095'), interesting (with guide).

The *Val Maggia, 25 M. long, with its bold rock-scenery, rich

vegetation, pretty villages, and fine waterfalls, deserves a visit, par-

ticularly in spring or autumn. The road (dilig. and carr. , see p. 454)

leads on the left bank of the wild Maggia, past (3 M.) Ponte Brolla

(^840' ; route to Val Onsernone, see p. 465), to Avegno^ where the

snowy Basodino is visible for a time, and (5\'2 ^^O tli© village of

Maggia (1138'). To the right is the fine Cascata della Pozzaccia.

Then by Coglio, Giumaglio, Someo (Osteria al Ponte ; Ristorante del

Soladino), with handsome houses, and Riveo (with the beautiful

*Soladino Fall, 330' high, on the left) to Visletto, at the foot of huge

cliffs, and over the Maggia to (8 M.) Cevio (1380'; pop. 514; Risto-

rante del Basodino, with a few rooms; Ristorante della Posta~), the

capital of the valley, with fine groups of trees and an old church,

at the mouth of the Valle di Campo, which is watered by the Rovana.
Through the Valle di Campo a winding road (shorter footpath) ascends

to (3 31.) Collinasca C-^640'). Here we cross the brook descending on the

right fi-om the Valle di Bosco (see below) and ascend to Cerentino, where
the road to Bosco (see below) diverges to the right. Thence our road leads

through wood, high up on the N. side of the valley, to Piano, (i^/2 M.)

Campo (4430'; inn), and (i M.) Cimalmotto (4620'; inn). ISToteworthy frescoes

in the porch of the church. 'Thence over the Povcareccio Pass to Vergeletto,

see above; over the Passo di Bosa (7405'), and through the Val Isorno,

to (6 hrs.) Crevola, easy; over the Passo di Groppa (S310') to Passo, or over

the Passo della Frin (3083') and Passo della Forcoletta (i664') to Crodo in the

Val Antigorio (p. 331), both easy (guide). — In the Val di Bosco, 7 M. from
Collinasca, lies Bosco (4940': inn), Crin, or Gurin, the only German village

in Canton Ticino. Thence over the Criner Furla to Val Formazza, see p. 331.

11/2 M. (18 M. from Locarno) Bignasco (1424'; pop. 202; *H6t.

du Glacier, R., L., & A. 3-3V2,' lunch 3, D. 4, pens. TVa-lO fr.), at

the mouth of the ValBavona, is a fine centre for excursions. (Engl.

Ch. Serv. in summer.) The fine Waterfall of Bignasco is 1/2 M.

to the S.E.
Excursions (guide, Ackille Delponte). Pleasant walk to (3/4 hr.) Madonna

dei Monti (2360'), a fine point of view ; we cross the Maggia below the

hotel, and ascend to the left. Beyond the chapel we go farther into the

valley, passing chalets, and ascend the other side of the brook to (20 min.)

the Incino Alp; then descend past two fine waterfalls (Bagni di Nerone

and Piccolo Niagara) to (40 min.) Bignasco. — Walk, by the Fusio road

(guide-post) to the (?Ia M.) Pontelotto, cross the Maggia. and return on the

left bank. — Walks to Brontallo and (3 M.) Menzonio (2380'; fine view);

to Cevio and the (1 hr.) Soladino Fall (see above) ; to (3 hrs.) San Carlo,

(3V2 hrs.) Fusio, etc. (see below).

FsoM B1GNA8CO TO THE (10 hrs.) TosA Falls, ok to (11 hrs.) Aieolo.

A good road ascends the 'Val Bavona, through walnut and chestnut trees,

to Cavergno, Fontana, Foroglio (with a cascade), Fontanella, Sonlerto, and

(3 hrs.) yan Carlo (3150'; Alb. Basodino. rustic), whence the Basodino (10,750')

mav be ascended with guide (G. Padovani; 5-6 hrs., laborious; descent to

the Tosa Falls, 31/4 hrs., p. 330). From San Carlo a steep ascent, with guide,

by Campo, to (2»/2 hrs.) Alp Rohiei (6566'), and to the W. through Val Fiorina

to the (3-31/2 hrs.) Bocchetta di Val Maggia (860S'), and down to (2V2 brs.)

Auf der Frut (p. 330). — Travellers to AiroL), instead of crossing the
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bridge to Alp Robiei, follow the left bank (with guide) and ascend by
Alp Lielpe and Pioda, past the little Logo Sciundrau (7720'), to the (5 hrs.)

Forcia di Cristallina (8474'), to the W. of the CrUiallina (9547'); then de-

scend over a patch of snow into the Val Toi-ta, and through the Val
Cristallina to Ossasco (p. 326) and (3 hrs.) Airolo (p. 120).

The road in the Val Maggia, called Val Broglio above Bignasco,

next leads to Broglio and (5 M.) Prato (2460' ; Inn, rustic), at the

mouth of Val Prato. which ascends to the E. to the Campo Tencia.
The Campo Tencia (X. peak, 10,038'; 8-9 hrs. from Prato, with guide),

a splendid point of view, is trying. Up the Val Prato to the highest chalets
of the Corte di Campo Tencia (7250') 5 hrs. ; then, on the E. side, up the

crest of the Cvozlina Glacier to the (3-4 hrs.) top. Experts may descend
the glacier to the E. to Alp Crozlina, and by Dalpe to Faido (p. 122). —
Over the Redoria Pass to the Val Verzasca, see p. 454.

At (11/4 M.) Peccia (2785'; inn, rustic) the Val Peccia opens

on the left, with the Poncione di Braga (9405') at its head. The
upper Val Maggia is named the Val Lavizzara from the 'lavezzo'

stone found there. The road ascends in windings (short-cuts) to the

level head of the valley, crosses (3 M.) the wild gorge of the Maggia,

and leads past (right) Mogno^ again in windings (short-cut to the

right), to (I3/4 M.) Fusio (4200'; *Hdt. Dazio), the last village in

Val Maggia, picturesquely situated.

A pleasant wood-walk from Fusio to (V2 hr.) the hamlet of Sambucco
(4485'), with a wood-waterfall. — Passes from Fusio (with guide) : to the N.
by Corte and the Sassello Pass (7697') or the Passo dei Sassi (8210* ; for ex-

perts), to (51/2 hrs.) Airolo; to the W. over the Passo di Naret (8015'), and
past the little lake of that name, to (7 hrs.) Ossasco in the Val Bedretto; to

the N.E., by Colla and Alp Pianascio, to the (2V2-3 hrs.) Campolungo Pass
(7595'; fine view; whence we muy scale the Poncione Tremorc/io, 8780', a
splendid point, V/i hr.); descent either to the right by Alp Cadonighino
and Dalpe (see above) to (3 hrs.) Faido (p. 122), or (very steep) to the left to

the little Lago Tremorgio (59G7') and (2 hrs.) Eodi-Fiesso (p. 122).

109. Lago Maggiore.
Railway from Belliszona by Luino to Xovara, 67 M., 4-5 hrs. (12 fr.,

8 fr. 45 c, 6,fr.); TO LuiNO in IV4-IV2 hr. (4 fr. 50. 8 fr. 20, 2 fr. 10 c).
Stations: 21/2 M. Qiubiasco; 51/2 M. Cadenazzo; IOV2 M. Magadino; I21/2M.
San Nazzaro; 14V2 M. Ranzo-Oerra; 17 M. Pino, the first Italian station;

21 M. Maccagno; 25 M. Luino, with the Italian and the Swiss custom-
house; 29 M. Porto Valtravaglia; 34 M. Laveno; 36'/2 M. Leggiuno-Monvalle

;

4OV2M. Ispra; 431/2 M. Taino-Angera; 47 M. Sesto-Calende (see Baedeker's
Northern Italy). — From Bellixzona to Locarno, see p. 454.

Steamboat thrice daily in summer from Locarno to Arona, five times
daily from Cannobio to Arona, and six or seven times from Luino to

Pallanza and Stresa. From Locarno to Arona 5Vi-6V4 hrs., from Luino to

Isola Bella 2-37* (from Laveno IV4) hrs. ; from Isola Bella to Arona l'/^ hr.

(fare from Locarno to Arona 5 fr. 85 or 3 fr. 20 c, from Luino to Isola

Bella 2 fr. 15 or 1 fr. 30 c, from Isola Bella to Arona 1 fr. 70 c. or 1 fr.,

landing and embarking included). Tickets should be taken before embark-
ation, as 40 c. extra is charged for each ticket issued on the steamers
themselves. The steamers are sometimes very unpunctual. Some of them
are saloon-steamers, and all have restaurants on board (lunch 3, D. 41/2 fr.).

— The names of the steamboat-stations are printed below in heavy type;
those always touched at are Locarno, Brissago, Cannobio, Luino, Laveno,
Intra, Pallanza, Baveno, Isola Bella, Stresa, Belgirate, Lesa, Meina, Arona.
— Return Tickets from the chief stations on the lake to Milan (steamer
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to Laveno, railway thence, by Varese), valid for 8 days ; fares 13 fr., 9 fr,

40, 5 fr. 60 c. (Sunday tickets, 8 fr. 50, 6 fr. 20, 3 fr. 90 c.)

The *Lago Maggiore (636'; greatest depth 1220'), the Roman
Lacus Verbanus, is abont 37 M. long, and 11/2-3 M. in width. The
N. end belongs to Canton Ticino. The W. bank beyond the brook

Valmara^ and the E. bank from the Dirinella belong to Italy. The
chief tributaries of the lake are the Ticino and the Maggia on the

N., and the Tosa on the W. The efflux at the S. end retains the

name of Ticino. At the upper end the lake is enclosed by lofty

mountains, mostly wooded, while the E. bank towards the foot

slopes gradually down to the plains of Lombardy, The water is

green in its N. arm, and deep blue at the S. end.

Locarno, see p. 454. Opposite, in the N.E. angle of the lake, at the

influx of the Ticino^ lies Magadino (rail. stat. ; Hot. Bellevue, Pens.

Viviani, 5 fr., both on the lake), at the foot of Mte. Tamaro (6433 'j.

To the S. of Locarno, where the deposits of the Maggia have

formed a large delta, opens the Val Maggia (p. 456). The W. bank

farther on is dotted with villages, country-houses, and campanili.

In an angle lies Ascona (small-boat stat.), with a ruined castle and

several villas; then Banco, higher up the hillside. Passing the two

small Isole de Brissago, we touch at Gerra (rail. stat.) on the E.

bank; then, on the W. bank, a.t "Brisssigo (*Hot. Beau-Sej our, pens,

from 6 fr. ; Hot. Suisse; Pens. Kohler), the last Swiss village, with

pretty houses and luxuriant gardens, and a fine group of cypress-

trees near the church. The slopes above are clad with fig-trees,

olives, and pomegranates, and even the myftle flourishes in the open

air. Pleasant walk to the Madonna del Monte, with its chalybeate

spring. — To the S. is a large 'international tobacco-manufactory'.

Italian custom-house examination on board the steamer.

Opposite, on the E. bank, lies the Italian Pino (rail. stat.).

Sant Agata and Canuobio (Hot. Cannobio, on the lake, R. 21/2-3,

pens. 6 fr. ; Alb. delle Alpi, moderate ; *Pens. Villa Badia, 1 M. to

the S., 260' above the lake, quiet, pens. 6-7 fr.) are also Italian.

Cannobio (pop. 2600), one of the oldest and largest places on the

lake, lies at the entrance of Val Cannobina, and is backed by wooded
mountains. The church Delia Pieth, with a dome attributed to Bra-

mante, contains a Bearing of the Cross by Gaudeiizio Ferrari.

Pleasant walk (also omnibus) up the Val Cannobina to (IV4 M.) La
Salute (hydropathic), and by Traffiume to thef20 min.) Orrido, a grand rocky
gorge with a waterfall (reached by boat from Traffiume, V2-I fr-)- — The
road up the valley, frequently erossin"; the river, leads past the villages

of Spoccia (Osteria Americana,' below the road), Orasso^ Cursolo, and Gurro,
i>n the heights on each side, and across a low saddle to Finero (inn) and
^falesco., in the Val Vigezzo, and descends to (19 M.) Santa Maria Maggiore

(p. 458). Carriage from Cannobio to Santa Maria in 5 hrs., 15, with two
horses 30 fr.

The steamer steers to the E. bank. To the W., from the lake,

rise the two Castles of Cannero (p. 459). Maccagno (rail. stat.

;

Alh. della Torre^, with a picturesque church and old tower. Farther
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on we see the viaducts and tunnels of the Bellinzona-Novara line

skirting the lake. Then Colmegna, in a wooded ravine.

LuinO [rail. stat,). — The Pier adjoins the waiting-room (dej. 272,

D. 41/2 fr.) of the Steam Tramway to Ponte Tresa (Lugano; see p. 468). To
the left, passing a statue of Garibaldi, and following the broad 'Via Prin-
cipe di Napoli', we reach the (10 min.) Stazione Ixternazioxai.e, of the
Bellinzona-Genoa line, where the Italian and Swiss custom-house examina-
tions take place C Restaurant, dej. 3 fr.). Omnibus 40 c. trunk 25-50 c.

Hotels. Grand Hot. Sisiplox et Terminus, on the lake, to the S. of the
town, with garden; Hot. Poste <t Suisse, well spoken of, with baths, i;.,

L., & A. IVz, D- 3 fr., well spoken of; Vittoria, R., L., & A. 21/2, B. I'/j,

dej. 21/2, D. 4, pens. 8 fr. ; these two near the pier. — Xear the Staz. Inter-

naz. : Milano, R., L., & A. 2V4, d^j. 2, D. 3 fr.; Ancora. — Ca/i ClericL

Luino or Luvino, a busy little town with 1800 inhah., lies at the

base and on the slopes of the hills, a little to the N. of the mouth
of the Tresa (p. 468). Near the pier is a Statue of Garibaldi. The
church of San Pietro is adorned with frescoes by Bernardino Lnini,

a native of the place (ca. 1470-1530). At the mouth of the Tresa,

72 M. to the S., lies Germignaga, with the silk-spinning (filanda)

and winding (filatoja) factories of E. Stehli-Hirt of Ziirich.

Near the W. bank, on rocks in the lake, rise the two Castelli di

Cannero, half in ruins, the property of Count Borromeo. In the 15th

cent, they harboured the five brothers Mazzarda, notorious brigands,

the terror of the district. Cannero (Hot. Pens. Nizza; Alb. Conner 0)

lies beautifully amidst vineyards and orchards. "We next pass Barbe^

witli its graceful spire, Oggehbio, built in terraces on the slope,

and Ghiffa (*H6t. Ghiffa, pens. 6 fr.), on the W. bank, and Porto
Valtravaglia (rail, stat.; Osteria Antica), on the E. bank. In a

wooded bay beyond the last lies Calde, with the old Castello di Calde

on a hill. To the S. rises the green Sasso del Ferro (see below);
to the W., Mte. Rosa and the Simplon group are visible.

Laveno (rail, stat.; *Posta, R., L., & A. 2^/4, B. I1/4, D. 23/4 fr.;

*Moro, Italian, R., L., & A. 2fr.) is beautifully situated on the

slope of the double-peaked Mte. Boscero^ in a bay at the mouth of

the Boesio, once an Austrian war-harbour. The pier adjoins the

station of the Varese-Milan line; the station of the St. Gotthard
Railway (p. 457) is 1/2 M. farther on (omnibus). Near the quay is

a monument to the Garibaldians killed in 1859. Large pottery

(Societa Ceramica Italiana) on the site of the old Foit St. Michelc
(to the left, as we enter the bay) ; above it, Villa Pulle^ with a tower
containing memorials of 1859.

The Sasso del Ferro (8485' ; 2V2 hrs.), easily ascended from Laveno,
aflords a noble survey of the lake, the plain as far as Milan, and the huge
snow-peaks of the Mte. Rosa chain. Behind the Sasso del Ferro, 6 M. to

the N.E. of Laveno, lies the hamlet of Vararo (2380'), whence *Monte Nudo
(4050') is easily ascended in I1/2 hr. : grand view of Lago Maggiore, the
lakes of Lugano and Varese, and the Valaisian High Alps. — Pleasant
excursion from Laveno (carriage 5 fr.), by Cerro (road diverging to the
right beyond the Boesio bridge, a few min. short of the St. Gotthard
station), or by boat (3 fr.), to the (IV4 hr.) monastery of Santa Caterina del
Sasso, situated on the slope high above the lake. Imbedded in the roof
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of the church ia a mass of rock which fell upon it in the 17th century. View
of the Borromean Islands and of the snow-mountains to the W.

From Laveno to the Borromean Islands and Pallanza (p. 461), boat,
with 3 rowers, 10-12 fr. (to Isola Bella IV2 hr., thence to Isola Madre
20 min., Pallanza 20 ^nin.)•

From Laveno bt Varese to Como (32 M.; railway 2^/4 hrs.) or Milan
(451/2 M. ; railway 2V4-3 hrs.). The line leads past the S. base of the Sasso
del Ferro through Val Cuvio, watered by the Boesio, by CiiUglio, Gemonio^
Cocqiiio, Gavirate. Barasso. and Casieno, to (14 M.) Varese (1250': pop. 5800',

-Gr.-H6tel Varese, 1 M. to the W.. near Casbeno, R., L., & A. 5, lunch 31/2, D.
5 fr. ; Italia, Europa, Angela, etc.), charmingly situated near the lake of that
name, with numerous villas. Splendid view from the pilgrimage-church of
Madonna del Monte (2S85'), 21/2 hrs. to the N.W. (electric tramway from the
rail. Stat, to the Prima Cappella, 60 c., back 80 c.). A branch-line runs
hence to Induno and (9^/2 ^I. •, V2 hr.) Forto Ceresio, on Lake Lugano (p. 468).— I61/2 M. Malnate. junction of the lines to Milan, by Saronno, and to

Como by Solbiate, Olgiate (highest point on the line, numerous villas),

Lurcite-Caccimo, Civello, Grandate, and Camerlata (p. 478).

From Laveno to Milan by Gallaeate, 45 M., railway in 21/2 hrs. —
2V2 M. Sangiano. The line diverges to the left from that to Sesto (to the
right is 3Ionvalle, p. 457), and passes through a tunnel. 5 M. Besozzo.
10 M. Ternate-Varano, on the lovely Lago di Comabbio. Tunnel. 13V2 M.
Crugnola-Gimbro ; I6V2 M. Besnate. — 20 M. Gallarate. Thence to (45 M.)
Milan, see p. 46i.

As the Steamer returns to the W. bank, we obtain a glimpse

at the N. neighbours of Monte Rosa : first the Strahlhorn, then the

Mischabel and the Simplon group.

Intra (*H6tels Vitello d'Oro, Leon d'Oro, and de la Ville^ united,

R. & A.2Y2-3V2J B. 1 V4 fr. ; Hot. Intra ; Agnello), a thriving town of

5700inhab., lies on alluvial soil between the mouths of the San
Giovanni and San Bernardino torrents, which supply the numerous
factories of the town with water-power. On the quay is a marble
statue of Garibaldi, and near it a warriors' monument of 1859. In

the market-place is a tasteful monument to Franc. Simonetta, the

Italian patriot; and in the Piazza del Teatro rises a bronze statue of

Victor Emmanuel II., by Barsaglia. A large Roman Catholic and a

Swiss Protestant church. — On the lake, 1/2 M. to the N., is Count
Barbo's * Villa Franzosini , and 3/^ M. beyond it is Sign. Ceriani's
* Villa Ada, both noteworthy for their luxuriant vegetation. To the

S. are the Villa San Remigio and the old church ; then , on the

Castagnola headland, the red Villa Ashburner, in the Grothic stylo.

Pleasant walk from Intra, to the N., by a good road via Arizzano (shady
short-cuts; carr. 16, with two or three" horses 25 fr.), to (3V2 M.) Bee
(1935' ; ^Alb. Bee), with a fine view of Lago Maggiore, and (23/4M.) Premeno
(2600'^ ''Hdt.-Pens. Premeno, pens. 8 fr. ; Bestavrant Tornico, with beds).

Above it (10 min.) is the Tornico, a platform laid out in honour of Gari-
baldi, with a good spring; and 'A hr. higher is the Bellavista. command-
ing the Alps, the lake, and (W.) the fertile Val Intragna.

To the S. of Intra the Punta della Castagnola, with the Grand

Hotel Eden (p. 461), juts into the lake. When we have rounded

the headland and entered the wide W. bay of the lake, the Bor-

romean Islands are disclosed to view: near the S. bank, Isola Bella;

"W. of it the Isola dei Pescatori ; in the foreground, Isola Madre
;
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lastly the little Jsola San Giovanni, near Pallanza, with its chapel,

house, and gardens. Beyond the Isola dei Pescatori rises the blunt

pyramid of Mte. Mottarone, with the hotel at the top ; farther to the

W. are the white quarries near Baveno ; in the background, the

snow mountains between the Simplou and Monte Rosa.

Pallanza. — Hotels (umn. at pier,- 1 fr.). 'Gkand Hotel Pali.anza,

finely situated 8 min. to the i!. of the pier, with several dependances and
the Villa Monlebello, R., L., &. A. 2', 2-12, E. IV2, dej. 3. D. 5, warm bath
2'/2, lake-bath I1/2, pens. 7V'i-12V2, in winter 7-10V'.j fr- 'Gkand Hotel
Eden, 3 min. farther on, splendidly situated on the Castagnola headland, R.,

L., & A. 3V-J-7, B. 1' 2, dej. 3, D. 5, pens. 7-12 fr. — 'HGt. Meteopole & Posta,
B,., L., &, A. 3, B.' 11/4. D. 4, pens. 0-8 fr., electric light; *San Gottaeixj,
E., L., & A. from 2. D. 3V2. pens, from 5 fr. ; Bellevde, R. from V-z,
D. 2Vu, pens. 5-7 fr., these three at the pier; Alb. Milaxo, R. 2, D. 3V2 fr. —
*P£NS. Villa Castagnola, 6V2-8V2 fr. ; ''Pens. Villa Maggioke, pens. 6-

6 fr. — Cafi Bolongaro, near the pier, Munich beer.

Diligence (office opposite Alb. S. Gottardo) to Gravellona (p. 465; 6 M.j,

4 times daily; 1 hr. (1 fr. 60 c. banquette 2'/ 2 fr. ; 33 lbs. of luggage free),

corresponding thrice with omnibus to Intra (see above; 26 min. ; 50 c.).

Boats. With one rower to Isola Madre and back 2V2, with two 41/2 fr.

;

to Isola Bella and back 31/2 or 6 fr. ; to both islands and back 4 or 7 fr.

;

to Stresa and back 3V2 or 6 fr.; to Laveno and back 3V2 or 7 fr., etc.

Without rower usually 1 fr. per hour. Ask for tariff before embarking.
The hotels have boats at similar charges. Small gratuity usual.

English Church Service in the Grand Hot. Pallanza (April-Oct.).

Pallanza, a busy little town of 3200 inhab., beautifully situated

opposite the Borromean Islands, commands a fine view of the lake

and tlie snow-clad Alps (Mischabel, Fietschhorn). Opposite the pier

is the market-place, with the town-hall (MunicipioJ and the church

of San Leonardo, the campanile of which is built on the remains of an

old castle. The street to the right leads past the villas Giulia, Boz-

zoUi (right), Montebello (left), the nursery-garden of Bovelli (worth

visiting ; left), and the large hotels mentioned above, and round the

cape of Castagnola to (2 M."| Intra. — In the street leading inland

from the market-place is the Post Office (right), and at its end (left)

the church of Santo Stefano (with a Roman inscription to the left

of the portal). Straight on, the broad *Viale Principe Umberto"
leads past the baths of Caprera (alkaline spring) to (V4 hr.) the

domed church of Madonna della Campagna, at the base of Mte. Rosso

(2273').
Walk round Monte Rosso (3V2-4hrs.; bread and wine only to be

had). From Madonna della Campagna we go straight on. and (1/4 hr.) cross
the San Bernardino (p. 460; footpath up the left bank); 20 min., road from
Intra, where we keep to the left. In (6 min.) the village of Trobaso we turn
to the left; 12 min., the road forks: to the right to L'nchio (see below); to

the left we recross the S. Bernardino by a handsome bridge, and reach
(I/4 hr.) Santino. Then by a rough and stony path to (V2 hr.) Brieno and
(1/2 hr.) Cavandone, passing the pilgrimage-church below the village ; a view
of the lake is soon revealed; I1/2 hr. Suna (p. 462). — At Trobaso the
road to the right leads to (1/4 hr.) Uaehio and (40 min.) Cossogno; here, to
the left, by the 'Via Solferino' , and a stony path, to the (1/4 hr.) ^Roman
Bridge\ high above the picturesque gorge of the S. Bernardino. We ascend
by steps to the (1/4 hr.) church of Rovegro, turn to the right to the village,
and in it turn to the left (boy will show the way) and follow a stony path
on the hillside to (1 hr.) Santhw (soe above).
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To tlie W. of Pallanza the road skirts the lake to (1 M.) Suna
(small-boat station; *//6f. Sana, with garden, R. II/2, pens, from

6 fr. ; Alb. Peace) and (2 M.) Fondo Tocc, at the mouth of the rapid

Tosa (Toce; where a road to the little Lago di Mergozzo diverges to

the right); thence past the granite quarries of Mont' Orfano, and
by a five-arched bridge over the Tosa to rail. stat. Gravellona (p. 465

;

6 M. from Pallanza ; omn., p. 461).

We next reach Feriolo (small-boat stat. ; seldom touched at
),

2V2 M. from Gravellona (p. 465; omn. from Stresa, p. 463). The
large granite quarries on the hillside between Feriolo and Baveno
have furnished ey.cellent building material for Milan cathedral, San
Paolo fuori le Mura at Rome, and the modern Galleria Vitt. Ema-
nuele at Milan. The Stabilimento Nic. Delia Casa, 8/4 M. to the

N.W. of Baveno, where the granite is worked, deserves a visit.

Baveno. — 'Graxd Hot. Bellevde, E., L., & A. 4-8, D. 5, pens,

from 9 fr., with a fine garden; "Beaceivage, also with garden; *HoT. do
SiMPLON & Pess. .Suisse, R. from IV2, B. 1, lunch 2, D. 3, pens, from 5 fr.

Diligence to Oravellona (5 M.
; p. 465) thrice daily, in 40 min. ^ 1 fr. 15,

coupe 1 fr. 75 c.

Boat to the Isola Madre and Isolu Bella. 2V2 fr. and fee. Halfway to

Stresa is a ferry to Isola Bella (1-2 fr. for the passage of 10 min.).
English Church in the garden of Villa Clara.

Baveno (pop. 700), which affords a fine view of the lake, is well

adapted for a stay. The Villa Clara, on the S.E. side of the village,

formerly owned by Mr. Henfrey, was occupied by Queen Victoria

for three weeks in April, 1879, and for a month by the invalid

Crown Prince of Germany in Oct., 1887 (no admission).

The most charming feature of this W. bay of the lake consists

in the *Borromeaii Islands, the scenery around which rivals that of

the Lake of Como in grandeur, and perhaps surpasses it in rich-

ness. Some of the steamers only touch at the north-westernmost

Isola Superiore, or del Pescatori (Rot.-Eistorante d'Italia, 5-6 fr.

;

Trattoria del Verhano), which is almost entirely occupied by a

fishing village of 300 inhab., but they all stop at the —
*Isola Bella (Hot. du Dauphin or Delfino, R., L., & A. 3, B.

iV4' ^^i- 3, D- 4, pens. 7 fr. ; Ristorante del Vapore), the most fam-

ous of the group. Visitors are admitted from 15th March to 15th

Nov. daily, except Mon., from 9 a.m. to 3, 4, or 5 p.m., according

to the season. In the splendour-loving, but tasteless 17th cent.

Count Vitaliano Borromeo (d. 1690) erected a chateau on this islet,

and covered the barren mica-slate rock with beautiful Gardens, ris-

ing on ten terraces, 100' above the lake, and displaying all the wealth

of Italian vegetation: lemon and orange trees, cedars, magnolias,

cypresses, laurels, camellias, oleanders, etc. ; but the grounds are

disfigured with shell-grottoes, fountains (dry), mosaics, and statues

in the style of the period. The great charm consists in the lovely

view of the banks of the deep-blue lake, studded with dwellings,

clothed with luxuriant vegetation, and enhanced by the snow-moun-
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tains in the background. The large Chateau, the N. wing of wliicli

is unfinished, contains handsome saloons, a hall with tapestry of the
17th cent., a picture-gallery, a chapel with monuments of the Bor-
romeo family of 1485 and 1575, brought from Milan, etc. The view
through the arches of the long vaults under the chateau is curious.

A servant shows the chateau (fee 50 c, ; for a party 1 fr.), and the
well-informed gardener the grounds (fee). Boat to Isola Madre and
back with two rowers 3 fr.

The *Isola Madre (not a steamboat-station), which also belongs
to the Borromeo family, is laid out on the S. side in seven terraces,

with lemon and orange trellises. On the highest terrace is an un-
inhabited Palazzo, with a beautiful view. On the N. side are delight-

ful grounds, with luxuriant vegetation (gardener 1 fr.).

On the bank of the lake, a little to the S.E. ^f Isola Bella, lies—
Stresa. — Hotels (closed in winter). *H6t. des Ixes Boerom6es, V;i M.

from tliepier, with a fine garden, R. 2-4'/a, L. & A. IV4, B. IV2, de'j. 3, D.
5, pens. 9-12, omn. 1 fr. ; *Bead-Sejour, above the town, on the road to

the Mottarone, with a large garden ^ *H6tel Milako, with a small garden
on the lake, near the pier, R. from 2, B. IV2, dej. 3, D. 4, pens, from G fr.— Albeego Reale Bolongaro, on the lake, Italian, R., L.. &. A. 21/2, B.
1, dej. 3, D. 4, pens. 6V2 fr. ; Italia & Pens. Suisse, R., L., & A. IV2-2V2,
B. I1/4, dej. 2V2, D- 3'/2, pens, from 6fr. ; San Gottardo, with garden, R.
from 2, pens. 5V2-6 fr. ; these three also commended.

Boat (barca) with one rower 2 fr. for the first hour, and 50 c. for each
half-hour more (comp. p. 462). — Diligence to Gravellona (Ti/zM.; p. 465)
twice daily in i^/^ hr. -, 1 fr. 80, coupe or banquette 2 fr. 70 c.

English Chdrch Service at the Hot. des lies Borromees (April-Oct.).

Stresa (pop. 1300), which enjoys a picturesque view of the

Borromean Islands, is the coolest and airiest place on the lake, and
therefore inviting for a stay during the hot season. In the vicinity

are many villas of the Italian aristocracy. The Villa Ducale, to the

W. of the Alb. Milano, belongs to the Duchess of Genoa, and a new
mansion in the park to her son, the Duke of Genoa. — On the hill-

side, 1/2 M. to the S., is the handsome Collegio Rosmini (875'). The
church contains the monument of Ant. Rosmini (d. 1855), with a

noble statue by Vela. Above the lake, 1/.2 M. to the S.E., are the

finely situated Villa Pallavicino and (1/4 M. farther on) Villa Vig-

nolo, with beautiful gardens (visitors admitted).

From Baveno ok Stresa to Monte Mottarone, 3V2-4 hra. (guide,
prudent for last third of ascent, 5 fr. ; mule 5, with guide 8 fr. ; hill-car
from Stresa to Alb. Alpino 10 fr.). The road from Baveno ascends, mostly
through wood, by Romanico , Campmo , and Someraro (15C0') , where it is

joined by a route diverging from the Baveno and Stresa road opposite Isola
Bella, to the (13/4-2 hrs.) hamlet of Levo (1915' ; *H6t. Levo, pens. 6-7 fr.). A
road leads hence to the left to the Albergo Alpino (25 min. ; see below). The
path to the Mottarone ascends over pastures, past the Alpe Giardino (805S'),

to the (1 hr.) little chapel of Saiif Eurosia (3685'), where we turn to the
right; 20 min. Alpe del Mottarone^ amidst line beeches and elms: V2 hr.
Albergo Mottarone. — From Stresa we take a road diverging from the high-
road, to theE. of Hot. des lies Borrome'es: 1 hr. iJisiorfl/Ue Zanim, a chalet
on an open meadow (finger-post: to the right to Levo, see above). Our
road goes straight on to Gignese, on this side of which (25 min. from the
Ristor. Zanini) a road diverges to the right to the (1/4 hr) ^Albergo Alpino
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(2755'; pens. 71/2-8 fr.), with view of Pallanza , Intra, and Baveno. We
next ascend over pastures, and the Alpe del Mottarone (p. 463), to the
(I8/4 br.) 'Albergo Mottarom of the brothers Guglielmina (4675'; R., L., & A.
3, B. IV2: lunch 3, pens. 71/2 ff.), 10 niin. below the grassy top of *Monte
Mottarone (4890'), the highest of the Margozzolo group of hills. The view
(panorama by Bossoli, in the hotel) embraces the Alps, from the Col di
Tenda and Monte Viso on the W. to the Ortler and Adamello on the E.
Very grand, especially by morning-light, stands forth the Mte. Rosa group;
to the right of it, the Cima di Jazzi, Strahlhorn. Rimpfischhorn, Allalin-

horn, Alphubel, Mischabel (Taschhorn, Dom, Nadelhorn), Pizzo Buttarello,
Portjengrat, Bietschhorn, Mte. Leone, Jungfrau, Helsenhorn, Fiescherhor-
ner; then, to the E. of the peak of Mte. Zeda, the Rheinwald Mts., Ber-
nina, Disgrazia, Mte. Legnone, Mte. Generoso, Mte. Grigna. At our feet

lie the seven lakes of Orta, Mergozzo, Maggiore, Biandrone, Varese, Monate,
and Comabbio; more to the right stretch the great plains of Lombardy
and Piedmont, with Milan and its cathedral in the centre. The silvery
Ticiuo and Sesia meander through the plains.

On the W. side a path, steep at places (guide prudent), descends
direct to (2 hrs.) Omegm. (rail, stat., p. 465). — Travellers to Orta (4^/4 hrs.)

take a broad bridle-path on the S. side of the hill, leading (1 hr.) above
Alpe Coriano (r.). and (40 min.) past the Madonna di Luciago, to (40 min.)
Chiggino (2120') and (1/4 hr.) Armeno (1715'; Alb. al Mottarone), on the high-
road, which they follow. After 12 min. the road forks: the left branch
leads to Miasmo (p. 465), the right descends by Carcegna. crossing the rail-

way to Gravellona (stat. Orta-Miasino lying to the left), to (3 M.) Oria (p. 465).

The banks flatten; to the W. rises Mte. Rosa. On the W. bank

is Belgirate (Or. Hot. Belgirate, closed), with the villas Fontana,

Principessa Matilda, etc. Then Lesa and Meina (Alb. Zanetta). On
the E. bank Angera (rail, stat.), with Count Borromeo's chateau.

Arona (738'; pop. 3300 ;
*Alb. Reale cCItalia ^^Posta, *San Oot-

tardo, both on the quay), an old town on the W. bank of the lake,

lies 3 M. from its S. end. In the principal church, Santa Maria, is

the Borromeo chapel, to the right of the high-altar, with an *Altar-

piece of the Holy Family by Gaudenzio Ferrari (1511).

On a commanding height, Y2 ^^- ^^ ^^^ N., rises a colossal Statue

of San Carlo, 70' high, resting on a pedestal 43' high, erected in

1697 in honour of the famous cardinal, Count Carlo Borromeo,

Archbishop of Milan, who was born here in 1538 (d. 1584, canonis-

ed 1610). The head, hands, and feet are of bronze, the robe wrought
copper. Ascent inside uncomfortable (50 c). Relics of S. Carlo are

preserved in the adjacent Church. Near it, a large Seminary for Priests.

From Arona to Milan, 42 M., railway in 2-2V2 hrs. (6 fr. 80, 4 fr. 55,

2 fr. 65 c). The chief stations are Sesio-Calende and (17 M.) Gallarate,

junction of the lines from Varese and Laveno (p. 460).

110. From Domodossola to Novara. Lake of Orta.

Comp. Maps, pp. 354, 460.

56 M. Railway in 31/2 hrs. (fares 10 fr. 80, 7 fr. 15, 4 fr. 60 c); to

Gravellona, station for Lago Maggiore (omn. to Pallanza and Stresa, see

pp. 461, 463), 20 M., in 11/4 hr. (fares 3 fr. 70, 2 fr. 55, 1 fr. 65 c).

Domodossola, see p. 324. — The line runs straight at the foot of

the W. slopes of Val d'Ossola, on the right bank of the Tosa or Toce,
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wliich divides into numerous channels and fills the whole valley with

its gravelly bed. — At (41/2 M-) yuiadossola we cross the Ovesca,

which issues from the Val Antrona fp. 324) to join the Tosa.

51/2 M. Pallanzeno (750'j. At (7 M.) Piedimulera (810'; Co-

rona; Alb. Piedimulera or Cavour; Alb. della Stazione) the Val An-
zasca opens on the right. (To Macugnaga, see p. 356.) We cross the

Anza to (8 M.) Rumianca^ and the Tosa hy a bridge 990 yds. long

(view of the Mte. Rosa group to the right) to (9 M.) Vogogna (715'

;

Corona^ lying picturesquely at the foot of steep rocks, with a ruined

castle. — 11 M. Premosello. Beyond (131/2 M.) Ouzzago we cross

the Tosa again. Near (16 M.) Ornavasso (Italia; Grace Bianca) are

large marble-quarries, on the hill to the left.

20 M. Grravellona Toce (^Rail. Restaurant; inns poor), with large

cotton-mills, where the Strona falls into the Tosa.

Travellers to Lago Maggioee alight here: road to Pallanza (61/4 M.,
by Fondo Toce and Suna), see p. 462; omn., p. 461; one-horse carr. 5,

two-horse 10 fr.; road to Baveno (5 31., by Feriolo) and Stresa, see p. 462;
omn., p. 463; one-horse carr. 5, two-horse 10 fr. ; to Baveno only 4 or 8 fr.

— Carriages are always to be had at the Grravellona station. No need to

secure seats beforehand.

The train runs to the S. up the fertile valley of the Strona.

22 M. Crusinallo. "We cross the river and the Nigulia Canal, which

drains Lake Orta.

231/2 M. Omegna (Alb. della Posta), a thriving place with a large

paper-mill, at the N. end of the Lago d'Orta (950') , a charming

lake 71/2 ^1- long, now called Lago Cusio after its dubious ancient

name. — The train runs high above the lake, with beautiful views.

271/2 M. Pettenasco. We cross the Pescone and the imposing Sassina

Viaduct.

29^2 M. Orta, also station for Mias'ino. — The St:atios(Hot. Gari-

baldi) lies 1 M. above Orta; at the exit we go to the left, under the rail-

way, and straight on, past O/a M.) the Villa Crespi, in the Moorish style,

beyond which a finger-post shows the way (r.) to Monte d' Orta and {}U hr.)

Alb. Belvedere.

Hotels. *Albekgo Belvedere, in a commanding position on the W.
brow of the Monte d'Orta, E. & A. 3, D. 4 fr. — Alb. San Giclio, Alb. Orta,
both 11/4 M. from the railway-station, in the market-place on the Iske.

The little town of Orta (pop. 1091), consisting chiefly of a small

Piazza opening on the lake, and a long and narrow street , with a

number of pretty villas extending towards the station, lies op-

posite the little hola San Giulio , at the S.W. foot of the finely

wooded Monte d'Orta (1315'), which juts far into the lake. Ascent

halfway between town and station (see above), or from the Piazza

through the garden of the Villa Natta (50 c). In the 16th cent.

20 chapels were erected on the hill in honour of St. Francis of As-

Bisi, each containing a scene from his history in painted lifesize

figures of terracotta (the best in the 13th, 16th, and 20th chapels;

in the last, the canonisation of the saint). The hill, also called

Sacro Monte, is laid out as a park, with walks afi'ording delightful

Baedekeb, Switzerland. 18th Edition. 30
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views. From the Campanile at the top (V2 f"".) we enjoy a panorama

dominated on the W. by the snowy Mte. Rosa.

Boat to Isola San Giulio and back IV2 fr. The church, ascribed to

St. Julius, who came from Greece in 379 to convert the natives, has been
frequently rebuilt. It contains old reliefs, frescoes, and a Romanesque pulpit

;

in the sacristy, a Madonna by Gaudenzio Ferrari ; in the crypt below the high-

altar, a shrine of crystal and silver containing the body of St. Julius.

Excursions : to the W. to (1 hr.) Madonna delta Bocciola (1565'; viewj, on
the hill above the station; to the S. to the (IV4 hr.) Torre di Buccione (see

below, boat to Buccione IV2 fr.) , with view. By Pella (see below) to

0/2 hr.) Alzo, with granite-quarries (branch-line from Gozzano, see below),

and to (1 hr.) the Madonna del Sasso (2090'), the church of the hamlet of

Boletto^ on a lofty cliff, another fine point.

From Orta to the Mottarone (4-5 hrs.), by Carcegno. Armeno, and
Cheggino^ see p. 464; arrows on the houses point 'al Mottarone' or 'al

Mergozzolo"; guide 6, mule 10 fr.

Beautiful view of the island of San Giulio (see above) as we pro-

ceed ; on an abrupt rock of the W. bank is the church of Madonna del

Sasso (see above). 30 M. Corconio. The train traverses a cutting on

the W. side of the Castello di Buccione, a conspicuous old watch-

tower at the S. end of the lake. Sl^/o ^^- Bolzano. 331/2 M. Gozzano,

a place of some size, is the junction for Aho (see above). We tra-

verse the fertile Val d'Agogna. 37 M. Borgomanero ,• 41 V2 M. Cressa-

Fontaneto; 43 M. Suno; 47 M. Monro; 51 M. Caltignaga; 541/2 M.

Vignale ; 56 M. Novara (Italia ; Tre Re). Thence to iMilan (p. 478),

11/4 hr.; to Laveno (p. 459), IV2 ^r. (comp. Baedekers N. Italy).

From Orta over the Colma to Varallo, 41/2 hrs. (donkey 6,

to the Colma 3 fr.; guide, 5 fr., needless). On the W. bank of the

lake lies Pella {Pesce d'Oro. rustic), amidst vines, chestnuts, and

walnuts. ( Boat from Orta in 20 min., fare 1 V2 fr.) At Pella we strike

the road leading on the hillside from Alzo (see above ) to (3 M.)

Arola (2020' ; fine view towards the Lake of Orta behind us). The

path turns to the left 5 min. above the village, descends a little,

and runs level for 1/2 h^- > skirting the gorge of the Pellino (water-

fall). We next ascend through wood, and over crumbling granite,

to the (3/4 hr.) wooded Colle della Colma (3090'). The height to the

left commands Mte. Rosa , the lakes of Orta and Yarese , and the

plain ; the view is more extensive from Monte Briasco (3885'), ^4^^*

to the S. of the pass. In descending (keep to the right), we overlook

the fertile Val Sesia, dotted with villages. The path leads through

groves of chestnuts and walnuts to (3/4 hr.) Civiasco (2415'; several

taverns), whence a new winding road (short-cut by the old road,

down to the left), at first in view of Mte. Rosa, leads to (2 M.)—
Varallo (1480'; pop. 3300: *Italia, R. & A. 31/2, D. 4 fr.;

*rosta, good cuisine ; Croce Bianca), the capital of the Val Sesia, and

terminus of the Novara-Borgosesia-Varallo line, at the mouth of the

Mastallone. In the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, at the entrance to the

town from the station, rises a Statue of Victor Emmanuel II., by
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Antonini (1862). Here too is the old collegiate church of S. Gau-
denzio, with an altar-piece, the Marriage of St. Catharine, by Oau-
denzio Ferrari (d. 1546), a native of the near Val Duggia. He
also painted the frescoes in the choir of Santa Maria delle Orazie.

His statue in marble , by Delia Vedova, stands near the church.

Near the bridge over the Mastallone is a Statue of General Giac. An-
tonini, by Antonini. Beyond the bridge are a large *Stahilimento

Idroterapico, open from June to the end of Sept. (pens. 9-11 fr.),

and the cotton-mill (cotoniflcio) of Cuorgne-Varallo. — A paved

path, shaded with fine chestnut-trees, ascends from Santa Maria delle

Grazie, past the church of Santa Maria di Loreto (with a fresco by

Gaud. Ferrari, above the portal, Adoration of the Child), to the

(20 min.) Sacro Monte (^Santuario di Varallo ; 1995'), a great resort

of pilgrims, and a beautiful point of view. On the top and the slopes

are a church and 46 chapels, or oratories , containing Scriptural

scenes in lifesize figures of painted terracotta, from the Fall to the

Entombment of the Virgin, mostly of the end of the 16th century.

The hill now belongs to the town (^Alb. Pens. Alpina and Cafe at

the top).

From Varallo Bf Fobello to Pontegkande (and Macugnaga), 9 hrs.,

guide hardly needed. A road ascends the pretty * Val Mastallone, to the

(3 M.) picturesque Ponte della Gula (100' high), Cravagliana, and Ferrera,
crosses the Landwasser (see below) by the &/•> M.) Fonte delle Due Acqne,
and reaches (2 M.) Fobello (2887'; Fosta; Italia). Thence a bridle-path by
Boco, Fiana, Santa Maria, and Giavino to the (3 hrs.) Colle di Baranca (5970'),

with a chapel and a small inn (open after July 15th). Steep descent, with
superb view of the Val Anzasca, through the ValV Ollocchia to Bannio
and (3 hrs.) Pontegrande (p. 356). — From the Ponte delle Due Acque (see

above) a road ascends the Landwasser to (3 M.) Rimella (4278'-, pop. 1100;
''Alb. Foniana), a German community of a dozen hamlets, grandly situated.

A fine but toilsome route leads hence over the Colle d'Orchetta or Dro-
chetta (59700 to Bannio and Fontegrande (p. 356; 5 hrs.; guide).

From Varallo through the Val Sesia to Alagna (23 M.; omnibus
twice daily, in 6 hrs., fare 4 fr.; carr. 15, with two horses 25 fr.). We
ascend the fertile valley, on the left bank, to Valmaggia, Vocca, and (7 M.)
Balmuccia (1900, at the influx of the Sermenza.

[From Balmuccia a road ascends the picturesque Val Sermenza (Valle
Ficcola), by (I1/2 M.) Boccioleto (2188'; *Pens.-Restaurant della Fenice) and
Ferrera, to (I72 hr.) Fervento (Restaurant Valle Sermenza), and a bridle-

path thence fo (1 hr.) Rimasco (2970'; two inns, the upper the better), w'here
the valley divides: in the Val d''Egua, to the right (B.), lies (2 hrs.) Carco-

foro (4280'; Monte Moro, plain), and in the Val Ficcola, to the left (W.),
are Rima San Giuseppe and (2 hrs.) Ilima(4650; "Alb. Tagliaferro), another
of the German hamlets at the S. base of Mte. Rosa (eomp. p. 358). — From
Carcoforo to Pontegrande, over the Colle d^Egua (7335') and Colle di

Baranca (see above), 6-7 hrs., with guide, interesting; to Pestarena over
the Fasso della Moriana (7875'), 5-6 hrs., with guide, fatiguing; to Macug-
naga over the Colle della Bottiglia (8765'), 6-7 hrs., with guide, also fatiguing

(descent through Val Quarazza, p. 358); to Rima over the Colle del Termine
or Termo (7700'), 4'/2 hrs., with guide, easy, — From Rima (see above) to
Macugnaga over the Little Turlo (Col del Ficcolo Altare; 8630'), 6 hr.<!.,

bridle-path ; to Alagna over the Colle Moitd (7640'; 41/2 hrs.), or the Bocchetta

Moanda (7936'; 6 hrs.), see p. 359J.

The road, keeping the left bank of the Sesia, next leads by (8V2M.)
Scopa (Alb. Topini), Scopello (Alb. Deblasi; Valsesia), Pila, (13 M.) Fiode,

30*
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and Campertogno to (16 M.) Uollia (2887'; '-Alb. Valsesiano). Thence through
the narrowing valley to (21 M.) Eiva Valdohbia (3628'; "Edt. delle ^ip?). beau-
tifully situated, where several peaks of Mte. Rosa become visible to the

N. The church facade is adorned with a large fresco of the Last Judgment,
of the school of Gaud. Ferrari. 23 M. Alagna (p. 358).

111. From Luino on Lago Maggiore to Menaggio
on the Lake of Como. Lake of Lugano.

Comp. Maps, pp. 460, 448, 470.

42 M. Steam Tkamway from Luino to (8M.) Ponte Tresa 1 hr. fi fr. 65,

I fr. 45 c). Steamek from Ponte Tresa, by Lugano (i^lt), to (26 M.) Porlezza
23/4 hrs. (4 fr. 50, 2 fr. 70 c). Steam Tkamway from Porlezza to (8 M.)
Menaggio I hr. (2 fr. 65, 1 fr. 45 c). Through-tickets 9 fr. 80, 5 fr. 60 c.

;

return, Sunday, and circular tickets at reduced rates also to be had on
hoard the steamers. — Swiss and Italian custom-house examination on board
the steamers on Lake Lugano. Italian frontier at Porlezza or Ponte Tresa.

Luino, see p. 459. The tramway-station adjoins the pier. Our
train crosses the St. Gotthard railway near the Luino station, and at

(2 M.) Creuo (745'), a manufacturing place, reaches the Tresa, the

efflux of Lake Lugano (p. 459). Winding up the ahrupt right bank
of the Tresa, we cross the river, which here forms the boundary

between Switzerland and Italy, pass through two tunnels, and stop

at (41/2 M.) Cremenaga (833']. We then follow the left bank, obtain-

ing fine views of picturesque villages and churches, to (8 M.) Fonte
Tresa (912'), on the Italian side of the river. The village, on the

Swiss side , lies on a bay of the Lake of Lugano, enclosed by
mountains.

The LcGANo Road (6 M.) leads across the Val della Lesina to (I1/2 M.)
Maglioio, and, with Mte. San Salvatore on the right, to flV2 M.) Agno
(968'). Crossing the Agno (p. 452). and passing the little Lake of Muzzano,
we gradually ascend to the Restaurant du Jardin at Sorengo (p. 450), and
descend to (3 M.) Lugano (p. 448).

The Steamboat steers through the Stretto or strait of Lavena

(
with the abrupt Mte. Caslano, 1720', on the left) into the W. arm of

the Lake of Lugano (900' ; Ital. Lago Ceresio ; area about 965 sq. M.

;

greatest depth 950'), where the banks are wooded. We soon obtain

a view , to the N. , of the bay of Ag7io (see above) , with high

mountains behind it (Mte. Tamaro, Mte. Bigorio, etc.). The steamer

turns to the S., passing Figino on the left (with Mte. San Salvatore

in the distance, p. 451), to Brusimpiano on the right. We skirt

the wooded slopes of Mte. Arhostora (2710') on the left. In a bay

of the S. bank lies Porto or Porto Ceresio. (Railway to Varese^

see p. 460.) On a distant hill is the Madonna del Monte (p. 460).

The steamer turns to the N., to Morcote {Hot.-Restaurant Mor-
cote, with a terrace on the lake, pens, from 41/2 f^.), a little town,

with arcaded houses, picturesquely overlooked by a lofty church

and a ruined castle, and finely situated on the S. angle of Mte.

Arbostora. We follow the W. bank ; Brusin-Arsizio lies on the right.

The long indented crest of Mte. Generoso soon appears (p. 452).
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We toncli at Melide on the W,, and Bissone on the E. bank, and
pass through the railway -viaduct (^picturesque view through the

arch]. On the E. bank, Campione; interesting old frescoes in the

church of Madonna dell' Anuunziata. To the left. Mte. San Sal-

vatore (p. 451), to the right, Mte. Caprino (p. 451).

Lugano (three piers
)

, see p. 448. The St. Gotthard Railway

Station lies tdgh above the town, 1 M. from the lake.

The finest part of the lake is between Lugano and S. Mamette.

On the N. bank, Castagnola, picturesquely situated at the foot of Mte.

Bre (p. 451) ; then Gandria (Pension), with its lofty arcades and its

vine-terraces. The lake assumes a wilder character. Next are (1.)

Bellarma (frontier); Oria, with the Villa Bianci; Albogasio, with

a picturesque cturcli ; and San Mamette (Stella d'Italia)., most

romantically situated at the mouth of the Val Solda, with Castello

high above it (p. 452). The S. bank is wooded and abrupt. To the

left, Loggio, Cressogno, and Cima, opposite which (S.) lies Osteno

(Hot. du Bateau; Restaurant delta Grotta). with its curious 'grotto'

or gorge (return-ticket 2 fr. 35 c,; ticket for the grotto, sold on

board the steamer, 75 c).

The Grotto of Osteno (Orrido or Pescara. 'fisherman's gorge') is 7 miu.
from the pier. We go through the village ; outside the gate we descend
to the right on this side of the stone bridge, and cross the brook. The
gorge opens near a jutting rock (restaurant), with a small waterfall. A small
boat takes us into the grotto, which is occupied by the brook, and threads
its way between rocks curiously hollowed out by the water. Far above us
we see overhanging bushes, with glimpses ot blue sky. The gorge ends
with a waterfall. — Time permitting, the Tufa Grottoes of Eescia may
also be visited (1 hr. there and back). Boat (with two rowers, and back,
2 fr. each) round the headland to the E. of Osteno in 1/4 hr. to the hamlet of

Eescia; thence by a narrow path to the grottoes in 5 min. (adm. and torches,

1/2 fr.). From the second is seen a small waterfall in a gorge. Near them
are tufa-quarries, containing interesting fossils.

A road leads from Osteno to the S.W. to (5 M.) Lanzo d'Intelvi (3117';

Pens. Lanzo d'Intelvi; Caff^ Centrale., ddj. 2 fr.); 1 M. above it is situated
the ~Edt. Belvedere (pens. 10 fr.), pleasant for some stay, with a fine view
of Lake Lugano and the Alps with Mte. Rosa (Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer).
[Those bound for the Hotel Belvedere take the path to the right, V2 M.
short of Lanzo, which soon joins the road to the hotel.] A road also leads
to Lanzo from Maroggia (9 M. ; p. 452); another frOTo. Argegno on the Lake
of Como (I2V2 M.; p. 474). Near Lanzo (20 min.) are the baths of Paraviso.
Bridle-path to Mte. Generoso (p. 452), 41/2 hrs.

The N. bank of the lake now becomes rocky and precipitous.

At the N. end of this bay lies Forlezza (Alb. del Lago; Posta or

Angelo), with the Italian custom-house.
FfiOM PoRLEzzA TO Menaggio. The tramway (comp. p. 468) as-

cends the broad valley of the Cuccione, by Tavordo, San Pietro (last

view of Lake Lugano), and (21/2 M.) Piano, on the little Lago del

Piano (915'). Then more rapidly (4:100), by Bene-Grona, to

(5 M.) Grandola (1260'), the highest point on the line, 610' above
the Lake of Como. It next descends on the lofty right bank of the

Val Snnagra in numerous curves, being hewn in the rock at places

and supported by masonry. Beyond a tunnel the line takes a long
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bend, to the S., affording a delightful *View of the Lake of Como,
with its luxuriant banks, sprinkled with towns, villages, and villas,

and enclosed by high mountains. To the right are the beautiful

peninsula of Bellagio and the bay of Lecco. After running to the

S. for V2 M' the car turns back at a sharp angle and descends
rapidly (5: 100) to (8 M.) Menaggio (p. 472), where the terminus
is close to the pier and the Hotel Menaggio. Omnibus to Cade-
nabbia (p. 472).

112. The Lake of Como.
Steamboats (some of them fine saloon-boats ;

good restaurants) thrice
daily from Colico to Como 31/2-5 hrs. (5 times from Bellagio to Como;
8 times from Torriggia to Como); thrice between Colico and Lecco (33/4-

4V2 hrs.), and thrice between Como and Lecco (3V2 hrs.)- Tickets obtained
on board ; also for corresponding trains and for the Swiss diligence. Those
who embark at intermediate stations must get a ticket at the pier; other-
wise they are liable to be charged for the whole distance from Como or
Colico. in our description the stations with piers are marked P, small-
boat stations B. — Return Tickets from Bellagio, Cadenabbia, or Me-
naggio to Milan (steamboat to Como, thence by railway), valid for 8 days,
1st cl. 9 fr. 55, 2nd 7 fr. 85 c.

Eailway on the E. bank from Colico (p. 471) to Lecco (p. 476j, 24 M.,
in 1V4-2 hrs., of little interest to tourists. Numerous tunnels and viaducts.

Boats (barche). First hour I1/2 fr., each hour more 1 fr. per rower.
From Bellagio to Cadenabbia and back, or vice versa, each rower 2V2 fr-

;

Bellagio to Tremezzo, Bellagio to Menaggio, and Bellagio to Varenna also

2V2 fr- each rower ; Bellaggio to Villa Melzi , Villa Carlotta , and back,
each rower 3 fr. Cbasta uno\ i.e. 'one is enough", unless time is limited).

The boatmen reduce their fares at slack times. The following phrases
may be useful: 'Quanto volete per una corsa d'un ora (di due ore)f Siavio
due (tre, quattro) persone. E troppo; vi darb un franco (due franchi)\ etc.

— The boatmen generally expect a fee (buonamano) of V2-I fr. besides
the fare.

The *Lake of Como (700'), Ital. Lago di Como, or II Lario, the

Roman Lacus Larius, extolled by Virgil (Georg. ii. 159), is con-

sidered by many the finest lake in N. Italy. From the N. end to

Como it is 30 M. long; between Menaggio and Varenna it is nearly

21/2 M. broad; and its greatest depth is 1340'. At Bellagio (p. 472)
the lake divides into two arms, the Lake of Como (W.) and that of

Lecco (E.). The Adda falls into the lake at the N. end, and emerges

from it again at Lecco.
Numerous towns and villages , and many gay villas, of the Milanese

aristocracy, with luxuriant gardens and vineyards, are scattered along the
banks of the lake, and above these are groves of chestnuts and walnuts
of brilliant green, contrasting strongly with the dull-gray tint of the olive.

The variegated and fragrant oleanders add a great charm to summer. The
laurel grows wild. We also note beautiful saxifrages and orchids, the
rare Ceterach Maranthse, the maiden hair (Adianthum Capillus Veneris),
and other ferns. The mountains rise to 7400'. The scenery resembles that

of a vast river, the banks on both sides being near. The lake is well
stocked with fish, such as the palatable little '^Agoni, and trout CTrote'),
which run as high as 20 lbs.
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Eastern Bank.

Colico (P; Hot. Risi, well

spoken of; Restaurant IsolaBella)^

at tlie N. eud of tlie lake, p. 399.

Oyliasca, Dorio, and Corenno,

with a ruined castle.

Dervio (B), at the mouth of the

Varrone, and at the foot of Mte.

Legnone and its spur, Mte. Leg-
noncino (5678').

Monte Legnone (8565')-, the highest
peak in Lombardy, is ascended hence
in 7 hrs., with guide (easy for adepts,

and very attractive). Bridle-path to

(2 hrs.) Sueglio (2580'; '^Osteria Pin-
zetta, plain), and by Introzzo and
Stalle di Lavadh to the (2 hrs.) Ri-

covero of the I. A. C. near the Roccoli

Lorla (4460'; good quarters), on the
slope of the Legnoncino. Thence
21/4 hrs. to the Capanna Alpina (7010'

:

no quarters) and 1 hr. more to the
top, with superb view. The ascent
on the N. side, from Delebio (p. 43 0,
is easier: bridle-path up the Val
delta Lesina to the (4 hrs.) Alp Cap-
pello (4993), and over the Bocchetta di

Legnone in 3-372 hrs. to the top.

Bellano (P; *Alb. Bellano,

*Alh. Porta, both on the lake),

with 1400 inhab. and important

manufactories. From the pier,

by which there is a monument to

the poet Tom. Grossi (d. 1853),

a native of Bellano, a road leads

to the (8 min.) railway-station.

Going to the left of Alb. Bellano,

through the Via Cavour, then to

the right and again to the left, we
reach the church of San Giorgio

and the *Orrido, a subterranean

gorge, in which the Ploverna forms
two falls (adm. 1/2 f^"-)-

At Bellano opens the Val Sassina,
through w^hich a narrow road leads
to Taceno and (6 M.) Corienova, and
thence to Introlbio and Lecco.

Gittana is the landing-place

for the hydropathic of Regoledo,

500' above the lake (cable-tram).

Western Bank.

Gera (B). — Domaso (P), with

charming villas.

Gravedona (P ; Alb. Gravedona;

Alb. del Lauro\ with 1600 inhab.,

lies picturesquely at the entrance

of the Liro Ravine. At the upper

end of the village rises the Palazzo

del Pero with its four towers,

erected at the end ofthe 16th cent-

ury. Adjoining the old church of

San Vincenzo is the Baptister-

ium Santa Maria del Tiglio, of

the 12th cent. , containing two
Christian inscriptions of the 5th

century.
To the W. opens the Val di Grave-

dona, through which a fatiguing

bridle-path, crossing the Passo di San
Jorio (6415'), and descending the Val

Morobhia, leads to (10 hrs.) Bellinzuua

(p. 448). Provisions and guide neces-

sary; no inn on the route.

Dongo(P; Alb.Dongo), a large

vUlage in a sheltered situation.

On an abrupt rock above Musso
(B) are the three ruined castles

of Rocca di Mu^so, where the con-

dottiere Giov. Giac. de' Medici re-

sided in 1525-31 and held sway
over the whole lake.

Pianello and Cremia (B), with

the tasteful church of San Michele

(altar-piece of *St. Michael, by
Paolo Veronese).

Rezzonico (B), with a castle of

the 13th cent, on the hill, now
restored. Then Sant' Abbondio.

A dangerous footpath crosses the

precipice of II Sasso Rancio ('the

orange rock'), traversed by the

Russians under Bellegarde in

1799, when many lives were lost.

Acquaseria (P), the chief place

in the parish of Sanf Abbondio.
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Eastern Bank.

Varenna (P; *Royal Hotel
^

Engl, landlady, pens, from 7fr.

;

Alb. Vittoria, plain), with beau-
tiful gardens, is charmingly sit-

uated on a promontory at the

mouth of Val d^Esino. View from
the ruin of Torre di Vezio^ near

the hamlet of Vezio, high above
the town (i/2lir.). Near Varenna
several tunnels are hewn in the

rock for road and railway (p. 470j.
The marble from the adjacent

quarries is worked in the town.

To the S. (V4hr.) the Fiume
Latte f 'milk-stream'3 falls in sev-

eral leaps from a height of 1000'

(copious in spring, dry in sum-
mer).

*Monte Grigna (7907'; 8 hrs.) is a
fine point. From Varenna a bridle-
path leads on the right bank of the
Esifio by Perledo to i2y-> hrs.) Esino
C'Alb. Monte Godeno, moderate), pret-
tily situated. Thence (guide prudent

:

to the club-hut 4. top 7 fr.) to Alp
Cainallo lV2hr., Alp Prada I1/2 hr.,

Cluh Hut of the I.A.C. (5933') 1/2 hr.,
and the top (Grigna di Moncodine)
2 hrs. (the last part rather trying).
Superb view of the Alpine chain from
Mte. Viso to the Ortler (the Mte. Rosa
group particularly ^ne), and of the
plains uf Lombardy to the distant
Apennines. Steep descent on the W.
to the club-hut Capanna di Releggio
(5840') in the Val Neria. and to Man-
dello, or to the E. to Pasture in the
Val Sassi7ia (p. 471).

The lake is divided here by the Punta di Bellagio into two arms :

to the S.W. the Bat of Como, and to the S.E. the Bay of Lecco.

Western Bank.

Menaggio (P),— Tv^-o steamboat
Piers: one, to the N.. near Hotels
Victoria and Corona; the other, near
Hotel Menaggio, for the Steam Tram-
way to Porlezza (Lugano, p. 470).
Hotel-omnibuses at both piers. —
Hotels: *Geand Hotel Victoria, E..,

L., & A. from 51/4, B. I1/2. dej. SVz,
D. 5, pens. 8-13 fr., Engl. Ch. Serv.

;

*H6t. Menaggio, R.. L., & A. 8V2-
51/2, B. 11/2, dej. 3, D. 5, pens. 8-11 fr.,

both with gardens on the lake ; ''Co-

rona, Italian, second-class.

Menaggio (pop. 1000), with a

large silk-factory, affords a fine

view of Bellagio. A little way to

the S., on the lake, is the palatial

Villa Mylius. — A good road,

to the right of the Cadenabbia
and Como road, ascends in wind-
ings to (V2 br.) Loveno Superiore

and the Villa Vigoni (formerly

Mylius; gardener 1 fr.), which

adjoins the village-church. It af-

fords a superb view of Bellagio,

Menaggio, and the three arms of

the lake. A summer-house con-

tains two reliefs by Thorvaldsen

and a group in marble by Argenti.

— Near this are Villa Massimo
d'Azeglio, containing paintings by
the well-known author (d. 1866),
and Villa Garoviglio.

Finest view from the church of
Madonna della Breglia, an ascent of

IV2 hr. from the Villa Vigoni.

Bay of Como.

Eastern Bank. Western Bank.

Bellagio (P) . — Hotels (omn. at Cadenabbia (P). — Hotels (omn.
the pier). 'Grande Bretagne,*6rakd at the pier): *Bellevue, next Villa
Hotel Bellagio, two large first-class

I
Carlotta , with shady grounds on

hotels, beautifully situated on the
lake, R., L., & A. 51/2, B. IV2, dej. 81/2

the lake (closed Dec. Jan., & Feb.);
Belle-Ile, R., L., & A. 2-4, B. I1/4,

D. 0, pens. 10-16 fr, 5 *Villa Serbel-
|

dej. 21/4, D. 4, pens. 7-10 fr. •, -Brita?
LONi, a dependance of the Gr.-Hot.
Bellagio (pens. 9-14 fr.), in the fine

NiA, R. 2-4, L. 5/4, A. 1/2, B. 11/2, dej.

3, D. 41/2. pens. 7-12 fr., Hot.-Pens.
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Eastern Bank.

park mentioned below. — *Genazzini,

also well situated on the lake, R., L.,

& A. 31/2-5, B. IV2, dej.2V2,D.4, pens.

7-11 fr. — Plainer : *H6t. Flokexce,
R., L., <fc A. 21/2-4, B. 11/2, dej. 21/2,

D. 4, pens. 7V2-9 fr. ; Hot. du Lac,
with terrace on the lake, R. 2V2-4,
B. IV2, lunch 21/2, D. 31/2, pens. 7-

11 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Suisse, a. from
IV2, lunch 2V2, r>. 31/2, pens. 6-7 fr.

;

Hot.-Pens, des Etrangers, 7-8 fr.
\

all on the lake. — Beer at the

Etrangers and the Florence. — Boats,

p. 470. — Olive-wood, silk goods,

lace, and antiquities in numerous
shops. — Chemist, Lavizzari. — Eng-
lish Church, in the grounds of the

Grande Bretagne (April-Oct.).

Bellacjio (708'; pop. 800), at

the W. base of the promontory be-

tween the two arms of the lake, is

perhaps the most delightful spot

in the lake -district of N. Italy.

The church of San Giovanni con-

tains an altar-piece by Gaud.

Ferrari.

On the hill above Bellagio [25

min. from Genazzini's Hot. to the

highest point) stands the *Villa

Serbelloni (adm. 1 fr.
;
guests of

Grand-Hotel Bellagio free). The
park extends to the end of the

headland, and affords charming

views ofVarenna, YillaArcomati,

Carlotta, etc.

Going to the S. from the lower

entrance toYiila Serbelloni, and

passing the cemetery, we reach

[1 M.) a blue gate on the left side

of the road up the Vail' Assina (p.

477), the entrance to the Villa

Giulia of Count Blome of Vienna,

with beautiful gardens and ter-

races (adm. Y2 ^r.).

To -Civenna (p. 477) a delightful

excursion fcarr. 8 fr. 5 there and back
3 hrs.), with which a visit to the
Villa Gxulia is easily combined.

'Monte SanPrimo (5555' ; from Bel-
lagio 41/2 hrs.

;
guide 10 fr.), interest-

ing. We ascend by Villa Giulia and

Wbstbrn Bank.
Cadenabbia, 7-8 fr. — Cafi. Lavezuri.
— English Chvrch (April-Xov.).

Cadenabbia, 2 M. to the S. of

Menaggio, is the most sheltered

place on the lake.—A little way to

the S.W., in a garden sloping down
to the lake , stands the famous
*Villa Carlotta (formerly Som-
mariva). It was purchased by
Princess Albert of Prussia in

1843 , who named it after her

daughter Charlotte (d. 1855), and
it now belongs to the Duke of Saxe-

Meiningen. The gate is opened
every 1/2 ^^' (adm. 8-5 ; 1 fr. and
a small fee).

The 3IARBLE Saloon has a frieze

with celebrated ^Reliefs by Thorvald-
sen. the Triumph of Alexander (for

which Count Sommariva paid 14,286?.

sterling) ; it also contains sculptures :

-Cupid and Psyche, Magdalen , Pala-
medes, and Venus, all by Canova :

Mars and Venus, by Acquisti; Cupid
giving water to doves, by Bienaime,
etc. The Billiard Room contains
casts, and a chimney-piece with sculp-
tured frieze, representing a Bacchan-
alian procession, said to be an early
work of Thorvaldsen. In the Garden
Saloon are several modern pictures

;

also a marble relief of Xapoleon, as

consul, by Lazzarini.
The *Garden displays a wealth

of vegetation. Near the S. side of
the villa is a magnolia 1V-' ft. in
diameter. Striking view of Bellagio
from under the trees on the S. side of
the grounds. The burial- chapel of

the Sommariva family, to the S. of

the entrance, contains memorials in

marble.

Behind Cadenabbia rises the

Sasso San Martino.

Halfway up the Sasso lies the

little church of Madonna di San
Martino, with a cool spring and
superb view. Ascent I72 ^^- '• ^^
follow the road through Griante

to the little chapel of San Rocco,

and then a paved path.

Monte Crocione (5365'). a higher
hill to the W. (3V2-4hrs. ; with guide,
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Eastern Bank.

Casate to a (2 lira.) chapel ; thence by
the cart-road to the right to the chalets
of Villa and Borzo, and by a good
path to the (2'/2 hrs.) top : superb
view of Lake Como, the Brianza, and
the High Alps. Comp. p. 477.

On the Bay of Como, V2 ^- to

the S. of Bellagio, is the *Villa

Melzi, belonging to the Duchess
of Melzi, with many art-treasures

and a delightful garden (the latter

shown on Thurs. and Sat.; 1 fr.

and fee to gardener).

Villa Trivulzio, formerly Poldi^

with the mausoleum of the last

Gonzaga, and a round Roman-
esque tower (charming view).

San Giovanni (B) and Villa

Trotti.

Villa Besana.

Near Lezzeno (B) is one of the

deepest parts of the lake.

Nesso (B), at the mouth of the

ValdiNesso^ which ascends to the

Piano del Tivano (3800'), with a

waterfall in a narrow gorge.

Western Bank.

5 fr. ; fatiguing ; to avoid heat, start
at 2 a.m.), commands a striking view
of Lake Como and Bellagio. More ex-
tensiA'e, including theValaisian Alps,
from 'Monte Galbiga (5600'), adjoin-
ing the Crocione on the W., reached
from it by the ridge in 3/4 hr. Descent
hy Alp Po'nna to (3 hrs.) Ostenoi^. 4*39).

Tremezzo (P ;
*Hot.-Pens. Baz-

zoni, moderate ; *H6t. da Lac ^
Villa Carlotta ; Hot.-Pens. Belve-

dere^ recommended) is almost a

continuation of Cadenabbia. Be-
tween them is the Yilla Carlotta.

This district, the Tremezzina, is

justly called the 'Garden of Lom-
bardy'.

Fine walk (3-4 hrs. there and back)
bv Lenno (Ristor. Brentani) to Santa
Maria del Soccorso (1374'), a 'Mt. Cal-
vary' with a superb view (rfmts. at
the sacristan's); back by Mezzegra.

At the end of the long peninsula

of Lavedo is the Villa Arcomati,

formerly Balbianello, with its co-

lonnade. In the bay lie Azzano (B)

and Lenno (B) ; to the S. ofLenno
is Campo (B ; Ristoraute Gan-
dolfl), charmingly situated, and
beyond it Sala (B) ; between these

lies the islet of Comacina, with

the little church of San Giovanni.

Then Colonno (B).

Argegno (P ; Grand-Hotel Bel-

vedere; Alb. ^' Ristoraute Telo;

Alb. Barchetta ; Cafe Milanese, at

the pier), at the mouth of the

fertile Val Intelvi,

Road hence by Casiiglione and San
Fedele d'Intelvi (2522'; Alb. San. Rocco)
to (10 3L) Lanzo (carr. in 3 hrs.; see
p. 469).

Brienno (B), embosomed in

laurels.

Torrigia (P ; Ristorante Casa-
rico): on a headland, Villa Elisa.

To theS., on the lake, rises a lofty

Pyramid, erected by Jos. Frank,

a professor at Pavia (d. 1851).
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Eastern Bank.

Carenoj Quarsano ; Pognana
(B); Riva di Palanzo (P).

The Villa Pliniana, in the bay of

Molina, at the mouth of a narrow

gorge, erected in 1570 by Count

Anguissola, is now the property

of Marchesa Trotti. It derives its

name from a spring near it which
daily changes its level, a peculi-

arity observed by both thePlinys.

The quotations are inscribed on
the walls of the court.

Torno (P ; Bella Venezia); to the

S.bothbanks are dotted with villas.

Road to Como, see p. 477.

Villa Taverna; Villa Ferranti,

once the property of the famous
singer Mile. Pasta (d. 1865); Villa

Taglioni, once owned by the fam-
ous danseuse,

Blevio, with villas Mylius and
Ricordi; then, beyond Punta di

Geno, the villas Ratazzi^ Cornag-

gia, etc.

From Borgo SanVAgostino, the

N.E. suburb of Como, a new road

(carr. 8, with two horses 15 fr.)

and a cable-tramway (funicolare)

lead to (4 M.) Brunate (2405';

*Grand- Hotel Brunate; Hot. if

Restaurant Spaini; Bellavista, R.

11/2, B. 11/4, dej.2V2, D. 4fr.),

which affords a beautiful view ex-

tending on the W. to Monte Rosa.

Western Bank.

Germanello, Laglio, Carate (P

;

Alb. Lario), Vrio (B), all with fine

villas.

Moltrasio {V
',
Alb. Caramazza),

in a beautiful situation, with the

large Palazzo Passalacqua, rising

above terraced gardens.

Villa Volpi, formerly Pizzo, on
a long headland. High above it

is the church of Rovenna.
Cernobbio (P ; omn. at the pier

and at theComo station ;
* Gr.-Hoi.

Villa d'Este et Reine d Angleterre,

with fine park, R., L., & A. 3,

lunch 3, D. 4, board 6-9 fr.; Hot.

Reine Olga et Cernobbio, R.,L.,

& A. 2-3, lunch 21/9, D. 31/2,

pens. 6-8 fr. ; *Alb. Milano, Ital-

ian), with the villas Belinzaghi,

Baroggi, etc. Tramway to Como.
The Monte Bisbino (4385'), with

a pilgrimage - church (fine view), is

easily ascended from Cernobbio or

Brienno (p. 474) in 3 hrs.

Farther on, villas Cima, Gon-
zalez; then Villa TavernoZa, below
the mouth of the Breggia.

* Villa delV Olmo (shown to

visitors), formerly Raimondi, now
that of Duke Yisconti-Modrone,

with gorgeous rooms and splendid

park, is at Borgo Vico, the N.W.
suburb of Como.

Como, see p. 476. Omnibus
to the station 30 c.

Lake of Lecco.

The S.E. arm of the Lake of Como, 12 M. long, is grander, but less rich
than the S.W. arm. The E. bank is skirted by the railway mentioned
at p. 470. Steamers thrice daily between Bellagio (Como) and Lecco, and
thrice daily between Colico and Lecco (comp. p. 470).

The steamer rounds the Punta di Bellagio (p. 472). Then (1.)

Lierna (B), at the foot of the steep Cima Pelaggia; fine view to the

N.
;
(r.) Limonfa (B), Fas5ena(B), Onno{^'), (1.) OZcio, at the base

of Mte. Grigna (p. 472). Farther on, (1.) Tonzanico and Mandello
(P; Corona), at the foot of Mte. Campione; then Abbadia (B), at
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tlie month of Val Gerona. On the W. bank, a row of cement-kilns,

at the foot of the Corni di Canzo (4510'J. Opposite Lecco lies (r.)

Pare.1 at the mouth of the Ritorto (see helow), separated from Malgrate

by the promontory of San Dionigio. Malgrate lies at the entrance

of Val Madrera, through which a road and railway lead to Como via

Erba (see below). The lake contracts to the river Adda, which is

crossed by the Ponte Grande, in ten arches, built in 1335.

Lecco (P; pop. 6100; *Alb. Mazzoleni, at the pier; Croce di

Malta; Corona, all in the Italian style), a busy town with silk and

cotton factories and iron-works, at the foot of Me. Resegone (QiQO'),

is famous as the scene of Manzoni's 'Promessi Sposi'. In the Piazza

are statues of Manzoni (1785-1873) and Garibaldi, by Confalonierl.

Pleasant walks to the hill of San Gerolamo and the (2 hrs.) pilgrim-

age-church on Mte. Barro (3150'; *View).
From Lecco to Milan (31V2 M.), railway by Monza in 2-2V2 hrs., and

to Bergamo (20V2 M.) in I'A hr., see Baedeker'' s Northern Italy.

From Lecco to Como (26 M., railway in 11/2-2 hrs.)- The line crosses

the Adda below the Ponte Grande, skirts the S. end of the Lake of Lecco
(tunnel), and at (21/2 M.) Val Madrera enters the valley of the Ritorto.

Next stations (8^/4 M.) Civate, and (5 M.) Sala al Barro., on the pretty Lago
cTAnnone., whence the *Monte Barro (3313'), a splendid point of view, may
be easily ascended in 21/2 hrs. ; a good bridle-path fborse 31/2 fr., incL
fee) leads to the (2 hrs.) ''Albergo di Monte Barro (279U'), well situated,

with extensive grounds ; thence to the top V2 hr. more. From Lecco
the ascent may also be made from the pilgrimage-church (see above) in

V2 hr. ; or we may drive by a picturesque road (carr. 5, with two horses

10 fr.) to Galhiate, and ascend thence on foot or on mule-back. — Near
(71/2 M.) Oggiono the line quits the Lago d'Annone and runs W., leaving the

small lakes of Pusiano and Alserio on the right. At (13 M.) Merone we cross

the line from Incino-Erba to Milan (p. 477). — 15 M. Anzano del Parco; 19 M.
Cantii; 23 M. Albate-Camerlaia (p. 478); 26 BI. Como (see below).

Como. — *H6tel Volta, Piazza Cavour, with caf^-restaurant, R., L., &
A. 3-6, B. 11/2, D. 5, pens. 8-12 fr. •, Grand-Hotel Plinius, a large new
house on the quay, "Italia, E,., L., & A. 21/2-4, B. I1/2, lunch 21/2, D. 4,

pens, from 7 fr.
-,
"'Hot. M£tropole & Pexs. Suisse, with cafe-restaurant,

pens. 71/2-IO fr., both in the Piazza Cavour; Hot. -Pens. Bellevue (8-10 fr.),

with Caf4-Restaurant Marinoni. — ''Trattoria Frasconi , in a recess of

Piazza Cavour, at the end of a street at right angles to the harbour. —
Caffi Plinio, next door to the Volta. — Baths in the lake, by the Giardino
Pubblico (to the left, beyond the pier; bath and towels 70c.). — The
Station of the St. Gotthard Railway (Stazione Como San Giovanni or Med-
iterranea) lies 1/2 M. to the S.W. of the pier (omn. 30 c. ; free to holders of

through-tickets). A second station (Stazione Como Lago or Ferrovie Nord),
for the lines Saronno- Milan and Varese - Laveno (p. 460), is 4 min. to

the E. of the pier. — Comp. the small map, p. 449.

Como (705'; pop. 11,000), the birthplace of the younger Pliny

and of Yolta, the physicist (whose Statue by P. Marchesi is on the

"W. side, near the harbour), now busy with its silk-industry, lies

at the S.W. end of the Lake of Como, in an amphitheatre of moun-
tains. The ^Cathedral, begun in the Lombard-Gothic style in 1396,

and altered in the Renaissance style by Tom. Rodari in 1513-21,

is built entirely of marble, and is one of the finest in N. Italy.

Adjacent is the Broletto (formerly the town-hall, now containing
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the arckives), of 1215, curiously built of stones of different colours.

In the Piazza Victoria, a bronze Statue of Oaribaldi, by Vela. —
Outside the tO"vvn, on the promenade, is the highly ornate church

of the Santissima Annunziata, of the 17th cent.
; 7-2 ^- beyond it,

on the hillside, is the handsome BasiZica Sant' Abbondio, of the

8th and 11th centuries.

ExcuKSioNs. On the E. bank a road leads high up on the hillside,

aftording a variety of charming views , to (31/2 M.) Torno (p. 475). —
Brnnafe, see p. 475; the station of the cable-tramway (Funicolare) is I1/2 M.
from the 'Slazione Ferrovia Nord'', on the lake (fare up IV2. down 1, return
n fr. i trains every '^khi.). The line is about 2/3^1. long: steepest gradient
24:100.

Fkom Como to Eeba and Bellagio (about 27 M.), a pleasant drive or
walk (one-horse carr., in 5-6 hrs. ; 25, gratuity 3 fr.). We follow the
Lecco road from Porta Milanese, and gradually ascend the hills to the E.
The lake is hidden by the wooded Mte. San Maurizio; on theS. we overlook
the country towards Milan ; to the S.E. lies the Srianza, an undulating and
very fertile tract, 12 31. long, 6 M. wide, lying between the Lambro and
Adda , and stretching on the N.E. to Lecco. This district is a favourite
resort of the Milanese , who have numerous villas here. The church of
the village of Camnago, to the N. of the road, contains Volta's tomb (p. 476).
Farther on, to the S. of the road, near a small lake, is the sharp ridge of
ilontorfano. Isear Cassano is a leaning tower. Beyond Albesio are disclosed
the valley of Erba ( Pian d^Erba) and the lakes of Alserio, Pusiano, and
Anno?ie, above which, to the E., rise the Corni di Canzo (4510') and the
serrated Resegone di Lecco (6160').

Ifear (9 M.) Erba (1017'; Inn), a small town in a very fertile district,

are several villas, the finest being Villa Amalia^ on the N.W. side.. Near
/«cino, with its lofty Lombard tower, ^/ihr. to the S.E. of Erba, stood the
Liciniforum of the Romans, mentioned by Pliny. — Railway from Incino-
Erba to Milan, by San Pietro, 27i/2 M., in IV2 hr.

Beyond Erba we cross the Lambro, which is artificially conducted into
the Lago di Pusiano, a little way to the S.E. Just beyond it the Bellagio
road diverges to the left from the Lecco road, passes through Longone,
and skirts the narrow Lago del Segrino. The next place is (5 M.) Canzo
(Croce di Malta), which extends almost to (1 M.) Asso (joint pop. 3200).
At the entrance to Asso is a large silk-factory (Casa Versa).

The road gradually ascends the pretty Vail'' Assina, the valley of the
Lambro, with wooded slopes, through the villages of (2 M.) Lasnigo, (2 M.)
Barni, and Magreglio, where it becomes steeper. First view of both arms
of the lake from the top of the hill near the (1 M.) Chapel.

A charming 'Survey of the whole E. arm to Lecco, and beyond, is ob-
tained beyond the first church of (1 M.) Civenna (^Bellevue; Angela, rustic,
R. 1 fr.), with its graceful tower. The road runs for 2 M. on the top of
the wooded hill which terminates in the headland of Bellagio. From the
chapel onwards we obtain striking views of the Bay of Como, the Tremeii-
zina with the Villa Carlotta and Cadenabbia (p. 472), the E. arm (Lake of
Lecco), a long strip of the road, resting on masonry and embankments,
and of the railway, on the E. bank, the entire lake from the promontory
of Bellagio to Domaso (p. 471), the lower hills, and far below us the Ser-
belloni park (p. 473), on a height apparently no larger than a mole-hill.

The road winds down for nearly 3 M.
,
passing Villa Giulia (p. 473) and

the cemetery of Bellagio. From Civenna to the hotels at Bellagio on the
lake (p. 473) about 6 M.

An interesting but rather fatiguing digression (very stony at places)
may be made by ascending *Monte San Primo (p. 473; 6555'; 4-5 hrs.; with
guide) from Canzo, and descending to (272 hrs.) Nesso or (3 hrs.) Bellagio.
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113. From Como to Milan.
3'1 M. Railway l.y Monza (comp. p. 476) in IWls/* lir. (fares 5 fr.

45, 3 fr. 80, 2 fr. 70 c; express fares 6 fr., 4 fr. 20 c.); another line runs by
Camnago and San Pietro (27 M., in I1/2 hr.). Teamwat from Como to Milan
(station at Como near the pier) o\ Lomazzo, Saronno, Bollate, Novate^ and
Bovi$a (29 M., in 2-2'/2 hrs.).

Como, see p. 476. — On a hill near (3 M.) Albate-Camerlata rises

the tower of Castello Baradello, where Frederick Barbarossa occa-

sionally resided. 51/2 ^^' Cucciago (tunnels)
;
1^/2'^^. Cantu Asnago;

91/.2 M. Carimate; 12 M. Camnago. The hilly district to the right

and left is the fertile Brianza (p. 477) ; in the background, the long,

indented Mte. Eesegone (p. 477). lo^o M. Seregno ; 171/2 M. Desio.

21 M. Monza (pop. 18,500; Alb. del Castello e Falcone), an old

town. The Cathedral, founded in 595 by Queen Theodolinde, rebuilt

in the 14th cent., contains the ^Iron Crown of the Lombard kings

and a rich treasury (1 fr.). The royal Summer Palace near Monza
has a fine large park. Railway to Lecco, seep. 476.

25 M. Sesto San Giovanni.

30 M. Milan. — The Station (PI. F, G, 1; Restaurant) is a handsome
building adorned with frescoes and sculptures. Cab into the town (day or
night) l^n fr. ; each trunk 25 c : hotel-omn. I-IV2 fr. — Tramway from
station to town 10 c. — Porter for luggage under 100 lbs. 50c. — The Milano-
Novd Station (PI. C, 4) is for 8aronno-Como. Laveno, etc.

Hotels. *H6tel de la Ville (PI. a; F, 5), Corso Vittorio Emanuele;
*H6t. Cayoue (PI. b ; F, 3), Piazza Cavour; -G».-H6t. Milax (PI. c; F, 3, 4),
Via Al. Manzoni 29; 'Hot. Continental (PI. e; E, 4), Via Al. Manzoni

;

all these of the first class: R., L., <fe A. from 41/2, I>- 5, B. IV2, omn. IV2 fr.

— Less expensive: 'Geande Beetagse & Reichmann (PI. d; D, E, 6),

Via Torino 45; 'Meteopole (PI. q: E, 5), Piazza del Duomo ; Rebecchino
(PI. p; E. 5), Via Santa Margherita; ='Eueopa (PI. f; F,5), Corso Vitt. Ema-
nuele 9; *3Iaxin (PI. k; F, 2), Via Manin, near the Giardini Pubblici

;

-Roma (PL g; F, 5), Corso Vitt. Emanuele 7: Xazionale (PI. s ; E, 4), Piazza
deUa Scala 4; ==Pozzo (PI. 1; F. 6), Via Torino, D. 41/2 fr. ; *Feancia (PI. m;
F, 5). Corso Vitt. Emanuele 19. — 'Centeal St. Marc (PI. h; E, 6), Via
del Peace, R. from 21/2- B. IV2, D. 4 fr. ; 'Bella Vexezia (PI. i; E, F, 5),

Piazza San Fedele; *Anc6ea (PL n; F, 5), Via Agnello ; 'Victoeia & Lion
(PL 0; G, 4, 5), Corso Vitt. Emanuele; Biscione & Bellevue, Piazza Fon-
tana, next the Piazza del Duomo, R., L., <fe A. 8, D. incl. wine 4 fr. ; Hotel-
Pension Suisse, Via Visconti, commercial; "Bellini's Terminus Hotel
(PL v; G, 1), near the rail, station, R., L., &. A. 474, D. 4 fr.

Restaurants ( Trattorle). 'Rebecchino (see above); Biffi, Gambrinn*-
H'dle, 'Savini, these three in the Galleria Vitt. Emanuele; 'Cora, with
garden, Via San Giuseppe; Orologio, near the cathedral, etc. — Cafes. *Biffi,

Campari, both in the Galleria Vitt. Emanuele ; Cova , see above ; Martini,

Accademia, Piazza della Scala; Antille, Via Aless. Manzoni ; Cate in the

Giardini Pubblici (p. 480). Caffe latte. cotTee with milk: cafT^nero, black
coffee. — Beer ('birra^) at the cafes (30 c. per "tazza"). Also at the Gam-
hrinux-Halle (see above); Birreria Milanese, Via Dante; Birreria Nazionale,

opposite the cathedral; Birreria Svizzera, next to Hotel Metropole.
Baths. Bagno di Diana (PL H, 2), outside Porta Venezia ; Bagni Dufour,

Via San Vittore; Bagno delV Anniimiata, Via Annunziata 11.

Cabs C^Broughams') 1 fr. per drive, at night I'A fr.
;
per V2 hr. i, per

hr. l'2fr. ; from station to town, IV4 fr.

Tramway (electric and horse lines) every 5 min. (10 c.) from the Piazza

del Duomo to most of the city gates and to the Cimitero. — Steam Tramway
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to Monza (p. 478) in 1 hr. (60-80 c.) ; also to Saronno-Como (p. 476), Giussano^
Vaprio^ etc.

Post Office (PI. E, 6), near the cathedral, Via Rastrelli 20, behind the
Palazzo Reale, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Telegraph Office (PI. E, 6), Piazza dci

Mercanti 19, N.W. side of Piazza del Duomo.
Theatres. Teatro alia Scala (PI. E, 4), the largest in Italy next to San

Carlo at Naples, for operas, open during the Carnival only. Teatro Lirico

InternazionaU^ Via Larga (PI. F, 6). Teatro Manzoni (PI. E, 5), Piazza della

Scala, comedies. Teatro dal Verme (PI. D, 4), operas and ballet. Teatro
Filodrammatico (PI. E, 4), operas.

English Church Service, Via Andegari 8.

Milan (for a full description, see Baedekers Northern Italy'),

rebuilt after its total destruction in 1162 by Emp. Frederick Barba-

rossa, is the capital of Lombardy, and one of the wealthiest manu-
facturing cities in Italy, silk being the staple commodity. The city

is upwards of 7 M. in circuit and has a population of 426,000, in-

cluding the suburbs and the garrison of 5000 men.
The centre of business and traffic, and the focus of the tramway

and omnibus system, is the *Piazza del Duomo (PL E, F, 5), re-

cently much extended, and flanked with palatial edifices, design-

ed by Gius. Mengoni. In the middle of the piazza is an Equestrian

Statue of Victor Emanuel II., by E. Rosa (1896).
The Gothic **Cathedral (PI. E, F, 5), one of the largest church-

es in Europe , built entirely of white marble , and adorned with 98
turrets and 2000 statues, was begun in 1386 by the splendour-

loving Giangaleazzo Visconti, and completed by Napoleon I. — The
importunate valets-de-place should be disregarded.

The **Inteeiob, with its double aisles, borne by 52 pillars, and its beauti-
ful stained windows, is very impressive. In the S. aisle, a -Monument to

Giacomo and Gahriele de' Medici, by Leoni, erected in 1564 by Pope Pius IV.
in memory of his brothers. '-Stained Glass Windoios in the choir. An ancient
sarcophagus of St. Dionysius, in porphyry, is now a Font. The subterranean
Cappella San Carlo contains the tomb of San Carlo Borromeo (in summer
5-10, in winter 7-10 a.m. ^ at other times, fee of 1 fr.).

The ascent (in the corner of the right transept) of the 'Roof and Towek
(354'; ticket 25 c.-, 157 stepa to the roof) enables the visitor to inspect the
architecture of the exterior more closely, and to enjoy a noble prospect
of the Alps and Apennines (Panorama by Bossoli, 1 fr.).

The *Galleria Vittorio Emanuele (PI. E, 5), a fine arcade built

by Gius. Mengoni in 1865-72, adorned with statues of 24 famous
Italians, connects the Piazza del Duomo with the Scala.

In the Piazza della Scala (PI. E, 4) rises a marble statue of Leo-
nardo da Vinci (d. 1519), byMagni. On the pedestal are his pupils

Cesare da Sesto, Marco da Oggiono, Salaino, and Boltraffio.

Of the other eighty churches of Milan the following are note-

worthy. *Sant' Ambrogio (PI. C, 6), founded by St. Ambrose in the
4th cent., re-erected in the 12th, contains an 'Ecce Homo' by Luini,
and several old monuments. — *Santa Maria delle Grazie (PI. B, 5),

of the 15th cent., attributed to Bramante, contains pictures by Fer-
rari, Caravaggio, and Luini. In the refectory of the monastery is

Leon, da Vinci's far-famed **Last Supper, painted on the wall in

oils, and now almost obliterated (daily 9-4, 1 fr. , Sun. 12-3 gratis).
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— Santa Maria presso San Celso (PI. E, 8), by Bramante, also con-
tains good pictures. — San Maurizio (PI. C, 5} has tine frescoes by
Luini. — *San Lorenzo (PI. D, 7) once formed part of a Roman
bath ; the isolated colonnade is borne by sixteen Corinthian columns.
— San Carlo Borromeo (PI. F, 4:), completed in 1847, contains

two groups in marble by Marchesi.

The *Brera (PL E, 3), or Palazzo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti,

contains the Public Library (300,000 vols., 1000 MSS.), a Collection

of Coins (50,000), the Observatory, Casts from the antique, an
Archaeological Museum, and a most interesting *Picture Gallery

[Pinacoteca; adm. daily 9-4, 1 fr., Sun. and holidays 12-3 gratis),

the chief treasure of which is *RaphaeVs 'Sposalizio', or Marriage
of the Virgin, painted in 1504.

The famous *Bibliotlieca Ambrosiana (PL D, E, 5), open daily

10-3, Sun. and holidays 1-3 (fee 1/2 fr.), founded in 1609 by Card.

Fed. Borromeo, contains 160,000 vols, and 15,000 MSS. Among the

pictures is *Raph.aeVs cartoon for his School of Athens.

The *Mnseo Poldi-Pezzoli (PL F, 4), Via Moroni 10, contains

an admirable collection of weapons, pictures, sculptures in marble,

bronze, and terracotta , furniture , tapestry , trinkets , etc. , ex-

hibited in the house of the founder (d. 1879). Adm. daily 9-4,

50c. ; Sun. and holidays 11-3, free; catalogue 1 fr.

The *Ospedale Maggiore (PL F, 6), a remarkably fine brick

edifice, begun by Ant. Filarete of Florence in 1457, contains nine

different courts. The external terracotta incrustation is observed

on other Milanese buildings, but the facade of the Ospedale with its

rich and beautiful windows is probably unsurpassed.

The Castello (PL D, 3, 4), adjoining the Piazza d'Armi, once

the seat of the Visconti and Sforza, is now a barrack. Behind it

lies the Arena, a kind of circus for 30,000 persons, founded by
Napoleon I. (fee 72^^.). On the N.W. side of the Piazza d'Armi
rises the *Arco del Sempione(Pl. B, 2), a triumphal arch of marble,

founded by Napoleon in 1804 by way of termination to the Simplon
road, and completed in 1858 (107 steps to the top).

The Giardini Pubblici (PI. F, G, 2, 3), between the Porta Ve-
nezia and Porta Nuova , are the chief promenade. In the older part

is the ^Salone\ containing the Museo Artistico (daily 11-4; 1 fr.

;

Sun. andThurs. gratis). On the W. side is the Museo Civico, contain-

ing natural history collections (same hours of adm.
; Y2 ^^0- ^* ^^^

W. entrance to the new Giardino Pubblico is the Piazza Cavour, with

a Statue of Cavour in bronze, by Tabacchi (1865).
The *Cemetery [Cimitero; 50 acres), outside Porta Tenaglia

(PL C, D, 1), contains fine monuments (several with marble statues

of mourners) and a 'Tempio di Cremazione'. *View of the Alps.
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Aaberli-Alp 47.

Aadorf 54.

Aarau 23.

Aarberg 230.

Aarburg 17.

Aare, tbe 12. 14. 15. 23.

154 leO. 164. 169. 191
230. etc.

— Glaciers, the 199.

— , Gorge of the 191.

Aathal 48.

Abbadia 475.

Abbaye, L^ 231.

S. Abbondio (Lake of

Como) 471.
— (near Lugano) 450.

Abendberg, the 171.

Abgschiitz 140.

Ablandschen 213.

Abondance 271.

Abschwnng 199.

Achtelsassgratli 143.

Acletta 131. 389.

— , Piz d' 131.

Acqua, Hospice all' 326
— , Piz deir 429.

Acquarossa 394.

Acquaseria 471.

Adda, the 399. 436. 439
470. etc.

Adelboden 206.

Adige, the 442.

Adler Glacier 855. 349.— Pass 355.

Adligenswyl 111.

St. Adrian 110.

Adula Mts. 400.

Aela Hut 405. 406.
— Pass 406.

— , Piz d' 405. 406.

^Ipeltispitz 373.

Aemsigen-Alp 109.

iErlen Glacier 198.

^rnen 328. 329.
iEsch 10. 150.

— , Im 78.

iEschach 58.

^schi 165.

Aeagst 87.

Afifoltern 22. 87.

Agassizhorn 199.

Agassiz-Joch 199.

St. Agata 458.

Ageri 86.

Agerisee 86.

Agittes, Aux 259.

Agno 463.

Agogna, Val d' 466.

Aguagliouls 421.

Agums 442.

Ai, Lae d' 265.

— , Tour d' 259.
Aigle 258.

Aiguille Grise 289.

— , Plan de V 288.
— Verte 2S6. 291.
Aiguilles Dorees 308.
— 3Iarbrees 290.
— Rouges (Argentiere)

291.
(Ghamonix) 280.
(Val d'Herensj334

, Glacier des 334.

Aira della Palza 409.

Airolo 120. 128-

Ala, Piz 409.
Alagna 358.

Albana, Piz d" 405.

Albate 478.

Albbruck 25.

Albert-Hauenstein 25.

Albesio 477.

Albeuve 266.

Albigna, Cascata delF
438.— Glacier 409. 438.

— , Val 438.

Albinen 205. 206.

Albis, the 44.

Albisbrunn 87.

Albls-Hochwacht 44.

Albogasio 469.

Albris, Piz 422.
Albristhorn 207.

Albrunhorn 328.

Albrun Pass 328.

Albula, the 379. 382. 402.
406.

Albulahorn 406. 427.

Albula Pass 406.

Aletschbord 328.
Aletsch Glacier, the Great

188. 327. 328.

, the Upper 320. 828.
Aletschhorn 320. 327.
Algaby 323.
AUalin Glacier 355.
Allalinhorn 353.
Allalin Pass 855.
Allaman 247. 257.

Ba£DEK£B, Switzerland. i8th Edition.

Allamands, Les 274.
Allee, Alp de r 339.
-, Col de r 336. 340.
— , Pigne de V 339, 340.
— Blanche 299.

, Glacier de V 293.
300.

Allenbach-Thal 207.

Allenwinden 86.

Alleves 309.

Alliaz, Bains de V 252.
Allieres 266.
Allinges, Les 270.

Allmannsdorf 33.

Allmendhubel 177.

Allweg lOS.

Almagell 354.

A^lpbach Gorge 191.

Alphubel 353.
- Joch 354.

.\lpien 322.

Alpiglen 184.

Alpina. Lower and Up-
per 414. 415.

Alpligen Glacier 124.
— Liicke 124.

Alpnach 139.

— , Lake of 108. 139.

Alpnachstad 108. 139.

Alpschelenhubel 203.

Alpthal 112. 113.

Alserio, Lago d' 476.

Altdorf 117.

Alteingrat 377.

Altels 204.

Alten-Alp 63.

Altendorf 47.

Altenorenstock 75. 130.

Altmann 63.

Altmatt 114.

Altorf 117.

Alt-St-Johanu 68.

Alt^taffel 330.

Altstatten (Rhine Valley)

65.

Altstetten (near Zurich)
23. 87.

Alvaschein 403.

Alvascheiner Alp 377.

Alveneu 379.
— Bad 405.

^

Alvier 52. 66.

Alzasca, Lago di 456.

Alzo 466.

Ambri 122.

31
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Amden 49.

Amdener Berg 49.

Amianthe 315.

Amisbiihel 167.

Ammerten Glacier 207.

211.
— Grat 207. 211.

Ammertenliorn 210.
Ammerten Pass 211.
Amphion, Bath 271.

Amselfluli 370.
Amsoldingen 162. 213.
Amsteg 118.

Andeer 396.
Andelfingen 35.

Andermatt 126.

Andennatten 331.
Andey, Pointe d' 279.
Andolla, Pizzo d' 323.
Anengrat 327.
Angera 464.
Anieres 270.

St. Anna, Castle of 57.

—, Glacier of 126.
Annemasse 278.

Anniviers, Val d' 338.
Annone, Lago d' 476.
Anterne, Col d' 283.

Antey-St-Andr^ 361.
St. Anthony, Chapel 59.

Anthy 270.

Antigine Pass 324.

— , Pizzo d' 324.
Antigorio, Val 331.

St. Anton (Arlberg) 444.
St. Antonien 372.
— Joch 372. 445.
S. Antonio (near Poschia-
vo) 435.

—, Bocchetta di 455, 456.
Antrona Pass 324.

Antronapiana 324.
Anzasca, Val 358. 465.

Anzeindaz 269.

Aosta 303.

Appenzell 61.

^, Canton 58.

Apples 247.

Aprica, Passo d' 436.

Aquila 394.

Arbedo 402.

Arbenhorn 340.

Arblatsch. Piz d' 404.

Arbola, Bocchetta d' 328.

— , Punta d' 328.

Arbole, Chalets d' 305.

Arbon 83.

Arbostora, Mte. 468.

Ardenno 437.
Ardetz 430.

Ardon 269. 316.

Arenaberg 28. 34.

Areu, Pointe d' 279.

Areue Valley 400.

Areuse, see Reuse.
Argegno 474.

Argentiere 291.

—, Aiguille d' 291.

— , Col d' 291.

— , Glacier d' 291.

Argentine 261. 268.
Arina, Piz 434.

Arias, Mt. 412.
Arlberg 444.

Arlesheim 10.

Armeno 464.

Armillon 212.

Arnaz 306.

Arnex 230.

Ami-Alp 137.
Arnon, Lac d' 264.

Arola 466.

Arolla 334.

— , Glacier d' 334.
—, Pigne d' 315. 333. 334.
Arona 464.

Arosa 369.
Arpette, Clocher d' 308.
— , Fenetre & Valle'e d'

295. 308.

Arpiglia, Piz d' 429.

Arpille 262. 295.

Arpitetta, Alp d' 339.

— , Pointe d' 339.

Artas, Val d' 423.
Arth 110.
— Goldau 115. 102.

Arve, the 278. 279. 284.

291. 296. etc.

Arveye 265.
Arveyron, Source of the

286.

Arvier 303.

Arvigo 402.

Arvigrat 139.

Arzier 257.

Arzinol, Pic d' 333.

Ascona 458.

Asnago 478.

Assa, Val d' 434.

Assina, Vair 477.

Asso 477.

Astras Dadaint 433.— Dadora 433.

. Piz d' 433.
Attinjrhausen 118.

Au, Convent (near Ein-
siedeln) 113.

(Lake of Zurich) 47.

(Rhine Valley) 65.

Auberg, the Grosse 47.

St. Aubin 224.

Aubonne 247. 257.

Audon, Becca d' 264.

Audoz, Crete d' 244.

Auengiiter 75.

Aufallaz, Pointe d' 261.
Augst 19.

Augstbord Pass 342.
Augstholz 149.

Augstmatthom 172.
Aul, Piz 386. 387.
Ault, Piz 389.

Aurona Glacier 321.
— , Punta d' 321.

Ausser-Ferrera 396.
Auvernier 222.
Avancon, the 259. 268.
Avants, Les 255. 267.
Aven 269.

Avenches 229.

Averser-Thal 396.
Avigna, Val 433.

AvoUions, Les 314,
Avril, Mont 315.
Avrona 432.

Axalp 193.

Axalphorn 193.

Axenberg or Axenfluh
99. 117.

Axenfels 97.

Axenstein 97.

Axenstrasse 99.

Avas, Val d' 360.

Ayent 212.

Ayer 339.

Ayerne, Chalets dl 273.

Aymaville 303.

Ayutz, Piz 431.

Azzano 474.

Baar 85.

Baceno 331.

Bach-Alp 189.

Bachistock 80.

Bachtel 48.

Bachtelen 159.

Bacone, Piz 409.

Baden 21.

Badile, Piz 437.
Badus 126. 392.

Bageschwand-Hohe 148.

Bagnes, Val de 313.
Baldegg 150. 22.

Baldegger See 150.
Bale 2.

Balen 352.

Balerna 454.

Balfrinhorn 354. 343.
Ballaigues 231.

Ballaliina 406-

Ballenbiihl 149.

Balliswvl 226.

Ballwvl 149.

Balme 279. 302.

— , Aig. de 296.
— , Chalet a la 298.

Col de 296.
— , La 296.
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Balmenhorn 350.

BalmereggliorQ 140.

Balmliorn 204.

Balmuccia 467.

Balmwand 78.

Balsthal 13.

Baltschieder-Jocli 208.

Balzers 66.

Bannalp Pass 100. 135.

Bannio 356. 467.

Baradello, Castello 478.

Baranca, Col di 467.

Barberine, the 293.

— Club Hut 274. 282. 293.

— , Col de 274.

Bard 306.

Baregg 186.

Biirengrube 138.

Bargias, Piz 72.

Bargis 3S4.

Barma, La 314. 333.

Barmaz, La 361.

Bami 477.

Barrborn 342.

Barrjocb 342.

Barro, Monte 476.

Barscbwyl 10.

Barthelemy, Val St. 305.

Baseglia, Mt^ 429.

Basel, see Bale.
— Augst 19. 4.

Basodino, the 330. 456.
Basset, Le 253.

Batiaz, La, Castle 262.

Batie, Bois de la 242.

Batten-Alp 193.

Batzenheid 67.

Bauberg-Alp 95. ICO.

Biiucblen 147.

Bauen 96. 99.

Baugy 253.

Baulmes 224.

— , Aig. de 225.

— , Mont de 225.
Bauma 53.

Baumgarten-Alp 76.

Baveno 462.

Bavona, Val 456.

Bazberg 125.

St. Beatenberg 166.

Beatenbucbt 165.

St. Beatusbad 166.
Beatusboble 166.

Bechburg 13.

Beckenried 95.

Bedretto 326.

— , Val 326.

Bee 460.

Begnins !i57.

Belch firn 320.

BeichPass 320.

Beinwyl IcO.

Bel Achat, Plan 287.

Belalp 319.

Belalphorn 320.

Belfort, ruin 379.

Belgirate 464.

Bellagio 472.

— , Punta di 472.

Bellano 471.

Bellanna 469.

Bella Tola 341.

Bellavista 453.

— , Fuorcla 424.

Bellegarde Valley 213
Bellenhochst 171.

Bellerive 10. 270.

Bellevue 245. 257.

— , Pavilion de 297.

Bellinzona 447. 124.

BeUwald 326.

Belmeten, or
Belmistock 117.

Bel-Oiseau 292. 293.
Belotte 270. 244.

Belp 159.

Belpberg 159.
Belvedere (Macugnaga)

357.
— fLittle St. Bernard)

302.

Bendlikon 47.

Bene-Grona 469.
Berard, Cascade a 292.
— , Pierre a 282.
—, Vallee de 292.
Bercher 250.
Bercla, Val 404.

Bergell, Valley of 437.

Bergli (Engelberg) 136.— (Sigriswyl) 164.
— Hut 188.— Joch 197.

Berglistock (Grindel-
wald) 187.

— (Oberalp) 390.
Bergue, La 281.
Berglin 408.
Bergiiner Stein 406.

Beringen 25.

Berisal 321.
Berlingen 34. 28.

Bern 152.

St. Bernard, Great 310.

— , Little 302.
S. Bernardino 401.— Pass 400.

S. Bernardo 451. 452.
Berneck 65.

Bernese Oberland 149.
Bernetsmatt 129.
Bemex 243.
Bernhalden, Alp 68.

Bernina 418.
— Hospice 426.
~ Houses 425.

Bernina Pass 426.

— , Piz 423.
— Scharte 424.

Beroldingen 96.

Berra 223.

Berschis 52.

Bertol, Col de 335.

— , Dents de 335.

— , Glacier de 335.

Besso 339.

Betemps Hut 350.

Betlis 49.

Betschwanden 74.

Bettaforca, CoUe di 360.
Bettelmatt 330.

Bettelried 210.

Bettlihorn 328.

Bettliner Pass 360.
Bettmer-Alp 327.
Bettmerhorn 327.
Bettmersee 327.

BettoUna 360.

Beuggen 25.

Bevaix 224.

Bever, Val 416.

Beverin, Piz 395.

Bevers 427.

Bevieux 260.

Bevilard 11.

Bex 259.

Bianco, Corno 358.

— , Pizzo (Bernina) 424.

— , — (Macugnaga) 357.

Biasca 123. 394.

Biaschina Pwavine 123.

Biberbriicke 112.

Biberlikopf 49.

Bider Glacier 354.
Bief d'Etoz 220.
Biel (Canton of Bern) 12.
— (Valais) 326.

Bielenstock 132.

Bieler Hohe 445.

Bienenberg 13.

Bienne 12.

— , Lake of 12. 216.

Biere 247.
Bies Glacier 344.

Biesjoch 342.
Bietschhom 208.

Bietschjoch 208.
Bietschthal 318.
Biferten Glacier 75.

Bifertenstock 77. 387.

Bigentbal 18.

Biglen 18.
— Alp 182.

Bignasco 456.
Bigorio 451.
Bilten 48.

Binn 323.

Binnen-Thal 328.

Binningen 9.

31*
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Bioge, Pont de 271.

Bionaz 335.

Bionnassay 297.

— , Aig. de 297.

Bionnay 280. 297.

Birmensdorf 87.

Bironico 448.

Birrenberg 228.

Birrwvl 150.

Birs, the 4. 10. 13.

Birseck, Chateau 10.

Birsig-Thal 9.

Bishino, Mte. 475.
Bischofzell 64.

Bise, Gornettes de 272.
Bisi-Thal 79.

Bissone 452. 469.

Bistenen Pass 343.

Bististaffel 343.

Bitsch 328.

Bitzistock 144.

Bivio 404.

Blackenstock 133.

St. Blaise 217.

Blaitiere, Aig. de 286.

— , Cascade de 284.

Blanc, Col du 840.
Blanchard 272.

Blankenburg 210. 214.

Bias, Piz 122. 380. 393.

Blatten 65. 180.

Blauberg 133.

Blanen 9.

Blaue See 202.

Blenio, Val 393.
Blevio 475.

Blindenhorn 326.

Blinden-Thal 326.

Blitzingen 326.

Blonay (near Evian) 271.
— (near Vevey) 252.

Bludenz 444.

Blnme 164.

Blumenstein, Baths 162.

Blumlisalp 202.
Bliimlisalpfirn (Uri-Roth-

stock) 100. 137.

Blumlisalp Glacier
(GEschinen-Thal) 179.

203.

Bliimlisalphorn 203.

Bliimlisalp Hut 179. 203.
— Rothhorn 203.

Blumlisalpstock 203.

Boccareccio, Passo 329.

Bocca Rossa 329.

Boccioleto 467.

Bochard, Aig. a 285.

Bocken 47.

Bockli 118.

Bocktschingel 130.

Bodengo 401.

— , Val 401. 399.

Bodensee 30.

Bodio 123.

Bodmer Alp 78.

Bodmer Glacier 323.

Boeuf, Pas du 341.

Boganggen. Alp 179.

Boglia, Mte. 461.

Bognanco. Val 324.

Bois, Glacier des 285. 287.

— , Les 286. 291.
— . Tete de 309.
— Bougy 257. 246.
Bolladore 440.

Bollingen 48.

Boltigen 213.

Bolzano 466.

Bommen-Alp 61.

Bonaduz 382.

Bonaveau, Chalets of 273.

Bondasca Glacier 438.

-, Val 438.
Bonder-Krinden 207.

Bonderlen-Thal 2(J7.

Bonderspitz 207.

Bondo 438.— Pass 437. 438.

Bonhomme, Col du 299.

— , Croix du 299.

Boni 140.

Bonigen 194.

Boniswvl 150.

Bonn, Baths 226.

Bon-Nant, the 280. 298.

Bonne 281.

Bonneville 279.

Bonport 254.

Bons-St-Didier 244.

Bonstetten 87.

Borca 356.

Bordon, Garde de 339.
Borgofranco 307.

Borgomanero 466.

Borgonuovo 433.

Bormio 440.

— , Baths of 440.

Bornengo, Passo Plan
391.

Borromean Islands 462.

Bora, Alp 358.
— Glacier 359.
Bortelhorn 321.
Bosa, Passo di 456.
Bosco 331. 456.

— , Val di 456.
Bosses du Dromadaire

289.

Bossey 244.

Bosson, Bees de 333. 337.

Bossons, Glacier des 287.

— , Les 281. 287.

Bostg 339,

Bottarello .353.

Bottiglia, Col dclla 467

Bottmingeu 9.

Botzberg, the 20,

Botzenegg 20.
Boudry 223.
Bougy 247.

Signal de 247. 257.
Boujean 12.

Bouquetin 340. 336.
Bouquetins, Col des 337.
— , Dent des 334. 337.

Bourg-St-Maurice 303.
St-Pierre 309.

Boussine 315.

, Tour de 315.
Bouveret 272.
Boval Hut 420.
Boveresse 223.
Bovernier 308.

Bovine, Pte. de 295.
Bozingen 12.

Brail 428.
Bramegg 146.

Bramois 332.

Brand 444.

Brandlisberg 161.

Brandner-Thal 444.
Branson 262.

Brasses, Pointe des 281.

Brassus, Le 231. 246. 247.
Bratz 444.

Braunwaldberg 75.
Bre 451.

— , Monte 451.

Bregaglia, Val 437.
Bregalga, Val 396.
Bregenz 446.

Breil 362.

Breithorn, the Lanter-
brunner 180. 208.

— , the Lotschthaler 320.
— (near Zermatt) 349.
— Pass 322.

Breitlauenen 173.

Bremgarten 23.

Brenet, Lac 231.
Brenets, Lac des 221.

— , Les 221.

Breney, Col de 315.

— , Glac. de 315.

Brennet 25.

Brenno, the 123. 393. 394.

Brent 253.

Brenva, Glac. de la 290.

3C:0.

Breonna, Col de 340.

— , Couronne de 333. 340.

Brestenberg 150.

Bretaye 259.

Breuil 362.
Brevent 287.

— , Col du 283.

Brevine, La 222.

Breyaz, Col de la 308.
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Breyaz,' La' 308.
Brianza, the 477.
Briasco, Mte. 466.
Bricolla, Alp 336.
— , Col de la Pointe de

336.

— , Glacier de 386.
— , Pointe de 33G.
Brienno 474.
Brienz (Canton of Bern)

192.
— (Grisons) 879.
— , Lake of 193.

Brienzer Rothhorn 192,

141.

Brienzwvler 192.
Brig 319.
Brigels 387.
Brigelser Horn 887. 388.
Brione 454.
Brisen 134.
JBrisi 50.

Briffsago 458.
Bristen 129.
Bristenstock 118.
Britterhohe 50.

Britternbad 18.

Brizon 279.
Broe 213.

Brocard, Le 295. 307.
Broglio 457.
Brolla. Ponte 456.
Brot, Saut de 222.

Brouillard. Glacier du
290.

Brozet, Col du 263.
— , Glacier du 2il.
Brugg 20. 24.

Briigg 12.

Bruggen 55.

Brul^, Mont 309. 336.
Briilisau 63.

Brunate 475.
Briindlen-Alp 92. 110.
Briinig 141.
— Pa,ss 141.
Brunnegghorn 342.
Brunnegg-Joch 342.
Brunnen 97. 116.
Brunnenstock 145.
Brunni 109.— Glacier 131.— Pass 131. 389.
Brunnistock lOO.
Brunni-Thal 78. 180.

131.

Brusimpiano 468.
Brusin-Arsizio 468.
Brusio 435.
Brusson 360.
Bubendorf, Bad 13.

Bubikon 48.

Buccione, Torre di 466.

Bucliberg (Linfh • Canal) Cadval 404.
49.

— (Rhine Vallev) 64.

Buchs 65.
— Dtellikon 22.

Budden, Rifugio 304.
Budri. Roc de 342.

Buet 282. 292.

Buffalora Pass 429.
Buhl-Alp 135.

Biihlbad 202.
Biihler 64. 60.

Buin, Piz 373. 430. 445.

Biilach 35. 53.

BuUe 265.

Bund-Alp 179.

Bunderbach 202.

Biindnerbergfim 385.

Enochs 95.

Buochser Horn 95.

Buonas 110.

Buora Glacier 393.

Buren 17. 95. 135.

Burg (near Bale) 9.

— (Grindelwald) 189.
— (on the Rhine) 27.

Burgdorf 17.

Biirgeln 141.
Biirgenstock 107.

Burgfeldstand 167.
Biirgnuh (Lenk) 210.
— (Wimmis) 162. 212.

Burgbalden 112.

Buriihorn 22.

Burgistein 162.

Bxirglauenen 181.

Biirglen (Thurgau) 54.
— (Uri) 117.
— Sattel 213.

Biirgli-Alp 179.

Burier 258.

Bursinel 257.

Buscagna Pass 321.

Biisingen 27.

Buss-Alp 189.

Busserailles, Case, de 362.
Bussigny 225.

Busswyl 13.

Buthier, the 303. 305. 313.
Biitschegg 206.
Biitschelegg 159.

Biittlassen 201. 179.

By, Tete de 315.

Cabbiolo 401.

Cacciabella Pass 409. 438,
— , Piz di 438.
Cadabbi, Passo del 400.
Cademario 452.
Cadenabbia 472.
Cadenazzo 448.
Cadlimo, Bocca di 121.
-, Val 121. 380.

Cairasca, Val 324. 329.
Calanca, Val 402.
Calanda 67. 368.
Calde 459.
Calfeisen-Thal 52. 72. 82.
Calfreisen 36S.
Callaz, La 272.
Calmot 126. 390. 391.
Cama 401.

— , Bocchetta di Val 401.
Camadraj Cima 392.
— , Val 387.

Camana-Alp 385.
Cambrena Glacier 424.

425.
— Pass 424.

— , Piz 424. 425.
Cambriales, Piz 130.
Camerlata 460. 478.
Camnago 477. 478.
Camoghe, Cima di (Val
Piora) 121.

—,Mte. (near Lugano) 452.
448.

Camona-Alp 387.

Camoscio, Corno del 359,
Campascio, Piz 426.
Camperio, Hospice 393.
Campfer 412.

— , Lake of 412.
Campi, Ruin 402.
Camplone 469.

-, 3Ite. 475.

Campo (Lake of Corao)
474.

— (Val di Campo) 393.
399. 456.
— (Val Viola) 427,
— , Corno di 426.
— , Lago di Val 438.
-, Val di 393. 426. 45C.— Cologno 436.

Campodolcino 398.
Campolungo Pass 467.
Campo Moro, Val 424.— Tencia 457.

Campovasto 427.
Campsut 396.
Canardhorn 373.
Canaria Valley 121. 391.
Canciano Glacier 425.
— Pass 424.

Canfer, Plan 404.

Caniciil 396.

Cannero 459.

Cannobina, Val 458.

Cannobio 458.

Cantone Glacier 409.
Cantii 478.
Canzo 477.

— , Comi di 476. 477.
Capella 428.
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Capolago (Lake of Lu
gano) 452.

— (Lake of Sils) 409.

Caprine, Monte 451.

Carale, Piz 424. 425.

Carate 475.

Carcoforo 467.

Careno 475.

Carimate 478.

S. Carlo (Val Anzasca)
356.
— (Val Bavona) 456.
— (Val Poschiavina) 435,

— (V&l Viola) 427. 440,

Carmenna Pass 370.

Carouge 243.

Carrel, Capanna 362.

Caaaccia (Val Bregaglia)

437.

— , Hospice 393.

Casana 373.

—, Pass and Piz 428.

— , Val 428.

Casanella, Piz 428.

CasnHe Pass 409. 438.

Cassano 477.

Cassarate 450. 451.

Castagnola 450. 451. 469.

Castasegna 439.

Castel, Chateau 28.

Castelfranco Glacier 352
357.

Castello 451.

— , Cima di 409. 438.
Castelmur, Kuin 438.

Castiel 368.

Castione 123. 402. 437.

Castor 360. 351.

Cataeggio 436.

S. Caterina del Sasso
459.

Catogne , Mont 308.

Catscharauls 130. 389.

Cauma Lake 384.

Caux 255.

Cavaglia 426.

Cavandone 461.

Cavanna Pass 132.

Cavardiras, Piz 131.

Cavel-Joch (Somvixer
. Thai) 388.

—, Piz 387. 388.

Cavell-Joch (Pratigau)
371.

Cavigliano 455.
Cavloccio Lake 408.

Cavorgia 390.

Cavreccia, Val 404.

Cazis 382.

Cecilia, Capanna 436.

Celerina 41B.
— , Muottas da 419.

Celigny 246. 257.

Cenere, Monte 448.

Cengalo, Piz 437.

Centovalli Valley 455.

Centrale, Pizzo 127.

Ceppomorelli 356.

Cerfs, Mont des 225.

St. Cergues 246.

Cerlier 216.
Cerniat 213.

Cernobbio 475.
Cervin, Mont 350.

Cery 250.

Cevio 456.

Chablais, the 270.

Chable 313.
Chablettes, Les 287.

Chaclavuot 378.
Chailly 253.

Chalame, Val 306.
Challant, Val 306. 360.
Cham 87. 110.
Chambave 305.
Chambesy 257.

Chambrelien 220.

Chamois, Col des 260.

309
Cham'onix 283.

Chamossaire 259.

Champagna, Val 417.

Champatsch, Piz 433.

Champ du Moulin 222.

Champery 273.

Champex 307,

— , Lac de 307.

Champlan 212.

Champoluc 360.

Champorcher, Val 306.

Champsec 3l4.

Chamuera, Val 427.

Chandolin fVal d'Anni-
viers) 3S8.

(near Sion) 263.

Chanelaz 223.

Chanrion 315.

Chapeau 285.
Chapelle, La 271. 298.
Chapieux, Les, or
Chapiu 299.

Chapiitschin, Fuorcla
424.

, Piz 411. 423.

Chardoney 247.

Chardonnet, Aig. du 291.

, Col du 291.

— , Pav. du 291.

Charmey (Galmis 5 in the
Jaunthal) 213.
(Galmitz j near Aar-

berg) 230.

Charmilles, Les 242.
Charmontel 230.

Charmoz, Aiguille des
286.

Charnadiira 415.

Charnex 254. 256.

Charvensod 304.

Chasseral, the 12. 216.

Chasseron, the 225.

Chateau des Dames 362.
— d^Oex 267.

Chatel (Drance Valley)

271.
— (Jaunthal) 213.
— St. Denis 266.

Chatelaine 242.

Chatelard, Le (Arve Val-
ley) 280.

— (Eau Noire) 292.

— , Chateau 253. 254.

Chatelet 263.

Chatillens ,229.

Chatillon (Aosta Valley)
305.

, Col de 279.

Chauderon, Gorge du 255.

Chaulin 256.

Chaumont 219.

Chaussy, Pic 264. 265. 268.

Chaux-de-Fonds, La 220.

Chavans, Les 295.

Chavonnes, Lac des 259.

Chavornay 225.

Checouri, Col de 301.

Cheggino 464.

Chemin, Mont 308.

Chenalette 312.

Chene 278.

Chermontane, Col de 335.

Grande 315.

Chesalette 213. 228.

Chesery, Col and Pointe
de 271.

Chesieres 258.

Chetif, Mont 301.

Cheville, Pas de 269.

Chevres, Pas de 335.

Chexbres 228.

, Signal de 228.

Cheyres 227.

Chiareggio 409.

Chiasso 454.

Chiavenna 398.

Chiesa 424. 43G.

Chie'saz, La 252.

Chillon, Castle 256.

Chippis 338.

Choglias, Val 434.

Choleren Gorge (Adel-

boden) 207.

Chougnv 244.

Chiinetta 420.

Chur 366.

Churer Joch 380.

Churwalden 380.

Cierfs 429.

Cima 469.
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Cimalmotto 456.

Cimes Blanches, Col des

361.
Cingino, Pizzo 324.

Cinuskel 428.

Ciprianspitz 371.

Civenna 477.

Civiasco 466.

'Clarens 252. 254. 25S.

Claridenfirn 130.

Clariden Hut 75. 130.

— Pass 130.

Claridenstock 130. 75.

Claro 123.

— , Pizzo di 123.

Clavadel 377.

Clavalite, Val 305.

Cleuson, Col de 414.

Closalets, Les 259.

Clunas, Piz 433.

Clnsanfe Alp 274.

— , Col de 274.

Cluse.La (aear Pontarlier)
223.

Cluse's 279.

Coblenz 24.

Cocco, Forcarella 454.

Cochet, Mont 225.

Codelago, Lake of 328.

Coire 366.

Colico 471. 399.

Colla 452. 457.

CoUon, Col de 335.
*—

, Mont 334.

— , Petit Mt. 335.

Colloney, Pointe du 280.

Collonge 270.

Collonges 243.

Colma, CoUe della 466.

Colmegna 459.

Cologny 244. 270.

S. Colombano, Corno di

427. 440.

Colombey 272.

Colombier 223.

Colonno 474.

Colnmbe, Passo 393. 122

Comabbio, Lago di 460.

Comacina, Isola 474.

Combal Lake 300.

Comballaz 268.

Combin, Grand 309. 313

314. 315.
— de Corbassiere 313.

Comboe 304.

Commugny 245.

Como 476.

—, Lake of 470.

Comologno 455.

Concise 224.

Concordia Pavilion 327

187. 188.

Confinale, Passo 424.

Constance 31. 33.

— , Lake of 30.

Constantia Hut 339.

Contamines, Les 298.

Centers 369. 372. 403.

Conthey 269. 316.

Convers, Les 220.

Conversion, La 229.

Coppet245. 257.

Corandoni 122.

Corbassiere, Combin de

212.

— , Glacier de 314.

Corbeyrier 259.

Corcelles (nearXeucbatel)

220.
• (near Payerne) 229.

Corconio 466.

Corenno 471.

Corgemont 11. 221.

Corjeon, Dent de 266.

Cornarossa, Cap. di 436.

Cornaux 217.

Cornera, Passo di 829.

—, Val 391.

Cornicbe du Leman 252.

Cornier, Grand 336. 3i0.

Corno, Val 330.

Coroi, Piz 387.

Corsier 270.

Cortaillod 22i.

Cortenova 471.

Cortlis 359.

Corvatsch Glacier 423.

Piz 423. 414.

Co'rvo, Piz 393.

Gosio-Traona 437.

Cossogno 461.

Cossonay 225.

Cote, La 247.

Cotscben, Piz 430.

Courmayeur ^00.

Cournere, Col de Val 362.

Couronne, Col de 340.

CourrendUn 11.

Court 11.

Couvet 222.

Coux, Col de 274,

Crammont, the 302.

Crampiolo 328.

Crans, Cbateau de 246.

Crasta (near Celerina) 416.
— (Fex Valley) 410.

Crast' Agiizza. the 423.

Saddle 423.

Crasta Mora 406.

Cravate, the 350.

Craveggia 455.

Cray, Mont 267.

Creccio, Colmo di 451.

Cremenaga 468.

Cremia 471.

Cremine 11.

Cressier 217.

Cressogno 4G9.
Cresta (Averser-Thal) 396.

(Engadine) 416.
— Lake 384.

Crestalta 412.

Cresus 213.

Cret, Col du 314. 333.

Crete Seche, Col de 315.

— , Glacier de 315.

Cretes, Chat, des 253.

Creuse, la 294.

Creux de Champ 264.

du Vent (Van) 222.

Creva 468.

Crevola 324.

Grin 456.

Criner Furca 331.

Crispalt 390.

Crispausa 390. 391.

Cristallina, Forcella 393.

— , Forcla di 457.

— , Passo 392.

— , Piz (Grisona) 392.

— , — (Tessin) 457.

— , Val (near Airolo) 457.

— , — (Grisons) 392.

S. Croce 439.

Crocione, Monte 473.

Crodo 331. 456.

Croix, La 264. 295.

Col de la 264.

Ste. Croix 225.

Crosey 273.

Grot 396.

Croy 231.

Crozlina, Alp and Glacier
457.

Grusch 434.

Cruschetta Pass 433.

Grusinallo 465.
Gubli, Mont 256.
Gucciago 478.
Cudrefin 230.
Culet 273.

Gully 229. 250. 258.
Cumbels 387.

Curaglia 392.

Gurciusa Glacier 400.

— , Piz 401.

Curfirsten 50.

Gurtinaccio 439.

Curtins 411.

Gurtnatscher-Hof 385.

Gurver, Piz 395. 403.

Cusio, Lago 465.

Cuvio, Val 460.

Cuzzago 465.

Dachli, Unteres andObe-
res 103.

Dachsen 35.

Dsenikon 23.
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Dala, the 205. 206. 318.

Dalaas 444.

Dallenwyl 135.

Dalley, Case, du 294.

Dalpe 4.57.

Dalvazza 872.

Dammafirn 124. 120.

Damma Pass 145,

Dammastock 145. 124.

Dangio 394.

Danofen 444.

Card, Case, du 264. 288.

Darligen 163.

Daube, the (Gemmi) 204.
— (Schynige Platte) 173.

Daubenhorn 204.

Daubensee 204.

Davesco 449.

Davos Dorf 375.
— Platz 376.

Davoser See 374.

Day, Le 231.

Dazio Grande 122.

Delebio 437.

Delemont 10.

Delices, Les 242.

Delle 11.

Dent Blanche 336.340. 351.

, Col de la 336.

, Glacier de la 336.

Dentro, Val di 427.

Dents Blanches 274.

Derborence, Lac de 269.

Derochoir, Col du 280.

Dervio 471.

Desert. Grand 314.

Desio 478.

Devens 260.

Devero-Alp 328.

Devil's Bridge 125.

Diablerets, the 260. 264.

269.

Diablons 340. 342.

— , Col des 342.

Diavel, Passo del 429.

Diavolezza, La 422.

Diechterhorn 145.

Dielsdorf 35.

Diemoz 305.

Diemtig-Thal 212.

Diepoldsau 65.

Diesbach 74. 18. 160.

Diesrut, Pass 387.

Diessenhofen 27. 34.

Dietikon 28.

Digg 384.

Dintikon 21. 23.

Diosaz, Gorges de la 280.

Dischma Vallev 374.

Disentis 389.

Disgrazia,Monte della 436.

Distel Glacier 320.

Divonne 246.

Dix, Val des 314. 333.

Dixenze, the 332.

Dogern 25.

Doire, the 300. 302. 303.

Doldenhorn 203.

Dolder 37. 43.

Dole 246.
Dolent, Col 291.

— , Mont 291. 301.

Dolf, Piz 385. 382.

Dollfuss, Pavilion 199.

Dolonne 301.

Dom 350. 354.

Domaso 471.

Dome, Cabane du (Mont
Blanc) 289.

— , Col du 289.

— , Glacier du 289.

Domene, Bains 228.

Dom Hut (Dom) 350.
Domjoch 354.

Domlesehg, the 382.

Domodossola 324.

Dongio 394.

Dongo 471.

Donnaz 306.
Dora Baltea 300. 304.

Dorio 471.

Dornach 10.

Dombirn 446.

Dosde, Capanna di 427.

— , Pizzo di 427.

Dossen 94. 106.

Dossenhorn 195.

Dossen-Hiitte 195.

Dottikon 21. 23.

Dottingen 24.

Douanne 216.

Doubs, Cotes du 220.

— , Saut du 221.

Douglass Hut 444.

Drance, the (Chablais)
270. 271.
— (Valais) 262. 308.

Dreckloch-Alp 75. 80.

Dreibiindenstein 368.

Dreilanderspitze 445.

Dreilanderstein 112.

Drei Schwestern 66.

Dreisprachenspitze 441.

Dronaz, Pic de 312.

Dru, Aiguille du 286.

Drusenfluh 445.

Drusenthor 371.445.
Duana, Passo della 396.

439.

— , Pizzo della 438.

Dubino 399.
Ducan, Hoch- 377.
— Pass 378.

Diidingen 226.

Dufour-Spitze 850. 357.

360.

Duin, Tour de 260.
Diindenhom 203.
Diinden Pass 179.

Dungel Glacier 210. 263.
Durand, Col 340.
— , Glacier de (Val dea
Dix) 335.

— , — (Val de Zinal) 339.
340.

— , Mont 340.

Duranna Pass 369.
Durnant, Gorges du 307.

Diirrboden 374. 377.

Diirrenasch 150.

Diirrenberg 179. 201.

Diissistock 130.

Dza, Col de 362.

Eau-Noire, the 292.

Ebenalp 62.

Eben Glacier 441.

Ebihorn 340.

Ebikon 87.

Ebnat 67.

Ebnefluh 180.
— Joch 180.

Ecandies, Col des 308.

— , Pointe des 308.

Echallens 250.

Echelle, Pas de 1' 244.

Echevenoz. Les 313.

Eclepens 225.

Ecoulaies, Glacier des 814.
Ecublens 229.
Effingen 20.

Effretikon 53.

Egerkingen 14.

Eggerhorn 328.

Egginerhorn 353.

Egginer Pass 354.

Eggishorn 327.

Eginen-Thal 325. 330.

Eglisau 35. 53.

Egua. Col d' 467.

Ehrenfels 402.

Ehrlose 149.

Eichberg 150.

Eierhals 86.

Eigenthal 92. 146.

Eiger 187.
— Glacier 184.
— Joch 183.

Einfisch-Thal 338.

Einshorn 397.

Einsiedeln 112.

Eisboden 186.

Eismeer 186.

Eita 427.

Elgg 54.

Elm 81.

Elsighorn 207.

Elsliicke 327.

Emaney, Col d' 274. 294.
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Emd 343.
Emdthal 162.

Emet, Alp 897.

— , Lago d' 397.

Emilius, Mt. 305.

Emmen 149.

Emmenbriicke 19.

Emmenmatt 148.

Emmen-Thal 18. US.
Emmeten 95.

Emosson 298.
Ems 381.

Encel, Pas d' 273. 274.

Enclave, Col d' 299.

Engadine, the 407.

Enge (aear Ben ) 159.
— (near the Giessbach)

193.

Engelberg 135. 137.

Engelberger Rothstock
137. 100.

Engelhorner 195.

Enggistein 149.

Engi 81.

Engstleu-Alp 143.
— Lake 143. 144.

Engstligen Alp and Falls
(Adelboden) 207.— Grat 203.

Ennenda 74.

Ennetbiihl 68.

Ennetlinth 74. 75.

Ennev 266.
Entfelden 19.

Entlebuch 147.

Entlen-Thal 147.
Entova, Val 411.

Entremont Valley 303.

Entreves 3C0.

Enzisweiler 58.

Epagnv 266.

Ependes 225.

Epicoun, Bee d' 315.

Eptingen 14.

Erba 477.

Erde 269.

Eriach 216.

Erlen 54.

Erlenbach(Simmen-Thal)
212.

— (Lake of Zurich) 45.

Erlimoos 14.

Erlisbach 14. 23.

Ermatingen 33. 28.

Ermensee 150.

Err Glacier 404.

— , Piz d' 404.

— , Val d^ 403. 404.

Errjoch 404.
Erstfeld 118.

Erstfelder-Thal 118.

Erzegg 140. 143.

Eschenbach 149.

Eschenz 27. 34.

Escher Canal 50. 73.

Eschia, Fuorcla d' 378.

Eschlikon 54.

Escholzmatt 148.

Esel 109.

Esen, Piz d' 428.

Esino 472.

Essets, Col des 261.

Estavayer 227.

Etablons, Col des 316.
Etivaz, L' 268.

Etoile, Mont de V 334.

Etrembieres 243. 278.

Etroubles 313.

Etsch, see Adige.
Ettingen 9.

Etzel, the 112.

Etzli-Alp 390.
— Thai 118. 131. 390.

Etzweilen 34.

Eugensberg 28. 34.

Euthal 113.

Eveque 334.

— , Col de r 335.

Evian-les-Bains 271.

Evilard 12.

Evionnaz 262.

Evolena 333.
Ewigschneehorn 199. 11J7,

Excenevrex 270.

Fadera 371.

Faderhorn 356.

Fafler-Alp 320. 327.

Fahlen-See 63.

Fahrwangen 150.

Faido 122.

Fain, Val del 425.

Faldum Pass 209.
— Rothhorn 209.

Falkenburg 56.

Falkenlluh 160. 172.

Falkenstein 13.

Falknis 66.

Fallbodenhubel 184.

Faller, Val da 404.

Fallere, Mt. 305.

Fallerhorn 353.

Fallerjoch 404.
Fang 338.
Faong 230.
Fardiin, Ruin 895.

Farnbiihlbad 146.

Farnigen 146.

Fatschbach, the 75. 77. 78.

Faucille, Col de la 246.

Faulen, the 75. 79. 80.

— , the Bose 75.

— , the Hohe 118.

Faulensee (Erstfeld Val-
lev) 118.

— (Lake of Thun) 165.

Faulensee Bad 165.
Faulhorn 183.
Favres, Dent aux 261.
Favet, Le 280.
Fedoz, Val 411.
Fee 358.
— Glacier 353.
— Pass 354.
Feldbach 34. 28. 46. 328.
Feldkirch 445.

Feldmeilen 45.

Fe'licite, Col 350.
Felik Glacier 360.— Joch 351.
Fellaria Chalets 424.
— Glacier 424.
Fellers 385.

Felli-Liicke 119.
— Thai 119.
Felsberg 381.

Felsenbach 371.
Felsenegg 86.

Felsenhorn 207.
Fenetre, Col de (Gr. St.

Bernard) 312.
— de Balme, Col 316.

—; Glacier de 316.

Fer-a-Cheval , Valle'e du
282.

Ferden 208.
— Pass 208. 2G6.
— Rothhorn 209.
Feriolo 462.

Fermel-Thal 210. 212.
Fermunt Pass 445.

Ferney 242.

Ferpecle 336.

— , Glacier de 335.
Ferrera Valley 896.
Ferret 302.

— , Col 301. 312.

— , Valley of 301. 300.
Ferro, Basso del 459.

Fervento 467.

Festi Glacier 344. 3.50.

Fetan 4.30. 432.
Feuerstein 140. 147.

Feuerthalen 25. 34.

Feuillerette-Alp 205.
Feusisberg 112.

Fex Glacier 411.
— Roseg, Fuorcla da 411.

424.
— Scerscen, Fuorcla 411.
— Valley 410. 424.

Fianell Pass 403.

— , Piz 403.

Fibbia 127.

Fidaz 3S4.

St. Fiden 56.

Fideris 371.

Baths of 372.

Fideriser Alp 369.
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Fieno, Passo 425.

Fi^rv 360.

Fiesch 326.

Fiescher-Alp 326.
— Glacier (Grindelwald)

188.

(Valais) 200. 327
Fiesclierhorn, tbe Grosse

327.

— , the Kleine 188.

Fiescher-Joch 188.

Fiesso 122.

Figino 468.

Filisur 406.

Fillar-Alp 357.

Fillarhorn 352. 366.

Fillar-Joch 352.

Fillinges, Pont de 281.

Filzbach 50.

Fimber Pass 434.

Findelen 347. 348.
— Glacier 347. 348. 349
Finero 458.

Finge 318.

Finhaut, or
Fins-Hauts 293.

Finsteraar Glacier 187.

199.

Finsteraarhorn 199.

Finsteraar-Joch 187.

Finstermiinz Pass 443.
Fionney 314.

Fiorina, Val 331. 456.

Fischingen 54.

Fisistocke 209.

Fiume Latte 472.

Flamatt 225.
Flascherberg 66.

Flawyl 5i.

Fleckistock 124.

Flegere 286.

Flendruz 214.

Flerden 383.
Fless Pass 373.

— , Val 373.

Fletsclihorn 322.

Fletschjoch 353.
Fleurier 223.

Fliana, Piz 430.

Fliesbordkamm 63.

Flims 384.

Flimser Alpen 81.
— See 384.
— Stein 384. 81.

Flirsch 444.
Flis-Alp 63.

Floriaz, Aig. de la 286.
Florins 432.

Florissant 243.
Fluchthorn 431.
Fliiela Jori Pass 373.— Pass 374.
Fliielen 99. 117.

Fliieli-Ranft 141.

Flub-Alp (Loecbe) 205.

(Zermatt) 348.

Fluhberg 48.

Fliiben 9.

Fliib Lakes 404.

Fliihli (Entlebvich) 147.

Fliibmatt 138.

Fluhseeli 211.

Flums 52.

Fobello 467.

Follaterres, Les 262.

Folly. La 302. 291.

Fond de la Combe 282.

Fondei 369.
Fondo Toes 462.

Fonds, Glacier des 293.
— , Vallee des 282.

Fongio 121.

Fontana (P.edretto) 326
— (Tarasp) 482.

Fontanabran 293.
Fontauna, Alp 377.

Foo Pass 82.

Foppa Pass 72.

Foppiano 331.

Fora, Piz 411.

Foraz, Piz 433.

Forbiscb, Piz 404.
Forcellina, tbe 396. 409
— , Pizzo della 396.
Forcbetta, Passo di 321
Forclaz, Col de la (near

St. Gervais) 280.
— ,— (near Martigny) 293.

295.

-, La 259.
Forcletta, Pas de 342.
Forcola, Passo della 401
Forcoletta, Passo della

456.

Formazza, Val 330.

Forno Glacier 409.
- Hut 409.

— , 3Ite. del 408. 409.

Foron, the 278. 281.
Fort, Mont 314.

Foscagno Pass 440.
Fouilly, Le 280.
Fours, Col des 299.

— , Pointe des 299.

Fracchie 331.
Fraele, Val 429. 440.

Frakmiind-Alp 110.

Franzensbohe 441.

Frastanz 445.

Frau, the 202.
— , the Weisse 203.
— , the Wilde 201.
Fraueubalm Hut 179.
Frauenfeld 53.

Frauenkirch 378.
Frauentbor 386.

Freibergen (Rig!) 102.

Freiburg 226.
Fremdvereina 373,
Frenieres 260.

Frenkendorf 13.

Fresnay, Glac. du 290.
Frete de Sallies 260.
Frety, Mont 301.
Freudenberg 56.

— , Ruin 70.

Fria, Passo della 456.
Fribourg 226.
Frick 20.

Fridolin Hut 76.

Friedau 15.

Friedrichshafen 30.

Frieswylhubel 159.
Frinvillier 12.

Frisal, Piz 387.
— , Val 387.
Frohburg 14.

Frfilichsegg 64.

Fronalpstock (near
Brunnen) 98.— (near Glarus) 74.

Fronscha, La 388.
Frudiere, Bee di 360.

Friimsel 50.

Friindenhorn 203.
Friinden-Joch 203.
Frut, Auf der 330.
Frutigen 201.

Frutt (Melchsee) 140. 143.
Fruttberge 77.

Frutwald 331.

Fuchsegg 171.

Fuentes, Ruin 399. 437.
Fuldera 429.

Fumatsch 392.

Funs 3-9.

Fuorcletta 433.

Fuorn 429.

Furcla, Piz 390.

Furcletta 370.

Furgg Glacier 348.
— .Joch 351.
— Valley 324.

Furggenbaumhorn 321.

Furggenbaum Pass 321.

Furg-je 349.

Furka, the 132.
— (Criner) 331.
— (Rieder) 327.

Farkahobe 370.

Furkahorn (Arosa) 370.
— (Furka) 133.

Furna 371.

Furom 433.
Fiirren-Alp 137.

Fiirstenau 382.

Furth 386.

Furtwang-Sattel 145.

Furva, Val 440.
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Fusio 457.

Fussach 65.

Fusshomer 320.

Futschol: Pa.9s 431.

Gabelhorn, Ober- 340.

850.

— , Unter- 349.

Gabris 60.

Gadmen 145. 349.
— Thai 145.

Gadmer Fliihe 143. 145.

Gagenhaupt 347.

GagUanera, Piz 387. 388.

Gais 61.

Galbiga, Monte 474,

Galenstock 133.

Galivaggio 398.

St. Gall, Hospice 393.

Gallarate 460. 464.

Gallegione, Piz 439.

St. Gallen 55.

Gallenkircli 445.

Gallina, Pizzo 826.

Galmborn 205.

Galmis 213.

Galtiir 431.
Gamchi Glacier 179. 201.

Gamchiliicke 2iJl.

Gammer-Rhein, the 390,

391
Gampel 208. 318.

Gams 65. 68.

Gamser Glacier 323.
— Joch 323.

Gamsstock 126.

Gandegg Hut 348.

Gandria 469.

Ganter Bridge 821.

Gantrisch Pass 213.

Gargellen 445.

Garina, Cima 392.

Garmiswyl 226.

Garstelet Glacier 351. 359.

Garzirola, Mte. 452.

Gaschurn 445.

Gasterndorf 209.

Gasternholz 209.

Gastern-Thal 180. 203.209
Gastlose 213.

Gatschiefer 373.

GatterU 106.

Gauli Glacier 195. 197.— Hut 197.
— Pass 195. 197.
Geant, Col du 290. 301.

-, Dent du 290. 301.

— , Glacier du 285. 290.
— , Grotte du 362.

Gebensdorfer Horn 21.

Gebhardsberg 446.

Gebiedem 343.

Geissbiitzistoek 75.

Geissholz'195. 197.

Geisspfad Pass 329.

Oeisterspitze 441.

Gele, Mont 316.

Gelfingen 150.

Gellihorn 203.

Gelmerhomer 198. 325
Gelmersee 198.

Geltenbach 203. 209.

Gelten Glacier 263.

— Pass 263.
Gelterkinden 13.

Gemeinen-Wesen Alp 63.

68.

Gemmenalphorn 167. 172

Gemmi 204.

Gemsfavrenstock 75.

Gemsliicke 199.

Gemsmattli 1U8.

Gemsstein 359.

Generoso, Monte 453.

Geneva 232.

— , Lake of 245.

Geneveys, Les Hants- 220
— sur-Coffrane, Les 220
Genevois, Pointe des 334,

Genf, see Geneva.
Genthal, the 142.

Genthod 245. 257.

Gentilino 450.

St. Georges 247.

Gera 471.

Geren Thai and Pass 325.

Gerihorn 202.

St. Germain 303. 306.

Germanello 475.

Germignaga 459.

Gerona. Val 476.

Gerra 454. 45S.

Gers, Lac de 282.

Gersau 96.

Gerschni-Alp 137. 144.

Gerstenhurner 325.

St. Gervais 280.
— les-Bains 280.

Gerzensee 159.

Geschenen(RhoneVallev)
326.

Gessenay 214.

Gets, Les 270. 281.

Gex 246.

— , Pars de 246.

Ghiffa 459.

Ghirone 387.

S. Giacomo (Bernardino)
401.

— (Liro Vallev) 398.
— di Fraele 440.
— Pass 331.

Giarsun 430.

Gibloux 228.

GibswTl .53.

Giebel" 78. 141. 160. 191.

Glerm, Val 390.
Giessbach, the 193.

Gietroz, Case, du 314.
— . Glacier de 314. 335.
Gillerhorn 263.

Giglistock 145.

Gignod 313.

Gillv 247. 257.

Gim'el 247.

Gimmelwald 178.

Gingins 246.

St. Gingolph 272.

Giomein 362.

St. Gion, Hospice 393.

Giop, Alp 415.

Giordani, Punta 350.

Giornico 123.

S. Giovanni, Island (Lake
of Como) 474.

— , — (Lago Maggiore)
461.

Girenbad 53.

Girespitz 63.

Giselafluh 23.

Ginkon 87.

Giswil 141.

Giswiler Stock 141.

Git, Piz (Maderaner-
Tbal) 130.

— , — (Val Nalps) 390.

Gitschen 118.

Gittana 471.

Gitte, the 299.

Gitzi-Furgge 205. 209.

Giubiasco 448.

Giuf, Val 390.

S. Giulio, Island 466.

Giumella Pass 402.

Giumels 406.

Glaciers. Aig. des 299.

— , Glacier des 298.
— . Val des 299.

Gland 257.

Glaris 378.

Glarnisch 80.

— , Vorder 74. 80.

Glarus 73.

Gla5 Pass 385.

Glattbrugg 35.

Glattenfirn 118. 137.

Glattensee 79.

Gleckstein Hut 187.

Gle'resse 216.

Gletsch 133. 325.

Gletscher-Alp 353.

Gletscherhorn (Lauter-

brunnenl 180.

— (Val Bregaglia) 396.
— (Wildstrubel)210.211.
Gletscherstaffel 320.

Gletschhorn 132.

Gliems Glacier 77.

Gliemspforte 77.
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Glims, Piz 430.

Glion 255. 258.

Glis 319.

Glishorn 319. 32U.
Glockhaus 140.

Glockthurm 443.

Glovelier 10.

Gluringen 326.

Glurns 442.

Gliiscliaint, Fuorcla 424
— , Piz 411. 423.
Gnepfstein 108.

Gnifetti Hut 359. 351.
—, Punta 360. 350. 356
Gnippen 114. 115.

Gnof, Alp 129.

Goldau 115.

Goldenberg 35.

Goldiwyl 161.
Goldsvsryl 172.

Golese, Col de la 274.

Golzeren-Alp 130.

Gomagoi 442.
Gondo 823.

— , Ravine of 323.
Gonten 54.

Gonterbad 54.

Gonzen, the 52. C6.

Gordola 454.

Gordona 399.
Gorgier 224.
Gorner Glacier 345.
— Gorge 347.
— Grat 346.

Railway 345.
Gosclienen 120. 124.— Alp 124.— Thai 120. 124.

Gossau 54.

Gotschna 373.
S. Gottardo , Sasso di

127.

Gotteron, Pont de 227.
St. Gotthard, the 124. 127.— Hospice 127.
— Railway 115.
— Road 119. 125.
— Tunnel 120.

Gottlieben 28. 33.

Gottschalkenberg 112.
Gotzis 446.
Gouille, Mt. de la 310.
Goumois 221.

Gourze, Mont de 252.
Gouter, Aiguille du 290.
— , Dome du 290.
Gozzano 466.
Grabs 68.

Grafenort 135.

Graffeneire 310. 314.
Graggi-Hiitte 145.
(Jrammont, thefChablais)

272.

Grand Combin 309. 313.

314. 315.
— Cornier 336. 34U.— Desert 314.
— Flambeau 290.
— Moeveran 260.
— Plan 30S.
— Plateau 289.
— Sacconnex 242.
— Saleve 243.
— Tave 314.
— Tournalin 362.
— Villard 266.

Grande Fourche 308.
— Gorge 244.
— Luis 308.
— Penna 310.
Grandes Roches 250.

Grandola 469.

Grands Montefs, Col des
291.—
~Mulets 289.

Grandson 224.

Grandval 11.

Grandvaux 229.

Grange, Pointe de 271.

Granges 229. 317.

, Les 294.

Neuves 314.

Gran Sometta 361.

Grapillon, Pas de 302
Graplang, Ruins 52.

Grassen Pass 138.

Grasson ay 291.

Graue Horner 71.

Grauhaupt 360.

Graun 443.
Graustock 143.

Gravasalvas, Fuorcla di

40i.

Gravedona 471.

Gravellona 465.

Greifensee, the 48.

Greina Pass 387.

Grellingen 10.

Grenchen 17.

Grengiols, Bridge of 329.
Grenzach 25.

Grenz Glacier 351.
Greppen 111.

Gressoney-St-Jean 359.
la-Trinite 359.

Grialetsch Glacier 375.
—, Piz 377.

Griatschouls, Piz 428.
Griaz, Glacier de 280.

La 297.
Grieset 75. 80.

Gries Glacier (Clariden)
130.

(Todi) 76.

(Valais) 330.

Griesgletscher Pass 326.

Gries Pass 330.
Griessen Glacier 137.
Grigna, Monte 472.
Grimbach-Thal 212.
Grimeutz 338.
Grimisuat 212.
Grimmens tein 64.

Grimmi 212.
Grimsel Hospice 198.— Pass 200.
Grindel-Alp 190. 196.
Grindelwald 185.
— Glaciers 185. 186.

Grisch, Piz 396. 403.
Grisons , Canton 365.
Grivola 303-

Grond, Piz 386.

Gronda. Val 404.
Grono 401.

Groppa, Passo di 456.
Grosina, Val 427.
Grosio 439.

Gros-Jean, Tete du 269.
Grosotto 439.

Gross -Fiescherhorn 827.
Griinhorn 327.

Hochstetten 18.
Grosshorn 208.

Gross Lauteraarhorn 187.
— Litzner 373.
—, Lohner 207.
— Schreckhorn 187.
— Seehorn 373.— Spannort 137.
— Strubel 207. 211.
Grossthal (Uri) 100.

Grotte des Fees 261.
— du Geant 362.
Grub 59.

Gruben 341.

Grubenberg 213.
Gruben Pass 372.

Grubisbalm 102.
Griim , Alp 426.

Griinhorn Hut 76.— Liicke 200.

Griinsee 347.

Griisch 371.

Griisisberg 161.

Griitsch-Alp 176. 174.

Gruyeres 266.

Grynau, Castle 49.
Gryon 268.

Gschwandenmad- Alp
195.

Gspaltenhorn 201.
Gstad 263.

Gsteig (near Interlaken)
173. 174.

(Sarine Valley) 263.

Gsteigthal 263.

Gsteigwyler 172. 173.

Ostein 323.
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Gsur 207.

Guarda 430.
Gniardaval, Ruins 428.

Giida Glacier 387.

Gueula, Col de la 293.

Gueuroz 294.

Guferhorn 400.

Gugelhom 22.

Guggerlocli 61. 67.

Guggerniill 397.

Guggi Glacier 188.
— Hut 184.

Giiggisgrat 166.

Guin 226.

Gula, Ponte della 467.

Gumfluli 214. 267.

Gumlingen 149. 160.

Gummegg 149.

Gummihorn 173.

Giindlischwand 173.

Gunten 164.

Guppen-Alp 74.

Gurf 331.

Giirgaletsch 380.

Gumigel, Obere 159.

Gurnigelbad 159.

Gurschenstock 126.

Gurten 159.

Gurtnellen 119.

Guscbenkopf 71.

Guschihorn 329.

Guspis-Thal 126.

Giissfeldt-Sattel 424.

Guteriburg 117.

Giitsch (Brunnen) 97.
— (Lucerne) 92.

Guttannen 197.

Giittingen 33.

Gwachtenhorn 145.

Gwartler 143.

Gwatt 163. 210.

Gydisdorf 185.

Haag 65. 68.

Habkern 172.

Habsburg 21.

Hacken Pass 113.

Hagendorf 14.

Hagleren 147.

Hahnenberg 137.
Hahnenmoos 207.
Habnenscbritthorn 263.
Habnenaee 414. 412.

Haldenstein 67. 368.
Hallau 25.

Hallwvl 150.

Hallwyler See 150.
Haltenegg 161.

Hammetschwand 107.

Handegg Fall 198.

Hangbaum-Alp 100.

Hangend-Gletscherhorn
196.

Hangborn 137.

Hannig-Alp 358.

Hapsburg, Ruins 24.

— , Xeu-, Cbateau 111.

Hard, Schloss 34. 28.

Harder 172.

Hasenmatt 16.

Hasle 18. 147.

Hasleberg 191.

Haslen 74.
— See 73.

Hasli im Grand 197.
— Jungfrau 187. 195.
— Scbeidegg 196.
— Tbal 196.

Hatzingen 74.

Hauderes 334.

Hauenstein. the Obere
13. 14.

— Tunnel 14.

Hausen 87. 142.

Hausstock 73. 81.

Haut de Cry 269.

Hauteville, Chateau 252,

Haut5-Geneveys, Les 220.

Hedingen 87.

Heidegg 150.

Heidel Pass 52.

Heiden 59.

Heider See 443.

Heiligenschwendi 161.

Heiligkreuz 147. 329.

Heimburg 18.

Heimritz 180.

Heimwehfluh 171.

Heinrichsbad 54.

Heinzenberg 382.
Heldsberg 65.

Helsenborn 328. 329.

Hemishofen 27.

Hendscbikon 21. 23.

Henggart 35.

Henniez 229.

Herbriggen 343.

Heremence 332. 333.

, Val d^ 333.

Kerens, Col d^ 336.

— , Dent d' 351.

Val d' 332.

Hergiswyl 107. 139.

Herisau 54.

Hermance 270.

Hermattje 347.

Herrenriiti 136.

Herrgottswald 92.

Herrliberg 45.

Hertenstein 94.

Herthen 25.

Herzogenbuchsee 17.

Hettlingen 35.

Henberg 146.

Heuboden-Alp 51. 74.

Heustriclibad 163.

Hildisrieden 149.

Hilfikon 150.

Hilterfingen 164.

Hindelbank 18.

Hinterburg-See 193.

Hinter-Glarniscb 80.— Meggen 111.

Hinterrbein, Village 400.
Hinter-Rbein, the 381.

400.

Hinterruck 50.

Hinweil 48.

Hirli 395.

Hirondelles, Col des 290.
Hitzkircb 150.

Hochdorf 149.

Hocb-Ducan 377.
— Finstermiinz 443.

Hochfluh 26. 329.

(Rigi) 96. 106.

Hochst 207.

Hochstuckli 113.

Hochwacht (Albis) 44.

(near Regensberg) 35.
— (Zuger Berg) 86.

Hockenhom 209.

Hofers-Alp 323.
Hoffnungsau 378.

Hobbalen Glacier 354.

Kobe Brisen 100.
— Faulen 118.— Kasten 63.
— Licht 359.

Hohenems 446.

Hohenklingen 27. 34.

Hobenrain 149.

Hoben-Rhatien 383.

Hohenstollen 140. 143.
192.

Hohentwiel 26.

Hobe Rhonen 112. 46.

Hober Tburm 75.
Hohfluh 191.

Hobgant 148. 172.

Hohgleifen 208.
Hohle Gasse 111.

Hohlicbt 351.

Hobmatt 140. 143.

Hobmatteu Glacier 322.

Hohsand, Alp 330.
- Glacier and Pass 328.

Hohtiiali-Grat 346.

Hobtbiirli Pass 179.

Hobwang Glacier 310.

Hoierberg 58.

Holderbank 13.

Holle. the 116. 85. 400.
Hollenschlund 392.

Holstein 13.

Homberg 150.

Hombrechtikon 46.

Hone-Bard 306.
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Honegg 107.

Hopitaux 231.

Horbachgiitsch 86.

Horben. ScMnss 23. 149.

Horbis-Thal 136.

Horgen 47. 85.

Horn 33. 67.

Hornli (Adelboden) 207.
— (Arosa) 370.
— (Tliurgau) 54.

— (Zermatt) 348.

Hornussen 20.

Horw 139.

Hospentbal 126.

Hospitalet, L' 310.

Houcbea, Les 280. 297.

Hubschhorn 822.

Hiifi Alp 130.
— Glacier 129. 130.
— Pass 130.

Hngi-Sattel 199.

Huhnerstock 12S. 132.

Hiilleborn 323. 329.
.Hundscbiipfi 142.

Hnndshorn 179.

Hundsriick 214.

Hiinegg, Chateau 164.

Hiingigiitsch 86.

HunzenscbwTl 24.

Hurden 46.

Hiirnberg 148.

Huteggen 352.

Hutstock 137. 140.

Hiitten 112.

Huttwil 147.

Ibach 116.

Iberg 113.

Iberger Egg 113.

Iffigen-Alp 211. 210.— Fall 211.

Iffigensee 210.

Igis 67.

Ignes, Case, des 334.

Ijolli Glacier 208.
Ilanz 385.

lies, Les 291.

Illgraben 318.

Illhorn 338.

Illiez, Val d' 273.
Illklamm 445.

Imfeld 328.

Im-Hof 197.

St. Imier 221.

Immensee 110. 115.

Immenstaad 31.

Incino 477.

Inden 206.
Indren Glacier 351.
Ingenbobl 116.

Inn, the 407. 409. 417. etc
Inner-Ferrera 396.
— Rothhorn 353.

Innerthal 47.

Innertkirchen 197.

Inschi 119.

Intelvi Valley 474.

Interlaken 167.

Intra 460.

Intragna 455.

Introbbio 471.

Introd, Chateau 303.

Introzzo 471.

Ippolita Pass 351.

Ischa. Alp 377.

Iselle 324.

Iselten-Alp 173. 189.

Iseltwald 194.

Isenaux 264.

Isenfluh 174.

Isenthal 99. 100.

Isleten 99.

Isola (Engadine) 410.

— Bella 462.
— Madre 463.
— del Pescatori, or

Superiore 462.

Isolaccia 427. 440.

Isolato 398.

Isorno. Val 456.

Ispra 457.

Issime 360.

Ivrea 307.

Jacobsbad 54.

St. Jacques (d'Ayas) 36''

Jagerhorn 352. 356.

Jager-Joch 352.

Jagernstocke 77.

Jagerriicken 357.

Jagihorn 353.

St. Jakob (Unterwalden)
103.

— (Uri) 100.

Jakobshiibeli 161.

Jaman 267. 255.

— , Col de 267.

— , Dent de 255. 267.

— , Lac de 255. 267.
Jamthal, the 431.

Janssen,Observatoire2S9.
Janzo, Casa 359.
Jardin (Chamonix) 286.— dArgentiere 291.
Jatzalp 82.

Jaun 213.

Jaunthal 213.
Javernaz, Croix de 260.

261.

Jazzi Alp 357.

— , Cima di 349.
Jazzihorn 324.
Jazzi Pass 352.
St. Jean (Val d^Anni-

viers) 337. 338.
— d'Aulph 270.

Jenatz 371.

Jenisberg 379.

St. Jeoire 281.

Jochli 135.

Joch Pass 144.

St. Joderhorn 357.

St. Johann, Alt and Neu
68.

Johannisburg 47.

Jolimont, the 216.

Joly, Mont 280. 298.

St. Jon 433.

Piz 433.

Jona 48.

Jongny 252.

Jonswyl 67.

Jorasses, Grandes 301.

Jorat, Col du 274.

— , Mont 249.

Jordils 248.

JorlFless Pass 373.
— Glacier 373.

— Lakes 373.

S. Jorio, Passo di 471.

St. Joseph am Gansbrun-
nen 11.

Jougne 231.

Jouplane, Col de 270.

Joux, Le 291.

— , Col de 360.

— , Fort de 223. 231.

— , Lac de 231.

Jovet, Plan 299.

Juchli 140.

Juchlistock 140.

Juf 396.

St. Julien 243.

Julier, the 404.

— , Piz 412.

Jungen 342.

Jungfrau 183.

— , Hasli- 187. 195.

— Joch 187.

Jung Pass 342.

Jupiter, Plan de 312.

Jura, the 10. 219. 246. etc.

Justis-Thal 165.

Juvalta 382.

Kaferberg 52.

Kagiswyl 139.

Kaien 60.

Kaiser-Augst 19.

Kaisereggschloss 228.

Kaiserstock 99.

Kaiserstuhl (near Lun-
gern) 141.

— (on the Rhine) 53.

— (Uri) 100. 135.

Kalchthal 146.

Kalkberg 397.

Kalkstock 130.

Kalli, the 187.
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Kalpetran 343.

Kaltbad (Rigi) 102.

Kaltenbrunnen 195.

Kaltwasser Glacier 321.

— Pass 321.

Kammerstock 75.

Kammli-Alp 130.

Kammlilucke 130.

Kammlistock 130.

Kamor 63.

Kanal Glacier 387.

— Thai, tlie 387.

Kander, the 163. 180. 201

etc
Kanderfirn 180.

Kandergrund 202.

Kandersteg 202.

Kandle, the 212.

Kappel (Albis) 87.

— (Toggenburg) 67.

Karpfstock orHochkarpf
74. 81.

Karren-Alp 79.

Karstelenbach, the 118.

119. 129.

Kaserruck 52.

Kastanienbaum 107.

Kastelen-Alp 92.

Kastelhorn 331.

Kastlerjoch 208.

Kastris 385.

Katzensee 22.

Katzenzagel 79.

Katzis 382.

Kaunser-Thal 443.

Kehle Glacier 124. 145.

Kehlen-Alp 145. 124.

Kehrbachi 330.

Kehrsatz 159.

Kehrsiten 107.

Kemmeriboden-Bad 148
Kemptthal 53.

Kerenzen-Berg 50.

Kerns 108. 139.

Kernwald 108.

Kesch Hut 378. 406. 428.

— , Piz 378. 406. 428.

Kessjen-Joch 354.

Kessweil 33.

Kien Glacier 350.

Kienholz 192.

Kienthal 201. 179.

Kiesen 160.

Kilchberg 47.

Kinzig Pass 79.

Kippel 203.

Kirchberg 31.

— , the 75.

Kirchenthurnen 159.

Kirchet 196.

Kirchli 210.

Kisten Pass 77.

Kistenstein 369.

Kistenstockli 77.

Klausen Pass 78.

Klein-Basel 4.

Buin 373. 374.

Fiescherhorn 188.

Schreckhorn 187.
— Spannort 137.

— Thai (Glarus) 81.

(Uri) 100.

Kleinthalfirn 137.

Klenenhorn 320.

Klimsenhorn 109.

Klonthal 80.

Klonthaler See 80.

lUosterli (Rigi) 103.

Klosters 372.

Rlus (Kanderthal) 209.

— , Oensinger 13.

— (Pratigau) 371.
— (Simmen-Thal) 213.

Knonan 87.

Knorihubel 149.

Knutwil 19.

Kohleren Ravine (Thun)
161.

Kollbrunn 53.

Kolliken 19.

Konigsfelden 20.

Konolfingen 148. 18.

Krabelwand 103.

Krai-Alp 63.

Kranzberg-Firn 180.

Krattigen 163.

Krauchthal 81.

Krazern Pass 68.

Kreuz, the 371.

Kreuzberg, the 432.

Kreuzlingen 33.

Kreuzli Pass 390.

Kriegalp Pass 329.

Kriens 92.

Kriesiloch 109.

Krinne-Firn 187.
Krinnen 211.

Kronbiihl 56.

Kronten 118.
— Hiitte 118.

Kiiblibad, the 166.

Kiiblis 372.

Kiihalphom 377.

Kiihalp-Thal 378.

Kiihbodenhorn 127.

Kiihlauenen Glacier 182.

Knnisbergli 207.

Kunkels Pass 72.

Kiipfenfluh 369.
Kiirzegg 56. 60.

Kurzenburg 56.

Kusnacht(Lake ofZurich)
45.

Kiissnacht (Lake of Lu
cerne) 111. 115.

Kyburg 53.

Laax 385.

Lacerandes , Pointe des
312.

Lachat, Mont 297.
Lachaud, Mont 318.

Lachen 47.

Lad. Piz 434.
Ladis, Baths 443.
Ladt, Im 330.

Lagalb, Piz 426.
Lagernberg 22.

Laghetto, Passo di 454.
Laglio 475.

Lago Bianco 425.
— Maggiore 458.
— Minore 425.
— Xero 425.
— Spalmo, Cima 427.

Lagone, Val 426.

Lagrev, Piz 410.
Lai 380.

Laiblau, Piz del 390.
Laisch, Alp 432.

Laitemaire 267.

Lammern Glacier 204.

207.
— Joch 203.

Lampertsch-Alp 387.

Lancebranlette 302.

Lancey 315.

Lanchette, Glac. and
Pointe de la 298.

Landeck 444.

Landenberg 140.

Landeron 217.

Landmark 65. 60.

Landquart 66. 371.

Landskron 9.

Landwasser Road 378.

Lange Fluh 353.

Langen 444.

Langenberg, the 44.

Langenbruck 13.

Langenegg 60.

Langenfluh Glacier 349.

Langenthal 17.

Langnau 148. 18.

Langtauferer-Thal 443.

Langthal 329.

Languard Alp 422.

— , Piz 422.

Langwies 368.

Lanterna, Val 424. 436.

Lanzada 424. 436.

Lanzo d'Intelvi 469.

Laquinhorn 353.

Laquin-Joch 322. 353.

Laret, Ober and Untcr
374.

— Alp (Fettan) 433.

(St. Moritz) 415.

Lasa-Alp 71.

Lasnigo 477.
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Latelhorn 324. 353.
Latsch 406.

Latscher Kulm 406.

Lattenfirn 77.

Latterbach 212.

Lauberhorn 184.

Laucherliorn. 189.

Laucherspitze 209.

Lauenen283.
— Horn 263.
— See 263.
— Thai 263.

Laufbodenhorn 210, 211,

Laufelfingen 14.

Laufen, Scbloss 29.

— (on the Birs) 10.

Laufenburg 25. 20.

Lauithor 180.

Laupen 225.

Laarenzenbad 23.

Lausanne 248. 257.
Lauteraar Glacier 199.— Sattel 187.

Lauterbrunnen 174.
— Scbeidegg 183.

Lautersee 391.

Lautrach 446.

Lavancher 286. 291.

Lavaz Joch 388.

—, Val 388.

Laveigrat 207.

Laveno 459.

Laver, Val 434.

Lavertezzo 454.

Lavey, Baths of 261.

Lavin 429.

Laviner Joch 373.

Lavirum, Fuorcla, Piz,

and Val 4?8.

Lavizzara, Val 457.

Lavorgo 123.

Lax 329.

Layaz, La 264.

Lebendun, Lake 329.

Lecco 476.

— , Lago di 475.

Lechaud, Col de 282.

Lecherette, La 268.

Leckihorn 128.

Lecki Pass 128.

Led, Piz 411.

Leggiuno 457.

St. L^gier 252.

Legnoncino, Monte 471.

Legnone, Monte 471.

Lei, Valle di 396.

Leidensee Pass 118.

Leimboden 142.

Leissigen 163. 166.

Leistkamm 50.

Leiterhorn 182.

Lejs, Piz dels 425.

Len, Col du 263. 316.

Lenk 210.

Lenno 474.

Lenta-Liicke 400. 387.
— Thai 387.

Lenz 381.

Lenzburg 150. 24.

Lenzerheide 380.

Lenzer Horn 380.

Lenzjoch 354.

St. Leonard 317. 332.
Leone, Monte 522.

Lesa 464.

Leschaux, Glacier de 285.

Leubringen 12.

Leuer Fall, the 62.

Leuggelbach 74.

Leuk 318. 206.

— , Baths of 204.
— Susten 318.

Leutschach-Thal 119.

Leventina, VaHe 122.

Levo 463.

Leysin 265.
Lezzeno 474.

Liappey 333.

Lichtenberg, Castle 442.

Lichtensteig 67.

Liddes 309.

Liechtenstein 66. 67.

Liedernen 99.

Lierna 475.

Liestal 13.

Ligerz 216.

Lignerolles 231.

Lignieres 216.

Ligornetto 453.

Lillianes 360.

Limmat, the 21. 24. 38.

45. 52. etc.

Limmern Glacier 77.
— Thai 77.

Limonta 475.

Linard, Piz 430.

Lindau 57.

Lindenberg 149.

Lindenhof 58.

Linth, the 45. 48. etc.

— Canal 49.

— , Colony of the 49.

Linthal 75.

Linty, Capanna 351. 359.
Lion, Col du 351.
Lioson, Lac de 264.

Liro Valley 398.
Lischanna Glacier 433.
— , Piz 433.

Littau 146.

Litzner 373.

Liverogne 303.

Livigno 429.

— , Forcola di 426.

Livournea, Col de 305.

Livrio, Val del 436.

Lizerne, the 269.

Lobhorner 181.

Locarno 454.

Loccie, Colle delle 358.
—, Monte delle 358.
Lochau 446.
Lochberg 124.

Lochliberg 385.
Locle, Le 221.

Loco 455.

Loderio 394.

Loeche 318.
— les-Bains 205.
— Ville 318.

Loffelhorn 326.

Loges, Col des 220.
Loggio 469.
Lognan, Pav. de 291.
Lohlen Pass 391.

Lohner 207.

Lombard 307.

Lona, Pas de 337.
Longeborgne 317.

Longhin, Lake 409.— Pass 409.

— , Piz 409.

Longone 477.

Lorze, the 85. 87.

Losone 455.

Lostallo 401.

Lostorf 14. 23.

Lotschen Glacier 209. 327.
— Liicke 327.
— Pass 209.
— Thai 208.

Lottigna 394.

Lottstetten 34.

Lourtier 314.

Louvie, Col de 314.

Lovenex 272.

Loveno 472.

Lowerz 116.

Lowerzer See 116.

Lii 433.

St. Luc 341.

Ste. Luce 248.

Lucel 334.

Lucendro, Lake of 127.
— Pass 127.

— , Piz 127. 128.

Lucerne 87.

.
Lake of 93.

Luchsingen 74.

S. Lucio, Pass of 452.

Lucomagno, Pizzo 122.

Liideren-Gassli 148.

Ludiano 394.

Ludwigshohe 351.

Luette, La (Valais) 333.

— , La (Val de Bagnes)
315.

Lugano 448.

Lake of 468.
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Lugeten 47.

I.ugnetz Valley 386.

Lugrin 271.

Luigi di Savoia, Rifugio
350.

Luino 459.

Luisettes 809.

Luisin 294.

Lukmanier 893.
Lumbreda, Piz 401.

Lumbrein 387.

Lumpegnia, Alp 389.

Liinersee 444.

Lungern 141.

— , Lake of 141.

Lunghino, Fnorcla di

409.

— , Pizzo 409.

Liirlibad 367.

Liisch, Lake of 385.

Liischerz 217.

Luseney, Becca di 305.

Liisgen-Alp 319.

Lfissai 433.

Liitisburg 67.

Lutry 250. 229. 258.
Liitschen-Thal 181.

Liitschine, the 169. 174.

186. 194. etc.

— , the Black 174. 181.

184. 185.

— , the White 174.

Liitzelan 94.

— , Island of 46.

Liitzelfluh 18.

Luvino 459.
Luvis 386.

St. Luziensteig 66.

Luzzone, Val 387.

Lyrerose, Glacier de 315.
335.

Lys Glacier 351.

Lysjoch 351.

Lyskamm 350. 360.
Lys Valley 306. 3^0.
Lyss 13. 230.
Lyssach 18.

Maasplank-Joch 145.

Maccagno 458.
Slacolin 12.

JIacugnaga 356.— Glacier 357.
Macun 430.
Madatsch Glacier 441.
Maderaner-Thal 128.

Madesimo 398.
Madlain, Piz 433.
Madlener-Haus 445.
Madonna della Bocciola

466.

Madonna del Sasso (Lago
Maggiore) 455.

(Lake of Orta) 466
M^drera, Val 476.

Madrisahorn 373.

Madriser Thai 396.

Madulein 428.

Magadino 458.

Magenhorn 323. 343.

Magenwy] 24.

ilaggia 456.

— , the 454. 456. 458. etc,

— , Val 456. 331.

Maggiore, Lago 458.
Magglingen 12.

Magland 279.

Magreglio 477.

Maienfeld 66.

Maienwang 200.

Maierhof 386.

Maigels Pass 391.

— , Val 391.

Mainau, Island of 33.

Maira, the 437.

Maisons Blanches 309.
, Col des 309. 315.

Majing Glacier 205.

Majinghorn 208. 205.

Maladers 36S.

Malans 66. 371.

Malenco, Val 436. 409
Malero, the 409. 436. 437
Malesco 455. 458.

Malix 380.

Mallet, Mont 285.

Malnate 460.

Maloggia, or
Maloja 408.

Mais 442.
Malser Heide 4i3.
Malters 146.

Malvaglia 394.

3Iamette 451. 469.
Mammern 34. 28.

Mandello 472. 475.

Mannedoif 46.

Mannenbach 34. 28.

Mannlichen 184.

Mannliflnh 207.

Maran 370.

Marbach 28. 34. 148.
St. Marcel 305.

Marcelly, Pointe de 281.
Marchairuz, Col du 247.

231.

Marchenspitz 381.
Marchhorn 381.
Marenberge 77.

S. Margherita, Rifugio
302.

JIargna, Piz deUa 411
di S. Martino 473. IMargozzolo, Mte. 464.
del Monte 460. I St. Margretenberg 71,

Baedekek, Switzerland. 18th Edition.

St. Margrethen 65.

S. Maria del Soccorso 474.
— Maggiore 324. 455.
St. Maria der Engcln,
Monastery 67.

— , Hospice (Lukmanier)
393.

— (Munsterthal) 442. 441.
— (on the Stelvio) 441.

— , Muot 410.

Mariastein 9.

Marienberg 443.

Marien-Thal 147.

Marignier 279.

Marin 217.

Marinelli. Capanna (Mte.
Rosa) 357.

— , Rifugio (Bernina) 424.
Marjelen Alp 327.

See 827.

Markelfingen 27.

Marly 228.
Marjnels 404.
Marmore, Muot 410.

Jlarmorera 404.

Marnein 371.

Maroggia 452.

Marscholhorn 400.

Martigny 262.
— Bourg 262.

St.Martin (Calfeisen-Thal)
52. 82.

— (Lugnetz Valley) 386.
Martinets, Col dea 260.

— , Glacier des 260.

— , Pointe des 261.

S. Martino (near Lugano)
450.

— (Val Masino) 437.

— , Forcella di 438.

— , Madonna di 478.

— , Sasso 473.

Slartinsberg 22.

Martinsbruck 434.

Martinsloch 81.

Martinstobel 57.

Mary, Mt. 313.

Maaein 383.

Masino 437.

Bagni del 437.

Val 437.

Massa, the 329.

Mastallone, Val 467.

Masuccio, Mte. 439.

Matan 371.

Matmoire, the 305. 361.

ilatt 81.

Matten (near luterlaken)
169.

— (Upper Simmenthal)
210.

Matterhorn 350.

-, the Little 349.

32
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Matterjoch 348.

Matter-Visp. the 343. 346.
Matthorn 109.

Mattmark Alp 355.
Mattwald Glacier 323.
Mattwaldhorn 323.
Mauensee 19.

St. Maurice 261.

Mauvais Pas 285.
Mauvoisin 314.
Mayen, Tour de 259.
3Iedel Glacier 393. 388.
-, Piz 393.

— , Val 392.

Medels 399.

Meer-Alp 82-

Meeren-Alp 50.

Meersburg 31.

3Ieggen 115. 111.

Meggenhorn 93. 111.
Megglis-Alp 62.

Meiden 841.

Meidenhorn 341.

Meiden Pass 341.
Bleien 146.

Meienreuss, the 120.

Meienschanz 146.
Meilen 45.

Meilleret, Pointe de 264.
Meillerie 272.

Meina 464.

— , Col de la 333.
Meiringen 190.

Meisterschwanden 150.

Meitschlingen 119.

Melch-Aa Bridge 141.

Melchsee-Frutt 140. 143.

Melchthal 140.

— , the Grosse 139.

— , the Kleine 141.
Meldegg 64.

Melide 452. 469.

Meilen, Piz 77.

Mellichen Valley 354.
Jlellig 353.

Mello, Val di 436.
Mels 52.

Jlenaggio 472.

3Iendrisio 453.

Menzberg 146.

Menzikon 150.

Menzingen 86.

Mer de Glace (near
Chamonix) 285.

d'Argentiere 291.
Mera, the 399. 404. 437.

439.

— , Val 426.

Mergozzo, Lago di 462.
Meribe 333.

Merignier 309.
Merlen-Alp 51.
Merligen 165.

Mesocco 401.
Mesolcina, Val 401.
Messern-Alp 329.
Mettelhorn 349.
Mettenberg 187.

Blettlea 148.

Alp 182.

Mettmenstetten 87.
Mezaun, Piz 428.
Mezdi, Piz 430.
Mezzaselva 372.
ilezzola, Lago di 399.
Miage, Col de 290.
— , Glacier de 289. 293,
Miasino 465.
St. Michaelskreuz 111.
Michel, Piz 404. 405.
Midi, Aiguille du 288.
-, Col du 288.
— , Dent du 273. 294.
Mieussv 281.
Miex 272.
Milan 478.
Milar, Val 390.
Milchbach 188.
Millon, Tete de 342.
Mine, Glacier du Mont

335.

Minger, Val 433.
Minor, Val 425.
Minschun, Piz 431. 433
Miralago 455.
Misaun, Alp 421.

Mischabelhorner 346.

Mischabel-Joch 354.
Misox, Ruins 401.
Mission 339.
Mitlodi 74.

Mittagfluh 213.

Mittaggiipfi 108.

Mittaghorn (Bernardino)
400.

— (Binnenthal) 328.
— (Lauterbrunnen Val-

ley) 180.
— (Rawvlj 211.
— (Saas'Vallev) 353.
Mittagjoch 180."

Mittelhorn 187.

Mittelzell 27.

Mittenberg 367. 368.
Moanda, Bocchetta 359.

467.

Moesa, the 123. 401.
Moesola, Lago 400.— Piz 401.
Moeveran. Grand 260.
Mohlin 20.

Moine, Aiguille du 285.
Moiry, Glac. de 336. 338.
-, Val de 337. 339.
Mole 279. 281.
Moleson 266.

Molins 404.
Mollia 468.
Mollis 73.

Mols 51.

Moltrasio 475.

Mombarone, Colma di 307.
Morning 340. 350.

Pass 840.
Mompe-Medel 389.

Tavetsch 389.
Monch, the 187.

3Ionchalp-Thal 373.
Monchenstein 10.

Monchjoch 188.

Moncodine 472.

Mondelli Pass 356.
Mondin, Piz 434. 443.

Monnetier 243. 278.

Monstein 65. 378.
Montafon 445.
Montagna,3. Heinzenberg.
Montagnaia, Col de 305.
Montalto Dora 307.
Montana 317.

Montanvert 285.
Montbarry 265.
Mont Blanc 289.

, Eoeher du 289.

de Seilon 315.
du Tacul 287. 290.

Montbovon 266.

Mont Brul^, Col du 335.
— Durand, Glacier du316.
Montees, Les 280.

Monteluna 71.

Montenvers 285.

Monterascio Pass 387.
Montets, Col des 292.
Monthey 273.
Montjoie Valley 280. 297.
Montjovet 306.
Montorfano 477.
Montoz 11.

Montreux 254. 258.
Montriond 270.
Mont Rouge, Col du 335.— Ruan, Glacier du274.
Montsalvens, Ruins 213.
Monvalle 457.
Monza 478.

Moosstock 124.
Morast 330.
Morat 230.

— , Lake of 230.
Morbegno 437.
Morcles 261. 260.
— , Dent de 260. 261.
Morcote 46S.
Morel 329.
Morez 246.

Morgarten 86.

Morge, the (Savoy) 272.
— , the (Valais) 269- 316.
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MorgenberghomlTl. 165.

Morgenhorn 203.

Morges 247. 257.

Morgetenbach Fall 213.

Morgex 303.

Slorgins 273.

Moriana, Passo della 467.

Morigen 217.

Morignone 440.

Morissen 886.

St. Moritz (Engad.) 414.

— , Baths of 412.

— , Lake of 415.

Mornex 243. 278.

Moro, Monte 357.
— Pass 357. 355.

Morobbia, Val 452. 471.

Morscbacli 97.

Morscbwil 56.

Mort, Mont 312.

Morteau 221.

Mortel Club Hut 421.

— , Piz 423.

Morteratsch Glacier 419.

— , Piz 423.

Mortirolo, Monte 436.

Morzine 270.

Mosses, Les 268.

Mossetaz, Pointe de 271.

Motiers 222.

— , Grotte de 223.

Motta, La 426.

Mottarone, Monfe 464.
Motteliscbloss 57.

Mottelon 269.

Mottets, Les 299.

Motto 394.

Moud, Colle 359. 467.

Moudon 229.

Moulins, Les 267.

Mountet, Cabane du 339.
Moutier (Jura) 11.

—, Val 11.

Moutiers en Tarentaise
303.

Muccia Glacier 401.

Miickenthalispitz 373.

Muggio 453.

Miihlebacli-Tlial 51. 81.

Miihleliorn 50.

Miihlen 404.

Muhlestalden 144.

MiiMe-Thal 144.

Miilenen 201.
Mulets, tbe Grands 289.
Miilkerblatt 210.
Mumpf 20.

Miincben-Buchsee 13.

Mundaun, Piz 386.
Miinsingen 160.

Miinster (on the Bir,?) 11.

— (Grisons) 442.
— (Valais) 326.

Miinsterlingen 33.

Miinster-Thal (Grisons)

429. 442.

(Jura) 11.

Muntatsch 389.

Muota, the 78. 97. 116.

Muotathal 79.

Muottas, Sass da 415.

Muraigl Alp 422.

— , Muottas 417. 422.

Muranza, Val 441. 442.

Muraun, Piz 389. 392.

Muraz 269. 272.

Muretto, Monte 409.
— Pass 409.

Murg (on the Rhine) 25.

— (on the Walensee) 51.

Margenthal 17.

Murgsee-Furkel 51. 74.

Murgseen 51.

Murgthal 51.

Muri 23.

Miirren 177.

Murten 230.

Murtera, Piz 433.

Miirtschen-Alp 50.

Miirtschenstock 50.

Miisella, Munt 427.

Musso 471.

Miistail 403.

Mustair, Val 429.

Mutten 403.
— Glacier 128.

Muttenhorn 128. 133.

Muttenstock 76.

Muttenthaler Grat 82.

Muttenz 13.

Mutthorn ISO.
— Hut 180.

Muttler 434.
Muttnerhom 403.

Muttsee 76.
— Hut 76.

Mutun, Piz 401.

Muzzano, Lake of 468.
Myten 116.

Mytenstein 98.

Nadelhorn 353.

Nadel-Joch 354.
Kafels 72.

Nageli's Gratli 133. 200.
Nair, Piz 415.
Naira, Piz 370.
Kalps Pass 390.
— , Val 390.

Naluns, Motta 433.
Nandro, Val 403.
Nant-Borrant 298.
—, Pont de 260.
— ,' Valle'e de 260.
Nanty, Le 279.

Nanzer-Thal 319.
Napf, the 148.

Napoleon, Pont 320.

Xaravedro-Alp 409.

Xaret, Passo di 457.
Naters 329.

Natons, Val 404.
Nauders 443.

Nava, Pointe de 339.
Navegna, the 455.

Xavigenze, the 337. 338.

Naye, Rochers do 255. 267.

Naz 406.

Nebikon 19.

Neftenbach 35. 53.

Nendaz 314.

— , Val de 314.

Nendeln 446.

Nera, Punta 121.

Nernier 270.
Ifessel 319.

Xessen-Thal 144.

Nesslau 68.

Nesso 474.

Nesthorn 320.

Net^cio. Bocchetta di 359.

Xetstal 73.

Neuchatel 217.

— , Cabane de 334. 335.

336. 351.

— , Lake of 217.

Neuenburg 217.

Neuenkamm 50.

Neuenstadt 216.

Xeu-Hapsburg 111.

Neuhaus 166.

Neuhausen 25. 29.

Neumiinster 45.

Neu-St-Johann 68.

Neuschels 213.

Neuva, Glacier de la 291.

302.

Neuveville 216.

Neu-Wartburg, Castle 14.

S. Nicolao 453.

St. Kicolas de Verocc 298.

Nidelbad 47.

Nidfurn 74.

Niederbauen 95.

Niederbipp 15.

Niedergestelen 318.

Kiederglatt 35.

Niederhallwyl 150.

Niederhorn 167.

Nieder-Rawyl 212^— Rickenbach 135.

Niederried 194.

Nieder-Schonthal 13.

— Surenen Alp 136. 133.

— Tagstein 383.
— Vrnen 72.

Kiederwald 326.

Niesen 163. 212.

32*
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St. Niklaus (Goschenen-
Thal) 124.

— (Visp Valley) 343.

St. Ifiklausen 139.

Niouc 338.
Niva, Alpe de 333.
Niven 209.
— Pass 209.

Nods 12. 216.

Nofels 446.

Noiraigue 222.

Koirmont 247.

Nolla, the 383.

Nona, Becca di 304.

Nord-End (Monte Rosa)
850. 356.

Notkersegg 56. 60.

Notre-Dame de la Gorge
298.

de Guerison 300.

du Sex 261.

Nottwyl 19.

Ifovai 373.

Novara 466.

Novate 399.

Jfovel 272.

Novena, Passo di 326.

Nudo, Monte 459.

Nufenen 400.
— Pass 326.

Nufenenstock 326. 330.

Niina, Piz 429.

Niinalphorn 140.

Nuolen, Baths of 47.

Nurschallas, Piz 391.

Nus 305.

NiLschen-Alp 76.

Nyon 246. 257.

Obbort 76.

Obbiirgen 107.

Oberaar Glacier 199. 200.

Oberaarhorn 200.

Oberaar-Joch 200.

Hut 200.
— Rothjoch 200.

Ober-Ageri 86.

Oberaletsch Glacier 320.
— Hut 320.

Oberalp 392.
— Pass 391.

Oberalpsee 126. 391.

Oberalpstock 130. 890.

Oberbauen 95. 100.

Oberberghorn 173. 189.

Oberbipp 15.

Oberblegi-See 74.

Oberbuchen 149.

Ober-Gabelhorn 340. 350,

Obergestelen 325.

Oberglatt 35.

Oberhalbstein-Thal 403.

Oberhaupt, the 108. 109,

Oberhofen 164.

Oberhornsee 176.

Ober-Kasern Alp 130.

Oberkastels 386.

Oberland, the Bernese
149.

, the Biindner 384.

Oberlaubhorn, the 210.

Oberlauchringen 25.

Obermeilen 45.

Ober-Mutten 403.

Oberreinach 149.

Ober-Rickenbach 100.135.
Oberried (Lake of Brienz)

194.

(Simmenthal) 210.
Oberrieden 47. 85.

Oberriet 65.

Ober-Eothhorn 349.
Obersaxen 386.

Ober-Schonenbuch 78.

Obersee (Erstfeld Valley)
118.

(Wiggis) 78.

Oberstaad 28.

Ober-Stocken 213.
— Urmi 94.
— Urnen 72.

Obervatz 381.

Oberwald 325.

Oberwil 9.

Ober-Winterthur 34.

Obhag-Alp 137.

Obladis 443.

Obrist-Alp 395.

Obstalden 50.

Obwalden 140.

Oche, Dent d^ 271. 272.

Ochsen 213.
— Joch 188.

Ochsenkopf 80.

Oehningen 28.

Oensingen 15.

Oerlikon 52. 22.

Oeschinen-Alp 179. 203,

Oeschinengrat 179.

Oeschinenhorn 203.

Oeschinen-Joch 203.
— See 202.

Oev 212.

Ofenberg 429.

Ofenhorn 328.

Ofen Pass 429.
— Thai 324. 855.

Pass 324.
Oggebbio 459.

Oggiono 476.

Ogliasca 471.

Ohr-Alp 140.

Oira 881.

Oldenhorn 264.

Olen, Colle d^ 359.

Olgiate 460.

Olivone 393.

Ollocchia, Val 467.
Ollomont 316.

— , Val d^ 316.

Ollon 258. 259.

Olten 14.

Oltingen 13.

Oltschibach 192.

Oltschikopf 193.

Omegna 465.

Onno 475.

Onsernone, Val 455.

Orbe 225. 230.

Orchetta, Colle 6." 467.
Oren, Col d" 315.

— , Combe d' 335.
Orfano, MonV 462.

Oria 469.

Orlegna-Fall 408. 437.

Ormont-Dessous 265.
- Dessus 264.

Ornavasso 465.

Ornv, Cabanesd'308. 292.

— , Col d^ 292. 308.
'

—, Glacier d' 308.

— , Pointe d' 308.

Oron 228.

Orsia 359.

Orsieres 303.

Orsino Pass 128.

— , Piz 126. 127.

Orsirora Lake 128.

Orta 465.

— , Lago d' 465.
— Miasino 465.

Ortler 442.

Ortstock 75. 79.

Orvin 12.

Orzival, Roc d' 338.

Osogna 123.

Osola, Val d' 454.

Ossasco 326. 457.

Ossola, Val d' 324. 464.

Osteno 469.

Ostermundingen 160.

Ot, Piz 417.

Ota, Alp 420.

— , Muott' 411.

Otanes, Col des 314.
Otelfingen 22.

Otemma, Col d' 815.

— , Glacier d' 335.

— , Pointe d' 815.

Othmarsingen 21.

Ouchy 247.

Ovace 335.

St. Oyen 313.

Padella, Piz 417.

Paglia, Sasso della 401.

Pain de Sucre 312.

Painsec 338.

Palesieux 302.
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Palette, the 264.

Palezieux 228. 229.

Palfries, Alp 52.

Pallanza 461.

Pallanzeno 465.

Palpuogna 406.

Palii Glacier 424.
— Lake 436.
—

. Piz 423.

Paneyrossaz, Glacier de
269.

Panix 82.

Panixer Pass 82.

Panosseyre, Col de 310.

814.

Panossiere, Cabane 314.

Panten-Briicke 76.

Para, Chalet de la 288.

Paradies Glacier 400.

Paradis, Fuorcla da 390.

— , Piz 390.

Paradiso 450.

Paraviso 469.

Pardisla 371.

Pare 476.

Pare de Marnex 264.

Paresseux, Col des 273.

294.

Parpan 380.

Parrain, 3It. 314.

Parrot-Spitze 359. 350.
Part-Dieu, Convent 266.

Partnun Pass 372. 445.
— Staffel 372.

Pascheu, Le 260.

Passetti Pass 402.

Pass Mai 403.

Passo 331. 456.

Passugg 368.

Patenen 445.

Patnaul, Fuorcla da 386.

Patznauu Valley 444.

Paudeze, the 229. 250. 258.

Paun da Ziicher 422.
Payerne 229.

Pazzallo 451.
Pazzola, Piz 390.

Peccia (Val Maggia) 457
— (Val Vogna) 359.

Pecetto 357. 356.

Pedenosso 427. 440.

Pedriolo-Alp 357.
— Glacier 357.

Peiden, Baths 386.

Peilthal 386.

Peilz, lie de 257.

— , Tour de 252. 258.

Peist 363.

Pelaggia, Cima 475.

Pelerin, Mont 252.

Pelerins, Nant des 288.

Pella 466.

Pellina, Val 313. 335.

Pennine Alps 312.

Perce'e, Pointe 280.

Percia, Sex 260.

Perdatsch 392.

Perroc, Dent 334.

Perrolataz, Pont de 281.

287.

Perron, the 293.
Pers Glacier 420. 423.

— , Munt 422.

Persa, Isla 423
Pesciora, Pizzo 127.

Pestarena 356.

St. Peter (Lugnetz) 386.
— (Schanfigg) 368.

— , Isle of 216.

SS. Peter and Paul 56.

Pete'ret, Aig. de 300.
Peter«grat 180. 203.
Pettenasco 465.

Pettneu 444.
Peulaz, Chalets de la 302.

— , Col de la 301.
Pfafers, Bad 70.

— , Village 71.

PfaflFen Glacier 144,
Pfaflensprung 119.

Pfaffenwand 144.

PfiiffikonCLake of Zurich)
47.

— (near Wetzikon) 48.

Pfander 446.

Pfannenstiel 45.

Pfannenstock 75.

Pfin 318.

Pfunds 443.

Pianazzo 393.

Piancanino 409.
Pianello 471.

Piano 469.

— , Lago del 469.
Plans 444
Piazzi, Cima di 427. 440
Piccolo Altare, Col del

467.
Piece, Glacier de 334. 335.

Piedimulera 465.

Pierre a Beranger 286.
— a Berard 282.
— a dzo 273.
— a FEchelle 288.
— a Vire 314.
— a Voir 263. 308. 313.

316.
— Grept, Tete a 260. 269,
— Joseph, Col de 290.
— Pertuis 11.
— Pointue, Pav. de la 288.

St. Pierre de la Cluse 223,

— Mont-Joux 309.

Pierreuse, Chal. de la 267,

Pieterlen 17.

Piglimo, Cornn 353.

Pignieu, Baths of 395.
Pilatus, the 108.
Pilatuskulm 109.

Pilatus Lake 92.

Pile Alp 353.
Filler Glacier 373.
Pillon. Col de 264.
Pino 458.
Pinter-Joch 360.
Piode-Joch 351.
Piora, Hotel and Val 121.
Piotta 122.

Piottino, Monte 122.

Pirola Lake 436.

Pischa, Fuorcla 406.
— Lake 422.

Pischahorn 373. 376.
Pisciadella 435.
Pisoc, Piz 433.

Pisse, Col delle 359.
Pissevache, the 262.
Pitons, Les 243.

Pitschen. Lei 425.
Piuro 439.

Pizalun 71.

Pizol 71.

Plaine Morte, Glacier
de la 208. 211.

Plan, Aig. du 287.
— Bel Achat 287.

Planches, Les 255.

Planchettes 221. .

Plan de rAiguille 288.
— des Dames 299.
— des lies (Ormont) 264.

Planereuse, Col and
Pointe de 308. 309.

Planken-Alp 137.

Plan :N^eve, Glacier de 260.

Planplatte 191.

Planpraz 2S7.
Plan Rai, Glacier 374.

Plans de Frenieres, Les
260.

Plan Tendre 361.

Plantour. the 258.

Planura Pass 130. 77.

Plasseggen Pass 372. 445.

Plate, Desert, Escaliers,
and Pointe 280. 282.

Platifer 122.

Platta (Fexthal) 410.
— (Val Medel) 392.

— , Piz 404.

Plattas. Val 392.

Plattenhorner 373.

Plattenschlucht 387.

Plattje, Untere & Oliere

(Monte Eosa) 350.
— (near Saas) 353.

Plavna, Piz 433.

— , Val 431.

Ph'iades, Les 252.
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Plessur, the 3GG. 368. 369.

380. etc.

Pleureur, Mout 315.

Pline?, Col des 808.

Plurs 439.

Poch, Val del 433.

Pochfenbach 179. 2G1.

Pochtenkessel 207.

Pognana 475.

Polai=chin, Piz 411. 412.

Polleggio 123.

Pollux 351.

Pommat, the 330.

Pont. Le 231.

Pontarlier 223.

Pont de Nant 2eO.
— du Risse 281.
— Pelissicr 2S0.
— St. Martin 306.
— Ste. Marie 280.
— Serrand 302.

Ponte (Engadine) 427.

— , Al (Bevero Valley)
328.

— Capriasca 451.
— del Diavolo 440.

Puntegrande 356. 467.

Ponte Tresa 468.

Pontlatz Bridge 443.

Pontresina 417.
— . Mnottas da 419.

Ponts deMartcl, Les 220.

Porcareccio, Passo di 456.

Porcellizza, Val 437.

Porchabella Glacier 378.

42-3.

Porlezza 469.

Porrentruy 10.

Portalet 3C8.

Porte du Sex, La 272.

Purtettaz. la 280.

Portjengrat 323.

Porto Ceresio 460. 468.
— Valtravaglia 459.

Port Valais 272.

Po3chiavo 435.

— , Lago di 435.

Pougny 243.

Pouillerel 220.

Pourri, Mont 299.

Pozzolo, Pizzo 324.

Prad 442.

Pradella 432. 434.

Pragel 79.

Pralaire 244. 281.

Prangins 246. 257.

Prapioz^ Col de 264.

Praraye 335.

Prarion 280.

Prk Sec 301.

Pratigau 370.

Prato 457,
— , Val 457.

Pratteln 13.

Pratzer H.ihe 333.

Praz, Les 287. 291.
— de Fort 3u2.

Prazfleuri 336.

— , Col de 314.

Prazlong 333.

Pr^, Le 267.
— de Bar 291. 301.

Preda 406.
— Rossa Alp 436.

Predelp Pass 393.

Prefargier 217.

Pregny 041.
_

Premadio 42 (. 440.

Premeno 460.

Premia 331.

Premosello 465.

Prequartero 3.o6.

Pre St. Didier 302.

Prese, Le 435. 440.

Pressura, Monte 441.

St. Prex 247. 257.

S. Primo. Monte 473. 477.

Promenthoux 246.

Promontogno 438.

Prosa, Mte. 127.

Proz, Cantine de 3iiJ.

— , Glacier de 310.

Pr'untrut 10.

Prutz 443.

Pully 2.5IJ.

PuntaiglaS; Val 388.

Punt Ota , Bridge (near
Pontresina) 419.

, — (near Zernetz)
428.

Puschlav 435.

Pusiano, Lago di 477.

Quarazza, Val 356. 358.

Quarsano 475.

Quart, Chateau 305.
— Villefranche 305.

Quarten 51.

Qnatervals, Piz 429.

Quincinetto 306.

Quinten 50.

Quintino Sella Hut (Lvs-

joch) 351. 360.

(Mont Blanc) 289
Quinto 122.

Rabenfluh 161.

Kabius 388.

Raehisberg 18.

Radolfzell 26.

Rafruti 148.

Ragatz 69.

Ragol 72.

Rain 149.

Raisse. Ravine of the
222.

'

Ralligstocke 165.

Rambert, Cab. Eug. 2G<).

Rami Glacier 328.

Ramin-Alp 82.

Ramisfluh 140.

Ramosa, Fuorcia de 387
Ramsey 18.

Rancio, Sasso 471.

Randa 344.

Randen, Beringer 26,

— , Hohe 26,

Rang, Tete de 220.

Rankweil 446.

Ranzola, Colle 360.

Rappenhom 328.

Rapperswil 46. 48.

Raron 318.

Raschil, Alp 380.

-, Piz 380.

Raterichsboden 198.

Rathhausen 149.

Rauthorn 322.

Rautifelder 72.

Rautispitz 73.

Raveisch Lakes 378.

Ravins, Les 212.

Rawyl 211.

Ravrvlhorn 211.

Razliberg 210.

Razli Glacier 211.

Re 455.

Realp 131.

Realta 382.

Rebarmaz, La 293.

Rebbio. Forca del 321.

— , Punta del 321.

Reckingen 53. 326.

Reclere 11.

Redaaco, Cima 440,

Redorta, Corona di 454.

— , Passo di 454.

Refuge, Col du 269,

Regelstein 49.

Regenbolshom 2iJ7.

Regensberg 35.

Regensdorf 22.

Regina, Piz 387.

— Margherita, Capanna
360.

Regoledo 471.

Rehetobel 60.

Reichenau 381.

— , Island of 27. 28.

Reichenbach 201.

-, Falls of the 191. 194.

Reichenburg 48.

Reiden 19.

Reidenbach 213.

Reignier 278.

Reinach 150.

—eisen 14.

Rele2«iio, Capanna di 472.

RemUs 434.
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Renens 225. 258.

Renfenhorn 195.

Renggli'Pass 1C5.

Rentiert, Alp 388.

Reposoir, Roclier du 301,
Reschen 443.
— Scheideck 443.

Reseia 469.
Resegone di Lecco 476.

477.

Resti Pass 209.
— Rothhorn 209.

R^sy 360.

Retico, Lago 392.

Rettau, Lac de 264.

Reuchenette 12.

Reulissenberg 211.

Reuse, the 222. 223. 224.

—, Gorges de la 223.
— d'Arolla, Col de la

315.

Reuss,tbel9. 21. 87.89.
99. 149. etc.

Rezzonico 471.

Rhfetikon 444.

Rliaziins 382.

Rhein, Averser 396. 397.

— , Gammer 390. 391.

— , Hinter 381. 400.

—,— (Source of the) 400.

— , Medelser, or
— , Mittel 389. 122. 392.

— , Oherhalbstein 403.

— , Val 397. 399.

— , Valser 386.

— , Vorder381. 384. 389.

391. 392.

— , Vriner 386.
Rheineck 64.

Rheinfelden 20.

Rheinklingen 27.

Rheinquellhorn 400.

Rhelnwald Glacier 400.

Rheinwaldhorn 400.
Rheinwald-Thal 397.
St. Rhemy 312.

Rhine, the 4. 25. 29. etc.

— , Falls of the 29.

Rhone, the 133. 235. 258.

272. 316. 325. etc.

— Glacier 325. 133.
Rhonestock 145. 124.

Richensee 150.

Richenstein 214.
Richetli Pass 82.
Richisau 30.

Richtersweil 47.

Rickenbach 116.

— , Nieder- 135.

— , Ober- 100. 135.
Riddes 316.

Ried (on the Inn) 443
— (Lcitschenthal) 208.

Ried (Muota-Thal) 79.
— (Valais) 328.

Hieden 49.

Riederalp 327.

Riederberg 214.

Rieder Furka 327,

Riederhorn 327.
Riedern 80.

Riedmatten , Col de 335,

Ried Pass 354.
Riedwyl 17.

Riein 386.

, Piz 384,

Riemenstalden-Thal 79.

99. 117,

Rienzer Stock 120,

Rieseten Pass 81.

Ritlelalp 345.
Riflfelberg 345.
Riffelhorn 349,

Riggisberg 159.
Rigi, the 101,

Rigidalstock, the 137.

Rigi-Felsenthor 102.
— First 106.
— Hochfluh 96. 106.
— Kaltbad 102.
— Klosterli 103.
— Kulm 104. 102.
— Railways ICO.
— Rothstock 102.
— Scheidegg 106.

— Staffel 102. 103.

Rikon 53.

Rima 467. 359.

Rimasco 467,

Rimella 467,

Rimpfischhorn 349. 355.
Rimpfischwange 355.

Rinderhorner 203.

Ringelspitz 72. 3S2.

Ringgenberg 172.

Rinkenberg 388.

Rinkenkopf 82.

Ripaille, Castle 271.

Ritom, Lake 121.

Ritter Pass 329.

Ritzengratli 189.

Ritzingen 326.

Ritzlihorn 197.

Riva di Palanzo 475.
— Valdobbia 468. 359.

Rivasco 331.

Rivaz-St-Saphorin 250.

258,

Rivera-Bironico 448,

Robiei, Alp 331. 456.

S. Rocco 331,
Roche (Jura) 11,
— (on the Rhone) 258.
— sur Foron, La 278.
Roches, Col des 221,

IRoc Noir 339.

Rodols 382.

Rodi-Fiesso 122.
Rodont Bridge 127.

RotYelhorner 356.
Roffelstafel 357.
Roffna 404.

Rofna Ravine 397.

Rohrbachsteiu 211.

Roisetta 361.
Rolle 247. 257.

Romainmutier 231.
Romanshorn 54.

Romerswyl 149.

Romiti 102.

Romout 228.

Romoos 148,

Ronco 458.

Rondadura Pass 390.
-, Piz 390, 893. 122.

Rongellen 395.

Rophaien 99.

Rorschach 56.

Rorschacher Berg 57.

Rosa, La 426.
— Blanche, Pte.de 314.

— , Monte 350. 356. 357.
Rosatsch, Piz 414.
Roseg Glacier 420.

— , Piz 424.

— , Porta 424,
— , Vadret da 420.

Roselette, Mt, 297.
Rosenberg 56.

Rosenegg 187. 195.

Rosenhorn 187. 195.

Rosenlaui, Baths of 195,
— Glacier 195.

Rossa 402.

Rossberg 114, 86.

Rossboden Glacier 322.

Rossbodenhorn 323.

Rossboden Pass 322.
Rossbiihel 57.

Rossiniere 267.

Rosso, Cima di 409,

— , Mte. 461.

Rossstock 99. 117.

Rothe Boden 346. 349.
— Furka 374.
— Kumme 208.

Rothelspitze 441,

Rothenbrunnen 382.

Rothendossen 108.

Rothenegg 171.

Rothenthurm 114.

Rothgratli 100.

Rothhorn, Aroser 370.

380.

— , Bliimlisalp 203.

-, Brienzer 192. 141.

— , Faldum 209.
— , Ferden 209
— , Finsteraar 200.
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Rothhorn (Macugnaga)
356.

— , Resti 209.
— (Saas) 353.
— (Sigriswyl) 164. 1G5.
— (Zermatt) 349.
— (Zinal) 350. 340.

Rothi 16.

Rothihorn 190. 189.

Rothkreuz 87. 24.

Rothsandnollen 140. 143.

Rothsee 87.

Rotlistock, Engelberger
137. 100.

— , Rigi- 102.

— , Uri- lOa. 137.

— Liicke 100.

RoththalHut 180. 183.

— Battel 180. 183.

Roththor, the 51.

Rotondo, Passo 121. 123.

— , Pizzo 121. 128.

Rutzberg 103.

Rotzloch 108.

Roagemont 214.

Rouges, Aiguilles (.Cha-

monix) 287.

— , — (Evolena) 334.

— , Rochers 289.

Rousses, Les 246.

Roussette 334.

Rovano, Passo^424.
Rovenna 475.

Roveredo 402.

Rovio 453.

Ruan, Mont 274.

Rabigen 160.

Rublihorn 214. 267.

Ruclien, the Grosse 130.

— Glarnisch 80.

Ruchi 76.

Riichi 76.

Ruchkehlen Pass 131.

Rudenz, Chateau 99. 141.

Rue 229.

Riiegsau 18.

Rueras 390.

Rugen, the Kleine 170.

Ruinaz 303.

Ruinette 313.

Ruis 82. 387.
_

Rumianca 465.

Ruosalper Kulni 79.

Ruppersweil 24. 23.

Riischlikon 47.

Rusein, Piz 76.

— , Val 77.

Russo 455.

Ruth, Dent de 213.

Riithi (Rhine Valley) 65.

Riiti (near Arosa) 363.

— (near Meiringen) 142.
— (near Rapperswil) 48.

Riiti (near Stachelberg)
74.

Rutli 98.

Rutor 302. 303.
— Falls 302.

—, Lago del 302.

Riittiiirn 146.

Ruttihubelbad 149.

Ruz, Val de 220.

Ryalt, Hoch-, Ruin 383.

Saane, see Sarine.

Saanen 214.
— Moser 214.

Saas (Pratigau) 372.

Saasberg 74. 80.

Saas-Fee 353.
— Grund 353.
— Pass 324.

Sacconnex 242.

Sachseln 140.

Sackingen 25.

Safenwyl 19.

Safien-Platz 385.

Safierberg 385.

Safier-Thal 385.

Saflisch-Joch 321.

Sage, La 333. 337^
Sagerou, Col de 2(4.

Scigisthal 189.

Sagne, Mont 22J.

Saignelegier 221.

Sal a 474.
— al Barro 476.

Saland 53.

Salanfe, the 274. 294.
— Alp 273. 294.

Salay 336.

Salbitschyn 124.

Salecina, Motta 403.

Saleinaz, Cabane & Gla-

cier de 291. 292. 308.

— , Fenetre de 292. 303.

Salenstein 28.

Sales 255.

Saletz 65.

Saleve, Mont 243.

Salgesch 318.

Sallanches 279.

Salles 280.

—, Pointe de 282.

Sallieres, Tour 274. 294.

Salquenen 318.

Salteras, Piz 406.

Saluver, Val 415.

Salux 403.

Salvagnv 282.

Salvan 294.

S. Salvatore, Monte 451.

Samaden 416.

Sambtis-See G3.

Sambucco 457.

Samoens 282.

Samolaco 399.

Samstagern 112. 47.

Sandalp 76.
— Pass 77. 389.

Sandfirn 77. 130. 38^.
Sandgrat 77. 389.

Sandhubel 370. 379.

Sanetschhorn 263.

Sanetsch Pass 263.

Sanna, the 444.

Santino 461.

Saoseo, Cima 427.

Sapiin 869.

Sardasca Alp 374.

Sardona Alp 82.
— Glacier 82.
— Hut 72. 82.
— Pass 82.— . Piz 72. 82.

Sa'rgans 52. 66.

Sarine, the 213. 214. 226.

266. etc.

Sarn 382.

Sarnen 140.

— , Lake of 140.

Saronno 460.

Sarraz, La 230. 225.

Sassalbo 435.

Sassal Masone 424. 425.

Alp 426.

Sass Auta 430.

Sassella 437.

Sassello Pass 457.

Sasseneire 387.

Sassi, Passo dei 121.

457.

Sassiglione , Forcola di

435.

Sassina, Val 471.

Sasso Biasolo, Val di 436.

Satarma 334.

Sattel 114.

Sattelhorn 320. 327.

Satteli 143.

Sattelteliicke 386.

Saugern 10.

Sauren Glacier 82.

Saurenstock 82.

Saussure, Cab. De 302.

Sauterot 332.

Savaranche, Val 303.

Savognin 403.

Sax 65.

Saxe, La, Baths 300.

—, Mont de la 301.

Saxer Lucke 65.

Saxeten 171.
— Thai 171.

Saxon, Baths of 316.

Scai, Piz o93.

Scala, Lago della 426.

Scale, Mte. delle UO.
Scaletta Glacier 377.
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Scalettaliorn 37T.

Scaletta Pa5s 377.

Scants 428.

Scara Orell 127.

Scaradra Pass 387.

Scareglia 452.

Scarl 433.
— Pass 433.

Scarlthal 433.

Scatta Minnjo 328.

Scerscen Glacier 411. 424
— . Monte di 424.

-Pass 436.

Scesaplana 371. 444.

Schaan 446.

Scbachen (in the Entle
buch) 146.

— (near Lindan) 58.

Schachenbad 58.

Scbacben-Thal 78. 117.

Schadau, Chateau 164.

Schadenburg 172.

Schafberg (Engatlen-Alp)
143.
— (Lotschenthal) 2C8.
— (Oeschinen-Thal) 179,

— (Pontresina) 421.

Schafboden 63.

Schaffhausen 25.

Schafle^s Egg 64.

Schafloch 164.

Schafmatt 13. 147.

Schalliberg 351.

Schallihorn 340.

Schalli-Joch 340.

Schamella Hut 371. 445
Schamger-Thal 395.

Schanfigg-Thal 368.

Schangnau 148.

Schanis 49.

Schaniser Berg 49.

Scharans 382.

Seharnachthal 2Ul.

Schattdorf 118.

Schatzalp 3^7.

Schaubhorn 193.

Schauenberg 53. 5i.

Schauenburg, Bad 13.

Schauensee 92. 110.

Scheerhorn 130.
— Griggeli Pass 131.

Scheerjoch 130.

Scheibengutsch 147. 148
Scheibenstoll 50.

Scheidegs, Great 196.

— , Hasli^l96.
— , Lauterbrunnen 183.
— . Little 183.

— , ResChen 443.

— , Rigi 1C6.

— , Wengern 183.

Scheidstockli 76.

Schera Alp, La 429.

Scherzligen 160. 163.

Scheve 13.

Schiahorn 369. 377.

Schienhorn '620.

Schiers 371.

Schiesshorn 370.

Schiflli 171.

Schild 74.

Schilt 106.

Schiltalp 178.

Schilthorn (Lotschen
Pass) 209.

— (near Miirren) 177.201.

Schimberg 147.

— Bad 147.

Schindellegi 112.

Schinznach 24.

Schlagstrasse 114.

Schlans 38S.

Schlappiner-Joch 445.

Scbleins 434.

Schleuis 385.

Schlieren 23.

— Thai 140.

Schlinga, Val 432.

Schlossberg 137.
— Glacier 118.
— Liicke 118. 138.

Schlosslikopf 71.

Schlossstock 137.

— Liicke 100. 137.

Schluderns 442.

Schliindi 213.

Schmadribach Fall 176.

Schmadri-Joch 180.

Schmerikon 48.

Schmidhauser 328.

Schmitten 226. 379.

Schmorras Pass 403.

Schnaus 387.

Schneehom 397.

Schneestock 145. 124.

Schneidehorn 211.

Schnittweyer-Bad 162.

Schnurtobel 102.

Schollenen 125.

Schonboden 112.

Schonbrunn 86.

Schiinbiihl 18. 209. 351.

Schonegg (near Becken
ried) 95.

— (Interlaken) 172. 173

3b8.
Schonegg Pass 100. 135.

Schonenwerd 23.

Schonfels iiQ.

Schouhorn 322.

Schrattenfliihe 147.

Schrattern, Alp 197.

Schreckhorn 187.

Schreienbach, the 75.

• Schrinen, Alp 51.

'Schruns 445.

Schuls 431.
Schupfheim 147.

Schwaldis. Alp 51.

Schwalmeren 172. 165.

Schwalmis 135.

Schwanau, Island of 116.

Schwand 136.

Schwandegg 86.

Schwanden 74.

Schwandfehlspitze 207.
Schwandi 74. 110.
Schwarenbach 204.
Schwarzach 446.
Schwarzberg Glacier 355.— Weissthor 355.

Schwarze Glacier(Furka)
123.

(Monte Rosa) 851.
Schwarzegg Hut 187.
Schwarzenbach 79.

Schwarzenberg 146.
Schwarze See(nearSchul8)

432.

(near Freiburg) 227.
Schwarz Glacier 203.
Schwarzgrat 118.
Schwarzhorn (Augstbord

Pass) 342.

(Grindelwald) ISO.

193
— (Fliiela Pass) 374. 377.
— (Kienthal) 179.— (Monte Rosa) 350.
— (Parpan) 370.

Schwarz-See (near Zer-
matt) 347.

— (near Klosters) 37,4.— (Arosa) 869.
— (Fliiela Pass) 374.

Schwarzsee-Bad 228.

Schwarzthor 351.

Schwarzwald Glacier 196.
— Huts 195.

Schwefelberg 213. 162.

Schwein-Alp 48. 80.

Schweiningen 403.

Schweizerhall 13.

Schweizerthor 371. 446.

SchwelU-See 370.

Schwendi 59. 62. 140.

Schwendifluh 96.

Schwendi-Kaltbad 140.

Schwendli-Alp 137.

Schwyz 116.

Schyn Pass 402.

Schrnige Platte 173.

Sciez 270.

Sciora, Alp di 409. 438.

Sciundrau, Lago 457.

Scopa 467.

Scopello 467.

Scopi 393.

Sedrun 380.
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S^chex 270.

Seealp-See, the 62.

Seeboden-Alp 103.

Seedorf 99.

Seelegg 129.

Seelisberg 96.

Seelisberger Kulm 96.
— SeeU 95. %.
Seengen 150.

Seethal 149.

Seewen 116.
— Alp 147.

Seewenegg 148.

Seewen Lakes 51.

Seewinen Glacier 357.

Seewis 371.

Seez 303.

Seezberg 52.

Seezthal 52. 82.

Sefinen-Alp 178.
— Furgge 179.
— Thai 178.

Segl, Lej da 410.

Segnas 389.
Segnes Glacier 81.

— Hut 81. 384.
— Pass 81.

— , Piz 81. 384.

Segrino, Lago del 477.

Seigne, Col de la 299.

Seilon Alp 333.

— , Col de 315. 335.

— , Glacier de 335.

— , Mont Blanc de 315.

Seiloz, La 302.

Selbsanft 75.

Selibtihl 159.

Selkingen 326.

Sella, La 423.
— Glacier 424.
— Lake 127. 128.
— Pass 424.

— , Rifugio (Lyskamm)
351. 3b0.

— , — (Mont Blanc)
289.

—, — fWeissthor) 357.

Selun 50.

Selva 391.

Selzach 17.

Sembrancher 303.

Semione 394.

Semogo 427. 440.

Sempach 19.

Sena, Pizzo di 420.

Sengla, la 335.

Sennhof 53.

Sennthum 342.

Sennwald 65.

Sent 434.

Sentier, Le 231.

Sentis 62.

Seon 150.

Sepey, Le (Ormont) 265.

— (Val d'Herens) 33G.

Septimer 404.

Seranastga, Piz 386.

Seregno 478.

Serena, Col 312.

Serenbach, the 50.

Serengia, Piz 390.

Sergnement 268.

Sermenza, Val 467.

Serneus 372.

Sernf-Thal 81.

Serpentine 315.

Serra Neire 340.

Serrieres 222.

Sertig-Dorfli 378.
— Pass 378.
— Valley 377. 378.

Servaplana 269.

Serviezel, Ruin 434.

Servoz 280.

Sesia-Joch 351.

Valley 358. 466.

Sesto-Calende 464_.

S. Giovanni 4<8.

Sesvenna, Piz & Val 433.

Sether Furka 82.

Sett, Passo di 404. '

Sevelen 66.

St. Severin 269.

Sevreu, Col de 314.

Sexblanc, Col de 313.

Sex Rouge 264.

, Glacier du 264.

Seyon, the 219. 222.

Sfazzu 435.

Sgrischus, Lej 424.

Sichellauenen 175.

Siders 317.

Siebenbrunnen, the 210.

Siebnen 47.

Siedelhorn,the Kleinel99.
Siedeln Glacier 132.

Sierre 317.

Signalhorn 373.

Signalkuppe 350. 356.

360.

Signau 148.

Signayes 313.

Sigriswyl 164.

Grat 164. 165.

Sigriswyler Rothhorn
164. 165.

Sihl, the 23. 38. 46. 62.

85. 112. etc.

Sihlbrugg 44. 85.

Sihl-SeeU 80.

Sihlthal 44. 113.

Sihlwald 44.

Silberhorn 188.

Silberliicke 183.

Silbern 80.

Silberstock 75. 79.

iSilenen 118.

Silleren-Grat 207.

Sils (Engadine) 410.
— (Rheinthal) 402.

— , Lake of 410.

Silva, Ada 414. 419.

Silvaplana 411.

Silvretta Glacier 372. 374.
— Hut 373. 374.

Silvrettahorn 373.

Silvretta Pass 374.

Simano 394.

Simelihorn 189. 190.

Siineli Pass 323.

Simme, the 210. 214. etc.

Simmenegg 213.

Simmenfluh 212.

Simmen-Thal 210. 212.

Simplon 322.
— Pass 322.
— Tunnel 319.

Sinestra, Val 434.

Singen 26.

Sion 316.

Mayens de 332.

Monastery of 4^.

Sirnach 54.

Sirwoltenhorn 323.

Sirwolten Pass 322.

Sisikon 99. 117.

Sismonda, Signal 304.

Sissach 13.

Sissacher Fluh 13.

Sisseln 20.

Sissone, Monte 409.
Sitten 316.

Sitter, the 65. 61.

Six Cairo 308.

Madun 126. 392.

Sixt 282.

Soazza 401.

SogUo 439.

Soja, Val 394.

Sol, Piz 71.

Soladino Fall 466.

Solalex 269.

Solda, Val 451. 469.

Soleil, Porte du 273.
Solis Bridge 403.

Soleure, or
Solothurn 15.

Som la Proz 302.

Someo 456.

Someraro 463.

Somnierau 14.

Sommerigkopf 68.

Somvix 388.

— , Val 388.
Sonadon, Col du 309. 315.

—, Glacier du 309.

Sonceboz 11. 221.

Sonder, Bad 64.

Sondrio 436.
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Sonnenberg (near Lu-
cerne) 92. 146.

— (near Seelisberg) 96.

Sonnighorn 353.

Sonogno 454.

Sonvilier 221.

Sorebois, Col de 337.

-, Corne de 339.

Sorenberg 147.

Sorengo 450.

Sorescia 127.

Sorreda Pass 387.

Sosto, Mt. 393.

Sours, Las 421.

Souste 318.

Soybieres 10.

Spadlatscba, Val 405.

Spahnhorn 324.

Spannegg 74. 50.

Spannort. tbe Great and
Little 137. 118.
— Hut 137.

Spannorter-Joch 138. 118.

Sparrborn 320.

Speer 49. 67.

Speicber 60.

Spescba, Porta da 77. 389.

Spicberflub 140. 143.

Spiellaui-See 390.

Spiez 164. 163.

Spiezmoos 162. 212.

Spiezwyler 162.

Spinabad 378.

Spino 439.

Spiringen 78. 117.

Spitalmatte 203.

Spitelrtiti 77.

SpitzalpeU-Stdcke75. 130.

Spitzberg 131.

Spliidatscb, Castle 404.

Spliigen 397.
— Pass 398.

Spoccia 458.

Spol, tbe 425. 428. 429.

Spondinig 442.

Spuntiskopfe 368.

Staad 64.

Stabbio Alps 402.
— Grat 401.

Stacbelbere, Batbs of 74.

Stafa 46.

Stafel-Alp 129.

Stafeln, tbe 129.

Staffa 356.
StaflFel-Alp 831. 348.
Staflelwald 331.

Stalden (Visp Vallev) 343.
— (on tbe Pragel) 79.
— (Unterwalden) 140.

Stalla 404.
Stallerberg 396.
Stalvedro 404.

— , Stretto di 122.

Stammerspitz 434.

Stammbeim 34.

Stampa 438.

Stans 134.

Stanser Horn 134.

Stansstad 107.

Starkenbacb 68.

Starlera, Val 396.

Statz, Lake of 416. 419.
Statzer Alp 144.

Statzer Horn 380.
Staubbacb, tbe 175.

Stauber Waterfall 78.

Staufberg 24. 150.

Stavelatscb, Fuorcla de
388.

Stecbelberg 175.

Steckborn 34. 28.

Steffisburg 161.
SteigH-Egg 108.

Stein zu Baden 21.
— (on tbe Rbine) 27. 20.34.
— (Toggenburg) 68.

Steinacb, Castle 57.

Steinberg, tbe 145.

—, tbe Lower 176.

tbe Upper 176.

Steinen 116.
— Glacier 145.

Jocb 321. 328.

Steinerberg 114.

Steinerne Tiscb 57.

Stein-Limmi 145.

Steinscblagborn 202.

Steintbalborn 342.

Stella, Corno 436.

Stelliborn 355.

Stelvio Pass 441.

St. Stepban 210.

Stilfs 442.

Stilfser Jocb 441.

Stock 126. 391.

Slockalp 200. 327.
Stock Glacier 336.

Stockgron 77.

Stockborn (Simmentbal)
213

— (Zermatt) 349.
Stockje 336.

Stockknubel 349.

Stockl 391.

Stoos (near Brunnen) 98
Storegg 140.

Stosa (near Gais) 61. 65,

Strablegg 187.

Strablborn 349. 355.

Strassberg, Ruin 369.360,
Strattligen 163.

Strela Pass 369.
Strengen 444.
Stresa 463.

Stretta, La 425.
-, Piz 425.

Strich, Znm 858.
Strim Glacier 130.

Strimtbal 131. 390.
Strubelegg 208.
Stuben 443.
Stiicklistock 1'24. 146.

Studerborn 200.

Studer-Jocb 200.

Stufenstein-Alp ISO.

Stulsergrat 379.
Sturnaboden 371.
Stiirvis 403.

Stutz 371.

Sublage 263.

Sucbet, Mont 225. 231.

Siid-Lenzspitze 353.
Sueglio 471.

Sufers 397.

Subr 19. 24.

Suldalp, Untere 165.

Sulden-Tbal 442.

Suldtbal 165.

Sulegg 171.

Sulgen 54.

St. Sulpice 223. 247.

Suls-Alp 171.

Sulsanna, Val 377. 428.
Sulzflub 372. 445.

Sumiswald 18.

Suna 462.

Sundgraben 166. 167.

Sundlauenen 166.

Sur 404.

Sura, Alp 384. 388.
Surava 379. 405.
Sur En 432. 434.

Surenen Pass 138.

Suretta, Val 397.

Surettaborn 396. 398.
Surlej 411.

— , Fuorcla 412.

— , Piz 414.
Surovel, Alp 412. 421.

Surpalix, Val 391.

Surrbein 388. 390.

Sursass 432,

Sursee 19.

Sursura, Piz 429.
— Glacier 429. 430.

Siis 429.

Susanfe, Col de 274.

Susasca Valley 373.

Siiser-Tbal 373.

Sii Soai 429.

Sussillon 338.

Susten 318.
— Alp 146.
— Horner 145. 146.
— Jocb 125.
— Limmi 145. 124.
— Pass 146.

Suvoroflf Bridge 79.

— Monument 125.
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Suvretta, Alp 412. 416.

— , Val 416.

Taconuaz, Glacier de 281
Tacul, Glacier du 285. 290.

— , Montblanc dn 287.

Tagertschi 149.

Tagliaferro 359.

Taille, Mont 360.

Tailleres, Lac des 223.

Taino 457.

Talamona 437.

Talefre, Aig. de 290.

— , Col de 290.

— , Glacier de 285. 290.

Tamaro, Monte 452, 458.

Tambo, Piz 397.

Tamina, the 66. 69. 70.

Tamins 384. 381.

Taneda 121.

Tanay 272.

— , Lake of 272.

Taninges 281.

Tannen-Alp 140. 143.

Tannenberg 74.

Tanneverge, Pic and Col

de 282.

Tannhorn 148.

Tanzbodeli 165. 176.

Tarasp, Baths of 431.

— , Castle 432.

Tarentaise 303.

Tartsch 442.

Tasch 344.
— Alp 354.

Taschhom 353.

Tasch Pass 355.

Tasna, Val 431.

Tatlishorn 209.

Tatschbach Fall 136.

Taubenloch, Gorge 12.

Taufers 442.

Tavagnasco 306.

Tavanasa 387.

Tavannes 11.

Tavel 253.

Taverne 443.

Tavetsch 389.

— , Mompe 389.

Tavordo 469.

Tecknau 13.

Teglio 436.

TelFs Chapel (near Biirg-

len) 117.

(nearKussnacht)lll.
(Lake of Uri) \id.

— Platte 99.

Tellispitzen 180.

TelUstock 143.

Telli-Thal 180.

Tencia, Campo 457.

Tendre, Mont 231.

Tene, La 217.

Teniger Bad 388.

Teo, Pizzo del 425.

Termine, Colle del 467.

— , Val 122.

Terri, Piz 387.

Ten-itet 254. 256. 258.

Tersiva 305.

Tesserete 452.

Tessin, see Ticino.

Tete Blanche 305. 335.

336.

de Bois 309.

de Moine 264.
— Noire (near the Col de

la Forclaz) 292.

(near St.Gervai3)280.
— Pelouse 282.
— Rousse, Glacier de289.

297.

Teufelsbriicke (near Miir-

ren) 178.
— (Reussthal) 125.
— (Sihlthal) 112.

Teufelsmunster 96.

Teufen 64.

Tgietschen, Piz (Ober-
alpstock) 130. 390.

— (Pass Diesrut) 387.

Thai 64.

Thalacker 86.

Thalalp-See 50. 74.

Thaleggli 145.

Thali-Joch 404.

Thalliboden 357.

Thaltistock 145.

Thalweil 47.

Theodule Glacier 348.
— Pass 348. 361. 362.

Theodulhorn 348.

Therwil 9.

Thiejerfluh 370.

Thiele. or Toile, the 224.

225.

— , or Zihl, the 217.

Thiengen 25.

Thierachern 162.

Thieralplistock 145.

Thierberg 128. 211.
— Glacier 211.
— Limmi 124. 145.

Thierbergli 145.

Thierfehd 75.

Thierwies 63.

Thonon-les-Bains 270,
Thuile, La 302.
Thun 160.

— , Lake of 164.

Thur, the 34. 35. 53. 54.

67. etc.

Thurgau, Canton 53.

Thurm, the Aeussere and
Innere 355.

Thusis 383.

Thyon, Crete de 332.

Tianns, Pass da 390.

Piz 390.

Tiatscha Glacier 430.

Ticino, the 122. 128. 326.

402. 454. 468.

— , Canton of 447.

Tiefenbach 132.

Tiefen Glacier 132. 145.

Tiefenkastell 403.

Tiefenmatten Glacier 336.

Joch 351.

Tiefen-Sattel 145.

Tilisuna Hut 445.

Tines, Les 286. 291.

Tiniere, Col de la 257.

Tinzen 403.

Tinzenhorn 405.

Tinzenthor-Pass 403.

Tirano 436.

— , Madonna di 436.

Tisch, Val 406.

Titlis 138. 144.

Tivano, Piano del 474.

Toce, see Tosa.
Todi 76.

— , Biindner 388.

— , Lesser 389.

Toggenburg 87.

Toggia, Val 330.

Toma, Lake 391.

Tomlishorn 109.

Tomiil, Piz 386.

Tondu, Col du Mt. 298.

Torgnon Glacier 335.

Torino, Rifugio 290. 301.

Torno 475.

Torre 394. 436.

Torrent, Col de 337.
— Alp (Leuk) 205.

(Val d'Anniv.) 337.

Torrenthorn 205.

Torrigia 474.

Torrone, Pizzo 409. 437.

Torta, Val (near Klosters)

373.

—,— (Ticino) 457.

Tosa, the 324. 330. 458.

462. 464. etc.

— Falls 330.

Tosens 443.

Toss 53.

— , the 35. 53.

Tongues 270.

Tounot 339.

Tour, Le 296.

— , Aig. de la 288.

— , Aig. du 293. 308.

— , Col du 291.

— , Glacier du 292. 296.
-^ de Peilz, La 252. 258.
— de Treme, La 266.

Tournalin, Grand 362.
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Tournanche, Col de 351. Triolet, Col de 290.

Tournelon Blanc 314
Tour Noire 291.
— Ronde 271.

Tourtemagne 318.

Trachsellauenen 175.

Tracht 192.

Tracuit Alp 339.

— , Col de 842.

Trafoi 442.

Trais Fluors 417.

Trasquera 324. 329.

Travers 222.

— , Val de 222.

Treib 96.

Trelatete, Aig. de 298. 300.

— , Col de 293.

— , Glacier de 298.

— , Pavilion de 298.

Trelechamp 292.

Trelex 246.

Tremezzina, the 474.

Tremezzo 474.

Tremoggia Pass 411.

— , Piz 411.

Tremola, Val 128.

Tremorgio, Poncione 457.

Trepalle 440.

Tresa, Ponte 468.

Tresculmine, Passo di

402.

Tresenda 436.

Tresero, Piz 440.

Trevano 451.

Trevelin 247.

Tre Uomini, Passo 402.

Tricot, Aig. de 297.

— , Col de 298.

Triege, Falls of the 294.
Trient 293.

—, the 293.

— , Glacier du 295. 292.

308.

— , Gorges du 262.

Triftalp (Saas) 363.

— , Glacier de 301
St. Triphon 259.

jTriquent 294.

jTrobaso 461.

Trogen 60.

iTrois-Torrents 273.

iTrub 148.

iTriibbach 66.

iTrubschachen 148.

iTriibsee 144.

|— Alp 144.

Trndelingen 78.

Trugberg 327.

Triimleten-Thal 175. 182.

Triimmelbach Fall 175.

Truns 388.

Triittlisberg 211.

Tschamut 391.

Tschanuf, Ruin 434.

Tschappina 385.

Tschera, Piz La 396.

iTschiertschen 370.

Tschierva Club Hut 421
— , Piz 423.

I—, Vadret da 420.
— Scerscen, Fuorcla 424,

Tschingel-Alp 179. 201.
— Glacier 179. 180.

Tschingelhorn (Lauter-
brunnen) 180. 203.

Tschingelhorner (Sernf-
Thal) 81.

Tschingellochtighorn208
Tschingeln-Alp (near
Elm) 81.
— (near Walensladt) 51
Tschingel Pass 180. 203.

Tschingeltritt 179.

Tschitta, Fuorcla da 403.

Tschuggen (Arosa) 370,
— (Fliiela Pass) 374.
— (Grindelwald) 184.
Tschiitta, Piz 434.

Tubach 57.

Trift Glacier (Triftthal) Tubang, Mont 318.

144
(near Saas) 353.

(near Zermatt) 340.
Triftgratli 353.

Trifthorn 340. 353.

Trift Hotel 349. 350.— Hut 145.

Triftjoch 340.

Trift-Limmi 145.

Triflthal 144.

Trimmis 67.

Trins 384.

Trinser Furka 72.

Trinserhom 882. 385.
Triolet, Aig. de 290. 291.

301.

— , Cabane de 301.

Tuckettspitze 441.
Tummenen 342.

Tuoi, Val 374. 445.
Tuors, Val 378. 406.
Turbach Valley 214.

Turbenthal 53.

Turgi 21.

Turlo, Little 467.
— Pass 358.
Turtig 818.
Turtmann 318.— Glacier 342.
— Valley 342.
Twann 216.

Twannberg 216.

Tyudall, Pic 350.

Tzeudet, Glacier 309.

TJccello, Piz 400.
Udligenswyl ill.

Ueberlinger See 31.

Ueblenber? 202.
Ueli-Alp 76.

Uerikon 46.

Uertsch, Piz 427. 406.
Ueschinen-Thal 203.
— Thali 208.

Uetikon 46.

Uetliberg 44.

Ufiern Hut 390.

— , Passo d^ 392.

— , Piz del 390. 393.

— , Val 392.

Ufnau, Island of 46.

Uina, Val d' 432.

Ulrichen 325.

Ulrichshorn 354.

Umbrail. Piz 441.

Unchio 461.

Ungeheuerhorner 373.

Unspunnen 171.

Unteraar Glacier 187. 199.

Unter-lgeri 86.

Unteralp Pass 121.

Unter-Gabelhorn 349.
Unterhorn 384.

Unter-Laret 374.
— Miistail 403.
— Mutten 403.

Unterschachen 78.

Untersee 26. 27. 34.

Unterseen 169.

Unter-Sihlwald 44.
— Solis 403.
Unterstetten 106.

Unter-Terzen 51.

Unterwalden, Canton
134.

Unterwasser 68.

Uomo Pass 122.

— , Piz del (Lukmanier)
398.

— , — (St. Gotthard) 122.

127.

Uratstocke 145.

Urbach-Thal 197.

Urden Furkli 370.

Urdorf 87.

Urezzas, Val d' 431.

Uri, Canton 100.

—, Lake of 98. 117.
— Rothstock 100. 137.

Urio 475.

Urlaun, Piz 77. 388.

Urmein 386.

Urnasch 54.

Urnen-Alp 197.

Urner Boden 77.

— Loch 125.

— See 98.

Ste. Ursanne 10,
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Urschai, Val 431.

Urseren Valley 125.

Urweid, Aeussere and
Innere 197.

Useigne 333.

Ussin 361.
Uster 48.

Uttigen 160.

Uttweil 33.

Utzenstorf 17.

Utznach 49.

Utzwyl 54.

Vache, Roc de la 339.

Vadalles, Les 266.

Vadret, Piz (Dischma
Valley) 374. 377.

— , — (near Pontresina)
421.

Vadura 72.

Vaduz 66.

Vaira, Val 323.

Valais, Upper 825.

Valaisan, Mt. 302.

Valbella 402.

Valcava 429.

Val Cournere, Col de362.
Valdobbia, Col di 359.

Valendas 385.

Valens 71.

St. Valentin 443.

Valettes, Les 307.

Valgronda-Joch (Val
Faller) 404.

(Val Somvix) 388,

Vallatsch 386.

Valletta, Pizzo la 127.

Vallorbe 231.

Vallot, Observatoire 289
Val Lung, Piz 406. 403.

Valmaggia 467.

— , Bocchetta di 331. 456
Valorcine 292.

ValpelUne 316.

— , Col de 305. 335. 336
Valsainte 213.

Valser Berg 386.

Valsorey, the 309.

—, Col du 309.

—, Glacier du 309.

Vals-Platz 386.

Valtellina, the 436.

Valtendra, Passo di 321
Valtournancbe 361.
— Glacier 361. 362.

Valzeina 371.

Valzeiuerspitz 371.

Van d'en Haut 274. 294
Vandoeuvres 244.

Vanescha Pass 387.

Vanzone 356.

Varallo 466.

Varenna 472.

Varene, Aig. de 279.

Varese 460.

Varzo 324.

Vasanenkopf 71.

Vasevey, Col de 315.

Vason 71.

Vassena 475.

Vattis 72.

Vaud, Canton de 248.

Vauderens 228.

Vaulion 231.

—, Dent de 231.

Vaulruz 228. 266.

Vaumarcus, Castle 224.

Vaux, La 250. 258.

Vazerols 381.

VeccMo, Passo 391.

Vedro, Val di 324.

Veglia, Alp 329.

Veisivi, Dents de334. 336.

Velan, Mont 310.

Veltlin, see Valtellina.

Veni, Val 300. '

Vercorins 338.

Vereina Pass 373.

St. Verena-Thal 16.

Vergeletto 456.

Vermolera, Val 427.

Vernayaz 262. 294.

Vernaz, Col de 272.

Vernela Pass 373.

Vernex 254. 258.

Vernier 242.

Vernok Pass 387.

Verona, Pizzo di 435.

Verra Glacier 351.

— Pass 351.

Verres 306. 360.

Verrieres Suisse 223.

Versam 385.

Versegere 314.

Vers rEglise 264.

Versoix 245. 257.

Verstanklahorn 373.

Verstankla-Thor 374.

Verva, Passo di 427.

Verzasca, Val 454.

Vesenaz 244.

Vessona, Col de 305.

Vetroz 316.

Vevey 251. 258.

Vex 332.

Veyrier 243.

Veytaux 254. 258.

Via Mala 394.

Vial, Piz 387. 388.

Vicosoprano 438.

Vierwaldstatter See 93.

Viesch, see Fiesch.
Viganello 451.

Vigens 3S7.

Vigezzo Valley 455. 458
Vigne Glacier 351.

Vilan, the 371.

Villa (near Airolo) 326.
— (Val d^Herens) 333.
337

— (Vrinthal) 387.
— di Chiavenna 439.

ViHadossola 465.
Villard-sous-Mont 266.
Villars (near Aigle) 258.

(near Lausanne) 230.

Ville d^ Issert 302.

Villeneuve(AostaValley)
303.

(Lake of Geneva) 257./

2o8.
Villers-le-Lac 221.

Villette, La 297. 243.

Villmergen 21. 23. 150.

Vilters 66.

St. Vincent 306. 360.

Vincent-Hiitte 359.

Pyramide 351. 359.
Vindels, Alp 71.

Vindonissa 21.

Vintschgau, the 442.

Viola, Cima, Pass, and
Val 427.

Vionnaz 272.

Visaille, Cant, de la 300.

Visp 318.

the 318. 343. 346.

the Matter 343. 346.

the Saaser 343. 352.

Vi'spach 318.

Visperterbinen 343.

Vissoye 338.

S. Vittore 402.

Vitznau 94.

Vitznauer Stock 94. 96.

Viviers, Grotto 272.

Vizan, Piz 396.

Vlou, Becca di 306.

Vocca 467.

Vogelberg 400.

Vogelisegg 60.

Vogeljoch 400.

Vogna, Val 359.

Vogogna 465.

Voirons 244.

Vorab 81. 384.

Voralp-Thal 124.

— Hut 124.

Vorauen 80.

Vorder-Glarnisch 74.
— Meggen 111.
— Ehein, the 381. 384.

389. 391. 392.
— Thierberg 145.

Vouasson, Pointe de 334.

Vouvry 272.

Voza, Col de 297.

Vrenelisgartli 80.

iVrin 387.
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Vufflens, Castle 247.

Vuibez, Glacier de 334.

335.

—, Serra de 334.

Vuignette, Col de la 334.

335.

Vuiteboeuf 224.

VuUy, Mont 230.

Vulpera 431.

Wabern 159.

Wadensweil 47.

Wagenlucke 62.

Waggitbal 47.

Wahlalp 213.

Waid (near St. Gallen)
56.

— (near Ziiricb) 37.

Walchwil 110.

Wald (near Ruti) 53.

— (near Trogen) 60.

Waldenburg 13.

"Waldhaos-Flims o84.

Waldibriicke 149.

Waldshut 25.

Waldspitz 189.

Waldstatt 54.

Walensee 50.

Walenstadt 51.

— , Lake of 50.

Walkringen 149. 18.

Wallisellen 52.

Waltersfirren-Alp 130.

Walzenbausen 64.

Wand-Alp 137.

Wandflub 318. 336.

Wand Glacier 354.

Wangen (Aare) 15.

— (TJntersee) 23. 34.

— (Lake of Ziirich) 47.

Wannenstock 80.

Wartburg, Neu- 14.

Wartegg 57. 59.

Wartensee 59. 19.

Wartenstein, Pens. 71.

Wasen 120.

Wasserauen 62.

Wasserflub 23.

Watt 22.

Wattingen 119.

Wattwyl 67.

Wauwyl 19.

Weesen 49.

Weggis 94.

Weiach 53.

Weinburg, Castle 57.

Weinfelden 53.

Weissbad 61.

Weissberg 396. 404.
Weisse Frau 203.
Weissenau, Ruins 163.

Weissenburg 213.

—,^Baths of 213.

Weiasenfluh 94.

Weissenstein (Grisons)

406.
— (near Soleure) 16. 11.

Weissensteinborn 386.

Weissfluh 369. 375.

Weissborn (Arosa) 370.

— (Fliiela Pass) 374.
— (Parpan) 370.
— (Rawyl) 211.
— (near Zermatt) 350.

— , Hotel 388.

Weissmies 353.

Weisstannen 52. 81.

Weisstbor, Old 352. 357,

—, New 351.

— , Scbwarzberg 355. 352,

Weiss-Wasserstelz 53.

Weitenalpstock 130.

Weiterscbwanden 78.117.

Weit Ries 140.

Wellenkuppe 349. 340.

Wellborn 195. 196.

Welscbtobel 370.

Wenden Glacier 145.
— Joch 133.

Wendenstocke 144.

Wengen 181.

Wengern-Alp 182.

Wengi, Batbs of 87.

Wengistein 16.

Wenslingen 13.

Werdenberg 68.

— , Castle 66.

Wertbenstein 146.

West-Lenzspitze 353.

Wetterborn 187. 195.
Wetterlimmi 195.

Wetterliicke 180.

Wettingen 22.

Wettschwyl 87.

Wetzikon 48.

Wetzsteinbom 211.

Wicbtrach 160.

Widderegg 129.

Widderfeld 92. 108. 137.

Widerstein-Furkel 51.

Wienacht-Tobel 59.

Wiesberg 444.

Wiesen 378.

Wiggen 148.

Wigger-Thal 18.

Wiggis 73. 80.

Wilde Frau 201. 179.

Wildegg 24. 150.

Wilderswyl 173. 174.

Wildgeissberg 140.

Wildgerst 193.

Wildbaus 68.

Wildborn 210. 263.
— Hut 210.
Wildkircbli 62.

Wildspitz 114. 86.

Wildstrubel 204.207. 211.
WilUgen 194. 196.

Willigenbriicke 194. 196.
Willisau 147.

Wimmis 162. 212.

Windegg-Hiitte 145.

Windgelle, theSchachen-
tbaler 78.

Windgellen (Maderaner-
Tbal) 130.

Windjocb 354.

Winkelmatten 346.
Winkeln 54.

Winter Glacier 132.

Winterberg 124. 145.

Winteregg 189.

Winter-Joch 145.

Winterliicke 132.

Wintertbur 53.

Wittwe 203.

Woblen 21. 23. 150.

Wolfenscbiessen 135.

Wolfgang 374.

Wolfbalden 59.

Wolfsberg 28. 33.

Wolbusen 146.

Wollerau 47.

Wollisbofen 46.

Worb 149.

Wormser Jocb 441.

Wortb, Cbat. 30.

Wiilpelsberg 24.

Wurmspacb, Convent 48.
Wvblen 25.

wVl 54.

Wyla 53.

Wylen 54. 57.

Wyler 144. 119.
— Alp 142.

Wylerborn 142.

Wynigen 17.

Wyttenwasser Glacier
128.

— Pass 128.

Yens 247.
Yverdon 224.

Yvoire 270.

Yvonand 227.

Yvorne 258.

Ywerberhorner 127.

Za, Aiguille de la 334.
— de FAno 340.— de-Zan, Col de 335.

— , Glacier de 305. 335.
Zadrell, Fuorcla 373.

Zanfleuron 263. 211.
— Glacier 263.

Zapportgrat 387. 400.
Zapportborn 400.

Zapport Hnt 400.
— Pass 400.
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Zarmine, C
Zasenberg :

Zasenberghum loo.
Zate, Col da 340.
— , Pointe du 340.
Zatelet-Praz 337.
Zaziwyl 148.
Zell 53.

Zennepi, Pte. de 308.
Zermatt 344.

Zermeiggern 354.

Zermettje 344.

Zernetz 428.

Zertannen 357. 356.

Zervreila 3S7.

Zervreiler Horn 387.

Zeznina, Val 430.

Ziegelbriicke 49.

Zigiorenove, Glacier

Zihl, the 217.
Zihlistock-Alp 96.

Zillis 395.

, Glacier de 340,

— , Pointe de 340.

Rothhorn 340. 350.
Zinkenstocke 199.

Ziteil 395. 403.

Zizers 67.

Zmeiden Pass 341.

Zmutt Glacier 336.
340.

— Valley 84S.
Zocca, Passo di

Zofingen 18.

Zollikofen 13. 18.

Zollikon 45.

Zozanne, Lac de 337.

Zug 85.

— , Lake of 110.

Ziige, the 378.

Zuger Berg 86.

Zum See 347.
— Steg 331.

438.

lie 350. 36<j,

Zum Strich 356.

Zuort 434.

Zuoz 428.
Zupo, Piz 423.

Ziirchersmiihle 54.

Zurich 35.

— , Lake of 45.

Ziirichberg 45.

Ziirich-Letten 45.

Zustoll, the .50.

Zweiliitschinen 174.

Zweisimmen 214.1

Zwillings-Joch 351.
Zwingen, Chateau 10.

Zwingli Pass 63.

Zwing-Uri 118.

Zwirgi 194.

Zwischbergen Pass 323.
Zwischen-Thierbergen

145.

Zwitzer Egg 211.

Leipsic; Printed bj Breitkopi' aud Hartel.
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